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ABSTRACT OF GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH

Dissertation

Andrews University
Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary

Title: TRUTH AND TERROR: A TEXT-ORIENTED ANALYSIS OF DANIEL 8:9-14
Name o f researcher: Martin Probstle
Name and degrees o f faculty adviser: Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.
Date completed: July 2006

Daniel 8:9-14 constitutes the climax o f the vision report in Dan 8, and is arguably
one o f the most difficult Danielic passages. This dissertation investigates the Masoretic
Text o f Dan 8:9-14 by means o f a detailed and comprehensive text-oriented analysis that
utilizes linguistic, literary, and intertextual procedures.
In chapter 1, an overview o f modem text-oriented approaches and the review o f
recent literature on Dan 8 pave the way for a description of this study’s methodology,
which consists of a combination o f linguistic (syntax, semantics, and text-grammar),
literary (style and structure), and intertextual approaches (textual relations within the
book o f Daniel), using them as a threefold avenue to the understanding o f the text, while
at the same time demonstrating their interdependence.
The linguistic analysis in chapter 2 analyzes the syntactic and semantic features of
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each clause, as well as significant terms and expressions in Dan 8:9-14. A textgrammatical analysis identifies the interclausal relations in the passage.
The literary analysis in chapter 3 examines the rhetorical and stylistic devices and
their function in Dan 8:9-14, and describes the literary structure and dynamics o f the
passage. Stylistic and structural devices include poetic-like language in vs. 11, verbal
gender shifts in vss. 9-12, the use of the key word

in a “hubris-fall” pattern, and

spatial imagery. The investigation o f terminological fields and their distribution observes
the interplay o f military, royal, cultic, creation, and judgment terminology, showing how
these themes characterize the role o f the hom figure and convey the text’s theological
message.
The intertextual analysis in chapter 4 explores the lexical and thematic links of
Dan 8:9-14 with other texts in the book o f Daniel—particularly with 8:23-25 and chaps.
7, 9, and 10-12— and how these texts contribute to the interpretation o f Dan 8:9-14.
The summary and conclusions in chapter 5 highlight the results o f each o f the
three avenues o f the text-oriented approach to Dan 8:9-14.
The climax of the vision report with its accompanying audition, against the
general opinion, is linguistically well-composed and an extremely artistic literary piece
that combines significant theological themes. The Day of Atonement serves as a
macrotheme and typifies the divine reaction to the cosmic challenge created by the cultic
war o f the hom. By its complex textual relations, Dan 8:9-14 constitutes a central
passage in the book o f Daniel.
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independent personal pronoun

m

masculine

NP

noun phrase

num

numeral

NumWG

numeral word group

pf
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plural
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preposition
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sg

singular
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The following nomenclature is used for verbal forms and clause types:
wayyiqtol

waw consecutive + verb in imperfect form

vfqatal

waw consecutive + verb in perfect form
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Preliminary Remarks and Statement of the Problem
“The paradigm is changing.”1 Whether or not Kuhn’s concept o f “paradigm
shift”2 applies to the present state in the field of exegetical methodology, it is evident that

‘R o lf R endtorff, “The Paradigm Is Changing: H opes— and Fears,” B ib in t 1 (1993): 52. This
is R e n d to rff s proclam atory statem ent about the new interest in the final form o f the text and in textoriented approaches after the focus in m ainstream O ld T estam ent scholarship has been to a large
extent on the a u th o rs ) and the concept o f exegesis w as m ainly diachronic, using the m ethods o f
historical criticism . At another place, R en d to rff describes this phenom enon as “a fundam ental shift in
priorities” (“B etw een H istorical C riticism and H olistic Interpretation: N ew T rends in Old Testam ent
E xegesis,” in Congress Volume, Jerusalem 1986, ed. J. A. Em erton, V T Sup, no. 40 [Leiden: Brill,
1988], 300). O ther characteristic term s fo r the new text-oriented interest are not lacking; for example,
H elm ut U tzschneider em ploys the term “ren aissan ce” (“D ie Renaissance der alttestam entlichen
L iteraturw issenschaft und das B uch E x o d u s,” Z A W 106 [1994]: 197-198); Phyllis Trible and Otto
Kaiser designate it as “paradigm shift” (Phyllis Trible, R h eto rica l C riticism : Context, M ethod, and the
B ook o f Jonah, GBS [M inneapolis: F ortress, 1994], 74; O tto K aiser, “V on Stand u n d Z ukunft der
alttestam entlichen W issenschaft,” in C ongress Volume: Oslo 1998, ed. A. Lem aire and M. Saebo,
V TSup, no. 80 [Leiden: B rill, 2000], 491); and T rem per Longman III describes it as “(re)birth”
(“Literary A pproaches to O ld T estam en t S tudy,” in The F ace o f O ld Testam ent Studies: A Survey o f
C ontem porary A pproaches, ed. D. W . B ak er and B. T. A rnold [G rand Rapids: B aker, 1999], 97). O f
course, it has to be noted that w hile the study o f texts as it stands is not really new (approaches to the
biblical text before the rise o f historical criticism are generally synchronic), the synchronic study o f
texts in a system atic w ay by m eans o f text-oriented approaches has risen only in the tw entieth century
(cf. James M uilenburg, “Form C riticism and B eyond,” JB L 88 [1969]: 8). John B arton, among others,
w arns to use “paradigm ” language as it “im plies th at there are m any valid w ays o f reading texts” and
“historical criticism w as never m eant to be one valid option am ong m any: it was supposed to yield
truth, and truth independent o f the outlo o k o f the investigator” (“H istorical C riticism and Literary
Interpretation: Is There A ny C om m on G ro u n d ?” in C rossing the B oundaries: E ssa ys in B iblical
Interpretation in H onour o f M ichael D. G oulder, ed. S. E. Porter, P. Joyce, and D. E. O rton, BIS, no.
8 [Leiden: B rill, 1994], 4).
2In his landm ark book The S tru ctu re o f Scientific Revolutions, 3d ed. (Chicago: U niversity o f
Chicago Press, 1996), published in its first edition in 1962, T hom as S. K uhn argued that science does
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in the last decades the study o f biblical texts has gained immense momentum by the new
emphasis of text-oriented approaches.1 A new interest has emerged in the study of the
text itself, as it stands in its final form.2 Narrative, poetic, and prophetic texts, both large
and small corpora, are again investigated by means o f various exegetical methods used in
the field of text-oriented approaches.3

not progress in a gradual fashion by cum ulative acquisition o f know ledge, b u t rather rem ains fixated
on a particular academic approach or paradigm o f thought, w hich is only overthrow n with great
difficulty and replaced by a new one (e.g., the shift from the P tolem aic to the C opem ican system, or
from Newtonian physics to relativity and quantum physics). The term “p arad ig m ” stands for a
collection o f “intertw ined theoretical and m ethodological b e lie f ’ (17), “the entire constellation o f
beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by the m em bers o f a given com m unity” (175). K uhn’s
paradigm shift designates the process o f acknow ledging the inadequacies o f a given paradigm — w hich
are exposed by arising anom alies or inconsistencies th at present insoluble difficulties within the old
paradigm — that leads to a radical change o f the w ay o f perception, thought, and evaluation, resulting
in the replacem ent o f the old paradigm in w hole o r in p art by an incom patible n ew paradigm that is
able to solve the difficulties o f the old academ ic approach. In the new paradigm new assum ptions and
expectations are taken on that will transform the ex istin g theories, traditions, ru les, and standards o f
practice.
‘The term “text-oriented approach” (analysis, interpretation, etc.) is used in a technical sense
and refers to an exegetical approach w hich focuses prim arily on the w ritten tex t as it stands and the
linguistic and literary data it provides. Such an approach could also be qualified as text-im m anent or
text-centered.
2The terms “final form ” and “final text” are u sed here for the w ritten text as constituted by the
Masoretic Text (MT) o f the Leningrad C odex B 19 A. I chose th is M T as the “ final tex t” for it
represents a text tradition that is generally accepted am ong scholars as a w orking text, although I am
aware o f the recent critique o f such a concept (Jam es A lfred L oader, “T he Finality o f the O ld
T estam ent ‘Final Text,” ’ OTE 15 [2002]: 739-753; Jam es E. B ow ley and John C. R eeves, “R ethinking
the Concept o f ‘B ible’: Some T heses and P ro p o sals,” H enoch 25 [2003]: 3-18, esp. 10-13). By using
the term “final” I neither intend to im ply that there are earlier texts, or a prehistory or a history o f
transm ission o f the text, o f w hich the “final” text w o u ld be the last or canonical text, nor do I deny any
historical developments o f texts per se. I also do n o t im ply th at “final” autom atically m eans
“authoritative.”
3A constantly growing num ber o f studies w itn esses to the w ide u se o f text-oriented
approaches. See, e.g., the com pilations o f bibliographic m aterial on literary approaches, w hich m arks
only one avenue o f text-oriented approaches, by M a rk M in o r (L itera ry-C ritica l A pproaches to the
Bible: A n Annotated B ibliography [W est C ornw all: L o cu st Hill, 1992]; L itera ry-C ritica l A pproaches
to the Bible: A Bibliographical Supplem ent [W est C ornw all: L ocust Hill, 1996]). In the preface to the
supplement, w hich appeared only four years later, M in o r specifies that “th e appearance o f over eleven
hundred items here, m ost o f w hich post-date 1991, testifies dram atically to the steadily interest in
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Besides deserving more attention than it has received,1 Dan 8, especially the small
unit o f Dan 8:9-14, is a good choice for reconsidering text-oriented methodology in
combination with the actual exegesis of a text. Reasons for this lie in the fact that the
book o f Daniel including chap. 8 has for the most part been approached by literary-critical
or historical considerations. The task o f a synchronic approach to this text as it stands has
been “neglected too long.”2 Also, the MT of Dan 8:9-14 is intricate and has received a
number of interpretations which differ significantly.3 Most o f these interpretations, which

literary criticism o f the Bible” (xiii). See also the publications in the jo u rn als J S O T and B ib lica l
Interpretation, as w ell as the series “Indiana Studies o f B iblical L iterature,” the “JS O T S upplem ent
Series,” and the “Biblical Interpretation Series.”
‘in the scholarly literature o f the tw entieth century, D an 8 has alw ays sto o d in the shadow o f
its “two big brothers” w hich attracted much attention: D an 7 w ith its gravid th em es o f “son o f m an”
and the “holy ones,” and Dan 9 with the seventy w eeks prophecy and D a n ie l’s intercessory prayer. In
an appraisal o f scholarly research on the book o f D aniel published particularly from 1980 to 1996,
focusing on the com m entaries by J. J. C ollins and by K. K och, the m aterial on D an 8 (tw o short
paragraphs) is equaled in briefiiess only by the review o f literature on D an 5 (Jesus A surm endi, “ El
Libro de D aniel en la investigation reciente,” EstB ib 55 [1997]: 509-540). This situation is sim ilarly
reflected in earlier overviews o f research on the book o f D aniel: W alter B aum gartner, “Ein V iertel
Jahrhundert D anielforschung,” TRu 11 (1939): 59-83, 125-144, 201-228; F erd in an d D exinger, D as
Buch D aniel und seine Probleme, SBS, no. 36 (Stuttgart: K atholisches B ibelw erk, 1969); A lfred
M ertens, D as Buch D aniel im Lichte der Texte vom Toten M eer, SBM , no. 12 (Stuttgart: K atholisches
B ibelw erk, 1971), 13-19; J. C. H. Lebram, “Perspektiven der gegenw artigen D an ielfo rsch u n g ,” / ^ 5
(1974): 1-33; K laus Koch, D as Buch D aniel, EdF, no. 144 (D arm stadt: W issenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, 1980). M ore recently, the collected essays o f the 40th session o f the Colloquium
Biblicum Lovaniense held in 1991 on the book o f D aniel “covered a w ide field and gave a good
im pression o f divergent approaches and view s that still ex ist in regard to th e interpretation o f the
book” (A. S. van der W oude, ed., The B ook o f D a n iel in the L ig h t o f N ew F in d in g s, B ETL, no. 106
[Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1993], xiii), and yet D an 8, if it is m entioned, is touched on only in
passing. Similarly, o f the 32 essays edited by J. J. C ollins and P. W. Flint o n ly one deals to some
extent with Dan 8 and its redaction-critical analysis (The B o o k o f D aniel: C om position and R eception,
2 vols., VTSup, no. 83, FIOTL, no. 2 [Leiden: Brill, 2001]).
2U sing w ords by R. R endtorff w hen he diagnoses that the synchronic approach in OT
scholarship has in general been “neglected too long and too intentionally” (“T h e P aradigm is
Changing,” 52).
3For the different interpretations o f the little horn sym bol, the tem poral expression “2300
evening-m orning,” and three cultic expressions o f D an 8:9-14 from 1700 to 1900 see Sam uel N unez,
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are often based on diachronic analysis, have not taken into careful consideration the
linguistic and literary data of the text. Insufficient attention has also been given to the
text o f Dan 8:9-14 itself. Furthermore, the assessment o f text-oriented approaches
applied to Dan 8 so far (see below) seems to show that, though helpful in detecting
linguistic and literary features o f the text, a more comprehensive text-oriented approach is
still a desideratum. As a result, syntactic, literary, and semantic questions regarding these
verses still remain to be answered.
A close look at the Hebrew text and a comparison of the various studies reveals a
number o f intratextual1problems facing the exegete when analyzing Dan 8:9-14. Some
o f the prominent issues are:
1.

The demarcation of clauses and sentences in vss. 10-13, especially the

syntactic place o f X3S1 in vs. 12a and the elements o f the question in vs. 132

The Vision o f D aniel 8: Interpretations fro m 1700-1800 [sic], A U SD D S, no. 14 (B errien Springs:
A ndrew s U niversity Press, 1987); on D an 8:14 cf. A lfred-Felix V aucher, “D aniel 8:14 en O ccident
ju s q u ’au Cardinal N icolas de C usa,” /1 U SS 1 (1963): 139-151. A cursory glance at various studies
and com m entaries on Daniel w ritten in the twentieth and the beginning o f the tw enty-first century
confirm s that a rem arkable diversity in specific issues o f the interpretation o f 8:9-14 is still present.
'The term s “ intratextual” and “intertextual” are used in a technical sense here. “In tratex tu al”
means w ithin one text passage, w hereas “intertextual” means betw een different text passages.
A ccording to such a definition the literary term “intratextuality” refers to lexical, them atic, and literary
interconnections w ithin a specific text corpus and the w ay they cohere. The term “intertextuality”
refers to lexical, them atic, and literary interconnections o f a specific text w ith other texts.
2Some scholars have tried to m ake sense out o f the traditional divisions o f the M T (e.g.,
Bernhard H asslberger, H offnung in der Bedrdngnis: E ine fo rm kritisch e U ntersuchung zu D an 8 u n d
10-12, A TSA T, no. 4 [St. Ottilien: EOS, 1977], 8-9). Others dem arcate sentences differently from
the M asoretes, leaving the consonantal text w ith its w ord divisions untouched (e.g., Jo h n E.
Goldingay, D aniel, W BC, vol. 30 [Dallas: W ord Books, 1989], 1 95,197-198). T he m ajority o f
scholars, how ever, suggest textual em endations to obtain syntactically w ell-form ed sentences; an
extrem e exam ple being G eorge Foot M oore who in his tentative reconstruction o f D an 8:9-14 em ends
the MT fifteen tim es in these six verses (“D aniel viii. 9-14,” JB L 15 [1896]: 193-197).
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2. The shift between perfect and imperfect forms in vss. 9-12, especially the one
between the weqatal form in vs. 11c and the yiqtol form in vs. 12a
3. The function o f the weqatal form ppIS)] in vs. 14c (The difficulty o f this form
is twofold: the time and aspect o f p

and the fact that the Nifal form of pT J is a hapax

legomenon.)
4. The gender shift o f verbs in vss. 9-12 (There are three: from masculine to
feminine in vs. 9, from feminine to masculine between vss. 10 and 11, and from
masculine to feminine between vss. 11 and 12.)
5. The usage and absence of the article in vss. 10-14 with the words TOPI, N33,
and ®pp as well as the semantic function attached to this phenomenon (TO Pi occurs with
the article in vs. 11 without apparent anaphoric function. N315 occurs without the article
in vss. 12 and 13, though it is determinate in vss. 10 and 11. 8hp occurs twice, in vss. 13
and 14, both times without the article.)1
6. The syntax and meaning of the sentences in vss. 11-12 (Besides points 1,2,4,
and 5 mentioned above, the subject o f the verb ]nJP) and the semantic function o f the
prepositions b s and 3 in vs. 12a contribute to the difficulty of syntax.)2

'O nly H asslberger attem pts to explain the usage o f the article in D an 8:9-14 (26-27, 102).
2In fact, D an 8:11-12 is one o f the m ost difficult texts in the book o f D aniel because o f its
intricate syntactic and sem antic problem s (see M artin T. Probstle, “A Linguistic A nalysis o f D aniel
8:11, 12," JA T S 7/1 [1996]: 81-106). The follow ing assessments reflect the degree o f difficulty:
“These verses [D an 8:11-13] form one o f the m ost difficult passages in D aniel ow ing to the
corruptions o f the text” (R. H. Charles, A C ritical a n d E xegetical Com m entary on the B o o k o f Daniel:
With Introduction, Indexes and a N ew E nglish Translation [Oxford: Clarendon, 1929], 204); “the text
[vs. 12a] is very difficult here” (John J. Collins, D aniel: A Com m entary on the B o o k o f D aniel,
H erm eneia [M inneapolis: Fortress, 1993], 326); “P our com prendre la difficulte d ’un choix pour la
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7. The structure o f vss. 9-14 and whether these verses exhibit unity or disunity
8. The identification, role, and semantic meaning of keywords and key phrases
according to the structure and the literary dynamics of the passage. (Words and word
groups such as D’Qtiin K3S [vs. 10],K3S!T*lfo [vs. 11], TQ nn [vss. 11, 12, 13],
]i2 p [vs. 11], N22 [vs. 12], QQ'ttf [vs. 13], tf-fp [vss. 13, 14], and jTHS)] [vs. 14]
have received different interpretations.)1
9. On account o f these intricacies and in comparison to the very artistic literary
form and structure o f the Aramaic chap. 7, it has often been inferred that the quality of the
Hebrew in chap. 8, particularly in 8:9-14, is rather poor and clumsy.2
Another set of problems arises from the fact that Dan 8:9-14 shows a high degree
of intertextuality, particularly with other parts o f the book of Daniel.3 Such intertextual
relations often affect the meaning o f a passage with its keywords and keyword groups, in
addition to the semantic functions of the syntactic-literary features o f the passage itself
which, o f course, have priority in determining meaning.

traduction de ce verset [v. 12], je suggere de lire toutes les Bibles et les com m entaires, en com ptant les
divergences: le cas est vraim ent desespere” (Pierre G relot, review o f D aniel, by John J. Collins, RB
102 [1995]: 288); and “ 11.12 constitute crescendo the m ost difficult short passage o f th e b [o o ]k ”
w hile “ 11 presents less difficulty o f the tw o” (James A . M ontgom ery, A C ritical and E xegetical
C om m entary on the B ook o f D aniel, ICC [Edinburgh: Clark, 1927], 335).
'S ee the b rie f overview s o f different interpretations o f these w ords and phrases in Collins,
D aniel (1993), 331-336.
2See, e.g., John J. C ollins, The A pocalyptic Vision o f the B ook o f Daniel, HSM , no. 16
(M issoula: S cholars, 1977), 18, 20.
3T hem atic and structural sim ilarities, as w ell as lexical links inside the book are striking. See,
e.g., A. L englet, “ La structure litteraire de D aniel 2-7,” B ib 53 (1972): 169-190; Klaus Koch, Das
Buch D aniel, 59-61; Jacques B. D oukhan, D aniel: The Vision o f the End, rev. ed. (Berrien Springs:
A ndrew s U niversity Press, 1989), 3-7; G oldingay, D aniel, 324-326.
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Purpose of the Study
The problem areas in the exegesis o f Dan 8:9-14 indicated above call for a textoriented analysis along three lines of research: linguistic (including syntactic and
semantic), literary, and intertextual. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to examine
the text o f Dan 8:9-14 synchronically by proceeding from form to function: that is, to
investigate the linguistic and literary features of the text, to determine the meaning o f the
relevant words, word groups, and o f the text itself, to identify its intertextual relations,
and thereby to achieve a text-oriented interpretation o f the passage. In pursuing a fresh
text-oriented approach to the challenging text o f Dan 8:9-14 this study makes allowance
for the “changing paradigm” in biblical exegesis and nourishes the hope that new
approaches might significantly contribute to the understanding o f biblical texts.

Text-Oriented Approaches to Daniel 8:9-14
To situate the present study in its methodological context, a general overview of
the different text-oriented approaches to OT texts is given first.1 Then, an overview of
the literature on Dan 8:9-14 from 1970 and on is provided. The latter lists non-textoriented approaches to Dan 8:9-14, considers studies which partially employ methods that
are also used in text-oriented approaches, and then reviews more extensively the textoriented approaches.
'H ere, I try to com ply in a m odest sense with O tto K aiser’s first p lea in his assessm ent o f the
future o f O T studies: “E ach investigation that is dedicated to a specific topic should determ ine its
place and its im portance for the w hole o f its science; for only in this w ay can it be perceptible beyond
the small circle to those w ho are interested in and dependent on its results” (504-505).
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Overview o f Text-Oriented Approaches

Introduction
Studies using a text-oriented approach to Dan 8 represent only a small selection of
a plethora of different text-oriented approaches available today. As the present study
claims to be a text-oriented approach, utilizing methodological insights from other
existing text-oriented approaches, it is necessary to present a brief overview o f the types
of this approach and their methodological principles in general, before proceeding to a
review o f text-oriented approaches to Dan 8 in particular. Furthermore, such an overview
also lays the necessary foundation for the history o f research that follows1and will help to
clarify that the existing major text-oriented approaches to Dan 8 stem basically from only
one avenue o f text-oriented approaches, namely the linguistic approach.
What is a text-oriented approach? The term “text-oriented approach” refers to a
specific kind o f approach to the biblical text. Text-oriented approaches2 are similar in
that their main focus is the study o f the text, as it stands on its own, leaving aside
anything which is non-textual. The text exists on its own, constitutes a world of language
on its own, and, thus, deserves to be analyzed in its own right. The exegete concentrates
on the features o f the text, without inquiring about its genesis and development or the
' “C onsiderations on the history o f research m ust always be considerations on the
herm eneutics o f the research, only fo r that reason to guarantee a m inim um o f com parability between
the different scholarly trends” (U tzschneider, “R en aissan ce,” 198).
2It is alm ost superfluous to say th a t there is n ot only one specific text-oriented approach but
rather a great num ber o f them. It w ould b e a gross m isrepresentation “to im pose an artificial unity”
upon them (Paul Joyce, “First A m ong E quals? The H istorical-C ritical A pproach in the M arketplace of
M ethods,” in C rossing the B oundaries: E ssays in B ib lica l Interpretation in H o n o u r o f M ichael D.
Goulder, ed. S. E. Porter, P. Joyce, and D . E. O rton, BIS, no. 8 [Leiden: Brill, 1994], 19).
Nevertheless, basic distinct elem ents can be detected in the plethora o f these approaches.
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inner dynamics o f its authors). Therefore, a text-oriented approach is primarily
synchronic, taking the text as starting-point and center o f research. The specific focus on
the text allows for more certainty on the part o f the exegete.1
As such, text-oriented approaches are distinguished from other approaches that
have their focal point on the authors and their worlds, on the readers and their worlds, or
on the subject matter and its world.2 Naturally, overlap between these categories is

‘Luis Alonso Schokel, “O f M ethods and M o d els,” in C ongress Volume, Salam anca 1983, ed.
J. A. Emerton, V TSup, no. 36 (Leiden: Brill, 1985), 11-12; W ilhelm Egger, H o w to R ea d the Hew
Testament: An Introduction to Linguistic and H isto rica l-C ritica l M ethodology, ed. and w ith an
introduction by H. Boers (Peabody: H endrickson, 1996), 67; M anfred O em ing, B iblische
H erm eneutik: Eine E infuhrung (Darm stadt: W issenschaftiche B uchgesellschaft, 1998), 63.
2This distinction results from the process o f understanding and com m unication w hich
involves the author (artist), the text (work), the recip ien t (audience), and the su b ject m atter (universe).
The methodological approaches to understanding (biblical) texts m ay be distinguished according to
their main focus on one o f these elem ents. T he origin o f the fourfold distinction according to the
process o f com munication is found in a now classic m odel for classifying different approaches o f
criticism outlined by M. H. A bram s (The M irro r a n d the L am p: R o m a n tic T heory a n d the Critical
Tradition [London: O xford U niversity Press, 1953], 3-29, esp. 3-5) w hich has been adapted for
biblical studies by John B arton w ho distinguishes betw een approaches concerned w ith historical
events or theological ideas, with text, w ith author(s), and w ith read ers (“C lassifying Biblical
Criticism.” JSO T 29 [1984]: 19-35; R eading the O ld Testam ent: M eth o d in B ib lica l Study, rev. and
enlarged ed. [Louisville: W estm inster, 1996], 237-243). A lread y Jam es B arr, w ithout referring to the
process o f communication, distinguished betw een three possible avenues o f studying the biblical text:
study o f entities referred to (R eferential), study o f m ind o f th e w riters (Intentional), and study o f myths
and images of the text as it is (Poetic or A esthetic) (The B ible in the M odern World: The Croall
Lectures Given in N ew College, E dinburgh in N o vem b er 1970 [London: S C M , 1973], 61-62). Both
divisions in three and in four interpretative approaches are q uite com m on: U m berto Eco distinguishes
three main directions o f interpretation theories: intentio auctoris (w hat the author o f the text intended
to say), intentio operis (w hat the text says independently o f authorial intentions), and intentio lectoris
(what the readers find as m eaning by virtue o f th e ir ow n system o f expectations) (The L im its o f
Interpretation, A dvances in Sem iotics [B loom ington: Indiana U niversity P ress, 1990], 44-63). In the
field of biblical studies, T rem per L ongm an III advocates such a threefold distinction betw een authorcentered, text-centered, and reader-centered theories (L iterary A p p ro a ch es to B ib lica l Interpretation,
Foundations o f Contem porary Interpretation, no. 3 [G rand R apids: Z ondervan, 1987], 18-41). M ore
recently Manfred Oeming proposes a “herm eneutic q u ad ran g le” (herm eneutisches Viereck) o f the four
elements: author, text, recipient, and subject m atter (B iblische H erm en eu tik, 5, 6, 176). Sim ilarly,
Luis Alonso Schokel proposes a text-centered herm eneutic schem a w ith th e w o rk (= text) in the center
and a set o f factors involved in the literary w ork: au th o r, receiv er (= reader), language, and theme or
subject (A M anual o f H erm eneutics, w ith J. M. B ravo, trans. L. M . R osa, fu rth er ed. B. W . R.
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possible, as the text is the object and starting point o f any interpretation— for example,
almost every interpretation of a text uses in some way linguistic observations— and
ultimately also the sole adjudicator o f any interpretation.1 However, it is the main
emphasis o f the approach which determines the category it may be assigned to.
The factors which have led to redirect the emphasis on the analysis o f the text
itself, moving away from author-oriented approaches, may be encapsulated in two words:
“dissatisfaction and seduction”2; dissatisfaction with the diachronic analysis o f the
historical-critical methods and seduction by new trends in the study o f literature and
linguistics. These two factors shall be summarized briefly. Let me start with the
“seduction” factor.
The first factor in the changing o f the paradigm is the rise o f modem linguistics

Pearson, BSem , no. 54 [Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic P ress, 1998], 53-54). Louis C. Jonker
form ulates a “multidimensional exegesis” m ap w hich is essentially b ased on a distinction betw een
sender, m edium , and receiver and a distinction betw een synchronic and d iachronic analyses o f these
com m unication elements (Exclusivity and Variety: P erspectives on M u ltid im en sio n a l E xegesis,
CBET, no. 19 [Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1996], 317-323; “R eading Jonah M ultidim ensionally: A
M ultidim ensional Reading Strategy for B iblical Interpretation,” Scriptura 64 [1998]: 1-15; cf. “ ‘T e x t’
in a M ultidimensional Exegetical A pproach,” Scriptura 46 [1993]: 111).
'In outlining the hermeneutic debate in the interpretative guild, w hich revolves around the
diverse m ethods using author-centered, text-centered, or reader-centered assu m p tio n s, A. R . Pete
D iam ond points to the unique value o f the final text form: “T he text in its final form is n o t ju s t the
prim e datum for adjudicating the contending m odels [o f interpretation]; it is the only d atu m ”
(“Introduction,” in Troubling Jeremiah, ed. A. R. P. D iam ond, K. M. O ’C onnor, and L. Stulm an,
JSO TSup, no. 260 [Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic P ress, 1999], 18).
2Luis Alonso Schokel observes concerning the d evelopm ent in contem p o rary biblical
scholarship: “W hat makes a new trend arise and im pose itself? B asically dissatisfaction or seduction.
Y et dissatisfaction shows different faces. O ne m ay feel frustrated b y w h at o ne has o r seduced b y w hat
one does not have. One is frustrated because the m ethod has n ot p ro d u ced w h at it prom ised, or
because it cannot produce any more, or because it has gone too far. T he seduction, lik e a new love,
usually comes from the outside: in our case, from related disciplines full o f youth and vitality”
(“Trend: Plurality o f M ethods, Priority o f Issues,” in C ongress Volume, Jeru sa lem 1986, ed. J. A.
Emerton, VTSup, no. 40 [Leiden: Brill, 1988], 285).
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and “New Criticism” and their influence on biblical studies, beginning in the late 1960s.
The engagement of exegetes in general linguistics and their application o f linguistic
principles and methodologies in exegetical practice was especially kindled by the
analyses o f J. Barr1and by the methodological considerations of W. Richter.2 Especially
the influence of French structuralism and the text-immanent interpretation
( Werkinterpretation) in Germany led to the conviction that “synchronic semantic
description, which seeks to understand language within its contemporary linguistic
system, has methodological priority.”3 In other words, an intersubjectively more
'Jam es Barr, The Sem antics o f Biblical Language (London: Oxford U niversity P ress, 1961).
For B arr’s influence see Eep Talstra, S o lo m o n ’s Prayer: Synchrony and D ia ch ro n y in the
Com position o f I K ings 8,1 4 -6 1 , CBET, no. 3 (Kampen, N etherlands: K ok P haros, 1993), 10-11; and
Peter Cotterell, “Linguistics, M eaning, Semantics, and D iscourse A nalysis,” N ID O T T E , 1:137-138.
2W olfgang Richter, “Form geschichte und Sprachw issenschaft,” Z A W S 2 (1970): 216-225;
idem, E xegese als Literaturwissenschaft: E n tw u rf einer alttestam entlichen L itera tu rth eo rie und
M ethodologie (G ottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971). A ccording to T alstra, the “ confrontation
o f starting-points o f general linguistics and existing exegetical m ethods” has been initiated prim arily
by R ichter’s m ethodological considerations (S o lo m o n ’s Prayer, 15). In fact, R ich te r’s m ethodology
has been very influential in the developm ent o f linguistic approaches in OT exegesis. S ee B em d Jorg
D iebner, “B ibelw issenschaft 1/2: Entw icklungen und Tendenzen in der jungsten V erg an g en h eit,”
TRE, 6:362; H orst D ietrich Preufl, “Linguistik - L iteraturw issenschaft - A ltes T estam en t,” VF 27
(1982): 15; Georg Fohrer et al., E xegese d esA lten Testaments: E infiihrung in die M eth o d ik, 5th ed.,
U ni-Taschenbucher, no. 267 (Heidelberg: Q uelle & M eyer, 1989), 65 n. 60; T heodor Seidl, “Die
literaturw issenschaftliche M ethode in der alttestam entlichen Exegese: E rtrage, E rfah ru n g en , Projekte;
ein U berblick,” M T Z 40 (1989): 27; Andreas Difle, Inform ationsstruktur im B ib lisch en H eb ra isch :
Sprachw issenschaftliche Grundlagen und exegetische Konsequenzen einer K o rp u su n tersu ch u n g zu
den Biichern D euteronom ium , R ichter und 2 Konige, A TSA T, no. 56, pt. 1 (St. O ttilien: E O S , 1998),
14. W olfgang Schenk sees both Barr and Richter as decisive figures w ho b ro u g h t ab o u t the turn to
linguistics in biblical studies (“Sprache/Sprachw issenschaft/Sprachphilosophie III. A ltes T estam en t,”
TRE, 31:748).
3M ark G. Brett, Biblical Criticism in Crisis? The Im pact o f the C a nonical A p p ro a ch on O ld
Testam ent Studies (Cam bridge: Cam bridge University Press, 1991), 106. To a lesser d eg ree the
influence o f Prague structuralism (see Stanislav Segert, “P rague Structuralism in A m erican B iblical
Scholarship: Perform ance and Potential,” in The Word o f the L o rd Shall Go F o rth : E ssa y s in H o n o r o f
D avid N oel Freedm an in Celebration o f H is Sixtieth Birthday, ed. C. L. M eyers and M . O ’C onnor,
ASOR Special V olum e Series, no. 1 [W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1983], 697-708) and R ussian
form alism is felt (see R obert C. Culley, “Exploring New D irections,” in The H eb rew B ible and Its
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verifiable understanding o f a text is only possible if exegetes immerse themselves in the
world o f the text.1 Particularly important are the fundamental distinctions formulated by
F. De Saussure (langue/parole, synchronic/diachronic, significant/signifie) and the
increasing recognition by the exegetes that a text has different linguistic levels which
need to be analyzed accordingly. The “New Criticism,” an analytic literary analysis
applied first to English and classic texts, has arisen in Britain and in North America in the
1940s and 1950s.2 This new approach was subsequently also adopted by biblical
exegetes using literary approaches to biblical texts, and was followed more intensely
since the 1970s.3
The second important motive for the rise o f text-oriented approaches, especially
literary and canonical approaches, is the discontent with the results of the historicalcritical exegetical methods and the recognition o f their limits.4 The growing

M odern In terpreters, ed. D . A. K night and G. M. Tucker, The Bible and Its M odern Interpreters, vol.
1 [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985], 171-178).
'Cf. O em ing, Biblische H erm eneutik, 26-27.
2Cf. R obert M organ, B iblical Interpretation, w ith John Barton, O BS (Oxford: O xford
U niversity P ress, 1988), 217-227; and B arton, R eading the O ld Testament, 140-157.
3A landm ark was Erich A uerbach’s M im esis, opening the Bible as a source o f aesthetic value
com paring it w ith the tradition o f W estern literature {Mimesis: The Representation o f R ea lity in
Western L iterature, trans. W . T rask (Princeton: Princeton U niversity Press, 1953), orig. published in
G erm an in 1946). Cf. R obert A lter and Frank K erm ode, “G eneral Introduction,” in The L iterary
G uide to the B ible, ed. R. A lter and F. K erm ode (Cam bridge: Harvard U niversity Press, Belknap
Press, 1987), 4; M organ, 222-223; and O em ing, Biblische H erm eneutik, 71-73. The full grow th o f
literary approaches, in particular rhetorical criticism, has especially been encouraged by Jam es
M uilenburg’s Presidential A ddress at the 1968 annual meeting o f the Society o f B iblical Literature
(“Form Criticism and B eyond,” 1-18).
4See, e.g., B revard S. Childs, B iblical Theology in Crisis (Philadelphia: W estm inster, 1970),
139-143; idem, “D ie theologische B edeutung der Endform eines T extes,” TQ 167 (1987): 243-245;
Rendtorff, “B etw een H istorical Criticism and H olistic Interpretation,” 298-300; H orst K laus B erg, Ein
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dissatisfaction with diachronic readings o f biblical texts and with overestimating their
value, while at the same time neglecting by and large synchronic readings, has triggered a
new interest in analyses that pay attention to the text itself, as it stands, and the innerbiblical coherence o f texts.
Text-oriented approaches not only differentiate themselves from author-oriented
approaches but also from reader-oriented approaches that have been developed since the
1970s. In general, reader-oriented approaches make the act o f reading the text and the

W ort wie F eu er: Wege lebendiger Bibelauslegung, H andbuch des Biblischen Unterrichts, vol. 1
(M unich: K osel; Stuttgart: C alw er, 1991), 92-93; Jan P. Fokkelm an, “Is the Literary A pproach to the
B ible a N ew P aradigm ?” in The Literary A nalysis o f H ebrew Texts: P apers R ead at a Symposium
H eld at th e J u d a P alache Institute, U niversity o f A m sterdam (5 February 1990), ed. E. G. L.
Schrijver, N . A. van U chelen, and I. E. Zw iep, Publications o f the Juda Palache Institute, no. 7
(A m sterdam : Juda Palache Institute, 1992), 11 -34, esp. 12-20; Jon D. Levenson, The Hebrew Bible,
the O ld Testam ent, and H isto rica l Criticism : Jew s and C hristians in B iblical Studies (Louisville:
W estm inster, 1993), 2-5, 122-124; David M . Gunn and D anna N olan Fewell, Narrative in the H ebrew
B ible, OBS (O xford: O xford U niversity Press, 1993), 7-12; Joyce, 18-20; and A lonso Schokel, A
M anual o f H erm eneutics, 40-47. M anfred O em ing lists three main points o f critique w hich are
brought forth against the historical-critical m ethod from scholars taking a canonical viewpoint. These
points express the dissatisfaction with the historical-critical approach. First, the permanent
questioning o f the final text and the reconstruction o f supposed pre-stages o f each text leads to a vast
jungle o f hypotheses. The search for the original text is regarded as highly speculative. Second, it
cannot be the exegetical goal to differentiate betw een original text and secondary developments, for
the secondary m aterial is theologically im portant, too, and the tradition process is ascribed revelatory
character b y the group o f believers. And third, the historical-critical m ethod does not allow for giving
credit to the exceptional p osition o f the Bible in the w o rld ’s literature, since this method segments the
texts so m uch according to different tim es, places, and schools w here texts originated that the
coherence and organic unity o f the texts are lost (“K anonische Schriftauslegung: Vorziige und
G renzen e in e sn e u e n Z ugangs zur B ibel,” B L 69 [1996]: 199-208; B iblische H erm eneutik, 75-76).
Though developm ents in the field o f the historical-critical method are discernible (see, e.g., Edw ard
N oort, “ ‘L and’ in the D euteronom istic Tradition: G enesis 15: The H istorical and Theological
N ecessity o f a D iachronic A pproach,” in Synchronic or D iachronic? A D ebate on M ethod in Old
Testam ent E xegesis, ed. J. C. de M oor, O tSt, no. 34 [Leiden: Brill, 1995], 129-134; F. W. DobbsAllsopp, “R ethinking H istorical Criticism ,” B ib in t 7 [1999]: 235-271; and Bob Becking, “No More
Grapes from the V ineyard? A Plea for a H istorical C ritical A pproach in the Study o f the Old
T estam ent,” in C ongress Volume: Oslo 1998, ed. A. Lem aire and M. Saebo, V TSup, no. 80 [Leiden:
Brill, 2000], 123-141) the basic points o f critique are still brought forth (see the recent appraisal o f the
controversy ov er exegetical m ethods by H enning G ra f R eventlow , “Stteit der exegetischen M ethoden?
E ine herm eneutische B esinnung,” in G ott und M ensch im D ialog: F estschrift f u r Otto K aiser zum 80.
G eburtstag, ed. M. W itte, B Z A W , no. 345/1 [Berlin: de G ruyter, 2004], 555-567).
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role o f the reader in the process o f understanding the central factor and focus in the
interpretation of the text. There are different shapes o f reader-oriented approaches that
attribute different degrees to the role o f the reader in the making o f meaning, from a
rather moderate one that believes that the text is still external to the reader, both standing
in dialogue with each other (reception theory by W. Iser), to a more radical one that gives
the reader and the interpretive community the sole role o f producing the meaning of texts
(reader-response criticism by S. Fish).1
Reader-oriented approaches take into account that the reception o f a text is
radically different from its production by the author. Objections cannot be leveled against
reader-oriented approaches on account o f the fact that the role o f the readers and their
receptive activities are fundamental factors in the interpretive process.2 There is no
question that the reader is involved in and contributes to the process o f understanding, be
it consciously or subconsciously. As such, these approaches assist hermeneutical self

‘M ajor strands o f reader-oriented approaches are reception theory (W. Iser) and reception
aesthetics (R. Jauss), b oth belonging to G erm an literary criticism , and the N o rth A m erican variation o f
“reader-response criticism ” (propagated in p articu lar by S. Fish). M ost p o p u lar am ong biblical
scholars using a kind o f reader-oriented approach is the reception theory by Iser. A m ajor principle o f
Iser’s theory is that in the process o f understanding, the read er fills in the g ap s-w h at seems missing in
the tex t-an d so forms the text into a coherent w hole. For an overview and assessm ent o f readeroriented approaches see B ernard C. L ategan, “R eader R esponse Theory,” A B D , 5:625-628; Anthony
C. Thiselton, N ew H orizons in H erm eneutics (G rand R apids: Z ondervan, 1992), 515-555; John
Barton, R eading the O ld Testam ent, 212-219 (cf. idem , “T hinking A bout R eader-R esponse
Criticism ,” ExpTim 113 [2002]: 147-151); E dgar V. M cK night, “R eader-R esponse C riticism ,” in To
Each Its Own M eaning: A n Introduction to B ib lica l Criticism s a n d Their A pplication, rev. and
expanded, ed. S. L. M cK enzie and S. R. H aynes (Louisville: W estm inster, 1999), 230-252; Eryl W.
Davies, “R eader-R esponse Criticism and O ld T estam ent S tudies,” in H o n o u rin g the P ast and Shaping
the F uture: R eligious an d B iblical Studies in Wales, E ssa ys in H onour o f Gareth L lo yd Jones, ed. R.
Pope (Leom inster: G racew ing, 2003), 20-37.
2Cf. C hristof H ardm eier, Textw elten d er B ib e l entdecken: G rundlagen u n d Verfahren einer
textpragm atischen L iteraturw issenschaft d er B ibel, T extpragm atische Studien zur L iteratur- und
Kulturgeschichte der H ebraischen B ibel, no. 1/1 (G iitersloh: G iitersloher, 2003), 26.
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awareness.1 Naturally they presuppose the possibility that different readers create
different meanings o f the text, presuming that texts are open to more than one meaning.
Subjectivity in interpretation therefore becomes a necessary and desired principle.
Reader-oriented approaches certainly have their place in the landscape o f theories
and approaches. However, “the paradox between the constraints o f the text and the
freedom of the reader remains a methodological challenge.”2 A major problem with
reader-oriented approaches is that the role o f the reader tends to be regarded as more
significant than the text itself, in accordance with the motto that it is the reader who
“makes” literature. Such an approach must face the critical question whether it is really
“the creative reader of today” who is primarily important in order to understand the text.3
For the reader does not construe the meaning o f a text without the text communicating in
some way the meaning which the author intended it to convey.4 The meaning continues
to be generated by the text itself and thus has its origin outside o f the reader. A further
problem seems to be the absence of a methodological basis that allows for a critical
'Cf. the concluding evaluation o f reader-response theories by T hiselton, 550. In his favorable
overview, M cKnight offers further reasons w hy a read er-resp o n se approach “th at utilizes the rich
possibilities o f reading for actual readers” is valuable (240).
2Lategan, “R eader Response T heory,” A B D , 5:627.
3Odil Hannes Steck, G ott in der Z eit entdecken: D ie P rop h eten b u ch er des A Iten Testam ents
als V orbildfur Theologie undK irche, B T hSt, no. 42 (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 2001), 97.
“Hardmeier, Textwelten, 27. H ardm eier observes th a t “it is the old problem o f exegesis and
eisegesis that, logically, reader-response criticism an d its radicalization in deconstruction increasingly
face” (ibid., 26). The danger in reader-oriented approaches is to use texts for understandings that do
not exegete, explain, interpret o r listen to these texts anew b u t th at are carried into the texts. If it is the
creativity o f the reader that produces the te x t’s m eaning, the in terp reter can easily m ove interpretation
beyond the text itself, and hence the contours o f ex eg esis and eisegesis are m ore difficult to discern.
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dialogue with a reader’s interpretation. Plurality o f interpretation leads inevitably to
relativism. In the end, there are no correct interpretations, only readings o f texts.1
Methodologically, there must be a difference maintained between the meaning the
text itself generates and the reception o f the text. Exegesis as a text-oriented
interpretation focuses on the former, whereas the latter lies in the responsibility o f a
reader and becomes in turn the reader’s own text. A text-oriented approach assumes
integrity and determinacy of text and meaning so that “informed readers” have the
possibility to arrive at similar or even at the same interpretations and also have the
methodological basis to discuss and critique them.
To sum up, a text-oriented approach is defined as an approach which concentrates
on the text and its language and studies textual features first. While striving as much as
possible for hermeneutical self-awareness, the text remains the center o f interpretational
focus. By its very nature a text-oriented approach is a synchronic approach. This new
impetus in the exegesis o f biblical texts was kindled by the interest o f biblical scholars in
modem linguistics and New Criticism and their dissatisfaction with the results o f
historical-critical methods.

Overview of Text-Oriented Approaches
The different text-oriented approaches may be classified roughly in three
categories or trends according to their main emphases: linguistic, literary and canonical,2
‘Barton, R eading the Old Testam ent, 212.
2See Oeming, Biblische H erm eneutik, 63-88. I follow to som e ex ten t h is categorization o f
text-oriented approaches but do not include his fourth category (exegesis as an event o f language and
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which correspond mainly to their interest in microstructure, text structure, and canonical
structure.1 These categories may overlap and are usually not used in total isolation from
each other. In the following paragraphs, the general methodological principles o f each
category, selected representatives, and a brief assessment are provided.2 The focus will
be on OT scholarship. There is no intention to go into detail here, but rather to give a
broad overview serving as methodological background for the present study.

Linguistic approaches
Linguistic approaches strive for an exact formal and primarily synchronic analysis
o f the text in its different linguistic levels (phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics,
and recently textlinguistics and pragmatics) to detect its fine texture.3 The basic
w ord), for this kind o f approach is philosophical rather than text-oriented in that its representatives (G.
Ebeling, E. Fuchs, H. W eder) actually base their herm eneutic on Martin H eid eg g er’s p h ilo so p h ical
understanding o f language (ibid., 82-88; cf. also Hardmeier, Textwelten, 19-21).
'Though certainly oversim plified, the correspondence betw een different types o f text-oriented
approaches and their interest in a specific structural level o f the text appears to be a helpful
categorization o f the reality in exegetical practice.
2The assessm ent covers only the general strengths and w eaknesses o f the various approaches
as related to the interpretation o f the text. This m eans, for exam ple, that an evaluation o f the
canonical approaches regarding their contributions to biblical theology is n ot in the scope o f the
present overview.
3For an overview o f linguistics and literary science in relation to the O ld T estam ent, see the
som ew hat older research reports by PreuB (“Linguistik - L iteraturw issenschaft - A ltes T estam en t,” 228) and Seidl (“D ie literaturw issenschaftliche M ethode,” 27-37), the collected essays and a topical
bibliography edited by W alter R. B odine (Linguistics and B iblical H ebrew [W inona Lake:
Eisenbrauns, 1992]), as w ell as the more recent appraisals by DiBe (11-56), C h risto f H ard m eier
(“L iteraturw issenschaft, biblisch,” RG G , 5 :4 2 6 4 2 9 ), and C. H. J. van der M erw e, “ Som e R ecent
Trends in Biblical Hebrew Linguistics: A Few Pointers tow ards a M ore C om prehensive M odel o f
Language U se,” H ebrew Studies 44 [2003]: 7-24). A n orientation regarding the relatio n sh ip betw een
linguistics, literary theory, and exegesis is provided by Talstra (S o lo m o n ’s P ra yer, 9-21) and C h risto f
H ardm eier (“Old T estam ent Exegesis and Linguistic N arrative R esearch,” P o etics 15 [1986]: 89-109).
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distinction between expression-plane (Ausdrucksseite) and content-plane {Inhaltsseite) is
the reason that for a given text the linguistic analysis is characterized as a form-tofunction approach which means that first the form o f a linguistic entity is to be described
before its function is analyzed.1 Linguistic approaches focus mainly on words, word
groups, sentences, sentence combinations, and single texts, and they take stock o f the
grammatical features on these levels. However, recently an area of discourse linguistics,
sometimes called text-linguistics, devotes itself to entities larger than the clause or
sentence, often helped by computer-assisted analysis.2 Major exponents o f linguistic
approaches to biblical texts are, for example, W. Richter and the Richter school,3 H.
Schweizer and the Schweizer school, and C. Hardmeier in Germany;4 the Kampen
‘G enerally, tw o different kinds o f linguistic approaches may be distinguished. First, the formto-function approaches use formal distributional criteria and “treat the formal data at the low er level
exhaustively before any phenom enon is treated on a higher level” (Christo H. J. van d erM erw e,
“D iscourse Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew G ram m ar,” in B iblical H ebrew and D iscourse
L inguistics, ed. R. D. Bergen [Dallas: Sum m er Institute o f Linguistics, 1994], 16). Second, the
functional approaches usually “com m ence w ith a hypothesis or theoretical frame o f reference on
specific linguistic notions and try to explain hitherto problem atic Biblical H ebrew phenom ena in term s
o f this hypothesis” (ibid.). The distributional approach is sometimes associated w ith the E uropean
text-linguistic tradition (Richter, Schw eizer, Talstra), w hile the functional approach is associated w ith
the A m erican linguistic tradition (Longacre) (ibid., 17-21). The distributional description appears to
be usually follow ed w hen specific texts are analyzed, w hereas the functional approach seems rath er to
be applied in analyzing specific features o f the H ebrew language.
2On the relation betw een discourse linguistics and the study o f biblical tex ts, see the recent M.
O ’C onnor, “D iscourse Linguistics and the Study o f Biblical H ebrew ,” in Congress Volume, B a sel
2 0 0 1 , ed. A. Lem aire, V TSup, no. 92 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 17-42.
3Richter, Exegese; idem, Grundlagen einer althebraischen G ram m atik, 3 vols., ATSAT, nos.
8, 10, 13 (St. O ttilien: EO S, 1978-1980). F or the Richter school see the series “A rbeiten zu T ext und
S prache im A lten T estam ent” and the research report by Seidl (“Die literaturw issenschaftliche
M ethode,” 27-37).
4Harald S chw eizer, M etaphorische G ram matik: Wege zu r Integration von G ram m atik und
Textinterpretation in der E xegese, A TSA T, no. 15 (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1981); idem , “W ovon reden die
E xegeten? Zum V erstandnis der Exegese als verstehender und deskriptiver W issenschaft,” TQ 164
(1984): 161-185; idem, B iblische Texte verstehen: A rbeitsbuch zur H erm eneutik und M ethodik der
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School,1 E. Talstra and the Werkgroep Informatica in the Netherlands;2 and R. E.
Longacre in North America.3
The advantages o f linguistic approaches are several, the most important o f which
B ibelinterpretation (Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 1986); idem, Com puterunterstiitzte Textinterpretation:
D ie Josefsgeschichte beschrieben u n d interpretiert im D reischritt: Syntax, Semantik, Pragm atik, 3
vols., TH LI, no. 7 (Tubingen: Francke, 1995). For the Schw eizer school see especially the series
“T extw issenschaft, T heologie, H erm eneutik, Linguistik, Literaturanalyse, Inform atik.” For
H ardm eier’s w ork see C hristof H ardm eier, Texttheorie und biblische Exegese: Zur rhetorischen
F unktion d e r T rauerm etaphorik in der P rophetie, BEvT, no. 79 (M unich: Kaiser, 1978); idem,
Textwelten (2003).
'A concise description o f the analysis o f the K am pen School is provided by Jichan Kim (The
Structure o f the Sam son Cycle [K am pen, N etherlands: K ok Pharos, 1993], 118-134). He adopts the
structural approach developed m ainly by J. C. de M oor and P. van der Lugt (for extensive references
see Kim, 118-119 n. 15).
2For exam ple, Eep Talstra, “T ext G ram m ar and H ebrew Bible. I: E lem ents o f a Theory,” BO
35 (1978): 169-174; idem, “T ext G ram m ar and H ebrew Bible. II: Syntax and Sem antics,” B O 39
(1982): 26-38; idem, llK o n . 3: Etiiden zu r Textgram m atik. A pplicatio, no. 1 (Amsterdam: Vu
B oekhandel/U itgeverij, 1983); idem, S o lo m o n 's P rayer, idem, “T ext Grammar and Biblical Hebrew:
The V iew point o f W olfgang S chneider,” JO T T 5 (1992): 269-297; idem, “D euteronom y 9 and 10:
Synchronic and D iachronic O bservations,” in Synchronic or D iachronic? A D ebate on M ethod in Old
Testam ent E xegesis, ed. J. C. de M oor, O tSt, no. 34 (Leiden: Brill, 1995), 186-210; idem, “Tense,
M ood, A spect and C lause C onnections in Biblical H ebrew : A T extual A pproach,” JNSL 23, no. 2
(1997): 81-103; idem , “From the ‘E clip se’ to the ‘A rt’ o f B iblical Narrative: Reflections on M ethods
o f B iblical E xegesis,” in P erspectives in the Study o f the Old Testam ent and E arly Judaism : A
Sym posium in H on o u r o f Adam S. van d er W oude on the O ccasion o f H is 70th Birthday, ed. F. G arcia
M artinez and E. N oort, V T Sup, no. 73 (Leiden: B rill, 1998), 1-41; idem, Oude en nieuwe lezers: Een
inleiding in de m ethoden van uitleg van h et O ude Testam ent, Ontwerpen, no. 2 (Kampen: Kok, 2002).
T alstra’s theoretical fram ew ork is the textgram m atical approach that originated with Harald W einrich
(T em pus.B esprochene und erzahlte Welt, 6th rev. ed. [M unich: Beck, 2001], first edition published in
1964) and w as first adopted into B iblical H ebrew by W olfgang Schneider (G ram m atik des biblischen
H ebraisch: ein L ehrbuch; vollig neue B ea rb eitu n g der “H ebraischen G ram m atik ju r den
akadem ischen U nterricht" von O skar G rether [M unich: Claudius, 1974], 182-183 [§48.1]; cf. his
new ly revised G ram m atik des B iblischen H ebraisch: E in Lehrbuch [Munich: Claudius, 2001], 177178 [§48.1]).
3R obert E. L ongacre, Joseph: A Story o f D ivine Providence: A Text Theoretical and
Textlinguistic A n a ly sis o f G enesis 37 a n d 39-48 (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1989); idem, “D iscourse
Perspective on the H ebrew V erb: A ffirm ation and R estatem ent,” in Linguistics and B iblical H ebrew,
ed. W alter R. B odine (W inona Lake: E isenbrauns, 1992), 177-189; idem, The G ram m ar o f D iscourse,
rev. ed., T opics in L anguage and Linguistics (New Y ork: Plenum , 1996); cf. the essays by various
authors, am ong them L ongacre, in B ib lica l H ebrew and D iscourse Linguistics, ed. R. D. Bergen
(Dallas: Sum m er Institute o f Linguistics, 1994).
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are specified here. First, using a linguistic approach forces the investigator to observe the
textual features closely and to penetrate deeply into the text’s microstructure.1 Second, a
linguistic approach usually consists o f systematic and comprehensive observations of the
grammatical features of a given text providing a better foundation for further
interpretations. Third, the tendency towards formalization, as well as the systematic
analysis o f the text, makes this approach more transparent and fathomable, and thus a
more suitable control instrument for the correct understanding of the text and for exegesis
in general.2
Probably the most often cited disadvantage o f linguistic and structural methods is
their extensive use o f metalanguage or technical terminology, that is, linguistic jargon. It
is said that too many linguistic terms and abbreviations are used.3 On the other hand, the
advantage o f a metalanguage is that it enhances the possibility to verify the interpretation
of a text.4 Other, related disadvantages are the lack o f uniformity in the terminology used
by different scholars and the high degree o f abstraction in their methodological
considerations. The analysis o f details at times is too exhaustive and overly detailed
(“minute linguistic dissection”)5 so that the expenditure o f time and terminology is out of
'Cf. B erg, 136; O em ing, B iblisch e H erm eneutik, 69.
2Cf. E gger, 67.
3Lust points to a graphic exam ple o f com plicated technical language in S chw eizer’s work
(review o f M etaphorische G ram m atik, by Harald Schw eizer, E TL 60 [1984]: 142).
4See H arald Schw eizer, “M otive und Ziele sprachw issenschaftlicher M ethodik,” B N 18
(1982): 83-84.
5Cheryl J. Exum , review o f The Structure o f the Sam son Cycle, by Jichan Kim, JB L 114
(1995): 496.
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proportion to the attained results usable for exegesis.1 One should also bear in mind that
linguistics in general, as well as the application o f linguistic theories to the biblical text, is
an ever-changing field, making it difficult for the exegete to stay abreast in that area.
A final note needs to be added on the sometimes misunderstood relationship
between linguistics and exegesis. At the 2001 IOSOT meeting in Basel, M. O ’Connor
proposed that linguistics and exegesis need to be kept separate.2 He lists three arguments
in support o f his suggestion. First, the developing character o f linguistics makes it
difficult to decide which linguistic approaches will in the end be useful for biblical
exegesis. Second, linguistics plays only a minimal role in other subfields o f biblical
study, such as textual criticism or literary criticism. And third, linguistics is a modem
science “involving verifiability, falsifiability, or comparable criteria for proceeding” and
“oriented away from the unique,” whereas exegetical reading is devoted to a unique
passage, and, as an act of reading, it can be modem, pre-modem or pre-critical, or post
modern.3 O ’Connor’s points are extremely important when assigning linguistic studies
their proper place in relation to exegesis. As an indispensable tool for the study of
biblical languages and thus for understanding the language o f biblical texts, it is essential
that linguistic inquiries remain an integral part o f exegesis. If not expected to provide
answers for exegetical problems it cannot address, but used as an appropriate way to deal
‘Oeming, Biblische H erm eneutik, 69. T his lead s Joachim R hode even to the rash conclusion
that linguistic analysis is not suitable as an exegetical m ethod (review o f B iblische Texte verstehen, by
Harald Schw eizer, TLZ 113 [1988]: 425).
20 ’C onnor, “D iscourse Linguistics and th e Study o f B iblical H ebrew ,” 37-42.
3Ibid., 42.
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with the language of the biblical text, linguistics certainly adds valuable tools for the
exegetical reading process.1

Literary approaches
The category of literary approaches comprises different avenues that use a great
variety of methodologies to study the text.2 Similarly varied is the terminology used for
these approaches.3 Nevertheless, there are some basic characteristics the different literary
'In the words o f O ’Connor: “Linguistics cannot solve the problem s p ro p er to exegesis,
although it m ust be an important tool and helper, especially in the case o f a language so poorly
understood as Biblical Hebrew” (ibid., 38).
2For an overview o f m ethodological avenues and o f im portant w o rk s using a literary approach
see Culley, 171-180; Paul R. House, “The Rise and C urrent Status o f L iterary C riticism o f the O ld
T estam ent,” in Beyond Form Criticism: Essays in O ld Testam ent L itera ry C riticism , ed. P. R. H ouse,
SBTS, no. 2 (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 3-22; J. H. C oetzee, “C lose R eading o f the B ible,”
O TE 7, no. 4 (1994): 72-77; K enneth A. M athew s, “L iterary C riticism o f th e O ld T estam ent,” in
F oundations fo r Biblical Interpretation: A Com plete Library o f Tools a n d R eso u rces, ed. D. S.
Dockery, K. A. M athews, and R. B. Sloan (Nashville: B roadm an & H olm an, 1994), 205-223; Trible,
73-80; D uane F. W atson and Alan J. H auser, R h eto rica l Criticism o f the B ib le: A C om prehensive
Bibliography with N otes on H istory and M ethod, BIS, no. 4 (Leiden: B rill, 1994), 14-19; B arton,
R eading the Old Testament, 158-236; Joan E. C ook, “B eyond ‘Form C riticism an d B ey o n d ’: Jam es
M uilenburg’s Influence on a Generation o f B iblical S cholars,” P ro ceed in g s: E a stern G reat L akes and
M idw est B iblical Societies 17 (1997): 19-27; T rem per L ongm an HI, “L iterary A pproaches and
Interpretation,” NID O TTE, 1:103-124, esp. 104-111; idem , “L iterary A p p ro ach es to O ld T estam ent
Study,” 97-115; D avid M. Gunn, “N arrative Criticism ,” in To E ach Its O wn M eaning: A n
Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their A pplication, rev. and exp an d ed , ed. S. L. M cK enzie and
S. R. Haynes (Louisville: W estm inster, 1999), 202-212; D avid Jobling, “M ethods o f M o d em L iterary
C riticism ,” in The Blackwell Companion to the H ebrew B ible, ed. L. G. Perdue, B lackw ell
Com panions to Religion (Oxford: Blackwell, 2001), 19-35; M anfred O em ing and A nne-R uth Pregla,
“N ew Literary Criticism,” TRu 66 (2001): 1-23.
3For example, different literary approaches have been called close reading, form alism , holistic
interpretation, literary approach, literary criticism , literary paradigm , n arrative criticism , narrative
analysis, narratology, New Criticism, N ew L iterary C riticism , N ew T ex tu ality , poetics, rhetorical
analysis, rhetorical criticism, sem iostructural exegesis, sem iostructural ex eg etical approach, sem iotics,
structural analysis, structuralism, stylistics, synchronic approach, synchronic read in g , text-im m anent
approach, textual interpretation, total interpretation. A ccording to D avid J. A. C lines and J. Cheryl
Exum these forms o f literary approaches are no longer n ew and should n o t b e considered anym ore as
approaches o f N ew Literary Criticism (“The N ew L iterary C riticism ,” in The N ew L itera ry Criticism
and the H ebrew Bible, ed. J. C. Exum and D. J. A. C lines, JS O T S u p , no. 143 [Sheffield: Sheffield
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approaches have in common.1 Literary approaches take the final form o f the text as the
primary focus. The autonomy and self-sufficiency o f the literary work o f art is
emphasized. Thus, the text has to be examined by close reading and by synchronic
analysis. Literary approaches, however, do not confine themselves to the microstructure
o f the text. Rather they deal with text structures and their literary and artistic
characteristics, mainly by means of detailed stylistic analyses. Literary approaches focus
on the function o f larger text blocks in its final form (such as chapters, chapter groups,
stories, books, book groups, OT canon). Especially the aesthetic character o f the texts is

A cadem ic Press, 1993], 11-25; cf. David J. A. Clines, “Beyond Synchronic/D iachronic,” in
Synchronic or D iachronic? A D ebate on M ethod in Old Testam ent E xegesis, ed. J. C. de M oor, O tSt,
no. 34 [Leiden: Brill, 1995], 63-66; Jobling, 29-31). For them , N ew Literary C riticism involves the
new er approaches such as fem inist criticism, m aterialist or political criticism , p sychoanalytic criticism ,
reader-response criticism , and deconstruction. Although these new er approaches claim orientation to
texts (Clines and Exum, 13-14), it seems more consistent to arrange them under the h ead in g o f readeroriented m ethods, because in these approaches the herm eneutic function o f the read er h as an alldecisive role in interpretation (cf. Oeming, Biblische H erm eneutik, 89-139).
'L eland Ryken and Trem per Longman III describe the conform ity o f literary approaches:
“U nderlying the range o f current [literary] critical approaches, how ever, is a shared co nviction that
literature is the result o f conscious com position, careful patterning, and an aw areness o f literary
conventions prevalent at the time o f w riting and subsequently” (“Introduction,” in A C om plete
Literary G uide to the B ible, ed. L. Ryken and T. Longm an III [Grand R apids: Z ondervan, 1993], 18).
Carl L. H olladay identifies three distinguishing characteristics o f literary approaches: (1) an ahistorical
view o f texts w hich requires a synchronic analysis o f the text; (2) the autonom y o f the text from w hich
following corollaries em erge: (a) attention is focused on the final form o f the text; (b) the te x t is
viewed as a w hole; and (c) texts are considered intrinsically m eaningful; and (3) m eaning is
understood as aesthetics (“Contem porary M ethods o f R eading the B ible,” N IB , 1:136-140). O em ing
finds six basic points o f sim ilarity o f literary approaches: (1) T heir m ain representatives are n ot bound
to theological faculties; (2) they try to communicate also to the lay people; (3) literary approaches try
to use language w hich is generally understandable; (4) literary approaches live in critique o f the
historical-critical m ethod and its approaches; (5) literary approaches focus on the aesthetics o f texts;
and (6) literary approaches have mainly be applied to the narrative texts o f the Bible {B iblische
H erm eneutik, 70-71; cf. O em ing and Pregla, 6-7). Those using a literary approach are also said to be
unified by their position in relation to the historical-critical tradition (M ark A llen P ow ell, What Is
Narrative Criticism ? GBS [M inneapolis: Fortress, 1990], 6-10; G unn and F ew ell, 9-12) and their
philosophical assum ptions (Philip Nel, “Philosophical Presuppositions o f a L iterary A p p ro ach to the
Old Testam ent,” OTE 1, no. 4 [1994]: 65-71).
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traced and elaborated. Literary approaches then study the literary form o f the text (“form
expresses meaning”) and its literary techniques (“text is art”).1 Major representatives of
literary approaches have often been grouped geographically but have been growing into
an international circle, an overview o f which is rather difficult.2
To assess literary approaches is nearly impossible, as there are too many different
kinds. Notwithstanding, some general observations are possible.3 The advantage of
literary approaches is that they regard the biblical text as a work of art and through their
analyses surprise with many hitherto unrealized functional and aesthetic features which
add coherence to small and large texts. The attention to new kinds of detail, the emphasis
upon textual integrity, and the sensibility toward inner-biblical relations and structures are
strengths o f these approaches. Difficulties of the final text need not be explained away by

‘A lter and K erm ode give a w ell-form ulated sketch o f the operation o f literary criticism,
though it does not provide a method for this approach: “W e assume that literature is a com plex
language. . . . Its syntax, gramm ar, and vocabulary involve a highly heterogenous concord o f codes,
devices, and linguistic properties. These include genre, convention, technique, contexts o f allusion,
style, structure, them atic organization, p o in t o f view for the narratives, voice for the poetry, im agery
and diction o f both, and m uch else. The com plexity o f this interplay o f elements certainly calls for
expert literary appraisal and also guarantees th at there w ill be no unanim ity o f approach or o f
interpretive conclusions” (5).
2The earlier and m ost influential scholars using literary approaches come from N orth A m erica
(R. Alter, J. M uilenburg, R. Polzin), E ngland (Sheffield University Press series “Bible and
Literature,” A. Berlin, D. J. A. Clines, D. M. G unn), the Netherlands (Am sterdam School, K am pen
School, J. P. Fokkelm an, E. J. van W olde), and Israel (S. Bar-Efrat, U. Simon, M . S ternberg, M.
Weiss).
3For assessm ents o f literary approaches see A lonso Schokel, “O f M ethods and M odels,” 3-13;
T rem per Longm an III, “The Literary A pproach to the Study o f the Old Testament: P rom ise and
Pitfalls,” JE T S 28 (1985): 385-398; idem , Literary A pproaches to B iblical Interpretation, 47-62;
Ryken and Longm an HI, 24-29; Stanley E. Porter, “Literary Approaches to the N ew Testam ent: From
Form alism to D econstruction and B ack,” in A pproaches to New Testament Study, ed. S. E. P o rter and
D. Tombs, JSN TSup, no. 120 (Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press, 1995), 112-120 (P orter’s
appraisal o f N T Literary Criticism applies to a large degree equally to OT literary approaches);
Oeming, Biblische H erm eneutik, 74-75; and O em ing and Pregla, 19-23.
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referring to its textual history.1 The study o f the text as a whole and bringing conventions
of writing biblical narrative and poetry to the forefront have enhanced the interpretation
o f biblical texts and given it a new freshness. A new “wealth of insights” is opened as the
literary approach “tends to maximalize the possibilities of a text.”2
Critique o f literary approaches has mainly centered around their devaluation of the
historical-critical method and the diachronic analysis o f texts as well as of the history of
criticism. Also, literary approaches consist o f such a great variety applying such diverse
methods that this field easily becomes too vast. Danger then arises that different literary
approaches contradict each other and that new-fashioned approaches eventually lead away
from the focus on the text. This is an outcome o f a “lack o f explicit methods and formal
controls.”3 Literary approaches at times also stand accused of using language that is too
technical or obscure, though not to the same extent as their linguistic counterparts do.

Canonical approaches
For canonical approaches the text under investigation is the final text in its

’Ibid., 21: “T he m ost im portant im pulse o f N ew L iterary Criticism is, in a sense, that it
educates [the exegete] not w anting to solve the problem s o f a biblical text too quickly by declaring the
te x t’s final form as unreadable, that is, as senseless, and to ‘help it u p ’ by im agining circum stances
that the text itself does n o t bring into discussion.”
2A lonso S chokel, “O f M ethods and M odels,” 12.
3P orter, “L iterary A pproaches,” 117. Sim ilarly, A dele Berlin observes that the “rules and
procedures have yet to be spelled out. The situation in literary studies o f the Bible is som ew hat like
that portrayed in the B ook o f Judges: each person does w h at seems right in his o r her eyes” (“Literary
Exegesis o f B iblical N arrative: B etw een P oetics and H erm eneutics,” in "N ot in H eaven
Coherence
and C om plexity in B ib lica l N arrative, ed. J. P. R osenblatt and J. C. Sitterson, Jr., ISBL [Bloomington:
Indiana U niversity Press, 1991], 120).
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canonical form.1 They search for coherence and unity in the Bible and try to understand
individual texts in the contexts o f larger text blocks, such as books and book groups, and
of the whole Bible, that is, Old and New Testament.2 They especially pay attention to
inner-biblical relations of words and texts ( Vernetzung), intertextuality, and composition
techniques. Furthermore, these approaches try to reestablish the importance of Scripture
for the present time. In canonical approaches, as opposed to the literary approaches, a
respect for diachronic questions remains.3 Major representatives are B. S. Childs4 and J.
‘A gain term inology varies: canonical approach, canonical exegesis, canonical-intertextual
reading, canonical criticism , or theological exegesis.
2A holistic approach m eans for R o lf R endtorff th a t “the position o f every individual section o f
text in its m ore im m ediate and w ider context is intentional and has a p o in t” (Canon and Theology:
O vertures to an O ld T estam ent Theology, O BT [M inneapolis: Fortress, 1993], 194).
3A lthough the im portance o f the final tex t as a w hole is a proper starting p o in t for exegetical
and theological interpretations, exegetes using a canonical approach do n ot autom atically abandon the
historical-critical m ethods fo r exegesis. In general, they accept the prehistory o f the final text and
uphold historical-critical m ethods as indispensable tools for the diachronic analysis o f the text, though
not for its theological understanding (see B revard S. Childs, B ib lica l T heology o f the O ld and New
Testaments: Theological R eflections on the Christian B ib le [London: SCM , 1992; M inneapolis:
Fortress, 1993], 104-106, 211-218, 262-264; Rendtorff, “B etw een H istorical C riticism and Holistic
Interpretation,” 301-302; idem , Canon a n d Theology, 49, 171, 194). R en d to rff believes that “the
diachronic aspect belongs to the concep t its e lf’ (“B etw een H istorical Criticism and Holistic
Interpretation,” 302) and N orbert L ohfink finds th at canonical exegesis u ses in principal similar tools
like the historical-critical m ethod, how ever w ith a different focus o f interest (“W as w ird anders bei
kanonischer S chriftauslegung? B eobachtungen am B eisp iel von Ps 6 ,” in Zum P roblem des biblischen
Kanons, JB T, no. 3 [N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1988], 29-30).
4Brevard S. Childs, B ib lica l Theology in Crisis; idem , “The E xegetical Significance o f the
Canon for the Study o f the O ld T estam en t,” in C ongress Volume: G ottingen 1977, V TSup, no. 29
(Leiden: Brill, 1978), 66-80; idem , Introduction to the O ld Testam ent as Scripture (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1979); idem, O ld T estam ent Theology in a C a nonical C ontext (London: SCM , 1985;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), esp. 6-17; idem, B ib lica l T heology o f the O ld and N ew Testaments. See
also the detailed analysis and assessm ent o f C h ild s’s w o rk by P aul R. N oble (The Canonical
A pproach: A C ritical R econstruction o f the H erm eneutics o f B reva rd S. Childs, BIS, no. 16 [Leiden:
Brill, 1995]), the discussion o f C h ild s’s approach resulting in herm eneutical guidelines o f a canonical
approach by W illiam John Lyons (C anon and E xegesis: C a n o n ica l P raxis a n d the Sodom Narrative,
JSOTSup, no. 352 [London: Sheffield A cadem ic P ress, 2 0 0 2 ]), and the recent appraisal by John
Barton (“Canonical A pproaches A n cien t and M odern,” in The B ib lica l Canons, ed. J.-M. Auwers and
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A. Sanders1 in North America, and R. Rendtorff,2 Ch. Dohmen and M. Oeming,3 and G.
Steins4 in Germany. It should be noted that under the category of canonical approaches
one finds distinct forms that differ considerably from each other, such as the approaches
taken by Childs (text-oriented) and Sanders (author-oriented).5

H. J. de Jonge, BETL, no. 163 [Leuven: Leuven U n iv ersity Press and Peeters, 2003], 199-209).
'Jam es A. Sanders, “B iblical Criticism and the Bible as C anon,” USQR 32 (1977): 157-165;
idem, “Text and Canon: C oncepts and M eth o d ,” JB L 98 (1979): 5-29; idem, “C anonical C ontext and
Canonical Criticism ,” H B T 2 (1980): 173-197; idem , C anon and C om m unity: A G uide to C anonical
Criticism, GBS (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), idem, “C anonical Criticism : An Introduction,” in h e
canon de VAncien Testam ent: Sa fo rm a tio n et son histoire, ed. J.-D. K aestli and O. W erm elinger, Le
M onde de la Bible (Geneve: Labor et Fides, 1984), 341-362; idem, From S a cred Story to S a cred Text:
Canon as Paradigm (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987).
2R olf Rendtorff, “Betw een H istorical C riticism and H olistic Interpretation,” 289-303; idem,
Canon and Theology, idem, ‘“ C anonical In terp retatio n ’: A N ew A pproach to B iblical T exts,” S T 48
(1994): 3-14; idem, “E m ergence and Intention o f C anonical C riticism .” in P roceedings o f the Twelfth
World Congress o f Jew ish Studies, Jerusalem , July 2 9 -A u g u s t 5, 1997, D ivision A: The B ible and Its
World, ed. R. M argolin (Jerusalem : W orld U nion o f Jew ish Studies, 1999), 13*-19*; idem, Theologie
des Alten Testaments: Ein kanonischer E n tw u r f 2 vols. (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1999,
2001). W ith regard to the canonical approach, Jam es B a rr regards R en d to rff as “the m ost prom inent
figure on the horizon at present” (The C oncept o f B ib lica l Theology: An O ld Testam ent P erspective
[Minneapolis: Fortress, 1999], 441) and discusses his approach at som e length (441-447).
3Christoph D ohm en, “Vom vielfachen Schriftsinn: M oglichkeiten und G renzen neuerer
Zugange zu biblischen Texten,” in N eue F orm en d er S ch riftauslegung, ed. T. Sternberg, QD, no. 140
(Freiburg: H erder, 1992), 13-74; idem , “D er biblische K anon in d er D iskussion,” TRev 91 (1995):
451-460; Christoph D ohm en and M anfred O em ing, B ib lisch er K anon — warum und wozu? E ine
Kanontheologie, QD, no. 127 (Freiburg: H erder, 1992); C hristoph D ohm en and G unter Stem berger,
Hermeneutik der Judischen B ibel u nd des Alten Testam ents, K ohlham m er-S tudienbiicher Theologie,
no. 1, pt. 2 (Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 1996), 1 4 4 -1 5 4 ,1 7 4 -1 7 5 ; M an fred O em ing, “K anonische
Schriftauslegung,” 199-208.
4Georg Steins, D ie "B indung Isa a k s" im K a n o n (Gen 22): G rundlagen und Program m einer
kanonisch-intertextuellen Lektiire; m it ein er Spezialbibliographie zu Gen 22, H BS, no. 20 (Freiburg:
H erder, 1999); idem, “D er B ibelkanon als D enkm al u n d T ext: Zu einigen m ethodologischen Aspekten
kanonischer Schriftauslegung,” in The B ib lica l C anons, ed. J.-M . A uw ers and H. J. d e Jonge, BETL,
no. 163 (Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press and P eeters, 2003), 177-198. Cf. B revard S. Childs,
“Critique o f R ecent Intertextual C anonical Interpretation,” Z A W 115 (2003): 173-178.
5The concept o f “canonical criticism ” as advocated by Jam es A. Sanders is interested in each
stage o f the process o f developing the O ld and N ew T estam ent, w hereas the “canonical appro ach ” o f
Childs focuses on the final result and its content. T hus, S an d er’s canonical criticism is author-
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Canonical approaches to exegesis can be credited for their contribution to the
understanding of macrostructures in large text blocks and the interrelationship between
different texts. The analysis o f the large-scale compositions o f texts is as important as the
careful attention to details of a text. In addition, the canonical approach may serve as a
bridge between biblical exegesis and biblical theology as well as systematic theology.1
The main criticism leveled forth against canonical approaches, as far as textual
interpretation is concerned, is the existing danger that the supposed relations between
words or phrases over a large text block or between texts may lead to overinterpretation
when there are only “tender interrelations.”2 Callaway also sees a potential problem in
the “tendency to read texts as a unity and therefore to prefer harmonization to dissonance

oriented and should not be regarded as a text-oriented approach. See F. A. Spina, “C anonical
Criticism: Childs versus Sanders,” in Interpreting G o d ’s W ord f o r Today: A n Inquiry into
H erm eneutics from a B iblical Theological P erspective, ed. J. E. H artley and R. L. Shelton, W esleyan
Theological Perspectives, no. 2 (A nderson: W arner, 1982), 165-194; Jam es A. Sanders, Canon and
Com m unity, 21-37; idem, From Sacred Story to S a cred Text, 153-174; G erald T. Sheppard,
“Canonical Criticism ,’M 5 D , 1:862-863; K en tD . C larke, “C anonical C riticism : A n Integrated
R eading o f Biblical Texts for the C om m unity o f F aith ,” in A p p ro a ch es to N e w Testam ent Study, ed. S.
E. Porter and D. Tombs, JSNTSup, no. 120 (Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic P ress, 1995), 179-204.
'The canonical approach has doubtlessly been the text-oriented appro ach that has been m ost
fruitful for the area o f biblical theology. See the com prehensive, though rath e r critical, reflections by
Jam es B arr on the canonical approach {The C oncept o f B ib lica l T heology, 378-451).
2Oeming, “Kanonische Schriftauslegung,” 206. B esides the d anger o f overinteipretation,
O eming lists three other deficiencies or dangers o f canonical ap p ro ach es w hich, how ever, do not
apply to the method o f textual interpretation in a canonical approach. First, som etim es the opposition
to historical-critical methods is overem phasized and may lead to th e m isu n d erstan d in g that the
canonical approach and the historical-critical m ethod cannot b e integrated an d th e canonical approach
w ould be an attem pt to return to precritical reading, w hich in fact it is not. Second, the different
canonical approaches still add to the denounced plethora o f appro ach es. T h ird , there is no agreem ent
on w hich canon a canonical approach should be based {Biblische H erm en eu tik, 82).
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and uncertainty.”1

Summary
This overview has sketched the recently opened, vast field o f approaches focusing
on the text. While three broad categories o f text-oriented approaches with their common
methodological principles can be outlined (linguistic, literary, and canonical approaches),
the various approaches o f each category show substantial differences. It is therefore
obvious that there is no such thing as a unified text-oriented approach, which in the end
may not even be desirable.
The major contributions of text-oriented approaches to exegesis may be
summarized as follows: On the linguistic level (1) the distinction o f different, hierarchical
levels o f linguistic analysis which are dependent upon each other (e.g., syntax and
semantics are closely related), (2) the analysis from form to function generally achieved
by paying attention first to all formal features of the text before getting involved with the
meaning and function thereof, and (3) the attempt at a transparent and intersubjectively
verifiable approach which is achieved by formal controls; on the literary level the better
understanding o f literary artistry and textual integrity; and on the canonical level the
recognition o f interrelations between text blocks and between texts. Finally, the most
important contribution, which is common to all text-oriented approaches, is the attempt at
the interpretation o f the text as it stands. The latter presents itself in a synchronic
'M ary C. Callaw ay, “Canonical Criticism ,” in To Each Its Own M eaning: A n Introduction to
B iblical Criticisms and Their Application, rev. and expanded, ed. S. L. M cK enzie and S. R. H aynes
(Louisville: W estm inster, 1999), 153.
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analysis, based on the concept o f operational priority of synchronic analysis over
diachronic analysis.
The possible pitfalls and dangers identified in connection with text-oriented
approaches consist o f an overuse of metalanguage, a too-detailed analysis o f features that
do not further the understanding of the text, a tendency to devalue other approaches, and
an overinterpretation of specific features in the text or o f interrelations between texts. I
therefore attempt to avoid such pitfalls in the text-oriented approach used in this study.

Text-Oriented Approaches to Daniel 8:
A Review of Recent Studies
The aim o f this section is to provide an overview of exegetical approaches applied
to the text o f Dan 8:9-14 in recent studies (since 1970)' and to review only the extant
text-oriented approaches in more detail. An exhaustive Forschungsbericht o f the existing
critical work on Dan 8:9-14 is not presented here, since reference to the research on
individual questions as well as to the problems of scholarship associated with the text is
supplied extensively in the following chapters. It should go without explanation that
almost every interpretation o f a text somehow uses linguistic or literary methods o f
analysis, for the simple fact that the text is the object o f interpretation. However, the
’A s the present study is especially interested in text-oriented approaches w hich have risen
only because o f the shift in exegetical m ethodology after the middle o f the tw entieth century (cf. Barr,
The Sem antics o f B iblical Language', M uilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond” ; R ichter, E xegese),
the follow ing overview o f research concentrates on the recent decades, beginning from 1970. M ost o f
the studies regarding D an 8 w hich have been undertaken in the nineteenth and tw entieth centuries
until 1970 approached the text from a historical-critical perspective (author-oriented) and thus
diachronically, though there are some exceptions w hich nevertheless cannot be categorized as textoriented, but rather as m atter-oriented. F o r a b rief overview o f the history o f interpretation o f the book
o f D aniel since the rise o f historical criticism see Collins, D a n iel (1993), 121-123.
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general methodological orientation o f most studies on Dan 8 usually differs from a textoriented approach.
The commentaries on the book o f Daniel, which, of course, include comments on
Dan 8:9-14, generally use a combination o f different approaches to the text (literary
criticism, form criticism, redaction criticism, etc.). Some commentaries use linguistic
and literary insights only selectively,1 others pay closer attention to the linguistic and
literary data o f the text o f Dan 8:9-14,2 while none present a thorough analysis o f the

’R epresentative com m entaries include: Leon W ood, A C om m entary on D aniel (Grand
Rapids: Z ondervan, 1973), 211-219; Raym ond Hamm er, The B ook o f D aniel, CBC (Cam bridge:
C am bridge U niversity Press, 1976), 83-86; Joyce G. B aldw in, D aniel, TO TC (Dow ners Grove: InterVarsity, 1978), 157-158; D esm ond Ford, D a n iel (N ashville: Southern, 1978), 186-190, 194-197;
N orm an P orteous, D aniel, 2d rev. ed., O TL (London: SCM , 1979), 124-127; D. S. Russell, Daniel,
The D aily Study B ible (Edinburgh: Saint A ndrew , 1981), 143-152; G erhard M aier, D er P rophet
D aniel, W uppertaler Studienbibel (W uppertal: Brockhaus, 1982), 303-310; Robert A. A nderson,
Signs a n d W onders: A Com m entary on the B o o k o f D aniel, ITC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984), 9498; Jiirgen-C hristian Lebram , D as Buch D aniel, ZBK: A T, vol. 23 (Zurich: Theologischer Verlag,
1984), 94-95; W . Sibley Tow ner, D aniel, Int (Atlanta: John K nox, 1984), 120-122; G leason L.
A rcher, “D aniel,” The E x p o sito r’s B ible Com m entary, ed. F. E. G aebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1985), 7:98-103; E rnst H aag, D aniel, N EchtB : AT, vol. 30 (W urzburg: Echter, 1993), 64-65; Stephen
R. M iller, D aniel, N A C , vol. 18 (N ashville: B roadm an & H olm an, 1994), 224-230; D ieter Bauer, Das
Buch D aniel, N SK : A T, vol. 22 (Stuttgart: K atholisches B ibelw erk, 1996), 169-175; W illiam H. Shea,
D aniel 7-12; P rophecies o f the E n d Time, The A bundant Life Bible A m plifier (Boise: Pacific Press,
1996), 94-118; D avid L. Sm ith-C hristopher, D aniel L. “The B ook o f D aniel: Introduction,
C om m entary, and R eflections,” N IB, 7:113-114; G eorge W esley Buchanan, The B ook o f Daniel,
M ellen B iblical C om m entary, vol. 25 (Lew iston: M ellen, 1999), 241-248; Tremper Longm an III,
D aniel, N IV A C (G rand Rapids: Zondervan, 1999), 203-205; P aul L. Redditt, D aniel: B a sed on the
N ew R evised S ta n d a rd Version, NCB (Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press, 1999), 138-141; Jacques
B. D oukhan, Secrets o f D aniel: Wisdom a n d D ream s o f a Jew ish Prince in Exile (Hagerstow n:
Review and H erald, 2000), 123-134; D onald E. G ow an, D aniel, AOTC (N ashville: A bingdon, 2001),
115-125; C. L. Seow , D aniel, W estm inster Bible C om panion (Louisville: W estm inster John Knox,
2003), 121-126. In addition to these, the follow ing im portant com m entaries published betw een 1900
and 1970 also b elong to this category: K arl M arti, D as B uch D aniel, KH C, vol. 18 (Tubingen and
Leipzig: M ohr, 1901), 57-60; S. R. D river, The B ook o f D aniel, C am bridge Bible for Schools and
College (C am bridge: C am bridge U niversity Press, 1900), 115-120; and O tto Ploger, D as Buch
D aniel, K A T, vol. 18 (Giitersloh: M ohn, 1965), 122, 126-128.
R e p re se n ta tiv e com m entaries include: M athias D elcor, Le Livre d e Daniel, SB (Paris:
G abalda et Cie, 1971), 172-178; Louis F. H artm an and A lexander A. Di Leila, The B ook o f Daniel,
AB, vol. 23 (G arden City: D oubleday, 1978), 225-227, 235-237; A ndre Lacocque, The B o o k o f D aniel
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language itself before getting involved in the interpretative task.
Apart from the commentaries on the book o f Daniel, several monographs and
articles also touch on Dan 8 using different kinds o f methodological approaches: literary
criticism (Hall, 1974; Porter, 1983; Stahl, 1994),' form criticism (Collins, 1984; Reid,
1989; Behrens, 2002),2 tradition-historical criticism (Niditch, 1983) and tradition-

(Atlanta: John K nox, 1979), 159-165; G olding ay, D aniel, 197-213, 219-220; Collins, D aniel (1993),
325-326, 331-336; Ernest Lucas, D aniel, A pollos O ld Testam ent Com m entary, vol. 20 (Leicester,
England: A pollos; D ow ners G rove: InterV arsity, 2002); and one m ay safely add K laus K och’s BK A T
com m entary on D aniel, even though until A ugust 2005 he had published only com m ents on Dan 1-4
thus far (D a n iel, vol. I, D an 1 -4 , B K A T, vol. 22/1 [N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 2005]). In
addition to these, the follow ing com m entaries published betw een 1900 and 1970 need to be mentioned
as exceptionally illum inating textual m atters: M ontgom ery, D aniel, 332-345, 356-358; Charles, 203212; and G. Ch. A alders, D aniel: verklaard, CO ut (K am pen: Kok, 1962), 173-182.
'R o g er A llan H all subjects the book o f D aniel to a literary-critical investigation in order to
detect the theological stream s o f th e late post-exilic era. D aniel 8 is analyzed accordingly (“PostExilic T heological Stream s and the B ook o f D aniel” [Ph.D . dissertation, Y ale University, 1974], 197202). Paul A. Porter com pares the anim al m etaphors o f D an 7 and 8 with Babylonian birth-omen
traditions in Summa izbu and finds a high degree o f correlation betw een them so that he proposes that
the animal anom alies o f the M esopotam ian m antic w isdom traditions form the extralinguistic, stylistic
context o f som e o f the visionary sym bolic im agery o f D an 7 and 8 (M etaphors and M onsters: A
Literary-C ritical Study o f D a n iel 7 and 8, C onB O T , no. 20 [Lund: CW K G leerup, 1983], 15-29).
Further, P orter believes that D an 7 and 8 contain m etap h o r clusters— natural, cultic, and cosmic
clusters— w hich belong to the “root m etap h o r ‘sh e p h erd ’” (120), from w hich all m etaphors in Dan 7
and 8 evolved (33-42); D an 8:9-14 is also based on this ro o t m etaphor (86, 89). In his analysis Porter
connects m any texts only by association. H ow ever, he has been criticized that he should have
analyzed the texts first on its ow n, before he associates them with each other (cf. Peter Hoffken,
“N euere A rbeiten zur S prachgestalt alttestam entlicher T ex te,” BO 43 [1986]: 659; and Reinhard G.
Kratz, review o f M etaphors a n d M onsters, by Paul A . Porter, TLZ 114 [1989]: 423). To use
associative m ethods leads only to the im pression that the argum entation is to o loose (cf. P. M. Casey,
review o f M etaphors and M onsters, by Paul A . Porter, J T S 38 [1987]: 455-456; and Ernest C. Lucas,
“The Source o fD a n ie l’s A nim al Im agery,” TynB ul 41 [1990]: 171-177). Thus, A dele B erlin’s “ small
criticism ” o f P orter’s study carries w eight: “I w ould have preferred to see a m ore explicit spelling out
o f the w orking o f the m etaphors in a clo ser reading o f the text” (review o f M etaphors and M onsters,
by Paul A. Porter, JQ R 80 [1989-1990]: 134). O n R a in er Stahl (1994) see below.
2John J. Collins has w ritten a form -critical com m entary on D aniel with the em phasis on
genre, o f w hich one part is devoted to chap. 8 (D a n iel w ith an Introduction to A pocalyptic Literature,
FOTL, vol. 20 [G rand R apids: E erdm ans, 1984], 83-89). A fter outlining th e structure o f the different
chapters, Collins always discusses genre first, and from th e insights obtained there he m oves on to the
identification o f the setting and the intention o f the chapter. Stephen Breck Reid exam ines by means
o f form -critical analysis, w ith the incorporation o f sociological categories, the structure, genre, setting,
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historical and sematological approach (Beyerle, 2004),1 m otif study or concept study
(Freer, 1975; Rodriguez, 1986; Gane, 1997; Wastling, 1997; Vogel, 1999),2 synchronic

and intention o f Dan 8 and classifies D an 8 as b elonging to the genre o f “theriom orphic historical
allegory” (Enoch and D aniel: A F orm Critical and S o cio lo g ica l Stu d y o f H isto rica l A pocalypses,
BIBAL M onograph Series, no. 2 [Berkeley: B IB A L , 1989], 92-104, esp. 94-96). He tries to present
the literary history o f the text and reconstructs the sociological setting, that is the identity o f the
community, from which the text em erged. As R e id ’s m ain focus is to observe the elem ents pointing
to the sociological setting o f the text, the use o f the form -critical m ethod may be justified. However,
there is no literary analysis, the structural outline w hich rath er appears to be a them atic outline is not
based on a structural analysis, and only little attention is given to the H ebrew text. For exam ple, Reid
mentions only eight H ebrew w ords or phrases th at b elo n g to D an 8 o f w hich he only partly discusses
their origin o f tradition. N one o f these w ords com es from vss. 9-14. In fact, the text o f D an 8:9-14
lacks a proper analysis. On A chim B ehrens (2002) see below .
'B y using a developm ental or diachronic history-of-traditions approach, Susan N iditch
distinguishes three historic stages o f the symbolic vision form (The Sym bolic Vision in B iblical
Tradition, HSM, no. 30 [Chico: Scholars P ress, 1983], 7-12). D aniel 8 belongs to the third stage, the
“baroque stage,” w hich extends the narrative thread in the vision. In the section on D an 8, she
presents a translation with textual notes, studies the m o tif pattern o f D an 8, observes a few stylistic
features— e.g., the “b rie f clause” style o f 8:4, 7, 11, 12 (224-225)— and discusses the background o f
the symbolic usage, e.g., the anim al figures, the stars m otif, and the king m o tif (215-233). T hroughout
her analysis o f Dan 8, N iditch aim s to detect the traditions behind the text and not to provide a
linguistic or literary exam ination. Stefan Beyerle analyzes the vision in D an 8 from a decidedly
theological viewpoint, and attem pts to show how the tradition-historical reference contexts o f this
apocalyptic vision lead to the conclusion that it com bines both im m anence and transcendence (“D ie
apokalyptische V ision in D aniel 8,” in A p o ka lyp tik in A ntike und A ufkldrung, ed. J. B ro k o ff and B. U.
Schipper, Studien zu Judentum und Christentum [P aderbom : S choningh, 2004], 25-44).
2In regard to Dan 8:9-14, K enneth O rville F re e r describes the structure o f D an 8 ( “A Study o f
Vision Reports in Biblical Literature” [Ph.D. dissertation, Y ale U niversity, 1975], 35-39), and studies
the motifs horns (125-128), prince o f the host (143-146), and h ost/host o f heaven (149-152), as w ell as
the terms vision and truth (162-165) in order to id en tify the history o f the m otifs and their semantic
meaning. Angel M . Rodriguez lists the cultic term in o lo g y in D an 8:9-14 and gives a b rie f semantic
analysis o f those cultic terms in relation to other O T tex ts. T his study m ay also b e designated as an
early-stage study on intertextual relations (“Significance o f the C ultic L anguage in D aniel 8:9-14,” in
Symposium on D aniel: Introductory a n d E xeg etica l Studies, ed. F. B. H olbrook, D A R C O M , vol. 2
[W ashington, DC: Biblical R esearch Institute, 1986], 527-549). R oy G ane focuses on the term inology
o f judgm ent, sanctuary restoration and covenant rev iew in D an 7 and 8 and finds in D an 8:9-14
several hints for these concepts (“Judg m en t as C o v en an t R eview ,” J A T S 8/1-2 [1997]: 181-194).
Mildrid A. Nilsen W astling studies selected term s and expressions in D an 8:9-14 related to the activity
o f the little horn (horn, host o f heaven and stars, h o st, p rin ce o f the host, daily/continual, truth, “2300
evening-morning,” and p ;!33) and then concentrates on term s w hich supposedly m ay reflect a
covenant context, nam ely DJJT (“indignation,” 8:19), ] H 3 n (“given over,” 8:12,13), S ltO S
(“transgression,” 8:12,13), D'JHtfBn (“the tran sg resso rs,” 8:23), DOD (“reach fullness,” 8:23),
D Q ffl U S i s n (“the transgression o f desolation,” 8:13), and D 'D E T T IJ (“fierce features,” 8:23) (“Can
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and diachronic reading (David, 1991),1literary analysis (Collins, 1977; Shea, 1986; Sims,
1995)2, and analysis of meaning (Hasel, 1981 and 1986; Hardy, 1983).3 In addition to the
investigations of the whole text of Dan 8:9-14, some recent studies deal with parts or
partial features o f Dan 8:9-14, all falling more or less into the range of a semantic
Covenant Theology Be Found in Daniel C hapter 8? A Study o f D aniel C hapter 8 in the L ight o f the
C ovenant” [M.A. thesis, Andrews U niversity Extension Cam pus, N ew b o ld C ollege, 1997]). She
concludes that these term s point to the fact that D an 8:9-14 reflects the consequences o f a covenant
breach, and that
in vs. 14 indicates the “covenant-curse-reversal-aspects o f ju d g m en t,
vengeance, redem ption and reconciliation/atonem ent” (108-109). In the course o f h er study, W astling
employs only linguistic argumentation w hen she exam ines the syntactic function o f ]r)3fl in vs. 12a
(53-59). W infried V ogel examines in his m o tif study, am ong oth er things, specific w ords and phrases
in Dan 8:9-14 w hich relate to the cultic motif. In the category o f cultic space he deals w ith 2HIpP, the
phrase <0;IpP
and 2i7p (“The Cultic M o tif in Space and T im e in the B ook o f D an ie l” [Ph.D.
diss., A ndrew s University, 1999], 73-89) w hereas in the category o f cultic tim e he discusses 7 p 3 31IJ
(174-179). He determines the meaning o f these cultic elem ents and m arks in this w ay their
contribution to the cultic motif. Vogel also pursues the question w h y there is an apparent change o f
term inology in Dan 8:11-14, especially the shift from S H p P to 12?“Ip (cf. W infried V ogel, “T he Cultic
M otifs and Them es in the Book o f D aniel,” JA T S 7/1 [1996]: 21-50).
‘On Pablo S. D avid’s approach see below.
2John J. Collins describes his approach as “ a literary rath er th an a historical study” because he
exam ines “the m eaning o f the book o f D aniel as found in the H ebrew b ib le [sic]” (A pocalyptic Vision,
xv). He deals with the vision in Dan 8 m ainly in relation to the vision in D an 7. D aniel 8:9-14 is
investigated only for mythic elements (106-108) and the m eaning o f the h o st an d the stars (139-140).
W illiam H. Shea discusses the m eaning o f D an 8:9-12 and also identifies th e different directional
movements in this vision ascribing them to either a vertical o r horizontal d im ension. H e aims at a
literary structure o f these verses based exclusively on the spatial dim ensions m entioned in the text.
Shea perceives three scenes: a horizontal, earthly scene in vs. 9 an d tw o vertical, h eav en ly scenes in
vs. 10 and vss. 11-12 (“Spatial Dimensions in the V ision o f D aniel 8 ,” in Sym posium on D aniel:
Introductory and Exegetical Studies, ed. F. B. H olbrook, D A R C O M , vol. 2 [W ashington, DC:
Biblical Research Institute, 1986], 497-526, esp. 505-521). H ow ever, S h e a ’s literary structure is
clearly them atic in nature and does not com e as a result o f a linguistic or literary stu d y o f the text. A n
analysis o f 8:13-14 is not provided. A lthough Jam es H. Sims claim s his appro ach to be a literary
analysis, his discussion o f Dan 8 and m uch o f the other chapters o f D an iel is hardly m o re than an
ample description o f the content (A Com parative Literary Study o f D a n ie l a n d R evelation: Shaping
the End [Lewiston: Mellen, 1994], 39-41).
3On these see below.
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analysis.1 This again indicates the need for a text-oriented approach starting with an
analysis o f the form o f the text.

Studies Using Some Linguistic or Literary Methods
Several o f the above mentioned studies employ to a certain extent linguistic or
literary methods o f analysis as part o f their overall diachronic approach (David, 1991;
Stahl, 1994; Behrens, 2002) or in their analysis o f the meaning o f the text (Hasel, 1981
and 1986; Hardy, 1983). These studies deserve further comment.
Hardy pays attention to some issues in Dan 8:9-12 in an appendix o f his thesis.2
He discusses the origin o f the horn (vs. 9), the activities o f the horn (vss. 10-12), as well

'Several exam ples need to suffice. On the text o f 8:11-12: J. D yneley Prince, “O n D aniel viii.
11, \2 ," JB L 17 (1898): 203-204; Probstle, “A Linguistic A nalysis o f D aniel 8 :1 1 ,1 2 ,” 81-106. O n
the m eaning o f vs. 12: Paul Birch Petersen, “The T heology and th e Function o f the P rayers in the
Book o f D aniel” (Ph.D . diss., Andrews University, 1998), 204-208. On the m eaning o f “I'O Pin and
DOil) (vss. 11-13): J. Lust, “Cult and Sacrifice in D aniel: The Tam id and the A bom ination o f
D esolation,” in R itual and Sacrifice in the A ncient N ear East, ed. J. Q uaegebeur, O LA , no. 55
(Leuven: Peeters, 1993), 283-299; Samuel N unez, “T he U sage and M eaning o f the H eb rew W ord
T » n in the Old T estam ent,” in To U nderstand the Scriptures: Essays in H onor o f W illiam H. Shea,
ed. D. M erling (Berrien Springs: Institute o f A rchaeology / Siegfried H. H orn A rch aeo lo g ical
M useum, 1997), 95-102. On the syntax o f vs. 13: R oy Gane, “T he Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . in D aniel
8:13,” in Creation, Life, and Hope: Essays in H onor o f Jacques B. D oukhan, ed. J. M o sk ala (B errien
Springs: O ld T estam ent D epartment, Seventh-day A dventist T heological Sem inary, A n d rew s
University, 2000), 367-382. On the m eaning o f “)j?3 D1U (vs. 14): S. J. Schw antes, “ cereb b o q er o f
Daniel 8:14 R e-exam ined,” ,4 (/SS 16 (1978): 375-385. On the m eaning o f the “2300 eveningm orning” (vs. 14): C laus Schedl, “M ystische A rithm etik oder geschichtliche Z ahlen? D an iel 8, 14; 12,
11-13,” i?Z 8 (1964): 101-105; Sydney Allen, “O n Schedl’s A ttem pt to C ount the D ays o f D an iel,”
A U S S 4 (1966): 105-106; H ans Burgmann, “D ie vier E ndzeitterm ine im D anielbuch,” Z A W 86 (1974):
543-550. On the m eaning o f p*HiS3 (vs. 14): N iels-Erik A ndreasen, “Translation o f
N isdaq/K atharisthesetai in D aniel 8:14,” in Sym posium on D aniel: Introductory a n d E xeg etica l
Studies, ed. F. B. Holbrook, DA RCO M , vol. 2 (W ashington, DC: B iblical R esearch Institute, 1986),
475-496; Richard M . D avidson, “The M eaning o f nisdaq in D aniel %:14,” JA T S 7/1 (1996): 107-119.
2Frank W ilton H ardy, “An H istoricist Perspective on D aniel 11” (M .A. thesis, A ndrew s
U niversity, 1983), 270-298. Although D an 8:14 is m entioned in the title o f the appendix, the verse
itself is not discussed b u t only referred to in the paragraphs on the m eaning o f T ’p n n .
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as the interpretation o f the terms “prince,” “host,” “horn,” and “daily.” Hardy
incorporates linguistic arguments for the interpretation of these verses, however, he limits
himself to matters o f gender in vs. 9, similarities in syntax in vss. 10-12, and the
interpretation o f words in vss. 10-12. Besides treating only vss. 9-12, the argumentation
is weakened by applying linguistic observations rather selectively and not providing any
linguistic framework.
A lengthy article by G. F. Hasel presents a clause-by-clause investigation of Dan
8:9-14.' Hasel describes the procedure ofhis research as follows:
(1) A philological study of key terms, (2) an analysis of the word (grammar) and
sentence (syntax) patterns o f the Hebrew text with comparisons o f modem
translations where advisable, (3) the narrower and larger contexts within the book o f
Daniel and the Bible as a whole, and (4) will relate to the suggestions and conclusions
o f major schools of interpretations and their chief exponents. Attention will also be
given to extra-biblical materials where relevant.2
Throughout Hasel’s analysis o f the various clauses this series of four steps is discernible.
His philological investigation comprises brief word studies on all significant terms in the
passage. He discusses the meaning of RS’, the root

i o n p a lin o , X3S, n o x ,

K2SlT*ll8, “HOnn,

r tia , Data, &hp, Diana, and p n x j.

H,

order to determine

the meaning o f and the concepts intended by these words and terms, Hasel usually looks
first at their meaning as they occur elsewhere in the Old Testament. Thus, for Hasel the
'G erhard F. Hasel, “The ‘Little H o rn ,’ the H eavenly Sanctuary and the T im e o f th e End: A
Study o f D aniel 8:9-14,” in Sym posium on D aniel: Introductory and E xegetical Studies, ed. F. B.
H olbrook, D A R C O M , vol. 2 (W ashington, D C: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 378-461. This
article is a revised and considerably extended form o f Gerhard F. Hasel, “The ‘L ittle H o rn ,’ the Saints,
and the Sanctuary in D aniel 8,” in The Sanctuary and the Atonem ent, ed. A. V. W allen k am p f and W .
R. L esher (W ashington, DC: R eview and H erald, 1981), 177-227.
2H asel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 379-380.
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use o f a specific word in the Old Testament plays a decisive role in determining its
meaning in Dan 8:9-14. The analysis of grammar and syntax is undertaken only
selectively.1 W ith regard to intertextuality, Hasel indicates lexical and thematic relations
o f Dan 8 to Dan 9 and to Dan 7, as well as thematic links to Lev 16.2 The interpretation
o f the meaning o f the passage and its clauses is another major concern for Hasel.
Throughout his article he pursues a historicist interpretation, based on his three steps of
analysis, while in critical dialogue with other views.3
Hasel therefore focuses mainly on two aspects o f exegesis: the meaning of words
and the (historicist) interpretation o f the passage. Only a few linguistic (grammatical and
syntactic) arguments are offered, and he does not attempt a systematic observation of the
structural and literary features o f the text.4
Pablo S. David pursues a synchronic and diachronic reading of the book of
Daniel, thereby identifying its structure and composition. In his synchronic reading
David outlines the correspondence between Dan 8 and Dan 11, focusing in Dan 8 on vss.

'H asel discusses the gender in the construction OtTO n n x r r ] ^ 1! in vs. 9 and its syntactic
relations o f reference (ibid., 387-392), the subject gender shift in vs. 1 l a (401), the clause relations in
vs. 11 (409), and the syntactic function o f K32S— subject or object?— in vs. 12a (416-418). However,
there is no exam ination, e.g., o f the syntax o f the question in vs. 13 or the m eaning o f the gram m atical
form o f
in vs. 14.
2Ibid., 436-439 (on relations betw een D an 8 and D an 9); 458-460 (on relations betw een D an 8
and D an 7), 427, 440, 451, 455, 457 (on relations betw een D an 8 and Lev 16).
3For exam ple, H asel discusses the origin and the nature o f the little hom (ibid., 387-394) and
the interpretation o f the tim e elem ent in the period o f “2300 evening-m orning” (430-436).
"Hasel bases his literary structure o f D an 8:9-14 on them atic considerations only, especially
on the horizontal (earthly) and vertical (heavenly) dim ensions m entioned in the text (ibid., 380-383).
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20-25 but also including the terms TDD (8:11, 13) and , 3 an (8:9).1 The diachronic
reading compares Dan 8 with Dan 7 and Dan 10-12, noting both the points of contact as
well as o f contrast.2 David concludes that chap. 8 “minus the secondary additions” of vss.
1 lb-14 “manifests a coherent structure as a literary unit”3 and together with chaps. 10-12
has been written by one Maccabean author at two different periods.4 In an excursus
David deals extensively with the secondary addition o f 8:1 lb-14 using text-critical
methods to reconstruct via the LXX the prehistory o f the MT.5
David’s synchronic reading o f Dan 8 limits itself to the structural correspondences
with other parts o f the book o f Daniel. As his main task is to describe “how a biblical
text such as Daniel has evolved into its present shape through several stages o f rereading,
reinterpretation, and reactualization in changing historical circumstances,”6 it is
understandable that a close reading o f the text o f Dan 8 was not attempted. Therefore, the
synchronic approach o f David would more accurately be defined as a macrostructural
'P ablo S. D avid, “T he C om position and Structure o f the B ook o f D aniel: A Synchronic and
D iachronic R eading” (Ph.D . dissertation, U niversity o f Leuven, 1991), 193-198.

Tbid, 210-213,222-229.
3Ibid., 238.
"Ibid., 268.
5Ibid., 357-383. D avid regards D an 8:1 lb -1 4 as a “disruption o f allegorical language” (357)
because o f the change in die gender o f verbs from fem inine to m asculine. A fter cancelling out the
non-allegorical elem ents in the vision section o f D an 8:11-14, D avid uses the LXX version to show
that an originally shorter LX X text— w h ich later on becam e corrupted by several efforts to harm onize
it w ith the M T (361)— solves the textu al p roblem s present in the M T. D avid argues that the LXX
addition in vs. 11 should be replaced at the beginning o f vs. 14 as an answ er to th e question in vs. 13
(369). From such a “reconstructed, consistently alleg o rical” tex t (369) D avid proceeds to a
reconstruction o f three stages o f redaction o f D an 8:1 lb -1 4 (374-380).

6Ibid., 397.
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reading of the book o f Daniel and should not be mistaken as a linguistic or literary
approach to the text.
Rainer Stahl discusses the text of Dan 8 in a literary analysis and a redactioncritical analysis o f what he calls the “Daniel library” (Danielbibliothek).' His procedure
of literary analysis is a notation o f those lexical, structural and syntactic features which
attracted his attention.2 Though Stahl essentially assumes that Dan 8 represents a unity,
he nevertheless argues for a number o f additions by redactional work. Thus, original to
Dan 8:9-14 are only vs. 9, vs. 10 (without D’O D is r r p i) , and 12b. Verses 11, 12a, 13,
and 14, he claims, were added by several later revisions of the text.3
Stahl’s literary analysis is weakened by several factors. First, he does not give a
methodological basis for his literary analysis. M odem linguistic research, which would
'R ainer Stahl, Von W eltengagem ent zu W eltuberw indung: T heologische Positionen im
Dartielbuch, CBET, no. 4 (K am pen, N etherlands: K ok P h aro s, 1994), 171-178 (literary analysis), 9093, 99, 108-111, 114-116, 121-124 (redaction-critical analysis).
2In the section on Dan 8:9-14, Stahl observes, for exam ple, the follow ing (ibid., 173-175):
Regarding the m orphological level, he m arks ’a s r r ^ i O in vs. 9 as playing on the sound o f K 3S,
which follows shortly, and takes
in vs. 12 as a w a y yiq to l form . R egarding syntax, he notes the
shift o f perfect and im perfect form s in vss. 9-12, the sh ift o f gender o f verbs in vss. 10-12, and the
shift o f active and passive form in vss. 11-12, for n one o f w h ich he gives an explanation. H e m entions
the difficult place ofR 3 S 'l in vs. 1 2 ,w hich he seem s to tak e belonging to vs. 11 (1 7 5 n . 298).
Regarding structure, he views vs. 12c-d (“ 12bp” in S tah l’s reference system) as a summ ary statem ent
and vs. 13c (13bp) w ith its lexem es as retrospective and prospective. R egarding sem antics, he
remarks on the surprising positive turn in vs. 14b.
3Ibid., 178. Stahl believes that D an 8 u n d erw en t extensive redactional w ork, that is, four
revisions plus one later gloss (see also 92, 99, 109, 111, 122-124). For him, these additions w ere
prompted by the need for theological clarifications and additions in the historical context o f the crises
under A ntiochus and w ere finished fo r D an 8 in th e year 165 B .C .E . (122). Cf. also R ainer Stahl,
‘“ Eine Zeit, Zeiten und die H alfte einer Z eit’: D ie V ersu ch e der E ingrenzung der bosen M acht im
D anielbuch,” in The B ook o f D aniel in the L ig h t o f N e w F indings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, B ETL,
no. 106 (Leuven: Leuven U niversity P ress, 1993), 491 n. 47.
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have greatly enhanced his basic methodology, was barely integrated at all.1 Second, his
analysis is not comprehensive, meaning that he is not attentive to all features o f the text
and does not cover all o f the text material. Third, he does not distinguish between
morphological, syntactic, and semantic features. Finally, Stahl explains some
problematic literary features as coming into existence by redactional work,2 but his
conclusions are seemingly too hasty and do not give due attention to the admittedly
intricate literary style of the text. In sum, Stahl’s work on Dan 8:9-14 is essentially
marked by his literary-critical and redaction-critical focus. Although he observes some of
the main literary features, he does not provide convincing explanations or discussions for
them. This seems due primarily to the inadequacy o f his literary/redaction-critical
methodology.
Achim Behrens undertakes in his dissertation a detailed form-critical description
o f the literary genre “prophetic vision report” in the Hebrew Bible, and also analyzes in
the course o f his investigation the vision report in Dan 8:3-14.3 He describes the
linguistic construction elements of the genre “prophetic vision report,” and tries to
understand its function by utilizing insights from text-linguistics or text-grammar and
speech-act theory. According to Behrens, the principal pattern o f a “prophetic vision
‘See the critique by H. Seidel, review o f Von W eltengagem ent zu W eltuberw indung, by
Rainer Stahl, O LZ 91 (1996): 41.
2Stahl, Weltengagement, 174.
3Achim Behrens, Prophetische Visionsschilderungen im A lten Testam ent: Sprachliche
Eigenarten, Funktion und Geschichte einer G attung, AO A T, no. 292 (M unster: U garit, 2002), 317322, 328-345. For reviews, see Konrad Schm id, R eview o f B ib lica l L itera tu re (2004); available from
http://bookreview s.org; Internet; and M artin Probstle, R eview o f B ib lica l L itera tu re (2004); available
from http://bookreview s.org; Internet.
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report” consists o f two parts, a vision proper and a dialogue, both exhibiting their peculiar
linguistic features. Daniel 8:3-14 displays these linguistic construction elements: The
vision part opens with a form of the verbal root HK"I follow ed by Him + nominal clause
(vs. 3), and the rest o f the description of the vision usually consists o f further nominal
clauses (vss. 3-12). Behrens identifies three formal features of the dialogue part o f a
prophetic vision report, all of which he finds exhibited in Dan 8:13-14: (1) the dialogue
opens with a wayyiqtol-iorm of “lOX (vs. 13b); (2) the following first speech act is always
direct speech in the form of a question or an imperative and thus gives the dialogue part
its appellative character (vs. 13c); and (3) the dialogue ends with a comment by Yahweh
or his messenger, never with one by the visionary (vs. 14).
Behrens’s analysis is commendable for its scrutiny and clarity in identifying the
linguistic construction elements and function of the genre “prophetic vision report.”
However, his linguistic investigation serves exclusively the form-critical analysis and is
not employed to help in deciphering the meaning o f words, clauses, or the entire text o f
Dan 8:3-14. A literary analysis is not undertaken. An intertextual analysis, although
Behrens does not refer to it as such, confines itself to the form-critical comparison o f Dan
8:3-14 with Dan 10:5-14; Dan 12:5-7; and other vision reports.
Especially worthy of consideration are the text-oriented approaches o f
Hasslberger, Koch, the Schweizer school, and Gzella, to which I owe basic insights into
the questions o f linguistic analysis o f Dan 8:9-14. I will review these approaches more
comprehensively.
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The Text-Oriented Approach of Bernhard
Hasslberger (1977)
Description
One approach that proceeds strictly from the linguistic data o f the text is applied
in the 1976 dissertation of B. Hasslberger.1 Though he claims that his work is a formcritical study o f Dan 8 and 10-12, he diverges from traditional form-critical studies by
utilizing the methodological principles of W. Richter2 under whose direction the
dissertation was written.3
Richter proposed six aspects of methodology or steps of analysis: unity or
composition o f the text (literary criticism), form (form criticism), genre (genre criticism),
traditions (tradition criticism), compositions and redactions (redaction criticism), and

'H asslberger, H offnung in d er B edrangnis. Some o f the more im portant review s are John C.
Collins, CBQ 41 (1979): 459-461; F. W. G radl, L A SB F 29 (1979): 359-360; R. T oum ay, R B 86
(1979): 293-294; Joachim Becker, B Z 2 4 (1980): 312-314; and L. W achter, O LZ 77 (1982): 565-567.
2R ichter, E xegese. See the introductory note by H asslberger, xiii. For review s o f R ichter’s
m ethodological concept, as w ell as its broad influence on exegesis, see especially Luis A lonso
Schokel, “Sobre el estudio literario del Antiguo Testam ento,” R/b 53 (1972): 544-556; F. Langlam et,
review o f Exegese als Literaturw issenschaft, by W olfgang Richter, RB 79 (1972): 275-288; F. Seven,
“O ffene Frage an ein literaturw issenschaftliches K onzept der Exegese: zu W olfgang R ichter, Exegese
als L iteraturw issenschaft,” LB 2 (1972): 23-27; K laus Koch, “Reichen die form geschichtlichen
M ethoden fiir die G egenw artsaufgaben der Bibelw issenschaft zu?” TLZ 98 (1973): 807-814; N orbert
Lohfink, review o f E xegese als Literaturw issenschaft, by W olfgang R ichter, B Z 17 (1973): 286-294;
W olfgang Schenk, “D ie Aufgaben der Exegese und die M ittel der Linguistik,” TLZ 98 (1973): 888889; Jo se f Scharbert, “Zu den M ethoden der alttestam entlichen Exegese,” TRev 70 (1974): 1-16;
H ardm eier, Texttheorie und biblische Exegese, 44-47; PreuB, “Linguistik - L iteraturw issenschaft A ltes T estam ent,” 15-20; Seidl, “D ie literaturw issenschaftliche M ethode,” 27-37; John W. R ogerson,
“Exegese als Literaturw issenschaft: R evisited,” in Text, M ethode und G ram m atik: W olfgang R ich ter
zum 65. G eburtstag, ed. W. GroB, H. Irsigler, and T. Seidl (St. Ottilien: EO S, 1991), 379-386; Jonker,
E xclusivity and Variety, 335-342; DiBe, 14-23; Hans R echenm acher and C hristo H. J. van der M erw e,
“The Contribution o f W olfgang R ichter to C urrent D evelopm ents in the Study o f Biblical H ebrew ,”
J S S 50 (2005): 59-82.
3In fact, H asslberger’s dissertation w as one o f the earliest applications o f R ichter’s
m ethodological principles to a larger body o f text.
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content (text-immanent exegesis).1 He places special emphasis on form, which he regards
as the most significant aspect of his methodology. However, Richter understands “form”
and “form criticism” in a different way from that generally used by previous scholars: He
assigns the term “form” {Form) to the description o f a single text unit, whereas “genre”
(Gattung) refers to a text type.2 Therefore, form analysis cannot and should not start from
the content, either from analyzing a genre or collection o f texts. Rather it is the analysis
and description o f a single text unit itself according to its external form (words, word
groups, sentences, syntax and style), and its inner form (semantic features of lexemes and
semantic classes o f word groups or words).3 Therein lies Richter’s main contribution to
the theory and methodology of OT literature studies. It ensures that students of a biblical
text first examine the grammatical features of text units in a scientifically verifiable way
before they proceed to other aspects, which may include arguments from the content o f a
text. The synchronic analysis o f the text must occur prior to its diachronic analysis.
Richter suggests that the linguistic layers of a text can be described and analyzed without

‘R ichter, E xeg ese, 49-120.
2Ibid., 72-79, 125-132; see also idem , “Form geschichte und Sprachw issenschaft,” 216-225.
H erm ann G unkel, for instance, used the term form {Form ) and genre (G attung) alm ost identically
(G enesis, 3d ed. [G ottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1910], xiii-lvi). R ichter’s suggestion
concerning the relation betw een Form and G attung has n ot been w ithout influence: it has been taken
up by L. M arkert (in Fohrer et al., 85 n. 84). See H ans-P eter M uller’s overview on how such
term inology as G attung, F orm , F orm eln, F orm en, and Strukturen has been developed and is used
differently by various scholars (“Form geschichte/Form kritik I,” TRE, 11:275-277). See also Harald
S chw eizer for the different usage o f the term s “form ” and “content” and their analysis by the formcritical school on the one hand and the R ichter school on the other hand (“Form und Inhalt: Ein
V ersuch, gegenw artige m ethodische D ifferenzen durchsichtiger und dam it iiberw indbar zu m achen;
dargestellt anhand von Ps 150,” B N 3 [1977]: 35-47).
3Richter, Exegese, 77-79; idem, “Form geschichte und Sprachw issenschaft,” 222-224.
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any regard to its content, just on the basis o f syntax, because a text to him is nothing else
but a series of sentences conveying content.1
Although Richter insists on the precedence of synchronic analysis, he nevertheless
arranges his proposed linguistic approach according to the conventional sequence of
historical-critical methods applied to the text, in which literary criticism is the first step.
Richter allows for an initial stage o f literary criticism that examines the unity of smaller
text units.2 In other words, the literary-critical analysis on a linguistic basis comes prior
to the form-critical analysis.3
In the line with Richter’s methodology, Hasslberger defines his main task as
acquiring and evaluating the formal data o f the text in order to detect the structure of Dan
8 and 10-12.4 Form and structure rather than content are at the center o f his attention.
Hasselberger therefore exemplifies a form-to-function approach to the text.
Hasslberger’s analysis o f Dan 8 consists o f five steps.5 First, he provides a

•Regarding syntax and its description, R ichter elaborates briefly on his 1971 proposal in
W olfgang Richter, “V erbvalenz und V erbalsatz: Ein B eitrag zur syntaktischen G rundlegung einer atl.
L iteraturw issenschaft,” JN SL 4 (1975): 61-69.
2Richter, E xegese, 70-72.
3It has to be noted that R ic h te r’s m ethodology outlined in E xegese als L iteraturwissenschaft
has been deem ed as controversial, w hich m ay be illustrated by referring to tw o textbooks on
exegetical m ethods used at G erm an universities. On the one hand, Fohrer’s team incorporates
R ichter’s m ethodology into their m ethodology o f linguistic description (Fohrer et al., 64-65 n. 60).
On the other hand, O dil H annes Steck finds it rather difficult to com bine the linguistic approach o f
R ichter with the m ethods used in O T exegesis, and therefore refrains from using his methodological
suggestions (O ld T estam ent E xegesis: A G uide to the M ethodology, 2d ed., trans. J. D. N ogalski,
SBLRBS, no. 39 [A tlanta: Scholars P ress, 1998], 52-53 n. 32, 68 n. 63, 97-98 n. 91).
“H asslberger, xiii.
5In the follow ing I focus only on H asselberger’s w ork on D an 8 (3-110), and there especially
on 8:9-14, though he has analyzed D an 10 -1 2 accordingly (113-374). Interestingly, H asslberger does
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transcription of the text1with text-critical comments. An improvement in reference
notation is achieved, since each clause is specifically identified and appears on a separate
line, e.g., Dan 8:12 is divided into four clauses, 12a to 12d. Second, in the section on
literary criticism Hasslberger delimits the text and examines its unity.2 In Dan 8, he
identifies as secondary vss. 11-14, 26a, 27f.3 He analyzes therefore vss. 9-10 separately
from the supposedly later insertion vss. 11-14.4 Third, under form analysis, which
actually comprises the largest part of Hasslberger’s study, he analyzes the sentence
relations and the usage o f words, describes syntax and style, analyzes the inner form, and
ends with a summary of the literary structure o f Dan 8 and the statement o f the goal o f the
unit.5 Fourth, he then gives special attention to specific formulae, fixed expressions and
word groups, and the “horizon.”6 Finally, he presents also a form-analysis (third and
not carry out the sixth m ethodological step proposed by R ichter, viz. the text-im m anent exegesis
which centers on the content. H asslberger does n ot g iv e any reason for this, but it m ight be due to the
limited scope o f his dissertation.
'The transcription follows the rules outlined b y W olfgang R ichter, Transliteration und
Transkription: Objekt- und m etasprachliche M eta zeich en system e zur W iedergabe hebrdischer Texte,
ATSAT, no. 19 (St. O ttilien: EOS, 1983).
2H asslberger, 14-22.
3Ib id , 22.
4Ibid„ 52-55,97-107.
5O f 411 pages o f the m ain body o f text, 317 p ag es, that is about 77% , are devoted to form
analysis (ibid., 23-110,143-371). H asslberger u ses the term “form criticism ” as R ichter defined it and
understands it therefore differently from m ost o f th e o th e r scholars.
‘Horizon refers to the literary affinities o f a p assag e beyond its scope (ibid., 96). See the
definition by Richter w ho borrow ed this expression from O tto EiBfeldt (E xe g ese, 117-118).
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fourth step above) of the secondary additions, namely Dan 8:11-14, 26a, 27f.'
Hasslberger supplements his major form-critical study by a chapter on aspects
which concern both Dan 8 and 10-12.2 He first pays attention to the syntax o f verbs.
Then he addresses the problem of the numbers in 8:14 and 12:7, 11, 12.3 Third,
Hasslberger attempts to identify the genre and the Sitz im Leben. Fourth, a traditioncritical investigation leads Hasslberger to the conclusion that Dan 8 was influenced by
Ezekiel and Zechariah, particularly by Ezek 1:26-2:3 and Zech 2:1-2; 6 :1-15.4 Last,
Hasslberger concludes his dissertation with the question o f authorship. He reconstructs
different authors for Dan 8 and 10-12, and finds that the author/s o f Dan 10-12 used Dan
8 as Vorlage for their elaborations.

Assessment
Hasslberger has to be credited for providing an exhaustive discussion o f the
grammar and function of terms in Dan 8. The value o f his work lies in two areas: first

‘A m inor formal inconsistency is that w hen analyzing the o rig in al u n it H asslb erg er separates
the analysis o f formulae, fixed expressions, and h o rizon from the form analysis, w h ereas w hen he
analyzes the secondary verses he does both under the on e heading “form an aly sis.” A ccording to
R ichter, the form analysis and the function o f the forms— the latter includes the stu d y o f form ulae,
fixed expressions and horizon— are the two subareas o f form criticism (E xe g ese, 79-120).
2Hasslberger, 377-411.
3A fter a survey o f the different existing opinions, H asslb erg er opts for the explanation th at the
num bers refer to an apparent delay in expectation on the side o f th e au th o r/s, w h ereas the question
w hy exactly these numbers are used “cannot be solved any m ore” (396).
4Collins criticizes Hasslberger th at he “only considers p arallels w ithin th e H eb rew Bible, and
then only when they involve verbal parallels. So he leaves out o f acco u n t n o t only later texts b ut also
the sections o f 1 Enoch w hich are earlier than, or roughly contem porary w ith , D an iel and even the
A ramaic vision in Dan 7. It is difficult to see how any valid conclusion ab o u t either G attung or history
o f traditions can be reached on such a lim ited basis” (C ollins, review , 460).
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and foremost, in the implementation of a linguistically designed method, which, when
examining the text of Dan 8, makes it possible to focus on the text itself, and second, in
the vast amount o f detailed formal observations regarding syntax and style.1 Hence
Hasslberger was the first to attempt a truly text-oriented analysis o f Dan 8.
Three further observations maybe added. First, while Hasslberger follows the
methodology o f Richter he does not interact with other linguistic or text-based
approaches to biblical texts. For the most part this can be explained by the fact that the
integration of modem linguistic research into biblical exegesis in the 1970s was just on
the eve o f its development; even Richter’s own theoretical linguistic framework
(Grundlagen einer althebrdischen Grammatik) was yet to be published.
Second, Hasslberger never attempts a synchronic analysis o f the whole text of
Dan 8. This is because Richter’s methodological principles as outlined in his Exegese als
Literaturwissenschaft do not allow for a true synchronic analysis o f a given text. First o f
all, the text has to be investigated to detect the smaller text units, which are examined to
see whether they belong together. The smaller units are then discussed diachronically.2
Only after this initial literary criticism, which separates earlier from secondary material,
can one proceed to the analysis o f form. Accordingly, in following the approach o f
Richter, Hasslberger’s first step o f analysis is literary criticism. Although this section is
'F or the latter see also Gradl (360) and Collins (review , 461). H ow ever, Collins objects that
the conclusions draw n by H asslberger’s linguistic observations are rath er “m eager” (ibid., 460).
2Richter, Exegese, 66-72.
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brief,' its results influence not only the question of authorship2but to a large extent the
whole structure of Hasslberger’s work. I want to illustrate this by pointing out some of its
consequences regarding the passage of Dan 8:9-14.
Hasslberger considers Dan 8:11-14, 26a, 27f as secondary material, and therefore
throughout his dissertation he analyzes these sections apart from the rest o f chap. 8.3 This
means that Hasslberger never investigates 8:9-14 as a unit. He does not analyze the
language in vss. 11-14 in comparison with the surrounding verses, even though he refers
to the structural correspondence of sentence types and the placement o f the verbs between
8:11-12 and 8:8-10 as well as between 8:13-14 and 8:15-16.4 In Hasslberger’s analysis,
vss. 11-14 do not supply any arguments for the analysis of vss. 9-10, indeed for the whole
original unit o f chap. 8. For example, the difficult syntax of vss. 11-12 is disregarded in
the description o f the verb syntax used in chap. 8;5 formulae, fixed expressions and the
horizon o f vss. 11-14 are not part o f the original chap. 8;6 and excluding vss. 11-14 with
its cultic terminology from the original unit o f chap. 8 robs this chapter o f any cultic
element. As a result, the cult plays no decisive role in chap. 8—a consequence o f which

‘H asslberger, 14-22 (cf. the critique by G radl, 360).
2H asslberger, 408.
3H asslberger’s analyses o f the original D an 8 (23-96) and o f the secondary m aterial (97-110)
are neither com pared nor brought together into a synthesis.
4Ibid., 97-98. In criticism o f H asslberger, Becker points out that structural correspondences
o f 8:11-14 w ith the surrounding verses are n ot considered in H asselberger’s line o f argum ent, and th a t
his use o f argum ent from content is not com pelling at all (313).
5H asslberger, 377 n. 1.
6Ibid., 110.
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Hasslberger is well aware.1 In my view, for a text-based approach to chap. 8 in general
and 8:9-14 in particular it is highly problematic to view vss. 11-14 as secondary prior to
any linguistic analysis o f the whole text.2
A third observation is that in Hasslberger’s approach, the analysis o f syntax and
style is placed so much in the foreground that the semantic analysis plays only a minor
role. Richter’s last aspect o f methodology, that is, the study of content or meaning, is not
addressed at all. Brief semantic discussions of specific words or phrases occurring in Dan
8:9-14 are found scattered throughout the form analysis,3 but cannot obscure the fact that
Hasslberger’s study lacks the analysis o f the content of 8:9-14.

The Text-Oriented Approach of Klaus
Koch (1983)
Description
In 1979, Klaus Koch presented a form-critical analysis of one kind o f apocalyptic
work, namely the vision report, as exemplified by Dan 8.4 Koch uses a methodology
'I b id , 400 n. 11.
2B ecker thinks that H asslberger regards 8:11-14 as secondary material a p rio ri (312-313).
3See the b rie f sem antic discussion and notes on D'OISH K3!i in vs. 10 (Hasslberger, 54-55,
91),
liC in vs. 11 (98-99), T E f i n in vs. 11 (100), n a ^ i n vs.’ 12 (103-104),
and X32S in vs.
13 (106) and
in vs. 14 (107). O nly the discussion on R 3 3 in vs. 12 (101-103) is longer, covering
m ore than tw o pages. The section w hich is devoted to the problem o f the num bers (385-396),
including the “2300 evening-m orning,” cannot be regarded as analysis o f m eaning. Rather it is a
overview o f opinions as to w h at the num bers refer to in reality. O nly the observation on "Ij53 311)
(392-393) is attem pting to establish the m eaning o f this phrase.
"K laus Koch, “Vom profetischen zum apokalyptischen V isionsbericht,” in Apocalypticism in
the M editerranean World a n d the N ea r East: P roceedings o f the International Colloquium on
A pocalypticism , Uppsala, A u g u st 12-17, 1979, 2d e d , ed. D. H ellholm (Tubingen: M ohr, 1989), 413446; reprinted in K laus K och, Vor der W ende der Zeiten: B eitrage zu r apokalyptischen Literatur, ed.
U. GleBmer and M. K rause, G esam m elte A ufsatze, no. 3 (Neukirchen-V luyn: Neukirchener, 1996),
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which he calls “structural form criticism” (strukturale Formgeschichte) in which a
linguistic analysis is taken into the service o f an all-encompassing form-critical analysis.
He described this methodological approach extensively already in 1976.1
The tools for Koch’s form-critical investigation are provided by structural
grammar, especially by text-linguistics.2 The understanding o f the term “text” and the use
of text-linguistics is the main difference to Richter’s approach.3 Koch does not subscribe
to the view that the sentence is the highest level o f linguistic description. Rather, the
decisive data are provided by macrosyntactic units, texts, which have to be analyzed by
the discipline of text-linguistics.4 For Koch, text is nothing else but a specimen of a

143-178 [except noted otherw ise, references are to the 1989 essay]. Koch analyzes the entire text o f
Dan 8, b ecause he defines the “vision rep o rt” as consisting o f the vision p ro p er and the interpretation.
'K laus K och, A m os: U ntersucht m it den M ethoden ein er strukturalen F orm geschichte, vol. 1,
Program m u nd A nalyse, A O A T, no. 30 (K evelaer: B utzon and B ercker, 1976), 1-99. The description
o f K och’s structural form criticism consists basically o f tw o parts: the description o f the
m ethodological principles (1-32) and the theory o fp ro c ed u res (33-99). A sim ilar study based on the
same m ethodological principles but w ith m ore em phasis on th e literary-critical analysis is found in
Klaus K och, D euterokanonische Zusatze zum D anielbuch: E ntstehung und Textgeschichte, 2 vols.,
A O AT, no. 38 (K evelaer: B utzon and B ercker, 1987).
2K och, “V isionsbericht,” 415.
3K och discusses R ich te r’s approach at several places (Am os, 1:13-15; “Reichen die
form geschichtlichen M ethoden,” 807-814; and Was istF o rm g esch ich te? 5th ed., 313-314). K och’s
critique o f R ich ter’s m ethodology includes the follow ing points. First, Richter does not include
sem antics in his m ethodology. Second, R ich ter provides no gram m atical controls for stm ctures
beyond the sentence level. T hird, the linguistic term inology o f “levels” and “aspects” is not used
properly, but rather corresponds to the trad itio n al steps o f O T exegesis. Fourth, R ichter’s emphasis on
form over against content contradicts the inseparable interrelation o f expression plane and content
plane w hich needs to be considered on each linguistic level. K och concludes th at m ethodological
reflections stim ulated b y linguistics are n ecessary and helpful, b ut that R ichter’s use o f linguistics in
form criticism is not sufficient (“R eichen die form geschichtlichen M ethoden,” 812-814).
4T herein lies the reason w hy K och believes that H asslberger’s analysis is insufficient, because
o f its im proper use o f text-linguistics and its abandonm ent o f m acro-syntactic questions
(“V isionsbericht,” 415).
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genre.1 He believes that linguistic analysis is true form-critical analysis (in the sense used
by Gunkel), as it examines texts which constitute specific genres. The functions o f such a
kind of text-linguistics, as he calls it, are to demarcate texts o f component literary types
(Gliedtexte) and to describe their structures in order to arrive at a matrix for a complex
literary type. In the analysis o f component literary types, criteria from both form and
content are used in combination, for form and content cannot be separated but depend on
each other.2 Only after the structural analysis has been completed does the literarycritical analysis follow, using data which have been detected by the structural analysis but
could not be explained by text-linguistics. In other words, Koch emphasizes that a
synchronic study (structural grammar) has to precede a diachronic study (literary
criticism).3 To sum up, Koch utilizes a linguistic-oriented, synchronic(-diachronic)
analysis as a tool for his form-critical approach. This implies that Koch regards the
linguistic or text-linguistic analysis as part o f the form-critical analysis. His ultimate
purpose is to detect forms in the text which help to describe specific genres.
Koch applies these methodological principles in his form-critical analysis o f Dan
8. It is carried out inductively consisting o f four parts: (1) a structural analysis o f Dan 8
'K och (Was ist F orm geschichte? 5th ed., 290) defines a te x t as “a w ritten or oral statem ent
w hich is clearly dem arcated to the back an d to the front and constitutes a self-contained unit. Text,
respectively oral tradition, belongs to the area o f ‘lan g u ag e,’ the use o f language, to w hich on the part
o f langue corresponds the genre w hich determ ines the structure o f a text.” E lsew here, K och m akes
clear that “in this understanding text is nothing else than a specim en o f gen re” (Am os, 1:11).
2Koch, Am os, 1:11; idem, Was ist F o rm g esch ich te? 5th ed., 313 (pace Richter). For a
reaction to Koch in favor o f the Richter school see S chw eizer, “Form und In h alt,” 46 n. 16.
3Ibid., 9-12. Here, in this, lies ano th er d ifference to R ich te r’s approach in w hich th e literarycritical analysis precedes the form analysis (R ichter, E xeg ese, 70-72).
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(macrosyntax); (2) a comparison o f prophetic and apocalyptic vision reports (synchronic
evidence for a genre); (3) considerations regarding the discontinuity between prophetic
and apocalyptic vision reports and the Sitz im Leben\ and (4) reflections on the semantics
o f metaphoric-symbolic language (textsemantics).1 It is the structural analysis o f the
macrosyntax of Dan 8 in which the linguistic analysis is employed. As I am interested
especially in the application of a text-oriented approach, I will from here on refer only to
Koch’s structural and textsemantic analysis.2
Koch starts his macrosyntactic analysis with establishing the structural outline o f
Dan 8 by paying attention to structural devices of either formal (’ ITT + 2 + infinitive) or
content type (time formula, self-introduction, description o f the visionary’s dismay). He
identifies four text constituents: introduction (vss. l-2aa), main part I (vss. 2ab-14), main
part II (vss. 15-26), and conclusion (vss. 26b-27). Then, he investigates the macrosyntax
o f the two main parts. He notes repetitive lexemes

(ntf“l, ”[b?2), the interrupting

m orphem e/I sg/, the use of different sentence types (nominal sentences, verbal sentences)
and verbal tenses (perfect, imperfect), and the specific content of the text segments.
‘Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 415. Betw een the first and the second step K och inserts a section on
tradition history w hich, true to his synchronic em phasis, he labels as diachronic excursus (421).
2Ibid., 415-421. The analysis by K och in the other sections shall be sum m arized briefly. In
the diachronic excursus on the tradition history o f D an 8 K och identifies three m otifs joined together:
astral-geography (ram and goat), sacrilegious hubris myth (H im m elsstu rm er), and angelic liturgy (host
o f heaven and cult in Jerusalem ) (421-423). For the synchronic evidence o f a vision report, Koch
compares in detail D an 8 w ith the locust vision in A m os 7:1-3 and the vision o f the fourth apocalyptic
rider in Rev 6:7-8. He adds a structural outline o f 44 visions w hich should show that there exists a
vision report genre (423-427). Very helpful are the overview charts on pp. 442 -4 4 5 . The
discontinuity betw een prophetic and apocalyptic vision reports is seen b y four m ain points. In
apocalyptic texts— in contrast to the prophetic texts— the vision rep o rt is a standard feature, the
dism ay or shock o f the visionary em erges clearly, a hierarchy o f angels is know n, and an interpretation
is necessary (428-429).
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Again both formal elements and content elements are used as structural criteria.
Koch’s structural analysis of Dan 8 is summarized in a convenient chart.1 It
presents almost the complete MT of Dan 8 in a detailed structured form and especially
marks the genre devices, the interpretative key lexeme "J^D, and the resumption o f vision
elements in the interpretation. Koch also notes the structural elements under a column
entitled “genre structure / syntax.” Noticeable again is that Koch perceives a close
connection between the contents of the genre structure and the formal elements o f
grammatical and syntactic features. He calls this correlation between linguistic features
and genre structure “genre matrix” (Gattungsmatrix). Thus, the correlation between
expression plane and content plane regarding structure is nicely presented.2
In the section on textsemantics, Koch deals with the question o f why such unusual
and often paradoxical language is used in apocalyptic vision reports. For this he outlines
the narrative plot of vss. 3-14— which constantly increases the narrative tension until vs.
14— and attempts to trace the semantics o f the vision proper and the interpretation
thereof. Koch proposes to perform the latter with help o f selected expressions, but he
merely describes the contents of Dan 8 by following along its verses.3

Assessment
The merit o f Koch’s approach is that he emphasizes linguistic analysis as a
“The chart is inserted after ibid., 432.
2Ibid., 442-446.
3Ibid., 430-440.
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valuable tool for the study of a text and its structure that should be undertaken right in the
beginning. He refrains from literary criticism as a first step of analysis, rather treating the
text as a whole in a synchronic manner.1 In this way, Koch is able to identify structural
features which otherwise tend to be lost if one separates secondary from original text
material. As a result, a new appreciation of text structure comes to light. Koch comes to
the conclusion that Dan 8 is thoughtfully and artistically structured. No tense or
morpheme is placed carelessly, and no repetition is without function. Koch almost
delights in the aesthetics o f the structure.2
Koch not only enhances his structural analysis by linguistics but also demonstrates
the correlation between form and content, between the levels of expression and content.
His structural outlines are valuable in this regard. Some may argue that Koch is
methodologically inconsistent,3 but it seems unavoidable to include arguments from
content when analyzing syntax and structure.4
Koch’s approach is not truly a linguistic approach, but rather a form-critical
approach with the implementation o f linguistic studies. Though Koch stresses the
priority o f a linguistic analysis, he uses it only as the first and basic level o f analysis in the
'In his BK A T com m entary on Daniel, Koch is reluctant to incorporate literary-critical
considerations as well. R ather, he w ants to analyze the final form o f the text (e.g., 112-115).
2Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 420.
3This w ould be the argum ent o f scholars w orking with a strict “bottom -up-process,” that is,
giving precedence to form over function and meaning in every aspect o f the analysis.
4Cf. T alstra, “T ext G ram m ar and H ebrew Bible. II,” 38. To scholars w orking w ith a strict
form al approach it is som etim es pointed out that they introduce arguments from the content into their
formal analysis (see, e.g., R udiger B artelm us, review o f "U nd die Wahrheit w u rd e h inw eggefegt ”:
D aniel 8 linguistisch interpretiert, ed. by W infried Bader, TZ 52 [1996]: 275).
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framework o f the existing “Gunkelian” form-critical method. It appears that his only goal
is to identify features which contribute to the structure of the text and help in a formcritical analysis. This is one o f the reasons why Koch’s linguistic analysis is far from
comprehensive.1 For example, the macrosyntactic analysis of Dan 8 does not include a
syntactic analysis. No attention is given to the intricate syntax of Dan 8:9-14. The only
additional information given for vss. 9-14 addresses concerns of how this section
functions in the plot (the inner form of the vision proper).2

The Text-Oriented Approach of the Schweizer
School— Winfried Bader, ed. (1994)
Description
Another linguistic study o f Dan 8 appeared in 1994 and is comprised of eleven
articles which are based upon the linguistic framework developed by Harald Schweizer.3
Schweizer laid the foundation for his approach in his Metaphorische Grammatik (1981).4

’K och h im self points out that in the structural analysis he has restricted him self to only a few
observations (“V isionsbericht,” 420). O ther reasons fo r such a restriction o f analysis may be due to
tim e lim itations (the m aterial o f this article w as first presented at a Colloquium) and space lim itations
(K och’s essay appears in a volum e o f 34 collected essays).
2Ibid., 432-433.
3W infried B ader, ed., "U nd die W ahrheit w urde h inw eggefegt": D a n iel 8 linguistisch
interpretiert, TH LI, no. 9 (Tubingen: Francke, 1994). T h e studies in this book are the outcom e o f a
colloquium on te x t linguistics and herm eneutics o f the Old Testam ent ( Textwissenschaft und
H erm eneutik des A lten Testam ents = THAT) held in B laubeuren, Germany, 1992. The only review o f
B ader (1994), o f w hich I am aware, is Bartelm us, TZ 52 (1996): 274-276.
4The term “m etaphoric” in the title o f S chw eizer’s M etaphorische G ram m atik stands on the
one hand for the experim ental nature o f this w ork (applying new approaches to old problem s), and on
the other hand for th e transfer o f traditional subject m atter o f gram m ar to syntax and semantics, and in
addition also to pragm atics. Schw eizer described and elaborated his approach further in a later w ork
(B iblische Texte verstehen, 37-117; cf. already “W ovon reden die Exegeten?” 173-175), in w hich he
outlined a three-step pragm atic description o f the text (80-81), adapted from Hartwig K alverkam per
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There is no question that Schweizer is indebted to Richter. However, his approach is
nevertheless sufficiently different to deserve being presented separately.1
Schweizer’s purpose is to introduce more recent linguistic methods to Old
Testament interpretation. Most prominently, Schweizer insists on a purely formal
approach. In fact, he accuses those using a classical approach (historical-critical
approach) o f confusing form and meaning.2
Schweizer’s approach is characterized by three levels of analysis taken from
linguistics: syntax, semantics and pragmatics.3 This triad is found in almost all works of
the “Schweizer school.”4 The three steps o f analysis correspond to a characterization
given by Charles Fillmore who equates syntax with the study of form, semantics with the
(O rientierung z u r T extlinguistik, L inguistische A rbeiten, no. 100 [Tubingen: Niem eyer, 1981]). Some
o f the more im portant review s o f S ch w eizer’s M etaphorische G ram m atik are M arvin A. Sweeney,
CBQ 45 (1983): 666-668; P. W em berg-M oiler, J S S 28 (1983): 364-366; J. Lust, “Review ,” ETL 60
(1984): 141-143; W infried Thiel, T LZ 109 (1984): 104-106; G. I. Davies, FT 35 (1985): 503-504;
Stanislav Segert, J A O S 105 (1985): 800; an d D ennis Pardee, JN E S 46 (1987): 156-157.
’Though one review er finds S ch w eizer’s argum ent alm ost like “listening in to a very polite
family quarrel” (D avies, review , 503), S ch w eizer’s approach differs from Richter m ethodologically in
at least two significant points. F orem ost, S chw eizer strictly separates the expression plane (syntax)
from the content p lan e (sem antics). T he analysis o f syntax does n o t include considerations on
m eaning. Second, S chw eizer regards sem antics, the description o f the meaning, as part o f grammar.
Thus, he disregards R ichter’s usage o f th e term “ form ” (M etaphorische G ram matik, 20) and differs
from R ichter’s understanding o f syntax an d sem antics (44-47).
2Schw eizer, M etaphorische G ram m atik, 3-16, esp. 4-7.
3The theoretical basis for this triad has been laid by the philosopher Charles W. M orris who
identifies syntax, sem antics, and pragm atics as the three dim ensions o f semiotics (Foundations o f the
Theory o f Signs, International E ncyclopedia o f U nified Science, vol. 1, no. 2 [Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1972]). S chw eizer applies M o rris’s sign theory to the exegesis o f OT texts.
"See the series “T extw issenschaft, T heologie, H erm eneutik, Linguistik, Literaturanalyse,
Inform atik” edited b y S chw eizer, in w h ich betw een 1991 and 1995 nine volum es w ere published, or
dissertations such as Silvia B ecker-Sporl, "U nd sa n g D ebora an jen em Tag": U ntersuchungen zu
Sprache und Intention des D eboralied es (Ri 5), E uropaische H ochschulschriften: Reihe 23,
Theologie, no. 620 (Frankfurt am M ain: Lang, 1998).
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study of form and function, and pragmatics with the study of form, function and setting.1
According to Schweizer, syntax deals only with the combination of linguistic
signs and expressions, not with meaning. Therefore, he analyzes syntax on a purely
formal level, leaving aside the elements o f meaning for the semantic analysis.2
Semantics deals with the meanings o f expressions and o f their combinations.3
Schweizer seems most intent on developing the semantic interpretation o f expressions.
Such a semantic analysis needs to consider the meaning o f the individual illocution units
in and of themselves.4 The semantic interpretation is therefore equivalent to the literal
meaning of the illocution units.5
The third level o f description is pragmatics. Pragmatics refers to the analysis of
the communicative situation, the analysis of the illocution units as they form a text. It
describes and systematically explains the connections between sentences, their meaning,
and the circumstances o f their utterance— whereas semantics deals with the relations

'Charles J. Fillm ore, “Pragm atics and the D escription o f D iscourse,” in P r a g m a tik /
Pragmatics II: Z ur G rundlegung einer expliziten P ra g m a tik, ed. S. J. Schm idt, K ritische Inform ation,
no. 25 (Munich: Fink, 1976), 84, cited in Schw eizer, M etaphorische G ram m atik, 21-22 n. 11.
2Ibid., 40-79, esp. 44-47.
3Ibid., 80.
“Schweizer defines an illocution u n it (A u jieru n g sein h eit) as a u n it that fulfills a specific
semantic function. Illocution units are clauses w ith predicates (phrastic illocution units) and phrases
or groups o f phrases w ithout a predicate b ut w ith a com m unicative function o f their own (aphrastic
illocution units) (ibid., 23, 31-32). For at least ten criteria to distinguish illocution units, see
Schweizer, “W ovon reden die E xegeten,” TQ 164 (1984): 175.
"For the study o f sem antics, S chw eizer distinguishes different sem antic notions (illocution,
predication, valences and actants, determ ination, adjunctions) and different sem antic codes attached to
w ords and phrases (epistem ology, im agination, initiative, actualization, axiology, state and aspects)
(Metaphorische G ram m atik, 94-210).
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within expressions to detect their literal meanings. Pragmatics is a kind o f semantics on
the level o f the text. Whereas semantics works on the sentence level, pragmatics operates
at the textual level.1 Schweizer distinguishes three levels o f pragmatic description:
textgrammar, textlinguistics, and textpragmatics.2 For the pragmatic meaning o f a text,
Schweizer uses such categories as word types, indirect illocution (indirect expression of
wishes, orders, etc.), figurative language (hyperbole, irony, etc.), chronological system
(expression of time), topological system (expression o f place), presentation o f speech in a
text (speech form and dialog form), relations between illocution units (actant,
adjunctions, semantic codes, neustic), thema-rhema (topic-comment), the various uses of
synonymy (isotopy), and presuppositions.3
To sum up, Schweizer suggests the following levels for the study o f texts: syntax,
semantics, and pragmatics. He also adds a further step before the triad, namely the
constitution of the text, in which the text is divided into illocution units to prepare it for
later interpretation.4 The arrangement of the linguistic description o f texts is therefore the
following:

'Ibid., 211-214.
2For Schweizer, textgrammar investigates the literary co n tex t (the relation o f illocution units
to other illocution units) in its literal sense; textlinguistics ex am in es th e literal sense for second
m eanings, structures in argum entation, and rem arkable co n stru ctio n s; and textpragm atics is the
description o f the communicative situation and its im plications (“ W ovon red e n die E xegeten?” 174;
B iblische Texte verstehen, 137-138).
3Schweizer, M etaphorische G ram m atik, 224-324.
4Schweizer, Biblische Texte verstehen, 37-40. Later, S ch w eizer reg a rd s literary criticism as
part o f the text constitution (“W eitere Impulse zur L iterark ritik ,” B N 80 [1995]: 95).
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Text constitution
Syntax— interpretation of expression
Semantics— interpretation of contents, part one
Pragmatics— interpretation of contents, part two
Pragmatics: Text-grammar
Pragmatics: Text-linguistics
Pragmatics: Text-pragmatics
In “Und die Wahrheit wurde hinweggefegt” (1994) the methodological linguistic
framework suggested by Schweizer is applied to Dan 8. The essays in this volume are
arranged exactly as outlined above: a preliminary constitution of the text precedes the
analytical triad “syntax— semantics—pragmatics” with pragmatics subdivided into text
grammar, text-linguistics, and text-pragmatics.
M. Schindele divides the text of Dan 8 into 124 illocution units and outlines them
in conjunction with a morphological transcription and a translation. He provides a
discussion o f selected text-critical problems and a detailed explanation o f his translation.1
Two other articles focus on the level o f surface syntax. They aim at an
interpretation o f expressions only, disregarding their meaning, and are carried out with
the help of computer programs. In the first, H. Schweizer examines the internal surface
syntax.2 He tries to detect structures within Dan 8 by comparing identical expressions.
Their distribution and frequency in chap. 8 are presented in a graph and then interpreted.
As a result Schweizer discovers that the word basis or vocabulary o f chap. 8 is presented
'M artin Schindele, “Textkonstituierung zu D aniel 8 ,” in “U nd die W ahrheit yvurde
hinw eggefegt”: D aniel 8 linguistisch interpretiert, ed. W. B ader, TH LI, no. 9 (T ubingen: Francke,
1994), 3-16.
2H arald Schweizer, “Die Sprache der Z eichenkorper: T extinterne (A usdrucks-)S yntax zu
D aniel 8,” in ibid., 17-30.
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in the “exposition” in vss. 1-14.1 In the second, M. Schindele analyzes the external
surface syntax comparing fixed expressions of chap. 8 with other parts of the Hebrew
Bible using a functional definition o f form.2 He concentrates on three formulae, which
appear in Dan 8:1, 3, 4, and compares his results with those of Hasslberger.
On the level o f semantics, Bader describes the modalities o f Dan 8 and thus
investigates the author’s subjective opinion.3 In doing so, he notices that the author of
Dan 8 presents the vision as if dealing with established facts— in order to increase its
acceptance— and that he in a subtle way imparts his own values to the reader. For Bader
the question “how long?” in vs. 13 marks the nucleus of Dan 8, which expresses the
categorical lack o f knowledge on the part of all readers.4
On the level o f pragmatics, two articles deal with textgrammar. In the first, S.
Bucher-Gillmayr groups the illocution units according to semantic criteria into three
textgrammatical units: a short introduction (vss la-2a), the vision (vss. 2b-26f), and the
reception by Daniel (vs. 27). She follows the line of thought o f the vision in detail and
'S chw eizer defines the term “exposition” as a section in w hich m any sm all repetitions
produce a fam iliarity w ith the text (ibid., 25).
JM artin Schindele, “M oglichkeiten und Grenzen m aschineller B efunderhebung zur
U ntersuchung von Form eln und gepragten W endungen mit Beispielen aus D aniel 8,” in ibid., 31-38.
Schindele defines a form ula as a sequence o f w ords o f w hich the individual com ponents (w ords) stand
in relation to the com ponents o f other sequences o f w ords (32).
3W infried B ader, “Reale u nd gedachte W elt: D ie M odalitaten in D aniel 8,” in ibid., 39-58.
M odalities are defined as linguistic elem ents (adverbs, conjunctions, verb tenses, etc.) w hich express
the subjective opinion o f the authors, viz. the author’s position, assessm ent, w orld view , etc. (39).
“Ibid., 55, 5 6 ,1 6 9 .
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outlines its substructure.1 In the second, D. Bauer studies the most frequent words
(lemmata), the Leitwdrter. He includes word repetitions on the level of syntax, variations
o f these words on the level o f semantics, and descriptions of the same contents as found
in other words on the level o f pragmatics. In doing so, he identifies four semantic fields
or isotopies to which the Leitwdrter of Dan 8 belong— first-person narrator, perception,
power (control, violence), and sanctuary— which in turn produce a LeiYwo/t-structure:
vss. 3d-13f have their main emphasis on power, and vss. 1lb-14c on sanctuary. In
Bauer’s opinion, vss. 1lb-14c constitute the climax o f Dan 8.2
On the level o f textlinguistic pragmatics, G. Langer focuses on the isotopy of
power and violence. He identifies the words and phrases belonging to the semantic field
“power” and points out the references and allusions to power in Dan 8. Again, vss. 1012, as well as vss. 23-25, mark a climax regarding this semantic field.3 The articles on
the level o f text-pragmatics deal with the hermeneutical and philosophical aspects of Dan
8 and with the chapter’s historical background, and as such are not o f interest to my
study.4

‘S usanne B ucher-G illm ayr, “G edankenverlauf und Textgliederung in D aniel 8,” in ibid., 5971.
2D ieter Bauer, “D aniel 8 - eine ‘L eitw ortuntersuchung,’” in ibid., 73-85. Bauer
Leitw ort as a lem m a that occurs at least three tim es in a given text (78).

defines a

3G erhard Langer, “D ie Isotopie der M acht,” in ibid., 87-102.
4R einhold R ieger, “^ 3 0
(D an 8, 27): D ie unverstandene Deutung oder das Trilem ma
des V erstehens,” in ibid., 103-110; O skar D angl, “Ich-K onstanz und W elt-Koharenz: Zum V erhaltnis
von T ranszendentalphilosophie u nd E xegese,” in ibid., 111-122; Bernhard H arnickell, “Der
historische H intergrund des D anielbu ch es,” in ibid., 123-147.
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Assessment
That the text of Dan 8 itself is studied as a whole proceeding from form to
function is a major contribution o f Schweizer’s methodological approach. The strict
separation o f form and meaning helps the investigator to experience the “resistance of the
text”1 and prevents him or her from moving too quickly to arguments based on content.
On the other hand, the strict separation o f form and meaning, which is reflected in
the separation o f syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels of investigation (a strict
working-up process), may lead to another danger, that is, o f disallowing arguments from
higher levels o f investigation o f coming into play on lower levels o f investigation. This
bears out in the work o f the Schweizer school on Dan 8, where the analysis o f semantics
is clearly separated from the syntax. However, it is an accepted fact that upper levels of
analysis may and should influence decisions on the lower level. There are no “sterile”
levels of linguistic description, which should be self-evident, due to the fact that text and
language are very complex entities.2 A t times, even Schweizer himself seems to separate
form and content only in theory.3 Furthermore, it is quite surprising that semantics, which

'S chw eizer, B iblische T exte verstehen, 15.
2See T alstra’s reflections on the interplay betw een syntactic level and sem antic level (“Text
Gram m ar and H ebrew Bible. II,” 35-38) and A rchibald L. H. M. van W ieringen’s relevant
observations: “T he fact, that sem antic m eanings are n ot available separated from texts, im plies also
that semantics cannot be disconnected from other textual aspects. In other w ords: the famous triad
text-syntax, text-sem antics and text-pragm atics consists o f distinguishable parts, but not separable
textual categories” ; and “form and function do not have a one-to-one relationship” (“Form and
Function — Som e H erm eneutic R em arks on Sem antics and A nalogies: A n A nsw er to Prof.
Schw eizer,” B N 95 [1998]: 31).
3See Bartelm us w ho finds th a t S chw eizer’s interpretation on the form al, syntactic level o f
D an 8 includes argum entation from m eaning and content: “W hat is a little surprising is the fact that in
the ‘interpretation,’ despite the strictly form alistic approach, contents play nevertheless a certain role
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plays a major role as a bridge between syntax and pragmatics in the analysis o f a text,
comprises such a small part in the essays compiled by Bader.1
Because Bader (1994) presents a collection o f articles, there are yet varying
emphases or minor differences between the scholars working with the same
methodological approach. However, a synthesis is missing. The same text is discussed in
several places, sometimes quite alike and with similar conclusions.2 Furthermore, while
each author concentrates on a specific topic, some aspects o f interest for Dan 8:9-14 are
in my opinion not treated adequately. For example, a syntactic discussion of Dan 8:9-14
on the sentence level is covered only briefly in the section o f the explanations for the
translation.3 The two articles on the expression syntax do not discuss syntactic
observations on the sentence level and do not provide a syntactic structure o f the text.

The Text-Oriented Approach of Holger
Gzella (2003)
Description
In 2003 Holger Gzella published a monograph on the various literary elements of
Dan 8.4 This monograph constitutes the most extensive discussion on Dan 8 so far. After
again” (review, 275).
‘The m ajor com ponent o f B ader (1994) is the pragm atic analysis (ca. 90 pages), w hereas
syntax and sem antics are given sm aller space (each ca. 20 pages).
2For example, m aterial on D an 8:9-14 is discussed on pp. 8-9, 45, 48-49, 53-54, 63-64, 80,
90-92,96-97, 118-119.
3Schindele, “Textkonstituierung zu D an iel 8,” 8-9.
4H olger G zella, Cosm ic B attle and P o litica l Conflict: Studies in V erbal Syntax and
Contextual Interpretation o f D aniel 8, BibO r, no. 47 (Rom e: Pontifical B iblical Institute, 2003). So
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an introduction Gzella discusses in the second chapter the text of Dan 8: a textual
commentary explains, usually with great care, the text-critical decisions Gzella takes.1
For Dan 8:9-14 he adopts only a few text-critical emendations.2 The next three chapters
deal each with one part o f the vision report in Dan 8: one is devoted to the visionary
frame in Dan 8:1-2, 27, one to the battle narrative in 8:3-12, and one to the commentary
section, which is subdivided into the angelic conversation in 8:13-14 and the application
of the vision in 8:15-26.
Gzella’s methodology is text-oriented and consists o f two main foci: a linguistic
one and a literary one. In regard to the linguistic analysis, Gzella examines various
features, however, mainly verbal syntax. He bases his analysis o f verbal syntax on the
foreground/background distinction in which the form wayyiqtol indicates foreground
information with Aktionsart punctual, while wow + qatal indicates background
information with Aktionsart durative. To some extent, he also takes note o f word order
and specifies its respective function.
Gzella also pays attention to various literary elements, observing in particular how
linguistic features can be appreciated on a literary level. His main point is that the use o f
verbal forms in the vision proper shows a particular narrative pattern that consists of three
far, a brief review o f G zella (2003) is provided by T im M eadow croft, J S S 50 (2005): 385-386.
'G zella pays attention to the MT, tw o Q um ran fragm ents, the G reek versions, V ulgate, and
the more significant scholarly conjectures; som etim es reference is given also to the P eshitta and the
fourteenth-century Babylonian-Y em enite text edited by M orag. In evaluation o f the textual history o f
Dan 8, G zella concludes that the MT, im proved by 4Q D ana, 4 Q D an b, and Pap. 967 (representing the
pre-Hexaplaric Old Greek), presents the best base for a textual analysis o f D an 8.
2Gzella (35-41) suggest four em endations in D an 8:9-14: ilT U S instead o f H T lJS n (8:9a),
instead of^N (8:14a).

OTin instead ofOnn (8:11b), tth'p inn instead o f B hj?l nn (8:13c), and
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elements: (1) the setting indicated by nominal clauses, participles and qatal; (2) the
mainline action expressed by wayyiqtol; and (3) an evaluation o f the new situation
expressed by weqatal.' The form weqatal thus functions as a structuring device
indicating the end of a subsection.2 At the same time the overall pattern o f appearance,
dominion, defeat/disappearance is consistent with ram, he-goat, and horn which,
according to Gzella, puts all of them on “the same narrative axis.”3
Gzella’s own methodological considerations are rather scarce, except when he
comments about the literary genre o f Dan 8. His main thesis is that the vision report in
vss. 3-12 is not a historical allegory or a symbolic dream but a mimetic representation o f
reality which portrays a power struggle in the supernatural world. The interpretation or
commentary in 8:13-26 contextualizes and actualizes the universal dimension o f this
cosmic conflict, presenting a corresponding historical situation. Hence, for Gzella the
vision narrative (8:3-12) can be interpreted on its own level without considering the
historical background, while thepesher-Vks application to historical reality (8:13-26)
constitutes a different level of reading. Gzella’s hermeneutical approach distinguishes
clearly between these two levels.
Several of Gzella’s more significant observations for Dan 8:9-14 are the
following: the grammatical anomalies in these verses function to attract attention; the
form qatal in vs. 9a expresses background action; fronting o f elements in vss. 11a, 1 lb
‘Ibid., 124-125.
“Ibid., 100-102.
3Ibid„ 122.
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and 12a is for the sake of topicalization; and vss. 11-12 are the crucial verses o f the vision
report because o f their seven short verbal clauses.

Assessment
Three issues in assessing the strengths and weaknesses o f Gzella’s methodology
and contributions need to be pointed out. First, Gzella’s attempt at a text-oriented
analysis on a linguistic and literary level is commendable. Particularly in a study of the
vision report in Dan 8 the examination of verbal syntax needs to be included, which has
been largely neglected so far. Gzella is not afraid to tackle the more intricate syntactic
problems o f 8:9-14 and to offer some possible solutions. Furthermore, he does engage in
literary considerations more than previous studies. In accord with Koch’s assessment,
Gzella finds the Hebrew of Dan 8 to be “a very carefully crafted composition” that shows
“a maximum o f syntactical possibilities, a rich, peculiar and complex lexicon and various
literary genres (narrative, dialogue, commentary, prophecy).”1
However, the linguistic-literary approach by Gzella appears not to be
comprehensive enough. He focuses on selected issues, such as verbal syntax and the
literary narrative pattern on the bases of verbal syntax, but he fails to include, for
example, a study o f Leitwdrter, keywords, and themes. Though he is able to demonstrate
the relationship between syntax and literary interpretation, he does not show how syntax
influences the meaning of specific words.
Second, the distinction between textual understanding and interpretative historical
‘Ibid., 157.
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application, which Gzella takes, is an important one. In the analysis of Dan 8:9-14 these
two levels too often have not been clearly separated. Gzella thus gains a refreshing
independence from any preconceived historical application.1 However, he does not
analyze consistently the symbolic level o f meaning that bridges the lexical level of
meaning and the interpretative historical meaning. For Gzella, the symbolic level of
meaning seems to belong to the historical application, whereas it is probably better to
suggest that the symbolic meaning belongs rather to the realm of the text than to the
realm o f reality and thus should be considered in a text-oriented approach.
And third, like the others before him, Gzella noticeably does not engage in a
systematic intertextual analysis. For example, he does not consider at all the texts of Dan
7 or Dan 9, which play an important role for a better understanding of Dan 8 :9-14.

Summary
Several conclusions can be drawn reviewing the recent literature on Dan 8:9-14.
First, the majority o f approaches to the interpretation of Dan 8:9-14 do not proceed from
the linguistic data itself and thus are in essence not text-oriented. They either represent a
diachronic approach using historical-critical methods or they are synchronic approaches
which are mainly interested in the content and meaning o f the passage. These approaches
generally lack a systematic description and investigation of the syntax and structure.
S e c o n d , s t u d ie s a n a ly z in g t h e m e a n in g o f D a n 8 : 9 - 1 4 a n d its w o r d s a n d p h r a s e s

'In his ow n w ords, G zella is “trying to consider the clues for interpretation furnished by the
narrator h im self and hence to avoid an a p rio ri understanding o f the vision as a historical allegory
w hich provides a sym bolic representation o f the forces o f particular history” (3).
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(Hasel, 1986; Shea, 1986) only sparingly employ linguistic analysis, while the linguistic
studies o f the text (Hasslberger, 1977; Koch, 1983; Schweizer school in Bader, ed. 1994)
lack comprehensive examination o f the meaning o f the passage. A commendable
exception is Gzella’s analysis (2003).
Third, against the background o f the classification o f text-oriented approaches
presented above, it becomes evident that the studies which applied a text-oriented
approach to Dan 8:9-14 can all be classified as linguistic approaches. Each o f these
linguistic studies o f Dan 8 makes use o f a specific methodological framework (developed
by Richter, Koch, or Schweizer) and rigorously applies the selected framework to the
text.
Fourth, specific contributions and deficiencies of the linguistic approaches
hitherto undertaken have surfaced. Hasslberger’s dissertation certainly presents the most
comprehensive syntactic and stylistic approach to the text o f Dan 8:9-14 so far. However,
he does not study the text synchronically, that is, the text as it stands, nor does he employ
a comprehensive semantic analysis o f 8:9-14. Koch’s analysis contributes mainly
towards die structure o f the text, but his linguistic analysis is selective, guided by his
form-critical aim. The studies o f the Schweizer school in particular enhance the level of
understanding the form o f 8:9-14, but leave some of the problem areas in this passage
untouched. Gzella’s monograph offers numerous linguistic insights, particularly on the
syntactic level and in reference to verbal syntax, that are significant for the understanding
of 8:9-14, but it is not comprehensive enough and furthermore reduced in that it does not
attempt to understand the meaning o f the symbolic language.
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Fifth, literary approaches to Dan 8 are largely missing.1 Though there are some
traces of literary interpretation, they are based primarily on content and conceptual
considerations. Again, an exception is Gzella’s literary analysis which focuses on the
thematic pattern as well, but also includes patterns in verbal syntax.
Sixth, no real systematic attempt to study and determine the intertextuality of Dan

'Literary approaches to D aniel are usually applied to the stories in Dan 1-6 due to their
narrative character, though there are also a few attem pts for a literary study o f vision m aterial. See,
e.g., Lenglet, 169-190; Edw in M. G ood, “A pocalyptic as Com edy: The Book o f D aniel,” Sem eia 32
(1985): 41-70; Paul R. R aabe, “D aniel 7: Its Structure and R ole in the B ook,” H A R 9 (1985): 267-275;
William H. Shea, “Further Literary Structures in D aniel 2-7: An A nalysis o f D aniel 4,” A U SS 23
(1985): 193-202; idem , “Further L iterary Structures in D aniel 2-7: An A nalysis o f Dan 5, and the
Broader Relationships w ithin C hapters 2-7,” A U S S 23 (1985): 277-295; T. A. Boogart, “D aniel 6: A
Tale of Two Em pires,” RefR 39 (1986): 106-112; Peter W . Coxon, “The ‘L ist’ Genre and N arrative
Style in the Court T ales o f D aniel,” J S O T (1986): 95-121; D anna N olan Fewell, C ircle o f Sovereignty:
Plotting P olitics in the B ook o f D aniel, 2nd ed. (N ashville: A bingdon, 1991); Pam ela J. M ilne,
Vladimir Propp a nd the Study o f Structure in B ib lica l H ebrew N arrative, B ible and Literature Series,
no. 13 (Sheffield: A lm ond, 1988), 177-265; J. W. W esselius, “ L anguage and Style in B iblical
Aramaic: O bservations on the U nity o f D aniel ii-vi,” VT 38 (1988): 194-209; H ector I. A valos, “The
Comedic Function o f the Enum eration o f O fficials and Instrum ents in D aniel 3,” CBQ 53 (1991): 580588; Zdravko Stefanovic, “Daniel: A B ook o f S ignificant R eversals,” A USS 30 (1992): 139-150; Bill
T. Arnold, “W ordplay and N arrative T echniques in D aniel 5 an d 6,” JB L 112 (1993): 479-485;
Branson L. W oodw ard, Jr., “Literary Strategies and A uthorship in the B ook o f D aniel,” JE T S 37
(1994): 39-53; T. J. M eadow croft, A ra m a ic D a n iel a n d G reek D aniel: A L iterary Com parison,
JSOTSup, no. 198 (Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic P ress, 1995); idem, “Point o f V iew in Storytelling:
An Experim ent in N arrative Criticism in D an iel A," D id 8, no. 2 (Spring 1997): 30-42; B ill T. A rnold,
“W ordplay and C haracterization in D aniel 1,” in P u n s and P undits: W ord P lay in the H ebrew Bible
and A ncient N ear E astern Literature, ed. S. B. N o eg el (B ethesda: CD L, 2000), 231-248; Tim
M eadowcroft, “M etaphor, Narrative, Interpretation, and R ead er in D aniel 2 -5 '’ N arrative 8 (2000):
257-278; M atthias H enze, “The N arrative Fram e o f D aniel: A L iterary A ssessm ent,” J S J 32 (2001): 524; Malan Nel, “L iterere genre van die D an ielv erh ale,” /D 5 3 5 (2001): 591-606; Terry L. Brensinger,
“Compliance, D issonance, and A m azem ent in D an iel 3 ,” E v J 20 (2002): 7-19; J. Paul T anner, “The
Literary Structure o f the Book o f D aniel,” B S a c 160 (2003): 269-282; Taw ny L. Holm, “D aniel 1-6: A
Biblical Story-Collection,” in A n cien t F iction: The M a trix o f E a rly Christian and Jewish Narrative,
ed. J. A. Brant, C. W. H edrick, and C. Shea, SBLSym S, no. 32 (A tlanta: SBL, 2005), 149-166; Shane
Kirkpatrick, C om peting fo r H onor: A S ocial-Scientific R eading o f D aniel 1-6, BIS, no. 74 (Leiden:
Brill, 2005). Cf. the bibliographical list by M inor (L iterary-C ritical A ppro a ch es to the Bible [1992],
322-327; [1996], 161-164) as w ell as the critical survey o f som e o f the recent literary approaches to
Daniel by John E. G oldingay, “Story, V ision, Interpretation: L iterary A pproaches to D aniel,” in The
Book o f D aniel in the L ig h t o f N ew F indings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, BETL, no. 106 (Leuven:
Leuven University P ress, 1993), 295-313.
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8:9-14 has been undertaken so far.

Justification and Relevance
The above review confirms the specific need for a fresh, text-oriented approach to
Dan 8:9-14, a study which comprises both a linguistic and literary analysis including an
investigation of the semantic meaning o f the passage. It is therefore worthwhile to study
the text anew on a linguistic basis, allowing different linguistic approaches to bring their
input to the text, and thus proceed from form to function. However, the linguistic analysis
needs to be complemented by a literary analysis in order to fully recognize the different
features o f the text.
The significance o f this study lies in the fact that a text-oriented analysis o f Dan
8:9-14, that is, a linguistic and literary study inclusive o f its intertextuality, is o f vital
importance for a proper understanding o f this difficult passage and its actual words as
well as its place and function in the book o f Daniel. In addition, the procedure o f analysis
from form to function lays the necessary foundation for any theological interpretation of
this passage.
Such a text-oriented approach o f Dan 8:9-14 seems imperative and to date
remains unachieved. It is especially significant in view o f the fact that the majority of
other than text-oriented approaches are more concerned with the meaning or content than
w it h stru ctu r e and fo r m of th e t e x t .1 If th is s t u d y is s u c c e s s f u l in p r o v id in g s u c h a t e x t -

‘In this regard, H asslberger’s com m ent from 1977 is still valid: “The exam ination o f literature
show s that often few or no reasons are given for held opinions. M o st often the criticizing and
propounding o f hypotheses is based on co n ten t w ith o u t analyzing the structure and form o f the text.
T he weakness o f the m ethods, w hich have been em ployed so far, is their fortuitousness. Thus, the
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oriented analysis for this Danielic passage, it is hoped it would lend itself as a stimulus
for future linguistic-literary and semantic investigations o f passages in the book o f Daniel
and elsewhere.

Methodology and Procedure
Methodological Considerations and Principles
In the present text-oriented study I do not attempt to present an integration model
of text-oriented approaches, which seems neither possible1 nor desirable.2 Rather this
study makes eclectic use of different text-oriented approaches selecting those insights
which appear to be best suitable for a text-oriented analysis o f Dan 8:9-14.3 In fact, by

results are to a large degree dependent on whether a scholar intuitively m akes a rem ark ab le
observation and draw s the right conclusions from it. By proceeding p redom inantly from the content
the criteria for conclusions are often ambiguous and accidental” (xiii).
‘For exam ple, the linguistic approach o f S chw eizer on the one hand and o f T alstra on the
other hand cannot possibly be integrated since Talstra stresses that contents can p lay a role in syntactic
analysis w hereas Schw eizer analyzes a text strictly on a form al basis. Even fo r approaches w hich
seem to be closer to each other, like Richter’s and S ch w eizer’s, it has to b e said th a t an attem pt at an
integration model is futile. Cf. Rudiger Bartelm us’s pertinent assessm ent o f such an endeavor as
“desperate” (review o f M ethoden im Widerstreit, by O skar D angl, TZ 52 [1996]: 271).
2T alstra’s w ell-grounded observation in his 1987 dissertation has n o t lo st its force: “The
intensification o f the discussion between exegesis, gram m atical inquiry, and g en eral linguistics m eans
that the door has been opened for various experiments after the exam ple o f as m a n y linguistic schools.
One might fear that the exegetes, too, w ill regroup u nder the b anner o f F rench structuralism , G erm an
‘S prachinhaltsforschung,’ or Anglo-Am erican generative gram m ar, or be w h o lly guided b y the
m ovem ents in literary theory grafted on the various linguistic schools. In any case it is by no m eans
the time to ask for a consensus” (S olo m o n ’s Prayer, 11).
3The eclectic approach favored here involves only m ethods from the field o f text-oriented
approaches. H ow ever, as L. C. Jonker points out, if a ‘“ super m eth o d ’ is created b y am algam ating the
‘strong’ points o f every available exegetical strategy" (em phasis m ine), “ such a m ethodological
integration w ould be too subjective and w ould deny the plurality o f existing ap p ro a ch es” (“ Reading
Jonah M ultidim ensionally,” 2). Similarly, P. Joyce w arns th at “a lazy eclecticism ” b etw een the
historical-critical approach and alternative approaches does n o t w o rk (“First A m o n g E q u als?,” 17,
21). In this respect the conclusion reached by C. R. H olladay, w hich he o riginally applied to the
different contem porary m ethods o f reading the Bible, can be used in a m ore lim ited w ay to express the
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not presenting or promoting a specific linguistic or literary theory it may be said that the
role o f the language itself in the exegetical process is highlighted.
The three different avenues in text-oriented approaches (linguistic, literary, and
canonical) are incorporated in the present study, and their contributions to exegesis
commend themselves. The linguistic approach comprises the grammatical-syntactic and
semantic analysis, the literary approach consists o f the stylistic analysis and structural
analysis, and the canonical approach surfaces in the intertextual study o f Dan 8:9-14.
Since the present approach is text-oriented, the focus is on the text o f Dan 8:9-14
as it stands, which will be the MT, and there will be no attempt at an independent
diachronic study o f this passage. In other words, this study is basically a synchronic
analysis o f Dan 8:9-14.' Thereby the value of a diachronic study is not at all
relation o f the present text-oriented approach to other text-oriented approaches: “T he w ay forw ard is
to be m ore m odest and recognize both the possibilities and the lim itations o f different approaches, and
to recognize know ledge and experience in many m ethods and approaches. A ctual interpretation w ill
involve a com bination o f approaches” (“Contem porary M ethods o f Reading the B ible,” 149).
‘The distinction between synchrony and the diachrony in m odern general linguistics goes
back to Ferdinand de S aussure’s groundbreaking Cours de linguistique g enerate in 1915 (Course in
G eneral Linguistics, ed. C. Bally and A. Sechehaye, trans. W. Baskin [New York: Philosophical
Library, 1959], 101-190). A lthough originally in general linguistics synchrony and diachrony have
been used w ith a w ider meaning, in biblical studies “synchronic” refers to the description o f a text as a
w hole in its given shape w ithout historical considerations, w hereas “diachronic” refers to studies o f
the text according to its historical genesis. Jacob H oftijzer therefore avoids the term s “diachronic”
and “synchronic” and uses instead “com positional/redactional” and “holistic/structural” (“H olistic or
C om positional A pproach? Linguistic Remarks to the P roblem ,” in Synchronic o r D iachronic? A
D ebate on M ethod in Old Testam ent Exegesis, ed. J. C. de M oor, OtSt, no. 34 [Leiden: B rill, 1995],
98). The question w hether biblical exegesis should pursue either synchronic or diachronic analysis, or
should use both approaches com plem entarity or in an unrelated m anner is m uch debated and lies at the
heart o f the discussions about exegetical methods. In short, exegetes using a text-oriented approach
do not necessarily discard a diachronic analysis. After much debate m ost scholars seem to consent
theoretically that both historical criticism and literary criticism, respectively diachronic analysis and
synchronic analysis, are needed, though there are still voices w ho prefer the one over the other.
G enerally it is held that the synchronic description has an “ operational prio rity ” (R obert M. Polzin,
M oses and the D euteronom ist: A L iterary Study o f the D euteronom ic H istory, pt. 1, D euteronom y,
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Joshua, Ju d g e s [New York: Seabury, 1980], 2 ,6 ) over the diachronic, and that such an order o f
analysis is “ irreversible” (W olfgang Schenk, “D ie A ufgaben der E xegese,” 888). Talstra explains that
“th e point is n o t that the synchrony is fundam entally privileged above the diachrony. The operational
priority o f the synchronic analysis m eans only that one first reads a text as a whole, as a unity, in an
attem pt to establish the structure o f m eaning o f the w hole and the contributions o f the constituent parts
o f the text to the total m eaning. Then com es the diachronic question o f w hether all the constituent
parts o f the text presupposes the same tim e and situation o f origin” (Solom on's Prayer, 83-84; cf. 1820). T his m eans that “the synchronic analysis m ust always precede the diachronic one; in fact a
diachronic analysis cannot do w ithout a synchronic one. On the other hand . . . a synchronic analysis
does not need to be supplied with a diachronic analysis, for it can quite suffice to understand the
m essage o f the text at hand w ithout settling the question o f its origin” (Christoph D ohm en, “D as Zelt
aufierhalb des Lagers: Exodus 33,7-11 zw ischen Synchronie und Diachronie,” in Textarbeit: Studien
zu Texten u nd ihre Rezeption aus dem A lten Testam ent un der Umwelt Israels, F estschrift fu r P eter
W eim ar z u r Vollendung seines 60. Lebensjahres, ed. K. K iesow and T. M eurer, AOAT, no. 294
[M unster: U garit, 2003], 168). U w e F. W. B auer elaborates in his habilitation, w hich focuses on the
synchronic approach, on the reason w hy the synchronic approach does not have only operational
priority b u t also qualitative priority, w hich basically involves the communicative function o f the text:
th e author(s)/redactor(s) obviously regarded the final text, w hich is “a literary work sui g eneris," as
com m unicatively understandable for its intended readers ( “Warum nur iibertretet ihr S E IN G eh eifll”:
E in e synchrone E xegese d e r A nti-E rzd h lu n g von R ichter 17-18 = HlIT ’’STIN Q’TSll DPS HT H qS,
B E A T A J, no. 45 [Frankfurt am M ain: Lang, 1998], 35-40). This communicative function o f the final
text “cannot be claim ed in the same m easure for hypothetic literal or oral pre-stages o f a text, because
in m ost cases they can be reconstructed o nly partially, and therefore they should be regarded as only
lim ited com m unicative” (36-37). “A nother argum ent for the priority of synchrony is that biblical texts
have to be read contextual” (37). B auer upholds that a text is only fully communicative if it is read as
a text integrated into the larger final text created by the author(s). Hypothetical reconstructions do not
have such a contextual quality (37-39). For the ongoing discussion betw een the relation o f diachronic
and synchronic study as w ell as betw een historical criticism and text-oriented approaches see also,
e.g., R obert M. Polzin, “Literary and H istorical Criticism o f the Bible: A Crisis in S cholarship,” in
O rientation by D isorientation: Studies in L iterary Criticism and B iblical Literary Criticism,
P resen ted in H o n o r o f William A. B eardslee, ed. R. A. Spencer, PTM S, no. 35 (Pittsburgh: Pickw ick,
1980), 99-114; idem , M oses and the D euteronom ist, 1-9; Alonso Schokel, “O f M ethods and M odels,”
3-13; M eir Sternberg, The P oetics o f B ib lica l N arrative: Ideological Literature and the D ram a o f
R eading (B loom ington: Indiana U niversity Press, 1985), 11-23; Suzanne Boorer, “The Im portance o f
a D iachronic A pproach: The Case o f G enesis-K ings,” CBQ 51 (1989): 195-208; Bruce K. W altke and
M ichael O ’C onnor, A n Introduction to B ib lica l H ebrew Syntax (W inona Lake: E isenbrauns, 1990),
11-15; Paul R. N oble, “ Synchronic and D iachronic A pproaches to Biblical Interpretation,” Jo u rn a l o f
L iterature a nd Theology 1 (1993): 130-148 (cf. The C anonical Approach, 159-170); B arton,
“H istorical C riticism and Literary Interpretation,” 3-15; Joyce, “First Among Equals?” 17-27; D aniel
M arguerat, “L ’exegese biblique: eclatem ent ou reno u v eau ?” F oiV ie 93, no. 3 (July 1994): 7-24;
Ferdinand E. D eist, “On ‘Synchronic’ and ‘D iach ro n ic’: w ie eseigentlich gew esen,” JN SL 21 (1995):
37-48; the essays in Synchronic or D iachronic? A D ebate on M ethod in Old Testament E xegesis, ed.
J. C. de M oor (Leiden: Brill, 1995), esp. Jam es Barr, “The Synchronic, the D iachronic and the
H istorical: A T riangular R elationship?” 1-14; John B arton, “W hat Is a Book? M odern Exegesis and
the Literary C onventions o f A ncient Israel,” in Intertextuality in Ugarit and Israel: P apers R ea d a t the
Tenth Jo in t M ee tin g o f the Society f o r O ld T estam ent Study and H et Oudtestam entisch
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called into question, o f course with the condition that “such an analysis can produce
results that are more than merely hypothetical.”1
Regarding the methodological procedure the exegetical approach chosen should
strive to be as intersubjectively testable as possible. Research in biblical exegesis lives
certainly by intuition and by conclusions derived at from numerous observations. It is,
however, vital that researchers exert themselves to make their exegetical findings
“communicable, understandable, and verifiable.”2 Hence the exegetical results and the
procedure that led to them need to be submitted to intersubjective verification, which is
best carried out by means o f the text at hand.3 For this purpose an approach is required

W erkgezelschap in N ederland en B elg ie H eld at Oxford, 1997, ed. J. C. de M oor, OtSt, no. 40
(Leiden: Brill, 1998), 1-14; Jonker, E xclusivity and Variety, 66-70, 285-287; Elisabeth Parmentier,
“Le texte en je u ,” ETR 73 (1998): 503-521; H elm ut U tzschneider, “Text - L eser - Autor:
B estandsau& ahm e und P rolegom ena zu ein er Theorie der E xegese,” B Z 43 (1999): 224-238 (for an
only slightly different E nglish version see “T ext - R eader - A uthor: Tow ards a T heory o f Exegesis,
Some E uropean V iew s,” The Jo u rn a l o f H ebrew Scriptures 1 [1996] (journal on-line) available from
http://w w w .jhsonline.org); G ordon Thom as, “T elling a H aw k from a H andsaw ? An Evangelical
Response to the N ew L iterary C riticism ,” E vQ 71 (1999): 37-50; K aiser, 495; Christophe Rico,
“Synchronie et diachronie: enjeu d ’un e dichotom ie, de la linguistique a 1’interpretation de la Bible,”
RB 108 (2001): 228-265; H ardm eier, Textwelten, 28-30. O nly a m inority o f scholars find the
diachronic and synchronic approach totally unrelated (e.g., Brett, 41-42) or even antagonistic to each
other (e.g., R. W. L. M oberly, A t the M ountain o f God: Story a n d Theology in Exodus 32-34,
JSOTSup, no. 22 [Sheffield: JS O T , 1983], 22-28) so that one scholar believes that a synchronic
approach to the interpretation o f an cien t N ear Eastern texts, including the Bible, seems to be a
questionable undertaking (so D eist, “On ‘S ynchronic’ and ‘D iachronic,’” 46).
'D avid M . H ow ard, Jr., The Structure o f Psalm s 93-100, Biblical and Judaic Studies from the
U niversity o f C alifornia, San D iego, no. 5 (W inona Lake: E isenbrauns, 1997), 24.
2R ichter, E xegese, 9. Cf. W erner H. Schm idt, “G renzen und V orziige historisch-kritischer
Exegese,” E vT 45 (1985): 476; E gger, 7.
A c c o rd in g to W erner H. S chm idt the variety o f exegetical approaches has not done away
w ith the necessity for a com m on exegetical task and the need to find exegetical insights that can be
shared by scholars. For S chm idt the latter can only be attained by “ com m itting oneself back to the
text” (R iickbindung an den Text). T herefore, “observations rooted in the text— as against opinions or
theories— have to be granted priority above all” (“Z ur T heologie und H erm eneutik des A lten
Testam ents: E rinnerungen und E rw agungen zur E xegese,” E v T 62 [2002]: 17-18, cf. 21).
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(1) which avoids extra-textual influences, (2) in which the criteria according to which
conclusions are reached are explicitly described, and (3) of which the results are
consequently intersubjectively verifiable.1
The approach adopted in this study is a form-to-function approach which initially
starts with what is concretely presented in Dan 8:9-14, namely the graphemes o f the MT
and via several steps o f analysis finally takes the entire text into view.2 A linguistic
analysis treats all the surface structure features o f the text and follows a bottom-up
process, that is, the study of syntax precedes the study o f semantics and the literary study.3
For that reason the text in Dan 8:9-14 is investigated on the basis o f linguistic analysis
since linguistic approaches rightly claim to work with the text at hand. The semantic
study comes after the syntactic analysis because the semantic meaning o f the text builds
on the verifiable results o f the lower levels o f linguistic description.4 Furthermore, the
linguistic analysis precedes the literary analysis because the literary study uses the

'F or the researcher this also m eans to approach the tex t w ith “passionate dispassionateness”
(Kaiser, 507).
2Com pare the “text analysis” outlined in the tex tb o o k for OT exegesis by H elm ut
U tzschneider and Stefan A rk N itsche, A rbeitsbuch literaturw issenschaftliche Bibelauslegung: Eine
M ethodenlehre zur E xegese des Alten Testam ents (G iitersloh: K aiser and G iitersloher, 2001), 59-112.
3For the levels o f linguistic analysis used in general linguistics see John Lyons, Introduction
to Theoretical Linguistics (Cam bridge: C am bridge U n iv ersity Press, 1968); and idem , Sem antics, 2
vols. (Cam bridge: Cam bridge U niversity P ress, 1977), 2:373-378. Lyons distinguishes at least three
levels: the phonological, the syntactic, and the sem antic, w ith the possible extension by the
m orphological level as bridge betw een p h o n o lo g y and syntax in particular languages (ibid., 373). For
different levels o f linguistic description o f B iblical H eb rew an d the relation betw een syntax and
semantics see, e.g., Richter, G rundlagen ein er alth eb rd isch en G ram m atik, 1:14-21. R ichter identifies
four hierarchical linguistic layers: m orphological, m orphosyntactic, syntactic, and sem antic.
“Talstra, “T ext G ram m ar and H ebrew B ible. I,” 169; idem , “T ext G ram m ar and H ebrew
Bible. H,” 35-38.
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linguistic data of the text in order to produce results in a more controlled way.1
It is important to note that there exists an interdependence between the different
levels of linguistic analysis, which is mainly significant for the syntactic and the semantic
analysis.2 Form and function are essentially complementary, not contradictory. The same
phenomenon of interdependence is true for the two steps o f synchronic analysis, namely
the linguistic and the literary analysis. Methodologically, they are “complementary and
compatible.”3 Syntactic, semantic, and literary studies are therefore each not “naked” in
themselves, but stand in close relation to each other, mutually influencing each other.
One needs also to bear in mind that decisions on higher textual levels may guide
or may even necessitate reconsideration o f decisions on lower levels, which means that
the semantic analysis may influence or add data to the analyses o f lower linguistic levels;
for example, it may provide help for syntactic decisions. ‘T h e consideration o f content is
already necessary when the surface structure o f signs is described, so that content cannot
be ignored in the grammar.”4 A formal analysis without ever looking to semantics or

'“In view o f the fact that in the recent resurgence o f rhetorical criticism , structural/stylistic
studies tend to be arbitrary in using linguistic data in the text, thus p ro d u cin g div erg en t results, one
should remember that a m ore controlled treatm ent o f the linguistic d ata arises from a general linguistic
analysis prior to a rhetorical/stylistic analysis” (D aniel H ojoon R you, Z e p h a n ia h ’s O racles a g a in st the
Nations: A Synchronic and D iachronic Stu d y o f Zephaniah 2 :l-3 :8 , BIS, no. 13 [Leiden: Brill, 1995],
5-6). Talstra warns against the “circularity o f the argum entation p rese n t in explanations o f the text
that skip over gramm atical details and proceed from assum ptions on ‘deliberate d esig n ’ o r ‘author’s
compositional skills’” (“Tense, M ood, A spect,” 95; cf. also K im , 116).
2Talstra points out that “in linguistic com m unication syntactic and sem antic levels co-operate
and do not function m utually independently. T his also im plies a procedure w hich analyzes from the
fo rm a l to the functional aspects o f a tex t” (“Text G ram m ar an d H eb rew B ible. II,” 38, em phasis his).
3Ryou, 6.
4Richter, Grundlagen einer althebrdischen G ram m atik, 1:11.
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textlinguistics is not desirable.1
At this juncture, comment on the position of the semantic analysis in the order of
exegetical steps in this study is appropriate. It is clear that the semantic analysis is part of
the larger linguistic analysis of a text. However, one needs to ask at what time exactly it
should be undertaken in the exegetical process. Generally three possible locations of the
semantic analysis in a synchronic approach have been suggested and are available to the
exegete: the semantic analysis can follow the syntactic analysis as a separate section,2 or
the semantic analysis can be built into the syntactic analysis (but not the other way
around),3 or the semantic analysis is split and is undertaken on different text levels as
lexical semantics, clause/sentence semantics, and text semantics.4 In this study the
interplay between syntax and semantics, between literary texture and semantics, as well
as between intertextuality and semantics is acknowledged and is recognized in several
places. The analysis o f semantics applied to different linguistic levels best describes the

'S o Talstra (“T ext Gram m ar and Hebrew Bible. II,” 35-38) and H ans R ech en m ach er
{Jungfrau, Tochter Babel: E ine Studie zu r sprachw issenschaftlichen B esch reib u n g althebraischer
Texte am B eispiel von Jes 47, ATSAT, no. 44 [St. O ttilien: EO S, 1994], 3); p a c e S chw eizer
{M etaphorische G rammatik, 18-19,45-46, 81-82). For the inseparability o f form and m eaning from a
literary point o f view see Luis Alonso Schokel, “H erm eneutical Problem s o f a L iterary Study o f the
B ible,” in Congress Volume, Edinburgh 1974, V TSup, no. 28 (Leiden: B rill, 1975), 1-15.
2So, e.g., Schw eizer {Metaphorische Grammatik', B ib lisch e Texte verstehen) and
R echenm acher {Jungfrau, Tochter Babel).
3Talstra {Solom on's Prayer, 18). So, e.g., T alstra, S o lo m o n ’s P rayer, 83-170; and Bauer,
"Warum nur ubertretet ihr SE1N G eheifi!" 175-414.
4So, e.g., B em d W illmes, Bibelauslegung — genau genom m en: S yn taktische, sem antische
u ndpragm atische D im ensionen und Kategorien fu r die sprachliche A n a ly se hebrdischer und
griechischer Texte a u fW o rt- und Satzebene, BNB, no. 5 (M unich: Institut fu r b ib lisch e E xegese,
1990); idem, ‘“ Extreme E xegese’: Uberlegungen zur R eihenfolge exegetischer M eth o d en ,” B N 53
(1990): 68-99.
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methodology used in the actual research. Nevertheless, the semantic analysis is presented
as being part of the linguistic analysis to show the close interrelatedness o f syntax and
semantics and to accommodate the reader by placing the different analyses o f meaning o f
words, phrases, and clauses conveniently at the same location where the syntax o f these
entities is discussed. This should not distract from the fact that literary and intertextual
considerations play a definite role in determining the meaning of words, sentences, and
texts.
A final word on methodological principles has to be said regarding the previously
identified pitfalls and dangers o f text-oriented approaches (cf. above). In order to avoid
those pitfalls the following principles are consciously adopted:
First, the use of metalanguage has been restricted to a minimum level.
Metalanguage is used solely to enhance clarity and exactness, secure verifiability, and
when a significant contribution is made.
Second, unnecessary detail has been avoided. Although during the research all the
linguistic data were taken into consideration, a minutely detailed analysis is not presented,
unless real enhancement for the understanding of the text can be achieved in this way.1 I
try to follow Alonso Schokel’s aphorism on biblical scholarship: “Share the fruit, not the
sweat.”2
Third, it has to be clearly pointed out that by using a text-oriented approach,
'C f. K im , 121: “we should rem em ber the danger o f obsession w ith linguistic structures ‘as an
end in t h e m s e l v e s (em phasis his).
2This practical advice by A lonso Schokel is recorded in Trible, R h eto rica l C riticism , 106.
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which naturally is synchronic, other readings o f biblical texts—often diachronic— are by
no means downgraded. No exclusive claim is made that the exegetical method employed
here is the only permissible procedure for reading the text of Dan 8:9-14.' Yet it cannot
be overlooked that these other approaches are not text-oriented in nature and thus do not
study the text as it is.2
And fourth, relations between texts are proposed only on the basis of controls
which are explicitly stated in order to avoid overinterpretation. These controls are
presented in the section on intertextuality.

Delimitations
This research has a number o f delimitations, of which some have already been
mentioned. Only the text o f Dan 8:9-14 is dealt with in linguistic detail. The texts and
passages which show intertextual relations to Dan 8:9-14 are dealt with only insofar as

'O n exclusivity in exegetical praxis see Jonker, Exclusivity and Variety, 31-35. It is
im portant to distinguish betw een upholding o n e’s exegetical procedures and the claim that on e’s
exegesis is the only correct one: “It is o f course clear that every exegete will (o f necessity) em phasize
the value, and need to consider the results, o f his/her own specialization area in exegetical praxis.
Exclusivism , how ever, develops w hen the exegete claim s (consciously or unconsciously) that his/her
specialization area is the only key to the correct exegesis o f a text” (32-33).
2R e n d to rff points to the inadequacy o f diachronic approaches for the exegesis o f the text
itself: “Y et one should distinguish those investigations [reconstructions o f Israelite history by the
diachronic concept o f exegesis] from exegesis or interpretation o f biblical texts them selves. I am,
how ever, highly distrustful o f the traditional Literarkritik so far as it leads to a production o f texts.
The subject o f any interpretation has to be first and forem ost the given text o f the H ebrew Bible”
(“B etw een H istorical C riticism and H olistic Interpretation,” 300, em phasis his). Sim ilarly, from a
linguistic view point T alstra argues “th at a consistent formal approach is m ore fruitful both for
gram m atical and literary analysis o f biblical texts, than a gram m atical model that is largely dependent
on interpretation and psychological speculation concerning an author’s m ind and purposes” (“T ext
G ram m ar and H ebrew B ible. I,” 174). A nd from a literary viewpoint, Fokkelman depicts the literary
approach as “a new paradigm w hose underpinnings are an intersubjective herm eneutics” and as “an
independent discipline that pursues intrinsic studies o f the texts and respects their nature as an object
su i g eneris" (“Is the L iterary A pproach to the B ible a N ew Paradigm ?” 20).
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they have significance for the text under consideration. An exhaustive exegesis of those
passages is not attempted.
A full-blown text-critical analysis o f Dan 8:9-14, which would pay attention to all
available manuscripts and versions and to the numerous scholarly suggestions regarding
this passage, is not undertaken.
The text o f Dan 8:9-14 is studied synchronically. A diachronic reading is not the
focus here, though the study o f the theological implications o f the passage may ultimately
recognize historical developments in theological thought.
Any interpretation which goes beyond the immediate textual or intertextual
meaning o f Dan 8:9-14 is not addressed because the primary focus of the exegetical
interpretation is on the final text itself.1 Accordingly, the theological significance of
words and phrases is discussed only insofar as the textual and intertextual study
determines its need.

Procedure
The point o f departure will be the text in its canonical form, that is, the MT. After
the text is briefly demarcated, a working translation and a syntactic-structural outline of
the text are provided at the beginning in order to facilitate the subsequent analyses.
Next the linguistic analysis comprises grammatical-syntactic analyses and
s e m a n tic a n a ly s e s . T h e s y n ta x o f D a n 8 : 9 - 1 4 is d e s c r ib e d , a n d s p e c if i c s y n ta c tic fe a tu r e s

'T his study therefore clearly differs in nature from studies focusing on the interpretative
m eaning o f D an 8:9-14, such as R euben Lynn H ilde, “A n Exegesis o f the Little H orn o fD an iel 8”
(M .A. thesis, S eventh-day A dventist T heological Sem inary, 1953).
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are dealt with. The description follows the different levels o f words, word groups, and
clauses. Since text-critical issues are involved in a number o f interpretations of 8:9-14, it
is necessary to deal at least briefly with some o f them. On the semantic level, the role and
meaning of the relevant terminology within 8:9-14 is determined by syntagmatic
(contextual) and paradigmatic (semantic field, synonyms) relations as well as by
philological studies. At this stage the results o f the intertextual analysis, that is, the texts
in lexical and thematic relation to 8:9-14, often provide vital data for the semantic study.
After the meanings o f words and word groups have been determined, it is also possible to
examine the meanings of the sentences and their relation to each other.
The literary analysis investigates the text for rhetorical, stylistic, and structural
devices and how they contribute to the dynamics and structure of the text. It needs to be
determined whether significant parts or the whole o f Dan 8:9-14 should be characterized
as either prose or poetry. Semantic isotopies and relevant words and phrases are then
identified according to the syntactic-literary structure o f the passage. Finally, the literary
structure is outlined and commented on.
The intertextual study focuses on the lexical and thematic links o f Dan 8:9-14
with other parts o f the book ofD aniel. Every occurrence o f the lexemes o f this passage in
other places in Daniel is noted. A “word/word group concordance” o f the vocabulary of
8:9-14 in the book ofD aniel is constructed, which by specified factors will help to
determine the intertextual relations o f 8:9-14 on the lexical and thematic levels. The texts
obtained on the basis of intertextual relations are examined for syntactic, structural, or
semantic data which could be o f importance for the understanding o f 8:9-14.
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Both the literary and intertextual analysis contribute to the theological
understanding of the whole passage. Theological themes present in Dan 8:9-14 are
identified in both sections, and the import o f this text for those themes is outlined.

Principal Textual Witnesses ofDaniel 8:9-14
Before I focus the linguistic study on the MT, a brief overview o f the principal
textual witnesses of Dan 8:9-14, their main features, and their relationship to each other
places the MT in its textual environment. I will not provide a discussion o f the relation of
these witnesses for the entire book ofDaniel, but rather concentrate on the passage under
investigation. The main textual witnesses for Dan 8:9-14 are the same as those for the
entire book ofDaniel and comprise the Hebrew (Masoretic Text, Qumran), Greek (Old
Greek, Theodotion), Syriac (Peshitta) and Latin text (Vulgate). There was no Targum
made of the book ofDaniel.
The primary and most complete witness o f the Hebrew text o f Dan 8:9-14 is the
Masoretic Text (MT) of the Leningrad Codex B 19 A, dated 1008 or 1009 C.E., which is
the base of the BHS.' For Dan 8:9-14 the text o f the K eter Yerushalayim or the Jerusalem
Crown, which is the reconstructed text o f the Aleppo Codex, is identical to the one o f the
Leningrad codex.2 This dissertation follows the MT o f the Leningrad Codex for the MT

'For a photographic facsim ile edition o f C odex B 19 A, see D avid N o el Freedm an et al., eds.,
The Leningrad Codex: A Facsim ile E dition (Grand R apids: E erdm ans; Leiden: B rill, 1998).
2The A leppo Codex produced by the M asorete A haron ben A sh er rem ain s the oldest com plete
m anuscript o f the H ebrew Bible. H ow ever, as a resu lt o f th e burning o f the scroll on D ecem ber 1,
1947, among other parts the book o fD a n ie l has been lost. T he
“IDS K e te r Yerushalayim is
based on the A leppo Codex and related m anuscripts, follow ing the te x t and ed ito rial principles
formulated by Rabbi M ordechai Breuer (Jerusalem Crown: The B ib le o f the H eb rew U niversity o f
Jerusalem [Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi; Basel: K arger, 2000]; see also the p h o tographic facsim ile edition:
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is the received text o f the Hebrew Bible, it is the only fully preserved Hebrew text, it
represents a text tradition that was the dominant text form among Palestinian Jews in the
last two centuries B.C.E., and it is generally accepted as the basis for biblical study and
interpretation in Jewish and Christian communities.1
Among the manuscripts of Qumran, eight fragmentary Daniel manuscripts have
been found. Only two or three of these cover some text material o f Dan 8: 4QDana
preserves Dan 8:1-5, and 4QDanb covers Dan 8:1-8 and 8:13-16, and Pap6QDan might
show 8:16-17 and 8:20-21.2 This means that for the text under investigation only 4QDanb
is of importance since it covers portions o f 8:13-14.3 4QDanb is dated on paleographic
analysis in the first half of the first century C.E., ca. 20-50 C.E.4
In general, the Danielic fragments at Qumran show only a few variants, mostly
orthographic, phonological or morphological.5 As is well known, 4QDana and 4QDanb
M oshe H. G oshen-G ottstein, ed., The Aleppo C odex [Jerusalem : M agnes, 1976]). The m issing
portions have been carefully reconstructed from external sources that provide inform ation ab o u t the
A leppo Codex, by the scrutiny o f its remaining parts for evidence about those th a t are m issing, and by
a com parison w ith related manuscripts.
'See A dele Berlin, Zephanaiah: A N ew Translation with Introduction a n d C om m entary, A B,
vol. 25A (New York: Doubleday, 1994), 23-24.
2 The editio princeps o f 4Q D ana to 4Q D ane is published in Eugene U lrich et al., eds., Qumran
Cave 4, vol. 11, P salm s to Chronicles, Discoveries in the Judaean D esert, vol. 16 (O xford: C larendon,
2000), 239-289 + plates XXIX-XXXVIII. For the prelim inary publication o f 4Q D anb see E ugene
U lrich, “D aniel M anuscripts from Qumran, Part 2: P relim inary Editions o f 4 Q D an b and 4 Q D an c,”
BASO R 274 (1989): 3-26.
3In fact, fragm ent 18 ii shows nine w ords o f D an 8:13-14.
“U lrich, “D aniel M anuscripts from Q um ran, Part 2,” 5.
5A good sum m ary o f the status quaestiones o f the Q um ran m anuscripts o fD a n ie l, listing all
the textual variants and evaluating their significance in regard to the textual h isto ry o fD a n ie l, is
provided by Eugene Ulrich, “The Text ofD an iel in the Q um ran Scrolls,” in The B o o k o f D aniel:
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align with the MT. 4QDana agrees in orthography with the MT against the fuller spelling
of 4QDanb, but with respect to textual variants 4QDana and 4QDanb almost always agree
against the M T.1 That 4QDanb tends towardplene script is seen in the preserved passage
o f Dan 8:13-14. In these verses 4QDanb is next to identical to the MT, which means that
there are no textual variants; the only orthographic variants being IZTTIpl instead o f tin p i
in vs. 13c (Frg. 18 ii 2) and ^ H lp instead of liH p in vs. 14c (Frg. 18 ii 3). The close
relation o f the MT and the Qumran fragments of Daniel testifies to the antiquity o f the
textual tradition o f the MT, including the consonantal text of Dan 8:13-14.2
There is a Yemenite Daniel manuscript (Y) that probably dates from the
fourteenth century.3 The consonantal text corresponds to MT. The Babylonian
vocalization at times supposedly reflects a textual tradition different from the Tiberian.
The text-critical value of Y is however doubtful, since the Tiberian tradition o f biblical

Com position and Reception, ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, VTSup, no. 83, FIO TL, no. 2 (Leiden:
Brill, 2001), 2:573-585.
'E ugene U lrich, “O rthography and T ext in 4Q D an“ and 4Q D anb and in the R eceived
M asoretic T ext,” in O f Scribes and Scrolls: Studies on the Hebrew Bible, In tertestam ental Judaism ,
a nd Christian O rigins p resented to John Strugnell on the Occasion o f H is Sixtieth B irthday, ed. H . W .
A ttridge, J. J. Collins, and T. H. Tobin, C ollege Theology Society Resources in R eligion, no. 5
(Lanham : U niversity Press o f A m erica, 1990), 32-36.
2A rm in Schm itt concludes his com parative study o fD an iel m anuscripts at Q um ran and the
M T w ith the observation that “all in all” the Qumran fragments o f the book o fD a n ie l present “already
a ‘proto-M asoretic’ text form. This designates a Hebrew /A ram aic consonantal te x t w hich is preM asoretic, b u t essentially identical to the MT. Such dem onstrates once m ore that the trad itio n o f th e
M T goes w ay back before the tim e o f the M asoretes” (“Die D anieltexte aus Q um ran und der
m asoretische T ext [M ],” in D er G egenw art verpflichtet: Studien zur biblischen L itera tu r des
F ruhjudentum s, BZAW , no. 292 [Berlin: de G ruyter, 2000], 134).
3Shelom o Morag, The B ook o f D aniel: A B abylonian-Yem enite M a n u scrip t (Jerusalem :
Kiryat-Sepher, 1973).
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Aramaic has to be regarded as older than the Babylonian tradition of biblical Aramaic.1
For Dan 8:9-14, Y shows only three orthographic variants: In 8:9a it vocalizes nTlJSQ
instead o f i T V a s p , in 8:1 lb it reads Q “ t i n , and in 8:13c and 14c it reads

instead of

Two main Greek versions exist ofDaniel: Old Greek and Theodotion.2 In church
usage, the original translation, the Old Greek, was replaced by Theodotion. There are
three principal textual witnesses o f the Old Greek.3 The first is the pre-Hexaplaric
Chester-Beatty papyrus 967 which dates ca. 200 C.E. and is considered to be the oldest
textual witness o f the Old Greek. The arrangement o f chapters deviates from the familiar
one in that chaps. 7 and 8 are placed before chaps. 5 and 6.4 The text itself shows an
unusual orthography and a number of spelling mistakes. The other two OG witnesses are
Hexaplaric manuscripts: Codex 88, also called “Codex Chisianus,” from the tenth century
C.E., and the Syrohexapla (Syh) which Paul o f Telia produced early in the seventh
century C.E.5 Both Codex Chisianus and Syh go back to Origen’s Hexapla and are

'M orag, xv.
2T he G reek translations o f A quila and Sym m achus reflect the MT type.
3See the new introduction to the Old G reek by O. M unnich in Joseph Ziegler, ed., Susanna,
Daniel, B e l et D raco, 2d ed., Septuaginta: vetus testam entum G raecum auctoritate A cadem iae
Scientiarum G ottingensis editum , vol. 16/2 (Gottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1999), 9-121. Two
fragm entary G reek texts o f a few verses do n o t cover D an 8 (ibid., 18-19).
4The editio p rin cep s to Dan 5-12 is A ngelo Geiflen, ed., D er Septuaginta-Text des B uches
Daniel, Kap. 5-12, zusam m en m it Susanna, B el et Draco, sow ie E sther Kap. 1,la -2 ,15 nach dem
K olner T e ild e s P apyrus 967, Papyrologische T exte und A bhandlungen, no. 5 (Bonn: H abelt, 1968).
5M anuscript 88 w as first published b y Simon de M agistris, ed., D aniel secundum
septauaginta: ex tetraplis O rigenis (Rome: Typis P ropagandae Fidei, 1772). The Syh is preserved in
the facsim ile A . M. C eriani, ed., Codex syro-hexaplaris A m brosianus, M onum enta sacra et profana,
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reliable witnesses to the Hexaplaric recension with the typical asterisks and obeli and the
rearrangement o f the Greek word order to follow the Hebrew word order. Most of these
corrections are to bring the Greek text into conformity with the Hebrew text type
represented by the MT.
A second version o f the Greek Daniel is called Theodotion because it was
erroneously ascribed to Theodotion in the second half of the second century C. E.
Usually a pre-Christian “proto-Theodotion” or kaige recension is postulated. Since very
early Theodotion replaced the Old Greek, Theodotion is amply attested in the
manuscripts.1 The relationship between Old Greek and Theodotion and their role in the
textual history ofD aniel is somewhat debated.2 For example, for Dan 8:1-10 Theodotion
no. 7 (M ilan: B ibliotheca A m brosiana, 1874).
'F or textual w itnesses o f T heodotion see Z iegler, ed., Susanna, Daniel, B el et D raco, 2d ed.,
121-129 (Greek m anuscripts and citations by early G reek church fathers), 142-146 (O rigen’s
H exaplaric recension), 146-150 (Lucianic recension), 172-214 (an addendum by D. Fraenkel on the
new fragm entary textual w itnesses to Theodotion).
2For an overview o f the issues in the study o f the G reek texts o fD a n ie l see A lexander A. Di
Leila, “The T extual H istory o f Septuagint-D aniel and T heodotion-D aniel,” in The B ook o f Daniel:
Com position a nd R eception, ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, V TSup, no. 83; FIOTL, no. 2 (Leiden:
Brill, 2001), 586-607. For the discussion see Sharon Pace Jeansonne, The O ld Greek Translation o f
D aniel 7-12, C B Q M S, no. 19 (W ashington, DC: Catholic B iblical A ssociation o f America, 1988);
A rm in Schm itt, „D ie griechischen D anieltexte ( ‘0 ” und o ') und das T heodotionproblem ,“ B Z 36
(1992): 1-29; O livier M unnich, “Les versions grecques de D aniel et leurs substrats sem itiques,” in
VIII Congress o f the International O rganization f o r Septuagint and C ognate Studies: Paris 1992, ed.
L. J. G reenspoon and O . M unnich, SBLSCS, no. 41 (A tlanta: Scholars, 1995), 291-308; Tim McLay,
The OG and Th V ersions o f Daniel, SBLSC S, no. 43 (A tlanta: Scholars, 1996); idem, “It’s a Question
o f Influence: T he T heodotion and O ld G reek T exts o fD a n ie l,” in O rigen's H exapla and Fragm ents:
Papers P resented at the R ich Sem inar on the H exapla, O xford Centre fo r H ebrew and Jew ish Studies,
25th July-3rd A u g u st 1994, ed. A. Salvesen, T SA J, no. 58 (Tubingen: M ohr, 1998), 231-254; Olivier
M unnich, “T exte m assoretique et Septante dans le livre de D a n iel,” in The E arliest Text o f the
H ebrew Bible: The R elationship between the M a so retic Text and the H ebrew B ase o f the Septuagint
R econsidered, ed. A. S chenker. SBLSC S, no. 52 (A tlanta: SBL, 2003), 93-120; R. Tim othy McLay,
“The Old G reek T ranslation o fD a n ie l iv-vi and the Form ation o f the Book o fD a n ie l,” VT 55 (2005):
304-323.
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is regarded as a revision o f the Old Greek in light o f an earlier MT type1 or as a
translation of its own.2
For Dan 8 the Vorlage o f the Old Greek is close to the text o f the MT type,3 and
Theodotion is close to both the MT, with some interesting variants, and to the Old Greek.
A comparison o f the Old Greek and the MT for Dan 8:9-14 shows that the Old Greek has
a few minuses, one major plus (in 8:1 lc), and a number o f different word choices. A
comparison o f Theodotion and the MT for Dan 8:9-14 shows the same results.4 The
characteristics o f the Old Greek in Dan 8 are its idiomatic Greek, short expansions and
brief explanatory glosses, whereas Theodotion reproduces the Hebrew Vorlage more
literally, and in comparison with the Old Greek it simplifies and is less idiomatic.5
The Syrian Peshitta of Daniel6 is based on a text that was very similar to the MT.
It shows in some instances influence from Theodotion, but little influence from the Old

'Jeansonne, 56-57.
2McLay, The OG a nd Th Versions o f D aniel, 172-174.
3Jeansonne argues that the O ld G reek for D an 7-12 renders accurately the H ebrew Vorlage,
w hich is not necessarily the M T text type. For her, the translator felt free to add, an d errors are m ostly
technical and not due to theological T endenz (131-133). For Dan 2-7 a sim ilar conclusion is reached
by M eadow croft w ho states that the O ld G reek in th ese chapters has a Vorlage that predates the M T,
although he allow s for intentional choices o f the translator that reveal a particular v iew point (Aram aic
D aniel and G reek Daniel, 262-263). In D an 4-6 the O ld G reek differs w idely from the M T type so
that one m ight suspect that th e Old G reek u sed a d ifferen t Vorlage fo r these chapters.
4See Jeansonne, 55-56 (for D an 8:9-10), and R ich ard A. T aylor, The P eshitta o f Daniel,
M onographs o f the Peshitta Institute, no. 7 (Leiden: B rill, 1994), 215-218.
5See G zella, 52-57.
6The standard text is “D aniel and B el and th e D ragon,” prepared by the P esh itta Institute on
the basis o f m aterial collected and studied by Th. S prey, in Vetus Testam entum syria ce: iuxta
simplicem syrorum versionem , pt. 3, fasc. 4, D odeka p ro p h eto n —D aniel-B el-D raco (Leiden: Brill,
1980).
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Greek.1 The Syriac translation of Dan 8:9-14 is a fairly literal translation. A comparison
with the MT shows that for Dan 8 the Peshitta contains some interpretative glosses (vss.
5, 7, 8, 20,21), but 8:9-14 does not show any pluses, only two minuses.2 The Syriac also
has four interesting word choices, four alterations in words, one substitution, and two
additional uses of conjunction in 8:9-14.3
For the Latin Vulgate (ca. 383-405 C.E.) Jerome used a Hebrew Vorlage for his
translation o f the Old Testament which was almost identical with the MT.4 In Dan 8:9-14
the Vulgate represents a fairly literal translation o f the M T type.
There are a number o f other versions o f Daniel, usually daughter translations of
the Greek text, but they have almost no text-critical value on their own.5

'See R. A. Taylor, The P eshitta o f D aniel, 229-230 (on th e relationship o f the Syriac to the
G reek versions in D an 8), 307-313 (on the textual affinities o f the Syriac in general), and Konrad D.
Jenner, “Syriac D aniel,” in The B ook o f D aniel: C om position a n d R eception, ed. J. J. C ollins and P.
W. Flint, V TSup, no. 83, FIOTL, no. 2 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 2:573-585.
2The results are based on the analysis o f the relatio n sh ip o f the Syriac to the H ebrew in Dan 8
undertaken by R. A. Taylor, The Peshitta o f D aniel, 211-230. T he gloss w hich T ay lo r locates
“before” vs. 9— “Antiochus Epiphanes; the four servants o f A lex an d er, son o f Philip, w ho ruled after
his death” (219)— could as w ell be located at the end o f vs. 8. T h e m inuses o f the Syriac in 8:9-14 are
that the mem prefix on iTVJJBO (vs. 9a) is not represented and th e phrase
(vs. 9b) is absent.
3W ord choices: rtLxncun “the holy” for TON in vs. 12b, i n . v - “transgress” for H H to - in vs.
12c, r d i v_i- “justify” forpTO J- and r C n a \ “the rig h t” for S n 'p in vs. 14c. A lterations in words:
Plural for the singular TO in vs. 11 a, perfect for the im perfect
in vs. 12a (cf. OG, Theodotion,
Vulgate), active for the passive ^ iTOn- in vs. 11c (cf. V ulgate), and passive for the active
in vs.
12b (cf. OG, Theodotion). Substitution: crA “to him ” instead o f “to m e” in vs. 14a (cf. OG,
Theodotion, Vulgate). A dditional uses o f conjunction: b efo re
in vs. 10b and before D1TO in
vs. 13c.
4The standard edition o f the V ulgate text is R o b ert W eb er, ed., B iblia Sacra iuxta Vulgatam
versionem, 4th ed. (Stuttgart: D eutsche B ibelgesellschaft, 1994).
"Arabic: Henry S. G ehman, “The ‘P olyglot’ A rabic T e x t o fD a n ie l and Its A ffinities,” JBL 44
(1925): 327-352, and Oscar Lofgren, Studien zu den ara b isch en D aniel-U bersetzungen m it
besonderer Berucksichtigung der christlichen Texte, U p p sala universitets irssk rift 1936, no. 4
(Uppsala: Lundequist, 1936); A rm enian: S. P eter C ow e, The A rm en ia n Version o fD a n ie l, University
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In sum, the textual witnesses of Dan 8:9-14 show that the MT corroborated by
4QDanb and Papyrus 967 presents the best base for a textual analysis o f Dan 8.
Discussions o f text-critical questions for Dan 8:9-14 are placed at their specific verse
locations in the linguistic analysis (chapter 2), for the text-critical study is interdependent
with the linguistic study and both must proceed together.1 The following text-critical
questions will be dealt with in particular: the phrase DHQ n n K H 'p and its gender (8:9a),
KIT and its gender (8:9a), text-critical emendations for HTIJSQ (8:9a) and

(8:9b),

the question o f ketib (Hiphil D ,_ i n ) or qere (Hophal D T l J t ) o f the verb in 8 : 1 lb , the
complex text-critical issues of vss. 12a and 13c,

or v b x (8:14a), and the versions of

P7IS31 (8:14c).2 The text-critical study is limited to the attested variants, and scholarly
conjectures without any base in the versions will be regarded with due hesitancy.3

o f Pennsylvania A rm enian Texts and Studies, no. 9 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1992); C optic: H enry S.
G ehm an, “The Sahidic and the Bohairic V ersions o f the B ook o fD a n ie l,” JB L 46 (1927): 279-330;
Ethiopic: O scar Lofgren, D ie athiopische U bersetzung des P ropheten D a n iel (Paris: G euthner, 1927).
'M oshe G reenberg illustrates this: “To avoid prem ature text-alteration, ex eg esis and textcriticism m ust proceed together, each illuminating the other. T he exegete, w hose task is to interpret
text in hand, m ust w ork on the hypothesis that every elem ent in his texts has sig n ifican ce— contributes
to the m eaning o f its context. Only such a hypothesis keeps him alert to discover significance and
design if it is there, and he w ill cling to it until he is baffled (at w hich point he m ay b e inclined to
think that som e flaw exists in the text). W hile he notes the particulars o f the versions, his focus is the
MT, not because it is the best or oldest, but because it is the only com plete te x t o f th e H ebrew Bible,
and only through it can sound exegesis, interpreting th e H ebrew by the H ebrew , b e ac h iev ed ” (“The
Use o f A ncient Versions for Understanding the H ebrew Text: A Sam pling from E zek 11,1-111,11,” in
Congress Volume: Gottingen 1977, VTSup, no. 29 [Leiden: Brill, 1978], 147).
2For the text-critical study the standard editions o f the different versions are consulted.
H elpful is Klaus Koch and Martin Rosel, P olyglottensynopse zum B u ck D a n iel (N eukirchen-V luyn:
N eukirchener Verlag, 2000).
’Berlin advises against suggesting conjectures too quickly: “ E m endations reflec t the exegesis
o f the em ender; em endation is the process o f rew riting the text to m ake it say w h at th e exegete thinks
it m eant to say or should have said” (Zephaniah, 25).
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CHAPTER 2

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS

The linguistic analysis is the essential foundation o f a text-oriented approach.
While dealing with the form of the text at hand and studying its various linguistic
features, it also provides valuable data for further steps of analysis (literary, intertextual,
theological) and therefore occupies a crucial place in the synchronic study o f a text.
The linguistic description o f the text in this study, the Masoretic text o f Dan 8:914, comprises four parts. First, the delimitation o f the text is a necessary starting point.
This is primarily achieved by paying attention to linguistic features o f the text, but literary
structural features need to be taken into consideration also.
Second, the text o f Dan 8:9-14 is divided into clauses and a working translation is
provided. Both facilitate the subsequent analyses. In particular, the clause designations
facilitate the referencing system and help it to be more precise. All further discussions o f
Dan 8:9-14 use these clause designations. The clause delimitation and the working
translation are preliminary insofar as the linguistic clause analysis needs to first produce
the relevant results that allow for this second step.
T h e th ir d p a rt o f th e lin g u is t ic d e s c r ip tio n is th e c la u s e a n a ly s is w h i c h c o n s is t s
m a in ly o f t w o c o m p o n e n t s : a g r a m m a tic a l-s y n ta c tic a n a ly s is o f e a c h c l a u s e a n d t h e
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analysis o f the meaning o f specific words, phrases, and clauses. The primary emphasis is
on the syntactic features of the text as the syntax is “regarded as a main entrance to the
text.”1 The morphosyntactic features and the syntactic functions o f words and phrases are
described, sentence types are noted, and special attention is given to the syntactic
intricacies o f the text. Basically, this part o f the linguistic analysis is a syntactic
commentary on Dan 8:9-14. The second component o f the clause analysis is lexical
semantics, the description o f the meaning of words and phrases, as well as the meaning o f
clauses. This semantic analysis is not presented as a separate part after the syntactic
description (which without doubt would be a possible location), but rather is incorporated
into the analysis o f the individual clauses. Inasmuch as the meaning o f a word or phrase
is, sometimes closely, interrelated to its syntactic features and function in the clause, and
the semantic description often naturally follows the syntactic observations or even
intersects with it, the semantic description is in my opinion best placed within the clause
analysis. Thus, each clause is first described syntactically and then, if necessary, a
semantic description o f specific words and phrases, or o f the clause itself, follows.
Several methodological problems can complicate the semantic study of words and
phrases, especially those that occur quite often in the Hebrew Bible and have a wide
range o f meanings (e.g., the verb p i s , or the nouns nTDK and tin'p): (1) reducing the
multivalence o f a term to a more manageable sameness and thereby leveling different
nuances the term may have, even in the specific text under investigation; (2) privileging
one conceptual framework at the expense of others, for example, the tendency to

'R you, 73.
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understand p i s only by the concept o f forensic justification but not as functioning in a
relational framework; (3) extracting terms from their literary contexts and placing them in
another interpretative framework; and (4) uncritically importing notions from the
interpretative framework into the biblical milieu.1 The foremost principle in avoiding
these difficulties and thus to reach an accurate understanding of a term is the careful
analysis o f the same term in its specific context. Therefore, the different semantic
analyses in this chapter will always attempt to pay close attention to the use of the terms
in Dan 8:9-14 and beyond that in the book ofDaniel, while at the same time avoid
neglecting their semantic range as found in the rest o f the Hebrew Bible, which, of
course, further illuminates the understanding o f these terms in Dan 8:9-14.
Fourth, the analysis o f the inter-clausal relationships within a text by means of
clause types, as well as the analysis o f the information structure by paying attention to the
word order, helps in understanding the text-linguistic dynamics o f Dan 8:9-14.

Delimitation of the Text
Any delimitation o f a text is by its nature already part of a structural description of
that text. Simply to determine the beginning and the end o f a text contributes inevitably
to the structural understanding o f it. Without anticipating the structural analysis
presented in chapter 3, a justification will be given at this point as to why vss. 9 to 14 in
Dan 8 are considered a text unit that can be examined in its own right.

‘Leclerc has pointed out these difficulties and illustrated them in the light o f a sem antic study
o f BSltfp “ju stice” (Thom as L. Leclerc, Yahweh Is E xa lted in Justice: Solidarity and Conflict in Isaiah
[M inneapolis: Fortress, 2001], 7-8).
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The main reason for me to start the text-oriented analysis with vs. 9 and end it
with vs. 14 is the focus o f these verses on the horn as main actor. It is introduced in the
x-qatal clause in vs. 9a, which after the wayyiqtol in vs. 8c interrupts the textual flow, and
in all clauses in vss. 9-11 the hom is the subject (in vs. 11c the logical subject). Not once
are the he-goat, the great hom, or the four [horns] mentioned in these verses, except,
perhaps, for the introductory DHI3 nnXH']Ql in vs. 9a, which will receive special
attention in the linguistic analysis. As the central and climactic figure o f the vision, the
hom occupies a position on the same structural level as the ram and the he-goat. The
audition in vss. 12-141is included for analysis because it refers to the activities o f the
hom and is mainly concerned with this final part o f the vision in vss. 3-11. The audition
together with the description o f the hom represents the climax o f the vision report in vss.
3-14. The beginning of the next major text unit in vs. 15a is distinctively marked by the
structural formula 'JVl + 2 + infinitive (cf. vs. 2b).
In sum, these brief considerations suffice to justify the analysis o f Dan 8:9-14. To
be sure, the first part o f the vision in Dan 8:3-8 is taken into consideration whenever it is
deemed necessary.2

Text and Working Translation
In table 1, the left column offers the Masoretic text o f Dan 8:9-14 according to

'C ontrary to general opinion, I consider vs. 12 as part o f the audition. A rgum ents for this
position w ill be provided in the linguistic and literary analysis.
2For a more detailed and fuller treatm ent o f the structure o f D an 8:9-14 see the structural
analysis in chapter 3 (below).
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Codex 19a divided into clauses, the middle column lists the clause reference with verse
numbers, and the right column provides a working translation. The clause delimitations
undertaken in this table are based upon and justified by the syntactic commentary to
follow. The working translation is based upon the syntactic-semantic and text-linguistic
analysis in this study.1 As such, this translation, as any translation, although it is
presented at the outset o f the analysis, anticipates the various analyses and constitutes
actually the final product or result o f the exegetical process.
It needs to be pointed out that three other linguistic outlines o f the text o f Dan 8:914 already exist. Hasslberger and Richter divide the text into clauses,2 and regarding
methodological principles my clause division is close to both.3 The Schweizer school
divides the text into “Illocution Units” (Aufierungseinheiten), that is, into clauses with

'F or this reason, in the follow ing analyses the w o rk in g translation o f a term , phrase, or clause
is usually given at the end o f the respective analysis.
2Hasslberger, 7-10; W olfgang R ichter, B iblia H eb ra ica transcripta: B i t , vol. 14, Daniel,
Esra, Nehem ia, ATSAT, no. 33/14 (St. O ttilien: EO S, 1993), 104-107.
3Wolfgang Richter presents the text according to clauses placing each clause or clause
segment on a separate line. This is the result o f a linguistic analysis (not a com putational analysis),
viz. from a tentative know ledge about the contents, from gram m atical observations, and from some
syntactic judgm ents. Grammatical observations include (1) the identification o f w ord classes w hich
fill the sentence initial position (conjunctions, deictics) and (2) the place o f th e verb (usually in first or
second clause position). Syntactic judgm ents refer (1) to sentence constituents or syntagm em es
(predicate, subject, object) and (2) to the structure o f clauses, m ainly that a clause has only one
predicate (Biblia Hebraica transcripta: B i t , vol. 1, G enesis, A T SA T , no. 33/1 (St. O ttilien: EOS,
1991), 2-3). By these preliminary clause divisions R ich te r contributes to th e syntactic analysis o f
Biblical Hebrew. As such it helps to start w ith a linguistic analysis o f the tex t before one undertakes a
stylistic analysis. B i t is thus a concrete proposal w hich p ro v id es a basis fo r further discussion and
refinement. O n methodological questions see the m o re p o sitiv e review s o f different volum es o f B i t
by W alter Grofi (TQ 173 [1993]: 247-249, 314), Framjois L an g lam et (RB 101 [1994]: 416-421), Eep
Talstra (JSS 39 [1994]: 290-295), H endrik Jan B osm an (JS S 40 [1995]: 97-103), A rian J. C. Verheij
(JSS 40 [1995]: 103-105), and the rather negative, n o t seldom polem ic review b y Lothar P erlitt (TRu
59 [1994]: 456-458). See also Christian R iepel, “ Satz- und M etasatzbezeichnung in B H l: Problem e,
Losungen und A nderungen,” RB 103 (1996): 561-580.
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T a b le 1. D a n ie l 8 :9 -1 4 : C la u s e D iv is i o n a n d W o r k in g T r a n s la tio n

Working Translation

Masoretic Text
□no nnxn-'ipi

9a

and from the one of them
went forth one hom from littleness

rr r y a p nnx-pj? n r
9b

n rrb u m
’a a n ’Sn'! r n r a n ’b ia u i r r b x

and it grew exceedingly
toward the south and toward the sunrise
(east) and toward the beauty

outiin x rssn y b u m

10a

and it grew up to the host of heaven

□ u D isn -'jai t a s n - |p nsn n bam

10b

and it caused to fall to the earth some of

* t

-

t

t

:

-

-

: • -

the host and some of the stars
CD/anm

10c

and it trampled them

b n a n Knarr-ito nyi

11a

and up to the commander of the host he
magnified himself

T a n n om n iia m

lib

and from him he took away the tami d'

laftpp ]i3a ^bmrn

11c

and the foundation of his sanctuary was
thrown down

y tfsa T ian rrb y tm
1 n Nasi
“

t

:

•

t

”

-

•• t ■

t

t

:

12a

and a host will be set against the fcmi d in
rebellion

12b

and it will throw down truth to the earth

nnfoyi

12c

and it will do

n ir b s m

12d

and it will succeed

" D ta ttlnp-nnn nyatcm

13a

and I had heard one holy one speaking

n a n a n ’aiabab d n p nnn n a n ’i

13b

and another holy one said to the previous

m nK n an ^btfm
t

•

t

:

It

t v

t

: t

:

:

•

:

:

v t

one who had been speaking
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Table 1— Continued.
M a so re tic T ext

]i?nn ■,nD— rr
■vonn
'
nn DQ'tti w a rn
T

W ork in g T ran slation
13c

u ntil w h e n is the v isio n ?
(co n ce rn in g ) the tami d

“

and th e g iv in g o f the d ev a sta tin g crim e
and (th e) h o ly

0Q1D *021
T

T T

and a h o st to b e tram pled

:

■'bvt, -IQX’)

14a

and h e sa id to m e

2-)2 TJ

14b

u ntil e v e n in g m o rn in g

1j3'a

niKO tibm o ,a i?t<
ch'p postal

tw o th ou san d an d three h u n dred
14c

then w ill (th e) h o ly b e restored

'T hroughout this study I use tam id as translation equivalent for T O R . The reason for th is is that,
according to the sem antic analysis undertaken below, English translation equivalents such as
“regularity,” “continuity,” or “daily” do not seem to express adequately the sem antic connotations o f
T D• DT in the book ofD aniel.

predicates, and phrases or groups o f phrases without a predicate but with a
communicative function of their own.1 It is interesting to note that the clause divisions
presented here concur with Hasslberger’s in every respect, while they differ both from
Richter’s and from the Schweizer school’s only slightly, however not substantially, in the
syntactically difficult vs. 13c. Also, in vs. 14 my clause division concurs with the one
presented by the Schweizer school, whereas it disagrees with Richter’s assessment o f vs.
14b as a pendensed construction. The beginning of vs. 12a, which is disputed in the

'Schindele, “Textkonstituierung zu Daniel 8,” 13-14. In addition, Schindele also provides a
w orking translation w hich, how ever, differs from mine in several im portant aspects (esp. in vss. 12
and 13).
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literature, is put at the same place in all outlines.

Clause Analysis ofD aniel 8:9-14
In this major part o f the linguistic analysis each clause of Dan 8:9-14 is described
grammatically and syntactically followed by a semantic analysis o f relevant words and
phrases in that clause.
The grammatical-syntactic analysis is undertaken for each clause and consists of
two basic parts, the formulaic analytical description of it (according to three levels:
morphology, morphosyntax, and syntax) and the pertaining grammatical-syntactic
comments. The formulaic analytical description is presented in a specific pattern
(matrix): The first line gives the verse number of the clause, followed by the vocalized
Masoretic Text (MT). To enhance clarity, in this line the syntactic components o f the
clause are already indicated by using square brackets. The following lines explain the
morphological, then the morphosyntactic, and finally the syntactic description o f the
clause. The relation o f the MT to the morphological and the morphosyntactic description
is easily followed as each morpheme is described in the same order as it appears in the
MT. The syntactic description designates the syntactic components of the clause. Two
formats are used: a formulaic, technical description used in Richter’s circle and a
description in more conventional terms.1 In the final line, the clause type is determined.
'T h e form er is used for analytical purposes to facilitate further analyses in the fram ew ork o f
R ich ter’s approach. The latter is used for convenience sake, since m ost readers follow such a kind o f
description m ore easily. For an explanation o f R ich ter’s system o f describing clause elem ents
(syntagm em es) see R ichter, G rundlagen ein er althebraischen G rammatik, vol. 3; W alter GroB, D ie
Satzteilfolge im Verbalsatz alttestam entlicher P rosa: U ntersucht an den Biichern Dth, R i und 2Kdn,
FA T, no. 17 (Tubingen: M ohr, 1996), 25-29; DiBe, 166-180; and in English see C. H. J. van der
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The purpose o f this analytical description matrix is to present the analysis o f the different
grammatical levels o f the text as transparently as possible and to illustrate how the
syntactic description builds upon the morphological and morphosyntactic description.1
The identification o f the clause types will be relevant for text-grammatical considerations
later on.
The main part o f the grammatical-syntactic clause analysis follows the analytical
description matrix and consists o f grammatical comments, mainly to the morphosyntactic
and syntactic features o f the clause under discussion, along the lines o f an extensive
grammatical and syntactic commentary. These comments and discussions often justify a
specific grammatical description given in the analytical description matrix o f the clause.
This part o f the analysis usually starts when applicable with comments on the verbal
element, for it is the verb which determines the number o f complements in a clause, and
then proceeds to the other clausal elements and grammatical, syntactic features of the
clause. To understand some constructions it is necessary to gather relevant material with
help from a concordance,2 lending evidence to the old wisdom once again, that the

M erwe, The O ld H ebrew P a rticle gam.' A Syntactic-Sem antic D escription o f gam in Gn-2Kg, A TSA T,
no. 34 (St. O ttilien: E O S, 1990), 28-32; R echenm acher and van der M erw e, 71. GroB adapts
R ichter’s system but places m ore em phasis on the relation betw een m orphological form and syntactic
function (Satzteilfolge, 29-43; see also Difie, 166-174).
‘For exam ple, th e description o f the different levels show s w hen elements on one level
function not only on th a t lev el and on th e higher level(s) but also w hen specific elem ents function
directly on a higher level. Cf. R ichter, G rundlagen einer althebraischen G ram m atik, 1:20.
2B esides the softw are B ible W orks fo r W indows, Version 6.0 (Big Fork: H erm eneutika Bible
R esearch Softw are, 2003), the follow ing w orks have been consulted: G erhard Lisow ski, Konkordanz
zum hebrdischen A lten T estam ent, 2d ed. (Stuttgart: D eutsche B ibelgesellschaft, 1981); Abraham
Even-Shoshan, A N ew C oncordance o f the Bible: Thesaurus o f the Language o f the Bible, H ebrew
and Aram aic, Roots, Words, P roper Nam es, P hrases and Synonym s (Jerusalem : “K iryat Sefer,”
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concordance provides the best commentary. Sometimes it is advisable to construct a
taxonomy. To this end the paradigmatic comparison involves syntactic criteria and may
also involve semantic criteria.
The analysis o f the meaning of words and phrases is incorporated into the clause
analysis. The reason for this lies in the fact that syntax on the one hand and semantics of
words and phrases on the other hand are interdependent. The semantic analysis o f words
and phrases often utilizes the results o f the syntactic analysis, and at times the process is
reversed. The meaning o f words and phrases is basically determined by two elements: the
syntagmatic or contextual relations and the paradigmatic relations, the latter at times
indicating intertextual relations. Regarding the semantic analysis o f a specific word, it
goes without saying that one has to be careful not to import blindly its usage and meaning
from other places to the text under investigation. Syntagmatic or contextual relations
must have priority over paradigmatic relations. Nevertheless, the usages o f the word in
other texts help to define its syntactic function as well as its semantic range. This calls
for a reasonable weighing o f contextual (syntagmatic) arguments and arguments coming
from the usage of the word in other texts.
Important for the semantic analysis o f Dan 8:9-14 is the distinction between
lexical meaning, symbolic meaning, and interpretative meaning (see table 2). Daniel 8:911 is part of a description o f a symbolic vision and vss. 12-14 take up language from vss.
9-11 and thus symbolic language may be encountered in this part, too. Therefore, when it

1990); D C H , so far (July 2005) com plete until 3 inclusively; and Ludw ig K ohler and W alter
Baumgartner, The H ebrew a nd A ram a ic L exico n o f the O ld T estam ent, 4 vols., rev. by W.
Baumgartner and J. J. Stam m , trans. and ed. M . E. J. R ichardson (Leiden: Brill, 1994-1999).
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comes to the meaning of words and phrases, care is indicated to distinguish between
lexical meaning and symbolic meaning.

Table 2. Levels o f Meaning for Symbolic Language
W ord

L ex ica l
M ean in g

S y m b o lic
M e a n in g

In terp retative M e a n in g

■pj3 (D a n 8:8)

hom

k in g , k in g d o m

A le x a n d e r th e G reat

E T ID iS
(D a n 8 :1 0 b )

stars

G o d ’s p e o p le ,
a n g e ls, g o d s, etc.

J e w is h p e o p le (2 d ce n t. B .C .E .),
C h ristia n s, p atron a n g e ls, g o d s, etc.

For example, the word D’DDisn in vs. 10b denotes lexically “the stars.”
However, it is obvious that the word “stars” in this context also has symbolic meaning,
and as such does not refer to literal stars. Hence, it is appropriate to say that for vision
reports the lexical meaning o f a word or phrase denotes what the visionary actually
saw—the assumption being that the visionary tries to describe as closely as possible what
he or she was seeing—whereas the symbolic meaning refers to the intended meaning
beyond the literal sense o f the terminology. Finally, the interpretative meaning refers to
the meaning o f such symbolic language in our reality. The interpretative meaning could
at times be the same as the symbolic meaning, for example, if the stars in Dan 8:10b were
a symbol for the heathen gods (= heavenly bodies worshiped), the interpretative meaning
o f “the stars” would be “gods” as well. Usually contextual features and other
interpretative decisions influence the identification o f a symbol in (historical) reality. For
example, in its symbolic meaning the conspicuous or large hom in Dan 8:5, 8 refers to a
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great king/kingdom, and in its interpretative meaning it refers to Alexander the Great.

Clause 9a

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
9a

[rTvyap] [nnK-] ^ ] pray [an a nnK ir]o]i
waw+prep art+num/sgf7 prep+ePP/3plm/ Qal-pf/3sgm/ noun/sgf/ num/sgf7
prep+noun/sgf/1
waw+PWG(prep ArtWG(art+num/sgf7) PWG(prep+ePP/3plm/)) Qal-pf/3sgm/
NumWG(noun/sgf/ num/sgf/) PWG(prep+noun/sgf/)
waw+6.Syl[dislocative] +P.Sy + l.S y +C.Sy[dislocative]
waw+description of change o f location +predicate +subject +description of
change o f metaphoric location
Clause type: x-qatal.

The verb XS'’
T T

The verbal root K2T denotes an activity o f movement and serves double duty in vs.
9a. The hom went forth “from one o f them” and at the same time it came forth “from
littleness.” Such an active movement expressed by X2T contrasts the idea o f natural
growth since X2S’ itself usually does not indicate growth. In fact, elsewhere in the Hebrew
Bible X2T is never used for the developing of horns, and the verb used for it in the vision
of Dan 8 is rt1?!? (Dan 8:3, 8).2 Semantically, it is then difficult to support the idea that in
vs. 9a the hom grows “from one of them,” rather it comes forth.
‘JTVItXp can be analyzed as noun/sgf/ or as nom inal adjective/sgf/. S ee below .
2In A kkadian, the verb (w)asu(m) is used in a few cases w ith horns as su b ject, b u t it describes
the stative protruding or sticking out o f horns and n ot their grow th (A H w , 3:1477).
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There is no completely satisfying answer to the question why the verb NIT is
masculine in gender and the subject nnNFpj? is feminine. One likely explanation is that
verbal inflections are sometimes omitted when the verb precedes the subject, especially
when the subject designates animals or things. The author begins with the simplest form
o f the predicate, the uninflected verbal form /3sgm/. Daniel 8:9a may belong to those
cases in which the predicate precedes a subject denoting an animal’s part.1 If this is the
case, the masculine verb can be used instead of the feminine2 and emendation is not

'F o r the verb /3sgm / with a following singular feminine as subject, like in D an 8:9, see N um
18:27; 1 Sam 13:22; 25:27; 1 Kgs 8:31; 22:36; 2 Kgs 3:18,26; Isa 2:17; 9:18; 14:11; 28:18; 47:11; Jer
8:16; 29:22; 51:46; E zek 28:15; 32:35; Pss 57:7; 73:7; 105:30; Job 24:20; 42:2; E ccl 7:7. See K onig,
3:451-452 (§345); GKC, 465 (§145o); M ayer G. Slonim, “M asculine Predicates w ith Fem inine
Subjects in the H ebrew B ible,” JBL 63 (1944): 297-302; Ronald J. W illiams, H ebrew Syntax: A n
O utline, 2d ed. (Toronto: University o f Toronto Press, 1976), 41 (§228); W altke and O ’C onnor, 109
(§6.6c); Paul Joiion and T. M uraoka, A G ram m ar o f Biblical H ebrew, SubBi, no. 14/I-II (Rom e:
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1991), 554-555 (§150j); BH RG , 250 (§35[vij); see also A lexander
Sperber, A H istorical G ram m ar o f Biblical H ebrew: A P resentation o f P roblem s w ith Suggestions to
T heir Solutions (Leiden: Brill, 1966), 267-268, for general exam ples o f g ender incongruence betw een
subject and predicate; for BA see Karl Marti, Kurzgefasste G ram m atik d er biblisch-aram dischen
Sprache: Literatur, P aradigm en, Texte und Glossar, 2d ed., P orta linguarum orientalium , no. 18
(Berlin: R eu th e r& R eichard, 1911), 102-103 (§126a.b); H ans B auer and P ontus Leander, G ra m m a tik
des B iblisch-A ram aischen (Halle: Niem eyer, 1927; reprint, H ildesheim: O lm s, 1962), 333-334 (§99g);
Stanislav Segert, A ltaram aische Grammatik: m il Bibliographie, C hrestom athie und G lossar (L eipzig:
V EB, 1975), 420 (§7.3.2.3).
2The M asorah P arva recognizes three instances where the letter H is om itted at the end o f the
suffix conjugation o f the verb KIT so that in the MT KS’ stands for HlStlS’ : G en 19:23; Jer 48:45; and
D an 8:9 (M asorah m agna 127). Christian D. Ginsburg, The M assorah: C om piled fro m M anuscripts,
A lphabetically and L exically Arranged, 4 vols. (London: by the author, 1880-1905; reprint, N ew
Y ork: K tav, 1975), 1:731; 4:509 (§472); cf. idem, Introduction to the M assoretico-C ritical E dition o f
the H ebrew B ible (London: Trinitarian Bible Society, 1897), 147. H ow ever, the M asoretic n o te T 2 0
(abbreviation o f
“supposed”) “cites a possible em endation for a problem text, b ut w arn s th at
the em endation, w hich m ight be ‘supposed’ to be superior, should nevertheless b e avoided. It insists
that the text be left as it is, problem s notw ithstanding.” Page H. Kelley, D aniel S. M ynatt, and
Tim othy G. C raw ford, The M asorah o f the “B iblia Hebraica S tu ttg a rten sia ": Introduction and
A nnotated G lossary (G rand Rapids: Eerdm ans, 1998), 156. A nother text w here N5T stands apparently
for n K ir
is Ps 73:7.
:
t

t
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necessary.1 Another hypothesis is that the masculine X^’ is constructed ad sensum, that
is, the masculine gender refers to the reality (a king) behind the symbol “horn.”2 The
problem with this stylistic explanation is the difficulty it presents in explaining the
immediate change to the feminine verb in vs. 9b. For why should the verb in vs. 9a be
constructed ad sensum when the verb in vs. 9b is not?

’n x lP for XJT is read by M oore, 197; Paul Riessler, Das Buch D aniel, K urzgefasster
w issenschaftlicher C om m entar zu den H eiligen Schriften des Alten Testam entes: Section 3, vol. 3, pt.
2 (V ienna: von M ayer, 1902), 72; Friedrich Delitzsch, D ie Lese- und Schreibfehler im Alten
Testam ent: nebst den dem Schrifttexte einverleibten Randnoten klassifiziert; ein H ilfsbuch fu r Lexikon
u nd G ram m atik, E xegese und L ekture (Berlin: de G ruyter, 1920), 29; H asslberger, 7-8 n. 21. M artin
B uschhaus suggests reading XSs (Hiphil im perfect) with the he-goat as subject instead o f XS’ : “he (the
he-goat) caused to rise [?] a little horn” (“Traum psychologisch-parapsychologische B em erkungen zu
drei U bersetzungsschw ierigkeiten im B uch D aniel,” BA 38-39 [1987]: 28). Problem s w ith this
suggestion are num erous: (1) The usual form is X’lSi'’ (Lev 16:27; Num 27:17; D eut 24:11; Isa 42:1, 3;
M ic 7:9; Pss 25:15; 107:14, 28; Prov 29:11; 30:33 [3x]), w hereas the short XSs occurs only in Job
28:11; (2) it w ould be difficult to explain an im perfect form; (3) there is no indication that the horn
should be taken as object (e.g., no object m arker); and (4) the meaning o f the H iphil o f XJJ’ in relation
to horn as object (“to cause to rise a horn” as Buschhaus translates) is rather strange.
2So H einrich A ndreas Christoph H avem ick, Com m entar u b erd a s B uch D a n iel (H am burg:
Perthes, 1832), 267; Ernst Friedrich K arl Rosenm uller, Scholia in Vetus Testam entum , vol. 10,
D aniel: Latine vertit et a n n otationep erp etu a (Leipzig: Barth, 1832), 258; Franz Joseph V alentin
D om inik M aurer, Com m entarius gram m aticus criticus in Vetus Testamentum, vol. 2 (Lepizig:
V olckm ar, 1838), 142; Th. Kliefoth, D as B uch D aniel: Uebersetzt und erklart (Schw erin: Sandm eyer,
1868), 251; R udolph K ranichfeld, D as B uch D aniel: E rklart (Berlin: Schlawitz, 1868), 292; C arl
Friedrich K eil, The B ook o f the P rophet D aniel, trans. M . G. Easton, Biblical C om m entary on the Old
T estam ent (Edinburgh: Clark, 1872), 294; Otto Zockler, The B ook o f the P rophet D aniel:
Theologically a n d H om iletically E xpounded, ed. J. P. Lange, trans., enlarged, and ed. J. Strong, A
C om m entary on the H oly Scriptures, vol. 13, pt. 2 (New York: Scribner, 1876), 175; J. M einhold,
“D as B uch D aniel,” in D ie g eschichtlichen H agiographen (Chronik, Esra, Nehem ia, R uth, Esther)
und das B uch D aniel, by S. O ettli and J. M einhold, K urzgefasster Kom m entar zu den heiligen
Schriften A lten und N euen Testam entes sow ie zu den A pokryphen, A/8 (N ordlingen: Beck, 1889),
307; Fritz Salesia Tiefenthal, D aniel explicatus (Paderbom : Schoningh, 1895), 266; H. C. Leupold,
E xposition o f D a n iel (N .p.: W artburg, 1949; reprint, G rand Rapids: Baker, 1969), 344; Schindele,
“T extkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 5; B auer, D as Buch D aniel, 171.
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CHQ nnxn-[Q and its antecedent
The preverbal field1is occupied by the phrase DHQ nnNn"|Q “from the one of
them.” The preposition

preceding the construction DPIQ n n x n is a ]p o f direction

indicating that the semantic function o f the whole phrase is dislocative or, more specific,
separative.2 In other words, QHQ n n x r r p is a description o f change o f location,
referring to the place from which the horn went forth and separated from. Although the
focus on the starting point of movement is already inherent in the N r + ]p construction,3
additional emphasis is laid on this point, for DHQ nnN rt']p occupies the preverbal field.
This begs the question as to which entity the numeral and the pronominal suffix of
o n p n n x n refers. Two different antecedents have been proposed. Most commentators
on Dan 8:9a take it for granted that DHQ nnNH refers back to

“four [horns]” with

'B y applying the Stellungsfelderm odell to B iblical H ebrew clauses, Gross distinguishes
betw een a preverbal field ( Vorfeld) and a main field (H auptfeld). The preverbal field is that part o f a
clause that precedes the verb, w hereas the main field is that part o f a clause that follows the verbal
predicate (Grol3, Satzteilfolge, 44-45). F or the Stellungsfelderm odell see also Difie, 180-201,
especially 187-201 for B H clauses; B H R G , 336-343 (§46.1); V an der M erw e, “Tow ards a Better
U nderstanding o f B iblical H ebrew W ord O rder,” JNSL 25, no. 1 (1999): 280-284.
zThe sem antic function o f ]p is due to the verb N r that governs this preposition. In other
words, w hen the p reposition ]Q is used w ith the verb N r it is a ]Q o f direction and indicates
separation. A lready H arald Schw eizer described the m eaning o f N r + ]P as “dynam ic+monovalent;
dislocative+ separative+ ingressive” {E lischa in den K riegen: L iteraturw issenschaftliche Untersuchung
von 2 Kon 3; 6 ,8 -2 3 ; 6,24-7,20, SA N T, no. 37 [M unich: Kosel, 1974], 151). N r +
occurs 369
tim es in BH (according to D C H , 4:254-265), w hich m eans th at th e ]P o f direction occurs in more than
a third o f all the clauses w ith N r (1,067 tim es according to D C H ). The only exceptions to this
semantic function o f ]p in NJJ’-clauses are the rare use o f a ]P o f cause (because of, 2 Chr 21:15) and
the com pound p repositions ]P _t?N (tow ards, Josh 15:3) and ]P*?"*11J (to, 2 C hr 26:15), w hereas it has
to be noted that in g eneral com pound prepositions could be considered as a group o f m ore specialized
prepositions, and as such are different from the individual prepositions they are b u ilt of.
3Cf. H o rst D ieter Preuss, “ N r yasa°,” TDOT, 6:228; Schw eizer, E lischa in den Kriegen, 151.
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the noun “horns” omitted by ellipsis, in vs. 8c.1 However, it has also been suggested that
DHD n n x n refers back to the immediately preceding D’Qttin n in n

“four winds of

heaven” in vs. 8c,2 which is apparently a metaphor for the four directions o f the compass.3
The so-called syntactic argumentation for the second proposal is that the feminine
numeral n n x refers to the feminine n in i l, and the masculine pronominal suffix DHrefers to the masculine plural D’DtS'n.4 The supposed syntactic parallelism o f gender

'See, e.g., the b rief notes in H asslberger, 26 n. 29, 32 n. 85; and Bucher-G illm ayr, 63; no
discussion, e.g., in G oldingay, D aniel, 197, 209; Collins, D a n iel (1993), 325, 331.
2A rthur E. Bloom field suggests that the little hom “is to com e out o f one o f the four w inds o f
heaven,” but does not provide any arg u m en t for th at p osition (The E nd o f the D ays: A Stu d y o f
D aniel's Visions [M inneapolis: B ethany, 1961], 165, cf. 112).
3The phrase “four w inds o f h ea v en ” is found in D an 8:8; 11:4; Z ech 2:10; 6:5; and “four
winds” is found in Jer 49:36; Ezek 37:9; 4 2 :20; 1 C hr 9:24. These phrases are often considered as the
four cardinal directions (see com m entaries). O n other term s for the com pass points see M . O ’Connor,
“Cardinal-D irection T erm s in Biblical H eb rew ,” in S em itic Studies: In H onour o fW o lfL e s la u on the
Occasion o f H is Eighty-fifth B irthday, N o vem b er 14th, 1991, ed. A. S. K aye (W iesbaden:
H arrassowitz, 1991), 2:1140-1157. In D an 8:8 and Z ech 2 :1 ,1 0 , the “four w inds o f heav en ” and
“four horns” occur in the sam e context, b o th phrases seem ingly conveying the idea o f totality (see
Paul Heger, The Three B iblical A ltar L aw s: D evelo p m en ts in the Sacrificial Cult in P ractice and
Theology; P olitical an d E conom ic B a ckg ro u n d , B ZA W , no. 279 [Berlin: de G ruyter, 1999], 176-177,
226-228).
“W illiam H. Shea, “D aniel and th e Judgm ent, 1980,” TM s (photocopy), 63-66, Jam es W hite
Library, A ndrew s U niversity, Berrien Springs; idem , Selected Studies on P rophetic Interpretation,
DARCOM , vol. 1 (W ashington, DC: R eview and H erald, 1982), 41-43 = Selected Studies on
P rophetic Interpretation, rev. ed., D A R C O M , vol. 1 (Silver Spring: B iblical Research Institute, 1992),
50-52; followed by H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1981), 182-186; idem, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986),
387-392; H ardy, 272-273; M erling A lom ia, “ La identidad del cuerno pequeno en D aniel 8: Un
examen de la hipotesis de A ntioco E p ifan es,” T heologika 3 (1988): 97-99; D oukhan, D aniel: The
Vision o f the End, 28 (also idem, Secrets, 125); Jifi M oskala, K niha D aniel: a m akabejska teze (The
book o f D aniel: and the M accabean thesis) (O rlidky: H O PE, 1995), 114-115; A ngel M. Rodriguez,
“Daniel 8, 9: The S anctuary and Its C lean sin g ,” S upplem ent to the A d ven tist R eview 171, no. 35
(September [1], 1994), 3. Shea argues that “the g ender o f the first two elem ents in v 9 ( ‘one/them ’)
line up perfectly with the gender o f the la st tw o elem ents at the end o f v 8 ( ‘w inds/heavens’).” For
him, this “is syntactic parallelism in w h ich the g en d er o f th e elem ents in the second statem ent parallels
the gender o f the elem ents in the first, o r p receding, statem ent. Thus the antecedent o f ‘th e m ’ in the
phrase ‘from th e m ’ (vs. 9), is neither ‘w in d s’ n o r ‘h o rn s,’ b u t ‘h eavens’” (Selected S tudies [1982], 42
= [1992], 52; cf. “D aniel and the Ju d g m en t,” 65). H asel calls this construction “gender-m atched
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according to an A+B//A+B pattern (f.+m.//f.+m.) has been presented in a graphic
alignment:1

f.

m.

Dan 8:8

learbcf
to the four

ruho t
winds o f

has&m&yim
the heavens

Dan 8:9

uminand from

hwahat
the one

m&hem
from them

The difficulty with “four (horns)” as antecedent for “one o f them” supposedly is “that on
the basis o f syntax the numeral ‘one,’ a feminine form, does not line up with the
masculine form of the numeral ‘four,’ nor does the masculine ‘them ’ line up with the
feminine ‘horns’ (understood).”2

Taxonomy of ]Q “intC-constructions. A taxonomy o f the construction
numeral/numeral word group with “irtN/nnN + preposition

+ noun3 (from here on short

parallelism along syntactical lines” (“ The ‘Little H o rn ’” [1986], 390), w hich, according to him , is
known from similar reversed patterns o f gender-m atched synonym ous parallelism in BH poetry
identified by W ilfred G. E. W atson (“G ender-M atched Synonym ous Parallelism in th e O T ,” JB L 99
[1980]: 339 = Traditional Techniques in C lassical H eb rew Verse, JSO T Sup, no. 170 [Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1994], 223-224; cf. C la ssica l H eb rew P oetry: A G uide to Its Techniques,
JSOTSup, no. 26 [Sheffield: JSO T, 1984], 124).
‘Shea, Selected Studies {1982), 42 = (1992), 51; and H asel, ‘T h e ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 390.
“Hasel, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 388.
3“N oun” in this formula m ay refer to a noun (substantive), pronoun, num eral, or adjective (see
BH RG 174 [§23]; cf. Jouon and M uraoka, 237-328 [§§86-101]). There are also som e cases in w hich
this construction occurs w ith another num eral than “inN /nnN : 1 C hr 11:15 (iHOibttJ three); Lev 26:8
(nta'pn five); Exod 28:10 (HOT six); 2 Sam 2:15 p u b
tw elve); 23:13 (ketib
thirty, qere
n o W th re e ) ; Exod 2 4 :1 ,9 (O’M t i seventy); Lev 26:8 (nXQ hundred); 1 Sam 13:2 (D 'S^K ntobtt)
three thousand). In Exod 28:10; Lev 26:8; 1 Sam 13:2; 2 Sam 23:13 (qere) and 1 C h r 11:15 the
numeral referring to the part is in the o p posite gender to the noun referring to the w hole.
Syntactically, it may be said that the num eral is in the co rrec t gender relation, b ecau se num erals for
the numbers 3 to 10 combine w ith nouns in reversed gender. Jouon and M u rao k a call this
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“p "tnK”) in BH sheds light on the form and referential meaning o f EH 73 nnNH in Dan
8:9a. There, the preposition p is a p partitive: the entity indicated by the numeral for
“one” represents only part of the total of the entity indicated by the prepositional phrase
with p . 1 For this reason, only p "inx constructions with a p partitive are listed and
examined.2 In order to facilitate a comparison with Dan 8:9a the following taxonomy
notes whether (1) the numeral or numeral word group refers to the part, (2) the phrase
following the preposition p , which refers to the whole, is a noun or a pronoun, and (3)
the numeral is the masculine “inN or the feminine n n x . These different forms do not
affect the semantic function of the p “II1N construction.3 The list contains all seventy-

phenom enon the “law o f dissymmetry” (323-324 [§100d], 526 [§526d]). T he n u m eral for the num ber
12 agrees in gender with the noun referring to the w hole (2 Sam 2:15), w hereas th e num bers 70 (Exod
24:1, 9) and 100 (Lev 26:8) do not change the form according to th e g ender o f the n o u n they refer to.
'F o r the partitive notion o f phrases with a cardinal num eral as first m em b er see Takam itsu
M uraoka, ‘“ Three o f T hem ’ and ‘the Three o fT h e m ’ in H ebrew ,” A N E S 38 (2001): 215-216.
2The construction num eral/num eral w ord group + p o f location + noun (E x o d 29:23; Num
6:19; Judg 13:2; 2 1 :6; Josh 21:16; 1 Sam 1:1; Jer 3:14 [2x]; Ezek 33:2; C an t 4:9) is n o t considered
here, though sometim es it functions semantically sim ilar to the construction w ith a p partitive.
Furtherm ore, a p partitive m ay also be preceded by substantives (e.g., 2 K gs 10:3), o r the preceding
noun proportion o f the part to the w hole is unspecified (e.g., E xod 16:27; D an 8:10).
3First, there appears to be no different function w hen the p art is expressed b y a num erical
w ord group or w hen it is expressed by a numeral alone, e.g., com pare D p p n p
“one o f the
young m en” (1 Sam 25:14) with O p p H E “1HK “one o f the young m en ” (1 Sam 16:18; 26:22).
Second, there is no difference in function w hen after the preposition the total o f th e entity is expressed
by a noun phrase or w hen it is expressed by a pronoun, e.g., com pare nJHE nnK Q (Lev 4:2) with
m r p n p Q - b s p n n N ( L e v 4 :1 3 ,2 2 ;5 :1 7 )a n d r n ;T n p p a n n x (Lev 4:27). A n additional third
difference in form is the nominal state o f the num eral "HllS! w hich m ay be in abso lu te o r in construct.
This feature will not be noted in the taxonomy. A gain, there appears to be no difference betw een the
construction p “inK + noun (e.g., Lev 13:2; Num 36:3; Judg 21:8; 1 Sam 16:18) an d the construction
p “tnK + noun (Gen 3:22; Lev 13:2; 1 Sam 9:3; 2 Sam 1:15; 1 K gs 19:2; 22:13; 2 K gs 6:12; 9:1;
Ezek 18:10; Obad 11)— which has been referred to as extension o f the construct state; see Konig,
3:240 (§278a); Jouon and Muraoka, 470 (§129m .o); B H R G 194 (§25.3/1 [iii]). O f course, one cannot
differentiate w hether in the phrase p nnX the cardinal nn X is in the absolute or co n stru ct state. Yet,
in Dan 8:9 the article before nnK indicates that the num eral functions n om inally in th e absolute state.
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five cases o f a numeral or numeral word group ““tnx/nnN + p partitive + noun” in BH:1
1. numeral “inx + p + norm (61x)
1.1 "inx + ]0 + non-pronoun2 (41x)
T with “tnx (31x): Lev 7:14; 13:2; 14:30; 25:48; Num 31:47; 36:3, 8;
Judg 17:5,11; 21:8; 1 Sam 9:3; 16:18; 26:22; 2 Sam 1:15;
2:21; 9:11; 2 Kgs 3:11; 4:22;3 6:12; 7:13; 9:1; 17:27, 28;
Neh 1:2; 11:1; Esth 7:9; Job 33:23; Isa 6:6; Ezek 19:3,5;
46:17.
w ith n n x (10x): Gen 2:21; Lev 4:13,22,27; 5:17, 22, 26; Deut
4:42; Josh 20:4; Job 9:3.
1.2 “inx +
+ pronominal suffix (13x)
w ith in x (9x): Gen 3:22; Num 16:15; Deut 28:5, 55; 1 Sam 17:36;
T1 Kgs 22:13; 2 Chr 28:12; Ps 106:11; Obad 11.
with nriNl (4x): 2 Sam 24:12; Ps 34:21; Isa 34:16; Dan 8:9.
1.3 “triX + ]72 + independent personal pronoun or demonstrative pronoun
T (7x)
w ith tn N (lx): Ezek 18:10.
with nrtK (6x): Lev 4:2; 5:4, 5, 13; 1 Chr 21:10; Ezek 16:5.
2. numeral word group with "inx +
+ noun (14x)
2.1 numeral word group with “inx +
+ non-pronoun (lOx)
w ith in x (8x): Num 31:28, 30; Josh 23:14; 1 Sam 25:14; 1 Kgs
8:56; 19:2; 20:35; Eccl 7:28.
with nnx (2x): 2 Kgs 4:1; Ezek 45:15.4
2.2 numeral word group with"inx +
+ pronominal suffix (lx )
w ith n n x (lx): Josh 23:10.
2.3 numeral word group with “inx + numeral word group with “inx +
+
noun (3x)
with "in# (3x): Num 34:18; Josh 4:2, 4.

‘In BA the construction numeral i n (referring to the part) +
+ noun (referrin g to the
w hole) occurs two tim es: Dan 6:3 and 7:16. In both verses “in is n ot determ ined and agrees in g en d er
w ith the noun.
2A non-pronoun may be a noun, a noun w ith pronom inal suffix, a relative clause, or a
numeral.
3N ote that in the im m ediately following niJriN n n n tO (one o f the donkeys) the preposition
]P seems to be elliptical, so that this may be another num eral + ]P + noun construction.
4N ote that the designation for the w hole, ]K2Jn, is a com m on noun.
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Syntactic features of Dna n n K ir p . Specific attention is now paid to the
question whether (1) the phrase under consideration refers to a previous construct word
group, (2) whether there is gender agreement between the numeral (the part) and the noun
after the preposition ]Q (the whole), and (3) whether the numeral takes the article. For
questions (1) and (3) all 75 occurrences o f ]ft “inx constructions are taken into
consideration. For question (2) 60 o f the 61

“tnx constructions in which "tnx occurs

alone are considered; excluded are Num 36:8, as well as the 14 occurrences in which "inK
is part o f a numeral word group.1 The following observations and conclusions can be
drawn from the taxonomy.
1.

Regarding the reference to a construct phrase. The noun referring to the whole

may be a construct phrase2 or it may refer to one.3 When the total o f the entity is
expressed by a pronoun (21 times) it is never found to refer to only one member o f a
construct phrase. There is no case in which the parts of the

“inx construction refer to

the different parts of a construct phrase. In other words, in no instance does the numeral
refer to the construct o f a construct phrase and what follows the preposition ]Q to the
absolute o f the same construct phrase. Leaving the empirical evidence for a moment and

'The reasons for the exclusion o f num eral w ord group constructions regarding question (2) is
that the part and the w hole in such a construction could refer to two different, though related entities
w hich m ay have different genders, e.g., “one m an (m .) o f the fam ily (f.).” The sam e is true o f the
“tn x construction in N um 36:8 (“one o f the fam ily o f the tribe o f h er father”) in w hich the num eral
refers to “one o f the sons o f the fam ily o f the tribe o f her father.” To be sure, in all 14 occurrences o f
num eral word group |I2 i n X constructions, the gender o f the num eral and the g ender o f the w hole is
the same. This conform s to the results with the other 61
*inx constructions.
2For exam ple, Judg 21:8; 2 Sam 9:11.
3The only case is Lev 4:2 w here HJH- refers back to HllT n iS tt.
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arguing grammatically, a simple insertion test shows that an alleged split in reference to
the members o f a construct phrase is not viable. In the insertion test the referring element
is substituted by its antecedent. Applying this test to Dan 8:9a, and assuming the numeral
and the pronoun each refer to one of the two parts o f the preceding construct phrase in vs.
8c, DnD nnxn~]D would read “from one wind out o f the four heavens,” which would not
make any sense. On the other hand, if both the numeral and the pronoun refer to the
whole construct phrase, DHB n n x r r p would read “from one wind o f the heavens out of
the four winds o f the heavens,” which would be perfectly intelligible. This would
invalidate the argument that in the phrase DHQ n n x n in Dan 8:9a n n x n refers to the first
member n ir m and DHQ refers to the second member D’EUfn of the construct phrase
■T

T

-

n iir n “winds o f heaven” in vs. 8c. Rather if DHQ n n x n refers to the “four winds
V

"

-

"

T

o f heaven”— or to the “four (horns)”— both the numeral and the pronominal suffix would
refer to the four winds, to the whole construct phrase “four winds of heaven,” or to the
four homs respectively.
2.

Regarding gender in DHQ n n x rr]p . Out o f a total of 60 cases of

numeral referring to the portion o f the part and the word/phrase following

“tntf, the

referring to

the whole agree in gender 58 times.1 Only in 2 Sam 24:12 and Dan 8:9 does the gender
not agree. Therefore, as a rule, the gender o f the part and the whole is expected to be the

‘it should be noted that, first, the gender o f the num eral is congruent w ith the gender o f the
noun on the syntactic level. For exam ple, in D eut 4:42 and Josh 20:4 the noun D,_iyri is
m orphologically m asculine, that is, it has a m asculine ending, b u t syntactically it is feminine;
therefore, the num eral is fem inine (cf. B H R G , 175-178 [§24.2/1]). And second, when ]D “irtX is
followed by a n um ber (N um 3 1 :28, 3 0 ,4 7 ; Job 9:3; 33:23; E ccl 7:28; N eh 11:1), it has to be expected
that "inN agrees in g ender w ith the gender o f the elliptical noun. F or exam ple, in Num 31:28 and N eh
11:1 “in x refers to an elliptical noun w hich is m asculine as the fem inine num erals rhKQil
“five
hundred” and rntO
U
n
“te
n
”
indicate.
T T
T
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same, which is natural because both refer to the same antecedent.1 Regarding Dan 8:9a,
two observations are important:
a. If the whole construction refers back to a masculine numeral 3-10 with an
elliptical feminine noun, one would expect the numeral and the ePP o f the construction to
be feminine,2 as is the case in the following text:
1 Chr 21:10

nsnn n n x ' f r ’in a j ' b s nisi ’3K
Three (m.) [things] I offer you, choose for yourself one (f.) o f them (f.)

b. The construction DHOTinK in 2 Sam 24:12, the only other place besides Dan
8:9a where the gender o f the part and the whole do not agree, clearly refers back to the
masculine numeral 111*72? (three) with an elliptical feminine noun.
2 Sam 24:12

a n ir n n x ’f r - i n a

3*7tsl3 ’p ix v h ti

Three (m.) [things] I offer you, choose for yourself one (f.) o f them (m.)
For Dan 8:9a both observations lead to the same conclusion: There is no syntactic reason

'G ender congruence is certainly the reason w hy in D an 8:9a several m anuscripts and editions
o f the Hebrew text read ]HD instead o f 01713. See G iovanni Bernardo D e Rossi, Variae lectiones
Veteris Testam enti librorum : ex im m ensa m anuscriptorum editorum que codicum co n g erie haustae et
ad Sam aritanum textum, a d vetustissim as versiones, a d accuratiores sacrae criticae fo n te s ac leges
examinatae, vols. 3-5, B ibliotheca R o ssian a, vol. 7 (Parm a: Bodoni, 1786-1798; reprint, A msterdam:
Philo, 1970), 143.
2The reason for this is the law o f dissym m etry or rule o f opposition in g ender for the numbers
3-10. The num erals for the num bers 3-10 take the fem inine ending if they occur w ith a m asculine
noun. If they occur w ith a fem inine n o u n the num erals have no ending (as is usually the case with
masculine nouns). Explanations for this phenom enon have been often suggested; cf. the literature in
Richter, G rundlagen einer althebraischen G ram m atik, 2:27 n. 107. T herefore, in rntoI?rT]D “II7N
“one out o f ten” (N eh 11:1) the w hole is referred to by th e fem inine num eral for the num ber 10 with
an elliptical m asculine noun “people” and th e p art is referred to by the m asculine “inX according to
the elliptical m asculine noun.
3The difference betw een *71313 “im p o sin g ” (2 Sam 24:12) and 1703 “tu rn in g ” (1 C hr 21:10)
and the text-critical issues involved do n o t p la y a role in the present discussion.
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why the feminine numeral nrtN could not refer back to the elliptical feminine noun
“horns” with the masculine numeral U2"!K “four” (8:8c), because in both 1 Chr 21:10 and
2 Sam 24:12 the feminine numeral nnN does refer back to a masculine numeral with its
elliptical feminine noun. Indeed, if in Dan 8:9 onQTinNn refers to US "IK in vs. 8, both
the construction DnQTinX in Dan 8:9 and in 2 Sam 24:12, including their referents, are
alike regarding syntax. In other words, the phrase Dri72'nnKn in Dan 8:9a could
syntactically either refer to the “four (horns)” or to “the four winds o f the heavens” (8:8c).
Nevertheless, the gender disagreement in DriQTinx needs further explanation.
The observation can be made that in BH the pronominal suffix /3plm/ can replace the
feminine form.1 A comparison between 2 Sam 24:12 and 1 Chr 21:10, two parallel texts

‘The pronom inal suffix /3plm / is used instead o f /3 p lf/ in G en 14:11; 18:20 (cities are usually
feminine); 26:15, 18; 32:16; 33:13; 4 1 :23; Exod 1:21; 2 :17 (DJR2J; the correct eP P /3plf/ is also used in
this verse); 8:10 (cf. vss. 5, 7); 25:29; 26:1, 7; 28:9, 1 1 ,1 4 , 26*27; 35:18; 36:14; 3 9 :7 ,1 8 ,2 0 ; Lev
18:30; 20:8; 22:31; 24:6; 26:3; Num 10:2, 3; 15:39; 16:17, 18 (cf. L ev 10:1); 17:3; 27:7 (later in the
same verse the correct ePP/3plf/ is used tw ice); 35:2, 3, 6; 3 6 :4 ,6 ; D eut 3:6; 27:2, 4, 5; 33:17; Josh
4:3, 8; 11:13; 13:28; 14:4; 17:4; 24:13; Judg 3:2; 10:4; 16:3 (3x); 19:24 (3x); 21:12, 22 (3x), 23; 1
Sam 6:7 (2x), 1 0 ( n n ’33), 12; 9:20; 17:40; 31:12; 2 Sam 6 :2 2 ; 20:3; 24:12; 1 K gs 6:12, 32; 9:13;
22:17; 2 Kgs 16:17; 18:13, 16; 23:14; Isa 3:16; 34:17 (fem in in e verbs and fem inine suffixes are used
for the same referent in vss. 16-17); 36:1; 38:16 (both fem inine and m asculine suffix is used for the
same referent); 4 8 :3 ,5 , 6, 7; 60:8; Jer 10:2; 23:2, 3, 4; 2 7 :2 ; 33:3, 24 (?); 43 :9 , 10; 44:2; Ezek 1:6-26
(several masculine and fem inine suffixes for the sam e an teced en t DVn USntjt “four living b ein g s” in
Ezek 1:5); 5:6; 7:16; 11:17; 13:20; 16:16, 58; 18:19; 2 0 :1 6 ,3 4 , 41; 23:46; 27:9; 32:9; 34:23, 24; 37:2,
4, 8; 42:4, 11; 43:11; 4 6 :2 2 ,2 3 ; Hos 2:20; A m os 4:1, 2 (2x) (the expected fem inine suffix is also used
once in 4:2); 9:14; Zech 5:9; ll: 5 ;P s s 34:20; 78:5; 119:129, 152, 167; P rov 6:21 (2x); 7:3; 20:10, 12;
Job 1:14, 15; 15:3; 39:3 ,4 , 14; 42:15 (3x); Cant 4:2; 5:3; 6 :6 ; Ruth 1:19; 4:11; Lam 2:20; Eccl 2:6,
10; 10:9; 11:8; 12:1; Esth 1:17; Dan 1:5; 8:9; E zra 10:3, 44(7); N eh 1:9; 11:30; 13:19; 1 Chr 6:49, 50;
8:8; 10:7; 23:22; 28:15; 2 C hr 4:7, 20; 8:2; 11:11, 12; 14:13; 29:3; 32:1; 35:25. See especially
Wilhelm Diehl, D as Pronom en p erso n a te suffixum 2. u n d 3. p ers. p lur. des H ebraischen in der
alttestamentlichen Ueberlieferung (G iessen: R icker, 1895), 46-48; R o b ert Jeffrey Ratner, “G ender
Problems in Biblical H ebrew ” (Ph.D. diss., H ebrew U nion C ollege, 1983), 36-44, 51-55; G ary A.
Rendsburg, Diglossia in A ncient H ebrew , A O S, vol. 72 (N ew H aven: A m erican O riental Society,
1990), 45-48. Cf. Konig, 3:5-6 (§14); G K C , 440 (§135o); M ayer G. Slonim , “T he Substitution o f the
M asculine for the Feminine H ebrew P ronom inal Suffixes to E xpress R ev eren ce,” JQ R 29 (19381939): 397-403; idem, “The D eliberate S ubstitution o f the M asculine for th e Fem inine P ronom inal
Suffixes in the H ebrew B ible,” JQ R 32 (1941-1942): 139-158; Jouon and M uraoka, 551 (§ 149b);
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with

“tnN phrases, exemplifies this phenomenon:1
2 Sam 24:12 (ePP/3plm/) DHDTinK
1 Chr 21:10

(ePP/3plfy) nano nnN ^ r n n a j b u

^
^

It should be noted that in Dan 1:5 an ePP/3plm/ in “at the end of them” (DnapEI) refers to
the syntactically feminine “three years” (IB)1?® Cltii). Here, the masculine rather than the
feminine plural suffix is used. The same may be true in Dan 8:9a (similarly in BA in Dan
2:33, 41, 44; 7:8,19). In fact, both the Hebrew and the Aramaic in the book o f Daniel
never use feminine plural pronominal suffixes.2 Thus, the masculine pronominal suffix in

Waltke and O ’Connor, 302 (§16.4b); and J. C. L. G ibson, D a vid so n 's Intro d u cto ry H ebrew
Grammar, Syntax: 4th Edition (Edinburgh: Clark, 1994), 3 (§1 R. 3). D ifferen t explanations for this
gender disagreem ent have been attempted, m ainly in term s o f the history o f th e language (see Ratner,
53-55). For Diehl, the feminine suffixes have been displaced by the m asculine form s in the course o f
the transm ission o f the text (50-51). Ratner concludes that “-m progressively replaced -n in the
function o f third feminine plural pronom inal suffix during the biblical period, culm inating in the
complete disappearance o f -n in the language o f the C hronicler” (55). R en d sb u rg explains the gender
disagreem ent in Dan 8:9 as “gender neutralization” (48). “G ender n eutralization arises from the total
loss o f fem inine forms with the corresponding m asculine form s becom ing ep ice n e” w h ereas “gender
discord, on the other hand, concerns other parts o f speech w here the m asculine form s m ay b e used for
their fem inine counterparts, but there is no consistency and this developm ent is n o t regular” (69). For
R endsburg this gender neutralization is “one o f the m ain characteristics o f sp o k en dialects thro u g h o ut
Sem itic” (35) and thus the usages o f the pronom inal suffix /3 p lm / instead o f /3 p lf/ “are to be
explained as colloquialisms that have penetrated the literary creations o f B ib lical w riters” (49).
R endsburg’s thesis may be strengthened by the observation th a t the p ro n o m in al suffix /3plf7 nev er
occurs in the book o f Daniel and therefore the gender displacem ent could be regarded as consistent
and regular (see below). Regarding the use o f the eP P /3plm / instead o f th e eP P /3 p lf/ after verbal
forms w hich end in V (Gen 26:15,18; 33:13; Exod 2:17; 39:18, 20; N um 1 7 :3 ,4 ; Josh 4:8 [2xj; Judg
3:2; 1 Sam 6:10; 18:27;N eh 13:19; 1 Chr 23:22; 2 C hr 35:25), they appear to b e in order “to avoid a
confusion with the personal ending ]1” (GKC, 162 [§60h]; cf. M ayer L am bert, Traite de g ra m m a ire
hebrai'que [Paris: Presses U niversitaires de France, 1946], 147-148 [§329]; R atner, 52).
'O ther examples o f parallel clauses in w hich g en d er disagreem ent in the pronom inal suffix is
found are Gen 41:23 and Gen 41:6; 1 Kgs 22:17 and 2 C hr 18:16; A m os 9 :1 4 and Jer 29:5, 28.
2Fem inine pronom inal suffixes occur 12 times in the H ebrew o f the b o o k o f D aniel: as
ePP/3sgf/ in Dan 1:1; 8:8; 9:14; 9:18; 11:6 (3x), 7, 10 (ketib), 17 and as e P P /2 s g f/in D an 10:19; 11:2.
On the other hand, masculine plural pronom inal suffixes are u sed 46 tim es in the BH p arts o f D aniel
(out o f a total o f 237 occurrences o f a m asculine pronom inal suffix): eP P /3plm / in D an 1:2, 4 (3x), 5
(3x), 6, 7, 14 (2x), 15, 16 (3x), 17 (2x), 18 (2x), 19 (2x), 20 (2x); 2:3; 8:9a, 10c, 23; 9:7 (2x); 10:7;
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DHD in Dan 8:9a can refer back to the feminine “winds of heaven”1or to the feminine

11:7, 8 (3x), 24, 27 (2x), 34 (2x), 35, 39; and ePP/2plm/ in Dan 1:10 (4x); 10:21. The same lack o f
fem inine plural suffixes is found in the Aram aic of Daniel. All 39 fem inine pronom inal suffixes in the
A ram aic section are in the singular: ePP/3sgf/ in Dan 2:11, 41, 42; 3:6, 15; 4:14 (2x), 22, 27, 29, 30;
5:5, 26; 6:18; 7:4 (2x), 5 (3x), 6 (3x), 7 (4x), 8, 11, 19 (3x), 20 (5x), 23 (2x), 24. M asculine plural
pronom inal suffixes are used 53 times in the Aramaic o f D aniel (out o f a total o f 340 occurrences o f a
m asculine pronom inal suffix): eP P /3plm /in Dan 2:11, 33 (2x), 35, 38, 41 (2x), 42 (2x),44; 3:8, 12,
14, 21 (4x), 23, 25, 27 (4x), 28 (3x), 29; 4:4; 5:2, 3, 23; 6:3 (3x), 25 (4x); 7:8, 12 (2x), 19, 21, 24; and
ePP/2plm / in Dan 2:5, 9, 47; 3:4, 14,15 (2x), 31; 6:26. F or the Aram aic section it should be noted
that instead o f an expected ePP/3plf/ always ePP/3plm/ is used (cf. M arti, K urzgefasste G ram m atik,
23 [§24b]; Franz Rosenthal, A G ram m ar o f Biblical Aram aic, Porta linguarum orientalium : N eue
Serie, no. 5 [W iesbaden: H arrassow itz, 1983], 26 [§49]). Segert has found in Im perial A ram aic only
one instance o f an ePP/3plfr and explains the masculine forms either as adaption o f the fem inine form s
to the m asculine or as incorrect differentiation o f the letters 1 and w hich in a specific period have
been w ritten alike (A ltaram aische G ram matik, 174 [§5.1.3.4.8]). In D an 2:33, 41, 44 six tim es the
ketib ]in 3 a “part o f them ” is w ritten with ePP/3plm / referring to the fem inine “its feet” C n ib lH vs.
33), “the feet and the toes” (Kni?31StO
vs. 41), respectively “the toes o f the feet” (K’blH
n y a S R vs. 42). The qere thus reads ]'n 3 0 with ePP/3plf/. Daniel 7:8 is especially interesting, as here
a m asculine plural pronom inal suffix refers to the feminine plural “horns” : T he prep o sitio n al w ord
group “am ong them ” (ketib ] in , 3, 2 ) is written with ePP/3plm / referring to the fem inine “h o rn s”
the qere form therefore is ]!T,]r’3 w ith ePP/3plf7. Thus, it could be argued that in D an 7 :8 the
Aram aic counterpart to DHQ in Dan 8:9a could be found: Both refer to a plural fem inine “h o rn s” by
the m eans o f a m asculine plural pronom inal suffix. In D an 7:19, the ePP/3plm / in “from all o f th e m ”
(ketib ] in ^ 3 ) refers to the feminine plural “the animals” (X n v n vs. 17); therefore qere
w ith
ePP/3plf/. For the feminine gender o f “foot” and “horn” in Aramaic see R osenthal, 29 (§59); for the
m asculine form instead o f a ePP/3sgf/ in Dan 7:8 and 19 see ibid., 26 (§49). T he use o f independent
personal pronouns in D aniel is similar. In D an 11:14 the iPP/3plm / is used in adjectival relationship
w ith the fem inine n il “tim e” with plural fm-ending: D iin
“and in those tim es” (on the p lu ral
o f HI) see Dieter M ichel, G rundlegung einer hebraischen Syntax, pt. 1, Sprachw issenschaftliche
M ethodik, Genus u n d N u m eru s d esN o m en s [Neukirchen-Vluyn: N eukirchener, 1977], 58). In D an
2:34 in the Aram aic section, the iPP /3plm / ]i?2n is used to refer to the fem inine “feet,” ex cep t if it
refers here, in parallel to 2:35, also to the different metals o f the statue that are m entioned in 2:32-33.
A n iPP/3plf/ occurs only once in D aniel (]’3t< in 7:17). A note o f caution needs to be added. T hese
observations cannot function as argum ent from silence— namely, th at the w riter by intention n ev er
used plural fem inine pronom inal suffixes— in order to explain w hy in D an 8:9a the fem inine p lu ral
suffix could not be used. However, the usage o f pronom inal suffixes in the H ebrew and A ram aic
parts o f D aniel certainly indicates that in Dan 8:9a the m asculine plural pronom inal suffix indeed
could have been w ritten instead o f the fem inine plural form.
‘The construct phrase D’OfflH n l r m is feminine; see the m asculine I13"IR w hich tak es the
reversed gender to the accom panying construct phrase, and also Z ech 6:5 w here D’O T n n i r m
governs a fem inine participle. Indeed, as ITinV) is the governing part in the co n stru ct relatio n sh ip , it is
clear that elem ents referring to the construct phrase in fact refer to n i n n and, if necessary, agree in
gender and num ber w ith the gender and num ber o f nil"!1)").
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“horns.” 1 It is therefore not necessary to suggest emendation2 or that the masculine
gender o f □ HQ, as well as other masculine forms in Dan 8:9,11, is constructed ad sensum
because the feminine horn would symbolically refer to the masculine realities o f a king or
kingdom.3
3.
+

Regarding the article in n n x n . Out o f a total of seventy-five cases o f “inK/nnx

+ X, the numeral occurs seventy-three times without the article. This may be due to

the fact that ~tnx refers to an unspecified “one” out o f a larger whole or because o f the
inherent determinateness of the numeral “inx.4 Only in Lev 14:30 and Dan 8:9a is the
numeral in a “in x /n n x +

construction found with the article.

Normally, numerals are determined by the article when they refer back to a
number or list already mentioned.5 The article then indicates that a specific referent has
been mentioned before. For example, in Lev 14:30, □’’"iniT'p “inxn “the one o f the
turtledoves” refers to one of the two turtledoves mentioned in vs. 22.
The function o f the article in n n x n in Dan 8:9a can therefore be explained

'N o te th a t in D eut 33:17 the eP P /3 p lm /is used to refer back to the fem inine v r ij? “his
horns.”
2]H!3 is read for DHD by M oore, 197; Riessler, D a n iel (1902), 72; H asslberger, 7 n. 20.
3A construction ad sensum is supposed by Rosenm iiller, 258; H avem ick, 267; C aesar von
L engerke, D as B uch D aniel (Konigsberg: Bom trager, 1835), 375; Keil, 294; M einhold, “D aniel,”
307; T iefenthal, 266; Leupold, 344.
“See Jouon and M uraoka, 528 (§1421); W altke and O ’Connor, 283 (§15.2.6a).
5GKC, 434 (§134k). Such anaphoric use o f the article is in accordance w ith the general use
o f the article w ith particular referential function based on previous m ention o f the thing or person; see
W altke and O ’Connor, 242 (§13.5.Id).
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accordingly.1 The numeral with the article refers to one specific horn or one specific
wind o f heaven out o f the four horns or the four winds o f heaven mentioned in vs. 8c2;
compare the similar function o f the article+numeral in 8:3 (nnNH) where it refers to a
specific horn in contrast to another horn.3 An explanation why the narrator o f the vision
in vs. 9a refers to a specific one out o f the four, and therefore employs the article, may be
that the narrator was shown from which horn or wind o f heaven this one horn went forth.
In any case, the anaphoric use o f the article creates coherence within the text: It links vs.
9a with vs. 8c. On the other hand, the article in front of a numeral sometimes indicates an
ordinal function o f "inK, so that DHQ nnNrr]Ql could be translated as “and from the first
of them,” though it is doubtful whether such a function is intended here.4

'i t is not necessary to read nnt< for nrtXH (so A rnold B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zu r
hebraischen B ibel: Textkritisches, Sprachliches und Sachliches, vol. 7, H ohes Lied, Ruth,
K lagelieder, Koheleth, Esther, D aniel, Esra, N ehem ia, Konige, Chronik, N achtrdge und
G esam tregister [Leipzig: H inrichs, 1914; reprint, H ildesheim : Olms, 1968], 146).
2H asslberger classifies the article o f WISH as occurring w ith a w ord w hose first m ention was
indefinite— (n ii^ lp )
in vs. 8c— and w hich in follow ing occurrences receives definiteness by the
article. H asslberger also provides all the references o f articles in D an 8 that belong to this category o f
article usage (26 n. 29).
T o r the function o f "initfn or WriXn to refer to a specific one out o f a group see also Gen
4:19; 10:25; 4 2:13, 27, 32, 3 3 ;4 4 :2 8 , etc.
4For the ordinal function o f “IFIX see A ndrew E. Steinm ann, “HIK as an Ordinal N um ber and
the M eaning o fG e n e sis 1 :5 ” JE T S 45 (2002): 577-584; cf. GKC, 434 (§134k), R. J. W illiam s,21
(§98); W altke and O ’C onnor, 274 (§15.2. lb ). S teinm ann’s investigation o f the gramm atical usage
confirms that i n N is used as an ordinal num ber for countable item s or in num bering units o f time.
Genesis 2:11 is an exam ple for “TltX as an ordinal n um ber for countable item s. The text mentions the
first o f four, w here after m entioning that there are four rivers (vs. 10) the nam e o f the first (THXH) is
given. H ow ever, the ordinals in vss. 13 and 14 leave no doubt that "inRH has ordinal function,
w hereas the context o f D an 8:9 does n ot provide such a clear indication. In num bering units o f time
in K is used four tim es w ith the m eaning “first” in the book o f D aniel (1:21; 9:1, 2; 11:1), always in
conjunction w ith HDS) “year” (nnN n32l “first year”). H ow ever, w hen “IflR is used w ith another noun,
its m eaning is “o n e” (D an 8:3 [2x], 9, 13 [2x]; 9:27; 10:5, 13 [2x], 21; 11:20, 27; 12:5 [2x]).
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Before concluding, one should note that an investigation of the construction
“numerals +

with numerals other than “one” does not yield any further data that need

to be taken into consideration here.1

Conclusion. The syntactic considerations lead to the preliminary conclusion that
there are two possible referents o f the phrase DHE nnKH in Dan 8:9a. It can refer to the
“four (horns)” or to the “four winds o f heaven” (vs. 8c), both of which are feminine. The
final question then is, To which entity does the phrase DHD nnNrt"]Q refer?
Two arguments used previously should not be employed here. One argument is
that n im i “winds” has a double gender and both n n x n and on?3 in vs. 9 refer to it.2 This
argumentation appears to be flawed for three reasons. First, in Dan 8:8c rfin n “winds” is
clearly marked as feminine by its appositional relationship with the numeral 112"IN “four”
that in this form accompanies feminine nouns (cf. Dan 11:4). One cannot advert to other
occurrences, where n i l is masculine,3 in order to infer masculine gender to n irm in Dan

‘Such a construction occurs w ith D'32! “tw o ” (G en 6:19, 20; 7:15; Lev 20:18; Jer 3:14; Eccl
4:9); tfbtf “three” (Ezek 40:10 [2x], 21 [2x]; 1 Chr 11:15); Httian “fiv e” (2 Kgs 7:13; 2 C h r4 :6 [2x],
8 [2x]); Eian “five” (1 Kgs 7:49 [2x]; 2 C h r 4:7 [2x]); m “six” (Exod 28:10); UC!n “n in e” (Josh
21:16);
“tw elve” (2 Sam 2:15). H ow ever, in these occurrences the preposition
governs a
nominal phrase and not a pronom inal elem ent. Therefore these constructions are not really
com parable w ith the construction in D an 8:9a. A lso, in none o f these cases does the construction refer
to a construct phrase.
2So M argit Linnea Suring, The H orn M otif: In the H ebrew B ible and R ela ted A n cien t N ear
Eastern Literature and Iconography, A U S D D S , no. 4 (B errien Springs: A ndrew s U n iv ersity Press,
1980), 410-411; and H asel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 391.
T o r a discussion o f the g en d er o f n i l , see K arl A lbrecht (“D as G eschlecht d er hebraischen
Hauptworter: (Fortsetzung),” Z A W 16 [1 8 9 6 ], 42-44), and especially the balanced and meticulous
study by W olfram von Soden ( “D er G enusw echsel bei ru ah und das gram m atische G eschlecht in den
semitischen Sprachen,” Z A H 5 [1992]: 57-63). V on Soden correctly observes that th e gram m atical
gender of ITH is identifiable in only ab o u t a third o f its ca. 378 occurrences. H e argues that the gender
o f ITT) is to som e degree dependent u p o n its sem antic usage. W ith the m eaning “w in d ” approxim ately
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8:8 and thereby explain the use o f the anaphoric DHO in vs.9a. The immediate syntactic
relationship of 17*11717, namely with the numeral U27K, has priority. Further, the word 1717
as a masculine noun is only attested in the singular, but whenever the plural form is used,
it is the feminine 1711717 (13x in BH).1 Second, in the Hebrew parts of Daniel n i l is
always feminine.2 Third, an intentional difference in gender between the numeral and the
ePP in D1712 n n s n should not be assumed, for it is unlikely that the author would refer to
the same word once with a feminine and once with a masculine pro-element, especially

half of the occurrences o f 1717 show m asculine gram m atical gender (ca. 14 tim es), w hile w ith the
meaning “breath” (6x fem.; 3x m.; lx equivocal), “sp irit” (32x fem .; 5x m.; 5x equivocal), and “spirit
o f God” (37x fem.; 4x m.; 5x equivocal) it is predom inantly considered to be fem inine (pace D ieter
Michel who could not find a reason for the m asculine g en d er shift o f 1717 [1:76]). E rasm us Gafi
explains the different gender o f theological n i l by th e lexical and syntactic co ntext in w hich it is used
(“Genus und Sem antik am Beispiel von ‘theologischem ’ r u h ,” B N 109 [2001]: 45-55). Cf. M arkus
Zehnder, “Variation in Gram m atical G ender in B iblical H ebrew : A Study on the V ariable G ender
Agreements o f 7]77, ‘W ay,’” J S S 49 (2004): 21-45.
‘Num 16:22; 27:16; Jer 49:36; Ezek 37:9; 42:20; Z ech 2:10; 6:5; Ps 104:4; Prov 16:2; Dan
8:8; 11:4; 1 Chr 9:24.
2In the H ebrew o f D aniel, 1711 occurs fo u r tim es and is syntactically fem inine (in 2:1, 3 with
the meaning “spirit” and feminine verb; in 8:8 and 11:4 w ith the m eaning “w ind” in apposition to the
numeral U37N “four” which accom panies a fem inine n o u n ). N o te that in 8:8 and 11:4 the same
phrase D’Offlh H im -) U 27xb “tow ard the four w in d s o f h eav en ” o ccurs (elsew here in the OT in Ezek
37:9; 42:20; Zech 2:10; 6:5; i C hr 9:24). In the A ram aic p art o f D aniel 1717 occurs eleven tim es. Its
gender is usually feminine (five tim es clearly id en tified b y the syntax: 5:12, 20; 6:4; 7 :2 ,1 5 ; five tim es
without such clear syntactic identification: “ a spirit o f the (holy) go d s” in 4:5, 6, 15; 5:11, 14). O nly
once does its gender appear to be m asculine (2:35), b u t it could b e argued that here the verb precedes
the subject and therefore the m asculine form as g en u s p o tiu s is used; see B au er and Leander,
Grammatik des B iblisch-Aram aischen, 333-334 (§99g); cf. M arti, K urzgefasste G ram m atik, 102-103
(§126a.b); Segert, Altaram aische G ram m atik, 331 (§ 6 .3 .1 .3 .7 ), 420 (§7.3.2.3). V on Soden regards
the gender o f 1717 in such cases in BH as anceps (equivocal) (“G enu sw eeh sel,” 58). N ote especially
that the A ramaic K’132? ’1717 U27N “the four w in d s o f heav en ” in D an 7:2 is the equivalent to the
Hebrew D’DttiH 1711717 227K in 8:8 and that in 7:2 it is fem inine because as subject o f the clause it
has a feminine plural participle as predicate. T his is an o th er reason to regard 1711717 in 8:8 as
feminine.
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when both elements occur together in a p

“inx construction.1

Another argument put forward previously is that a word which is unexpressed but
only alluded to through ellipsis, like “horns” in Dan 8:8, can hardly function as
antecedent.2 However, there seems to be no reason why an elliptical noun cannot
function as antecedent of “one of them.” In vs. 8c the noun n ip p “horns,” which is
omitted by ellipsis, can be inferred from the context o f the sentence, namely from the
meaning o f vs. 8c in relation to vs. 8b— four came up in the place o f the broken large
horn— and also from analogy with m rn p p in vs. 5. If such an elliptical noun is
understood in the text, one should be able to refer to it, particularly since it functions as
subject in vs. 8c.3

Excursus: The antecedent of “one of them” (Dan 8:9a) from a textual and
literary point of view. Based on the analysis above it has become clear that the
antecedent to DHQ nnxn has to be decided on other than syntactic considerations. Yet,
even on the textual and on the literary level the phrase remains somewhat ambiguous.
There are textual and literary arguments for both the “four (horns)” and the “four winds
of heaven” as antecedent to DHQ nnKH. The following considerations would imply that
the phrase refers to one of the “four (horns)” (ordered from textual to literary character,
not according to importance):
'C f. the similar argum ent in “D aniel,” Seventh-day A d ven tist B ible C o m m en ta ry, ed. F. D.
N ichol (W ashington, DC: Review and Herald, 1953-1957), 5:841.
2So Siiring, The Horn M otif, 411; and H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 391, 392 n. 35.
3In order to provide conclusive statem ents further investigation is n eed ed on the function o f
ellipses in BH and on the question w hether elem ents can be anaphoric to ellipses.
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1. The theme of vs. 8c is the “four (horns)” which came up in place o f the large
horn. It seems natural that the theme of vs. 8c would be taken up in the phrase “from one
of them” in the next clause that introduces the new topic “one horn.”
2. In the vision o f Dan 8 the form nriKH is used in vs. 3, which is the only other
occurrence o f the numeral nnNH with an article in the book o f Daniel,7 and refers to one
-

-

T

o f the two horns of the ram. In vs. 9a, immediately after the phrase DHQ nnNH’p i , the
numeral n n x is again used in a word group w ithpj? (nnx"pj? in vs. 9a). Thus, n n x is
used twice in reference to a horn (8:3, 9). This usage o fn n x in the vision report o f Dan
81may indicate that DHQ n n x n refers to one of the four horns, although it is not clear
whether this use of nrtK is not incidental.
3. It is a peculiar feature o f Dan 8:9-11 that the verbal gender o f words referring to
the horn are both feminine (vss. 9-10) and masculine (vs. 11). One may speculate that the
gender incongruence in DHQ n n x n could be the first instance where with regard to horn
or horns both genders are used, and therefore the phrase should be understood as referring
to one o f the four horns.
The following considerations would imply that DHQ n n x n refers to one o f the
“four winds o f heaven”:
1.

The phrase “the four winds o f heaven” is the nearest possible antecedent to

“one of them,” and so “one of them” should refer to it.2
‘The m asculine "HIK occurs three times in the vision report referring once to the ram (8:3) and
twice to one o f the holy ones (8:13a; 8:13b).
2H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 392 n. 35.
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2. Another argument concerns the flow of the two activities o f movement
expressed in vs. 9. In vs. 9b, the horn grows toward three geographical entities o f which
two are cardinal directions, “the south” and “the east.” This second activity of the horn
suggests that the first activity may also be on the geographical plane so that the horn
comes out from one o f the four points o f the compass (“winds of heaven”) and grows
toward other (compass) directions.
3. The order of gender inDHD nrtxrt may be intentional. On the one hand, it has
been suggested that the feminine-masculine order is reminiscent of the femininemasculine order in the previous D’OEfn n in il and could thus indicate that DHf2 nrtKH
refers to

n i n n . 1 Even alliteration o f grammatical morphemes m aybe involved,

which results in the parallel endings n - □ // n - D.2 However, such a literary argument,
which is essentially based on choice o f expression, is somewhat weakened since for the
book o f Daniel the construction OHO n n x n with its feminine-masculine gender seems to
be the expected way to refer back to the four horns or the four winds. On the other hand,
the feminine-masculine order in Dni? n n x n could be intentionally reversed in the
masculine-feminine order of the following n n x 'p j? x p , creating a chiastic order o f
gender (f. - m. // m. - f.) that emphasizes the literary device of gender shift and gender

'T his possible literary feature should n o t be confused w ith gender-m atched (synonym ous)
parallelism . The latter is a poetic device w hich “consists chiefly o f the use o f nouns o f m atching
gender w ithin a colon” (W atson, “G ender-M atched Synonymous Parallelism in the O T,” 322), though
it is also used in prose passages (ibid., 341). D an 8:8c and 8:9a, however, are not in parallelism ,
n eith er syntactically n o r sem antically. Furtherm ore, the two nouns in the construct chain o f vs. 8c
(“w inds o f heaven”) are not exchanged by two o th er nouns in vs. 9a but rather, if it is the case,
referred back to by a num eral and a pronom inal suffix.
2See D oukhan, Secrets, 125.
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matching in this passage and may imply that DHE n n x n refers to a hom. Hence, the
literary argument o f gender order is ambiguous and does not help to identify the referent
o f “one o f them.”
4.

The structure o f the whole vision in Dan 8 suggests that the hom comes from

one of the winds o f heaven.1 To anticipate the conclusion o f the structural analysis of the
vision in Dan 8, the vision consists o f three main parts which show the same structural
pattern o f introduction and movement, resulting in absolute power and self-magnification,
and downfall: the description o f the ram (vss. 3-4), the description o f the goat (vss. 5-8),
and the description o f the hom (vss. 9-11). In each of the initial statements of these parts,
the main actor— the ram, the goat, and the hom— is introduced in relation to a
geographical term or location and its first activity is described as a geographical
movement (see table 3). For the sake o f consistency, “out o f one of them” should refer to
one of the compass points expressed by “the four winds of heaven.”2

'F o r a discussion o f the structure and a m ore detailed table o f the structure o f Dan 8 see ‘T h e
Structure o f D an 8:9-14” in chapter 3.
2In his structural analysis, K och places the horn m entioned in vs. 9a on the same level as the
horns m entioned in vss. 3, 5, 8 and calls them Teilgegenstand (subtopic), w hereas the ram (vs. 3), the
he-goat (vs. 5) and the broken great h o m (vs. 8b) he regards as the H auptgegenstand (main topic).
K och, “V isionsbericht,” chart inserted after p. 432. A ccording to K och’s structure “out o f one o f
them ” then refers to the “four (horns)” in vs. 8c. H ow ever, it is rather difficult to see why the broken
great hom (vs. 8b) should b e considered as the m ain topic o f vss. 8-12. The great hom does not even
function once as an actant in these verses. On the contrary, the hom introduced in vs. 9a is the major
actant in vss. 9-12 and its activities are referred back to by the question in vs. 13. This horn has to be
regarded as the H aup tg eg en sta n d (m ain topic) and, therefore, should be placed on the same structural
level as the ram and the he-goat, but n o t on the sam e level as the four hom s.
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Table 3. Introduction of the Main Actors o f the Vision in Daniel 8
M ain A ctor

Location

Ram

G oat

Hom

(8:3-4)

(8:5-8)

(8:9-11)

standing (lE U )

com ing (X12)

cam e forth (K2T)

before C?.??) the canal

from (]72) the w est

from (]Q) one o f them
from (]13) sm allness

M ovem ent

(vs. 3)

(vs. 5)

(vs. 9a)

butting

cam e

grew

w estw ard (H-)

up to CW) the ram

tow ard (*7K) the south

northw ard (!"!-)

w hich I had seen

tow ard (bN) the east

southw ard (it-)
(vs. 4)

standing before
the canal (vs. 6)

tow ard (btf) the beauty
(vs. 9b)

5. The intertextual relation o f Dan 8 and Dan 7 (see below) also favors the hom
coming forth from one o f the winds o f heaven. The parallel order o f the protagonists in
the two visions does not allow for a sequential connection between the four homs in 8:8c
and the hom in 8:9a:1

Daniel 7
lion (vs. 4)
bear (vs. 5)
leopard (vs. 6)
fourth beast (vs. 7)
a hom (vs. 8)

Daniel 8
—
ram with two homs (vs. 3)
he-goat with large hom (vs. 5)
—
a hom (vs. 9)

6. The phrase “the four winds o f heaven” in Dan 8:8c may allude to “the four
winds o f heaven” in 7:2.2 The Hebrew (D’BIB’H n im ”l V3")X) is the exact equivalent of

'F or a detailed explanation o f th is po in t see th e analysis o f the intertextual relationship
between D an 8 and D an 7 in chapter 4 below .
2D oukhan proposes, “In m entioning that the h o m com es from one o f the w inds, he [Daniel] is
implying that it originates in one o f th e b easts” (Secrets, 125). H arald Sahlin also suggests a relation
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the Aramaic

TTH lJ27t<), with the exception o f the gender o f n n being feminine

in 8:8c but masculine in 7:2. The purpose of such an allusion could be to imply that the
hom comes from the four winds o f heaven, as the beasts in Dan 7 came from the sea
stirred up by the four winds of heaven (7:2-3).
7.

Finally, from a zoological viewpoint a hom does not grow out of another hom.

Instead, homs are attached individually to the frontal bones o f a mammal’s skull.1 So, the

between “the four w inds o f heaven” in D an 8:8 and 7 :2; how ever, w ith the unconvincing sym bolic
interpretation o f the four winds as four beings, o f w hich two should be the tw o holy ones in 8:13
(“A ntiochus IV. Epiphanes und Judas M ackabaus: E inige G esichtspunkte zum V erstandnisse des
D anielbuches,” S T 21, [1969]: 52-53).
'Both goats and sheep, to w hich the he-g o at and the ram from D an 8 would belong, are
mammal species that belong to the fam ily o f B ovidae, th at is, the h o m ed ungulates (cattle, bison,
hartebeests, duikers, reedbucks, w aterbucks, im palas, antelopes, gazelles, cham ois, sheep, goats, and
other related species), under the parent order o f A rtiodactyla, th at is, the even-toed ungulates. For
classifications o f the bovids see G. B. C orbet and J. E. H ill, A W orld L ist o f M am m alian Species, 2d
ed. (London: British M useum, 1986), 137-143; P eter G rubb, “O rder A rtiodactyla,” in M a m m a l
Species o f the World: A Taxonomic a n d G eographic R eference, 2d ed., ed. b y D. E. W ilson and D. M.
Reeder (W ashington, DC: Sm ithsonian Institution, 1993), 393-414 (online: w w w .nm nh.si.edu/m sw ).
All adult male bovids grow hom s, as w ell as fem ales o f m ost species. For goats, the h o m s o f male
goats are stouter, long and heavier, e.g., the m ale w ild goat, found in the m ountains from A sia M inor
to Afghanistan and Pakistan and in som e other places, has h o m s about 80 to 130 cm long, w hile the
hom s o f the female wild goat grow u p to 30 cm. T he P ersian m ale goat grow s up to 90 kg, the fem ale
only up to 45 kg. Could this offer a zoological reason w h y the goat in D an 8 is specifically designated
to be a he-goat in order to represent m ore strength and pow er? T he horns o f bovids “are pairs o f
frontal bone processes which, unlike deer antlers, are n o t shed annually b u t rem ain throughout life”
(Fritz R udolf W alther, “Bovids: Introduction,” in G rzim e k ’s E ncyclopedia o f M am m als [N ew York:
M cGraw-Hill, 1990], 5:290). They are com posed o f a b o n y core, attached to the frontal b o n es o f the
skull, and are covered with a hard sheath o f h o m y m aterial, keratin. For a zoological u nderstanding o f
Dan 8:8-9 it is important that the “h o m bones appear as in d ep en d en t bones in the deeper layers o f skin
(mesoderm) in the forehead” (ibid.). T hus, the h o m s o f th ese anim als are “sim ple unbranched
structures” (Encyclopedia B ritannica: M icropcedia, 15th ed., s.v. “horn”). In contrast, the antlers o f
deer are not “true” hom s. They are entirely com posed o f b one and shed yearly. Such a distinction
between hom s and antlers is not only a m o d em classification b ut w as already know n in the ancient
world, e.g., to A ristotle in the 4th cent. B .C .E . (A nthony B. B u benik, “E pigenetical,
M orphobiological, Physiological, and B ehavioral A sp ects o f E volution o f H om s, P ronghorns, and
Antlers,” in Horns, Pronghorns, a nd A ntlers: E volution, M orphology, P hysiology, and S o cia l
Significance, ed. G. A. Bubenik and A. B. B ubenik [New Y ork: Springer, 1990], 3). On bovids,
especially goats, see G rzim ek’s E ncyclopedia o f M a m m a ls (N ew Y ork: M cG raw -H ill, 1990), 5:288567, esp. 510-560 (on hom s: 290-295); and R onald M . N o w ak , W a lker’s M am m als o f the W orld, 6th
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horn’s activity o f coming forth “from one o f them” (Dan 8:9a) more logically refers better
to the movement of coming from one of the four winds that describe the four points o f the
compass, rather than growing out o f one of the four homs o f the goat. Note again that the
verb K2T in vs. 9a is often used in the Hebrew Bible to describe the activity o f movement
in reference to location, whereas it is not used to describe the growing o f a hom, an
activity usually designated by r6 y (cf. Dan 8:3, 8).
One may wonder whether it is really wise to base an argument concerning any
aspect of this vision on the zoological reality from which the symbolic language o f the
vision is chosen. After all, a symbolic vision that includes animals should not be
expected to concur with zoological reality. Though the language used in vss. 3-8
generally remains within the limits o f the possible, there are already signs here indicating
that the vision transcends the zoological reality. The goat does not touch the ground and
has first one hom and later four homs, while normally all goats move on the ground and
carry two homs.1 Then the language used for the description o f the horn’s activities in
vss. 9-11 becomes highly symbolic and is in itself detached from reality, hi the end,
zoological concerns should probably not play a role in interpreting the vision o f Dan 8.
This rather lengthy discussion on the antecedent o f OH72 n n x n “one o f them” in
Dan 8:9a shows, how at times, the different levels o f analysis are interrelated. Syntactic
arguments alone have been found insufficiently convincing to decide on the antecedent.
Contextual, literary, and structural considerations have to be added to illuminate this

ed. (Baltimore: Johns H opkins University Press, 1999), 2:1135-1238, esp. 1220-1228.
'O nly the four-horned antelope ( Tetracerus) is unique am ong bo v id s in h aving four hom s.
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syntactic function of DH13 n n x n . Although some ambiguity still remains, it seems clear
that on the whole the arguments for “the four winds of heaven” as referent outweigh the
arguments for the “four (horns)” as referent. It is not the number of arguments, however,
that is decisive. Rather it is the literary-structural arguments in particular that are the
determining factors for the referential relation between DH13 n n x n and the four winds o f
heaven. Hence, Dan 8:9a presents a case of referential meaning that can be decided only
on higher levels o f analysis. (End of excursus.)

nn*rpj5
Another grammatical problem in vs. 9a is the semantic function o f the numeral in
the phrase n n tc p j? .' The numeral can function as a substitute for the indefinite
article— “a hom” or “a certain/specific hom”— or it can function as the cardinal
“one”— “one hom.” In favor o f indetermination it can be said that the phrase “inN b ’X in
Dan 8:3, which also introduces a new topic, is indeterminate: “a ram.”2 For the cardinal
“one” it can be mentioned that in the immediate context, in which three numerals—U2")K
“four” (twice in vs. 8c) and nnK “one” (vs. 9a)— all function as cardinals, n n x 'p j? seems

'Sam uel K rauss em ends to HTlHSn D ninX ‘p j? X2P “a sm all horn o f their sisters [referring
to the four hom s] grew up” (“Some Remarks on D aniel 8.5 ff.,” H U C A 15 [1940]: 306-307).
2See M einhold, “D aniel,” 307; Georg Behrm ann, D as Buch D a n iel iibersetzt und erklart,
HKAT, vol. 3 /3 ,2 (Gottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1894), 53; H artm an and Di L eila, 225. For
the indeterm inate function o f ir tX see GKC, 401 (§ 125b), and Jouon and M uraoka, 513 (§137u), w ho
quote D an 8:3 as an example, but do not mention D an 8:9. H ow ever, D C H classifies “inX in D an 8:3
both as an adjective o f quantity (“one, single”) and as a particularizing adjective (“ a certain, a”)
(1:180-181). To argue that the indeterm inate function o f nrtX is an A ram aism and should therefore be
preferred (so G oldingay, D aniel, 197) overlooks the fact that in the A ram aic o f the book o f D aniel the
corresponding num eral “tn can indicate also the specific num ber “on e” (6:3; 7:16).
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to be used in contrast to the numeral “four.”1 Both alternatives are possible.

n-pysD
t

•

:

•

The expression HTyBQ is best analyzed as preposition p with the noun/sgf/
HTIiS “smallness/littleness”2 although it has also been understood as preposition p with
a substantivized adjective/sgf/ nTl?S from T17S “small, little”3 Both options result in the
same meaning “from smallness/littleness.” This refers to the small beginnings o f the
horn,4 in comparison to the conspicuously large hom (8:5, 8) and to the four notable ones
before (8:8). In this sense, the expression rtTJJSQ “contrasts very well and above all with
the verbs in 9b and 10a, especially with the intensification "irv at

in 9b.”5

Because HTI7S, either as a noun or an adjective in substantive use, is rarely

‘See Keil, 295; Tiefenthal, 266; Leupold, 344 (“one single horn”); H asslberger, 53.
2See H A L O T , 3:1041. D ieter M ichel cites HTITS under abstract nouns that are form ed by the
ending
(70). Cf. M agne Sasbo, “*V3JS s a T r ,” TDOT, 12:427. F or a feminine noun nV JJS
“sm allness, youth” see Gen 43:33.
3See B D B , 859. The preposition has also been regarded as p com parative w ith substantive
or adjective JTTPS, w hich then can designate either the smallness (“a horn less than sm all/sm allness” ;
so Ch. B. M ichaelis [cited in von L engerke, 375]; Konig, 3:477 [§352z]; cf. 2:196 [§99.1]; 3:148
[§244f]) or the greatness o f the hom (Old G reek— that is the com bined witness o f Papyrus 967, C odex
88, and the S yro-H exaplar— and T heodotion m ay have understood the Hebrew like this w hen they
read Loxupov “strong”; Ewald [cited in Kliefoth, 251] renders HT1JSI3 with “more than sm all”), or the
expressions w ith p com parative functions as adverb describing the infamous m anner o f the h o rn ’s
grow th (“very w retched, small” ; H avernick, 269). H ow ever, these explanations are arduous.
4So v on L engerke, 375; K liefoth, 251; K ranichfeld, 292; Keil, 295; H asslberger, 8 n. 22, 53;
Siiring, The H orn M otif, 413; H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 394. Delcor regards n T ’JJBO as an
explicative gloss to OHO n n K f i- p “ out o f one o f th em ” (172), and translates “from the one o f them ,
from the little” (176).
5H asslberger, 53.
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attested in BH, several text-critical emendations for nTSBQ have been suggested.1 The
difficulty with all o f these conjectures is that there are no Hebrew variants, and the Old
Greek and Theodotion could represent an emended text in light o f vs. 9b or may be based

'S everal conjectures can be identified. First, it has been suggested to omit the initial 13 and
read r n ’llX “little” (H einrich G raetz, “B eitrage zur Sach- und W orterklarung des Buches D aniel,”
M G W J 20 [1871]: 352; D elitzsch, 96; H artm an and Di Leila, 221; Lacocque, The B ook o f Daniel,
159; N iditch, 219; C ollins, D a n iel [1993], 325; G zella, 35). Second, it has been conjectured that the 13
w as originally a n at the end o f the preceding word, and the text should be read as HT1JS r n n tjf p j?
“ another horn, a little one” in analogy to BA ilTJlT "Hnx p p “another horn, a little one” in Dan 7:8
(A. A. B evan, A S h o rt C om m entary on the B o o k o f D a n iel [Cam bridge: Cam bridge University Press,
1892], 131; A. K am phausen, The B ook o f D aniel: C ritical Edition o f the H ebrew a n d Aram aic Text
P rinted in C olors E xh ib itin g the B ilingual C haracter o f the Book, with Notes, The Sacred Books o f
the Old T estam ent, pt. 18 [Leipzig: H inrichs; Baltim ore: H opkins; London: N utt, 1896], 33; A ugust
von Gall, D ie E inheitlichkeit des B uches D aniel: E ine U ntersuchung [Giessen: R icker, 1895], 48;
M oore, 197; J. D yneley P rince, A C ritical Com m entary on the B o o k o f D aniel: D esigned Especially
fo r Students o f the E nglish B ible [Leipzig: H inrichs; London: W illiam s & N orgate; N ew York:
Lemcke & B uechner, 1899], 241; M arti, D aniel, 57; Riessler, D a n iel (1902), 72; G. Jahn, Das Buch
D aniel nach d er Septuaginta hergestellt: iibersetzt und kritisch erkla rt [Leipzig: Pfeiffer, 1904], 77;
Ehrlich, 146; M ontgom ery, 333, 338; C harles, 203; H. W. O bbink, D aniel, T ekst enuitleg: Praktische
B ijbelverklaring [G roningen: W olters, 1932], 65; Frank Zim m erm ann, “ Some V erses in Daniel in the
Light o f a T ranslation H ypothesis,” JB L 58 (1939): 350; idem, “H ebrew Translation in D aniel,” JQ R
51 [1960-61]: 201; C. Lattey, The B o o k o f D aniel, The W estm inster V ersion o f the Sacred Scriptures
[Dublin: B row ne and N olan, 1948], 85; J. T. N elis, D aniel: uit d e grondtekst vertaald en uitgelegd,
De B oeken van het O ude T estam ent, vol. 11, no. 2 [Roerm ond: Rom en & Zonen, 1954], 95; Ploger,
D aniel, 122). A close relation betw een D an 7:8 and D an 8:9a seems evident. However, there is no
m anuscript or version evidence for either o f the suggested readings. Third, because the Old Greek
and T heodotion read loxupov “strong,” it has been suggested that their Vorlage read
“strong”
(Jeansonne, 55; M cL ay, The O G and Th Versions o f D aniel, 171). H ow ever, the G reek versions
might have read exactly as the M T but on contextual basis interpret it as laxupov (so Gzella, 36-37).
Fourth, other em endations are to read a noun rn y S O “sm all th in g " with reference to “7173JP in Gen
19:20 (H artm an and Di L eila, 221 [who also regard n T llS as possible]; Lucas, D aniel, 205), or to
revocalize into a H iphil p articiple ilT ilS Q “decreasing, appearing sm all” (so J. D . M ichaelis, cited in
H avem ick, 267-268; H einrich Ew ald, A usfuhrliches Lehrbuch der hebraischen Sprache des alten
Bundes, 8th ed. [G ottingen: D ieterich, 1870], 664 n. 1 [§270b]; idem , C om m entary on the P rophets o f
the Old Testam ent, vol. 5, C om m entary on the B ooks o f Haggai, Zakharya, M a l’aki, Yona, Barukh,
D aniel [London: W illiam s and N orgate, 1881], 320; K am phausen, 33; a 14th-century BabylonianY em enite D aniel m anuscript, w hich w as edited 1973, reads nTJJXIS [M orag, xii]), or into a feminine
m lqtil adjective r n ’IJSQ “a little” w ith dagesh euphonicum in X (Jacob B arth, D ie N om inalbildung in
den sem itischen Sprachen, 2d ed. [Leipzig: H inrichs, 1894; reprint, Hildesheim : Olm s, 1967], 252
[§165]). H ow ever, all em endations are hypothetical at best, for n one o f these form s is attested
elsewhere.
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on another Vorlage that is not available for us.1 Thus, no textual emendation is
necessary.
rn\tJSp is another prepositional phrase with a
upon the verbal root

o f direction that is dependent

Similar to DHI3 n n K r r p “from the one o f them” which

describes the starting point o f the horn’s expansion as coming forth from one o f the four
winds or four horns in vs. 8c, nTBBO describes that the horn went out “from littleness,”
meaning it separated itself from its status o f insignificance.2

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Symbolic meaning o f pj?
As previously in Daniel the noun pj? “horn” is used symbolically here.3 In
Daniel’s symbolic visions, the horn stands for kings, either as an individual (7:24; 8:21)4
or as rulers of a dynasty or empire (8:20), or for kingdoms (8:22).5 Thus, horns can
symbolize both kings and kingdoms.6 In addition, the hom-motif has associations of

'See H asslberger, 8 n. 22.
2See B aldw in, 157.
3D aniel 8:3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9a, 2 0 ,2 1 ; in A ram aic in D an 7:7, 8 (4x), 11, 20 (2x), 21, 24.
4It should be noted that the singular noun
“k in g ” in 8:21 could also represent a kingdom
with many individual kings. See, e.g., D an 7:17 w h ere such an interpretation is usually taken.
5On the fusion o f the concepts “k in g ” and “k in g d o m ” see Suring, The H orn M otif, 420-421.
6As Seym our Gitin rem arks w ith reference to D an 7:8 and 8:21: “In prophetic symbolism,
horns signify royal or m ilitary pow er” (“T he F our-H orned A lta r and Sacred Space: An A rchaeological
Perspective,” in Sa cred Time, Sacred Space: A rch a eo lo g y a n d the R eligion o f Israel, ed. B. M. Gittlen
[Winona Lake: E isenbrauns, 2002], 99).
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presumptuous craving for dominion and power.1 Its use on what Siiring calls the
“horizontal level” designates an “aggressive, attacking, evil and even persecuting
power.”2 The horn in Dan 8:9-14 therefore stands for a power hostile to God’s people
and even to God himself against whom the activities o f the horn are directed.3

Clause 9b

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis

9b

l/oKn-bNn rnrarrl?N'i aaan-^K] pnp^itarn]
waw+Qal-ipf/3sgf7 adv prep+art+noun/sgm/ waw+prep+art+noun/sgm/
waw+prep+art+noun/sgm/
wa>yj<7fo/(waw+Qal-ipf/3sgf/) adv PWG(prep+ArtWG(art+noun/sgm/))
waw+PWG(prep+ArtWG(art+noun/sgm/))
waw+P W G(prep+Art W G(art+noun/sgm/))
P.Sy [+l.Sy] +6.Sy[dislocative: directive]
predicate [+subject] +description o f change o f location
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

In contrast to vs. 9a, the feminine verbal form

is now gender congruent

'See Benjamin K edar-K opfstein, “p j ? qeren ,” TD O T, 13:172; cf. also Jiirg E ggler,
“Iconographic M otifs from Palestine/Israel and D aniel 7 :2-14,” D .Lit. thesis, U niversity o f
Stellenbosch, 1998, TMs (photocopy) 2d ed. (N eyruz, S w itzerland, 1999), 281-283.
2Siiring, The Horn M otif, 443 (see h er extended discussion on the h o m -m o tif in apocalyptic
texts in pp. 383-422); idem, “The H om -M otifs o f the B ib le and the A ncient N ear E ast,” A U SS 22
(1984): 338; Porter, M etaphors, 64-69. On the “v ertical lev el” the h o rn -m o tif refers in a propheticmessianic setting to the divinely prom ised R ighteous O n e (Siiring, The H orn M otif, 443-444; idem,
“The H om -M otifs,” 335-338). The horn is then “a sym bol o f p o w er and victory” (K edar-K opfstein,
13:173). Again, on a horizontal level the idea o f strength and victory also plays a role, for the horn in
Dan 8, as the one in Dan 7, is victorious in its evil doings (see esp. 8:12c-d).
3See Porter, M etaphors, 65-69.
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with its feminine subject “horn” which has to be supplied from vs. 9a. In general, the
verbal root S*t3 expresses movement or expansion.
The adverbial function of “in’1 is also found in Isa 56:12 in I'KB “in’ b i“!2 “very
great indeed” and in Ps 31:24 as nn’_L?y “exceedingly” (cf. BA KTH’ in Dan 3:22; 7:7,
19).2 Note that in Isa 56:12 “in’ is found in apposition to b i“ta. In Dan 8:9b it modifies
the verb bnani and describes the manner o f the action. Thus, the phrase can be translated
as “and it became exceedingly great.”3
The series of three prepositional word groups with b x “to” and a geographical
term functions as object describing a directional change o f location. This represents the
only place in the Hebrew Bible where S ia is used with

The preposition marks the

goal o f the horn’s movement in reference to 32311 “the South,” r n t a n “the East,” and
’32SH “the Beauty.” The article in front of each term designates the uniqueness of the
referent. The three similar prepositional phrases and the fact that 33311 and r n ta n
designate cardinal points4 suggest that ’3 an could also denote a geographic entity, or at
'T he noun "in’, “remnant, rest” but also “excess, abu n d an ce” (Ps 17:14; P ro v 17:7; Job
22:20), can function as adverb (see H ans Bauer and Pontus Leander, H isto risch e G ram m atik der
hebraischen Sprache des Alten Testamentes [Halle: N iem eyer, 1922; reprint, H ildesheim : Olms,
1962], 632 [§801], for adverbs w hich are recognized as original nouns).
2See, e.g., Bevan, 131; Behrmann, 53; M arti, D aniel, 58; M ontgom ery, 339; C harles, 203;
Lacocque, The B ook o f Daniel, 159.
A cc o rd in g to A rthur Jefferey, “in’' 1?"lari'] could also m ean “he acted b ig ” (‘T h e B ook o f
Daniel: Introduction and Exegesis,” IB, 6:437).
4A ccording to the principles for the nom enclature o f the cardinal points, 33311 falls into the
category o f local-geographical orientation using for the South a w o rd th at d esignates the Palestinian
arid depression south o f the Shephela, w hereas niT S H “th e East” falls into the categ o ry o f solar
orientation using fo r the East a word that designates the place w here th e sun rises. S ee K nut T allqvist,
“Him m elsgegenden und W inde,” StudO r 2 (1928): 105-185; O ’C onnor, “C ardinal-D irection T erm s in
Biblical H ebrew ,” 2:1140-1157.
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least an entity that can be geographically located.1 Indeed, ’355H “the beauty” occurs in
the similar but fuller expression

“the land of (the) beauty” in Dan 11:16,41.

The longer expression obviously refers to Palestine, and so seems the shorter one,2
although it is also possible that ’355H with the article refers to the city o f Jerusalem,3
Mount Zion,4 or to the sanctuary in particular,5 as the phrase

“the beautiful

holy mountain” or “the mountain of the beauty of the holy” (Dan 11:45) may suggest.6 In
fact, the following verses (vss. 10-12) with their cultic terminology strengthen the view

'T here are also other explanations given for the phrase
The OG reads kcu enl
“tow ard the N orth” (from H ebrew ]iD Sn_i?tO or HJiSS) (so also G raetz, 385; and Jahn, 78).
Theodotion reads K a! irp o ? tt)v 6uvapiv and the V ulgate fo rtitudo (both from
It has also been
suggested to delete the phrase as gloss from Dan 11:41 (M oore, 197; Ploger, D aniel, 122) or as gloss
to the follow ing K 3S-“II? (M ontgomery, 339), or to interpret the phrase as epexegetical addition to
r n r a n 'b t j: (Kranichfeld, 293).

Poppav

2Cf. the description o f the land promised to Israel as ’355 (Jer 3:19; E zek 2 0 :6 ,1 5 ) and the
“beauty o f his ornam ent” in Ezek 7:20 w hich may refer to the land and the city Jerusalem (cf. vss. 2123); cf. also “Babel, the beauty o f kingdom s” (Isa 13:19). A sim ilar expression for th e land o f Israel is
r n a n JHK “land o f desire” (Jer 3 :19 [in parallelism to D’l3 niN355 ’33 n b n j “the m o st b eautiful
inheritance o f the nations”]; Zech 7:14; Ps 106:24; cf. Jer 12:10). ’315 is understood as the land o f
Israel by m ost com m entators.
’’325 can certainly be used to designate a specific place or city o f pride in a land, such as the
major cities o f M oab (Ezek 25:9).
4M ount Zion, the holy mountain, is “beautiful (HS’) in height” (Ps 48:2-3), “the p erfection o f
beauty (’S’)” (Ps 50:2; Lam 2:15; cf. the use o f ’S’ for Jerusalem in the “extended m etap h o r” in E zek
1 6 :1 4 ,1 5 ,2 5 ).

5’325H is understood as sanctuary, specifically as the tem ple in Jerusalem , by Jurg en -C h ristian
Lebram (“K onig A ntiochus im Buch Daniel,” V T 25 [1975]: 768; Lebram gives a different
interpretation, nam ely “land o f beauty,” in his later com m entary [Daniel, 23, 94]), H . M adl (“’315
seb i ,” TDOT, 12:237), and Seow (D aniel, 122). Collins takes ’355)1 as “the glorious [land]” and
points out that “from the visionary’s viewpoint, the goal o f the little h o rn ’s action w as the Jerusalem
T em ple” (D aniel [1993], 331).
6The phrase
is com mon fo rM t. Zion: Isa 11:9; 27:13; 56:7; 57:13; 65:11; 65:25;
66:20; Jer 31:23; Ezek 20:40; 28:14 (heavenly abode?); Joel 2:1; 4:17; O bad 16-17; Z ep h 3:11; Z ech
8:3; Pss 2:6; 3:5; 15:1; 43:3; 48:2; 87:1; 99:9; D an 9:16, 20.
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th a t’n a n in vs. 9b connotes more than just a geographical location and specifically
indicates the growing of the horn towards the sanctuary in a hostile manner. Such a
qualitative distinction between

and the previous terms seems also to be hinted at by

the use o f the disjunctive tifha under r n ta n , an accent that divides vs. 9b in two with
rn T air^iO

on the one side and 'a a n -b x i on the other side. In

short, one may say, the horn grows exceedingly towards “the beauty” (vs. 9b), and the rest
is commentary (vss. 10-12).

Clause 10a

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
10a

[D’a tfn ttas-n u ] frian}]
waw+Qal-ipf/3sgf/ prep+noun/cssgm/ art+noun/plm/
wayyz'gto/(waw+Qal-ipf/3sgf/) PWG(prep+CsWG(noun/cssgm/
ArtW G(art+noun/plm/)))
P.Syftransitive] [-i-l.Sy(ergative)] +6.Sy[dislocative: directive]
predicate [+subject] +description o f expansion o f location
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

The understood subject of Viani is the “horn” (vs. 9a). After a verb of movement
the preposition 117 indicates “spatial positioning” and “marks a point up to which a
movement occurs,”1 as in Dan 8:10a “up to the host of heavens” or “as fa r as the host of
'B H R G , 291 (§39.18). The tem poral m eaning o f 117, w hich indicates a p o in t in tim e up to
w hich events occur, appears to have been transferred to activities o f m ovem ent tow ard a goal. See
E rnst Jenni, “D ie Proposition min in zeitlicher V erw endung bei D euterojesaja,” in W erden und Wirken
des A lten Testam ents: F estschrift fiXr Claus W estermann zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. R . A lbertz et al.
(G ottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht; N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1980), 291.
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heaven.” 1 The difference between "II? (vss. 10a, 1 la) and

(vs. 9b) is that the former

includes the limit and thus expresses movement up to (terminative) whereas the latter
indicates direction and thus expresses movement toward or against (allative).2 The
assumption that b x describes movement in a horizontal direction, whereas IV is used for
the movement in a vertical dimension,3 would fit vss. 9-11 and could be regarded as a
stylistic intensification o f the horizontal-vertical movement there. However, such a
distinction between Sk and "II? cannot be maintained in regard to the whole vision
because both b x and “T1J are used to express horizontal movement (8:6).
The combination *772 + “II? with *772 in the Qal stem occurs seven times. In all
seven instances *11) designates the extent to which one becomes great, either in temporal
(Gen 26:13; 2 Sam 7:26; 1 Chr 17:24; 2 Chr 17:12) or geographical dimension (Mic 5:3;
Dan 8:10; Ezra 9:6). The latter references are syntactically similar: “Our guilt has grown
even up to (S 71?) the heavens” (Ezra 9:6); “It grew up to ( I V ) the host of heaven” (Dan
8:10); and “He will be great unto ( I V ) the ends o f the earth” (Mic 5:3). The two
occurrences o f *713 + I V in which *712 occurs in the Hiphil stem show the same semantic
function o f the preposition I V , namely to designate the extent to which something grows
in geographical dimension: “The male goat magnified himself exceedingly (7'xp'71?)”
(Dan 8:8a) and “It magnified itself up to ("II?) the prince of the host” (Dan 8:1 la).4

'D river, D aniel, 116; R edditt, 139.
2Cf. W altke and O ’C onnor, 215 ( § 1 1.2.12a); Joiion and M uraoka, 485 (§ 133b).
3So Shea, “Spatial D im ensions,” 508.
4Therefore, it is difficult to assum e a subjective sense for the Qal t772l11 in vs. 10a (Driver,
D aniel, 116: “supposed h im se lf to touch the stars o f heaven”; cf. Zockler, 175; M einhold, “D aniel,”
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The definite article with D'Ottl should not come as a surprise. In the book of
Daniel D’Dltf always has an article (8:8,10; 9:12; 11:4; 12:7); the same is true for ■pEtt! in
the Aramaic part.1 Further, in the Hebrew Bible the phrase D'Qtsn N3S occurs always
with an article.2
The syntactic-semantic relationship3 o f the construct phrase D 'E f n

could

either be an adverbial relationship o f origin— “the host (entity) of/from heaven
(source)”— or a relationship o f possession— “the host (possession) o f heaven (possessor)”
or “the host (is/belongs) to the heaven.” The context allows for both notions. The
geographical term “heavens” in the construct phrase suggests that in the vision the
movement of the hom is directed upwards.

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Meaning o f D’DSiH K3S

Interpretations. Different interpretations for the meaning o f the D’Ottfn K3S in
308), w hereas for the H iphil i?v:13n in vs. 1 l a such a m eaning is certainly possible.
'In BA
is alw ays determ inate
(38x): Jer 10:11 (2x); E z r a 5 : l l , 12; 6:9, 10; 7:12,
21, 23 (2x); Dan 2:18, 19, 28, 37, 38, 44; 4:8,"9,' 10, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20 (2x), 22, 23, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34;
5:21, 23; 6:28; 7:2, 1 3 ,2 7 .
2Cf. K onig 3:280 (§292c). A co n stru ct w ord group w ith D'DSfH in the postconstructus occurs
76 times in the O T (the seven occurrences o f D 'Q liirrb s are not considered to be construct word
groups), w hereas a construct w ord grou p w ith D’Qtti in the postconstructus occurs 17 tim es, w ith the
possible exception o f Jer 33:25 all in po etic texts: G en 49:25; D eut 33:13; Jer 33:25; Pss 68:34; 78:23,
24; 89:30; 105:40; Job 11:8; 22:12, 14; 26:11, 13; 3 8 :2 9 ,3 3 , 37; Lam 4:19.
3F or exam ples o f different syntactic-sem antic relationships in construct relationships see Jan
H. Kroeze, “U nderlying Syntactic R elatio n s in C onstruct Phrases o f Biblical H ebrew ,” JSem 5, no. 1
(1993): 68-88; idem , “ Sem antic R elations in Construct Phrases o f Biblical H ebrew : A Functional
A pproach,” Z A H 10 (1997): 27-41; and B H R G , 197-200 (§25.4). Cf. also F. B. D enio, “The
Relations E xpressed b y th e G enitive in H eb rew ,” JB L 19 (1900): 107-113; and Jan H. Kroeze, “Die
chaos van die g enitief in B ybelse H ebreeu s,” JSem 3, no. 2 (1991): 129-143.
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Dan 8:10a have been rendered. They can be grouped in the following categories.
I.

Humans: saints. In this interpretation the “host o f heaven” is understood to

signify the people of God or the saints, which are usually identified with Israel or the
Jewish people.1 More explicitly, the host is sometimes understood to be a specific group

'Jerom e, Com m entariorum in D anielem , libri III (IV), ed. F. G lorie, Corpus Christianorum :
Series Latina, vol. 75A; S. Hieronymi Presbyteri opera, p ars I: opera exegetica, 5 (Turnholt: Brepols,
1964), 854; John Calvin, Com m entaries on the B o o k o f th e P ro p h et D aniel, 2 vols., trans. T. M yers
(Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 1852-1853), 97-98; L eonhard B ertholdt, D a n iel aus dem
H ebraisch-Aram dischen neu ubersetzt und erklart: m it ein er vollstandigen E inleitung und einigen
historisched und exegetischen E xcursen, 2 pts. (Erlangen: P alm , 1806, 1808), 490; R osenm uller, 263;
von Lengerke, 377; M aurer, 143; Ferdinand H itzig, D as B u ch D aniel: E rklart, K urzgefasstes
exegetisches Handbuch, vol. 10 (Leipzig: W eidm ann, 1850), 131; K liefoth, 254-255; K ranichfeld,
293; Keil, 296; A. R. Fausset, “Job-M alachi,” A C om m entary, Critical and E xplanatory on the Old
and New Testaments, vol. 1, O ld Testam ent, by R. Jam ieson, A. R. Fausset, and D. B row n (New
York: Scranton, 1873), 637 (mentions in particular the priests); E w ald, D aniel, 261; A ug. Rohling,
Das Buch des Propheten D aniel: U ebersetzt und erklart (M ainz: K irchheim , 1876), 238; Zockler,
175; Johannes M einhold, D ie Com position des B uches D a n ie l (G reifsw ald: A bel, 1884), 78;
Meinhold, “D aniel,” 308; Joseph K nabenbauer, C om m entarius in D anielem P rophetam ,
Lam entationes et Baruch, Cursus Scripturae Sacrae, pt. 3, vol. 4 (Paris: L ethielleux, 1891), 212;
Bevan, 132; Milton S. Terry, The P rophecies o f D a n iel (N ew York: H unt and Eaton; Cincinnati:
Cranston and Curts, 1893), 60; Tiefenthal, 267-268; von G all, 51; R iessler, D aniel (1902), 72, 75; G.
Stokmann, D ie E rlebnisse und Gesichte des P ropheten D a n ie l (Giitersloh: Bertelsm ann, 1922), 127128; Johann Goettsberger, D as Buch D aniel: ubersetzt u n d erklart, H SA T, vol. 8, pt. 2 (Bonn:
Hanstein, 1928), 61-62; Charles, 204; O bbink, 109; L eupold, 346; Edw ard J. Y oung, The P rophecy o f
Daniel: A Com m entary (Grand Rapids: E erdm ans, 1949), 171; Judah J. Slotki, D aniel, Ezra, and
Nehemiah: H ebrew Text & English Translation w ith an In troduction and C om m entary, Soncino
Books o f the Bible (London: Soncino, 1951), 67; P. P. Saydon, “D aniel,” A C atholic Com m entary on
H oly Scripture, ed. B. O rchard et al. (London: N elson, 1953), 635; John F. W alvoord, D aniel: The
K ey to Prophetic R evelation (Chicago: M oody, 1971), 185-186; W ood, 213; Lacocque, The B o o k o f
Daniel, 161-162; Hersh G oldw urm , D aniel: A N ew Translation w ith a C om m entary A nthologized
fro m Talmudic, M idrashic and Rabbinic Sources, 2d ed. (B rooklyn: M esorah, 1980), 223; M aier, 304;
Archer, 7 :99 (admits that R 3S can be used for the arm ies o f angels as w ell as for the people o f God);
Hartm ut Gese, “Die dreieinhalb Jahre des D anielb u ch es,” in E rnten, w as m an sat: F estschrift fu r
Klaus Koch zu seinem 65. Geburtstag, ed. D. R. D aniels, U. GleBmer, and M. R osel (N eukirchenVluyn: N eukirchener, 1991), 408; Lust, “C u lt and Sacrifice in D an iel,” 290; M iller, D aniel, 226;
Bauer, Das Buch D aniel, 171; A lexander Di Leila, D aniel: A B o o k fo r Troubling Times: Spiritual
Commentaries (Hyde Park: N ew City, 1997), 160. For L acocque, the saints are depicted as stars
because o f the close correspondence b etw een heaven and earth. This he interprets as a process o f
demythologization by w hich G od’s throne is not surrounded b y a pantheon o f gods b u t by the saints
(The Book o f D aniel, 161-162).
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of God’s people: the true faithful Israelites (not all the Jews),1 the priests,2 the priests and
rulers of Israel,3 or the Jewish troops.4 Others regard the host as referring “in a secondary
sense to earthly monarchs” so that “some o f the host” in vs. 10b refers to “rival kings”
(cf. Isa 24:21).5
2.

Celestial beings. Another interpretation is that the “host o f heaven” signifies

God’s angels, often understood as guardian or patron angels.6 Reference is being made to

'H avernick, 273; C. P. Caspari, Z ur E infuhrung in das Buch D a n iel (L eipzig: D orffling and
Francke, 1869), 137; Driver, Daniel, 116.
2Martinus A drianus Beek, Das D anielbuch: Sein historischer H in te rg ru n d u n d sein e
literarische Entwicklung, Versuch eines B eitrages zur L o su n g des P ro b lem s (L eiden: G insberg,
1935), 84.
3Chr. W ordsw orth, The Book o f D aniel: With N otes and Introduction, 2d ed., H oly Bible:
W ith Introduction and N otes: Old Testam ent, vol. 6, pt. 1. London: R ivingtons, 1871), 39; A lbert
Barnes, D aniel, 2 vols., N otes on the O ld Testam ent (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1950), 2:110, 112. It is
not clear whether Barnes believes that only the stars represent the priest and ru lers and that the host
stands for the people, or w hether both expressions refer to the people o f Israel.
4Buchanan, 243, 414-415.
5Baldwin, 157; an option for R edditt, 139.
6Prince, Daniel, 146; J. E. H. Thom son, D aniel: Exposition, new ed., T h e P ulpit
Com mentary, vol. 23 (London: Funk & W agnallis, 1913), 247-248; A age B entzen, D aniel, 2d ed.,
HAT, vol. 19 (Tubingen: Mohr, 1952), 70; H asslberger, 55, 91 (“G o d ’s retin u e” ); K och, D as Buch
D aniel, 206; Tryggve N. D. M ettinger, “Y H W H SA B A O T H — T he H eavenly K ing o n the C herubim
T hrone,” in Studies in the Period o f D avid and Solom on and O ther E ssays: P a p ers R ea d a t the
International Symposium fo r Biblical Studies, Tokyo, 5-7 D ecem ber, 1979, ed. T. Ishida (W inona
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1982), 124 (“divine council”); Lebram , D aniel, 95; T ow ner, 121 (guardian angels
o f Israel); M ichael M ach, Entwicklungsstadien des jiidischen E ngelglaubens in vo rrabinischer Zeit,
TSAJ, no. 34 (Tubingen: Mohr, 1992), 25, 173 (heavenly council); Collins, D a n iel (1993), 332;
C om elis Houtman, D er H im m el im A lten Testam ent: Israels Weltbild und W eltanschauung, O tSt, no.
30 (Leiden: Brill, 1993), 202 (“ council o f the heavenly patrons o f the nations” ); Sm ith-C hristopher,
113-114; Longman, D aniel, 204; Redditt, 139; M atthias A lbani, ‘“ K annst du die S tern b ild er
hervortreten lassen zur rechten Z e i t...?’ (Hi 38,32): G ott und G estim e im A lten T estam ent und im
A lten O rient,” in D as biblische Weltbild u n d seine altorientalischen K o n texte, ed. B. Janow ski and B.
Ego, FAT, no. 32 (Tubingen: M ohr Siebeck, 2001), 201 (heavenly w arriors); L ucas, D aniel, 215;
Gzella, 140; Seow , D aniel, 123 (“divine council”).
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the existence of an associative or spiritual connection between these angels and the saints
so that oppression of the saints is also oppression of the angels.1 Still, the primary
reference o f the host o f heaven is to angels and not to humans. This is often based on an
implied mythological background in the language of Dan 8:10,2 or even an allusion to the
myth o f fallen angels.3
3.

Both human and supernatural beings. Goldingay allows for a double intention

o f the expression “heavenly army.” On the one hand, it may represent the Jewish people
or the priesthood in particular, and on the other hand it points to supernatural beings so
that “perhaps . . . an attack on the Jerusalem temple, the people o f Israel, and the
priesthood is presupposed to be implicitly an attack on the God worshiped there and on
his supernatural associates who identify with Israel.”4 The background for this
understanding is found in the ancient Near Eastern worldview, also reflected in the
Hebrew Bible, in which “warfare was conducted on both the human and divine levels.
F o r th is r e a s o n it is s o m e t im e s d if f ic u lt to d e te r m in e w h e t h e r a te r m f o r Y h w h ’ s a r m y

'F o r example, Prince refers to the “heavenly people o f I s ra e l. . . a divinely appointed angelnation” (D aniel, 146); Thom son believes “when a nation w as defeated or oppressed, its angel or star
was regarded as throw n to the earth and trodden underfoot” (248); Tow ner speaks o f “guardian
angels” o f Israel (121); and Collins states that “the em pirical tribulation o f the Jew ish people is
understood to have its counterpart in the heavenly battle” (D a n iel [1993], 335); cf. also SmithC hristopher, 114; and Seow, D aniel, 124.
2See, e.g., R udiger Bartelm us, “D’fitti s&majim,” ThW AT, 8:219 (cf. idem , “samajim - Himmel:
Sem antische und traditionsgeschichtliche A spekte,” in D as biblische W eltbild u n d seine
altorientalischen K ontexte, ed. Bernd Janowski and Beate Ego, FAT, no. 32 [Tubingen: M ohr
Siebeck, 2001], 101-102); Bauer, D as Buch Daniel, 169-170.
3M ach, Entw icklungsstadien, 176.
“G oldingay, D aniel, 209-210.
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designates a human or supernatural group.. .. The use o f ‘host o f heaven’ in Dan. 8:10
reflects this confusion.”1
4. Stars in a mythological meaning: gods.2 From the interpretation o f the host o f
heaven as guardian/patron angels and the identification of mythical language it is not a far
stretch to suggest that the “host of heaven” represents gods. In this view, the “host of
heaven,” as well as the “stars,” refers to “heavenly bodies, especially as the objects o f
heathen worship, and as the celestial rulers of the heathen world.”3 The standard
explanation is that the horn can fight against the heavenly gods by overthrowing in
sacrilegious attacks the religion and the gods of the kingdoms and nations on earth.4 In a
different explanation, the horn attempts to bring stars as objects of worship down to
earth.5 Similar to this interpretation is the view that the “host of heaven” refers to
heavenly beings— either angels or pagan deities— in connection with astral worship.6
5. Literal stars used in hyperbolic language. The expression “host of heaven”

'F reer, 152.
2M oore, 194; M arti, D aniel, 58; M ontgom ery, 334; Joseph Linder, C om m entarius in librum
D aniel: quem exaravit, Cursus Scripturae Sacrae, vol. 23 (Paris: Lethielleux, 1939), 336; Lattey, 85;
Jeffery, 474; E m il G. K raeling, Com m entary on the Prophets, vol. 2, D aniel-M alachi (Cam den:
N elson, 1966), 57; D elcor, 173; H artm an in H artm an and Di Leila, 236; Russell, 144; H. L. G insberg,
“The B ook o f D aniel,” in The Cam bridge H istory o f Judaism , vol. 2, The H ellenistic Age, ed. W . D .
D avies and L. Finkelstein (Cambridge: Cam bridge U niversity Press, 1989), 518; cf. H am m er, 85-86.
3M oore, 194.
"Ibid. The D’DlSll “strong ones” in 8:24 are then the Gentile nations, and the expression
“prince o f the host” signifies that God is the suprem e m ler among the host o f heaven, that is, the
pantheon o f gods (see also M ontgom ery, 333-334).
5M arti, D aniel, 58. M arti then interprets vs. 10 as the attempt o f A ntiochus Epiphanes to
hellenize the Jews.
6P orteous, 125; Philip R. D avies, D aniel, OTG (Sheffield: JSOT, 1985), 102, 104.
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refers to the haughtiness o f the horn1 or denotes the cosmic aspect o f the battle.
6. Meteorites. J. A. Goldstein suggests that the “host of heaven” and the fallen
stars are meteorites used as idolatrous equipment (an “Abomination from Desolation”)
upon the sacrificial altar o f the temple.2
7. Uncertain. Finally, some are not certain as to what the “host o f heaven” refers.3
In analyzing the meaning o f the “host o f heaven” it is important to note that first
o f all one needs to determine what Daniel saw before one should inquire about the
meaning and interpretation thereof.4 Here the distinction between different levels of
meaning o f symbolic language bears upon the discussion. The lexical meaning o f the
“host o f heaven” has to be established before one attempts to determine its symbolic
meaning. I believe that an analysis o f the usage of D’Btiin Kaa in the Hebrew Bible
provides the necessary data for both decisions.

'B ehrm ann, 53; C arl G. H ow ie, The B o o k o f Ezekiel, the B ook o f D aniel, The Laym an’s Bible
Com m entary, vol. 13 (A tlanta: K nox, 1961), 125.
J o n a th a n A. G oldstein, I M accabees, AB, vol. 41 (G arden City: D oubleday, 1976), 145-146;
see also idem , “T he P ersecution o f the Jew s by A ntiochus IV,” in Proceedings o f the Sixth World
Congress o f Jew ish Studies: H eld at the H ebrew University o f Jerusalem 13-19 A ugust 1973 under
the A uspices o f the Isra e l A cadem y o f Sciences and H um anities, ed. A. Shinan (Jerusalem: W orld
U nion o f Jewish Studies, 1977), 1:141-143; and idem, P eoples o f an A lm ighty God: Competing
Religions in the A n c ie n t World, A BR L (New York: D oubleday, 2002), 455.
3F or exam ple, H asslberger notes all occurrences o f the phrase O’OBfn K22S in the Hebrew
Bible, but he does n o t find concrete evidence for a connection o f Dan 8 :10a to any o f these texts. He
concludes that D an 8:10a uses this expression as an already established term inus technicus, but he
does not indicate to w hich entity this technical term refers (91). A nderson presents the interpretations
that the host o f heav en could refer to angelic beings or to the people o f God but does not decide w hich
one he prefers (“T he M ichael Figure,” 311-313). Similarly, Redditt does not decide whether the host
o f heaven are angels (like in 1 K gs 22:19; 2 C h r 18:18; 1 Enoch 104:2,4, 6) or kings (parallelism in
Isa 24:21) (139).
4This caution has also been voiced by K liefoth (253).
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“Host of heaven” in the Hebrew Bible. Besides Dan 8 :10a, the construct phrase
Q'M 'n K3S occurs seventeen times in the Hebrew Bible with the following two
meanings:1
1. Celestial bodies = stars
a. In non-worship context: Isa 34:4; Jer 33:22.
b. In worship context: “Host o f heaven” is the object o f worship; celestial
bodies are regarded as gods: Deut4:19; 17:3; 2 Kgs 17:16; 21:3, 5
(= 2 Chr 33:3, 5); 23:4, 5; Jer 8:2; 19:13; Zeph 1:5.
2. Celestial beings
a. In non-worship context: 1 Kgs 22:19 (= 2 Chr 18:18).
b . I n w o r s h ip c o n t e x t : “ H o s t o f h e a v e n ” w o r s h ip s Y h w h : N e h 9 : 6 .2

First, the lexical meaning o f

n X32i “host o f heaven” clearly refers to celestial or

‘For discussions o f the “host o f heaven,” see G. W estphal, “D’Ottin K32J,” in Orientalische
Studien: Theodor N oldeke zum siebzigsten G eburtstag (2. M a rz 1906) g ew id m et von Freunden und
Schiilern, ed. C. Bezold (Giefien: T opelm ann, 1906), 2:719-728; Freer, 149-152; H ermann
Spieckermann, Juda unter A ssu r in d er Sargonidenzeit, FRLA N T, no. 129 (G ottingen: V andenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 1982), 221-225; H elm er R inggren, “X3S saba'," TDOT, 12:213; H outm an, D er H immel
im Alten Testament, 194-205; H erbert N iehr, “H ost o f H eaven D’DttiH R32S,” D D D , 428-430; cf. also
M ettinger, 123-128; and A lbani, 201-2 0 3 . The expression
“all th eir h o st” after the
m entioning o f “heaven” also refers to th e host o f heaven (Isa 34:4; 45:12; Ps 33:6; N eh 9:6; and
possibly G en 2:1).
2W hereas in N eh 9:6 D’ttSin X31S certainly refers to heavenly beings, it is not clear whether
0K31Ti?3'l “and all their host,” m entioned earlier in this verse, refers to the stars or to heavenly beings.
Usually, scholars take DN33*t73'l as referring to the stars and point to G en 2:1, although there, too, it
is disputed w hether the expression stands fo r the celestial bodies— sun, m oon, and stars— or for all
living inhabitants o f the earth (and the heavens), in the sense o f “all that is in them ” (cf. Exod 20:11),
or for both (for the problem s o f understanding X 3S in G en 2:1 and a survey o f different views see
M anfred G org, “D as U bersetzungsproblem in G en 2 ,1 ," B N 95 [1998]: 5-11 [he suggests to takeX 3S
as a hom onym to K 3S “host” and to reg ard it as an Egyptian loanw ord, influenced by db3, with the
meaning “ornam ent” o r “outfit”]; and H ans-G eorg M utius, “ D er hebraische T ext von Genesis 2,1 im
Licht der Septuaginta und der rabbinisch en Schriftauslegung,” in S achverhalt und Zeitbezug:
Sem itische und alttestam entliche Stud ien A d o lf D en z zum 65. G eburtstag, ed. R. Bartelm us and N.
Nebes, Jenaer Beitrage zum V orderen O rient, no. 4 [W iesbaden: H arrassow itz, 2001 ], 107-112).
H owever, that □ K 3 ir i73'l in N eh 9:6 refers to h eavenly b eings could be supported by the occurrence
o f X3S in the sam e verse (N eh 9:6) designating the angels and also by a possible structure in which
the tripartite division o f the cosm os in heaven, earth, and sea is expressed by m entioning each area and
the beings belonging to that area (cf. the clause “you give life to all o f them ” rig h t after the tripartite
creation is m entioned).
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astral bodies, more specifically to the stars (#1). In other words, the “host o f heaven” and
the stars refer to one and the same.1 In a non-worship context O'EP'n tOS occurs twice
in its literal meaning, in conjunction with other terms o f the natural world,2 where in Jer
33:22 it is used as a simile for the descendants o f David (#la). In a context where the
“host o f heaven” is the object o f worship it still refers to celestial bodies, but takes on an
extended meaning insofar as worshipers consider the “host o f heaven” to be gods (#lb).
The worship context can be established by terms that express an act o f worship or are
associated with worship.3 Several times the “host o f heaven” is mentioned on the same
'A comparison betw een the close passages in D e u t 4:19 and 17:3— D eut 17:3 refers back to
the initial com mand not to w orship the heavenly bodies in 4:13 by the p hrase “w hich I have not
com m anded”— shows that the host o fh ea v en and the stars are identical. In D eut 17:3 the host o f
heaven substitutes the term “stars” in D eut 4:19. F urtherm ore, in D eut 4:19 the three term s sun,
moon, and stars are each introduced by the object m ark er TIN, and the p hrase “all the host o fh e a v e n ”
is added after “the stars” w ithout introducing it by the o b je c t m arker. Syntactically, the addition o f
“all the host ofh eav en ” could stand in apposition to all th ree expressions (sun, m oon, stars) or only to
the last one (stars). H ere again, D eut 17:3 is a reason to identify in 4:19 “all the host o fh ea v en ” as an
alternative expression to “the stars” :
III. Stars/H ost o f H eav en
II. M oon
I. Sun
D eut 4:19
D'Bfn N2S b'3 D’aDISnTlNI
nTH'TOO
PaPirnN
D eut 17:3
’
D’Bfn Nnirbsb IN
rrrb iX
’ ttfnfbj
Deuteronomy 4:19 could then be translated “ . . . the su n // and the m oon // and the stars, w hich is: all
the host o fh ea v en ” (so also Houtm an, D er H im m el im A lte n Testam ent, 196). T hus, the three terms
sun, moon, and stars (Gen 37:9; D eut 4:19; Isa 13:10; Je r 31:35; E zek 32:7; Joel 2:10; 4:15; Ps 148:3;
Eccl 12:2) find their correspondent in the three term s su n , m oon, and all the host o fh ea v en (Deut
17:3; Jer 8:2). Similarly, on the day o f divine ju d g m en t, the nilT'DT “day o f Y h w h ,” the four entities
affected are the stars o fh ea v en , their constellations (D!T’b''Op), the sun and the m oon (Isa 13:10)
which are the entities the Israelites had w orshiped— “th e sun and m oon and constellations (nibtQ) and
all the host ofh eav en ” (2 K gs 23:5)— except th at the stars o fh e a v e n stand for the host ofh eav en .
2In Isa 34:4 with D’O P n “heaven/sky” ; in Jer 33:22 in parallelism w ith D’H b in “sand o f the
sea.”

3nnP hithpalel/II Hin histaphel “w orship” (D eu t 4:19; 17:3; 2 K gs 17:16; 21:3; Jer 8:2; Zeph
1:5; 2 Chr 33:3), 7 2 V “serve” (Deut 4:19; 17:3; 2 Kgs 17:16; 21:3; Jer 8:2; 2 Chr 33:3), “to
built/erect an altar for” (2 K gs 21:3, 5 = 2 C hr 33:3, 5), ntDp “burn incense/sacrifices” (2 K gs 23:5; Jer
19:13), ^03 "]D3 “pour out drink offerings” (Jer 19:13), an d 3HN “to love,” ,-)nN *]bn “to go after,”
Pm “to seek” (Jer 8:2).
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level as Baal and Asherah (2 Kgs 17:16; 21:3, 5; 23:4, 5; 2 Chr 33:3, 5; cf. also Zeph 1:45) or “other gods” (Jer 19:13).' However, its combination with sun, moon, and other
terms o f the natural world (Deut 4:19; 17:3; 2 Kgs 23:5; Jer 8:2) still indicates that the
“host ofheaven” refers to astral bodies.2
In yet another lexical meaning, the “host ofheaven” can also refer to “the
heavenly entourage o f Yahweh”3 or the heavenly army (#2). In a non-worship context

'M . W einfeld concludes that the w orship o f the host o fh e a v e n p en etrated into Judah through
the A ssyrian influence in the time o f A haz and M anasseh in the 8th and 7th cent. B .C .E . (M.
W einfeld, “The W orship o f M olech and o f the Q ueen o f H eaven and Its B a ck g ro u n d ,” U F 4 [1972]:
149-151; so also Spieckermann, 223-224; O thm ar K eel and C hristoph U ehlinger, Gods, G oddesses,
and Im ages o f God in A ncient Israel [M inneapolis: Fortress, 1998], 370, cf. 316-319). On th e other
hand, John D ay suggests that the sun cult w as C anaanite ( Yahweh a n d the G ods a n d G oddesses o f
Canaan, JSOTSup, no. 265 [Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press, 2000], 151-1155). H ow ever the
sun cult m ay have entered Judah, the thesis by J. G len Taylor th at the w orship o f the host o f heaven
was a Y ahw istic phenom enon and in some contexts Y hw h w as w orshiped as th e sun appears to over
interpret the biblical evidence (Yahweh and the Sun: B iblical a n d A rch a eo lo g ica l E vid en ce fo r Sun
W orship in A ncient Israel, JSOTSup, no. I l l [Sheffield: JSO T P ress, 1993], 105-107, 172-183). For
Y hw h as sun god and solar elements in the w orship o f Y hw h see also H an s-P eter Stahli, Solare
Elem ente im Jahweglauben des Alten Testam ents, OBO, no. 66 (G ottingen: V an d en h o eck &
Ruprecht; Freiburg, Switzerland: U niversitatsverlag, 1985), esp. 30-51; H erb ert N ieh r, D e r hochste
Gott: Alttestam entlicher JH W H -G laube im K ontext syrisch-kanaanaischer R eligion des 1.
Jahrtausends v. Chr., BZAW , no. 190 (Berlin: de G ruyter, 1990), 150-161; O th m ar K eel and
Christoph Uehlinger, “Jahwe und die Sonnengottheit von Jerusalem ,” in E in G o tt allein? JH W H V erehrung und biblischer M onotheismus im K ontext der israelitischen u n d altorientalischen
Religionsgeschichte, ed. W. Dietrich and M. A. K lopfenstein, OBO , no. 139 (G ottingen:
V andenhoeck & Ruprecht; Freiburg, Sw itzerland: U niversitatsverlag, 1994), 269-306, esp. 292-300;
and the recent suggestion o f the developm ent o f the im age o f Y h w h as a sun god in an anti-A ssyrian
context by M artin A m eth, “Sonne der G erech tig keit": Studien zu r S o la risieru n g d er Jahw e-R eligion
im L ichte von Psalm 72, BZAR, no. 1 (W iesbaden: H arrassow itz, 2000). A g ain st the equation o f
Y hw h w ith the sun see John Day, “Y ahw eh and the Gods and G oddesses o f C an aan ,” in Ein G ott
allein? JH W H -Verehrung und biblischer M onotheism us im K o n text der israelitischen und
altorientalischen Religionsgeschichte, ed. W. D ietrich and M. A. K lopfenstein, OBO , no. 139
(Gottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht; Freiburg, Sw itzerland: U niversitatsverlag, 1994), 188-191;
idem, Yahweh and the Gods and G oddesses o f Canaan, 156-161.
2P ace Spieckerm ann who regards the astral triad “sun, m oon, and h o st o f h eav en ” as a list o f
gods (222).
3H ALO T, 3:995.
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(#2a), “all the host ofheaven” is standing to the left and right of Y h w h who is sitting on
his throne (1 Kgs 22:19 = 2 Chr 18:18). In a worship context (#2b), the “host ofheaven”
worships Y h w h (Neh 9:6). In these texts, D’ OEfn X 2S certainly designates celestial
beings and cannot be understood as stars since they act as persons (cf. the verbs “stand”
and “worship”).1
In light o f such usage of D'D$n N32 in the Hebrew Bible, the lexical meaning o f
the “host ofheaven” in Dan 8:10 can therefore be identified as celestial entities, either as
stars or as angels.2 The Greek versions reflect these possibilities, without providing
further help.3

'O ne m em ber o f the host ofh eav en in 1 Kgs 22:19 is designated as n n “spirit” (1 K gs
22:21). For the concept o f the heavenly army/armies see, e.g., G en 32:2-3; 2 K gs 6:17 (cf. 2:11); Ps
68:18. O n the celestial host o f Y hw h and Y hwh as leader see K. M erling A lom ia, “L esser G ods o f
the A ncient N ear East and Some Com parisons w ith H eavenly B eings o f the Old T estam en t” (Ph.D .
dissertation, A ndrew s University, 1987), 375-402; Day, Yahweh and the G ods, 22-24.
zIn a sense the two possible m eanings— celestial bodies (stars) and celestial bein g s
(angels)— do not lie very far apart and are connected in two other texts (Isa 14:13; Job 38:7). For
M ach, the expression O’Ottin
links angels with the stars (E ntw icklungsstadien , 25, 173, referring
to Ps 148:1-3; Job 38; and Judg 5:20) and is one o f the designations used for the heavenly council (16;
M ach also lists Seraphim , Cherubim , Sons o f God, and H oly Ones as group nam es for the heavenly
council). K eel and U ehlinger suggest that the Judahite designation for individuals o f the h o st o f
heaven is the title rn rP
“angel/m essenger o f Y h w h ” (Gods, 347). For P atrick D. M iller, the
term
K31J is a “technical term referring to a fixed and specific group usually associated w ith
astral elem ents” (The D ivine Warrior in Early Israel, HSM , no. 5 [Cam bridge: H arvard U niversity
Press, 1973], 154; see his discussion on HiK31S n ilT on pp. 151-155) and m ay function “as a p art o f
the divine assem bly” (67). It is not necessary here to engage in a study o f the B egriffsgeschichte o f
the “host o fh e a v e n .” Such studies have been undertaken, e.g., by W estphal and by H outm an.
W estphal argues that the history o f the phrase D’Dttin K 33 developed from the designation o f natural
stars to the idea that there is a supernatural, yet humanlike, host o fh ea v en w h ich w as understood as
the heavenly army. For him, D’ttttin K31S combines two developm ents: from stars to heavenly beings,
and from the hum an arm y to the heavenly army (719-728). In contrast, H outm an asserts that from the
beginning Q'Qttln X21J had been understood by the Israelites both as heavenly council and as stars
w ithout draw ing sharp differences between the two (Der Hirnmel im A lten Testam ent, 194-198, 204205). Cf. also N iehr, “H ost o f H eaven,” DDD, 428-429.
301d G reek reads tu g tuv aotep u v roO oupavoO “unto the stars o fh e a v e n ,” w hile
Theodotion reads 6<jg Tfj<g Suvapeug tou oupavoO “unto the pow ers o f heaven.” H ow ever, “the
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Before proceeding to the discussion of the symbolic meaning o f the “host of
heaven,” two equivalent or similar terms need to be considered briefly: “host of Y h w h ”
and “host.” The host ofheaven seems to be closely related to the host o f Y h w h , not in a
euphemistic but in a conceptual way.1 The expression “host of Y h w h ” (rniT 'lO S ) can
refer both to the heavenly army (Josh 5:14,15) as well as to the Israelite host which
Y

hwh

him self calls “my host” (Exod 7:4) and is described as “the hosts o f Y h w h ” (Exod

12:41). The simple term “host” (N2S)2 can represent military service (Num 1:3, etc.) or
military troops (Num 2:4, etc.), the people of God (Exod 6:26; 12:17, 51), the service at
the tent o f meeting (Num 4:3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43, etc.),3 the celestial bodies (Isa 40:26;

translation o f sb= in the LXX is wholly inconsistent” (Ringgren, “R 3 3 ,” 12:215), and it seem s that the
readings o f the G reek versions for X 33 in D an 8:10-13 exhibit the same inconsistency.
‘It has been argued that in D an 8:10a D’DllJH “the heaven” is a sym bol for God (G oldw urm ,
223; B uchanan, 243: “H eaven was a euphem ism for G od” [cf. 414 n. 37]) so that the “host o fh e a v e n ”
is actually the “host o f G od.” H eaven as a synonym for God him self is found in D an 4:26; also in 1
M acc 3:18; 4:10, 24, 55; 12:15; 2 M acc 7:11. H ow ever, in Dan 8:9a and its context there are no
indicators that “heaven” should be taken as synonym for God. Elsewhere in the H ebrew o f D aniel
D’Qttfn alw ays refers to the natural heaven (D an 8:8; 9:12; 11:4; 12:7). And even if “the heaven”
should be a symbol for God, this does not help in determ ining the symbolic m eaning o f the host o f
heaven (pace Buchanan w ho identifies the host or army o f God as referring to the Jew ish army).
2For the different connotations o f R32S see B. N . Wambacq, L 'epithete divine Jahve S*ba ’o f.
E tude philologique, historique et exegetique (Paris: D esclee de Brouwer, 1947), 109-135; A. S. van
der W oude, “R 3S sa6a= arm y,” TLOT, 2:1041-1042; Ringgren, “K32S,” 12:212-214; cf. the renderings
in H A LO T, 3:995.
3N ote th at the phrase X33 RSisb in N um 4:23 and 8:24 means “to perform service” and is in
4:23 synonym ous w ith 121113
17333 3 3 3 1? “to do the w ork in the tent o f m eeting” so that K 3S
is best understood as the sanctuary service b u t not as the sanctuary personnel (cf. Baruch A. Levine,
N um bers 1-20, A B, vol. 4 [New York: D oubleday, 1993], 134). Still, the line betw een R 3S
designating the sanctuary w ork itself (“service”) on the one hand and designating the personnel
responsible for that w ork (“w ork force”) on the other hand sometimes cannot be draw n sharply, as is,
e.g., evident in L ev in e’s consistent translation o f R 3 ^ in Num 4 with “w ork force” (163-165).
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45:12), or the angelic host (Pss 103:21; 148:2).' It is evident that the specific meaning of
these terms with K31J must be determined by the context in which they are used.

“H ost o fh e a v e n ” in D an 8:10a and its symbolic meaning. The expression
□, D©n

“host ofheaven” in Dan 8:10a has of course a lexical and a symbolic

meaning. On the lexical level, the host ofheaven denotes celestial bodies (i.e., stars), and
it is easy to imagine that in the vision the host ofheaven appeared as stars. However,
symbolically the host ofheaven does not refer to literal celestial bodies. Both the military
expression iO arritU “commander o f the host” in vs. 1 la, which designates the leader of
that host,2 and the host connoting an army suggest strongly that beings are involved.
Also, the trampling (OE“i) o f some o f the host and some o f the stars (vs. 10c) implies that
the object o f the trampling are persons (cf. 8:7).3 Besides, it would not make much sense
to have the horn fight against literal stars. Thus, beyond the lexical meaning the host of
heaven has a symbolic meaning in which it refers to beings.
The question that remains is: Does

n N3S in Dan 8:10a refer to stars, which

symbolically could stand for human beings, as will be shown in the discussion of
D’Q D isn in vs. 10b, or to angels?4 There are supportive arguments for both sides.
'The parallelism s in P ss 103:20-21 and 148:2-3 suggest that the host can be identified with
the angelic host. In P s 103:20 the angels are called attributively n'D , *j33 “w arrior o f strength,”
alluding to the angels as army. See M ettinger, 123-124; M ach, Entwicklungsstadien, 25.
2Cf. W estphal, 720.
3So H outm an, D er H im m el im A lten Testament, 202-203. See my gramm atical-syntactic
com m ents on OJ21 below .
“C ollins refutes correctly the view that the host o fh ea v en and the stars represent pagan gods
(so M oore, M arti, M ontgom ery, D elcor, H artm an) on the grounds that pagan gods w ould not be
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1.

The host o f heaven as symbol fo r saints. After the host ofheaven is mentioned

in vs. 10a the first contextual factor to determine its meaning is the immediately
following phrase □,33'i3iT]p;l “and from the stars” in vs. 10b, which is syntactically
parallel to

“from the host.” The host ofheaven and the stars seem to be

interchangeable1 so that one is inclined to argue that “the host appears as stars in the
vision.”2 The symbolic meaning o f the host ofheaven has therefore to be identified with
the symbolic meaning o f the stars. The term “stars” in its symbolic meaning refers to
human beings, more specifically to G od’s covenant people (see the analysis o f vs. 10b).
The joining o f “some o f the host” with “some o f the stars,” whatever the exact
relationship between the two phrases may be, suggests that the host falls into the same
category as the stars. If the relationship is marked by a waw explicativum the host would
be identical with the stars, and thus the host would also refer to God’s covenant people.
In fact, it seems that the expression

“is not metaphorical in itself.”3 Therefore, the

stars should be considered as an explication o f the host ofheaven, which connects the
host to the symbolic meaning o f the stars, that is, to God’s covenant people.4

described as “holy ones” in the interpretation (D an 8:24) (A pocalyptic Vision, 140; cf. D aniel [1993],
331-332).
'Spieckerm ann notes that the synonym ity o f D’DIOH N32S and D’3313 is dem onstrated in Jer
33:22 and Dan 8:10 (225).
2Collins, D a n iel (1993), 332.
3Zockler, 176.
4V an der W oude keenly o b serv es th at “seb V hassamayim has an entirely different meaning
w hen used to im itate the term inology o f the patriarchal prom ise o f descendants instead o f ko k&bi m
‘stars’ to designate th e innum erable stars (Jer 33:22; cf. also D an 8:10)” (“X325,” 2:1042).
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In BH the verbal root 013“) used with a personal object implies destruction or
death.1 In Dan 8:10c the verbal root 013“l is used with some o f the host and some o f the
stars as personal object. The clause obviously refers to the destruction or annihilation of
beings to which the host and the stars refer. It therefore makes more sense to interpret
host and stars as human beings who are being terrorized, rather than to believe that angels
are destroyed by the horn.2
A stylistic link, though a weak one, is the observation o f a possible alliteration and
assonance between the construct X22» “host” (vs. 10a) and the noun '3 S “beauty, beautiful
(land)” in the previous clause (vs. 9b). The growing of the horn toward the beauty (’325)
results in a growing of the horn up to the host (N22i), which could indicate that the host of
heaven is associated with the beauty, either that the inhabitants o f the promised land are
called the host,3 or that the people in association with the sanctuary/temple ('22J) are
called the host.
Finally, in the interpretation o f the vision, both expressions for those who are the
object o f the king’s aggression can refer to human beings: D’niSI? “strong ones” is
associated with humans and

“people o f holy ones” can denote either humans or

'S ee the com m ents in the analysis o f vs. 10c below .
2See von Gall, 51.
3So or sim ilarly Hitzig, 131; K ranichfeld, 293; Z o ck ler, 175; M einhold, “D an iel,” 308;
Prince, Daniel, 241; G oettsberger, 61; Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 173. Interestingly, the noun ’OS
“beauty” occurs once in the plural construct as
(Je r 3:19) from niK32i, w hich is the sam e form
as the plural o f N3S “host.”
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angels (see analysis under C’33i3n in vs. 10b).1 Since these terms obviously correspond
to the host and the stars in the vision, those should also be associated with human beings.
The conclusion that the host ofheaven in its symbolic meaning refers to the
people o f God does not automatically mean that one has to identify them with the Jewish
people. Indeed, the text in vs. 10 itself does not indicate who the people o f God were.
Here again, it is important to differentiate between the symbol (heavenly bodies; physical
stars), its symbolic meaning (people o f God), and the interpretative meaning, that is, the
historical application of the symbolic meaning (people o f Israel, Jews, G od’s people in
NT times, etc.). Kliefoth correctly points out that the interpretation o f who the people of
God are depends upon one’s conclusion as to what time the vision refers to.2

'Tw o lines o f argum entation w ould eliminate D an 8:24 as a possible help in establishing the
identity o f the host ofheaven. First, Collins claim s that D an 8:24-25 “ is p lain ly co rru p t” and suggests
w ith the help o f the LXX a different H ebrew reading in w hich he then suspects a dittography o f
D’ttnp'O IJ. “Consequently the reference to the people o f the h oly ones m ust b e regarded as textually
suspect and no conclusions as to its m eaning can be based on this verse” {A pocalyptic Vision, 139; cf.
also 141: “In view o f the corruption o f the text [Dan 8:24-25], it is n ot p o ssib le to decide w hether or
not Israel is included in the interpretation”). F or Collins, the h oly ones are equivalent w ith the host o f
heaven and the stars, but “since ‘h o st’ and ‘stars’ refer unequivocally to heavenly, angelic beings, the
natural inference is that the holy ones are angels too” (ibid.). T his conclusion is dep en d en t upon
Collins’s understanding o f Dan 8:24. C ollins can only uphold the view that the h o st o fh e a v e n and the
stars refer to celestial beings by rem oving the possibility that 8:24 could help in the identification o f
the ones attacked by the horn. H ow ever, there is no evidence and no necessity for a negative
evaluation o f vs. 24 as “corrupt.” Second, H outm an sees a difference in language betw een the vision
(vss. 10-11) and the interpretation (vs. 24). For him, instead o f D'Qttfn S 3 S vs. 24 m entions D’OIUIJ,
the mighty heathen nations and/or their (earthly) leaders. A nd the attack on th e
Ito, the God o f
Israel, is mentioned in vs. 24 as an attack on
that is Israel. H outm an concludes that D an
8:10, 24 highlights the concept that “there exists a correspondence betw een gods/patrons and nations” :
The end o f the autonom ous existence o f the nations and their cult m eans the en d o f the gods, w hich is
expressed by the falling down o f the astral bodies {Der H im m el im A lten Testam ent, 202-203).
However, H outm an’s analysis cannot convince since the correspondences, w h ich he identifies, are
questionable. In the interpretation the corresponding term to
is n o t D’tt n p ’Dl? but certainly
C H itn iB “prince o f princes.” This m eans that
corresponds to the h o st o fh e a v e n and/or the
stars. And the host o fh eav en and the stars are referred to as 0 , lB”lp"D31 D'QIJHJ in the interpretation.
2K liefoth, 254-255.
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2.

The h o st o fh e a v e n as sy m b o l f o r angels. I m m e d ia t e ly f o l l o w i n g v s . 1 0 t h e h o s t

is m e n t io n e d in th e e x p r e s s io n tO S n ~ ~ li2 “ c o m m a n d e r o f th e h o s t ” ( v s . 1 l a ) in w h i c h it
s e e m s to r e f e r p r im a r ily to th e c e le s t ia l arm y. O n e w o u ld e x p e c t t h e h o s t in v s . 1 l a to b e
t h e s a m e h o s t m e n tio n e d p r e v io u s ly in v s . 1 0 a an d 1 0 b , p a r tic u la r ly a s it c a r r ie s th e
d e f in it e a r t ic le .1 T h e r e a re s e v e r a l r e a s o n s w h y t O S in t h e t itle “ c o m m a n d e r o f th e h o s t ”
a p p e a r s to r e fe r to a n g e ls . F ir st, i f th e p h r a se s x a s i T n f o in th e v i s i o n a n d D ’n & n f a
“ p r in c e o f p r in c e s ” in th e in te r p r e ta tio n (8 :2 5 ) d e s ig n a t e t h e s a m e b e in g a n d are p a r a lle l
e x p r e s s io n s , th e h o s t w o u ld b e e q u a te d w ith D’Hto “p r in c e s ” w h ic h a re a n g e ls , a s t h e y are
m e n t io n e d e l s e w h e r e d u r in g a v is io n o r a u d itio n in th e b o o k o f D a n ie l.2 O f c o u r s e , it m a y
b e th a t th e in te r p r e ta tio n u s e s d iffe r e n t la n g u a g e fr o m t h e v is i o n o r e m p lo y s a d if f e r e n t
t it le f o r th e s a m e b e in g . In th e v is io n th is b e in g c o u ld b e r e fe r r e d to a s t h e le a d e r o f t h e
s a in ts , w h i le in t h e in te r p r e ta tio n th e s a m e b e in g is id e n t if ie d a s t h e le a d e r o f t h e a n g e ls .
S e c o n d , th e h e a v e n ly {O S iT lfc ? is r e m in is c e n t o f th e e p it h e t o f Y h w h a s “ Y h w h o f
h o s t s ” ( n iK 3 S r n r p ) in w h ic h th e h o s ts a re u s u a lly c o n s id e r e d to b e a r e f e r e n c e to t h e
h e a v e n ly a r m ie s. A n d th ir d , th e a n a ly s is o f th e p h r a s e K D S I T T i s h o w s th a t it is
in te r te x tu a lly lin k e d to t h e “ c o m m a n d e r o f th e h o s t o f Y h w h ” in J o s h 5 : 1 4 - 1 5 . T h e r e ,
t h e h o s t o f Y h w h is a g a in th e h e a v e n ly a rm y . In a d d itio n , th e c o m m a n d e r o f th e
h e a v e n ly a r m y a s s u m e s th e r o le o f th e a c tu a l le a d e r o f t h e I s r a e lite s a n d i s r e c o g n iz e d a s
s u c h b y J o s h u a , s in c e h e c o m m a n d s J o sh u a w h a t to d o a n d J o s h u a c a r r ie s o u t h is o r d e r s.

'T here is no reason to assum e with Goldwurm a difference in m eaning betw een tO S in the
title o f the prince o f the host (angels) and X225 in the phrase “host o fh e a v e n ” (people o f Israel) (223).
2Dan 8:11a, 25; 10:13 (2x), 20 (2 x ),2 1 ; 12:1; for further discussion s e e th e section “T h e term
"1(0 in the book o f D aniel” (below).
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It is thus possible that intertextually the x a a rt'lto in Dan 8:11a should be understood
primarily as the heavenly commander of the heavenly army but by extension as the
heavenly leader o f the earthly host also. In sum, the “host” in the title X3isn'"lfo, though
it seems to designate the angelic host, can also refer to the earthly host o f G od’s people.
A further consideration that may suggest that angelic beings are involved with the
activities of the horn is the mentioning of “holy ones” (i.e., angels) in Dan 8:13-14. A
holy one asks the question’nQ “11? “until when?”—a question that always expresses
concern and some kind of involvement on the part o f the one who asks that question. The
angels therefore seem to be somehow affected by the activities of the horn. But again, this
does not necessarily mean that the host ofheaven in vs. 10a refers to angels, simply
because the idea that the angelic world takes part in what is happening in the human
world is portrayed elsewhere in the book o f Daniel (see esp. Dan 10:10-21; 12:1).
In view o f the above discussion the possibility arises that D’QSfn K2S “host of
heaven” has a double meaning in the vision o f Dan 8. It could refer symbolically to the
saints o f God and also to the angels o f God.1 In the book of Daniel such a linkage

'H outm an elaborates the idea that in relation with the concept o f D’OttfH N 2S there is a
correspondence betw een the heavenly w orld and the earth (Der H im m el im A lten Testam ent, 194205). Keil com m ents regarding D an 8:10-11: “As in heaven the angels and stars, so on earth the sons
o f Israel form the host o f God; and as the angels on account o f the glory o f their nature are called
D 'ttiinp (holy ones), so the Israelites by virtue o f their being chosen to be the holy nation o f God,
form ing the kingdom o fh ea v en in this w orld. A s God, the King o f this people, has H is throne in
heaven, so there also Israel have their true hom e, and are in the eyes o f God regarded as like unto the
stars” (297). The connection betw een the people o f God and the angels in Dan 8:10 w as already
pointed o u t by Jerom e, Com m entariorum in D anielem , 854: “id est filios Israel, qui angelorum
uallabantur auxilio” (“that is the children o f Israel, w ho were safeguarded by the assistance o f
angels”). C om pare L acocque’s view , for w hom the intimate relation between heaven and earth
explains w hy an attack on the saints on earth can be described as an attack o f the host o fh e a v e n or the
stars, and even as “an attack on the divine m ajesty” (The B ook o f Daniel, 162).
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between the angelic world and the human world is found explicitly in chap. 10 and
implicitly by the interest o f angels shown in human affairs. In fact, there seems to be the
concept o f a war pact between angels and humans, between the angelic host and the host
o f God’s people. Biblical examples for the cooperation of human and angels in war are
the “prince o f the host o f Y h w h ” in Josh 5 and the celestial princes in the book of Daniel
( 8 :2 5 ; 1 0 : 1 3 , 2 0 , 2 1 : 1 2 : 1 ), both closely associated with Dan 8 : 1 0 -1 1 .' In view of the

increasing use o f cultic terminology in Dan 8 : 9 - 1 4 , it is also noteworthy that the
connection between the angelic and human world may not only exist on a military level
but could also be effective on a cultic level.2

'M ach , E ntw icklungsstadien, 2 4 1 , 2 5 1 . P atrick D . M iller com m ents that “from earliest times
on Israel view ed its battles as u nder the aegis o f Y ahw eh and w ith the participation o f the various
cosm ic forces w hich he com m anded as the divine w arrior, general o f the heavenly arm ies.” The
exodus and th e conq u est are intim ately linked with “Yahw eh going forth at the head o f the armies o f
heaven and Israel (e.g., D eut 3 3 : 2 - 5 , 2 6 - 2 9 ; Judg 5; Ps 68 , esp. vss. 8-13 and 18; Hab 3; cf. Josh 5 :1 3 15, a m ost im portant reference)” (“T he D ivine C ouncil and the Prophetic Call to W ar,” V T 18 [1 9 6 8 ]:
1 0 1 ). M iller sum m arizes the function o f the encounter betw een Joshua and the nirP"K3S"*l(B in Josh
5 : 13-1 5 succinctly: “T he general o f Y ah w eh ’s heavenly armies had come to the general o f Y ahw eh’s
earthly armies to indicate that the holy w ar against Canaan had begun and that the arm ies o fh eav en
were joined w ith th o se o f earth in the enterprise” (“Cosm ology and W orld Order in the Old
Testam ent: T he D ivine C ouncil as Cosm ic-Political Sym bol,” H B T 9, 2 [1 9 8 7 ]: 58). Likewise, M arjo
Christina A nnette K orpel, in discussing “ divine w arrior” im agery in relation to the arm ies o f YHWH,
notes: “The divine nam e Y hw h Seabot should b e seen as a com prehensive designation including all
creatures, w hether on earth or elsew here. There is insufficient reason to suppose that this designation
o f Y hwh originally referred to either the divine or the hum an arm ies” (A R ift in the Clouds: Ugaritic
and H ebrew D escrip tio n s o f the D ivine, U BL, no. 8 [M unster: UG ARIT-V erlag, 1 9 9 0 ], 5 1 3 ).
2K och believes that D an 8:8-12 (as 7:8, 20-25 and 9:26-27) presupposes that the Israel cult is
connected closely w ith the angelic w orld: “W hoever attacks the sanctuary and the celebrations, throw s
stars to earth.” H e calls this concept o f a projected h igher level o f events “ angelic m eta-history”
(angelologische M etahistorie) (D as B uch D aniel, 144-145). There is, o f course, also the connection
betw een the h ea v en ly and earthly sanctuaries. See M artin M etzger, “Him m lische und irdische
W ohnstatt Jah w es,” U F 2 (1970): 139-158; R. G. Ham erton-K elly, “The Tem ple and the O rigin o f
Jew ish A pocalyptic,” VT 20 (1970): 1-15, esp. 4-8; N iels-E rik A ndreasen, “The H eavenly Sanctuary
in the Old T estam e n t,” in The S a nctu a ry and the A tonem ent: Biblical, Historical, and Theological
Studies, ed. A. V. W allenkam pf and W. R. Lesher (W ashington, DC: Review and Herald, 1981), 6786; James R. D avila, “T he M acrocosm ic Tem ple, Scriptural Exegesis, and the Songs o f the Sabbath
Sacrifice,” D SD 9 (2002): 1-19.
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It seems that the battle between supernatural forces remains a constant theme in
the background o f the text. The expression

K2S hints at this cosmic battle. The

horn is certainly a human power. Such an understanding is obviously supported by the
succession o f earthly kingdoms in Dan 7 and 8. As a human power the hom apparently
fights against other human powers. Thus, the D’Dfflri i o a should be understood as
referring to God’s people. Still, on a larger scale, the hom as human power typifies the
role o f a transcendent, anti-divine demon who rages war against the good angels and
against God himself.1 In a similar way, the expression the “host of heaven” refers to the
host of saints which is G od’s army on earth, but at the same time hints at the heavenly
army that is also involved in this cosmic battle.

Clause 10b

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
10b

[n'O D toir'jai t o a n - p ] [na-iK] [^sn]]
waw+Hiphil-ipf/3sgf/ noun/sgf/+He locale prep+art+noun/sgm/
waw+prep+art+noun/plm/
wtfxyzgfo/(waw+Hiphil-ipf/3sgf/) noun/sgf+H e locale
PWG(prep+ArtWG(art+noun/sgm/)) waw+PWG(prep+ArtWG(art+noun/plm/))
P.Sy[+l.Sy] +6.Sy[dislocative: directive] +2.Sy
predicate [+subject] +description o f change o f location +object
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

'O ne needs to b e careful n o t to im ply that the h o m sym bolizes a dem on. For example, Lew is
O. A nderson expresses the idea that the h o m is n o t “sim ply a self-m agnifying earthly pow er b ut also a
transcendent dem on w hich the earthly Little H om p o w er em bodies” (“The M ichael Figure in the B ook
o f D aniel” [Th.D. diss., A ndrew s U niversity, 1997], 312). Rather, it appears th at the h om is
em powered by dem onic forces, and w ould typify in its actions the dem onic forces behind it.
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The understood subject o f b srn is the “hom ” (vs. 9a). The noun

with he

locale (or he of direction) refers to the place to which the object is transported to, namely
“to the earth.” Both prepositions

before each part o f the object function as min

partitive and thus the prepositional phrases refer to a part o f a greater whole, “some of the
host and some of the stars.”1 The article in

refers to the previous mention of

□’O fn K3S in vs. 10a. The article o f D’DDisn is apparently placed in analogy to the
article in

and refers to the whole group o f stars. Furthermore, the article is

conditioned by the prose character o f this text for □'’3313, when it refers to the stars as a
group in general (34 out of 37 times),2 is always definite when used in prose,3 whereas in
poetry it may be definite4 or indefinite.5
It is not possible to determine the relationship between the “stars” and the “host o f
heaven” on syntactic grounds. Rather semantic and textual considerations determine the
meaning o f both stars and host first, and then, as a consequence, clarify their relation.

'The partitive use o f
is som etim es considered u n d er the larger concept o f separation; cf. N.
Zerweck, D ie hebraische Proposition “m in ” (L eipzig: A kadem ische B uchhandlung, 1894), 30; K onig,
2:288 (§112.2), 3:27-28 (§81); GK C, 382 n.2 ( § 1 19w); Joiion and M uraoka, 489 (§133e); and G ibson,
148 (§118 R. 1). Other occurrences o f win partitive in the b o o k o f D aniel are found in D an 1:2, 3, 5,
19; 8:9; 11:5, 7, 35; and in A ram aic in D an 2:42. It is n o t n ecessary to assum e an ellipsis o f “ some
o f ’ or “a few o f ’ before the prepositional phrases (S chindele, “T extkonstituierung,” 8).
2In three occurrences the expression does n o t refer to the stars as a group in general: The
singular 3213 is found in N um 24:17 and A m os 5:26, and the expression “eleven stars” refers
symbolically to Joseph’s eleven brothers in G en 37:9.
3With article: G en 1:16; 15:5; D eut 4:19; D an 8:10; 12:3; N eh 4:15; in construct relation with
a definite noun: Gen 22:17; 26:4; 32:13; D eut 1:10; 10:22; 18:62; 1 C hr 27:23; N eh 9:23.
4With article: Judg 5:20; Isa 47:13; Ps 147:4; E ccl 12:2; in construct relation w ith a definite
noun: Isa 13:10; Nah 3:16; Job 3:9; w ith pronom inal suffix: E zek 32:7.
5Isa 14:13; Jer 31:35; Joel 2:10; 4:15; O bad 4; Pss 8:4; 136:9; 148:3; Job 9:7; 22:12; 25:5;
38:7.
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Semantic Analysis of W ords and Phrases
Meaning o f D 'M to n
Interpretations. There are various options on how to interpret the relationship
between the phrase D 'asiS r r p i and the previous N3Sri']ia, which o f course affects the
understanding o f the symbolic and interpretative meaning o f the stars.
1. The s ta r s are syn on ym ous to the h o st.1 The conjunction w a w is explicative:

“some of the host, th at is some of the stars” or “some o f the host, n a m e ly o f the stars.”2
In other words, the stars are simply an explanation o f the host o f heaven.
2. The s ta r s and the h o st d esig n a te d ifferen t en tities. The conjunction w a w is
coordinative:3 either the stars are totally separate from the host (“ some o f the host a n d
some of the stars”) or the stars are part o f the host (“some o f the host a n d [ e v e n ]
in clu din g some o f the stars”).4

3. The p h r a s e “a n d so m e o f th e s t a r s ” is a s e c o n d a r y a d d itio n o r w a s o rig in a lly a

'B ertholdt, 489; H avemick, 272; von Lengerke, 378; H itzig, 131; K liefo th , 253; K ranichfeld,
293; Keil, 296; Rohling, D aniel, 238; Zockler, 175-176; M einhold, “D an ie l,” 308; B evan, 132;
Behrm ann, 53; Tiefenthal, 267-268; Prince, D aniel, 146, 242; M ontgom ery, 340; A alders, H et boek
D aniel, 162; Goettsberger, 61; Charles, 204; Linder, 335; Lattey, 85; L eupold, 346; Y oung, D aniel,
171; Slotki (1951), 67; Aalders, D aniel (1962), 175 ;D elco r, 173; W alv o o rd , 186; W ood, 213;
Hartman and D i Leila, 225, 236; Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 161-162; H asel, “T he ‘Little H orn’”
[1986], 398 (offered as alternative); G oldingay, D aniel, 197, 209-210; C ollins, D a n iel (1993), 332;
H aag, Daniel, 64; Miller, D aniel, 226; Sm ith-Christopher, 113; Di L eila, D a n iel, 160; R edditt, 139;
Gowan, D aniel, 120; Lucas, D aniel, 205; cf. Houtm an, D er H im m el im A lte n Testam ent, 196.
2For such an explanatory waw in D an 8:10b see BD B, 252; D av id W . B ak er, “Further
Exam ples o f the W&w Explicativum ,” FT 30 (1980): 135; D C H , 2:597.
3Ewald, D aniel, 261; M einhold, Com position, 78; von G all, 51; H asslb erg er, 55; G oldw urm ,
223; Siiring, The Horn Motif, 414; Hasel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 397 (o ffered as alternative).
“Com pare as background D eut 4:19 w here the stars (D, 3 3 i 3 n ) are p art o f all h o st o f heaven

(D’Dtan x a s V s).
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gloss fo r “from the host o f heaven.

From the viewpoint o f a text-oriented approach,

such a solution is the weakest.
W ith regard to the meaning of the stars, similar interpretations are found as with
the host o f heaven. Since the host of heaven and the stars are usually regarded as
synonymous, their symbolic meaning as well as their interpretative meaning is considered
to be the same also. Thus there are again several possible interpretations for the meaning
o f the stars: human beings (God’s people), celestial beings, heathen idols/gods, or literal
stars in metaphoric imagery.2 Those who consider the stars not synonymous with the host
o f heaven assert that, if the host of heaven represents God’s people, the stars represent
only the faithful or pious ones of God’s people3 or a special group among the people o f
God,4 or, if the host o f heaven represents celestial beings, the stars represent the people o f
God.5

'M oore, 197; Riessler, D aniel (1902), 72; H. Louis G insberg, Studies in D aniel, T exts and
Studies o f the Jewish Theological Seminary o f America, no. 14 (New York: T he Jew ish T heological
Sem inary o f A m erica, 1948), 52; Kraeling, 57; Hartman and Di Leila, 221, 225, 236; N iditch, 219
(noted as possible by G oldingay, Daniel, 197; Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 173). To excise
as a gloss requires first to delete the preceding waw for no other reaso n (so H artm an and N iditch).
2For references see the list o f interpretations regarding the “h o st o f h eaven.”
3M einhold, “D aniel,” 308; D river, Daniel, 116; Leupold, 346; Y oung, D aniel, 171; L acocque,
The Book o f D aniel, 162 (refers to the passage in 1 Enoch 43:1-4 in w hich a vision o f “stars o f
heaven” is interpreted by an angel as “the nam es o f the holy ones w ho dw ell upon the earth and
believe in the nam e o f the Lord o f the Spirits forever and ev er”); G oldw urm , 223.
4These prom inent members o f G od’s people (Ew ald, D aniel, 261; M aier, 304) are suggested
to be “high officials” (Beek, 94); “great civil and religious pow ers” (Fausset, 427); “either im portant
m ilitary com m anders [Num 24:17] or prom inent faithful ones [D an 12:3]” (M einhold, C om position,
78); Levites (G rotius, cited in Thomson, 241); or teachers and leaders o f G o d ’s p eo p le (von G all, 51;
Stokmann, 127 n. 3; H ardy, 287-288).
5Suring, The H orn M otif, 414-415; Hasel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 398 (offered as
alternative).
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“ S tars” in the H ebrew Bible. In order to bring light to this issue it is important
to investigate the use o f □,33i3 in Dan 8 :10b and how C 3 3 l3 is used figuratively or
symbolically in the Hebrew Bible.1
Without being mentioned before or afterwards, the stars appear rather suddenly as
an affected object of the horn’s action in Dan 8:10b. Syntactically, D'DDlS is on the same
level as K32S. Both occur with an article in a prepositional phrase with min partitive and
both form part o f the object. The host is the host of heaven (vs. 10a); the stars should
also be thought o f as “stars o f heaven.” The clause itself makes this clear by mentioning
that both “some o f the host” and “some of the stars” are thrown down to earth, obviously
from heaven.2
The noun 3313 occurs thirty-seven times in BH and its lexical meaning is clearly
“star,”3 thus also in Dan 8:10b. Like the expression “host of heaven,” “stars” could be
objects o f worship, which, o f course, does not mean that the term “stars” would have the
meaning o f divine beings, rather the physical elements may have been thought o f as
worthy o f worship.4 The question that begs to be answered here is what kind o f

'F o r the figurative m eaning o f “stars” see R. E. Clements, “3 3 i3 ko k ib ," TD O T, 7:81-83.
2So a supplem entary reading o f vs. 1Ob w ould be “and he cast down to the earth som e o f the
host o f heaven (supplied from vs. 10a) and som e o f the stars o f heaven (in analogy to the h o st o f
heaven).” To be sure, this is not to suggest a textual emendation.
3O nly in Am os 5:26 3 31 3 m ay designate a royal ensign in the phrase “the star o f your gods.”
4For example, Ida Zatelli investigated the astrological beliefs and practices o f an cien t Israel
and argued that a classem atic analysis o f 3313 / D 3 3 l3 distinguishes betw een the classes “physical /
natural elem ents” and “divinities” (“A strology and the W orship o f the Stars in the B ible,” ZA W 103
[1991]: 93-94). In other words, for Zatelli “stars” could be deified (she cites Judg 5:20; Isa 14:13; Job
25:5; 38:7; and also Ps 121:6 and N um 24:17). She assum es that these “astrological” references are
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metaphoric or symbolic meaning, if any, lies behind the Dto?to in the vision of Dan 8.1
A summary o f the uses o f D'DDiS in the Hebrew Bible is displayed in table 4.
In addition to Dan 8:10b, C '23i3 is used only one other time in Daniel, namely in
Dan 12:3 where figuratively (indicated by the preposition 3 ) the brightness of the stars is
compared with the

and those who lead many to righteousness, both denoting a

specific group of believers.2 The phrase D tof U , 3 p iD “the stars of heaven”—which may
be what the author had in mind in Dan 8:1 Ob when B 'M to n appears together with K3SH
which refers to the host o f heaven— occurs ten times in BH: Once in non-figurative
language (Isa 13:10), once as a point of comparison to the merchants of Nineveh (Nah
3:16), and eight times in the phrase D’QtBn to ? 3 ? “like the stars of heaven” where the
number o f G od’s covenant people is compared to the countless number of the stars (Gen
22:17; 26:4; Exod 32:13; Deut 1:10; 10:22; 28:62; Neh 9:23; 1 Chr27:23).3 Thus the
expression “the stars o f heaven” is used eight o f ten times as a simile for God’s chosen

archaic elem ents w hich then underw en t “attempts at a Y ahw istic censorship, harm onization, or
re interpretation” (87), thereby affirm ing that in the biblical context itself the lexical meaning o f “stars”
should be u n derstood to refer to the natural elem ents. On the existence o f astral cults and star worship
m entioned in the H ebrew B ible see also Fabrizio Lelli, “Stars D’3 3 1 3 ,” D D D , 811-813.
'In non-sym bolic language 3 3 i3 designates the astronom ical entity “star,” which may also
include the planets: G en 1:16; D eut 4:19; Isa 13:10; 47:13; Jer 31:35; Ezek 23:7; Joel 2:10; 4:15;
Obad 4; N ah 3:16; Pss 8:4; 136:9; 147:4 (the im m ediate context leaves the possibility open that
O to ? to refers sym bolically to hum an beings); 148:3; Job 3:9; 9:7; 22:12; 25:5; Eccl 12:2; N eh 4:15.
2For the question w hether th e astral im agery in D an 12:3 indicates that the saints in their post
resurrection state are considered to be celestial beings see the intertextual analysis o f D an 10-12 in
chapter 4 (below ).
3E rnst Jenni lists the function o f the preposition 3 in D eut 1:10; 10:22; 28:62 under the
semantic category o f “com parability” ( V ergleichbarkeit: “x is the same as / sim ilar to y”) {Die
hebraischen P rapositionen, vol. 2, D ie Proposition K aph [Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 1994], 62) and the
function o f 3 in G en 22:17; 26:4; E xod 32:13; N eh 9:23; 1 Chr 27:23 under the semantic category
“sim ilarity” (G leichartigkeit: “x fares as y fares”) (69).
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Table 4. Meaning o f COSiS “Stars” in the Hebrew Bible
Lexical M eaning “Stars”

L exical M eaning “ S tars”

Lexical M eaning “Stars”

+ Refers to Literal Stars

+ U sed as Sim ile

+ A dditional M etaphoric

(with P reposition 3 )

M eaning

sim ile f o r num ber
Gen 1:16

the stars

G en 22:17

seed o f A braham

G en 37:9

Gen 15:5

the stars

G en 26:4

seed o f A braham

Num 24:17 (sg) “a star”

Deut 4:19

the stars

E xod 32:13 seed o f A braham ,

Judg 5:20

stars signifying

Isa 13:10

Isa 14:13

“stars o f God”

Isaac, and Israel

Job 38:7

“m orning stars”

Israelites

Dan 8:10

“some o f the

supernatural

D eut 1:10

assistance in w ar

D eut 10:22 Israelites

the stars o f

D eut 28:62 Israelites

heaven

N eh 9:23

Isa 47:13

the stars

1 Chr 27:23 Israelites

Jer 31:35

stars

Ezek 32:7

th e ir (the

sim ile fo r brightness

heavens’) stars

D an 12:3

Joel 2:10

stars

Joel 4:15

stars

“eleven stars”

stars”

Israelites

leaders o f m any to
righteousness

Amos 5:26 “star (sg) o f your
gods”
Obad 4

stars figuratively
fo r great height

Nah 3:16

stars figuratively
for large num ber

Ps 8:4

stars

Ps 136:9

stars

Ps 147:4

stars

Ps 148:3

all stars o f light

Job 3:9

stars o f its
tw ilight

Job 9:7

stars

Job 22:12

stars

Job 25:5

stars

Eccl 12:2
Neh 4:14

the stars
the stars
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people. This specific figure o f speech originated with God’s covenant promise to
Abraham in Gen 15:5 where the stars were used to represent the numerous descendants of
Abraham. As a metaphor, D, 2Di3 is used at least five times (Gen 37:9; Num 24:17; Isa
14:13; Job 38:7; Dan 8:10). In Gen 37:9, the “stars” in the divinely inspired dream of
Joseph represent human beings (cf. vs. 10). In Num 24:17, the “star” in the divinely
inspired vision given to Balaam represents a human being who will deliver Israel from its
enemies. In Isa 14:13, the “stars o f God” appear to refer to heavenly beings. In Job 38:7
the “stars of the morning” stand in parallelism to “the sons o f God” which in this instance
refers to heavenly beings. In Gen 37:9 and Num 24:17 (and also in Dan 8:10b) 2313 and
D'SSIS are not qualified by a construct relation, whereas in Isa 14:13 and Job 38:7
D’llSiS stands in a construct relation. The enigmatic description in Judg 5:20 that the
“stars fought from heaven” is probably figurative language and should not be considered
as metaphorical for Y h w h ’s angelic host.1

'To be sure, it is difficult to determ ine th e m eaning o f the stars fighting from heaven in the
Song of Deborah (Judg 5:20). The victory o f th e Israelites is described by referring to tw o forces
opposing the enemy: the stars (vs. 20) and the to rre n t o f K ishon (vs. 21). W hy are the stars m entioned
here? Three different kinds o f solutions have b een suggested. First, the stars are taken as real stars,
either in a mythopoetic or in a literal sense. U sually, the stars are understood as the source o f rain in
the light o f the ancient N ear Eastern m ythic context, especially in reference to U garitic sources. Such
an interpretation w ould enhance the follow ing lines on the flooding K ishon river (e.g., J. B lenkinsopp,
“Ballad Style and Psalm Style in the Song o f D eb o rah : A D iscussion,” Bib 42 [1961]: 73; H ans-Peter
Muller, “Der Aufbau des D eboraliedes,” J T 16 [1966]: 448; J. A lberto Soggin, “B em erkungen zum
Deboralied, Richter Kap. 5: V ersuch einer neuen U bersetzung und eines V orstofies in die alteste
G eschichte Israels,” TLZ 106 [1981]: 631). Jo h n F. A. Saw yer suggests th at the author o f Judg 5
witnessed the total eclipse on Sept. 30, in 1131 B .C .E . w hen fam iliar stars could have been seen
unexpectedly during the day in the w rong p art o f th e sky, w hich is then not during their norm al course
(‘“ From H eaven Fought the S tars’ [Judges v 2 0 ],” VT 31 [1981]: 87-89). C lem ents takes the
participation o f the stars to “expresses the idea th a t all elem ents o f the created w orld stand at
Yahw eh’s disposal” so that the forces o f nature, com m an d ed by Y h w h , figuratively w age w ar on
Israel’s behalf (Clements, “3 3 1 3 ,” 7:82). Second, som e consider the stars to be a m ythological
reference to the heavenly arm y o f Y h w h (e.g., G. W . A hlstrom , “Judges 5:20f. and H istory,” J N E S 36
[1977]: 287; E. Theodore M ullen, Jr., The D ivin e C o u n cil in C anaanite and E a rly H ebrew Literature,
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Incidentally, when “stars” appear in a dream or vision given by God they represent
human beings, or even prominent individuals (Gen 37:9; Num 24:17).1 This is
noteworthy and could provide additional help in the interpretation o f the symbolic
meaning of the stars in Dan 8:10b. Nevertheless, the evidence o f only two additional
texts in which stars symbolically occur in a vision should make one careful in arguing
that the “stars” in Dan 8 are therefore a symbol for human beings, though this line of
argumentation may very well be cogent.
To sum up, the figurative or symbolic use o f D'SSlS in the Hebrew Bible shows
that (1) the term is used as a simile only for human beings (nine times), almost
exclusively for God’s covenant people (eight times), (2) the term is used as a metaphor
both for human beings (twice) and heavenly beings (twice), (3) the term is used in a
vision for prominent individuals, and (4) in the only other place in the book o f Daniel

HSM 24 [Chico: Scholars, 1980], 194-195; H einz-D ieter N eef, D eb o ra erza h lu n g u n d D eboralied:
Studien zu Jdc 4,1-5,31, B ThSt 49 [Neukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 2002], 44, 151). The m o tif o f
the smiting star has been traced through the ancient N ear Eastern literature an d applied to the stars in
Judg 5:20, w hich then are said to be “heavenly bodies w hich serve as G o d ’s em issaries and servants”
(M oshe W einfeld, “Divine Intervention in W ar in A ncient Israel and in the A n cien t N ear East,” in
H istory, H istoriography and Interpretation: Studies in B ib lica l and Cuneiform L itera tu res, ed. H.
Tadmor and M . W einfeld [Jerusalem : M agnes, 1983], 124-130; citation o n p. 130). A third solution is
cautiously offered by P. C. Craigie who argues tentatively th at the stars fighting from heaven m ay be a
poetic allusion to the participation o f the H ebrew w arriors o f D eborah in th e battle (“T hree U garitic
N otes on the Song o f D eborah, ” JS O T 2 [1977]: 33-38; idem , “D eborah an d A nat: A Study o f Poetic
Im agery [Judges 5],” ZA W 90 [1978]: 379-380). A thorough evaluation o f these suggestions is
beyond the scope o f this dissertation. H ow ever, arguing from the context o f Judg 5:20 it is clear that
the first and third interpretations are preferable. E ither the im m ediate context o f rainstorm and flash
food suggests that the stars from heaven designate a natural force, or th e w id er context o f Judg 4
suggests that the stars could be identified as the H ebrew w arriors. To interpret stars as celestial beings
is perhaps the least possible, since such a force is neither m entioned in th e n arrative in Judg 4 nor in
the imm ediate context o f the stars from heaven in Judg 5:20, nor elsew here in D eb o rah ’s song.
'So also pointed out by Robert C. N ew m an, “2 3 1 3 (# 3919),” N ID O T T E , 2:611, who extends
this to prophetic contexts and includes Isa 14:12-13 (king o f B abylon referred to as star[?]) and D an
12:3 (stars referring to the wise).
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(12:3) the term is used as a simile for righteous, insightful humans.1 Such evidence then
suggests that COSlS in Dan 8:10b with its lexical meaning “stars” may well be used as a
symbolic reference to human beings, specifically to the covenant people of God.
A comparison between the vision and the angelic interpretation confirms this
conclusion. If Dan 8:10b and 8:24f refer to the same activity of the hom, and o f the king
respectively, the stars and the host of the vision are therefore connected with the □ '13131?
“mighty” or “numerous” and the

“people o f holy ones” o f the interpretation.

Important for the present discussion is that there can be little doubt that both expressions
in 8:24f denote a group of human beings, specifically the people o f God, and thus the
equivalent terms in the vision should also refer to that group of human beings.2

Clause 10c

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
10c

[Donnrnj
waw+Qal-ipf/3 sgf/+ePP/3plm/
wayyi<7to/(waw+Qal-ipf/3sgf/+ePP/3plm/)
P.Sy [+l.Sy] +2.Sy
predicate [+subject] +object
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

‘M ichael Stone’s b rief overview o f the m eaning o f “stars” in Intertestam ental literature
confirms that stars can symbolize angels or the righteous (M ichael Edw ard Stone, F ourth E zra: A
Com m entary on the B ook o f Fourth Ezra, H erm eneia [M inneapolis: Fortress, 1990], 245). F o r him,
the stars in D an 8:10 refer to the righteous (245 n. 56).
2For a m ore detailed discussion see chapter 4 “Intertextual A nalysis.”
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The understood subject of DOQ“)rn is the “hom” (vs. 9a). The verbal root OQ1
requires a direct object1 and describes the action of trampling with one’s feet on this
object or crushing it to pieces. Sometimes the object is first brought to the ground ( f “ I N )
and then trampled upon.2 When the object is animate the effect of the trampling is highly
destructive, often resulting in death.3
In Dan 8:10c the pronominal suffix /3plm/, which marks the object o f this clause,
refers back to the object o f vs. 10b

xpBIVjQ “some o f the host and some of

the stars.” As these terms are symbolic for beings, the implied effect o f the trampling by
the hom would imply destruction and death. The use of the root 001 is thus another
indication that the symbols of the host and the stars in the vision o f Dan 8 in reality do
refer primarily to human beings rather than to celestial beings, for it would be rather
inconceivable that a power or being belonging to the human realm (the hom) could
devastate and destruct celestial beings. However, inasmuch as the heavenly world takes
part in earthly events, one could view an attack on God’s people on earth as indirectly
also affecting the celestial beings.

'T he verb occurs 19 tim es in the H ebrew Bible. Seventeen times the direct object is explicitly
stated; two tim es it is silently understood by the context (Isa 16:4; Mic 5:7).
2Isa 26:5-6 (bstt! “lay low ” w ith
28:2-3 (m3 “cast/set dow n” with H ? 1?); D an 8:7
("^ttJ “throw dow n” w ith n S “IX), 10c (*233 “cause to fall” both
In Ps 7:6 the life is tram pled
to the ground (0 3 1 w ith
in Ezek 26:11 tram pling all the streets and bringing the strong pillars
to the ground (“IT “com e dow n” with jm N 1?) go hand in hand.
3Second K gs 7:17, 20; 9:33; Ezek 26:11 M ic 5:7; Ps 7:6; D an 8:7; w ith inanim ate objects
sym bolically for hum an beings: 2 Kgs 14:9 = 2 C hr 25:18; Isa 63:3: and here in D an 8:10c.
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Clause 11a

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
lla

[‘r ^ n ] [x a sn -ito ni?]i
waw+prep noun/sgm/ art+noun/sgc/ Hiphil-pf/3sgmy
waw+PWG(prep +CsWG(noun/sgm/ ArtWG(art+noun/sgc/))) Hiphil-pf/3sgm/
waw+C.Sy[dislocative: directive] P.Sy[+l.Sy]
waw+optional description o f expansion o f location +predicate [+subject]
Clause type: x-qatal.

The verb S'HJir! is masculine in gender. The subject is still the hom, which has
been the subject in all clauses since vs. 9a. The gender incongruence between the
masculine predicate and the feminine subject “hom” has been explained by textual
emendations' or by other solutions.2 It is obvious that the different gender cannot be

'T w o different em endations have been suggested. The first is to read rib'H Sil instead of
(so von G all, 48, 51; M oore, 196; Prince, “O n D aniel viii. 11, 12,” 204; Prince, Daniel, 242;
M arti, D aniel, 58; C harles, 205; translation by N iditch, 217). The second is to read
instead o f
‘tH JH , as suggested by G insberg (Studies in D aniel, 50) and H artm an and Di Leila (221), who assum e
that the verbal g ender in vs. 11 w as originally feminine and that the present masculine forms were
introduced by a later copyist w ho identified the fem inine h om sym bol with Antiochus Epiphanes.
2M ost com m entators believe that the m asculine gender refers to the m asculine realities for
w hich the fem inine horn sym bolically stands. Redditt assum es that the m asculine
is perhaps
partly under th e influence o f the other m asculine verbs in vs. l i b and 1 lc, and, as a Hiphil perfect,
m ay have also been used in vs. 1 la because it w as used earlier in 8:4, 8 (139). A nother, ingenious
suggestion com es from G oldstein who reads 'P H Jn as infinitive absolute l?'H3n w ith p lene spelling,
arguing that th e infinitive is u sed here like a finite verb. H e also reads the other verbs in vs. 11 as
H iphil infinitives: p le n e D ’ "iri and norm al T a llin ] {I M accabees, 145-146 n. 251; “The Persecution o f
the Jew s,” 142 n. 28). The use o f an infinitive absolute instead o f a finite verb is indeed a possible
feature in BH (see GK C, 345-347 [§113y-gg]; A. R ubinstein, “A Finite V erb Continued by an
Infinitive A bsolute in B iblical H ebrew ,” VT 2 [1952]: 362-367; John H uesm an, “Finite Uses o f the
Infinitive A bsolute,” Bib 37 [1956]: 284-295; E. H am m ershaim b, “On the So-called Infinitive
A bsolutus in H eb rew ,” in H ebrew and Sem itic Studies P resented to G odfrey Rolles D river in
Celebration o f H is Seventieth Birthday, 20 A u g u st 1962, ed. D. W. Thom as and W. D. M cHardy
[Oxford: C larendon, 1963], 89-94; W altke and O ’Connor, 594-597 [§35.5.2]; Joiion and Muraoka,
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explained on the syntactic level, but it will be addressed later from a literary-structural
viewpoint. To suggest that the masculine tOlJrTTiJ “the prince of the host” could
function as subject o f the masculine b ’la n , either by applying a temporal sense to the
preposition *iy with subsequent textual emendation' or by placing a clause demarcation
between tOSH'tiB “I1J1 and

is both syntactically and semantically highly

2:429-432 [§123u-y]). Y et, G oldstein’s proposal is unconvincing for several reasons. First, though a
thorough linguistic investigation o f the use o f the infinitive absolute in place o f a finite verb is still
outstanding, it seem s th at in such instances the infinitive absolute regularly occupies the initial
position o f the clause, especially if the infinitive absolute stands in a clause that is sequential to a
previous clause w ith a finite verb form (such is the case in the m ore than sixty passages cited in the
different w orks above, except in the textually and lexically difficult Ezek 1:14 w here the infinitives, if
not read differently, could stand as participles [see W altke and O ’C onnor, 597 (§35.5.3)]). The major
problem w ith G oldstein’s suggestion o f an infinitive b'H lin in D an 8:11a then is that the infinitive
absolute in clause 11a, w hich seem s to be sequential after the w a yyiq to l DOI3"]ni (vs. 10c), would not
stand at the beginning o f the clause w here it should be expected. Second, there is no question that the
p lene w riting o f a H iphil infinitive is possible in BH (I found 23 occurrences: D eut 15:14; Josh 4:3;
6:3; 7:7; Judg 1:28; 1 K gs 9:25; Isa 59:4; Je r3 :1 5 ; 7:5; 10:5, 23; 23:32; 35:15; 36:16; 44:4, 17,25;
Ezek 7:14; A m os 9:8; Job 34:35; P rov 27:14; E ccl 10:10; N eh 7:3; cf. GKC, 146 [§53k]). However,
it would be surprising to find a H iphil infinitive in p le n e w riting tw o times in one verse w ithout any
M asoretic indication w hatsoever, follow ed im m ediately by an o th er Hiphil infinitive, again not m arked
as such, but this time w ithout p le n e w riting. There is no obvious reason w hy the third H iphil infinitive
w ould be w ritten differently from the first tw o. Just as a further note here, the only clear Hiphil
infinitive absolute form in D aniel (*?3&in in 1:17) is n ot spelled p len e. Third, G oldstein also has to
propose a different clause division. He takes 1373pi as belonging to the end o f vs. 1 la, interpreting the
preposition ]73 as indicating spatial p ositioning o f a m ark beyond w hich a m ovem ent occurs and
translating vs. 1 l a with “It grew , until it equaled the Prince o f the Host, and beyond.” H ow ever, the
preposition ]Q has no such m eaning, neither w ith a verb o f m o tio n (here b l3 ) n o r after the preposition
“110. The clause division proposed by G oldstein m u st be regarded as im plausible. In sum , Goldstein
fails to provide cogent evidence for his extensive re vocalization o f the verbal forms in vs. 11. To be
sure, he p oints out that the different features he suggests can o ccur in Hebrew, b u t he does not show
how his reading fits the syntactic reality in D an 8:10-12. H is p ro p o sal faces too m any difficulties and
thus has to be rejected.
'B ecause o f the m asculine gender o f the verbs, T hom son is convinced that the prince o f the
host is the subject o f the three clauses in vs. 11. H e therefore translates vs. 11, starting w ith a
temporal “117, “U ntil the prince o f the h o st m agnify [sic] h im self (1 Sam. xii. 24), and by him self he
shall offer th e daily sacrifice. A nd he shall cast dow n the foundation o f his holy place.” By two
em endations— reading D, ’irn 137372 instead o f D’Hil 137301 and, w ith the Peshitta, 0 ,l?2371 instead of
MT
— he obtains a description o f the successes o f Ju d as the M accabee: ‘“ U ntil the prince o f the
host shall m ake him self greater than h e’— viz. the tyrant rep resen ted by ‘the little h o rn ’— ‘and shall
offer the daily sacrifice. . . . He shall com plete the place o f h is sanctuary’” (242). Thom son is
followed by B loom field, w ho suggests curiously enough th at “the prince o f the host is Satan” (168).
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problematic.1 As in vs. 10a, the preposition 123 marks the extent to which the hom makes
itself grow. However, whereas in vs. 10a “IP carries a spatial-geographical meaning (“as
far as”), in vs. 11a it should rather be understood to have a metaphoric spatial or
comparative meaning (“to the degree o f ’).2

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Meaning ofK335!Tli2J3
The meaning and the identity o f “the commander o f the host” are currently being

‘See the discussion against such a clause dem arcation in Probstle, “A L inguistic A nalysis o f
Daniel 8 :1 1 ,1 2 ,” 82-86. For several reasons separating K 2 S n '“ltt) 1231 from ^ 'I S i l and taking “the
prince o f the host” as the subject o f
is problem atic: First, to take “the prince o f the h o st,” w hich
probably refers to a celestial being, as the su b ject o f b 'lS H in D an 8:11a is contrary to all the other 16
examples where a human being is the subject o f a *713 hif.-clause w ithout an object. Second, in 15 out
o f 16 times the H iphil o f *713 w ithout o bject designates a negative activity (“m agnify on self,”
“boast”). Such an activity cannot be harm onized w ith the no b le figure o f “the prince o f the host” as
agent. Third, beside D an 8:1 la , the root *713 o ccurs five m ore tim es in D an 8 (vss. 4, 8, 25 in the
Hiphil; and vss. 9b, 10a in the Q al), always specifying a negative activity. It is difficult to see w h y it
should then involve a positive connotation in vs. 11a. Fourth, the horn/king is the subject o f *713 in
vss. 9b, 10a, and 25, and thus fits also in vs. 11a as subject o f ^ ’I S l . Fifth, the occurrences o f *713 in
the vision o f Dan 8 (vss. 4, 8, 9, 1 0 ,1 1 ) line up to an intentional literary crescendo o f boastful activity
by adding stronger dim ensions to *713. I f the prince o f the h o sts is the subject o f ^ ’l l i l in vs. 1 la , the
crescendo o f presum ption w ould be disturbed and w o u ld com e to an abrupt end w ith no further
qualifications o f ^ I S l . Sixth, if *?v:T3n starts a new clause, it needs to be proposed that the phrase
f O S r n to 1231 resumes the verbal idea o f vs. 10a, w ith the clauses in vs. 10b and c bein g a digression
that functions not on the m ain line. H ow ever, th e three w a yyiq to l form s in vs. 10, denoting narrative
succession, do not allow for such a hypothetical construction. A nd finally, the possible intertextual
link of Dan 8:11-12 to 11:36-37 suggests that *7’1 3 n in 8:1 l a denotes a negative activity, as do the
two Hitpael forms of ^13 in 11:36-37. M o st argum ents presented here can also be applied to refute
the view that suggests a tem poral 123 construction in vs. 11a.
2See Redditt, 139. This nuance in m ean in g is dep en d en t upon the use o f the ro o t ^ 1 3 in
different verbal stems— Q al in vs. 10a and H iphil in vs. 11a (pace L ucas w ho regards the difference
between the Qal and H iphil o f *713 as “p robably stylistic” (D a n iel, 205])— and upon the m eaning o f
K 3TST7 1~ * l i C .

3Cf. the investigation o f the term s t O S l 'l i O an d D’lto 'liO by A nderson, “T he M ichael
Figure,” 296-317; and by D onata D orfel, E n g e l in d er apokalyptischen L itera tu r und ihre theologische
Relevanz: Am Beispiel von Ezechiel, Sacharja, D a n iel u n d E rstem H enoch, T heologische Studien
(Aachen: Shaker, 1998), 150-153.
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debated.' The majority of exegetes agree that N n a r r T i designates Y h w h .2 Others
believe that K 3 S rt" “ii2 refers to a being subordinated to Y h w h , namely Michael3 or even
an otherwise unnamed celestial being,4 which at least once is suggested to be a divine

‘On the scholarly discussion see A nderson (“M ichael Figure,” 306-309, 314-315), who
concludes that “the prince o f the host appears to b e a veiled m anifestation, as is M ich ael, seem ingly to
occupy a position subordinated to God as G o d ’s highest interm ediary, or as G od in a veiled
m anifestation” (317).
2So Calvin, 99; Bertholdt, 490; H avem ick, 275; R osenm uller, 262; von Lengerke, 378-379;
M aurer, 143; Hitzig, 132; Kliefoth, 255; Keil, 297; W ordsw orth, 39; Fausset, 427; Rohling, D a n iel,
238; Zockler, 176; Ewald, Daniel, 262; M einhold, Com position, 78; idem , D aniel, 309; Terry, 60;
Tiefenthal, 268; von Gall, 51; Kamphausen, 33; M oore, 193-194; Prince, D a n iel, 146; D river, Daniel,
116; H. J. Rose and J. M. Fuller, “Daniel: Introduction, Com m entary, C ritical N otes and E xcursus,” in
The H oly B ible according to the Authorized Version (A.D. 1611) with an E xp la n a to ry and C ritical
Com m entary and a Revision o f the Translation, vol. 6, Ezekiel, D aniel, a n d the M in o r P rophets, ed. F.
C. Cook (London: M urray, 1900), 344; M arti, D aniel, 58; Riessler, D a n iel (1902), 76; M ontgom ery,
335; Aalders, H et boek Daniel, 162; G oettsberger, 62; C harles, 207; O bbink, 109; Lattey, 86;
Leupold, 347; Young, Daniel, 172; Slotki (1951), 67; Bentzen, 70; Saydon, 635; N elis, 96; Jeffery,
474; Barnes, 2:110; Aalders, D aniel (1962), 175; Porteous, 125; D elcor, 173; W alvoord, 187; W ood,
214; Freer, 143-145; Hasslberger, 99; B aldw in, 157; H artm an and Di L eila, 236; A n derson, Signs, 95;
Archer, 7:100; Goldingay, Daniel, 210-211; Ringgren, “K 2S,” 12:213; C ollins, D a n iel (1993), 333;
Rene Peter-Contesse and John Ellington, A H andbook on the B o o k o f D a n iel, U BS H andbook Series
(New York: United Bible Societies, 1993), 212; M iller, D aniel, 226; B auer, D as B uch D aniel, 170;
Sm ith-Christopher, 113; D i Leila, D aniel, 160; Redditt, 140; G ow an, D a n iel, 120; Lucas, D aniel, 216;
Seow, D aniel, 123.
3Ibn Ezra (cited in M ontgom ery, 335); W ilhelm Lueken, M ichael: E ine D arstellung und
Vergleichung der jiidischen und der m orgenlandisch-christlichen Tradition vom E rzen g el M ichael
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1898), 30; K och, “V isionsbericht,” 422; P o rter, M etaphors,
58; Hasel, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 403; Sm ith-Christopher, 113; D orfel, 151, 160, 162, 246; C. L.
Seow, “The Rule o f God in the Book o f D aniel,” in D a vid and Zion: B ib lica l Studies in H onor o f J. J.
M. Roberts, ed. B. F. Batto and K. L. R oberts (W inona Lake: E isenbrauns, 2004), 242-243. K och was
first cautious to identify the prince o f the host w ith the highest angel, th a t is M ichael (D as Buch
Daniel, 144, 207). Later, w ith reference to Josh 5:14 as support, he is m o re certain about such an
identification and declares it to be fitting that an angel is associated w ith th e cult in Zion since in
regard to angelic liturgy “angels are the actual subjects o f the cultic activities at the Jerusalem tem ple”
(“V isionsbericht,” 422). H ence, Koch proposes a cultic concept d eterm ined b y angelology.
“For G illian Bampfylde the phrase
refers to a being su b ordinated to Y h w h , but
neither to M ichael nor to Gabriel. Rather the prince o f the h o st is an anonym ous figure w hich is “the
supreme arch-angel, the chief o f the patron princes and w arrior for heav en ” (“T he P rince o f the Host
in the Book o fD a n ie l and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” J S J 14 [1983]: 131). She com es to this conclusion
by examining the identity o f the figure o f D an 10:2-21 and 12:5-13— w h ich acco rd in g to her “remains
deliberately anonym ous in the Book o fD a n ie l” (129). B am pfylde ap p aren tly assum es that the man
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“vice-regent” or Y h w h ’s co-ruler.1 Some have identified X 2B n*“ltD as the high priest
Onias III2 or as the legitimate high priest, which, at the time the vision supposedly refers
to, was Onias III.3 Here and there, it has been suggested that the expression “commander
o f the host” refers to Judas the Maccabee, the leader o f the Jewish troops (host o f

dressed in linen in D an 10:2-9 is the same person as the one w ho speaks to D aniel in D an 10:10-21— a
view w hich agrees w ith the majority o f scholars. She then argues that the figure in D an 10:2-9 is the
one who had spoken to Gabriel (8:16) and is the man dressed in linen in 12:6-7 and th erefo re cannot
be G abriel. Further, in 10:21 the figure speaks about M ichael and thus, the m an in D an 10 can n o t be
M ichael either. “He is therefore to be identified with the ‘Prince o f the h o st’ (8:11),” concludes
B am pfylde (130). The part o f Bam pfylde’s interpretation w hich is open for discussion is her
assum ption o f one and the same figure in Dan 10:2-9 and 10-21. I f it is possible to identify m ore than
one celestial being in D an 10, her argumentation is seriously flawed. There seem s to b e agreem ent
that the m an in linen (10:2-9) is not Gabriel. However, Dan 10:12 suggests that the angel w ho
touched and strengthened Daniel was indeed Gabriel, as he introduces h im self in the sam e w ay as
previously (9:22-23). In contrast to Bampfylde, one would th en have to argue that there are indeed
tw o different celestial figures in Dan 10: the m an in linen seen by D aniel (vss. 4-9) and the one who
touched D aniel and spoke to him (vss. 10-14). In this case, there is no reason to equate the tw o. O f
course, the question o f w hether one or two celestial figures appear in Dan 10 has to be dealt w ith on a
m ore elaborate basis. Cf. Benedikt Otzen, “M ichael and G abriel: A ngelological Problem s in the Book
o fD a n ie l,” in The Scriptures and the Scrolls: Studies in H o n o r o f A. S. van d er W oude on the
O ccasion o f H is 65th Birthday, ed. F. G arcia Martinez, A. H ilhorst and C. J. L abuschagne, V TSup,
no. 49 (Leiden: Brill, 1992), 115-117, who argues that G abriel is the angelus interpres in 10:1-15 and
M ichael is the celestial figure in 10:16-21 quoting in vs. 21 a divine rem ark about him ; A nderson,
“The M ichael Figure,” 182-194, who concludes that the celestial figure in D an 10:10-14 is th e angel
Gabriel.
'M ichael S. Heiser, “The Divine Council in Late C anonical and N o n -C an o n ical Second
Tem ple Jew ish Literature” (Ph.D. diss., University o f W isconsin-M adison, 2004), 171-175. H eiser
believes that the book ofD an iel contains the concepts o f divine plurality and vice-regency: T he Son o f
M an figure in D an 7, the “prince o f the host” and the “prince o f princes” in D an 8, and th e celestial
figure in D an 10 should be identified with a second deity figure, the “king o f th e gods” o f th e divine
council (cf. 153-154). For Heiser, the supposed U garitic provenance o f D an 7 allow s th e com parison
o f this figure w ith B aal so that the two divine beings in D aniel are “Y ahw eh-E l” and “ Son o f M anB aal” (165). In arguing that the vice-regent is not M ichael b u t a being superior to him , H eiser follow s
the argum ent by Bam pfylde with regard to the celestial being in Dan 10 (172-173). W hile H eiser’s
recognition o f divine-like characteristics o f the celestial figure(s) in D an 7:13-14; 8:11, 25; and 10:5-6
should not be dism issed easily, his rejection o f M ichael as possible referent on the b asis o f
B am pfylde’s argum ent should be reassessed (see the previous note).
2Grotius, Ephraem the Syrian (both cited in M ontgom ery, 335); Charles, 204 (but cf. 207).
3Beek, 84; cf. 80; Maier, 305.
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heaven),1or that it “refers to the Holy Temple, which is the House of God, the Prince of
the host,”2 or even to the sun.3 Still others suggest a double reference: to the high priest
and to the angel Michael,4 or to the high priest and in a secondary sense to God,5 or to the
angel Michael and to God.6
In the face o f such a plethora o f options it might be best to determine the meaning
and identity of “the commander o f the host” by paying close attention to the immediate
context o f the expression, and by an examination o f the use of "1(2 in the book ofD aniel
and the use o f the fixed expression X33iT"li2 in the Hebrew Bible.

Immediate context of Dan 8:11a. The cultic imagery associated with the prince
o f the host suggests that the figure is divine.7 The pronominal suffix in i(2 ;ipp (8:11c)
refers back to the prince o f the host. Because the prince of the host has a sanctuary or

‘Thom son, 242; B uchanan, 244.
2Rashi and M oshe A lshich, The B o o k o fD a n ie l = S x ’n "ISO = Shield o f the Spirit: The
C om m entaries o f R ashi and R abbi M oshe A lshich on Sefer Daniel, trans. R. Shahar, T he A lshich
T anach Series (Jerusalem : Feldheim , 1994), 382.
3G oldstein interprets the host and the fallen stars as referring to m eteorites (/ M accabees,
146).
“Lacocque, The B ook o fD a n ie l, 162. On the one hand, he detects a cultic b ackground to the
use o f "1(2 (Ezra 8:24; 1 C hr 16:15; 24:5) w hich allow s one “to understand "112 in the sense o f ‘(H igh)
P riest,’” w hich then is O nias III. On the oth er hand, the w ord "1(2 in the book o fD a n ie l “always
designates an angel” and in 8:11 it is then referring to the archangel M ichael.
5So M aier (305), because the h igh priest is the representative o f God.
6So G oldw urm , 223-224. For H am m er (85) and Russell (144-145) the term "1(2 indicates that
the prince o f the host should be the ch ief o f the angel host, who is M ichael, w hereas th e context o f the
h o rn ’s attack on “his sanctuary” and the w orship o f God seems to support that the prince o f the host is
God (cf. Beyerle, 34 n. 40).
7Sm ith-Christopher, 113.
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sacred area, he can be identified with God, who is the only one mentioned explicitly in
the Hebrew Bible to have a sanctuary and the only name used in relationship with a
u n p n .1 Further, in vs. 1 lb the “commander of the host” is connected to TOFin, a cultic
term that again indicates that this prince is not merely an angelic being but rather divine.2
At the same time, the military terminology in 8:9-10 as well as the military connotation of
the title itself suggests that the commander o f the host is a warrior—an angelic warrior or
even the divine warrior.

The term 1121 in the book of Daniel.3 In the book ofDaniel, the term 12? “prince”
occurs eighteen times. It is used nine times for a human leader or a person of note (chaps.
1, 9, 11)4 and nine times for a celestial being or an angel (in chaps. 8,10, 12).5

‘See Freer, 143; H asslberger, 99. The only exam ples o f the 75 occurrences in the Hebrew
Bible in w hich 2?1p?2 does not refer to a sanctuary o f G od are a sanctuary in M oab (Isa 16:12), and the
city B ethel w hich is called a sanctuary fo r the king (Am os 7:13). Furtherm ore, the sanctuaries or
sacred places in Israel (plural o f 2?1j?p) could be holy places for G od or holy places for other deities
or idols (Lev 26:31; Ezek 7:24; 21:7; 28:18; Am os 7:9; Ps 73:17).
2See the discussion on the “M eaning o f T Q n n ” further below under “Clause 1 lb .”
3See U do R utersw orden, D ie B eam ten der israelitischen K onigszeit: E ine Studie zu sr und
vergleichbaren B eg riffen , BW A N T, no. 117 = Series 6, no. 17 (Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 1985), 54-55;
H erbert N iehr, “12? s a r,” TD O T, 14:211, 213-214; A nderson, “The M ichael Figure,” 130-131; John J.
Collins, “P rince 12),” D D D , 662-663. Cf. also the excursus on the term 112! by Nili Sacher Fox, In the
Service o f the K ing: O fficialdom in A n cien t Israel and Judah, H U CM , no. 23 (Cincinnati: Hebrew
U nion C ollege P ress, 2000), 158-163, esp. 159.
“T he technical term D’O’i p n 12? “the com m ander o f the officials” (1:7, 8, 9 ,1 0 ,1 1 , 18; also
called V p’IO 3 1 “ch ief o f his officials” in 1 :3), “our p rin ces” (9:6, 8), “one o f his princes” (11:5).
5“T he prince o f the host” (D an 8:11a); “the prince o f princes” (8:25); “the prince o f the
kingdom o f P ersia” (10:13), “the prince o f P ersia” (D an 10:20); “the prince o f Jaw an” (10:20);
“M ichael, one o f the c h ie f princes” (10:13), “M ichael, y o u r p rince” (10:21), and “M ichael, the great
prince” (12:1). Som e have argued that the phrases o f 12? w ith a geographical term in 10:13, 20 refer
to hum an rulers o f the P ersian and G reek empires: W illiam H. Shea argues from the H ebrew and
presents three, u n fortunately unconvincing, argum ents against an angelic interpretation (“W restling
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Interestingly, all references of ”1to to a celestial being occur in a visionary context,
whereas “ito referring to a human being is found only once in such a setting (11:5), which,
being part o f the angelic discourse, is arguably more like a literal explanation of historical
material than a vision. This observation strengthens the view that the KaSiTlto in the
vision o f Dan 8 refers to a celestial being. Besides Dan 8:1 la, “Ito is used in the book of
Daniel for Michael, the guardian Ito o f God’s people (10:13, 21; 12:1), for guardian and
fighting supernatural beings (10:13, 20), and for the “prince o f princes” (8:25).

with the Prince o f Persia: A Study on D aniel 10,” ^4 C/5'5' 21 [1983]: 225-250, esp. 234; cf. Alomia,
“Lesser G ods,” 457), and Tim M eadow croft refers to the use o f Ito for hum ans in Dan 1 and 11:5 and
to the OG translation o f oTpam vo; in 1 0 :1 3 ,2 0 in contrast to apxwv used for M ichael in 10:13 (“Who
Are the Princes o f Persia and G reece [D aniel 10]? Pointers T ow ards the D anielic V ision o f Earth and
H eaven,” /S O T 29 [2004]: 99-113, esp. 102; cf. idem , A ra m a ic D aniel, 253-254). H ow ever, the
G reek m ight be am biguous (M eadow croft does n o t take into account that T heodotion uses apxuv in
all instances in D an 10 and that in both G reek versions the celestial being in 8:11 is called
dpxioxpdrriYo; im plying that axpaxriYog can refer to celestial beings) and the H ebrew phrases in 10:13,
20 m ost probably designate supernatural beings since now here else in the H ebrew Bible is “ito used for
a hum an king. In 10:13 there is a clear distinction betw een 0 1 2
“ito “the prince o f the
kingdom o f P ersia” and 0^12 'p b o “the kings o f P ersia.” T he singular use o f Ito in contrast to the
plural use o f
suggests that the p rin ce o f the kingdom o f Persia is a single angelic being
responsible for the Persian Em pire throughout different rulers, w hereas the kings o f Persia are the
human rulers o f this em pire. Furtherm ore, the m entioning o f the prince o f Persia and the angelic
prince M ichael on the same level (10:20-21) suggests that the prince o f P ersia is an angelic being. Cf.
the refutation o f S h ea’s argum ents b y D avid E. Stevens, w ho opts for the view that the princes o f
Persia and G reece in D an 10 w ere national angels or dem ons (“D aniel 10 and the Notion o f Territorial
Spirits,” B Sac 157 [2000]: 410-431; cf. already R ayner W interbotham , “The A ngel-Princes o f
D aniel,” Exp 1 [1911]: 50-58, w ho proposes rather unconvincingly on philosophical and theological
reasons that angels oversee the nations and rep resen t th eir special interests in the divine council).
Recently, Ernst Haag traces the concept o f n ational angels or angel princes back to the idea o f a
heavenly council (cf. D eut 32:8, 9, 43 L X X )— follow ing the Canaanite m ythological idea o f a
heavenly retinue— in w hich Y hw h claim s special ow nership o f Israel, and suggests that conflicts on
this earth betw een Israel as inheritance o f Y hw h and th e nations as inheritance o f the sons o f God
correspond to the armed conflicts am ong angelic pow ers (“D er K am pf der E ngelm achte in D aniel 1012,” in Textarbeit: Studien zu Texten u n d ihrer R ezep tio n aus dem Alten Testam ent und der Umwelt
Israeb; F estschrift f u r P eter W eimar zu r V ollendung sein es 60. Lebensjahres, ed. K. K iesow and T.
M eurer, AO AT, no. 294 [M unster: U garit, 2003], 249-252). For H aag, the significance o f such
national angels in D an 10-12 is th a t they po in t to a “Fall” in the angelic w orld and that M ichael, the
prince o f G od’s people, in fighting for the peo p le assigned to him, opposes the anti-YHWH and proves
to be successful (252-253).
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The expression □,“lto"“lto “prince o f princes” in the angelic interpretation (8:25)
corresponds to X3BiT"ito in the vision.1 Since “itZJ is used in Daniel for chief angels, the
□■Hto'-lto is very likely a reference to the commander o f these angels, who may thus be
identified as God— although this is less likely, for God is never designated as “Ito in the
Hebrew Bible— or as the highest o f the angels, most likely Michael, the “great prince”
(12:1; cf. 10:13). It is a characteristic feature o f the book ofD aniel that the term “ito is
used for a supernatural being since such a usage is found only in the book o f Daniel, in
Josh 5:14-15, which is dealt with below, and perhaps in Isa 9:52 (and quite frequently at
Qumran).3

The phrase X32Srr“lto in the H ebrew Bible. It is important to consider the
phrase X315!T“lto on its own, since in the Hebrew Bible the use of “ito crosses civil,
military, and religious administrative divisions and the attached qualifying noun is

'Cf. Behrm ann, 58; Freer, 145; C ollins, D a n iel (1993), 333. O nly a few scholars argue that
the expressions R 3 £ n -*lto and □ , ")to‘“lto refer to different entities (so, e.g., G oldstein, 1 M accabees,
146). However, as Lust correctly observes, the difference in the title can easily be explained by their
use in different contexts, the one in the sym bolic vision an d th e other in the interpretation (Lust, “C ult
and Sacrifices in D aniel,” 291).
2In Isa 9:5 Di*?to*1to is used for a M essiah-like figure. The context is n o t clear w hether this
being was thought o f as hum an or as divine or both. In any case, th e nam es this ch ild or son is
called— o f w hich Dl*?to"")to is one— each seem to contain b oth a divine and a hum an elem ent in an
obvious AB-AB // B A -B A order:
x S e “W onderful [divine] C ounselor [hum an],” “1133
“God
[divine] M ighty [hum an],” "Ito'SX “F ather [hum an] E ternal [divine],” and D lb to 'lto “Prince [human]
o f Peace [divine].”
3In the follow ing texts the term "Ito is u sed for a celestial bein g at Q um ran: “p rin ce” in 1Q33
(1QM ) X III,14; “prince o f light(s)” in CD V ,18; IQ S 111,20; 1Q33 (1Q M ) X III,10; 4Q 266 3ii5;
4Q 267 2,1; “prince o f gods” in lQ H a X V III,8; “prince o f his angels” in 4Q491 1-3,3; “prince o f
animosity” in 4Q225 2i9; 2ii 13-14; 11 Q 1 1 11,4; and “p rin ce o f the dom inion o f evil” in 1Q33 (1Q M )
X V II,5.
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particularly important to establish the exact meaning o f a particular phrase.1 The
construct relation of “lt£> and K2S occurs thirty-seven times in the Hebrew Bible.2 The
phrases can be grouped according to the morphological appearance o f “ito and N3^:3:
1. "l(t? in the singular
a. N21J is indefinite (4x):
TT 2 Sam 2:8; 19:14; 1 Kgs 16:16; 1 Chr 27:34.
b. N2S is definite, by the article (lOx):
TT 1 Sam 17:55; 1 Kgs 1:19; 11:15, 21; 2 Kgs 4:13; 25:19; Jer 52:25;
Dan 8:11; 1 Chr 19:18; 27:5.
c. K32 is definite, either by pronominal suffix or by a definite noun
following in construct relation (16x):
Gen 21:22, 32; 26:26; Josh 5:14, 15; Judg 4:2, 7; 1 Sam 12:9;
14:50; 26:5; 2 Sam 10:16, 18; 1 Kgs 2:32 (2x); 2 Kgs 5:1; 1 Chr
19:16.
2. "lit? in the plural
a. ttna is indefinite (lx):
Deut 20:9.
b. K32 is definite, by the article (5x):
’ T 1 Kgs 1:25; 1 Chr 25:1; 26:26; 27:3; 2Chr 33:11.
c. K3S is definite, by a definite noun following in construct relation (lx):
” 1 Kgs 2:5.
With regard to the meaning o f KaSiT*ifB, it needs to be pointed out first o f all that
this phrase is a technical military term. The expression K2S!T“ito is a “warrior title”4 that
designates the supreme commander o f the army, “the commander o f the levies,”5 whereas

‘Fox, 150.
2It also occurs once in the Lachish ostraca no. 3, line 14 (H A E 1:418; D N W SI, 2:1191).
3Cf. the analysis o f X2S!T1i£? by Riitersw orden, B eam ten, 35-37 (cf. Freer, 143-145).
4G eorge W. E. Nickelsburg, Jr., Resurrection, Im m ortality, a n d E te rn a l Life in
Intertestam ental Judaism , HTS, no. 26 (Cam bridge: H arvard U n iv ersity P ress, 1972), 14 n. 20.

niJO Sin

5H ALO T, 3:1352. The com m ander-in-chief o f the Israel arm y is in 1 C hr 27:3 referred to as
toRTH “the chief o f all the com m anders o f the arm ies.”
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the plural

usually refers to somewhat lower military officials.1 In one instance

it may be possible that the plural refers to those overseeing the work in the temple, though
the exact meaning is uncertain (1 Chr 25:1; cf. vs. 6).
Second, in almost all texts the army is specified in relation to a human being, a
people, a city, or a land, and the commander o f the army naturally is a human, military
commander. Only in Josh 5:14, 15 is the army explicitly designated as belonging to
Y h w h ( r n r P - K 3 S - “itp)

and the commander of the army is a celestial being, which makes

this text an important parallel to x a s n ‘"iip in Dan 8:11a who is also a celestial being.
Third, in the human realm it is never mentioned that the army is the commander’s
army, rather the additions to the title K3SiT*ltD show whose army it is. The commander’s
name is thus often found along with the king’s name or along with the name o f the
political entity or area from where the army originates, that is, a city or a land.2 The

'T he plural forms
’Tip “com m anders o f the army” (1 Kgs 1:25; 1 C hr 26:26; 2 Chr
33:11), n iN a a
“com m anders o f arm ies” (Deut 20:9), and n iK a a n ’"lip “the com m anders o f the
arm ies” (1 C hr 27:3) refer obviously to m ilitary officials or com m anders o f m ilitary entities, but n ot to
the suprem e com m ander o f the army; com pare the phrases “the third com m ander o f the arm y” (1 Chr
27:5), “com m anders in the army” (IO B 3 D’atp; 1 Chr 12:22), or “the com m anders C"lt£)) o f thousands
and com m anders C lip ) o f hundreds” (Num 31:14; 1 Chr 27:1). O nly in 1 K gs 2:5 does th e plural
rriK 33
“the two com m anders o f the arm ies o f Israel” clearly refer to tw o suprem e
com m anders, but here it is the context that is decisive and the specific wording is m arkedly different
from the other plural forms.
2This is especially obvious w hen X3S is follow ed by a definite noun in construct relation or
w hen a pronom inal suffix is affixed to K3S: Phichol, com m ander o f the host o f A bim elech (Gen
21:22, 32; 26:26); com m anders o f the hosts o f Israel (D eut 20:9); Sisera, com m ander o f the h o st o f
Jabin (Judg 4:2, 7); Sisera, com m ander o f the host o f H azor (1 Sam 12:9); A bner, com m ander o f the
host o f Saul (1 Sam 14:50; 26:5; 2 Sam 2:8); Shobach the com m ander o f the arm y o f H ad ad ezer (2
Sam 10:16; 1 C hr 19:16); Shobach the com mander o f the arm y o f A ram (2 Sam 10:18); A m asa,
com m ander o f the arm y “before me (D avid)” (2 Sam 19:14); A bner and A m asa, the two com m anders
o f the armies o f Israel (1 Kgs 2:5); Abner, com m ander o f the army o f Israel (1 K gs 2:32); A m asa,
com m ander o f the arm y o f Judah (1 Kgs 2:32); Omri, com m ander o f the arm y [o f Israel] (1 K gs
16:16); N aam an, captain o f the army o f the king o f A ram (2 Kgs 5:1); Joab, com m ander o f th e army
o f (belonging to) the king (1 Chr 27:34). Cf. D avid M. H ow ard, Jr., Joshua, N A C , vol. 5 (N ashville:
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commander o f the army was regarded as the most powerful person in the nation second to
the king only, to whom he was subordinated.
Fourth, as mentioned earlier, Josh 5:14, 15 and Dan 8:11a are the onlypassages
where the technical military term K32Sn-lfD is used for a supernatural being. Two factors,
that is, the fixed expression KSSiiY"ifa and its reference to a transcendent being, strongly
suggest an intertextual relation. The use of K3Bn-“lto for a supernatural being in Josh
5:14, 15 may very well have influenced the specific use ofK3S!T"l(0 in Dan 8:11a,1 and in
order to understand its function and meaning in Dan 8:1 la it may be helpful to determine
as far as possible its referential meaning in Josh 5:14, 15.2 The significance o f these titles
as applied to a celestial being can hardly be underestimated.3
Since in the human military system K2B!T"l&) refers to the commander-in-chief
who is subordinate to the king, it seems to make sense that some argue that by analogy
“the commander o f the army of the Lord” (Josh 5:14,15) is not the Lord him self but

Broadm an & H olm an, 1998), 156-157.
‘So Freer, 143-144; A nderson, “T he M ichael Figure,” 3 0 0 -3 0 1 ,4 2 0 ,4 3 6 ; D orfel, 151; Seow ,
“The Rule o f G od,” 240. Collins calls the “prince o f the army o f Y h w h ” in Josh 5:14 “a precedent
for the title ‘prin ce’ applied to an angel” (“P rince,” D D D , 663). Lelli, who supports an astral
understanding o f the host o f heaven, also notes the close association betw een the tw o princes w hen he
explains that “at the head o f the heavenly host stands a ‘Prince of the arm y’ (Josh 5:14-15; Dan 8:11),
probably the highest star and the farthest from the earth, even if the actual leader is G od, to w hom the
starry arm y belo n g s” (“ Stars,” D D D , 813).
2On the appearance o f the captain o f the host o f Y hwh in Josh 5:13-15 see the com m entators
and Aug. Rohling, “U ber den Jehovaengel des Alten Testam ents,” TQ 48 (1866): 527-530; and
especially Felix M . A bel, “L ’apparition du ch ef de l’arm ee de Y ahveh a Josue (Jos. V , 13-15),” in
M iscellanea Biblica et O rientalia: R. P. Athanasio M iller completis L X X annis oblata, ed. A.
M etzinger, SA, no. 27-28 (Rome: “O rbis C atholicus,” Herder, 1951), 109-113.
3Since in Josh 5 the title n ilT 'tO S 'li C “is very specific and unusual and m u st be taken
seriously” (Patrick D w ight M iller, Jr., “H oly W ar and Cosmic W ar in Early Israel” [Ph.D. diss.,
H arvard U niversity, 1963], 253), the title K3J5n"lt£? in D an 8 must receive the sam e attention.
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rather his commander-in-chief.1 Nevertheless, the commander of the army of the Lord
appears to be indeed a divine being.2 Several textual indicators lead to such a conclusion.
1. The commander o f Y h w h ’s army first gives Joshua the order to remove his
sandals, “for the place where you are standing is holy,” which is reminiscent o f Y h w h ’s
command to Moses with almost identical wording (Exod 3:5). The position and
continuation o f these two incidents in their respective narratives are also similar. Thereby
the commander o f the Lord’s army and the Lord appearing to Moses, as well as Moses
and Joshua, enjoy the same intertextual level.
2. Holiness is a manifestation o f the divine presence.
3. Joshua’s body language expresses deference, submission, and worship. His
prostration before the commander of Y h w h ’ s army is described with the verbal root m n
which in this context denotes at least acknowledgment o f a position o f honor and
authority but probably also a gesture of submission and worship.3

’See, e.g., H asslberger, 98-99; V olkm ar Fritz, D as Buch Josua, HAT, Reihe 1, no. 7
(Tubingen: M ohr, 1994), 64; R ichard D. N elson, Joshua: A Com m entary, OTL (Louisville:
W estm inster John K nox, 1997), 81-83; How ard, Joshua, 157-159, though he also admits that “the
distinction betw een Y ahw eh and his com m ander is n ot a sharp one” (ibid., 159). A Targum o f Joshua
5 identifies the com m ander o f Y h w h ’s army w ith U riel (H einz Fahr and Uwe Glefimer,
Jordandurchzug und B eschneidung als Zurechtw eisung in einem Targum zu Josua 5: (Edition des M s
T.-S. B 13,12), O rientalia biblica et Christiana, vol. 3 [Gliickstadt: A ugustin, 1991], 86-87). An
am bivalence o f angel and G od, w hich m akes it som etim es difficult to decide w ho is meant, is
recognized by M ach, E ntw icklungsstadien, 14, 43-45.
2See, e.g., G ordon M itchell, Together in the Land: A R eading o f the B o o k o f Joshua,
JS O T S up, no. 134 (Sheffield: JSO T , 1993), 48-49; R ichard S. H ess, Joshua: A n Introduction and
C om m entary, T O TC , vol. 6 (D ow ners Grove: Inter-V arsity, 1996), 127; A nderson, “The M ichael
F igure,” 302-304. J. A lberto Soggin believes th at “the angel is n ot a being distinct from Yahweh, but
in a sense is one o f his hypostases” (Joshua: A C om m entary, OTL [London: SCM; Philadelphia:
W estm inster, 1972], 78).
3M iller, D ivin e W arrior, 129. For G eorge E . M endenhall, the activity expressed by Hin “is
essentially the response to pow er, and is a symbolic acknow ledgm ent o f the authority and rule o f the
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4. Joshua’s words make it clear that he is ready to listen to and to obey this
commander whom he serves. The address '37X “my lord” does not indicate whether
Joshua regarded this commander as divine or only as a superior being.1 The self
designation o f Joshua as 7*7313 “his servant” with the reverential third-person pronominal
suffix referring to the commander of the Lord’s army is especially interesting as Joshua is
elsewhere called r n r v *7313 “the servant o f the Lord” (Josh 24:29; Judg 2:8) and the title
“servant” in the book o f Joshua is used almost exclusively in relationship to Y h w h .2 It is
therefore likely that the use o f 7*731? indicates that Joshua himself regarded this
commander as divine.
5. If the episode in Josh 5:13-15 continues with the message given to Joshua in
6:2-5 and thus Josh 5:13-6:5 functions as the first episode of the Jericho story,3 the

person or god thus w orshiped” (“B iblical Faith and C ultic E volution,” LQ 5 [1953]: 239), and in the
case o f Joshua, w ho sees the angel, p ro stratio n is a response to G o d ’s pow er (241), and should not
only be understood as the reverence paid to the higher person (pace Rohling, “U ber den Jehovaengel,”
529-530).
‘The expression '3’I K “m y lord” is u sed as a polite address and often refers to human
superiors. For G od the term ’H K is used instead (see H ow ard, Joshua, 158). H ow ever, one should
not argue that the use o f ’318 excludes the com m ander as divine, for elsew here in the book o f Joshua
the word 'H R occurs only in the proper nam e A doni-zedek (Josh 10:1, 3), w here it probably refers to
a god, and the w ord ]1*7X “lo rd ” is used o nly in Josh 3:11, 13, w here in the p hrase j H X r r b s ]i*lX
“L ord o f all the earth ” it refers to G od.
2The phrase !17!T "1313 “servant o f th e L ord” is a title o f honor w hich is in the H ebrew Bible
u sed only for M oses (Deut 34:5; Josh 1:1, 1 3 ,1 5 ; 8 :3 1 ,3 3 ; 11:12; 12:6 [2x]; 13:8; 14:7; 18:7; 2 2 :2 ,4 ,
5; 2 Kgs 18:12; 2 C hr 1:3; 24:6) and Joshua. Cf. other titles used for M oses in the book o f Joshua:
'*731? (Josh 1 :2, 7 used by Y h w h ), 7*7313 “his (Y h w h ’s) serv an t” (Josh 9:24; 11:15). Cf. also
D’n'bN n-'tai? “servant o f G od,” used only for M oses (D an 9:11; N eh 10:30; 1 Chr 6:34; 2 Chr 24:9).
“Servants” (plural) is in the book o f Josh u a used only in relation to som eone other than Y hw h w hen
the Gibeonites designate them selves as “your servants” in relation to Joshua and the Israelites (Josh
9:8, 9, 1 1 ,2 3 ; 10:6).
3Nicolai W inther-N ielsen, A F u n ctio n a l D iscourse G ram m ar o f Joshua: A C om puter-Assisted
R hetorical Structure A nalysis, C onB O T, no. 40 (Stockholm : A lm qvist & W iksell, 1995), 193-194,
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commander of Y h w h ’ s army (5:15) and Y h w h (6:2) appear to be the same person.1
To sum up, in Josh 5:13-15 the expression

designates the supreme

commander of the “host of Y h w h ” who in the text is distinctly marked as divine, as
Y hw h.

On grounds o f the specific usage o f t u a r n t o in the human realm, it is not clear

whether in Josh 5 he should be designated as the Most High. The context gives ample
reason why this divine being identifies him self with the highest military title: Y h w h , the
divine warrior, will fight in the impending battle to conquer the promised land, starting
here at Jericho, on the side o f Joshua and Israel (cf. 1 Sam 17:45). He is not only the
leader of the heavenly armies but also the supreme commander o f the armies of Israel,
giving Joshua and the Israelites specific instructions for the impending battle. It is
reasonable to conclude that the title K 3 2 JiT “lto in the vision o f Dan 8 is used specifically
because of its referential meaning to Josh 5:14, 15 so that in the context o f the offensive
war of the hom K 2B !Y “lto refers to the heavenly commander who is divine, “a
Manifestation o f God in person,”2 and yet at the same time might be distinct from God
the Most High.3 This supreme commander leads both the “host o f angels” as well as the

204. Others, o f course, believe that Josh 6:1-5 cannot b e regarded as a continuation o f Jo sh u a’s
encounter with the com m ander o f Y h w h ’ s h o st and so the m essage o f the heavenly com m ander “has
been lost or omitted from the text” (M ullen, 199).
‘W inther-N ielsen also argues that th e fo rm u la
H ltr K a t n l a l a K ’l (Josh 5:15a)
with nominal speaker and proper noun addressee recurs in
HIIT
(6:2a) and thus
highlights the continuation o f the divine com m an d er’s speech (204).
2Seow, D aniel, 123.
3The relation betw een D an 8:1 l a and Josh 5:14 has also been pointed out by van der W oude
who comes to the sam e conclusion regarding the nature o f the com m ander o f Y h w h ’s host in Josh
5:14: “Dan 8:10 [sic] describes God h im self as the p rin ce o f this safta” [host o f heaven], w hile Josh
5:14 mentions the prince o f Y ahw eh’s h o st in the co n tex t o f a theophany, a reference to a m aV ak
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“host of believers.” The title may even add the idea that the prince o f the host “will in the
end be as victorious over his enemy (the Little Horn power) as Yahweh was in the days of
Joshua.” 1
In addition, some scholars have suggested that the use of the word "lie in Dan
8:11a (also) has a priestly connotation and could even refer to the high priest.2 Indeed,
the term 1iC, which usually denotes (higher) officials,3 can designate specific priests or
Levites as leading priests or officers of the sanctuary:

y/iw M ike figure who, as Y ahw eh’s messenger, is envisioned as sim ultaneously distinct from and
identical w ith him” (“R 3S ,” 2:1042). In contrast to van der W oude, I take the intertextual reference to
Josh 5:14 in D an 8:11a as indication that the com m ander o f the h o st in D an 8:11a is o f sim ilar nature
as the com mander o f the host in Josh 5:14; in fact, it is the sam e being.
'A nderson, “The M ichael Figure,” 304.
2For Lacocque, “lii! refers both to the high priest an d to the angel M ich ael (The B ook o f
D aniel, 162). D oukhan mentions that "itC “is the technical term for h igh p rie st (E zra 8:24). In the
context o f the book o f Daniel the word refers to M ichael (Dan. 10:5, 13, 21; 12:1) w ho is dressed w ith
linen clothes like the high priest officiating during the D ay o f K ip p u r (Lev. 16:4)” (Secrets, 126; cf.
already idem, D aniel: The Vision o f the End, 37-38). B eate Ego delineates a m ajo r tradition in the
Rabbinic understanding, that prince M ichael should b e identified w ith the heavenly high priest.
Reasons for this are that Michael, the great prince (D an 12:1), stands before G od (so in bH ag 12b). In
the continuation o f this clause the cultic m eaning o f “ standing b efo re G od” is expressed (D eut 10:8;
Judg 20:28), and the term "lt£l can be used for the p riest (1 C hr 24:5). Further, the heavenly high p riest
and M ichael fulfill the same tasks and functions, especially the task o f intercession (“ D er D iener im
P alast des him m lischen Konigs: Zur Interpretation ein er priesterlichen T radition im rabbinischen
Judentum ,” in Konigsherrschaft Gottes und him m lischer K ult: im Ju dentum , U rchristentum und in der
hellenistischen Welt, ed. M. Hengel and A. M. Schw em er, W U N T , no. 55 [T ubingen: M ohr, 1991],
366-372; cf. Alberto R. Treiyer, The D ay o f A to n em en t and the H ea v en ly Ju d g m en t: From the
Pentateuch to Revelation [Siloam Springs: Creation Enterprises, 1992], 347-348).
3Riitersworden, Beamten, 20-95; N iehr, “”1(0,” 14:196-198, 204-212; R ainer K essler, Staat
und Gesellschaft im vorexilischen Juda: Vom 8. Jahrhundert bis zum E xil, V T Sup, no. 47 (Leiden:
Brill, 1992), 140, 165-189; Hermann M ichael N iem ann, H errschaft, K o nigtum u n d Staat: Skizzen zu r
soziokulturellen Entwicklung im m onarchischen Israel, FA T, no. 6 (T ubingen: M ohr, 1993), 41-56;
cf. Sophia Katharina Bietenhard, D es K onigs G eneral: D ie H eerfu h rertra d itio n en in der
vorstaatlichen und friihen staatlichen Z eit und die Jo a b g e sta lt in 2 Sam 2-20; 1 K on 1-2, OBO , no.
163 (Freiburg, Switzerland: Universitats-V erlag; G ottingen: V an d en h o eck & R uprecht, 1998), 63-64.
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Priests:

O'Jnbn ntS (Ezra 8:24, 29; 10:5; 2 Chr 36:14)
(Isa 43:28; 1 Chr 24:5)
ntO (1 Chr 24:5)

Levites:

lien (1 Chr 15:5-10, 27)
' “K? (1 Chr 15:16; 2 Chr 35:9; perhaps Ezra 8:29)
ltoT(l Chr 15:22)

Obviously, there was more than one priestly "Itil at the same time. For example, in 1 Chr
15:5-10, six Levites are called 1(0, and in the other texts "lii! is used in the plural, whereas
the designation for the high priest should be in the singular. It is also noteworthy that "ito
is used regularly as head of a construct phrase together with a noun referring to the group
or entity in which the person functions as ")t0. Thus, if

refers to a priestly host,

K3Bn” l(0 designates the leader of a priestly host. However, in the Hebrew Bible the
phrase K3SiT*lto never refers to the high priest or to priests. It is rather difficult therefore
to sustain a primarily priestly connotation for the term “ittJ or the phrase tO B!T“lfa in Dan
8:11a. Nonetheless, given the strong presence of cultic terminology in vs. 1 lb and 1 lc , a
priestly connotation of "l(C, respectively X2Sn""itC, seems possible at least in a secondary
sense.

Conclusion. The use of the title K asm tB in Dan 8:1 la,7 as well as the
T T

“

appellation D'Htznfo in 8:25, implies no less than divine status.1 It refers to the divine
supreme commander. As a military term, KZ2B!T“ltB emphasizes the war-like character o f
the activities o f the horn and its attack against this heavenly warrior. In fact, the to a rt"
lie should be understood in the concept of the “Divine Warrior.” To sum up, the

'So also the observation by Collins, D aniel (1993), 375.
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expression NSBITTi? in Dan 8:1 la presents the combination o f two strands o f thinking:
(1) N3ari'"li0 is a military term in the Hebrew Bible and (2) ltD in a visionary context in
the book o f Daniel refers to a celestial being. In addition, a priestly connotation cannot be
excluded.
The question remains, who is this divine-like commander o f the host? Most
likely, Michael is the commander. First, the title “lfcl links both the prince o f the host and
Michael. O f all the occurrences o f “lfa in the book of Daniel, the phrase b i“13n "ltoil “the
great prince” (12:1), which identifies Michael, is most similar to

Second,

regarding terminology, it is noteworthy that the Greek dpxioxpairiYoq “commander-inchief,” which renders tO S rn to in Dan 8:11a, is repeatedly used as an attribute to
Michael in the Pseudepigrapha.1 This is a later tradition, of course, but it confirms the

‘The G reek translation o f
is fifteen times the term dpxiotpdtTiyoi; “com m ander-inchief.” Both in Josh 5:14, 15 and in D an 8:11a this title occurs. Out o f the ca. 73 occurrences o f the
term dpxiOTpdtriYoi; in the Pseudepigrapha, w hich always refers to celestial beings, this title is m ost
frequently used for M ichael (ca. 71 tim es), only once for Raphael (Greek A pocalypse o f E zra 1:4) and
once for a man o f heaven not identified (Joseph and A senath 14:7). The phrases “M ichael, the
dpxLOtpctTTiYog” and “the dpxiorpdrriYog M ichael” occur in 2 Enoch 22:6 (J); 33:10 (J and A ); 72:5
(J); 3 Baruch (G reek version) 11:4, 6, 7, 8; 13:3; T estam e n to f Abraham (A) 1:4; 2:2; 3:9; 4:7; 7:11;
8:11; 9:8; 10:12; 12:15; 14:5, 12; 15:1; 19:4; (B) 14:7; G reek Apocalypse o f E zra 4:24. T hus, w hen
the Old G reek and Theodotion use the title dpxiatpaxriY0? in Dan 8:1 la the interpretation b ased on the
Pseudepigrapha is that this “prince o f th e host” should be identified with M ichael. See Lueken, 2627; M ichael M ach, “M ichael S lO ’O,” D D D , 570; D arrell D. H annah, M ichael a n d Christ: M ichael
Traditions and A n g el Christology in E arly Christianity, W U N T : Reihe 2, no. 109 (Tubingen: M ohr
Siebeck, 1999), 38-40. Johannes P eter R ohland’s attempt to argue that the dpxLoxpdxriYoc in Josh
5:14,15 and D an 8:1 l a should not be identified with M ichael because his nam e does n o t appear in
these biblical texts is not convincing (D er E rzengel Michael, A rzt und Feldherr: Z w ei A sp ekte des
vor- und fruhbyzantinischen M ichaelskultes, BZRGG, no. 19 [Leiden: Brill, 1977], 13-14). From a
diachronic view point, it is more likely that the Pseudepigrapha as later w ritings used th e term
dpxuJTpaTTiYog from Josh 5:14, 15 and D an 8:11a and identified it w ith M ichael th an the biblical
w riter intentionally avoided the nam e M ichael in order to m ake clear that he refers here to another
celestial being. On the preem inence o f M ichael in Jewish and Christian literature see also the list o f
attributes and characteristics o f M ichael in Colin Nicholl, “M ichael, the R estrainer R em oved (2 Thess.
2:6-7),” JT S 51 (2000): 33-35; cf. A nderson, “The M ichael Figure,” 4-11.
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identification o f the apxioTpKTrfyot; with Michael in the early Jewish literature. Third,
whenever M ichael is mentioned in Daniel the context is one of contest and controversy,1
leading Collins to believe that in the book o f Daniel “Michael, not Yahweh, is the
heavenly warrior who fights for Israel.”2 Such a background of war and conflict would fit
well with the mentioning o f this celestial figure in Dan 8:1 la in a context in which the
horn is on the war-path. Fourth, “the commander o f the host of Yahweh” in Josh 5:1315, which is intertextually related to the commander o f the host in Dan 8:11a, has been
suggested to be Michael or, at least, a prefiguration o f Michael.3 Fifth, if the host of
heaven refers to the covenant people, the commander o f the host would be the leader of
that covenant people. In this regard, the attribute o f Michael as the one “who stands over

'A n extensive discussion on the functions o f M ichael in the Book o f D aniel is provided by
A nderson, “T he M ichael Figure,” 181-295. F or M ichael as the fighting one, even as the D ivine
W arrior, see Jo h n J. Collins, “ The M ythology o f H oly W ar in D aniel and the Qumran W ar Scroll: A
P oint o f T ransition in Jew ish A pocalyptic,” VT 25 (1975): 600-601; and O tzen, 119-123.
2C ollins, “H oly W ar in D aniel,” 601.
3C ollins suggests that “the figure o f M ichael m ust be seen as development o f the prince o f the
host o f Y ahw eh w ho appears to Joshua in Jos. v 13 and o f the angel o f the Exodus” (“H oly W ar in
D aniel,” 601 n. 20). A relation betw een M ichael and the celestial figure in Josh 5 could be
established on the basis o f “parallel passages” to Josh 5:13-15. There, “the prince o f the host o f
Y h w h ” is described with i T 3 HSl1?© l a i n ) “and his sw ord draw n in his hand” (Josh 5:13). Exactly
the same characterization is used for n itT
“the angel o f Y h w h ” in Num 22:23,31 and 1 Chr
21:16 (cf. M iller, The D ivine Warrior, 128-131). O tzen regards these parallel texts as “connecting
links from the ‘P rince o f the H ost o f Y ah w eh ’ to the m a l’&k w ith his sword and from there to the
figure o f the fighting M ichael” (120). O tzen also refers to the later rabbinic tradition w hich interprets
“various m artial angels figuring in O ld T estam ent narratives as M ichael,” for example, the “prince o f
the host o f Y h w h ” (Josh 5:13) or the angel o f Y hw h stopping Balaam (Num 22:23). H e finally
concludes that there is a “developm ent from Y ahw eh as the divine w arrior to a figure o f a fighting
angel who represents Y ahw eh in his capacity o f w arrior and w ho may even be seen as the ‘w arrior
aspect’ o f Y ahw eh split off as an independent figure, eventually being personalized as M ichael”
( 121 ).
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the sons o f your people” in Dan 12:1 proves him to be the “angelic guardian o f Israel,”1
the protector and patron o f the covenant people, a position which is usually attributed to
Y hw h

himself.2 One should also mention that the role of the commander o f the host in

Dan 8 (leader o f the host o f heaven, heavenly [high] priest, opponent o f the horn) is
similar to the roles that are in general attributed to Michael in Jewish apocalyptic
literature.3
In sum, the suggestion o f a “commander o f the host” that is both angelic and
divine-like seems to be the only solution which is faithful to the different indicators
within the text. At the same time, such a proposal resolves the tension felt by those
exegetes who chose the prince to be either God or to be Michael.4

Meaning of the Clause
An analysis of the syntactic and semantic features o f sentences in which b l l

‘See H annah, 33-38, esp. 34-35.
S im ila rly , but not in the sense o f attributing a divine-like character to M ichael, N iehr remarks
that according to Dan 10:13 and 12:1 “M ichael has taken the place o f Y ahw eh as Israel’s protective
prince” (N iehr,
14:214). A nderson argues for the divine character o f the M ichael figure who is
an interm ediary betw een G od and angels as w ell as betw een God and hum ans (“T he M ichael Figure,”
288-294).
3See H annah’s recent discussion on M ichael in Jew ish apocalyptic literature (including the
book o f D aniel). H e observes th a t M ichael is presented in relation to Israel as the angelic guardian o f
Israel, the leader o f the heavenly host, and Isra el’s legal advocate and opponent o f Satan. Further,
M ichael is presented as Israel’s intercessor and heavenly high priest, as psychopom p, as angelus
interpres, as the highest archangel, and as “th e angel o f the N am e” (H annah, 33-54).
4For exam ple, Z ockler b elieves that the prince o f the host o f Y h w h in Josh 5:14, w ho for him
is probably M ichael, is not identical with th e prince o f the host in D an 8, w ho by contextual reasons
must be divine (176). As another exam ple, M ontgom ery rejects the view th at the prince o f the host is
M ichael, though fo r him the use o f “1(0 in the book o f D aniel as w ell as Josh 5:14 supports the idea
that the prince o f the host is M ichael (335).
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occurs in the Hiphil stem illuminates the meaning o f Dan 8:11a.1 In the OT, thirty-four
clauses with b u hif. are found. The semantically relevant syntactic features o f these
clauses are shown in the following list:2
1.

b*D hif. with direct object; transitive-causative: “to make something great”
(13x)
a. Human subject (negative activity): Amos 8:5; Obad 12; Ps 41:10; Eccl 2:4.
b. Divine subject (positive activity): Gen 19:19; 1 Sam 12:24; 2 Sam 22:51
(ketib) = Ps 18:51 (qere); Isa 9:2; 28:29; 42:21; Ezek 24:9; Ps 138:2.

2.

b*U hif. with infinitive sentence as semantic predicate;3 intransitive: “(to do)
great things” or “to act mightily or boastfully” (4x)
a. Human subject (negative activity): Joel 2:20.
b. Divine subject (positive activity): Joel 2:21; Ps 126:2, 3.

3.

bT3 hif. without direct object; inwardly transitive:4 “to make oneself great,”
often by exalting oneself or boasting (17x)
a. Human subject (mostly negative activity): 1 Sam 20:41 ;5 Jer 48:26, 42;

'See Probstle, “Linguistic A nalysis o f D aniel 8:11, 12,” 83-84.
2See M osis for sim ilar observations w hich confirm m y analysis (J. B ergm an, H elm er
Ringgren, and R. M osis, “b “\3 gadhal,” TD O T, 2:404-406). E rnst Jenni distinguishes S ill hif. only
between “normal causative” and an “inner-causative” function (“ bV}3 gadd /,” TLO T, 1:304-305).
D C H distinguishes “transitive” and “intransitive” m eaning (2:323-325).
3In these sentences a desem antized m ain verb— b l 3 hif.— is follow ed by an infinitive w hich
designates the actual activity. In other w ords, b n 3 is syntactically the m ain verb, but sem antically it
only accompanies the infinitive.
4The inw ardly transitive m eaning m ay be co n fu sed w ith the reflexive m eaning (subject and
object refer to the sam e) as both are translated the sam e. H ow ever, the inw ardly transitive m eaning o f
the Hiphil includes the causative function so th at the “double-status subject causes itself to be or do
something, and since the object is elided the verb is form ally intransitive” (W altke and O ’C onnor, 440
[§27.2f]). For the inw ardly transitive (innerlich-transitiv) H iphil see also E rnst Jenni, D er hebraische
Pi"el: Syntaktisch-sem asiologische JJntersuchung ein er Verbalform im A lten Testam ent (Zurich:
Evangelische V erlagsanstalt, 1968), 46-48. C f. G K C , 145 (§53d-f); B ergstrasser, 2:102-103 (§19d);
and the ingressive m eaning m entioned by H. S. N yberg, H eb reisk G ram m atik (Stockholm : A lm qvist
& Wiksell, 1952), 226-227 (§78bb).
5The tem poral clause b 'H an
does not have an object. H ow ever, the text and its
meaning is disputed: Jenni regards it as causative b u t p ro p o ses a textual em endation (“ bY73,” 1 :304;
the text is considered as corrupt b y B ergm an, R inggren, and M osis, 2:404; H A H A T , 1:201-202; and
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Ezek 35:13; Zeph 2:8, 10; Pss 35:26; 38:17; 55:13; Job 19:5; Eccl 1:16;'
Lam 1:9; Dan 8:4, 8, 11,25.
b. Divine subject: no occurrence.
c. Inanimate subject (positive: “to become great”): 1 Chr 22:5.2
The meaning of clauses with *773 hif. is determined mainly by two features: (1) by
the absence or presence of a direct object and (2) by the subject. With a direct object ^73
hif. has transitive-causative meaning; without a direct object it has an inwardly transitive
meaning.3 With a human subject the activity expressed by ^73 hif. is always negative in
character (with the possible exceptions o f 1 Sam 20:41 and Eccl 1:16), whereas with a
divine subject *773 hif. always designates a positive activity.
Regarding the clauses without a direct object, to which Dan 8:1 la belongs, it is
interesting that a divine subject never occurs in combination with the reflexive *773 hif.
The subject o f the inwardly transitive ^73 hif. is with one exception (the temple in 1 Chr

H ALO T, 1:179); D C H regards it as intransitive: “u n til D avid p rev ailed ” w hich m eans that he
“exceeded his com panion in weeping, or, regained his com posure” (2:324).
'In Eccl 1:16 the object could be elliptical and filled b y the o bject o f the next clause
(“w isdom ”), w hich would then move this clause to the first category, viz. *773 hif. w ith a direct object;
thus Bergm an, Ringgren, and Mosis, 2:404; H A H A T , 1:201.
2The syntactic and semantic function o f *7',73rii7 is difficult. Jenni (P i'el, 49) and H A H A T
(1 :201) regard the infinitive with *7 as inner causative expressing necessity and translate “m ust becom e
great in m easure” (cf. Bergm ann, R inggren, and M osis, 2:405); W altke and O ’C onnor classify it as
internal Hiphil: “should be m agnificent” (441 [§27.2g]); w hereas D C H (2:323-324) and H A L O T
(1:179) regard it as transitive: “to enlarge beyond all m easure.” From a syntactic view point t7, 7 3 n i7
does not have an object, and therefore it is p laced u n d er th e group w ith o u t direct object.
3The nearest the syntactic construction o f ^7 3 hif. + object com es to an inw ardly transitive
meaning is in Obad 12 w here the object o f *713 is HE “m outh” : “do n o t m ake your m outh great” is
close to “do not boast, do not m agnify yourself.” Thus, H A L O T groups this te x t w ith the intransitive
forms under “to m agnify o neself’ (1:179).
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22:5) always human.1 The action itself is of a negative character and fifteen out of
seventeen times designates the making great of oneself in an illegal, presumptuous,
arrogant manner—probably implying boasting, exalting or magnifying oneself—which
may be a general activity without direct relationship to someone else, or a specific activity
directed explicitly against others.2 Those who are affected negatively by this activity are
marked by the preposition bv? The preposition IV with b“lDhif. is used only in Dan 8:8,
1 la where it denotes the extent to which one makes oneself great.4 Hence, in Dan 8:11a
the construction b ia hif. + *1SJ does not primarily indicate the magnifying o f the horn to
be directed against the commander of the host, in which case the preposition b v would
have been expected.5 Rather it clearly expresses that the magnifying reaches an extent in
which the horn makes itself similar or equal in status to the commander o f the host.6
The activity of the hom described in Dan 8:1 la is negative in character. The horn

‘Though the subjects in Dan 8:4, 8 are animate (ram, goat) and in D an 8:11 inanim ate (hom ),
it is clear that the language o f the vision is symbolic and refers here to hum an beings or hum an
powers.
2See Jenni, Pi"el, 49; Bergm ann, Ringgren, and M osis, 2:404-406; and W altk e and O ’C onnor,
440 and 440 n. 17 (§27.2f). Only in Lam 1:9 and Dan 8:4 does *7*75 hif. occur w ith su b ject alone.
3Jer 4 8 :2 6 ,4 2 ; Ezek 35:13; Zeph 2:8, 10; Pss 35:26; 38:17; 55:13; Job 19:5.
“The sem antic function o f I V in com bination w ith
10a (above).

qal is sim ilar. See the section on vs.

5Such expectations are probably the reason for regarding “I3J1 as d itto g rap h y (from vs. 10a)
and to read instead b y i “even over” w ith reference to the expression bv b ’TDil “to m agnify o n eself
against” or “to becom e arrogant tow ard” (see Jer 48:26, 42; cf. Pss 38:17; 55:13). So G insberg,
Studies in D aniel, 82 n. 33; Hartman and Di Leila, 221. G raetz also em ends “TSJ to bv b ecau se he
regards
as elliptical for HD S ’TJri and takes b ’TJH therefore as an exp ressio n for “ speak
arrogantly, disdainfully” w hich is used with the preposition b v (387 n. 1).
6The results o f this analysis correspond to the suggestion th at b ’T iH in vs. 11a has a
subjective sense (Zockler, 175; M einhold, “D aniel,” 308).
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acts in such a way that it is magnifying itself presumptuously to the extent o f the level o f
the “commander o f the host.” The syntax (*773 hif. without direct object) also shows that
the activity o f the hom should be understood more as inwardly transitive (“to magnify
on eself’) rather than only as formally intransitive (“to become great”). The Hiphil l7’73n
is then an indication for the subjective making great o f the hom as compared to the
objective growing in vss. 9-10.1

How can a human power affect a divine being? It is mentioned three times in the
OT that the magnifying of oneself (*773 hif.) can be directed explicitly against (by) God:
Jer 48:26, 42; and Ezek 35:13.2 The context o f these passages describes how hostile
nations make themselves great against the people of Israel. God is affected by this
invective boasting against his people and he regards it as directed against himself. God is
in “fundamental solidarity . . . with the despised Israel.”3 This concept is found
underlying the divine judgment oracle in Zeph 2:8-10 in which enemy nations made

'T hus, for *713 in D an 8 :11 a the translation given by H A L O T (1:179: “to m agnify oneself,”
“to boast”) and b y D C H (1 :324: “act m ightily or boastfully, prevail, magnify o n s e lf’) should be
preferred over the one given b y H A H A T (1:201: “to becom e great, mighty”) and B D B (152: “do great
things”). Lust argues that b ’T in does not m ean “to grow” but rather “to b o ast” (“Cult and Sacrifice in
D aniel,” 290-291; cf. A alders, D aniel [1962], 175).
2O ne is rem inded o f the “tow er o f B abel” episode in Gen 11:1-9. T hough the verb *773 is not
used in the story itself, the building o f a tow er that reaches into heaven (O’lSCI) is notably the first
human attem pt at m agnifying oneself, w hich the intention “let us make for ourselves a n am e” shows
(11:4). To be sure, the root *773 appears in the noun *77373 “tow er” which occurs here fo r the first time
in the H ebrew Bible (Gen 11:4, 5). The hum an magnification is a clear offense to Y h w h . T hat is
why Y hw h intervenes through his judgm ent. In the follow ing divine call to A bram , w hich is clearly
linked to the “tow er o f B abel” episode, the verb *773 then occurs for the first tim e in the H ebrew Bible
when Y hw h prom ises A bram to m ake his nam e great (7*773X1,12:2). A lso, Y hw h w ill m ake Abram
a great (*7l73) nation (12:2). It is in G en 11:1-9 and 12:1-3 that the contrasting them e o f hum an self
m agnification, on the one hand, w hich is basically a usurpation of divine status and thus an offense to
God, and the divine m aking great o f his chosen people, on the other hand, takes its beginning.
3M osis in B ergm ann, R inggren, and M osis, 2:405 (in reference to Je r 48:26, 4 2 ; E zek 35:13).
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themselves great (b“I3 hif.) against “my people” and “their border” (vs. 8), against “the
people o f the Lord of hosts” (vs. 10). The same context is found in Dan 8:10-11. The
hom acts against the host o f heaven. This implies that it also acts against the
“commander o f the host” who is in fundamental solidarity with his host. The attack
against the commander o f the host therefore consists in the earthly attack on the people of
God and on the worship o f God.1 Notwithstanding, the attack of the hom is also directed
against the commander o f the host himself, as the next two clauses in vs. 11 will show.

Clause l i b

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
lib

[T » n n ] [(Q : □ 'T in) n n n ] [ ia p p ] i
waw+prep+ePP/3sgm/ Hiphil-pf/3sgm/ [qere: Hophal-pf/3sgm/] art+adv
waw+PWG(prep+ePP/3sgm/) Hiphil-pf73sgm/ [qere: Hophal-pf/3sgm/]
ArtWG(art+adv)
4.Sy + P.Sy [+l.Sy] +2.Sy
prepositional object +predicate [+subject] +direct object
Clause-type: x-qatal.

'See, e.g., von Lengerke, 379; Rohling, D aniel, 238; M einhold, “D aniel,” 308-309 (“the
oppression o f the saints [vs. 10] is also a m ockery o f G od” ); Goldingay, Daniel, 211; Seow, D aniel,
124 (“atrocities com m itted against the people o f G od are atrocities perpetrated against the heavenly
host and, indeed, against G od”). G eorge W . N ickelsburg, in discussing Dan 7 and applying the same
principle to D an 8, recognizes that “the apocalyptist view s reality on two separate but related levels.
Events on earth have their counterparts in heaven and vice versa.” In applying the biblical text
historically to the tim e o f A ntiochus, he describes this interrelation: “W hen A ntiochus persecutes the
Jews he is w earing out their heavenly angelic patrons. By the same token the actions o f the heavenly
court have repercussions on earth. W hen ju d g m e n t is passed in heaven the earthly king and his
kingdom fall” (Jew ish L iterature Between the B ible a n d the M ishnah: A H istorical and L iterary
Introduction [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1981], 85).
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The syntactic analysis depends on the form o f the verb which is written as Hiphil
“took away” with active meaning but is vocalized as Hophal C lin “was taken
away” with passive meaning. A text-oriented interpretation favors the ketib form because
this is the one found in the Hebrew consonantal text which has been chosen for this textoriented study. In addition, the text-critical comments below also provide reasons for
retaining the consonantal text. Nevertheless, an analysis o f the clause with the qere of the
verb is also provided.

Text-critical note on the verb in Dan 8:1 lb
The basic issue with the verb in vs. 1lb is whether the Hiphil D ’H n “he took
away” (ketib) or the Hophal DTin “it was taken away” (qere) constitutes the original text,
especially since the versions are also divided.1 Closely connected to the ketib/qere
question is the question o f the function o f 13QE in the same clause.2 Regarding procedure,
it is more precise to start with the analysis o f the verbal form, which is syntactically the
main denominator o f a verbal clause, before one tackles the prepositional phrase. In other
words, the interpretation o f 13QQ1 should not influence the decision on the ketib/qere
conflict.
Five different avenues o f understanding have been proposed in the literature.

'P eshitta (A fel "p-i t PC") and V u lg ate (et ab eo tulit) read as active, w hereas Theodotion, Old
Greek, as w ell as Papyrus 967, attest the passive verbal form (eppaxBri).
M o n tg o m ery even attributes the conflict o f ketib/qere to the different interpretations of
13I3Q1, w hich can m ean either “and from him (prince o f the host)” or “and by him (h o m )” (336).
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First, the active Hiphil form □’’“in “took away” is original.1 Several reasons argue for this
understanding. For one, the verb D ' " i n with active meaning does not fit smoothly into the
series of passives in vss. 11c and 12a (though it fits to the previous Hiphil form in vs.
1la). The reading o f D,-in seems therefore to be the lectio difficilior} Also, frequently
the motivation for choosing the qere is to avoid the apparent gender incongruence
between the feminine subject “hom” and the masculine ketib verb.3 However, if there are
good reasons to retain the masculine verb forms in vss. 9a and 1la (see discussion under
the literary analysis), another masculine verb in vs. l i b fits well into this context.
Finally, the passive DHin (qere) could have well been adjusted in analogy to the following
passive ij*7tin and is thus a later development.4 A n argument from the context is that,
though with some reservation, the Hiphil form o f D ll may imply priestly language.5
Second, the Hophal DHin “was taken away” (qere) is original.6 The major reasons

'Peshitta; V ulgate; von Lengerke, 379; H itzig , 132; K ranichfeld, 294; K nabenbauer, 33;
Tiefenthal, 268; K am phausen, 33; G K C , 202 (§72ee); L eupold, 347; Thom son, 242; N elis, 96; Ploger,
Daniel, 122; Lebram , D aniel, 94; D om inique B arthelem y, C ritique textuelle de 1‘Ancien Testament,
vol. 3,E zechiel, D aniel a tle s 12 Prophetes, O B O , no. 50/3 (F ribourg, Sw itzerland: Editions
Universitaires; Gottingen: V andenhoeck & R uprecht, 1992), 459-460; H aag, D aniel, 64; Schindele,
“Textkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 5; Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 174.
2Schindele, “Textkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 5.
3Moore observes that the passives D'hin and
discord o f gender” (195 n. 16).

“m ay have been occasioned by the

4See H avem ick, 275; von L engerke, 379; K ranichfeld, 294; Tiefenthal, 268; Ploger, Daniel,
122.

5Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 174 n. 296.
601d Greek, T heodotion, M einhold, “D an ie l,” 309; B ehrm ann, 54 (cites fflT in in Zech 5:11
and BA nB ’p n in D an 7:4); von G all, 48; Prince, “O n D an iel viii. 11, 12,” 204; Prince, D aniel, 242;
Marti, Daniel, 58; M ontgom ery, 340; C harles, 205, 207, 377; B eek, 84; Linder, 337; Lattey, 29;
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for this are first that a Hophal verbal form would avoid a gender incongruence with the
subject hom, which then needs to be supplied, and second that the Hophal aligns with the
Hophal

in the next clause (vs. 11c) and with the passive ]n.3n in vs. 12a. The latter

could however be regarded as weakness for it seems to be a harmonization with vss. 11c
and 12a.
The third suggestion is that the consonantal form □"'“in is a passive form due to
Aramaic influence.1 Such an isolated passive meaning o f a seemingly Hiphil consonantal
form—also called a Hophal D’"in with f-vowel— is argued on the analogy o f the Aramaic
n r r p n in Dan 7:4, and in comparison to the Hophal nrrarn in Zech 5:11.2 This

suggestion is attractive mainly if one holds to the Aramaic influence theory or Aramaic
original theory of Dan 8 and the other parts of BH Daniel.
Fourth, Goldstein proposes to vocalize □ 'i n as Hiphil infinitive absolute
that functions like a finite verb with active meaning. As shown above, such a proposal
involves too many changes in vocalization in vs. 11 and requires a different clause
division.3

A alders, D aniel (1962), 175; Delcor, 176 (because o f the passive
in vs. 1 lc ); H asslberger, 8 n.
25; Niditch, 220; H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ” ’ (1986), 404 n. 22; translation by G oldingay, D aniel, 195
(cf. 197); Collins, D aniel (1993), 326; R edditt, 139; G zella, 38.
'K onig l:502f.; Behrmann, 54. The note in B arthelem y (4 5 9 ) that Bentzen, Porteous, and
Ploger support this view is erroneous.
JEwald, Lehrbuch, 344 (§13 Id ). Cf. the original first vow el /u / and the original stem vow el
or second vowel /i / in the perfect o f passive conjugations; Jouon and M uraoka, 165 (§55); W altke and
O ’Connor, 447 (§28.1).
3Goldstein, I Maccabees, 145-146 n. 251. For com m ents on this suggestion see p. 155 n. 2.
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The fifth category of suggestions is textual emendation.1 Again, from the
viewpoint of a text-oriented approach, as long as other possibilities exist that do not
require a change of the text, textual emendation is considered an inferior option.
To conclude these comments on the verb form, there are enough reasons to retain
the consonantal Hiphil reading with an active sense. The following syntactic analysis is
undertaken with the preferred ketib form (Hiphil). Nevertheless, after this a syntactic
analysis o f the clause with the qere form (Hophal) is also provided.

Syntax o f 1lb and antecedent o f 13QQ
The verb D, ‘i n (ketib) is masculine in gender like b'HDn in the previous clause.
The subject is still the hom mentioned explicitly in vs. 9a. Again, the gender difference
between the masculine predicate and the feminine subject “hom” will be addressed in the
literary analysis. The object o f the taking away is T P Fin “the tlm i d.”2 The omission of
the object marker nx before TO Fin can be explained as a possible feature in BH (nx is
also missing before FlOX in vs. 12b), or as occurring typically before TDFin (nx is also
missing before TDFIH in 11:31), or as a sign for language o f a high style (HX is missing
before the direct objects in 8:24, 25 [2x], 26). The prepositional phrase 1300 with

of

source indicates the person from whom the tkm id is taken away, namely “the prince of
the host” to whom the pronominal suffix refers back. This creates a syntactic-semantic
'G insberg (Studies in Daniel, 50-51) and H artm ann (222) em end to DTFI “it rem oved,”
w hereas for H artm ann T0F1 “it removed, put aw ay” is a slightly b etter reading (referrin g to D an
11:31; 12:11). M oore reads nQ ’TH in order to avoid gender discord w ith the fem in in e h o m (196).
2As already m entioned, for the term TDF) I will use its transliteration tam i d as substitute for
an English translation.
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correspondence between vs. 1 la and vs. 1 lb: Both clauses start with a prepositional
phrase referring to the commander o f the host followed by a Hiphil verb form with the
hom as subject, except that in vs. 1 lb a further entity is introduced, the ta m id .
With a passive verb D llit {q e re ) the word TORH functions as subject o f the
passive clause. With such a reading the prepositional phrase 1333 becomes ambiguous.
Basically, two different functions could be attributed to this phrase.1 On the one hand,
and preferred by most scholars, 1333 could be a ]3 o f source referring to the source from
which the ta m i d is taken away.2 In this case, the pronominal suffix in 1333 refers to the
prince o f the host and the clause is translated with “f r o m h im [the prince o f the host] the
ta m i d is taken away.”3 With this understanding the function and referent o f the

prepositional phrase is the same as in the clause with the k e tib CHH. On the other hand,
1333 could be a ]3 o f instrument referring to the agent o f the taking away, the so-called
logical subject o f the passive verb. The pronominal suffix in 1333 would then refer to the
subject o f the previous clause (vs. 1 la), which is the hom, and the clause would be

‘The textual em endation that reads 1333 or 13*030 “from its stand” instead o f 13133, as
proposed by G insberg (Studies in D aniel, 51) and follow ed by H artm ann and Di Leila (222) and
L acocque (D aniel, 159) has not found much support.
2G oldstein takes 13331 to vs. 11a and translates: “It grew, until it equaled the Prince o f the
H ost, and beyond” (7 M accabees, 145-146 n. 251). H ow ever, it is extrem ely difficult to prove that the
preposition ]3 can indicate spatial positioning o f a mark beyond w hich a m ovem ent occurs (once it
m ay indicate the tem poral “beyond” : 2 Sam 20:5). The preposition ]3 never occurs w ith a verb o f
m otion in such a m eaning— there it indicates only source (from w here or from w hom ) or in specific
com binations (e.g., D“lp 3 “eastw ards,” p1rP13 “far away” ) direction— and it n ev er occurs after the
preposition *11? in such a meaning. Therefore, the syntactic transposition o f 13331 to vs. 11a m ust be
rejected.
3So, e.g., R osenm uller, 262; von Lengerke, 379; Rohling, Daniel, 231; B evan, 133; D river,
D aniel, 116; M arti, D aniel, 58; Goettsberger, 62; Leupold, 347; Bentzen, 56; A alders, D a n iel (1962),
175; Delcor, 174; M aier, 305; H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 404; Redditt, 139. O f course, this
opinion is held by all scholars w ho consider the active D, p n to be the correct verbal form o f vs. 1 lb .
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translated “b y h im [the horn] the t l m i d is taken away.”1
There are at least two reasons why the pronominal suffix in 13730 refers to the
prince o f the host. First, both 1300 and XOSrntO “113 occupy the preverbal fields o f their
respective clauses. The focus on the prince o f the host established in vs. 11a is reaffirmed
in vs. 1 lb if indeed the pronominal suffix in 1300 refers to the prince. There is no
apparent reason to switch the focus back to the hom. In fact, 1300 is naturally only in
sentence-initial position when it emphasizes the previously mentioned KOSrniC, which is
also in sentence-initial position.2
Second, whereas the next clause (vs. 1 lc) has no explicit reference to the subject
“hom ,” the pronominal suffix /3sgm / in itinpp refers to the prince o f the host. As 1300
refers back to “the prince o f the host” the following pronominal suffix in lEHpQ, which
again refers back to the prince, has in 1300 a near antecedent.3
Thus, it is rather difficult to assume that in Dan 8:1 lb the preposition ]Q indicates

'S o the O ld G reek and Theodotion, w ho read 8 i’ aikov . . . gppaxGri “by him . . . was taken
aw ay”; H einrich Ew ald, Syntax o f the H ebrew L anguage o f the Old Testament, trans. J. K ennedy
(E dinburgh: C lark, 1879), 129 (§295c), w ho furtherm ore argues that the preposition ]Q indicates the
logical subject o f a passive verb in a stronger w ay than the preposition b does (cf. idem , D aniel, 262);
M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; B ehrm ann, 24, 54; B D B , 580 (under
2e[a]); Charles, 205, who reads
313001 w ith fem inine suffix to align it w ith the fem inine p p ; Frank Zimm ermann, “T he A ramaic
O rigin o f D aniel 8-12,” JB L 57 (1938): 257, w h o considers the placem ent o f ]0 + pronom inal suffix
in sentence-initial position as A ramaic construction sim ilar to the frequent DJJB D'iZJ ’SD! “and a
decree is issued by m e” (Dan 3:29; 4:3; Ezra 4:19; 6:8, 11; 7:21); Linder, 337; Lattey, 29; B arnes
2:111; W ood, 214; G oldingay, D aniel, 195, 197; Lucas, D aniel, 206. For exam ples o f such a function
o f ]Q w ith passive verbs see, e.g., G en 9:11; Isa 53:5; H os 8:4; Obad 9; N ah 1:6; Ps 37:23; Job 24:1;
28:4; Eccl 12:11; cf. also D an 3:29, etc. in A ram aic. The canonized Aramaic text o f Dan 8:11 (D an
6:11 in this A ram aic text) reads “and by him the daily sacrifice was taken away” (Nachm an H eller,
D aniel a nd E zra: The C anonized A ram aic Text, Translated into Hebrew, Yiddish and English, and
Supplem ented with F ootnotes and M a rg in a l C om m ents [New York: Rosenberg, 1905], 59).
2Cf. K onig, 3:37 (§107).
3K onig, 3:37 (§107); H asslberger, 100; Barthelem y, 460 n. 1439.
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the agent o f a passive verb. The emphasis of the clauses in vs. 11 is not on the agent
itself but on its activities,1and on the objects affected by them.

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Syntactic-semantic analysis o f □ ’“in
The verbal root DTI occurs ninety-two times in the Hiphil2 and two times in the
Hophal. In Dan 8:1 lb it occurs with

o f the person and is suggested to be translated

with “lift up” or “draw away.”3 In order to understand the syntactic and semantic
dimension of the clause in Dan 8:11b, all clauses with the verbal root DTI in the H-stem
(Hiphil and Hophal)4 in which a prepositional phrase with ]D occurs need to be analyzed.
From that material the relevant conclusions for Dan 8:1 lb can be drawn.

Analysis of clauses with D1”l hif./hof. +

The list in table 5 seeks to tabulate

the results o f an analysis o f clauses with DTI hif./hof. (=D n hif.5) +

in BH.6

'H asslberger, 100.
2This count includes the ketib in Pss 66:7; 89:18; D an 8:1 lb , and □ ’’“iri in Ps 75:7.
3For exam ple, H A L O T gives as translation possibilities for O n hif./hof. in D an 8:11 “lift up,
draw aw ay” (ketib, hif.) and “b e lifted aw ay, taken aw ay” (qere, hof.) (3:1204-1205).
4Besides the active/passive differences, the ketib and the qere refer to the same activity in
regard to the t&mi d, and thus b ring the sam e sem antic values to the m eaning o f the clause.
5In all cases o f DTI hif./hof. + ]Q the verb occurs only once in the H ophal (Lev 4:10); in all
other texts D ll is in the H iphil. To sim plify, therefore, I use in the follow ing the expression “DTI hif.”
with the understanding that DTI hof. is included w henever this is possible.
6The difficult clause in E zek 45:9 does not belong into the category o f clauses with DTI hif. +
]Q. The preposition
in th e com pound bVQ seem s not to be governed b y the verb T iT H b ut rather
by the root 2j")3 “ex p el” in the noun
“your driving aw ay .” The com bination 2)13 + IP “drive
out from” is found frequently in BH (e.g., E xod 6:1; 11:1; 12:39; N um 22:6; Judg 9:41; 11:7; 1 Sam
26:19; 1 K gs 2:27; H os 9:15; M ic 2:9; 2 C hr 20:11).
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Table 5. Clauses with DTI hif./hof. +
T ex t

S u b ject

T ran slation
o fa n

O b je ct

P re p o sitio n a l
O b je ct w ith

C o n tex t

L e v 2:9

p riest

re m o v e /
se t asid e'

its to k e n
p o rtio n

from the n n fQ
: •

cu lt

L e v 4:8

h ig h p riest2

re m o v e /
se t a sid e

a ll th e fa t o f
th e b u ll o f th e
n a aT n”

from it (b u ll o f
th e n ttD n )

cu lt

L e v 4 :1 0

p riest

re m o v e /
se t a sid e
( o n h o f.)

it ( = a ll o f th e
fat, v s. 8 )3

fro m the o x

cu lt

L e v 4:1 9

p riest

re m o v e /
set a sid e

a ll its fat

fro m it (b u ll
fo r n x tsn )

cu lt

L e v 6:8

p riest4

re m o v e /
set a sid e

a h a n d fu l o f
fin e f l o u r ...

fro m it ( n n n )

cu lt

N u m 17:2

p riest
E leazar

re m o v e /
se t a sid e

th e c e n se r s

fro m th e m id st
O p a a ) o f th e
fire

stru g g le o v er
p rie sth o o d
(a sso c ia te d w ith
cult; c f. 1 6 :1 7 -1 8 )

N u m 18:26

you
(L e v ite s)

se t a sid e /
w ith h o ld 5

a c o n tr ib u tio n 6
fo r Y h w h

fro m it (th e
tith e)

c u lt

N u m 18:28

you
(L e v ite s)

se t a sid e /
w ith h o ld

a co n trib u tio n
fo r Y h w h

fro m all o f
y o u r tith es

c u lt

N u m 18:29

you
(L e v ite s)

se t a sid e /
w ith h o ld

th e en tire
co n trib u tio n
fo r Y h w h

fro m a ll g ifts
c o n v e y e d to
you

cu lt

N u m 18:30

you
(L e v ite s)

se t a sid e /
w ith h o ld

its b e s t

fro m it (th e
tith es)

cu lt

N u m 18:32

you
(L e v ite s)

se t a sid e /
w ith h o ld

its b e s t

fro m it (th e
tith es)

c u lt

N u m 3 1 :28

M oses

se t a sid e /
ra ise7

a trib u te fo r
Y hwh

fro m th e m en
o f w ar8

cu lt

t
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Table 5— Continued.
T ex t

S ub ject

T ranslation
of o n

O b ject

P r e p o sitio n a l
O b je ct w ith p

C o n te x t

N u m 3 1 :5 2

M o se s and
(h igh )
p riest
E leazar9

set a sid e /
raise

a ll g o ld o f th e
co n trib u tio n 10
(fo r Y h w h )"

from (nK i2)
th e o ffic e r s o f
th o u sa n d s /
h u n d red s

cu lt

1 S am 2:8

Y hwh

lift

the n eed y

fro m th e a sh
h eap

H a n n a h ’s Prayer:
so c ia l statu s

1 K g s 14:7

Y hw h

ex a lt

you

from a m o n g
0 |1 n p ) th e
p e o p le

P ro p h e tic
m e s s a g e to
Jerob eam :
s o c ia l statu s

1 K g s 16:2

Y hwh

ex a lt

you

from a m o n g
( • s p n n ) th e
d u st

D iv in e m e ssa g e
to Jehu:
s o c ia l statu s

Isa 14:13

I (k in g o f
B a b el)

raise

m y throne

fro m a b o v e o f
(b ‘p y a a j t h e
stars o f G o d

Q u o te in taunt
so n g o v e r king:
statu s

Isa 5 7 :1 4

u n sp ec ified
p erson s

rem ove

o b sta c le

fro m th e w a y
o f m y p e o p le

M e ssa g e : p e o p le
w ill return to G o d

E z ek 45:1

u n sp ec ified
(Israelites)

set apart

an a llo tm en t
fo r Y h w h , a
h o ly p o rtio n

fro m th e lan d

c u lt

fr o m th e e a s t /
w e s t / d esert

P ro p h e tic
ex h o rta tio n in a
P sa lm o f A saph :
s o c ia l statu s

e x a lt12

P s 7 5:7

P s 8 9 :20

Y hwh

ex a lt

a c h o se n o n e

fro m th e
p e o p le

P sa lm r e c a llin g
th e d iv in e o ra cle
a b o u t D a v id :
s o c ia l statu s

P s 113:7

Y hwh

lift

th e n e e d y

fr o m th e a sh
h ea p

P sa lm :
s o c ia l statu s

D a n 8:11b

hom

rem ove

th e tami d

fr o m h im

cu lt
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Table 5— Continued.

'In his com m entary on Leviticus, Jacob Milgrom translates the H iphil o f D ll alw ays w ith “set aside”
since for him in the priestly source O n i is a technical term (Leviticus 1-16, A B, vol. 3 [N ew York:
D oubleday, 1991], 186).
2The term [11311 “the priest” in Lev 4:8 refers to the high priest designated in vss. 3-5 as IT ttiO l [11311
“the anointed priest” (see M ilgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 233). The definite article in [11311 is a clear
indication for this. A lso theologically, the high priest needs to officiate his ow n sacrifice “because
there is no one higher to represent him before G od” (John E. H artley, Leviticus, W B C , vol. 4 [Dallas:
W ord, 1992], 60).
3A passive clause has no gramm atical object and thus no object marker. T he p lace o f th e o b ject is
here filled in by the gram m atical subject o f the passive clause w hich transform ed is the o bject o f the
active clause.
4M ilgrom correctly observes that “the anonymous subject throughout this chapter is always the priest”
(Leviticus 1-16, 391).
"Levine translates the H iphil o f D ll with “withhold” and com pares the sense o f to w ithhold one-tenth
o f the tithes or gifts given to the Levites with the contem porary practice o f w ithholding taxes
(Num bers 1-20, 439, 452).
6The term 1 0T 1 1 1 stems from the root D ll and indicates that w hich is set aside or dedicated to Y h w h 1
,
a “contribution” or “dedication.” See the extensive note on 71121111 in M ilgrom , L eviticu s 1-16, 415416. Levine observes that “Hebrew terumah is a generic term th at literally m eans ‘w h at is lifted,
taken,’ but rather with the act o f collection. Most substances identified as terumah have to do w ith
temple and cult, or w ith the emoluments o f the clergy (Lev 7:14; N um 18:8, 29-30; D eu t 12:6-11, 17)”
(Num bers 1-20, 191). Levine suggests translating 1121111 with “levied d o n ation” (so in all its
occurrences, including Num 18:26, 28, 29).
7Levine translates D ll hif. in Num 31:28, 52 with “to raise” since a tax is “raised, levied” (N um bers
21-36, AB, vol. 4A [New York: Doubleday, 2000], 4 4 9 -4 5 0 ,4 6 0 ).
8O f course, the tribute or tax is taken “from their h a lf’ o f the booty (Num 3 1 :26, 29), b u t here the
preposition [12 designates those persons to whom the booty belonged.
9The attribute [ 1 3 1 “the priest,” w hich is here used for E leazar (N um 3 1 :51), can also refer to the
high priest (for A aron see Exod 31:10 etc.). Eleazar is called “the priest” 29 tim es (N um 17:4; 19:3,
4; 2 6:3,63; 2 7 :2 ,1 9 , 21, 22; 31:6, 12 ,1 3 , 21, 2 6 ,3 1 ,4 1 , 5 1 ,5 4 ; 3 2 :2 ,2 8 ; 34:17; Josh 14:1; 17:4;
19:51; 21:1; 22:13, 31, 32), and he certainly officiates as high priest after th e death o f A aro n (Num
20:28).
' “Because the object is expressed by the relative pronoun no o bject m arker is required.
"T h e expression H I ’’1? belongs to 1121111 S IT '^ S to w hich the relative pronoun refers. See the
extension o f 112111 w ith 1 1 1 ’*? (Exod 30:13; 35:5; Lev 7:14; N um 15:19; E zek 45:1) or the phrase
111] 1Q 111 (Exod 30:14, 15; 35:5, 21, 24; Num 18:26, 28a, 28b, 29; 31:29, 41; 2 C h r 31:14).
"T h e form D’1 1 is difficult to analyze (see, e.g., the suggestions in H A L O T , 3:1205) b u t since D ll is
a key root in Ps 75 (vss. 5 ,6 , 8, 11) it seems justified to regard O’l l as H ip h il infinitive construct o f

on.
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The verbal root DTl in the Hiphil, the basic meaning of which is “bring aloft, raise
up, lift up,”1 takes on a specific meaning in clauses with the preposition p . A review o f
table 5 shows that several factors influence and determine the semantic notion of m i in
these clauses: foremost its direct object, but also its prepositional object governed by p ,
its subject, and, beyond the syntactic features, the context in which DTI hif. is used.
Two semantic notions o f D l~l can be defined according to the category o f the
direct object. First, if the object is not personal, that is, a physical object or a part o f a
(dead) animal, DTI designates the activity of removing or setting aside something from
the place or position occupied, in specific, from someone or something (entity or person)
which that object was part o f or to which it belonged (Lev 2:9; 4:8, 10, 19; 6:8; Num
17:2; 18:26, 28, 29, 30, 32; 31:28, 52; Isa 57:14; Ezek 45:1). Though there is no instance
where D T I hif. denotes the simple separation of specific persons from a larger group, this
is certainly conceivable.2 Second, if the object is a person, the activity o f separation or
removal expressed by D T l takes on the additional notion of exaltation. A person is
separated from a group to a higher status (1 Sam 2:8; 1 Kgs 14:7; 16:2; Pss 89:20; 113:7).
In one case the object is “my throne” (Isa 14:13) which, being the seat o f authority o f a
person, stands symbolically for the status of that person.
The preposition p in clauses with DTl in the H-stem always has the same

1H A L O T , 3:1204.
2In N um 17:10 a sim ilar clause type occurs, b ut w ith the verb 10 “lit— a N iphal form o f the
root DOT that is considered to be a by-form o f the root DTl which does not occur in the N iphal (cf.
H A LO T, 3:1244-1245). H ere, Y hw h com m ands M oses and Aaron to rem ove them selves “from
am ong
this com m unity.” A gain, the root DD1 denotes separation.
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function: It governs the entity from which the object is set aside, either to remove or to
exalt it. Usually the entity governed by jp is the larger whole from which the object is
taken (object from a larger object: Lev 2:9 etc.; person from a group of persons: 1 Kgs
14:7 and Ps 89:20), but it can also refer to the person/s from whom the object is taken
(Num 31:28, 52). The latter fact lends support to the view that the preposition ]Q in Dan
8:11b functions in an identical way and refers to the person from whom the fsm id is
taken. This would indicate that the expression 13pp in Dan 8:11b should not be
understood to represent the agent o f the taking away of the tlm i d. Furthermore, when it
is a person from whom something is taken away, the one who removes has authority over
that person (Num 31:28, 52).
In five o f the clauses the prepositional object stands in the preverbal field. Two
times this can be explained as a poetic arrangement in a parallelism (1 Sam 2:8; Ps
113:7). The other three times the preverbal position o f the ]Q-phrase focuses the attention
on the entity from which something or someone is set aside (Num 18:29; Isa 14:13; Dan
8:11b).
An interesting observation should be noted regarding the subject o f D T I . On the
one hand, whenever the subject is a priest or an official of the cult, D T I hif. is used in the
meaning “to set aside.” This holds true vice versa, except in cases of an unspecified
personal subject (Isa 57:14; Ezek 45:1). On the other hand, when the subject is
Y h w h — and in one case with the presumptuous, divine prerogatives claiming king of

Babel as subject (Isa 14:13)— D T l hif. is used with the meaning of “to exalt.” In those
cases the object is always personal.
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These syntactic-semantic observations result in a coherent picture of two basic
semantic notions o f o n hif. with ]p, which in addition can also be differentiated by their
contexts. First, D ll hif. means “to set aside” or “to remove” when something is taken
away from someone or something o f which it was part or to which it belonged, usually by
an official o f the cult. And second, DT7 hif. means “to exalt” or “lift up” when someone
is taken or set apart from a group or a social status, usually by Y h w h himself. One can
observe that in a cultic context DY1 hif. means “to set aside” or “to remove,” whereas in
the context o f (social) status DY1 hif. means “to exalt.” Hence, to determine the meaning
of DYl hif. + IP the context is decisive also.
Regarding the context o f D ll hif. + ]p clauses I concur with Milgrom’s
observations on the verb D ll hif. in cultic usage in general. He concludes that in a cultic
context, □,"in has a technical meaning which is “to remove, set aside.”1 More explicitly,
“in the cultic texts o f P, the verb heri m, used exclusively with the preposition min and
with the synonyms h esir ‘remove’ (e.g., [Lev] 4:8-10, 31, 35) and nibdzl ‘be separated’
(Num 16:21; 17:10), never means ‘raise, lift,’ but only ‘set apart, dedicate.’”2 In fact, as

'Jacob M ilgrom points out th a t “its usual m eaning, ‘to carry, lift’ never appears in a cultic
context. Instead, tw o other m eanings are indicated: (1) ‘donate, give a g ift’ (see Lev 22:15; Num
15:19-21; 18:19). H ow ever, this sense is secondary, a generalization and derivation from a more
concrete and basic use, w hich is (2) ‘rem ove, set asid e’ (Exod 35:24; Lev 2:9; 4:8, 10 ,1 9 ; 6:3; Num
18:26-32; 31:28)” (“T he & q h a tterum a : A C hapter in C ultic H istory,” in Studies in Cultic Theology
and Term inology, SJL A , no. 36 [Leiden: Brill, 1983], 160-161).
2M ilgrom , L eviticus 1-16, 413. M ilgrom identifies three “special characteristics typical o fth e
verb h erim in cultic u sage” w hich show th a t D1“l hif. m eans “set asid e” in cultic context: “(1) Using
the verb heri m necessitates the use o f th e preposition min; th at is, the ter urn a is always removed from
(min) som ething (E xod 29:27; Lev 2:9; 4:8, 10, 19; 6:8; N um 18:26, 28, 29, 30, 32; 31:28; cf. Ezek
45:1, 9; D an 8:11). (2) I f there is a verb parallel to h erim in a cultic text, it is always hesi r (to
remove) (e.g., Lev 4:8-10, 31, 35; cf. E zek 45:9). (3) h erim in the sense o f ‘set asid e’ is especially
found in the narrative section o f the P riestly source; com pare ‘rem ove yourselves (herbmmu) from this
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indicated by Milgrom, parallel expressions to D ll hif., especially "TlO hif., provide very
clear support for the conclusion that DTl hif. means “set aside” in a cultic context.1

D TH

+ ] D in Dan 8:11b. The implications o f this linguistic analysis pertinent to

Dan 8:1 lb in combination with some other considerations can be presented now.
First, in Dan 8:11b the object is nonpersonal. The verbal root DTl therefore
designates the activity of removing or setting aside the t l m i d ,2 and not o f exalting the

com m unity’ (Num 17:10) w ith the parallel exp ressio n ‘stand back (h ibbidelu) from this com m unity’
(Num 16:21)” (Studies in Cultic Theology, 161; cf. idem , L eviticus 1-16, 474; and E. Firm age, Jr., J.
M ilgrom, and U. Dahm en, “ D l l rum ," TD O T, 13:407).
‘The m eaning o f D l l hif. is illum inated by its parallel verb "110 hif. w hich always means
“rem ove” (Lev 4:9, 31, 35; cf. 3:4, 9, 10, 15; 7:4). In a sacrificial context T O hif. occurs highly
concentrated in the regulations concerning the rem oval o f the fat and the inner parts (ten tim es in Lev
3, 4, 7) and once to designate a sim ilar procedure: the rem oval o f the crop and the contents o f a bird
for the burnt offering (Lev 1:16). The two verbs— D T l hif. and T O hif.— stand in parallelism in Ezek
21:31; 45:9; and in close parallel in Lev 4:9-10 (cf. K onig, 3:37 [§107]; M ilgrom , Studies in Cultic
Theology, 161). Com pare also the follow ing texts: (1) “H e shall rem ove (D T I hif.) all its fat from it
and offer it up in sm oke on the altar. . . . So th e p riest shall m ake atonem ent for them , and they will be
forgiven”(Lev 4:19-20) and “Then he shall rem ove ( T O hif.) all its fat, ju st as the fat w as rem oved
from the sacrifice o f peace offerings; and the p rie st shall offer it up in sm oke on the altar for a
soothing aroma to the LORD. Thus the p riest shall m ake atonem ent for him , and h e w ill be forgiven”
(Lev 4:31). Or (2) “ju st as it [the fat; cf. vs. 8] is rem o v ed ( D T I hof.) from the ox o f th e sacrifice o f
peace offerings” (Lev 4:10) and “ju st as the fat w as rem o v ed (“HD hof.) from the sacrifice o f peace
offerings” (Lev 4:31). See also the p arallel expressions “Rem ove yourselves (DO”) nif., by-form o f
D T l ) from this com m unity” (Num 17:10) and “ S ep arate yourselves (b~\2 nif.) from this com m unity”
(Num 16:21), w hich has been pointed out by M ilg ro m , S tu d ies in Cultic Theology, 161. A nother
semantically close verb to D T l hif. is U p b “to ta k e” : “ Set aside ( D T l hif.) a tribute for Y h w h from the
men o f w ar” (Num 3 1 :28) and “take (Pip1?) it from th eir h a lf ’ (Num 3 1 :29). For a com parison
between D T and T D in Lev 1-7 as w ell as in D an 8 :1 1 ; 1 1:31; and 12:11 see W illiam H. Shea, “U nity
o f D aniel,” in Sym posium on D aniel: In tro d u cto ry a n d E xegetical Studies, ed. F. B. H olbrook,
DARCOM , vol. 2 (W ashington, DC: B ib lical R esearch Institute, 1986), 204-208. Shea concludes that
in cultic contexts both express the notion o f taking aw ay, so that the use o f D T in D an 8:11b is not
unusual.
2The Old G reek seems to support the id ea that the activity in D an 8:1 lb is one o f rem oval
because it reads for the qere D T H the indicative ao rist passive e^r|p8r| from tla.ipeiv “rem ove” or
“drive out.” The verb eSaipeiv is also used to tran slate the H iphil o f DT7 in Gen 4 1 :44 (“raise” or
“remove”), Isa 62:10 (“lift up”), and Ezek 4 5 :9 (“rem o v e”).
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tamid.'
Second, the use of the preposition
preposition

of the person in Dan 8:1 lb functions like the

in the other clauses with Dll hif.2 and therefore indicates who the tami d is

set aside from. The preposition

should not be understood to indicate the agent o f the

taking away of the tami d. In addition, the

of the person implies that the horn seems to

exercise authority over the commander of the host, which creates a need o f
explanation—the commander o f the host being the superior—that can only be solved by
the idea that the horn acts in presumption.
Third, in Dan 8:1 lb the object and the prepositional object do not belong to the
same category. The object is nonpersonal (T O nn) and the prepositional object is
personal (13QQ “from him”). This would suggest that tami d cannot be part o f “him.”
Instead, the tami d belongs to “him,” or, put differently, the tami d stands under the
authority o f “him.” The construction is similar to Num 31:28, 52, except that in that
instance the “men of war” and the officers voluntarily give that which is taken from them,
whereas in the context of Dan 8:11b it is clear that the horn takes the tami d by force.
Fourth, it has previously been demonstrated that C IH takes on the specific
meaning “set aside, remove” in a cultic context. Occurring in a context that is laden with
cultic terminology, D 'H H in Dan 8:11b needs to be considered as a cultic term also and

1Pace M albim (cited in Goldw urm , 224). In B A D1T occurs in D an 4:34 (Polel), 5:19 (H afel),
5:20 (Peal), and 5:23 (Hitpolel), never w ith the preposition
and alw ays w ith a p ersonal object,
w hich in 5:20 is implied. Thus, these occurrences w here D1T designates an activity o f exaltation
cannot be called upon as com parison to D an 8:11b.
2Milgrom adds Dan 8:11 to th e list o f D ll hif. +
Cultic Theology, 161; cf. Leviticus 1-16, 474).

clau ses in the P en tateu ch (Studies in
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therefore should have the same meaning of “set aside, remove.” The Hiphil/Hophal of
“110 “remove,” another term frequently used in a cultic context, occurs in Dan 11:31 and
12:11 obviously as parallel expressions to the Hiphil o f D T I in 8:1 lb and thus supports
the view that the meaning of D T H lies in the semantic field o f removal.
Fifth, since (1) the Hiphil of o n is a term often used in a sacrificial context, (2)
the subject o f DTI hif. + ]D meaning “to set aside from, remove from” is typically an
official o f the cult, usually a priest, and (3) since Dan 8:1 lb occurs in a context laden with
cultic terminology, it is reasonable to conclude that the subject in Dan 8:1 lb acts similar
to an official o f the cult. Hence, in describing the hom as removing the tkmi d, the hom is
seemingly portrayed as a priest. One could even say that in this instance the Hiphil o f D T I
is utilized “almost sarcastically” 1for the removal o f the tami d. This leads to the next
observation.
Sixth, the use of D l l hif. for an aggressive pseudo-cultic activity may very well be
caused by the fact that D T I belongs to the “vocabulary of pride.”2 In two other texts in the
book o f Daniel the root D T describes self-exaltation (Dan 11:12, 36). O f course, one
should distinguish between the semantic notion o f D T I to express pride, which is “to
raise,” and between the semantic notion which it has in Dan 8:1 lb , which is “to remove.”
Nevertheless, the association with pride by the use o f the root D T should not be excluded,

'B ehrm ann, 54, who then interprets the rem oval o f the tami d as the abolition o f th e sacrifices.
2D onald E . Gowan designates D T , together with ri3J and iltO , as “v o cab u lary o f p rid e”
( When M an Becom es God: H um anism and Hybris in the O ld Testam ent, PT M S, no. 6 [Pittsburgh:
Pickw ick, 1975], 19-23). Close to this group is also the root *7*13 w hich can describe h u m an b ein g s’
“m agnification o f them selves over against G od” (ibid., 23) and w hich occurs five tim es in th e context
o f Dan 8:11b, in 8:4, 8, 9b, 10a, 11a (see also D an 8:25; 11:36, 37; cf. Isa 10:12; Jer 48:26, 42).
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particularly since there are several occurrences of Si} in the sense of magnifying
oneself—the last of which appears in vs. 1 la just before the verb CHil is used— do create
exactly such an atmosphere of pride and haughtiness. The hom, taking the position o f a
priest, does act with an arrogant, haughty attitude and with hubris toward the XDBn~li2,
seemingly in authority over him. This is a characterization that in a negative context the
verbal root O il is able to express.1
Seventh, two syntactic results should also be mentioned briefly. First, a
comparison o f the five DTI hif. + jp clauses in which the prepositional object stands in
the preverbal field shows that the preverbal position of 13120 in Dan 8:11b certainly
focuses attention on the person who the tim id is taken away from.2 Thus, Dan 8:1 lb
continues the focus o f 8:1 la, namely on the one who is the target of the horn’s activity:
the commander o f the host. And second, in Dan 8:1 lb the object TDPin does not have
the object marker nK. This is not unusual since the object marker is also lacking in other
clauses with

DTI hif. + ]Q: in prosaic texts (Lev 6:8; Num 18:26, 28; 31:28; Ezek 45:1) as

well as in poetic texts (1 Sam 2:8; Isa 14:13; 57:14; Pss 89:20; 113:7).

'In figurative and in theological meaning rum is often used negatively to designate the
arrogant, haughty attitude (H .-P. Stahli, “DTI rum to be high,” TLOT, 3:1222, 1224, w ho also points
out that som e passages “characterize human rum as the hubris o f the godless . . . tow ard G o d ” [1224]).
It may even be that the h om as subject o f D n in Dan 8:1 lb alludes sarcastically to the use o f DTI w ith
“horn” as object, w hich is a m etaphor for strength and pride in the H ebrew B ib le and in A ncient N ear
Eastern literature (ibid., 1222).

2T w o tim es the preverbal position o f the ]p-phrase can be explained as poetic arrangem ent in
a parallelism (1 Sam 2:8; Ps 113:7). Three times it focuses the attention on w here som ething or
som eone is set aside from (N um 18:29; Isa 14:13; Dan 8:11b).
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Meaning o f TQfifi
Usually, T B fi is regarded as an adverb, but occasionally it is classified as a noun.1
Whatever the case may be, it is clear that in the book of Daniel T E fi functions nominally.

Interpretations. A number of studies have been undertaken to determine the
meaning o f TOO, and thus also o f TO Fin in Dan 8:11-13.2 Basically, two interpretations
have been suggested.3 The first is that TQfifi has a narrow meaning: it refers to the
regular daily sacrifice that is offered in the morning and in the evening.4 In this case
TO fin is regarded as a technical term or as an abbreviated form which stands for
TO fifi nb'V “the regular burnt offering.”5 Only a few reasons are provided for such an
understanding. The only specific contextual reason given is that 0j?3 2~)V “evening
morning” in vs. 14b is said to reflect the language o f the morning and evening burnt
offering.6 However, this should be challenged since the analysis o f fip‘3

shows that

'S o K.-M . B eyse, “T O R tim id ," ThW AT, 8:680.
2See especially H asel, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 404-409; Rodriguez, “Cultic L anguage,”
532-533; Shea, “Spatial D im ensions,” 513-514; Johan L ust, “C u ltan d Sacrifice in D aniel,” 283-285,
293-294, 298-299; Beyse, 8:680-683; Sam uel N unez, “TOR,” 95-102.
3F or a sum m ary o f the scholarly views on the m eaning o f T E R R from 1700 to 1900 see
N unez, The Vision o f D aniel 8, 100-101,230-232, 372-378, 424-425. '
4See, e.g., von Lengerke, 380; H itzig, 132; G oettsberger, 62; Aalders, D aniel (1962), 176;
Collins, D a n iel (1993), 334; Beyse, 8:680.
5T he om ission o f the nom en regens D*?JJ is said to be easily understood from the context (so
Carl B rockelm ann, H ebraische Syntax [Neukirchen: E rziehungsverein, 1956], 126 [§127a]) and is
explained as om ission o f the nucleus o f a specifying gro u p (so W. J. M artin, “The H ebrew o f D aniel,”
in N otes on Som e P roblem s in the B o o k o f Daniel, ed. D. J. W isem an et al. [London: Tyndale, 1965],
29-30).
T o r exam ple, A alders rejects a broader m eaning o f T13RR on the basis o f the m ention o f
evening and m orning in vs. 14 w hich is for him a sure indicator for the regular daily offering w hich
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the phrase reflects the language o f creation. A second, non-contextual reason offered is
that the title TOR is found in the Mishnah and in the Talmud as the name of a treatise on
•

T

the daily offering.
The second interpretation is that TOPH has a broader meaning: it refers to all the
regular cultic activities and rites.1 The main reason for this view is that the term T E Pn,
if it were a technical term, would stand for the collective ritual known as the “daily
service” because TO PH is associated in a construct relation not only with nb'V “burnt
offering” but with several other terms that designate aspects o f the regular cultic service.2
My analysis follows two steps. First, an overview o f the usage and meaning of
TEH in BH is presented. Such an analysis o f TO FI in the Hebrew Bible provides the
necessary background to understand its unique usage in the book o f Daniel. In a second
step, the specific characteristics o f how T E P P is being used in Dan 8:11-13 are noted as
well as how these interplay with the use o f T E P in the rest o f the Hebrew Bible.

should be brought in the m orning and in the evening (D a n iel [1962], 176).
'S ee, e.g., H avem ick, 276; K ranichfeld, 294; K liefoth, 255; Keil, 298; W oodsw orth, 39;
Rohling, D aniel, 238-239; T iefenthal, 268, 269; Stokm ann, 127 n. 1; Leupold, 347; Y oung, Daniel,
172; W ood, 218; G oldingay, D aniel, 211; N unez, “T E P , ” 98-100; P eter L. Trudinger, The Psalm s o f
the Tamid Service: A L iturgical Text fro m the S econd Tem ple Period, V TSup, no. 98; FIOTL, no. 3
(Leiden: Brill, 2004), 37. L ongm an believes that T E P P can refer to the regular daily sacrifice or to
the entire tem ple ritual, w hereas fo r him vs. 11c supports th at the w hole tem ple ritual is in view
(D aniel, 203).
2The G reek versions, w hich read O im a “sacrifice, offering,” do n ot help. N unez, who
translates P ’E P P w ith “the continuance” or “the co n tin u ity ” (‘T B P , ” 99), observes th at in the book o f
D aniel the LXX alw ays reads Gucnoc for P ’B P P , w hereas elsew here pV u in the phrase P ’B PP nSl? or
T O P P*?U is translated 19 tim es as rfis oXoKauraoewc “burnt offering” and only once as 9uota (Exod
29:42). H ow ever, this argum ent again st the reference o f P ’B P P to the daily sacrifice appears to
overlook the fact that by u sing the term Qvaia, the O ld G reek and T heodotion indeed seem to
understand P ’B P P as offering or sacrifice.
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Usage of T a n in the H ebrew Bible. The syntactic and semantic results of an
analysis of the 104 occurrences o f T a n in BH are summarized as follows.1 In 67
occurrences T a n is used adverbially, predominantly in religious and cultic contexts (48
times).2 In 37 occurrences T a n is used nominally: 32 times as nomen rectum (or
postconstructus) in a construct relation, in which it follows a term that stems almost
exclusively from the cult,3 and 5 times standing alone in the form TBPIH, which is unique

‘See already N unez, “ T a n , ” 95-102; cf. H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 424-425. My
syntactic analysis o f T B n differs from N unez’ only in E xod 27:20 and Lev 24:2 w here the phrase
T a n *13 should be understood as construct relation (sim ilar to T a n
in Lev 6:6, w hich N unez,
too, identifies as construct relation). T hese texts belong to som e cases in w hich T a n w ithout article
stands after a noun w hich form could b e absolute or construct and it is n ot absolutely clear whether
T a n functions adverbially or nom inally as nom en rectum in a construct relation (Exod 27:20; Lev
6:6; 24:2; 2 K gs 5:29; Prov 15:15; 1 C hr 16:6). In m eaning, o f course, the tw o syntactic possibilities
often do not differ significantly. The differences in analysis rather exem plify the am biguity o f the
language, e.g., in T a n *73 r i^ iin 1? (Exod 27:20; L ev 24:2). H A L O T (4:174%) and B eyse (8:681)
regard T a n 13 as construct relation, w hereas B D B (556) and N unez (“T a n , ” 100 n. l)re g a rd T D F )
as adverbial to the verb i l b y in the H iphil. In contrast, in the clause n a t a i r b y “ lj? 3 n T a n 2)X (Lev
6:6), H A L O T (4:1748) and BDB (506) regard T a n as adverbial to *tj?7n, w hereas N unez (“T a n , ”
101 n. 4) and Beyse (8:681) regard T a n
as construct relation. B eside the above decision to
consider T a n *73 (Exod 27:20; Lev 24:2) and T a n tfK (L ev 6:6) as construct relations, the other
texts are analyzed as follows. In 2 K gs 5:29, T a n o n 1? is n ot a construct relation as a com parison
with the parallel text in Jer 52:33 show s. In P ro v 15:5, T a n nniBB is the predicate o f a nom inal
clause and seems be a construct relation. The trum pets in 1 Chr 16:6 do n o t seem to be trum pets o f
continuity (so as option in BD B , 556), b u t rather th e two priests B enaiah and Jahaziel b lew trumpets
in a regular m anner before the ark as they m inistered before it T a n “regularly” (1 C h r 16:37).
T a n occurs 18 tim es “in connection to som e objects o f the tabem acle/tem ple or in relation
to the ministry o f priests in the service o f the sanctuary” (E xod 25:30; 2 8 :2 9 ,3 0 , 38; 29:38; Lev 6:13;
24:3, 4, 8; N um 9:16; 28:3; Ezek 46:14; Ps 50:8; 1 C h r 16:6, 37, 40; 23:31; 2 C hr 24:14), 30 times in
a “general religious” context (D eut 11:12; Isa 4 9 :1 6 ; 52:5; 58:11; 60:11; 65:3; H os 12:7; Pss 16:8;
25:15; 34:2; 35:27; 38:18; 4 0 :1 2 ,1 7 ; 51:5; 70:5; 71:3, 6 ,1 4 ; 72:15; 73:23; 74:23; 105:4; 109:15;
119:44, 109,117; Prov 6:21; 28:14; 1 Chr 16:11), and 19 tim es in a “secu lar context” (2 Sam 9 :7 ,1 0 ,
13; 1 Kgs 10:8; 2 K gs 4:9; 25:29; Isa 21:8; 51:13; 62:6; Je r6 :7 ; 52:33; E zek 38:8; O bad 1 6 ;N a h 3 :1 9 ;
Hab 1:17; Pss 69:24; 109:19; Prov 5:19; 2 C hr 9:7). For a slightly different count see N unez, “T a n , ”
95. Noteworthy is that in a secular con tex t th e adverb T a n is used a n u m b er o f tim es in an
administrative royal context (2 Sam 9:7, 10, 13; 1 K gs 10:8; 2 Kgs 25:29; Jer 52:33).
3In a cultic context, T a n occurs 28 tim es in a construct relation: T B n *73 “reg u lar lam p”
(Exod 27:20; Lev 24:2); T B P I 17V y “reg u lar b u rn t offering” (Exod 29:42; N um 28:6; E zek 46:15
[plene]; Ezra 3:5); T a n P I n 'p 'y “regular b u rn t offering” (N um 28:10, 15, 23, 24 [plene], 31; 29:6, 11,
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for the book o f Daniel.1 Interestingly, the adverbial use is predominantly found in
narrative, prophetic and poetic texts,2 whereas the nominal use is found mainly in the
Pentateuch.3
As far as meaning is concerned, TOR designates the regularity (with intervals) or
continuity (without interruption) o f activities, events or state of affairs. In a cultic
context, T a n “designates a variety of sacrificial rites that are regular, most often but not
always o f daily occurrence.”4 Hence, T a n “does not necessarily mean ‘non-stopping,
unceasing, continual,’ but rather that the ritual acts in question are to be repeated at
regular intervals and at fixed times.”5 For example, T a n can be connected with daily,6

1 6,19, 2 2 ,2 5 , 28, 31,34, 38; Neh 10:34 [plene])-, T a n r n 'ttp “perpetual in cen se” (Exod 30:8); m
D nS “continual bread ” (N um 4:7); T B P in nrUB “regular
grain offering” (Num 4:16; N eh 10:34); T a n npni?D “reg u lar arrangem ent ( o f show bread)” (2 Chr
2:3). Three tim es T a n appears in an adm inistrative context: T a n n r n x “reg u lar allow ance” (2 K gs
25:30; Jer 52:34); T a n
“men o f continuity” (E zek 39:14). O nce T a n occurs in the construct
relation T a n nnffla “continual feast” (Prov 15:15). Cf. w ith a slightly d ifferent counting, N unez,
“Tan,” 9 6 .T

-ran “perpetual fire” (Lev 6:6); T B n n

‘Dan 8:11b, 12a, 13c; 11:31; 12:11.
2In 64 occurrences o f TBPI in these sections (D anielic references n ot included) it is used 55
times adverbially.
3In 35 occurrences o f TBPI in the Pentateuch it is used 23 tim es nom inally.
"Levine, Numbers, 21-36, 371; cf. H A L O T , 4:1748: “ [TB]PI w ith a preceding w ord for an
offering, com es to mean regularity, regularly occu rrin g .” T he follow ing exam ples for the m eaning o f
T B n regarding time have been offered b y Levine, N u m b ers 21-36, 372.
5M enahem Haran, Temples a n d T em ple-Service in A n cien t Israel: A n In q u iry into the
Character o f Cult Phenomena and the H istorical S ettin g o f the P riestly S ch o o l (O xford: C larendon,
1978), 207.
“For example the regular burnt offering (E x o d 29:38, etc.), the reg u lar g rain offering (Lev
6:13; Num 4:16), or the regular incense offering (E xod 30:8). S pecifically the text in E xod 29:38 is
interesting since there TBP! is added after DV*7 “each day” w hich already conveys the idea that the
two lambs are offered as a sacrifice on a day. T h erefore, TBPI seem s not to express a specific
temporal regularity (e.g., “daily”) but rather reg u larity in general.
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weekly,1perpetual or continual2 activities or events. It is then clear that “tami d must be
rendered ‘regularly,’ not ‘perpetually.’”3 In non-cultic contexts, TQPl most often conveys
continuity or perpetuity (e.g., in the Psalms: Ps 16:8, etc.) but can also designate
regularity (e.g., 2 Kgs 4:9; 25:30). It could be added that an analysis o f “P a n in the Dead
Sea Scrolls leads to similar conclusions.4 Since TOFI can have different connotations
•

T

depending on the context, a closer analysis of THFin in the book o f Daniel and especially
in Dan 8:11-13 is necessary.5

C haracteristics of the use of TOPI n in D an 8:11-13. The first and most striking
observation is that TO Pi functions nominally and stands alone. This usage is unique and

'The bread o f the presence is set regularly (Exod 25:30) on the table once a w ee k (Lev 24:59); w hereas the bread itself could be called T O Pin Dflb “the continual bread” b ecau se it w as
displayed continuously.
2The fire should be kept burning on the altar w ithout interruption (Lev 6:6).
3M ilgrom , Leviticus 23-27, 2088. Anthony T om asino also em phasizes th e distinction
between regularly repeated activity and continuous activity in the adverbial use o f T Q PI, though it “is
not always possible to distinguish” them (“T D n [# 9458],” N ID O TTE, 4:302-305). N evertheless, he
opts to render the basic m eaning o f T72PI in nominal use w ith “perpetuity” and reg ard s T ’OPin in the
book o f Daniel as referring to the “perpetual burnt offering” (ibid., 4:304). H ow ever, w h eth er TJ3PI
includes the notion o f continuity/perpetuity or the notion o f regularity cannot be distinguished
syntactically by the adverbial or nom inal use o f T D H , but needs to be determ ined by th e context.
"For an investigation o f T O R in the then extant literature from Q um ran see H asel, “The
‘Little H orn’” (1986), 421-423, who observes the follow ing in regard to the u sag e o f "VpPl: (1) ‘T’OPl
is used predom inantly as an adverb with the meaning “continually” or “perpetually.” (2) TOPI is used
tw ice in the construct phrase T O n
“regular burnt offering.” (3) TOPI n ever stands alone as
"PQPin in nom inal use. (4) T E H is not a technical expression or a standard ab b rev iatio n for the daily
sacrifice. H asel then arrives at the conclusion that the usage o f “TOPI in the D ead S ea Scrolls
“cautions against interpreting hattam i d in D aniel as a technical or abbreviated term ” (ib id ., 423).
5A fter scanning some o f the different biblical usages o f the term TOPI, L evine gives this
advice: “It becom es necessary, therefore, to determ ine in each instance the precise m ean in g o f the
designation tami d, as well as its syntactic function as substantive, adjective or ad v e rb ” (N um bers 2136, 372; sim ilarly, Tom asino, 4:302).
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is found only in the book of Daniel; elsewhere TQPIH is always part o f a construct
relation.
Second, that “PDfi is used nominally provides strong motivation to interpret it as a
term referring to the cult. In its nominal use, T p n occurs almost exclusively in such a
context, that is, in twenty-eight of thirty-two texts outside the book o f Daniel. Only in
three texts it is used in an administrative context1of royal provisions for captives (2 Kgs
25:29-30; Jer 52:33-34) or of professionals with a continuing commission (Ezek 39:14),
and once it is used in connection with a feast (Prov 15:15). As mentioned earlier, the
nominal use o f T a n is found mainly in the Pentateuch, and there in the cultic laws, and
in texts referring to those Pentateuchal texts. This suggests that the background o f the
nominal use o f T n n n in the book of Daniel is to be found in the cultic usage of “POPI as
it originates in the Torah.
Third, TOR is used with the definite article. The form T p n n occurs twenty-four
times in BH (including the five Danielic references). Since TOR has the definite article
and is used without any introduction or explanation, it must have been a known and
identifiable term in this communicative situation.2 The reasons for such familiarity with

'It is in the adm inistrative context that Levine sees the origin o f T O R (N um bers 21-36, 372).
2G eorge A. B arton observes concerning T O n H : “Is it not obvious th at such an expression
m ust have been on the lips o f many at the time to have been used by a w riter at all? H ad it n o t been,
no w riter could hope to be understood by it” (“The Com position o f the Book o f D aniel,” JB L 17
[1898]: 84). Like other com m entators, H asslberger assum es that T p n n had already acquired the
status o f a term inus technicus at the tim e o f w riting the book o f D aniel (100). G zella reasons that the
term “m ay have been coined by the author o f ch. 8 and made its w ay into M ishnaic H ebrew only
afterw ards” (12-13). On the use o f the article in connection w ith the specific situation or m ilieu, as
well as on other functions o f the article, see A ugustin R. M uller, “Z u den A rtikelfunktionen im
H ebraischen,” in Text, M ethode und Gram matik: W olfgang R ichter zum 65. G eburtstag, ed. W . Grofl,
H. Irsigler, and T. Seidl (St. Ottilien, EOS, 1991), 313-329, esp. 324-325.
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the term T E H may be found in its traditional use in BH and/or in the more difficult to
determine historical and social setting of the author and/or that intended of the final text.
The Danielic use o f TERR in this form (i.e., with the definite article) probably
links it to the Torah, since elsewhere the form TI3RR occurs only in the
Pentateuch— more specifically in Num 4, 28, and 29— and in Neh 10:34, which refers to
a law in the Torah. In all nineteen non-Danielic texts TQRR is used in a cultic context
• r

“

and therefore the interpretation for TERR in Daniel should primarily be based upon its
usage in connection with the cult.
Outside the book o f Daniel TQRR occurs always in a construct relation with
cultic term s.1 Statistically speaking, it is understandable why scholars would regard
T ’p n n as a short form o f TQRR Rby since TERR occurs sixteen times in such a phrase
but only three times in a construct relation with other terms. However, the occurrences of
R’ERR nb'V are confined to two chapters in Num 28 and 29, where it is part o f a
structural formula and thus necessarily repeated, and one verse in the book of Nehemiah.2
The phrase R'ERR nb'y may not be standardized after all and R’QRR may not be a
technical short form for a longer expression.
Fourth, T f tn n is used in Dan 8:11-13 together with several unambiguous cultic

4:16;

T E R R O n b “continual bread” (N um 4:7); R’ERR RR1E “regular grain offering” (Num
R ’S R R nb'B or T E R R nb'iiJ “reg u lar burnt offering” (Num 28:10, 15, 23, 24
11, 16, 1 9 ,2 2 ,2 5 , 28, 3 1 ,3 4 , 38; N eh 10:34 [plene]).

N eh 10:34);
[plene], 31; 2 9 :6 ,

T h e explanation w hy this phrase occurs so frequently in Num 28 and 29 is that these
chapters list th e burnt offerings and other offerings w hich should be brought on special
occasions— S abbath, new m oon, festivals— in addition (b y ) or besides (R E bE ) the regular burnt
offering. T he phrase R 'E R R R b y functions structurally as p art o f a refrain at the end o f each section
describing the additional offerings for a specific occasion.
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terms: □’HR “remove, set aside” (vs. lib ) , unpp “sanctuary” (vs. lie ), tfn'p “holy” (vss.
13c, 14c). Thus, the cultic significance o f T » n n in Dan 8:11-13, and by extension also
in Dan 11:31 and 12:11, seems rather obvious.
Fifth, it is quite safe to conclude based on the following three indicators that the
meaning of Tt3fin should be interpreted against the background of its usage in cultic
contexts elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. These indicators are (1) the nominal use of

Tann,

(2) its occurrence with the definite article, and (3) its use in combination with

various cultic terms in the same context. In fact, the OT background shows that T Q nn
itself can be identified as cultic term. As already mentioned, T»P1 occurs frequently in a
cultic context: in adverbial usage to characterize cultic activities as regular, and in
nominal usage in construct relations for cultic objects or offerings. And with the definite
article it is always used in connection with elements and activities o f the cult. The cultic
background o f T O Pi provides two further aspects which may have an effect on the
meaning o f Tip Pin in the book o f Daniel. The first follows naturally from its cultic
usage: Priests are responsible for the execution o f the tami d activities.1 In other words,
the agent o f a tami d activity in a cultic context is a priest, often the high priest.2 The

'The com m on use o f “TOR in connection with different types o f priestly activities led Shea to
the suggestion that the “preferable translation o f this w ord [T O rin ] in D aniel is ‘th e continual/daily
(m inistry)’” (“Spatial D im ensions,” 514). Sim ilarly, R odriguez points to the connection o f T ’OPIH
w ith priestly activities in the co u rt and in the holy place o f w hich the theological concept he says to be
that of intercession. For him ,7“POPin
. T - in th e b o o k o f D aniel “could be better translated ‘continual
intercession’” (“ C ultic L anguage,” 533).
2The tam i d responsibilities or activities o f the h igh priest include his special outer
garments— the breastplate, the U rim and T hum m im (Exod 28:29, 30), and the golden plate (Exod
28:38)— the continual lamp (E xod 27:20; L ev 24:2, 3, 4), the perpetual incense (Exod 30:8), the bread
o f the presence (Lev 24:8; N um 4:7; cf. 2 C h r 2:3), and the daily cereal offering to be perform ed by
the high priest (L ev 6:13; N um 4:16; N eh 10:34; cf. E zek 46:14 w hich could refer to the cereal
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s e c o n d a s p e c t is th a t fr e q u e n tly th e e x p r e s s io n T O R is c o n n e c t e d w it h o r e v e n s ta n d s
in d ir e c tly fo r G o d ’s p e r p e tu a l p r e s e n c e .1 T h e c h a r a c t e r is tic p h r a s e r n r p - 'J s S “b e f o r e
Y h w h ,”
1 o r th1e lik e , i s o f te n m e n t io n e d in c l o s e c o n n e c t io n w it h

1 w h e n th e la tte r
T

a p p e a rs in a c u lt ic c o n t e x t .2 T h is s h o u ld n o t b e s u r p r is in g s in c e o f f e r in g s a n d o th e r c u lt ic
a c t iv itie s a re th o u g h t o f a s w o r s h ip to Y h w h a n d a re b e in g c a r r ie d o u t in th e p r e s e n c e o f

offering that accom panies the daily burnt offering) (for the high priestly daily HI13P see M ilgom ,
Leviticus 1-16, 398-399; cf. Levine, N u m bers 1-20, 169). It is n ot clear w hether the daily burnt
offering w as perform ed by priests or by the h igh p riest (Exod 29:38-42; N um 28-29; Ezek 46:15; Ezra
3:5; N eh 10:34; cf. 2 C hr 24:14). A ccording to 1 C hr 16:39-40 it is Zadok the priest (functioning as
high priest?) and his relatives (VIIX) the priests w ho should offer the daily b u rn t offering. Y et 1 Chr
23:27-32 m entions the sons o f Levi as those w ho should offer the burnt offerings continually.
Similarly unclear is w ho exactly is m eant b y ]H 3 n “the p riest” w hose responsibility was the perpetual
fire (Lev 6:5-6). A ctivities o f the Levites are definitely described as tami d in 1 C hr 16:6,37.
'To some extent Beyse points in th is d irection w hen h e com m ents on the adverbial use o f
" r a n : “Breiten Raum nim m t die B eschreibung der stetigen V erbundenheit zw ischen JH W H und dem
glaubigen Israeliten ein . . . ” (682). Sim ilarly, D oukhan p o in ts out th at the regular daily sacrifice
“burned perm anently on the altar (tam id: ‘p erp e tu al’) and sym bolized G od’s faithful presence among
His people” and then refers to Exod 29:42-46 as an exam ple w here the ta m id (vs. 42) is contextually
linked with G od’s presence (vs. 42: “w here I w ill m eet y o u ”) and G o d ’s dw elling am ong the Israelites
(vss. 45-46) (Secrets, 124).
2See the expression H ir r - p s S “b efo re Y h w h ” (E xod 28:29, 30, 38; 29:42; 30:8; Lev 24:3, 4,
8; 1 Chr 23:31; cf. Ezek 46:14; Ps 50:8; 1 C hr 16:37; 2 C hr 2:3). Haran classifies
as
“common characteristic form ula” (T em ples, 215), w hich “actually belongs to the tem ple’s technical
term inology” (ibid., 26) and often expresses “the sacral-ritualistic character o f the acts perform ed by
the high priest” and as such is frequently connected w ith acts perform ed w ithin the sanctuary (ibid.,
212-213; cf. N. Raban, “ m n ,’_,3S*P,” Tarbiz 1 [1930]: 1-8 [H ebrew ], w ho tries to pinpoint the physical
location at/in the sanctuary denoted by n i n , ' , 3Sl7; and Judith Rom ney W egner, “Coming B efore the
Lord": The Exclusion o f W om en from the P ublic D o m ain o f the Israelite Priestly Cult,” in The B ook
Leviticus: Composition a nd Reception, ed. R. R en d to rff and R. A. K ugler, V TSup, no. 93, FIOTL, no.
3 [Leiden: Brill, 2003], 451-465, who focuses on the figurative significance o f n ir P " ’3Sl7, w hich
expresses “the capacity to approach close enough to com m unicate w ith the D eity or at least to
perceive oneself as being in the P resence o f G o d ” [454]). Ian W ilson dem onstrates that in the book o f
Deuteronomy n irp -'J B 1? should be understood in the literal sense pointing to the localized divine
presence at the cult place (O ut o f the M idst o f the F ire: D ivin e P resence in D euteronom y, SBLDS, no.
151 [Atlanta: Scholars, 1995], 131-197). O th er indicators th at a regular ( T p r i) activity or offering
happens in the presence o f Y hw h is the u se o f D’JSH “th e p resen ce” as characterization o f the
showbread (Num 4:7). O utside a cultic context, a con n ectio n betw een T p n and the presence or
activity o f YHWH is found in D eut 11:12; Isa 49:16; 58:11; 65:3 (offerings are part o f the context); Jer
6:7; Pss 16:8, 25:15; 34:2; 35:27; 40:12, 17; 70:5; 71:3, 6, 14; 73:23; 105:4; 109:15; cf. H os 12:7. All
these latter occurrences, except for Jer 6:7, are in a general religious context.
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Y hw h—a

fact also expressed by Y h w h himself (Ps 50:8). All these nuances can be

combined into a plausible description o f the cultic context in which “P p n is
predominantly used: The priest, often the high priest, performs a regular cultic activity, of
which the object or the activity itself stands frequently in connection with Y h w h ’ s
presence so that the object or activity is part of the regular worship o f Y h w h . Regarding
the cultic use of T O nn in Dan 8:11-13 this means that the absolute TO Fin refers to all
■ T

“

* T

“

the regular priestly activities carried out in the presence o f Y h w h rather than to the
regular daily offering only, to the entire spectrum o f constant (cultic) worship of Y h w h
rather than just to one aspect alone. Hence, it is the use o f T p r tn without any
qualification that suggests strongly that more than a specific offering or a specific activity
is in view. In fact, one may infer that this is the exact reason why TPPin is used in such a
unique way in Daniel.1
Sixth, the tami d is noted to be taken away “from him ” 031313). The referent o f the
pronominal suffix has been identified as the N3B!TntH “commander o f the host” (vs. 1la).
There is obviously a relationship between the commander o f the host and the tami d.
How can this relationship be further defined? Two possibilities present themselves.
First, the tami d is for the commander o f the host, or it belongs to him. The commander
receives the tami d as it is presented to him, or it is already in his possession. The hom

'It is o f interest here that H aran argues th at “the rites perform ed inside the tem ple . . .
com bined to form a unique cultic w hole,” w hich he calls a “ritu al com plex” (T em p les, 205-229,
citation on p. 205). Haran convincingly dem onstrates how the ritual acts perform ed by the high priest
w ithin the temple “are an integral part o f the reg u lar com plex o f rites, the tam i d -rites” (ibid., 213), and
“m ust be understood as a deliberately designed and essentially hom og en eo u s ritual com plex deriving
its unity from the fact that all its com ponent rites are p erfo rm ed sim ultaneously b y one and the same
priest, at the same times fixed by the regularity o f ta m id ” (ibid., 217). It should th en n ot b e a surprise
that the book o f D aniel uses the term T O n il to refer to such a unified ritual com plex o f w orship.
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removing the tami d from him would then signify that the hom hinders the commander of
the host from receiving the tami d. In other words, the horn “steals” the tami d from him.
In this particular interpretation the tami d would represent the regular cultic activities or
the regular worship directed toward the commander o f the host, whose divine character is
thus being emphasized. The horn’s attack on the host and the trampling o f some o f its
members (vs. 10) supports this view since by this action the hom obstructs the host in
serving its leader. At the same time another host is being installed (vs. 12a), which does
not serve the commander o f the host but the hom. A second possible relationship
between the tami d and the NSSmfD is one in which the commander o f the host is
T T

-

performing the tami d and the tami d is part of his responsibility. In this interpretation the
K3Sn-1tD is attributed a more priestly function, or possibly a high priestly function, all the
more so since the expression

denotes the highest status o f a being. The hom

removing the tami d from him would then signify that the hom tries to take control of the
(high) priestly activity of the KaSiTlto, possibly even assuming the (high) priestly role
itself.1 The verb □’’“in already indicates in an ironic way that the hom is acting like a
(high) priest usurping the (high) priestly role of the K2Sn-“lto for itself. The mention of
itfnpQ “his sanctuary” would fit both possible interpretations. It could hint at the (high)
priestly function o f the

who serves in his sanctuary and/or, since a sanctuary

'in this regard, it is noteworthy that Gese, in com m enting on the view th a t M ich ael could be
identified as the prince o f the host and that he with the oth er angels is th e actual su b ject o f th e cultic
tem ple activity (so K och, “V isionsbericht,” 422), draws the logical conclusion th a t vs. 12 w ould then
reinforce vs. 1 lb and w ould only m ean that the hom , w hich for G ese is A ntiochus IV , “w ants to offer
the tamid sacrifice instead o f M ichael” (408 n. 27). G ese, how ever, rejects such a view on the basis
that the prince o f the host represents Y h w h , and not M ichael.
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belongs to God, it could indicate the divine status of the

who is then worthy to

be worshiped. In summary, both options concur with the text and it seems wise to
suggest that both are valid at the same time. The ambiguity may be intentional so that
both dimensions o f the tlm i d would find expression: the worship and cultic activities
directed toward the to a rr T il as well as the cultic activities of the K3S!T1t£| as (high)
priest himself.1
Seventh, the other instances of TQFin in the book of Daniel are also helpful in
defining its meaning. Although the specific term TO Fin is introduced in Dan 8:11-13 and
the meaning of its other occurrences in Dan 11:31 and 12:11 therefore depends upon this
first text, it is nevertheless possible to deduce at least one important clue for the meaning
of TO Fin in those latter occurrences. In Dan 11:31 and 12:11, the tami d is replaced by an
abomination o f desolation: DOlllJQ flpCin (11:31), OQitf yipltf (12:11).2 W hatever these
phrases exactly mean,3 the root ypttf clearly originates from a cultic context. It appears in
two different cultic settings. On the one hand, the noun y

“cultic abomination”

‘In principle this suggestion com es close to N unez’ typological interpretation o f T Q F in . He
connects T O F in w ith the “daily service” o f the sanctuary that “typifies C hrist’s continual atonem ent
and m inistry to sinners through w hich . . . Israel o f G od’s people, by faith, could w orship H im each
day and especially on the seventh day o f the w eek” (“T O R ,” 100). U nfortunately, he does n ot present
textual evidence from the book o f D aniel o r from elsew here in the H ebrew Bible for such a double
m eaning o f T O Fin.
2For exam ple, M aurer regards T O R R and OD’C! yiptti as opposites (144), and L ust argues that
the “abom ination o f desolation” is a “replacem ent o f the T am id” (“Cult and Sacrifice in D an iel,” 293294).
3On the different scholarly interpretations o f D01B/D yipffl see the extensive overview and
critique by Lust, “C ult and Sacrifice in D aniel,” 283-299. He identifies two m ajor interpretations o f
this phrase. T he first is to regard it as “contem ptuous deform ation” (E. N estle, E. B ickerm ann), and
the second is to regard it as referring to astral cult (J. G oldstein, K. Koch).
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designates animals which are prohibited for food and are usually considered impure.1 On
the other hand, the noun ’pptD “abominable thing,” used here in Daniel, refers to idolatry
and denotes idols and foreign gods or idolatrous rites and practices; it is always strongly
condemned by the prophets.2 During the time of the prophets, Israelites even introduced
false gods into the temple and defiled the sanctuaiy through idolatrous worship.3 'pptf
therefore occurs in the context o f ill-directed worship and the worship o f idols and false
gods.4 It denotes “everything detestable from the perspective of Yahweh worship.”5 It is

'L ev 7:21; 11:10-13, 20, 23, 41-42; Isa 66:17; Ezek 8:10. However, Jacob M ilgrom differs in
opinion and believes that f p © in the Priestly literature, in contrast to the H oliness source and the
D euteronom istic source, is distinguished from
“im pure” and that anim als who are f’pti) are pure
and do n o t transm it im purity (“Tw o Biblical H ebrew Priestly Terms: seqes and fame’,” M A A R A V 8
[1992]: 107-116).
2The noun f^lptti occurs in this idolatrous cultic context in D eut 29:16; 1 Kgs 11:5, 7; 2 Kgs
23:13, 24; 2 C hr 15:18; Isa 66:3; Jer 4:1; 7:30; 13:27; 16:18; 32:34; Ezek 5:11; 7:20; 11:18, 21; 20:7,
8, 30; 37:23; H os 9:10; D an 9:27; 11:31; 12:11. O nly once is the n o u n 'p p tt) used in the sense o f
forbidden food (Z ech 9:7), b u t it is possible that the author o f Zechariah wishes “also to suggest that
those detested things stand for all pagan behaviors, especially idolatry” (Carol L. M eyers and Erich M.
M eyers, Z echariah 9-14, A B, vol. 25C [New Y ork: D oubleday, 1993], 114). And once flpttJ is used
in a secular context to refer to an otherw ise undefined abom inable substance, “filth” (N ah 3:6). Cf.
M ayer I. G ruber, “A bom ination flpC J,” D D D , 3. For Lust, f 'IpttJ “often refers to a statue o f a deity or
to the deity its e lf ’ w hereas “in some contexts the abom inations m ust be cultic objects or rituals, and
m ore specifically, pagan altars and sacrifices” (“C ult and Sacrifice in D aniel,” 288-289). He then
concludes that “in the texts o f D aniel, the ‘abom ination o f desolation’ appears to be a sacrifice
im posed on the Jew s as replacem ent o f the T am id” (ibid., 294).
3Jer 7:30; 32:34; E zek 5:11.
4See D . N. Freedm an and A . W elch, “f p t f sqs,” ThWAT, 8:461-465; M ichael A . Grisanti,
“f p s i (# 9210),” N1D O TTE, 4:243-246.
5G risanti, 244. W ilffied Paschen, R ein u n d unrein: U ntersuchung zur biblischen
W ortgeschichte, SA N T, no. 24 (M unich: Kosel, 1970), 27 (cf. 66), characterizes
as a
“cacophem e [K akophem ism us] for illegitim ate cult im ages.” Several scholars express the opinion that
the w ord p p tti belongs to polem ic language. So C hristopher R. N orth, “ The Essence o f Idolatry,” in
Von Ugarit nach Q um ran: B eitrage zur alttestam entlichen und altorientalischen Forschung, Otto
E issfeldt zum 1. Septem ber 1957 dargebracht von F reunden und Schuler, ed. J. H em pel and L. Rost,
B ZA W , 77 (Berlin: T opelm ann, 1958), 154-155: “opprobrious w ord” ; Horst D ietrich Preuss,
V ersp o ttu n g frem d erR elig io n en im Alten Testam ent, BZW AN T, no. 92 (Stuttgart: K ohlham m er,
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in this context in which 'ppttf is used here in Daniel. After the tamid is taken away, a
devastating p p ti , a false worship, is “given.”1 Assuming there is a congruency between
the replaced item and the substitute, the replacement o f T O Fin by plpEi is another
indication that T O F in refers to true worship. True worship and service o f Y h w h is
removed and replaced by false, abominable worship.2
Eighth, the Aramaic part o f Daniel provides another indicator for the meaning of
T O nn. Lust pointed out that in the Aramaic section (Dan 6:17, 21) one finds a related
adverb to T a n in the description of Daniel’s cultic behavior: KTTp which as a noun
used adverbially means “constantly” and as a noun “continuance, continuity, perpetuity.”
“It is used with the prefix a 3 and refers to Daniel’s ‘continuous’ or ‘daily’ service of his
God.”4 The distinct lexical relation between K T“in in Dan 6:17, 21 and T a n in the
t

• :

7

•

T

Hebrew part o f the book o f Daniel is evident both by the use of XT"m in the Targums
and by the translation o f XT*1FI and T a n in the Greek versions.

1971), 58 passim , who translates p p tt) w ith “m onster” (S cheusal); and Silvia Schroer, In Israel gab es
Bilder: N achrichten von darstellender K u n st im A lten Testam ent, OBO, no. 74 (Freiburg,
Switzerland: U niversitatsverlag; G ottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1987), 351-353: “polemic
w ord o f m ockery.”
'T he verb pO “g iv e” is used in D an 8:13c; 9:27; 11:31; and 12:11 in relation w ith D01C (all
four texts) and w ith p p ffl (last tw o texts), so that the abom ination “is given” in the place o f the tam id;
see Lust, “C ult and Sacrifice in D aniel,” 293-294.
2A gainst the backdrop o f the installation o f the abom ination o f desolation, T rudinger
concludes that “ from the perspective o f the second p art o f D aniel, the daily service epitom izes the
pious w orship o f G od and the sacred relationship established through th at w orship” (37).
3For BA nouns that w ith a preposition function as adverbs, including R T “in 3 , see B auer and
Leander, G ram m atik des B iblisch-A ram aischen, 255 (§68s).
4Lust, “C ult and Sacrifice in D aniel,” 284 n. 4.
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In the Targums, N T “tP is the Aramaic equivalent to the Hebrew “P E R 1
Whenever “P E P is translated in Aramaic it is rendered by K T " i n , and whenever N T T
renders a Hebrew word, the Hebrew is T E P . 2 This is a perfect one-to-one relation.

'Cf. B ehrm ann, 41; M arti, D a n iel, 45; M ontgom ery, 277; C harles, 159, who observe this fact,
but neither provide data nor relate it to T E P H in the H ebrew part o f the book o f Daniel.
2Targum O nkelos translates all 35 occurrences o f BH T E P in the Pentateuch with N T P n .
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan always uses in the Pentateuch K T P n for BH T E P (33 tim es), except in Lev
6:13 where T E Fl is not translated and in Lev 24:4 w hich is entirely om itted in P seudo-Jonathan. The
other two occurrences o f K T P P in Pseudo-Jonathan are an addition to the H ebrew original (Gen
49:27; D eut 29:5). Targum N eofiti 1 translates the 35 occurrences o f BH T E P in the Pentateuch 20
times with K T P P or n T T ; and 15 tim es N eofiti 1 uses the H ebraism FIT E n (N um 28:10, 1 5 ,2 3 , 24,
31; 29:6,11, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 38)— so also the early C airo G enizah m anuscripts o f
Palestinian Targum in N um 28:15, 23, 24, 31— interestingly in a context w here also F!T“tn is used
(Num 28:3, 6), w hich points to the form ulaic use o f n T E n n b y in Num 28 and 29. The other four
occurrences o f N T P P in N eofiti 1 are an addition to the H ebrew original (Exod 13:9; 20:20; D eut 6:6;
11:18). There is no extant text containing a rendition o f T E P in the Fragm ent Targum . O utside the
Pentateuch the Targum s, w herever extant, ren d er “PER in all its occurrences w ith N T P R This is the
case for all 7 occurrences in the form er prophets and all 19 occurrences in the latter prophets (Targum
Jonathan), all 23 occurrences in the Psalm s (Targum o f Psalm s), all 4 occurrences in Proverbs
(Targum o f Proverbs), and all 8 occurrences in Chronicles (Targum o f Chronicles). For the statistical
analysis o f the use o f N T P P in the T argum s the follow ing w orks have been consulted: On Targum
Onkelos: A lexander Sperber, The Bible in A ram aic: B ased on O ld M anuscripts a n d P rinted T exts,
vol. 1, The P entateuch according to Targum O nkelos (Leiden: Brill, 1959); on Targum pseudoJonathan: M oses G insburger, ed., P seudo-Jonathan (Thargum Jo nathan ben U siel zum Pentateuch):
Nach der Londoner H andschrift (Berlin: Calvary, 1903; reprint, Hildesheim : O lm s, 1971); and E. G.
Clarke, Targum P seudo-Jonathan o f the P entateuch: Text and C oncordance (Hoboken: K tav, 1984);
on Targum N eofiti 1: A lejandro D iez M acho, N eo p h yti I: Targum P alestinense M s de la Biblioteca
Vaticana, 5 vols., Textos y estu d io s, 7-11 (M adrid: Consejo S uperior de Investigaciones C ientificas,
1968-1978); and Stephen A , K aufm an and M ichael Sokoloff, A K ey-W ord-in-C ontext C oncordance to
Targum Neofiti: A G uide to the C om plete P alestinian A ram aic Text o f the Torah, Publications o f the
Com prehensive A ram aic Lexicon P roject, 2 (Baltim ore: Johns H opkins U niversity Press, 1993); on
the Cairo G enizah M anuscripts: M ichael L. K lein, Genizah M anuscripts o f P alestinian Targum to the
Pentateuch, vol. 1 (C incinnati: H ebrew U nion C ollege Press, 1986), 326-329; on Targum Jonathan:
Alexander Sperber, The Bible in A ram aic: B a sed on O ld M anuscripts and P rinted Texts, vol. 2, The
Former P rophets according to Targum Jonathan (Leiden: Brill, 1959); idem, The B ible in Aram aic:
Based on Old M anuscripts and P rinted Texts, vol. 3, The L a tter P rophets according to Targum
Jonathan (Leiden: Brill, 1962); on T argum o f Psalm s: Luis Diez M erino, Targum de Salm os: Edicion
Principe del Ms. Villa-Am il n. 5 de A lfo n so de Zam ora, B ibliotheca hispana biblica, no. 6 (M adrid:
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones C ientificas: Instituto “F rancisco Suarez,” 1982); on Targum of
Proverbs: Luis D iez M erino, Targum de P roverbios: Edicion P rin cip e del M s. Villa-Am il n°. 5 de
Alfonso de Zam ora, B ibliotheca hispana biblica, no. 11 (M adrid: C onsejo Superior de Investigaciones
Cientificas: Instituto “Francisco S uarez,” 1984); on the Targum o f Chronicles: A lexander Sperber,
The Bible in Aram aic: B ased on O ld M anuscripts a n d P rinted Texts, vol. 4A, The H agiographa:
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Therefore, a bilingual reader of the book o f Daniel would immediately recognize the
lexical relation between XTHn in Dan 6:17,7 21 and T Q nrt in Dan 8:11-13;
12:11.
7 11:31;
7
t

• :

•

t

-

The Old Greek and Theodotion also confirm the relation between BA K T“tn and
T

BH T p n .1 The Greek rendering o f BA X T IH in Dan 6:17, 21 (6:16, 20 in the Greek
versions) is the adverb evfieXexw? “continually.” Whereas in Daniel TDF1H is usually
rendered by t) 0uaia “the sacrifice/offering,”2 Theodotion uses o ev6eA.exio|i6(; “the
regular”—the corresponding noun to evSe^ex^?—to render TI3Pin in Dan 11:31 and
12:11. The significance of this finding is that Theodotion establishes a clear lexical

relation between KT“tn in Dan 6:17, 21 and the term “r p n n , at leastwith its usage in
11:31 and 12:11, which in BH is identical to its usage in 8:11-13.

An analysis of the usage of the adverb kvdelex^c, and the noun ev8eA,ex iopo<; in the
rest of the Septuagint (outside Daniel) attests to the fact that these terms are one o f the
preferred renditions of TEH.3 When the adverb IvSeAexcuq is used as a rendition of a BH

Transition fro m Translation to M idrash (Leiden: Brill, 1968), 3-119; and R. Le D eaut and J. Robert,
Targum des Chroniques, 2 vols., A nBib, no. 51 (R om e: B ib lical Institute, 1971).
‘Lust, “Cult and Sacrifice in D aniel,” 284 n. 4.
2The Old G reek always uses i) 0uo£a for TO H H in the b o o k o f D aniel (8:11-13; 11:31;
12:11); Theodotion uses f| Guoia in 8:11-13, b u t n ot in 11:31 and 12:11. The noun Quoia occurs also
elsewhere in the G reek versions o f the Book o f D aniel: for n nTJE
. • in OG in 2:46;* 9:21,’ 27 and in
Theodotion in 9:21, 27; and w ithout H ebrew /A ram aic vis-a-vis in O G in 3:38, 40; 4:34a, 34b and in
Theodotion in 3:38, 40. Thus, the G reek versions use 0uoia only for T E fir] or nnJQ . In the rest o f
the Septuagint the noun 0uo(a is usually one o f the equivalents o f ni7)C “cereal offering” and o f rt?T
“sacrifice” (cf. Suzanne Daniel, R echerches s u r le vocabulaire du culte dans la Septante, Etudes et
commentaires, 61 [Paris: Klincksieck, 1966], 202-211).
3Ibid., 267; cf. 242, 252, 256.
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word, the BH word is T O R 1 Similarly, the noun evSeAexiopo:; is used by the LXX as
“stereotyped rendition”2 of T O R 3 Thus, the Greek 4v6eA.exd><; and 4v8eA.exio|j.6<; render
only the BHTOPl and the B A K T in in Dan 6:17, 21.
The Syriac version further supports these observations (see table 6). In Dan 6:17,
21 the Syriac uses the adverb
13 the Syriac uses the noun

f t '“continually” fo rN T in o , and in Dan 8:11“continuance” for T p n n . In Dan 11:31 and

12:11 the Syriac reads rtL n d iax i “the offerings,” respectively r d t a i o j a “the offering,”
for T o n n . Hence, the Syriac, too, indicates a terminological link between XT*ina in
Dan 6:17, 21 and T O R I, this time in Dan 8:11-13. In fact, the adverb

t i^nitf

“continually” and the close itlx-i27jrt' / rt'^\_i_L2nrt' “true,” all from the root ( S r f , are
the standard renditions for the BH T O R Only in the Psalms and Proverbs is T o n

‘This adverb evSeXexo)? is used for TQTI in Exod 29:38; Lev 24:3; and N u m 28:3; elsew here
occurs only in the Apocrypha: 1 Esdr 6:29; Sir 20:26; 23:10; 37:18; 45:14; 51:11 (51:10 in
LXX Rahlfs). H aving some Hebrew m anuscripts o f the W isdom o f B en Sira available it is
worthwhile to present the data o f evSeXexu? in this docum ent. In Sir 45:14 and 51:11 ev6eXexco(;
renders the H ebrew T O R in 45:14 in regard to the cereal offering (itnJD ) w h ich A aron, the high
priest, offered tw ice each day by burning it wholly; in 51:11 to describe the co n stan t praise and prayer
o f Ben Sira. In Sir 20:26 and 23:10 the Hebrew is not available, and in S ir 37:18 evSeXexw? renders
“entire, w hole” making this text the only case w here e v 6 e X e x i 5<; renders an o th er w ord than T O R
The G reek translation o f the Old Testam ent by A quila uses evSeXexu? in D eut 11:12; Pss 34:27 (35:27
in MT); 68:24 (69:24 in M T); 73:23 (74:23 in MT); 118:109 (119:109 in M T ); Isa 52:5; 60:11; 62:6;
and in an A rm enian version o f A quila the equivalent to evSeXexw? occurs also in Isa 49:16. So Joseph
Reider and N igel Turner, An Index to Aquila: Greek-Hebrew, H ebrew -G reek, L atin-H ebrew , with the
Syriac and Arm enian E vidence, V TSup, no. 12 (Leiden: Brill, 1966), 81. W ithout exception all these
occurrences o f evSeXexcos render T O R Symmachus uses evSeXexw? in Pss 50:5 (51:5 in M T ) and 70:6
(71:6 in MT). A gain both tim es evSeXexu? stands for T O R
e v 6 e X e x i o <;

2J. Lust, Erik Eynikel, and K. Hauspie, Greek-English Lexicon o f th e S eptuagint, rev. ed.
(Stuttgart: D eutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2003), 150.
3In the LXX Ev6eXEXiopo5 is used for T D F l in Exod 29:38 (LXX reads Kdpnco|ia EvSeXExiapoO
“continual burnt offering” which is n ot found in the H ebrew ), 42; 30:8; N u m 28:6, 23; 2 E sdr 3:5
(Ezra 3:5 in M T); 20:33 (2x; 20:34 in LXX Rahlfs; N eh 10:34 in M T); and it occurs furtherm ore only
in 1 E sdr 5:51; Jdt 4:14; and Sir 7:13.
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rendered differently.1

Table 6. Greek and the Syriac Renditions of R T i n and T n n n
in the Book of Daniel
Masoretic Text

Old Greek

Theodotion

6:17

K T“in(3)

4v8eA,ex(3<;

evSeXexcog

6:21

to n n e ? )

4i'5eA.ex<3<;

evSeXex^

fcu.rc' \ .'n r t '

8:11b

Tnnn

Guota

Guota

K '^ a . v «'7j K'

8:12a

Tnnn

f] Guota

f) Guota

\ . “n r f

8:13c

Tnnn

f) Quota

f| Guota

K^ s\ cy.\ ..'n rt'

11:31

Tnnn

f) Guota

o ev8ekexiop.6<;

rx l\3 3 ajD

12:11

Tnnn

f) Guota 6ta
travTOt;

o €v8eA,extO|i6<;

rtL izjicud

•

'

•

•

T

T

T

T

■ T

_

“

~

“

”

Peshitta

To summarize up to this point, both the use of N T 1“ i n in the Targums and the
translation o f KT*tn and T O P ) in the Greek versions and in the Syriac of Daniel show
conclusively the existence of a close lexical relation between BA K T " i n in Dan 6:17, 21
and the BH T n n n in Dan 8:11-13;7 11:31;
12:11.
7
•

T

-

‘O utside the book o f D aniel, BH T D R (99 x) is rendered by the P eshitta:
(1) 16 tim es with
nf “tru e” (14 x: N um 4:16; 28:24, 31; 29:6, 1 1 ,1 6 , 19, 2 2 ,2 5 , 28,
31, 34, 38; N eh 10:33[34]) or rt)s\ v . ^ i r ^ “true” (2 x: E zra 3:5; N eh 10:33[34]);
(2) 54 tim es with
ndi_i27) K' “continually” (22 x in the Pentateuch, 24 x in the Prophets,
and 8 x in the W ritings);
(3) 23 tim es with the adverbial phrase
\\~v ~i “for all tim es > alw ays” (20 x: Pss 25:15;
34:2; 35:27; 38:18; 50:8; 51:5; 69:24; 70:5; 71:3, 6, 14; 72:15; 74:23; 105:4; 109:15, 19; 119:109,
117; P rov 15:15; 28:14) or
\ LaJO “for all times > alw ays” (3 x: Pss 16:8; 40:12, 17);
(4) and 6 tim es T o n is not rendered at all in the Syriac: in Ezek 38:8; H ab 1:17; Pss 73:23;
119:44; Prov 5:19; 2 Chr 24:14).
The w ord
rt* \ .*w “continually” is used only once as a rendition for a BH w ord oth er than T l? n ,
nam ely for
“for moments > every m om ent” (Isa 27:3); and )i\_. rdi_i2zi r< is added once to the
H ebrew text (Lev 6:13).
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Ninth and last, a thematic relationship is noted between K T in in Dan 6 and
I T 7171 in Dan 8 that sheds further light on the meaning of I T nn. To begin with, the
verbal root used to describe Daniel’s continual activity in Dan 6 is 11*72 “serve.” In BA,
this verb is always used in the sense of serving God or a god (10 times), and four times it
occurs in parallel with 130 “worship.” 1 The serving of God mentioned in Dan 6:17,21
could therefore very well be an expression used to describe Daniel’s prayers, since
“prayer is a form o f service of God.”2 Furthermore, 11*72 has cultic overtones, since its
participle denotes those who are the servants o f the temple (Ezra 7:24) and the only
occurrence o f its derivative ]n*72 designates the “service” or “ritual observance” o f G od’s
temple (Ezra 7:19). Thus, Daniel’s service or worship of God in prayer has cultic
connotations, which certainly fit the use o f XT*17i (BH TO Pi) in this context.3
Another observation establishes a cultic background to Daniel’s continual service
‘B A n*72 “serve” occurs in Ezra 7:24; D an 3:12, 14, 17,18, 28; 6:17, 21; 7:14, 27; in parallel
w ith T O “w orsh ip ” in D an 3:12, 14, 18 ,2 8 .
2M oshe G reenberg, “On the R efinem ent o f the Conception o f Prayer in the H ebrew
S criptures,” A ssociation f o r Jew ish Studies 1 (1976): 59. G reenberg cites the parallelism s in Job
2 1 :25; Isa 44:17 and Zeph 3:9 as im m ediate support for regarding prayer as a service o f G od and
substantiates this concept throughout the rem ainder o f his article (ibid., 57-92).
3G oldw urm observes that “the A ram aic ]H*72 and its Hebrew counterpart 711133 contain a
nuance o f the idea o f physical, hence sacrificial, w orship” (186). He concurs with Sifre D eut 11:31
that there is a sacrificial w orship in Babylon, w hich Sifre identifies as 3*730 711133 “w orship in the
heart,” that is, prayer. For Goldw urm , the verb 71*72 in D an 6:11 alludes to this sacrificial worship in
the h e a r t On the m eaning o f the term 711133 see also Jacob M ilgrom, Studies in Levitical
T erm inology, I: The E ncroacher and the Levite, the Term ‘Aboda, U niversity of California
Publications N ea r Eastern Studies, no. 14 (Berkeley: U niversity o f California Press, 1970), 60-87.
M ilg ro m ’s study is prim arily concerned w ith the m eaning o f 711133 in the so-called Priestly literature.
W hile he concludes that in the Priestly literature 711133 is confined to “physical labor”— “in the
special case o f the Levites, to their T abernacle function as sacred furniture movers”— w hich for him
show s that “the 71133 passages in P are o ld ,” he is equally clear that the m eaning “cult service” or
“tem ple cult” fo r 711133 “is found in all Pentateuchal sources but P, and predominantly in post-exilic
historical texts” (ibid., 87).
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of God even more clearly. D aniel’s constant service to God, to which king Darius refers,
reveals itself in the fact that Daniel continues to kneel and pray habitually three times a
day “as he had been doing previously” (6:11), which is the thematic and structural center
of the narrative in Dan 6.' In the words o f Daniel’s accusers, Daniel “keeps making his
petition three times a day” ( 6 : 1 4 ) . It is in this context o f continual worship of Y h w h that
Darius identifies Daniel as one who constantly (XTTH) serves God. Daniel’s continual
worship o f Y h w h in prayer has specific cultic overtones which are expressed by the
orientation/direction towards Jerusalem, by Daniel’s kneeling posture in prayer, by the
time Daniel chooses to pray (three times a day), and by the description of the manner and
content o f his prayers (6:11).2
First, the direction towards Jerusalem appears to be the direction towards the
cultic center which lay in ruins at that time: the sanctuary and earthly dwelling-place of
Y h w h . Even though destroyed one could still direct prayers toward the temple in

Jerusalem and God would hear in heaven. This concept is rooted in the temple theology
according to 1 Kgs 8 : 2 2 - 6 1 (parallel 2 Chr 6 : 1 2 - 4 2 ) where the temple is not only a place
of sacrifice but also a place o f prayer towards God in heaven, so that even in exile God’s
people can pray towards their land, towards the city o f Jerusalem (1 Kgs 8 : 4 4 , 4 8 ) , and
toward the temple, and God will hear from Tjrattf ]iDp CPQtiin “the foundations of his

'P. B. P etersen, 137, 142.
2See especially V ogel, “The C ultic M otif,” 193-208; cf. Lacocque, The B ook o f Daniel, 114
n. 14; V ogel, “The C u ltic M otifs and T hem es,” 26-27; P. B. Petersen, 130.
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dwelling in heaven” (1 Kgs 8:46-50).'
A second indication o f the cultic orientation o f Daniel’s prayers is his posture of
prostration. Haran points to three acts which according to biblical concept comprise
worship of God: sacrifice, prayer, and prostration. The worshiper would practice all
three. “These three acts— sacrifice, prayer, prostration—-joined and complemented each
other even though they come in descending order o f importance.”2 In exile, Daniel
worships and serves God constantly. Though he is unable to offer a sacrifice in the
temple, he regularly kneels and prays (Dan 6:11) and thus pays homage to the God he
serves. Since sacrifices or cultic acts are the most important outward expressions of
worship, one could argue that it is possible to refer to the totality o f worship by
mentioning that term that would comprise all the regular cultic activities: TB rin.
Third, two o f Daniel’s three selected times o f prayer probably coincided
intentionally with the times when the daily sacrifice should have been offered. They are
the morning and the evening prayer (see 1 Chr 23:30).3 Indeed, the prayer and praising at

'See also Jonah 2:5; Pss 5:8; 28:2; cf. 1 E sdr 4:58; T ob 3:11. For the direction o f the prayer
toward Jerusalem /the tem ple see, e.g., E rik P eterson, “D ie geschichtliche B edeutung der judischen
G ebetsrichtung,” TZ 3 (1947 ):l-3 ; Barnes, 2:18-19; K arl H einen, D as G ebet im A lten Testament: Eine
exegetisch-theologische U ntersuchung zu r hebrdischen G ebetsterm inologie (Rome: Pontificia
Universitas G regoriana: Facultas T heologiae, 1971), 90-92, 135; H enning G ra f Reventlow , Gebet im
Alten Testament (Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 1986), 274, 301; on the tem ple theology in 1 Kgs 8 see, e.g.,
Samuel E. B alentine, P ra yer in the H eb rew B ib le: The D ram a o f D ivine-H um an D ialogue, OBT
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 84-86, w ho som ew hat overem phasizes the aspect o f prayer at the cost
o f the sacrificial aspect o f the tem ple, w hich is still im portant as 1 K gs 8:62-65 show s; and recently
Rodney Alan W erline, P enitential P ra ye r in S eco n d Tem ple Judaism : The D evelopm ent o f a
Religious Institution, E arly Judaism and Its L iterature, no. 13 (A tlanta: Scholars, 1998), 25-28.
2M enahem H aran, “Priesthood, T em ple, D ivine Service: Some O bservations on Institutions
and Practices o f W orship,” H AR 1 (1983): 121-135 131-134 (citation on p. 134).
C o n c lu d in g his study on the three tim es o f p ray er V ogel observes th at the three tim es o f
prayer by itself are “n o t a direct indication o f a cultic connection, even though a partial
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morning and in the evening and on Sabbaths, new moons and feast days, always in
conjunction with sacrifices, is summed up in the phrase “ continually (T p n ) before
Y hw h”

(1 Chr 23:30-31).'

Because o f the other indicators o f cultic orientation in Dan

6:11, it is reasonable to assume that Daniel’s constant (K T“TP) = “Ppri) worship o f Y h w h
is tied in with the time o f the regular daily ( T p n ) sacrifice. This is also suggested by the
time of Daniel’s prayer in chap.

9 which was “about the time o f the evening sacrifice

[nm a]” (Dan 9:21).2 One may even surmise that Daniel’s prayer in Dan 9 is
correspondence is possible” (“The C ultic M o tif,” 199) and that it is “probable that at least two o f
D aniel’s three tim es o f prayer in D an 6:11 correspond to the two regular tim es” w hen the daily
sacrifice was offered for the people (ibid., 207). D river (D a n iel, 75), C harles (157), and M ontgom ery
(274) believe that D aniel’s prayer hours were at the tim e o f th e m orning sacrifice, at th e time o f the
evening sacrifice, and at sunset. O thers suggested that the three p ray er tim es w ere at the tim e o f the
m orning and evening sacrifice and at noon; cf. Ps 55:18 (so, e.g., v o n L engerke, 280-281; Keil, 213;
and, recently, A. S. van der W oude, “Zu D aniel 6,11,” Z A W 106 [1994]: 123-124). W hatever m a y b e
the case, it is evident that the tim es o f the regular daily sacrifice w ere utilized as tim es o f prayer. In
fact, Dan 6:11 in com parison with 9:21 is probably an indication o f th e interplay betw een th e two
patterns o f natural prayer time and sacrificial prayer tim e that have been exam ined by E sther Chazon,
“W hen Did They Pray? Times for P rayer in the D ead Sea Scrolls and A ssociated L iterature,” in F o r a
L ater Generation: The Transform ation o f Tradition in Israel, E a rly Ju d a ism , and E a rly Christianity,
ed. R. A. Argali, B. A. Bow, and R. A. W erline (H arrisburg: T rinity Press International, 2000), 42-51.
‘See Sara Japhet, I & I I Chronicles: A C om m entary, O TL (Louisville: W estm inster John
K nox, 1993), 420.
2On the phrase S IlJT in W n P 3 “about the tim e o f the evening sacrifice” and its cultic
implications see W alter E. Rast, “D aniel 9: Its Form and T heo lo g ical S ignificance” (Ph.D . diss.,
U niversity ofC hicago, 1966), 157-168; and V ogel, “ C ultic M otif,” 182-193. The tim e o f the evening
sacrifice was a tim e o f individual and corporate prayer, both in th e tem ple precincts (cf. Sir 50:18-20;
2 Enoch 51:4; Luke 1:10; A cts 3:1) as w ell as at a d istance from the tem ple (1 K gs 18:29, 36; Ezra
9:4-5; Dan 9:21; cf. Jdt 9:1; A cts 10:30). See, e.g., H avem ick, 347-348; Z ockler, 142; M ontgom ery,
274-275; Weinfeld in H.-J. Fabry and M . W einfeld, “ n n J » m inha," TD O T, 8:419-421; and especially
Chazon, 47-48; for later developm ents see D aniel K. Falk, D aily, Sabbath, and F estiva l P rayers in the
D ead Sea Scrolls, STD J, no. 27 (Leiden: B rill, 1998), 117-119. W hether the reference to prayer in
connection with incense and evening sacrifice in Ps 141:2 designates a dom estic prayer in harm ony
w ith the temple rituals (see Erhard S. G erstenberger, P salm s, P a rt 2, a n d L am entations, FOTL, vol.
15 [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001], 414) o r a p ray er offered in the presence o f tem ple rituals (Leslie
C. Allen, Psalm s 101-150, rev., W BC, vol. 21 [N ashville: N elson, 2002], 343-344), prayer and
sacrifice cannot be separated. The m orning hours are sim ilarly referred to as a tim e for prayers (Pss
5:4; 59:17; 88:14; 143:8). In addition, it can be n o ted that the offerings o f the reg u lar daily offering
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intentionally linked to Daniel’s prayers in chap. 6 since both date into the same regnal
year (6:1; 9:1) and the manner of praying is described similarly (cf. 9:3-4 with 6:11-12).'
Furthermore, Dan 9:21 possibly links the prayer and prophecy in chap. 9 with the vision
concerning TQ fin in chap. 8.2 Daniel 9:21 may therefore constitute a link between chap.
6 and chap. 8.
Finally, the description of the manner and content o f Daniel’s prayers uses
vocabulary with cultic connotations. Daniel prays and gives thanks (X T) before his God

(nn^X DTjP), is making petition and supplication (]?nriQ) before his God (nn*px Dlj?)
(Dan 6:11-12). The terms XT (BH H T) “confess, praise” (cf. 1 Kgs 8:33, 35) and the
Hitpaal participle o f ]3n “supplication” (cf. 1 Kgs 8:33, 47, 59) are indicators o f the cultic
connotation o f Daniel’s prayers,3 as well as the phrase T tS x

“before his God”

were such an im portant part in the life o f the believing Israelites th at they could be easily used as a
reference for time. As Uriel Simon notes: “Telling time by reference to the sacrificial rituals is found
in a num ber o f places in Scripture,” and he refers to 1 Kgs 18:29, 36; 2 K gs 3:20; D an 9:21; and to the
Talmud (B erakot 2a-3a) (R eading Prophetic N arratives, trans. L. J. Schram m , ISB L [Bloom ington:
Indiana U niversity Press, 1997], 283 n. 19).
'G oldingay poses the question o f w hether the m odel p ray er in chap. 9 is “the kind o f prayer
the D aniel o f chap. 6 is assum ed to have prayed, soon after D arius w as m ade k in g ,” and in support
points to the sim ilar terms in 9:3-4a and 6:11-12 (Daniel, 239). L ucas also n o te s the correspondence
between 6:10 and 9:21 (Daniel, 240).
2P loger suggests a link between Dan 9:21 and D an 8:11-13 w hen h e asserts that the tem poral
expression in 9:21 “perhaps serves as a rem inder o f the evening tim i d sacrifice w hich w as m entioned
at length in chap. 8” (Daniel, 139). See already von Lengerke, 427; sim ilarly, B evan, 152 (“the
m ention o f the oblation doubtless refers to the suspension o f the d aily sacrifice”); M ontgom ery, 336;
Rast, 166-167; Collins, D aniel (1993), 352. O f course, for P lo g er (D aniel, 126) and the others the
expression T Q F in in D an 8 refers exclusively to the daily sacrifice at the earth ly sanctuary and does
not have a w ider m eaning as indicated by the link to prayer and constant w o rsh ip o f Y h w h in D an
6:17,21 and 9:21.
3So pointed out by Vogel, who correctly asserts a linkage to 1 Kgs 8 and u nderstands X T in
Dan 6:11 not only in the sense o f “to praise” but also in the sense o f “to co n fess” (“C ultic M otif,”
204-207). For the relation betw een Dan 6:11-12 and 1 K gs 8:44-45 see also B uchanan, 154-155.
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(twice in 6 : 1 1 - 1 2 ) , a phrase quite similar to BH

“before Y h w h ” (cf. 1 Kgs

8:59), which, belonging to cultic terminology,1is often used in t&mi d contexts.
In sum, Daniel’s prayers, which are described in the terminology o f 1 Kgs 8
(parallel 2 Chron 6), can be regarded as cultic activity and as being closely associated
with the sacrificial worship of Y h w h .2 S o when the exiled Israelites were deprived o f the

‘See H aran, Temples, 26.
2The close relation betw een prayer and sacrifice has been recognized tim e and again. For
exam ple, G reenberg points out that “the ch ief form o f divine service in Scripture is the sacrificial cult,
but prayer o f petition and praise is frequently associated w ith it” (“On the R efinem ent o f the
C onception o f Prayer,” 59). After giving several biblical exam ples that show the close interrelation
betw een sacrifice and prayer (1 Sam 1; 7:9; 1 Kgs 8:62; Isa 56:7; Ps 141:2)— one m ay add H os 14:3,
Pss 51:17-18 and 116:17, in w hich sacrificial language is used to describe prayer and
thanksgiving— G reenberg transposes this conceptual relation also to the attitude o f the on e who offers
sacrifice or prayer, w hen he observes: “The attitude o f one praying to God and th at o f one sacrificing
to him w ere as closely linked as the phenom ena themselves” (ibid., 60). W einfeld confirm s that the
tim e o f the evening offering is the “appropriate time for prayer” (Fabry and W einfeld, 8:419-420).
G ary A. A nderson urges to perceive prayer as “a carefully prescribed cultic act” and upholds th at “the
equation o f prayer w ith sacrifice” is already present in biblical times (“ The Praise o f G od as a C ultic
E vent,” in P riesthood and Cult in A ncient Israel, ed. G. A. A nderson and S. M. O lyan, JS O T S up, no.
125 [Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press, 1991], 15). M enahem H aran regards prayer in the tem ple
as o f “ secondary order” or “optional” belonging “to the periphery o f cult” (“ C u lt and P rayer,” in
B iblical and R elated Studies P resented to Sam uel Iwry, ed. A. Kort and S. M orschauser [W inona
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1985], 87-92), but at the same tim e he leaves no doubt th at prayer “w as a
substitute for sacrifice, a kind o f ‘offering o f the poor’” (ibid., 91) and that “prayer w as p rev alen t in
the temple courts” (ibid., 90). Finally, C hazon dem onstrates that in the H ebrew B ible as w ell as in the
literature o f Q um ran exists a prayer model based on tem ple sacrifices (42-51). D aniel K. Falk argues
in the light o f evidence from the Dead Sea Scrolls that institutionalized prayer did not originate as a
substitute o f the tem ple, as an alternative for sacrifice, but co-existed in association with the practice
o f sacrificial cult: “Prayer at the tim e o f sacrifice, would then not be something that one does sim ply
because one cannot be at the Tem ple (Judith) as a substitute for sacrifice, b ut because it is w hat one
w ould do if one w ere at the Tem ple (e.g., A cts 3 : 1 ) . . . . The attraction o f prayer to the T em ple ritual
assisted in the process o f form alizing prayer prior to and in addition to the need to substitute for
sacrifice” (“Q um ran P rayer Texts and the T em ple,” in Sapiential, Liturgical and P o etica l Texts fr o m
Q umran: P roceedings o f the Third M eeting o f the International O rganization fo r Qum ran Studies,
Oslo 1998; P ublished in M em ory o f M aurice Baillet, ed. D. K. Falk, F. G arcia M artinez, and E. M.
Schuller, STD J, no. 35 [Leiden: Brill, 2000], 125; cf. Falk, Daily, Sabbath, and F estival P rayers, 123124). On a side note, Patrick D. M iller regards it as possible that particular petitions or vow s to the
deity could be set in the context o f regular sacrificial rituals, w hich he dem onstrates fo r the U garitic
text K T U 1.119 (= RS 24.266) and assumes for H an n ah ’s prayer in 1 Sam 1 (“Prayer and Sacrifice in
U garit and Israel,” in Text a nd Context: O ld Testam ent and Sem itic Studies f o r F. C. F ensham , ed. W .
Claassen, JSO T Sup, no. 48 [Sheffield: JSO T Press, 1988], 153). The discussion on the silence in the
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temple, the only cultic service of God they could present was an “offering of the poor”
(Haran’s terminology), namely the continual prayers directed toward the place where
Y h w h ’s
( ta m i d )

temple once stood.1 The regularity o f the prayers exemplifies Daniel’s constant
worship and service o f Y h w h . This is exactly the reason why the OG adds in

Dan 6:17 after the expression for ta m i d (ev&eA.€X“ 0 the phrase x p lg xfjc; rpepocq “three
times the day” which is found exclusively in connection with Daniel’s prayer (6:6, 9, 11,
12, 14, 17)— in order to indicate that Daniel’s continuous service of God is exemplified
by his regular, three times a day, prayer and worship.
The focal issue in chap. 6 is prayer and worship, or with one word: the ta m id .
D aniel’s commitment to continuous service to God and his uninterrupted worship
practice stand diametrically opposed to the human, and inherently anti-divine, order. In
this regard, the struggle involving the ta m i d in Dan 8 resembles the situation in chap. 6,
albeit on a larger, universal scale. In both chapters it becomes evident that “spiritual
warfare on earth is an attack on the ritual observance of the people.”2

sanctuary initiated by Y. Kaufm ann centers around the question whether the priest w ho perform ed the
cultic sacrifices recited prayers during the sacrificial ritual or n ot (a recent overview o f the debate is
given by Israel K nohl, “B etw een V oice an d Silence: The Relationship between P rayer and Tem ple
C u l t JB L 115 [1996]: 17-30). As such, this discussion does not affect the scholarly consensus that
“the people w ere accustom ed to reciting th eir ow n prayers at the time o f offering the daily sacrifice
and the burning o f the in cen se” (ibid., 23). F or Heger, the speedy replacem ent o f sacrifices with
sym bolic perform ance, like the institution o f daily fixed prayers, at the time o f the destruction o f the
Tem ple, points to the fact that the sym bolic perform ance m ust have been in place long before the
abolition o f sacrifices (380-390). H eger suggests a developm ent that connects Jo siah ’s reform o f the
sacrifices to their replacem ent by recitals.
' “A fter the cessation o f the sacrificial service the regular prayer, often three tim es a day, was
considered to be its substitute” (B ehrm ann, 40; cf. H avem ick, 348).
2S m ith-C hristopher, 113, w ho, how ever, m akes such an observation only in regard to chap. 8.
For him, such an attack involves the tem ple and the offerings.
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Conclusion. It is obvious that T O F i n in Dan 8 : 1 1 - 1 3 should be regarded as a
cultic term. Its nominal use, its definite article, and the shared context with other cultic
terminology provide excellent support for this. It is simply too limited to interpret the
meaning o f T O Fin in the book o f Daniel as only the daily offering or as the daily burnt
offering. To be sure, T O F i n includes the regular daily offering—and thus to exclude the
daily burnt offering from the cultic range expressed by T O F i n is equally invalid—but it
comprises much more than that. The cultic background o f the term T O F i n shows that it
represents (1) the regular cultic activities performed by the (high) priest, and/or (2) the
continual cultic worship o f Y h w h . To be specific, T O F i n in Dan 8 : 1 1 - 1 3 designates ( 1 )
the cultic activities o f the KOSTnto as high priest, and/or (2) the continual cultic worship
directed toward the tOBiTntt? as divine being.
I suggest an intentional double meaning. Although the cultic background of
TOFin favors the view that (high) priestly activity is meant, which is being part of the

Israelite worship, two considerations from the book o f Daniel itself provide enough
reason to understand TO Fin also as an expression for the true worship and service of
Y h w h , maybe even “the epitome o f the cult.”1 First, the replacement of TOFin by false

worship or false cult practices (p p tf) in Dan 11:31 and 12:11 implies that TOFin
designates the true worship o f Y h w h . Second, the obvious lexical and thematic link to
Dan 6 (KTnFl “constant” in 6:17, 21) suggests that TO Fin stands for the continual cultic
worship and service o f Y h w h , which was expressed by Daniel short o f sacrifices through
his continual service in prayer.

T ru d in g e r, 36-38.
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Daniel 8:1 lb therefore describes a horrible and extremely offensive act. Just as it
was “inconceivable” that the complex o f tami d rites “should ever be interrupted,”1 so it is
inconceivable that the tami d should ever be taken away from the prince o f the host. This
constitutes the ultimate cultic calamity.2 Both the continual worship and service of
Y hw h

as well as the tami d responsibilities o f the prince o f the host should never be

abandoned or interrupted. To have done so is another strong indication o f the horn’s
haughtiness and its attempt to replace the actual commander of the host.

Clause 11c

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis

lie

[ionpp prns] [Tjbtun*;]
waw+Hophal-pf73sgm/ noun/cssgm/ noun/sgm/+ePP/3sgm/
ConjWG(waw+Hophal-pf/3sgm/) CsWG(noun/cssgm/ noun/sgm/+ePP/3sgm/)
P.Sy + l.S y
predicate +subject
Clause type: qatal-x.

The verb

is a Hophal form with a rather unusual, yet possible,

‘H aran, Tem ples refers to the ta m id rites perform ed inside the sanctuary (218). Similarly,
Milgrom states, “The unbroken continuity o f th e T a m id in the Tem ple was reassuring to Israel, and its
cessation a traum atic calam ity (Dan 8:11-13; 11:31; 12:11). Legend has it that as long as the T am id
was uninterrupted the w alls o f Jerusalem w ere im pregnable (b . B. Qam. 82b)” (L eviticus 1-16, 457).
2I f G ary A. A nderson describes the im p act o f th e taking aw ay o f the daily sacrifice so
strongly— “No greater cultic calam ity could b e im agined th a n the loss o f this sacrifice, since it
symbolized the serving o f the divine-hum an relatio n sh ip (D an 8:11)” (“Sacrifice and Sacrificial
Offerings [O T],” A B D , 5:878)— how m uch m o re a g rea ter calam ity m ust b e the tak in g away o f the
tam id in the sense described in this study.
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vocalization.1 Textual emendation is not necessary.2 An alternative vocalization, which
does not involve a change in the consonantal text, is the suggestion that Tjbtim should be
pointed as Hiphil infinitive absolute ^bsJni.3 This form would be the continuation o f the
perfect active Hiphil D,"in {ketib in vs. 1lb), especially since the Peshitta (Peal K'T.r-)
and the Vulgate (deiecit) read an active verb. Such an active reading may be explained by
alignment with the previous active verbs, particularly if in vs. 1 lb the ketib verb form, the
active O ^ n , is chosen.4 However, the passive meaning o f

as attested in the MT is

supported by the Old Greek and Theodotion, which both read the Future passive
eprnj.G)0rjoeTai. In sum, though the reading
reading

appears to be a viable alternative, the

is preferred here.5
The qatal-x

indicates co-ordination with the qatal form in the previous

'The usual prefix vow el o f the H ophal perfect form is —/o/, but th e vow el - /u / as in ijbllirn
can also be found in other x-qatal (Jer 22:28; Ezek 32:32 both w ith conjunction w aw ) or qatal form s
o f the H ophal (Ezek 19:12).
2Two kinds o f em endation have been suggested. First, the proposal to read
(active)
w hich would conform this form to the previous active D’-in (so T hom son, 242; D river, D aniel, 116;
Nelis, 96). Second, in com parison w ith vss. 7 ,1 0 , and the last three w ords o f vs. 13, the proposal to
readO b"ini “and it [the hom ] tram pled d ow n” in the sense o f “an d it defiled” instead o f
w hich
is regarded as a corrupted dittography o f
in vs. 12b (so G insberg, S tu d ies in D aniel, 50;
Hartman and Di Leila, 222).
3So Hitzig, 132; K am phausen, 33. H itzig refers to sequential infinitives after finite verb
forms (waw+perfect): the Q al infinitive “Ti07 in D an 9:5, the H iphil infinitive
in Jer 36:23, and
a Piel infinitive ^ S p )— as he reads *73pl— in E sth 9:27; K am phausen refers to “1101 in D an 9:5, 11.
As noted previously, Goldstein also reads the H iphil infinitive in D an 8:12c, b u t in distinction to the
others he regards all three verbs in vs. 11 as infinitives (I M a ccabees, 145-146, esp. n. 251). For
comments on G oldstein’s view as w ell as for the phenom enon o f an infinitive absolute in the place o f
a finite verb see p. 155 n. 2.
4So Kranichfeld, 294; H asslberger, 8 n. 25.
5See also the report o f the com m ittee for textual criticism o f the O T in Barthelem y, 460-461,
w hich favors the H ophal vocalization.
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clause.1 In other words, the throwing down o f the place or foundation o f the sanctuary
does not occur after the horn has taken away the tami d. Rather the two activities should
be regarded as simultaneous.2
The subject o f the passive

HI is the construct phrase itinpQ "pSD. Again,

textual emendation has been suggested but is not necessary.3 The pronominal suffix
belongs to the second element UHpp “sanctuary,” resulting in the translation “the place o f
his sanctuary,”4 and refers back to the “prince of the host.” The logical subject o f the
passive verb is still the hom. It is the horn which throws down the place o f the sanctuary
of the prince o f the host.

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Meaning o f ic n p p

and meaning of the clause

The construct phrase EHpQ ]iDQ in Dan 8:1 lc occurs only here in the Hebrew

‘S. R. D river, A Treatise on the Use o f the Tenses in H ebrew and Som e O ther Syntactical
Q uestions, 3d ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1892), 162-163 n. 3; cf. 159-160 (§132).
2The same function o f a qatal-x form occurs in the book o f D aniel in 8:27; 9:5; 10:15 (ibid.);
and in addition to D river one should add 9:6 (despite the negative Yib the verb is a qatal-x type); 10:1,
7; and perhaps 12:5.
S u g g estio n s are to read DppD instead l!£HpQ, because the w aw is said to be dittography o f
the follow ing waw in
and to relocate
in front o f “U p o n in vs. 12a so th a t it reads “the p lace
o f the daily offering” o r “the stand o f the daily sacrifice” (G insberg, S tudies in D aniel, 49, 51; N elis,
96; H artm an and Di Leila, 222). W ith the help o f a reconstructed “original text o f the L X X ,” Charles
puts forth that the original Hebrew read rH S ’ D ^ p p i Dipl? ^ D iT ) “ and (th e) p lace was cast dow n
and the sanctuary laid desolate” (205-207). Goldstein suggests the reading
“from the b ase” and
translates vs. 11c “and cast it from its holy base” (G oldstein, I M accabees, 145-146 n. 251).
“Pronom inal suffixes m ay also belong to the first elem ent o f a co n stru ct w ord group like in
i n “my m ountain o f holiness = my holy m ountain” (Isa 11:9). In D an 8:1 lc such a
construction, w hich is not to be preferred, w ould be translated as “his place o f the sanctuary = his
sanctuary-place.”
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Bible. The noun ]i3E (found 17 times in the OT) has the semantic notion o f location and
refers to a place occupied by an object or a person. It usually designates the place or site
but could also refer to the foundations of an object, namely the actual foundations of the
temple (Ezra 2:68), or the metaphorical foundations of the throne of Y h w h :
“righteousness and justice” (Pss 89:15 [parallel to “loving-kindness and truth”]; 97:2),
or— in its only plural occurrence—the metaphorical foundations o f the earth (Ps 104:5).
Interestingly, ]i3Q in the singular (found 16 times in the OT) exclusively designates the
place o f the sanctuary and/or the presence or dwelling of Y h w h and thus has a strong
cultic association. ]i3B is used in relation to the earthly dwelling place o f Y h w h — the
sanctuary/temple (Exod 15:17; 1 Kgs 8:13; 2 Chr 6:2; Ezra 2:68) or mount Zion (Exod
15:17; Isa 4:5)— and in relation to the heavenly dwelling place of Y h w h (1 Kgs 8:39, 43,
49; Isa 18:4; Ps 33:14; 2 Chr 6:30, 33, 39).1 Its use in construct relation with the cultic
term ttn p p in Dan 8:1 lc fits very well into this semantic range. One could also argue
with Tengstrom that the word ]133 establishes a relation between the temple and the
heavenly throne o f Y h w h since “in the great majority of cases, that is 12 times, the word
designates the foundation o f the throne of Y h w h .”2 ]i3l3 then has even a royal

‘F or sim ilar observations see D river, Daniel, 117; M ontgom ery, 336; A alders, D a n iel (1962),
176; Shea, Selected Studies, 38 = rev. ed., 46-47; Hasel, “The ‘Little H orn” ’ (1986), 412-414; C ollins,
D aniel (1993), 334; and K laus Koch, “] « kun,” TDOT, 7:90, 96.
2Sven Tengstrom , “ Les visions prophetiques du trone de D ieu et leur arriere-plan dans
l ’A ncien T estam ent,” in Le Trone de D ieu, ed. M. Philonenko, W U N T, no. 69 (T ubingen: Mohr,
1993), 43. T engstrom lists the references to the heavenly throne (Pss 89:15; 97:2), to the foundation
o f the heavenly throne expressed by ^ r n s i
“the foundations o f your dw elling” (1 K gs 8:39, 43,
49; 2 C hr 6:30) or in 3 2 i_]i3?3 “the foundations o f his dw elling” (Ps 33:14), and to the sim ilar
expression
]i313 “the foundations o f your dw elling” (Exod 15:17; 1 Kgs 8:13; 2 Chr 6:2)
w hich designates the tem ple (43-44).
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connotation, alluding to the sanctuary as the throne of God.
The noun linpQ (found 75 times in the OT) designates a sanctuary or sacred place,
most often the sanctuary or temple of Y h w h . In fact, it is one of the most common words
used for the sanctuary.1 Here, the suggestion by Milgrom needs to be considered. He
argues that ©;!pp never means the sanctuary building but refers in P and H to “the sacred
area, precinct” (Lev 12:4; 16:33; 19:30; 20:3; 21:12; 26:2; Num 19:20) or to “the sacred
objects, sancta” (Lev 21:23; 26:31; Num. 3:38; 10:21; 18:1)” and everywhere else to the
sacred area or the Temple precincts.2 Milgrom’s observation, though not convincing for
every occurrence o f IZHpP, is helpful in several instances.3 O f course, the meaning of

‘It is, how ever, clear that ItHlpP is also used for other entities. The plural refers to the
com partm ents o f the sanctuary com plex (Lev 21:23 [or “sacred objects”?; cf. Jacob M ilgrom ,
L eviticus 17-22, A B, vol. 3A (New York: D oubleday, 2000), 1832]; Jer 51:51; Pss 68:36?; 73:17) and
to m ultiple sanctuaries in Israel, w hether legitim ate or illegitim ate (Lev 26:31 [or “sancta”?; cf. Jacob
M ilgrom , L eviticus 13-27, AB, vol. 3B (New York: D oubleday, 2001), 2320]; Ezek 7:24; 21:7; Am os
7:9). BfapB also refers to the sanctuary o f Tyre (Ezek 28:18), the city Bethel (Am os 7:13), M o ab ’s
sanctuary (Isa 16:12), the heavenly tem ple (Jer 17:12 [cf. Jack R. Lundbom, Jerem iah 1-20, A B, vol.
21A (New York: D oubleday, 1999), 793]; Ps 68:36?), Y hw h as m etaphorical sanctuary fo r the
Israelites (Isa 8:14; E zek 11:16), and the sacred objects o f the sanctuary (Num 10:21; perhaps also
3:38; 18:1). In N um 18:29, IttH pP designates a portion o f the sacral tithe (according to its pointing,
ittjppp could derive from tiPIpP; so Even-Shoshan, 704; M ilgrom , Leviticus 1-16, 1058). Cf. Richard
E. A verbeck, “’£ HpQ (# 5219),” N1D O TTE, 2:1080-1082; and Susanne O w czarek, D ie Vorstellung
vom “ W ohnen G ottes inm itten seines Volkes " in d er Priesterschrift: Z ur H eiligtum stheologie der
priesterlichen G rundschrift, Europaische H ochschulschriften: Reihe 23, Theologie, no. 625 (Frankfurt
am M ain: Lang, 1998), 264-269.
2A t first, M ilgrom argued that in the Priestly literature and in Ezekiel ttn p P n ever m eans the
sanctuary building (Jacob M ilgrom , Studies in L evitica l Terminology, I, 23-24 n. 78); later he
extended his suggestion to the entire B ible (Leviticus 1-16, 754). He observed that the “connotation
o f sacred objects . . . is limited to P and H (and possibly Jer 51:51)” and that everywhere else
refers to the sacred area or the Tem ple precincts (ibid., 755). Cf. H aran: “ [tZTIpO] does not necessarily
refer to a house o f G od. In the priestly term inology it indicates any article or object possessing
sanctity” {Tem ples, 15).
3On the one hand, it can help to explain the plural occurrences o f ’C p p p (Lev 21:23) and
□D'fflppQ (Lev 26:31) as not referring to m ultiple sanctuaries but to m ultiple sacred objects. On the
other hand, M ilgrom notes an ostensible exception in Exod 25:8: 2TtpP ,l? ItOU “m ake m e a m iq d ls.”
He tries to avoid the m eaning o f sanctuary building here by pointing to vs. 10 in w hich ttn p p is
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sanctuary building and sacred space is sometimes not too far apart, since the sanctuary
encloses sacred space. Hence, in some occurrences of iDTpQ it seems artificial to
distinguish between the meaning “sacred space” and “sanctuary.” Its occurrence in Dan
8:1 lc is such a case. In fact, if in Dan 8:1 lc the other noun in the construct phrase, ]i3Q,
which refers to foundations, is taken into consideration, it appears that ItnpQ designates
the sanctuary rather than the sacred area, so that the entire phrase designates the
foundations o f the structure where holiness resides. The idea of foundations fits better
with a structure than a place. Thus, in Dan 8:11c, IZHpP is tentatively taken to refer to
sanctuary. For the meaning o f the clause a differentiation between sanctuary building and
sacred area o f the sanctuary seems unimportant. This may play a role however in the
question why the different terms HTtpE and linp are used in this passage (see literary
analysis).
When referring to Y h w h ’s sanctuary UHptt, whether it denotes the sanctuary itself
or the sacred place, most often refers to the earthly sanctuary or temple, but in a few
instances to a sanctuary in heaven.1 However, the idea that “his sanctuary” could stand
for God’s people is too far-fetched.2

supposedly defined as “th e T abernacle . . . and all its furnishings,” w hich are “ all objects contained in
the sacred precincts” (L eviticus 1-16, 754). H ow ever, it seem s better to argue th at the sanctuary
consists o f the tabernacle and the furniture and thus ItnpQ in vs. 8 refers to a tangible building.
'R eferences to a heavenly sanctuary have been seen in Pss 68:36; 78:69; 96:6; Jer 17:12 (see
M etzger, “H im m lische und irdische W ohnstatt Jahw es,” 139-140; H asel, “The ‘Little H orn’” [1986],
415; cf. also M arvin E. T ate, P salm s 51-100, W B C, vol. 20 [D allas: W ord, 1990], 283).
2For L acocque, the tem ple profaned is n o t only the tem ple in Jerusalem , “it is also the people
o f the Saints,” sim ilar to his interpretation o f D an 7 (The B o o k o f D aniel, 162). Russell seems to
agree w ith such a h y pothetical deeper m eaning (146). H ow ever, now here else does SHIpp have such a
connotation, and there is no evidence in D an 8:11 that this m eaning is intended.
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The construct phrase ilin p p ]iDS designates either the place/site o f the sanctuary
or the foundations of the sanctuary, be they literal or metaphorical. The phrase is
certainly different from iEHpp Qipp “place o f his sanctuary” which refers to the place of
God’s sanctuary and thus by extension can refer to G od’s sanctuary itself.1 Whereas the
noun Dips always refers to a place in a literal way, the noun ]iDS can be used
metaphorically.
From the two nouns Ei;lpS and jiDS in the construct phrase in Dan 8:1 lc, it is the
noun ]iDS which determines the syntactic relation to the verb ~\bw. In other words, it is
the site or the foundation o f the sanctuary which is affected by the action expressed by the
verb. It appears that the object o f the throwing down/away is not the sanctuary as a
whole, since in such a case the use o f only the term tthpp would have been sufficient.2
Therefore, one should be cautious not to refer to iti'lp S ]iDS as the temple itself.3
An analysis of clauses with the verbal root ~\bw significantly impacts the meaning
of ittplpp p s p and the understanding o f the meaning o f the clause in vs. 1 lc. The

‘So H avem ick, 276; p a c e von L engerke, 380. Cf. the follow ing phrases using Cplpp
“sanctuary” : 'ttHpP D ips “the place o f m y san ctu ary ” (Isa 60:13) and iilin p p D ips “the place o f
our sanctuary” (Jer 17:12). C om pare also p h rases u sin g OipS “place” that designate the sanctuary:
tth'pn Dlpp “place o f the holy” (Lev 10:17; 14:13), ittnp D ips “his holy p lace” (P s 24:3; Ezra 9:8),
ttrhp D ips “holy place” (Eccl 8:10), ^riDD D ip s “the place o f your dw elling” w hich is “heaven”
(1 Kgs 8:30; 2 Chr 6:21), niKDS mrP'Dli) D ip s ’p*S-i n “the place o f the nam e o f Y h w h Zebaoth,
Mount Zion” (Isa 18:7; cf. Jer 7 :12), a n d 'NDp D ip s “th e place o f my throne” and ’b in niSD OipS
“the place o f the soles o f my feet” (E zek 43:7).
2Cf. Jer 9:18 where a building structure is affected: “They have cast dow n o u r dw ellings.”
2P ace von Lengerke, 380; K liefo th , 255-256; K eil, 298; M arti, D aniel, 58; B arnes 2:111;
Aalders, D aniel (1962), 176; M iller, D a n iel, 227.
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following list presents a taxonomy of clause types o f the 125 *]*?© clauses:1
1. Verb + subject + direct object
2 Kgs 7:15; Jer 7:29; 9:18; Ezek 20:7, 8; Joel 1:7; Pss 71:9; 102:11; Eccl 3:5, 6.2
2. Verb + subject + direct object + object [dislocative]
2.1 Verb + subject + direct object + prepositional object [dislocative]3
Gen 21:15; 37:20, 22; Exod 7:9, 10; 15:25;4 22:30; 32:19, 24; Lev 1:16;
14:40; Num 19:6; 35:20, 22;5 Deut 9:17, 21; 29:27; Josh 8:29; 10:11, 27;
Judg 9:17,6 53; 15:17; 2 Sam 11:21; 18:17; 20:12, 22; 1 Kgs 14:9; 19:19; 2
Kgs 2:16; 4:41; 9:25, 26; 13:21, 23; 17:20; 23:6, 12; 24:20; Isa 2:20; 19:8;
38:17; Jer 7:15 (2x); 22:19; 26:23; 36:23; 38:6, 9; 51:63; 52:3; Ezek 5:4;
7:19; 18:31; 23:35; 28:17; 43:24; Amos 8:3; Jonah 2:4; Mic 7:19; Nah
3:6; Zech 5:8 (2x); 11:13 (2x); Pss 2:3; 50:17; 51:13; 55:23; 60:10;
108:10; Job 27:22;7 29:17; Lam 2:1; Neh 9:11, 26; 2 Chr 7:20; 24:10;
25:12; 30:14.
Hophal: 2 Sam 20:21; 1 Kgs 13:24, 25, 28; Isa 14:19; Jer 14:16; 22:28;

'There are 112 clauses with “jblC in the H iphil and 13 clau ses w ith "]I5B in the H ophal. The
latter are listed after the Hiphil occurrences or are m arked w ith “(H o )” after the text reference. Since
the “[*?© hof. clauses are passive transform ations o f a co rresp o n d in g
hif. clause, they are
transformed back into active mood and then listed u nder the appropriate clause type.
2In vs. 6 there is an elliptical direct object w hich can b e filled by anything from the world o f
experience.
3The prepositions used are quite m anifold: the p rep o sitio n s ]0 (Exod 32:19; Judg 15:17; Josh
10:11; 2 Kgs 17:20; Isa 14:19; Jer 22:19; Ezek 18:31; Pss 2:3; 51:11; Job 29 :1 7 ; Lam 2:1; 2 Chr
25:12) and b v n (Deut 9:17; 2 Kgs 13:23; 24:20; 2 C hr 7:20; Jer 7:15 [2x]; 52:3) to designate the
starting-point, and the prepositions “inK,
2, b, "'Jsb, bv, and nnn to designate the goal o f
the action expressed by ”|bl£).
4The direct object is omitted by ellipses and needs to be filled in by fU “w o o d ” w hich occurs
in the previous clause.
5In this law the direct object is not stated so th at it can re fe r to anything thrown.
6Here, the preposition "IMO occurs b ut the accom panying noun to com plete the prepositional
object is missing.
7The direct object needs to be supplied by the w o rld o f experience. W hen th e east w ind hurls
or throws against a person— an expression referring to th e p o w er o f the w ind— it is clearly understood
that the person feels the air pressed against face and body.
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3 6 :3 0 ;'Ezek 16:5; 19:12; Ps 22:11.
2.2 Verb + subject + direct object + object [dislocative] with he locale
Gen 37:24; Exod 1:22; 4:3 (2x); Judg 8:25; 2 Kgs 6:6; Amos 4:3; Dan 8:7,
12b; 2 Chr 33:15.
2.3 Verb + subject + direct object + object [dislocative] without marker
2 Kgs 2:21; 3:25; Jer 41:9; Neh 13:8.
2.4 Verb + subject + direct object + elliptical object [dislocative]2
Exod 7:12; Josh 18:8, 10; 2 Kgs 10:25; Isa 34:3 (Ho); Mic 2:5; Ps 147:17;3
Job 15:33; 18:7;4 Dan 8:11c.
The clause analysis results in the following observations. The verb *]*?© occurs
always in the H-stem (112 times in the Hiphil, 13 times in the Hophal). Semantically, it
expresses an action in which an agent usually in a vigorous manner causes an object to
move from one place to another. Its basic meaning is expressed in the translation “to
throw.” The object in a ~\bw clause is most often concrete, either animate or inanimate,5
but this distinction does not affect the meaning o f “I*?©. In a few cases the object is
abstract and then the verb "\bffl denotes a metaphorical throwing away which results in an
elimination or obliteration of the object: sins (Isa 38:17; Ezek 18:31; Mic 7:19), “law”
(Neh 9:26). The clause with "I1?© generally takes a prepositional object that has the
semantic function [dislocative] to indicate the goal or locality to which the direct object is

'T he prepositional object “to the heat o f the day and to the frost o f the n ig h t” is a description
for the open area w ithout protection o f a ro o f or in this case o f a burial tom b.
2The object can be supplied by context or world o f experience.
3The m eteorological theme in vss. 16-18 suggests th at the ice throw n is hail w h ich God
throw s down from heaven to earth.
4The m eaning o f “I*?© in Job 18:7 is throw ing dow n as the context in vss. 7-10 suggests.
s“|bt£) hif. clauses with animate objects are G en 21:15; 37:20, 22; D eut 29:27; 1K gs 14:9; Isa
38:17; Jer3 8 :6 ,9 ; Ezek 23:35; Ps 50:17; N eh 9:26; and "I*?© hof. clauses w ith anim ate
subjects, w hich
are transform ed into objects in the corresponding active clause, are Isa 14:19; Je r 22:28; Ps 22:11;
Ezek 16:15.
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being moved (semantic function [directive]) or, not so frequently, the starting-point from
where the direct object is moved (semantic function [separative]). Sometimes such a
dislocative object needs to be filled in by the context or by the world o f experience. In
cases where the ~\bw clause has no dislocative object—though this distinction could be
disputed as this clause type comes very close to the clause type in which the dislocative
object is filled in by the world o f experience—the verb appears to take the absolute
meaning o f throwing away, overthrowing or even eliminating.1
In the case o f Dan 8:1 lc, two features o f the clause need consideration: (1) the
lack of an explicit prepositional object with dislocative function, and (2) the concrete or
abstract nature o f ittnpp

and its effect on the meaning of the clause.

The first feature, the apparent lack of an object with dislocative function, leads to
the question to which type o f

clauses Dan 8:1 lc belongs. Does it belong to the clause

type V+S+O in which “\b v carries the meaning o f overthrowing/eliminating (#1 in the
table), or does it belong to the clause type V+S+O+O [dislocative] in which

carries

the meaning of moving something through space (#2 in the table)? The context suggests
the latter to be the case. The previous clauses describe actions that are taken out on a
vertical axis: “to grow up to the extent” (vss. 10a, 11a), “to cause to fall to earth” (vs.
10b), to lift up (vs. 1lb). The meaning o f throwing down in vs. 1lc fits into this vertical
pattern. Furthermore, the up-down movement in vs. 10 (up in vs. 10a, down in vs. 10b) is
then paralleled by a similar up-down movement in vs. 11 (up in vs. 1 la , up and away in

'F o r a convenient collection o f the different contexts in which "]b$] is used see W . Thiel,
Slk,” ThW AT, 8:84-93; cf. F. Stolz,
slk hi. to throw ,” TLOT, 3:1335-1337.
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vs. 1lb , down in vs. 11c), and also corresponds with the down movement in vs. 12b.
More importantly, the meaning of the clause in Dan 8:11c depends on whether
ittnpQ

designates the literal or the metaphorical place or foundations o f the

sanctuary. On the one hand, vs. 11c could refer to the throwing down of the site or place
o f the sanctuary or to the throwing down o f the structural fundament of the sanctuary. To
understand it this way would mean that the sanctuary as a building is affected by the little
horn. However, scholars who take the foundation of the sanctuary as referring to the
literal temple explain that the verbal notion is not one of overthrowing or destroying but
rather o f rejecting or desecrating.1 On the other hand, vs. 11c could refer to the throwing
down o f the concept or principles upon which the sanctuary is based. This activity does
not necessarily affect the architecture o f the sanctuary but attacks the raison d ’etre o f the
sanctuary and thus o f the whole sanctuary system.
The semantic features o f vs. 1lc as well as contextual considerations appear to
provide enough reasons to argue for a metaphorical understanding of

First, a literal,

concrete understanding o f the site/foundations of the sanctuary is difficult to maintain
considering the verb used: It does not seem possible to thrown down the site o f the
sanctuary, and it is rather unlikely to throw down the foundations of a building/structure.
Clinging to a literal understanding of

would force one to regard the construct

relation as a synecdoche for the sanctuary.
‘For exam ple, it is argued th at
includes the notion o f “contem ptuous treatm ent”
(H avernick, 276; von Lengerke, 380; M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; w ho refer to Ezek 19:12; Isa 14:19) or
“insulting treatm ent” (Leupold, 348), as m eaning to be “robbed o f its usefulness” (Ehrlich, 146), and
that it should be rendered w ith “w as rejected” (M ontgom ery, 336; Delcor, 175; who refer to N eh
9:26), “w as degraded” (Bentzen, 56), “w as desecrated” (Y oung, D aniel, 172; M iller, D aniel, 227).
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Second, the text in Dan 8:7-12 uses the root "[b© three times. In vs. 7 “jb©
describes how the male goat threw the ram down to the ground and then trampled on it.
Immediately following, in vs. 12b, “[b© refers to the throwing down of truth to the earth.
This represents the degrading of an abstract principle, that is, truth. Verse 11c would
therefore describe a similar activity in relation to principles involved in the sanctuary.
Third, the previous clauses in vss. 10 and 11 describe in a metaphorical or
symbolic way the activities o f the little horn, which all take place in a vertical dimension.
It would be consistent to understand vs. 11c accordingly, namely that the metaphorical
foundations o f the sanctuary are thrown down by the horn.
To conclude the analysis o f Dan 8:1 lc, the clause describes an action by which
the metaphorical foundations o f the sanctuary o f the prince o f the host, consisting of the
principles upon which the sanctuary and the cultic system are based, are thrown down by
the horn. This is presumably accomplished in a direction from heaven to earth.

Clause 12a

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
12a

[i>©32] [ T n n r r 1?©] [inan] [Kas]i
waw+noun/sgc/ Niphal-ipf/3sgf7 prep art+adv prep+noun/sgm/
waw+noun/sgc/ Niphal-ipf73sgf7 PWG(prep ArtWG(art+adv))
PW G(prep+noun/sgm/)
l.Sy +P.Sy +4.Sy +C.Sy
subject +predicate +prepositional object -(-prepositional phrase indicating
modalization
Clause-type: x-yiqtol.
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This clause is syntactically and semantically the most intricate in Dan 8:9-14, and,
according to some exegetes, probably in the whole book o f Daniel. In order to
understand the syntax and the meaning o f vs. 12a each phrase is first discussed separately,
then the results o f each investigation are combined and again critically evaluated in a
detailed analysis o f the clause as a whole. The analysis o f the individual phrases and
clause constituents considers mainly syntactic and semantic functions. It is especially
important to identify the correct syntactic place and function of K asi, the function of the
preposition bv in T O rin -1?!? and the preposition 2 in

for which several different

translations have been given. In the clause analysis, the syntactic and semantic functions
of the constituents as well as the semantic meaning of the clause and the semantic
relations to the immediate context are also taken into account.1

The verb ]H3ri
The Niphal form o f the verb

occurs eighty-three times in the Hebrew Bible

(inclusive Dan 8 :12a). It has a passive sense2 and its basic translation equivalent is “to be

’The follow ing syntactic discussion on vs. 12a supersedes my earlier, prelim inary linguistic
analysis o fD a n 8:12a in Probstle, “Linguistic A nalysis o fD a n ie l 8:11, 12,” 86-93. Though the
present discussion follow s to some ex ten t th is earlier presentation, it is m ore com prehensive and adds
substantially to it.
2T w o other voices o f the verb have been suggested: a reflexive and an active meaning. The
reflexive sense o f the N iphal o f "jna (“and it set its e lf . . . ”) can only be proposed in conjunction with
the excision o f X 3S (R edditt, 139) or w ith the adjoining o f R3JS1 to vs. 1 lc (G ese, 409). In addition,
the N iphal o f
(83 tim es) is found n o w h ere else in a reflexive sense. A djoining
to vs. 1 lc , L.
Dequeker reads the verb in vs. 12a as active w ithout discussing any discussion o f his em endation
(“The ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ’ in Q um ran and D aniel,” in Syntax and M eaning: S tu d ies in H ebrew
Syntax and B iblical E xegesis, ed. A. S. v an der W oude, O tSt, no. 18 [Leiden: Brill, 1973], 176).
Goldstein suggests that the verb should b e vocalized as active ]H3ri w ith u nassim ilated nun so that the
subject could be the horn (I M accabees, 145-146 n. 251). H ow ever, the non-assim ilation o f nun in the
imperfect o f ]H3, w hich is apparently an A ram aism (see ]n3’ in D an 2:16; cf. E zra 4:13; 7:20), does
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given” or “to be placed.”1 Interestingly though, when the verb

occurs in combination

with the preposition by, it is often used in a similar sense as the verb CiC “to set.”2
Besides the translation “a host was given (over),” the phrase by ]nan N3151 in 8:12a
could therefore very well have the meaning expressed by the translation “a host/army is
set against.”3 The best translation o f the phrase will be discussed later.
The tense o f the verbs in vs. 12 has been described as “puzzling.”4 ]H3n is a yiqtol
or imperfect form. The sudden shift from wayyiqtol and perfect forms (past tense) in vss.
9-11 to they/gfoZ/imperfect |n3n in vs. 12a and the following w'yiqtol Tjbfflrn calls for
explanation. Several suggestions can be distinguished, apart from proposing textual
emendation of the verbs to past tense forms (wayyiqtol or simple perfect).5 First, the
yiqtol forms in vs. 12a and 12b are regarded as referring to past tense. Most translations
and commentaries opt for such an interpretation, probably in order to continue the past

not occur in BH (once in Qumran: ]n3’ in 4Q175:3 [= M T ] r r in D eut 5:29]), and w ith other I N un
verbs only very rarely (e.g., “ItSITn in Jer 3:5). M oreover, acco rd in g to G o ld stein ’s suggestion, K31S in
vs. 12a has then to be interpreted as the direct o b ject o f ]n3Pl, w hich, though possible, is syntactically
rather difficult because o f its preverbal position and the m issin g object m arker HX.
'P. A. Siebesma, The Function o f the Niph 'al in B ib lica l H ebrew : In R elationship to O ther
Passive-Reflexive Verbal Stems and to the Pu ’a l a n d H oph ’a l in P a rticu la r, SSN , no. 28 (A ssen: Van
Gorcum, 1991), 63, 84.
2The phrase by ]H3 occurs in close, som etim es ev en in paradigm atic relation with by D’ttl in
Gen 41:42; Exod 29:6; 40:20; Lev 2:15; 5:11; N um 16:18; D eu t 17:15; 1 K gs 18:23; 2 Kgs 18:14;
Ezek 4:2.
3See D CH , 5:813 (“be placed, set” ).
4Goldingay, Daniel, 197-198.
5For example, both im perfect form s in 12a and 12b are em ended to w a yyiq to l forms (M arti,
Daniel, 59; Charles, 208; Bentzen, 56) or in the case o f ]H3n to the N iphal p erfect
(K am phausen,
33; Prince, “On Daniel viii. 11, 12,” 204; O bbink, 65, 110; P loger, D aniel, 122) or to the Q al perfect
■|na (C. G. Ozanne, “Three T extual Problem s in D aniel,” J T S 16 (1965): 446).
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tense of vs. 1 1 To be sure, the option exists to explain a yiqtol form in past context,2 but
since such a form is usually associated with customary or incipient activity, it is difficult
to interpret ]ruri and the activity expressed in vs. 12a along such lines. The recent
suggestion by Jan Joosten, that Dan 8:12a should be explained as prospective yiqtol form,
deserves special mention.3 He argues that the use o f yiqtol in past tense contexts “is best
described in terms of modality: yiqtol presents an action as not (yet) real.”4 This means
that the action is “neither ongoing nor yet performed.”5 He then classifies different uses
o f yiqtol referring to the past: prospective (21 cases), prospective in an object clause (21
cases), modal (20 cases), and iterative (no inventory taken). A prospective yiqtol
functions as a future-in-the-past, “indicating action as future from the point o f view o f the
past time frame defined or implied in the context.”6 He regards the use o f the yiqtol form
in Dan 8:12 as one of several difficult cases, but he is certain that one could ascribe it to a

'See, e.g., Hitzig, 132 (with reference to D an 7:14-16 and 8:5); D river, D a n iel, 117;
Lacocque, D aniel, 158; Collins, D aniel (1993), 334.
2On the uses o f y iq to l in reference to the past see, e.g., S. R. D river, Treatise, 31-36 (§§27,
30, 31); GKC, 314-315 (§107b-e); W altke and O ’C onnor, 502-504 (§31.2); Joiion and M uraoka, 367370 (§ 1 13e-k).
3Jan Joosten, “The Long Form o f the Prefix C onjugation R eferring to the P ast in B iblical
H ebrew P rose,” H S 40 (1999): 15-26, esp. 24.
4Ibid., 15. Jan Joosten builds upon his previous thesis that the m ain function o f w eqa ta l is the
expression o f m odality and that yiqtol, w hich m echanically replaces w eq a ta l w h en ev er the verb cannot
take the clause-initial position, would express the sam e m ain function (“ B iblical H ebrew weq ita l and
Syriac hwa qatel E xpressing Repetition in the P ast,” Z A H 5 [1992]: 1-14, esp. 12-13).
’Joosten, “Long Form,” 16.
6Ibid„ 17.
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prospective use nonetheless.1 The question, however, is whether the yiqtol form inSPl
really does occur in a past tense context. On the one hand, if vs. 12 is indeed still part of
the description o f the vision Daniel had seen, Joosten’s suggestion is a good option. On
the other hand, if vs. 12 is not narrative but discourse, a future tense context is likely,
especially in view of the following w'yiqtol form (vs. 12b).
There are also other suggestions for a past tense use o f the yiqtol forms in vs. 12.
The explanation that “the use o f the past tense [in translation] is legitimate, since in an
apocalyptic vision the events are at the same time past (in the vision) and future (in
reality)”2 is unsatisfactory. The problem is that, based on such a view, one could use
imperfect forms and perfect forms interchangeably in a vision report, which would make
it difficult for an interpreter to use verbal syntax as an argument at all. Another option
proposed is that the tense in vs. 12 should be regarded as historical present (praesens
historicum) in order to describe the last part o f the vision “with gripping concreteness.”3
This suggestion still places vs. 12 in a past tense context, but supposes a different
narrative character to vs. 12, attributing a specific rhetorical effect to the verbal forms
used in it. Such an interpretation is difficult to either prove or disprove, and one wonders
if this is truly the best explanation available.

'Ibid., 24.
2Peter-C ontesse and Ellington, 213.
3So K onig, 3:61 (§159). H artm an and Di Leila explain the im perfect form s in vss. 12a and
12b as being translated from an A ram aic original; and “in A ram aic, the y iq tu l form s are som etim es
used after qetal form s w ith the force o f historical presents or to express contem poraneity (cf. 4:2, 31,
33; 7:16, 28)” (221-222). For such a use see also H. B. Rosen, “O n the U se o f th e T enses in the
A ram aic o f D aniel,” JOT 6 (1961): 183.
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Yet another solution is to see an essential difference in description between vs. 11
and vs. 12. Verse 11 is still the report of the vision, while vs. 12 refers to a prophetic
description. The yiqtol forms in vs. 12 are then taken either in a modal sense1 (and
Joosten’s prospective yiqtol fits into this category, too) or in present or future tense to
express reality instead of the imagery of the vision.2 The future tense o f vs. 12 is “proper
to an interpretative vision.”3 This type o f solution is closest to the MT and its
vocalization, and attributes a syntactic function customary to the yiqtol form. The
consistent use o f yiqtol forms in the visions and auditions of Daniel lends support that
these forms set 8:12 apart from the previous verses.4 Thus, Stahl’s assessment o f vs. 12b
is correct. If the Masoretic vocalization is accepted, “a certain special position o f this
statement could be suspected.”5 However, not only does vs. 12b have a surprising tense,
but so do all clauses of vs. 12.

‘The ju ssiv e im perfects ]H3n and
(as in D an 1 1 : 4 , 10, 16,17, 1 8 ,1 9 , 25, 28, 30; cf. in
BA D an 7:17) express m odification (should, m ay, etc.), and, in term s o f content, the divine pre
determ ination or orders. They are not identical w ith the future (Kranichfeld, 294; follow ed by Keil,
301; T iefenthal, 269). Schindele understands the text as projected state o f affaires (projektierter
Sachverhalt)— translating the verbal forms in m odal sense, “ should be mobilized . . . should cast
d ow n”— w hich are then reported to be carried out in vss. 12c and 12d (“Textkonstituierung,” 9, 13).
2V on L engerke translates the y iq to l form s in D an 8:12 in present tense (378-379) and
com m ents that until vs. 12 events have been described as seen in vision, but in vs. 12 the events are
described as those w hich w ill happen (380). H e is follow ed by Zockler, for w hom the text in vs. 12 is
“predicted . . . perm itted by G od” (176). Konig m entions the possibility that the yiq to l form s in Dan
8:12 m ay be a real present tense insofar as the vision passes autom atically into the description o f the
contem porary realization (3:61 [§159]). For a translation in future tense see, e.g., B ehrm ann, 54;
A alders, D aniel (1962), 177; Bauer, D aniel, 170; Lucas, D aniel, 206.

3G oldingay, D aniel, 211.
4For a b rie f investigation o f the use o f y iq to l form s in the book o f Daniel see the interclausal
analysis below.

5Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 174, w ho h im self regards vs. 12b to be originally narrative.
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In sum, the yiqtol forms in vs. 12a and 12b— and by extension the verbal forms in
vs. 12c and 12d should be interpreted as weqatal forms—indicate that vs. 12 no longer
belongs to the vision report proper that ends in vs. 11. It appears to me that in the light of
the use o f yiqtol forms elsewhere in Daniel’s visions in discourse-type texts, the most
likely form for this verse is direct speech. The exploration o f this claim, including the
question o f who is speaking, will be pursued later (see the analysis of vs. 13a below).

T T

;

Both the syntactic place and the meaning o f K3S1 have received a host of
explanations.1 They can be grouped into five basic, sometimes overlapping kinds of
interpretation:2
1.

Excision 0/ X 2 2 . The missing subject o f vs. 12a is supplied by either emending

U tisa so it can function as the subject,3 or by emending the verb to an active form,

‘Collins points to the fact th a t “both the m eaning and the placem ent o f the w ord for host,
X3251, have baffled com m entators and given rise to a m ultitude o f proposed solutions, none o f w hich
has com m anded a consensus” (D a n iel [1993], 334). H e distinguishes four kinds o f interpretation: (1)
Excision o f “host” as a gloss w hich w as im ported from vs. 13; (2) textual em endation o f X32J1; (3)
reinterpretation o f “host” in a different sense from vss. 10 and 11; and (4) the interpretation “a host
was given over” (334-335).
2A fter review ing different interpretations, som e believe that there is no satisfactory solution
available (Bevan, 132-133; M ontgom ery, 336-337).
3B ertholdt excises X2J! and reads
T ’O rirrb jJ "|n3ri “and the transgression (which
desolates) w ill be erected instead o f the daily b u rn t offering” w ith reference to vs. 13 (522). V on G all
deletes X2 S and, follow ing OG and T heodotion, em ends the rest to
H T Q P liT 1?!? ]n3"1 “and it
was placed the transgression o n the daily sacrifice” (48, 51; follow ed by Linder, 337). Marti (D a n iel,
59) and B entzen (56) follow von G all, only that th ey read tfttisn for von G all’s JJSJBH. Thomson also
excises
om its the preposition o f U10S2: “and transgression w as upon the sacrifice” (243).
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thereby making the horn the subject o f vs. 12a.1
2. T extu al em en d a tio n o f K331. It has been suggested to either emend K331 within
vs. 12a,2 to emend K 3 3 ] and divide vs. 12a into two clauses,3 or to adjoin K331 in
emended form to vs. 11c (see interpretation 4).
3. E m en d a tio n o f th e v e rb to a m a sc u lin e p a s s iv e p e r fe c t jriD w ith o r w ith o u t
em endation o f N 3 3 1 . 4

4. A d jo in in g o f US'S 1 to vs. 11c, e ith e r in o rig in a l o r in e m e n d e d fo r m ,5

‘M oore regards XSSI as gloss and reads ]rtn i (for ]n3H) w ith the horn as implied subject:
“and it [the horn] put on the daily sacrifice the iniquity” (196). N iditch excises K3S1 and suggests
reading vs. 12a as 112)3 T D n r r b i? ] r o n i (1HDB TO H H b v f i m ) “ and it (the hom j set sin upon the
continual offering” (220; follow ing G insberg and H artm an). R edditt excises R331 and reads the verb
as reflexive: “And [] it set itself above the daily sacrifice in reb ellio n ” (139). R iessler regards K331 as
a later insertion and reads the passive verb as im personal active: “and one w ill take action against the
daily sacrifice in w antonness” (D a n iel [1902], 72). H ere, too, the im plied agent is the horn.
2G raetz suggests em ending R 3 ^ ] to Dtt'itO] on the basis o f the G reek versions’ rendering o f
the end o f vs. 11 with Kod to aytov gptipcoGqaeTca (equivalent to DO’itlJ']
V erse 12a then
reads U1CS3 T p P lir b lJ ]n3ri OQitth “and the desecration (devastation) w ill be given upon the daily
sacrifice” (386-387). Jahn believes th a t HRS] “and excrem ent” w as original, w hich then w ould have
been changed “for natural reaso n s” (79). On the basis o f E lias B ick erm an n ’s studies on litholatry, and
in particular bom olatry {The G od o f the M accabees: Studies on the M eaning a n d Origin o f the
Maccabean R evolt, trans. H . R. M oehring, SJL A , no. 32 [Leiden: Brill, 1979], 69-71), Ploger suggests
the possibility that R 3 3 originally read H 3 3 p “p illar,” though h e does not introduce this option into
his translation {Daniel, 126).

30 zanne suggests to read ]n3 11X331 “an d hosts he delivered up” w ith redivision o f the
consonantal text and change o f vocalization. T he now m issing verb in vs. 12a is either elliptical and
must be supplied by vss. 10a and 11a (“it m agnified its e lf ’), o r it has fallen o ut by haplography and
should have read n n b il “it rose up” (“T hree T extual P roblem s,” 446; cf. B aldw in, 158).
“K am phausen suggests to em end the beginning o f vs. 12a to ]R3 1X331 “and his host was
given over” with iR331 (referring to G o d ’s arm y) (33). P rince em ends to
HN331 “and its (the
horn’s) host w as appointed” by changing n to an original H w hich form ed the suffix o f R 3 3 and
redividing the w ords (“O n D aniel viii. 11, 12,” 204; cf. D aniel, 242). O bbink suggests to read
N331 w ith K 33 in the sense o f “host” (= Israel) (65, 110), w hereas Ploger reads
X331 and
understands X 33 as trouble or tribulation: “and tribulation w as laid” {Daniel, 122).
5N elis takes R 3 3 1) w ith vs. 11c, w here he excised ] i3 p in analogy to vs. 13c and translates “to
throw down sanctuary and h o st” (96). G oldingay links
w ith the end o f vs. 11 and understands it
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5.

Taking the M T as is, with

belonging to vs. 12a. In this case, X32 is

understood either in the same or a different sense from its use in vss. 10 and 11.'
This brief overview also shows that one emendation may make another necessary.
In order to obtain another grammatical subject for an excised, emended or dislocated
K3ip the phrase 132332 usually needs to be emended.2

as “army” : “his sacred place and an arm y w ere overthrow n” (D a n iel, 197). A ccording to him, the
singular passive verb
can have a plural subject. H ow ever, he adm its th at “vs. 12 now begins
even more abruptly” which leads him to allow for the possibility that vs. 12a is an explanatory gloss.
Gese takes
in the sense o f “priestly service” to vs. 1 lc and then translates the N iphal form ]n3R
as reflexive: “it (the horn) sets its e lf’ (409). Stahl reads
w ith vs. 11c on the basis that in vs. 13c
N3S) tin p l are next to each other, and then em ends 131033 in to 1323311 to receive a gram m atical subject
for vs. 12a ( W eltengagement, 174, 175 n. 298). Di L eila translates vss. 1 lc and 12a “and whose
sanctuary it cast down, as w ell as the host, w hile sin replaced the daily sacrifice” (D a n iel, 155).
Several scholars suggest to adjoin K 33) to vs. 11c in em ended form. D equeker com bines K321 with
)2ippp at the end o f 1 lc, w hich he explains (like Stahl) w ith reference to th e sim ilar com bination in
vs. 13c, and adds a possessive suffix: !"!N32S1 [sic] “and H is h o st” (“T he ‘Saints o f the M o st H igh,” ’
176). A ugust Bludau takes K3S] to vs. 1 lc and reads instead 3T15P based on the G reek v ersio n s’
reading epripwGrioeTai (D ie A lexandrinische U bersetzung des B uches D a n iel und ihr Verhaltniss zum
M assorethischen Text, Biblische Studien, vol. 2, pts. 2 & 3 [Freiburg: H erder, 1897], 66). The subject
o f vs. 12a is the emendation l?2i3. B ludau’s suggestion is p o ssib le for M ontgom ery w ho suggests
“and was cast down the place o f the sanctuary and it w as desolated (reading iT lS ’l ttTIpp), b ut at the
same time questions the reliability o f the corrupted G reek tex ts (358). C harles em ends
to n i S ’
or X75T and reads it with vs. 11c: rH S ’ 2?pppi “and (the) san ctu ary was laid desolate” (207-208).
For the reading o f vs. 12a he follows the em endation su g g ested by M arti. C harles furtherm ore inserts
n 3 T p “altar” before T D P i n (208-209; perhaps follow ing a suggestion by G raetz, 387 n. 2)— “and the
transgression w as offered on the (altar o f the) daily b u rn t o fferin g ”— in order that the text “would
harmonize . . . w ith the facts o f history” (C harles, 209). L in d er reads , 33J] for
and takes it at the
end o f vs. 11 (337; also an option for Saydon, 636, w ho th en changes 132333 into U233I1 so th at the
iniquity is the subject in vs. 12a). For G insberg (S tudies in D aniel, 49-50) and H artm an and D i Leila
(222, 225), K2S1 belongs to vs. 1 lc and there for an original A ram aic ]’p n i “and the pious ones.”
The verb o f 12a should read ]rp rn “and it set u p ” (A ram aism for ]Pin, cf. D an 2:16) instead o f ]n in ,
and ]l3 p is m oved from the end o f vs. 11c to follow b v in vs. 12a. They translate “and on the stand o f
the daily sacrifice it set up an offense” (ibid., 222; cf. G insberg, “T he B ook o f D aniel,” 518).
'Since these options are discussed in detail below u n d e r the section on the m eaning o f X3S in
vs. 12a, references are given there at the appropriate places.
2Instead o f 132333 it is suggested to read 1323331 (B ertholdt, 522; M oore, 197; M arti, D aniel,
59; Charles, 208; Bentzen, 56; Saydon, 636; N elis, 96; S tahl, W eltengagem ent, 174), 1323337 (von G all,
48, 51; Linder, 337), 13233 (Bludau, 66; G insberg, S tu d ies in D aniel, 49; T hom son, 243; N iditch, 220),
or either 1323331 or 13233 (Hartman and D i Leila, 222; cf. Di L eila, D aniel, 155).
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In the face of this “multitude of proposed solutions” the following analysis first
determines the syntactic place and function of K3S), while making sure that the text at
hand is fully taken into account, and then focuses on the lexical meaning and the
referential identity of N3S by considering its lack o f a definite article, its feminine gender
(as indicated by the feminine verb form), and its relation to its other occurrences in the
immediate context.

Syntactic place and function of K3S1. Grammatically, there are only two
possibilities for the syntactic place and function o f X2S1 without altering the text.1 Either
JOS] is the first element of the clause in vs. 12a and X3S is the grammatical subject o f the
verb *|nan (option #1 below),2 or K3S1 belongs to vs. 1 lc— being part o f the grammatical
subject in that clause together with icJ'lpQ

— and "[nan starts the new clause in vs.

'The suggestion to interpret K31S as the direct object o f the verb ]ri3n, to take the horn as
subject o f p a n , and to translate vs. 12a with “It [the little horn] w as given a h o st o v er . . .” (so
suggested by Shea, “Spatial D im ensions,” 516; possible for Hasel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ” ’ [1986], 417418) has to be linguistically abandoned since it overlooks basic active-passive tran sfo rm atio n rules.
Because the N iphal stem o f the verbal root p 3 has passive m eaning, the clause in vs. 12a is passive.
The passive sentence is a transformation or transposition o f the corresponding active sentence. In
general, in transform ations from active to passive the direct object o f the active se n ten ce becom es the
subject in the passive sentence, the prepositional phrases are retained, and the subject o f the active
sentence is dropped in the passive sentence or becom es the so-called logical su b je ct o f a passive verb
w hich in Biblical Hebrew is expressed by means o f a prepositional w ord group w ith th e preposition 3,
b, or |3 . It is recognizable that, due to the active-passive transform ation o f th e d irect o bject into the
subject, a passive sentence has no direct object. H ence, N31S cannot function as d irec t o b ject in D an
8:12a. A b rief look at the 81 BH clauses in w hich ]r0 occurs in the N iphal (]ri3 o ccu rs 83 tim es in the
Niphal, twice in the construction ]ri3Pl ]n 3 n ) confirm s this general linguistic ru le: N o d irect object
appears in any o f these clauses.
2The majority o f scholars suggest that K32S is the gram m atical subject in vs. 12a (e.g.,
M ontgomery, 336; Lacocque, 163; H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” [1986], 416-417; C ollins, D a n iel
[1993], 335).
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12a (option #2 below).1 The first option retains the traditional Masoretic verse and
sentence demarcation, whereas the latter ignores this division.
(Option #1)

ytttos T anrrfjy inan N3iH
-

(Option #2)

1.

t

:

• t

“

-

I

t

■

t

t

:

K3ai ionpa lisa
TVetos TanrrVr '[nan

11c
12a
lie

12a

X3^ as grammatical subject in vs. 12a and its gender. The interpretation o f

X31S as grammatical subject of ]n3n (#1) is the more likely explanation. Whenever a

word occurs in a ]DD-N clause (]tl3 in the Niphal) without a preceding preposition (52
times), it functions as the subject.2 An indefinite subject (a subject without article or
pronominal suffix and no proper name) in sentence-initial position, as in Dan 8 :12a, is
found eight more times in

clauses.3 Hence, the indefinite N33 in sentence-initial

position in Dan 8:12a is not an unusual phenomenon in the syntax o f ]nD-N clauses.
The objection usually raised to this interpretation is the alleged gender
incongruence between subject and verb.4 The noun K325 in the singular is usually

'G oldingay, D aniel, 195, 197; Gese, 409.
2The word may be a nom inal form with or w ithout the article, a pronoun, or a te x t deictic
( p ) : G en 38:14; Exod 5:16, 18; Lev 10:14; 19:20; 24:20; Num 26:62; 1 Sam 18:19; 2 K gs 19:10;
22:7; 25:30; Isa 9:5; 29:12; 33:16; 35:2; 36:15; 37:10; 51:12; Jer 13:20; 32:24, 25; 38:3, 18; 51:55;
52:34; Ezek 11:15; 16:34; 31:14; 32:20, 23, 25; 33:24; Job 9:24; 15:19; E ccl 10:6; E sth 2:13; 3:14,
15; 5:6; 6 :8; 7 :2 ,3 ; 8:13, 14; 9:12, 14; Dan 8:12a; 11:11, 1 6 ;N eh 13:10; 1 C h r 5 : l ,2 0 . p lJ-N clauses
with elliptical subject o r w ith relative pronoun as subject are n ot considered in this reference list.
3Exod 5:16, 18; Lev 19:20; Isa 9:5; 51:12; Ezek 16:34; 32:20; Job 9:24.
“Regarding the gender o f R 3S, M oore remarks: “Its gender forbids us to take it as the subject
o f the verb; yet no other construction is possible” (195); and M ontgom ery assum es that “gender
agreem ent between subj. and vb. is m ost im probable” (336).
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regarded as masculine,1but the verb ]n3n is feminine in gender. Two different
observations may explain this construction, whereas an interpretation using a construction
ad sensum is neither necessary nor convincing.2
First, while a feminine verbal form is indeed highly unusual with X22, there is
another occurrence in Isa 40:2. Dan 8:12a may therefore well be a second example for
the use o f K325 with a feminine gender.3 To be sure, whether the gender o f K32S in the

'T h e plural form ation o f R 3S is alm ost always the feminine niK 3S. The fem inine plural
n i t a s occurs 311 times in the H ebrew Bible o f w hich it is used 285 times as divine epithet, w hereas
the m asculine plural form o f R3S is only used tw ice (Pss 103:21; 148:2 qere). The noun K3X then
belo ngs to th at group o f nouns w hich have in the singular a zero-ending and in the plural the ending
-ot. O f course, the fem inine plural ending does not indicate a feminine gender o f the singular R 3S,
but could have been used to indicate a G ruppenplural, a plural which is thought to consist o f
individual entities (see M ichel, G rundlegung, 40, 46).
2It has been suggested to interpret the fem inine gender o f K3S as ad sensum , that is, the
fem inine should be influenced by the fact th at X315 w ould designate the people o f God. In a sim ilar
w ay several, usually m asculine, nouns w hich could stand for the people seem to be fem inine in som e
places, such as Qtf “people” (Exod 5:16; Judg 18:7; Jer 8:5),
“multitude” (Job 31:34), JHT “ seed”
(D eut 31:21). So K eil, 299; Tiefenthal, 269; cf. Ew ald, Lehrbuch, 453 (§ 174b) who, how ever, does
not list X3X. Several difficulties arise w ith such an explanation. In contrast to the exam ples given,
R 3S is alw ays m asculine, w ith only one exception (Isa 40:2c). A construction ad sensum is thus
based on the prem ises that one w ould understand R 3S as referring to the people o f G od and th at the
people are considered to be fem inine, although usually they are masculine (e.g., D3). These
assum ptions are hard to prove. One needs to be aw are that a reading ad sensum should only be
regarded as a possible option if the referent o f the expression is clearly identifiable and if there are no
syntactic explanations for the unusual gender available. In the case o f Dan 8:12a it is better to refrain
from enlisting the argum ent ad sensum for there seem to be good syntactic and literary explanations
for the fem inine gender o f R3S.
3In com m enting on D an 8:12a som e refer to Isa 40:2 as a precedent for the fem inine gender o f
K32S: B ertholdt, 521; van Lengerke, 381; M aurer, 144; H itzig, 133; Rohling, Daniel, 239; M einhold,
“D aniel,” 309; T erry, 60; Behrm ann, 54; Tiefenthal, 269; Driver, Daniel, 117; M ontgom ery, 340;
D elcor, 174; H asslberger, 9 n. 28; Lacocque, The B ook o f Daniel, 159; Goldingay, D aniel, 197;
Collins, D a n iel (1993), 335; Lucas, D aniel, 206. Interestingly, all scholars, except for Y oung, w ho
argue for a fem inine gender o f N325 in Isa 40:2 refer to the apparent fem inine gender o f X 3 3 in D an
8:12a. See A ugust D illm ann, D er P rophet Jesa ia , 5th ed., K urzgefasstes exegetisches H andbuch zum
A lten T estam ent, no. 5 (Leipzig: H irzel, 1890), 366; B ernhard Duhm, D as Buch Jesaia: iibersetzt und
erkldrt, 4th ed. G ottinger H andkom m entar zum A lten T estam ent, section 3, vol. 1 (G ottingen:
V andenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1922), 288; E dw ard J. Y oung, The B ook o f Isaiah: The E nglish Text,
w ith Introduction, Exposition, and Notes: Volume III: C hapters 40 through 66 (Grand Rapids:
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phrase 17X25$ rtX^E in Isa 40:2c is feminine or masculine has been disputed.1 In Isa
Eerdm ans, 1972), 22 n. 8; Leo K rinetzki, “Z ur Stilistik von Jes 40, 1-8,” B Z 16 (1972): 55; Karl
Elliger, D euterojesaja, vol. 1,Jesa ja 4 0 ,1 -4 5 ,7 , BKAT, vol. 11/1 (Neukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener,
1978), 2; W .A .M . Beuken, Jesaja: d eel I I A , De Prediking van het Oude T estam ent (Nijkerk:
Callenbach, 1979), 307 n. 11; J. P. Fokkelm an, “Stylistic A nalysis o f Isaiah 40:1-11,” in
R em em bering A ll the Way
A C ollection o f O ld Testament Studies P ublished on the Occasion o f
the Fortieth A nniversary o f the O udtestam entisch W erkgezelschap in Nederland, ed. A. S. van der
W oude, O tSt, no. 21 (Leiden: Brill, 1981), 71 n. 9; Jan L. Koole, Isaiah: P art 3, Volume 1: Isaiah 4048, H istorical C om m entary on the O ld T estam ent (Kampen: K ok Pharos, 1997), 52. See also the
grammars b y Ew ald, L ehrbuch, 456 (§174g); Konig, 3:168 (§249m ); and Lam bert, Grammaire
hebraique, 74 (§169.5)— though L am bert, w hile listing X355 under the category o f w ords w ith double
gender, places question m arks after Isa 40:2 and D an 8:12 w hich signals that he is not so sure about
his decision. In his analysis o f the m eaning o f X355, W am bacq also recognizes the feminine gender in
Isa 40:2 and D an 8:12a (121).
'T h e p o in t in question is the p hrase 1715255 nx*?l2 and the relation o f the two w ords to each
other. I f HK2S functions as subject, it is regarded as fem inine ( n x b o w ould then be intransitive); if
17X255 functions as object, it can be interpreted as m asculine (H x b a would then be transitive). Five
different scholarly proposals on the syntax o f Isa 40:2c have been suggested (see Jean M. Vincent,
Studien zu r literarischen E igenart und zu r geistigen H eim at von Jesaja, Kap. 4 0 -5 5 , BBET, no. 5
[Frankfurt/M ain: L ang, 1977], 218 n. 78). First, a num ber o f scholars argue for a fem inine gender o f
X355 in Isa 40:2 (m ost com m entators, as is obvious from their translation and com ments, assume that
X3S is the subject o f Isa 40:2 w ithout m entioning its gender). Second, other scholars argue that in Isa
40:2 n x b D is transitive (cf., e.g., Isa 6:1) and X3S should be regarded as object having its usual
m asculine gender. See K arl A lbrecht, “D as G eschlecht der hebraischen H auptw orter,” Z A W 15
(1895): 319; P aul V olz, Jesaia II: iibersetzt und erkldrt, K A T, vol. 9 (Leipzig: Scholl, 1932), 1; Lars
G. Rignell, A Study o f Isaiah Ch. 4 0 -5 5 (Lund: G leerup, 1956), 10; C hristopher R. N orth, The Second
Isaiah: Introduction, Translation an d C om m entary to Chapters X L - L V (Oxford: Clarendon, 1964),
70; cf. also H ans Joachim Stoebe, “U berlegungen zu Jesaja 40, 1-11: Zugleich der V ersuch eines
Beitrages zur G ottesknechtfrage,” TZ 40 (1984): 105; D avid N oel F reedm an, “The Structure o f Isaiah
40:1-11,” in P erspectives on L angua g e and Text: E ssays and P o em s in H onor o f F rancis I.
A n dersen's Sixtieth B irth d a y July 28, 1985, ed. E. W. Conrad and E. G. N ew ing (W inona Lake:
Eisenbrauns, 1987), 175-177. Third, in order to avoid a fem inine gender o f X355, some suggest to
point 17X255 H X ^a “she has fulfilled (her w arfare)” w ith a Piel form o f X^Q and w ith 17X325 as object
(Bevan, 133 n. 1 [notes th at the M asoretes understood 17X355 n x ^ Q as “she is filled w ith h er host”];
Karl Marti, D as B uch Je sa ja , KH C, vol. 10 [Tubingen: M ohr, 1900], 270; W . Thom as in B H S ). Such
a vocalization is m entioned as a possibility by Konig, 3:168 (§249m ) and K laus B altzer, DeuteroIsaiah, trans. M. Kohl, H erm eneia (M inneapolis: Fortress, 2001), 49, 51. Fourth, the versions read
slightly different from the M T. lQ Isa a reads X^Q (preferred by Joseph Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 40-55,
AB, vol. 19 [New Y ork: D oubleday, 2000], 177, 178), apparently to create gender concord with the
usually m asculine X 3S; LX X and V u lg ate render the verb as passive (for a com prehensive survey o f
versions and codices o f Isa 40:1-2 see R osario Pius M erendino, “Is 40,1-2: U n ’analisi del materiale
docum entario,” R ivB 37 [1989]: 1-64). It is evident that all versions take 17X355 as subject. Finally,
M itchell D ahood suggests to understand HX^Q as archaic C anaanite third singular m asculine qatala,
“em ployed here for the sake o f sym m etry and assonance w ith nS'13 in the second co lon” ( UgariticH ebrew P hilology: M a rg in a l N otes on R ecen t P ublications, B ibO r, no. 17 [Rome: Pontifical Biblical
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40:2c, HR 333 “her compulsory service”1 should, however, be understood as subject of the
feminine verb n xbtt and, hence, as a feminine noun. This is evident from the syntactic
and semantic parallelism in Isa 40:2c-d between “her warfare has been ended” (2c) and
“her iniquity has been removed” (2d) in which both n x a s and HDiS? function as subject of
their respective clause (note that vss. 2a and 2b are also parallel lines). Both clauses are
introduced by the particle’S and consist of a perfect verb in the singular followed by a
singular noun with the pronominal suffix /3sgm/ referring to the city Jerusalem; both
lines exhibiting assonance o f the ending sound -ah:2
Isa 40:2c

HR23J nxbft 'S

Isa 40:2d

PI31JJ ns*13 '3

t

t

:

t

:

t

“that her warfare has been ended”
“that her iniquity has been removed”

Since in 2d ruil? cannot possibly be the object o f the Niphal Hin3, one should not destroy
the syntactic-semantic parallelism between 2c and 2d by arguing that in 2c HtOS is the
object and Jerusalem is the subject. This poetic device in Isa 40:2c-d strongly

Institute, 1965], 20).
‘For the m eaning o f R 2S in the sense o f m ilitary service w ith the extension “com pulsory
labor/service” see also Job 7:1; 10:17; 14:14.
2The parallelism o f these tw o lines has been very w ell recognized. See, e.g., Claus
W estermann, Isaiah 40-66: A C om m entary, O TL (P hiladelphia: W estm inster, 1969) 35; Krinetzki, 59;
Kiyoshi K inoshita Sacon, “Isaiah 40:1-11: A R hetorical-C ritical Study,” in R h etorical Criticism:
Essays in H onor o f Ja m e s M uilenburg, ed. J. J. Jackson and M. K essler, PTM S, no. 1 (Pittsburgh:
Pickwick, 1974), 107, 112-113; H asslberger, 9 n. 28; V incent, Studien, 207; Elliger, 2; K laus K iesow,
Exodustexte im Jesajabuch: Literarkritische u n d m otivgeschichtliche A nalysen, O BO , no. 24
(Fribourg: Editions U niversitaires Fribourg; G ottingen: V an denhoeck and R uprecht, 1979), 27, 39;
Fokkelm an, “Stylistic A nalysis o f Isaiah 4 0 :1 -1 1 ,” 71 n. 9; Stephen A. G eller, “A P oetic Analysis of
Isaiah 40:1-2,” H TR 77 (1984): 417; F reedm an, “ The Structure o f Isaiah 4 0 :1-11,” 177; John D. W.
Watts, Isaiah 34-66, W BC, vol. 25 (W aco: W ord, 1987), 76; K oole, 52 (w ho specifically mentions
the “loss o f end rhym e” if the fem inine
w ould b e changed into the m asculine R ^S ).
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discourages the use of ntO S as a masculine object.1 Thus, though as an exception, tO S
can be attributed a feminine gender.
Interestingly, when comparing the different uses ofK 3S in Dan 8:10-13, the
feminine gender ofN325 in vs. 12a does not create any inconsistencies since its gender is
syntactically not further defined in this passage.2 The argument that the masculine plural
pronominal suffix in D013*irn (vs. 10c) signifies that the author would regard the referent
X3Sn']13 as masculine ignores the fact that the suffix refers back to both X3^ri']p and

D’DDisrr]!?, with D’aDiSH determining the masculine gender o f the suffix.

Also, the

deverbal noun 013*113, which in 8: 13c stands in relationship with K325, does not indicate
the gender o f

since it appears to be invariable in form, regardless o f whether it refers

to a feminine (Mic 7:10), masculine (Isa 5:5; 7:25; 10:6; Ezek 34:19) or plural noun (Isa

28:18).3 Thus, a syntactic argument concerning the semantic meaning o f *025 in Dan
8:12a that is solely based on its feminine gender, usually proposing that 1025 in vs. 12a is
different from XOS in vss. 10-11 because o f its feminine gender, is not valid.4 As will be
discussed later, however, the unusual gender serves to attract attention to X225 and its
referential identity.

A second observation, which may lead to a different interpretation o f the alleged
gender incongruence, is that in clauses with the Niphal o f jro the gender o f the verb and

'So argued by H asslberger, 9 n. 28, and V incent, Studien, 2 0 7 ;p a c e B evan, 133 n. 1.
2At the only other place in D aniel w here X 3S o ccu rs (10:1), it is m arked as m asculine.
3See Hasslberger, 9 n. 28, 106.
4Pace Terry, 61.
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of its subject does not always agree. An examination o f the eighty-two ]nJ-N clauses
finds three possible cases of gender incongruence: Lev 19:20;' Num 26:62;2 and Josh
24:33.3 At first sight, a possible gender incongmence between K325 and ]n3n in Dan
8:12a would not seem exceptional for a ]D3-N clause. However, and this is important, the
gender incongruence in these three clauses is of a different category than the one in Dan
8:12a for in the former the Niphal form o f the verb ]ro is a perfect /3sgm / whereas in the
latter it is an imperfect /3sgf7. It is evident that in Lev 19:20, Num 26:62 and Josh 24:33
the default verb form /3sgm/ was used, which happens not infrequently in Biblical
Hebrew,4 but it is by far more difficult, if not impossible, to explain the verb form in Dan
8:12a, which is specifically marked as feminine, as an inadvertent lapse o f the writer, and
the feminine verb is certainly not the default verb form. Thus, to reason that Dan 8:12a
somehow shows an acceptable gender incongruence is nothing short o f a cul-de-sac.
To sum up the discussion on the alleged gender incongruence in ]n3n

the

reference to Isa 40:2 and the non-indication o f the gender o f 1025 in its other occurrences
in Dan 8:10-13 evinces that in Dan 8:12a X22S could indeed be feminine and that an
T T

argument or emendation based on gender incongruence seems unconvincing. In other

‘The hapax legomenon itliisn “freedom ” seem s to be a fem inine subject, as the ending -a/i
usually indicates, but the verb
is a m asculine form.
2The subject n b n 3 “inheritance” is fem inine, b ut the verb ]Fi3 is m asculine in gender.
3The relative pronoun “IttiN, w hich is the subject o f the m asculine v erb form ]ri3, refers to
nj!D3, a construct o f the feminine HUSS “G ibeah.” In Biblical H ebrew , cities are u sually fem inine in
gender, probably because the headw ord T S “city” is fem inine. See J. C. L. G ib so n , Syntax, 16
(§ 17a); and W altke and O ’Connor, 104 (§ 6 .4 .Id).
4For the verb /3sgm / with a following singular fem inine as subject, see p. 92 n. 1 (above).
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words,

X31J could be the grammatical subject of jnsn (suggestion #1 above) and without a

necessity to link it to vs.

1 lc. The question still needs to be asked why the verb *|n3 is

used in the feminine gender whereas the masculine gender would grammatically have fit
better to its subject.1 The answer to this conundrum cannot be found in a syntactic
analysis and must therefore await semantic and literary considerations.
2.

as part o f vs. 11c. As mentioned above, the second option for the

syntactic place o f K3S1 is that it belongs to vs. 11c and

starts the new clause in vs.

12a (suggestion #2 above). Verse 11c would be translated “the foundation o f his
sanctuary and a host were throw down.” The basic reason for this rearranged allocation
o f the syntactic place for tOSI is to avoid the alleged gender incongruence in vs. 12a,
which, as was shown above, does not present a grammatical problem beyond explanation.
Another reason advanced for linking K3S1 with vs. 11c is o f a stylistic nature. The
question in vs. 13 juxtaposes Chpl and

and if K33) in vs. 12a belongs to vs. 1 lc

instead, a very similar construction would occur here: K3S1 i l i n p p ]13Q. Since X32J is
indeterminate both times, it could denote a possible link between K3S) tth'pl (vs. 13c)
and K3S1 iEHpp ]i33 (vs. 1lc).2 However, this stylistic argument appears to ignore the
function o f the question in vs. 13. The different content parts of this question take up
language from vss. 9-12: T o r n from vss. 1la and 12a, iHOSH from vs. 12a, Clip from vs.

'T he argum ent that the author could have used the m asculine verbal form jn5’ to m ake clear
that K32S is its subject, does not take the fact into account that the author could w ell have th o u g h t o f
X 3S as fem inine in gender or that he might have used the fem inine gender f o r a specific purpose.
2D equeker (“T he ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ,’” 176) and Stahl ( W eltengagem ent, 174, 175 n.
298) suggest a link betw een the two phrases.
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11c,1K22J from vss. 10a, b, 11a, and, lexically only, from 12a, and DQ"ip from vs. 10c.
The combination o f the root 00*1 with K31J as found in vs. 13c is thus only found in vs.
10c, where the pronominal suffix attached to 0Q“l refers to

K0an"]0. The

lexical links o f 00"l!3 X3S1 in vs. 13c to vs. lOb-lOc thus seem to be stronger than the
proposed link between X3S1 tthpi (vs. 13c) and a supposed N3S1 itIHpp (vs. 11c).
A minor problem placing x a s i with vs. 11c is that the subject o f vs. 1lc would be
plural but the verb is singular. This phenomenon could be explained by the use o f the
default verb form /3sgm/ with a plural or compound subject to follow, or as the verb
agreeing with the first part of a compound subject,2 though the grammatical number
appears to be always used congruently throughout Dan 8 and the whole book o f Daniel.
Another problem transferring N3X1 to vs. 11c arises regarding the informational
value o f X3X) in vs. 1 lc. How is the throwing down of a host (vs. 1lc with K3S1)
different from the falling down o f some o f the host (vs. 10b) and their being trampled (vs.
10b)? Why would the writer restate the same idea in vs. 1lc as in vs. 10b? A satisfying
answer cannot be given.
Yet, the major problem linking X2X' with vs. 11c is that vs. 12a would lack an
explicit grammatical subject.3 In regard to this problem, two different types o f

'T hough in vs. 1 lc
is used, and not ttH p, both stem from the same ro o t tin p . O n the
other hand, th e w ord ttn p cannot be sim ply equated with the expression itlH p n
(their difference
in m eaning is investigated later on) as is suggested in the stylistic argum ent in favor o f the reallocation
o f x a xr v:
t

2So G oldingay, D aniel, 197, w ith reference to GKC, 465 (§145o). For this phenom enon see
also Konig, 3:451-452 (§345); GK C, 468 (§146f); R. J. W illiam s, 41-42 (§228, 230); Jouon and
M uraoka, 556 (§150q); BH RG , 250 (§35[ix]).
3So also argued by H asslberger, 9 n. 28.
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suggestions have been offered, but both are unconvincing and unsupported by the Hebrew
text at hand. The first suggestion to obtain a subject by means of emendation rests solely
on hypothesis as no manuscript or version indicates any such alteration of the text.1 The
second suggestion is to supply the grammatical subject from the context, which would be
the “horn.”2 Syntactically, the feminine gender o f p j? would fit the feminine gender of
] n 3 P i , but the resulting clause, whatever option one chooses — “the horn is given in control

over the fa/m d” or “the horn is given against the tkmi d,” or “the hom is given over
together with the V k m id ”— would semantically be very problematic. For in this instance,
the only suitable agent for the passive verb would be God, and it is rather difficult to
imagine that God, the opponent o f the hom, should actively set that hom against or in
control over something belonging to the commander o f the host. On the contrary, vs. 11
clearly shows that it is the hom which attacks the commander o f the host, and thereby
God, and the fami d. The alternative suggestion to understand the Niphal of ]D3 with
reflexive meaning (“and it set itse lf. . .”)3 is purely hypothetical and should be rejected
since such a reflexive meaning o f the Niphal o f jriD cannot be found elsewhere.
Finally, the poetic-stylistic analysis in chap. 3 below shows that vs. 11 consists of
a balanced tricolon, which would be disrupted if lO Sl does not belong to vs. 12a.4

'U sually UWS3 is em ended and UtiiSH is read instead so that vs. 12a is translated with “And
the transgression w as placed upon th e ta m id " (so Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 174, 175 n. 298; Di Leila,
Daniel, 155).
2R atner regards it as possible th at the fem inine noun p j ? is m issing by ellipsis. H e refers to
other exam ples o f ellipsis in the book o f D aniel in 8:8 and 9:23 (186 n. 124).

3G ese, 409; cf. R edditt, 139.
4So also argued by Lucas, D aniel, 217.
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Although this argument comes from the literary analysis, it still needs to be taken into
account here.
Hence, to reallocate K321 to vs. 11c and taking the hom as the grammatical
subject o f vs. 12a does not fit into the meaning o f the immediate context.1 These
considerations confirm the previous conclusion th a tx n s is the grammatical subject of vs.
12a.

M eaning o f

The meaning o f K315 in vs. 12a is at least as much disputed as

its syntactic place and function. Table 7 presents an overview o f the different
interpretations (of course, keeping in mind that the various interpreters decided differently
on the syntactic place and function o f K3^).
The question regarding the meaning o f JOS is twofold. First, what is its lexical
meaning here: Does it mean “host” or “warfare” or “service” or something else? And
second, if N3S indeed means “host,” what is its referential identity: Does it refer to the
“host o f heaven” mentioned in the immediate context (vss. 10, 11, 13) or to another host,
maybe a counter-host, only mentioned here in vs. 12a? The discussion o f the meaning o f
ND25 revolves around three textual factors which should be considered here: the
T

T

indefiniteness o f X2S, its feminine gender, and the relationship between K32£ in vs. 12a
and the other occurrences o f this word in vss. 10-13. The interrelation between syntax
and semantics is especially apparent in this section o f the analysis.

'T his is probably the reason w h y G oldingay, w ho takes K2S1 w ith vs. 11, rem arks at the end
o f his textual notes on vs. 12a that “m ost difficulties stem from the relationship o f v 12a to its context”
(Daniel, 197).
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Table 7. Interpretations o f the Meaning of

Meaning of
102 in vs. 10
T T

Meaning of
in vs. 12a

Author

T T

People of God
people of God

people of God

Jerome, 855; Rosenmuller, 263; van Lengerke, 381;
Maurer, 144; Kranichfeld, 294; Caspari, 137; Fausset,
1:637; Meinhold, “Daniel,” 309; Knabenbauer, 213;
Terry, 60 (as option); Stokmann, 128; Obbink, 110;
Wambacq, 126-127; Barnes, 2:112 (or host refers to
priest and rulers); Walvoord, 186; Lacocque, The B o o k
o f D a n iel, 163 (close association with angels); Hardy,
277, 279; Archer, 7:100; Peter-Contesse and Ellington,
213, 216; Miller, D a n ie l, 227; Bauer, D a s B u c h D a n iel,
170-171; Di Leila, 155,160; P. B. Petersen, 205.

people of God

part of God’s
people

Havemick, 279; Kliefoth, 257-258; Keil, 300;
Knabenbauer, 212; Tiefenthal, 269; Leupold, 348;
Young, D a n ie l, 171; Wood, 216; Treiyer, 352-353.

heathen
idols/gods

Israelites

Lattey, 86; Porteous, 125.

Host of the horn: army, priesthood
people of God

anti-host (army)

anti-host
(priesthood)

Ewald, D a n ie l, 262; Terry, 60 (as option); Rose and
Fuller, 344; Driver, D a n iel, 117 (preferred option);
Goettsberger, 62; Saydon, 636 (as option).
Hasel, “The ‘Little Horn’” (1986), 416-418 (anti-host:
priests); Shea, “Spatial Dimensions,” 516 (anti-host:
priests).

Jewish troops

enemy troops

Buchanan, 245.

priests

anti-host (army)

Beek, 84.

kings

anti-host (army)

Baldwin, 157-158.

celestial beings

anti-host (army)

Prince, “On Daniel viii. 11,12,” 204; Prince, D a n iel,
147, 242; Hasslberger, 102; Lebram, D a n ie l, 94-95;
Seow, D a n ie l, 124.

heathen
idols/gods

anti-host (army)

Delcor, 174.
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Table 7— Continued.

Meaning of
N3S in vs. 10
T T

Meaning of
K2S in vs. 12a

Author

T T

Warfare, military campaign
people o f God

warfare,
military
campaign

Hitzig, 133; Rohling, D a n iel, 239; Zockler, 176; Driver,
D aniel, 117 (optional); Maier, 306.

Celestial beings
celestial beings

celestial beings

Towner, 121; Collins, D a n ie l (1993), 335; SmithChristopher, 114 (in vs. 12a the celestial host is
associated with earthly Jews); Longman, D a n iel, 204.

Temple service/priestly service
heavenly host

temple service

Behrmann, 54; Aalders, H e t b o e k D a n ie l, 164-165;
Aalders, D a n ie l (1962), 178; Howie, 125.

people o f God

priestly service

Gese, 409.

heathen
idols/gods

temple service

Jeffery, 475.

Tribulation
celestial beings

trouble,
tribulation

Ploger, D aniel, 122.

Time
people of God

time period,
appointed time

Rashi (in Rashi and Alshich, 382; or Goldwurm, 225),
Calvin, 100-101; Coccejus (in Havemick, 278).

Strength, power
people of God

strength, power

Vulgate; Luther (cited, e.g., in Keil, 298).

Note: The page references in the “A uthor” column are to the identification o f th e K 3S in vs. 12a only.
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1.

In d e fin ite n e s s o/JOJJ. It is striking that the word JOS in vs. 12a is without the

article, though it occurs three times before and is always definite (vss. 10a, 10b, 11a).
The indefiniteness o f JOS has been explained in two different ways.1 The most apparent
explanation is that the absence o f the definite article may indicate that a new entity is
introduced in the text. As the host o f heaven is introduced in vs. 10a and referred to in
vss. 10b and 1 la by the definite JOSH one would expect JOS in vs. 12a again to have the
article if the host were to refer to the same entity as before. The sudden appearance o f an
indefinite JOS1 therefore serves to differentiate between this host and the “host o f
t

t

:

heaven” previously mentioned.2
The other explanation forwarded is that the absence o f the article in front o f JOS
in vs. 12a would suggest that only that part o f the host o f heaven is in view that the hom
caused to fall to earth in vss. 10b and 10c. This is usually argued with reference to a
supposedly similar function o f the indefinite JOS in vs. 13c, which is said to refer to that
part o f the host o f heaven being trampled down.3 However, it is not clear why the
indefiniteness o f an entity that was mentioned before with the definite article should refer

‘In the m ajority o f com m entaries the indefiniteness o f JO S is not discussed or com m ented on.
To regard it for w hatever reason as irrelevant cannot be considered a viable option. F o r exam ple, the
hypothesis that the article is omitted because o f the poetic character o f the text (so von L en g erk e, 381;
K ranichfeld, 295) does not explain w hy die article occurs w ith JO S in vss. 10b and 1 la , ex cep t if o ne
supposes a different, prosaic, literary character o f vss. 10-11, which is rather u n lik ely (see the literary
analysis below).
2See, e.g., Hitzig, 133; H asslberger, 102; Roy G ane, “The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . i n D aniel
8:13,” 381; Seow , D aniel, 124.
’Suggested by H avem ick, 279; K liefoth, 257-258; Keil, 300; K nabenbauer, 212; T iefenthal,
269; Leupold, 348; Young, D aniel, 172; W ood, 216; Treiyer, 352-353; and presen ted as an option in
Probstle, “A Linguistic A nalysis o fD a n ie l 8:11, 12,” 90.
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to apart o f this entity.1 And the indefiniteness o f
influenced by the indefiniteness o f

in vs. 13c, suggested to be

in vs. 12a, could also be explained by an

adjustment to the indefinite ffilp,2 or it could point to a host different from the host
previously mentioned in vs. 12a.3
2.

F e m in in e g e n d e r o/K3S. Since the gender o f

is usually masculine, the

feminine gender in Dan 8:12a is sometimes said to indicate a host different from the “host
o f heaven,” or altogether a different meaning from “host.” In parallel to the only other
explicitly feminine occurrence o f X3S in Isa 40:2b, some have suggested that K32 in Dan
8:12a means “war/warfare,”4 “(compulsory) service,”5 or “tribulation.”6 However, as
noted above, the gender o f SOS is not indicated in its other occurrences in vss. 10-13.

‘So H asslberger, 102 n. 26 (cf. M einhold, “D aniel,” 309). In my research, I have n ot found
any gram m ar in w hich indefiniteness is said to have the function o f referring to a part o f an entity that
has been previously definite. In fact, to refer to a part o f an entity is never m entioned as one o f the
functions o f indefiniteness. Interestingly, the sources mentioned in the previous footnote also do not
refer to any other text w here such a function o f indefiniteness would be detectable. H ence, the
proposed function o f the indefiniteness o f
is not based on gramm atical reasoning, but is solely
surm ised by the fact that only some o f the host are affected by the hom in vs. 10b. Two other reasons
for indefiniteness m entioned in gram m ars cannot be em ployed either. First, one should not propose
that the indefiniteness o f K31S is for the sake o f am plification (i.e., “such a host”), for all exam ples
listed by GKC for such a function (401 [§ 125c]) are w ords w hich do not occur previously in their
contexts and w hich referential identity is absolutely clear. Second, the article is often omitted in
poetry, particularly in archaic poetry (W altke and O ’Conner, 250 [§13.7.a], Joiion and M uraoka, 507
[§137f]), b u t it is difficult to understand vs. 12 as poetry (see the poetic analysis in chap. 3 below).
2See H asslberger, 106.
3See G ane, “T he Syntax o f Tel Ve . . . in D aniel 8:13,” 381. O f course the specification that
this host in vs. 13c is for a tram pling proves that the host o f heaven is in view here (cf. vs. 10c).

4H itzig, 133; Rohling, D aniel, 239; Zockler, 176; BD B, 839; Driver, D aniel, 117 (optional);
M aier, 306.
5Ew ald, L ehrbuch, 456 (§174g).
6Ploger, D aniel, 122, who besides Isa 40:2 also refers to

X32S “great tribulation” in D an

1 0: 1.
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Therefore, because a contrasting masculine gender ofK 3S is missing in vss. 10-13, the
feminine gender in vs. 12a does not seem to function as an explicit indicator for a
different host or for something other than a host. Furthermore, if the feminine gender of
N31S is the means by which to identify a different meaning for it, this would create an
inconsistency with the use o f a masculine

in Dan 10:1 where it refers to something

other than a host— namely to conflict or warfare. It appears that the unusual feminine
gender o f K33 in 8:12a serves a different purpose rather than to help identify syntactically
the meaning o f Nil IS (see the literary analysis).
3. O th e r o c c u r r e n c e s oAOJS in D a n 8 :1 0 -1 3 . The term K32S occurs five times in
*■'

T T

T

T

vss. 10-13. In vss. 10, 11, and 13 it refers to an entity negatively affected by the activities
o f the hom. In fact,

falls victim o f the horn’s aggression. In vs. 10a N3S is

connected with heaven. It is called the “host o f the heaven,” and some o f the host are
thrown down to earth (vs. 10b), implying a heavenly setting for the host. In vs. 1 la the
host in the construct chain the “commander o f the host” again refers to a heavenly setting
for the host. The lexical link between vs. lOb-c, namely, some o f the host are caused to
fall to earth and the hom trampling (0Q1) them, and a “host of trampling (0Q“ID)” in vs.
13c leads to the conclusion that the same host is addressed in vss. lOb-c and 13c.
These other occurrences o f X215, in which it always refers to a host, indicate that
K2S in vs. 12a should have the same lexical meaning, since there are no valid reasons for
it to mean “warfare” or “service.” K2S as host therefore designates a military entity,
which fits into the context o f the military-type activities o f the hom. It is interesting to
note thatK215 can also attain the notion o f “sacredness.” Inasmuch as the host fights a
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holy war, the army also has a “sacred” function. Herein lies the use ofX 3S describing the
service o f the Levites (Num 4:3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43; 8:24, 25). Considering the blend o f
military and cultic terminology in Dan 8:9-12 the term

qualifies perfectly to

represent both notions.1
The question remaining is whether or not the host in vs. 12a refers to the host o f
heaven mentioned in vss. 10, 11, and 13. Or: What host is referred to in vs. 12? On the
one hand,7the uniform use o f K22J
T T in vss. 10,7 11,’ 13 with reference to the host o f heaven,5
and to a lesser degree the grammatical similarity between

in vss. 12a and 13c, could

suggest that N2S*! in vs. 12 refers to the same entity as in its other occurrences.2 On the
other hand, the indefiniteness o f K31J in vs. 12a could signify that a different host is being
considered. A hostile host under the leadership o f the hom would match the entities
under attack, namely the “commander o f the host” and the “host o f heaven.” The noun
N3S in vss. 10-13 could without any problem refer to two opposing hosts.
In weighing the evidence, it crystallizes that neither the other occurrences o f X325
nor its feminine gender alone can ultimately decide the issue o f the referential identity o f
K3S in vs. 12a, while its indefiniteness suggests that it refers to a different host from that
in vss. 10-11. It appears the word X325 itself simply does not provide enough
unambiguous information about its referential identity. In the end, only by analyzing the

‘For the cultic notion o f fcOS see esp ecially the section on “C ultic term inology” in chapter 3.
In contrast to K315, the term b ’17 is u sed in th e book o f D aniel to designate specifically an army in the
military sense only (11:7, 10, 13, 25 [2x], 26). The u se o f *?TI and K3U in D aniel is then consistent:
the former refers to a m ilitary army, the latter in addition to th e military sense can also have a cultic
association.
2See Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 163.
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meaning o f the entire clause is it possible to determine which entity N2S in vs. 12a refers
to.

The preposition b v in
A variety o f translations have been suggested for the preposition b v in the phrase
1 ' n n n - b y : those with comitative function— “along with,”1 “together with,”2 “in addition

to,”3 “beyond,”4 or simply the general indication that b s is comitative5— and others such
as “against,”6 “(in charge) over,”7 “(control) over,”8 “because,”9 “instead of,”10 “(to be
laid) on,”11 or “as a despite of.”12 The versatility o f the preposition b y is well known, yet

‘Barnes, 2:112; A rcher, 7:100.
2Kranichfeld, 295; C. P. Caspari, Zur E infiihrung in das B uch D a n iel (Leipzig: D orffling and
Francke, 1869), 136-137; Keil, 300; M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; K nabenbauer, 213; T iefenthal, 269;
Obbink, 56, 110; Leupold, 348; Y oung, D aniel, 172; W ood, 216; P eter-C ontesse and Ellington, 214.
W an Lengerke, 381; M aurer, 144; Charles, 335; B auer, D as Buch D a n iel, 171.
"Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 163.
5Rosenmiiller, 264; Kliefoth, 257; W alvoord, 188.
6Havernick, 279; H itzig, 133; R ohling, D aniel, 2 39; Z ockler, 176; P rin ce, “D aniel viii. 11,
12,” 204; Driver, D aniel, 117; A alders, H et boek D aniel, 164; G oettsberger, 62; A alders, D aniel
(1962), 178; H asslberger, 103; B aldw in, 157-158; M aier, 306; Lebram , D a n iel, 94; H asel, “T he ‘Little
H orn’” (1986), 417; H aag, D aniel, 64; G ane, “The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . in D aniel 8:13,” 382; D C H ,
5:813.
7Beek, 84; possibility m entioned by B uchanan, 245.
sHasel, “The ‘Little H o rn ”’ (1986), 417; Shea, “ S patial D im ensions,” 516.
P o ssib ility m entioned by B uchanan, 245.
l0Bertholdt, 522; Jeffery, 475 (in com bination w ith interpreting N 3S as “tem ple service”).
11H A LO T , 2:735.
12Goldstein, I M accabees, 146.
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it is surprising to find that almost the whole spectrum o f possible translations has been
suggested for Dan 8:12a. It appears that most o f the translations suggested have been
arrived at almost solely by considerations which originate from a pre-proposed
understanding o f the sentence and its context. Syntactic and semantic features are rarely
given the thoughtful study they deserve.1
In analyzing a preposition it is necessary to bear in mind that it does not only
governs the following entity but in its semantic function is also dependent upon the
preceding phrase to which the preposition relates, which could be a verb,2 a noun, or even
the whole nucleus of a clause (sometimes called “core”). E. Jenni has convincingly
demonstrated that prepositions have these two relations and that the semantic model upon
which an investigation o f prepositions should be based could be abstracted as X - r - Y, in
which r stands for the relation in which X, the core o f the preceding phrase or the referee,
stands to Y, the core o f the following phrase or the referent.3
While in general this semantic model refers to semantic functions and not to a

'U nfortunately, Max Budie does not include D an 8 :12a in his study on the p reposition b)3 that
is based to som e extent on syntactic consideration (.Die h ebraische P roposition ‘a l [ b s ] [H alle:
N iem eyer, 1882]).
2B H RG points out that “some semantic functions th a t are attributed to prepositions are largely
due to the verbs that govern those prepositions” (276). A s a m atter o f fact, the clo ser the relation is
between a preposition and a verb the more one is inclined to speak o f “prep o sitio n al verbs,” that is,
verbs which occur with certain prepositions in a relationship w h ich may alm o st be called a lexem e
(ibid., 275).
3In E rnst Jenni’s terminology the “x-Seite” and “y-S eite” (D ie hebrdischen P rapositionen,
vol. 1, D ie Proposition Beth [Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 1992], 14-16).
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syntactic structure,1 this model can successfully be connected to the syntactic elements o f
the sentence in most o f the pJ-clauses with the preposition by. Most o f these clauses
exhibit the following basic syntactic structure:
Verb Qna) + subject + X (direct object) + b y + Y
In other words, in clauses with ]na the preposition by relates the first correlate (X), which
most often is the direct object, to the second correlate (Y), the entity governed by the
preposition. For identifying the semantic function o f by in clauses with ]PI3 it is therefore
important to take the semantic qualities o f both the first and the second correlate into
consideration. For the passive sentence in Dan 8:12a this implies that b y establishes a
relation between K32 and “P^nn and that its semantic function is dependent upon the
semantic qualities o f these two words.
One may argue that in Dan 8:12a the preposition b y is not governed by the verb
■jn3 but rather relates the whole "jro-clause (]n3n

to “PQnn. If that would be the

case, any function that b y exhibits in BH needs to be considered as a possible function o f
its use in Dan 8:12a. However, there are several reasons to regard T Q n rr^ y as
constituent part o f the ]D3 clause and not as relating to the whole clause. First, sentences
with ]n3 tend to take an additional constituent besides the direct object. In Dan 8:12a the
direct object is K2S (after the passive-active transformation) and the additional
constituent would be TQPin"1?!?.2 Second, the prepositional phrase “Ppnrrbu is

‘Jenni em phasizes this im portant point correctly (ibid., 14). Furtherm ore, th e m o d el says
nothing about w ord order in a sentence or clause.
2The verb *[n3 is considered to be a double transitive verb w hich takes a noun p hrase and a
prepositional phrase or two noun phrases, respectively. In terms o f valency, *[D3 is a triv alen t verb,
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juxtaposed to the verb, which is a usual position for a prepositional object considering the
unmarked word order in the main field of a verbal clause.1 The phrase Tftnn'blJ is thus
in a marked position and should be connected closely with the verb. Third, the Masoretes
marked friari with the conjunctive accent me*k&, which is the same accent connecting
xniJI and jnm , and thus joining jnan with TanrrbjJ, whereas T iann is accented with
the disjunctive accent tif h i marking separation between T ftnrrb y and l?tfS2. According
to the Masoretic accents, the words in Dan 8:12a are grouped in two parts: the phrase
T p n n -^ y ]nari N221 and the prepositional phrase !7tfB2 which apparently relates to the
first three words. A ll these facts indicate that “PEPin-1?!? is closely connected to the verb
]nan so much so that “the two words can hardly be interpreted independently.”2
Therefore, the combination o f the verb ]n! and the preposition b y therefore needs to be
analyzed together.

Semantic functions of b y in clauses with ]nj. In order to determine the
semantic function o f b y in Dan 8:12a, it is indispensable to have a closer look at the use
o f 1?!? in ]n?-sentences and what kind o f relations it establishes between the two
correlates. It will be determined which o f the semantic functions obtained by this
procedure might be applicable to the preposition b y in Dan 8:12a. Thereafter the
proposed translations for b y can be evaluated. The analysis includes both sentences with

that is, it requires a subject, a direct object, and an indirect object.
'F o r w ord order in the main field o f verbal clauses see Grofi, Satzteilfolge, 257-295 (esp. 286287 for the position o f objects); for a sim plified sum m ary o f GroB’s research see BH RG , 342
(§46. l/3[iii]).
2G oldingay, D aniel, 197; cf. Lucas, D aniel, 217.
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■jna in the Niphal stem and sentences with ]n3 in the Qal stem since prepositional phrases
in general are not affected by an active-passive transformation (here from Qal to Niphal)
and thus retain the same function in either case.
According to the analysis and classification o f the semantic functions o f 1b y in
clauses with ]r\l (see Appendix 1), the basic function o f by in these clauses is to indicate
spatial position (195 times). Thus, by most often denotes simple locational function
(“on,” “upon,” “over”) or metaphorical locational function indicating incumbency and
rank (“over,” “in control o f ’) or value and supremacy (“over,” “above”). Other and more
infrequent semantic functions o f b y in ]n]-clauses are to indicate disadvantage
(“against”), and even more rarely, goal (“to,” “for”) and comitative (“along with,”
“together with,” “in addition to”). Although the uses o f *717 in the book o f Daniel (65
times in BH, 70 times in BA) appear to play only a minor role in determining the function
o f by in Dan 8:12a, an investigation shows that by is used in similar fashion.1

'F o r m y purposes the follow ing distinction o f sem antic functions o f the preposition b y in the
book o f D aniel (leaving D an 8:12a aside) is sufficient, although certainly more study on b y is
necessary— e.g., the locational and m etaphorical locational use o f b y could be presented in a more
nuanced w ay— and the criteria for identifying specific uses should be explained in detail— e.g., at
times, the m etaphorical locational use o f b y and its use indicating dis/advantage or its referential use
are not easy to distinguish and m ay indeed overlap to a certain extent (cf. the classification o f
translation equivalents o f b y in H A L O T 2:825-827; 5:1946-1947). The preposition by, occurring in
the book o f D aniel 65 tim es in BH and 70 tim es in B A :
(1) Indicates spatial positioning as simple locative or m etaphorical locative (“on,” “over”): in
BH in 1:11; 2:1 (m arks indirect object); 8:2, 5, 17, 18 (2x), 9:1, 11, 12y, 13, 14j3, 17, 18a, 19 (2 x ),2 7
(2x); 10:4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16 (2x); 11:5 (com parative?), 20, 21 (2x), 27, 36a (com parative?), 376
(com parative?), 38; in BA in 2:10, 28, 29, 34, 46, 48 (2x), 49; 3:12a; 4:2, 7, 10, 13 ,1 4 , 20, 2 1 ,2 2 , 25,
26, 29, 33; 5:5, 7, 9, 16, 21, 29; 6:2, 40, 11, 15a, 18, 19; 7:1, 4, 6, 28.
(2) Seem s to m ark the direct object and functions as m etaphorical locative and/or indicates
dis/advantage w ith verbs referring to an activity o f the mind: in BH in 1:8 (with D’OJ); 9:14a (with
“tpttf); ll:3 0 p , 37a.p.y (all w ith the verb f a ) ; in BA in 3:12P; 6:14 (2x) (all with D’tO); 3:28 (w ith ]T n
in the H itpeel); 4:2 4 (with ”130!); 6:24 (w ith 3KB).
(3) Indicates advantage (“for,” “on b eh a lf o f ’): in BH in 9 :2 0 ,2 4 (2x); 12:1.
(4) Indicates disadvantage (in a h o stile sense: “against”): in BH in 1:1 (marks direct object);
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Semantic function of b y in Dan 8:12a. These categories o f the semantic
function o f b y , especially in sentences with "jna, can now be used to identify the semantic
function o f b y in Dan 8:12a. Here, the preposition b y relates JOS (X) to T pnn (Y).
The X-part K2S refers to a personal entity, whereas the Y-part T p n n is a nominalized
adverb and seems to refer to an abstract entity. According to the classification in
Appendix 1 the preposition in Dan 8:12a may function as a metaphorical locative, or may
indicate disadvantage, or it indicates a comitative relationship. The simple locational
sense seems less probable here, since tkrni d does not have the semantic feature
“locative,” which is required for a locational sense. Furthermore, to interpret the
preposition as an indicator o f either goal, instrument, comparison, cause, reference, or
norm does not result in a meaningful sentence.
The three possible semantic functions o f b y identified by the means o f the
classification in Appendix 1 lead to the following array o f meanings and translation
equivalents for Dan 8:12a. First, i f b y functions in a metaphorical-locational sense
(“over”), it indicates that “a host” is set in a position o f rank and/or control over the
tarrd d. In this case the clause would be translated as “a host is given/set (into control)

8:25P; 9:12a.p; 10:21; 11:14, 2 4 ,2 5 (2x), 28, 30a (direct object?), 36p, 40; in BA in 3:19a, 29; 4:30
(referential?); 5:23 (m etaphorical locativ e?); 6:5, 6 (both m etaphorical locative?).
(5) In B A also includes the m ean in g o f BH b it w hen it indicates the goal o f a m ovem ent or
process: 2:24; 4:31; 4:33 (2x); 6:7, 16; 7:16a.
(6) Indicates com itative in th e sen se o f accom panim ent (“w ith”): in BH in 11:34.
(7) Indicates instrum ent (“b y ,” “th ro u g h ”): in BH in 8:25a.
(8) Indicates com parison (“m o re th a n ”): in BH in 1:20; B A in 3 :19P; 6:4a.
(9) Indicates cause (“on ac co u n t of,” “becau se”): in BH in 9:18p.y; in BA in 2:15 (com pound
n p -b y ), 30 (referential?).
(10) Indicates reference (“w ith reg ard to,” “concerning”): in BH in 8:27; 9 :1 4y; in BA in
2:18; 3:16; 5 :1 4 ,1 6 , 29; 6:13, 15P; 7:16p, 19, 20.
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over the ta m id .” x Second, if by indicates disadvantage (“against”), it would signify that
“a host” is to the disadvantage o f the ta m i d . The clause would then read “a host is
given/set against the ta m i d ." 2 In either case the object o f the giving, “a host” (tO^),
would stand in opposition to the ta m i d ( T p n n ) which belongs to the commander o f the
host (vs. 1 lb). The third possible semantic function o f by would lead to a fundamentally
different meaning o f the clause. If by indicates comitative function (“along with,”
“together with”; “to,” “in addition to”), it combines “a host” and the ta m i d , either by
accompaniment (“a host is given over together with the ta m i d ”) or by addition (“a host is
given over in addition to the ta m i d " ) } In this option, “a host” is exposed to the same
action as the ta m i d: both are given over, probably into the power o f the hom.
For the following reasons, however, it is rather unlikely that in Dan 8:12a the
preposition by is used with comitative function.4 These observations are based on an

'D aniel 8:12a w ould not be the sole occurrence in the b o o k o f D aniel w here by would have
such a specific m etaphorical locative function. S everal tim es b y indicates incum bency or rank
(“over,” “in control over”): over persons (1:11; 2:48p), o v er an area/adm inistrative entity (D an 2:48a
[“province o f Babel”]; 4:14; 5:21 [both: XttiW m s b l? “kingdom o f m ankind”]; 6:2, 4p [rVDbl?
“kingdom ”], and over an adm inistrative system (Dan 2:49; 3:12a [both: KP1T3J3 “the
administration”]).
2In the book ofD an iel by indicates disadvantage in B H in 1:1 (m arks direct object); 8:25;
9:12 (2x); 10:21; 11:14, 24, 25 (2x), 28, 30, 36p, 40; in BA in 3:19a, 29; 4:30 (referential?); 5:23
(metaphorical locative?); 6:5, 6 (both m etaphorical locative?).
3The com itative function o f b y occurs in the b o o k o f D aniel in 11:34, b u t there w ith the
N iphal o f m b II “jo in ” w hich several times takes a com itative b y (N um 1 8 :2 ,4 ; Isa 14:1; 56:6; Esth
9:27; Dan 11:34). Cf. Budie, 38. In these instances, the com itative function o f b y is rather dependent
on the verb mb II “jo in ” than it is an independent fu n ctio n o f by.
4It should not be argued that the singular verb ]ITI3P1 excludes a com itative function o f b y on
the grounds that the tw o entities joined b y b y should b e reg ard ed as plural in num ber (as it is in Jer
3:18; Job 38:32), for it is possible that th e verbal p red ic ate is sin g u lar w hen its subject consists o f two
entities joined by b y (cf. Hos 10:14). In D an 8:12a th e sin g u lar v erb w ould indicate ju s t that the
premier subject is 83^1.
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examination o f all the verbal clauses listed in GKC, BDB, and H A L O T as references for

by of accompaniment and by of addition.
First, when two entities are joined together by by they are part o f the same
semantic group in which these entities can be distinguished, for example, both are either
personal or physical objects.1 However, in Dan 8:12a the two entities are o f a different
nature since X3S is personal and T p n n is certainly not personal. Furthermore, the
following clauses show XDS to be on the side o f the hom (on the basis that X225 is the
subject throughout vs. 12), whereas T p n n is on the side o f the prince o f the host. A
comitative function o f b y should therefore be rejected,2 unless one assumes that Dan
8:12a is an exception to the general observations.
Second, regarding word order, when two entities are combined by by, they almost
always appear next to each other. This is the case with the b y o f accompaniment3 as w ell

‘In all cases o f a p 3 -clau se w ith by com itantiae the two entities jo in e d to g e th er both are parts
o f a slaughtered animal (Exod 29:17), or cities (N um 35:6), or people (E zek 25:10).

by

2T o read
as “together w ith” m eans that there should b e “a com m unity o f nature betw een
the things linked together by the b y ” (Charles, 207). T herefore, b y can n o t b e ren d ered here “together
w ith” (ibid., 207; Hasslberger, 101; cf. D river, D aniel, 117; A alders, D a n iel [1962], 178). O zanne
judges the rendering “ together w ith” as “difficult if not im possible” (“T hree T extual P roblem s,” 445).
3W ith by o f accom panim ent, X and Y stand next to each oth er as subject in E xod 35:22; Jer
3:18; Hos 10:14 (passive verb); as object in G en 32:12; D eut 22:6; 1 K gs 15:20; A m o s 3:15; Job
38:32. N ote that in Hos 10:14 both the gram m atical subject OX “m other” and the prep o sitio n al phrase
o p o 'b y “w ith the children” occupy the preverbal field o f the clause; they are n o t separated by another
constituent (cf. similarly Exod 12:8; Num 9:11; 19:5 w ith by indicating addition). In com parison, in
Dan 8:12a only KOS) occupies the preverbal field, b u t T p r i T b y stands after th e verb in the m ain
field. In the only instance w here a preposition by indicating accom panim ent o ccurs in the book o f
Daniel the noun D’OT and the prepositional phrase w ith by stand also n ex t to each o th e r (D an 11:34;
not listed in GK C, BDB, or H ALO T). The exception to the above observation is N u m 31:8. H ere the
object stands in the preverbal field in focus position, w hereas the p rep o sitio n al p h ra se occurs in the
m ain field.
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as with the by o f addition.1 In Dan 8:12a, however,

occurs in the preverbal field,

whereas T n n iy b u stands after the verb in the main field. Unless again, Dan 8:12a
belongs to the category o f exceptional cases.
Third, when by is indicating addition, it also indicates a sequence o f events in
relation to the entities X and Y, namely the activity concerning Y happens before the
activity concerning X. This seems to be the very reason why an entity can be added in
some way to another entity. To interpret the function o f b y in vs. 12a as indicating
addition (and as a consequence to regard the host in vs. 12a as the same host mentioned in
vss. 10-11) would therefore reverse the sequence o f events as they were mentioned before
in vss. 10-11. In this scenario the host is given over in addition to the giving over o f the
ta m i d , that is, the host is given over a fte r the ta m id had been given over. Such an

interpretation is contrary to the explicit sequence of events in vss. 10-11, where the hom
first acts against the host (vs. 10) and then acts against the ta m i d (vs. lib ) .
Fourth, a more serious problem yet for interpreting the semantic function o f b y as

‘W ith b y o f addition, X and Y stand next to each other in Exod 12:8, 9; 23:18; 34:25; L ev
2:2,16; 4:11 (pendensed); 7:12; 10:15; 14:31; 23:18, 20; Num 9:11; 19:5; D eut 16:3 (2x). O f these
references, in Exod 23:18; 34:25; Lev 23:18; Deut 16:3 (2x) the noun and the p rep o sitio n al phrase
change places so that the prepositional phrase com es before the noun, but still th ey stand n ex t to each
other. In Lev 3:4, 10, 15; 4:9; 7 :4, 30 the object, which is m entioned in a pen d en sed construction, is
referred to by means o f a pronom inal suffix attached to the verb w hereas the p repositional phrase
stands before the verb. In Lev 19:26; 1 Sam 14:32,33; Ezek 33:25 w here the direct object is om itted
by ellipses, only the prepositional phrase w ith b y o f accom panim ent occurs. T he o nly cases w h ere the
noun is separated from the prepositional phrase is in Lev 7:13, in N um 6:17, and in N um 35:6 (the
construction in Lev 7:13 m ay be easily explained by the fact that the verb 3~lp an d its accom panying
object ]3"!p stem from the same root and form a fixed expression— e.g., Lev 2:1, 4; 7:13, 38; 9:15;
17:4; 22:18; Num 6:14; 7:11, 19; 9:7; 15:4; 31:50— and thus tend to o c c u rn e x t to each other). T he
function o f b y in M ic 5:2 is taken by Caspari, Keil, and K uenen as b y o f accom panim ent (the clause
would be another instance o f separation betw een X and Y regarding w ord order), b u t others take it as
expressing direction w hich seem s to better fit the meaning o f the clause (thus M ic 5:2 is listed in B D B
under the function o f accom panim ent b u t with reference to the function o f direction [755]).
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comitative is that such an interpretation does not give due attention to the immediate
context o f vs. 12. When

by

indicates accompaniment the entity governed by the

preposition undergoes the same action as the one which it is placed in accompaniment
with (see the references listed above). This means that if the preposition by in Dan 8:12a
is interpreted as indicating accompaniment, the

tamid(the entity governed by by)

undergoes the same action as the host, namely to be given over. To argue that God is the
one “giving over” the host is to say that the
the context is clear that the
horn (vs. 1 lb). The

tamid also is “given over” by God.

However,

tamid is not given over by God but rather removed by the

tamid is affected by the activity of the hom, not by an activity of God.

In vss. 9-11, as well as in the angelic interpretation in vss. 24-25e, the sole agent is the
hom, or the king respectively. The interpretation making God the implied agent o f vs.
12a giving over host and

tamid does not fit the immediate context which mentions solely

the aggressive activity o f the hom. O f course, this is not to deny the concept that in the
end God may be the one who “allows” the hom to act in this way (cf. Dan 7:25),
especially since 8:14 puts the vision into a time frame set by God.
To sum up the discussion on T ’Dnri'by, it can be concluded with a high degree o f
probability that the preposition by in Dan 8:12a is used either in a metaphoricallocational sense (“over,” “control over” ) or used to indicate disadvantage (“against”).
However, the possibility that by could function as comitative indicating accompaniment
or addition, though per se one o f the semantic functions of by, should not be chosen
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based on the syntax in vs. 12a and considering the meaning of the immediate context.1

The preposition 3 in y$S 3
In regard to methodological considerations for the analysis o f prepositions, it is
self-evident that what has been set forth at the beginning of the discussion of T p n n _by is
equally valid for the discussion o f the phrase U2JS3.2
Like the function o f by, the function of the preposition 2 in Dan 8:12a (y ^ sa )
seems to be difficult to interpret. A glance at the different translations testifies to this
matter. The preposition a has been interpreted as causal beth (“on account of,” “by
reason of,” “because o f ’),3 as beth pretii (“on account of,” “because o f ’),4 as modal beth
or a o f accompaniment (“unlawfully,” “in an illegal, criminal manner,” “wickedly,”

‘T he analysis o f the function o f the preposition b y is then a good exam ple to illustrate the
relation betw een syntax and sem antics. H ere is a case in w hich the semantic m eaning o f a term (N315)
influences the process o f determ ining the syntactic function o f a preposition.
2The follow ing discussion on the sem antic function o f a in Dan 8:12a uses as a source o f
inform ation Jenni’s groundbreaking w ork on the preposition 2 (Jenni, D ie P roposition Beth). Jenni’s
exhaustive study and close attention to m inute detail com bined with a refreshing m ethodology— so
that one review er praises it as “careful, com petent, and im aginative analysis” w hich “has made a m ost
significant contribution o f lasting value to C lassical H ebrew semantics and lexicography” (T.
M uraoka, review o f D ie hebrdischen P rapositionen, vol. 1, D ie P raposition B eth, by Ernst Jenni, BO
53 [1996]: 761, 763)— though som etim es in danger o f overdoing, is o f great help w hen exam ining the
function o f 3 in the difficult clause o f D an 8:12a.
3V on L engerke, 379; K ranichfeld, 294; M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; Prince, “On D aniel viii. 11,
12,” 204; Lattey, 86; Barnes, 2:112; B aldw in, 158; Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 163; Archer,
7:100; H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 417- 4 18, 441; M iller, Daniel, 227; Bauer, D as Buch
D aniel, 171.
“M aurer, 144; K liefoth, 257; Keil, 300; T iefenthal, 269. The difference in interpretation
betw een causal beth and beth p re tii in D an 8:12a is not alw ays clear in the literature.
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“in/through/with transgression”)1 as temporal beth (“in the course o f ’),2 as indicating
purpose (“in order”),3 substitution (“for transgression”),4 or a metaphorical location
(“into”),5 or even as indicating the agent o f the passive (“by wantonness”).6 Jenni lists
Dan 8:12a among seventy occurrences o f 3 (out of 15,570) of which a lexicographic
investigation is not possible “because of textual corruption or other exegetical
difficulties.”7
In contrast to T p rin 'S y , the phrase IHtfSS is not, or at least to a lesser degree,
governed by the verb )n3, since it is an adjunct or an optional phrase in vs. 12a. This is
clearly indicated by the position o f the prepositional phrases: T Q n rrb lJ close to the verb
and 1K0D3 distant to it. For this reason, to investigate the function o f 3 only in clauses
with ]nD and thereupon to decide its function in vs. 12a is not enough. Other verbal

'Zockler, 176; B ehrm ann, 54; D river, D aniel, 117; B eek, 84; A alders, D a n iel (1962), 178;
Hasslberger, 103; M aier, 306; L ebram , D aniel, 94; Shea, “Spatial D im ensions,” 516; H aag, Daniel,
64; as one o f two options m entioned in Bader, “R eale und gedachte W elt,” 45; D C H , 5:813.
2Collins, D aniel (1993), 335; m entioned as possibility by Bauer, D as B u ck D aniel, 171:
“during the tim e o f w antonness (o f the desolator).”
3W alvoord, 188: “in order to p erm it him [A ntiochus] to transgress.”
4Leupold apparently believes that 31223 belongs to “TOPin and then expresses that “the
transgression took the place o f the daily offerings” (349). In his interpretation, the transgression refers
to the heathen altar.
5R osenm iiller in referring to the expression 3 ]n3 “give into the pow er o f,” believes that the
abstract 3122
“rebellion” stands for the concrete “rebellious o n es” so that vs. 12a m eans that the host,’
” T
together w ith the tami d, are given into the p o w er o f the rebellious ones (263).
6Schindele, “T extkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 9; as on e o f two options m entioned in Bader,
“Reale und gedachte W elt,” 45.
7Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth , 48-49 (46, 361-396 fo r the statistics and a reference list o f 3).
D CH counts 15,722 occurrences o f 3 (2:37, 82).
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clauses with a similar prepositional phrase using 3 need to be considered as well. The
crucial question is, What is the function the preposition has when it governs an abstract
entity (Y-component), or more exactly an abstract entity referring to sin or transgression,
and how does the preposition relate this entity to the verbal clause (X-component)?

Semantic functions of 3 . The profile o f the semantic function o f 3 in clauses
with ]nj in the Niphal and in the Qal stem is found in detail in Appendix 2 and is briefly
summarized here. In ]n3-clauses the preposition 3 (a) can realize an action
(circumstantial sense) by indicating referential identity (beth essentiae), movement o f a
body part (beth gesticulations ), cause (beth causae ), instrument (beth instrumenti), or
price (beth pretii)-, (b) it can indicate different kinds o f localization (often followed by T
“hand” used in the figurative sense meaning “control/power/authority”); (c) it can
indicate a temporal frame; (d) it can be used in a modal sense; and (e) it can indicate
nominalization o f a sentence predicate as a whole. It is obvious that in ]n3-clauses 3
shows the same basic spectrum o f functions as are attributed to it in general.1 The verb
*|na is thus not the premier factor which determines the semantic function o f 3.
The decisive factor in determining the semantic function o f 3 is the semantic
quality of the Y-component, the entity governed by the preposition 3. Table 8
distinguishes the different uses o f 3 according to Jenni.2

'Jenni calls these functions L o kalisation, T em poralisation, R ealisation, M odalisation, and
Parallelisation.
2Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth, 64-68. T h e percen tag es o f the use o f 3 in the H ebrew Bible are
supplied by Jenni and are based on a total o f 15,570 o ccu rren ces (69); Jenni did n o t classify seventy
occurrences o f 3, that is, 0.4 % o f the total.
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Table 8. Semantic Function o f 2 (according to Jenni)

Semantic Function of 3

Semantic Quality o f Y-Component

Frequency in
BH

Circumstantial sense

Y = physical object (person, animal, thing)

18.7 %

Locational sense

Y = location

57.9 %

Temporal sense

Y = time

15.9%

Modal sense

Y = abstract entity

5.7 %

Nominalizing sense

Y = sentence predicate ([projnominalized)

1.4%

Not classified

—

0.4 %

An abstract entity may, o f course, be hypostatized functioning like a physical object, a
location, or a temporal entity and the governing

3

in such cases may be used in a

circumstantial, locational, or temporal sense. An abstract entity may also be a
nominalized sentence predicate and in such instances 3 functions in a nominalizing sense.
This is important to keep in mind for the analysis o f 3 3 2 3 in Dan 8:12a since the Ycomponent is the noun 3122 which refers to an abstract entity.

S e m a n tic fu n c tio n s o f 3 in f r o n t o f a w o r d fo r s in .

The next and crucial step in

determining the function o f 3 3 2 3 is an analysis o f those occurrences o f 3 in which it
governs an abstract entity referring to crime or sin. For this purpose not only the
occurrences are considered in which

3

is connected with 3 3 S 1 but also those in which

3

'W ithin the scope o f a tradition-historical analysis o f the term 3 3 2 , R o lf K nierim exam ines
the com bination o f 3 3 2 w ith the preposition 3 (.Die H auptbegriffe f u r S u n d e im A lte n Testam ent, 2nd
ed. [Gutersloh: M ohn, 1967], 131-133). He concludes th at this com bination “ serves as explanation o f
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is connected with lexemes of the semantic field of UtlJQ, namely with ]il> “iniquity,” RBn
“sin,” HRBn “sin,” and HRBn “sin,” the major terms for sin in the Hebrew Bible.1 In the
lists below, each occurrence of 3 with one of these terms occupies a line with the
following information given: 1) the text reference, (2) the semantic function o f 3 as
classified by Jenni, (3) Jenni’s classification number for 3 , (4) any additions to the
abstract noun— the attachment o f a pronominal suffix (pron. sf.), the appearance in a
construct phrase (CsP), the expansion by a relative clause (relative cl.) or by a
prepositional phrase (PP)— , and (5), in case of a verbal clause, the root o f the verbal
predicate o f the clause.2

The preposition
Ezek 14:11
Ezek 37:23
Isa 50:1
Mic 1:5

3

beth causae
beth instrumenti3
beth pretii
beth constitutionis

in connection with IHBQ “crime” (9 times)
1676
1785
1873
1396

pron. sf.
pron. sf.
pron. sf.
CsP

ROB hitp. “be unclean”
ROB hitp. “defile onself ’
17*711! pu. “be sent o f f ’
—

correlating consequences w hich are announced or requested, or alternatively have already taken
place” (131).
'F or the sem antic field o f U1CS, see H A L O T 3:981-982; Seebass in H elm er R inggren and
Horst Seebass, “UltiS p a sa c,” TDOT, 12:145. See the study o f the m ain term s for sin by K nierim ,
H auptbegriffe fu r Stinde. Lexemes w hich are not so prom inent in the sem antic field o f UBS are not
considered here (e.g., H3TOQ “apostasy,” HSJ7 “w ickedness,” !"IROB “uncleanness”).
in c lu d e d are those instances in which betw een 3 and the abstract noun the indefinite pronoun
*73 “all” (w ith UBS in Ezek 14:11; 37:23; with RBn in D eut 19:15; w ith nRB!7 in N um 16:26; 1 Kgs
15:3; 2 Kgs 17:22; Isa 40:2; Jer 15:13) or the noun 3*1 “m ultitude” is inserted (with JJ10B in Ps 5:11;
with p i! in Jer 13:22). There are no occurrences o f the com bination 3 + HRBn.
3Here is an exam ple that shows the classification o f the function o f 3 is not alw ays clear.
Jenni identifies 3 in Ezek 14:11 as beth causae (Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth , 116) w hereas 3 in the
identical clause construction in Ezek 37:23 is identified as beth instrum enti (ibid., 145; th e text
reference is m istakenly given as “E z 37,25”). This is probably due to the H itpael form o f ROB w hich
could be understood as intransitive (“be unclean”), in w hich case 3 is beth causae, or as reflexive
(“m ake oneself unclean”), in w hich case 3 is beth instrum enti.
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Ps 5:11
Prov 12:13
Prov 28:2
Prov 29:6
Dan 8:12

nominalization
beth causae
nominalization
beth causae1

5322
1657
5321
1657

?

9

pron. sf.
pron. sf.
pron. sf.
C s P /—2

m 3 hif. “banish”

]ri3 nif. “be given"

The preposition 3 in connection with 'Jiy “iniquity” (35 times)3
Gen 19:15
Lev 26:39a
Lev 26:39p
Josh 22:20
1 Sam 3:13
Isa 14:21
Isa 43:24
Isa 50:1
Isa 57:17
Isa 59:3
Jer 13:22
Jer 31:30
J e r 51:6
Ezek 3:18
Ezek 3:19
Ezek 4:17
Ezek 7:13
Ezek 7:16
Ezek 18:17
Ezek 18:18

beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth pretii
beth pretii
beth instrumenti
beth pretii
localization:
social contact4
beth causae
beth pretii
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae

1647
1647
1647
1647
1871
1871
1783
1871
2638
1657
1871
1647
1647
1647
1647
1647
1647
1647
1647
1647

CsP
p ro n .sf
CsP
pron. sf.
relative cl.
CsP
pron. s f
pron. sf.
CsP
—

p ro n .sf
pron. sf.
pron. s f
pron. sf.
pron. sf.
p ro n .sf
p ro n .sf
pron. sf.
CsP
p ro n .sf

n a o nif. “be swept away”

ppD nif. “rot away”
p p a nif. “rot away”
S 1 3 “perish”
iDDti “judge”
■ps hif. “prepare”
VT hif. “make weary”
IDS nif. “be sold”
pap “be angry”
n if “be defiled”
nba nif. “be removed”
m » “die”
D m “be destroyed”
m a “die”
m a “die”
p p a nif. “rot away”
pm hitp. “become powerful’
n a n “moum”
m a “die”
m a “die”

'T hough Jenni does not classify U?fS3 in Prov 29:6 (Die Praposition Beth, 49), its parallel to
P rov 12:13 gives reason to regard 3 also as beth causae.
2Either U1CS3 stands alone (lit. “because o f transgression, an evil person, a snare”) or 3J10S3 is
in a construct phrase (lit. “because o f transgression o f an evil person, a snare”). For the latter cf.
R oland E. M urphy, P roverbs, W BC, vol. 22 (Nashville: N elson, 1998), 219; and R ichard J. Clifford,
P roverbs: A C om m entary, OTL (Louisville: W estm inster John Knox, 1999), 249.
3N ote that ’JilD (ketib) in 2 Sam 12:16 should be read as , 3, ?33 (qere), and, therefore, is not
listed here.
"This construction could also be interpreted as beth pretii.
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Ezek 18:19
Ezek 18:20a
Ezek 18:20(1
Ezek 24:23
Ezek 33:6
Ezek 33:8
Ezek 33:9
Ezek 39:23
Hos 5:5
Hos 14:2
Ps 31:11
Ps 51:7
Ps 106:43
Dan 9:16
Ezra 9:7

localization1
localization
localization
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth pretii
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
modalization:
abstract o f activity
beth causae
beth pretii
beth pretii

2648
2648
2648
1647
1647
1647
1647
1871
1657
1657
1657
4475

CsP
CsP
CsP
pron.
pron.
pron.
pron.
pron.
pron.
pron.
pron.
---

1647
1871
1871

pron. sf.
CsP
pron. sf.

KtOl “carry”
KiOl “carry”
KDJ “carry”
p p a nif. “rot away”
upb nif. “rot away”
m a “die”
m a “die”
n*?3 “go into exile”
nif. “stumble”
*?«J3 “stumble”
*72)3 “stumble”
*7T! polal “be brought forth'

sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.

p a “be humiliated”
■jm nif. “be given”

The preposition 3 in connection with Kan “sin”’ (7 times)
Num 27:3
Deut 19:15
Deut 24:16
2 Kgs 14:6
Ps 51:7
Dan 9:16
2 Chr 25:4

beth causae
1647
pronominalization 5631
beth causae
1647
beth causae
1647
modalization:
4476
abstract o f activity
1871
beth pretii
beth causae
1647

—

ma
Dip
ma
ma
Dm

pron. sf.
pron. sf.

—
m a “die”

pron. sf.
relative cl.
pron. sf.
pron. sf.

“die”
“rise up”
“die”
“die”
pi. “conceive”

The preposition 3 in connection with nKan “sin” (22 times)
T

Num 16:26
1 Kgs 14:22
1 Kgs 15:3
1 Kgs 15:26
1 Kgs 15:34
1 Kgs 16:2
1 Kgs 16:19

beth causae
beth instrumenti
localization: way
localization: way
localization: way
beth instrumenti
localization: way

1647
1783
2191
2191
2191
1783
2191

pron.
pron.
CsP
pron.
pron.
pron.
pron.

sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.
sf.

~

nao nif. “be swept away”
Kip pi. “annoy”
“walk”
“walk”
“walk”
O33 hif. “provoke to anger
r\bn “walk”

‘In Ezek 18:19 and 20 (2x), 3 is used in a local sense for it indicates participation in carrying
a burden (verb K213 “carry” ; cf. Num 11:17; Job 7:13; N eh 4:11). Previously, this function o f 3 has
been regarded as partitive (see Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth , 266-273).
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1 Kgs 16:26
1 Kgs 16:31
2 Kgs 3:3
2 Kgs 17:22
2 Kgs 24:3
Isa 40:2
Isa 43:24
Jer 15:13
Jer 17:3
Ezek 3:20
Ezek 16:52
Ezek 18:24a
Ezek 18:24p
Mic 1:5
Neh 9:37

localization: way
localization: way
localization:
material contact
localization: way
beth pretii
beth pretii
beth instrumenti
beth pretii
beth pretii
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth causae
beth constitutionis
beth pretii

2191
2191
2618

pron. sf.
CsP
CsP

Tjbn “walk”
r\bn “walk”
p m “cling”

2191
1872
1872
1783
1872
1872
1647
¥m x
1647
1647
1396
1872

CsP
CsP
pron. sf.
pron. s f
pron. s f
PP
p ro n .s f
pron. s f
p ro n .s f
pron. sf.2
CsP
pron. sf.

“walk”
"HO h if “remove”
n pb “receive”
"DU h if “cause to labor’
“give”
]m “give”
m o “die”
p"ts “be righteous”
"1ST “remember”
m o “die”
—

“give”

The data o f these seventy-three clauses show that when 2 occurs in combination
with one o f the major words for sin (SJEjB, "[11?, K£?n, n x o n ) the preposition can be used in
a circumstantial sense (as beth causae, beth instrumenti, beth pretii, beth constitutionis),3

’Jenni regards the preposition in tpriK tSna as beth instrum enti (1787) because he takes this
phrase together with the verb b ^ B -P ie l “m ediate (for)” {Die P raposition B eth, 146). However,
T p n x b n a is rather the beginning o f th e next clause (cf. M asoretic accents), w hich has as verb the
intransitive p"1!S “be righteous,” and thus a functions as beth causae.
2The pronom inal suffix in 0 3 refers back to i b a a “his trespass” and IDKtSn “his sin,” both
being specified by pronom inal suffix.
3See Jenni, D ie P roposition B eth , for definitions o f the different circum stantial uses o f a (7178), for beth causae (100-101), for beth instrum enti (118), for beth p re tii (150), and for beth
constitutionis (78). The beth causae indicates the cau se w hen an ag en t is m issing; the clause is
marked by an intransitive verb, e.g., m a “die” (Ezek 3:18). The beth instrum enti provides the agent
of bivalent transitive verbs— verbs w hich require a su b ject and an object, e.g., tO p-Piel “annoy”
(1 Kgs 14:22)— or causative intransitive verbs, e.g., UJ’-H “m ake w eary” (Isa 43:24), w ith a helping
agent, the instrum ent, by w hich the activity is carried out. T he beth p re tii occurs with trivalent
verbs— verbs w hich require a subject, an object and a p rep o sitio n al object; these are the verbs o f
giving and taking, e.g., “DO “sell” (Isa 50:1) or ]m “g iv e” (Jer 15:13)— and indicates the price o f a
transaction that is the m eans for th e realization o f th a t recip ro cal transaction. The beth constitutionis
specifies or lim its the predicate o f a n o m in al clause, u sually an adjective, and is closely related to the
beth causae (see M ic 1:5) In regard to the X -co m p o n en t and Y -com ponent Jenni expresses the
different functions as follows (ibid., 78):
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in a local sense,1in a modal sense,2 or to indicate nominalization o f a sentence predicate.3
In table 9 the texts (except Dan 8:12a) are grouped according to the semantic function o f
the preposition 3.

Semantic function of 3 in Dan 8:12a. Having identified the possible semantic
functions of 3 in combination with an abstract noun for sin, the specific function of 3 in
Dan 8:12a can be further determined by paying attention to the verbal root |n3. The verb
]!-|3 in Dan 8:12a does not require 3 to indicate localization. Also, being a trivalent verb,
]n3 allows 3 to be interpreted neither as beth causae, which occurs with intransitive or
monovalent verbs, nor as beth instrumenti, which occurs with bivalent verbs, nor as
indicating nominalization o f a sentence content. In other words, a comparison of the ]n3clause in Dan 8:12a with the possible functions o f “3 + abstract for sin” in other clauses

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

beth causae:
beth instrum enti:
beth p re tii:
beth constitutionis:

Y
Y
Y
Y

independently affecting X ,
in substitution acting d irectly for X,
in substitution acting indirectly for X,
characteristic o f X.

'The preposition 3 is follow ed by a hypostatized abstract w hich now designates a place or
space. This function o f 3 is also dependent upon the v erb al elem ent, for exam ple, it is easily
recognizable w ith the verb
“w alk” (1 K gs 15:3).
2In a m odal sense the prepositional p h rase w ith 3 is alw ays follow ed by an abstract that is not
hypostatized. This construction expresses abstract o f q u ality or abstract o f activity (see Ps 51:7).
3Nominalization o f a sentence predicate m eans that the entire sentence content (Y ) is
paralleled to the sentence on the X -side. T his is achieved b y nom inalization w ith an infinitive, w ith a
verbal noun dicendi (com m anding or authorizing), o r w ith the relative pronoun
/ ~U1, by
nominalization o f an existence clause or a n o n ex isten ce clause, or by pronom inalization w ith *53, w ith
nKt, with 13T / 3 + pronom inal suffix, or w ith !7Q / HQ (Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth , 353-354). In Ps
5:11 and Prov 28:2, 3 indicates the nom inalization o f an existence clause w ith causal function, w hich
is closely related to beth causae; in D eut 19:15 3 indicates pronom inalization w ith *73.
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Table 9. Semantic Function o f 3 in Combination with Major Terms for Sin
Semantic Function

JltOS “Crime”

]ill “Iniquity”

NtSn

of 3

(9 times)

(35 times)

(7 times)

(22 times)

beth causae

Ezek 14:11; Prov

Gen 19:15; Lev

Num 27:3; Deut

Num 16:26; Ezek

(34 times)

12:13; 29:6

26:39 (2x); Josh

24:16; 2 Kgs 14:6;

3:20; 16:52 18:24

22:20; Isa 59:3;

2 Chr 25:4

(2x)

“Sin”

nxan

“sin ”

Jer 31:30; 51:6;
Ezek 3:18, 19;
4:17; 7:13, 16;
18:17, 18; 24:23;
33:6,8, 9; Hos
5:5; 14:2; Pss
31:11; 106:43
beth instrumenti

Ezek 37:23

Isa 43:24

1 Kgs 14:22; 16:2;
Isa 43:24

(5 times)
beth pretii

Isa 50:1

(14 times)

1 Sam 3:13; Isa

Dan 9:16

2 Kgs 24:3; Isa

14:21; 50:1; Jer

40:2; Jer 15:13;

13:22; Ezek

17:3; Neh 9:37

39:23; Dan 9:16;
Ezra 9:7
beth constitutionis

Mic 1:5

M ic 1:5

(2 times)
localization

Isa 57:17; Ezek

1 Kgs 15:3, 26,

(12 times)

18:19, 20 (2x)

34; 16:19, 26,31;
2 Kgs 3:3; 17:22

Ps 51:7

modal sense

Ps 5 1:7

(2 times)
nominalization

Ps 5:11; Prov 28:2

D eut 19:15

(3 times)
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shows that the preposition 3 can only be used either as beth pretii or in a modal sense.1

Regarding the function of a beth pretii, Jenni remarks that “in figurative speech, a
retaliating activity o f a human or (often) of God is depicted by means o f beth pretii as a
kind o f payment for an offence.”2 This means that if the preposition 3 in Dan 8:12a is
understood as beth pretii, the crime or transgression (IftliS) would refer to one committed
by the host for which, in an act of retaliation or abandonment, it is given over. The
analysis given above shows that the usual phrase to express retaliation for sin or guilt
seems to be 3 in combination with ]i3 “iniquity” (7 times) or with nxtsn / x p n “sin” (6
times).3 Nevertheless, the concept o f retaliation is expressed once by 3 +

(Isa 50:1),

perhaps indicating a plausible alternative for Dan 8:12a as well.4 Possible translation
equivalents for a beth pretii in Dan 8:12a are:
1. “and a host will be given over . . . on account o f [its] rebellion”
2. “and a host will be given over . . . for [its] rebellion”
3. “and a host will be given over . . . in exchange for [its] rebellion.”
The function o f a modal use of 3 is to give answer to the question “how? / in what

'H ere, the definitions o f the different functions o f the preposition 3 follow those b y Jenni, D ie
Praposition B eth, 71-78,100-101, 118, 150.
2Jenni, D ie Praposition B eth, 157.
3The term s
as w ell as nKBn / XOn, especially in the form ulaic phrases w ith 3 , indicate
particularly the reality o f the act and its consequences. For the holistic concept o f offense and
consequence with regard to HXOn / Ktfin see Knierim, H auptbegriffe fu r Siinde, 7 3 -7 5 ,8 9 -9 1 , 131;
and w ith regard to ]13 see ibid., 131, 238, 242, 251.
4In addition the beth p re tii for retaliation fo r sin and gu ilt is also found in com bination w ith
the term s T iV m “w ickedness” (D eut 9:4, 5), “?3D “unfaithful d eed s” (D an 9:7; 1 C h r 9:1), n a p K
“guilt” (Ezra 9:13P; 2 Chr 24:18), D’ll'in
“our evil d eed s” (Ezra 9:13a), 0 3 3 “p ro v o catio n ”
(1 K gs 15:30), and 0 , P;1 “blood-guilt” (2 Chr 24:25). See Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth, 157-158.
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manner? / under what circumstances?” The prepositional phrase thus functions as an
adverbial circumstantial phrase.1 If the preposition 2 in Dan 8:12a indeed indicates
modalization, the phrase U25S2 would express an abstract of a negative activity (from UtliD
“to rebel”), functioning like an adverb.2 This would mean that the activity described in
Dan 8:12a is carried out rebelliously. The giving o f a host is an act o f rebellion. To put it
differently, it is said o f the host that it is placed

(]n3) against the tami d or set in control

over the tami d in such a manner that a crime has occurred.
The modal function o f 2 can be translated in a variety of ways, differing only in
minor ways. In an attempt to start from broad to specific, at least the following
translations suggest themselves:3
1. “and a host will be set against the tami d in rebellion”
2. “and a host will be set against the tamid with rebellion”
3. “and a host will be set against the tami d in a rebellious act”
4. “and a host will be set against the tamid rebelliously”
5. “and a host will be set against the tami d whereby rebellion takes place”

'Jenni admits that som e o f the m odal uses may be close to a beth instrum enti and thus the
abstract entity may function as a helping ag en t (ibid., 330). However, in D an 8:12 it is not the crim e
w hich sets a host against or in control over the tam id.
2The m odal use o f 2 is found several tim es in clauses with ]fl3 (see A ppendix 2). The
prepositional phrase with 2 can express an abstract o f quality (Isa 61:8 and 2 C hr 31:15: “in tru th ” >
“faithfully”), or an abstract o f outer activity (Gen 45:2: “in w eeping”) or inner activity expressed b y an
intransitive verb (Ezek 36:5: “w ith w holehearted joy”), or an abstract o f an activity w hich is expressed
by a transitive verb (Isa 27:4: “in battle” ; H os 13:11: “in anger” ; Ezek 36:5: “w ith contem pt o f soul” ;
Prov 13:10: “through insolence”). Since UttJS “to rebel” is a transitive verb, l?ffl9 2 in D an 8:12a is an
abstract o f an activity, not an abstract o f quality.
3For the purpose o f com paring the different translation options o f a m odal 2 I have chosen to
translate the other clause elem ents consistently, although other translation equivalents are possible.
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6. “and a host will be set against the tami d (by the horn), while (the hom is) being
rebellious”
7. “and a host will be set against the tamid with rebellious intent.”
Translation number 1 is preferable as it represents the broad meaning a modal 3 could
have in this clause, and at the same time encompasses the different meanings o f the more
specific translations.

W hich o f the two functions o f 3 should be favored? Is it modal or a beth pretii? 1
Assessing the two options for the function o f SttJaa in Dan 8:12a, it is interesting to note
that the term for sin is specified in most o f the cases in which it is combined with 3 (69
out of 73). This specification is accomplished either by a pronominal suffix (49 times),
by a construct relation (17 times), or by expansion with a relative clause (twice) or a
prepositional phrase (once).2 With a beth pretii the term for sin is specified in all fourteen
occurrences, obviously to make clear that it is the offense committed by the person(s)
referred to for which retribution is inflicted upon. When the term for sin is used in the
absolute without any specification, 3 functions in a modal sense with a transitive verb
(twice in Ps 51:7) or in a causal sense with an intransitive verb (Isa 59:3 and, perhaps,
Prov 29:6). This observation is important for Dan 8:12a where IH0S occurs in the

‘The previous conclusion th a t the verbal root ]113 is n o t the prem ier factor which determines
the sem antic function o f 3 is im portant to rem em ber. The consequence at this point is that though the
verb -[na occurs often w ith a beth p re tii (cf. Jenni, D ie P raposition B eth, 150-160), especially in legal
and com m ercial contexts (cf. E. Lipiriski, and H einz-Josef Fabry, “]H3 natan,” TDO T, 10:96-101), this
does not at all m ean th a t the preposition 3 in a ]I"0-clause has to be a beth p retii.
2The pronom inal suffix refers to the person/s w hose sin/s are spoken of. In a construct phrase
the word for sin is alw ays in the construct state and the respective absolute designates the person/s
who sinned. Sim ilarly an expansion by relative clause or by a prepositional phrase describes or
specifies the sin spoken of.
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absolute state without any addition or specification. If the preposition 2 functions as beth
pretii one would expect a pronominal suffix attached to JJtfS or another addition in order
to indicate for whose or what sin retaliation is carried out. The absolute use o f JJttfB
without any specification or addition therefore seems to indicate that 2 functions in a
modal sense.1 Indeed, in all the twenty-five occurrences listed in Jenni, in which a modal
2 is followed by an abstract referring to deceit or severity (31213 belongs to this category),
the abstract noun does not have a pronominal suffix.2 This observation, combined with
the conclusion that the verb "jna is not the primary factor in determining the semantic
function o f the preposition 2, proves that cases o f

with beth pretii (Esth 7:3; Ezra 9:7)

are not syntactic parallels to Dan 8:12a.3

‘The tentativeness o f this conclusion is ju stified by a few cases w here a 2 functioning in a
modal sense is follow ed by an abstract w ith a pronom inal suffix, for exam ple, in the eight ]rD-clauses
with m odal 3 this occurs once (H os 13:11).
2Jenni lists the follow ing w ords and occurrences (D ie P raposition B eth, 347): ni3“113 “deceit”
(Gen 27:35; 34:13); 7113-13 “shrew dness” (Exod 21:14; Josh 9:4); rt3f?3 “craftiness” (2 K gs 10:19);
]13 “crim e” and XtSn “sin” (both Ps 51:7); HIST “w ickedness / evil device” (Prov 2 1 :27); nS'lll
“injustice” (Isa 61:8, if n biU il is read w ith a few m anuscripts, LXX, P eshitta, and Targum as HpllJS);
31£h “w ickedness” (Ps 141:4); *7213 “unfaithful act” (Job 22:22p; Ezra 9:2); “HD “rebellion” (Josh
22:22a); pl03 “oppression” (Ezek 22:7, 12); ip B “severity” (Exod 1 :1 3 ,1 4 ; L ev 25:43, 46, 53; Ezek
34:4).
3Pace P. B. Petersen w ho claim s that E zra 9:7 is “a syntactically parallel exam ple” (206). A
com parison o f D an 8:12a w ith E zra 9:7 show s som e sim ilarities:
Ezra 9:7
n t n x n , 3>‘?a t . 3 v j n b i r s p n nm x iarn irn in in i
“and on account o f our iniquities we, our kings a n d our priests have been
given into the pow er o f the k in g s o f the lands”
312133
Dan 8:12a
T O• n n- - l7JJ- in
j n• K3X1 :
- x :
I ••
Both clauses use the verb ]nJ and a prepositional phrase consisting o f 3 w ith an abstract noun for sin.
H ow ever, the prepositional phrase in Ezra 9:7 O m n iillS l) has a pronom inal suffix, w hich I believe is
the decisive factor in distinguishing the different function o f 3 in Ezra 9:7 (beth p re tii) from the
function o f 3 in D an 8:12a (m odal beth). Syntactically d ifferen t are o f course the different
prepositional phrases with T 3 (E zra 9:7) and b s (D an 8:12a). The distinct prepositional phrase 3 +
figurative T “into the pow er” in E zra 9:7 adds to the verb al idea the sem antic notion o f “giving over”
or “handing over.” Such a notion is absent in D an 8 :12a (see further below ). In the case o f Esth 7:3
t

t

t

t
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In conclusion, the occurrence o f the absolute o f UtUEi without further specification
suggests that 32)32 should be regarded as modal phrase (“in rebellion,” “rebelliously”).
This inference however is not reached without due caution. The use o f 2 as b e th p r e t i i
(“on account o f transgression”) as an exceptional case cannot be entirely excluded,
though it certainly is the less likely option.

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Meaning o f 3 2)3
32)3 is one o f several Hebrew terms for sin. But what kind o f sin does it
designate? The scholarly discussion about the exact connotation o f 32)3 centers around
the question whether it designates rebellion, crime, legal offense, or covenant treachery.1

(, n2)j?33 ''fiV'l Tl'pKttfa , tBS3
“let m y life be given m e as m y petition, and m y people as my
request”) the two prepositional phrases w ith beth p re tii h av e pronom inal suffixes— such as
in Ezra 9:7— and thus do not provide an exact syntactic p arallel to D an 8:12a.
‘Based on the analysis o f Exod 22:8, Ludw ig K o h ler suggested that 32)3 is a protest or
contestation, w hich then led to the translation “dispute, reb ellio n ” (“Z u Ex 22:8: E in B eitrag zur
Kenntnis des hebraischen R echts,” Z A W 46 [1928]: 213-218). K ohler’s view o f 32)3 as rebellious or
disputative attitude has initially gained acceptance in la te r studies. Stefan P orubcan argues that the
noun 32)3 “indicates an act (or state?) o f ‘rebellion, re v o lt’, alw ays in m o ral and religious sense” (Sin
in the Old Testament: A Soteriological Study, Slovak S tudies, no. 3 [Rom e: H erder, 1963], 25). “The
root p s ‘, then, presents sin as an act o f rebellion, revolt ag a in st (or defection from) G o d ’s rule and
dominion over the world and m ankind, an insubordination against his law s and com m andm ents”
(ibid., 26). Cf. sim ilarly Stanislas L yonnet and L eopold S abourin, Sin, R edem ption and Sacrifice: A
Biblical and Patristic Study, A nB ib, no. 48 (Rome: B ib lical Institute, 1970), 13: T he verb and the
noun “designate sins offending m an, for exam ple the king, or, more frequently sins offending God,
especially when more grievous sins are involved. In th eir proper sense th ese term s designate a
rebellion o f man against God, but som etim es also a reb ellio n against m an or a hum an institution.”
K ohler’s understanding has been challenged by R o lfK n ie rim (H auptbegriffe f u r Siinde, 143-160).
For Knierim, 32)3 “does not describe the attitude but th e crim inal act,” and “w hoever com m its 32)3
does not merely rebel or protest against Y ahw eh b ut b reak s w ith him , takes aw ay w hat is his, robs,
embezzles, m isappropriates it” (“32)3 pesaT crim e,” TLO T, 2:1036). 3273 is then equivalent to crime;
the term “fundamentally applies to all types o f legally definable crim inal acts” (ibid.; cf. H auptbegriffe
fu r Siinde, 176-184). K nierim ’s suggestion is reflected in the definition and translation equivalents in
HALOT, 3:981-982. There, the verbal ro o t 32)3 is tran slated w ith “b reak w ith, b reak aw ay from,
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It seems that the consensus tends to regard I3ti3, correctly, as an offensive act (o f breaking
a relationship or law) that signals a rebellious attitude. It is a “willful, knowledgeable
violation o f a norm or standard.”1 ytip is generally the term used to describe sin as a
rebellious act against God and should thus be defined as an “inexpiable, defiant sin.”2 In
most contexts 1303 “is a theological term because the deeds it describes affect Yahweh or
his sovereignty and consequently require his judgment or forgiveness.”3 This is
especially true for how 13tip is used in Dan 8.
In the context o f Dan 8:12a and 8:13c, l?tip should be understood as referring to a
violation o f a divine norm, as a rebellious act against God. The cry for divine
intervention and judgment in vs. 13c uses among others the term lltip, which is one o f the
offenses that demand a divine response.

behave as a crim inal” and the noun 13tiS w ith “crim e, m isdem eanour, w an to n n ess, w ro ngdoing.”
Seebass concludes that IJtiS is best designated as legal offense (R ech tsb ru ch ), “a general term for
various offenses arousing outrage or indignation” (R inggren and Seebass, 12:141). R obert K och
understands 13tiS as a “covenant term ” designating relational breach es, especially w ith the covenant
lord (Die Siinde im Alien Testament [Frankfurt a. M .: Lang, 1992], 27-28, 43). In like m an n er and
building on the analysis o f Seebass, Carpenter and G risanti argue for a d efin itio n o f UtiS in the
context o f covenant: “it occurs m ost frequently to designate th e disruption o f an alliance through
violation o f a covenant” so that “in a fundam ental sense pesa ‘ represents covenant treachery” (Eugene
Carpenter and M ichael E. Grisanti, “J3tiS [# 7322],” N ID O T T E , 3:707). In the recen t TRE article on
sin, Knierim still maintains his form er position, though he appears to b rin g the concepts o f crim e (act)
and rebellion (attitude) closer together. A ccordingly, I3tiS describes an in ten tio n al breaking away
w hich then acquires the sense o f rebellion and revolt. “A breach is prim arily n o t to be understood as
tem porary behavior b ut as its fact that has taken p lace, been carried out and com pleted” (“Siinde II.
Altes T estam ent,” TRE [2001], 32:366). H ere, K nierim ’s position is m u ch clo ser to the positions o f
Seebass and o f Carpenter and Grisanti.
'R obin C. Cover, “Sin, Sinners ( O T A B D , 6:32.
2Roy G ane, Cult and Character: Purification O fferings, D a y o f A tonem ent, and Theodicy
(W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 294-298.
3Knierim, “U tiS,” 2:1036.
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This brings up whether UtCE in Dan 8:12-13 refers to the sins or the apostasy o f
the host, which then is identified with the host o f heaven, God’s people,1 or to the
rebellious offense o f the horn.2 The term itself does not offer much help. Although UiCS
often refers to serious offenses committed by people who are in a relationship with God,
it can also refer to those committed by foreign cities and nations (e.g., Am os 1:3, 6 , 9 , 11,
13: 2:1) or by the unrepentant in Israel (e.g., Pss 5:10; 37:38; 89:33).
There are two reasons advanced for linking 1)2)D with the host o f heaven so that it
refers to the sins o f God’s people. First, the prepositional phrase U1CS3 in vs. 12a is said
to consist o f a b e th p r e t i i or a b eth c a u sa e . In this instance the clause would mean that a
host (God’s people) is given over for the sake o f or because o f its transgression.
However, as shown above, in such a construction with a transitive verb the term for sin
always carries a pronominal suffix to identify the person or group who is acting in
violation. In Dan 8:12a this is not the case. For this reason it is better not to attribute
P(IiD to the host o f heaven. A second argument proposed is that the relation between Dan
8 and Dan 9 should also extend to include the nature o f the sins. In other words, since the
sins mentioned in the prayer o f Dan 9, and maybe also the UitiB in 9:24, seem to refer to
the sins o f God’s people, 11212 in Dan 8 should be interpreted similarly. By doing so, the

'So, e.g., Jerom e, 855; Keil, 300; Behrm ann, 54; Prince, “O n D aniel viii. 11, 12,” 204; Lattey,
86; Young, D aniel, 172; Barnes, 2:112; Baldwin, 158; P. B. Petersen, 207-208. T h o u g h H asel offers
the possibility that the prepositional phrase could describe the host’s action (“in” or “w ith ”
transgression), he believes that the preposition expresses cause in the sense that the h o st’s action
causes transgression am ong G od’s people (“The ‘Little H o rn ’” [1986], 417- 418, 441). F o r a few
scholars the transgression can refer to the w ickedness displayed by the horn or hostile host o r to the
transgressions o f G o d ’s people (so Terry, 61-62, Rose and Fuller, 344; Slotki [1951], 67).
2So, e.g., W ood, 216; Shea, “Spatial D im ensions,” 516; G oldingay, D aniel, 211; C ollins,
D aniel (1993), 335; Longman, D aniel, 204; Lucas, D aniel, 217.
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covenant context o f the prayer in Dan 9 is transferred to the vision in Dan 8. However,
whereas the sins in Dan 9 are correctly identified as the sins of God’s people, in Dan 8
such a relationship is not stated at all.1 In chap. 8 “little evidence” exists for attributing
the rebellion to God’s people.2 The idea therefore to infer the concepts o f the prayer in
chap. 9, where God’s people are responsible for the Babylonian exile, into chap. 8
without any specific evidence should be rejected.
The UfflB mentioned in Dan 8:12a and 8:13c should rather be regarded as the
horn’s violation. First, the immediate context describes only activities o f the hom. No
activities o f the terrorized host o f heaven are mentioned, which in the text is completely
passive. The passage is solely concerned with the hom and its presumptuous and
rebellious attitude and behavior, and the term IJliiS fits well with such a portrait o f the
hom. Second, the syntactic analysis o f vs. 13c in combination with the comparison o f
Dan 8:13c with 11:31 and 12:11 will show that the devastating sin (DE1E

is given

or set up in replacement o f the ta m i d ? The use o f UtiiEH with the definite article refers
back to its occurrence in vs. 12a and there seems to designate the transgression or
rebellion o f the logical subject o f vs. 12a, that is, the hom. In vs. 13c it is extremely
difficult to regard the host o f heaven as the agent o f the transgression or rebellion,4
considering that the other elements in vs. 13c all point to activities o f which the hom is

'For the intertextual relationship between Dan 8 and Dan 9 see chapter 4 (below ).
2So Longm an, D aniel, 204; cf. 209.
3See below.
"So also Collins, D aniel (1993), 335.
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the agent. And third, a comparison o f the phrase nPi DBtC PlCsn in 8:13c with similar
phrases in both 11:31

p p t in 13H3) and 12:11 (DQ1C p p t C n n b ) shows that the

term PICS stands in paradigmatic relationship to the term flplC “abomination.” The
abomination replaces the t i m i d in these texts, and no mention is made that this
replacement has anything to do with the transgression o f God’s people. Hence, PICS in
8:13c should not be linked to rebellious sins o f the host o f heaven or God’s people.
In sum, the term PICS in Dan 8:12a and 8:13c is used in reference to the criminal
activity o f the hom and its host. Since the term occurs in a cultic context it signifies the
religious-cultic dimension o f the horn’s “high-handed” offense.1 In Dan 8, PtCD is
frequently considered as an equivalent to pptC2 and is interpreted in light o f the supposed
historical context o f the Antiochus era. The majority o f translations offered in lexica3 as
well as the explanations in a number o f commentaries reflect this tendency to interpret
PlCS as referring to the heathen altar and worship as well as to the unclean sacrifices

‘O ne is rem inded o f the H ebrew idiom H13T T 3 “high-handedly” (Num 15:30; cf. 33:3;
Exod 14:8) that describes a person’s deliberate defiance and “conveys the sense o f brazen or blatant
behavior” (Levine, N um bers 1-20, 398). In the cultic context in N um 15:30, the phrase is used for the
transgressor w ho rebels against G od consciously or w antonly, in opposition to the inadvertent sinner
(HJJICS; N um 15:24-29).
2T here is a subtle difference betw een view ing PICS and f"lp2i as parallel terms (as argued
above) and view ing PICS and p p tC as equivalents. O ne should avoid conflating the m eaning o f PICS
with the m eaning o f 'pplC. In D an 8, the term PICS is probably used for the specific reasons. See the
literary and them atic analysis (below).
3For exam ple, PICS in 8:12a is rendered w ith “heathen w orship” (Julius Fuerst, A H ebrew and
Chaldee L exicon to the O ld Testam ent, 3d ed., trans. S. D avidson [Leipzig: Tauchnitz; London:
W illiam s & N orgate, 1867], 1162, w ho translates PICS in 8:13c w ith “an idol-im age, the object o f
transgression”), “p unishm ent for transgression” (BDB, 833), “the culm ination o f heathen sin”
(W ilhelm G esenius and Frants B uhl, H ebrdisches und A ram aisches H andwdrterbuch iiber das A lte
Testament, 17th ed. [Berlin: S pringer, 1915], 665), or “ a term for a violation [of] cultic law
(desecration o f th e tem ple)” (H A LO T, 3:982).
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offered instead o f the daily sacrifices.1 Here the interpretative meaning is being preferred
over the semantic meaning. However, it seems better to understand 32)3 as designating
the specific transgression o f setting up a host against the ta m i d (vs. 12a), referred to as
the devastating, rebellious sin (vs. 13c), as well as the horn’s rebellious attitude in doing
so. Such an offense desecrates God and defiles his sanctuary.

Meaning of the Clause
The analysis above has demonstrated again the close interrelation o f syntax and
semantics. It is now possible to combine the analyses o f the individual clause elements in
order to determine the meaning o f the clause as a whole. Due mainly to the multi
functional character o f the prepositions b v and 3, but also due to the non-designation o f
the logical subject and the indefiniteness o f N asi, two different understandings o f vs. 12a
seem to be possible. The analyses o f the individual clause elements provide the following
two sets o f functions and translation equivalents:

32)33
1.

2.

TanrrbD

inam

k3^i

modal beth______________ disadvantage____________ agent: horn__________ counter-host
in rebellion

against the tam id

will be given

with rebellion

metaphorical locative

will be set

(rebellion o f the horn)

in control over . . .

and a host

beth pretii_______________comitative______________ agent: God__________ host of heaven
on account of rebellion
because o f rebellion

together with . . .
in addition to . . .

will be given over

and a host

(rebellion o f “a host”)

‘B ertholdt, 104; von L engerk e, 382; Hitzig, 133; Kliefoth, 257; M einhold, “D aniel,” 309;
Heinrich Schneider, D as B u ck D aniel. D as B uch d er K lagelieder. D as B uck Baruch: ubersetzt und
erklart, H erders B ibelkom m entar, vol. 9, no. 2 (Freiburg: H erder, 1954), 54.
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The first understanding o f vs. 12a is that the hom as agent sets a host, which is not
the host o f heaven, either against the ta m i d or in control over the ta m i d . The activity o f
the hom is marked by rebellion against God, that is, the activity itself is a rebellious act
and/or the hom, while acting, is in a rebellious state.1 I call this view the “horn’s counter
host understanding” (patient = host o f the hom/counter-host; agent = hom). This view
could also be altered insofar as the anti-host is permitted by God upon the ta m i d ?
The second understanding o f vs. 12a is that God as agent gives a host over into
the power o f the hom together with the ta m i d that God also gives over. The handing over
o f the host by the initiative o f God is an act o f judgment or retaliation for the
transgression committed by some o f the host o f heaven.3 I call this view the “divine
retaliation understanding” (patient = host o f heaven; agent = God). Here, it should be
noted that this view could be altered insofar as the host o f heaven is still being handed
over, probably with God’s permission, but that the transgression or violence is attributed
to the hom.4

‘Driver, D aniel, 117; G oettsberger, 61; H asslb erg er, 103; Lebram , D aniel, 94; Hasel, “The
‘Little H orn” ’ (1986), 416-418; Shea, “Spatial D im en sio n s,” 516; G oldingay, D aniel, 197, 211; H aag,
Daniel, 64; Langer, 91; R odriguez, “D aniel 8, 9,” 6 (cf. idem , “The Sanctuary,” in H andbook o f
Seventh-day A dventist Theology, ed. R. D ederen, C o m m en tary R eference Series, vol. 12 [H agerstow n:
Review and Herald, 2000], 395); G ane, “T he Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . i n D aniel 8:13,” 381-382; D C H ,
5:813; Lucas, D aniel, 217; Seow, “T he Rule o f G o d ,” 241.
2So Seow, D aniel, 124.
3Jerom e, 855; K liefoth, 257; Caspari, 137, 139; W o rd sw o rth , 39; Fausset, 1:637;
Knabenbauer, 213; Prince, “On D aniel viii. 11, 12,” 2 0 4 ; idem , D aniel, 141, 147; Stokm ann, 127-128;
Young, Daniel, 172; Barnes, 2:112; Lacocque, The B o o k o f D aniel, 163; Peter-C ontesse and
Ellington, 213-214; M iller, D aniel, 227; B auer, D as B u ch D a n iel, 171; C arpenter and G risanti,
NIDOTTE, 3:709; P. B. Petersen, 207; cf. R ohling, D a n iel, 239 (w ith subject “war, w arfare”).
“So W am bacq, 126-127; Collins, D a n iel (1993), 3 3 5 ; Lust, “Cult and Sacrifice in D aniel,”
291; Longman, Daniel, 204.
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Before one can decide which one o f the two suggested meanings o f vs. 12a is
more plausible, the following arguments need to be considered, some o f which have
already been investigated by the analyses o f the individual clause elements above.

The divine retaliation understanding
There are several reasons brought forward to argue that the host is given over and
that God is the agent o f vs. 12a. First, the passive form ]ri3R is regarded as p a s s iv u m
d iv in u m , that is, the passive is used exactly because it is God who should be understood

as the agent.1 However, immediately before vs. 12a another passive form is used— the
Hophal

— which has the hom as agent: “the foundation o f his sanctuary is thrown

down” (vs. 11c). Obviously it has to be determined by the immediate context if a passive
functions as divine passive which would indicate that God is the agent. For instance, out
of seventy-one Niphal forms in the Hebrew sections o f Daniel only eleven appear to have
God as logical subject.2 The ratio o f divine passives in the Aramaic section o f Daniel is
higher.3 Still, a divine passive always has to be determined contextually.

'So Enno Janssen, D as G ottesvolk und seine G eschichte: G eschichtsbild und
Selbstverstandnis im paldstinischen Schrifttum von Jesus Sirach bis Jehuda h a -N a si (N eukirchenVluyn: N eukirchener, 1971), 53. B auer (D as B uck D a n iel, 171) and Seow (D a n iel, 124) note th at the
passive is frequently a circum locution for the activity o f G od w ho gives som ebody into the hands o f
the enemy (cf. G en 9:2; 2 Kgs 18:30; 19:10; Isa 36:15). P. B . Petersen cites as exam ples o f D anielic
divine passives 2:18 [sic, correct: 2:19]; 7:6; 9:1, 12b, 25b (207 n. 1, 208). H ow ever, 9:1, 12b, 25b
could be interpreted differently. Instead o f pointing to G o d ’s activity, L eupold suggests th a t the
passive in D an 8:12a indicates G od’s perm ission (348).
2Dan 8:1 (2x), 14,2 5 ; 9:24, 26e (?), 27 (?); 10:1a, 12; 1 1 :36g; 12:10 (?).
3In the H ebrew sections o f D aniel, in addition to the N ip h al form s, the only P u al form has
God as logical subject (10:11), and the four H ophal forms seem n o t to have G od as logical subject
(8:11c; 9:1, 21; 12:11). In the Aram aic section o f D aniel, 23 Peil forms h av e G od (2:19, 30; 4:30;
5:21 [2x]; 5:24 [2x], 25, 27, 28 [2x]; 7:4 [3x], 6, 9, 10, 11 [2x], 12, 14, 22, 27) and 7 P eil form s have
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Second, it could be argued that the verb ]n3 in the book o f Daniel is associated
with divine action.1 In the BH section this is less evident, since only in four o f seventeen
cases God clearly functions as the subject of the verb "jna.2 In BA, however, the picture is
different. There, it could be argued that God is the agent o f jn3 or aiT “give” in nineteen
o f twenty-four occurrences.3 Interestingly, for each passive verbal form o f 3rP God is the
implied agent, because it is always used expressing divine predictions (Dan 4:13; 5:28;
chap. 7) that are based on a God who is lord o f history, who removes and establishes
kings. Nevertheless, the passive forms o f ]n3 in the prediction in Dan 11:6, 11 do not
appear to have God as agent. It is again the immediate context which determines whether
God is actually doing the giving. And the question ’nO'TB “how long?” posed by a
celestial being in Dan 8:13c followed by a list o f horrors caused by the hom implies
rather clearly that in vss. 9-12 God is not perceived to be in control o f the events.
Third, the act o f giving is said to imply “delegation o f power in history” and thus

hum an beings as logical subject (3:21 [2x], 29; 4:3; 5:30; 6 :1 1 ,1 8 , 27); 6 H ophal form s have G od
(4:33 [2x]; 5:20; 7:4, 5, 11) and 3 H ophal forms have hum an beings as logical subject (5:13, 15; 6:24).
Though it m ay be disputable, I take the passive verb forms in the vision and interp retatio n o f D an 7
w ith G od as logical subject.
'T he N iphal o f ]n3 occurs in the B ook o f D aniel only in 8:12a; 11:6, 11. T h e Q al form occurs
in 1 :2 ,9 , 12, 1 6 ,1 7 ; 8:13; 9:3, 10; 10:12,15; 11:17,21, 31; 12:11. In B A
occurs in 2:16; 4:14,
22, 29. The B A 311’, a replacem ent for the perfect o f ]n3, occurs in the P eal in 2:21, 23, 37, 3 8 ,4 8 ;
3:28; 5:17, 18, 19; 6:3; as Peal passive in 5:28; 7:4, 6, 11, 1 2 ,1 4 , 22, 27; and as H itpeel in 4:13; 7:25.
2D an 1 :2 ,9 , 17; 9:10.
3God is the agent o f giving in 3 out o f 4 occurrences o f P eal im perfect form s o f j n i (D an
4:14, 22, 29), in 6 out o f 10 occurrences o f a Peal perfect form s o f 3!T’ “g iv e” (2:21, 23, 37, 38; 5:18,
19), in all 8 occurrences o f a Peal passive or Peil form o f SiT* (5:28; 7:4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 22, 27) and in
the 2 occurrences o f a H itpeel form o f SIT (4:13; 7:25).
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seems to point to God as the one who delegates power in 8:12a.1 It is indeed true that the
verb ina can suggest “a shift in the delegation o f power,”2 but by the same token the
“delegation o f power” could be initiated by the hom giving it to a counter-host also.
Fourth,7the other occurrences o f K32S in vss. 10-13 all refer to the host o f heaven
T

T

and thus “an abrupt change from the meaning o f

elsewhere in the chapter can hardly

be accepted.”3 In this statement Collins refers to the referential meaning or identity o f
tO S since its lexical meaning in both suggested interpretations is the same, namely,
“host.” The indefiniteness ofX315 in 8:12a however seemingly indicates that in this
instance N22J refers to another host rather than the host o f heaven.
T

T

Fifth, if Dan 8:13 were to link the terms UtlJS and N31S to the verb ]ni it would
have a similar meaning as in vs. 12a if “a host” were to refer to the host o f heaven.4
Careful analysis o f vs. 13c however shows that the infinitive nn (from ]ni) should not be
connected with the following N2S1 (inpi but rather with the preceding DO'tli JltBSni.5
Thus, there is no combination o f the terms

and X2S in vs. 13 to function as a possible

parallel to vs. 12a.

‘P. B. Petersen, 208; see also A ndre LaC ocque, “Allusions to Creation in Daniel 7 ,” in The
B ook o f D aniel: C om position and R eception, ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, V TSup, no. 83, FIOTL,
no. 2 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 1:123. Both authors cite D an 1:2; 2:21, 37, 38; 7:6, 12b; 8:12a; LaC ocque
adds 8:13.
2L aC ocque, 123 n. 34.
3Collins, D aniel (1993), 335.
4So P. B. P etersen w ho translates vs. 13c with “until when . . . the sin, causing desolation and
the giving over (from ]n i, the infinitive used nom inally) o f both sanctuary and host (X32J) to be
tram pled dow n” (208, em phasis his).
5See the analysis o f vs. 13c below.
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Sixth, the idea that God’s people are “given over” is found in Dan 7 and 9. In
chap. 7 it is clearly stated that the saints are given over into the power o f an enemy
king— as in chap. 8 symbolized by a horn— after he is active against the Most High and
against the holy ones (Dan 7 :25). One may even point out that the Aramaic verb used in
7:25 (an 1 “to give”) is the equivalent to BH *|D3 in 8:12a. However, the two texts should
not be considered to express the same thought on the basis o f syntactic (different
prepositions) and semantic considerations (different logical subjects). Whereas in 7:25
the passive verb, an impersonal or a divine passive, is used with the preposition 3 and the
noun T , expressing in a figurative sense the idea o f might or power, to designate the
giving over o f the holy ones o f the Most High “into the power” o f the horn, in 8:12 the
passive verb with the horn as logical subject is used with the preposition b y to designate
the establishing o f a host against or in control o f the t l m i d .
The difference in prepositional word groups is indeed significant. The idea o f
persons giving into the power o f other persons is expressed by the preposition 3 followed
by the noun T or ®]3 in a figurative sense. Jenni counts 214 occurrences o f such
constructions.1 The verb predominantly used with figurative T 3 “into the power” is
(163 times): 129 times with God as subject, 11 times with humans as subject, and 23
times in intransitive or passive clauses.2 Since the construction

with figurative T 3 is

'Jenni, D ie P roposition B eth, 198-199.
2Ibid. (this count includes the tw o passages o f 3 +
in Judg 6:13 and Jer 12:7). See also
D C H , 4:90, w hich lists 165 passages o f 3 + ”1’ w ith ]n3 qal and 23 passages with ]rU nif., however,
w ith a slightly different sem antic categorization (cf. D C H , 5:798, 812). For the other verbs used with
figurative *V3 “into the po w er” see Jenni, D ie P roposition B eth, 199, and D C H , 4:90.
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also known in the Hebrew o f Daniel ( 1:2; 11:11), and in the Aramaic in the form o f 3 I T
“to give” + T 3 (2:38; 7:25) as w ell,1 one can infer that the clause in 8:12a, in w h ich T 2
is not used, indeed does not designate the giving over o f a host into the power o f the horn
but has a different meaning.2
Moreover, thematically nothing in chap. 7 suggests that the giving o f the holy
ones into the power o f the king happens because o f some misbehavior or sin on the part
o f the holy ones. Since in the vision in Dan 7 the holy ones are not imputed with
transgression or rebellion, one should be extremely hesitant to ascribe such things to the
host o f heaven in the parallel vision in Dan 8. In contrast, in chap. 9 the sins (from KBn)
and iniquities (from p y ) o f the people which kindled God’s anger and wrath were the
reason for the desolation o f Jerusalem and God’s people (9:16) as well as the sanctuary
(9:17).3 The covenant and the breaking o f the covenant are certainly a major theological
theme in chap. 9. Whether it is hinted at in Dan 8:12a is however another question. That
the covenant concept is foundational to the prayer in Dan 9 should not lead one at any
rate to infer that the covenant idea, in particular the breaking o f the covenant, must also

'in BA figurative I ’B “in the po w er” occurs w ith the verb 3H 1 also in Ezra 5:12. M oreover it
is used in nom inal clauses in D an 5:23; E zra 7:14, 25.
2This is also the reason w hy E zra 9:7 should n ot b e regarded as syntactic parallel to Dan 8:12
(pace P. B. P etersen, 206). A lthough the prepositional phrase
“on account o f our iniquities”
in Ezra 9:7 appears to be close to U2JS3 “in transgression” in D an 8:12a— how ever, note the
significant difference that U’n i i y s carries the pronom inal suffix, w hereas UttJS3 does not (see p. 283
n. 3)— the clause in Ezra 9:7, unlike D an 8:12a, is also construed w ith figurative "P 3 “into the
pow er.”
’Im porting the covenant them e from D an 9, P. B. P etersen detects in 8:12a a covenantal
pattern o f cause and effect, w hereby th e sin o f G o d ’s people w ould be the cause and the giving over o f
G od’s people the effect (204, 209-211).
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be present in Dan 8:12, even though chap. 9 is closely linked to chap. 8 for a number o f
other reasons.1
Seventh, the other two passive forms o f ]nj in Daniel (11:6, 11) describe the
activity o f the giving up/over o f persons. Yet, they do not form a parallel to 8:12a since
the clause structures are decisively different: subject + verb (11:6)2 and subject + verb +
prepositional phrase with 3 and figurative “t^ (11:11) as opposed to subject + verb +
prepositional phrase with b y (8:12a).
A major problem with the “host given over” view is that the preposition b y needs
to be attributed comitative function (“together with” or “in addition to”). This is hardly
possible in Dan 8:12a in light of the above presented reasons which shall be briefly
restated here: (1) the host and the fam i d do not share the same semantic group and (2)
they do not stand next to each other, both o f which would usually be the case with b y
comitative; and more importantly, (3) the sequence o f events in vss. 10-11— attack on the
host, then attack on the tk m i d — is contrary to what would be expressed in vs. 12a if by
had comitative function; and (4) it is inconceivable that God gives the tk m i d (as
understood in the analysis o f vs. l i b above) over to the horn.
Furthermore, such an interpretation would necessitate a change o f agent from vs.
12a to vs. 12b without any indication, which raises another major problem. According to
the proposed understanding o f vs. 12a the agent in this clause is God, whereas the agent

'See the analysis o f textual relations b etw een D an 8:9-14 and Dan 9 in chapter 4 (below).
2The use o f ]n3 w ith personal object and w ithout any prepositional phrase appears to have the
m eaning o f “hand over,” “deliver up,” “surrender” {D C H , 5:786, 812).
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in vs. 12b would be the horn. The difficulty is that there is no agent mentioned in vs. 12b
and that the verb

neither with an indicative nor with an optative meaning indicates

a change o f agent but rather indicates sequential action to vs. 12a. Thus, if God would be
the agent o f vs. 12a one cannot really explain a sudden change to another agent in vs. 12b.
Neither is the sense o f the text increased if one would assume that the grammatical
subject o f vs. 12a (i.e., “a host”) would be the agent in vs. 12b, since why would some o f
the host o f heaven throw down the truth?
And finally, the context o f vs. 12, in fact the entire chap. 8, carries no clear sign
that the host o f heaven would engage in sin or transgression. There is just no clear
evidence that God would hand over some o f the host o f heaven to that power which is
attacking him, that is, to the hom.

The horn’s counter-host understanding
In addition to the considerations refuting the “host given over” view , which do not
need to be repeated here, several other reasons point to the fact that in vs. 12a a counter
host is set in place by the hom. The foremost reason in vs. 12a itself is the indefiniteness
o f K32J, which in all probability indicates that another host is in view here rather than the
host o f heaven mentioned previously in vss. 10-11.
Second, it is crucial to put vs. 12a into the context o f vss. 9-11 and 12-13. The
hom as agent in vs. 12a fits better following the text in vss. 9-11 in which the hom is the
sole agent. Also, as far as the agent or the subject is concerned, the succession from vs.
12a to vs. 12b is smooth. Both the hom or a counter-host fit w ell as subject in vs. 12b-d.
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Third, if according to the analysis o f vs. 13c below the words nri
vs. 13c indeed form a unit (as opposed to the view that nn belongs to D

DI3t£i

IfttjBn in

t t r i p l ) ,

the giving o f the transgression in vs. 13c has rebellious characteristics and the activity in
vs. 12a, to which vs. 13c obviously refers, should be regarded as the activity o f the hom.
The textual relationship between UCiS in 8:13c and "pptlj in 11:31 and 12:11 underscores
such an interpretation.
The fourth argument originates from the structural analysis o f Dan 8:9-14 (see
below). It shows that vs. 12a serves as an audible explanation or expansion to vs. 1 lb,
explaining how the hom removes the ta m i d from the commander o f the host o f heaven,
namely, by setting another host against the ta m i d . The “host given over” meaning would
be difficult to incorporate in any structure o f Dan 8:9-14 since there seems no obvious
reason why the text, after portraying the horn’s attacks on the commander, his t a m i d , and
the foundation o f his sanctuary, would advert to God’s giving over the host and after such
a brief interlude turn back to the activities o f the hom. The “host given over”
understanding interrupts the flow of the text and its information structure. From this
viewpoint, the counter-host meaning should be preferred.
Fifth, the preposition b y is best understood as having metaphorical-locational
sense or as indicating disadvantage. In contrast to the comitative function (see above)
there cannot be forwarded any counterarguments against these functions.
One should point out that some aspects are not decisive in determining the clausal
meaning. For example, the prepositional phrase UttfBa can be subjected to two different
interpretations, either using b e th p r e tii or modal a, although from syntactic considerations
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the latter is much more likely. Using the former it indicates God giving over a host in
retaliation for transgression. Using modal 3 the phrase indicates that the horn’s giving of
a host has criminal intent and is a rebellious act against God. For such a modal use o f the
preposition argues the fact that the noun for sin, UttfS, is used without a pronominal suffix
in the absolute state. Also, the ensuing interpretation by the angel does not shed further
light on the meaning of vs. 12a. Neither a counter-host nor the retaliating or permissive
giving o f the heavenly host into the power o f the king is mentioned in 8:23-25.
In the further analysis, other arguments for the counter-host understanding will be
detected, which should be mentioned at this place. They are connected with the structural
place o f vs. 12. Without anticipating the analysis, the poetic elements in vs. 11 show that
this verse is the climax of the vision proper, and the change of tense in vs. 12 indicates
that the vision proper came to an end in vs. 11 and that vs. 12 starts the audition. This
structural arrangement leads to the conclusion that one of the holy beings explains in vs.
12a how the hom takes away the tami d from the commander of the host o f heaven: by
setting up a host against the tami d. Finally, although the unusual feminine gender o f JOS
in vs. 12a cannot serve as a syntactic argument to determine the referential identity o f the
host, it does serve a rhetoric function by surprising the readers, who might have regarded
K3S as masculine, and thus heightening their attention to the introduction o f a new agent.

C o n c lu s io n

Two different interpretations for vs. 12a try to do justice to the syntactic-semantic
features o f the clause: the divine retaliation understanding and the horn’s counter-host
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understanding. Since many features o f the text can be satisfied by either interpretation, it
is evident that those aspects o f any analysis which clearly tend towards one or the other
solution are the crucial factors in deciding the meaning of vs. 12a. Such unambiguous
features are the agent in the clauses preceding vs. 12a (the hom), the agent of vs. 12b (the
hom or the host) which according to the feminine w'yiqtol form

is linked to the

agent or subject o f vs. 12a, the indefiniteness ofX2S"!, the unlikeliness o f the preposition
bv functioning as comitative, and the association ofDttiS in vs. 13c with the horn’s
rebellious activities and with flpttJ in 11:31 and 12:11, and the structural function of vs.
12. All these suggest that in vs. 12a the agent is the hom and that the host mentioned in
this verse is not the host o f heaven but a different host, thus supporting the “horn’s
counter-host understanding.”
A condensed description o f the most likely syntactic arrangement of vs. 12a with
its respective meaning can now be given. Daniel 8:12a is a x-yiqtol clause. The Niphal
verb ]n3R has passive meaning, the noun N2S is the subject o f the passive verb and refers
to a host different from K3S in vss. 10 and 11. Regarding the function of the prepositions
in vs. 12a it can be stated that (1) bv is used in metaphorical-locational sense (“control
over”) or with the semantic function o f disadvantage (“against”), and (2) 2 is used in a
modal sense so that either the activity is criminal and rebellious or the agent is in a
condition o f rebellion and transgression. A proper translation o f vs. 12a would therefore
be as follows: “And a host was set against the tami d in rebellion.”
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Clause 12b

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
12b

[rts-ix] [n n x ] P latini]

waw+Hiphil-ipf/3sgf7 noun/sgf/ noun/sgf/+he locale
wey^to/(waw+Hiphil-ipf'3sgf/) noun/sgf/ noun/sgf/+he locale
P.Sy [+l.Sy] +2.Sy +6.Sy[dislocative: directive]
predicate [+subject] +direct object +description of change o f location
Clause-type: vfyiqtol.

The short imperfect form

with conjunctive waw invites two discussions.

The first concerns the subject o f the verbal form: Is it the host or the hom? The second
discussion revolves around the form of the verb itself: Does *=|I?ltfrn have a perfective or
an imperfective aspect, and, if it is imperfective, does it have optative or indicative
mood? It is exactly because o f these two areas o f discussion that suggestions for different
vocalizations arise.

Subject o f ^ T n 1
The view enjoying the widest acceptance maintains that the subject of vs. 12b, and
thus also o f vs. 12c and 12d, is the hom.2 The reasoning usually goes as follows. If the
'T h e analysis here supersedes m y earlier tentative analysis w here I w as inclined to view the
hom as the subject o f vs. 12 b -l 2d (Probstle, “A L inguistic A nalysis o f D aniel 8:11, 12,” 88-89).
2M ost scholars argue that the su b ject o f vs. 12b-d is the hom : H avem ick, 280; van Lengerke,
383; Kliefoth, 258; K ranichfeld, 295; K eil, 301; Z bckler, 176-177; T iefenthal, 269; Prince, “On
Daniel viii. 11, 12,” 204; idem , D aniel, 147, 242; R o se and Fuller, 344; O bbink, 110; L eupold, 349;
Young, D aniel, 173; B entzen, 56; H. Schneider, D a n iel, 54; Ploger, D aniel, 122; W ood, 216;
Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 158; M aier, 306; A n d erso n , Signs and W onders, 96; Hasel, “The
‘Little H orn’” (1986), 418; H aag, D a n iel, 64; M iller, D aniel, 228; Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 174; Bauer,
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hom is indeed the logical subject o f vs. 12a, that is, the agent of the passive p a n , it could
function as the subject and the agent of the next three sentences (8:12b-d). All the
activities described in vss. 9-12a can be attributed to the hom which is introduced in vs.
9a. In the passive sentences o f this section (11c, 12a) the grammatical subject is not the
hom, but it still is the logical subject, the one who is the understood agent even though
not explicitly mentioned. This function o f the hom as agent could be extended in vss.
12b-d. However, the shift o f verbal gender with the hom as subject, from masculine verb
forms in vs. 1la-b to feminine ones in vs. 12b-d, would be difficult to explain.1 There is
no apparent reason for such a shift. Put differently, the feminine verbal gender in vs. 12ad should not be understood as referring to the hom since the hom was just previously
associated with masculine verbs in vs. 1la-b. Moreover, the word pj? (vs. 9a), after two
passive clauses (vss. 11c, 12a) and without being reiterated again, seems too far away (vs.
9a) to be understood as the subject o f vs. 12b-d. To identify the subject o f vs 12b-d as the
hom becomes even more difficult if one holds to the position that the agent of vs. 12a is
God,2 since there would be an abrupt change in agent between vs. 12a (God) and vs. 12b

Das B uck Daniel, 171; P. B. Petersen, 206-207. T he sam e position is expressed when some suggest
that the subject o f vs. 12a-12d is the h o m (in vs. 12a th e horn is o f course the logical subject or agent):
Niditch, 217, 220; Shea, “Spatial D im ensions,” 516-517; R edditt, 139. Som e take the hom as subject
of vs. 12c-12d but consider vs. 12b as passive like vs. 12a (M einhold, “D an iel,” 309; M ontgom ery,
337; Charles, 202-203) or leave the subject o f vs. 12b unidentified (Langer, 91).
’From a text-oriented view point, it is u n satisfacto ry to suppose (w ith Lebram , D aniel, 95, and
Stahl, 174) that there is a textual discontinuity betw een vs. 12a and 12b and to regard vss. 11-12a as a
later interpolation, so that 12b continues vs. 10 an d retu rn s again to the h o m as subject.
2Scholars who believe that God is the lo g ical su b ject o f vs. 12a and the h o m is the subject o f
vs. 12b-d include K liefoth, 257-258; Prince, “On D aniel viii. 11, 12,” 204; idem , D aniel, 147;
Leupold, 348-349; Lacocque, The B o o k o f D aniel, 158, 163; M iller, D aniel, 227-228; Bauer, D as
Buch D aniel, 171; P. B. Petersen, 206-207.
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(hom) without any indication whatsoever.
The other possibility, one that is argued by only a few scholars, is that the subject
in 12b-12d is K3S which is the grammatical subject in vs. 12a.1 The syntactic evidence
supports this view. Verse 12 shows a sequence o f four verbal forms which all have the
same gender and number, that is, feminine singular. Further, no subject is introduced in
12b-d. One would usually expect that the subject o f the feminine singular verb in vs. 12a
is also the subject of the singular feminine verbs in vs. 12b-d. Thus, N2S “a host” may
not only be regarded as the subject of vs. 12a but also as the subject o f the following three
sentences. Additional support for this view is received by the sentence-initial position of
“a host” in vs. 12a indicating argument focus, that is, after the hom was the subject of the
verbs in vss. 9-1 lb, a new entity is introduced by means o f placing K3S in the preverbal
field. This new subject will be the topic in the following three clauses (vs. 12b-d). As a
consequence, the noun X2S, as subject of 12a-d, differs in meaning from K3S in vss. 10a,
10b, and 11a, designating a counter-host which is hostile to the truth.2
The lexical relation between Dan 8:12 and 8:24 also plays a role regarding the
subject in vs. 12b. The verbal forms of nfDl? and n b a hif. in vs. 12c-d occur again, albeit

‘So Kliefoth, 257; Rohling, D aniel, 239 (R2S5 “w ar, w arfare” is su b ject o f 12a-12d because o f
the feminine verb forms ); Konig 3:506 (§364f); G oldstein, 1 M accabees, 145 n. 250; H asslberger, 102
(the fronting o f X 3S in vs. 12a introduces a new topic); G ane, “The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . i n D aniel
8:13,” 381; Lucas, Daniel, 202, 206. A alders believes th at the subject o f 12a-b istO JS “w orship
service,” w hereas with the two perfects in 12c-d the description o f the v isio n is resum ed and the h o m
is again the subject. Verse 12a and 12b is then an insertion about the co u n ter w orship service (D aniel
[1962], 178-179; earlier, A alders interpreted the two perfects as w eq a ta l fo rm s w ith future time
reference naturally following th e y iq to l form s in 12a-b [11et b o ek D aniel, 165]). H asel allow s for the
possibility that the host is the subject o f vs. 12b, but on contextual reasons (referring to vss. 24-25) he
decides to take the hom as subject (“T he ‘Little H orn’” [1986], 418).
2So sim ilarly Hasslberger, 102.
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in different sequence, in the interpretation o f the vision in 8:24d-e.‘ This establishes an
indisputable textual and thematic relation between 8:12c-d and 24d-e.2 In 8:24, the
subject o f n t o and n b s hif. is the “king” (vs. 23), which is the interpretive equivalent to
the hom in the vision.
For some, this link is the key to identifying the subject in vs. 12b. Just as the
subject o f n t o and

hif. in Dan 8:24 is the king, the subject of nfoJJ and n b x hif. in

Dan 8:12 can be the hom, and as a consequence, the subject o f theyiqtol form TjSliin can
be the hom, too. In other words, the sequence of the verbal forms in vs. 12 together with
the interpretive key o f vs. 24d-e may suggest that the hom is the subject o f vs. 12b-d.3
However, it is equally possible that the hom by setting up the host is acting by
means o f this host so much so that the acts o f the host and the hom are one and the same.
This way the angelic interpretation would clearly reveal that the counter-host is nothing
else but a medium o f the hom. When the counter-host performs and prospers (vs. 12c-d)
the hom prospers and performs (vs. 24d-e). Thus, vs. 12b-d describes the activity o f the
host acting under the control and leadership o f the hom.
In summary, it is grammatically better to regard the four feminine singular verb

'In the book o f D aniel, n(D U and n b s - H occur together only in D an 8:12, 25 and 11:36, w hich
again shows the intertextual importance o f D an 11:36 for D an 8:12, 25. O utside th e b o o k o f D aniel,
ntOU and nSlS-H occur beside each other in Ps 1:3 and 2 C hr 3 1 :21, in a parallelism in Ps 37:7, in
close proxim ity in Josh 1:8 and 1 Chr 22:13[12], and ntBSJ occurs in an object clause to th e verb n*?2{
in Gen 39:3, 23 and 2 Chr 7:11.
2H asslberger does not feel the strength o f this argum ent, because he view s D an 8:11-14 as a
later interpolation (17-20). However, his argum ent that the different sequence o f i l t o and n*75J-H
shows that different authors had been at w ork is not convincing.
3I took this view previously (Probstle, “A Linguistic A nalysis o f D aniel 8:11, 12,” 88).
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forms in vs. 12 as having the same grammatical subject, namely, the host. The lexical
relation between Dan 8:12 and 8:24 makes it sufficiently clear that this host acts as an
instrument for and in the interest of the hom.

Aspect and mood of ijSttfni
The function o f the short y i q t o l

depends upon the temporal setting of the

context, and particularly on how one understands th e y i q to l verb jn jn in vs. 12a since it
provides the setting for all of vs. 12. Two different aspects have been suggested for
Tjbtlin'l: a perfective or a non-perfective (imperfective) aspect. First, if vs. 12 shows a
past setting

has a perfective aspect (“a n d it c a s t truth to the ground”). It is then

either revocalized as active w a y y iq to l
the w ey i q t o l

or the passive w a y y iq to l form ijbtfni,2 or

is regarded in past contexts as alternative to the w a y y i q to l form,

which is certainly a possible function o f w ey i q to l forms.3 In these suggestions the y i q t o l

'D river, Treatise, 216 (§174); M oore, 197; D river, Daniel, 117. D river suggests that
is a false vocalization o f
due to false exegesis, originating in the preceding verb (]n3D) being
referred incorrectly to the future (Treatise, 216 [§174]). Accordingly, the follow ing tw o w eqatal
form s are regarded by him as simple perfects (ibid., 162-163 n. 3, supplem ented by the correction on
p. xvi). Interestingly, later D river notes that the w ord as it stands in the M T “o ught strictly to be
construed as a future.” H ow ever, because he believes that “the rest o f the description is in the past
tim e” he suggests changing the punctuation. The two verbs n r r b s r n n n t o l (vs. 12c-d), w hich “m ay
denote either future or past tim e,” are then understood according to the supposed p ast tense o f the
previous two verbs (Driver, D aniel, 117).
2Hitzig, 132; von G all, 48 n. 4; K am phausen, 33; Marti, Daniel, 59; M ontgom ery, 337;
C harles, 208; O bbink, 65; Linder, 337.
3G ibson im plies that in Dan 8:12b
occurs in past context and is perfective in aspect
and thus should be translated as “and it cast truth to the ground” (Syntax, 71 [§62a]). H e em ploys
D an 8:12 as com parison to the y iq to l form n b llS “I brought you up” in Judg 2:1 w hich describes
narrative action (other exam ples o f y iq to l form s in narrative past contexts cited by G ibson are Pss
80:9-13; 116:3-4; H ab 3:3-5; Job 4:12-16 or Job 3:3; 15:7, 8; Isa 51:2). G ibson lists
under
instances w here the sim ple w aw w ith y iq to l is an alternative to wayyiqtol (Isa 4 3 :28; 1 Kgs 14:5; Ps
18:43; D an 8:12b) and thus is consecutive (ibid., 105 [§85c]). Furtherm ore he distinguishes the
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]n3D needs to be interpreted as referring to the past. However, to attribute an imperfect
aspect to "jrDn in a future time setting better fits the function of vs. 12 and its setting in
this context.
Second, if vs. 12 shows a non-perfective setting,

has a non-perfective or

imperfective aspect.' Two moods are suggested. On the one hand, the short form may
indicate a jussive/optative meaning (“and it shall cast truth to the ground”) which is
thought to be the usual meaning o f a short imperfect form.2 On the other hand, the short
imperfect form can have an indicative meaning (“and it will cast truth to the ground”),3
which would follow the imperfect indicative meaning of )n3n in vs. 12a.
There are several different explanations as to why there is a short form for the

consecutive function o f the y iq to l form in D an 8:12 from the non-con secutive function o f yiqtol form s
in other p assages (ibid., 104 [§85b]) w hich are partly used by Ew ald, GKC, and D avidson to infer an
im perfect aspect to the short yiqtol. For the use o f
in D an 8:12 this m eans that Gibson argues
that D an 8:12 should n o t be com pared w ith these other passages. Similarly, Jo sef Tropper includes
(D an 8:12b) in a list o f short im perfect forms that have, contextually justified, a perfectivepreterite m eaning (D eut 32:8b, 18a; 2 Sam 22:14; Isa 12:1b; 42:6a; Hos 6:1b; 11:4b; Pss 18:12; 47:4a;
68:15b; 90:4a; 107:29a; Job 23:11b; 29:3b; 33:11; 40:19b; D an 8:12b) (“A lthebraisches und
sem itisches A spektsystem ,” Z A H 11 [1998]: 169-171).
'M ein h o ld suggests a revocalization o f the active 7|*?2!rn into the passive
w ith present
m eaning (“D aniel,” 309). H ow ever, a change o f voice from active to passive is not necessary.
2For K onig the jussive form C ^ ttin ')) after the y iq to l (]n 3 ll) has a final sense “and it (the K 22)
shall ca st” (3:506 [§364f]). A. B. D avidson cites am ong o th er texts (e.g., Dan 11:4, 10,16-19, 2 5 ,2 8 ,
30 etc.) D an 8:12 as exam ple for the use o f jussive form s w hich are “ full o f difficulty” (Hebrew
Syntax, 3d ed. [E dinburgh: Clark, 1901], 93 [§65 rem ark 6]).
3E w ald cites D an 8:12 as an exam ple that a m odified im perfect w ith waw is used instead o f
the im perfect (Syn ta x, 249 [§343c]). E. J. Revell, “The System o f the Verb in Standard Biblical
P rose,” H U C A 60 (1989): 30 n. 26: “Short im perfect form s are also used at the beginning o f a clause
w ith (apparent) indicative m eaning in D an. 8:12, 9:25.” L ucas takes
as a “sim ple waw +
ju ssiv e” being “future in tense” (D an iel, 206) and translates “it w ill throw truth to the ground” (ibid.,
202 ).
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indicative imperfect in Dan 8:12b,1 but only one is convincing. As Qimron has
demonstrated, in poetry and late biblical prose “the conjunctive waw engenders the
shortened form of the imperfect.”2 Hence, according to Qimron’s observations, the short
imperfect after a waw conjunctive in Dan 8:12b does not necessarily indicate an optative
mood; it is merely triggered by the preceding waw. In light of the data for Dan 8-11 the
short imperfect form

in 8 :12b can very well be used indicatively.

In summary, as required by the temporal setting established by ]H3ri in vs. 12a and
based on the tendency in Late BH3 where a short imperfect form is used after conjunctive

'T he explanations given by G K C and Joiion and M uraoka are not satisfactory. GKC states
that “the jussive is used, w ithout any collateral sense, for the ordinary imperfect form ” (323 [§ 109k]).
Though, according to G K C, the ju ssiv e in D an 8:12 m ay be a m isunderstanding o f the defective
w riting, it should be “explained on rh y th m ical g ro u n d s” so that the jussive is “a sim ply rhythm ical
shortening due to the strong influence o f the to n e” (ibid.). H ow ever, the consideration o f rhythm
seems rather doubtful, since vs. 12 w ith its extra-long first clause (vs. 12a), m edium second clause (vs.
12b), and ultra-short final clauses (vs. 12c and 12d) does not exhibit a clearly recognizable rhythmic
pattern. Joiion and M uraoka conjecture that the scriptio defectiva occasioned the incorrect jussive
vocalization and the form w as then originally the indicative
(377 [§ 1 141]).
2This is the basic thesis o f E lisha Q im ron, “C onsecutive and Conjunctive Imperfect: The
F o rm o fth e Im perfect w ith Waw in B iblical H eb rew ,” JQ R 77 (1986-1987): 149-161, citation on p.
153, w hich o f course, applies to II W aw and II Y od verbs, to III H e verbs (originally III Y od / III
Waw), and to all H iphil verbs. Q im ron finds this phenom enon especially in poetry or late biblical
prose (ibid., 158) and explains it by the fact th at “the form s w ith w aw w ere repatterned after the
cohortative ju ssive system ” (ibid., 161). As p art o f his argum entation, Q im ron presents data o f simple
im perfect and conjunctive-im perfect form s occurring in D an 8-11 (ibid., 156): the simple im perfect
form occurs alw ays in the unabridged, long form (22 tim es: in D an 8:19, 24, 25 [2x], 9:25, 26, 27;
11:2 [2x], 8, 17, 18, 23, 25, 29 [2x], 33, 37 [2x], 39 [2x o f w hich one is qere], 42), w hich m eans that
there is no shortened sim ple im perfect; the im perfect form w ith w aw occurs four times in the long
form (Dan 11:10 [qere]; 12:4, 12, 13) an d eleven tim es in the shortened form (D an 8:12; 9:25; 11:5,
10, 16, 17, 18 [qere], 19, 25, 28, 30). Cf. already E lisha Q im ron, The H ebrew o f the D ead Sea
Scrolls, HSS, no. 29 (A tlanta: S cholars, 1986), 46; idem, “A N ew A pproach to the U se o fF o rm s o f
the Im perfect w ithout Personal E ndings,” in The H ebrew o f the D ea d Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira:
P roceedings o f a Sym posium H eld a t L eiden U niversity, 11-14 D ecem ber 1995, ed. T. M uraoka and J.
F. Elwolde, STD J, no. 26 (Leiden: B rill, 1997), 174-181.
3One needs to be aware that th e term “L ate B iblical H eb rew ” is not yet clearly defined on
linguistic grounds (see Sverrir 6 la fsso n , “Late B iblical Hebrew : F act or Fiction?” in Intertestam ental
Essays in H onour o f J o s e f Tadeusz M ilik, ed. Z. J. K apera, Q um ranica M ogilanensia, no. 6 [Krakow :
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waw, I judge it most plausible to attribute to the short imperfect 7|*?tcrn an imperfect
indicative meaning.

Semantic Analysis of W ords and Phrases
Meaning o f TOR
In vs. 12b the noun DDK is used in the absolute state without the article.1 The
abstract meaning which is obviously intended here is “truth.” But is it possible to define
more closely what is meant by HOK in Dan 8:12b?2 Several suggestions have been made,
of which the main ones are interrelated and just illustrate the complex semantic range of
the term: divine truth, Torah, law, true religion, true worship.3 Based on the text in Dan

Enigma, 1992], 135-147). It is here used to refer to those w ritings o f the H ebrew B ible that are
generally assumed to have an exilic or a p ostexilic origin.
‘The lack o f the article is not unusual for nQR w hich occurs 127 tim es in the H ebrew B ible,
o f w hich 7 times it is used w ith the article and 23 tim es w ith preposition and article. See already
Hasslberger, 103-104; and H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 419 n. 102.
A pparently, the versions faced the sam e question. In D an 8:12b the G reek versions and the
Syriac differ from M T. OG and T heodotion render J 1 Q K w ith 5 i k < x l o o w t i “righteousness,” as also in
9:13. Elsewhere in D aniel, TON is rendered w ith the noun aXijOeia “tru th ” (8:26; 10:21; 11:2) and
w ith the adjective dXtiGqe “true” (10:1). The P eshitta reads in D an 8:12b n d r n cu n qudskh “the holy”
which could refer to the abstract holiness, or to h oly things, sacrifice, or to the h o ly place, sanctuary
(the same Syriac w ord is used in vs. 13c for the H ebrew ttH p). E lsew here in D aniel, the Syriac
renders PIDK w ith rf^a-rCLO “truth” (8:26; 10:21; 11:2),
c i O l i m “tru th ” or “firm ness,
faithfulness” (9:13), and T_iT_r. “truth” (10:1). R. A. T aylor explains the Syriac in 8:12b as “ either an
interpretive rendering o f nOK, or m ore p robably an inner-Syriac corruption o f K '^ k Jt.a .n ,” the Syriac
for “truth” that is also used in 8:26 for
(T he P eshitta o f D aniel, 225).
3The abstract m eaning “truth” (H asslberger, 103-104) has been further differentiated in “truth,
correctness o f words, statem ents, etc.” (D C H , 1:330) or divine truth (B aldw in, 158; H A H A T , 1:79) as
revealed in the w ord o f G od (H avem ick, 280; van L engerke, 383; M aurer, 144; K liefoth, 258) and in
divine, salvific prom ises (K ranichfeld, 295, for w hom the h om overthrow s the prom ises o f salvation).
Often r m is regarded as synonym ous for the law or the T orah; see P ss 43:3; 119:43 (Rashi; Ibn Ezra
[both cited in Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 163]; C alvin, 103; B ertholdt, 491; R ohling, D aniel, 239;
Walvoord, 188; H artm an and D i Leila, 226; L acocque, The B o o k o f D aniel, 163; G oldw urm , 225;
Russell, 146; M aier, 306; G oldingay, D aniel, 211; C ollins, D a n iel (1993), 335; R edditt, 140;
Doukhan, Secrets, 124; Lucas, D aniel, 217), o r the Jew ish relig io u s law th a t is understood to b e the
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8:12b and its immediate and wider context, two different lines o f argumentation are
possible. First, the throwing down of TOR (vs. 12b) is linked terminologically (by
and structurally to the throwing down o f the foundation of the sanctuary o f the heavenly
commander (vs. 1 lc).1 If vs. 12b is parallel or explanatory to vs. 1lc, “truth” refers to the
metaphorical foundation of the sanctuary. In other words, the foundation o f the sanctuary
is “truth.” In this sense, truth involves the principles upon which rest the very things (i.e.,
the tlm i d and the sanctuary) that the hom attacks.
Second, regarding the use of TOR, it is interesting to note that in all the other

“true universal law o f the world” (Heinrich Hoffm ann, D a s G esetz in d e r frithjiidischen A pokalyptik,
SUNT, no. 23 [Gottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1999], 98, 102). A nother suggestion, w hich is
closely related to the previous one, is that TOR stands for tru e religion and true w orship: the true
religion (Driver, Daniel, 117; BDB, 54; Stokm ann, 128; Linder, 338; Slotki [1951], 67) that is
revealed by G od and preserved in the law (M ontgom ery, 338; Saydon, 636; P orteous, 125; Delcor,
175; W ood, 216; Peter-Contesse and Ellington, 214) o r in the law and p rophecy (Zockler, 177; Rose
and Fuller, 344), or in all teachings and H ebrew Scriptures (M iller, D aniel, 228). TOR is then said to
refer to the true religion as m anifested in the cult and its institutions and in the observance o f the law
and true w orship (Hitzig, 133; Keil, 301; M einhold, “D an iel,” 309; T iefenthal, 269; A alders, H et boek
D aniel, 165; Obbink, 110; Young, D aniel, 173; Barnes, 2:112; N elis, 97; Jeffery, 475; Aalders,
D aniel [1962], 178). Hence, forD iethelm M ichel, DDR designates hum an actions in his conduct
tow ard God, in Dan 8:12b the fulfilling o f G od’s regulations for sacrifices (“ ’A m A T : U ntersuchung
liber ‘W ahrheit’ im H ebraischen,” A rc h iv fu r B egriffsgeschichte 12 [1968]: 45). It is clear that the
true religion is often understood to be the Jew ish religion. F o r exam ple, R u d o lf B ultm ann argues in a
study on the m eaning o f TOR in the Old T estam ent that in D an 8 :12b the term m eans “the Jewish
religion” and is used in this absolute sense (“the truth” ) u n d er the influence o f Iranian concepts
(“U ntersuchungen zum Johannesevangelium ,” Z N W 27 [1928]: 118-119); cf. also H A L O T 1:69: “the
true, Jewish religion”; and H. W ildberger, “]QR
firm , secure,” TLO T, 1:156: “the truth o f
Judaism .” M ost o f these understandings o f the term TOR in D an 8:12b are apparently based on the
interpretation that Dan 8:11-12 refers to the abolition o f th e Jew ish cultic system b y A ntiochus
Epiphanes. Closer to the immediate context is the suggestion th a t TOR refers to the truth about the
m inistry o f the prince o f the host in his sanctuary (Shea, “ Spatial D im ensions,” 517). Finally, Lebram
considers TOR to be the translation equivalent for the Egyptian M a a t so th at the throw ing down o f
truth is equivalent to “the dethronement o f M aat, the cosm ic-ethical W eltordnung o f the E gyptians”
(“K onig A ntiochus,” 769). Similarly, B auer believes that TOR designates n eith er philosophical truth
nor the Jewish cultic law but the W eltordnung (cf. “the tim es and the ep o ch s” in D an 2:21, or “tim es
and law” in Dan 7:25) (Das Buch D aniel, 171).
'See H ardy, 282-284.
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occurrences of n p x in the book of Daniel' it is connected with a revelation by God and
denotes its truthfulness and reliability,2 and in this sense the use o f DQK in the book of
Daniel is unique.3 The divine revelation or prophecy is ni2N “truth” : the vision o f the
evenings and mornings (8:26), the warnings and commandments spoken by God,
designated as “your truth” (9:13),4 and the divine message revealed to Daniel (10:1)
existing in written form and revealed by the angel (10:21; 11:2), obviously comprising
what was heard in chaps. 11 and 12. nBN in the book of Daniel therefore is always linked
with God, never with humans. TON is divine truth only, not human truth.5
In the light o f the other uses of TON in the book o f Daniel, nON in 8:12b

'n a t t occurs six times in the book o f D aniel: 8:12, 26; 9:13; 10:1, 21; 11:2.
2Freer notes that nOK is used in Dan 8-12 “to describe the truthful n atu re o f th e inform ation
com m unicated to D aniel” (33). Only in Dan 8:12, Freer connects the destruction o f truth to the
establishm ent o f an abom ination and suggests that here niSK m eans som ething else. T h at n!2N is used
in Dan 8:26; 10:1, 21; 11:2 for the truthfulness and reliability o f G o d ’s revelation is also recognized
by M ichel, “ ’A M A T ,” 39; H. W ildberger, 1:156; Alfred Jepsen, “]12N * lm a n ” TD O T, 1:314. Cf. also
the designation o f G od’s promises as being nQR in 2 Sam 7:28; Jer 23:28; P s 132:11 (D iethelm
M ichel, “h cesced wee* “meet,” in Studien zu r hebraischen G ram m atik, ed. A. W agner, O B O , no. 156
[Freiburg, Switzerland: U niversitatsverlag; Gottingen: V andenhoeck & R uprecht, 1997], 79).
3W ildberger, 1:156. However, w hile W ildberger upholds that in the oth er D anielic
occurrences nO S m eans truth in the sense o f revelation, he believes that in D an 8:12b n p x “refers to
the truth o f Judaism, with its individual legal regulations” and then follows B ultm ann, w ho suggested
a foreign influence upon Dan 8:12b (118-119). H ow ever, the m eaning o f n p x in D an 8:12b should
not be detached from the m eaning o f its occurrences in D an 8 -1 1 .
"The phrase “n o t . . . giving attention to your truth” in D an 9 : 1 3 stands in p arallel to the other
phrases in the section o f Dan 9 : 4 - 1 4 w hich describe the u nfaithfulness o f G o d ’s people as n o t heeding
the messages o f God: “turning aside from your com m andm ents and your o rd in an ces” (vs. 5), “not
listened to your servants the prophets who spoke in your nam e” (vs. 6), “w e h av e n o t o beyed the voice
o f Y h w h our G od to w alk in his teachings” (vs. 1 0 ) , “all Israel has transgressed y o u r law ” (vs. 1 1 ) ,
“not obeying your voice” (vs. 1 1 ), “w e have not obeyed his voice” (vs. 1 4 ) .
5Those explanations that relate n p x to hum ans do not pay attention to this term in o lo g ical use
o f r m in the book o f Daniel.
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designates the truth o f God’s revelation, his prophecy or commandment.1 According to
this line o f argumentation it is the truth of the divine message, given by a prophet, which
is thrown down by the counter-host. With regard to 8:26a one is tempted to suggest that
the divine revelation of the evenings and mornings itself belongs to that truth. If the noun
nDK is not rendered with an English adjective but with a noun—as in vs. 12b—the clause
in 8:26a could be translated with “the vision of the evenings and mornings which has
been told is (the) truth.” The two passages in Dan 8:12b and 26a may indeed be
connected since HQX occurs only here in chap. 8, in the audition in vs. 12b and in the
auditive interpretation in vs. 26a.
The two observations above— one based on the structural link between vs. 12b
and vs. 11c, the other based on the terminological use ofnBK in the book o f Daniel— do
not exclude each other but when combined promote the idea that “the foundation o f his
sanctuary” is the truth—the sanctuary is, so to speak, built upon the truth—that is, the
divine word as given through prophetic revelation. Thus, when the hom throws down the
foundation o f the sanctuary and the host throws down the truth, they actually cast down
the divine prophetic word. Based on the terminological link between 8 :12b and 26a, it is
conceivable that the author wants to indicate that this attack on the truth is directed at the
very same prophetic word just revealed in chap. 8.

’In a sim ilar w ay H asel understands “truth” in 8:12b “to refer to G o d ’s revelation in its
com prehensive sense, including both ‘the law o f M oses’ and the prophetic-apocalyptic revelation
contained in the book o f D aniel its e lf’ (“The ‘Little H o rn ’” [1986], 419).
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Clauses 12c and 12d

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
12c

[rtnfoin]
waw+Qal-pf/3sgf/
ConjWG(waw+Qal-pf/3sgf/))
P.Sy [+l.Sy]
predicate [+subject]
Clause type: w‘qatal.

I2d

[n n 'b s n i]
waw+Hiphil-pf/3 sgf/
Conj WG(waw+Hiphil-pf73 sgf/))
P.Sy [+l.Sy]
predicate [+subject]
Clause type: weqa,tal.

The two clauses in vs. 12c and 12d can be considered together because o f their
identical syntax. Both are weqatal clauses. The verb forms

nnt£7I71 and nrr*?sni are

sequential to the clauses 12a and 12b and should be understood in the same future sense.1
All other suggestions are less convincing.2 Since no other subject is introduced the agent

'S o also G oldingay, D aniel, 195, 198; Lucas, D aniel, 202, 206.
2B ehrm ann assum es that the perfect is introduced because the form ula-like expression o f Htt)11
and n ’b isn tends to be used in the perfect in D an 8:24; 11:36 (54). Yet, the use o f these verbs in
participle form (G en 39:3, 23) or im perfect form (Ps 1:3) jeopardizes such a view . For M oore, the
perfects nirb sn 'l nnicin “cannot w ell be either future or frequentative” (196). He suspects them to
be repeated here from vs. 24 and therefore excites them . M ontgom ery could follow M oore’s
suggestion b u t forw ards also the possibility that the p erfects are used as frequentatives: “was doing
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is the same as in vs. 12b, that is, the host o f vs. 12a. The two clauses n r r b s m nntom
t

•

:

•

:

t

: t

:

could be translated paratactically (“and it will do and it will prosper”) or the second verb
may be understood as adverbially modifying the first one (“it will act successfully”).1

Meaning of the Clauses
At first sight, vs. 12c and 12d seem to use anticlimactic terms when compared to
the previously mentioned attack on the truth and the removal of the tami d, which are
expressed in pithy language. However, the significance of the use o f nbu should not be
underestimated. First, a statistic o f its occurrences in the Hebrew Bible (see table 10)
shows a comparatively frequent use o f

in the book of Daniel where it is found seven

times (3:30; 6:29; 8:12, 24, 25; 11:27, 36).

and w as prospering” (337). T his sug g estio n may b e supported by Joosten’s thesis that the main
function o f w ’qatal is the expression o f m odality and that an “important subsidiary function . . . is the
expression o f iterativity in a p ast-tense, usually narrative, context” (“Biblical H ebrew w ‘qatal,” 4),
although he does not refer to D an 8:12c and 12d. The problem with an iterative sense o f the w eqatal
forms is that one is required to attribute a past-tense m eaning to vs. 12a-d, w hich has been proven to
be rather unlikely (see the com m ents on
[vs. 12a] above). A ccording to G otthelf Bergstrasser,
the first w 'qatal o f the two connected w eq a ta l in D an 8:12c and 12d marks a conditional sentence and
both w ’qatal have past-tense m eaning (H eb rd isch e G ram m atik: m it B enutzung d er von E. Kautzsch
bearbeiteten 28. A uflage von W ilhelm G e se n iu s’ hebrdischer G ram m atik [Leipzig: H inrichs, 1929,
reprint, H ildesheim : Olms, 1962], 2:44 [§9k]). In this case, the b est translation o f n rP ^ X n i nn& in
would be “w hen it perform ed it p ro sp ered .” U nfortunately, in the texts cited by B ergstrasser to prove
such a construction, the two w eq a ta l form s follow after previous w ayyiqtol form s (Exod 16:21; Num
10:17; 2 Sam 12:16; 2 Kgs 6:10) o r q a ta l form s (1 Sam 17:34; 1 Kgs 18:10). Therefore, these
passages do not constitute p arallels an d thus are n ot relevant for the case in D an 8:12, w here the two
wsqatal form s are preceded b y a y iq to l (vs. 12a) and a w ey iq to l form (vs. 12b).
'G zella opts for the second alternative (60).
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Table 10. Occurrences o f the Verbal R o o tn b s in the Hebrew Bible
G en-Deut

Josh-2 Kgs

Isa-Ezek

H os-M al

Qal

1

9

12

1

Hiphil

8

4

5

Haphel

-

-

Total (69)

9

13

Dan

1+2 Chr

Others

1

0

1

0

4

13

6

-

-

2

-

2

17

1

7

13

9

Second, the root nbx “bears a marked theological imprint in the vast majority of
its occurrences.”1 Particularly in the Hiphil the verb often indicates that Y h w h is at work
who provides progress and success and that there is a connection between what a person
does and what happens to that person, a direct or an indirect relationship between piety or
faithfulness and success.2 In other words, “success or nonsuccess depends on the
conformity with the will o f God, and on his support.”3 The use o f

with this

theological implication is already well established in the Pentateuch and occurs also in the
prophets and writings.4 This theological idea is similarly suggested by the absolute use o f

'M. Saebo, “n ^ S slh to succeed,” TLO T, 3:1079.
2See Jutta H ausm ann,

-

T

salah,”
TDO T,> 12:384-385.
.
.*

3Baltzer, D eutero-Isaiah, 423. Cf. also Saebo, “n b x , ” 3:1079: “ ‘success’ com es— directly or
indirectly—from G od”; A lex Luc, ‘T lS s (# 7502/7503),” N ID O T T E , 3:804: “T heologically, slh
emphasizes that G od alone is the one w ho gives su ccess” ; and M erten R abenau, Studien zum Buch
Tobit, BZAW, no. 220 (Berlin: de G ruyter, 1994), 103-106, who in his b rie f survey on the use o f n b s
in the OT points to the “close relationship o f the divine guidance and the thus achieved success with
the person’s behavior and deeds that are pleasing to G o d ,” as w ell as to the link o f
w ith the
concept o f “G od’s being w ith” ( ‘M it-S e in ' G ottes) (105).
4In the Torah, n S s occurs in the encounter o f the old est servant o f A braham w ith R ebekah
(Gen 24:21, 4 0 ,4 2 , 56), in the Joseph narrative (G en 39:2, 3, 23), in M o se s’ w arning to the people not
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nifli? o f God in the Psalms.1
The combination of ntUIl and

echoes those passages in which n to and rtbs

are used to express that someone is acting and having success: Gen 39:3, 23; Ps 1:3

(n ^ sr

Vs-i); Dan 8:12,24; 2 Chr 31:21 (rp'w ni nfoy inay^D a).2
In the book of Daniel, first the three friends (3:30) and then Daniel (6:29) prosper

with God’s help. Thus, the use of

in the narrative section o f the book of Daniel

reflects its usual theological implications. However, in the occurrences in chap. 8 it is the
hom, respectively its host, which prospers. Despite the fact that the horn’s host does not
have God on its side, it still prospers.3 This is incongruent with the theological meaning

ofn^s.4
The comment given by a holy one in vs. 12d,5 stating that the host prospers, is

to go up to Canaan because Y h w h is not w ith them (N um 14:41 Q al); an d in the covenantal blessings
and curses (Deut 28:29). In all these occurrences it is explicit that success depends on the w ill o f God.
In the prophets and writings, see Josh 1:8; Judg 18:5; 1 Kgs 22:12, 15; Isa 48:15; Jer 2:37; Ps 1:3;
Neh 2:20.
'Pss 22:32; 37:5; 52:11. So pointed out by D river, D aniel, 118.
2Cf. the use o f ITOU and
in close relation in Josh 1:8; Isa 55:11 (the only exam ple which
refers to the activity o f God); Ezek 17:15; Ps 37:7; D an 11:36; 1 C hr 22:13; 2 Chr 7:11; and the
com bination o f
“work, deed” and n b s in 2 C hr 31:21; 32:30.
lP ace Kranichfeld, 295; Zockler, 177; Prince, D aniel, 147; and R ose and Fuller, 344, who
believe that the use o f
and niCU indicates that the enem y prospered “by G o d ’s perm ission.”
"H avem ick points out: “that w hich otherw ise can only be said ab o u t the pious (Ps 1:3), seems
to apply here with ju st as much right to the tyrant” (281). V on L engerke even suggests that the w ords
in Dan 8:12c-d are borrowed from Ps 1 :3 (383).
5See the analysis o f vs. 13a and the text-gram m atical analysis below .
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therefore all the more so incomprehensible.1 Why should an aggressor and enemy o f God
be successful if real success “depends on the conformity with the will o f God, and on his
support”? Seen from its theological implications n i r ’psni nniayi “and it will do and it
will prosper” represents a fitting climax to the attack on the tami d and truth. The “how
long” question by another holy one appears as a logical reaction and raises the question
about the (non)involvement of God. “How long will the prospering o f the hom and its
host last?” implies “When will God bring to an end the success o f the hom ?” This
question is well justified, since, as can be concluded from Dan 11:27 and 11:36, God
does set an end to the prospering o f evil forces. The success of the wicked lasts only for a
limited time (cf. Ps 73:17). Thus, the question in 8:13c expresses the desire to know the
time o f the predetermined end o f the horn’s and its host’s success.
In light o f the above the use of r6 u in Dan 8:12d is pregnant with theological
meaning. It reminds the reader of Y h w h who is the grantor of success and prosperity, but
who is seemingly absent here. At the most, n b ^ may indirectly indicate that God is still
present and allows the hom and its host to prosper, but only for a limited time. However,
the limitation of the horn’s success is only explicit through the answer in 8 :14b-c. More
probable,

is another indication o f the divine prerogatives which the hom takes. As

God grants success to those in conformity with his will, so the hom gives success to the
host which acts according to the horn’s will.
‘Ploger com m ents that vs. 12c and 12d by stating that the h o rn ’s activities h av e success
express the incom prehensibility o f the events (D aniel, 126).
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Clause 13a

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
13a

["i s 'to tfVijj’T n K ] [nynmsn]

waw+Qal-ipf/lsgc/+/ze-ending num/sgm/ adj/sgm/ Piel-ptc/sgm/
wayyi'gfo/(waw+Qal-ipf/lsgc/+/te-ending) NumWG(num/sgm/ adj/sgm/) Pielptc/sgm/
P.Sy [+l.Sy] +2.Sy
predicate [+subject] +object
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

The verbal first person form nantfKI refers to the narrator Daniel (8:1; cf. vss. 15,
27). The paragogic H- can be added to the wayyiqtol form; a phenomenon that occurs ten
times in the book o f Daniel and should not be considered as an argument o f discontinuity
or even different authorship in this instance.1 It is not necessary to detect a specific
function o f the cohortative, though in light o f the meaning of the clause, which will be
discussed later, Schindele’s suggestion is intriguing that

“designates an intensive

form o f hearing” that could be translated with “to hear exactly” (genau horeri).2
The numeral may precede its accompanying noun as it does in tin p 'ir tN , though

1P ace H asslberger, 104. W ayyiqtol form s w ith paragogic H- occur in D an 8:13, 15, 17; 9:3, 4
(2x); 10:16 (2x), 19; 12:8; w hereas the w a y yiq to l/ls g c / does not have the ending H- in D an 8 :3 ,1 6 ,
27 (2x); 10:5, 9, 16; 12:7. T he w a y y iq to l/ls g c / w ith paragogic H- occurs predom inantly in the first
person narrative portions o f D aniel, Ezra, and N ehem iah (Driver, Treatise, 74-75 [§69]), but it should
not be considered a feature o f “late” BH (R obert Rezetko, “Dating Biblical Hebrew: Evidence from
S am uel-K ings and C hronicles,” in B iblical H ebrew: Studies in Chronology and Typology, ed. I.
Young, JSO T Sup, no. 369 [London: Clark, 2003], 227-228).
2Schindele, “T extkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 9.
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this is rare.1 Here the numeral “inN could indicate indefiniteness,2 and with the
T

V

’

occurrence o f a second Siitp 7rtK in vs. 13b it is best to take the “inx . . . tntt
IT

T

V

T

V

T

Y

construction as being used with antithetical function, meaning “one . . . another” or “the
one . . . the other.”3 Thus, the two phrases t2ji7j?'7nx “a holy one” and

“inx

“another holy one” in vs. 13a-b show that two distinct holy ones are engaged in
conversation.4

‘A lso in N um 31:28, 30 and C ant 4:9. Cf. K onig, 3:317-318 (§31 Ob); Davidson, H ebrew
Syntax, 50 (§35 R . 1); Lam bert, G ram m aire hebraique, 216 (§621 n. 2). Ewald notes that the place o f
the num eral 77R before the accom panying noun is also found in Aram aic {Syntax, 40 [§278a]; thus
also Z im m erm ann, “A ram aic O rigin,” 257).
“See M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; Aalders, D a n iel (1962), 179.
3So K onig 3:317-318 (§310b); follow ed b y M arti, Daniel, 59; Charles, 209-210. The
translation “one . . . another” is chosen by D river, D aniel, 118; M ontgom ery, 344; Goldingay, Daniel,
198; L ucas, D aniel, 206; the translation “the one . . . the other” by Bevan, 134; Hasslberger, 104.
Thus, 77X is in apposition w ith ®i7j7 so that 2}i7j?"77R m eans “one, a holy one” (so GKC, 401
[§125b]; M ontgom ery, 344; C harles, 210). It is not necessary to explain an omission o f the definite
article before 1017 j? (cf. Paul R iessler, D as B uck D aniel: textkritische Untersuchung [Stuttgart: Roth,
1899], 31, w ho supposes such an om ission and explains it as a late H ebrew feature).
“T hree unique suggestions are questionable. First, Behrm ann proposes that
should
be understood as a divine nam e, viz. “the O nly-H oly-O ne” (Einzig-H eilige) (54). This proposal fails
for two reasons. For one, CJi’ljT* is not determ ined by the article w hich would have been expected if
B ehrm ann’s suggestion has credit (so Konig, 2:417 [§122.5b], 3:318 [§310b]). And then there is
another 277j7 “tnN in the follow ing clause (vs. 13b) w hose identity is clearly different from the first
holy one, since the article in 13713(1 has anaphoric function and refers to the holy one speaking in vs.
13a (so H asslberger, 104). T he second suggestion is that the holy one in vs. 13a and the holy one in
vs. 13b refer to the sam e being. Lacocque suggests th at ®17p 77R singles out “one o f the Saints” o f
the host in vss. 11-13 and that the second
7 7 R designates the same individual as before: “and
this particu lar Saint spoke to the individual (nam ed D aniel) w ho had asked . . . he told me\ for 2,300
evenings an d m ornings, etc.” {The B o o k o f D aniel, 163-164). Also M aier believes that the holy one in
vs. 13a and 13b is the sam e, but in contrast to L acocque he regards the one spoken to (’O 'iobs) as
being G abriel (308). H ow ever, both L acocque’s and M a ier’s proposal are highly hypothetical and
cannot explain adequately the function o f second 73737 (vs. 13b), which refers to 7373 in vs. 13a.
Finally, A rch er regards it as possible th at even three “holy ones” are involved in conversation: the
second angel (“another holy one”) posed the q uestion to the third angel (73737 ’Jlsbs1?) who
answ ers in vs. 1 4 (7 :1 0 2 ). A gain, the relation betw een 73737 (vs. 13b) and 7373 (vs. 13 a) creates a
problem .
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"13*10 and the syntax o f object clauses to 1772(0 with
a predicative participle o f uttering
The phrase "13'ip (0Tlj3"inx functions as object clause after the predicate
nrpiCXl, a verb o f perception.1 Such a participial object clause following the verb 1772(0,
with the participle being a verb o f utterance, occurs sixteen times in BH.2 These clauses
express an acoustic perception o f someone who is speaking, whereby “the person
speaking is only perceived through its word. The person itself is not object o f the
perception, rather its word, respectively its words.”3 The focus o f perception in Dan

8:13

therefore is not so much on the appearance o f a holy one but on the speaking o f a holy
one. Schult regards the form o f Dan 8:13 a as unclear whether the indeterminate participle
*13*13 functions as verbal predicate (“I heard a holy one s p e a k in g ”) or as nominal
attribute to tt}i"lj5"*int< (“I heard a s p e a k i n g holy one”).4 Syntactically speaking, Schult’s
undecidedness is supported. However, a comparison with all the other references o f the
verb 1772(0 + object clause with participle o f *13*1 shows that the participle o f *13*1 always

'O bject clauses w ith indeterm inate participle occur after verbs o f perception. See Konig
3:597-598, §410; for the verb 177210 + p articiple object clause see §41 Od; G K C, 365 (§117h); H erm ann
Schult, “A kkusativ m it Partizip bei V erben d er W ahrnehm ung im B ibelhebraischen,” D B A T 12
(1977): 7-13, w ho provides a list o f references o f this construction w ith the verbs o f perception 71X1
“see,” 1772(0 “hear,” and K2S72 “find”; and fo r 1772(0 see Jesus A ram barri, D er W ortstamm “ho ren ” im
A lten Testament: Sem antik u nd Synta x eines hebrdischen Verbs, SBB, no. 20 (Stuttgart: Katholisches
Bibelw erk, 1990), 218-222. S chult form ulates the gram m atical rule: “A fter the verbs 71K3 ‘see,’ 1772(0
‘hear,’ and NS72 ‘find’ stands the accusative w ith participle w hen it should be expressed that a
‘subject’ together w ith its ‘p red ic ate’ is the direct object o f the perception” (7).
2Gen 27:6; 37:17; N um 7:89; 11:10; D eu t 4:33; 5:26 (cf. vs. 23); 1 Sam 2:24; Isa 6:8; Jer
20:1; 26:7; 31:18; E zek 1:28; 2:2; 43:6; E ccl 7:21; D an 8:13. Participial object clauses after 1772(0 in
which the participle is not a verb o f utterance o ccu r only in G en 3:8 and 1 Kgs 14:6 (cf. Schult, 8-9).
3A ram barri, 200; cf. 220.
4Schult, 8.
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functions predicatively. Thus,

in Dan 8:13a may assumed to be a predicative

participle also.1
The question to be considered is whether the participle “speaking” in Dan 8:13a is
used without any reference to the content o f what was spoken. The syntax o f the object
clause to U012) that contains a predicative participle o f uttering sheds light on this issue.
The extended form of

+ object clause is “PQtO + object (person or

+

person in a construct relation)2 + indeterminate participle o f uttering” which can be
translated “to hear someone/a voice uttering.” The object clause to UQtli can be
transformed into a clause by itself with the participle as predicate. For example, the
object clause (in italics) in “The priests . . . heard J e r e m i a h s p e a k in g th e s e w o r d s in th e
h o u s e o/ Y

hwh”

(Jer 26:7) can be transformed into the clause “Jeremiah was speaking

these words in the house o f Y h w h . ” The participle o f the object clause, a verb of
utterance, becomes the verb of the transformed clause. The question here, as well as for
Dan 8:13a, is whether and how often an object to the verb o f utterance occurs in such a
transformed clause.3 Table 11 illustrates the findings (Dan 8:13a is included).

'Aram barri, 220.
2Arambarri differentiates betw een clauses in w h ich the o b ject is a person an d clauses in
which the object is
(219-222). The distinction has sem antic value as the addition o f b lp appears
to emphasize the audibility. Syntactically, h ow ever, there is no difference betw een the two, as
Arambarri him self adm its: “Syntaktisch bleibt d e r Satz u n v eran d ert, nur w ird je tz t die H orbarkeit
betont. Das geschieht, w eil der V organg in den k o n k reten B elegen ausschlieBlich durch b lp sinnlich
horbar w ird” (220). U. Riitersw orden has the im pression that b lp as object o f UQttJ functions as
expletive, affirming its syntactic insignificance (“SlEtti s&mcf," ThW A T, 8:261). It is therefore not
necessary to distinguish in m y syntactic p resen tatio n betw een the sem antic nuances o f a person as
object and o f ^ Ip + person as object.
3Such an object o f a verb o f utterance can b e a d ire c t o b ject in the clause itself, or indirect
speech that constitutes a clause, or direct speech th a t can consist o f a num ber o f sentences.
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Table 11. Syntax o f Object Clauses to 31321 with Predicative Participles o f Uttering

Verbal Root of the
Participle

With Object

*l!2R say

Gen 37:17
Isa 6:8

Content of
Utterance Supplied
by the Context1
F2
F2

H 33

weep

13*1

speak

Gen 27:6
Jer 26:7

F4
P

prophesy

Jer 20:1

P

Jer 31:18

F'°

1 Sam 2:24

P"

X3)

”11) lament
”132)

circulate

bbp curse

Without Object

Num 11:10

P3

Num 7:89
D eut4:33
Deut 5:26(23)
Ezek 1:28
Ezek 2:2
Ezek 43:6
Dan 8:13

F5
P
P6
F7
F8
F9
P

Eccl 7:21

Note: The table also indicates w hether the m ention o f the content o f w hat is uttered and h eard
precedes the clause (P) or follows the clause (F)— T here m ay be a slight d ifference betw een th e object
(a syntactic term) and the content o f the utterance (a sem antic term ). F or exam ple, in Jer 26:7 the
direct object “these w ords” is expressed in the clause itself. H ow ever, it still can be asked w hether the
content o f w hat is said, the actual w ords spoken, is found in the text p receding or follow ing the clause.
'In these cases it may be argued that strictly on a syntactic level there is no o b ject in the transform ed
object clause (especially with the verb H 3 3 “w eep ”). H ow ever, the context m entions the co n ten t o f
w hat is spoken and heard, and w hich is therefore referred to and im plied by the verb o f utterance in
the object clause to 111321.
2The object o f the “saying” is the direct speech im m ediately follow ing.
3The content of the “w eeping” is found in N um 11:4-6. In vs. 13, M oses refers to the p e o p le ’s
w eeping (!733) which he heard and states that th e co ntent o f the w eeping w as “ G ive us m e at that w e
may eat.” This weeping is expressed in 11:4: “the sons o f Israel w ep t (H 3 3 ) again, and said ‘W ho
will give us meat to eat?’”
4The object o f the “speaking” follows im m ediately as direct speech in vs. 7 after the introductory

-IDN1?.
sThe content o f the “speaking” (Num 7:89) is given in 8:2 after the in troductory (and transitory) clause
in vs. 1.
6The “speaking” o f God m entioned here does n o t refer to a specific utterance in the im m ediate context
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but to the p eo p le’s past experience o f multiple utterances o f God out o f the fire. T he co ntent o f
speaking is therefore m arked as “preceding the clause” in D eut 4:33, respectively 5:26(23).
7T he content o f the speech is reported in the next verse after the introductory ’S k IQ N "] “and he
spoke to m e” (Ezek 2:1).
sAgain, the content o f w hat is spoken is reported in the next verse, Ezek 2:3, after th e introductory ,lpN>
“IQK’I “and he spoke to m e.”
9For a third time in the book o f Ezekiel, the content of the “speaking” is reported in the n ex t verse,
Ezek 43:7, after an off-line rem ark (“while a man was standing beside m e,” vs. 6) and the introductory
,I5K “ION") “and he spoke to m e.”
l0The object o f the “grieving” follows immediately as direct speech.
"T h e object is the relative pronoun “lttjX w hich refers back to the report (njJQ ^'n, vs. 24) o f w hat Eli
had heard about his sons’ behavior (vs. 22).

In fourteen out o f fifteen object clauses to UJD1D with a participle o f utterance,
excluding Dan 8 :13a, the content of what is spoken is provided by the context.1 For the
verbal root "131 the results are even more compelling: In all eight instances, besides Dan
8:13a, a direct object is expressed or can be supplied from the context.
It seems then possible to draw the following conclusion: When stated that
someone hears an utterance it is implied that the utterance is not merely a sound but has
content and is indeed heard as an utterance with content. Therefore, it is likely that the
clause “and I heard a holy one speaking” in Dan 8:13a implies a specific content that may
be known by reviewing the context. The use of the cohortative nypiiilO to possibly
indicate an intensive form o f hearing or listening2provides additional support for this
idea.
That the content o f what the holy one was speaking is syntactically missing in Dan
'O nly the verb b b p “curse” (Eccl 7:21) does not take a direct object. This exception can b e
explained by the fact that the verb b b p expresses a perform ative utterance, that is, th e verb denotes an
activity which is perform ed by ju st saying that one does it (e.g., “I curse y o u ” or “I bless y o u ”). A
verb o f perform ative utterance does not require an object that states w hat is said.
2Schindele, “Textkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 9.
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8:13a is also illustrated by a transformation of the clause “13*113 12ji*lp'*inx njJDttfKl into
J

:

It

t

v

t

:

:

v

r

a main clause with a relative clause.1 Such a transformation of vs. 13a results in “and I
heard [something] that a holy one was speaking.” Obviously, the content o f the speech is
left out or not provided (maybe because Daniel did not clearly understand what was said
by the holy one?) or that which is spoken has to be supplied by the context.
Interestingly, when 2)312) takes the nominal object 131 “word, speech” the
perception o f the content o f the words is emphasized.2 As has been found before, the
same kind o f “reception o f words and their content” applies to cases where 2)312? takes an
object clause with the verbal element “13*1.3

'T h e possibility o f this transform ation process is easily recognized. A com parison o f Jer 26:7
w ith Jer 38:1 suggests that the object clause “heard Jerem iah speaking these w ords” (26:7) can be
transform ed into a m ain clause with a relative clause: “heard the words that Jerem iah w as speaking"
(Jer 38:1). In this transform ation the predicate and the subject o f the object clause becom e the
predicate and the subject o f the relative clause, and the object o f the object clause becom es the object
o f the m ain clause. See also D eut 5:1; Jer 2 8 :7; Ezek 2:8 and 44:5 for constructions in w hich th e main
clause has the predicate 21312) and an object that is extended by a relative clause with a participle o f
"13*1 (w ith a participle o f 13X in M ic 6:1). In three instances, w hat was said follows the 2)322) clause
(D eut 5:1; Jer 28:7; E zek 44:5; also M ic 6:1). In Ezek 2:8 the speaking m ay refer to w hat the m an
figure said before (2:3-7), and/or to w hat he said after his com m and (2:8; 3:1-11), or it even m ay be a
general call for the prophet at the beginning o f his com mission. The sim ilar com m and in 3:10 may
indicate th at the com m ands in 2:8 and 3:10 are each given at the end o f a speech in order to em phasize
and affirm w hat has ju s t been said.
2A ram barri p oints out that “aside from a perception relating to sound, there is also a
perception relating to content. Such a perception occurs w ith the object 13*1 2)322): The perception is
not dependent o n sense b u t mainly on content. The reception o f words occurs in reference to content,
so that w ith this object there exists an activity o f speaking that is different from the sense perception.
The object extends th e sphere o f perception, and the verbal action widens. Thus, hearing is n o t only a
reception o f sounds, but also a reception o f w ords and their contents” (230, cf. 202). Cf. W . H.
Schm idt in J. B ergm an, H. Lutzmann, and W. H. Schmidt, “1 3 1 dabhar," TD O T, 3:107: “d abhar is
also used as the object o f verbs o f hearing, w hich depict the word as intelligible, understandable.”
3O bviously the root *131 has a slightly different semantic notion w hen it stands in dependence
o f the verbal root 2)312)— nam ely, it refers also to the content o f the w ords spoken— as w hen it occurs
alone as die m ain predicate o f a sentence. In the latter case 13*1 can also be found w ithout referring to
w hat w as spoken and then it ju st focuses upon the activity o f speaking and n o t upon the resu lt or
content o f the speech. For this sem antic notion o f “131, w hich is often p ointed out in com parison w ith
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Since the syntactic-semantic construction in Dan 8:13a implies that the content of
the speech o f the holy one is heard, the context may possibly supply the content. Here,
another observation from the findings in table 11 above becomes important. The content
o f what is spoken may precede1or may follow2 the clause where it is said that someone
heard the utterance. In the case of Dan 8:13a it is the preceding text which should be
explored for the content o f the speech because the following text (vs. 13b) mentions that
another holy one is speaking. The suggestion then is that the content of what is spoken by
the holy one in vs. 13a is supplied in vs. 12a-12d, which is marked by the discourse type
style o f the verbal forms in vs. 12. Put differently, vs. 12 contains the words of the holy
one who is mentioned in vs. 13a as being heard speaking by Daniel.

Wayyiqtol nyQiCNl
It seems that the wayyiqtol form

is a major obstacle for the suggestion

that vs. 12 expresses what the holy one o f vs. 13a said. Usually, this wayyiqtol form is

the sem antic m eaning o f "1QX, see G. G erlem an, “ 1 2 T d&bir w ord,” TLOT, 1:327-328; Bergm an,
Lutzm ann, and Schm idt, 3:98-100; M ats Eshkult, “U ber einige hebraische V erben des Sprechens Etym ologie und M etapher,” O rientalia Suecana 38-39 (1989-1990): 32; Sam uel A. M eier, Speaking
o f Speaking: M a rkin g D irect D iscourse in the H ebrew B ible, VTSup, no. 46 (Leiden: Brill, 1992),
141-144; Cynthia L. M iller, The R epresentation o f Speech in Biblical H ebrew Narrative: A Linguistic
A nalysis, H SM , no. 55 (A tlanta: Scholars, 1996), 373. D C H notes that the verb "1ST occurs “ usu[ally]
in a particular situation; w ith or w ithout ref[erent] to the content o f what is spoken” (2:387-388).
Contrarily, it seem s that 1 3 T in the Piel “has a great capacity for taking objects” (G erlem an, 1:328; cf.
the entry o f “HST I” in D C H , 2:387-396). On the resultative use o f the Piel, Jenni suggests that 1 3 1
m eans “to u tter specific w ords” w ith the object already im plied. For him , the resultative always has in
view a specific content o f w ords, w h eth er it is m entioned or ju st implied. The infinitival and
participial use o f 1 3 T designates the event o f speaking, respectively the agent, and therefore the object
can be unspecified (Jenni, D as hebraische P icel, 165).
'W ith ”131: D eut 4:33; 5:26(23); Jer 26:7; w ith other verbs: Num 11:10; 1 Sam 2:24; Jer 20:1.
2W ith 13*1: G en 27:6; N um 7:89; Ezek 1:28; 2:2; 43:6; with other verbs: Gen 37:17; Isa 6:8;
Jer 31:18.
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understood like the majority o f wayyiqtol forms: as a sequential wayyiqtol indicating
progression in time. The hearing in vs. 13a then follows in the past after Daniel had seen
the events described in vs. 12; and nSJQtfKl is attributed perfective aspect.1
The above suggestion however raises the question whether it is possible that the
object clause after the wayyiqtol form o f U0t2) can refer to what was said previously. In
such a case vs. 13a would describe the act of hearing, which in chronological sequence
should precede the report o f what was being said given in vs. 12. The question therefore
is: Can a wayyiqtol form have pluperfect meaning? To this end, the major steps in the
scholarly discussion on the pluperfect use of wayyiqtol are first briefly outlined. Then,
attention is directed to possible occurrences of a wayyiqtol form o f UQttJ with an object
clause that refers to what was uttered previously.

Wayyiqtol w ith pluperfect sense. S. R. Driver’s Treatise (1892) was highly
influential throughout the end o f the nineteenth and the first half o f the twentieth century.2
He denied a pluperfect use o f wayyiqtol except for instances expressing “the continuation
of a plupf.”3 or instances “occurring at the beginning o f a narrative, or paragraph.”4
Blake, Davidson, and Bergstrasser follow Driver in that a wayyiqtol with pluperfect sense

'So, e.g., G zella, 143.
2D river, Treatise, 84-89 (§76).
3Ibid., 84 (his em phasis).
“Ibid., 88.
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occurs apparently only in continuance o f a preceding perfect with that meaning.1
Similarly, for Konig the wayyiqtol is only sequential, and there is no independent
pluperfect use of the wayyiqtol.1
In the second half of the twentieth century this previously accepted and dominant
view has been seriously challenged. In a 1968 paper, W. J. Martin studied
dischronologized narration and observes that the pluperfect sense of a verb form is
demanded by the situation or context.3 According to Martin the motives for
“dischronologization” vary:
In some cases nothing more seems to be involved than the reversal of the
chronological order as a concession to memory. Or the purpose might be to arrange
incidents according to their geographical distribution. A writer, on the other hand,
might wish to subordinate and arrange incidents according to their relative
importance. The major consideration with any writer o f literary talent would be to
present his material so organized as to stimulate attention and to communicate it
effectively.4
The most extensive argumentation against Driver and in support of the use of
wayyiqtol as pluperfect is D. W. Baker’s 1973 m aster’s thesis.5 To him, the pluperfect
sense is dependent upon any context and situation “where the temporal relationship

'Frank R. Blake, A R esurvey o f H eb rew Tenses: With an A p p en d ix H ebrew Influence on
Biblical Aram aic, Scripta Pontificii Instituti B iblici, no. 103 (R om e: Pontifical B iblical Institute,
1951), 49 (§31); D avidson, H ebrew Syntax, 72-73 (§ 4 8 c and n. 2); Bergstrasser, 2:27 (§6d).
"Konig, 3:51-53 (§142).
3W. J. M artin, “ ‘D ischronologized’ N arrative in the O ld T estam ent,” in C ongress Volume:
Rome 1968, VTSup, no. 17 (Leiden: Brill, 1969), 179-186 (for the pluperfect sense see p. 181).
“Ibid., 186.
5David W eston Baker, “The C onsecutive N o n -p erfectiv e as P luperfect in the H istorical Books
o f the Hebrew Old T estam ent (G enesis - K ings)” (M a ste r o f C hristian Studies thesis, R egent College,
1973), esp. 54-99.
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between an event in the past and another event which preceded it must be expressed.”1
Baker argues that there are wayyiqtol forms used as pluperfect which do not follow
another verbal form with the same sense. He refers to thirty-eight texts in which a
pluperfect wayyiqtol is used.2 Though one has to admit that not all o f Baker’s examples
are equally convincing, the category of wayyiqtol functioning as pluperfect has been well
established. Since Baker, the pluperfect use o f wayyiqtol has been recognized by several
other grammatical and linguistic works.3
The next contribution is R. Buth’s linguistic analysis of “unmarked temporal
overlay” in 1994.4 He mentions cases in which a wayyiqtol form is used but the

'Ibid., 100 (cf. 4).
2Baker, 54-99. He lists Gen 19:29 CIV]); 29:12 (“III"]), 24 q r i" ] ) , 29 q i] " ] ) ; 35:7 ( t n p * ] ) , 15
Exod 2:10 (tnpPVI); 14:8 (pm"]); 19:2 011p"l); Josh 2:16 ("laKh]); 8:4 0?"]); 13:24 qn*]),
29Tqn*]); 18:8 (IS]]); 1 Sam 7:13 0UJJ3"]); 9:25 OTT]), 26 (tn p ’1); 14:6 p O tn ); 17:13 CD1?".]); 26:4
(nW"1); 2 Sam 4:3 OmS"]), 4 (inNOn?), 7 f)K'3"T]); 12:27 (n^tf"]); 13:28 (IS’]), 34 (rTQ"]);'l Kgs
7:13 (nbtti’]); 9:14 (nbah); 11:15 ("?"]); 18:3 (iOj?"]); 21:9 ( 3 ' n p n i ) ; 22:37 (ho*l); 2 Kgs 6:29
(xannt); 7:7 0 » K 1 ), 19 (I??-!); 13:14 f n * ! ) . 2 4 T(nn*l); 17:13 p W V ). U n d er the category “problem
passages” Baker refers to six w ayyiqtol form s o f w hich he is n ot certain w h eth er th ey have pluperfect
sense (106-111): Gen 6:1 pITl); 25:20 ("?]]]); 1 Sam 18:3 (ri"D"]), 8 (“in]]); 20:16 (ri“D "]); 23:18
0rrp"l). Previously, the pluperfect sense o f the w a yyiq to l form s in 2 Sam 4:4; 12:27; Josh 2:16;
1 Kgs 9:14; 18:3 has been argued also by M artin (“ ‘D isch ro n o lo g ized ’ N arrativ e,” 181-186), who
furtherm ore cited 1 Kgs 1:7 as example. Sporadically, gram m ars h ad also identified pluperfect
wayyiqtols, e.g., in 1 Sam 17:13 by Ew ald, Syntax, 254 (§346c n. 3).
3W altke and O ’Connor tend to regard the use o f w a yyiq to l to rep resen t pluperfect situations
“as a subvariety o f epexegetical use” and give E xod 4:19 ("ipX"]); N um 1:48 (1 3 “]"]), 1 K gs 13:12
(IK”]"]) as examples (Waltke and O ’Conner, 552-553). Sim ilarly, G ibson, S yntax, 96 (§78 n. 1), who
adds 1 Sam 14:24; Isa 38:21,22; 39:1; Jer 39:11; Zech 7:2; N eh 2:9; Jan P. L ettinga, G ram m aire de
I ’hebreu biblique (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 169 (§72d), w ho refers to Jo n ah 2:1; 3:6 (vss. 6-9 are previous
to vs. 5); and 4:5 (vss. 5-8 are previous to vss. 1-4); and B H R G , 168 (§21.2.3). N ow and then, another
pluperfect w ayyiqtol is detected, for exam ple, W inther-N ielsen reco g n izes a p ast p erfect w ayyitol in
narration in Josh 10:8 (278).
4Randall Buth, “M ethodological Collision B etw een S ource C riticism and D iscourse A nalysis:
The Problem o f ‘Unmarked Tem poral O verlay’ and the P lu p erfect/N o n seq u en tial W ayyiqtol," in
B iblical H ebrew and D iscourse Linguistics, ed. R. D. Bergen (D allas: S um m er Institute o f
Linguistics, 1994), 138-154, esp. 142-144.
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“temporal development of the story pauses and retreats.”1 Buth calls this phenomenon
“grammatically unmarked temporal overlay”2 in contrast to a temporal overlay that is
grammatically marked by the waw-x-qatal structure. At a juncture o f unmarked temporal
overlay a pluperfect wayyiqtol may occur. Such unmarked temporal overlay may be
noticed by two different methods: “through lexical reference and/or repetition” (e.g.,
compare Lev 16:11 with 16:6-7, or Judg 20:36-39 with 20:31-33) or “based on culturally
natural semantic relationships with the previous sentence” (e.g.,

in Judg 11:1, or

in Isa 39: l).3 As motivation for unmarked temporal overlay, Buth submits the
communicative effect such a structure might have. He observes cautiously that a
“wayyiqtol cannot be allowed to indiscriminately refer to any tense situation. There were
strong restrictions that made the structure quite rare and these must be part o f a
grammatical description.”4
The last contribution to the discussion thus far is by C. J. Collins who builds on
Buth’s observations and applies them to a larger corpus. Collins suggests that an
unmarked pluperfect use o f wayyiqtol can be detected when one o f three conditions are
met (the first two correspond to Buth’s two conditions): When “some anaphoric reference
explicitly points back to a previous event,” or “the logic o f the referent described requires
that an event presented by a wayyiqtol verb form actually took place prior to the event

'Ibid., 142.
T bid., 143.
3Ib id , 142.
4Ib id , 152 n. 6.
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presented by a previous verb,” or “the verb begins a section or paragraph.”1
Though the pluperfect or past perfect use of wayyiqtol as discussed has been
controversial, at the present time it seems best to allow for a pluperfect use not as a
general option for the wayyiqtol form but under specific circumstances.

Pluperfect use of wayyiqtol nypttfNI in Dan 8:13a. The pluperfect use of
nspttfNI in Dan 8:13a can be identified by the second criteria suggested by Buth and
Collins. From the natural semantic relationship one expects that the event o f hearing
someone speaking (vs. 13a) is mentioned before the content of the speech (vs. 12) is
reported— on the basis that the verbal forms o f the clauses in vs. 12 and the construction
“to hear someone speaking” indicate that vs. 12 is direct speech and reports what the holy
one said.
In fact, there are three other cases in BH where after a wayyiqtol form o f UOti the
object clause refers to what was said previously, and the wayyiqtol should be translated
with pluperfect sense: Jer 26:7; Jer 20:1; and Num 11:10. In this sense, Dan 8:13a is not
a unique case.
In Jer 26:7 the words Jeremiah was speaking are found in the immediately
preceding verses (Jer 26:2-6). Regarding time, the wayyiqtol form

in vs. 7 refers

to an activity which is contemporary to Jeremiah’s speaking mentioned in vss. 2-6. In
other words, the wayyiqtol WEStf*] does not indicate a strictly sequential action, an action

'C . John Collins, “The W ayyiqtol us ‘Pluperfect’: W hen and W hy,” TynB 46 (1995): 117-140,
esp. 127-128. In addition to the instances suggested previously, Collins identifies “IS"! (G en 2:19) as
a pluperfect use o f a wayyiqtol.
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that follows in time to the activity mentioned previously. The basic structure of this
passage is as follows:
26:2-6 The word from the Lord
26:7 wayyiqtol (lyptBT)
subject
object clause: subject +participle (“l3 "ID) +object (refers back to vss. 2-6)
26:8 'HT + temporal adjunct/clause1+ wayyiqtol
The same construction is found in Jer 20:1. As Pashur was chief officer in the house of
the Lord (Jer 20:1), the “words” or “things” Jeremiah had prophesied certainly refer back
to Jeremiah’s words o f prophecy spoken “in the court o f the Lord’s house” (19:14) which
are reported in 19:15. The structure is:
19:15 prophecy o f Jeremiah in the court o f the Lord’s house
20:1 wayyiqtol (UM"1)
subject
object clause: subject +participle (K23) +object (referring back to 19:15)
20:2 wayyiqtol
The third occurrence of a wayyiqtol form of

with pluperfect sense is in Num 11:10.

After the expressive weeping of the Israelites, which extends from vs. 4 to vs. 6,
background information is given in vss. 7-9, so that the wayyiqtol

in vs. 10 takes

up the mainline narrative. In the primary storyline vs. 10 follows the words of weeping in
vss. 4-6 so that the weeping which was heard (vs. 10) had already been described in vss.
4-6. The structure is:

‘There is disagreem ent w hether “’iT I + tem poral reference” should be regarded as an
independent tem poral clause or as a tem poral adjunct. See Christo H. J. van d er M erwe, “The Elusive
Biblical H ebrew T erm T P "I: A Perspective in Term s o f Its Syntax, Semantics, and Pragm atics in 1
S am uel,” H S 40 (1999): 83-114; especially his overview o f the current issues on pp. 85-92.
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11:4-6 weeping o f the Israelites
11:7-9 background information
11:10 wayyiqtol (Uft^H)
subject
object clause: subject +participle (H3 3 ) (weeping refers to 11:4-6)
11:10 wayyiqtol
The three texts presented show that a wayyiqtol form o f UttlD can have pluperfect meaning
if the context requires it. As argued, the pluperfect meaning is also the best way to
interpret nyptfXl in Dan 8:12-13a. The structure is:
8:12 the speech o f a holy one
8:13a wayyiqtol (rtypttfXI)
subject (implied in the verbal form)
object clause: subject +participle (13'ip) +elliptical object (vs. 12)
8:13b wayyiqtol
To sum up, the arguments in favor of vs. 12 being a discourse and vs. 13a containing a
pluperfect wayyiqtol are: (1) To hear somebody speaking ("131) implies that the content
of the speech is understood; (2) discourse-type verbal forms in vs. 12a-12d indicate direct
speech; (3) the context suggests that a holy one is speaking to Daniel (vs. 14a and also vs.
12); (4) the vision ends structurally with vs. 11.’ As a result, the wayyiqtol in Dan 8:13a
has a pluperfect or past perfect sense. The clause represents an “unmarked temporal
overlay” and should be translated with “And I had heard a holy one speaking.”
This rare construction in Dan 8:13a raises two further questions regarding the
motives for the use o f a wayyiqtol pluperfect. First, Why does the narrator prefer not to
be strictly sequential in Dan 8:12-13 a? And second, Why does the narrator not indicate
the pluperfect sense with the more common x-qatal clause type? Though we cannot

'F or the last point see the analysis o f the structure in the literary analysis in chapter 3 (below).
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exactly know the intentions of the narrator, it seems possible to suggest some
explanations based on the effect o f the wayyiqtol pluperfect construction.
The placement of the content o f the speech in vs. 12 without any hint before the
narrative introduction to the speech in vs. 13a produces an abruptness in the speech o f the
holy one. The impression is that while Daniel was observing with his eyes (vss. 2, 3, 4, 5,
7), probably being absorbed by the vision, he all o f a sudden heard an exclamatory
statement. Such an abrupt interruption by a holy one seems to connect what he said more
closely to the visionary movements just seen by Daniel. The obvious reason for this is
that vs. 12a-12b is an explanatory comment on the horn’s actions against the heavenly
commander in chief mentioned in vs. 1 lb-1 lc. Daniel may not even have seen the holy
ones, since no description at all is given o f them.
In a supplementary way the wayyiqtol as pluperfect adds the mention of the
speech while at the same time, in contrast to a x-qatal clause, it serves as narrative main
line introduction o f the short narration o f the audition. The communicative effect would
be to add the factual detail that the just mentioned clauses in vs. 12 had been heard
without placing this narrative comment on the narrative offline.1 In this regard it is
important to note that “the backbone of the narrative . . . does not have to correlate with
the actual course o f events in time.”2 While the main narrative is carried on in vs. 13a,
the prior report o f the speech in vs. 12 emphasizes that the content of the speech is more
'F o r the suggestion that “the co n strain t o f ad ding details to a passage w ithout also dem oting
them off the m ainline” may m otivate a n o n seq u en tial use o f the w ayyiqtol see B uth, “M ethodological
Collision,” 147-148.
2BH RG , 167 (§21.2.3).
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important than its introduction.
At the same time the direct speech in vs. 12 and the wayyiqtol pluperfect use in
vs. 13a provide an explanation for the puzzling

“to me” in 8:14a. If vs. 12 and vs. 13

are structurally separated so that vs. 12 belongs to the visionary part and vs. 13 is the
beginning of the audition, the two holy ones are talking to each other and Daniel merely
listens to their conversation. Herein lies the reason why some scholars suggest emending
' i * to

“to him.” However, the celestial being has already spoken to Daniel in vs.

12. One can imagine that this being addresses Daniel again after another celestial being
asked a question that may have been on Daniel’s mind, too. In other words, the first holy
being speaks to Daniel in vs. 12 and, after being asked a question by another holy being
(vs. 13b-c), the first one continues his speech toward Daniel in vs. 14. Table 12
illustrates the flow o f the audition and why in vs. 14a it is said that the holy one speaks to
Daniel.

Table 12. Structure o f the Audition in Daniel 8:12-14
Text
8:12-13a
8:13b-c
8:14

13a:
13b:
14a:

Speaker

Addressee

Content o f Speech

a (first) holy one
another holy one
he=the first holy one

Daniel
the first holy one
Daniel (“to me”)

12a-12d
13c
14b-14c

Thus, both the vision and the audition are directed towards Daniel, making him
the addressee o f both. In this structure, vss. 12-13 form a small concentric pattern:
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a

Speech o f the first holy one (vs. 12)
b
b’

a’

First holy one (S ii7p'7nN ) had spoken (vs. 13a)
Second holy one (IBilp "int?) said (vs. 13b)
D irect speech of the second holy one (vs. 13c)

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
The only semantic issue in 8:13a concerns the referential meaning o f

There

is no question that the holy one mentioned in vs. 13a is a celestial being.1 A more
specific identification goes beyond the limit of this text.2 This verse constitutes the first
and only time in the Hebrew Bible that the singular “holy one” is used for a heavenly
being. Elsewhere, the plural

is used for celestial beings (Ps 89:6, 8; Zech 14:5),

also tf lp (Deut 33:2), and in BA the singular

(Dan 4:10, 20) and the plural 'ptf'Hj?

(Dan 4:14).3 The referential meaning of the plural 'piii'Hp in Dan 7 (vss. 18, 21, 22, 25,
27) is disputed.4 And the interpretation of the D’Cnp'DJJ “people o f holy ones” in Dan
8:24 not only depends upon the interpretation of the host of heaven and the stars in Dan
8:10 but also to some extent upon the interpretation of the holy ones o f the M ost High in
Dan 7.

‘All com m entators agree that © ilp refers to a heavenly being, celestial spirit, or angel. For
Lacocque this person is “an ‘angelized’ Saint” (The B o o k o f D a n iel, 163).
2Some identify these holy ones as members o f th e h ost o f heaven in vss. 10-11 (so Lacocque,
The B ook o f D aniel, 163; Towner, 121). It has also been proposed that the first holy one is G abriel
(von Lengerke, 384-385; M aurer, 144-145; von G all, 84-86) or C hrist (Calvin, 105-106; H av em ick ,
286; Ford, D aniel, 160).
3See Simon B. Parker, “Saints D’tf H p ,” D D D , 719.
4The question is w hether the “holy ones o f the M o st H igh” in D an 7 refers to angels or to
human beings or to both. For this discussion see, e.g., K och, D as Buch D aniel, 234-239; and Collins,
D aniel (1993), 313-317 (in particular the bibliographic references in notes 320-323); cf. Jo h n J.
Collins, “ Saints o f the M ost High 'pjV'1?!? ’ttTHp,” D D D , 720-722.
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Clause 13b

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
13b

[n an o n ■om*??1?]

nnt<] p rairi]

waw+Qal-ipf/3sgm/ num/sgm/ adj/sgm/ prep+art+adj/sgm/ art+Piel-ptc/sgm/
to/(waw+Qal-ipf/3 sgm/) NumWG(num/sgm/ adj'/sgm/)
PWG(prep+ArtWG(art+adj/sgm/)) ArtWG(art+Piel-ptc/sgm/)
P.Sy + l.S y +3.Sy [+2.Sy = vs,13c-d]
predicate +subject +indirect object [+direct object]
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

After the first holy one had spoken “another holy one”1 addresses the first one.
The first holy one, already mentioned in vs. 13a as speaking, is again specified as the one
who was speaking (by the adjectival participle la n p n ). Since speaking is the single
characteristic mentioned for this holy one, it is apparently important and lends credit to
the view that the speaking is actually recorded in vs. 12.
The hapax legomenon

which refers back to the holy one in vs. 13a,2 has

'it is needless to suppose th at the second tttilp “tnK is a gloss (D elitzsch, 136) or, together
w ith “n * tp n , is an accidental repetition that should be excised (M oore, 197).
2L acocque suggests that “the second
“inK should be understood as designating the
same individual as before” and that "O io b sb refers to Daniel. He com pares
w ith T
“this
one” w hich occurs as an imprecise designation for D aniel in Dan 8:16 (cf. also Judg 6:20; 1 Sam
17:26; 2 Kgs 4:25). H e translates “I S 'lo n
in vs. 13b with “to the individual (nam ely D aniel)
w ho had asked” and regards vs. 13c as D aniel’s question (D aniel, 163-164). H ow ever, L acocque’s
suggestion is problem atic. First, the designation o f the first holy one in vs. 13a as “la iO “ speaking”
and the repetition o f “I j n p n in vs. 13b as designation o f the
indicates that th e sam e person is
meant. Up to vs. 13, it has not been m entioned that D aniel was speaking. In fact, in the w hole o f
chap. 8, D aniel never speaks. He is sim ply portrayed in the position o f the visionary w h o sees, hears
and experiences the celestial revelation and explanation. It is therefore difficult to claim th at in vs.
13b the attribute I B 'i p n “the speaking on e” could have been given to Daniel. A nd second, there is no
com pelling reason to translate 13*113H as “w ho had asked,” particularly since the same participle
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been correctly explained as an extremely syncopated form of ’3b b s 'JS b “a certain one”
or “so-and-so.” 1 To give this expression any name-like qualities seems to be far-fetched.2

Clause 13c

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
13c

[ ( o » i» K a si) (tth p i) (nn

doe

u tfs n i) (*r»rin)] [p m n ] fn a -n i)]

prep interrog art+noun/sgm/ art+adv waw+art+noun/sgm/ Qal-ptc/sgm/ Qalinf/cs/ waw+noun/sgm/ waw+noun/sgc/ noun/sgm/
PWG(prep interrog) ArtWG(art+noun/sgm/) ArtWG(art+adv)
waw+ArtWG(art+noun/sgm/) Qal-ptc/sgm/ Qal-inf/cs/ waw+noun/sgm/
waw+noun/sgc/ noun/sgm/
P.Sy + l.S y +C.Sy
nominal predicate +subject +attributive list to the subject
Clause type: Nominal clause.

Interrogative phrase
In BH the interrogative phrase TlQ“ iy “how long?” or “until when?” occurs

”)3'1P in vs. 13a is translated as “speaking.”
’Cf. 1 Sam 21:3; 2 K gs 6:8; Ruth 4:1; and " i b a n or ’^ a n for an unknow n place in 1 Chr
11:27, 36; 27:10. F or this explanation see m ost com m entators and gram m ars, e.g., Ibn E zra (cited in
Judah J. Slotki, D aniel, Ezra, N ehem iah: H ebrew Text & English Translation with Introductions and
C om m entary, 2d ed., ed. E. Oratz, Soncino Books o f the Bible, vol. 13 [London: Soncino, 1992], 68);
B auer and L eander, H istorische G ram m atik, 267 (§34a). The simple 'J ^ B (m.) or
(f.) is not
found in B H b u t in M iddle H ebrew ; see under “, 3ii7B” in M arcus Jastrow , A D ictionary o f the
Targumim, the T alm ud B abli and Yerushalmi, and the M idrashic L iterature, 2 vols. (New York: Title,
1943), 2:1178. T hus, it is unlikely that in D an 8:13b “’i^ B w as original, and D was inserted
artificially to identify w ith the classical term ” (M ontgom ery, 344).
^ J io b B has been regarded as nam e or designation o f a significant personage (Rose and
Fuller, 344) or heavenly being, either an angel (R. R obert, “Eine alte Erklarung von ‘palm oni’ [Dan.
8, 13],” Bib 35 [1954]: 270-272) o r C hrist (Calvin, 105-106; H avem ick, 286; tentatively W ordsw orth,
40). H ow ever, it w ould be strange th at the nam e or designation is not already m entioned in vs. 13a
where this person is introduced (so H asslberger, 105).
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twenty-nine times and always asks about the end o f something, almost exclusively
referring to a negative attitude or negative activity.1 The emphasis o f the question “how
long?” is regarding the ending o f an untenable situation.2 Thus such questions frequently
imply lament over continuous distress and the plea for change.3 These somewhat
impatient questions, which are often found in the Psalms and in prophetic discourse, have
the purpose “to be heard as petitions: act, intervene!”4 The one who asks as well as the
addressee o f the question could be human, divine, or another celestial being.5 In sum,
“how long?” is the ultimate question of the terrorized and distressed believer.6

'E xodus 10:3, 7; N um 14:27; 1 Sam 1:14; 16:1; 2 Sam 2:26; 1 Kgs 18:21; N eh 2:6; Pss 6:4;
74:10; 80:5; 82:2; 90:13; 94:3 (2x); P rov 1:22; 6:9; Isa 6:11; Jer 4:14, 21; 12:4; 23:26; 31:22; 47:5;
Dan 8:13; 12:6; H os 8:5; H ab 2:6; Z ech 1:12. N eh em iah 2:6 could be the only exception to the
negative aura o f the question, although for the king it m ay indeed be negative that his faithful
cupbearer N ehem iah w ill b e gone aw ay for a long trip.
2See H asel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 429: “T he em phasis is not duration (how long) but
term ination (until w hen) an d w hat follo w s” (his em phasis).
3E m st Jenni observes that “the vast m ajority” o f
questions are “rhetorical questions
expressing unw itting or im patient accusations in various degrees” (“’TO m ita y w hen?” TLOT, 2:691)
and that “the reproachful and agonizing question to G o d ” occurs “in the com m unity la m e n t. . . and in
the individual lam ent” (2:692).
"H elm er R inggren, “’n o mM ay," TD O T, 9:102.
5A question headed by ’TO—1J1 is directed b y G od to hum ans (Exod 10:3; Num 14:27; 1 Sam
16:1; Jer 23:26), by a prophet (as Y h w h ’s spokesperson) to fellow hum ans (1 Kgs 18:21; Jer 4:14;
31:22; 47:5; H os 8:5; H ab 2:6), by a p rophet to God (Isa 6:11; Jer 4:21; 12:4), by the praying psalm ist
to God (Pss 6:4; 74:10; 80:5; 82:2; 90:13; 94:3 [2x]), b y hum ans to fellow hum ans (Exod 10:7; 1 Sam
1:14; 2 Sam 2:26; Prov 6:9; N eh 2:6), by w isdom to h um ans (Prov 1:22), by a celestial being to
another celestial being (D an 8:13; 12:6), and by the angel o f Y hw h to Y hw h him self (Zech 1 :12).
Com pare the sim ilar question H D 'I V “how lo n g ?” directed by a prophet to hum ans (Num 24:22), by a
hum an to hum ans (Pss 4:3; 74:9), by th e praying p salm ist to God (Pss 79:5; 89:47), and the question
n w n S J “how long?” directed to G od (Ps 13:2 [2x], 3 [2x]; Jer 47:6; Hab 1:2) or to m an (Exod 16:28;
Num 14:11;7Josh 18:3;7Ps 62:4;7Job 19:2).
Both nOT ’ ISJ
and
iU
R- 'IU have a sim ilar function to ’DO"
/
T
T
” T
in that they ask for the end o f an untenable situation.
6The im portance and im pact o f the question , nQ~“ty are reflected in the various w ays it is
succinctly described: “question o f im patience” (M einhold, D aniel, 309), “an antique expression o f
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What is the function o f this question in Dan 8:13? A holy being is inquiring how
long the operations o f God’s adversary will last without divine intervention, when will
their end come, and, perhaps, if there m aybe hope at the end. The question expresses the
belief that the crimes o f the horn and o f the counter-host are not the end yet. In this way,
the celestial being asks indirectly for G od’s mercy and intervention. He urges God to
limit the triumph o f evil and set things right.1 There must be hope!
The answer to the question “how long?” directed toward God is prophetic in
nature. Only the prophet knows how long, and only if it were revealed to him by God.
This is expressed in the parallelism in Ps 74:9, which is immediately followed by the
question

“How long, O God?” in vs. 10:

“There is no longer any prophet,
Nor is there any among us who knows how long [n73_“TJ?]”
Thus, the answer to the question in Dan 8:13c, which is given in vs. 14b-14c, should be
regarded as a prophetic answer.

Definiteness and referential meaning o f ]itn n
The concern of the question is p tn n “the vision.” The noun p tn derives from the

religion” (M ontgom ery, 341), “a prayer for divine intervention and ju d g m en t” (Ford, D aniel, 177),
“the question p a r excellence o f the apocalypse, the reason the A uthor fs/c] w rote chapter 8”
(Lacocque, The B ook o f Daniel, 164), “cry o f an g u ish ” (R ussell, 147), “p opular plea in later
apocalyptic w ritings” (ibid., 150), “plain tiv e cry o f prophet an d psalm ist” (A nderson, S ig n s and
Wonders, 97), “traditional refrain in penitential literatu re” (C ollins, D a n iel [1993], 335), “lam ent”
(Longman, Daniel, 204; Gzella, 144), “p erennial apocalyptic question” (R edditt, 140), “the cry o f the
oppressed” (D oukhan, Secrets, 127).
'See B aldw in, 158;R edditt, 140.
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root nrn “see” and designates “first o f all a vision” or “revelatory vision.” 1 In Dan 8 and
in the rest of the book of Daniel, ]irn “designates revelatory vision with special emphasis
on the visionary element.”2 The question “Until when the vision?” is therefore about the
end of the vision, and not about the length o f the activities o f the horn. In fact, the
question wants to obtain an answer regarding the temporal limit o f the vision.
But what is meant by “the vision”? Some argue that the vision is identified by the
items following ]itnn as the section about the hom (vss. 9-11, respectively vss. 9-12), so
that the question asks about the length o f time o f the activities o f the hom. Since the
items in vs. 13c occur previously only in vss. 9-12, such an interpretation certainly has
some credit. It is obvious, however, that these items mentioned in vs. 13c do not
exhaustively represent the visionary part o f vss. 9-11 or 9-12. Missing are terminological
connections to vss. 9a, 9b, 1la, 12b, 12c, 12d. The items in vs. 13c then have to be
regarded as a selective list, which has probably been given because the climax of the
vision, that is, the activities of the hom, represents the most vivid impression, and also
the last, of the whole vision.
The hypothesis has to be examined whether ]iTnn refers to the whole vision3 and

'H ans F. Fuhs, Sehen und Schauen: D ie W urzel hzh im A lten O rient u n d im Alten Testament.
Ein Beitrag zum prophetischen O ffenbarungsem pfang, FB, no. 32 (W urzburg: Echter, 1978), 227; cf.
101. Pace A. Jepsen, “HTn chzz&h” TDOT, 4:283-284, w ho b eliev es that prophetic Htn denotes “a
revelation of the divine w ord” in w hich “visual m anifestation, h ow ever, plays no role, or at m ost a
minor one” (ibid., 284), so that ]1tn is “not a visual im age, b u t a w o rd from G o d ” (ibid., 283).
2Fuhs, 233. See also Jepsen, who has to adm it that p i n in D an 8 refers to “a clear im age,”
also in D an 10:14 (“nm,” 4:288). Cf. H artm an and D i L eila, 226: In Dan 8:13b; 9:24; 10:14b, pm
“refers to the substance o f the vision, the things seen in a v isio n .”
3See the reasons offered by Shea in support o f the view th a t ]itnn refers to the w hole vision.
Shea, Selected Studies (1982), 80-82 = (1992), 96-98; cf. H asel, “T h e ‘L ittle H o rn ’” (1986), 434-436.
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the items in vs. 13c present just a selection of the most important part(s) o f this vision.
The word p n “vision” occurs seven times in Dan 8 (vss. 1, 2 [2x], 13c, 15, 17, 26).1 In
Dan 8:1-2, which is the introduction to the vision, p in refers to the whole vision. It
makes little sense to argue that here the term p n would refer only to the activities o f the
hom starting in vs. 9; and in fact to my knowledge this has never been done. It is most
sensible that the next occurrence of p n in vs. 13c refers equally to the same entire vision
in vss. 3-11. The references to the vision in 8:2 and 8:13c appear to frame the vision
report.
The other occurrences of the term p in in chap. 8 confirm the conclusion that it
refers to the entire vision seen by Daniel, starting from vs. 3. In vs. 15, Daniel recounts
what happened after he had seen the vision. Here again the vision refers to all that he had
seen before. Verse 15 forms an inclusio with vs. 1. Also, the verb n x i “see,” which is
used here in vs. 15 with the object p n “vision,” is used elsewhere in the chapter to
describe the entire visionary experience of Daniel (8:1, 2) or his seeing o f different
elements or entities o f the vision (8:1 [2x], 2 [3x], 4, 6, 7, 20). The indication that Daniel
had seen the vision in vs. 15 therefore encompasses all o f what he had seen before.
In vss. 17 and 26 Gabriel frames the interpretation o f the vision by the comment
that “the vision is for the time of the end” (vs. 17) and to “keep secret the vision for (it
pertains to) many days” (vs. 26). In both instances p n refers to the entire vision, which
is also evident by the fact that Gabriel’s interpretation starts with the ram (vs. 20).

'O utside Dan 8, p n occurs in the H ebrew p art o f the book in 1:17; 9:21, 24; 10:14; 11:14 (a
total o f 35 times in the H ebrew Bible); in the A ram aic p art 30 tim es as verb Htn “se e,” 12 tim es as
noun ITn “vision,” and tw ice as nitn “sight.”
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Furthermore, the use of the article with pm indicates that p in in Dan 8 refers
always to the entire visionary experience of Daniel. In vs. 1, pin is indefinite, because
there the term is introduced for the first time. In all subsequent occurrences p m is
definite (vss. 2 [2x], 13c, 15, 17, 26). The article with p tn in vs. 13c must have an
anaphoric function and refers back to p tn in vss. 1-2. Finally, there is no indication in
the course o f the vision report that the vision should be divided at vs. 9a. The entire
vision report in vss. 3-11 is given in “continuous fashion.”1
For these reasons the mention o f p m n “the vision” in Dan 8:13c refers to the
entire vision report given in vss. 3-11.

Syntactic function o f T O p n
Before the words and phrases following p m n are analyzed individually, their
syntactic function should be clarified. The substantives mentioned after p m n — i.e.,
T a n n , Ultisn, c n ’p , and X3S— stand in apposition to it.2 They identify in a selective
manner important elements o f the vision. In fact, the whole question in vs. 13c takes up
the events referred to in vss. 10-12 by the means of “keywords.”3 These keywords are
solely connected with the activities of the hom, which again show that the focal point o f

'Shea, Selected Studies (1982), 81 = (1992), 96.
2So H avernick, 287; von Lengerke, 385; M aurer, 145; Kliefoth, 259; K eil, 301; M einhold,
“D aniel,” 309; B ehrm ann, 55; T iefenthal, 270; Driver, Daniel, 118; Charles, 210; L eupold, 351;
H asslberger, 105, 106; Shea, Selected Studies (1982), 80 = (1992), 95-96; C ollins, D a n iel (1993), 326,
336. M ontgom ery uses the term “epexegetical” to characterize the relation b etw een “the vision” and
the subsequent items (341).
’M ontgom ery, 342 (who regards the term s after Dttti Uitisril as a series o f glosses that have
accum ulated from terms in vss. 10-12); O bbink, 111; Aalders, D ani'il (1962), 180, 183; Ploger,
D aniel, 126; Lebram , D aniel, 95.
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the whole vision is the hom and its destructive activities.1 The identification of the
specific structure o f how these keywords are linked with each other and with the previous
verses is the task o f literary analysis.
The syntactic function of I ’BRR, in particular its relationship to ptnR, has
received some attention. All attempts to link T p n n with another word remain
unconvincing. The explanation that the two nouns function in a construct relationship
fails because o f the definite article before p m , which despite futile attempts cannot really
be accounted for in a construct relationship,2 except if the article were to be deleted by
textual emendation.3 Equally improbable is to take T n n n in co-ordination with the

'i t is beyond doubt that the additional items o f the question condense the contents o f vss. 1012 (see also K ranichfeld, 296; Keil, 301; H asslberger, 105). H ow ever, to conclude therefore (with
K liefoth, 260, and others) that the question asks only about the length o f the events m entioned in vss.
10-12, and n o t about the length o f time o f all the events seen in the vision (or about the horn’s lifetime
or the length o f the h o rn ’s reign) is not legitim ate.
2For D river, Treatise, 252 (§190); Konig, 3:302 (§303f); D avidson, H ebrew Syntax, 25 (§20
R. 4); G K C , 412-413 (§127f); and Lam bert, G ram m aire hebraique, 105 (§233 n. 2), p m n and I'O R R
should expected to be in construct relationship (so also R osenm uller, 265; Hitzig, 133-134; Zockler,
177; Freer, 36, 163; cf. the translation by H aag, D aniel, 64), although D river counts D an 8:13 to texts
in w hich a com pound idea is expressed by two term s standing in apposition. The problem w ith
interpreting I'O R R p m n as construct relation is that the noun p m is preceded by the article. A noun
in the construct state, how ever, does not take the article ( if the noun p in w ould be in the construct
state, the construct relation w ould already be determ ined by the following R’DRR). A construct
relation w ould have been expressed by I ’ORR p in , sim ilar to 1 p 3 R 1 211317 RK1D “the vision o f the
evenings and m ornings” (Dan 8:26). In order to explain the article in pTRR, GKC regards T E R R as
“a subsequent insertion,” w hereas K onig and L am bert argue that the placem ent o f the article w ith p i n
m ay have b een influenced by the occurrences o f p m w ith the article in vss. 2 (2x), 15, and 17.
D avidson finds the text to be seriously faulty. Ew ald observes only the phenom enon: “W hen the first
m em ber o f the series, w hich should be in construct state, thus becom es more detached through its
assum ption o f the article, it som etim es even returns to the absolute state. The article may then be
likew ise repeated w ith the second w ord” (Syn ta x, 108 [§290e]). F or a num ber o f construct relations in
w hich the nom en regens takes the article see K onig, 3:298-304 (§303).
3P rince assum es that the article R could have been caused by “dittography with the preceding
(D a n iel, 243). A lexander Reid M ayers suggests as “the easiest, and probably best, solution”
that the article R is caused by dittography with the follow ing R (“A Com parative Analysis o f the
G reek T ranslations w ith the M asoretic T ext and the Q um ran T exts o f D aniel 8” [M.A. thesis,

1 [j i c ] ”
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following noun (SEfBHl) since it could be neither object nor subject o f the infinitive verb

]n3. Some try to insert a verbal form after Tttnn, obviously in order to align it with the
other keyword elements which supposedly show a similar formal structure consisting of a
nominal form and a verbal form.1
Instead, the structure o f the question in vs. 13 shows that after the initial question
(“For how long is the vision?”)2 several specifications of the vision follow. The first of
these is the noun T O

Pin which specifies the vision in a non-phrasal manner as the vision

dealing, among other things, with the tami d? In the framework o f such an explanation
the definite article preceding both ]itrt and TOPI is not at all unusual.

n n on'tf yitiam
Syntactic function of n n . The syntactic function of n n is certainly the major
syntactic difficulty in the question o f the holy one in vs. 13c. Besides a number of

Andrews U niversity, 2001], 91).
'T hus, in analogy to vs. 11 and based on the G reek and Syriac versions, either the Hophal
participle DT12 (Bevan, 135; von G all, 52; M arti, D aniel, 59; Driver, D aniel, 119; M ontgom ery, 341;
Charles, 210 [who erroneously w rites “ insert D T E after UtUSH”]; N iditch, 220), the H ophal perfect
OTPI (G raetz, 388; B entzen, 56; N elis, 97), or the H iphil infinitive absolute DHH “taking aw ay” or
n o n “rem oving” is inserted after TO Pli! (H artm an and D i Leila, 222).
2The question is literally “U ntil w h en the vision?” (H artm an and Di L eila, 226) or “unto how
long?” (Leupold, 351). T hus, linguistically, the question is n ot concerned w ith the duration o f the
h o rn ’s activities but w ith the end o f the vision.
3See Schindele, “T extkonstituierung zu D aniel 8 ,” 9. This non-phrasal specification should
not be m istaken as an appositional relationship o f two nouns, in w hich both nouns refer to the same
referent w hile the second noun qualifies the first in some w ay, since ] itn n and T Q F in do not have the
same referent. O ne cannot translate: “H ow long the vision, [w hich is] the ta m id V '
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solutions which prefer emendation(s),1there are only two suggestions in which the text is
left unchanged. Either n n belongs to the previous words ( n n D D ®
to the following words ( D O I Q N D S 1

or it belongs

nn).

According to the first suggestion the infinitive construct nn relates to the
preceding DD® Uttipni and functions as a verbal element of this phrase. This allows two
options for the analysis o f the phrase and especially the function o f the noun U®pn. On
the one hand, DD®

UD'pni can function as the object o f nn: “the setting up o f the

'in short, the follow ing em endations o f vs. 13c have been suggested (cf. the recent survey o f
various scholarly suggestions in G ane, “T he Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . i n D aniel 8:13,” 368-373):
(1) Bevan (1892) tries to reconstruct the H ebrew on the basis o f the Old G reek and reads
o p p p x a s i ®*ip in n p Dtp D ® ani o n in T i a n n p r n n v u r n i ; “For how long is the vision to be,
w hile the daily sacrifice is taken away, and the Iniquity set up— from the tim e w hen he shall trod
down the sanctuary and the service,” w ith an insertion o f DniD after “PDPin (probably a gloss from vs.
1 lb ) and a new division o f consonants from tin p l n n O D ® in to ® lp lfTID 0® (135); B ludau
follows Bevan, except for two differences: B ludau adds the article before DTID, and he proposes that a
D has fallen out after the preceding tw o so th at the m iddle p art should read ® np I n n p DD® ®®pni
(66-67).
(2) Von G all (1895) reads ] n i DD® I7®S1 DniD T D n n with the N iphal
(for n n ) “und
Frevel der V erw iistung aufgestellt ist” (52); follow ed b y M arti, D aniel, 59; Charles, 210, w ho adds the
article: ]n3 DD®n JJDBil; N iditch, 220; and S tahl, W eltengagem ent, 175.
(3) Driver, D aniel (1900), w ho allow s also for B e v an ’s and von G all’s em endations, redivides
the words and reads D ip i n n “his giving the sanctuary” for ® np] n n (119); follow ed by
Montgomery, 341, and G zella, 39, 144: ®“!p i n n “his m aking sanctuary [and host a tram pling].”
(4) Ploger (1965) considers th e q uestion in vs. 13 to be an enum eration and m akes several
“ small changes”— ODD UDDi (instead o f ODD UDBHl), ® np n n i (instead o f ® npl n n ), and ODnpi
(instead ofODpD; see also E.-J. W aschke, “ ODD,” TD O T, i 3 :5 10j— resu ltin g in the translation “for
how long is the vision concerning the regular b u rn t offering and devastating sinfulness and the
abandoning o f the sanctuary and tribulation and tram p lin g ?” (D a n iel, 1 2 0 ,1 2 2 ); follow ed by Delcor,
175, 177-178; likew ise R ashi and A lshich, 383, w ho read OD"]D XDXI ® np n n .
(5) Collins, D aniel (1993), 336: “E ith er the w aw in ® np] m ust b e om itted or the w ords m ust
be divided as D ip in n ” (follow ing D river and M ontgom ery) reading “h is giving over the sanctuary”
w ith the implied antecedent God.
(6) G oldstein (2002) suggests several extrem e em endations— insertion o f D’TH before
T D n n , reading o f I7®B3 instead o f UDBiT, change o f the order n n DD® to DD® n n , and
transposition o f R3S1 (w ith deleted conjunction 1) b efo re DD®— thus read in g ODpp ®1p1 DD® K aa
n n U®E3 n ^ p n n D’n n ] iin n ’n p 'n s ), w h ich h e translates “For how long is the vision, the [removal
of] the continual offering as a result o f sin . . . , the im position o f the H ost from the Sky and the
sanctuary being a tram pled ground” (P eo p les o f an A lm ig h ty G od [2002], 46 2 , 472 n. 69).
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devastating crime . . or “the setting up o f the crime o f a devastator.”2 On the other
hand, illDEsH can function as subject and DtJiO as object o f nn: “the crime giving the
devastation... ”3 This latter option is obviously based on a specific understanding of vs.
12a in which UtflDZ is regarded as the agent o f the passive.4 However, it has been shown
to be unlikely that
suppose that

in vs. 12a functions as agent. There is therefore no reason to
in vs. 13c is the subject o f nn. Moreover, if o a n a xriai tthjpl or

012“ID Ksai with the apparent sequence “object-verb” is constructed in parallel to nn
DQiti Uttisrn, the phrase D812 Utiisni should also be regarded as the object.5
Whether DQia Uttfsn (option 1: likely) or only DQi£j (option 2: unlikely) is taken as
object of nn, one has to account for the inverse word order, for the infinitive

nn

follows

its object. An infinitive construct following its object seems to be a possible but rare
construction in BH. J. Carmignac refers to sixteen instances, o f which nine are not
contestable, in which the infinitive follows its object, with a number o f instances in which

‘So both G reek versions; H itzig, 134; G raetz, 389; M oore, 196; C harles, 210; N elis, 97; H.
Schneider, Daniel, 54; Aalders, D aniel (1962), 180; H asslberger, 105-106; H artm an and Di Leila,
222, 226-227; N iditch, 220; Lebram, D aniel, 94; H aag, D aniel, 64; B eyerle, 34 n. 41. H itzig
em phasizes that one should not understand the phrase in the sense “ den Frevel zum E ntsetzen zu
m achen” so as if DDtt?
were a double object, because the question asks about the duration o f the
crime and n o t about how long the crim e is given as h o rro r (134).
2Bauer, Das Buch Daniel, 172: “D er Frevel des V erw iisters eingesetzt.”
3Schindele translates: “und der Frevel, eine <verw iistende M acht> au fzu b ieten ” (Schindele,
“Textkonstituierung zu Daniel 8,” 14) or “Frevel, der ein V erw iistendes aufbietet” (ibid., 9). The
latter is preferred by Langer, 91.
“So Schindele, “Textkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 9.
5So already argued by H itzig, 134.
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such a word order is more or less doubtful.1 Interestingly, only in one o f the instances
listed by Carmignac is the object introduced by the object marker nK (Judg 20:5); in all
the other instances the object is not specifically marked, as in Dan 8:13c. It is more
difficult to find object+infinitive clauses with the infinitive construct o f )nj. Sometimes
reference is given to inn b ip 1? “when he utters his voice” in Jer 10:13 which itself is a
disputed phrase.2 Here, the object (“the voice”) precedes the Qal infinitive construct of

]ni.

Though there are minor differences to Dan 8:13c— the preposition b before the noun

object and the pronominal suffix attached to the infinitive construct— in Jer 10:13 there is
a precedent for the inverse word order in Dan 8:13c. Another example can be found in Ps
78:20.3 It should also be mentioned that a pre-infinitive object is quite common in

'Jean Carm ignac cites as exam ples for object-infinitive w ord order in BH D eu t 2 8 :56; Judg
9:24; 2 Sam 11:19; 21:4; Isa 49:6; Ps 32:9; Prov 20:25; Esth 8:11; 2 C hr 31:7 and, w ith the infinitive
functioning as com plem ent to another verb, Gen 42:12; N um 28:2; D eut 13:1; Judg 20:5; E zek 36:37;
2 Chr 28:10, as w ell as the apocryphal S ir 6:34 (“U n aram aism e biblique et qum ranien: r in fin itif
place apres son com plem ent d ’objet,”J?evg 5 [1966]: 512-515).
2On the intricacies o f the phrase in n b*[pb in Jer 10:13 see the com m entaries. O n th e w hole,
there is a tendency to regard it as an example o f inverse w ord order w ith the object p reced in g the
infinitive. After surveying various solutions D avid J. R eim er proposes the reading i n n b ^ p b
“ in the clouds he gives forth thunder” (“A Problem in the H ebrew T ext o f Jerem iah x 13, li 16,” VT
38 [1988]: 348-354). R. A lthann leaves the text intact and argues for an inverse con stru ct chain (“The
Inverse C onstruct C hain and Jer 10:13, 51:16,” JN SL 15 [1989]: 10-11). A nd Jack R. L undbom
points out that “in poetry . . . inversion o f norm al w ord order can stand” (Jerem iah 1 -2 0 : A N ew
Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB, vol. 21A [New Y ork: D oubleday, 1999], 597).
How ever, I found in none o f the discussion on in n b*\pb in Jer 10:13 a reference to D an 8:13.
3Gane suggests in addition to Jer 10:13 three other close analogies for die in fin itiv e construct
o f ]J73 following its object: (1) Ps 78:20: n n
Dn*?"D3n “can he give bread also?” ; (2) D eut 7:13:
nnb
yatorntO N n o n x n b y “in the land w hich H e swore to y o u r forefathers to give
you”; and (3) N um 11:13: H-TH u V n 'b y b m b T i n "b pRD “W here am I to get m e at to give to all
this people?” (“The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . i n D aniel 8:13,” 374-376). H ow ever, the last tw o texts do
not appear to be analogies to Dan 8:13c. In D eut 7:13, the infinitive clause 7|b n n b com pletes the
relative clause. T hat the object o f the infinitive verb is riQ lR n “the land,” w hich is referre d to by the
relative pronoun “HOX and thus precedes the infinitive, should n ot be regarded as inverse w o rd order.
In fact, relative pronouns are o f no value when it comes to determ ining the choice o f w o rd order as
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Aramaic dialects (including BA) and appears in a number of cases in the Hebrew of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.1 The numerous instances in the Aramaic of Daniel2 lead to the
suspicion that Dan 8:13c could have been formed in accordance with the Aramaic
practice.3
Whether it is a true BH phenomenon or was influenced by the Aramaic, there
must be a cause for the pre-infinitive object. The reason for such an object-infinitive
word order is certainly that the object is emphasized in one way or the other.4 In Dan

their very function requires them to be placed at the beginning o f a relative clause. H ence, in D eut
7:13 there is not an inverse w ord order since the usual w ord order is follow ed. In N um 11:13, the
infinitive construct with preposition b
introduces a purpose clause w hich is added to the
nom inal clause question. A gain this is the usual w ay to add a purpose clause— the infinitive clause
follow s the interrogative clause w hich it expands— and there is no case o f inverse w o rd order here.
G ane recognizes that the infinitive constructions in D eut 7:13 and Num 11:13 could be explained by
an ellipsis o f the object: “it could be argued that the object o f
[respectively
here is an im plied
pronoun ‘it’ . . . ” (ibid., 374-375). The exam ple in Ps 78:20 is closer to D an 8:13c. The infinitive n n
com pletes the verb bDV “he is able” and has as its object Dn1? “bread,” w hich is p laced in front o f
both verb and infinitive. The difference to D an 8:13c is that the object Dn1? is m odified by the focus
particle D3 to indicate that “bread” is added to “w ater” and “ streams” w hich are referred to in the
preceding clauses. Since it w ould have been possible to place D n^'D J after the infinitive, there is
indeed an intentional object-verb w ord order here.

(nn1?)

nn

nn]

'See C arm ignac, 503-520, and Quimron, The H ebrew o f the D ead Sea S cro lls, 74. For BA
see especially R andall John Buth, “W ord O rder in A ramaic from the Perspective o f Functional
G ram m ar and D iscourse A nalysis” (Ph.D. diss., U niversity o f California, 1987), 266-327.
2In the A ram aic o f Daniel, the object precedes the infinitive 22 tim es (2:9, 10, 1 6 ,1 8 , 27, 46;
3:16, 32; 4:15, 34; 5:8 [2x], 15 [2x], 16 [4x]; 6:5 [2x], 16, 24), w hereas 19 tim es an explicit object
follows the infinitive (2:12, 14, 24, 26, 47; 3:2a, 2b [prepositional object], 13, 19, 20; 4 :3 ,2 3 ; 5:2, 7,
12; 6:8 [2x], 21a; 7:25) and 3 times the object is attached to the infinitive as pronom inal suffix (6:4,
15, 21b). In the A ram aic o f Ezra, the object precedes the infinitive 9 tim es (4:14, 22a; 5:3 [2x], 9
[2x], 13; 7:18, 24) and follows the infinitive 9 tim es (4:21, 22b; 5 :2 ,1 7 ; 6:8a, 12; 7:13 [prepositional
object], 14 [prepositional object], 15). For b rief analyses o f these infinitive clauses see B uth, “W ord
O rder in A ram aic,” 285-320.
3So, e.g., H artm an and Di Leila, 226-227.
“For various functions that could explain the object-infinitive order in BA see B uth, “W ord
O rder in A ram aic,” 271-285, 321-327.
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8:13c, the object-infinitive order appears to be used specifically in contrast to the
infinitive-object order, which in the same book is used in Dan 12:11. The emphasis is on
y© sn, thus, focusing more on the effect of the activity than on the activity itself,
namely that it is a crime with devastating consequences. Interestingly, such a focus fits
with the other elements o f the question in vs. 13c. The holy one who is doing the asking
mentions the tami d but not the removal of the tami d, he mentions the devastating sin but
not the setting up o f a host, he mentions the holy but not the attack on the holy, and he
mentions the trampled host but not the trampling of the host.1
The second suggestion for the syntactic function o f DPI in Dan 8:13c is to place it
with the following: D D "IQ

U h p l n n “to give both (a) holy (place) and a host to

trampling.”2 According to this option, two rare constructions need explanation. First, the

'A n inconclusive argum ent is that the placem ent o f n n after its object could be for structural
reasons, that is, to create a chiastic balance: Only if n n were to follow UfflS could one possibly m ake a
case that the elem ents in vs. 13c occur in exactly reverse order to the words and roots they recapitulate
from vss. 10-12 (as suggested by G ane, “The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . i n Daniel 8:13,” 377-378).
H ow ever, since such a chiastic structure involves at least two assum ptions and thus cannot be proven
beyond doubt (see my analysis o f th e structure o f vs. 13c in chapter 3 [below]), one should avoid
em ploying it as an argum ent for the placem ent o f

nn.

2H av em ick , 288; R osenm uller, 266; von Lengerke, 386; Kliefoth, 260; Kranichfeld, 296;
Keil, 301; Z ockler, 177; Ew ald, D aniel, 263; M einhold, C om position, 79; Terry, 63; B ehrm ann, 55;
Tiefenthal, 270; P rince, D aniel, 243; D river, D aniel, 119 (em ends to ttTIp
Stokm ann, 128;
M ontgom ery, 341-342 (em ends to tin p
Friedrich N otscher, D aniel, EB: A T, pt. 6 (W urzburg:
Echter, 1948), 43 (“die Preisgabe des H eiligtum s”); Leupold, 352; Young, D aniel, 173; T hom son, 243
(om itting the conjunction before E n p l); Slotki (1951), 68; Ploger, Daniel, 122 (om itting conjunction
before lOnpl); P orteous, 119; D elcor, 175; G oldw urm , 227; Russell, 147; Hasel, “The ‘Little H orn’”
(1986), 444; G oldingay, D aniel, 195; Collins, D a n iel (1993), 3 2 6 ,3 3 6 (reading UHp
instead o f
nn); P eter-C ontesse and Ellington, 215, M ayers, 91-92 (tentatively; follow ing Collins in
reading tonp
Lucas, D aniel, 206. Konig finds “how long . . . the giving u p “ (“w ie lange . . . das
P reisgeben”) m ore probable than to take n n as an attribute to “vision,” and regards the infinitive n n
functioning as an abridged subject clause (3:575 [§397c]). For him,
takes two objects (first object:
R aS] U n p l; second object: OI3"]P) o f w hich the second designates the effect that the respective
activity had on the first o bject (3:370 [§327t]). A pparently, K onig prefers a translation such as “the
giving up o f both a ho ly and a host as a tram pling place.”

inn);

inn);

inn

inn);

nn
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object o f n n , namely

2?7p), would start with a conjunction waw which can be

explained by the use o f 1 . . . 1 in the sense of “both . . . and” (see below). Second, the
noun o n ip has no preposition, but it is expected to have one if it is governed by the
infinitive n n .1 However, in Isa 10:6 the noun OQIQ is used without preposition after an
infinitive construct o f O'to, a verb that is semantically paradigmatic to ]n].2
To sum up the syntactic observations, the infinitive construct nn relates either to
the preceding D&'tf D 2?sni or to the following Oft“)Q N 3S) tiiipi. Both options are
syntactically possible, but each is marked by a rare, however not unexplainable, syntactic
construction. I f n n relates to the preceding words the resulting nn

002? Utiioni is

marked by an inverse word order in which the infinitive follows after its object, which
may have precedents in Jer 10:13 and Ps 78:20. Ifn n relates to the following words the
resulting phrase DOnp

2 n p ) n n is marked by an object to nn which starts with the

conjunction waw, to be explained by the use o f ) . . . 1 in the sense o f “both . . . and,” and
by the omission o f a preposition before 013 “M3, a construction which is also found in Isa
10:6. Consequently, after the syntactic analysis the function of nn remains ambiguous.
Furthermore, neither the Masoretic accentuation3 nor the obvious contextual

‘So H asslberger’s (105-106) counter-argum entation to the view that n n belongs to the
follow ing words.
“Collins, D a n iel (1993), 336.
3At first glance, the M asoretic accentuation appears to favor the view that n n belongs to the
following w ords. T he disjunctive za^e/q a t o n on D132? seem s to separate the follow ing n n strongly
from 002?. H ow ever, it is also possible that th e disjunctive accent indicates em phasis so that the focus
lies on Dpi!) D2?Sn and n o t on the giving. It is o f interest to note th at n n also carries a disjunctive
accent, f b i r, w hich w ould separate it from the follow ing 2 H p ). For a rather negative assessm ent o f
the im portance o f accentuation for the interpretation o f biblical texts see Sperber, H istorical
Grammar, 462-465.
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relationship o f nn to ]n3ri in vs. 12a (both from ]n3)‘ can help a lot to decide on the
syntactic function o f nn, though both considerations are sometimes offered as arguments
in the discussion.
The crucial factor in analyzing the syntactic function of nn is the textual
relationship o f Dan 8:13c with regard to other passages in the book o f Daniel. The clause
analysis is here decisively influenced by terminological links inside the book of Daniel.
A comparison between Dan 8:13c, 11:3lc-d, and 12:11 displays several similarities (see
table 13): a sequence of three words consisting o f the verbal root ]nD and a two-word
phrase with a participle o f DDE? and a noun which semantically designates a negative
entity (UttiS or flptt!). In all three texts this sequence of three words is preceded by a
phrase or clause in which the word T O rin is prominent and which refers to the taking
away of the tim id . Syntactically, Dan 8:13c and 11:3 Id show further affinity in that after
a noun with the definite article the following participle ofDQta lacks the article.
Terminologically, these passages present the only occurrences o fT Q n n (Dan 8:11-13;
11:31; 12:11), three o f five masculine participles ofDQtt) (Dan 8:13c; 9:27 [2x]; 11:31;
12:11), and the only two infinitive constructs o f ]n3 in the book o f Daniel (Dan 8:13c;
12:11).2 It is then quite safe to conclude that Dan 11:3 Id and 12:11 are functionally in

‘Since scholars have understood the syntax o f vs. 12a in basically two different ways,
although I have given reasons above as to w hy one should be preferred, the function o f n n in vs. 13c
has accordingly been interpreted in the sam e tw o w ays. I f a scholar sees vs. 12a as referring to the
(divine) giving o f a host into the hands o f the h o rn p o w er b ecau se o f the h o st’s transgression, the
infinitive n n in vs. 13c is usually regarded as g o verning 0Q “1Q X315) ®1p)- On the other hand, if a
scholar sees vs. 12a as referring to the giving o f a h o st b y th e horn pow er, the infinitive n n in vs. 13c
is usually taken together with OQ'ttl UlBSn).
2In fact, there are no other infinitive form s o f ]n3 (in BH and BA ) or 3 m (in BA) in the book
of Daniel.
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parallel to Dan 8:13c—only the noun is different (f1p$ instead oflfttfS), which may lead
to a different interpretation.1

Table 13. Terminological Comparison of Daniel 8:13c; 11:3 lc-d; and 12:11
Dan 11:3 lc-d

Dan 8:13c
T onn
• T

T ia n n r r o m
.

“

object
o n t o ' utfsm
verb (inf-cs)
nn

verb
object

T

-

131131
DOWO p p B f n

Dan 12:11
T o n n

npin nyni

verb (inf-cs)
object

nnbl

DO'S) fipV

In comparison with Dan 11:3 lc-d and 12:11 it becomes thus evident that in 8:13c
the object of the infinitive nn is DDiU UttiDn, since in both 11:31 and 12:11 the verbal root
]n3, following immediately after the mention of “TO nn, has as its object a combination o f

a noun referring to a negative entity CppSi) and a participle o f ODti). The close relation
between these texts decides quite conclusively both the syntactic place o f n n in Dan
8:13c, namely that it belongs to the previous words, and the identification o f its object,
that is, DQtii ytfsn.

Phrase DDiC Utfsn and its m eaning. The article o f Uttfsn certainly refers back to
vs. 12b where Utiia is used for the first time.2 The form DOili has been analyzed as either

'For further similarities betw een these passages see the intertextual analysis. The role o f D an
11:31 and 12:11 in analyzing the syntactic function o f n n in 8:13c has been recognized by G raetz
(389) and Gane (“The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . in D aniel 8:13,” 379), although b o th draw attention only
to the terms ]n i and D120.
2So already H avem ick, 288; von L engerke, 385-386; K liefoth, 259. It is n o t clear to m e w hy
Ginsberg hypothesizes that the letter H after 1 functions as vow el-letter— sim ilar to n after tt? (Lam
5:18; Eccl 6:10)— so that UOSHI in D an 8:13c should be u n d ersto o d as llttlSTtl (S tudies in D aniel, 81
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Qal participle1 or as a shortened or mistaken form o f the Poel/Polel DDiltfft,2 both with
transitive meaning “ravage” or “devastate.”3 Some scholars are undecided and offer both
verbal stem options.4 The occurrence of both DBiBE and DOW in Dan 9:27 leads however
to the conclusion that DEili should be analyzed as a Qal participle and not as a shortened
Poel participle.5 It is difficult to regard one form as the abbreviation o f the other when
both forms are used in the same breath. Therefore, in the book o f Daniel the use o f the
Qal D Q f e J (Dan 8:13; 9:27; 12:11; also the feminine participle in Dan 9:18, 26) should not
be blended with the use of the Poel Eft t o (Dan 9:27; 11:31).
The phrase DQiC UtiiSH with a definite and an indefinite term has given rise to a

n. 23).
'R osenm uller, 266; A alders, D aniel (1962), 180; G oldingay, D aniel, 198; I. M eyer, “DOtti
s&mam," ThW AT, 8:243.
2See K onig, 1:349 (§34, 4b); Terry, 63; Behrm ann, 55; Prince, D a n iel, 243 (P ilpel participle);
Marti, Daniel, 59; Bergstrasser, 1:113 (§20 n. e); Charles, 210; Leupold, 352-353; L acocque, The
B ook o f Daniel, 159; F. Stolz, “DBtli smm to lie deserted,” TLOT, 3:1374. A sim ilar construction
would be the Poel/Polel participle ]3il> (Isa 2:6; 57:3; Jer 27:9) for
(D eut 1 8 :1 0 ,1 4 ; Judg 8:37;
Mic 5:11).
3H A LO T, 4:1564-1565. The transitive meaning is doubted by K liefoth (259) and K eil (302).
They both refer to D an 9:27 where the Qal participle o f DOtC occurs with its P o el p articip le form,
arguing that since the Poel participle is clearly transitive in m eaning the Q al p articip le m ust be
intransitive. K liefoth then translates DBltf
w ith “the w antonness determ ined fo r desolation”
(“der zur V erw iistung bestim m te Frevel”), w hile Keil translates the phrase w ith “ the w ickedness
which consists in laying w aste.” However, it is not clear w h eth er there is an intransitive/transitive
opposition betw een Qal and Poel (the two Poel forms outside the book o f D aniel in E zra 9:3, 4 are
intransitive). A lso, their translations are not convincing. K liefoth even fails to ap preciate the
character of the desperate question in Dan 8:13c when he assum es th at the w an to n n ess itse lf is
designated for desolation and w ill “exist only a short tim e.”
4H asslberger, 105; H ALO T, 2:1564-1565. Riessler seem s to be th e o n ly one to suggest th at
DDtti could be a P oel or Pilel infinitive (D aniel [1902], 73).
5See I. M eyer,

8:246.
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number o f suggestions, the least attractive of which is the excision o f one term.1 One
possible explanation o f the relationship of the two words is that the participle DEltf is in
apposition to BIDSH and specifies this word (“the transgression, a devastating/an appalling
one”).2 The other and probably better option is that the participle DD1C is used in an
attributive sense to UttjSH (“the devastating/appalling transgression”).3 The obvious
problem with the latter view is that the participle lacks the definite article though it relates
to a definite noun. However, if the indefinite participle is in attributive relation to the
definite noun BIBSn, the omission o f the definite article can be explained either as a rare
possible construction in BH4 or as characteristic o f the spoken dialect o f Hebrew.5 In
fact, besides Dan 8:13c the definite article before the participle is also omitted in 11:31
(DQiEia 'ppttin) which gives us reason to believe that at the time o f the composition o f

'F o r M ontgom ery (342) and H artm an and Di Leila (226), DDtti is a gloss from 9:27 on BttjSH
“the iniquity.”
2So H itzig, 134; K ranichfeld, 296; Zockler, 177; Obbink, 111. T he article stands o nly in front
o f the first w ord (as in 1 Chr 27:5; 1 Sam 3 1 :3).
3So von Lengerke, 386; M einhold, “Daniel,” 309; Tiefenthal, 270; B ehrm ann, 55; K onig,
3:403 (§334m ); H asslberger, 105. Exam ples cited for such a construction (noun with article and an
attributive adjective w ithout article) are Jer 2:21 and Ezek 39:27.
“Regarding the construction “definite noun + indefinite attribute” Ew ald cites a few exam ples
(Jer 2:21; 22:26; Ezek 39:27; D an 8:13; 11:31) (Syntax, 119 [§293a]); K onig notes several cases o f an
indefinite adjectival attribute in relation with a determinate noun (Num 6:19; 1 Sam 15:9; 2 Sam
6:3(7); 22:18; Jer 2:21; E zek 34:12(7); 39:27; 42:12(7); Pss 18:18; 143:10; E sth 2:14; D an 8:13;
11:31; 1 Chr 27:5) (3:403 [§334m ]); and GKC finds no apparent reason for the lack o f the article (410
[§126z]).
5R endsburg explains the om ission o f the definite article before the attributive adjective as a
peculiar feature o f the spoken H ebrew dialect, referring especially to Dan 8:13; 11:31; 1 C hr 27:5; and
2 Chr 26:15 (D iglossia, 111-112).
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the book o f Daniel such a construction, although rare, was indeed possible.1 Another,
interesting suggestion is to regard the participle

as designating the one who carries

out the transgression or crime, a “desolator.”2 This suggestion supposes that oa'tf Uttlsrt
functions like a genitive relation, which, however, is unlikely, foremost since
carries the article.3 Further, in case DOil)

would be a genitive/construct relation,

one should expect 0722) to be definite since in the text the desolator, that is, the horn, has
already been clearly designated.
The phrase DOSi

can then be translated with “the devastating

crime/transgression” or the like. On the basis o f its other uses in the book of Daniel, D7227
points to an extremely negative effect o f the I727S on the sanctuary. In at least six o f its
nine occurrences 0722! is related to the sanctuary or temple.4 Usually scholars believe that

'T h e om ission o f the article should therefore n ot be used to argue that D72'2! cannot be the
attribute to yttfSH and that for this reason 0122) is rem iniscent o f the divine nam e DDK) blJO (pace
Junker, 78).
2L ust m aintains that in 9:27; 11:31; 12:11 the participle 0722) (or 0722)0) is a “genitive o f
possession or belonging” to the one w ho im posed the abom ination (“Cult and Sacrifice in D aniel,”
297), that is, a reference to “the desolator or appaller” (ibid., 298). He points out that f lp O
“abom inable th in g ” is often accom panied by the nam e o f “those w ho use or venerate the abom ination
in question” (“detestable idol o f the A m m onites” in 1 K gs 11:5; “detestable idol o f M oab” in 1 Kgs
11:7; “abom ination o f the Sidonians . . . abom ination o f M oab” in 2 Kgs 23:13). A ccordingly, in 0722)
■pp2), and in like m anner in 0122) I72)Bn, the participle 0122) is a designation o f a person and should be
translated w ith “(the w antonness) o f the desolator.” A lthough Lust does not explicitly state that 0722)
in D an 8:13c has the sam e function, it appears that he infers this (ibid., 296 n. 34). Lust is follow ed by
Bauer, D as B uck D aniel, 172-173; cf. N otscher, D aniel, 43 (“Frevel des V erw iisters”). I. M eyer
differentiates the Poel participle 07212)72 “w hat causes desolation” from the Q al participle 0722) w hich
he translates w ith “desolator” (“0)22?,” 8:246).
3For the sam e reason it is not possible that 072’27 I727BH are in a construct relation, all the more
so since the first noun (S?2)Bn) is not a construct form.
4In the H ebrew o f D aniel 0722! is used nine tim es (8:13c, 27; 9:17, 18, 26, 27 [2x]; 11:31;
12:11): once in the H ithpolel to describe D aniel’s psychological condition in regard to the vision, the
interpretative spectrum o f w hich ranges from astonishm ent to shocking horror (8:27; cf. 4:16), once as
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the different expressions with the root DQtf in Dan 8:13; 9:27; 11:31 and 12:11 refer to
the same entity.1 Even so, it needs to be emphasized that there is a difference between

adjective DI32? to describe th e desolate state o f the sanctuary (9:17), as participle noun “desolations” in
regard to the people, possibly connected with the sanctuary since its desolate state was ju st mentioned
before (9:18), and as participle noun “desolations” (9:26) and “desolator” (9:27), both in relation to
the sanctuary, and as participle in relation to p p C i (11:31 Poel; 12:11 Q al) or D’Slptt) (9:27 Poel) and
to llfflS (8:13 Qal). In the latter four the sanctuary context is obvious. See, e.g., N ickelsburg, for
whom OQtti occurs in 8:13; 9:17, 18, 27; 11:31; 12:11, as w ell as in Isa 63:18; 64:10-11, in the context
o f desolation o f the tem ple (N ickelsburg, R esurrection, 20). C onceptually, it m ay even be possible to
detect a double m eaning o f DI312?: it w ould th en describe that the USiS desolates the sanctuary and at
the same time, in view o f 8:27 (cf. 4:16), it w ould indicate that theUfflS shocks the faithful ones (so
suggested already by R ow ley w ho in addition w ould regard D M as also pointing to the m adness o f
the desolator [“T he B ilingual Problem ,” 264-265]). The very fact o f the exclam atory question in vs.
13c is indication enough th a t the events, including the DBS, w ere very m uch appalling, at least in the
eyes o f the holy one w ho is inquiring here.
'The suggestion b y E. N estle that in the phrases in D a n 9 :2 7 , 11:31 and 12:11 the first word
Cppffl) is a distortion o f
and th e second w ord (DEIO) o f DOI£i so that these phrases represent a
Semitic nam e (“B aal-sam em ”) for Zeus, based on the Syriac translation o f Z eus in 2 M acc 6:2 with
“Baal-samin” (“Z u D aniel,” Z A W 4 [1884]: 248; cf. the equation o f Baal-samem and Z eus in Philo
B yblios and in som e inscriptions from Syria [Niehr, D er hochste G ott, 56]), has been followed by
m ost scholars (on Baal-sam em see the com prehensive study by H erbert N iehr, Ba ‘alsamem: Studien zu
H erkunft, G eschichte u nd R ezeptionsgeschichte eines p h onizischen G ottes, OLA, no. 123, Studia
Phoenicia, no. 17 [Leuven: Peeters, 2003]; cf. H ans-P eter M uller, “D er G ottesnam e B 'L und seine
Phraseologien im H ebraischen und im P honizisch-Punischen,” JS S 50 [2005]: 293-295).
Interestingly, N estle does n o t include the phrase DI30 yiliSH (D an 8:13) in his references. Later
com mentators, how ever, do so. M ontgom ery believes that DO'tf lip s H is “the exact equivalent” to
Oatt) b a a (388). The list o f scholars w ho follow N estle and usually regard the horror-causing crime
as a cult object o f Z eus (a statue/im age or an altar) erected on the Tem ple altar o f Jerusalem is long;
see, e.g., D river, D a n iel, 188; Junker, 78; O tto EiBfeldt, “ Ba'alsam em und Jahw e,” Z A W 57 (1939):
24, w ho calls the D anielic phrases w ith D132J “ R atseldoppelw orte” ; B entzen, 56, 70; N elis, 96-97; R.
A. Oden, Jr., “BaZal &mem a nd "El,” CBQ 39 (1977): 466 (cf. 457-473 f o r a com prehensive treatment
o f the title Baal-sam em ); H artm an and D i Leila, 236; A rcher, 7:98, 100; G oldingay, D aniel, 212; Tyler
F. W illiams, “01310 (# 9 0 3 7 ),” N ID O TT E , 4:169; D ay, Yahweh and the G ods and G oddesses o f
Canaan, 83-85; N iehr, B a 'alsamem, 201-202. O thers even m ore precisely identify the 013(0 OOS17
with a cultic stone that w as built upon the altar o f burnt offering for the purpose o f sacrifices to Zeus
Olympius. So B ickerm ann, The G od o f the M accabees, 69-71, w ho believes that this w as done by
hellenizing Jew ish religious leaders (follow ed by Porteous, 126; Russell, 148; Niehr, D er hochste
Gott, 55-57 [cf. idem, “JH W H in der Rolle des BaalSam em ,” in Ein G ott allein? JH W H -Verehrung
und biblischer M onotheism us im K ontext d e r israelitischen u n d altorientalischen Religionsgeschichte,
ed. W . D ietrich and M . A. K lopfenstein, O B O , no. 139 (G ottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht;
Freiburg, Sw itzerland: U niversitatsverlag, 1994), 320-321 ]; Di Leila, D a n iel, 161; for the hellenizing
Jewish party see the discussion in M artin H engel, Judaism a n d H ellenism : Studies in T heir Encounter
in Palestine during the E a rly H ellenistic P eriod, vol. 1, Text [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974], 267-303,
esp. 294-298 [cf. M artin H engel, “Judaism and H ellenism R evisited,” in H ellenism in the Land o f
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function and meaning o f these phrases with 0D2?. Functionally, the phrases are
similar—the first word is a noun referring to a negative abstract entity, which relates to
sin, and the second word is a participle form o f DDE)—but this does not necessarily imply
that their meaning is the same. The similarity or distinctiveness o f meaning o f these
phrases depends upon the relation between DtfB “crime” or “transgression” and 'p p tf
“abomination” or “abhorrence,” as well as upon the particular context.1 Although there is
a relationship between 8:13c and 9:27; 11:31; and 12:11, it has to be pointed out that “the

Israel, ed. J. J. Collins and G. E. Sterling, C hristianity and Judaism in A ntiquity Series, no. 13 (Notre
Dame: University o fN o tre D am e Press, 2001), 16-22], and the counter-argum entation by J. C. H.
Lebram, “A pokalyptik and H ellenism us im B uche D aniel: B em erkungen u n d G edanken zu M artin
HENGELS Buch iiber ‘Judentum und H ellen ism u s,’” V T 20 [1970]: 507-515, who regards the
conflict in Daniel as originating in a priestly-cultic conflict). A second interpretation o f the D anielic
phrases with DDK) is that they refer to astral cult item s (so G oldstein, I M accabees, 145-147; and
tentatively Koch, D as Buch D aniel, 139-140). A third interpretation is to identify 01321 ,p p 2 j with
some kind o f decoration on the construction th at w as b u ilt on the altar (so Erhard Blum , “D er
‘Schiqquz Schom em ’ und die Jehud-D rachm e BM C P alestin e S. 181, Nr. 2 9,” B N 90 [1997]: 13-27,
who takes 002? pip2l as polem ical designation for the god Baal-§amem w ho is said to be
iconographically illustrated on the new altar superstructure). Cf. the selective overview o f research on
the interpretation o f 01321 r 2 la n (8:13) and 0132) p p 2 l (12:11; cf. 11:31; 9:27) by K och, D as Buch
Daniel, 136-140; and especially the overview s by L ust, “ C ult and Sacrifice in D aniel,” 283-299 (who
provides a critique o f each interpretation and suggests h im self that the abom ination “is a sacrifice
replacing the Tam id, or the altar upon w hich this sacrifice is offered” [298]); O thm ar Keel, “Die
kultischen M assnahm en A ntiochus’ IV: R elig io n sv erfo lg u n g u nd/oder R eform versuch? E ine Skizze,”
in H ellenismus und Ju d e n tu m : Vier Studien zu D a n iel 7 und z u r R eligionsnot unter A ntiochus IV , by
O. Keel and U. Staub, O BO , no. 178 (Freiburg, Sw itzerland: U niversitatsverlag; G ottingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000), 103-112; and N ieh r, B a ‘alsam em, 199-204. N estle’s basic
suggestion has been disputed by K eel w ho m ain tain s th a t Zeus O lym pios is the G reek interpretation o f
Y h w h and, m ore im portantly, the abom ination o f deso latio n sim ply refers to the altar construction on
which swine had been repeatedly offered. B eyerle is co rrect w hen he points out that the D anielic
tradition, in contrast to the M accabean tradition, does n o t itself refer to the setting up o f a statue for
Zeus Olympios (30 n. 27). T he state o f the d iscussion on possible anagram s or allusions to BaalSamem in the book o f D aniel, including 8:13, is p erh a p s adequately depicted by W olfgang R ollig
when he summarizes that “all these allusions are d ebated and far from being evident” (“B aal-Sham em
DJ32)‘b ll2, ],J32TI?1?2,” D D D , 151).
'B auer is also cautious about equating DJ32? UtOSH (8:13c) w ith DQ)2Jp piplS'H (11:31) and
D132J ,pp2) (12:11), though for interpretative reasons. For him , the latter tw o are the heathen
headpiece on the altar o f b u rn t offering (like an erected M assebe), w hereas th e form er could refer to
the stationing o f troops against the tem ple cult (D a s B u ch D aniel, 172).
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more immediate reference is to the JJiliSD of 8:12, which seems to refer more broadly to
all the actions of the little horn.” 1

o o ia x asi sn p i
T

*

T T

:

V I

X3251 ffiHpl. In a text-oriented analysis, two possibilities present themselves
regarding how to interpret K3S1 tthp] and its conjunctions waw: either as a word chain or
as independent elements of an enumeration.2 First, K321 liHpl could be a word chain in
which the conjunction waw precedes both entities and then has the sense “both . . . and.”3
The first waw then indicates another element o f the vision’s specification in the question
in vs. 13c and the second waw links the host to the holy and indicates that both are related
to the noun o p p p . 4 In this case, o p p p K 3 S 1 (iHpl is one phrase, and thus one element of

‘Collins, D aniel (1993), 336.
2Textual emendations have been suggested as follow s. Som e scholars read ’3 S “beauty”
instead o f X3S (R udolf Smend, “A nm erkungen zu Jes. 2 4 -2 7 ,” Z A W A [1884]: 201 n. 1; follow ed by
H. Schneider, Daniel, 54 [with question m ark]; and P orteous, 119). O thers excise
w hich is said
to be in its original form '3X1 a gloss to l£!“lp (M oore, 195; M arti, D aniel, 60; Jahn, 80; M ontgom ery,
340, 341, 342; Bentzen, 56). Charles follow s the Old G reek, w hich reads in stead ofK 3X ] the verb
N pS’ (eprniuGijoeraL), and reads as original tex t o p p p
Cjppl “ and the sanctuary laid w aste to be
trodden under foot” (210-211).
3The use o f 1 . . . ] in the sense o f “both . . . and” is noted for D an 8:13c by K onig, 3:543
(§376a); Davidson, H ebrew Syntax, 184 (§136); G K C , 484 (§154a n. lb ); L am bert, G ram m aire
hebraique, 421 (§1235 n. 2). Though such a construction is rare, oth er exam ples cited (see in addition
Joiion and M uraoka, 653 [§177p]; G ibson, Syntax, 37 [§38a]; B H R G , 238 [§ 3 1.1/1 (ii); 31.1/3], 298
[§40.8/l(i)]) are Dan 1:3; 11:20 (nV) . . . xV l “neither . . . n o r”) and G en 36:24; E xod 9:30; Num
9:14; Jer 13:14; 21:6; 32:20; 40:8; Ps 76:7; Job 34:29; N eh 1 2 :2 8 ,4 5 ; 1 C hr 5:24; 16:4; 2 C hr 20:25;
26:10; 27:5; similarly, the construction ] . . . ] may be used in the sense o f “w h eth er . . . or,”
respectively “either .. . or,” in Lev 5:3; N um 9:14.
“H avemick, 289; Rosenm uller, 266; von L engerke, 386; M aurer, 145; E w ald, D a n iel, 263;
Keil, 301; Meinhold, “D aniel,” 309; Terry, 63; B ehrm ann, 55; D river, D a n iel, 119; M arti, D aniel, 59;
Young, Daniel, 173; Barnes 2:113; Lebram , D aniel, 94; H asel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 444, 447
n. 89; Haag, Daniel, 64; Bauer, D as B uch D aniel, 172.
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the vision’s specification in the question in vs. 13c, and can be translated with “and both
holy (place) and host to be a trampling/to be trampled.” Second, each o f the two waw
could introduce a new element of the vision’s specification. The noun OQ"ip is then only
related to the host. In this case, linpl is one phrase and OQ"|Q JOS) is another phrase,
and the sequence could be translated with “and (the) holy, and a host to be a trampling/to
be trampled.”
The two possibilities are not too far apart since in both options we have the
enumeration o f two entities, the holy and the host. The only difference is that in the first
option the noun ODpp is also related to the holy, and thus the holy is connected to the idea
that it is trampled, whereas in the second option the holy stands alone and could be
connected to whatever activity is suggested by the context. In the end, it is the analysis o f
the structure o f the question in vs. 13c that will decide which option should be preferred.1

Indefiniteness of (in p. The omission o f the article from before (inp has been
explained in different ways.2 The indefiniteness o f tlipp appears to indicate that it refers

‘See the discussion on the structure o f vs. 13c under the literary analysis (below ).
2Five suggestions can be distinguished:
(1) The indefiniteness is due to the artificially terse style o f these verses (E w ald, Syntax, 30
[§277b]). This could also explain w hy the article is om itted w ith
b u t it does n o t ex p lain why
the article is used w ith I lP S T , T D n n , and ]itn!7.
(2) The w ord is intentionally indefinite (Konig, 3:286 [§294c]; M arti, D aniel, 59; both do n ot
explain the underlying intention).
(3) (Zjpp is indefinite because o f the influence o f A ram aic (K onig, 3:286 [§294c], com pares
w ith DI3T “the indignation” in Dan 11:36).
(4) The indefinite ttfpp indicates that BH starts to use it as a proper noun (K onig, 3:286
[§294c], refers to a sim ilar indefinite use o f f p “the en d ” [Dan 8:17, 19; 9:26; 11:27, 3 5 ,4 0 ; 1 2 :4,9]
as term inus technicus for the apocalyptic end).
(5) Since S H p is the nam e o f the only sanctuary it does not need to have th e definite article
(so Behrm ann, 55; Charles, 211). But then the question has to be asked, W hy is this sanctuary defined
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to something other than the sanctuary mentioned in vs. 1 lc by

The omission of

the article is indeed intentional so that tthp should be understood as an abstract term
denoting “holiness” or “holy (things)” which could include different institutions1 or
different entities designated as holy. This brings us to the meaning o f USl'p which will be
discussed in the analysis of vs. 14c.

Of3~lQ K3X1. What is the relationship between JOX and OD1D?2 Is it a host which
a

t t

t

: •

is trampled upon or becomes a trampling place (“and a host, a trampling place”), or is it a
host which is trampling (“and a host, a trampling”)? In other words, is “a host” in an
object or in a subject relation to 013IQ?3 The use of 013“113 in the Hebrew Bible supports
the first view. The noun 0 0 1“j!3 refers to a place where trampling occurs or occurred and
is thus figuratively used for an entity which is trampled.4 The entity which is trampled or
becomes a trampling place can be either the ground (Isa 5:5; 7:25; Ezek 34:19) or people
(Isa 10:6; 28:18; M ic7:10).
To express the agent of trampling, 0010 is used in a construct phrase in which the

as “his sanctuary” in vs. 11c (so H asslberger, 106)?
’So H asslberger, 106.
2A lthough a relation betw een K3X and 012“10 is well established in the text (see vs. 10),
Delcor, 175, 178, reads 013^131
instead o f 0 0T 1: 0• and thus takes this w ord as an item o f its ow n in the
T : •
list o f vision elem ents.
3A11 com m entators take K2X in an object relation to the tram pling, except N otscher w ho
regards the host as the subject o f the tram pling: “tram pling by the h o st” (D aniel, 43).
4An entity becom es a tram pling place or an overtrodden land (OOOO1? iTH: Isa 5:5; 7:25;
28:18; M ic 7:10), or is p u t as a tram pling place (013“)13 CfD: Isa 10:6). 0I300 refers to som ething
tram pled in Ezek 34:19.
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agent o f the trampling is the postconstructus or nomen rectum (Isa 7:25; Ezek 34:19).'
However, this is not the case in Dan 8:13d.2 Therefore,7 in Dan 8:13d 0P “IP refers to
t

: •

something that is being trampled. It is therefore clear that the noun K3S “host” refers
back to the host o f heaven in vs. 10 where it is mentioned that some of the host are being
trampled. O f course, there are different interpretations for the meaning o f t o a in Dan
8:13c, which reflect the diversity of interpretations o f the same term in vs. 10a.3 The
omission o f the article from before X225 could match either the indefiniteness of tznp,4 or
it could be an indication that this host in its referential meaning is different from the last
mention o f X3U in vs. 12a and therefore should be identified with the host of heaven.5
T

T

Quite contrary would be the suggestion that the indefiniteness o f X2S in vs. 13c links this
term to the indefinite X2S in vs. 12a, both having the same referential meaning.
However, since X3S in vs. 12a can be identified as the subject of the other clauses in vs.
12, it is apparent that the description o f a trampled host (OP "IP

in vs. 13c) cannot

'T h e function o f the construct group OD’p in DPPD “the tram pling place o f your feet” (i.e.,
“w hat y o u r feet have tram pled”) in Ezek 34:19 is clearly paralleled in the accusatory question in vs.
18: Dp,i?3 p a lOD-in Dp’jn Q i n ’'! “but you m ust tram ple w ith your feet the rest o f your pastures?”
2T o indicate that K 3S is the agent o f tram pling, Dan 8:13d could have read K3S DO“10 or
XDSn O p“)p, or a participle o f 0 0 1 could have been used in appositional relation: 0P"1 X3S1.

3It has how ever been suggested that the term X 33 in vs. 13c should not have the same
m eaning as in vs. 10a b u t rather should b e interpreted differently: “levitical priests” (Bertholdt, 525),
army w hich is figurative o f the Israelites (Driver, D aniel, 119), “temple service” (Thom son, 243-244;
Jeffery, 476), “tribulation” (Ploger, D aniel, 120, 122; D elcor 177), “w ar” (M aier, 308), “pious
w orshipers” (Peter-C ontesse and Ellington, 216). B ehrm ann, 55, believes that the use o f K 3S is an
intentional double entendre: n ext to fflfp
it is rem iniscent o f the X33
in vs. 12a,7 and next to 0 0T 1 0" it is
V I
T T
rem iniscent o f the X32J
in
vs.
10.
T T
4So H asslberger, 106.
"Suggested also by G ane, “The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . in D aniel 8:13,” 381.
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possibly refer to the successful host mentioned in vs. 12.

Clause 14a

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
14a

[“ION*!]

waw+Qal-ipf/3 sgm/ prep+ePP/1sgc/
wayy/<7to/(waw+Qal-ipf/3sgm/) PWG(prep+ePP/l sgc/)
P .S y[+ l.S y] +3.Sy +2.Sy (= vs.l4b-14c)
predicate [+subject] +indirect object +direct object (= vs. 14b-14c)
Clause type: wayyiqtol.

The subject o f the verb is the “holy one who was speaking” who was addressed by
another holy one in vs. 13. The first holy one who was speaking now gives the answer to
the question posed (vs. 14b-14c), but directs the answer to Daniel as expressed by the first
person pronominal suffix in

“to me.”1 It is not surprising that Daniel is the addressee.

Since the holy one already addressed Daniel in vs. 12 he now continues to speak to
Daniel and addresses him again in vs. 14. Even if vs. 12 is considered to be part of the
vision, it is quite conceivable that the holy one speaking turns to Daniel, who listened
intensely to both holy ones, and addresses him directly; all the more so since the
apocalyptic cry in vs. 13c certainly was on the mind o f Daniel, as it probably is on any
'T he sim ilarity to other vision reports is obvious. G erhard von R ad observes that “in the
fairly large num ber o f visions w hich o ccur in the Old T estam ent there is no instance where a vision is
not im m ediately follow ed by an audition and w here it does n ot culm inate in G o d ’s addressing the
prophet” (Old T estam ent Theology, vol. 2, The Theology o f I s r a e l’s P rophetic Traditions, trans. D. M.
G. Stalker [New Y ork: H arper & Row , 1965], 59).
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reader’s mind. Whatever the psychological situation may be, there is no need to emend
with OG, Theodotion,7 and Peshitta to
>

T

'•

“to him.” 1

Clause 14b

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
14b

[nixn

vbm

D’a b x -ip s r n y

is]

prep noun/sgm/ noun/sgm/ num/dum/ waw+num/cssgf/ num/plf/
PWG(prep NumWG(NP(noun/sgm/ noun/sgm/) num(num/dum/
waw+CsWG(num/cssgf/ num/plf/)))
C.Sy[temporal]
adverbial expression o f time
Clause type: nominal clause.

The preposition IV in vs. 14b repeats the preposition I S from the question “until
when?” in vs. 13c and thus signals that vs. 14b-14c constitutes the answer to that
question. As in vs. 13c, the preposition “indicates temporal positioning: a point in time
up to which events occur.”2 The adverbial expression o f time marks the end point o f a
time period o f “2300 evening-morning,” prior to which the events o f this vision occur.
The phrase can be rendered with additions such as “until (there have passed) 2300

1Pace B ertholdt, 526; Hitzig, 134; E w ald, D aniel, 321; M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; B evan, 136;
Behrmann, 55; K am phausen, 34; M oore, 197; Prince, D aniel, 148; D river, D aniel, 119 (em endation
“is probably right”); M arti, D aniel, 60; R iessler, D a n iel (1902), 73; Jahn, 80; M ontgom ery, 342;
Charles, 211; O bbink, 65; Linder, 339; T hom son, 244; N otscher, D aniel, 43; B entzen, 56; N elis, 97;
Jeffery, 476; Ploger, D aniel, 122; D elcor, 178; H asslberger, 10 n. 31; H artm an and Di Leila, 222;
Niditch, 220; M ayers, 93; Lucas, D aniel, 2 06; G zella, 40-41.
2BH RG , 291 (§39.18). K onig, 3 :3 4 7 ( § 3 19s), rem arks that the preposition 7 S involves the
verbal idea o f “it w ill last/take.”
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evenings (and) mornings.”1
The adverbial expression of time here should not be considered as a pendens or a
dislocation construction.2 The reason for this decision is not that vs. 14c does not have an
element that refers to the pendens construction. GroB has shown that dislocated temporal
expressions are usually not taken up in the main clause.3 The reason lies rather in the fact
that 14c is an independent clause from vs. 14b.4 A comparison with other constructions
in which a temporal expression or clause with "II}5 is followed by a weqatal clause shows
that the temporal element always designates a time period before the activity described by
the weqatal form takes place: The weqatal clause designates a sequential action.6

Syntactic-Semantic Analysis of “2300 Evening-Morning”7
Three features o f the expression HiNE

D’sS k ")j?3 3 "11} “2300 evening-

]DCH, 2:254.
2Pace W alter GroB, D ie P endenskonstruktion im B ib lisch en H ebraisch: Studien zum
althebrdischen Satz I, A TSA T, no. 27 (St. O ttilien: EOS, 1987), 50; Richter, BH* D aniel, 106-107.
3GroB, P endenskonstruktion, 44-60.
4So also Hasslberger, 10 n. 32, 107.
5The syntactic relation is different w hen the w eq a ta l clause is p receded by a tem poral
expression governed by 3 or 2 . In such cases the tem poral p h rase is indeed a p en d en s construction
(see the examples listed by GroB, Pendenskonstruktion, 50).
6For an adverbial expression o f time w ith *113 before a w ‘q a ta l clau se see Judg 16:2; for
tem poral clauses w ith "IB see G en 29:8; Josh 1:15; 6:10; 1 Sam 1:22; 2 Sam 10:5; 1 Chr 19:15. For a
som ew hat fuller treatm ent o f the relation betw een vs. 14b and vs. 14c see m y analysis o f the syntactic
function o f pTISJl in vs. 14c.
7The English coinage “evening-m orning” is here and in the follow ing an attem pt to reproduce
the peculiar H ebrew phrase *1j?3 3 “11} with its singular, asyndetic nouns in such a w ay as to retain its
conspicuous character.
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morning” require explanation: the word order “noun + numeral,” the singular and
asyndetic use of the nouns "lj?'3 3"1J1, and the sequence “evening-moming.”1 The first
two concern the syntax o f the time phrase and the last has implications for its meaning.

Sequence: noun + numeral
In BH, the numerals higher than “one” usually precede the item counted. The
word sequence “numeral + noun” is hence the classical order. The reverse order “noun +
numeral” is found frequently in enumerations, lists, and administrative documents
(synchronic explanation by genre). It occurs increasingly in later BH texts— mainly in
Daniel (see table 14),2 Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1 and 2 Chronicles— and in BA.

Table 14. Phrases with Cardinals (Higher than One) in the Book o f Daniel
W ord O rder

Tim e Phrases

O ther Phrases

N um eral + N oun

BH : 9:2 ( n it sg.); 10:2, 3 ,1 3 (Di’

BH :

(22 times)

sg.).
BA : 4 :1 3 ,2 0 ,2 2 ,2 9 .

BA : 7:2, 3, 5, 6p, 17, 24p, 24y.

N oun + N um eral

BH:

BH:

(28 times)

1:5, 12, 14, 15; 8:14 (Ijsa anfl

1:20; 8:7, 8p, 22; 11:2, 4; 12:5.

sg.); 9:24, 25a, 250, 26; 12:11,
12.
BA : 4:26; 6:1, 8, 11,13, 14.

BA: 3:1a, ip, 24, 25; 5:1; 6:2, 3;
7:6a, 7, 20, 24a.

‘The decreasing order o f elem ents in counting expressions is common (G K C , 434 [§134i]).
2Cf. H erner, 63-66 (for BH) and 70-71 (for BA). The phrases in D an 1:17 (“th e fo u r o f
them ”) and in D an 3:23 (“the three o f them ”) are not listed here since the num erals are augm ented
w ith a pronom inal suffix. The phrase U 31tt TflTn “conspicuous four” (8:8a)— w h ich is taken as
“noun + num eral” by K onig (“Zur Syntax d er Zahlw orter,” 130)— cannot be assig n ed to a specific
w ord order, because the noun to which a 3 ”)K “four” stands in apposition, either “horns” or the
nom inal adjective “others,” is clearly elliptical. The use o f the dual in "tiBl! ]’?“!(? “ten h orns” in D an
7:7 has been explained by the fact that the dual occurs m ore often (Segert, A lta ra m a isch e G ram m atik,
346 [§6.4.2.8.1]).
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Diachronically, it could be explained by the increasing adjectival behavior o f the
numerals.1 Hence, the word sequence “noun + numeral” in the time phrase “2300
evening-morning” in Dan 8:14b is not exceptional.
Yet, the uniqueness of the time unit “evening-morning” in BH could suggest that
the order “noun + numeral” is intentional in order to focus attention on the time unit
“evening-morning” before the actual number is given. The emphasis o f the whole time
phrase is on the semantic notion being conveyed by “evening-morning,” which, suggested
by its intertextual relation (see below), is creation. This creates a powerful rhetorical
effect: After the question until which point in time the destructive situation will continue,
the first thought triggered by the answer is regarding creation. Thus, the idea is that

'F o r the diachronic explanation see Sven H em er, Syntax der Zahlw orter im A lten Testam ent
(Lund: Berling, 1893), 54, 6 8 ,1 4 0 ; D avidson, Hebrew Syntax, 52 (§37); E duard K onig, “Z ur Syntax
der Z ahlw orter im A lten T estam ent,” A JSL 18 (1901-1902): 135-136; GK C, 434 (§134h); R obert
Polzin, L ate B iblical H ebrew: Toward an H istorical Typology o f B iblical H ebrew P rose, H SM , no.
12 (M issoula: Scholars, 1976), 58-60; Qimron, The Hebrew o f the D ead Sea Scrolls, 85-86; Joiion and
M uraoka, 526-527 (§ 142d). Extensive lists for the word sequence “noun + n u m eral” are found in
H erner (53-71) and K onig (“Zur Syntax der Zahlworter,” 129-136). Even w ith the num erals 100 and
1000 the item counted can precede the num ber (e.g., Num 31:32-34, 38-40, 44-46; 1 K gs 8:63; 1 Chr
5:21). H ence, B H RG claims incorrectly that “ these numerals [100 and 1000] alw ays p re ce d e the
noun” 268 (§37.2/2[vi]) (em phasis theirs). One should how ever be careful n ot to take the order “noun
+ num eral” as a clear unm istakable characteristic o f late Hebrew. At best, there is an increasing
tendency for the postnom inal position o f the numeral. See Amo Kropat, D ie Syntax des A u to rs der
C hronik verglichen m it der seiner Q uellen: Ein Beitrag zu r historischen Syntax des H ebrdischen,
BZA W , 16 (Giefien: T opelm ann, 1909), 50-53, esp. 51; Gary R endsburg, “L ate B iblical H ebrew and
the D ate o f ‘P
JA N E SC U 12 (1980), 71; Qimron, The H ebrew o f the D ea d Sea Scrolls, 86; G ibson,
Syntax, 48 (§46 rem . 3); Steven W eitzm an, “The Shifting Syntax o f N um erals in B iblical H ebrew : A
R eassessm ent,” JN E S 55 (1996): 179-181. Though Qimron believes th a tw e do n ot know w hether the
order “noun + num eral” cam e from Aram aic or from a H ebrew dialect and thus assum ing a late
developm ent o f that order (The H ebrew o f the D ead Sea Scrolls, 86), W eitzm an sum m arizes the state
o f research correctly w hen he points to the fact that “the n um eral’s vacillating position in Biblical
H ebrew . . . reflects a m ore generalized developm ent which occurred repeatedly in the C anaanite and
A ram aic branches o f N orthw est Sem itic” (181) and therefore “ does not reflect a single historical
change” (182). Instead W ietzm an suggests that the shifting position o f the num eral is dependent on
the increasing adjectival behavior o f num erals (182-185).
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creation counters destruction.

Singular and asyndetic use of Ip 3 222
Somewhat striking is the singular use o f "lj?2 3~lll. In BH and BA, the item
counted should be in the plural when it stands before the number. The item counted is
singular only in cases in which a collective noun is used or a noun which, when combined
with numerals, usually occurs in the singular.1

The book o f Daniel reflects this usage (see table 14). In the order “numeral +
noun” (11 times in BH; 11 times in BA) the noun is always plural, except for HJIZJ “year”
in 9:2 and DV “day” 10:13, both common words which typically can be used in the
singular when combined with numerals. Whenever the order is “noun + numeral” the
noun is plural (10 times in BH; 17 times in BA), except for “lj?3 222 in Dan 8:14b.
The singular o f “ljp'3 222 can be explained by the fact that both 222 and "lj?’3 are
used in the singular elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, and only when found in a specific
meaning are they used in the dual or in the plural. 222 (135x in the OT) is used 124
times in the singular (“evening”) and 11 times in the dual in the phrase

]’ 3

“at

twilight” (Exod 12:6; 16:12; 29:39, 41; 30:8; Lev 23:5; Num 9:3, 5, 11; 28:4, 8). n|?3
(214x in the OT) is used 209 times in the singular (“morning) and 5 times in the plural in

‘H erner provides a list o f occurrences w here singular nouns stand before numbers, including
num bers consisting o f the num erals
or HRD (85-88). For the phenom enon o f collective singular
nouns w ith num erals— w ithout regard to the w ord order— see the extensive list by Konig, “Zur Syntax
der Z ahlw orter,” 138-148. See also G K C , 433 (§134g); Brockelm ann, 76 (§84c); R udolf M eyer,
H ebraische G ram m atik, D e-G ruyter Studienbuch (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1992), 380-381 [§99.6]; W altke
and O ’C onnor, 281-283 (15.2.5); Joiion and M uraoka, 527 (§142eg); Gibson, Syntax, 50 (§47 rem. 1)
and B H R G , 268 (§37.2/2). G ibson provides a selective list o f nouns w hich are not considered to be
collective singulars b u t do occur once o r twice in the singular when com bined with a num ber (Syntax,
50 [§47 rem. 1]).
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the phrase D,"]j?3l? or

“every morning” (Isa 33:2; Pss 73:14; 101:8; Job 7:18;

Lam 3:23). Further, any and “ l j ? 3 are nowhere else found in combination with a numeral,
except in 1 Sam 20:5 where any is used with the cardinal rptcbisn in the temporal
expression

3"iyn “ty “until the third evening.”1 For the typical singular use of

any and "lj?2 and the lack o f any syntactic parallel it is doubtful whether the singular use
of “ijs'a 3 * 1 y in Dan 8:14b should be regarded as exceptional; rather it could be demanded
by the typical singular use of these two words in BH.2 The nouns may even be considered
as collective singulars.3
At the same time the singular and asyndetic use of "Ij5'a

any

indicates that the

measuring unit o f the time phrase is “evening-morning” and not separately counted
evenings and mornings.4 The singular “ij?'s any strengthens the impression that each
time unit is one “evening-morning,” two time units are two “evening-morning,” and so

‘i f “2300” in D an 8:14b w ere an ordinal, w hich can be n either proved nor disproved
conclusively, the tem poral construction in 1 Sam 20:5 w ould constitute a parallel to it.
2P ace S chw antes w ho concludes that “the expression ereb boqer stands exceptionally in the
singular in contrast to all the other enum erations in the book [o f D aniel]” (473). N onetheless, he
argues, in my view correctly, that the singular o f “lj?3 a n y “is evidence that the expression represents
a unit o f tim e” (ibid.).
3For a collective understanding o f l p a 3"]!? in D an 8:14c s qc H A LO T, 2:878. W hile not
com m enting on D an 8:14c in p articu lar, H erner groups a n y and 1j?3 together w ith other nouns— e.g.,
“Ij?3, EiD3, and
— and observes that these nouns “ stand in the singular because o f their collective
m eaning” (86).
4Ew ald takes the tw o nouns “)j?3 a n y as a com pound expression that is equivalent to the
G reek vux911M-€P0'/ “a n ig h t and a day,” a span o f 24 hours (no LXX occurrence; in the NT only in 1
Cor 11:25) (L ehrb u ch , 666 [§270d]). F or K onig np"3 a n y is a w ord pair that expresses a unit (2:416
[§ 122.5b]). C onsequently, the phrase “evening-m orning” serves as a single u n it, and the time period
has a length o f 2300 tim es this unit. T he fact that the tw o w ords form a com bination that stands for
the period o f a day is also pointed out by Trix G retler, Zeit u n d Stunde: Theologische Zeitkonzepte
zw ischen E rfahrung und Ideologie in den B iichern K o h elet und D aniel, TVZ D issertationen (Zurich:
TVZ, 2004), 231.
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forth. In other words, one item counted is one “evening-morning” rather than one
evening or one morning. Two items counted are two “evening-morning” rather than one
evening and one morning, and so forth.1
At this point, the asyndetic use o f the two nouns a i y and "ij?a deserves comment.
Why is the expression *lj?3

2113

in 8:14b asyndetic, whereas in 8:26 the two nouns are

coordinated in the construct phrase “ip a n i a^ y il PIN"132 “the vision o f the evening and
the morning”?2 It has been argued that the conjunction 1 in vs. 26 shows that ”ij?a 3"iy
should not be understood as a single unit, but rather evenings and mornings should be
understood in their individual meanings and be counted separately, not as day, but as one
evening and one morning.3 This is hardly convincing for several reasons. First, in vs. 26
there is no temporal phrase in which evening and morning need to be used as a unit.
Second, both the conjunction and the article before each term are likely due to the
construct relation “Ij?an I any n n x n o . Third, the anaphoric use o f the definite article for
both nj?a and any in vs. 26 referring back to nj?a an y seems to demand the use of the
conjunction. Fourth, one could on the contrary argue that the conjunction in vs. 26
clarifies the unit “evening-morning” in vs. 14b to be understood exactly as the unit
“evening and morning” and not separated as individual evening or morning. Finally, one

‘if the daily ta m id is regarded as “tw o-phased” (so L evine, N um bers 21-36, 370, 395-403; see
also below p. 384 n. 2), it w ould be indeed difficult to see how the com bination o f “evening-m orning”
could represent the unit “p art o f the daily tam i d ” so th at a single m orning sacrifice and a single
evening sacrifice w ould count as tw o “evening-m orning.”
a p p a r e n tly to harm onize the two phrases, M ontgom ery suggests that in vs. 14b “an orig. 1
may easily have fallen out before the follow ing labial” (344).
3Hitzig, 136; M einhold, “D an iel,” 309; B evan, 136; P rin ce, D aniel, 148; M arti, D aniel, 60;
Charles, 212; H asslberger, 393.
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could also argue that the lacking 1 in the asyndetic 1j?3

in vs. 14b is sign enough that

the phrase functions as a single measuring unit.
There is no other temporal unit which consists of two asyndetic elements like
“evening-morning.” The time phrases consisting o f DT “day” and rtS1*? “night”1 cannot
function as comparison to determine the nature o f the time phrase with the measuring unit
3 "113 because o f two major differences. First, the phrases with day and night always

have the order “daylight period + dark period” whereas “evening-morning” has the order
reversed. Second, the phrases with day and night always have a numeral in front of each
item and thus both day and night function as individual units. In Dan 8:14b, however,
evening and morning serve as one unit and the number 2300 refers to the unit as a whole.
Thus, regarding the relationship between time phrases using day and night and the phrase
“evening-morning” one should argue neither for similar nor for contrasting expressions.2
The argument that 2300 days should have been expressed by “2300 evenings and
2300 mornings” overlooks the fact that the expression “evening-morning” alludes to
creation in a more pithy way and emphasizes the creation idea more strongly than if
evening and morning were separated by repetition o f the long number
nixn.

'In BH the following tim e phrases w ith DV “day” and n b ’b “n ig h t” are found: “three days
and three nights” (1 Sam 30:12; Jonah 2:1), “seven days and seven n ig h ts” (Job 2:13), “forty days and
forty nights” (Gen 7:4, 12; Exod 24:18; 34:28; D eut 9:9, 11, 1 8 ,2 5 ; 10:10; 1 Kgs 19:8).
T o r example, Tiefenthal argues for sim ilarity and believes that the “2300 evening-m orning”
designate 2300 days (271), w hereas H asslberger argues for contrast and believes that the “2300
evening-m orning” designate 1150 days (392-393).
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Word order and meaning of “Ip2 3 “117
Though n i K O ID 'S 11)1 O ' e S k * ) j ? 3 3 " i y ~\V are sometimes considered to be
“obscure words,”1the phrase as found makes sense and emendations are not advisable.2
The considerations above show that the grammatical-syntactic features o f the phrase
“2300 evening-morning” have direct implications for its meaning. The close connection
between syntax and semantics is even more obvious with regard to the word order o f the
phrase “ l j ? 3 3 "117. Before the order of the expressions 3 " lS J and "lp'2 is examined and its
significance assessed, an overview of the different understandings o f the time phrase
might be helpful.3
The time phrase “2300 evening-morning” has received various interpretations
based on how one understands the expression “lp'3

37117. There are basically two main

suggestions how to interpret the meaning of this time phrase.
The first is to understand the “2300 evening-morning” as 2300 days.4 The main

'V on Lengerke, 387 (“dunkle W orte”).
2For example, K nabenbauer assumes that the tex t read originally “Ip3 D’Q'’ 117 “u n til days
2300” w ith the letters o f “Ip3 as numeric value for 2300. Later, scribes w ro te o ut th e num eral, took
"Ip3 as noun, added 3117, and finally dropped 013’ (214-215). M ontgom ery h y p o th esizes that “an
orig. 1 may easily have fallen out before the follow ing labial” (344).
3For a detailed overview o f interpretations o f the “2300 ev en in g -m o rn in g ” given betw een
1700 and 1900 see N unez, The Vision o f D aniel 8, 83-100, 207-229, 358-372, 413-423.
401d G reek, Theodotion (both read ical etirev auto) eco; eotrepa? x a l irp co l ripepai, 6 loxl A.k u
[Theodotion adds: k<xi] tpiaKOouu “until evening and m orning, days 2300” ); Jero m e, 856; m edieval
Jewish com m entators (cited in M ontgom ery, 343); Calvin, 108; B ertholdt, 5 0 1 -5 0 2 ; H av em ick , 294;
von Lengerke, 388-390; Maurer, 146; Keil, 302-304; Fausset, 1:638; E. B . Pusey, D a n iel the Prophet:
Nine Lectures D elivered in the D ivinity School o f the U niversity o f O xford, 3d ed. (O xford: Parker,
1876), 221-222 n. 12; Rohling, D aniel, 241-242; K nabenbauer, 213-215; T iefen th al, 271; Riessler,
D aniel (1902), 73, 76; Stokmann, 129; Beek, 85; Linder, 339-343; Leupold, 354 -3 5 8 ; Y oung, D aniel,
174-175; Barnes, 2:114; W alvoord, 190; Schw antes, 375-385; G oldingay, D a n iel, 213; M iller, D aniel,
228-230; Lucas, D aniel, 218 (tentatively); Robert I. V asholz, “ ‘E vening an d M o rn in g ’ in G enesis 1,”
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argument for this view is that the phrase “Ij33 a n a reflects creation language and thus
refers to an entire day. Most adherents of this view interpret the time period as literal
2300 days referring to a specific time period in the time o f the Maccabees, some suggest
that the 2300 days signify 2300 years according to a supposed prophetic year-day
principle,1 one believes that they are 2300 days times 49 according to a prophetic ratio of
1:49,2 still others regard the 2300 days as a fixed period without necessarily giving it a
chronological significance in histoiy.3
The second major view is to regard “lp'3 Dpi? as cultic language referring to (part

P resbyterion 28 (2002): 110; Seow, D aniel, 125. Hippolyt, reading xiA iai “one tho u san d ” instead o f
5i.axiA.iai. “two thousand,” understands the phrase as designating 1300 days (K o m m en ta r zu D aniel,
2d ed., ed. M. R ichard, H ippolyt W erke, vol. 1, pt. 1., Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der
ersten Jahrhunderte, n. s., vol. 7 [Berlin: Akadem ie, 2000], 254-257).
‘Ford, D aniel, 189, 196-197 (later, however, Ford argues for a period o f 1150 days [D aniel
and the Com ing K ing (New castle: by the author, 1996), 105]); Shea, Selected Studies, 80-83 (= rev.
ed., 95-99); H asel, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 435; D oukhan, D aniel, 31-36. A nderson adm its that
“there could be som e w arrant” for this interpretation “in light o f the D anielic reinterpretation o f
Jerem iah’s seventy years o f exile.” H e finally decides that “if, however, the interpretation is lim ited to
certain events w ithin the reign o f A ntiochus IV, a satisfactory and em inently sensible solution is
possible” (Signs and W onders, 98).
2W. S. A uchincloss, The O nly K ey to D a n iel’s Prophecies (New York: Van N ostrand, 1903),
138, 140-141. A uchincloss sees a 1:49 ratio in the 49 days between Passover and the Feast o f W eeks
and in the 49 years betw een Jubilee years. He calculates the “2300 evening-m orning” (for him
112,700 days) on the basis o f the sidereal year from O ctober 14, 450 BC (supposedly the date o f
G o d ’s com m andm ent to restore and rebuilt Jerusalem ) to M ay 4 ,1 4 1 BC (N ational Independence
Day).
3Leupold does not com pute the 2300 days b ut regards this time perio d w ith “ideal prophetic
value” (a term borrow ed from Zockler) to signify that the 2300 days are “not even a full period o f
divine judgm ent,” w hich, for Leupold, w ould be seven years (356-357). “The fact that it is expressed
in days rem inds the troubled Israelites that the Lord will not let this period extend a day beyond w hat
they can bear” (ibid., 357). See already, Keil, 307 (followed by Young, 174-175); W ordsw orth, 40.
G oldingay attributes on the basis o f 1 Enoch 90:5— twenty-three shepherds pastured the Jew s during
th e Hellenistic period— sym bolic significance to the “2300 evening-m orning” and concludes th at “the
2300 days may, then, suggest a fixed ‘significant’ period, w hich m ight or m ight not denote a
chronological period in the region o f six or seven years” (D aniel, 213; cf. Lucas, D aniel, 218, 224).
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of) the daily sacrifice defined as being a morning or an evening sacrifice. In this case the
“2300 evening-morning” would refer to 2300 times o f offering either a morning or an
evening sacrifice which would equal a time period o f 1150 days.1 Arguments brought
forward for this view are as follows. First, the use of sacrificial language in vss. 11-12, in
particular the expression TQRn taken as reference to the daily sacrifice, suggests that
“)j?’a 2111 refers to the evening and the morning offering. Second, the phrase in vs. 26
(“lj?arn 2 iy n “the evening and the morning”) suggests that evening and morning in vs.
14b should be counted separately. Third, a comparison with the other time periods which
the “2300 evening-morning” are said to correspond to shows that they all designate a time
period between 1260 and 1335 days, with which 1150 days would fit much better than
2300 days. Finally, there are historical considerations. The interpretation that “2300
evening-morning” are 2300 days is usually rejected by reference to the alleged historical
context o f the time o f Antiochus IV in which there is no period of approximately six and

’E phraim o f Syria cited in M ontgom ery, 343; Ibn E zra cited in Anderson, Signs and Wonders,
98; K irm ss, 38 (cited in H itzig, 135); Hitzig, 135; K liefoth, 260; Caspari, 138; Zockler, 178; Ewald,
D aniel, 263; M einhold, “D aniel,” 309; B evan, 136; Terry, 64; Behrmann, 55 (who opts for 1150 days,
though he adm its it to be m ore natural that 1 p 2 3111 designates a day and the w hole phrase w ould
then designate 2300 days); von G all, 52; Prince, D aniel, 148; Driver, Daniel, 119; M arti, D aniel, 60;
Jahn, 80; M ontgom ery, 343; Aalders, H et boek D aniel, 167; Goettsberger, 62; Charles, 212; Obbink,
111; G insberg, Studies in D aniel, 82 n. 42 (on p. 77 he assumes that “2300” originally read “2330”;
p a ce G insberg see S. Z eitlin, “The Cryptic N um bers in D aniel,” JQ R 39 [1948-1949]: 321-324);
N otscher, D aniel, 43; Steinm ann, 124; Bentzen, 71; Saydon, 636; Nelis, 97; H. Schneider, D aniel, 56;
Jeffery, 475-477; A alders, D aniel (1962), 181; G. R. Driver, “Sacred N um bers and R ound Figures,”
in P rom ise and Fulfilm ent: E ssays P resented to Professor S. H. Hooke in Celebration o f H is Ninetieth
B irthday, 2 1 st Ja n u a ry 1964, ed. F. F. B ruce (Edinburgh: Clark, 1963), 77-81; Claus Schedl,
“M ystische A rithm etik,” 101-105; Ploger, D aniel, 127; Porteous, 126-127; Delcor, 177; H am m er, 86;
B aldw in, 158; H artm an and Di Leila, 227, 237; Lacocque, The Book o f Daniel, 164, 250; Russell,
151; M aier, 309; A nderson, Signs and W onders, 98; Lebram, Daniel, 95; Towner, 122; A rcher, 7:103;
Collins, D a n iel (1993), 336; H aag, D aniel, 65; Ford, D aniel and the Coming K ing, 105; Bauer, D as
B uch D aniel, Di Leila, D aniel, 161; B uchanan, 248; G ow an, Daniel, 120-121.
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a half years during which the temple was desecrated. Rather the period of Antiochus IV’s
profanation o f the temple in Jerusalem was three years, that is, 1080 days (see 1 Macc
1:54, 59; 4:52), which is roughly equivalent to 1150 days.' Caution, however, is
indicated when the meaning o f the text is being shaped by a presupposed fulfillment in
history or by a historic event which is presumed to be equivalent to the text.
In this view, the time period o f 1150 days is understood to refer to a specific
period during the time o f the Maccabees. Two kinds of approaches are most often taken
in explaining the 1150 days. One is to regard the 1150 days as a true, but mistaken
prediction or calculation o f the length o f the temple desecration under Antiochus IV. The
other is to understand the 1150 days as a prediction after the event, referring to a specific
period in the time o f the Maccabees. The placement o f the exact beginning and end date
o f the 1150 days for the latter approach varies among scholars.2 Still others regard

‘See, e.g., the reasoning b y P orteous, 126-127. A historical analogy, w hich w ould support
that the tim e p hrase in D an 8:14b designates the tim e period o f A n tio ch u s’s desecration o f the
Jerusalem tem ple, is considered by Ploger, D aniel, 127-128. T he “exciting parallel” (ibid., 128) is
found in the tim e period o f B e lsh a za r’s desecration o f the temple instrum ents (539 B .C.E.) ending
with the return o f the first Jew s from exile u nder Cyrus (536 B.C.E.), w hich is approxim ately three
years or 1150 days.
2See H asslberger (385-396) and G ese (400-402) for overview s o f som e o f the different
suggestions on how to understand the tim e elem ents in Daniel. T he m ain suggestions regarding the
“2300 evening-m orning” are the follow ing:
(1)
Successive postponem ents: T he aw aited end o f the oppression had been deferred so that
new calculations had beco m e necessary. In this view, the first tim e calculation w as the “2300
evening-m orning” period w hich is understood to designate 1150 days (Herm ann G unkel, Schdpfung
und Chaos in U rzeit und E ndzeit: E ine religionsgeschichtliche U ntersuchung uber Gen 1 und Ap Joh
12 [Gottingen: V andenhoeck & R uprecht, 1895], 267-269, esp. 269 n. 1; G ustav H olscher, “D ie
Entstehung des B uches D an iel,” TSK 92 [1919]: 132-133; H asslberger, 396; Collins, D aniel [1993],
336, 400-401; R ainer Stahl, ‘“ E ine Zeit, Zeiten und die Halfte einer Z eit,’” 491-493). Similarly, but
w ith exact historical dates, M artin Thilo explains that each o f the different time periods (1150, 1290,
and 1335 days) is being p a rt o f a d ifferen t calculation o f the last w eek o f years, a 7-year period o f
trouble (2555 days). In each o f the three calculations the predicted time period w ould represent the
final part o f these seven y ears and end at a different date— the 1150 days w ould end October 1,165;
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the 1290 days end February 15, 164; and the 133 days end A pril 1 ,1 6 4 — so that the 7-year period
would end, as w ell as start, at different dates (D ie C hronologie des D anielbuches [Bonn: Schmidt,
1926], 21-27).
(2) G uessw ork: The tim e periods in 7:25; 8:14; 9:27; 12:7, 1 1 ,1 2 all designate a period o f
more or less 3 ‘A years and refer to the sam e tim e. T he w riter w as him self not clear about the time
period or w anted to leave the readers guessing at the time period o f oppression (J. M einhold, “Das
Buch Daniel,” 309-310, 338).
(3) From tem ple desecration to city fortification: C laus Schedl suggests the tim e from the
desecration o f the tem ple (Kislev 15 ,1 6 7 = D ecem b er 6, 167) until the fortification o f M ount Zion
which he hypothetically dates to Sbbat 15, 163 (= January 31, 163) (“M ystische A rithm etik,” 101-105).
For the hypothetical character o f Schedl’s suggestions see Sydney A llen, “On S chedl’s A ttem pt to
Count the D ays o f D aniel,” A U SS 4 (1966): 105-106.
(4) From the release o f the Jews an d the perm ission to build tem ple and city (2/10/538) to the
tem ple’s cornerstone cerem ony (3/15/535): P. Szczygiel, “V on den Perioden der W ochenprophetie (9,
24-27) und den anderen Zahlen bei D aniel,” TGI 15 (1923): 278, 282.
(5) Intentionally am biguous: B urgm ann basically h o ld s the position that the tim e period in
Dan 8:14b evolved from the intention to com bine three tendencies: the half-year tradition in the book
o f Daniel, the three years o f the tem ple desecration in 167-164 B .C.E., and the possibility that G od’s
intervention could happen at a still later tim e. T hus, the 2300 evening and m orning perio d was
intentionally am biguous so that it could be interpreted as 2300 h alf days— w hich, if reckoned
according to the m oon calendar, w ould be exactly betw een th e 3 years o f the tem ple desecration and
the 314 years m entioned elsew here in D aniel (7:25; 9:27; 12:7)— or as 2300 full days if the final
restoration should take longer (544-545). H ow ever, B urgm ann has to go a long w ay to explain the
other time periods in D aniel for w hich he su p p o ses different M accabean and H asidic influences and
then reckons w ith both m oon and sun calendars and the respective intercalary periods. “Calculations
o f such kind verge on arbitrariness” (G ese, 401).
(6) From tem ple desecration to A n tio c h u s’s death: Jonathan A. G oldstein reckons all time
periods in D aniel from 25 K islev (D ecem ber 16), 167 (II M accabees, A B, vol. 41A [G arden City:
Doubleday, 1983], 113-123), so that the 2300 h a lf days end fo r him on February 8 ,1 6 3 , with the
possible event that “Jew s at Jerusalem . . . receiv e a copy o f a letter from A ntiochus V announcing the
death o f A ntiochus IV and restoring the tem ple to the Jew s and thus ‘vindicating the H oly’” (ibid.,
118; cf. idem, P eoples o f an A lm ighty God, 462).
(7) From tem ple desecration to the reestablishm ent o f the tem ple sacrifices: Gabriele
Boccaccini argues that D aniel used a 3 6 0 + 4 -d ay Z adokite sabbatical calendar and thus calculated the
1150 days (including 13 intercalary days) from the fall equinox o f 167 B.C .E ., w hich m arks the
beginning o f A n tio ch u s’s persecution (i.e., th e interruption o f the daily sacrifices) to the 27th o f the
eighth month o f 164, on w hich according to the M eg illa t Tacanit “they began again to bring the
offerings o f fine flour upon the altar,” w h ich B occaccini tak es as indicator for the restoration o f the
daily sacrifices and the cleansing o f the tem ple. T he expression “evening-m orning” is regarded as
intentional to avoid “days,” w hich in the Z ad o k ite calendar w ould n o t have included the intercalary
days between th e seasons (“The Solar C alen d ars o f D aniel and E noch,” in The B o o k o f Daniel:
Composition a nd R eception, ed. J. J. C ollins and P. W. Flint, V TSup, no. 83, FIOTL, no. 2 [Leiden:
Brill, 2001 ], 2:311-328; R oots o f R abbinic Judaism : A n In tellectu a l H istory, fro m E zekiel to D aniel
[Grand Rapids: E erdm ans, 2002], 191-193).
(8) P rincipal m easurem ent: G ese p ro p o ses th at the “2300 evening-m orning” is a tim e period
given with a principal m easurem ent o f 2 and 3 (2 thousands and 3 hundreds). In that w ay the time
period could indicate anything betw een 2201 and 2300 evenings and m ornings. Gese then calculates
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the 1150 days as a fixed period without necessarily giving it chronological significance in
history.1 Another, recent suggestion is to find the symbolic meaning o f 1150 by means of
Pythagorean plane numbers.2
O f course, there are also other suggestions besides the two major views (2300
days or 1150 days), but they have not received much support.3
In order to enhance the understanding o f the time phrase “2300 evening-morning,”
one should recognize that the differences o f the two major views rest on one issue in
particular.4 That is, the various interpretations of the meaning o f the “2300 evening-

by the solar calendar 2217 evenings and m ornings (= 1109 days) from the desecration o f the altar (15
Kislev 167) to the end o f the reconsecration cerem ony (seven days after 25 K islev 164) and thus
assumes that the prediction o f some 2300 evenings and m ornings found its adequate fulfillm ent in
history (Gese, 410-411).
For the purpose o f dating the 1150 days, it is a secondary question, and thus does n o t really
m atter here, whether one accepts the view that the tem ple d esecration by A ntiochus IV dates 167-164
B.C.E. (presently the majority position) or rather dates 168-165 B .C .E . (recently argued again by
Lester L. Grabbe, “M accabean Chronology: 167-164 or 168-165 B C E ,” JB L 110 [1991]: 59-74).
'K liefoth (264-265) and K ranichfeld (298, 300) believe that the n um ber o f “2300 eveningm orning” (which for them m eans 1150 days) is given exactly for the reason to suggest that the horn’s
(A ntiochus’s) aggression does not even reach the duration o f a divine ju d g m en t (cf. B ehrm ann, xiii).
2Susan Fournier M athew s, “T he N um bers in D aniel 12:11-12: R ounded P ythagorean Plane
N um bers?” CBQ 63 (2001): 630-646. She proposes that th e n u m b er 1150 is a specific kind o f
symbolic number. It approxim ates the 1156 o f the 34th square num ber, that is, th e sum o f all
successive odd w hole numbers up to and including the 34th n um ber in the series (1 + 3 + 5 + . . . + 65
+ 67). T he 1150 days in D an 8:14 w ould then designate the first half-w eek o f years as the “bad” half
week o f desecration on the basis that 1150 plus 1335 (from Dan 12:12) equal 2485, th e triangle
num ber o f the 70th place w hich stands for the final w eek o f the 70 w eeks o f years.
’Some o f the ideas are that the phrase “ 2300 evening-m orning” needs to b e interpreted w ith
the help o f gematria (Rashi and A lshich, 384), that “Ip3 311) refers to an unspecified period o f tim e
(M aayenei H ayeshuah 9:7 cited in Slotki [1992]), 68), or th at “the num ber w as sufficiently vague that
it could designate anywhere from ju st over three to about seven years” (R edditt, 141; cf. H. Schneider,
D aniel, 56, who regards it as likely that “the answ er is form ulated intentionally am biguous”).
4It is deemed legitim ate to exclude two lines o f argum entation from the discussion. First, the
relation o f “lj?3 3755 in D an 8:14b to 7 p 3 r f l 3 “15)17 in vs. 26 has been show n above to be indecisive.
Second, historical considerations that try to find a specific historical fulfillm ent o f the “2300 evening-
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morning” are based on how one understands the terminological background o f the
expression "Ij52 2~}2. Three different possibilities, in part mentioned already, can be
thought o f (see table 15).

Table 15. Interpretations o f “2300 Evening-Morning”
Language Background

Reference o f “)p'3 3*117 to

Time
Indicated

1.

Creation

Day:
night and daylight hours

2300 days

2.

Cult

Daily t&mi d:
evening and morning sacrifice

2300 days

3.

Cult

Daily Vkmi d:
evening or morning sacrifice

1150 days

First, ")j?a 3*12J is considered to be creation language referring to an entire day.
“2300 evening-morning” would then be 2300 days. Second, "lp'3 3*117 is taken as cultic
language which refers to one daily sacrifice defined as consisting o f the morning and the
evening sacrifice. In this case, “2300 evening-morning” would be 2300 daily sacrifices
equaling a time period of 2300 days. And third, *lp'3 3*117 is regarded to be cultic
language referring to (part of) the daily sacrifice defined as being a m orning or an
evening sacrifice. In this instance, “2300 evening-morning” would refer to 2300 times of
offering either a morning or an evening sacrifice equaling a time period o f 1150 days.

m orning” should not be used initially to understand the tim e period. T extual considerations have
priority.
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There is no doubt that the expression “ij?3 333 has special significance, otherwise
the time unit OT “day” or D33’ “days” could have been used (as in Dan 12:11,12). The
word order “evening” and then “morning” and the absolute use o f the two nouns which
are not combined with any other words are conspicuous. An investigation o f all the
instances in the Hebrew Bible in which 333 and "lj?3 occur together leads to the
following observations.1
Besides Dan 8:14b, 26, the absolute use of 3 3 3 and 3 j? 3 (i.e., without being in
construct relation and without preceding preposition) in close proximity to each other is
found only in Gen 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, 31; Exod 16:6-8; Deut 28:67; and Ps 55:18. The
order is always first 3 1 3 and then “l|? 3 .2 The contexts of these occurrences show two
basic themes which could also be present in Dan 8: the one is G od’s creative power and
the revelation o f his presence, the other is the being or feeling o f being distant from God
as experienced by the people of God and their complaints about the situation.3 On the

’The use o f the dual D’3 3 3 “tw ilight” together with 1 p 3 in the sam e context (Exod 16:12;
29:39, 41; N um 28:4, 8) is not considered here.
2In D eut 28:67 both sequences— “m orning - evening” and “evening - m orning”— are present
in chiastic-like arrangem ent. The introduction in vs. 66 clearly has the sequence “ night and day.”
3In G en 1, evening and m orning are part o f the day formula w hich concludes the account o f
G od’s creative activity on each day. In Exod 16, after the Israelites grum bled again (vss. 2-3), M oses
and A aron assured them that God w ill reveal him self to them (vss. 6-7): “evening (3 3 3 ), and you w ill
know that YHWH has brought you out o f the land o f Egypt; and m orning (7p31), and you w ill see th e
glory o f Y h w h , for he hears your m urm urings against Y h w h ” (Exod 16:6-7: cf. vs. 8). “E vening”
and “m orning” are connected to each oth er in a similar way as in D an 8:26, and both term s are
com bined with the revelation o f the glory o f Y hwh which proves God as the lord o ver creation (cf.
N um 16:5, w here syntactically the same construction occurs w ith 7 p 3 only). Here, the u se o f 3 3 3
and *lj?3 could be idiom atically for “soon” (see H. N iehr, “3 3 3 ‘ereb," TD O T, 11:337). A t the end o f
the covenant curses in D eut 28:66-67 one consequence for the disobedient partner is given as the fear
and dread “night and day,” evening and m orning. And the Psalmist, com plaining “evening and
m orning and n o o n ” and calling upon God to rescue from the w icked and from the enem y, assures the
reader that Y h w h w ill hear and save (Ps 55:18).
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basis o f the absolute use alone, it is difficult to know with certainty whether “lj?3 3“lll in
Dan 8 :14b draws from such a background, but it could definitely be possible since both
themes fit the train o f thought in Dan 8:12-14. The experience of the absence of God and
the indirect call for his intervention is expressed in the question in vs. 13. And the
revelation o f God’s presence and his creative power is alluded to by the time limitation of
the destructive activities and the mention o f the holy being restored in vs. 14.
Interestingly, in none of these texts do

and “ij?3 occur in relationship to the daily

offering or the sacrificial system.1
A more important factor for the meaning of "lp'2 2~}V in Dan 8:14b is the word
sequence “evening - morning.”2 In the Hebrew Bible, both the sequence “evening morning” and the sequence “morning - evening” can be found in either a loose or closer
type o f connection.3

'T he absolute o f 1 p ’3 and the absolute o f 2~)S also occur alone, that is, not in the same
context. In these instances they function as the subject o f a verb and always denote the beginning o f
the day or daylight, respectively the beginning or extension o f the night hours. "Ip3 is used w ith TIN
“be light” (G en 44:3; cf. 2 S am 23:4; M ic 2:1), iiriK “com e” (Isa 21:12); ITT! “b e” (Exod 10:13;
19:16); and HJB “turn” (Judg 19:26). 3 n » is used w ith n3S “turn” (Gen 24:63; D eut 32:12); 1115
“ continue” (Job 7:4). A gain, in these texts there is no reference to sacrifices.
2On the w ord sequence o f “evening - m orning,” respectively “morning - evening,” see
S chw antes, 381-384. V asholz concludes that “in alm ost every instance w here the Old T estam ent uses
these two w ords [evening and m orning] consecutively, they refer to a tw enty-four hour day” (110).
3The sequence “evening - m o rning” is found in G en 1:5, 8, 13,19, 23, 31; Exod 16:6-7, 8, 13
(cf. vs. 12 w ith D’s n y n f 3 “at tw ilight” and 1j?'3); 27:21; Lev 24:3; Num 9 :1 5 ,2 1 ; D eut 16:4; 28:67;
Isa 17:14; Ezek 33:22; Z eph 3:3; Pss 30:6; 55:18; E sth 2:14; Dan 8:14, 26. The sequence “m orning evening” is found in G en 49:27; Exod 18:13, 14; L ev 6:13; D eut 28:67; 1 Kgs 17:6; 2 Kgs 16:15; Pss
65:9; 90:6; Job 4:20; E ccl 11:6; Ezra 3:3; 1 Chr 16:40; 23:30; 2 Chr 2:3; 13:11; 31:3. And there is the
sequence “m orning - evening - m orning” in Ezek 24:18. The only sequence occurring in the D ead
Sea Scrolls is “evening -m o rn in g ” in 4Q 320 1.1:3 (= 4Q Calendrical Doc A 1.1:3 o r4 Q M ish A 1.1:3)
and in 4Q 502 27:2 (= 4Q papR itM ar 27:2 or 4Q R itual o f M arriage 27:2). See, e.g., Florentino G arcia
M artinez and E ibert J. C. Tigchelaar, eds., The D ea d Sea Scrolls Study Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1998),
2:678-679, 996-997.
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The only texts which have 2~\V and " l j ? 3 in the absolute state, without
prepositions, and in the sequence “evening - morning” are Gen 1:5, 8, 13,19, 23, 31;
Exod 16:6-7; Ps 55:18; and Dan 8:14, 26. In Ps 55:18 the time phrase
extended by

311? is

“and (at) noon,” making it the only time in BH that these three words

occur together. Thematically, Ps 55:18 may have affinities to Dan 8:13-14— the
continual supplication to Y

h w h

three times a day (cf. Dan 6:11) in complaining and

moaning (Ps 55:18a) and the imprecation or plea for the destruction o f the enemy (vss.
10,16, 24) could be expressed in the question in Dan 8:13c, whereas the affirmation of
confidence that Y

h w h

rescues (Ps 55:17b, 18b, 19a) finds its parallel in the answer in

Dan 8 :14b-c. However, Dan 8:14 does not take up the unique triad o f terms found in Ps
55:18. Exodus 16:6-7 describes that the Israelites will recognize that salvation is from
Y

h w h

when he supplies his people miraculously with quail in the evening and manna in

the morning. There might be a relation to Dan 8:14, especially since the verb forms
following 3 “ liJ and " l j ? 3 in Exod 16:6-7 are vfqatal forms, like the verb form in Dan
8:14c. In that case, " l j ? 3

in Dan 8:14b would prepare for God’s salvific activity,

maybe even to another Exodus experience. However, 3 ” lI7 and * l j ? 3 in Exod 16:6-7 each
designate a time for a different activity and are separated by a sentence. With such a
construction it is, however, difficult to prove that Dan 8:14bc alludes to Exod 16:6-7.
Rather, it seems best to infer that both Exod 16:6-7 and Dan 8:14bc refer intertextually to
the occurrence o f 3 * 1 S and * l j ? 3 in Gen 1. Therefore the conclusion is inescapable that
terminologically the expression *lj?3 3 ~)2 in Dan 8:14b, respectively “ lp '3 1 1 1 z n y n in Dan
8:26, is based on language present in Gen 1 (i.e., absolute state, without preposition, and
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particularly the sequence “evening - morning”).1 Furthermore, there is even similarity in
the sequence “evening - morning - numeral” between Dan 8:14b and the day formulas in
Gen 1. O f course, the numerals in Gen 1 refer to Di' and not to DHl? or “ l j ? 2 . Also, in Dan
8:14b the number is a cardinal whereas in Gen 1 the numbers are ordinals except for in K
DV “one day” in Gen 1:5. Since the word order o f ” l j ? 3 21V in Dan 8:14b contains a
strong emphasis on creation, the word 21V should be understood to refer to the night
hours, beginning in the evening and extending through the night, whereas " l j ? 3 refers to
the daylight hours, beginning in the morning and extending through the day.2 The
expression “ l j ? 3 2 1 17 designates one day, its dark and light period; a day that begins with

‘So far, the m ost extensive argum entation for interpreting “lp’3 21V as day on the basis that
the expression relates to the evenings and m ornings in G en 1 is found in Schw antes, 375-385, esp.
384-385. See also Riessler, D aniel (1902), 76: “D er A usdruck ‘A bendm orgen’ zur B ezeichnung des
Tages ist nahegelegt durch den in der S chopfungsgeschichte . . . w iederkehrenden R efrain, dass aus
Abend und M orgen ein Tag gew orden ist”; W erner H . Schm idt, D ie Schopfungsgeschichte der
Priesterschrift: Z u r U berlieferungsgeschichte von G enesis 1 1—2 4a und 2 4 b -3 24, 2d ed., W M ANT,
no. 17 (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1967), 68: “A bend und M orgen sind in der gew ohnten
Reihenfolge des Tagesablaufs angefiihrt (vgl. D an 8 14), w ohl so, dafl die A nfange den ganzen
folgenden A bschnitt m itum fassen, also d er A bend die N acht, der M orgen den Tag einschlieBt”; and
ibid., 68 n. 3: “ S tatt ‘T ag’ sa g tm a n auch ‘A ben d -M o rg en ” (D an 8 14)”; G erhard F. Hasel, “D ay,”
ISBE, 1:877; idem , “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 431-432; B. E. Thiering, “T he Three and a H alf Years
o f Elijah,” N o vT 23 (1981): 49: “A n evening and a m orning w ere one day (Gen. i 5)”; N iehr, “3 1 3 ,”
11:337, 340; G oldingay, D aniel, 213: “T he natural w ay to understand the phrase is as denoting 2,300
days”; Jacques B. D oukhan, “A llusions a la creation dans le livre de D aniel: D epistage et
significations,” in The B ook o f D aniel in the L ig h t o f N ew F indings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, BETL,
no. 106 (Leuven: Leuven U niversity P ress, 1993), 288; A. H . K onkel, “")j?3 (# 1332),” NID O TTE,
1:712: “The duration o f a day is frequently expressed by evening m orning” quoting D an 8:14, 26; Gen
1:5, etc.; P. A. V erhoef, “DV (# 3427),” N ID O T T E , 2:420; V ogel, “Cultic M otif,” 174-179; Seow,
Daniel, 125.
2For -Ij?3 w ith reference to the entire perio d o f daylight see D C H , 2:252 (citing as examples
Gen 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, 31; 49:27; Isa 21:12; D an 8:14); L. D elekat, “Zum hebraischen W orterbuch,”
VT 14 (1964): 8; Barth in J. Bergm an, H elm er R inggren, and Ch. Barth, ““Ip3 boqer,” TD O T, 2:225.
For 21V w ith reference to the night h ours see, besides G enesis 1, e.g., Ps 30:6.
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the evening.1 In a cultic context, a day beginning explicitly with the evening is only
found in combination with the festival o f Unleavened Bread (Exod 12:18), which could
be explained in association with Passover with its nocturnal ritual, and with the Day o f
Atonement (Lev 23:32).2 So, if the cultic terminology in the vision o f Dan 8 leads to the
belief that the phrase “evening-morning” should denote a day from evening to evening
and have cultic significance, one would have to opt for a reference to the Day of
Atonement which explicitly runs from evening to evening, since the activity described by

'Basically all those scholars w ho argue f o r a link betw een D an 8:14b and G en 1 take the
expression 1j?3 3111 in D an 8:14b as designating one day. G ershon Brin, w ho does not explicitly
link Dan 8:14b to Gen 1, observes that “generally speaking this p p 3 3111] is understood in the sense
o f 1p31 3111, i.e., a (full) ‘day.’ . . . B ut it is also possible t h a t . . . it may refer to som ething entirely
different, and not to the totalities o f days, evening and m orning” (G ershon B rin , The C oncept o f Time
in the Bible and the D ead Sea Scrolls, STD J, no. 39 [Leiden: Brill, 2001], 165 n. 13). H ow ever, he
does not indicate w hat such an entirely different m eaning could be. It is not necessary here to discuss
the question o f the beginning o f the day (evening/nightfall or m om ing/daybreak). For this see P. J.
Heawood, “The Beginning o f the Jew ish D ay,” J Q R 36 (1945-1946): 393-401 (m orning); Solom on
Zeitlin, “The Beginning o f the Jewish D ay during th e Second C om m onw ealth,” J Q R 36 (1945-1946):
403-414 (morning); H. R. Stroes, “D oes the D ay B egin in the E vening or M orning? Some B iblical
O bservations,” VT 16 (1966): 460-475 (evening, though m orning is som etim es possible); Schm idt,
Schopfungsgeschichte, 68 (evening); R oger T. B eckw ith, “T he D ay, Its D ivisions and Its Lim its, in
Biblical Thought,” EvQ 43 (1971): 218-227 = idem , C alendar a n d Chronology, Jew ish and Christian:
Biblical, Intertestam ental and P atristic Studies, A rbeiten zur G eschichte des antiken Judentum s und
des Urchristentums, no. 33 (Leiden: Brill, 1996), 1-9 (co-existence o f the tw o reckonings); M ilgrom ,
Leviticus 23-27, 1967-1970 (m orning; although E sth 4:16; D an 8:14, and Jdt 11:17 “p o ssibly indicate
a shift to the evening” in a later period); B rin, 153-166 (generally m orning reckoning; the H oliness
school introduced the reckoning from evening); Jan A. W agenaar, “P assover and the Firs D ay o f the
Festival o f Unleavened Bread in the Priestly Festival C alendar,” VT 54 (2004): 262-266 (original
reckoning o f the day from sunrise to sunrise; adoption o f the B abylonian custom to reckon the days
from sunset to sunset in the 5th cent. B C ). Brin hypothesizes that “perhaps a different system [i.e.,
from evening to evening] was used in the realm o f the holy and o f appointed tim es than that observed
in ordinary life” (163). If such a speculation could be sustained, w hich is o f course difficult, the
phrase 1j?3 311) in Dan 8:14b could also signify that w hat is happening here pertains to the realm o f
the holy.
2See H. R. Stroes, 471-473 (to him E xod 12:6, 8, 10, 18; Lev 23:32 and G en 1:5 are the only
“obvious evening texts”); B eckw ith, “The D ay ,” 221-224 = idem , Calendar, 4-6. B eckw ith m entions
also passages w here the uncleanness o f a person ends at evening, th a t is, at su n set (Lev 11 passim ;
14:46; 15 passim; 17:15; 22:6; N um 19 passim ; D eut 23:12)” (“The D ay,” 223 = Calendar, 6).
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tinp PTS31 in 8:14b seems to be very closely related to what happened on that day when
tth p n

is the place and object of purgation (Lev 16:16,17, 20, 33; all with the verb 7DD

piel).
One should also point out that the order “evening - morning” is never used to
designate the daily sacrifice. In a cultic context the order of these two words is only used
with reference to the kindling of the lamp in the holy place,1the pillar o f cloud/fire over
the tabernacle,2 and the sacrifice on the evening o f the first day o f Passover.3 To use these
texts to argue that an “evening-morning” comprises a “sanctuary day,” and therefore the
“2300 evening-morning” in Dan 8:14b express 2300 “sanctuary days,”4 is tenuous at best.
At best these texts may indicate that the sequence “evening-morning” in Dan 8 :14b could
also have some cultic associations. Interestingly, in one text found at Qumran “evening
and morning” is used in apposition to T D n to designate the continuity o f service by
eternal spirits.5 Conversely, the reverse order “morning - evening” is never used in the

l7p3"711 371113 “from evening to m orning” in Exod 27:21 and L ev 24:3.
27 p 3 " 7 I l. . . 371131 “and in the evening . . . , until m orning” in N um 9:15; 7 p 3 _7Il 37^13
“from evening until m orning” in Num 9:21.
^ p 'S 1? . . . 37113 “on the evening . . . until m orning” in D eut 16:4.
4So Shea, “U nity o f Daniel,” 196-197; idem, D a n iel 7-12, 112.
sIn 4Q R itual o f M arriage (4Q502 27:2 = 4Q papR itM ar 27:2) 7 p 3 1 3711 is used in apposition
to T*»n in the line 7p31 37[11] 7737 73*7 O pm O O . . . ]
. . / w ho serve] you continuously,
evening and m orning” (M artinez and Tigchelaar, 2:996-997). H ere, 7 ’Dn does n ot refer to the daily
sacrifice but is used adverbially to express that the service o f possibly the “etern al spirits” (line 1) is
continuous or regular, w ithout ceasing. The follow ing appositional p hrase 7 p 3 1 3711 “evening and
m orning” then m eans all periods o f the day, or daily. In com parison to D an 8:11-14 it is interesting to
note that in 4Q R itual o f M arriage (1) even w ith the term 7 , 13n in im m ediate co n tex t th e expression
“evening and m orning” designates the day, and (2) the term 7 ’137 does refer to continual service (or
w orship?) but n ot to the daily sacrifice.
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context o f creation,1but often in relationship to the continual offering and other
sacrifices.2 The sacrificial day began in the morning, following the routine o f daily life.3
By now it is clear that "lj?2 3"lJJ in Dan 8:14b does not refer to the daily sacrifice, but
rather designates one day.4 And the “2300 evening-morning” are a time o f 2300 days.
One should add that even if the “2300 evening-morning” were to refer to daily sacrifices,
the time span indicated by this expression would most likely be 2300 days, too, since the

'T h e phrase
in Ps 65:9b should not be understood as creation
language (as, e.g., NASB: “Y ou m ake the dawn and the sunset shout for jo y ”) b u t is a spatial reference
to the ends o f the earth (“the outgoings o f the morning and o f the evening”) and thus designates in
parallelism to n iS p , 3t£j'’ “dwellers in the ends [of the earth]” (vs. 9a) the w hole w orld. O ne can only
speculate w hat the reason behind the order “evening - m orning” in the context o f creation could be.
M aybe such a specific order reflects the general progression o f creation from darkness to light (see the
com pletion o f the first daily cycle b y the creation o f light/daylight in Gen 1:2-3), p erhaps not only
physically but also qualitatively from chaos to order, or it could just indicate th at the au th o r reckoned
the day from the evening if one holds that the author’s view influenced th e creation account.
2So in Exod 29:39 (0?a"]J?n pa); Lev 6:13; Num 28:4 (D’a-lJJn fO); 2 K gs 16:15; Ezra 3:3;
1 C hr 16:40; 23:30-31; 2 C hr 2:3; 13:11; 31:3; and also in 1 Esdr 5:50 (see Schw antes, 381; cf. H asel,
“The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 431; and V ogel, “Cultic M otif,” 175-176). The term f a is used w ith
n V s in the phrase “burnt offering o f the m orning” in Lev 9:17; Num 28:23; 2 K gs 16:15; 2 Chr 31:3;
a*)2J is used w ith 171730 in the phrase “evening offering” in 2 Kgs 16:15; Ps 141:2; D an 9:21; E zra 9:4,
5. A note is necessary for the text in N um 28:23: T n n n n b 'jb ~ im f a n r b s l a ^ p “b esides the
burnt offering o f the m orning w hich is fo r (*?) the continual burnt offering.” T his does n o t m ean th at
the m orning offering exclusively constitutes the continual offering. R ather the b urnt offering o f the
m orning is p art o f the continual burnt offering.
3J. B. Segal, “Intercalation and the Hebrew C alendar,” V T 1 (1957): 254 n. 5. M ilgrom
observes that “. . . the sacrificial service at the Tem ple never changed; until the destruction o f the
Tem ple in C.E. 70, the day began in the morning (m . Yoma 3:1; b. Hul. 83a)” (L eviticus 23-27, 1968).
"The “surprising” order o f “evening-m orning” in D an 8:14b has been recognized b y B eckw ith
who holds that the expression refers to the daily sacrifice. After pointing o u t that the daily sacrifice is
described in the order o f the m orning sacrifice before the evening sacrifice, B eckw ith continues:
“W hat is surprising is that D an. 8:14, 26 tells us that the period for w hich the continual b urnt offering
is to be interrupted w ill extend to 2,300 ‘evening-m om ings’ . . . . The order here is n ot natural, and
seems to im ply som ething about the hour at which the day begins, i.e., at the hour o f the evening
sacrifice and evening prayer” (“The D ay ,” 222-223 = idem, Calendar and Chronology, 5).
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daily T f tn was two-phased and consisted o f both the morning and the evening sacrifice.1

Function o f "lj?'2 any
The function of"lj?2 3*11? in Dan 8:14b can now be defined. While taking up
language from the creation account and signifying a day, “ij?a 3"13 implies that God will

'T h e term inology o f “tw o-phased tim id ” is borrow ed from Levine, Num bers 21-36, 370,
395-403. H ow ever, m ost o f the scholars, including Levine, have noted a diachronic developm ent o f
the daily tlm i d concept. They assert on the basis o f 2 Kgs 16:15 and Ezek 46:13-15 that a tw o-phased
tlm id did not exist in the First Tem ple period— there was only a m orning 17*73; the evening offering
w as a m eal offering— but came into force only in postexilic times (referring to Num 28-29 and Exod
29:38-42 w hich are regarded as postexilic). So, e.g., Roland de Vaux, A ncient Israel: Its Life and
Institutions, trans. b y J. M cH ugh (London: D arton, Longman & Todd, 1961), 468-469; R o lf
Rendtorff, Studien zur G eschichte des O pfers im alten Israel, W M AN T, no. 24 (Neukirchen-V luyn:
N eukirchener, 1967), 74-76, 196-197; D. Kellerm ann, “n V » /n ‘?to ‘old/'o Id,” TDOT, 11:102; Levine,
N um bers 21-36, 397-399. Interestingly, M ilgrom holds that the tlm id was offered twice daily during
the First T em ple period; though not in the form o f a tw o-phased burnt offering b ut rather o f the
m orning burnt offering and the evening m eal offering (for the association o f the m eal offering w ith the
evening sacrifice see E zra 9:4, 5; D an 9:21). For M ilgrom , the mention o f “the m orning burnt
offering” (L ev 9:17; N um 28:23) “clearly implies that there was a regular evening offering as w ell”
(N um bers, T he JPS T orah Com m entary [Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1990], 487;
L eviticus 1-16, 456-457). Contrary to the opinion o f m ost scholars, Schwantes argues at length
against the assum ption that the TOPI refers to each o f the daily sacrifices taken separately (376-380).
By referring to E xod 29:42; N um 28:3, 6 (and the 14 occurrences o f "T'lpnn nbl! in Num 28 and 29);
and Ezra 3:5, Schw antes observes that “t im id is a technical term in the language o f the ritual to
designate the double burnt offering o f the m orning and the evening” or, in other words, “the double
offering o f the m orning and the evening formed one unit contained in the expression ‘o/at tlm i d”
(376). For the term TOPHI in Dan 8 he concludes that it “signifies the double sacrificial cerem ony o f
the m orning and th e evening” (380). He also discusses three texts w hich apparently contradict his
conclusion and seem to indicate that the m orning offering alone could be designated as the daily
sacrifice (377-380) and w hich scholars use to attest that there is no two-phased tlm id in the First
Tem ple period. F or Schw antes, (1) the phrase T O P H n b y b "iCK “w hich is for a continual burnt
offering” in N um 28:23 is probably inserted later; (2) Ezek 46:14-15 is part o f E zekiel’s ritual
prescription and as such is “no more than an outline” ; and (3) nrtffl in the expression 3 3 3H n iT D
“evening o ffering” in 2 K gs 16:15 does not necessarily m ean only a meal offering, but can also
include the burnt offering (cf. 1 Kgs 18:29, 36; 2 Kgs 3:20). His explanation o f the last two texts is
satisfactory, w hereas the one o f N um 28:23 lacks support. N evertheless, that Num 28:23 regards the
burnt offering o f the m orning as being “for a continual burnt offering” is according to Schw antes a
“lone exception” w hich “does not invalidate the rule that in this long text [Num 28-29], °ola t tim id
means technically the double burnt offering o f the m orning and evening” (377). Schw antes’s
argum entation can be strengthened, how ever. The preposition b in the clause TQPIPI ftbsb IC R
(Num 28:23) can certainly m ean “fo r” in the sense o f “being part o f ’ so that N um 28:23 can be
translated “A part from the burnt offering o f the morning, that is part o f the regular burnt offering”
(Levine, N um bers 2 1 -3 6 , 369). The assum ption o f a textual insertion is then unnecessary.
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counter the destructive activities o f the horn and its host using his own creative force.
The creator causes a change of situation, which is actually called for by the question in
Dan 8:13c.1
This function o f "lj?3 313— to emphatically introduce the expectation of an
intervention by the creator— is significant and differs from most explanations submitted
previously.2 It explains why the expression “evening-morning” is used, and not “day” as
in Dan 12:11, 12. The question in Dan 8:13c asks for the end to the destructive activity.
The answer given points to the end o f a time period measured in terminology reminiscent
o f creation. The notion o f creation fits as counterpart to the destruction carried out by the
horn and its host. Thus, the singular “evening-morning” raises the expectation of a
creative act. However, this creative act will come only after a period o f “2300 eveningmorning.”

'Som e texts w ith the sequence “evening - m orning” refer to a specific event/situation in the
evening and another event/situation in the m orning to express that there is a change o f situation or
status over night o r at the end o f th e nig h t (Num 9:15, 21; D eut 16:4; Isa 17:14; Ezek 33:22; Zeph 3:3;
Ps 30:6; Esth 2:14; cf. also 4Q 320 1.1:3). In these texts 3"13 and "lp3 are used with prepositions (3
“in,” 0 ^ 0 3 “befo re,” b “u n til” or “at,” p “from ,” *13 “until”) or in construct relation (Isa 17:14; Zeph
3:3) to designate a specific p o in t in tim e or a specific tim e period. This is also true for the texts in
w hich D?3"l3n ], 3 “at tw ilight” and ")j?3 occur together. The expression “)j?3 3 1 3 in Dan 8:14b
may then imply a sim ilar idea, nam ely that there w ill be a change o f situation, though not over night,
b ut rather after a specific point in time.
2D oukhan, Secrets o f D aniel, 130, is the exception. A fter having established that the
cleansing o f the sanctuary is related to the D ay o f A tonem ent w hich strongly carries the idea o f
creation, respectively o f re-creation, D oukhan believes that the expression "lj?3 3 3 3 is used
intentionally to prepare fo r th e follow ing reference to K ippur. B esides D oukhan, the textual relation
to Gen 1 has been used only to define the expression “evening-m orning” as one day, w hich is correct
but not the m ain function o f “evening-m orning.” It has been also argued that the expression “lj?3 3 1 3
indicates that th e tim e phrase should be interpreted sym bolically according to the year-day principle
because it is an unusual tim e u n it (so Shea, Selected Studies [1992], 74-75). However, the expression
“evening-m orning” itself does not seem to have this function, although it is certainly possible that the
entire tim e p hrase em ployed (“2300 evening-m orning”) has such a symbolic meaning.
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Furthermore, because o f the cultic terminology used in the context of Dan 8:14,
there is a possibility that

3"1SJ refers to the Day o f Atonement, the only cultic day

that starts in the evening and on which the

p plays a major role. If that should be the

case, the divine act o f creation, which certainly is the primary association o f the phrase
"lj?2 2“I2), also involves Day o f Atonement activity.1
Beyond the issue o f how the “2300 evening-morning” should be understood, it has
been recognized that the purpose o f such a specific time period is not only to foretell the
future but to “denote a fixed time, the limits o f which the persecutor is unable to exceed.”
The time periods in Daniel “are meant to comfort G od’s people in persecution and
encourage them to persevere: the oppression and the suffering of God’s people do not
occur for one moment without his knowledge or his saving will.”2 The use of a time
period to limit the duration o f the vision certainly implies divine control o f the time of
oppression and points toward divine intervention and salvation at the end of that specific
period.3

'On the association betw een creation and D ay o f A tonem ent see chapter 3 (below ).
2J. L. H eiberg, “The D eterm ination o f H istory A ccording to the Book o f D aniel: A gainst the
Background o f D eterm inistic A pocaly p tic,” Z A W 107 (1995): 281. For the idea that the “2300
evening-m orning” denote a “fixed, significant p erio d ” see also G oldingay, D aniel, 213, and SmithChristopher, 114.
’A ccording to K ranichfeld the sp ecial m entioning o f parts o f the day (i.e., evening and
morning) suggests divine supervision o f the tim es o f trouble w hich pays attention to each day in its
entirety (301). A sim ilar idea o f divine control and final intervention is conveyed by the rabbinic
explanation for the term inology o f “evening-m orning” in w hich evening m arks the tim e o f
suppression, w hereas m orning m arks the tim e o f salvation (see Beate Ego, “D aniel und die Rabbinen:
Ein Beitrag zur G eschichte des alttestam entlichen K anons,” Judaica 51 [1995]: 22).
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Clause 14c

Grammatical-Syntactic Analysis
14c

[tfn'p] [p?S31]
waw+Niphal-pf/3 sgm/ noun/sgm/
ConjWG(waw+Niphal-pf/3sgm/) noun/sgm/
P.Sy +l.Sy
predicate +subject
Clause type: weqatal.

Syntactic function o f p;lS3]
The weqatal

1 corresponds in temporal aspect to the yiqtol form and should

be translated as future: “up to 2300 evening-morning, and the holy will be restored.” But
why is a weqatal used and not a yiqtol or weyiqtol form? First, after an adverbial
expression o f time the weqatal form has a (con)sequential notion (e.g., Judg 16:2).‘ Thus,

'See Bergstrasser, 2:42 (§9g); W altke and O ’C onnor, 538 (§32.2.6b), w ho suggest that the
weqatal in Dan 8:14c m arks sequentiality in a case w here the fu tu re character o f the statem ent is selfevident (cf. Driver, Treatise, 135 [§115]; K onig, 3:517 [§367p]). These gram m arians cite the
following examples: tem poral expressions follow ed by w eq a ta l in Exod 16:6-7; D eut 4:30; Judg 16:2;
Isa 16:14; 21:16; tem poral expressions, w hich can be transform ed into tem poral sentences, followed
by weqatal in Gen 3:5 (the w eqatal sentence can also be interpreted as apodosis; R. J. W illiam s, 72
(§440)); Exod 32:34; Lev 26:26; Josh 6:10; 1 Sam 1:22; 10:2; 1 K gs 14:12; E zek 18:23; 24:24; Amos
3:14 should be added to this list. N ote especially Judg 16:2 w here the adverbial expression o f time is
introduced by the same preposition *11? as in D an 8:14b:

(1) in in n i -ip'an H k - ii ?
“until the m orning light, then w e w ill kill him ” (Judg 16:2);
and several cases where a tem poral clause governed by *11? or ItCK *11? is follow ed by a w eq a ta l form
(a comparison between the otherw ise identical clauses in 2 Sam 10:5 and 1 Chr 19:5 show s that there
seems to be no difference between *11? and “IpX *11?):

(2) ortonm i»nn ari'ba nax oT ni?
(3)
(4)

“until the day I tell you, ‘Shout!’ T hen you shall shout!” (Josh 6:10);
rn'R ani -ipin b a r i p
“until the child is w eaned, then I w ill bring him ” (1 S am 1:22);
D r a p i Dpipr n a ^ - ii?
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the w eq a ta l p US?) which comes after an adverbial expression of time refers to a time after
the period o f “2300 evening-morning” has been concluded. It is sequential, maybe even
consequential, to the events during that period.
Second, an additional explanation of the w eq a ta l form can be given on the basis
that vs. 12 is direct discourse. The holy one speaking in vs. 12 is the same one who gives
the answer in vs. 14b-14c. The w eq a ta l form o f vs. 14c resumes the w eq a ta l forms in vs.
12c and 12d, which makes perfect sense if the same holy one were speaking. After an
interim question by another holy one (vs. 13b-c), the one speaking continues his speech
and at the same time answers the question.
With regard to narrative technique, the only positive statement in the audition
(ttn'p p US?) vs. 14c) is delayed first by the intervening question (vs. 13) and then by the
adverbial expression of time (vs. 14b). By such a technique the tension is built up until
the marked climactic statement 8ftp pUS?) closes the audition effectively.

Passive mood o f pU¥?)
After the question “how long?” which is a plea for divine involvement, the
passive mood o f pUS? certainly indicates that the agent is God. pUS? is a divine passive.1

(5)

(6)

“until your beards grow, then you shall return” (2 Sam 1 0 :5 ;in 1 C hr 19:15 w ith "TON 111
instead o f *11?);
. . . p K H T lK ibb?) D n n s n ' b s i s d k )
*11?
“until all the flocks are gathered, then they roll the stone aw ay . . . ” (G en 29:8);
ornan . . . op’riNb rnrr irrncfK *11?
“u n t il Y h w h g iv e s y o u r b r o th e r s r e s t . . . th e n y o u s h a ll r e tu r n ” ( J o s h 1 : 1 5 ) .

‘So Porter, M etaphors, 59-60. Cf. Joachim Jerem ias, who coined the te rm p a ssivu m d ivin u m :
“There is a lim ited section o f the literature o f P alestinian Judaism o f the tim e o f Jesus in w hich the
‘divine p assive’ is firmly established: apocalyptic literature. It occurs frequently for the first tim e in
the book o f the prophet D aniel” (New Testam ent Theology: The P roclam ation o f Jesus [N ew York:
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The general function o f divine passives, as described by Jeremias, is certainly applicable
to Dan 8:14c: The divine passive “was not only used out of reverence . . . but served
above all as a way o f describing in veiled terms God’s mysterious activity in the endtime.” 1 Furthermore, the “how long” question is directed to God so that one could expect
that the work of “reintegration”2 can only be carried out by God.3

Semantic Analysis of Words and Phrases
Meaning o f p’iispi
Though the general sense o f the Niphal form p :IX31 is clear, the different
translations show that its exact meaning is far from certain. The major suggestions for
translating p'nSJ are “be made right,”4 “be restored to its right,”5 “be justified,” “be

Scribner, 1971], 13). R ecently, Christian M acholz argued that th ep a ssivu m divinum is evidenced in
the entire H ebrew Bible, especially in the later parts, and in intertestam ental literature, and that it
originated not in apocalyptic language but from the passivum regium used in court language (H o fstil)
in reference to the king o r in the speech to the king (“Das ‘Passivum divinum ’, seine A nfange im
A lten Testam ent und der ‘H ofstil,’” Z N W 81 [1990]: 247-253).
'Jerem ias, 13.
JJo2e Krasovec, La ju stice (SDQ) de D ieu dans la Bible hebraique et I ’interpretation ju iv e et
chretienne, OBO, no. 76 (Freiburg, Schw eiz: Universitatsverlag; G ottingen: V andenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1988), 203.
iP ace B ucher-G illm ayr, 63 n. 23, w ho believes that it is not possible from the context to infer
w ho the logical subject in vs. 14b is.
"“Put right” (B D B , 842); “set right” (Collins, D aniel [1993], 336); “m ade right, righteous, or
ju st” (Buchanan, 248).
5“Placed in the right state” (Keil, 305); “in rechten Stand gesetzt, seiner B estim m ung
zuriickgegeben w erden” (M einhold, “D aniel,” 310); “wird sich als im Rechte erw eisen” (M arti,
D aniel, 60); “shall be restored to its rightful state” (Porteous, 119); “re-established w ith in its rig h ts”
(Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 158); “restored,” “restored (to its rightful state),” or “h av e its rights
restored” (N iels-Erik A ndreasen, “T ranslation o f NisdaqlK atharisthesetai in D aniel 8:14,” 495-496);
“will em erge in the right” (G oldingay, D aniel, 198); “w ieder sein R echt erhalten” (H aag, D a n iel, 65).
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vindicated,”1or “be legitimate (again)”2 (these three translations are intimately related so
that it is somewhat artificial to draw clear-cut semantic distinctions between them), and
“be cleansed.”3 Before I focus on the use and meaning of pPX3) in the specific context of
Dan 8 :14c, the notion o f the verb pPS in the Hebrew Bible will be examined first,
together with an overview o f parallel terms to pPS and their meaning.

The verb p“!U in the Hebrew Bible. The verbal root p“H occurs forty-one times,
but in the Niphal it occurs only in Dan 8:14c.4 The meaning of this verb, which is of
course closely linked to the meaning o f its nouns pPS and npPS, is significantly rich. Its
basic rendition is given as “to be in the right, be right.”5 But what is the meaning of the

' “Justified” in the sense o f restoring its right (Calvin, 110-111; Thomson, 244; Jeffery, 477);
“to be m anifested as ju st” (Bevan, 136); “vindicated” (M ontgom ery, 343); “vindicated and restored”
(C harles, 212); “brought to its justice, justified” (H A L O T , 3:1003).
2Seow , D aniel, 125.
3“C leansed” (Old G reek, Theodotion: both KaSapioGiioeTai; Vulgate: m undabitur; KJV,
G eneva B ible, etc.). The reading o f the versions led to various speculations about the original reading
o f D an 8:14c: pnt?31 “ and it shall be cleansed” (Jahn, 80), an original Aramaic t o r i “and it shall be
cleansed” (Frank Zim m erm ann, “T he Aram aic O rigin o f D aniel 8 -1 2 ,” 262); an underlying Aramaic
R 3 T “w ill be purified” o f the root ’3 p “cleanse” that was then confused w ith ’3T “trium ph”
(G insberg, Studies in D aniel, 42, 54; H artm an and Di Leila, 227, who point out that the H ebrew
“should m ean ‘w ill be ju stified ’” but that “this can hardly be said o f the sanctuary”); and an original
A ram aic K3 pT? (?) “shall be cleansed” (Nelis, 97, w ho apparently confuses the previous suggestions).
For a refutation o f the theory o f an A ram aic original behind ttipp ppiSS37 see Bruce C hilton, “A ramaic
and T argum ic A ntecedents o f Pauline ‘Justification,’” in The A ram aic Bible: Targums in Their
H isto rica l Context, ed. D. R. G. Beattie and M. J. M cNam ara, JSOTSup, no. 166 (Sheffield: Sheffield
A cadem ic Press, 1994), 392-395, w ho suspects “that 2Tlp pp3S3) in Dan. 8.14 is to be preferred as the
lectio difficilior" (394).
4The distribution o f the verbal root p “I3 show s a higher concentration in the poetic books o f
Job, Psalm , Proverbs (22 tim es, th ereo f 17 tim es in Job), as well as in the m ajor prophets (10 times).
It occurs only six tim es in the section G enesis to 2 K ings, tw ice in D aniel, and once in 2 Chronicles.
5H A LO T, 3:1003.
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Niphal form? An analysis o f the forty-one clauses with the verb p*lS in its different
verbal stems helps to better understand the meaning o f the Niphal form in Dan 8:14c.
The analysis is displayed in table 16 (the passive clause in Dan 8:14c has been
transformed in an active clause in order to facilitate comparison).
Glancing over the table, one will quickly recognize the difference between, on the
one hand, verbal stems o f p i s that take no direct object—the intransitive Qal (22 times),
in which the verb is stative and expresses the right status o f a person, and the reflexive
Hitpael (once)— and, on the other hand, verbal stems that take a direct object— Niphal1
(once), Piel (5 times), and Hiphil (12 times). This feature indicates that the Niphal form
of p"12J should be compared with its Piel and Hiphil forms. In the Piel and in the Hiphil,
the object o f p*12S is without exception personal. In both stems, the verb designates an
activity by which someone is declared in the right, justified or vindicated. It may be
difficult to discern nuances that would explain why in some instances the verb is used in
the Piel while in others it is used in the Hiphil. A viable solution is put forward by Jenni.
He regards the Piel o f p*n to be declarative-estimative, that is, “a subjective assessment
in regard to an abstract, generally not discemable quality.”2 The Hiphil of p*1S is in most
instances declarative, rarely causative (Isa 53:11; Dan 12:3). However, the declaration in
the Hiphil is o f a different character from the declaration in the Piel. In the Hiphil the
object of being declared righteous is a person who by means of the context is already
‘The subject o f the passive N iphal clause is equivalent to the direct o bject o f the transformed
active clause.
2Jenni, P i'el, 41-42.
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Table 16. Analysis o f p*7S-Clauses in the Hebrew Bible
Reference

Subject

V erb

D irect O bject

P repositional O bject

Gen 38:26

she

p iS qal

—

than 0[!i) I

Isa 4 3 :9

they

p i s qal

—

Isa 43:26

you

p i s qal

—
—

Isa 45:25

all seed of Israel p iS qal

Ezek 16:52a

they

p iS qal

—
—
—

Ps 19:10

judgments o f Y. p iS qal

—

—

Ps 51:6

you [God]

p i s qal

—

—

Ps 143:2

all living

p iS qal

—

before (i.pb) you

Job 4:17

man

p iS qal

—

before (|D) God

Job 9:2

man

p lS qal

—

with (DSJ) God

Job 9:15

I

p iS qal

—

—

Job 9:20

I

p iS qal

—

—

Job 10:15

I

p iS qal

—

—

Job 11:2

man o f lips

p iS qal

—

—

Job 13:18

I

p iS qal

—

—

Job 15:14

man

p iS qal

—

—

Job 22:3

you

p iS qal

—

—

in (a) Y

hw h

than (ip) you

Job 25:4

man

p iS qal

—

with (DI?) God

Job 33:12

you

p iS qal

—

—

Job 34:5

I

p iS qal

—

—

Job 35:7

you

p iS qal

—

—

Job 40:8

you

p iS qal

—

—

Dan 8:14c

—

p iS nif.

BfTp

—

Jer 3:11

Faithless Israel

p iS pi.

her soul

more than (]S) . . . Judah

Ezek 16:51

You

p iS pi.

your sisters

by (3) all your abominations

Ezek 16:52b

your

p lS pi. inf

your sisters

—

Job 32:2

his

p lS pi. in f

his soul

before (j») God

Job 33:32

I

p iS pi. inf

you

—

Exod 23:7

I [God]

N'b + p is hif.

criminal

—

Deut 25:1

they
I

p iS hif.
p iS hif.

righteous

—

him

—

—

2 Sam 15:4
1 Kgs 8:32

[God]

p lS hif. inf

righteous

Isa 5:23

he

p i S hif. ptc

wicked

[for] a bribe

Isa 50:8

he

p iS hif. ptc

me [God]

—

Isa 53:11

the righteous . . . p iS hif.

the many

by (3) his knowledge

Ps 82:3

[God]

afflicted, poor

—

p lS hif. imp
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Table 16— Continued.
Reference

Subject

V erb

D irect O b ject

Job 27:5

I

p lS hif. you

Prov 17:15

he

p iS hif. ptc

wicked —

Dan 12:3

they

p lS hif. ptc

the many

—

2 Chr 6:22

[God]

p iS h if inf

righteous

—

Gen 44:16

we

p iS hitp.

—

P rep o sitio n al O bject

—

—

characterized as righteous. The object does not need to be categorized as righteous— as is
the case when the Piel of p lS is used— but is dealt with according to its already right
status.1
If Jenni’s analysis is taken into account, it becomes apparent that the Niphal form
of p i s in Dan 8:14c should be regarded as more closely related to the Hiphil,2 since from
the context it is clear that IZh'p belongs to the category o f righteousness. In fact, the
question in vs. 13c is asking for the time when the unrighteous treatment o f righteous
objects comes to an end and when these righteous objects will be treated properly. The
Niphal p?S31 should therefore be regarded as designating an activity by which ttflp is
justified and dealt with properly as it should be. In other words, $"fp is brought (back) to

'Ibid., 44-45. D elbert R. H illers prefers to use the term “ delocutive” instead o f “declarative”
for the Piel and H iphil o f p*1S, w hich then still m eans “to sa y som eone is in the rig h t” (“D elocutive
Verbs in Biblical H ebrew ,” JB L 86 [1967]: 320-324).
"Already M ayer Lambert, w ho in 1900 attem pted to list all the u sag es o f the N iphal in
Biblical Hebrew, enters p12J nif. under the category o f N ip h al as passive to the H ip h il (“L ’em ploi du
Nifal en Hebreu,” R E J A\ [1900]: 209). H ow ever, h e p ro v id es no reasons at all for his choice.
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the status o f rightness which it deserves.1
It is also noticeable that the Hiphil forms of p*IS are used in the context of
judgment. In fact, p i s in the Hiphil is used for God’s intervention in judgm ent when the
righteous are vindicated/justified or declared to be righteous (Exod 23:7; 1 Kgs 8:32; Isa
50:8; 2 Chr 6:23) and in God’s ultimate admonition to vindicate the afflicted and poor (Ps
82:3). It is in the same way also used to describe human judgment (Deut 25:1; 2 Sam
15:4; Isa 5:23; Prov 17:15).2 Thus, the use o f p^TS3l in Dan 8:14c, with God as implied
agent, indicates that God acts as judge. The verb points to a divine judgm ent which will
justify the tth'p.3
O f course, these conclusions forp'1^3'), which are based on the analysis o f verbal
clauses with p i s , have to remain somewhat tentative for two reasons. First, because
there is only one Niphal form of p i s , we do not have enough data for comparison and for

'A s suggested by Bevan (136) and M arti (D a n iel, 60), it seem s legitim ate to com pare p ? S J
w ith the N iphal o f ttHp w hich is translated with “show o n eself as holy” or “be treated as holy” (Exod
29:43; Lev 10:3; 22:32; N um 20:13; Isa 5:16; Ezek 20:41; 28:22, 25; 36:23; 38:16; 39:27). In
analogy, the N iphal p;IX3 could then m ean “be treated as right/righteous.” T he suggestion that it
should properly mean “prove oneself ju st” or “be m anifested as ju st” (so B evan, 136; M arti, D aniel,
60) is underm ined by the fact that the agent o f the activity to w hich p “7Sf refers is personal in 39 cases
and abstract in only one case (Ps 19:10: n i n ’", C3B2}Q “judgm ents o f Y h w h ” ). T he agent o f the
passive p?S31 in Dan 8:14c should therefore also be understood as personal, p articularly sin ce the
question “how long?” in vs. 13c pleads for divine intervention.
2Johnson observes on the Hiphil o f p lU : “The subject is generally a ju d g e or p ersons w ho by
virtue o f their office are able to confirm that som eone is in the rig h t or can help such a person
establish that right” (Helm er Ringgren and Bo Johnson, “p"lS s&daq,” TD O T, 12:250). P ietro B ovati
points out the pairing o f pl25 hif. and HUH hif. in “legislative texts concerning the activity o f ju d g e s”
and provides a table o f these instances {Re-establishing Justice: L eg a l Terms, C oncepts and
Procedures in the H ebrew Bible, trans. M. J. Sm ith, JS O T S up, no. 105 [Sheffield: JS O T P ress, 1994],
348-349). Cf. N igel M. W atson, “Some O bservations on the U se o f AIKAIOQ in the S ep tu ag in t,” JB L
79 (1960): 255-256.
3For contextual reasons, Krasovec suggests that the N iphal draw s atten tio n to the H iphil form s
(Exod 23:7; 1 Kgs 8:32; Isa 50:8) w here G od in a legal context vindicates the rig h teo u s (254).
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drawing more definite conclusions. The uniqueness of this single passive form o f p“I15 is
surprising in light of the fact that the Hebrew rarely uses technical terminology expressing
judicial activity in the passive.1 Second, and this is striking, Dan 8:14c presents the only
case where the affected object o f the verb p is , the noun tthp, appears to be impersonal.
In all other clauses in which p i s takes a direct object (i.e., in all Piel and Hiphil clauses),
the direct object is personal. This specific feature o f Dan 8:14c needs to be addressed in
the analysis of the meaning of tthp.

Meaning of the root p is . After the syntactic analysis o f clauses with plU , the
meaning o f p i s itself needs to be discussed. Many scholars have undertaken a semantic
study o f p “HS and its derivatives,2 even with specific reference to its Niphal use in Dan

‘B ovati notices that the “H ebrew does not make frequent use o f the passive m eaning o f verbs
m eaning ‘to ju d g e ’ (spt, dyn, etc.); and the technical term inology that we translate as ‘acquit’ and
‘condem n’, represented in Hebrew by the H iphil form o f sdq and r s ', has no p recise parallel in the
passive sense” (363).
2For an overview o f the sem antic range o f the root p “lS£ and its derivatives, including a b rie f
history o f research and bibliographic references, see Klaus Koch, “pHU sdq to be com m unally faithful,
beneficial,” TLOT, 2:1046-1062; Ringgren and Johnson, 12:239-264. Cf. also K. Hj. Fahlgren,
s edaqa, nahestehende und entgegengesetzte Begriffe im A lten Testament: Inaugural-D issertation
(Uppsala: A lm qvist & W iksell, 1932)— excerpts o f this dissertation are found in K. Hj. F ahlgren, “D ie
G egensatze von s6daqa im A lten T estam ent,” in Um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in R eligion u n d R ech t
des Alten Testam ents, ed. K. Koch, W ege der Forschung, no. 125 (D arm stadt: W issenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, 1972), 87-129; Klaus K och, “Sdq im A lten Testament: E ine traditionsgeschichtliche
U ntersuchung” (Diss., U niversity o f H eidelberg, 1953); Elizabeth Rice A chtem eier, “The G ospel o f
Righteousness: A Study o f the M eaning o f Sdq and Its Derivates in th e Old T estam en t” (Ph.D . diss.,
C olum bia U niversity, 1959); A lfred D iinner, D ie G erechtigkeit nach dem A lten Testam ent, S chriften
zur Rechtslehre und Politik, no. 42 (Bonn: Bouvier, 1963); Alfred Jepsen, “p*1X and np"l!J im A lten
T estam ent,” in G ottes Wort und G ottes Land: H ans-W ilhelm H ertzberg zum 70. G eburtstag am 16.
Januar 1965, ed. H. G. R eventlow (G ottingen: V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965), 78-89; D iethelm
M ichel, “B egriffsuntersuchung iiber saddq-sedaqa und 'amat- ’am una” (H abilitation, U niversity o f
H eidelberg, 1965); H ans H einrich Schmid, Gerechtigkeit als W eltordnung: H in terg ru n d und
G eschichte des alttestam entlichen G erechtigkeitsbegriffes, BHT, no. 40 (Tubingen: M ohr, 1968);
Eliezer Berkovits, M an and God: Studies in B iblical Theology (Detroit: W ayne State U niversity P ress,
1969), 292-348; H enning G ra f Reventlow , Rechtfertigung im H orizont des A lten Testam ents, B eitrage
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8:14c,1testifying to the multivalence of the term. Others contributed to the understanding
o f p i s while they studied the concept of justice and/or righteousness without pursuing an
in-depth semantic study o f p lS .2 It is hardly necessary to repeat their analyses. Generally
speaking, there are two different conceptions of what p i s , including p i s and

i p IS ,

means.3 One is that p i s has a judicial-legal notion and is understood as conformity with
a (divine) norm. In this forensic concept,

p i s designates legal righteousness, judgment,

justification, and vindication. The other is that p i s has a relational notion and often
expresses a relationship to God. Here, p i s designates salvation, shalom, “communal

zur evangelischen Theologie, no. 58 (M unich: K aiser, 1971); Frank Criisemann, “Jahwes
G erechtigkeit (se d iq l/sa d a q ) im Alten T estam ent,” E vT 36 (1976): 427-450; Friedrich V inzenz
R eiterer, G erechtigkeit als H eil: p I S bei D euterojesaja, A ussage und Vergleich m it der
alttestam entlichen Tradition (Graz: A kadem ische D ru ck -u . V erlagsanstalt, 1976); Josef Scharbert,
“G erechtigkeit I. A ltes T estam ent,” TRE (1984), 12:404-411, with bibliographic list on pp. 410-411;
K rasovec; A dalbert, Rebic, “D er G erechtigkeitsbegriff im A lten Testament,” IK a Z 19 (1990): 390396; A huva H o, Sedeq and Sedeqah in the H ebrew B ible, A m erican University Studies: Series 7,
T heology and R eligion, no. 78 (N ew York: Lang, 1991); J. J. Scullion, “Righteousness (O T ),” ^ R D
5:724-736; H em chand G ossai, Justice, R ighteousness and the Social Critique o f the E ighth-C entury
P rophets, A m erican U niversity Studies: Series 7, T heology and Religion, no. 141 (New Y ork: Lang,
1993), esp. 25-89; D avid J. R eim er, “p i S (# 7405),” N ID O TTE, 3:744-769; Jean M arcel V incent,
“Un regard sur la ‘ju stic e ’ dans l’A ncien T estam ent,” £77? 74 (1999): 321-333.
‘The m eaning o f p 1 3 w ith special em phasis on D an 8:14c is discussed in Jerom e P. Justesen,
“On the M eaning o f SA D A Q ," A U S S 2 (1964): 53-61; W. E. Read, “Further O bservations on
SA D A Q ," A U S S 4 (1966): 29-36; H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 448-454; A ndreasen,
“T ranslation,” 475-496; R odriguez, “Cultic L anguage,” 537-545; and R. M. D avidson, “T he M eaning
o f N isdaq," 107-119.
2See, e.g., Bovati; R o lf P. Knierim, The Task o f O ld Testament Theology: Substance, M ethod,
and C ases (G rand Rapids: Eerdm ans, 1995), 86-122; Leclerc, Yahweh Is E xalted in Justice', as w ell as
the general survey by Enrique N ardoni, Los que buscan la ju sticia : Un estudio de la ju sticia en el
m undo biblico (Estella: V erbo D ivino, 1997), esp. 167-172 on the book o f Daniel.
3See Johnson in Ringgren and Johnson, 12:243-246. Johnson also presents a survey o f the
research on the m eaning o f p IJ t.
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faithfulness,”1and fulfillment of the demands o f a relationship.2 Further along this line,
p ”!2J is said to express the “synthetic concept o f life”3 or a comprehensive world order that
encompasses every aspect o f life.4 O f course, all these semantic notions do not need to
exclude each other but overlap significantly.5
Hence, the verbal idea o f p i s can describe both “a judicial and soteriological
process o f judging, acquitting and saving.”6 The recipient o f a p ”I2J action “becomes
equated with perfection, innocence, and moral purity. The vindicated party has been
cleared from guilt and has been cleansed,”7 and/or it has been restored to its right state or
its right relationship with God.
A collection and analysis o f synonymous and antithetic terms to p “lS illustrates
the broad semantic range o f pTS and indicates its “extended meanings.”8 Such a

'K och, “p t S , ” 2:1046-1062.
2A chtem eier, 222.
3Fahlgren, sedaqa, 50-54; idem , “D ie G egensatze von s'daqa im A lten T estam ent,” 126-129.
“Schm id, G erechtigkeit als W eltordnung; H enning G raf Reventlow , “Righteousness as Order
o f the W orld: Som e R em arks tow ards a P rogram m e,” in Justice a n d R ighteousness: B iblical Themes
and Their Influence, ed. H . G. R eventlow and Y . H offm an, JSO T Sup, no. 137 (Sheffield: Sheffield
Academ ic P ress, 1992), 163-172.
T o r exam ple, A chtem eier suggests th at in a forensic context p l S is still “a concept o f
relationship,” since for her the function o f the H ebrew legal system w as to preserve com m unal
relationships (96). A nd D iinner concludes that “p “TS and H ppS are terms o f relationship and relation,
w hich in the forensic, ethical, and religious sphere p o in t to the right position in the relation to God and
in the relation betw een hum an s” (130).
6Justesen, 61.
7Ibid.
8As A ndreasen correctly points out, parallel term s “cannot be considered identical in
m eaning.” R ather, they are related in m eaning so that term s in parallel to p*12S, such as HDT or "IHtS,
represent “extended m ean in g s” o f p I S . A ndreasen gives exam ples for the difference between
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compilation and analysis has been undertaken several times.1 According to Koch’s
statistics,2 the most often used related terms to p tS are

“justice” (62/20),3 ]QK

“faithful, true’VnaiON “steadfastness’VnDK “truth” (31/11), “ICT “right, pure” (25/8), ytiT
“save”/^ y ;)2J, “salvation” (18/15), "Ipn “faithfulness” (13/6), 31t3 “good” (8/6); DBD “be
complete” (7/6), oSffl “complete’VDi1?^ “peace” (6/4). The most often used antithetic
terms are Irt£h “(be) guilty, wicked” (107/14), X£2n “sin” (19/4), Sty “injustice” (11/3), i n
“evil” (7/7), ytOB “transgression, rebellion” (5/2), jiy “guilt” (4/3). The relational and the
forensic notions of these terms are easily recognizable.
In regard to the verbal form in Dan 8:14c, it is interesting to collect only those
terms that occur in parallelism to or in sequence or enumeration with a verbal form of
p“tS. An investigation shows the following results. Synonymous and related terms are
'p2 “blameless” (Exod 23:7),

“glory” (Isa 45:25), nOX “truth” (Ps 19:10), H3T “be

clean, pure” (Ps 51:6; Job 15:14; 25:4), EDStti “judge, vindicate” (Ps 82:3), “intD “be clean,
pure” (Job 4:17), on “complete, perfect” (Job 9:20), Don “be complete, perfect” (Job

and its parallel terms by analyzing Job 4 :17 and 2 5 :4 m ore closely (“Translation,” 482-485).
‘Synonymous, related, and opposite term s to H prtS have been studied by F ahlgren, sedaqa, 177, 120-157; cf. idem, “D ie G egensatze von s'daqa im A lten T estam ent,” 87-129. F or analyses o f the
semantic field o f p"I25 and its derivatives (i.e., verb p7X , nouns prtJJ and H prtS, adjective p ’^ S ) see
Koch, “Sdq im A lten T estam ent” ; A chtem eier, 59-81; Justesen, 58-61; and Ringgren and Johnson,
12:246-250.
2K och’s com prehensive, tabulated com pilation o f data regarding the related an d opposite
terms o f p l S , though not com plete (see additional term s listed by A chtem eier [63] and by Johnson
[Ringgren and Johnson, 12:246-250 passim ]), illustrates in a lucid w ay the fluidity o f connotation o f
p l S (Koch, “Sdq im A lten T estam ent,” 2; K o ch ’s table is also found in A chtem eier, 60-61). H e lists
43 related and 16 antithetic w ord stem s to p rtS and groups the occurrences o f each term in close
relations (in parallelism s or in enum eration), and in distant relations (w hich, o f course, is a matter o f
discretion).
3£DSp?3 “ju stice” occurs 62 tim es in close relation and 20 tim es in distant relation to p 1 3 .
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22:3), ‘PSE hif. “have insight” (Dan 12:3), and the phrases y$D",,l?2 “without
transgression” (Job 34:6) and p u ^20 “bear iniquity” (Isa 53:11). Antithetic terms are
Utth “guilty, wicked” (Exod 23:7; cf. Isa 5:23; Job 9:20-22; Prov 17:15), SJtfn qal “be
guilty, be wicked” (Job 10:15), 17Bh hif. “condemn” (Deut 25:1; 1 Kgs 8:32; Job 9:20;
Prov 17:15; 2 Chr 6:23), 17Bh “wickedness” (Job 35:7-8), B7plJ hif. “to declare guilty”
(Job 9:20), Ntin “sin” (Job 35:6-7), 17BIB “transgression” (Job 35:6-7), and the phrases
nj?nx n o hif. “take away righteousness” (Isa 5:23) and BBtfQ nip hif. “take away
justice” (Job 34:5). Once again, these terms show relational and forensic notions. The
forensic aspect is particularly obvious with the antithetic pair p*TS and I7Bh.' In addition,
one can detect a cultic notion in such terms as HOT “be clean, pure,” which denotes ethical
and religious purity and is used most often in parallel to the verb p"TS,2 and especially to
m o “be clean, pure,” which is often used for religious purity or ceremonial cleanness.3
The cultic/religious and ethical connotation is also apparent in some parallel terms to
non-verbal forms ofp*TS, such as "12 “cleanliness” (2 Sam 22:21, 25; Ps 18:21, 25) and

'See Hans Joe hen Boecker, R edeform en des R ech tsleb en s im A lten Testam ent, 2d ed.,
W M ANT, no. 14 (Neukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1970), 122-132, 135-137, w ho show s that
and 37IZh designate the two parties in a lawsuit. It was the task o f the ju d g e to determ ine w hich party
is the righteous and w hich is the guilty (cf. R inggren and Jo h n so n , 12:260).
2With only eight occurrences in the H ebrew Bible the ro o t
is used three tim es in parallel
to p"!S (Ps 51:6; Job 15:14; 25:4). In Prov 20:9, i"DT stan d s in p arallel to “inti, w hich is another
parallel term to p"7SS.
3The term “inti is a typical term used for cleansing rites at the sanctuary. For exam ple, it is
used for the cleansing o f the people and o f the “altar w hich is before Y h w h ” on the D ay o f
A tonem ent (Lev 16:9, 30).
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nrt£2 (Job 17:9).'
This analysis lends support to the conclusion drawn by Davidson.2 He surveys the
semantic range o f p i s by parallel terms and identifies three major extended meanings o f
pTS which are generally, but not exclusively, connected to specific contexts: in a
relational context p“!S denotes restoration; in a cultic context it denotes cleansing or
purification (parallel terms: ro t “be clean, pure,” "into “be clean, pure,” and “13
“cleanliness”); and in a legal context it denotes vindication (parallel term: BSCQ
“justice”3).

‘It has also been suggested that pTS is related to “IB3 “m ake atonem ent” in D an 9:24
(Doukhan, The Vision o f the End, 29).
2D avidson, “M eaning o f Nisdaq,” 109-114.
A c c o rd in g to Johnson, BBCB is “the m ost frequent parallel” (circa 80 tim es) to p lU
(Ringgren and Johnson, 12:247; cf. Koch, “Sdq im A lten T estam ent,” 2; A chtem eier, 75-77). BBCB
stands with the verb p I S in Ps 19:10; Job 34:5; 40:8. It is found to g eth er w ith the n o u n p “12J (e.g., Isa
1:21; 16:5; 26:9; 32:1; Jer 22:13; Job 8:3; 29:14; Pss 37:6; 72:2; Job 29:14; E ccl 3:16), in the phrases
BBBB1 p l S (Pss 89:15; 97:2) a n d p “1S1 BBBD (Ps 119:121; E ccl 5:7); and even m o re often it is
found together with
(e.g., Isa 32:16; 59:14; Ezek 18:5; A m os 5:7, 24) and in th e phrases BBCB3
n p n iS (G e n 18:19; Ps 33:5; Prov 21:3) and HjjHSI BBCD (2 Sam 8:15; 1 K gs 10:19; Isa 33:5; Jer '
9:23; 22:3, 15; 33:15; Ezek 18:5,19, 21, 27; 33:14, 16, 19; Ps 99:4; 1 Chr 18:14; 2 C h r 9:8). BBCB
stands also together with the adjective p 'H S (D eut 32:4; Z eph 3:5; Ps 119:137; Jo b 34:17; etc.). See
Ringgren and Johnson, 12:247-248. On the phrase Hp'liS} BBCB and the like see esp. M oshe
W einfeld, ‘“ Justice and R ighteousness’ in Ancient Israel against the B ackground o f ‘Social R efo rm s’
in the A ncient N ear East,” in Mesopotamien und seine Nachbarn: P o litisch e und kulturelle
Wechselbeziehungen im A lten Vorderasien vom 4. bis 1. Jahrta u sen d v. C hr., ed. H .-J. N issen and J.
Renger, B erliner Beitrage zum Vorderen Orient, no. 1, pt. 2 (Berlin: R eim er, 1982), 491-519; idem ,
Justice and R ighteousness in Israel and the Nations: E quality and F reedom in A n c ie n t Isra el in L ig h t
o f Social Justice in A ncient N ear East (Jerusalem : M agnes, 1985); idem , “ ‘Ju stice and
R ighteousness’— H pllSI BBCD— The E xpression and Its M eaning,” in Ju stice a n d R ighteousness:
Biblical Themes and Their Influence, ed. H. G. R eventlow and Y. H offm an, JS O T S u p , no. 137
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 228-246; idem, So cia l Justice in A n cien t Isra el a n d in the A n cien t
Near E ast (M inneapolis: Fortress, 1995); Leclerc, 11-13, 160-162. A ndreasen h o ld s th e relation
betw een p"I2$ and BBC to be particularly im portant and defines it as follow s: “rig h teo u sn ess (sdq) is
the consequence o f justice (spt)” and “individual acts o f justice (spt) lead to a g en e ral condition o f
righteousness (sdq)” (“Translation,” 485-486). This m eans that if D an 8:14c is u se d in a forensic
context, an act o f justice (judgement) needs to be done first in order to restore the h o ly to its right.
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It should suffice to point out that one should be careful in uncritically applying all
different semantic notions that p“!U could carry to its occurrence in Dan 8:14c. Neither
should the multivalence o f the term be neglected by arbitrarily picking just one o f the
possible nuances. Instead, the meaning o f pT!33 in Dan 8:14c must be established by a
careful study o f the term in its context. Thus the use o f p“TS in the book o f Daniel in
general and its use in Dan 8:14c in particular needs to receive close attention in
determining the meaning o f p'HXJ.

The root p i s in the book of Daniel.' The root p“J2£ occurs seven times in the
BH part o f Daniel: the verb p*1X (8:14; 12:3), the nouns p"lX (9:24) and Hp'IX (9:7, 16,
18), the adjective p ,r!X (9:14).2 The meaning o f p i s seems to differ slightly according to
the context in which it is used.
In a historical context, the root p i s is used to describe God and his judgments
upon Israel in the past. In the prayer in Dan 9, which reflects on the covenantal history,
npna is ascribed to God, in contrast to the Israelites who lack it (9:7, 18).3 God is
described as righteous in all his deeds with Israel (9:14) and these divine deeds are called
^ n p p s “your righteous acts” (9:16).
In a prophetic context, the root p*lX is used to describe the eschatological
salvation. Righteousness is established by God for eternity. In Dan 9:24, it is promised

‘The different occurrences o f the root p “lX in the book o f D aniel are briefly discussed in
Schmid, G erechtigkeit als W eltordnung, 143-144; Kra§ovec, 203-205; Ho, 100-101, 134-136.
2The root p IX occurs in BA once as noun H plX (Dan 4:24).
3V incent develops the contrastive use o f the root pHX in D an 9:15-18 in m ore detail (“U n
regard sur la ‘ju stice ,’” 325-326).
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that God brings □ , p Vi? p 'j s “eternal righteousness.”' The bringing o f everlasting
righteousness follows the finishing o f the transgression (S72)2n), the sealing o f sin, and the
atonement for iniquity. The meaning o f

is clearly in opposition to the terms for sin:

172)2, nxtsn, and ]il?. Thus, both in Dan 9:24 and in Dan 8:13-14 the opposite words 172)2

and p “lH occur in the same context. In both texts, and o f course elsewhere in Scripture,
p*115 and 172)2 are mutually exclusive. Where p*t2i exists, 172)2 cannot be. This is

important since it shows that the answer in 8:14c directly or indirectly takes care o f the
transgression (172)2) which is set up in place o f the tam i d (vs. 8:12a, 13c).2 In Dan 9:24
the transgression is ended and righteousness is established. Similarly in Dan 8:13-14, to
bring rightness to the 2)*tp implies that the transgression will be finished. In Dan 12:3,
p*12i is again used in an eschatological context: the many (□, 2 1 ) are led to righteousness

which means that they are “brought to salvation.”3 The occurrences o f the root pUS in an
eschatological context in Dan 9:24 and 12:3 confirm Koch’s assessment: “For
apocalypticism, s e d e q becomes a fundamental term for eschatological salvation.”4
The use o f pprsai in Dan 8:14c is another example o f this eschatological

'B esides D an 9:24, the concept o f G o d ’s eternal righteousness is found in Ps 119:142, 144,
160. R ighteousness and eternity are also linked in Hos 2:21 and Dan 12:3.
in te re stin g ly , in both D an 8:13 and D an 9:24 the transgression is definite: 172)211, though the
other term s in the six infinitive clauses in 9:24, including the other terms for sin, are all indefinite.
3Schm id, G erechtigkeit als W eltordnung, 144.
“Koch, “p lU ,” 2:1061. For K laus K och “the bringing o f H p lS /p llS and o f OiVtj) becom es
the m ain task o f the king to com e. This them e resounds in each o f the ‘M essianic’ prophecies” (“ Die
E ntstehung der H eilandserw artung in Israel und ihre kanonische Rezeption,” in N achdenken iiber
Israel, B ibel und Theologie: F estschrift fu r K laus-D ietrich S ch u n ckzu seinem 65. G eburtstag, ed. H.
M. N iem ann, M . A ugustin, and W . H. Schm idt, B E A TA J, no. 37 [Frankfurt a. M.: Lang, 1994], 240).
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dimension o f the root p“lU since it marks that divine act which occurs at the end of the
“2300 evening-morning” period, that is at “the end o f time” (8:17) or at “the time fixed
for the end” (8:19).’ Chilton underscores such a connotation by observing that p i s in
8:14c is “associated with the eschatological vindication which involved the sanctuary.. . .
Dan 8.14 suggests that the verbal usage o f p u s could also be associated with the ultimate
‘justification’ o f the Temple.”2 The idea that p u s functions as an eschatological and
apocalyptic term is also found in Jewish literature o f the intertestamental period.3
Furthermore, the close relationship between God and p“IS in Dan 9, in which God
is the source o f righteousness and o f righteous acts,4 confirms that PUSS'! in Dan 8:14c
should be understood as God’s deed. It is God who brings righteousness for the tthp.

Immediate context of ppiSS) in Dan 8:14c. Andreasen is right when he regards
the context o f the occurrence o f Dan 8:14c as decisive in determining the particular
meaning o f pUS3.5 He draws attention to the question in vs. 13c to which vs. 14c is the

'F o r the phrases fp.TlSJ*? (8:17) and f p UBiD (8:19) see G erhard Pfandl, The Time o f the E nd
in the Book o f D aniel, A T S D S , no. 1 (B errien Springs: A dventist Theological Society Publications,
1992), 2 4 4 -246,257-268.
2Chilton, 395.
3For exam ple, in 1 Enoch righteousness (Sikohocjuvti) is used in general w ith a constant view
toward the eschatological events. “T he ‘apo caly p tic’ (in the vision already realized) end time will
bring ‘righteousness.’ A nd this eschatological righteousness is very clearly understood as ‘salvation’”
(M artin Johannes Fiedler, “Alko£loouvt| in der diaspora-jiidischen und intertestam entarischen
Literatur,” J S J 1 [1970]: 136).
4A ccording to C hilton “ God w ithin this section o f D aniel is literally both righteous and
making righteous” (392).
5A ndreasen, “T ranslation,” 492-494.
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answer.1 There, he sees three activities: (1) the taking away o f the ta m i d , which for him
refers to the abrogation o f the sanctuary ministry; (2) a horrible sin perpetrating in the
sanctuary; and (3) the ruin o f sanctuary and saints alike. “N is d a q assures in a general and
comprehensive way that in God’s time the wrongs o f verse 13 will be ‘put right.’”2 Thus,
for Andreasen, p^SJ contains several associated ideas that lie within the extended
meaning ofp"!2J: “make right” (the “restoration” o f the ministry in the sanctuary),
“cleanse” (the “purification” o f the sanctuary from horrible sin),3 and “vindicate” (the
“vindication” o f sanctuary and the saints). Independently, Davidson comes to the same
conclusion. He shows how the question in vs. 13c summarizes the activities described in
vss. 10-12 (the ta m i d refers to vs. 11, “the transgression o f desolation” refers to vs. 12,
and the trampling o f the sanctuary and the host refers to vss. 10 and 11c) and then
suggests that ppl») “is uniquely suited in its breadth o f semantic range to encapsulate the
solution to all three o f the sanctuary-related situations summarized in vs. 13.”4
Furthermore, the attack on

“truth” forms another backdrop to the meaning o f

pp^3 for there is a close relationship between judicial activity and truth in that the
re-establishment o f justice can only be realized by the upholding o f truth. In such a

'A lready H itzig notes that the m eaning o f vs. 14c is dependent m ainly upon the question in
vs. 13c (135).
2A ndreasen, “T ranslation,” 494. Cf. N orm an H. Snaith w ho, after concluding that the
“original m eaning” o f the root pH25 is “to b e straig h t” in the sense o f a norm to w hich hum an beings
and things should conform , renders the p assive in D an 8:14c w ith “shall be p u t right,” that is, “into
proper order” (The D istinctive Ideas o f the O ld Testam ent [London: Epw orth, 1944], 74).
3It is interesting to note that F ahlgren regards DIBS as one o f the opposite term s to H p'lS
(fdUqsi, 19-24; “D ie G egensatze von s'd aq a im A lten T estam ent,” 106-111).
4D avidson, “The M eaning o f N isd a q ,” 117.
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context, the root p i s means “to declare innocence in a juridical confrontation.”1
Both Andreasen and Davidson have to be commended for focusing their attention
on the immediate context. At the same time, it is surprising that, in determining the
meaning o f pUS3 in Dan 8:14c, it has for the most part been ignored that the object
affected by the activity described by p "1X3 is 2h p , which relates to just one o f the terms o f
the question in vs. 13c. The answer to this question indicates that the immediate response
takes care only o f the problem with tthp. However, this is not to conclude that the
problems with the ta m i d , the transgression, and the trampled host are not being addressed
also. The dynamics between the question and the answer suggest a different solution. O f
the three or four specific problems listed in the question, the answer gives the assurance
that one will be made right. Since the revelatory audition ends with this assurance, one is
strongly impressed to regard the making right o f the ttKp “holy” as encompassing the
solution to the other problems as well. In other words, in vs. 14c the assurance o f the
making right o f the “holy” includes without specific mention the restoration o f the ta m i d ,
the ending or cleansing o f the transgression, and the vindication o f the trampled host,
tth'p p?X31, though directly referring to the making right o f the “holy,” is therefore an
answer to the whole question posed in vs. 13c, with all the different elements.2
This conclusion is naturally dependent on the analysis o f the meaning o f tthp,
which is the next step in my investigation. Before such an analysis is taken up, a note on

'B ovati, 104, cf. 105, 345 n. 4.
2Cf. H avem ick, 290-291; K liefoth, 261; and Z ockler, 178, who see the answ er including the
solutions to some or even to all o f the problem s th at are m entioned in the question.
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the versions’ rendering o f ppliJ is in order. The legitimacy o f an excursus on the versions
in a text-oriented study is given by the fact that the Niphal o f p“12i is singular in the
Hebrew Bible and the versions could provide additional help in grasping the meaning o f
this form.

The versions on pplSJl. Both Old Greek and Theodotion render ppiSJ with
K a0apio0r|aeT<H “will be cleansed,” a term which occurs much more often in Leviticus

than in any other book and is also used in Lev 16:19, 20, 30 (2x), The verb K a 0 a p i(to is
used as rendition for p“!S only in Dan 8:14c. Usually pH5 is rendered with Sixoaou). The
fact that Theodotion agrees with OG in reading K a0 ap ia0 f|O 6 T ai over against the typical
rendition with SiKoaow could indicate that K a 0 a p io 0 f|o e T a i indeed expresses best the
conceptual idea o f p UX3.1 The only other similar rendition o f the verb p*125 in the LXX
occurs in Job 4:17 where the Qal pp:r is translated with K a0apog e o t a i “be pure.” In Job
4:17 the verb p“12 stands in parallelism to the verb into “be clean,” which is rendered
with apepTTioq “blameless” in the LXX:
pTip niblta

Can mankind before God be righteous?

“larintS'' inipua OX Can before his maker be clean/pure a man?2
Interestingly, in the majority o f its uses K a0api£co renders the verbal root “IHO, that is

‘Cf. M ayers, 94.
2As im portant for discerning the m eaning o f p ”niS3 in D an 8:14c, the parallelism in Job 4:17
has been pointed out by Justesen, 60, and H asel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 4 51. Cf. the critical
com ments by A ndreasen, “Translation,” 4 8 3 ,4 8 9 .
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seventy-one out o f ninety-four times when it renders a BH word.1 Thus, the rendition of
p12J with K<x0<xpo<; and the auxiliary verb d p t in Job 4:17 and the parallelism between

p“!S and in ti

in this text indicates that the rendition o f p IS with

K a 0 a p i(o

in Dan 8:14c

is based on the notion that in this context the meaning o f p is overlaps with the meaning
o f l lt S .2 Furthermore, the two words used to render Clip p1S31, Ka0api(u and ayioq, are
two key terms used in the LXX’s prescription of the Day o f Atonement procedures in Lev
16 in the context o f cleansing/purifying the sanctuary and the people (e.g., Lev 16:20).
The Syriac renders pISJ) with the Peal imperfect r d i u o from the root rcla \
“conquer,” “justify” or “be free from guilt, be clear, be pure.”3 Though there seems to be
no obvious reason why the verb r\La \ “justify” is used, rather than the cognate verb jd .t \
“justify, declare righteous” (in the Pael), a noticeable difference in the distribution o f
these two roots in the Pentateuch can be demonstrated (r d i \ occurs ten times, whereas
jd n \ is only used once).4 This may be a hint that there is a relationship between the

'See Edw in H atch and H enry A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Sep tu a g in t a n d the other
G reek Versions o f the O ld Testam ent (Including the A pocryphal Books) (O xford: C larendon, 18971906), 2:698.
2The possibility that the translator(s) o f the OG and Theodotion chose to ren d er p1S31 in D an
8:14c w ith KaGapioGpoerai in light o f the cleansing o f the temple by the M accabees (1 M ace 4 :3 6 , 41)
cannot be excluded. See S. H o rn ’s editorial com m ent in Justesen, 60-61 n. 28; and A n d reasen ,
“T ranslation,” 4 8 7 ^ 9 0 .
T o r R. A. Taylor, it is difficult to find a reason w hy the Syriac w o u ld have p referred the verb
ttla \ “justify” over the cognate verb jn a \ “justify, declare righteous” (in the Pael). H e thinks “it is
possible that r d a y_i here is an inner-Syriac corruption o f an original
x_i” w hich is from the root
r d a n “be m ade pure/clean” (The Peshitta o f Daniel, 224).
“In the Pentateuch the verb x in \ is only used once (Deut 21:17 for tSSttip), w hile rC z \ ,
w hich is used in D an 8:14c, occurs ten times (G en 44:16; Exod 20:7; 2 1 :19; 23:7; 34:7 [2x]; N um
14:18 [2x]; D eut 5:11; 25:1), thereof three times for the root p115 (for the v e r b p I S in G en 44:16 and
D eut 25:1; for the adjective p ’I S in Exod 23:7) and seven times for 1p3 “b e clean, b e p u re.”
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Syriac rendering o f Dan 8:14c and the Pentateuch. More interesting yet is the fact that the
two words o f Dan 8:14c ( r d n n \ rd a \_tci “and the right will be justified”1) occur close
together in the Syriac only in one other text: in the judicial procedure text o f Deut 25:1-2
(rC i \ for the verb p"!S in vs. 1 and K Lcm forinytth ’“IS “according to his wickedness”
in vs. 2) in which a legal dispute is ended by the judgment declaring one party in the right
and the other in the wrong. The judicial procedure described in this text could function as
legal background to the vison and audition in Dan 8:9-14 in which a righteous judgment
is called for by a holy being (the “how long” question) so that the righteous will be
declared in the right and the guilty in the wrong and both are treated accordingly. Though
hypothetical, this observation could explain the strange rendering o f the Syriac in Dan
8:14c.
Although there is no Targum available, Read argues that the Aramaic HDT with the
meaning o f “cleansing” is a synonym o f p “!2S, and that a form o f HST would have been
used for p^tsai if a Targum to Daniel had been produced.2 However, the meaning o f the
Aramaic rDT is similarly broad and cannot be confined to “cleanse.”3 Zimmermann
believes that p7lS2 comes from the original Aramaic , 3*1 or 1DT: (1 ) justify, hold guiltless;
(2) cleanse, purify. For him, the translator into Hebrew followed the first meaning

‘The Syriac renders S lip by txljnn \ zedqz ’ “right.” Thus the Syriac o f D an 8:14c reads
rxlo n t n d i v_\ci “and the rig h t w ill be ju stified .” R. A. Taylor regards the preference o f rcLo n \ over
tXlxncxxi “sanctuary” as intentional: “the translator has preferred here rslo n \ ( ‘rig h t’), perhaps
understanding the reference to the cleansing o f the t£Hp to refer to a purification o f religious ‘rite’ or
‘service,’ as opposed to m erely a cleansing o f the tem ple locale” (The P eshitta o f D aniel, 225-226).
2R ead, 31-36.
3See the plethora o f renditions for H3T in non-biblical Aramaic in H A LO T, 5:1864-1865; cf.
also the cautious observation by A ndreasen, “T ranslation,” 490-491.
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instead o f the second which was intended.1
In sum, the Greek versions suggest that

in Dan 8:14c carries the idea of

cleansing and purification and should be rendered “shall be cleansed” or “shall be
purified.” These versions single out one o f the extended meanings o f p i s which has
been established by parallel terms

(H3T

“be clean, pure,” “IHB “be clean, pure,” and *13

“cleanliness”) and so uphold that d i p pplSpl expresses an act of purification in a cultic
context. There is the possibility that such a rendering o f plSJ was historically influenced
by the cleansing o f the temple by the Maccabees. The Syriac version seems to view the
phrase in a more legal context, indicating that judgment was held that declared the right
as just and pure. Again, the evidence o f the versions testifies to the semantic versatility
o f the phrase in Dan 8:14c.

Meaning o f Ch'p

The noun li?*]p in the Hebrew Bible. Similar to p i s , the noun tthp (c. 477
times in the Hebrew Bible2) has an equally broad semantic range.3 Its basic rendition

'Z im m erm ann, “The A ram aic O rigin o f D aniel 8 -1 2 ,” 262. He refers to the cleansing o f the
temple (1 M ace 4:36) after its previous defilem ent (1 M acc 1:46-47).
2So the count by Even-Shoshan, 1003-1005. H .-P. M uller (“ tt5*lp
1107) and H A L O T (3:1076) each count 469 occurrences.

holy,” TLOT, 3:1106-

3See, for exam ple, W o lf W ilhelm G ra f von B audissin, Studien zu r sem itischen
Religionsgeschichte, vol. 2 (Berlin: R eim er, 1911), esp. 1-142; U lrich Bunzel, D er B e g riff der
H eiligkeit im A lten Testam ent: E ine ideologische U ntersuchung (Lauban: Baum eister, 1914), which is
only the first section o f the first p art o f his 1914 dissertation at the U niversity o f Breslau; Franz J.
Leenhardt, La notion de saintete dans I ’A ncien Testam ent: Etude de la racine Q D S (Montpellier:
Causse, G raille and C astelnau for Faculte Libre de T heologie Protestante de M ontpellier, 1929);
H elm er R inggren, The P rophetical C onception o f H oliness, U UA, 1948, no. 12 (Uppsala:
Lundequistska; L eipzig: H arrassow itz, 1948); J. M uilenburg, “H oliness,” ID B , 2:616-625; Berkovits,
141-223; H.-P. M uller, “tth p ,” 3:1103-1118; W . K om feld and H elm er R inggren, “ttinp qds,” TDOT,
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“holiness” can refer to persons, objects, places, and time in their relationship or
association with God.1 Holiness can also be associated with God himself.2 tthj? is

12:521-545; D avid P. W right, “H oliness ( 0 7 ) , ’’ A B D , 3:237-249; Jackie A . N aude, “B h p (# 7727),”
NID O TTE, 3:877-887; idem, “H oliness in the D ead Sea Scrolls,” in The D ea d Sea Scrolls after Fifty
Years: A C om prehensive A ssessm ent, ed. P. W . Flint and J. C. V anderK am (Leiden: B rill, 1999),
2:171-199, w ith a section on C lip in the H ebrew Bible (pp. 175-184); R obert V. M cC abe, “T he Old
T estam ent Foundation for Separation,” D B S J 7 (2002): 3-22.
'E xtensive studies on holiness have been recently presented, e.g., by John G. G am m ie,
H oliness in Israel, O B T (M inneapolis: Fortress, 1989); P hilip Peter Jenson, G raded H oliness: A Key
to the P riestly C onception o f the World, JS O T S up, no. 106 (Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press,
1992); and Jo B ailey W ells, G o d ’s H o ly P eople: A Them e in B ib lica l Theology, JSO T Sup, no. 305
(Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic P ress, 2000). It is n o t necessary here to engage in the discussion
whether the original, basic sem antic m eaning o f the root ttJ“1p is “set apart, separate” (so Baudissin,
19-40; W alther Eichrodt, Theology o f the O ld Testam ent, 2 vols., trans. J. A. B aker [Philadelphia:
W estm inster, 1961], 1:270-272; M uilenberg, ID B , 2:617), “b e pure, be bright” (so B unzen; Th. C.
Vriezen, An O utline o f O ld Testam ent Theology, 2d ed. [O xford: Blackw ell, 1970], 297-299), or
something else, or if it “can no longer b e d eterm ined” (K ornfeld and R inggren, 12:526). For b rief
summaries see H.-P. M uller, “ttn p ,” 3:1104; K ornfeld and R inggren, 12:522-527.
2W right presents a good overview o f the m ajor loci or bearers o f holiness, and identifies the
following carrier o f holiness: (1) D ivine beings: G od, lesser divine beings [better: celestial beings]; (2)
humans: priests, Israelites, N azirites, L evites and firstborn hum ans, prophets; (3) objects: offerings,
sanctuary furniture, priestly clothing, real estate, m oney and precious metals and stones, m ixtures, oil,
incense, water; (4) places: sanctuaries, places o f theophany, land o f Israel and Jerusalem , E zekiel’s
n o n n , heaven; (5) tim e: Sabbath, holidays, Jubilee and Sabbatical Year; (6) m iscellaneous: war,
covenant (“H oliness [O T],” A B D , 3:237-244). The entry o f tth'p in H A L O T (IAQ1(>-\01%) also
illustrates the rich application o f
(though the classification in specific divisions and subdivisions
is questionable from a sem antic point o f view):
1. something w ith w hich holiness is associated, w hich is to be treated carefully, som ething holy
(8 texts cited)
2. people and things that are holy (50 texts)
3. pi. O 'ltflp votive offerings (40 tex ts)
4. holiness associated w ith G od (5 texts)
5. holiness associated with a thing; and so
etc. holy as an attribute o f one o f G o d ’s
possessions (193 texts)
6. a. tin'p holy area (5 texts)
b. 2 H p n sacred o b je c t. . . m eaning the sanctuary (37 texts)
c. i. 2 H p n the holy shrine o f th e tem ple (also m eaning sanctuary) (19 texts)
ii. tti*lp sanctuary (4 texts)
iii.
his (m n v b K ) sanctuary etc. (7 texts)
7. E’tZHp tin p som ething extrem ely h oly (46 texts).
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primarily a divine term that “indicates a relationship more than a quality,” 1 a relationship
to the source of all holiness. The distribution o f tth p in the Hebrew Bible— with most of
its occurrences in Leviticus, Exodus, Numbers, and Ezekiel— shows clearly that it is a
term closely related to the cult in Israel, in which God is at the center.2 Interestingly, the
book of Daniel belongs to those books that show the highest density o f Itnp occurrences.
Its thirteen occurrences in five chapters (Dan 8-12) are surpassed only by the book of
Leviticus.3

The term tinp in Dan 8:14c. The majority of commentators agree that ttj*fp in
Dan 8:14c refers to the sanctuary or the temple.4 It designates that space which represents
the deity’s abode and a place o f his worship. This opinion is supported by two contextual
considerations. First, Dan 8:9-14 is saturated with cultic terminology. It is easy to see
that the noun tthp, if it were to indeed refer to the sanctuary or if it were closely related to
it, is another term that fits this cultic context. Second, inasmuch as the question in vs.

'von Rad, Old Testam ent Theology, 1:205, w h o refers to R inggren, The P ro p h etica l
Conception o f H oliness, 13: “ ‘ho ly ’ does n ot denote a q uality b u t a relation.” T his relational notion o f
t£7~Tp has been elaborated particularly by Eichrodt, T h eology o f the O ld Testam ent, 1:272-276.
2See the table o f distribution in H .-P. M uller, “t t n p , ” 3:1106-1107. T hose books in w hich
2H p occurs m ore than ten times are the follow ing: L eviticus (92x), Exodus (70x), N um bers (57x),
Ezekiel (57x), Psalm s (45x), Isaiah (23x), 2 C hronicles (30x), 1 C hronicles (17x), D aniel (13x), and
1 Kings (12x).
3The average num ber o f occurrences o f liH p p er chapter (starting w ith the highest): Leviticus
(3.41), D aniel 8-12 (2.6), O badiah (2.0), Exodus (1.75), N um bers (1.58), E zekiel (1.19), 2 Chronicles
(0.83), Joel (0.75), Zephaniah (0.67), E zra (0.6), 1 C hronicles (0.59), 1 K ings (0.55), N ehem iah
(0.54), Jonah (0.5), Haggai (0.5), etc.
4If the previous verses are interpreted as having happened at the tim e o f A ntiochus IV, 2?*lp is
almost always regarded as the sanctuary. The suggestion by von G all, 53, that ttn p only could
designate the altar, with reference to Exod 29:37; 30:20, 29; 40:10, is unconvincing since in these
texts the w ord for altar is rt3TO, and the texts declare o n ly that the altar shall be tin p “holy.”
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13c takes up previous language, it is conceivable that the noun Itnp echoes the noun
tfnpp in vs. 1lc that stems from the same root. And as linpQ clearly refers to the
sanctuary,

could also refer to the same— an opinion usually held by scholars. It is

however possible to challenge such a viewpoint. Since the unambiguous term ttJ'ipp,
which clearly refers to the “sanctuary,” has been used in vs. 11c, the multifaceted term
UHp appears to be used intentionally to refer to something more or to something other
than the sanctuary.1 A more detailed investigation o f the relationship between the two
terms is undertaken in the literary analysis in chapter 3.
An additional reason for understanding ttf“tp as the sanctuary is supplied by the
terminological relationship of Dan 8:12-14 to Dan 9:24, which comprises the words lB"lp,
and the root p i s . An analysis of the phrase D'tznp d i p , which occurs in 9:24,
shows that it designates the sanctuary itself or offerings or cultic objects used in the
sanctuary service. Based on the terminological links between 9:24 and 8:12-14, it is
possible to understand 10“Ip in 8:14c as the sanctuary/temple, and beyond that its
reference could extend to the holy things that are essential for the sanctuary service.2
In Dan 8:14c, as well as in vs. 13c, the nominal use o f an indeterminate tthp in

'See the suggestions by Keil, 305 (“ttH p m eans all th at is h oly”); K nabenbauer, 215
(“holiness,” i.e., the worship o f God, the observation o f the law , the ritual cerem o n ies belonging to the
holy); Thom son, 244 (“holiness” or “holy thing, offering”); H asslberger, 106 (‘“ h o ly th in g s’ . . .
intending possibly different facilities and institutions th a t fall under this categ o ry ”).
2F o r a m o r e d e ta il e d a n a ly s is o f t h e i n t e r t e x t u a l r e l a t i o n o f 8 : 1 2 - 1 4 a n d 9 : 2 4 s e e c h a p t e r 4 .
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the absolute is rather unique.1 Such a usage is found elsewhere only in Ps 134:2,2 where
it clearly designates the sanctuary.3
There are however several hints that $*fp could be linked to a personal dimension.
First, the analysis o f clauses with the verb p i s has shown that if an object to p “!2J occurs
in such clauses, that object is always personal. This observation leads to the strong
suspicion that ttf'Yp in Dan 8:14c could also carry the semantic notion of being personal.4
Second, the other occurrences o f the root ttnp in Dan 8, except for Bftpn in vs. 1 lc, are
in reference to personal beings: ©i“lp “holy being” (vs. 13a, 13b) and D, tf“tp _DlJ “holy
people” or “people of holy ones” (vs. 24; cf. 12:7 where the same group is referred to by
tthp-DJ? with the noun that is used in 8:14c). And third, the structural analysis o f the
question in vs. 13c suggests that Ehp could semantically be more closely linked to N3S
(see the literary analysis): inasmuch as the first two items are linked—in relationship to

‘T h a t m e a n s ( t n p is n e i t h e r u s e d in a c o n s t r u c t g r o u p o r w i th p r o n o m i n a l s u f f i x , n o r
c o l l e c t i v e l y ( e .g ., i n t£j”l p _t7 3 ) , n o r p r e d i c a t i v e l y o r a s v e r b a l c o m p l e m e n t ( e .g ., in c o m b i n a t i o n w i t h
th e v e r b a l r o o t iV 'n , e x p r e s s i n g “ b e h o l y ,” o r in th e p h r a s e n i H ’ b

© I p “ [b e ] h o ly to Y h w

h

” ).

2The use o f 2J"1p in Prov 20:25 (“a m an speaks rashly, ‘holy (tO“T p ) ! ’”) can n o t be regarded as
sim ilar to Dan 8:13c and 14c. In Prov 20:25 the call “ttp p ” is a vow , m eaning that som ething is
declared to be consecrated to Y h w h . The noun B}*1p therefore functions as predicate o f the clause “(it
is) holy!”
3t£inp
(Ps 134:2a). Both vs. 3 (“ M ay Y h w h bless you from Z ion” ) as response to
vs. 2 (“Lift up your hands to the sanctuary [t£?”1 p ] and bless Y h w h ” ) and a possible chiastic structure
o f vss. 1-2 (“bless the Lord all servants o f Y h w h ” // “who serve by night in the h o u se o f Y h w h ” / /
“lift up your hands to the sanctuary [ t t n p ] ” // “and bless Y h w h ” ) imply th at t t H p refers to the
sanctuary.

“Fahlgren hypothesizes that the unique N iphal form o f pIlS in D an 8:14c could su g g est that
the object is not personal but inanim ate {seds.qi, 116 n. 1). However, such a function o f v erb al stem s,
viz. to indicate a sem antic aspect o f the object, is to my know ledge unattested, if at all possible.
Rather, the N iphal functions sem antically in an oppositional relationship to other active v erb al stem s
(cf. Siebesma, The F unction o f the Niph ’a lin B iblical H ebrew). As argued above, the N ip h al o f pH S
should be understood in a passive-active relationship to its Hiphil forms.
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the tami d, the devastating crime is set up— so the next two items could be linked— in
relation to tth'p, a host is figuratively turned into a trampling-place.
An overview o f the use o f the root ttnp in the book o f Daniel confirms that it can
be used in relationship to the sanctuary as well as in relationship to persons. The noun
ttn p occurs besides Dan 8:13c and 8:14c eleven more times in the book ofDaniel. It is
used referring to the sanctuary in the expressions D'ttftj? EHp “holy of holies (9:24a) and
ttn'pn (9:26; the only Danielic absolute use o f ttJ*l’p with the article). It also occurs in the
expressions “holy mountain” (9:16, 20; 11:45) and “holy city” (9:24a) which may be said
to refer in extension to the sanctuary since God’s dwelling-place is the obvious reason for
the holiness o f the mountain and the city Jerusalem. The noun Eh p is also used in
reference to persons in the expression tfYp'DJJ “holy people” (12:7); and the phrase “holy
covenant” (11:28; 11:30d; 11:30g) also has by extension associations with the holy
people since a covenant involves two sides, in this case God and his people. The
adjective

“holy” (3 times) is always associated with persons (8:13a, 13b, 24). The

nounEJ'npp “sanctuary” (3 times) refers always to the sanctuary (8:11c; 9:17; 11:31). In
BA, the root Chp occurs only in the adjective tli'Hp “holy” (13 times) and is always
associated with persons.1
To sum up the discussion on un p , it is clear that in the book ofD aniel ttflp is

'T h e A ram aic ttf’p p occurs four times in the phrase fffl’p p
“spirit o f holy gods”
(4 :5 ,6 , 15; 5:11), three tim es referring to celestial beings in parallel to TJ1 “w atcher” (4:10, 14, 20),
and six tim es in referring to the holy ones o f the M ost H igh Q 'Ji’b ll ’’O'Hp “holy ones o f the M ost
H igh” [7:18, 22b, 25]; f t t H p “holy o n es” [7:21, 22d]; and } ') v h y '
UV “holy people o f the
M ost H igh” or “people o f the holy ones o f the M o st H ig h ” [7:27]j.
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used both in association with the sanctuary and with holy persons.1 There are enough
reasons to find ttn p in 8:14c a clear reference to the sanctuary and to what the sanctuary
stands for, in essence G od’s character. However, the indicators of a personal aspect of
lihp should not be disregarded and need to be taken into account when the meaning of
this clause is to be determined.
In conclusion, there are basically two ways to understand the relationship between
the answer in vs. 14c and the question in vs. 13c. First, the answer encompasses in a
direct way the solution to all problems mentioned in the question. In this case, unp in vs.
14c comprises more than the sanctuary or the temple and would also refer to the trampled
host. Second, the answer declares the solution for one o f the problems in the question,
and by solving this one, everything else is taken care of, too, since the different problems
are all interrelated. Then, Chp in vs. 14c refers primarily to one specific item, most likely
to the sanctuary.2 The analysis above has shown that these two options are fairly close to
one another. The occurrence o f 12*tp as one o f the items mentioned in the question in vs.
13c and its relationship to the term tin p p , whatever it may be exactly, lead to the
conclusion that t t n p is primarily associated with the sanctuary. At the same time, the

'H asel concludes a b rie f study o f the usage o f 2)”t p in the book o fD a n ie l by identifying the
term ’s associations w ith sanctuary (9:24), saints or holy ones (7:18, 21, 22, 25, 27; 8:24; 12:7), and
judgm ent (7:21-22): “In the book o fD a n ie l these term inological and conceptual associations o f qodes
w ith sanctuary, saints (holy ones), and ju d g m e n t can hardly be accidental. E vidently the term qbdesm
8:13 is aim ed to bring to m ind term inological and conceptual links as keys to the high points o f the
vision o f chapters 7, 8-9, and 11-12” (“The ‘L ittle H o rn ’” [1986], 447). In spite o f these associations,
Hasel regards the term C 'lp in 8:13c and in 8:14c as designating the sanctuary only (ibid., 44 7 ,4 5 4 455). Thus 2i“lp is generally interpreted to refer to the tem ple o r sanctuary.
2“Since everything centers about the sanctuary, it alone is m entioned” (Leupold, 357), or “the
central feature in the act o f deliverance w ould b e not the destruction o f an enem y but the fate o f a
sanctuary” (G oldingay, D aniel, 220).
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results o f the semantic study of 2 h p — it refers to the sanctuary but also has associations
to the holy ones— corroborate the conclusion that the answer unp p p ^ l in Dan 8:14c
encompasses the solution to all the different elements stated in the question in vs. 13c.
Thus, the particular use o f both ppT^a*) and 2Hp in 8 :14c strongly suggests that the
restoration o f the holy to its right includes both the vindication o f the sanctuary as well as
o f the host.

In terclau sal Analysis
The interclausal analysis extends the linguistic description onto the text level, and
thus is part o f a text-grammatical or text-linguistic analysis that analyzes those linguistic
features that function on the text level.1 For this reason the connections o f the clauses are
delineated (interclausal syntax), mainly by the use o f verbal forms (clause relationships
are foremost dependent upon the clause types) and the interrelation o f the agents. The
procedure will be as follows: At first, the clause types o f Dan 8:9-14 are identified and
their function is determined. A comparison with the use o f these clause types elsewhere
in the book ofD aniel assists in determining their function in 8:9-14.

Clause Types in Daniel 8:9-14 and Their Function
It is striking that all fourteen clauses in vss. 9a-13b are verbal clauses. In the rest,
the question in vs. 13c and the first part o f the answer in vs. 14b are nominal clauses,
whereas the narrative remark in vs. 14a and the second part of the answer in vs. 14c are

'The term “text-linguistics” refers to th e w ay in w hich sentences are organized and relate to
each other linguistically so that they form texts.
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verbal clauses. This means that in the vision/audition there is an interesting change from
verbal clauses (vss. 9-11 and vs. 12) to non-verbal clauses (vs. 13c and vs. 14b), and
finally back to a verbal clause again (vs. 14c). The verb in vs. 14c then follows the last
verb in vs. 12 after a break in the auditive activity.
These verses are packed with activity on the part o f the horn and its host. Indeed,
all the specific clause types in vss. 9a, 9b, 10a, and 10b include a description o f change of
location, that is, a clause constituent with dislocative function.
Daniel 8:9-14 exhibits the following clause types as shown in table 17.

Table 17. Clause Types in Daniel 8:9-14
M etanarrative
(First-person)

Vision R eport P ro p e r

9a
9b
10a
10b
10c
11a
li b
11c

13a
13b

wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol

14a

wayyiqtol

Predictive Discourse

x-qatal
wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol
x-qatal
x-qatal
qatal-x
12a
12b
12c
12d

x-yiqtol
weyiqtol
vfqatal
weqatal

13c

nominal clause

14b
14c

nominal clause
weqatal
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There are four main verbal forms: qatal (in the forms x-qatal and qatal-x),
wayyiqtol, yiqtol (in the forms x-yiqtol and weyiqtol), and weqatal. Their function needs
to be determined.1 I base my arguments on the foreground/background or main-line/offline distinction o f discourse according to certain verbal forms, as displayed in table 18.2

Table 18. Verbal/Clausal Forms and Discourse Constellation
N a rra tiv e D isco u rse

P re d ic tiv e D isco u rse

Verbal form

Function

V erbal form

F unction

P rim a ry

qatal

Basic past

yiq to l

Basic future

V e rb a l /

w ayyiqtol

Continuative past

w ‘qatal

C ontinuative future

S eco n d a ry

Verbless

Off-line status

V erbless

O ff-line status

V e rb a l /

rrn Verbal

Off-line status

PPH V erbal

O ff-line status

C la u sa l F orm

Participial

Off-line action

Incomplete

O ff-line status

yiq to l

Off-line ongoing action

Participial

O ff-line action

C la u sa l F orm

'C f. H asslberger’s analysis o f verb syntax (377-384); how ever, he d o es n o t deal w ith 8:11-12.
2The table is based on Roy L. Heller, N arrative Structure a n d D isc o u rse C onstellation: An
Analysis o f Clause Function in Biblical H ebrew P rose, H SS, no. 55 (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns,
2004), 458-464. F or the sets of discourse constellations, see also Schneider, G ra m m a tik des
biblischen H ebraisch (1974); Longacre, Jo sep h ; Alviero N iccacci, The S yn ta x o f the Verb in C lassical
H ebrew Prose, JSO TSup, no. 86 (Sheffield: JSO T , 1990); R andall Buth, “T h e H ebrew V erb in
Current D iscussion,” JT T 5 (1992): 91-105; Longacre,“D iscourse P erspective on the H ebrew V erb,”
177-189; Talstra, “Text Grammar and B iblical H ebrew ,” 269-297; D avid A lla n D aw son, TextL inguistics and B iblical Hebrew, JSOTSup, no. 177 (Sheffield: JSO T, 1994); G alia H atav, The
Sem antics o f A spect and M odality: Evidence fro m E nglish a n d B iblical H eb rew , Studies in Language
Com panion Series, no. 34 (Amsterdam: Benjam ins, 1997); P ete r J. G entry, “T h e System o f the Finite
Verb in Classical Biblical H ebrew ,” H S 39 (1998): 7-39; Tal G oldfajn, W ord O rd er a n d Tim e in
B iblical H ebrew Narrative, Oxford Theological M onographs (O xford: C larendon, 1998). H ow ever,
see the m ethodological critique and considerations by John A . Cook, w ho co n clu d es that w a yyiq to l is
marked for foreground as a discourse-pragm atic property, w hereas weq a ta l is not, even th o u g h it is
regularly utilized for foreground clauses in non-narrative discourse types (“T h e Sem antics o f V erbal
Pragm atics: Clarifying the Roles o f W ayyiqtol and W eqatal in Biblical H eb rew P ro se,” J S S 49 [2004]:
247-273; cf. idem, “The Biblical H ebrew V erbal System: A G ram m aticalization A p p ro ach ” [Ph.D .
diss., University o f W isconsin, 2002]).
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These discourse constellations are expected to operate also within the book of
Daniel, so that the kind o f verbal/clausal forms used in the text indicates to which
discourse type the text should be attributed. In fact, the primary verbal/clausal forms for
continuative action (wayyiqtol and weqatal) in the Hebrew parts o f the book o f Daniel fit
perfectly into the pattern of discourse constellation.
The wayyiqtol form occurs ninety-eight times in the Hebrew parts o f Daniel.1 It is
used mostly in narrative, but seven times it is used in direct speech, however only when
successive past events are narrated (2:3; 8:22; 9:11, 12, 14 [twice], 15). For example, the
wayyiqtol nn'Qiirn in 8:22 refers back to what Daniel had seen in the vision.2
The weqatal form occurs seventy-seven times in the Hebrew parts o f Daniel,
almost always in direct speech.3 If there is no compelling reason to argue otherwise, the
weqatal can be considered as a sign for direct speech, that is, often for predictive
discourse. The only exception to the rule is the two weqatal forms in Dan 8:4, which
usually are considered to have a generalizing character, expressing a frequentative, or
even durative, activity with past time reference.4

1W ayyiqtol form s occur in D an 1 :1 ,2 (2x), 3, 5, 6, 7 (2x), 8 (2x), 9 ,1 0 , 11, 14 (2x), 16, 18, 19
(2x), 20, 21; 2:1, 2 (3x), 3 (2x), 4; 8:2 (3x), 3 (2x), 6 (2x), 7 (5x), 8, 9 ,1 0 (3x), 13 (2x), 14, 15 (2x),
16 (3x), 17 (3x), 18 (2x), 19, 2 2 ,2 7 (3x); 9:3, 4 (3x), 11, 1 2 ,1 4 (2x), 1 5 ,2 2 (3x); 10:5 (2x), 7 , 8 , 9 ,
10, 11, 12, 16 (3x), 18 (3x), 19 (2x), 20; 12:6, 7 (3x), 8, 9.
2n n b lir i1 in D an 8:22 is the only symbolic act o f the vision that is m entioned b y the angel,
and is also the only w ayyiqtol in the angelic interpretation in 8:19-26.
3W*qatal form s occur in D an 1:10; 8:4 (2x), 12c, 12d, 14c, 24 (4x), 25; 9:25, 27; 11:3 (3x), 5,
7 (3x), 9 (2x), 10 (4x), 11 (4x), 12 (2x), 13 (2x), 14, 15, 17, 18 (2x), 19 (2x), 20, 21 (3x), 23 (2x), 24,
26, 28 (2x), 29, 30 (6x), 31 (3x), 32, 33, 34, 36 (2x), 39 (2x), 40 (3x), 41, 43, 44, 45; 12:1, 10.
"Schindele, “Textkonstituierung,” 8; cf. GKC, 335-336 (§112dd).
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Turning our attention to Dan 8:9-14, it is readily seen that vss. 9-11 show typical
features o f narrative discourse (as does the first half of the vision report in 8:3-8). The
text exhibits the primary verbal/clausal forms of narrative discourse: qatal (vss. 9a, 1la-c)
and four wayyiqtol (vss. 9b-10c). Thus, all verbal/clausal forms in vss. 9-11 have clearly
to be considered as narrative discourse. Similarly, in vss. 13b and 14a two wayyiqtol
mark a progression o f reference time in the past.
Verses 12 and 14b-c belong to the category o f predictive discourse and show the
typical verbal/clausal forms o f discursive speech. The main verbal/clausal form in texts
with future time reference areyiqtol for the basic future (vs. 12a-b) and weqatal depicting
continuative future (vss. 12c-d, 14c). Again, all verbal/clausal forms in vs. 12 fit the
predictive discourse constellation.
Gzella argues that the weqatal forms in vs 1lc and vs. 12c-d have the same
function as the two weqatal in vs. 4, that is, depicting the resulting situation or the
summary o f the logical consequences o f the preceding action in the past.1 Gzella believes
that in the vision report in Dan 8 weqatal represents the narrator’s comment on the factual
outcome o f the preceding verses, “a summary o f the new status quo,”2 and thus serves as
a structural marker in the vision report. Gzella’s hypothesis is supported by the use o f
in 8:4 which in 11:3, 16, 36 also has a structuring function. Also, the use o f the
same verbal forms tT,ru n i and n to l in 8:4 and 8:1 lc-d seems to provide some reason for
such an argument. In fact, the use o f weqatal

in 8:11c may indeed have a

'G zella, 116,119.

Tbid., 101.
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resultative function, for it follows two qatal clauses, and thus occurs in the same temporal
reference context o f the past as are the two weqatal in vs. 4.'
However, the situation in vs. 12 is distinctly different from vs. 4, for the time
frame expressed by the verbal forms is future, that is, the yiqtol form in vs. 12a has
prospective function and indicates future perspective.2 The weyiqtol form in vs. 12b is
another future time reference. The following two weqatal in vs. 12c-d would then be the
usual way to depict succession in the future. They express a future activity in a
generalizing way, maybe even with a frequentative function—“and (customarily) it will
do and will succeed”— and could quite likely describe the resulting future situation.
In sum, the use o f the four verbal forms in Dan 8:12 in a predictive discourse
constellation is another indicator that this verse constitutes indeed the direct speech of the
holy being mentioned in vs. 13a.3
Besides the specific discursive nature o f vs. 12, which by itself is a strong
argument, other reasons support such a conclusion. First, the wayyiqtol nypcito in vs.
13a does not necessarily imply that vs. 13a follows vs. 12 in a logical or temporal sense,
as there is no text-grammatical connection between the past continuative wayyiqtol of vs.

'T h e w eq a ta l form s in 8:4 occur after a participial clause, w hich is preceded by a verbal
clause w ith a y iq to l functioning as volitive (or m odal: Schindele, “T extkonstituierung,” 8) or
potentialis (H asslberger, 47, w ho correctly observes that the w eqa ta l forms have successive function).
2See, e.g., N iccacci, The Syntax o f the Verb, 74.
3M ax R ogland dem onstrates that one utilizes p ast tenses w hen narrating events w hich
occurred in a dream o r vision, w hile using future tenses w hen referring to the (future) realization o f
w hat is sym bolically depicted in the dream or announced in a vision. Thus past tenses are used in
description and recounting; future tenses are used in explanations and interpretations (A lleg ed Non
p a st Uses o /Q a ta l in C lassical H ebrew , SSN , no. 44 [Assen: V an G orcum , 2003], 65-71). This is
im portant for D an 8:12a w here the y iq to l ]n3n has exactly such a function.
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13a and the future continuative weqatal o f vs. 12d. It rather continues the first-person
narrative in which the visionary describes his experience, and hence follows qatal-x
v rp to i (vs. 7) or wayyiqtol KtSKl (vs. 3). As suggested in the clause analysis, nypttiXT
may be translated with pluperfect meaning (“A nd I had heard a holy one speaking”),
particularly since the hearing o f someone speaking ( 1 3 * 1 ) implies the transmission of
content.1 Second, the only discursive texts with future time reference found in Dan 8 are
angelic speeches (vss. 13c, 14b-c, 19-26).2 Verse 12 should therefore also be understood
as angelic speech. Third, if a holy being uttered vs. 12, the same holy being would give
the answer in vs. 14b-c. These verses are linked by the same verbal form: The weqatal of
vs. 14c would resume nicely the weqatal forms in vs. 12c-d, hinting at the idea that the
same holy one is speaking, who is now expressing the consequence o f the activities
described in vs. 12. Fourth, vs. 12 may not be visualized as easily as vss. 9-11 are. This
concurs with the impression that vss. 9-11 are part o f Daniel’s description o f the vision,
whereas vs. 12 may belong to an audition.

Word Order
This section examines the positioning o f nonverbal sentence constituents in the

'See the analysis o f w ayyiqtol nyOlBKI under clause 13a (above).
2In Dan 9-12 the verbal form s y iq to l and continuative w ‘q a ta l appear in 9:25-27 (direct
speech o f the angel G abriel); 10:14 (direct speech o f a heavenly being); 10:17 (direct speech o f
Daniel); 10:20-12:4 (direct speech o f a h eavenly being); 12:7e (oath o f a heavenly being); and 12:1013 (direct speech o f a heavenly being). In all instances these verbal form s mark discursive texts.
There are two m ort y iq to l form s in the co rp u s o f D an 8-12, but th ey occur in a narrative text following
the negation v h (8:4; 12:8b). T herefore, th ey do n o t belong to the category o f verbal form s marking
discursive texts. R ather they indicate a d u rativ e activity (“I w as not understanding” ) in a narrative
discourse.
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preverbal field, for which the term “fronting” is used, and delineates the pragmatic
function o f such constructions.1 Fronting o f nonverbal elements before the verb forms
(marked by x in the clause type designations) occurs in vss. 9a, 1 la, 1lb , and 12a.
These instances of marked word order are structurally significant.2 The fronting
o f DHD nnN rr]pi in vs. 9a is disjunctive in character and marks vs. 9 as a new scene.3
The reference to the origin of the horn shows it to be a new entity. The next clauses have
unmarked word order (i.e., verb-subject-object). Verse 1 la, where the “commander of
the host” is located in sentence-initial position, highlights that the activities of the horn
are directed even against the “commander o f the host,” in comparison to vs. 10 where the
“host o f heaven” was attacked by the horn. The fronting in vs. 11a is for the sake of

'In recent years the study o f BH w ord o rd er and related subjects, such as focus, has greatly
flourished. Besides a num ber o f articles (for references see M artin Probstle, “D eixis and the Linear
Ordering o f Sentence Constituents in Biblical H eb rew V erbal C lau ses” [paper presented at the annual
meeting o f the SBL, Denver, Colorado, 18 N ovem ber 2001], 10-15; and Christo H. J. van d erM e rw e
and Eep Talstra, “Biblical Hebrew W ord O rder: T he Interface o f Inform ation Structure and Formal
Features,” Z A H 15/16 [2002/2003]: 68-86, 101-104), several m onographs have been published.
W alter GroB’s D ie Satzteilfolge im Verbalsatz a lttesta m en tlich er Prosa (1996) is groundbreaking
inasmuch as it represents a careful systematic research on B ib lical H ebrew w ord order w ith clearly
formulated criteria based on a m odem linguistic fram ew ork. GroB bases his research on the
dependency grammar m odel and uses Richter's nom enclature fo r the different syntagm em es, though
w ith modifications. After GroB, the more im portant m onographs on BH w ord order include M ichael
Rosenbaum, Word-Order Variation in Isaiah 40-55: A F u n ctio n a l P erspective, SSN , no. 35 (A ssen:
Van Gorcum, 1997); DiBe (1998); G oldfajn (1998); Jean-M arc H eim erdinger, Topic, F ocus and
F oreground in A ncient H ebrew Narratives, JS O T S u p , no. 295 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academ ic Press,
1999); W alter GroB, D oppelt besetztes Vorfeld: Syntaktische, p ra g m a tisch e und
ubersetzungstechnische Studien zum althebraischen V erbalsatz, B ZA W , n o. 305 (Berlin: de G ruyter,
2001); Katsuomi Shimasaki, F ocus Structure in B ib lica l H eb rew : A Study o f W ord O rder and
Information Structure (Bethesda: CDL, 2002).
2Pace James H. B reasted, w ho claim s in reference to D an 8:1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 22, 27 that there is
“but little difference to the w riter w hether the subject or p red icate p recedes,” inferring that such a
phenom enon indicates a late stage in the developm ent o f H eb rew syntax and thus a late date o f D aniel
(“The Order o f the Sentence in the H ebrew P ortions o f D an iel,” H eb ra ica 1 [1890-91]: 245-252).
3Hasslberger, 379 n. 10.
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topicalization. The use of a pro-element in sentence-initial position in vs. 1 lb in
reference to the “commander of the host” underscores the horn’s hostility to this heavenly
being. The fronting here is not for topicalization, for the commander has already been
introduced, but rather the argument is the focus, that is, the enmity brought against the
commander of the host is amplified by repeating that the activities o f the horn are directed
against the heavenly prince.
The final fronting occurs in vs. 12a (K221). If the host is not identical with the
host o f heaven but rather is a different power, as argued above, the fronting functions as
topicalization.1 It introduces a new topic, which becomes the subject for the next clauses.

Interclausal Relations
After the clause types and the word order have been examined, the interclausal
relations can now be described in table 19. Only formal features are listed here (e.g.,
verbal/clausal form, text phora, fronting). For a fuller description o f the syntactic- and
stylistic-structural features see the structural analysis in chapter 3.

'F or the Aramaic o f Daniel, R andall Buth concludes that subject-verb (S V ) clauses with
animate subjects constitute a foreground construction in w hich the narrative to p ic has been placed in
preverbal position (“W ord O rder in A ram aic,” 197). Buth lists the follow ing foregrounded SV
clauses (interestingly, all clauses with m aterial after the verb— m arked w ith a “+ ”— are foregrounded,
except for 4:1): D an 2:12, 14+, 16, 19+, 24+, 46+, 49+; 3:1+, 2+, 4+, 13, 19+, 21+ , 2 4 ,3 0 + ; 4:16+,
34; 5:1+, 2+, 13+; 6:1+, 4+, 4+, 5+, 6+, 7+, 10+, 12, 16+, 17, 26+, 29+; b ack g ro u n d ed SV clauses:
2:13; 4:1+; 5:9 (177-178). A part from the tw o clauses w here th e fo reg round/background status is
unclear (3:23+; 5:5+) thirty-two SV clauses w ith anim ated su b ject are foreground clauses, b u t only
three are background clauses. In contrast, SV clauses w ith inanim ate subjects in pre-verbal position
are usually (in twelve out o f fourteen cases) background clauses, i.e., the su b ject is not m arked as
topic (Buth, “W ord O rder in Aram aic,” 197-199).
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Table 19. Interclausal Relations in Daniel 8:9-14

Verse Clausal Form

Interclausal Relation

9a
9b
10a
10b
10c
11a
li b

x-qatal
wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol
wayyiqtol
x-qatal
x-qatal

11c
12a
12b
12c
12d
13a

qatal-x
x-yiqtol
weyiqtol
weqatal
Mfqatal
wayyiqtol

13b
13c
14a
14b

wayyiqtol
nominal clause
wayyiqtol
nominal clause

14c

weqatal

disjunctive: introduction of a new protagonist (“horn”)
sequential action to 9a
sequential action to 9b
sequential action to 10a
sequential action to 10b
topicalization (“commander of the host”);
focus of argument (activity against the commander o f the host);
non-sequential; ePP connects vs. 1 lb to vs. 11a
non-sequential; ePP connects vs. 1lc to vs. 1 la ;1
topicalization (“a host”)
non-sequential
sequential to vs. 12b
sequential to vs. 12c
pluperfect (before vs. 12); connects sequentially to qatal in vs. 7
or wayyiqtol in vs. 3
sequential action to vs. 13 a2
object clause to vs. 13b
sequential action to vs. 13b
object clause to vs. 14a; adverbial expression o f time indicating
the starting point of activity in vs. 14c
object clause to vs. 14a; connects sequentially to vs. 12c-d

'V erse 1 lb and 1 lc are not connected w ith each other, how ever, both by pronom inal suffix refer back
to 11a. This indicates that 1 lb and 11c “concretize” 1 la that functions alm ost as a heading fo r the
following tw o clauses (so Hasslberger, 98, 100; cf. Aalders, D a n iel, 176; H asel, “T he ‘L ittle H o rn ’”
[1986],409).
2Goldingay takes
in vs. 13b as a w aw consecutive w hich continues the p articip le construction
begun b y "13*113: “I heard one holy one speaking, and another holy one saying . . .” (D a n iel, 198).
H ow ever, it is difficult to regard vs. 13b as continuation o f the object o f hearing, especially sin ce die
sequential w ayyiqtol “113N"1 follows m ore naturally the w ayyiqtol HPpffltO in vs. 13a than the participle
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CHAPTER 3

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Preliminary Remarks
Texts are works of art. As such they have to be approached with due care:
There is only one way that gives hope of eliciting the innate conventions and literary
formations of a piece of ancient literature, and that is by listening to it patiently and
humbly. The critic must curb all temptations to impose antecedent judgments on the
text; he must immerse himself in it again and again, with all his sensors alert to catch
every possible stimulus—mental-ideational, aural, aesthetic, linguistic, visual— until
its features begin to stand out and their native shape and patterning emerge.1
Literary analysis discloses the style and structure o f the text, that is, the way and
manner in which the means of expression are used in the text and influence the entire text
and its understanding. It attempts to discern the many different devices by which the text
is ordered in a unified, indivisible whole. Thus, it provides access to the text as a work of
literary artistry. Whereas linguistic analysis deals with the “what” o f a text, literary
analysis addresses the “how” of a text. Similar to the common but mistaken assessment
that its linguistic quality is poor, Dan 8 has also been attributed as having a “markedly
inferior literary quality.”2 However, such an assessment is up for discussion, and the
following analysis will show how the text, at least vss. 9-14, is skillfully wrought in
'M oshe Greenberg, E zekiel 1-20, A B, vol. 22 (G arden City: D o u b led ay , 1983), 21.
2Anderson, Signs and Wonders, 91.
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various ways.
In this chapter, the literary quality of Dan 8:9-14 is studied from the perspective o f
form (surface structure), of subject matter or content (deep structure), and o f the interplay
of form, content, and linguistic features with regard to structure.1 Hence, the literary
analysis pursued here comprises three parts. First, the analysis o f form focuses on the
literary style and literary devices of the text, with a basic feature being the prosaic or
poetic style o f the language. Second, the analysis of the text’s subject matter focuses on
the thematic distribution and arrangement in the text by paying close attention to the
specific usage o f semantic fields, Leitwdrter and keywords, and the characterization o f
the main actor(s). Finally, the analysis o f the literary structure o f Dan 8:9-14, building
upon the previous two steps, focuses on how the individual elements o f a text show a
complex inner structure and composition that is accompanied by thematic variety and
thematic progression within the text. At the same time, it reveals the dimensions o f the
text’s cohesion and coherence.

Literary Style
In the analysis o f literary style, it first needs to be decided whether parts o f the
language used in Dan 8:9-14 show poetic characteristics. The technique o f narrative and
poetic composition cannot be underestimated with regard to creating both the form and
the expressiveness o f the text. Recognizing poetic structures will help to appreciate both
features. After this, the specific use of gender as a stylistic device is examined. The

' “Surface structure” and “deep structure” are used in a linguistic sense to refer to th e form
and the content o f the text and should not be confused with the m eaning th ey have in structuralism .
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gender shifts in Dan 8:9-14, which not infrequently perplex the exegete, contribute to the
text’s literary style and should be explained as creating cohesion rather than incoherency.
There are also other literary devices that, however, do not function primarily on the
formal level, and therefore will be discussed in the thematic or structural analysis.

Prose or Poetry in Daniel 8:9-14?

Introduction
Are there any poetic parts in the last section of the vision report and the
immediately following audition, that is, in Dan 8:9-14? While scholars have found that
the book of Daniel exhibits several poetic passages in significant places,1they usually do
not regard any clauses or verses in Dan 8:9-14 as poetic,2 a fact mirrored in the printed

'T h e poetic parts that have been identified in the book o f Daniel include p assages interspersed
throughout narrations (2:20-23; 3:31-33; 4:3 lb -3 2 ; 6:26/27-28), throughout vision reports (4:7b-9, 1113/14; 7:9-10, 13-14), and throughout the angelic interpretations (7:23-27; 8:23-26; 9:24-27; 12:1-3).
Som e even find it probable that parts o f 9:4b-19 could b e poetic. See Koch, Das Buch D aniel, 82.
2Beside the com m entators there are several analyses o f the various poetic sections in Daniel;
how ever, none o f them deals w ith Dan 8:9-14: W. Sibley Towner, “Poetic Passages o f D aniel 1-6,”
C B Q 31 (1969): 317-326; A lexander A. Di Leila, “D aniel 4:7-14: Poetic A nalysis and B iblical
B ackground,” in M elanges bibliques et orientaux en I ’honneur de M. H enri Cazelles, ed. A. C aquot
and M. Delcor, A O A T , no. 212 (Kevelaer: B utzon & B ercker; N eukichen-V luyn: N eukirchener,
1981), 247-258; A lexander A. Di Leila, “Strophic Structure and Poetic Analysis o fD a n ie l 2:20-23,
3:31-33, and 6:26b-28,” in Studia H ierosolym itana III: N e ll’otlavo centenario F rancescano (11821982), ed. G. C. B ottini, Studium Biblicum Franciscanum : Collectio maior, no. 30 (Jerusalem :
Franciscan Printing P ress, 1982), 91-96; D aud Soesilo, “Translating the Poetic Sections o fD a n ie l 16 ,” The B T 41 (1990): 432-435; James W . W atts, Psalm and Story: Inset H ym ns in H ebrew N arrative,
JSO T Sup, no. 139 (Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press, 1992), 145-154 (on Dan 2:20-23); G .T.M .
Prinsloo, “Two Poem s in a Sea o f Prose: The C ontent and Context o fD a n ie l 2.20-23 and 6.27-28,”
J S O T 59 (1993): 93-108; P. M. V enter, “T he Function o f Poetic Speech in the N arrative in D aniel 2,”
H vT S t 49 (1993): 1009-1020; Stanislav Segert, “Poetic Structures in the H ebrew Sections o f the Book
o fD a n ie l,” in Solving Riddles and Untying K nots: Biblical, Epigraphic, and Sem itic Studies in H onor
o f Jonas C. G reenfield, ed. Z. Zevit, S. Gitin, and M. S okoloff (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1995),
261-275; Geza G. X eravits, “P oetic Passages in the A ram aic Part o f the Book o fD a n ie l,” B N 124
(2005): 29-40. B ay er’s attem pt to present the w hole book o f Daniel in rhythmic structure o f strophe
and anti-strophe has failed (Edm und Bayer, D anielstudien, ATA, vol. 3, pt. 5 [M unster: A schendorf,
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editions o f the Hebrew Bible in which no portion of these verse is typographically marked
as poetic.1 There are only a few exceptions. Ewald lists vs. 11 among passages that
“exhibit a purely poetic style of speech,”2 Zockler attributes poetic character to vs. 13c
because o f the lack o f article and the lack o f conjunctions,3 and Meinhold believes that
“lj?3

2~)2 in vs. 14b without an article indicates poetic briefness.4 It is clear, however,

that Dan 8:9-14 has never been systematically analyzed in regard to poetic features. This
deficiency needs to be addressed. Another reason to investigate the style of Dan 8:9-14 in
view of poetry is that other vision reports and angelic explanations in Daniel display a
shift from prose to poetry, usually at their high point. One may therefore suspect that a
similar shift from prose to poetry may occur in the vision report and audition in 8:3-14.
Last but not least, poetic style indicates authorial intention and is an effective vehicle for
highlighting the message. As K. Koch stated, “To recognize the poetic character is
therefore o f importance when it comes to the intention o f the authors.”5
To anticipate the conclusion, on close scrutiny Dan 8:11 exhibits a number of
poetic features that in turn accentuate the specific function o f this verse at the end of the

1912], 107-182), fo r h is study lacks a theoretical fram ew ork and is based solely on the supposed
content o f the different lines, giving no reasons w h y texts should be strophic or anti-strophic. He
considers 8:11-12 as anti-strophe to 8:9-10, and 8:14 as anti-strophe to 8:13.
'T h e L eningrad C odex does n ot help since there the poetic texts in D aniel have not been
marked graphically.
2Ew ald, Syntax, 129-130 (§295c).
3Z ockler, 177.
"M einhold, “D aniel,” 309.
sK och, D as B u ck D aniel, 81.
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vision report. Realizing the poetic-like style o f vs. 11, one can appreciate the full
rhetorical force o f this text.

Concept of Biblical Hebrew Poetry
Before directing attention to Dan 8:9-14, basic methodological considerations
about BH poetry, or BH verse, need to be kept in mind. It is not always easy to
distinguish poetry from prose. In fact, there is no consensus on what exactly constitutes
BH poetry, though the dominant features o f parallelism, rhythm (meter), and other
stylistic elements are well recognized. Hence, without entering the debate over the nature
of BH poetry in depth, the relation between poetry and prose needs to be clarified and the
possible poetic features determined.1
The reality is that “poetry is notoriously difficult to define.”2 Furthermore, in
addition to the extremes o f highly poetic language and language almost completely
lacking in poetic features, there are often cases in which features o f prose and features of

'R ecent overview s o f the current discussion, the different theories, and the diverse approaches
to BH poetry include: D avid L. P etersen and K en t H arold R ichards, Interpreting H ebrew Poetry,
Guides to Biblical Scholarship (M inneapolis: Fortress, 1992), esp. 6-19; S. E. G illingham , The Poem s
and Psalm s o f the H ebrew B ible, O B S (N ew Y ork: O xford U niversity Press, 1994); Lawrence Boadt,
“Reflections on the Study o f H ebrew P o etry T oday,” Concordia Journal 24 (1998): 156-163; David
M. How ard, Jr., “R ecent T rends in P salm s Study,” in The F ace o f O ld Testam ent Studies: A Survey o f
Contem porary Approaches, ed. D. W . B ak er and B. T. A rnold (G rand Rapids: B aker, 1999), 344-355;
and especially J. K enneth K untz, “B ib lical H ebrew Poetry in R ecent Research, P art I,” C uRBS 6
(1998): 31-64; and idem, “B iblical H eb rew P oetry in R ecent R esearch, P art II,” C uR B S 7 (1999): 3579. For literary-poetic techniques see W atson, C lassical H ebrew Poetry, idem , T raditional
Techniques in C lassical H ebrew Verse. O n p o etic style see Luis Alonso Schokel, A M anual o f
H ebrew P oetics, SubBi, no. 11 (R om e: P o n tifical Biblical Institute, 1988). W ritten for the more
uninitiated reader, but n evertheless a pro ficien t treatm ent o f the issues involved in the study o f BH
poetry is J. P. Fokkelm an, R eading B ib lica l Poetry: A n Introductory Guide, trans. Ineke Smit
(Louisville: W estm inster, 2001).
2A dele B erlin, B iblical P o etry through M edieval Jew ish Eyes, ISBL (Bloom ington: Indiana
U niversity Press, 1991), 7.
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poetry overlap, so that a precise distinction between prose and poetry is difficult. This
has led to skepticism regarding the validity o f the poetry-prose dichotomy. In the old
view of polarization, prose and poetry are two totally separate categories, and any text
could be rigidly divided into poetry or prose. It has become increasingly clear that such a
distinction cannot do justice to the wide variety o f biblical styles. Rather there is a
poetry-prose continuum with a gradual fade-over o f the two categories in the middle
ground where biblical poetry and prose are overlapping categories:1

Prose
Poetry
4----------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
Absence of ornamentation
High style

A continuum o f styles from highly structured, ornamental language (maximum) to an
absence o f ornamentation (minimum) does not abandon the distinction between poetry
and prose, since the difference between the two is frequently clear.2 Such a concept

'it is safe to say that the concept o f a p oetry-prose continuum has not only found many
adherents, but indeed is the current prevalent theory. T h e continuum concept has been forcefully
suggested by James L. K ugel, The Idea o f B ib lica l P oetry: P arallelism and Its H istory (New Haven:
Yale U niversity Press, 1981), 69-95, though K ugel p u ts aside the use o f the labels “poetry” and
“prose” and instead speaks o f elevated language w ith a relative concentration o f heightening factors
(“high style” or “heightened language”) and language in w hich such factors are relatively absent (“ low
style” or “unheightened language”). K ugel has been b asically follow ed, w ith some variation, e.g., by
Patrick D. Miller, Jr., “M eter, Parallelism , and T ropes: T he S earch for Poetic Style,” JS O T 28 (1984):
99-106 (with an illustration sim ilar to m ine on p. 106); A d ele B erlin, The D ynam ics o f B iblical
Parallelism (Bloomington: Indiana U niversity P ress, 1985), 5; Petersen and R ichards, 28; G illingham ,
36, 43; J. P. Fokkelm an, R eading B iblical N arrative: A n Intro d u cto ry G uide (Louisville: W estm inster,
1999), 174; D avid N oel Freedm an and Jeffrey C. G eoghegan, “Q uantitative M easurem ent in Biblical
Hebrew Poetry,” in K i Baruch H u: A n cien t N ear E aster, B iblical, a n d Judaic Studies in H onor o f
Baruch A. Levine, ed. R. Chazan, W. W . H allo, and L. H. Schiffiman (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns,
1999), 229-230. A b rie f outline o f the issues in the poetry -p ro se relation is presented by Kuntz,
“Biblical Hebrew Poetry in R ecent Research, P art I,” 55-57.
2Petersen and R ichards, 13-14, 28; so also Jam es L. K ugel, “ Some T houghts on Future
Research into Biblical Style: A ddenda to The Idea o f B ib lica l P o etry," JS O T 28 (1984): 107-117.
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points out that the extremes at either end are easily distinguished, but also that there are
texts that have an intermediate status, exhibiting features found on both sides. For such
texts the distinction between poetry and prose is not always easy, and perhaps should not
be drawn altogether.
The question as to what, exactly, poetic elements are is closely related to the
debate over the poetry-prose relation. In recent years it has become evident that there is
no single key characteristic by which biblical poetry may be identified. As a matter of
fact, poetic features are not restricted to poetic texts. However, the more that these
features are present in combination or used with greater intensity within a biblical text,
the more likely it is that this text may be classified as poetry. A poetic text is then present
when different poetic elements form “a complex o f heightening effects.”1
So, what are the different poetic features? There are various lists o f poetic
elements. Inasmuch as they often describe the same features in more or less detail, they
do not differ too much from one another. For instance, Watson specified nineteen poetic
indicators divided into four groups: broad features: (1) presence o f established lineforms, (2) ellipsis, especially verb-gapping, (3) unusual vocabulary, (4) conciseness, (5)
unusual word-order, (6) archaisms, (7) use o f meter and rhythm, (8) regularity and
symmetry; structural features: (9) parallelism in various forms, (10) word pairs, (11)

'K ugel believes that “w hat is called biblical ‘p o etry ’ is a com plex o f heightening effects used
in com binations and intensities that vary w idely from com position to com position even w ithin a single
‘genre’” (The Idea o f Biblical Poetry, 94). In regard to parallelism , rhythm , and style, P etersen and
Richards remark “that all three o f these features occur prom inently in poetry, though in a m ore
intense, denser, or m ore com pact way than they do in prose. N either rhythm /m eter, parallelism , nor
other poetic techniques can, in and o f them selves, serve as a hallm ark for identifying poetic
expression” (14).
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chiastic patterns, (12) envelope figure, (13) break-up o f stereotyped phrases, (14)
repetition in various forms, (15) gender-matched parallelism, (16) tricolon; other
features: (17) rhyme, (18) other sound patterns; and the negative feature o f (19)
absence/rarity o f prose elements.1 According to an introductory list by A. Berlin, the
basic features o f BH poetry are terseness, parallelism, rhythm, repetition and patterning,
imagery, figures o f speech, motifs and themes, the infrequent recourse to such particles as
the definite article n, the direct object marker n x , and the relative pronoun “I$X, as well
as BH poetry’s reluctance to establish explicit connections between lines (consecutive
waw is rarely used).2 P. D. Miller’s list of BH poetic indicators includes terseness,
ellipsis (particularly o f the so-called prose particles), balance or symmetry, parallelism,
word pairs, line length, rhythm, figuration, the syntactic features o f less predictable tense
sequences and word order, parataxis, fronting, and the tendency for decontextualization.3
Though there are other lists, these three shall suffice.4 Poetic features then cover aspects
o f phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. Having sketched the conceptual
background for BH poetry, I can proceed to the poetic analysis o f Dan 8:9-14.

'W atson, C lassical H ebrew Poetry, 46-54.
2A dele Berlin, “Introduction to Hebrew Poetry,” N IB , 4:301-315.
3P atrick D. M iller, “The Theological Significance o f Biblical Poetry,” in Language,
Theology, and the Bible: Essays in H onour o f Janies Barr, ed. S. E. B alentine and J. B arton (O xford:
Clarendon, 1994), 213-230.
4For exam ple, see the 12 particular characteristics o f H ebrew verse listed by G illingham (2328). For an overview o f the various answers given to the question “H ow does biblical poetry and
prose differ?” see Kuntz, “Biblical Hebrew Poetry in Recent Research, P art n , ” 44-47.
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Poetic Analysis ofD aniel 8:9-14
The first task is to identify any poetic features present in Dan 8:9-14. Table 20
shows the results o f a rhythm count o f Dan 8:9-14.' The syllables,2 words, units,3 and
accentual units4 per syntactic line are counted to examine if they could coincide anywhere

'T h e position that “H ebrew poetry possesses rhythm , not meter” (Petersen and R ichards, 47),
and therefore one should speak o f rhythmic patterns instead o f metrical patterns, is gaining m ore and
m ore adherents (see A lonso Schokel, A M anual o f H ebrew Poetics, 34-47). N ote should especially be
taken o f D onald R. V ance (The Question o f M eter in B iblical H ebrew Poetry, Studies in Bible and
E arly C hristianity, no. 46 [Lewiston: M ellen, 2001]), who in an extensive and com parative study o f
the question o f m eter in the alphabetic acrostic poems in the H ebrew Bible com es to the conclusion
that “the p o etry o f the H ebrew Bible does not contain m eter,” although it possesses rhythm (496-497).
2The counting o f pre-M asoretic syllables follows the system established by D. N. Freedm an
(Prolegom enon to The F orm s o f H ebrew Poetry, by G eorge Buchanan Gray [N.p.: Ktav, 1915; reprint
1972], xxxii, xxxv [page citations are to the reprint edition]; cf. Howard, The Structure o f Psalm s 93100, 28-30) and refined by J. P. Fokkelm an (M ajor P oem s o f the H ebrew Bible: A t the Interface o f
P rosody and Structural A nalysis, vol. 2, 85 P salm s and Job 4-14, SSN, no. [41] [Assen: V an Gorcum ,
2000], 13-17). The pre-M asoretic syllable count o f D an 8:9-14 takes the follow ing into consideration:
the m asculine singular segholates are reduced to m onosyllables (p j? in vs. 9a, 223 and “in ’ in vs. 9b,
JJtoS in vss. 12a and 13c, t£pp in 13c and 14c, and 2"I2 and “Ip2 in vs. 14b), and resolved diphthongs
are counted as one syllable (D’EtoH in vs. 10a and D’s b x in vs. 14b). The syllable count includes the
conjunctive w aw at the beginning o f each line, while sometimes such a waw is n ot counted (so Frank
M oore Cross, Jr., and D avid N oel Freedman, Studies in A ncient Yahwistic Poetry, SBLDS, no. 21
[M issoula: Scholars, 1975], 126-127; and Stephen A . Geller, Parallelism in E arly B iblical Poetry,
HSM , no. 20 [M issoula: Scholars, 1979], 46). Since in D an 8:9-14 the conjunction waw occurs
regularly at the beginning o f a clause, as either consecutive or conjunctive, except for the start o f
direct speech in vs. 13c and vs. 14b, the w aw should be regarded as original. W ith regard to the
possibility that vs. 11 is poetic it should be noted that each line starts with a conjunctive waw , so that
its inclusion or elim ination does not change the syllable symmetry.
3The counting o f units follows O ’C onnor’s syntactic approach to BH poetry: M. O ’Connor,
H ebrew Verse Structure (W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1980); reissued with the essay “The C ontours o f
B iblical H ebrew V erse: A n A fterw ord to H ebrew Verse Structure” in 1997; cf. W illiam L. Holladay,
H ebrew Verse Structure R evisited (I): W hich W ords ‘C ount’?” JB L 118 (1999): 19-32. Regarding
the possibility that vs. 11 is poetic, it should be noted that according to O ’C o n n o r’s system o f analysis
the biconsonantal preposition *1J? in vs. 11a does not count as a unit, whereas the two nouns “Ito and
N3SH in vs. 11a count as tw o units, because the m a q q e f does not play a role in his analysis.
“The m ethod o f counting stresses or accentual units that is used here is to assign one stress to
every content w ord, regardless o f length (cf. H ow ard, The Structure o f Psalms 93-100, 31).
Secondary accents are not counted as stress or metric accent, e.g., in WDD1! (vs. 1 lb ), and two w ords
joined by m a q q e f form a single tone unit, e.g., R 3 S n ‘ 1to (vs. 1 la ) receives only one stress.
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with rhythms typical o f poetic cola.1

Table 20. Rhythm Count ofD aniel 8:9-14

Verse

9a
9b
10a
10b
10c
11a
lib
11c
12a
12b
12c
12d
13a
13b
13c
14a
14b
14c

Syllables
pre-MT (MT)
16
17
9
15
4
8
9
8
12
7
4
4
11
15
22
5
10
4

(17)
(19)
(10)
(15)
(4)
(8)
(9)
(8)
(13)
(7)
(4)
(4)
(11)
(15)
(24)
(5)
(13)
(5)

Words

7
8
4
6
1
4
3
3
5
3
1
1
4
5
10
2
6
2

Units

6
5
3
4
1
3
3
3
4
3
1
1
4
5
9
2
5
2

Accentual Units

5
4
3
4
1
3
3
3
4
3
1
1
3
5
9
2
6
2

O f all the verses and units o f direct speech, only vs. 11 shows a rhythmic
structure, its three lines forming a tricolon. However, if the syntactic unit o f a clause is
not considered to be the norm for a colon, the following alternative counts could be
suggested for vss. 9a (divided after DHQ), 12c-d (taken together), 13c (divided after p tn n

'T h e colon is a single line o f poetry. As such, the terms “line” and “colon” are used
interchangeably.
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and after nri), and 14b (divided after “lp 2 )' (see table 21).

Table 21. Alternative Rhythm Count ofDaniel 8:9-14
Verse

9al
9a2
9b
10a
10b
10c
11a
lib
11c
12a
12b
12c-d
13a
13b
B el
13c2
13c3
14a
14bl
14b2
14c

Syllables
pre-MT (MT)
7
9
17
9
15
4
8
9
8
12
7
8
11
15
6
9
7
5
3
7
4

(7)
(10)
(19)
(10)
(15)
(4)
(8)
(9)
(8)
(13)
(7)
(8)
(11)
(15)
(6)
(10)
(8)
(5)
(5)
(8)
(5)

Words

3
4
8
4
6
1
4
3
3
5
3
2
4
5
3
4
3
2
3
3
2

Units

2
4
5
3
4
1
3
3
3
4
3
2
4
5
3
3
3
2
2
3
2

Accentual Units

2
3
4
3
4
1
3
3
3
4
3
2
3
5
3
3
3
2
3
3
2

According to the alternative analysis not only vs. 11 shows rhythmic features but
also vss. 13c, 14b.c, and vs. 12 (with an overlong vs. 12a) seem to have symmetrical
‘The suggestion to divide the syntactic lines in vss. 9a, 13c, and 14b at the indicated places is
based on M asoretic accentuation (excep t fo r the first division in 13c w hich w as placed syntactically;
the accentuation divides after “TOPin) and sym m etrical considerations. The latter one is also the
reason to take vs. 12c and 12d together.
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features, all forming tricola. The major number o f (accentual) units per line is then 3.
Verse 11 is particularly striking, presenting itself as a tricolon.1 First, the syllable
count results in a symmetrical 8 + 9 + 8 pattern (syllables per word: 2.1.3.2 / 4.2.3 /
3.2.3).2 To speak of concentric regularity may stretch the minimal evidence provided by
just one tricolon. It is, however, interesting to see that the length o f the three lines in vs.
11 concurs exactly with the average length o f cola in BH poetry, which is about 8
syllables.3 Second, the word and unit count (4 + 3 + 3) as well as the stress/accent count
(3 + 3 + 3) is symmetrical, too.4 This again corresponds to the major BH poetic unit,

‘Interestingly, Lucas refers in passin g to vs. 11 as “tricola [sic]” (D aniel, 217), b ut he does
not explore this any further nor does he engage in any p oetic analysis.
2Asymmetry in syllables exists betw een lines th a t exhibit an im balance o f tw o or more
syllables (Geller, Parallelism , 371-372). D aniel 8:11 can th erefo re be considered as symm etrical
since the difference in the num ber o f syllables p e r line is o nly one.
3Already Freedm an argued that the average BH colon consists o f about 8 syllables. H ow ard
observes a “ ‘norm al’ syllable count for the line, in the ran g e o f 7-8 syllables,” in Psalm s 93-100 which
establishes a pattern o f roughly 8 syllables and 3 stresses {The Structure o f Psalm s 93-100, 31). A
major study in this respect has been undertaken b y F okkelm an. On the basis o f full syllable counts for
85 psalms and Job 4-14, Fokkelm an com es to the co n clu sio n th at the BH poets them selves did m ost
assuredly count syllables {Major P oem s o f the H ebrew B ible, 2:383; and idem , M a jo r P oem s o f the
Hebrew Bible: A t the Interface o f P ro so d y a n d S tru c tu ra l A nalysis, vol. 3, The R em aining 65 Psalm s,
SSN, no. [43] [Assen: V an G orcum , 2003], 325-327; w hereas earlier Freedm an held that syllable
count is merely descriptive o f the phenom ena [Freedm an, prolegom enon to The F orm s o f H ebrew
Poetry, xxxii]). O f the cola in all 150 Psalm s, 65.1% are seven, eight, or nine syllables long, with
eight being the central norm figure {M ajor P o em s o f the H eb rew B ible, 2:383 and 3:326 [cf. the
matrix o f frequency o f colon lengths p er Psalm in 3:412-416]; R eading B ib lica l Poetry, 47-49).
Fokkelman therefore m aintains that “the num bers 7—8 - 9 are . . . essential, a n d dem onstrate that the
colon is the fundam ental building block o f H eb rew p ro s o d y ” (ibid., 47 [em phasis his]). A prelim inary
analysis o f the book o f Proverbs shows that the average num ber o f syllables per colon is 8.019, w hich
“confirms the honorary title rightly granted to th e n u m b er 8: the central norm figure for the prosody in
classical Hebrew poetry” {Major P oem s o f the H eb rew B ible, 3:16).
“A schem atic representation o f the scansion in d icatin g syllables (“ o”) and stress (accents) o f
vs. 11 is the following:
11a
o o o -o o o o o
lib
ooooooooo
11c

oooooooo.
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word, or stress number per colon, which is 2 or 3. In comparison with other poetic
passages in the book ofDaniel, the stress pattern 3 + 3 + 3 o f Dan 8:11 is not unusual.1 In
the poetic passage in the same chapter, that is, Dan 8:23-26, the predominant stress
number per colon is 3.2 And third, the fact that Dan 8:11 is a tricolon in which each
syntactic clause coincides with a poetic colon (vs. 11a, lib , 1 lc ) strengthens its poetic
characteristic.3 The use o f tricola is quite common in BH poetry, though bicola occur
more often, certainly because o f the extensive use o f parallelism.4 Indeed, one o f the
poetic features listed by Watson and also by Gillingham is the use o f tricola.5
Furthermore the specific tricolon in Dan 8:11 is not exceptional since there are also other
tricola o f the accentual unit type 3 + 3 + 3 in Daniel: in the Hebrew parts in 9:24c; 12:1a,
12:1b; and in the Aramaic part in 2:20, 22; 4:8, 9b, 21, 24b.6

‘A ccording to Bentzen, who offers an accent count for the poetic p assages in D aniel, the
num ber o f accents per line that occurs m ost in D aniel is 3 (passim ).
2Bentzen presents the following num ber o f accents for D an 8:23-26: 23: 2 + 2, 3 + 2; 24: 2 +
2, 2 + 2; 25: 3 + 3, 2 + 3, 3 + 3; 26: 3 + 3, 3 + 3 (67). H ow ever, he deletes ) r D 3 k b ) from vs. 24 and
counts O’tf'lp'DSJ) at the end o f vs. 24 to vs. 25 (60). A pplying the m ethod o f alternation prosody,
that is, stressed and unstressed syllables alternated regularly w ithout regard fo r natural w o rd stress,
Segert observes that in the vision in 8:23-26 “the m ost freq u en t prosodic featu res are b icola with three
accented syllables, alternating with unstressed syllables in each colon” (“P o etic S tructures,” 267).
3Segert notes that “the coincidence o f prose units— cola and com binations o f cola (= poetic
verses)— w ith syntactic units is the m ost objective criterion o f p oetry and is the first test to b e applied
to a passage” (ibid., 273).
4O f 2,695 verses in all the Psalms, Fokkelm an identifies 346 as tric o la (12.8% ), 2,329 as
bicola (86.4% ), and 20 as m onocola (0.7% ) {M ajor P o em s o f the H ebrew B ib le, 3:417-421; a slightly
revised list o f the one published in 2:522-525; the num ber o f 2,795 verses in the Psalm s given in
R eading B iblical Poetry, 233 n. 4, is a m istake).
5W atson, Classical H ebrew Poetry, 53; G illingham , 27.
“Bentzen, 23, 39, 73, 77.
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In summary then, vs. 11 clearly has the poetic characteristic o f rhythm. Verses 12,
13c, and 14b.c do not show such a clear rhythmic feature.
Poetic features also include devices involving sound. Possible sound devices can
be detected in vs. 9b/10a, vs. 12b-d, vs. 14c, and clearly in vs. 11. The use o f ’a s (vs. 9b)
followed by the construct K315 (vs. 10a) after two intervening words could constitute a
play o f sound.1 The three clauses in vs. 12b-d— in fact, three successive words

(nipK,

nntoyi, and n r v ^ m ) — end with the sound H-, which could be an intentional rhyme.
The two words in vs. 14c, linp p iUSS), display a chiastic sound pattern that exists
between their roots: tf*Tp / p i s .
Daniel 8:11 exhibits a number of clear instances o f alliteration and assonance. In
1 la.b.c the letter n occurs five times at the beginning o f a word (out o f 10 words). In
1 lb.c the letter Q occurs three times at the beginning o f a word (out o f 6 words). The six
words in 1 lb and 1 lc show an alliterative pattern o f H- and D-sounds at their beginning:

n-n-n // n-n-O.

Some minor play on sounds that still create cohesion includes the

following: The last vowel o f the final two words in 1 lb (CHil and “Ppnn) is a long /i/sound (1:), whereas the last vowel o f the final two words in 1 lc CpSE and ittJ'Tpp) is the
long /o/-sound (i). In 1 lc each word contains a /k/-sound (D and p), which is then the
dominant in-word sound. The last two words in 1 lc start with the similar double sound -

‘The assonance/alliteration betw een ’3S (vs. 9b) and K 23 (vs. 10a) is observed by H itzig,
131; K ranichfeld, 293; Zockler, 175; M einhold, “D aniel,” 308; Prince, D aniel, 241; G oettsberger, 61;
Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 173.
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DD/-p72.’ A lso the sound combination o f the first and second syllable in the last word in
1 la (-12: in

and in 1 lc (-Ip - in i ’in p ft) is alike. On the whole, the high density of

sound patterns in vs. 11 suggests that the nature o f the three lines o f this verse is poetic
rather than prose.
Another feature that places a text closer to the poetic end o f the poetry-prose
continuum is the tendency to omit the definite article -n (i.e., the consonantal article, not
the vowel article under an inseparable preposition), the relative pronoun “ittfN, and the
particle n x , which have been called the “prose particles” by Andersen and Forbes.2
Sometimes the consecutive w a w is included. O f these the most prosaic particle is n x ,
whereas the article is relatively the least prosaic, while “itfx comes in between.3
However, Segert finds these particles “significantly represented in postexilic poetry” and
thus suggests that they “cannot serve as criteria to distinguish it [BH poetry] from prose.”4
The best way to determine whether the prose particles have any value in determining the

‘It is o f course clear that D and p need to be distinguished since they belong to different
phonetic groups, 3 being a palatal and p being a velar. Nevertheless, the sim ilarity o f the sound
pattern w ith the previous letter D could indicate a play on sound.
2Francis I. A ndersen and A . D ean Forbes, ‘“ Prose Particles’ Counts o f the H ebrew B ible,” in
The W ord o f the L o rd S hall Go F orth: E ssays in H onor o f D avid N o el Freedman in Celebration o f
H is Sixtieth B irthday, ed. C. L. M eyers and M . O ’C onnor, ASOR Special Volum e Series, no. 1
(W inona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1983), 165-183. The absence o f prose elements has also been listed as
poetic feature by W atson (Classical H ebrew Poetry, 54), Gillingham (23), M iller (“Biblical Poetry,”
216), and B erlin (“Introduction to H ebrew Poetry,” 303).
3See also Freedm an and G eoghegan, 231-232.
“Segert, “Poetic Structures,” 265, 272. Segert’s questioning o f the applicability o f prose
particle counts for late B iblical Hebrew seem s to be supported by the fact that, according to A ndersen
and Forbes (‘“ Prose Particle’ Counts,” 177, 179), Dan 11 receives a score o f 7.692% (47 out o f 611
w ords are prose particles), w hich w ould m ake that chapter squarely poetic (close to some Psalm s and
to poetic chapters in prophetic books), w hich, how ever, is not the case when other poetic features are
considered.
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prosaic or poetic character of Dan 8:9-14 is to analyze the text accordingly.1
There is no occurrence o f the direct object marker n x in Dan 8:9-14, though there
are two direct objects in vss. 1 lb

(T p rirt)

and 12b (nQX).2 A short analysis o f the direct

objects in Dan 8 proves to be interesting. Direct objects occur thirteen times in Dan 8.
Seven times they are preceded by the object marker n x (vss. 4, 7 [2x], 15, 16, 19, 27), all
in prose language. Six times the direct object stands without the object marker DX: four
times clearly in poetry (vss. 24, 25 [2x], 26), and then once in vs. 1 lb and once in vs. 12b.
Before arguing that there is an indication o f poetry here, it is important to know that
whenever n o x is the direct object it is never preceded by the object marker, either in
poetry or in prose.3 The omission o f n x before

nnx

in Dan 8:12b is therefore not unusual

and has no bearing at all on identifying the style o f language. Likewise, it can be argued
that the direct object “PDrirt in the apparently prose Dan 11:31 is not preceded by n x

‘A ndersen and Forbes counted the three prose particles— definite article, relative pronoun,
and direct object m arker— for every chapter o f th e H ebrew Bible and concluded that in general,
chapters w ith a score o f less than 5% for these particles are w isdom , lyrical poetry, and oracular
prophecy, m ost chapters w ith a score o f 5-10% are poetic, chapters with a score o f 10-20% are mixed,
and chapters above 20% are prose. For D an 8 th ey counted 6 relative pronouns, 57 articles, 7 direct
object m arkers out o f 383 w ords. The score o f the three particles is then 18.277% w hich would
suggest that D an 8 is m ixed in character, b u t closer to prose than to poetry (ibid., 177). If the same
count is lim ited to D an 8:9-14 the results are 14 articles (no relative pronouns or direct object m arkers)
out o f 75 w ords, th at is, a score o f 18.667% (fo r D an 8:11-14 only the score is 14.286%, that is, 7 o f
49 w ords). For the poetic sections o f the H ebrew parts o fD a n ie l such a prose particle count results in
a score o f 7.692% for 8:23-26 (4 out o f 52 w ords), 7.292% for 9:24-27 (7 out o f 96 words), and 22%
for 12:1-3 (11 out o f 50 w ords).
2These two cases should be added to H o ftijzer’s statistical analysis o f objective com plem ents
w ithout n x in D an 8. J. H oftijzer, “R em arks C oncerning the U se o f the Particle °t in Classical
H ebrew ,” in flS : 1 9 4 0 -1 9 6 5 , ed. P.A .H . de B oer, O tSt, no. 14 (Leiden: Brill, 1965), 78.
3Gen 24:27, 49; 32:11 (as direct object o f the follow ing relative clause); 47:29; Josh 2:14;
2 Sam 2:6; Ezek 18:9; M ic 7:20; Z ech 8:16 (2x), 19; Pss 30:10; 40:11; 51:8; 57:4; 61:8; 146:6; Neh
9:33; 2 Chr 31:20.
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either, and so the absence o f PIN before TO Pin in Dan 8:11b does not necessarily indicate
poetry.1
The relative pronoun “i$K does not occur in Dan 8:9-14. However, there is no
place where it has been omitted and so its absence cannot function as an indicator of
poetry.
The definite article occurs at expected places in the text. There are only three
instances where one could argue for an omission o f the article. However, they can be
interpreted on grounds other than identification as poetic feature. In the first case, the
subject KSa in vs. 12a has no article, though a host was mentioned before. As put forth
in the syntactic analysis, the indefiniteness o f the host in vs. 12a implies that this host is
different from the host in vss. 10 and 1 la. In the second case, the indefiniteness o f nDK
(vs. 12b) does not pose any problem since this noun is frequently indefinite in the Hebrew
Bible. And in the third case, the indefiniteness o f izhp points to the encompassing
dimension o f the term. Thus, the lack o f the definite article with these words does not
constitute a poetic feature, although the possibility o f a poetic indication cannot be ruled
out per se.
In addition to the so-called “prose particles,” the directional Pt-ending has been
identified as a prose indicator by Hoftijzer. He observes that in Dan 8 the directional Pt
occurs seven times (with □’ “sea,” “pSlJ “north,” and 332 “south” in 8:4, and with

‘H oftijzer observes that in the b o o k o f D aniel the density o f n x in chaps. 1 :l-2 :4 a, 8, and 10
is in agreem ent w ith the findings in narrative m aterial and in chaps. 9, 11, and 12 is sim ilar to that of
poetic material (“P article
79). In general, H oftijzer is correct, b ut he fails to distinguish between
different parts w ithin a chapter, for exam ple, betw een the poetic D an 8:23-26 and the rest o f chap. 8.
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“earth” in 8:7, 10, 12, 18), whereas there are no zero-instances. Such a use o f directional
n “is completely in agreement with what is found in prose texts and in contradiction with
the poetic material.”1 Again, vss. 11, 13, and 14 show no tendency since they contain
neither a directional rt nor a zero-instance. Thus, the absence o f prose particles cannot be
regarded as an indicator o f prose language in verse 11.
However, there is another prose indicator. Verbal forms with w a w consecutive
(w a y y iq to l and v f q a ta l) can function as indicators o f the style o f language. All ninety-

eight occurrences o f the w a y y iq to l in the Hebrew parts o f Daniel are in prose texts. There
is no single occurrence o f a w a y y iq to l in the poetic parts. The w a y y iq to l can therefore be
regarded as an unambiguous indicator o f prose material. For Dan 8:9-14 this means that
the clauses in vss. 9, 10, 13a.b, and 14a are clearly prose. The presence o f three
w a y yiq to l forms in the three clauses in vs. 10 and their absence in the three clauses in vs.

11 is one o f the most decisive factors to distinguish the style in vs. 10, which is narrative
prose, from the more elevated style in vs. 11. The w eq a ta l form occurs seventy-seven
times in the Hebrew parts o f Daniel, with the exception o f two cases (8:4), always in
direct speech. Since the syntax o f direct speech often reflects a certain correspondence
with poetry, it is not surprising that w eq a ta l forms do occur in poetic sections (8:24 [4x],
25; 9:25, 27; 12:1). Hence, the w eq a ta l forms in 8:12c.d and 14c do not preclude a poetic
style o f these clauses.
Table 22 displays the number o f instances o f “nonpoetic” particles and o f

1J. H oftijzer, A Search fo r M ethod: A Stu d y in the Syntactic Use o f the H -Locale in C lassical
Hebrew, Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics, no. 12 (Leiden: Brill, 1981), 184-185.
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w a y y iq to l and w eq a ta l forms in the different verses o f 8:9-14, in the poetic parts o f 8:23-

26, 9:24-27, and 12:1-3, and in the Hebrew parts o f Daniel (1:1—2:4a; 8-12). From such
a statistical comparison it is clear that vss. 9, 10, 13a.b, and 14a are certainly prose,
whereas vss. 11, 1 2 , 13c, and 14b.c exhibit only a minimal number o f prose particles.
These verses could be in poetic style. In the end, it appears that Segert’s observation that
prose particles do not help in identifying poetry or prose in the book o f Daniel has to be
qualified. It is true that the relative absence o f prose particles in Daniel does not clearly
identify a poetic section. However, the relative density o f prose particles still indicates
the prose character o f a text.

Table 22. Nonpoetic Particle and w a y y i q to l/v f q a t a l Count in the Hebrew Parts o f Daniel
8:9 -14
9

nx

-

10

-

11

-

12

-

13

13

14

14

a.b

c

a

b.c

-

-

-

-

8:23-26

9:24-27

12:1-3

1:1—2:4

poetic

poetic

poetic

& 8-12

-

-

-

40

1

-

1

47

-n

4

3

2

1

1

3

-

-

3

7

10

237

n-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

wayyiqtol

1

3

-

-

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

98

weqatal

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

1

5

2

1

77

There are two words in Dan 8:9-14 that are used in the Hebrew Bible
predominantly in poetry. The first is

(Dan 8:11c) that occurs elsewhere eight times

in poetry (Exod 15:17, 1 Kgs 8:13=2 Chr 6:2; Pss 33:14; 89:15; 97:2; 104:5, Isa 18:4)
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and eight times in prose (1 Kgs 8:39,43, 49=2 Chr 6:30, 6:33, 6:39; Isa 4:5'; Ezra 2:68).
If the eight references in the parallel texts of 1 Kgs 8 and 2 Chr 6 are only counted as
four, it is understandable why for Driver

is a “chiefly poetical” word.2 The second

word is the noun 08 “10 (Dan 8:13c), which is elsewhere used five times in poetry (Isa 5:5;
7:25; 10:6; 28:18; Mic 7:10) and only once in prose (Ezek 34:19).3 One should be careful
not to deduce too much from these two words. Yet, they do provide additional support
for the more poetic nature of vss. 11c and 13c.
Clear instances of syntactic or semantic parallelism, that is, “repetition o f similar
or related semantic content or grammatical structure in adjacent lines or verses,”4 are not
found in Dan 8:9-14. At the most, vs. 1lb and 1lc could work on KugeTs “A, what’s
more, B” pattern. Since parallelism is one of the dominant features o f biblical poetry, its
relative absence in Dan 8:9-14 appears to be a major weakness o f the suggestion that Dan
8:11 may be poetic. However, as Segert pointed out, in contrast to preexilic prosody
“syntactic and semantic cohesion, expressed most obviously by parallelism, is
considerably weakened in postexilic poetry,”5 and thus becomes a decreasing factor in
identifying poetic language.

'O f the m ore recent com mentators only John D. W. W atts considers Isa 4:2-6 to b e poetry
(.Isaiah 1-33, W BC, vol. 24 [W aco: W ord, 1985], 47-49).
2D river, D aniel, 117; followed by Aalders, D aniel (1962), 176.
3One is tem pted to add the nom inal use o f the absolute and indeterm inate 2}"Jp (D an 8:13c,
14c) since such a form occurs elsewhere only in Ps 134:2. H ow ever, a single instance o f com parison
cannot provide enough evidence to decide w hether t£j“7p reflects poetic usage or not.
4B erlin, “Introduction to Hebrew Poetry,” 304.
5Segert, “Poetic Structures,” 263.
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Variation in word order may be typical for poetry.1 Again, vs. 11 attracts
attention. The verb occurs at the end in vs. 1 la, in the middle in vs. l i b , and in clauseinitial position in vs. lie. Thus, the verb moves from the third position (vs. 11a), to the
second (vs. 1 lb), and then to the first position (vs. 11c). Hence, the verb position forms a
nice pattern if vs. 11 is a tricolon.
Further below, I suggest that the sudden occurrence of masculine gender o f the
verbs in 1la and 1 lb, which appear to have the feminine horn as the subject, could serve
as another indicator for a switch from prose to more elevated language. The masculine
gender in vs. 11 would then corresponds to the (grammatically correct) masculine gender
in the poetic text in vss. 23-26.
Finally, the position o f vs. 11 at the end o f the vision report suggests by analogy to
the position o f the other poetic parts in the second half of Daniel, that 8:11 could be of
poetic nature. Shifts from prose to poetry are attested at the high points o f the visions and
epiphanies in Dan 7-12. In BA such a phenomenon appears in the vision o f 7:2-14 (7:910, 13-14) and its angelic interpretation (7:23-27). In BH one finds climactic poetry at
the end o f the angelic interpretation in chap. 8 (8:23-26), and at the end o f the angelic
discourses in chap. 9 (9:24-27) and in chaps. 11 and 12 (12:1-3). Since 8:11 is the
conclusion o f the vision report, the poetic character o f this verse, perhaps even o f the
following audition in vss. 12-14, fits into such a prose-poetry pattern.2
'G illingham , 24; M iller, “B iblical Poetry,” 222-223.
2In like m anner, Segert argues in regard to D an 12:1-3: “Though there are relatively few
poetic features in 12:1-3 . . . the function o f this passage as the conclusion o f the vision in chaps. 1011 supports its characterization as poetry” (“Poetic Structures,” 271).
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To summarize, in a poetry-prose continuum most o f the clauses in Dan 8:9-14
range closer to the prose end. However, vs. 11 shows a combination of several poetic
features that, when taken together, make the conclusion almost inevitable that this verse
is intentionally composed in poetic-style language. The correspondence o f syntactic units
with colon length creates a tricolon with the following poetic features: (1) rhythm as
exhibited in a symmetrical syllable, word, unit, and accent count; (2) sound devices by
assonance and alliteration with the letters mem and he; (3) absence o f prose particles and
absence o f wayyiqtol or weqatal forms; (4) use of the chiefly poetic word

(5) pattern

o f positioning the verb differently in all three lines; (6) masculine gender o f the verbs in
1 la and 1 lb matching the masculine gender of verbs in the poetic interpretation in 8:2326; and (7) position of vs. 11 at the end and climax o f the vision report in conformity with
the other poetic parts in Dan 7-12 that are located at the end of a vision report (Dan 7:910, 13-14) or interpretation (8:23-26; 9:24-27; 12:1-3). Other parts in the passage (vs. 12,
13c, and 14b-c) also show some poetic features,1but they are too few to allow for any
intelligent decision whether these parts are poetic or prosaic. Maybe these verses should
be placed somewhere in the middle o f die poetry-prose continuum.
The occurrence o f a poetic inset in Dan 8:11, as well as its shortness, comprising
only one verse or three lines, should not be surprising. Poetic insets in prose are not an

'V erse 12 show s prosodic regularity, w ith the exception o fv s. 12a, correspondence of
syntactic units w ith colon length creating a tricolon, assonance in endings, and a relative absence o f
prose particles. V erse 13c exhibits prosodic regularity and a relative absence o f prose particles. And
vs. 14b.c show s prosodic regularity, assonance, and a total absence o f prose particles.
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unusual phenomenon, and they can be very short.1 Naturally, the shorter a poetic inset is,
the more important it becomes that its poetic features can be clearly detected, as is the
case for Dan 8:11} The question that remains to be answered concerns the reason and
function o f the poetic style in vs. 11.

Function of Poetic Style in Daniel 8:11
In the book o f Daniel one can find a number o f poetic insets.3 In the stories in
Dan 1-6 they are interspersed throughout narrations (2:20-23; 3:31-33; 4:3 lb-32;
6:26/27-28) and vision reports (4:7b-9, 1 l-13/14a). In the visions in Dan 7-12 they are
placed in vision reports (7:9-10, 13-14) and in angelic interpretations (7:23-27; 8:23-26;
9:24-27; 12:1-3). In order to determine the function o f poetic language in 8:11, it is
necessary to summarize the purpose and function o f the other poetic parts in Daniel.
Poetry in Dan 1-6 highlights a narrative climax.4 It is furthermore “a focusing
technique to point out the main themes o f the narrative.”5 The poetic parts have a

'Fokkelm an observes that “the p ro se w riters like to vary their prose w ith poetry at w ellchosen moments. W e regularly come u p o n a fragm ent o f poetic art, m aybe ju s t a single verse or
strophe, and som etim es even poetry o f a sizable length is inserted” {Reading B iblical Narrative, 175).
2If in D an 8 the distinction b etw een prose in vs. 10 and poetry in vs. 11 seems for some not
that obvious, a further rem ark by Fokkelm an could be helpful: “It also regularly happens that the
language used by the w riter condenses d u rin g narration, som ehow becom es m ore compact, and
suddenly proves capable o f being scanned” (ibid., 175).
3Koch speaks o f “p oetic intersp ersio n s” (poetische Einsprengsel) and even claim s that “it
belongs apparently to the apocalyptic genre th at hym nic parts in elevated language are interspersed at
significant places” (D as B u ck D aniel, 81).
4Cf. ibid. A fter analyzing the p o em s in D an 2:20-23 and 6:27-28, Prinsloo concludes that
“the author o f the narrative uses poetry exactly at the crucial stages in his story, either to slow the pace
or underline the m essage, but always to catch the attention” (107).
5V enter, 1009.
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theocentric perspective, emphasizing G od’s power and control. “In Daniel then, poetry is
used intermittently to make explicit the book’s theological message.”1
The function of the poetic sections in the visionary part o f Daniel does not seem
to be different from their function in the stories. The same heightening effect and
theological import o f the poetic insets is evident in the visions of Dan 7-12. Segert claims
that “all three allegedly poetic passages in the second part o f the book o f Daniel (8:23-26,
9:24-27, and 12:1-3) have the same function: they serve as the climax of the vision. In
this position they attract attention by their effective, compact structuring.”2 Not only do
the poetic insets in Daniel mark the climax o f a symbolic or epiphany vision, they also
“emphasize the most relevant messages in a vision,”3 specifically the theme o f God’s
control and reign, involving divine intervention and judgment (see table 23).
At first sight, the poetic character o f Dan 8:11 seems to break the theocentric
pattern o f the poetic passages in Daniel. In spite o f the fact that vs. 11 exhibits poetic
features it does not mention G od’s power and control. Rather, on the contrary, this verse
recounts the activities o f the horn demonstrating its power and control. However, exactly
herein could lie the reason for the use o f elevated language in vs. 11. The message is
underscored by its form. The horn presumptuously attributes divine prerogatives to itself

'James W . W atts, Psalm and S to ry , 170. R ecently, C . L. Seow finds the poetic doxology in
Dan 2:20-23 “theologically pivotal to the entire p assag e” (“F rom M ountain to M ountain: T he Reign o f
God in D aniel 2,” in A G od So N ear: E ssays on O ld T esta m en t Theology in H o n o r o f P a trick D.
Miller, ed. B. A. Strawn and N. R. B ow en [W inona L ake: E isenbrauns, 2003], 362), putting the reign
o f God “at the heart o f the entire chapter” (373).
2Segert, “Poetic Structures,” 265.
3So Segert (ibid., 274), w ithout explicating w h at th e m ost relevant m essages in the different
visions are.
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and acts like a god. It brings heaven on earth. Such a message is pointedly draped in
poetic style that is otherwise used for emphasizing G od’s supremacy and that in the
context o f 8:9-11 effectively sharpens the horn’s attack on God and what belongs to him.

Table 23. Poetic Insets in the Visions and Angelic Interpretations in Daniel 7-12
Poetic Text

7:9-10

7:23-27

7:13-14
Climax of

Vision
7:2-14

Antagonistic
Power (AP)

8:11(12,

8:23-26

9:24-27

12:1-3

13c, 14bc?)
Angelic

Vision

Angelic

Angelic

Angelic

interpretation

(& audition)

interpretation

discourse

discourse

7:17-27

8:3-11 (3-14)

8:19-26

9:22-27

11:1-12:4

Fourth beast

Horn

King

Desolator

[Horn, 7:8,

Ten kings

[North King,

HI

King (main)

11:40-45]

Violence,

Violence,

Violence,

Violence,

[Violence,

blasphemy,

blasphemy,

blasphemy,

desecration

[Violence]

blasphemy]

desecration

desecration
People of the

Your people

Your people

Anointed one

Michael

Judgment

Judgment1

Judgment

8:25f

9:27

12:1-3

Divine

Divine

Divine

AP’s Activity

Affected

Peoples,

Holy ones of

Personage

nations, and

the Most

[Host of

languages

High

heaven, 8:10]

Celestial

Ancient of

Most High

Commander

Prince of

Personage

days

of the host

princes

holy ones

Son of man
Divine

Judgment

Judgment

Activity

7:9-10, 13-14

7:26-27

[Judgment
8:14c]

Final
Activity

Divine

Divine

Horn
[Divine]

'in 9:24-27 there is, o f course, more divine activity m entioned than only divine judgm ent, but it is
clear that all the activities are in favor o f G o d ’s people.
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In the case that vss. 12, 13a, and 14b-c are considered to be more poetic than
prose— a possible option, yet difficult to prove (see above)— the element of divine
intervention and judgment is present. The passage in Dan 8:11-14 would then fit into the
theocentric pattern of Danielic poetry and in theme follows closely the poetic passages in
8:23-26 and 7:23-27.
The function o f poetry in 8:11 can now be defined: (1) It indicates the climax o f
the vision in Dan 8; (2) catches attention, (3) heightens the tension in describing the
ultimate madness o f the hom, and (4) conveys a strong substantial, even theological
statement: the hom exalts itself to a divine level and attempts to usurp the role o f God.
The thrust o f the vision report, as underlined by its climax in elevated language, is to
present the presumptuous usurpation o f divine power and control.

Conclusion
In summary, the three lines in 8:11 should be regarded as very short, embedded
poetry in the prose narrative of the vision report. From a structural perspective, vs. 11
forms the climax o f the vision report. Set at such a crucial location, this verse highlights
the climactic act o f the horn’s presumptuousness when it exalts itself to the position o f
the commander o f the host assaulting his (high) priestly role and assuming divine status
itself. The writer accentuates and charges this climax by means o f poetic devices.

Gender

Gender Difficulties
The passage in Dan 8:9-12 is peculiar for its use o f gender. In no other passage in
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the book o f Daniel is there such a density of apparent cases of gender incongruence and
shifts o f verbal gender. No less than five gender-related difficulties appear in these verses
(there are none in vss. 13-14). In sequence o f their occurrence these are: First, in vs. 9a
the masculine pronominal suffix in a HQ refers to a feminine antecedent, independent o f
whether the suffix refers to the four winds or to the four horns since both are feminine in
gender. Second, in vs. 9a the feminine subject nnK 'pj? “one hom” takes a masculine
verb X S\ Third, in vs. 11, an unexpected transition to masculine verb forms occurs.
Whereas vs. 10 exhibits feminine verbs in congruence with the feminine subject “hom,”
the verb

in vs. 11a is suddenly masculine without any apparent change o f subject.

The verbs in the following two clauses continue the masculine gender (vs. 1 lb-c). Of
course,

in vs. 1lc, being a passive, has the regular gender in congruence with the

masculine subject

Fourth, in vs. 12 seemingly another transition occurs in verbal

gender since feminine verbs are used without reintroducing the hom as subject. Fifth, in
vs. 12a the usually masculine N3S is the grammatical subject of the feminine verb p a n .
So far, commentators have provided some syntactic explanations for the
unexpected gender in vs. 9a, but it has been difficult to provide convincing explanations
for the gender shifts in vs. 11a (masculine verb) and in vs. 12a (feminine verb). It is then
no wonder that Dan 8:11-12 in particular has often been regarded as a convoluted
passage.1 However, the syntactic analysis o f these verses has shown that four o f the
'F or exam ple, after pointing out that there are three difficulties in 8:11-12, all related to
gender (our difficulties 3, 4, and 5), Prince concludes that the text is obviously corrupt and “i f the
M asoretic text o f this passage be allow ed to rem ain unaltered, a satisfactory translation is im possible”
(“On D aniel viii. 11, 12,” 203-204).
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apparent difficulties can be explained satisfactorily. Let us recapitulate the essential
points.
W ith regard to the first difficulty, the masculine plural pronominal suffix in DHft
(vs. 9a) obviously replaces the feminine form, and such a replacement has to be regarded
as grammatically possible. This phenomenon not only occurs frequently in the Hebrew
Bible, but also in the book o f Daniel itself. The masculine plural suffix appears instead
of the feminine form once more beside Dan 8:9a in the Hebrew (Dan 1:5) and in five
places in the Aramaic (Dan 2:33, 41,44; 7:8, 19). In fact, because o f these replacements
it happens that the feminine plural pronominal suffix is never used in Daniel, either in the
Hebrew or in the Aramaic.
With regard to the second difficulty, the gender incongruence between subject and
verb in vs. 9a can be explained as a case where the verbal inflection is omitted when the
verb precedes the subject. After the subject has been introduced (the feminine ] “ij?), the
verbal gender in vs. 9b is feminine, as expected.
With regard to the fourth and fifth difficulties,

can have the feminine gender,

though extremely rarely (elsewhere only in Isa 40:2), and thus is the grammatical subject
of the feminine ]n3n. If the gender o f tO li in Dan 8:12a is indeed feminine, then the
feminine verb forms in the four clauses o f vs. 12 all have this host as subject. There is no
sudden recurrence o f feminine forms with the unmentioned hom as subject,1especially in
light of the fact that the last gender attributed to the hom was the masculine in vs. 11a and

'F or R atner, D an 8:8, 12 in com parison w ith vss. 9-11 exhibits “am biguity caused by m ultiple
referents” (124.) U nfortunately, R atner does not elaborate w hich m ultiple referents occur in the text
and how an appropriate referent selection should be carried out.
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1 lb and that meanwhile a new grammatical subject has been introduced in vs. 12a.

Masculine Verbal Gender in Daniel 8:11
The only gender shift that remains to be explained is the third difficulty, that is,
the sudden occurrence o f masculine verb forms in vs. 11a and 1 lb that appear to have the
feminine hom as the subject. Several proposals have been made to account for the shift
from feminine verbs in vs. 10 to masculine verbs in vs. 11. It is obvious that some of
these suggestions involve also the other gender-related difficulties in vss. 9-12, and yet,
their focus is on vs. 11.
First, in regard to vs. 11, the use o f masculine verb forms instead o f the feminine
has been explained simply by the “tendency to ignore the feminine.”1 Such an
explanation cannot satisfy for the obvious reason that the verbs in the four clauses prior to
vs. 11a have been used in the correct feminine gender. Why would the “tendency to
ignore the feminine” occur only in vs. 11?
Second, Buschhaus proposes that the he-goat is the subject o f the masculine
gender in vss. 9a and 1la.2 This suggestion is far from convincing. For one, Buschhaus
needs to revocalize KS’ into Hiphil imperfect

which does not really fit the syntax or

the context. More importantly, to take the he-goat as the agent o f the magnification to the
commander o f the host in vs. 11a would disrupt the flow o f the increasing magnification
of the hom in the previous clauses and thus would destroy the literary magnification

'So A alders, D aniel (1962), 175, w ho in support o f his explanation cites this general
grammatical observation by Joiion (cf. Jotion an d M uraoka, 552 [§ 150b]).
2B uschhaus, 28.
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pattern with the keyword

that is applied to the ram, the he-goat, and now to the hom.

It is also clear that the last occurrence of the he-goat in vs. 8a lies too far back to be
understood as the subject in vs. 11a without mentioning the he-goat again.
Third, Slonim suggests as a principle that irregular gender is used intentionally to
heighten the reader’s attention and to mark specific passages as climax.1 Dan 8:9a with
its masculine verb is among the texts that he lists,2 but according to his principle vss. 11
and 12 could also be included. However, Slonim overstates his case because his
explanation cannot account for all passages in which gender disagreement occurs. The
best advice is to treat each and every passage separately on its own terms.3 Unless a
passage is marked as particularly important or as climax by some other features, one
should be extremely careful to propose that an irregular gender in the same text is used to
attract the reader’s attention to it.
Fourth, the explanation o f the irregular gender in Dan 8:11 that has received the
widest scholarly support is the suggestion that the masculine gender o f the verbs would

‘Slonim, “M asculine P redicates,” 297-302. Slonim regards in general the deliberate use o f
irregular gender “to attract the read er’s attention to an aspect o f the scriptural te x t” (297), “to force the
reader to notice hidden m eanings . . . by shocking him th ro u g h anom alous constructions” (302), to
increase the impressiveness (302), and in the case th at both genders in tw o or m ore predicates refer to
the same feminine noun “this irregularity served to m ark a crescendo, a clim ax” (299, em phasis his).
Slonim holds the same view o f deliberate g en d er incongruence for the sake o f heightened attention in
regard to the use o f m asculine pronom inal suffixes w ith reference to fem inine nouns, as is exem plified
in D an 8:9a by DHD. Such a use o f m asculine suffixes instead o f the fem inine form s is deliberate and
serves the purpose “to attract the attention o f th e read er and to indicate elusive shades o f m eaning”
(idem, “The Substitution o f the M asculine,” 401) and “to force the reader, through the shock of
ungrammatical endings, to ponder some hidden m eaning o f the tex t” (idem , “T he D eliberate
Substitution o f the M asculine,” 158).
2Slonim, “M asculine P redicates,” 300.
3So Ratner (150) in his critique o f Slonim .
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refer to the masculine reality behind the feminine symbol used in the text.1 In other
words, the author drops the symbolic speech about the hom, which is feminine in gender,
and allows a glimpse of the concrete reality behind the hom symbol. “The king himself,
too, becomes momentarily visible in v 11a.”2 The use of the masculine verbs in vs. 11
would then be in accordance with the use of masculine verbs in the angelic interpretation
in vss. 23-25, where the hom symbol is deciphered as “king,” which is masculine in
gender, and, o f course, masculine verb forms are used to describe the activities of that
king. Bevan rejects this explanation because “in the second half o f vs. 12 the feminine
gender reappears, although the hom has not again been mentioned.”3 This argument
should not be overlooked by those who hold that the hom is the subject in vs. 12b-d.
However, Bevan’s objection cannot be maintained if it is realized that the subject in the
four clauses o f vs. 12 is understood to be the host (vs. 12a), and that vs. 12 reports the

‘The explanation o f the irregular m asculine g ender as referrin g to the reality behind the
symbol is also known as constructio ad sensum . The follow ing scholars b eliev e that the m asculine
gender in vs. 11 is constructed ad sensum (those scholars w ho apply such an interpretation both to the
masculine pronom inal suffix and the m asculine verb in vs. 9a are m arked by an asterisk):
*Rosenmuller, 258, 261; von Lengerke, 379; *Maurer, 142, 143; *K ranichfeld, 292, 294; *Zockler,
175, 176; K am phausen, 33; Moore, “D aniel viii. 9-14,” 195; K onig 3:166 (§249e); M ontgom ery, 335;
H ubert Junker, Untersuchungen iiber literarische und exegetische P ro b lem e des B uches D aniel
(Bonn: Hanstein, 1932), 70; Obbink, 109; Lattey, 85; B entzen, 56; N o tsch er, D aniel, 43; Ploger,
D aniel, 122; D elcor, 174; Lebram, “Konig A ntiochus,” 768 (cf. idem , D a n iel, 93, 95), for w hom the
change o f gender also indicates that vss. 11-12a constitute an interpolation; H asslberger, 17, 98;
Lacocque, The B ook o f Daniel, 159; Siiring, 415; M aier, 305 n. 107; N id itch , 219-220 (as possibility);
Collins, Daniel, FOTL, 86 (cf. idem, D a n iel [1993], 328); H asel, “T he ‘Little H o rn ’” (1986), 401;
Goldingay, D aniel, 210; Gese, 408 n. 26; Lust, “C ult an d Sacrifice in D aniel,” 290; *Schindele,
“Textkonstituierung zu D aniel 8,” 5; *Bauer, D as B uch D aniel, 171; Lucas, D aniel, 206; B eyerle, 31
n. 29. There are also com mentators who use such an interpretation explicitly only for vs. 9a, b u t do
not mention it w ith vs. 11: Havernick, 267; K liefoth, 251, 268-269 (fo r him the g en d er shift indicates
a shift from vision to prediction); Keil, 294; Leupold, 344.
2Goldingay, Daniel, 210.
3Bevan, 132.
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words o f the holy one mentioned in vs. 13a.

A fifth suggestion is similar to the previous one insofar as the explanation for the
irregular gender is sought in the realm of the reality to which the symbolic language
refers. Hasel, who also believes that vs. 11 could be constructed ad sensum, proposes
that the “change in gender may reflect change in the phases o f the two entities which the
metaphor-symbol represents.”1 As a historicist interpreter, Hasel refers here to the two
phases o f Rome: the political-pagan phase as described in vss. 9-10 and the religiouspapal phase as described in vss. 11-12. The problematic aspect of this interpretation is
that there is an apparent inconsistency in the use of verbal gender. For if the change in vs.
11a indicates a different phase of the symbolic reality, it is difficult to explain why the
verb in vs. 1 lb is still in masculine gender but the verbs in vs. 12, which for Hasel have
the hom as subject, revert to the feminine gender.
Finally, Erbes and Petersen interpret the different genders as indicators o f
weakness and greatness of the subject. In explaining the gender shift from vs. 10 to 11
and from vs. 11 to 12, Petersen believes:
The most simple solution may be found in the phenomenon o f syntactical gender shift
in accordance with the masculine gender as indicating strength, the feminine gender
expressing weakness, as suggested to me in class by Johann Erbes; see also the
grammar by Nyberg (§ 79e, 231). It fits perfectly with the context in Dan 8:9-12 and
explains the gender shifts o f these verses. When growing great (or acting greatly,
understanding the hifil adverbially), the hom becomes masculine; when the host o f
God is given over, the feminine gender is used.2
Yet, what Nyberg avers by his examples is that a word can have masculine gender in one

'H asel, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 401.
2Petersen, 205 n. 5. Erbes confirmed his view in personal com m unication.
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text, to express something “big, mighty, strong, and the like,” and feminine gender in
another text, to express something “little, weak, dependent, contemptible, and the like.”1
Nyberg’s examples do not illustrate that such a gender shift can occur within a specific
text unit in regard to the same referent, as Erbes and Petersen suggest for Dan 8:9-12. If
their suggestion o f a qualitative value o f gender in relation to strength is correct, one
would expect that at least the immediate neighboring clauses would be compatible with
such a concept. However, the fact that in vss. 9b, lOa.b.c, 12b.c.d the feminine gender is
used while describing powerful activities of the hom and its host precludes the idea that
gender expresses a quality of strength. In these clauses the feminine gender certainly
does not signify weakness.
In summary, two o f the previously suggested ideas could serve as possible
explanations for the irregular masculine gender of the verbs in Dan 8:11a and 1lb . The
masculine gender could refer to the reality behind the symbolic hom. A t the same time
the irregular gender may heighten the attention o f the reader to what the text in vs. 11
says. An interplay o f these two factors is very likely. However, more can be said
regarding gender.

Gender as Stylistic Device
It is striking that the verbal gender shifts so often in such a small passage. Not
denying the syntactic intricacies o f the various gender-related issues, the num ber of

gender incongruities and gender shifts leads to the suspicion that in Dan 8:9-12 the

‘For exam ple, Y h w h riding on a
31? “sw ift cloud” [m.] in Isa 19:1 and
cloud” [fem.] in 1 Kgs 18:44 (Nyberg, 231 [§79e]).
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gender could be used intentionally for stylistic or literary purposes. In fact, the
sophisticated use o f grammatical gender, in particular the interplay of opposite genders,
can be an efficient means to achieve literary coherence and to create structure in a
passage.1 Thus, I propose that the gender in 8:9-12 is used stylistically, in addition to and
not contrary to the syntactic explanations for the gender in vss. 9 and 12 and the two
possible factors for the masculine gender in vs. 11 identified above. The author appears
to have consciously “played” with the opposition between masculine and feminine
gender. There is a gender balance in vss. 9-11 in that the different verbal genders match
each other: one masculine verb form followed by a feminine one in vs. 9 and three
feminine verb forms in vs. 10 followed by three masculine forms in vs l l . 2
9a

fern.

9b

10a
10b
10c
The arrangement o f opposite gender o f verbal forms creates a coherence in vss. 9-11.
Verse 12 is remarkably set off because all four verbal forms are feminine. This may be
additional support for the view that vs. 12 is not part o f the vision proper but in fact
belongs to the audition.
There is still more to consider. The discrepancy between verb and subject in vs.

‘R atner affirm s that there is an intentional use o f gender and that it m ay be regarded as a
“stylistic device” (136). He observes the possibility o f “p lay in g ” with the opposition between
m asculine and fem inine in Biblical H ebrew (151), but he does not state that D an 8:9-12 exhibits the
use o f gender as stylistic feature.
2The g ender balance is also noted by D elcor (174).
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9a could very well be intentional serving as an additional pointer to the importance of the
new subject, that is, the hom, which from now on takes center stage in the vision. The
introduction o f the new agent is highlighted by the strange gender o f die verb. The same
function o f highlighting a new agent seems to be intended in vs. 12a, where a different
“host” from the previous host o f heaven is introduced as the new agent and is combined
with a feminine verb, although

is usually masculine. The literary effect of

introducing the hom and the host by the same stylistic feature of unusual verb gender is
that the correspondence on a stylistic level signifies association on an interpretative level.
One may even hypothesize that the feminine gender itself that is used for K22 in vs. 12a
aligns that host ingeniously with the hom, which is feminine in gender.1 Also, the
unusual feminine gender o f X2S in vs. 12a could be occasioned by the intention to refer
here to a different host from the one mentioned in vss. 10-11.2 Though there is no gender
identification for the host o f heaven, readers may have regarded K32J as masculine until
they would be surprised by a t o a with feminine gender in vs. 12a.3 In summary, the
possible reasons why K3S in vs. 12a is marked as feminine are (1) to differentiate it
rhetorically from the X22 mentioned in vss. 10 and 11 and (2) to align it in gender with
the hom so that it becomes clear that this host belongs to the hom.
A further observation regarding gender has to do with an additional explanation of

'A suggestion also proposed by G ane, “The Syntax o f Tet Ve . . . in D aniel 8:13,” 381-382.
2The fem inine gender in vs. 12a is o f course not the m ain reason w h y
in vs. 12a refers to
a different host from
in vss. 10a and 11a (see th e linguistic analysis to X32S in vs. 12a).
3In fact, this is exactly w hat h appens to m o d em readers (see the different com m entators).
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the masculine verbs in vs. 11. As argued above, one has to reckon with the possibility
that the sudden shift in verbal gender, with the same subject, is one of several indications
for elevated language. Such an “ungrammatical” construction is certainly more easily
acceptable in a poetic section than in a prose text. The masculine gender in vs. 11 also
corresponds to the masculine gender in the interpretation in vss. 23-26, a text that is
poetic, though there the masculine

function as subject and the masculine gender of

the verbs is therefore expected. However this may be, the switch from prose to more
poetic language in vs. 11 could very well be a reason for the shift o f verbal gender from
feminine to masculine.
Finally, the masculine
the masculine

in vs. 11a strengthens the literary link to the use of

in vss. 4 and 8. As I will argue below, these three Hiphil forms of

the keyword Sna serve as an important structural device in the vision. A feminine form
would have weakened such a Hiphil pattern o f *7*1a.

Conclusion
After examining the use o f gender in Dan 8:9-12 it becomes obvious that there is
an interplay of various functions. Syntactic explanations can be given for the apparent
gender incongruities in vs. 9a and the feminine gender in vs. 12. The incorrect or unusual
gender of the verb forms in vss. 9a and 12a heightens the reader’s attention to the
introduction o f a new agent, that is, a hom and a host. The similar introduction o f these
two agents links them interpretively together—the host o f vs. 12a and the hom are on the
same side—whereas the unusual gender for the host in vs. 12a effectively distinguishes it
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in the reader’s mind from the host o f heaven in vs. 10. Finally, the masculine verbs in vs.
11 direct the attention to the attack on the commander o f the host o f heaven by the power
behind the symbolic hom, pointing to the climax o f the vision, a climax that is portrayed
in an elevated style of language.
In conclusion, the use of gender does not convolute the text, but is a stylistic
device on a formal level that creates coherence in vss. 9-10 and heightens attention for the
important message in vs. 11, consistent with the poetic-like character o f this verse. The
poetic character of vs. 11 and the specific use o f gender are thus the most important
formal devices of literary style in vss. 9-14.1

Thematic Distribution and Arrangement
The focus in this section is on how specific words and expressions play
semantically together to create the themes in the text, and how these themes are skillfully
arranged and linked with each other to convey the message o f the text. As such, this
section represents a text-semantic analysis that carefully studies the text as a whole and as

'A nother formal literary device is suggested by Shea, w ho p ro p o ses a deliberately intended
literary construction which he calls “overhanging v erb ” : In vs. 9 there is no overhanging verb; in vs.
10 there is one overhanging verb (DOp"ini); and in vss. 11-12 there are two o v erhanging verbs
(n rP b sn i nnitlin). This supposed construction should indicate “p ro g re ssio n .” B y “overhanging”
Shea means that the verb does not describe an action “th a t took place on the vertical dim ension and in
heaven” (“Spatial D im ensions,” 518, cf. 512). By “ overhanging v erb ” Shea apparently m eans a
verbal clause that consists o f only one w ord. H ow ever, it is n o t unusual a t all that a clause consists
ju st o f a verb w ith its inherent subject. The clause DDp“in i in vs. 11c actually contains verb, subject
and object. Furthermore, to assume such a “literary structure” places u n d u e structural force on the
vertical dim ension in this part o f the vision. The vision is n o t so m u ch ab o u t the vertical activity o f
the hom — though this is present—as about the h o rn ’s activities per se. A lso, th e function o f
“progression” is rather unclear, since Shea does n o t specify w hat the p ro g ressio n is and w hat its
function could be. Finally, this literary construction does n o t account for the fact th a t vs. 11 is the
endpoint and clim ax o f the vision and vs. 12 is p art o f the audition.
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a structured entity. This section is naturally based on the semantic analysis o f the
vocabulary of Dan 8:9-14 as undertaken in chapter 2 of this study. Therefore, the analysis
o f the meaning of the different words and expressions will not be repeated in this
section.1
Two different but related avenues o f analysis are pursued here. First, a semantic
investigation focuses on the vocabulary of 8:9-14 and groups the terminology used in this
text according to thematic fields. Then, a Leitwort investigation focuses on the more
frequent words and word stems in the whole of Dan 8 and groups these Leitwdrter into
thematic fields. The first avenue is particular in that it limits its interest to only a part o f
Dan 8, namely vss. 9-14, encompassing all vocabulary used in that part, whereas the
second avenue is particular in that it is interested only in the vocabulary that occurs more
often, encompassing the entire chapter. The purpose o f the terminological analysis is
evident: Both the thematic fields and the Leitwdrter bring out the key points in the text.

Semantic Fields of Daniel 8:9-14

Introduction
The following terminological investigation seeks to uncover the rich tapestry
themes and motifs in Dan 8:9-14.2 They will be established by grouping semantically

'I refrain from referring to the specific sections in chapter 2 (above), for the rea d er w ill easily
find there the discussion o f the semantic m eaning o f a particular w ord or p hrase u n d er th e analysis o f
the clause in w hich it occurs.
2The “exceptional high information value” o f the first h a lf o f D an 8, designating the
distribution and frequency o f different words, has been observed by Schw eizer, “D ie S p rach e der
Zeichenkorper,” 27-30. See especially the table on p. 28 that lists the text length, v o cab u lary and
inform ation value for each o f the illocution units o f D an 8.
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related words and expressions that are used in the text into semantic fields or isotopies.
It is relatively easy to identify themes and motifs that are supported by a number
o f different expressions, for example, the military theme or the cultic theme. Expecting
that in a brief vision report themes and motifs could be referred to in a condensed way, it
also becomes necessary to pay attention to those themes and motifs that are pointed to by
only a few but very explicit expressions. One must distinguish between words that
exclusively refer to a specific motif, words that primarily refer to a specific m otif but do
have additional, secondary connotations, and words that can refer to different motifs.
Overemphasizing terms and phrases that are ambiguous in their interpretation should be
avoided.
The terminological analysis consists o f several steps. First, an inventory of the
vocabulary in Dan 8:9-14 that forms a particular semantic field is provided. Expressions
that belong to the same semantic field are presented in a list, ordered according to their
occurrence in the text, together with additional comments. Some o f the terms are marked
as secondary, which means that in the specific terminological context they may have an
additional association, though they usually have another, primary association. For
example, the term TJ3FCT primarily has a cultic association, but in addition it can also
have an administrative, royal connotation that fits into the semantic field o f power and
control as referred to by other terms in Dan 8:9-10. It has to be admitted that the choice
between primary and secondary association is not always easy to make, but contextual
considerations usually provide a sure guide.
After the inventory has been taken, the distribution o f the terminology in the text
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is examined and its structural value determined. Finally, the interplay o f the different
isotopies is demonstrated in the characterization of the hom figure.

Military Terminology: Power, Control, Violence
Word

Verse

Comment

NS1

9a

“go forth to battle”; used as a technical military term
(often with XOS?)1; cf. its military connotation in three o f
the other five Danielic occurrences (10:20; 11:11,44)

Pi?

9a

hom as symbol for a power active on the earthly level

to n

10a, 10b,
11a, 12a,
13c

army; sometimes used for warfare or military service

orai

10c

stepping down forcibly upon: “is one of the verbs used to
describe conquest,”2 implying destruction or ruin

11a

military rank: commander-in-chief of the army

11c,12b

to throw with considerable force; fits together with DI31
in the word field o f destructive activity

13c

state o f destruction after a conquest

T

T

xnssn—ito
T T

-

hif./hof.
oqT na

In light o f the militant activities o f the ram and o f the goat that are previously
described in the vision, the continuation o f military activity occasions no surprise.3
Terminology from the semantic field o f war appears especially in vss. 9-11 and reflects
the violent nature o f the horn.4

'P reu ss, “XS’,” 6:229; A nton van d er Lingen, “bw ’-ys‘ ( ‘To Go O ut and To Com e In ’) as a
M ilitary T erm ,” V T 42 (1992): 59-66; cf. also H asel, “The ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 393, 396.
2S m ith-C hristopher, 113.
3For the notions o f pow er, control, and violence in D an 8 see Langer, “D ie Isotopie der
M acht,” 87-102.
“E w ald notes the “frequent m ention o f m artial m atters” here (D aniel, 262).
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Royal Terminology
Word

Verse

Comment

w

9a

hom as symbol for king or kingdom (cf. 8:23)

T a•nTn“

l i b , 12a,
13c

secondary: T a n belongs to the royal administrative
vocabulary

]iaa

11c

often refers to the foundations of the throne of Yhwh

Royal terminology is closely related to military terminology since both are found
in the semantic field o f power. The term p j ? is the primary evidence o f royal language,
whereas both T a n n and

show royal connotations only in a secondary sense. The

term T a n is essentially a cultic term, but it also occurs in the context o f the kingly court.
It is used in an administrative context for the loyal retainer who is eating at the king’s
table “perpetually” (2 Sam 9:7, 10, 13; 2 Kgs 25:29; Jer 52:33) and receives the “regular”
allowance by the king (2 Kgs 25:30; Jer 52:34) and also for the king’s servants who serve
in his presence “continually” (1 Kgs 10:8). On the basis o f these texts, a royal
connotation o f the term T a n has been suggested by Paran, arguing that T a n originated
in royal contexts.1 W hether royal administrative vocabulary has influenced cultic
vocabulary or vice versa, the common denominator o f the use of T a n in these contexts is
that T a n expresses the basis on which a lasting relationship between unequal partners, a
'M eir Paran, m w a ’3man ]"1330n ’a n = F orm s o f the Priestly S tyle in the Pentateuch:
Patterns, Linguistic Usages, Syntactic Structures, w ith an introduction by M enahem Haran,
Publication o f the Perry F oundation for B iblical R esearch in the H ebrew U niversity o f Jerusalem
(Jerusalem: M agnes, 1989), 293 n. 68. M ilgrom follow s P aran and acknow ledges the possibility that
the term T a n “m ay have been b orrow ed from royal vocabulary” (.Leviticus 1-16, 389). For Levine,
TDF1 shows “that the vocabulary o f cu lt w as p art o f the scribal lexicon o f governm ent agencies” and
thus is another indication for “the adm inistrative matrix o f cultic term inology” (.Num bers 21-36, 372).
One m ight also point out that the A kk ad ian g in u refers to reg u lar offerings to the gods as w ell as to
dues to an official or king (C A D , 5:80-81), and thus seem s to represent an equivalent to T a n .
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superior and those in his service, can exist. In the royal court it is the continual service by
the king’s servants on the one hand and the king’s unfailing sustenance on the other hand.
In the cultic court it is the continual service o f God by the people and priests on the one
hand and God’s perpetual presence and sustenance on the other hand. Thus, transferring
the administrative, royal connotation into a cultic context, TOR expresses that a number
o f cultic acts were to be performed as a perpetual service o f God, suggesting that God, to
whom these acts were directed, could be regarded as king.

too, is usually associated

with the sanctuary. It also relates to the divine throne (often in a cultic context),
designating its foundations.

Cultic Terminology1
Word

Pi?

Verse

Comment

9a

secondary: priestly activity o f going out from the
sanctuary (Lev 1 6 : 1 7 , 1 8 , 2 4 ; 1 Kgs 8 : 1 0 ; 2 Chr 5 : 1 1 ;
often in combination with K13 [see below])

9a

secondary: horns o f the altar (Exod 2 7 : 2 ; 2 9 : 1 2 ; Lev 4 : 7 ;
16:18)

'The cultic term inology in Dan 8:9-14 has b een exam ined b y R odriguez, w ho identifies the
following term s as related to the sanctuary w orship system : ]i3D “p lace”; S p p Q “sanctuary” ; tti'fp
“sanctuary” ; K3!S “host”; O ^ n “was taken aw ay” ; p p “h o rn ” ; ni2N “truth” ; UtBB “rebellion”; TD P l
“continuance”; andpRlSJ “be declared righteous, b e vindicated, be purified” (“C ultic L anguage,” 527549). Shea also noted several cultic elem ents in the vision o f D an 8: (1) the u se o f sacrificial anim als
as symbols for the nations; (2) the reference to four ho rn s in 8:8 is rem iniscent o f the four horns o f the
sanctuary altars; (3) the reference to the sanctuary in 8:11, 13, 14; (4) the use o f the term tim id ; (5)
the expression “evening m orning” in 8:14 n o t only refers to creation b u t in particular to “sanctuary
days”— Shea sees a connection o f “evening-m orning” to the lighting o f the lam ps “from evening to
m orning” (Exod 27:20-21; L ev 24:2-3) and to the p illar o f fire and cloud (N um 9:15-16, 21— and (6)
the designation o f the two conversing angels in 8:13 as “h oly ones,” using as b ackground the im agery
o f the two cherubim w ithin the sanctuary (“U nity o f D an iel,” 196-198). In a later w ork, Shea no
longer mentions (2) and (6) as possible links to the sa n ctu ary (D a n iel 7-12, 111-112).
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9b

“beauty” in connection with God’s presence; can refer to
the sanctuary or temple mount (cf. Dan 11:45)

10a, 10b,
1 la, 12a,
13c

secondary: used in cultic context in relation to the service
o f the Levites (Num 4:3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43; 8:24, 25);' as
participle nlNO'SH, it refers to the women serving at the
entrance o f the sanctuary (Exod 38:8; 1 Sam 2:22)

"its

11a

secondary: refers in cultic context to leading priests or
officers o f the sanctuary

Dn hif. +

l ib

used in cultic context as a technical term for the priestly
activity o f setting aside something that belongs to God

Tonn

lib , 12a,
13c

(1) regular cultic ta m id activity performed by the (high)
priest and (2) continual cultic worship/service o f God

1130

11c

used in association with the dwelling place o f God, either
on earth (sanctuary/temple) or in heaven

11c

common designation for the sanctuary

12a, 13c

critical offense against God that had to be dealt with on
the Day o f Atonement (Lev 16:16, 21) or to be directly
forgiven by God; Dnft U'iisn (Dan 8:13c) functions as
substitution for the distinctly cultic Tann

13a, 13b

attribution o f holiness to a person is found frequently in
the cult

13c, 14c

concept o f “holiness” is essential to the cult; UH’p can
refer to the sanctuary (holy place, most holy place, or as a
whole) as w ell as to holy people or holy things

T T

• T

-

'V an der W oude argues that in accordance w ith the verbal u sage o f X 3S, w hich for him in the
sacred realm “never refers to cultic, but always to profane, service” (“N 2S,” 2:1041), the substantive
“can also refer to the profane labor by the L evites at th e sanctuary” (ibid., 2:1042). W ith that he
obviously refers to the physical labor perform ed by the Levites for the sanctuary, w hich elsew here is
expressed by the term r n a i l (Milgrom, Studies in L evitica l Term inology, I, 61). R inggren, how ever,
believes that the six instances o f
in N um 4 refer “to th e cultic service perform ed by the L evites in
the tent o f meeting” (“K 3S,” 12:214; cf. T rem per L ongm an III, “N3S [# 7 3 7 1 ],” N ID O T T E , 3:733).
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TpS 3-11?

14b

secondary: in light of the other cultic terms “)p'2 311?
may also refer to the Day o f Atonement, the only cultic
day that explicitly starts with
(Lev 23:32) and
mentions an activity related to tthp2

pns

14c

secondary: refers rarely to cultic cleansing or purification

There is no question that Dan 8:9-14 exhibits cultic terminology.2 In fact, the
cultic imagery in Dan 8, which especially appears in vss. 9-14 and has its highest
concentration in vss. 11 and 14c, belongs without doubt to the most prominent
characteristics o f the vision in Dan 8. In relation to the horn’s religious actions, which
culminate in the desecration of the temple, Gese goes so far to say that “all in chapter 8 is
geared to this cultic viewpoint.”3
The cultic m otif is central at least in the visions. “Altogether, the visions o f
Daniel 7-12 are permeated with priestly imagery, symbolism, and concepts.”4 In
addition, however, the cultic motif may very well be at the heart o f the whole book o f
Daniel.5

'The festival ofU nleavened Bread also begins in the evening (Exod 12:18), b u t it is not
possible to detect any other term inological or conceptual links betw een this festival and D an 8.
2Pace H asslberger w ho after excising Dan 8:11-14 declares that cultic elem ents do n o t play a
decisive role in chap. 8 (400 n. 11).
3Gese, 409. See also Langer, 96.
4M arvin A. Sweeney, “The End o f Eschatology in D aniel? T heological and Socio-Political
Ram ifications o f the Changing Contexts o f Interpretation,” B ib in t 9 (2001): 138. S w eeney regards the
cultic m otif as central in the second part o f Daniel: “The form s in w hich D a n ie l’s visions are
expressed and their use o f sym bolic imagery is [s/e] deeply indebted to priestly tradition and the
Jerusalem temple, even w hen they em ploy motifs derived from pagan m ythology” (135).
5A point forcefully argued in the dissertation by V ogel, “T he Cultic M o tif.”
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Creation Terminology
Word

Verse

Comment

10a

host o f heaven (e.g., Gen 2:1)

10b,12b

earth (e.g., Gen 2:1)

□’arsis

10b

stars (e.g., Gen 1:16)

nicy

12c

secondary: designates in creation texts creational work

T ?a sni?

14b

“evening and morning” used in Gen 1

nrntfn x a s
• T

T

“

T

• T

:

The words N22J “host,” Q’OiC “heaven,” D’a s i s “stars,” and f i x “earth,” all o f
which appear in just one verse (8:10), are used in close proximity only in Deut 4:16-19
and in Jer 31:35-37, both passages that refer to creation. Further, all these terms,
including nicy, are also found in the creation account in Gen l:l-2 :4 a where the
combination o f 3 “iy and “)j?a is prominent, providing at least part o f the background for
“)j?'3 3 "li: in Dan 8:14b.

Judgment Terminology
Verse

Comment

D Q -i/o m n

10c/13c

secondary: used above all in the prophetic announcement
o f judgment (Isa 1:12; Ezek 34:18) and in the narrative
description o f the fulfillment o f a prophetic warning (2
Kgs 7:17, 20; 9:33)’

nic

11a

secondary: "lie can have judicial function2

blS hif.

11a

to have an exaggerated self-evaluation (cause for
judgment)

Word
t

: •

'See E.-J. W aschke, “DDT r& m as” TDOT, 13:510-511.
2See, e.g., Fox, In the Service o f the King, 161.
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on

lib

secondary: used also in context o f arrogance and pride
(cause for judgment)

rrau & n'ps

12c,12d

since usually used for prospering under divine blessing,
the terms sound presumptuous (cause for judgment)

Turny

13c

question asking for intervention and judgment

14c

p “!2£ very often occurs injudicial contexts and there with
a forensic meaning

”

T

hif.

The vocabulary o f pride or arrogance used in the description of the horn’s
activities clearly indicates the presumptuous character o f the horn power. It is noteworthy
that the notion o f presumption appears only when the description o f what the horn is
doing introduces strong cultic imagery. Hence, one gets the strong impression that it is
war against the cult that marks the horn’s character as arrogant and haughty.
It is also important to note that the terminology o f presumption belongs to the
author’s repertoire to express his own conceptual or ideological point o f view. The
passage in Dan 8:9-11 is certainly not a neutral record o f events. In searching for
elements that express the subjective opinion o f the author o f Dan 8, Bader1recognizes a
first indication o f the horn’s arrogance in its growing toward “the beauty” in vs. 9b. If
heaven is considered reasonably to be positive, then the horn’s growth against heaven
(vss. 10 and 11) can only signify a negative attitude o f the hom. The horn even goes
against the heavenly system o f values as represented in the cult. And finally it is said that
the activities are directed against r m “truth” (vs. 12b). The hom and its host destroy
everything that is truth. In other words, “that which Daniel considers to be true is at

‘B ader, “R eale und gedachte W elt,” 53-54.
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stake.” In the light o f this extremely negative portrayal of the hom and its host, the
positive assessment in vs. 12d, rtirSxn'!

“and it will do and succeed,” sounds like

sheer mockery.1
The presumptuous activity o f the hom leads naturally to the question o f judgment.
In the book o f Daniel, as well as in prophetic oracles, presumption and judgment are
closely linked, presumption being portrayed as almost always inevitably leading to
judgment.2 In fact, the thematic structural pattern in the vision o f Dan 8 established by
the key term t7, ‘:u n, which w ill be discussed later, points exactly to such a “hubris leads
to a great fall” motif.3 The entire vision o f Dan 8 draws such a pattern and reads like an
illustration o f the proverb “Pride goes before destruction, and a haughty spirit before
stumbling” (Prov 16:18).
Judgment is also associated with eschatology. In a vision that pertains to the end
(8:17, 19), judgment as the final thought needs to be understood as an eschatological
event. In fact, as noted in the semantic analysis, the root p“!X is typically used in
prophetic material in eschatological contexts, and itself points to eschatological p"1X that
will be established at the final time, not infrequently in the Messianic kingdom.

'Ibid., 54.
2Bergm an, R inggren, and M osis, 2:405.
3Collins, D aniel, FO T L , 88.
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Covenant Terminology
Word

Verse

Comment

D 'M to

10b

secondary: stars as simile for the numerous covenant
people (Gen 22:17; 26:4; Exod 32:13; Deut 1:10; 10:22;
28:62; Neh 9:23; 1 Chr 27:23)

I lE iS

12a, 13c

offensive act that willfully breaks relationships with
Y hwh (covenant breach) or is directed against Y hwh as
his people’s suzerain

nox

12b

secondary: often denotes G od’s continual favor and
faithfulness in the covenant

T ia -n u

13c

appeal for intervention and judgment by the covenant
God

□ arc

13c

secondary: used for the desolation o f the land as a result
o f covenant disobedience (Lev 26:22, 31, 32, 34, 35, 43)

ij? 3 a n y

14b

secondary: evening and morning used in context o f
covenant breaking (Deut 28:67; note Qprcn ■’□□122 “as
the stars o f heaven” in vs. 62)

“

T

The term n»K needs further explanation. As argued in the semantic analysis, natt
in the book o f Daniel has a specifically unique connotation and refers to the truthfulness
and reliability of the divine revelation, that is, G od’s word and prophetic message. This
has to be regarded as the primary meaning o f nQK in Dan 8:12b. However, elsewhere
n ax is often used in relationship to the covenant to denote the faithfulness o f God,1 so
that it has even been qualified as a term expressing covenantal relations.2 In 8:12b, a

'See the use ofnO K in relation to I V O in Isa 61:8; Jer 32:40-41; M ai 2:5-6; Pss 25:10;
111:7-9; 132:11-12; N eh 9:33-34. Cf. M ic 7:20; Ps 146:6; and especially the form ula HEX) “10n with
its variants (Gen 24:27; 32:11; etc.).
2M. W einfeld, “m 3 b 'rith," TD O T, 2:258. O n the covenant im plications o f flDX (and p X )
cf. Meredith G. Kline, “A bram ’s A m en,” W T J 31 (1 9 6 8 ): 1-11, esp. 7-8; Paul K alluveettil,
Declaration and Covenant: A C om prehensive R ev iew o f C ovenant F orm ulae fro m the O ld Testam ent
and the A ncient N ear East, A nBib, no. 88 (Rom e: B ib lical Institute, 1982), 50-51.
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secondary association of riQN with the covenant should therefore not be excluded.
Cult and covenant are inextricably connected. The cultic center o f the sanctuary or
temple is the visible symbol for the presence o f the covenant God and thus o f the
covenant bond itself.1 It is the covenant that ensures God’s presence. An attack on the
cult is therefore nothing else than an attack on the covenant God. Likewise, an attack on
God’s covenant people should provoke God as suzerain into action for his covenant
partners. God is bound by the covenant to defend his sanctuary and his covenant people.
If for some time he does not react to attacks on either or both, the urgent question *,n o _“T37
“until when?” that implores his intervention becomes more than legitimate. The cry in
8:13c can be understood as the cry to the suzerain to do something about those who
trample the covenant. Since here the beseeching is directed toward God, not toward
humans, it is also apparent that the question o f unfaithfulness to the covenant is God’s.
God is apparently not fulfilling his part o f the covenant, that is, protecting as suzerain his
people and his cult. In other words, the anguished cry to God in 8:13c implies that the
covenant problem is not on the side o f God’s people in the sense that they would have
transgressed the covenant. Rather the source o f perplexity is G od’s silence toward the
attack on the covenant by the hom power. The d e u s o tis iu s is in danger o f becoming the

‘Cf. G regory Stevenson: “Since the covenant bond betw een G od and Israel ensures the
presence o f God am ong faithful Israelites, the tem ple thus serves as central, unifying sym bol o f that
covenant bond. This function o f the tem ple is clear beginning w ith th e tab ern acle traditions. As a
physical repository for the Ark o f the Covenant, the tabernacle represented G o d ’s covenant” (P ow er
and Place: Temple and Identity in the B ook o f R evelation, BZA W , n o . 1 0 7 [B erlin: de G ruyter, 2 0 0 1 ] ,
1 2 9 ; cf. also James Valentine, “Theological A spects o f the Tem ple M o tif in the O ld T estam ent and
R evelation” [Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1 9 8 5 ] , 2 7 - 3 0 ) . The interconnectedness betw een the ark
and the covenant is readily seen in expressions such as n p 2 ] i ~ l N “th e ark o f the covenant” ( 4 3
times), rn rp -rv -12 ] i " l X “the ark o f the covenant o f Y h w h ” ( 3 2 tim es), and I T l P b p X H “the ark o f
the testimony” (Exod 2 5 : 2 2 : 2 6 : 3 3 , 3 4 ; 3 0 : 6 , 2 6 ; 3 1 : 7 ; 3 9 : 3 5 ; 4 0 : 3 , 5 , 2 1 ; N u m 4 * 5 ; 7 : 8 9 ; Josh 4 : 1 6 ) .
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deus a bsens.

It has to be emphasized that in Dan 8:9-14 the covenant theme is not taken up in
order to point to the breaking o f the covenant on the part o f God’s people. First o f all,
such a notion is not clearly expressed in the text, in spite o f those commentators who see
it in vs. 12a. Second, it is very difficult to regard the secondary associations o f the terms
D is to r t ,

and D M with the covenant as intended allusions.1

Terminology of Perception
Word

Verse

Comment

IlM

13a

to hear

13a, 13b

to speak or talk, with the possible implication o f
conveying information

13b,14a

to speak or talk, with focus on the content o f what is said
(usually following in direct speech)

"IJ2N

The sensory events in vss. 13a.b, and 14a are easily recognized. They all involve

‘it is m ere speculation to establish a link betw een D an 8:9-14 and the covenant curses in D eut
28. A m ong the num erous consequences o f disobedience m entioned in D eut 28 on e finds the
following two: “T hen you shall be left few in number, w hereas you w ere as num erous as the stars o f
heaven (D’M H ’DpiDD), because you did not obey Y hw h your G od” (vs. 62). “In the m orning
Oj?a) you shall say, ‘W ould that it were evening (apU)!’ And at evening (3^17) you shall say, ‘W ould
that it w ere m orning ("1^3)! ’ because o f the dread o f your heart w hich you dread, an d for the sight o f
your eyes w hich you w ill see” (vs. 67). The link to D an 8 could be construed along these lines: T he
falling o f som e o f the stars to earth and thus the dim inishing o f the n um ber o f stars in D an 8:10 m ay
allude to the consequence o f breaking the covenant stated in D eut 28:62. A nd th e id e a that a long
number o f evenings and m ornings have to go by in w hich the hom acts against everything w hich is
divine and the question “How long?” is asked sounds sim ilar to the yearning o f those w ho experience
the consequences o f the covenant breaking and w ish that evening and m orning w o u ld go by faster.
Yet, such an argum ent for a covenant breach o f G od’s people in D an 8:9-14 is at b est hypothetical and
can only function as support o f a primary reference to such a them e in the text, w h ich , how ever, is n o t
present. The term D M in vs. 13c is syntactically connected with U1DS— a term th a t d esignates here the
rebellious sin o f the hom and its host— and thus does n ot m ake prim ary reference to the covenant
curses on the land in Lev 26.
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the sense o f hearing on the part o f Daniel and the act o f communication on the part o f the
holy ones.

Distribution o f Semantic Fields
Table 24 illustrates the distribution o f the different terminological groups in Dan
8:9-14.

Table 24. Distribution o f Terminology in Daniel 8:9-14 according to Isotopies
Verse

_9_
a b

Power
Royal
Cult
Creation
Judgment
Covenant
Perception

2
1
2
-

-

a

10
b c

1 1 1 2

a

11
b c

a

b

12
c

13
d

- 1 1 1 - I l l - - 1 1 1 - 2 2 2 3 - - 1 2 ............................
- - - 1 2 1 - 1
- i _ _ _ _
- - - .................................... 2

a

b

c

a

b

14
c

- 1 - - 1 - - - 1 1 4
- 1 2

1
2

-

-

2
-

- 1
1 1 - -

The distribution o f the semantic fields adds to the structure o f the passage. The
two main isotopies are “power and violence” and “cult and holiness.” The military
terminology expressing power and violence, which is used in vss. 3-8, continues to be
used strongly in vss. 9-1 la and to a lesser extent in vss. 1 lb-13. Cultic associations are
already found in vss. 3-8 and vss. 9-10. These prepare the reader for the climax o f the
vision and the audition when the language shifts to a predominance o f cultic terms in vss
11-14.
At the point o f transition o f the two semantic themes the author ingeniously
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employs words that have both military and cultic connotations. As in Dan 8 the cultic
associations grow increasingly stronger as the military associations get increasingly
weaker. Such a literary device can already be perceived in the introductory clause for the
horn. The verbal roots KID (8:5, 6) and K1S1 (8:9a), which are used to describe the first
activity o f the goat (KID) and o f the hom (KIT), are used as a word pair1 in technical
military language for going out to battle and coming (back) in, relating to the success o f
the commander and his army,2 but also in cultic language for (mostly priestly) activity in
the sense “perform cultic acts” (Exod 28:35; 33:7-11; 34:34; Lev 9:23; 16:17-18, 23-24;
Num 27:17, 21; 2 Kgs 11:9; Ezek 42:13-14; and in the context o f worship in Ezek 44:3;
46:2, 8-10).3 In fact, in Num 27:17, 21 the military and cultic sense are very close to each
other, and it is difficult to distinguish between the two.4
The symbol o f the “hom” takes up several connotations. It adequately comprises
different semantic fields or isotopies present in the passage. As a symbol, horn is used

‘On the w ord pair KID and KIT see P. P. Boccaccio, “ I termini contrari come espressioni della
totalita in ebraico,” Bib 33 (1952): 178-190; Jo sef G. Ploger, L iterarkritische, form geschichtliche und
stilkritische Untersuchungen zurn D euteronom ium , BBB, no. 26 (Bonn: H anstein, 1967), 174-184;
Preuss, “KS’ ,” 6:229-230, 236-237; and van d erL in g en , 59-66.
2J. G. Ploger, 178-181; Preuss, “KS’ ,” 6:229, 236; van d erL in g en , 59-66. Both Ploger and
Preuss further refer to the w ord pair KID and KU1 as an inclusive pair o f antonym s to indicate totality
in the sense o f “being able to do som ething/every thing” (so esp. B occaccio, 178-190) and also as
word pair referring to the rising and going down o f the sun and the stars, to w hich Preuss (“K IT,”
6:230) even attributes m ilitary overtones.
3J. G. Ploger, 175-178; Preuss, “K ^ , ” 6:229; van der Lingen, 64-65. J. G. Ploger (176-177)
and van der Lingen (64) allow also for the possibility that the blessing and curse in D eut 28:6, 19 with
the w ord pair KID and KD’ has its Sitz im Leben in the cultic language describing the undertaking o f
the crossing o f the threshold o f the sanctuary by the high priest that was regarded as particularly
dangerous.
4So J. G. Ploger, 178-179; and Preuss, “K IT ,” 6:229.
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for kings or kingdoms. It thus has a symbolic royal connotation. Horn, o f course, is also
used for strength and power, and as such refers to military might and dominion. The
context o f cultic imagery in the vision further suggests attributing a cultic connotation to
the hom, reminiscent o f the horns o f the altar.
The occurrence o f ’DJJil “the beauty” in vs. 9b is surprising. The horn comes forth
from a compass point and grows toward different geographical directions. As the third
term after “toward the south, toward the east, toward the .. .” one would expect either
“north” or “west.” This is also suggested by the structural parallel to the first activities o f
the ram and the goat, especially to the threefold geographical directions in vs. 4.
However, instead o f a compass point the noun

appears. As already noted, ‘OiSn is

often regarded as the short form o f the fuller ■a^IYjnK “land o f beauty” (11:16, 41), a
geographical term. Yet

is not just any geographical designation but the

designation for the promised land (Jer 3:19; Ezek 20:6, 15). The term''a^n is therefore
another indicator that the activity o f the hom turns to a non-military, religious level, as
the term combines the geographical aspect (military level) with the idea o f the promised
land in the midst o f which God’s temple resides (cultic and covenantal level).
Another case o f intentional word choice is the use o f X3S over against ^ n . The
term S'n is used in the Hebrew of Daniel exclusively in chap. 11 (vss. 7, 10, 13, 25 [2x],
26).1 In the context o f the warfare in that chapter, b'n is the proper term to employ since

'in the A ram aic chapters the noun b ’n is used in the sense o f “arm y” in 3:20aR and 4:32, and
perhaps also in the construct phrase in 3:20a, although it could designate the characteristic o f the
w arriors, and in an adverbial sense in 3:4; 4:11; 5:7 (b ’rQ X“lp “cry loud”). Interestingly, in
N ebuchadnezzar’s reflection in 4:32, w hich is filled w ith royal term inology, the heavenly host or
celestial army is designated by the construct phrase
“army o f h eaven.”
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it refers to an army and has the connotation o f power and strength. However, in the
vision of Dan 8, the military bvi is not used. Instead

is used, which occurs five

times in 8:10-13 (and only once more in Daniel, in 10:1, in the sense o f conflict). The
reason for choosing the term

seems obvious. In the passage o f Dan 8:9-13, which is

laden with cultic terminology, the use o f

fits significantly better since it has both

military and cultic connotations and is able to interrelate war and cult.1
Finally, in vs. 1 la the term “lit? in the primary military expression X D K a l s o
has a cultic notion, since it can refer to leading personnel at the sanctuary: priests (Isa
43:28; Ezra 8:24, 29; 10:5; 1 Chr 24:5; 2 Chr 36:14) or Levites (1 Chr 15:5-10, 16, 22,
27; 2 Chr 35:9; Ezra 8:29?).
In taking up expressions from the previous verses the question in vs. 13c again
reflects the two main motifs. It uses mainly cultic terms ( T p m , QDtt? USD", and 'iHp),
but with OQ"ip JOiS) also employs military terms, o f course keeping in mind that

has

a secondary cultic association. The main focus o f the question then is the horn’s attack
on the cult.
In conclusion, through the thematic movement from war to cult and through the
deliberate use o f words that have both cultic and military associations the activities o f the
hom are effectively portrayed as an attack on the cult, a cultic war. To be sure, this does

‘In relation to the use o f X 32, or K32S, T rem per Longm an III em phasizes the interrelation o f
war and cult: “A ccording to the OT, Y ahw eh m ade his presence know n in a special and personal way
in the tabem acle-tem ple, on the one hand, and on the battlefield, on the other. Y ah w eh ’s presence is
sym bolized by the ark o f the covenant, which was present in the Holy o f H olies except at times o f
w arfare, w hen it was carried into battle. . . . The connection betw een Y ahw eh and w ar is also noted
by the frequent title (lit.) ‘LORD o f H osts’ (yhwh seb& ’ot, from the nom. sb ’)” (“N32J,” 3:733).
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not mean that the war is a “holy war,” a religious or sacred warfare, or a war with
religious dimensions.1 It is rather a war in the realm o f the cult, since the main
terminological field in this passage is the cultic one. The essence o f the horn’s activities
is not so much military in nature, but cultic. Hence, the central goal o f the hom, as
portrayed here, is not to win a military war, but to take over the cult.2
The semantic fields that are primarily present in the solution to this attack on the
cult— creation and judgment— emphasize once more the centrality o f the cult in the
horn’s warfare, since these themes play important roles in the cult much more than in
warfare. It is exactly in the final part o f the cultic section that the clearest allusions to
creation and judgment are given (vs. 14b and 14c), suggesting that judgment and creation
are embedded in the cultic m otif and, even more so, form its climax.

Macro theme: Day o f Atonement
It is the thematic progression and development in the vision report in Dan 8 that
suggests most strongly that the divine intervention utilizes the concept o f an

‘On the religious character o f w arfare in ancient Israel and the ancient N ear East and the
debated concept o f “holy w ar” see, e.g., G erhard von Rad, H oly War in A ncient Israel, trans. M. J.
D awn [G rand Rapids: Eerdm ans, 1991]), who argues that the w ar in ancient Israel w as indeed an
em inent cultic act, not simply a w ar with religious dim ensions; M iller, “H oly W ar and Cosm ic W ar in
Early Israel” ; idem, D ivine Warrior, Charles Sherlock, The G od Who Fights: The War Tradition in
H oly Scripture, R utherford Studies in Contem porary Theology, no. 6 (Edinburgh: Rutherford;
Lewiston: M ellen, 1993), esp. 4-10; John A. W ood, Perspectives on War in the B ible (M acon: M ercer
U niversity Press, 1998), esp. 9-34.
2The background im agery alluded to h e re s e e m s to b e th e e n e m y a tta c k o n th e Is ra e lite
sanctuary, w hich at least in the narratives o f the w ilderness w anderings and the conquest w as as m uch
a m ilitary headquarters as a cultic center and appears as a cradle o f the cultic-m ilitary leadership. For
such a role o f the tabernacle see M yung Soo Suh, The Tabernacle in the N arrative H istory o f Israel
fro m the Exodus to the Conquest, StBL, no. 50 (New York: Lang, 2003), 56-60, 146-147.
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eschatological Day o f Atonement. Both the themes surfacing in the answer (vs. 14) and
the logical consequence o f what requires vindication point to such an encompassing
macrotheme.
First, the combination o f the themes o f creation, judgment, and cult is clearly
found in the Day o f Atonement, both in biblical and post-biblical Jewish tradition.1 In his
study o f Lev 16 in its literary context, Jurgens demonstrated the creation-theological roots
o f the Day o f Atonement and o f its process o f permeating holiness starting from the
sanctuary.2 The cessation o f all work on the Day o f Atonement, which is unique for an
Israelite yearly festival, places the day squarely within the Sabbath concept and marks it

‘See D oukhan, D aniel: The Vision o f the End, 60-64. As an exam ple for the biblical tradition
D oukhan refers to Ps 103, w hich besides “the w hole catechism o f ancient Israel’s covenant faith”
(Sam uel Terrien, The Psalm s: Strophic Structure and Theological C om m entary, The Eerdm ans
Critical C om m entary [Grand Rapids: Eerdm ans, 2003], 703) presents Y h w h as C reator (vss. 21-22)
and Judge (vss. 6, 19) in the context o f his dealings w ith his p eo p le’s Nt?n,
and SJCS (vss. 3, 9-12;
cf. Lev 16:21). A lthough this psalm is usually not attributed a D ay o f A tonem ent setting, John Eaton
im agines it “as intended for the assem bly at the autumn festival” (The P sa lm s: A H istorical and
Spiritual Com m entary with an Introduction and N ew Translation [London: Clark, 2003], 358). One
may also point to the connection o f Rosh H aShanah, the first day o f Tishri, w hich rem em bers creation,
and Y om K ippur, the tenth o f Tishri, w hich as the culm ination o f the penitential period o f ten days
(Ros Has. 18a) signifies the clim ax o f the judgm ent. M ilgrom even suggests that originally the tenth
o f Tishri was the climax o f a N ew Y ear festival that began on the first day, pointing, am ong other
things, to Ezek 40:1, w here Rosh H aShanah is said to be on the tenth o f the m onth (Leviticus 1-16,
1067-1070; Leviticus 23-27, 2164-2165; cf. Simon Landersdorfer, Studien zum biblischen
Versdhnungstag, ATA, no. 10/1 [M unster: A schendorff, 1924], 44-54; Jonathan D. Safren, “Jubilee
and the D ay o f A tonem ent,” in P roceedings o f the Twelfth World Congress o f Jew ish Studies,
Jerusalem , July 2 9 -A u g u st 5, 1997, Division A: The B ible and Its World, ed. R. M argolin [Jerusalem:
W orld U nion o f Jewish Studies, 1999], 107 *-113*).
2B enedikt Jurgens, H eiligkeit und Versdhnung: Levitikus 16 in seinem literarischen Kontext,
HBS, no. 28 (Freiburg: H erder, 2001), 425-429 (cf. the rem ark on the frontflap: “Leviticus 16 proves
to b e th e c e n tr a l te x t o f th e b o o k L e v itic u s . Its r itu a l s y m b o lis m is o p e n to w a r d th e p r e h is to r y a n d

serves the partial restitution o f the original creation order in the real w orld”). See also D oukhan,
D aniel, 61-64; idem, Secrets o f Daniel, 130-131 (includes references to rabbinic literature).
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as a totally consecrated day o f rest in the enjoyment o f full cultic re-creation.1 The Day of
Atonement is also closely associated with judgment, as Gane convincingly argued, for
only on this day the two themes o f purification o f the sanctuary and the people and o f
judgment coalesce.2 Hence, the crucial denouement o f the vision report in Dan 8 should
be understood in terms o f an eschatological Day o f Atonement.
Second, since the horn’s war within the realm o f cult assaulted the people o f God
as well as the sanctuary, the priestly commander, and the continual cultic service o f
Y h w h , the divine action described in vs. 14 requires all o f them to be restored to their

right place. There is only one cultic ritual by which all these entities come rightfully into
their own again: the Day o f Atonement. In other words, the objects o f purification on the
Day o f Atonement— the sanctuary and the people o f God— and the vindication o f God
him self correspond conceptually to both the target o f the horn’s assault in Dan 8 and the
intended goal o f what is restored to its right place in 8:14c, that is, the sanctuary, the host,
and God himself.3
Besides thematic reasons, there are also structural, intertextual, and terminological
reasons to regard the Day o f Atonement as the macrotheme for Dan 8:14. With regard to
structure, it is important to point out that the vision report ends with the concise but
thematically rich allusion to the Day o f Atonement. As Collins observes, “the ensuing

'Jurgens, 425-429; Gane, Cult and Character, 315.
Tbid., 305-309.
T o r Gane, the concept that “G o d ’s justice, represented by his sanctuary, m ust be ju stified ”
seems to be expressed by the term inology o f D an 8:14c (Cult and Character, 342 n. 27).
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state is not described.”1 This is especially evident in the interpretation which ends with
the king being broken “without human hand” (vs. 25). The end o f the revelation in Dan 8
therefore coincides with the eschatological Day o f Atonement, the importance o f which is
not reduced by any further explanations.
The intertextual web o f 8:9-14 in the book o f Daniel brings to light time and again
the concept o f an eschatological Day o f Atonement. Particularly the intertextual
relationship with chap. 7 prepares for the extensive use o f cultic imagery in the vision
report o f Dan 8 and sets the tone for the Day o f Atonement theme. The vision in chap. 7
is permeated by cultic allusions to the Day o f Atonement. Also the intertextual relation to
9:24, which shows Day o f Atonement language, is compatible with the idea that 8:14
should be interpreted within the parameters o f the Day o f Atonement.2
Against the backdrop o f a Day o f Atonement setting, several terminological
allusions to it are recognizable in Dan 8:9-14. First, the hom acts in

“rebellion”

(Dan 8:12a, 13c). The term IhBS occurs only twice in Leviticus: in 16:16, 21.3 It
describes an inexpiable, defiant sin that falls into the same category as the “high-handed”
sins o f Num 15:30-31. VWB automatically defiles the sanctuary, and the sanctuary can

‘John J. Collins, “The M eaning o f ‘the E n d ’ in the B ook o f D aniel,” in O f Scribes and
Scrolls: Studies on the H ebrew Bible, Intertestam ental Judaism , and Christian O rigins P resented to
John Strugnell on the O ccasion o f H is Sixtieth Birthday, ed. H. W. A ttridge, J. J. Collins, and T. H.
Tobin (Lanham : U niversity Press o f America, 1990), 94.
2On the intertextual relations o f D an 8:9-14 w ith other texts in D aniel see chapter 4.
3JJlt)S is a term o f the poetic books and the prophets and occurs only nine times in the
Pentateuch (G en 31:36; 50:17 [2x]; Exod 22:8; 23:21; 34:7; Lev 16:16, 21; N um 14:18).
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only be purified from JJtO’S on the Day o f Atonement.1 Thus, if UlliS in Dan 8 is dealt with
in a cultic way, and the context does suggest it, VWB has to be set right by a Day o f
Atonement activity, the only cultic ritual that deals with Ulil'D.2
The expression “ipa 3 “)11 (Dan 8:14b) with its specific sequence o f “eveningmorning” is reminiscent o f the only cultic day, next to the feast o f Unleavened Bread, that
explicitly begins in the evening: the Day o f Atonement (Lev 23:32).
The key root 12i"lp surfaces in Dan 8 in the terms ItnpQ (vs. 11c) and ttnp (vss.
13c, 14c). That linp is restored to its rightful place in vs. 14c is reminiscent o f the Day o f
Atonement when unp is purified from

(Lev 16:16). In Lev 16, 'ZHp occurs seven

times designating the sanctuary or parts o f it (vss. 2, 3, 16,17, 20, 23, 27), once in the
phrase tiippn ItnpQ “sanctuary o f holiness” (16:33), and twice in connection with a
special linen garment to characterize it as holy (16:4, 32). The inner sanctum o f the
sanctuary is uniquely called (inpn “the holy” in this chapter (16:2, 3, 16, 17, 20, 23, 27,
33). The verb t£Hp piel “sanctify” occurs once in Lev 16 (vs. 19). Hence, (tnp seems to
be an “explicit terminological link between Daniel 8:14 and Leviticus 16.”3

‘G ane, Cult and Character, 294-298. O ffenders com m itting 1111)5 cannot receive expiation by
means o f noncalendric sacrifices.
2A connection betw een I)lii5 in D an 8 and Lev 16 is suggested by Thom son (243) and Hasel
(“T h e ‘Little H o rn ” ’ [1986], 440).
3Ibid., 455; V ogel, “Cultic M otif,” 82. The apparent change from UHlpO to 10*1p in D an 8:1114 has received some attention and has been attributed either to reflect a design that follows the
structure from vision to audition (Hasel, “The ‘Little H o rn ” ’ [1986], 454) or from sanctuary language
in general (linpfp) to language o f the D ay o f A tonem ent ritual w hen the ll)“lp is purified (Vogel,
“Cultic M otif,” 87-88). Both options seem possible. W hat is clear, how ever, is that the indefinite
term UHp is em ployed to encom pass both the sanctuary and the people (as explained in chapter 2
[above]).
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These are the terminological links to the Day o f Atonement in the Hebrew
language o f Dan 8:9-14.' Yet, there is possibly another connection in the Greek
language. The macrotheme o f the Day o f Atonement could very well be the reason why
the Greek versions render tthp p il^ l in vs. 14c with

K a0ocpio0r|aeT ou t o a y l o t 1,

two

terms that feature prominently in the prescription o f the Day o f Atonement rituals in Lev
16.2 The verb

K a 0 a p ( ( w — thirty

o f its ninety-four occurrences are found in Leviticus and

there it always means to render ritually clean— is used to describe the process o f
purification of the holy

(ay io g ),

the tent o f meeting, the altar, and the people (Lev 16:19,

20, 30 [2x]), and throughout Lev 16 the adjectival noun t o

a y to v

or o

a y to e

“is uniquely

used to designate the adytum” or linpn “(most) holy place” (Lev 16:2, 3, 16, 17, 20, 23,
27, 33).3
At this point it is important to consider another cultic concept that is usually
suggested to serve as background for the activity mentioned in 8:14c: the concept o f
rededication.4 The question is whether Dan 8 refers to the Day o f Atonement or to

‘N ot a term inological but a conceptual link could be established by the term T p r i n . The use
o f T a n n indicates that the assault o f the horn is directed against the regular and continuous cultic
service. If this is the case, it seems reasonable to infer that the desecration o f the regular cultic service
must be restored to its right place by the purification w rought at an eschatological Day o f A tonem ent.
2D oukhan points out that K a 0 a p i ( w in Dan 8 : 1 4 is “a technical w ord used to refer to K ippur”
and that R ashi in the M iqraot G dolot suggested to read this D anielic passage in light o f the D ay o f
A tonem ent (Secrets o f D aniel, 1 2 7 ) . Cf. H asel, “The ‘Little H o rn ’” ( 1 9 8 6 ) , 4 5 5 .
3John W illiam W evers, N otes on the G reek Text o f Leviticus, SBLSCS, no. 44 (Atlanta:
Scholars, 1 9 9 7 ), 2 4 1 . Elsew here, KocOapLfco and ayi.o<; are u s e d in the same context only in a short
note on the D ay o f A tonem ent in relation to the altar o f incense (Exod 3 0 :1 0 ) , in the prescription o f
the consecration o f the altar (Exod 2 9 :3 7 ), and in the instructions for priests eating sacred food (Lev
2 2 :4 ).

4In the historical interpretation o f m ost com m entators, D an 8:14 is seen as the rededication o f
the tem ple after its desecration by A ntiochus IV E piphanes (1 M acc 4:36-59; 2 M acc 1:8; 10:1-8).
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rededication.1
Both concepts, rededication and the Day o f Atonement, share several themes
occurring in Dan 8 with which they are closely connected: the preceding sin and
transgression that led to the violation o f the laws o f purity o f the sanctuary/temple, the
required purification o f the sanctuary/temple, and the theme o f creation.2 Therefore, the
cultic allusions in Dan 8 could often be interpreted both ways. Likewise, the animal
terms used in Dan 8, which will be discussed below, could be understood as referring not
only to the Day o f Atonement but also to rededication, since they are mentioned in the
context o f (re)dedication in Num 7; 2 Chr 29:20-24; and Ezek 43.
However, several features in Dan 8 uniquely point to a Day o f Atonement setting,
and are either absent or cannot be detected in the concept o f rededication. First and
foremost, the theme o f judgment does not play a role at rededication, but is at the heart of

'it is necessary to differentiate betw een inauguration/dedication and rededication (cf. the
distinction o f rituals o f founding, rituals o f maintenance, and rituals of restoration by Frank H.
G orm an, “Priestly Rituals o f Founding: Tim e, Space, and Status,” in H isto ry and Interpretation:
Essays in H onour o f John H. H ayes, ed. M. P. G raham , W. P. Brow n, and J. K. K uan, JSO TSup, no.
173 [Sheffield: JSO T , 1993], 47-64). The concept o f inauguration or dedication does not com ply with
the evidence in the vision report in Dan 8, for there is no sanctuary that is inaugurated or initially
dedicated, but rather a sanctuary that is restored to its right place after it has been desecrated.
2The biblical data for rededication are rather sparse. A rededication o f the tem ple occurs
under A sa (2 C hr 15) and under H ezekiah (2 Chr 29), and by the M accabbees in the Second Tem ple
period. Since the actual procedures for rededication seem to reflect the dedication procedures, the
latter ones could also be taken into account to find out w hat happened at a rededication. M ajor
passages dealing with the dedication o f cultic place and status are the prescription for the consecration
o f the priesthood and the tabernacle (Exod 29 and 40; cf. the prescription for the consecration o f the
outer altar in Ezek 43:18-27), the consecration o f the priesthood and the inaugural service (Lev 8 and
9), the consecration o f the tabernacle (Num 7), the dedication o f the Solom onic tem ple (1 Kgs 8; 2
Chr 7:1-11), and the dedication o f the Second Tem ple (Ezra 3:1-6; 6:16-18). In fact, the dedication
cerem onies w ere also continued, as it w ere, through the yearly ritual o f consecration on the Day o f
A tonem ent (Lev 16:19 with liilp piel).
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the Day o f Atonement.1 Second, the restoration o f the people to their right, which is one
o f the two main aspects expressed by Uhp pplD] (8:14c), is not a focus o f the temple
rededication, but again is central to the Day o f Atonement. Third, the evoking o f a day
starting in the evening by the phrase “ipa sp y (8:14b) is not an idea associated with
rededication, but it is in conformity with the Day o f Atonement. Fourth, there is also a
distinction in the fact to whose activity the attention is directed. The rededication is
carried out by the king, priests, and people, and signifies that they cleanse the temple
from the desecration that has occurred and rededicate it for a renewed cultic service. The
emphasis lies on the human effort and prostration. The purification rituals on the Day o f
Atonement are carried out by the high priest, signifying what Y h w h would do for his
people and “to preserve the justice ofYHWH’s administration.”2 Here, the emphasis is
put clearly on Y h w h . Inasmuch as the assault o f the hom in Dan 8:9-12 is directed
against God, the question in 8:13c is addressed to God, and the solution in 8:14c refers to
a divine activity, the concept o f a Day o f Atonement suggests itself as better qualified to
meet the divine-centered perspective o f the end o f the vision report. Fifth, the close
intertextual link to the vision in Dan 7 with its Day o f Atonement setting o f the judgment
scene provides additional evidence for such a setting in Dan 8:14.3

'F or example, the celebration o f H anukkah, w hich rem em bers the rededication o f the temple
in M accabean times, does not carry any elem ents o f judgm ent (cf. Solomon Zeitlin, “ Hanukkah: Its
O rigin and Its Significance,” JQ R 29 [1938-1939]: 1-36; Jam es C. V anderK am , “H anukkah: Its
M eaning and Significance according to 1 and 2 M accabees,” JSP 1 [1987]: 23-40; Irving G reenberg,
The Jew ish Way: L iving the H olidays [New York: Summit, 1988], 272-277).
2G ane, Cult and Character, 300-302, 318-323.
3See the intertextual analysis o f the relationship betw een D an 8:9-14 and D an 7 (below).
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In sum, while many cultic features o f the vision report in Dan 8 could be
understood also in terms o f rededication, other significant features make such an
association unlikely and discredit rededication as the macrotheme o f this passage.
Rather, the macrotheme o f the vision report should be seen in the Day o f Atonement.
Finally, allusions to cultic terminology and the Day o f Atonement already appear
in the first part o f the vision report and prepare the reader to encounter these themes in its
second, highly dramatic part. Therefore, I will turn to the terminology o f 8:3-8 that
anticipates the themes o f 8:9-14.

Semantic Fields in Daniel 8:3-8 in Anticipation o f Daniel 8:9-14
Some o f the themes and motifs in the vision report about the hom are found also
in the first part o f the vision (Dan 8:3-8). Particularly prominent is, o f course,
terminology in the semantic fields o f power, control, and violence. Almost every clause
contains lexemes from these: “IQI? “stand” or “withstand” (8:3, 4, 6, 7); 1“ij? “hom ” (8:3
[2x], 5, 6, 7, 8); rrHJ piel “gore” (8:4); T “hand” or “power” (8:4, 7); N13 “com e” (8:5, 6);
nan “rage” (8:6), n s “strength” or “power” (8:6, 7); “l”in hitpalpel “become furious”
(8:7);

H 03

hif. “strike” (8:7);

“Q tf

“smash” (8:7, 8); " [ b t l i hif. “throw (to earth)” (8:7);

0131

“trample” (8:7); D3SU “be powerful” (8:8). The use o f lexemes o f the same semantic
fields in vss. 9-10 is therefore a continuation o f the thematic development in vss. 3-8.’
Cultic terminology, however, is also present in the first part o f the vision report
and can be found in the use o f specific animal terms. The distinct use o f animal imagery

‘For example, the keyw ords that describe in vss. 10-12 the activity o f casting dow n ("jbli?) and
tram pling (0131) link the section o f the horn w ith the previous section o f the he-goat (vs. 7).
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in Dan 8 demands an explanation. In modem times, the animal imagery in Dan 8, and
also in Dan 7, has been interpreted against the background o f astrological geography in
which signs o f the zodiac represent specific countries.1 However, the weaknesses o f this
theory— for example, the problematic use o f sources for astrological geography, or the
questionable assigning o f the symbols ram and goat to their supposed countries— provide
a reason to look for a better explanation.2
A suggestion with some plausibility is that the animal terms in Dan 8 are used as
metaphorical representations, as elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. The animal b’X “ram” is
probably the most common animal term to metaphorically designate leaders, princes,
nobles, and similar personnel.3 However, the terms that are employed for the goat in Dan

’A n astrological background to the use o f the anim al im agery o f D an 8 w as first proposed by
Franz C um ont (“La plus ancienne geographie astrologique,” Klio 9 [1909]: 263-273, esp. 273) at the
suggestion o f F. C. Burkitt, and elaborated w ith regard to D an 7 by A ndre C aquot (“Sur les quatre
betes de D aniel V II,” Sem itica 5 [1955]: 6-13). Several com m entators have taken up this idea (for
Dan 8 see, e.g., Bentzen, 69; Lacocque, D aniel, 157; Goldingay, D aniel, 203, 208-209).
2John D ay shows that T eu cer’s zodiacal system, w hich Caquot used, is questionable as
background to D an 8, since in T eu cer’s system the goat stands for Syria w hereas D an 8:21 states that
the goat represents G reece (G o d ’s Conflict w ith the D ragon a n d the Sea: E choes o f a Canaanite M yth
in the O ld Testament, U niversity o f Cam bridge O riental Publications, no. 35 [Cam bridge: Cam bridge
U niversity Press, 1985], 154-155). E rnest C. Lucas points out several w eaknesses o f the astrological
geography theory: (1) One needs to draw on different schem es o f astrological geography to explain
Dan 8 for no one scheme explains the links o f anim als and countries in D an 8 (and in D an 7); (2) none
o f the sources for astrological geography is earlier than the first century AD (the fragm entary text
attributed to T eucer o f Babylon is from that time); and (3) the likelihood o f the ram as astrological
sym bol in Babylon is extrem ely doubtful (“The Sources o f D an iel’s A nim al Im agery,” 177-182;
D aniel, 168, 213-214; cf. also idem, “Daniel: Resolving the Enigm a,” VT 50 [2000]: 70-71). G zella
follows Lucas and Day and discusses in addition why the ram as an astrological sym bol for Persia is
highly doubtful (130-133). Cf. Behrens, 319 n. 18.
3“R am ” as a symbolic designation for political and m ilitary dignitaries is found in Exod 15:5;
2 Kgs 24:15; Jer 4:22; Ezek 17:13; 30:13; 31:11, 14; 32:20; 39:18; Pss 2:5; 58:2; Job 41:17 (see
Patrick D. M iller, Jr., “A nim al N am es as D esignation in U garitic and H ebrew ,” UF 2 [1970]: 181182; cf. also R obin W akely, “b ’N [# 380] f N ID O TTE , 1:373-375). Judg 5:8 and Ps 29:1 could be
further possible exam ples, though only after text-critical decisions (M iller, “A nim al N am es,” 186).
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8 are not utilized in such a metaphorical way anywhere else in the Hebrew Bible.1 And
the term Tiny “male goat,” which can stand metaphorically for rulers (Isa 14:9; Zech
10:3), does not occur in Dan 8, which raises the question as to why it was not used in this
chapter if the animal imagery was intended to refer to rulers and nations.2 The
metaphorical usage o f animal imagery for worldly powers does present a plausible yet not
a completely sufficient explanation for the specific use o f animal imagery in Dan 8.
The proposal forwarded here is that the animal imagery o f Dan 8 functions on the
basis o f inner-biblical allusions evoking cultic imagery. In contrast to the unclean hybrid
creatures o f the vision o f Dan 7 the usage o f clean animals in the vision o f Dan 8 could be
understood as an intentional reference to cultic activity, particularly since the “central
element” o f the vision is “the profanation o f the sacred”3 and the perversion o f the cult.
In fact, all the animal names mentioned in Dan 8 belong to the group o f sacrificial
animals: b'X “ram” (8:3, 4, 6, 7 [4x], 20), TBS “he-goat” (8:5 [2x], 8, 21), ty “goat” (8:5,
8), and Tyfa “hairy one” > “he-goat” (8:21).4
The word b’X “ram” is a sacrificial term. Out o f 155 times in the Hebrew Bible, it

Following M iller, G zella stresses that against the biblical background the anim als o f D an 8 function in
general as m etaphors for rulers or w orldly pow ers, expressing strength and leadership (133-138).
‘ty “goat” is used once in a simile in 1 Kgs 20:27 to describe the sm all num ber o f Israelite
warriors as “ two little flocks o f goats” in com parison w ith the large A ram aean army.
2O ther anim al term s can also stand m etaphorically for leaders b ut are not used in D an 8 (see
Miller, “A nim al N am es,” 180-186).
3G zella, 8.
4See the study o f the semantic field o f sacrificial anim al terms by Rene Peter-C ontesse,
“Q uels anim aux Israel offrait-il en sacrifice? Etude de lexicographie hebra'ique,” in Studien zu O pfer
und K ult im Alten Testam ent, ed. A. Schenker, FAT, no. 3 (Tubingen: M ohr, 1992), 67-77.
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occurs 59 times in cultic contexts.1 The expression TIN b'N “a/one ram,” with which the
ram is surprisingly introduced in Dan 8:3, occurs 21 times.2 In these texts “a/one ram” is
always, together with other animals, destined to be a burnt offering. Thus, 1HK

in

Dan 8 “conceals a massive allusion to the Old Testament sacrificial cult, which is
explicitly mentioned for the first time in Dan 8:1 lb .”3 Perhaps there is even an allusion
to the Day o f Atonement via Gen 22:13, but this requires a text-critical decision.4 That
the expression “irtN S 'K is used intentionally can also be seen in the difference between

'Peter-C ontesse fails to m ention that this term appears also in D an 8.
S e v e n te e n tim es as “inK b ’K (Num 7:15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 45, 51, 57, 63, 69, 75, 81; 28:27;
29:2, 8, 36; D an 8:3) and four tim es as “inN b 'W (Lev 16:5; N um 6:14; 28:11, 19). There is a textcritical variant in G en 22:13 w hich also could be taken into consideration, for the M T IllN b ’X is
often read as in N ‘T’X by the versions (Sam aritan Pentateuch, LXX) and m ost com m entators.
3Schindele, “M oglichkeiten und G renzen,” 37.
Tfnnis: b'’}'! in G en 22:13 indeed should be read as “inN b ’X, one could argue for an
intertextual relation betw een this text and D an 8:3 (suggested to me by Jacques D oukhan and D avid
Resendes), for A braham and D aniel share a sim ilar experience o f sight that is expressed in
corresponding term inology: “Then A braham raised his eyes and looked, and behold, one ram ,” and
D aniel reports “Then I lifted my eyes and looked, and behold, one ram” :
“in x
n t i v r i r n K a r r a s K&n
(G e n 2 2 :i3 )
“i n s ‘r s r a n i n s i s i T,r ?
T
(Dan 8:3).
Further in both accounts the attention is draw n im m ediately to the horns (D, 2'lj?) o f the ram. It is o f
course intriguing that the A kedah (Gen 22) is connected to the D ay o f A tonem ent (Lev 16)by
term inological links. r\b'u “burnt offering,” b ’S “ram ,” and ilST nif. “appear” appear together only at
the end o f the A kedah (G en 22:13-14), the ordination o f priests (Lev 8 -9 ; esp. 9:2-4), and the Day o f
A tonem ent (Lev 16; esp. 16:1-5) (Stanley D. W alters, “W ood, Sand, and Stars: S tm cture and
Theology in Gn 22:1-19,” TJT 3 [1987]: 305-306, 309-310). This w ould be an indication that “11718
in D an 8:3 is in fact alluding to the Day o f A tonem ent, o f course bearing in m ind that this
argument is dependent upon a text-critical decision in G en 22:13. H ow ever, there are also plausible
explanations to keep “ 11718 S ’S in Gen 22:13 intact, understanding "1I7N as “w hen” to express
“tem poral im m ediacy” so that A braham saw the ram the instant it was snagged (M arvin H. Pope, “The
Tim ing o f the Snagging o f the Ram, G enesis 22:13,” B iblical A rchaeologist 4 9 /2 [1 9 8 6 ]: 1 1 4 - 1 17), or
sim ilarly as “im m ediately after” (G ordon J. W enham , G enesis 16-50, W BC, vol. IB [Dallas: W ord,
1994], 99), or as “another” to refer to “another ram ” in com parison to Isaac who virtually was to be
the first ram (V ictor P. Hamilton, The B ook o f Genesis: Chapters 18-50, N IC O T [Grand Rapids:
Eerdm ans, 1995], 113).
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the introduction o f the ram as an indeterminate entity and the introduction o f the he-goat
as a determinate entity (8:5).'
The term T 2 ^ “goat” occurs six times in the Hebrew Bible. In Dan 8 it occurs as
T S S n (8:5) as well as in the phrases D’tlirrTKJ “male goat” (8:5, 8) and "Tilton T2BH
“the shaggy goat” (8:21). T21J is the main term used for the designation o f the second
animal o f the vision. Outside o f Dan 8, T 2 S occurs only in 2 Chr 29:21 and Ezra 8:35,
both in sacrificial contexts.2 Thus the term can be designated as sacrificial language.3
The word TIIto “(shaggy) goat,” which occurs in Dan 8:21 together with T21J
“goat,” is a cultic word par excellence. It occurs fifty-nine times in the Hebrew Bible, o f
which forty-four times are in cultic contexts (seven times for the goat for Azazel in Lev
16).4
Note that the distribution o f the terms b"1# “ram,” Til “goat,” and Tllto “goat”
shows its highest density in the Pentateuch— particularly in Lev 16, Num 7 and 29— and

‘Schindele, “M oglichkeiten und G renzen,” 37. G zella, w ith m any com m entators, regards “inN
as “an explicit m arker o f indeterm ination” and perceives an intentional contrast betw een the ram,
w hich is indeterm inate, and the attacking he-goat, w hich is determ inate (94-95), but he fails to
recognize the allusive force o f the phrase n n x
2On the cultic context o f 2 Chr 2 9 :2 1 see below. The other text in Ezra 8 :3 5 m entions that
after Ezra and the exiles arrived safely in Jerusalem , they offered burnt offerings to Y h w h : “ 12 bulls
for all Israel, 9 6 ram s [D, b"'X], 7 7 lambs, 12 male goats for a purification offering [ n x ^ n ’T D S ]” (cf.
nX£3n T llto “goat for a purification offering” in N um 2 9 :2 2 , 2 8 , 3 1 , 3 4 , 3 8 ; and the fuller versions in
N um 2 8 :1 5 , 2 2 , 3 0 ; 2 9 :5 , 1 1 ,1 6 , 1 9 ,2 5 ) . This is the same com bination o f sacrifices as offered at the
dedication o f the second tem ple (Ezra 6 :1 7 ) and at the rededication o f the first tem ple by H ezekiah
(1 Chr 2 9 :2 1 ).
3Peter-C ontesse, 70.
Tbid.
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in Ezekiel.1 Hence, possible allusions o f the animal imagery in Dan 8 might be to the
Day o f Atonement (Lev 16; Num 29:7-11), the consecration o f the tabernacle (Num 7), or
the cultic calendar in general (Num 28 and 29).
It is worthwhile to take a closer look at 2 Chr 29:21, since this is the only passage
in the Hebrew Bible where all o f the three terms used for the animals in the vision o f Dan
8 appear.2 Second Chronicles 29 describes the cleansing o f the temple and its
rededication under the rule o f Hezekiah.3 The prescription o f the preparations and the
ritual itself is “different from anything prescribed or described elsewhere in the Bible.”4
Still, there are several possible allusions in 2 Chr 29:20-24 to the Day o f

“ram ” occurs at least four times per chapter in Lev 8, 9; N um 7, 23, 28, 29; Ezek 40, 46;
D an 8; TI) “goat” occurs at least four times per chapter in N um 7, 29; Ps 59; and Y’toto “g o at” occurs at
least four tim es per chapter in G en 36; Lev 16; N um 7, 29; D eut 2; Ezek 35. TJ) “goat” also appears
often in the Psalm s, w hereas
is rarely used in the Psalm s and the W isdom literature, and T'toto not
at all in this section o f the H ebrew Bible. In Lev 16 all terms occur:
“ram ” in Lev 16:3, 5; Til in
Lev 16:5; and T llto “goat” in Lev 16:5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 18, 20, 21 [2x], 22 [2x], 26, 27 (i.e., 14 times
in Lev 16; that is the highest num ber o f occurrences o f T llto in any chapter [13 tim es in Num 7]).
2lTN (2 Chr 29:21, 22, 32), Y'SS (29:21), Til (29:21). Ttoto occurs two verses later in vs. 23.
3A fter the Levites had carried out the cleansing and all the preparations for the consecration,
H ezekiah and the princes o f the city (T llH ’7 to) w ent up to the house o f Y h w h (vs. 20). In their
presence the A aronite priests offered “seven bulls, seven ram s (D’b ’N), seven lam bs, and seven male
goats (D'Tl? , TS1J) for a sin offering for the kingdom , the sanctuary, and Judah” (vs. 21). O nly the
goats w ere for the sin offering, the others w ere for burnt offerings. Particularly the offering o f the
m ale goats is described in m ore detail. It is m entioned that the priest brought the goats before the king
and the assem bly and then laid their hands on them (vs. 23). After slaughtering the goats the priests
purged (Xtsn piel) the altar with the blood o f the goats “to atone for all Israel” (btt'lto''"1?^)"^!? “IS?1?)
(vs. 24). A fter this central sacrificial rite the king ordered to offer the burnt offering (vs. 27). The text
is closed w ith niiT’TT’3 117131) )i3Fll “and the service o f the house o f Y h w h was established
(again)” (vs. 35).
4Japhet, 924. It is probably paralleled the closest by the sin offerings described in E zekiel as
a com ponent o f the cleansing rituals for the altar (43:18-27; cf. N um 7:87-88) and the sanctuary
(45:18-20), o f the purification o f the priests (44:27), and o f the preparation for P assover (45:21-23).
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Atonement.1 First, the sacrificial animals used in 2 Chr 29 are similar to those prescribed
in Lev 16, although their number is different. Second, as on the Day o f Atonement and
on other calendric festivals, the sacrificial animals, at least the goats for the n x a n (2 Chr
29:24), are killed by the priest,2 whereas for the other sin offerings, the animals are killed
by the one who brings the offering.3 Third, the sin offering explicitly is for the sanctuary
(2 Chr 29:21; Lev 16:16, 20). Fourth, the laying o f both hands (dual) upon the goats
occurs in the Hebrew Bible only in 2 Chr 29:23 and Lev 16:21,4 And fifth, the goats are
intended to atone for the sins o f all the people (2 Chr 29:24; Lev 16:17, 33, 34): lexical
links are the use o f the phrase b'J + “idd with “Israel” as object (2 Chr 29:24; Lev 16:34),
and the all-inclusiveness in regard to the people which is expressed by b'S (2 Chr 29:24;
Lev 16:17, 33).
Whatever ritual 2 Chr 29:20-24 exactly describes, the terms used in 2 Chr 29:21

'A potential connection betw een the ritual in 2 C hr 29 and the Day o f A tonem ent ritual, or a
modeling o f the one after the other, is noted by M artin J. Selman, 2 Chronicles: A Com m entary,
TOTC (D ow ners Grove: Inter-V arsity, 1994), 490; Richard L. Pratt, Jr., 1 and 2 Chronicles (Feam ,
Ross-shire: M entor, 1998), 427; Steven S. Tuell, F irst and Second Chronicles, IBC (Louisville: John
Knox, 2001), 214.
2See Johannes H anel, “Das R echt des O pferschlachtens in der chronistischen Literatur,” ZA W
55 (1937): 46-47. Some argue that the plural third-person “they” in vss. 21, 22, and 23a is im personal
and should be rendered by the passive (so Japhet, 926).
3For differences betw een 2 Chr 29:23-24 and Lev 4 see W illiam Johnstone, 1 and 2
Chronicles, vol. 2, 2 C hronicles 10-36: Guilt and A tonem ent, JSO TSup, no. 254 (Sheffield: Sheffield
A cadem ic Press, 1997), 195-196.
4See Rene Peter, “L ’im position des m ains dans l ’A ncien T estam ent,” VT 27 (1977): 50; H. G.
M. W illiam son, I and 2 Chronicles, NCB (G rand Rapids: Eerdmans; London: M arshall, M organ &
Scott, 1982), 357. The H ebrew is not absolutely clear w hether the laying on o f hands is perform ed by
the priests or by the king and the congregation. For the latter view see Jacob M ilgrom , “H ezekiah’s
Sacrifices at the D edication Services o f the Purified Tem ple (2 Chr 29:21-24),” in B iblical and
R elated Studies P resented to Sam uel Iw ry, ed. A. Kort and S. M orschauser (W inona Lake:
Eisenbrauns, 1985), 159, including nn. 4 and 5.
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for the sacrificial animals and the reminiscences o f the Day o f Atonement reinforce the
idea that the specific use o f animal imagery in the vision o f Dan 8 has a cultic connotation
and, more specifically, prepares the reader o f the vision report for the encounter o f
thematic connections with the Day o f Atonement.
The animal imagery in Dan 8 also shows a more direct link to the Day o f
Atonement. In Lev 16, the two male goats that should be offered for a sin offering
(n x tsn )

are called D ’-Tl?

“two male goats,” and there is also

for a burnt offering (16:5).‘ Later the goats are called

" in x

b’X “one ram”

"bit; “two goats” (16:7, 8),

or, when only one ofthe goats is referred to, TlJtan “the goat” (16:9, 10, 18, 21, 22a, 22b,
26). The goat to be sacrificed is called nNlsnn TI7& “the goat ofth e sin offering” (16:15,
27), and the goat to be sent into the wilderness is called ’nn TU&n “the live goat”
(16:20, 21). Interestingly, the goat in the vision o f Dan 8 is called in the interpretation
Til&n T S ^ n “the goat, the goat” (Dan 8:21), as if the angel Gabriel clarifies that the
goat o f the vision is a Ti7i£?n goat, the designation used for the goats at the Day o f
Atonement.2
In summary, the specific use o f the imagery o f ram and he-goat should be
interpreted as cultic and is in accordance with and anticipates the cultic terminology that
becomes much more prominent later in the vision report. The animal terms allude to the

'T he connection betw een the anim al term s in D an 8 and Lev 16:5-6 has been noted by
Doukhan (D a n iel: The Vision o f the End, 26).
2Since “PS2J appears to be a loan-w ord from Aram aic, it is suggested that TltS) is added as the
H ebrew equivalent by w ay o f explanation (e.g., Charles, 216 [“som e scribe added the H ebrew
synonym”]; Lucas, D aniel, 207).
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Day o f Atonement, arguably in a subtle way, but they stand out particularly in light o f the
cultic climax in Dan 8:11-14.

Spatial Imagery
Another literary feature is the shift in movement o f the horn from the horizontal
(earthly) to the vertical (heavenly) sphere. Staying within the symbolic imagery, the horn
extends horizontally on earth until it comes to the beauty ("OJin, vs. 9b), and then it rises
up vertically to the host o f heaven, the stars, and to the commander o f the host.1
The spatial allusions in Dan 8 convey a strong sense o f “aggressive movement
between earth and heaven.”2 References to earth and ground (vss. 10b, 12b) stand in
contrast to references to heaven (“host o f heaven” in vs. 10a; “stars” in vs. 10b) and occur
always in combative context, usually when an opponent is thrown to the ground in defeat
(cf. 8:5 [2x], 7). The horn throws some o f the host and the stars to earth and tramples
them, it throws the foundations o f the sanctuary down— “to the earth” seems to be
implied— and it throws truth to the ground. The horn is therefore correctly designated as

Himmelssturmer who interferes with the celestial realm and causes disorder.
Lebram observes an alleged disharmony in vss. 11-12a in which the horn is back
on earth, removing the sacrifice, after it was already acting in heaven (vs. 10). Besides
the gender change, for Lebram this is reason enough to decide that vss. 11 - 12a must be an

'Such a shift o f m ovem ent between vs. 9b and vs. 10a has been detected by Lebram (“Konig
A ntiochus,” 768) and by Shea (“Spatial D im ensions,” 497-526; cf. Rodriguez, “D aniel 8, 9,” 4), while
Hasel identifies a horizontal expansion o f the horn in vss. 9-10 and a vertical m ovem ent o f the horn
into heavenly realities in vs. 11-12 (“The ‘Little H o rn ’” [1986], 381-383).
2G oldingay, D aniel, 205-206.
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interpolation.1 The problem with such an assumption is, however, that Lebram interprets
T E n n completely earthly. Yet, ifT'prin is understood to refer to the continual service
and worship o f God and to the high priestly activity o f the commander o f the host, as
shown above, then its removal in vs. l i b does not interrupt the vertical movement in the
activities o f the horn. Thus, it is not necessary to pose a recurring up-and-down
movement by the horn with changing spheres o f action. Rather the horn increasingly
develops vertically into a colossus that bridges the earthly and heavenly realms.
Formally the horn’s development is marked by the keyword b i t that identifies
three dimensions o f the growing o f the horn: the horizontal dimension (bl'j qal in vs. 9b),
the vertical dimension (b~l) qal in vs. 10a), and the inwardly vertical dimension (✓“13 hif.
in vs. 11a). The prepositions used for the development o f the horn emphasize the
different spatial aspects: bx is employed for horizontal movement (vs. 9b) and “tl1 for
vertical development, be it outwardly or inwardly (vss. 10a, 11a).
In sum, vss. 9-11 are both formally and thematically structured in a horizontal (vs.
9) and vertical movement (vss. 10-11), which once more creates the dramatic effect that
vs. 11 needs in order to be considered as the presumptuous zenith o f the horn.

“Leitworter” and Keywords in Daniel 8:9-14

“L eitw orter”
Another avenue to trace the key themes o f a passage is to look for its Leitworter
and to establish the semantic fields these Leitworter can be assigned to. Paying attention

'Lebram , D aniel, 95.
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to those expressions that appear several times in a text enhances the delineation o f the
text’s meaning and structure.
What exactly is a Leitworf!1 The semantic concept o f the Leitwort, which is
based on emphatic repetition, was formulated by Martin Buber. According to Buber, the

Leitwort is “a word or word root that is meaningfully repeated within a text or sequence
o f texts or complex o f texts; those who attend to these repetitions will find a meaning o f
the text revealed or clarified, or at any rate made more emphatic.”2 The Leitwort has two
functions: to emphasize and clarify the content or central themes o f a passage and to
establish a relationship between two or more passages within a text.3
An investigation o f the Leitworter in Dan 8 has been undertaken by D. Bauer.4
Bauer defines a Leitwort as a root that occurs at least three times in a specific text.5 This
definition is more formal and in a sense more practical than Buber’s, since it provides an
objective criteria to isolate the Leitworter o f a text. It lacks, however, the notion o f
emphasis and so each root that occurs at least three times is considered to be a Leitwort,
although not every one may play a significant role in the text. However, if necessary, the

'T he G erm an term L eitw ort (plural: Leitw orter) is kept untranslated here as a technical term.
Different renditions used elsew here are “guiding phrase,” “leading w ord” or “leadw ord,” “keyw ord,”
and “catchw ord.”
2M artin Buber, “L eitw ort Style in Pentateuch N arrative,” in Scripture and Translation, by M.
Buber and F. Rosenzw eig, trans. L. Rosenw ald w ith E. Fox, ISBL (Bloom ington: Indiana U niversity
Press, 1994), 114 (translated from a 1927 lecture; see M artin B uber, Werke, vol. 2, Schriften zu r Bibel
[Munich: Kosel; H eidelberg: Schneider, 1964], 1131).
T bid., 744.

4Bauer, “D aniel 8,” 73-85.
Tbid., 78.
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differentiation according to emphatic repetition could still be drawn after all the words
and word stems with at least three occurrences have been singled out.1
In following Bauer, the vocabulary in Dan 8 contains forty-five Leitworter, which
are listed according to their first occurrence in table 25.2
The distribution o f these Leitworter is such that all o f them are introduced in the
first half o f Dan 8, the last Leitwort being introduced in vs. 13b. Most o f their
occurrences are found in 8:1-14: 134 occurrences over against 88 occurrences in 8:15-27.
Obviously, the author o f Dan 8 “shows his crucial point, his interest o f statement, within
the first half o f the text.”3
The Leitworter can be classified in basically four semantic fields or isotopies that
concentrate in different parts o f Dan 8.4 The semantic field “first-person narrator” is
found at the beginning (vss. 1-2), in the middle (vs. 15), and at the end (vs. 27). The
semantic field “perception” shows equal distribution, with a concentration at the
beginning (vss. 1-3). The semantic field “power, control, and violence” concentrates in
the vision report and the audition (vss. 3-13). And the semantic field “holiness,
sanctuary” shows a high concentration in vss. 1 lb-14c (ten o f the twelve occurrences o f

T’tiri, the root S ip , and U’i ’3). What the inventoiy o f vocabulary and the thematic

‘A difference in nom enclature is that the study o f L eitw orter belongs for B uber to stylistic
analysis, w hile for B auer it com es under sem antics and text-gram m atical pragm atics.
2Bauer, “D aniel 8,” 78-79. For the sake o f coherence w ith my work, I substituted B au er’s
text references to vs. 13 (he follows Schindele’s division in 13a-13f [Schindele, “T extkonstituierung
zu D aniel 8,” 13-14]) w ith my own references according to a division into vs. 13a-13c.
3Bauer, “D aniel 8,” 79.
4Ibid.; cf. B au er’s table on pp. 84-85.
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Table 25. Leitworter in Daniel 8
Leitw ort
p b o (9x):
l^n (7x):

R eference

Leitw ort

R eference

la , la , 20c, 21a, 21 d, 22c, 23a, 23a,

1 ’ (4x):

4c, 7h, 22d, 24b

27d

niCU (4x):

4d, 12c, 24e, 27d

la , 2a, 2e, 13c, 15c, 17g, 26e

blO (8x):

4e, 8a, 8b, 9b, 10a, 11a, 21b, 25c

HK1 (15x): la , lc , 2a, 2b, 2e, 3b, 4a, 6b, 7a,
15a, 15f, 16e, 20b, 26a, 27e

5a, 15d, 16e, 17e, 23a, 2 7 f
] '3 (6x):
T B S (4x): 5c, 5e, 8a, 21a

I N (6x):

lb , 2c, 2f, 5a, 15b, 27a

TU (3x):

5c, 8a, 23a

f l (4x):

lb , 2d, 15b, 27a

N1S (4x):

5c, 6a, 17a, 17b

in N (4x):

lc , 3h, 19c, 23a

ansi

(3x):

5c, 14b, 26a

n^n (8x):

2b, 2f, 5a, 7e, 7h, 15a, 19c, 27a

(6x):

5c, 5d, 7f, 10b, 12b, 18a

~ \m (6x):

2d, 6b, 19c, 20b, 21c, 26b

UOO (3x):

5d, 7a, 18b

2f, 3d, 6b

n o (5x):

6c, 7e, 22d, 24a, 24b

*70N (3x):

3a, 5f, 21c

n an (4x):

3c, 5b, 15e, 19b

7f, 11c, 12b

S’N (8x):

3d, 4a, 6a, 7a, 7c, 7e, 7h, 20a

no© (4x).“iblU (3x) :
oran (3x):

in N (3x):

3d, 13a, 13b

D25U (3x):

8b, 24a, 2 4 f
8c, 8c, 22b, 22c

(3x):

7d, 8b, 22a, 2 5 f
7g, 10c, 13f

133 (8x):

3d, 4b, 5c, 6b, 7e, 17c, 18a, 23a

TP (9x):

3e, 3f, 5f, 6a, 7d, 8b, 9a, 20c, 21b

n s a (3x):
n n x (3x):
O’ (3x):

3f, 3g, 3h

u a n x (4x):
N a a (5x):
nio (3x):
T 'D n (3x):
C'np (6x):

3g, 9a, 9a

Uttis (3x):

12a 13e, 23a

4a, 26f, 27b

(3x):

12d, 24d, 25b

(3x):

13a, 13b, 18a

mu

(12x): 3d, 4b, 6b, 7e, 15f, 17a, 18c, 18c,
22b, 22c, 23a, 25e

p

(5x):

4b, 7e, 7h, 22d, 24b

pba
nan

(3x):

4c, 5d, 2 7 f

ION (6x):

10a, 10b, 11a, 12a, 13c
11a, 25e, 25e
l i b , 12a, 13d
11c, 13a, 13b, 13f, 14c, 2 4 f

13b, 14a, 16c, 17d, 19a, 26b

N o te: L eitw orter occurring in Dan 8:9-14 are highlighted.

distribution in 8:9-14 has shown is therefore also evident in the distribution o f the

Leitworter in Dan 8. Verses 9-14 contain mainly Leitworter in the semantic fields of
power/control (vss. 9a-13c: p p , n to ll, b n o , “[b©’, O Q 1, N S ^ , nto , ”[*?!£) and holiness (vss.
1 lb-14c: TOPI, !£Hp, and U©2), with a few Leitworter o f perception ("pin, 1 0 1 , and IDS)
in vss. 13-14.
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Thus, the Leitworter effectively create a thematic movement in Dan 8:1-14 that
Bauer describes aptly as follows:
After an introduction, in which the narrator introduces his own person and his
“perception,” he gets onto the subject o f “power, control, and violence.” Towards the
end o f the exposition of this theme emerges as new theme “holiness.” It stands quite
massive, like a “drumbeat,” at the end o f the first part o f the text. This movement
from the “I” o f the narrator and his “perception” over the theme “power, control, and
violence” to the theme “holiness” forms a climax with its culmination between l ib
and 14c.1
The thematic goal o f the vision report is naturally to be found in that semantic field to
which the thematic progression leads up: holiness.

K eyw ord S“t3 and the “H ubris-Fall” P attern
The concept o f the keyword (Schliisselwort) is closely associated with the concept
o f the Leitwort. The term “keyword” is used in this study to refer to words that contribute
significantly to the understanding o f the text’s structure and meaning. Such a keyword
may be a Leitwort (e.g., the verbal root

in 8:4, 8, 9b, 10a, 1 la, 25), but it may also be

an expression that occurs less than three times but is strategically placed at a crucial point
in the text (e.g., ppl^l in 8:14c).
The meaning ofth e individual keywords in Dan 8:9-14 has already been analyzed
in chapter 2 in the various semantic analyses o f words and phrases. It is therefore not
necessary to repeat these analyses and their conclusions. Going beyond them, in the
present section the keyword b~[j is examined with regard to both its structural and
thematic purpose.

‘Ibid., 80.
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An extremely important literary function can be assigned to the verbal root bn:
which, without doubt, is the keyword in Dan 8. It is inserted at various points in Dan 8,
having as its subject the different agents mentioned in the vision as well as the king in the
interpretation: in vss. 4 (ram), 8 (he-goat), 9b, 10a, 11a (all: horn), and 25c (king).1 The
occurrences o f the verbal root bn 3 in the vision report o f Dan 8 line up to an intentional
literary crescendo o f boastful activity by adding stronger dimensions to bn:, with its
climax appropriately at the end o f the vision report in vs. 11, as shown in table 26.2

Table 26. Literary Crescendo o f the Verbal Root bn:
Text

Actor

Verb

8:4
8:8
8:9b

ram
male goat
horn

bn: hif.
bn: hif.
bn: qal

8:10a horn
8:11a horn

bn:
bn:

qal
hif.

Extension

_
exceedingly (literal: up to very)
exceedingly toward the south and toward the
sunrise and toward the beauty
up to the host o f heaven
even* up to the commander o f the host

*The em phatic position o f X215n"nty n y before the verb is here expressed by “even.”

'N ote also the adjective o f the root b n : in the phrase n b in :n p jp n in D an 8:8, 21.
2See Probstle, “Linguistic A nalysis o f D aniel 8:11, 12,” 85. A progression related to the verb
“m agnify its e lf ’ is also noted by Collins who locates the delayed climax o f the pattern in vs. 25
{Daniel, FOTL, 85, 88). For G oldingay and Bucher-G illm ayer the b n : -pattern w orks tow ard a climax
in vs. 11, w here b n : is used for the last tim e in the vision (Goldingay, D aniel, 197; B ucher-G illm ayer,
“G edankenverlauf,” 63), w hereas for Lucas the keyw ord b n : enhances the building up to a climax o f
the vision in vs. 12, w hich for him is the end o f the vision report (D aniel, 210). H ow ever, Lucas
agrees w ith Collins that the climax o f the w hole chapter is the description o f the referent o f the horn
and its dow nfall in vss. 23-25.
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Although the verbal root b~\: is constructed in different stems (Qal in vss. 9b and
10a; Hiphil in vss. 4, 8, and 1 la), the literary crescendo still functions, because b“!j in the
Qal with human subject is very close to the inwardly transitive use or the reflexive use o f
bna in the Hiphil.1 The difference between Qal and Hiphil forms is, however, not “purely
stylistic,”2 because the Hiphil forms have a specific stmctural function. It is the Hiphil of
bna that expresses most poignantly the idea o f self-magnification and thus bman is used
to describe all three powers— ram, he-goat, and hom— at the height o f their arrogant
activities.
There is more to it. The arrangement o f the keyword b“ia is intentional to create a
triple pattern o f the theme “hubris leads to a great fall” (see table 27). The Hiphil o f bin
is used at specific places in the description o f the ram’s and the goat’s activities, namely
to designate their final activity just before their fall into ruin. The last activity o f the ram
is

“and he made him self great” (vs. 4), after which immediately follows the

description o f the he-goat who puts an end to the ram’s power. As the he-goat reaches his
might, the last verb used is again b^ a n “he magnified him self’ exceedingly (vs. 8a), after
which immediately the large hom o f the goat is broken (vs. 8b). The “hubris leads to a
great fall” theme is highlighted in vs. 8b by two additional features: first, by the phrase
iraaJlJpl “but as soon as he was mighty,” indicating the sequential relation between
making oneself great and the breaking o f the power, and second, by giving the hom to be
broken, which was formerly designated as conspicuous (vs. 5), now the adjectival

'B ergm ann, Ringgren, and M osis, 2:403-404.
2P ace G oldingay, D aniel, 197.
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attribute “great” (*?i73), repeating the root ^73 and thus again emphasizing the insolent
greatness o f the goat’s hom.

Table 27. “Hubris Leads to a Great Fall” Theme in Daniel 8
Hubris

Main
Actor

Fall

Ram

magnified himself (b73 hif., vs. 4)

Fall immediate:
end o f the ram (vs. 5-7) whose
homs are broken (7 j'ii in vs. 7)

Goat

magnified himself exceedingly
(^73 hif., vs. 8a)

Fall immediate:
large hom broken (72W) (vs. 8b)

Hom

grew exceedingly (*?73, vs. 9b)
grew up (*?73, vs. 10a)
magnified him self (^73 hif., vs. 11a)

Fall delayed:
holy restored (vs. 14c)

King

in his heart he magnified himself
(^73 hif., vs. 25c)

Fall immediate:
king broken (72ffl) (vs. 25f)

After the “hubris leads to a great fall” theme has been clearly demonstrated two
times, and thus is established as a pattern, it is launched once more in the description o f
the third power, the hom. The haughtiness o f the hom is vehemently increased by the
triple use o f *?73.
Regarding content, the bn 3-pattern that structures the vision thematically
culminates in vs. 11 with the use o f the keyword t7">‘73 77 (vs. 11a). The structure o f this
pattern is shown in table 28.
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Table 28. b“ia-Pattem in Daniel 8:9-11
Reference

Form

Verse 9

h i: qal + bx south, east (peers?), beauty

Verse 10
Verse 11

Affected Object

qal + “IB host o f heaven/stars
bn a hif. + “iy commander o f the host

Spatial Dimension
horizontal
vertical
vertical & inward

It is readily seen that the development o f the hom described by the keyword S i a
takes place in three dimensions: vs. 9b describes the geographical greatness, vs. 10 the
religious actions against the host o f heaven, and vs. 11 the self-magnification unto the
commander o f the host.1
However, only the last occurrence o f b"ia is in the Hiphil stem, as it has been used
at the end o f the activities o f the ram and o f the he-goat. Verse 11a describes the ultimate
“making oneself great” because the prince o f the host, up to which the hom makes itself
great, appears to be the highest measure available. It apparently is impossible to make
oneself higher than this. Hence, there needs to be a fall. In other words, the use o f the
keyword b~\l in vs. 1 la demands by its strategic placement previously at the end o f the
description o f the ram and o f the he-goat an inevitable downfall o f the arrogant hom.
In fact, the horn moving into heaven conforms to the “Lucifer pattern” as found in

'G ese, 408; V ogel, “Cultic M otif,” 84-87.
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Isa 14:12-15.‘ If Dan 8:10-11 builds upon such a pattern, and there appears to be enough
evidence to suggest it, the hom is anticipated to fall. For God brings down the haughty
one(s), and whoever exalts himself up to heaven will inevitably experience defeat. The
fate o f some o f the host or stars is expected to become the fate o f the horn, namely to fall
down from heaven to earth.
The question raised is, When will the power o f the hom be broken? The brief but
effective description ofth e success ofth e horn’s host in vs. 12c and 12d heightens the
tension, for it is the first time that hubris does not lead to an immediate fall, but indeed
appears to have divine-like success.2 The interposing question in vs. 13 asks exactly

‘Collins, Daniel, FOTL, 88 (cf. idem, Daniel [1993], 332). M any see a connection o f some
sort (allusion, elaboration) betw een D an 8:10-12 and Isa 14:12-15. See, e.g., von Lengerke, 377;
K ranichfeld, 293; Behrm ann, 53-54; Prince, Daniel, 146; D river, Daniel, 116; M ontgom ery, 334-335;
Linder, 335; Jeffery, 474; Porteous, Daniel (1965), 124; D elcor, 173; N ickelsburg, Resurrection, 70,
75 n. 12; B aldw in, 157; H artm an and Di Leila, 236; K och, Das Buck Daniel, 8 (idem,
“V isionsbericht,” 422); M aier, 304; N iditch, 228-229; G oldingay, Daniel, 201, 210; Bartelm us,
“D’OttJ,” 8:219 (cf. idem, “samajim - H im m el,” 101-102); Haag, Daniel, 67 (cf. idem,
“M enschensohn,” 180-182); Bauer, Das Buck Daniel, 169-170; Sm ith-Christopher, 113; Buchanan,
Daniel, 239; Redditt, 140; D ay, Yahweh and the Gods and Goddesses o f Canaan, 183-184; Gowan,
Daniel, 120; Beyerle, 36-37. Term inological links betw een the two passages are found in Dan 8:1011 and Isa 14:12-13 and consist o f
“fall” (vs. 12), f i x “earth” (vs. 12), 3313 “stars” (vs. 13),
□’132} “heaven” (vs. 13), and 013 hif. “rise” (vs. 13). A lthough there is “no significant reuse o f
vocabulary that unam biguously points back to Isaiah” it seems th at “the use o f Isaianic texts elsewhere
in D aniel” makes it “probable that there is a direct allusion to Isa 14” (M ichael A. K nibb, “ ‘You Are
Indeed W iser Than D an iel’: Reflections on the C haracter o f the B ook o f D aniel,” in The Book o f
Daniel in the Light o f New Findings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, BETL, no. 106 [Leuven: Leuven
U niversity Press, 1993], 410). M ore importantly, how ever, seems to be the them atic pattern for both
passages show a com m on rebellion theme against the highest God accom panied w ith usurpatory
intentions. Frequently, Isa 14:12-15, and hence also D an 8:10-11, is considered to reflect traditional
ancient N ear Eastern m yths o f rebellion against the ch ief god, exam ples o f w hich are suggested to be
the U garitic myth o f the m orning star A thtar’s attem pt to take over B a al’s throne, the M esopotam ian
myth o f Zu, the H urrian-H ittitc K u m a rb i a n d U llik u m m i te x ts , th e G r e e k T ita n o m a c h is in H esio d ’s
Theogony, G reek m yth in N onnos o f the revolt o f Typhon against Zeus (cf. G ow an, Daniel, 117). The
h o rn ’s hubris in D an 8 has also been com pared with the “E zek iel’s Eden m yth” o f the fall in Ezek 28
(M argaret Barker, The Older Testament: The Survival o f Themes from the Ancient Royal Cult in
Sectarian Judaism and Early Christianity [London: SCPK, 1987], 236, 239).
2G zella notes the “novelty” that the h o rn ’s “hybris has some initial success” (140).
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about the end o f the horn’s activities and thereby still intensifies the structural imbalance.
This is rhetoric o f suspense at its best.
The tension is resolved only by the positive statement of the last two words in vs.
14 (tth'p p?S31), and finally by the negative statement of the last words o f the actual
interpretation in vs. 25. Indeed, vs. 25 again uses the keyword *713 hif. for the hubris of
the king and then the keyword "QCJ “break” which was employed in the description o f the
fall o f the ram (vs. 7) as well as o f the fall of the he-goat’s mighty hom (vs. 8b). In this
regard, Collins is correct when he finds the fulfillment of the fall o f the hom delayed, not
only by the angelic dialogue in vss. 13-14 but also by the epiphany o f the angelic
interpreter and most o f his interpretation until in vs. 25 it is said that the king who
magnified himself will finally be broken by no human hand.1 However, Collins
obviously does not attribute to the positive unp p7U31 (vs. 14c) the cmcial place which it
merits in light o f the arrangement o f vss. 9-14, where it serves as divine countermeasure
to the activities o f the hom.2 The restoration of ttf'Yp certainly implies the downfall o f the
hom, which is then explicitly mentioned in vs. 25. If a literary function can be attributed
to the absence o f any reference to the horn’s fall in the vision report, it certainly is that it
increases the emphasis on the positive activity expressed by C?7p pTItS]"!.

Characterization o f the Hom Figure
T h e o n e f a ir ly f u ll- f le d g e d ch a r a c te r in 8 : 9 -1 4 is th e h o m . B o t h t h e h o s t o f

'C ollins, D aniel, FOTL, 88.
2G zella also recognizes that vs. 14c describes the end o fth e hom in parallel to the end o f the
ram and o f the he-goat (146).
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heaven and the commander o f the host are passive figures that are not at all characterized,
though it is obvious that they belong to the good side. The character of the hom is
expressed only through its action. There is no description of its character, nor any
utterance by it in the vision.1 Therefore, the semantic fields that can be recognized in this
passage play a significant role in the characterization o f the hom figure.

Horn as King
One can easily recognize that the hom is presented as a powerful king. After the
previous animals and horns, which symbolically stand for kingdoms and kings, the hom
is naturally understood as another king or kingdom. Later in Dan 8, the interpretation of
the vision substitutes the symbolic hom with

“king” (8:23). The military and royal

terminology used in 8:9-12 confirms that the hom functions as king and royal leader o f its
army(X3S, vs. 12a).

Horn as Priest (Anti-Priest)
The involvement o f the hom with the cultic matters suggests that it shows an
intense interest in the cult. It is in its cultic interest that the hom differs from the previous
kings and kingdoms in whose description the cultic element is almost totally absent.
Whereas the activities o f the ram and of the he-goat, as well as their collision, are
described in military terms only, which point undoubtedly to the militaristic nature o f the

'T o be sure, fee angelic interpretation in D an 8 contains such characterizing material: The
king, w hich the horn sym bolizes, is described as n iT T l
D’JS'Ty “insolent and skilled in
intrigue” (vs. 23), he acts w ith b s to “shrew dness” and rtQ“lQ “deceit,” and the psychological view
reveals that
iS S 1? ? “he w ill m agnify h im self in his heart” (vs. 25). Cf. the intertextual analysis
o f 8:23-26 (below ).
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events, the activities o f the hom are described first in military language, but then in
increasingly clearer cultic terminology. The hom not only interferes with the cult and the
priestly function o f the

On top o f that, the hom acts as priest itself. As the

subject o f the verb D"1“in, the hom is presented as an official o f the cult, since the subject
of Dl“l hif. +

with the meaning “to set aside from, remove from” in a cultic context is

typically an official o f the cult, usually a priest. Furthermore, by magnifying itself to the
N 2Srr“lto the hom obviously has ambitions to take the position o f the commander of the
host. It is then reasonable to assume that the hom takes away the t&mi d from the
commander o f the host only to be itself in charge over it. Since the agent o f a cultic
tlm i d activity is a priest, often the high priest, the hom takes the position o f a (high)
priest. And finally, if the preposition by in vs. 12a is understood to mean that the hom
sets a host “in control over” the tami d (but probably by should better be understood in
the sense o f “against”), the hom functions as the high priest who commands his own
priestly host.
From the viewpoint o f the book o f Daniel, the hom oversteps its boundaries as a
king when it gets involved in cultic matters.1 Such an offense must earn God’s
disapproval and provoke divine punishment.

Horn as God ( A n t i- Y H W H )
T h e m o t i f o f th e H im m e lsstu rm e r is e x p r e s s e d in th a t th e h o m r is e s to w a r d th e

'W henever in the b o o k o f D aniel a king is involved in m atters o f cult and worship it is
presented in a negative light and earns divine disapproval and judgm ent: D an 1:2; chap. 3; 5:2-4, 20,
23; chap. 6; 9:26-27; 11:31, 36.
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stars of heaven and even magnifies itself up to the commander o f the host. The hom
personifies arrogance, presumption, and usurpation o f the prerogatives o f the divine
commander of the host.1 In striving for that commander’s place, the hom is portrayed as
presumptiously trying to be divine.2
That the hom plays God is discernible in two other places as well. The first hint is
the Niphal form }n3n (8:12a), for the following reasons: A Niphal passive without
explicit agent frequently indicates that God is the agent (passivutn divinum )3 and the verb
]n3 is not seldom associated with divine action.4 The context, however, does not point to
God as agent o f ]n |n .5 This is not to say that the divine associations o f the passive ]ri3n
should not receive attention, but they must be applied to the hom. Probably intentionally

‘C om m entators agree that the horn rep resen ts an extrem ely arrogant, god-despising character
or power, and the variety o f designations for this figure and its actions is endless. For exam ple, the
hom is portrayed as “H im m elssturm er” (K och, D a s B u ck D a n iel, 8; idem, “V isionsbericht,” 421-422),
“the antagonist o f G od in the vision [who] is an aggressor o f the pow ers o f cosm ic order w ho charges
into heaven, full o f arrogance and adept in secret k n o w led g e” (Lebram , D aniel, 93), “the arch villain”
(Anderson, Signs a nd Wonders, 91), “archetype o f arrogance” (R eid, E noch a n d D aniel, 98), a person
with an “excessively exaggerated urge for p o w er” (H aag, D aniel, 11), or in a conscious anachronism
as “the A ntichrist” (B ehrens, 331). The actions and the attitude o f the h om are designated, for
example, as “acts o f pride and presum ption” (D river, D aniel, 116), “arrogant assault” (Lattey, 86),
“sacrilegious presum ption (N otscher, D aniel, 43), “im m easurable arrogance” (B entzen, 69),
“iconoclastic cam paign” (Saydon, 636), “G od-defiant h u b ris” (N elis, 96), “self-aggrandizem ent”
(Kraeling, 57), and “m egalom ania” (A rcher, 7:100).
2D elcor uses the term “deification” (173), and D avies takes D an 8:8-12 as “a picture o f a king
who aspires . . . ultim ately to a divine status” (D a n ie l, 98).
3From 71 N iphal form s in the H ebrew parts o f D aniel th e follow ing function as divine
passives: Dan 8:1 (2x), 14, 25; 9:24, 26e (?), 27 (?); 10:1a, 12; 11:36g; 1 2 :1 0 (7 ).
“The verb ]n j is associated w ith divine action in 4 out o f 17 cases in the H ebrew parts o f
Daniel (1:2, 9, 17; 9:10.), and in 19 o u t o f 24 occurrences o f ]D3 or 317' “g iv e” in the A ram aic o f
Daniel (2:21, 23, 37, 38; 4:13, 14, 22, 29; 5:18, 19, 28; 7:4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 22, 27; 7:25).
5See the com m ents in the section “The divine retaliation u nderstanding” in chapter 2 above.
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they suggest that the hom usurps the position o f God and simulates his doing. In the act
o f giving a host against/over the tam i d , the horn delegates power, as God usually does,
and demonstrates that it is the lord over the cult.
The second indication is the prospering o f the host o f the hom, the anti-host
(nrp b sn i nntoyi, 8:12c and 12d). As elaborated above, the theological significance of
the verb nbu hif., particularly when it occurs in sequence after the verb H to (Gen 39:3,
23; Josh 1:8; Ps 1:3; 2 Chr 31:21), is that it frequently denotes God as the one who
provides success to those in conformity with his will. However, in Dan 8:12 the hom is
the reason why the host that conforms to the horn’s will prospers (in 8:24 it is the king
himself who succeeds). The text portrays the hom as guarantor of the counter-host,
exercising the divine role o f providing success.
In sum, the text in Dan 8:9-12 characterizes the hom as arrogantly assuming the
role of God. Because of such usurpation, the hom has correctly been designated as an
“anti-YHWH.”1

Horn as Chaos Force (Anti-Creator)
Finally, the hom seems to be portrayed as chaos force. In the symbolic language
o f Dan 8:10 it appears that the hom takes command over the whole creation, over heaven,
earth, and the stars. It grows up to the host o f heaven and throws down some o f the stars
to th e ea rth . B y b r in g in g sta rs to e a r th t h e la n g u a g e im p l ie s o n t h e s y m b o l ic l e v e l th a t th e

hom goes against the creation order and throws it into chaos. In light o f this kind of

'H aag, D aniel, 11.
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“anti-creation language” in 8:9-12 the expression ")j?2 3“113 “evening-morning” in vs.
14b, being a clear allusion to creation, receives deeper significance. It signals that the
destructive activities o f the hom and its host are countered by an activity that is associated
with creation.1 Thus, the activity expressed by tthj? p 'llin in vs. 14c is expected to
restore or re-create what has been damaged by the hom. Here, the typical apocalyptic
imagery that the end time resembles the primeval time (Endzeit gleicht Urzeit), or the end
is like the beginning, proves to be true. Creation motifs are projected into the future.2

Sum m ary
In summary, the hom is another N2J5!T“ltC. The hom is not only portrayed as a
power in military terms but also as a power in priestly or cultic terms. It fulfills the role
of a king and o f a priest. Having its own host, it acts as another NDarntC. The climax of
the vision in Dan 8 describes an attack on the cult and the cultic personnel. The hom
wages a cultic war. However, the grandiose pretensions o f the “divine” hom should lead
to an inevitable downfall.
With such a characterization it should not be surprising at all that the hom can be
described as the earthly embodiment of the evil forces and o f the ultimate opposition to
the divine. Behind the reality symbolized by the hom stands nothing else than the

‘A sim ilar creation m o tif is found in the H urrian-H ittite song about U llik u m m i in w hich the
heaven-threatening diorite U llikum m i, who has violated the creation order o f the separation betw een
heaven and earth, is cut off b y the same prim ordial copper cutting tool that had separated heaven and
earth in creation (cf. V olkert H aas, Geschichte der hethitischen Religion, HO 1,15 [Leiden: Brill,
1994], 88-96). The conceptual sim ilarity to Dan 8 is recognized b y Roy E. G ane, “H urrian U llikum m i
and D aniel’s ‘Little H orn,’” in Shalom P aul’s F estschrift (Leiden: Brill, in press).
2John J. Collins, “A pocalyptic Literature,” in The B lackw ell C om panion to th e H ebrew B ible,
ed. L. G. P erdue, Blackw ell Com panions to R eligion (O xford: Blackw ell, 2001), 434.
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archfiend, the satanic figure.1

Literary Structure of Daniel 8:9-14
Introduction
The structure of the text is derived from its own structural signals. The individual
elements o f the text join together in a network of relations to form the structure o f the
text. Structural features may function on different levels: on the surface structure or the
level o f form to create cohesion (e.g., deictic elements, elements o f junction, repetitions),
on the deep structure or the level o f meaning to create coherence (e.g., semantic fields
that comprise themes, thematic variety and progression), and on the level of pragmatics,
that is, how text elements work together for a unified effect on the reader.2 In the
following analysis such features o f Dan 8:9-14 will be identified in order to recognize the
structure o f the composition more clearly.
At first, the form or genre of Dan 8 is established. After an overview o f different
structures suggested for chap. 8— in scholarly literature, the structure o f 8:9-14 has
always been integrated in the overall structure and form of chap. 8— the focus will be

'N ickelsburg suspects that the “ch ief dem on” (Resurrection, 15) “is envisioned as the
dem onic pow er behind the king,” w hich for him represents Antiochus Epiphanes (ibid., 31 n. 100).
Similarly, H aag suggests that the vision in D an 8:9-12 describes “enigm atically . . . the appearance o f
the an ti-Y h w h as the earthly expression o f a revolt against G od that takes place in heaven to w hich a
part o f the host o f stars fall victim ” (D a n iel, 11). Haag even goes so far to regard the horn as a sym bol
for the anti-YHWH o f the end tim e o f w hich A ntiochus IV is a historical em bodim ent (ibid., 64).
G zella argues that the vision report in Dan 8 reveals “the cosmic universal pattern o f a pow er-struggle
in the transcendent realm in the w ay the angels see it” (156).
2Cf. U tzschneider and N itsche, 65-75. On the distinction between cohesion and coherence
see Eve-M arie B ecker, “W as ist ‘K o harenz’? Ein Beitrag zur Prazisierung eines exegetischen
Leitkriterium s,” Z N W 9 4 (2003): 97-121.
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specifically on 8:9-14. Major tasks o f the literary-structural analysis that I will pursue are
to establish the place o f 8:9-14 in the vision of chap. 8, to determine the individual
structural units o f 8:9-14, including the question as to where the vision proper ends and
the audition starts, to give a justification for the delimitation of this passage, and finally to
describe the interplay o f structural features in the text. In the course of discussing the
text’s structural features, I will also deal with the question of unity. As an extended
summary o f the findings I will offer a structural commentary of 8:9-14 that concentrates
attention on the individual structural devices.

Genre of Daniel 8
The genre o f Dan 8 is that o f a symbolic vision report.1 O f course, genre can only
be determined by means o f comparative material. For Dan 8, as well as for Dan 7, such
comparative texts have been searched in the biblical corpus as well as in the ancient Near
Eastern traditions. Niditch, Koch, and Behrens all studied the development of the form of
vision reports in biblical tradition and concluded that the vision reports in Daniel are in

'S lightly different term s are used to designate the sam e conceptual form, such as “sym bolic
vision” (N iditch, 215-216, 232; G oldingay, D aniel, 200, w ho argues that Dan 8 is n ot a dream vision
by pointing out that the characteristic term inology, as used in D an 7:1, 2, 7, 13, is absent in chap. 8
[201]), “sym bolic dream vision” (C ollins, D aniel, FOTL, 86; idem, D aniel [1993], 54-55, 342; Bauer,
D as B uch D aniel, 166), “sym bolic vision report” (Lucas, D aniel, 3 1 -35,208), or “prophetic vision
report” (B ehrens, 317), o r ju s t “vision report” (Freer; Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 413-446). The
designation as “ apocalyptic narrative” (R edditt, 135), how ever, is too general, w hereas to regard D an
8 as a sym bolic “anim al v ision” (Porter, 6 -8 ,1 2 ) or even as “theriomorphic historical allegory” (Reid,
95) appears too specifically focused on the use o f animal im agery and the allegorical m ode o f the
vision pro p er and loses sight o f the other elem ents in Dan 8 (on literary allegories o f the D anielic
visions see C ollins, The A pocalyptic Vision, 110-115).
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continuity with the visions in the prophets, presenting a late stage o f development.1
Collins agrees, but also would like to “allow for influence from Near Eastern dream
interpretation and possibly from Persian sources too.”2 However, there is no question that
formally Dan 8:9-14 is bound into the biblical tradition.
W hat is a “vision report”? According to Collins, the symbolic dream visions in
historical apocalypses, to which he also counts Dan 7 and 8, show a typical pattern: an
indication o f the circumstances, a description o f the vision introduced by a term such as
“behold,” a request for interpretation, an interpretation by an angel, and concluding
material that may include the reaction o f the seer, instructions, or parenesis.3 Daniel 8

'N id itch identifies three stages in the developm ent o f w hat she defines as “symbolic visions” :
the simple and short visions o f pre-exilic prophets (A m os 7-8; Jer 1; 24), the m ore com plex and longer
early post-exilic visions (Z ech 1-6), and the even m ore com plex “baroque” visions o f Dan 7 and 8
{The Sym bolic Vision in B ib lica l Tradition). Independently, Koch argues also that the apocalyptic
vision report goes back to a prophetic language pattern. A ccording to K och, the continuity between
prophetic and apocalyptic vision rep o rt is seen in the constant pattern o f a tw o-part division, a vision
followed by a dialogue o f a celestial being and the visionary. Especially w ithin the second element
the pattern varies, w hich show s a developm ent from A m os over Zechariah to Daniel. Still, for Koch
the vision report constitutes a specific G attung, despite the fact that there are m ajor points of
discontinuity: The vision rep o rt in the apocalyptic book (1) is essential, w hereas in the prophets
visions are exceptional; (2) includes the dism ay o f the visionary; (3) portrays a hierarchical angelic
w orld; and (4) is in need o f an interpretation that is indispensable (“Vom profetischen zum
apokalyptischen V isionsbericht,” 425-430). B ehrens argues that from a form al p o in t o f view the
vision reports in D an 8:3-14, D an 10:5-14, and D an 12:5-7 do not differ from other prophetic vision
reports (314-345, esp. 333-345). T hus, language, form, and genre show no real difference between
prophetic and apocalyptic texts o f vision reports (337). For Behrens, the developm ent o f apocalyptic
out o f prophecy m anifests its e lf only in elem ents o f discontinuity that are ro o ted in the world view o f
the w riters— pseudonym ity, b ro ad historical overview , radical end— but n ot in literary phenomena
(339-342); therefore his designation o f D an 8:3-14 as “prophetic vision report” (317). This challenges
K och’s and C ollins’s literary-historical and form -critical approach to the apocalyptic phenomenon.
2Collins, D aniel, FO T L , 6-8 (citation from p. 8).
3Ibid. (cf. D a n iel [1993], 54-55). C ollins lists u n d er the genre o f sym bolic dream visions Dan
7-8; 1 Enoch 83-84 {Book o f Dreams)', 85-91 (A nim al Apocalypse)', 4 E zra 11-12; 13; 2 Apocalypse of
Baruch 35-47; 53-77.
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indeed exhibits all elements o f such a pattern (see the next section); not surprisingly so,
since Dan 8 is part of the texts that are used to establish the category o f the genre
“symbolic dream vision.” According to Behrens, the principal pattern o f a “prophetic
vision report” consists of two parts, a vision proper and a dialogue, with their peculiar
linguistic features. The vision opens with HK“l followed by a nominal clause introduced
by run), which starts the description of the vision. The dialogue opens with a wayyiqtolform of "IQK. The first speech act to follow is always direct speech in the form o f a
question or an imperative. The dialogue ends with a comment by Y h w h or his
messenger.1 For Behrens, therefore, 8:3-14 is a clear example of a vision report, since it
shows all constituent elements o f such a genre, and the inclusion o f the reaction o f the
seer (vss. 15-19) and the interpretation (vss. 20-25) under the vision report is formcritically not legitimate.2 Gzella defines 8:3-12 as a “vision report” but not as a
“symbolic” vision report, for the designation “symbolic,” he argues, would convey the
idea that the vision report is allegoric and was invented to illustrate a specific political
situation. Gzella demonstrates quite convincingly that Dan 8 should not be understood as
an invented allegory, but as “a revelation o f transcendent reality.”3 However, the term

'B ehrens, 32-60, 377-378.
2Ibid., 320-321. The designation o f vss. 3-14 as a com plete vision report is p a c e K och
(“Visionsbericht”) w ho presents the vision in vss. 2aP-14 and the interpretation in vss. 15-26 as two
main parts o f one vision report (see B ehrens, 320 n . 22).
3Gzella, 38, 63-68, 82, 111, 143. G ze lla’s reaso n s for the unallegorical nature o f the vision in
Dan 8 include the following: (1) the im pression o f an eye-w itness is created by the “I, D an iel”
formula; (2) the repetitive use o f the verb HX1 (vss. 3, 4 , 6, 7) em phasizes the visual perception; (3)
transcendent beings are described in vss. 13-14 as independently beholding the vision, giving an
objective perspective to it; (4) these angels and th eir d ialogue are not understood as allegorical by the
narrator, and therefore the other elem ents o f the v ision, som e o f w hich are referred to in the angelic
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“symbolic” should neither be mistaken to express that the text is allegorical o f a
contemporary historical situation, nor be understood in a way that the text does not offer
an account o f a true visionary revelation.
If the term “symbolic” by definition means that the vision conveys a meaning that
goes beyond the lexical meaning o f its words but does not need to be identical with its
interpretative, historical application— as was suggested in chapter 2 above— it is indeed
possible to designate Dan 8 as a symbolic vision report.
Daniel 8:9-11 is permeated by symbolic language: an inanimate, concrete
entity—a horn— is combined with active verbs and functions like a living agent. The
horn is thus personified.1 Similarly, that stars can be caused to fall from heaven and be
trampled upon is clearly to be understood as symbolic. It is interesting to note that such
symbolic language appears to be absent from vs. 12, as well as from vss. 13-14. This
might again be evidence that vs. 12 does not belong to the vision proper.

Structure o f Daniel 8
There is general agreement among scholars on the basic structure o f Dan 8. The
identification of the main parts of the chapter is unproblematic: an introduction (vss. 1-2),

dialogue, are probably not allegorical either; (5) the point o f contact b etw een the realm o f the vision
and the historical reality (e.g., the sanctuary) cannot be understood as allegorical. F or the view that
the vision report describes a true m anifestation, see also Behrens, 331-33; an d A gustinus G ianto,
“ Some Notes on Evidentiality in Biblical H ebrew s,” in B iblical a n d O riental E ssa ys in M em ory o f
William L. M oran, ed. A. Gianto, BibOr, no. 48 (Rom e: P ontifical B iblical Institute, 2005), 145-149.
'The inanim ate horn is the subject o f the verbs N2J’ (vs. 9a),
(vss. 9b, 10a, 1 la ), S s3 hif.
(vs. 10b), OQT (vs. 10c), and O n hif. (vs. 1 lb ), and also the logical su b ject o f the verbs
(vs. 1 lc )
and "jna (vs. 12a). All these activities o f a horn are unique to D an 8:9-11 an d do n o t occur elsew here
in the Hebrew Bible. In fact, horns occur as an agent only in sym bolic visions in Z echariah and
D aniel (Zech 2:2, 4; D an 8:3, 8, 9).
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a vision report including an audition (vss. 3-14), an epiphany of an interpreter (vss. 1518), an interpretation (vss. 19-26), and a conclusion (vs. 27). Minor differences are found
in determining the end of the introduction (usually vs. 2a or vs. 2b),1 the beginning o f the
actual interpretation (usually vs. 19 or vs. 20),2 and the end o f the interpretation (vs. 25,
vs. 26a, or vs. 26b).3
In the following, I parallel eight structural outlines o f Dan 8 (see table 29) that are
based on a more detailed observation of formal structural devices— that is, discourse
formulas (superscriptions, formulaic introductions or conclusions), discourse markers
OrPl), linguistic markers (nani), rhetoric markers (comment, summary, time or
geographic indicators), shifts (time, place, person, etc.), length o f units, etc.— o f the
terminological device o f repetition, and of thematic devices (similar type o f content
between units, progression of thought, spatial relations etc.). These outlines stand out
against the majority o f outlines that solely use thematic criteria and often are merely a
structured description o f the content. The parallel columns in the table are arranged

'it is the exception to assign to the introduction only vs. 1 (H all, 197-198; R eddit, D aniel,
135), or vss. 1-3 (N iditch, The Sym bolic Vision, 222), or even vss. 1-4 (H asslberger, 79).
2Apart from those who do not distinguish betw een the epiphany o f the interpreter and the
interpretation proper and thus regard the beginning o f the interpretation in vs. 15, the actual
interpretation is perceived to begin w ith vs. 18 (Sm ith-C hristopher, 115), vs. 19 (P rince, D aniel, 142;
Marti, Daniel, 61; Ploger, Daniel, 123-129; Delcor, 168; Freer, 38; Tow ner, 118; C ollins, D a n iel
[1993], 328 [earlier, Collins included the indication o f circum stances in vs. 18 u n d er the interpretation
(D aniel, FOTL, 84)]; Bauer, Das Buch Daniel, 166), or vs. 20 (Keil, 316; O bbink, 55-56; H all, 197198; Hasslberger, 81; G oldingay, Daniel, 203-204; Redditt, 142-145).
3For m ost com m entators the conclusion com prises vs. 27 only. Som e p refer a structure w ith a
two-part conclusion and include the w hole o f vs. 26 (M arti, D aniel, 63; Jeffery, 354; Freer, 39, 52;
Sm ith-Christopher, 117; G ow an, Daniel, 116) or only vs. 26b in the conclusion (K och,
“Visionsbericht,” 416).
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synoptically from left to right according to the publication date.1 In general, the synoptic
columns show agreement on the main structural divisions in Dan 8. To some extent, the
text-grammatical outline by Bucher-Gillmayr differs. She does not divide Dan 8 into two
main parts between vs. 14 and vs. 15. Rather, she detects three text-grammatical units or
macro-predications— short introduction (vss. l-2a), vision (vss. 2b-26), and Daniel’s
return to the real world (vs. 27)— and subdivides the long, second unit into smaller parts
according to alternating semantic relations and connections from complex and manifold,
to simple and singular.2
It is not necessary here to discuss all structural aspects of Dan 8. As already
mentioned, the main outline o f the chapter is clear. Instead, I will focus attention on the
structural questions in relation to vss. 9-14.

Structure o f Daniel 8:9-14
At several points the structure o f Dan 8:9-14 has been perceived differently. The

'K o c h ’s structure w as originally presented in 1979 and first published in 1983. His table o f
the structural analysis o f D an 8 reprinted in 1996 (in Klaus K och, Von der Wende der Zeiten: B eitrdge
zu r apokalyptischen Literatur, ed. U. GleBmer and M. K rause, Gesammelte A ufsatze, vol. 3
[N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1996], 172-173), w hich I follow here, differs from the one
published in 1983 (“V isionsbericht,” betw een pp. 432 and 433) in that it takes 8:15-19a as one o f the
m ain parts o f D an 8 (“Interaction by the seer”), w hereas earlier Koch regarded the interaction as part
o f the section o f the interpretation. C o llin s’s outline o f D an 8 is the one provided in his 1993
com m entary. O nly for D an 8:3-14 and 8:19-25 do I follow C ollins’s more detailed outline in D aniel,
FOTL, 84-85. N o te also that Collins slightly altered his outline o f vss. 15-26: W hile in his previous
FOTL com m entary the epiphany o f an interpreter (vss. 15-17) and the interpretation (vss. 18-26) are
separate units on the sam e structural level (D a n iel, FO TL, 84), in his 1993 com mentary the
interpretation com prises all o f vss. 15-26 and is subdivided by the epiphany (vss. 15-18), the
interpretation p ro p er (vss. 19-25), and the conclusion (vs. 26) (D aniel [1993], 328).
2B ucher-G illm ayr, 60-61. The subunits o f the vision are vss. 3-8a (numerous relations:
betw een “I” and ram in vss. 3-4 and betw een “I,” ram , and he-goat in vss. 5-8a), vss. 8b-12d (relations
are all to the horn), vss. 13-19 (different relations: betw een “I” and G abriel), vss. 20-22 (limited
relations), vss. 23-25 (relations are all to the king), and vs. 26 (alm ost no relations).
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main areas o f disagreement are the structural status of the horn passage— whether it
belongs to the vision o f the he-goat or is a structural entity of itself—and the structural
placement o f the audition— whether it belongs to the first or to the second half of the
chapter.

Vision of the Horn (Daniel 8:9-11)
The first question concerns the structural status o f the vision of the horn (vss. 911).‘ Two different suggestions exist. The description o f the horn has been understood
as a subsection o f the description o f the he-goat,2 or it has been placed structurally on the
same level as the descriptions o f the he-goat and o f the ram.3 Five o f the seven structural
outlines presented above for comparison agree that the horn passage belongs to the vision
o f the he-goat starting with vs. 5,4 the exception being Bucher-Gillmayr and Behrens. To
be sure, Hasslberger and Goldingay appear to present a combination o f the two different
opinions when they take the horn passage as an entity separate from vss. 5-8 but place it

'O f course, all exegetes listed in the structural com parison above take the vision o f the horn
until vs. 12 inclusively (except H asslberger w ho excises vss. 11-14), but I h av e already shown that vs.
12 should be regarded as part o f the audition.
2Koch, “V isionsbericht,” U berblick 1 (= “V isionsbericht,” [1996], 172-173); Collins, Daniel,
FOTL, 84; idem, D a n iel (1993), 328; R edditt, 136-141; D oukhan, Secrets o f D aniel, 133; Lucas,
D aniel, 209.
’Prince, D aniel, 142; M arti, D aniel, 57; Ploger, D aniel, 126; Jeffery, 354; Freer, 37-39;
Hasel, “T he ‘Little H orn’” (1986), 380; Reid, E noch a n d D aniel, 93; Sm ith-Christopher, 111-117.
“In the structural outlines o f H asslberger, K och, Collins, and G oldingay the division o f the
interpretation into the m ain actors usually parallels the one o f the vision. In the outline o f Lucas the
structural status o f the horn is n o t the sam e in vision and interpretation (D aniel, 209). W hereas in the
vision report he takes the sm all horn as a subunit to the vision o f the he-goat, in the interpretation he
regards “the sm all horn interpreted” (vss. 23-25) as a unit on its own on the same hierarchical level as
the different interpretation o f the ram (vs. 20), the he-goat (vs. 21) and the breaking o f the horn (vs.
22 ).
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together with the he-goat passage in the same structural unit.1 Behrens regards vss. 8-12
structurally as a unit on the same level as the previous one on the he-goat (vss. 5-7),
continuing thematically the he-goat section by focusing on the successors of the he-goat
from which one hom is singled out.2
The reasons for taking the vision o f the hom as a continuation o f the vision o f the
he-goat and its horns are of two different kinds. The first is based on the content; more
precisely, on the supposed relation o f the hom and the he-goat. Since it is usually
assumed that the hom mentioned in vs. 9 goes forth from one of the four homs o f the hegoat (vs. 8), the hom passage is naturally seen as an extension of the description o f the
he-goat. However, it is syntactically not clear whether the hom goes forth from one o f
the four homs or from one o f the four winds, and beyond syntactic considerations there
are several reasons that can be advanced for each o f these two options.3 It seems
therefore best not to decide the structural placement o f vss. 9-11 on the grounds of the
horn’s disputed starting point.
The second reason is based on form; more precisely on the absence o f any
formulaic introduction o f the hom in vs. 9a. Whereas both the ram and the he-goat are
introduced formally by a verb of perception in the first-person singular (HKT “see” in vs.
3b; p a “gain understanding” in vs. 5a) followed by nan + participle (vss. 3c and 5b), the
hom in vs. 9a is not. Verse 9a does not use any formal introduction for the hom. The

‘H asslberger, 79-80 (after excising vss. 11-14); G oldingay, D aniel, 203.
2Behrens, 319.
3See chapter 2 (above).
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best case in point for the formal argumentation is Koch’s detailed structural analysis with
its discussion of structural signals.1 As a result, for Koch, as for others, the text material
in vss. 9-12 is a subentity of the great hom (vs. 8b). Yet, such a structural division is not
without problems. First, the two main entities of the ram and the he-goat— in Koch’s
outline sections A l, A2, B l, and B2— are referred to throughout their respective sections:
the ram (vss. 3c, 4a, 6a, 7a, 7c, 7e, 7h), its proforms (vss. 3d, 4b, 4c, 4d, 6b, 7b, 7d, 7f,
7g), and the verbal forms with the ram as subject (vss. 4d, 4e); and the he-goat (vss. 5b,
5d, 8a), its proforms (vss. 5d, 6b, 7a, 7el, 7h, 8bl), and the verbal forms with the he-goat
as subject (vss. 6a, 6b, 7b, 7c, 7d, 7f, 7g). In light o f these formal and thematic features,
which naturally give cohesion to the respective text sections, it is rather strange to
designate the hom in vss. 9-12 structurally as a subentity o f the great hom in vs. 8b or of
the he-goat in vs. 8a, while both the great hom and the he-goat are never mentioned or
referred to in vss. 9-14, either by proforms or as subjects. A second and minor point is
that the passage in vss. 9b-12, which Koch designates as movement and result, presents a
comparatively large amount of text: a total of eleven clauses with thirty word
combinations. Compared to Koch’s other three sections o f movement and result (vss. 4be, 6, and 7d-8a), which at the most comprise six clauses with nineteen word combinations
(vss. 7d-8a), one wonders whether vss. 9-12 should not be better regarded as a separate
section than as an outsized subsection. Third and finally, Koch him self appears to be not
quite sure about the formal criteria o f the supposed introduction o f a new entity in vs. 8b

‘Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 417-418, and his “U berblick.”
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and calls on the possibility o f dramatization.1

To be sure, the hom in vs. 9a is formally neither introduced by an expression of
perception (rtX"l, ], 3, BQtf), nor by nan, nor by a nominal phrase (with participle), as is
the case with the ram and the he-goat. However, as Collins observed in another context,
“apocalyptic writers do not necessarily have the same concern for formal purity as some
form-critics.”2 Are there any reasons why a formal introduction to the description o f the
hom could be missing? Perhaps the introduction is absent in order to avoid any static
aspect. The hom is right from the beginning portrayed as very agile. The introduction of
a new entity, the hom, in immediate relation to an activity should be regarded as
intentional, especially since all clauses in vss. 9-11 are verbal clauses, and thus
characterize the hom as extremely active. Perhaps the lack o f any formal structural signal
in vs. 9a is intended to move the person of the seer, who is referred to in such formulas,
completely into the background and to solely focus on the climax o f the vision. Or
perhaps, it is for the rhetorical effect of not allowing a breather at the beginning o f the
vision’s dramatic end. O f course, all this remains speculation since there are no clear
indications in the text.

'A fter K och observes the unusual sequencing o f seven verbal clauses in vss. 11-12, he
remarks: “Therefore I assum e that the tim e reference 1DSU31 vs. 8b m arks a sim ilar incision as is
usually marked by the retrospective reference to the first person o f th e visionary, only that h ere, for the
sake o f dram atization, there is no reference to the act o f p erception” (“V isionsbericht,” 418; em phasis
m ine). K och then recognizes that pejorative expressions have so far been avoided in th e te x t but
suddenly appear in the section o f vss. 8b-12, such as rebellion (JJttiS) and the th ro w in g to the ground
o f the sanctuary and the truth. This is another reason for him to attribute special significance to this
section (ibid.). However, it has to be pointed out that these pejorative expressions do n o t indicate that
the section should start in vs. 8b. Rather, since they describe activities o f the h o m , one could easily
argue that the section should start w ith the introduction o f the h o m in vs. 9a.
"Collins, D aniel (1993), 328.
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I would like to argue an alternative position, namely that the hom passage is a
structural unit on its own, and that several features mark vs. 9a as a new section, in spite
o f the fact that there seem to be no explicit formal structural markers present in vs. 9a.
The following reasons substantiate such a viewpoint.
The strongest indication that the vision of the hom (vss. 9-11) functions
structurally on the same level as the visions o f the ram (vss. 3-4) and of the he-goat (vss.
5-8) is the structure of the whole vision and the pattern in each o f these parts. The
structural parallels between these sections are outlined in table 30.1
All three subsections of the vision in Dan 8 show the same pattern: an
introduction o f the main actor describing its location or starting point in geographical
terms, then the movement of the main actor which results in absolute power (doing as one
pleases) and self-magnification, and the inevitable downfall. Noteworthy are the
terminological links in the introduction (ram, hom: “inx b’X / nnJTpj?), the
geographical starting point (he-goat, hom: preposition p ), the movement (he-goat, hom:
prepositions “IS and Sx), the description of total power (ram, host o f the hom: ntOIJ), and
the self-magnification (ram, he-goat, hom: S p p ) .
The use of the verb XU' in vs. 9a underlines subtly the structural status o f the hom.
First, the clauses with which the actants o f the vision (ram, he-goat, hom) are introduced
use verbal roots in an order which exemplifies gradual increase in movement and vigor:
standing (root “101? in 8:3), coming (root X 1 3 in 8:5), going forth ( X 1 T in 8:9). Second,
X2T stands in contrast to the verb nbl? that, being the natural term to describe developing

'C f. K o ch ’s outline in w hich he uses sim ilar categories (“V isionsbericht”).
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Table 30. Structural Pattern o f the Vision in Daniel 8
M a in A c to r

T opic

L o ca tio n /
S ta rtin g P o in t

R am

G o at

H o rn

(8:3-4)

(8:5-8)

(8:9-11, 12-14)

i nT x ‘r'K

n ’w• • r r T a• s:

n n trp i?

“one ram ”

“a m ale goat”

“one h o m ”

standing ("TOl?)

com ing

came forth (XU’)

t

before (’IIS*?) the canal

from (]t?) the w est

from Q3) one o f them
from 0|P) smallness

M o v e m en t

(vs. 3)

(vs. 5)

(vs. 9a)

butting

came

grew

w estw ard (H-)

up to O ? ) the ram

tow ard (*7K) the south

northw ard (H-)

w hich I had seen

tow ard (*7N) the east

southw ard (!"!-)

standing before
the canal

(vs. 4)

rushed
tow ard him (*7X)

toward (*7K) the beauty
(vs. 9b)
grew
up to (“711) the host o f heaven

(vs. 6)

(vs. 10a)

threw down to earth

to earth

C j b a j hif. + n a n x )

(n a n * )

tram pled (DOT +sf.)

tram pled on (OD"l +sf.)

(vs. 7a)

(vs. lOb-c)
threw dow n to earth
("1*710 hof., vs. 11c)
("[*710 hif. + n a - I N , vs. 12b)

R e su lt:

total pow er (vs. 4)

T o ta l P o w e r &

-1 T »

M a g n ific a tio n

- t t a - :o • n i ro m :

Fall

‘r a n

yN i

total pow er (vs. 7b-8a)

total pow er (vs. 12c.d)

- i T T»• b 'z* n- r rTrT r x ' ^ :
- n i r b a n i n n i o p (h o m ’s host)

t

m agnified him self

m agnified h im self

m agnified him self

( S p a n , vs. 4)

( b p a n , vs. 8a)

(*7p3n, vs. 11a)

im m ediate fall

im m ediate fall

delayed fall CnQ~"t0, vs. 13c)

i n t o (vs. 7)

"DIO (vs. 8)

p n a (vs. 14c)

n ext actor: goat

next actor: h o m

next actor implied: God
(divine passive, vs. 14c)
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homs, is used in the vision for the coming up of homs (vss. 3 and 8). The hom is
therefore not presented as a hom growing up from another hom. And third, K2T has a
close relation to the antonym KU that is used for the introduction and the first activity of
the goat (vss. 5-6).1 Thus the description o f the horn’s first activity in vs. 9a as going
forth (Kir) relates it more to the description o f the goat in vs. 5 than to the description of
the other homs in the vision.
In fact, the hom acts like an animal. What the hom does is similar to what the
previous two animals (ram and he-goat) were doing.2 How can one explain such a
phenomenon? One option is that the hom is portrayed as the sole focus of the he-goat,
for the he-goat is never mentioned in vss. 9-14. More probable, however, is that the hom
is portrayed on the same level as the ram and the he-goat, and thus is not connected to the
he-goat. Rather, it is a totally independent entity, which either, at least on the level of
imagery, would be connected to a different animal not mentioned in Dan 8, or has to be
considered entirely by itself. Even though in Dan 8, and also in Dan 7, homs are usually
attached to an animal, the appearance o f a hom by itself in 8:9, as surprising as it may be,
should not be ruled out as illogical, for in light o f Zech 2:1-2 it is possible that in a vision
homs appear by themselves.
With regard to the different observations above, the conclusion is inescapable:

'F o r the relation betw een K2T and N13 see B occaccio, 178-190; J. G. Ploger, 174-184; Preuss,
6:229-230, 236-237; and van der L ingen, 59-66 (cf. p. 477 under the section “Semantic fields
o f Dan 8:9-14” [above]).
2G oldingay suggests that the h o m is “p ortrayed by synecdoche in term s appropriate to earthly
leaders also sym bolized by anim als” (D a n ie l, 210).
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The description o f the hom in vss. 9-11 is a structural unit on the same structural level as
the previous two sections, the descriptions o f the ram and o f the he-goat.
At the same time, it is clear that the section o f the he-goat ends in vs. 8 and does
not extend beyond this verse. This is evident by the use o f the keyword

hif. which is

followed by the root “QIC. After the he-goat magnified himself, his great hom is broken,
which signals, in comparison with the ram (vss. 4, 7), the end of the description o f the hegoat. The four homs that come up toward the four winds of heaven are nothing more
than an aftermath o f the breaking o f the great hom. There is only movement described
here—probably dispersion, not powerful expansion—but neither a result o f the
movement, nor the (self)-magnification o f these homs, nor any fall. The four homs
simply vanish from the vision. Their relative insignificance would also explain why the
noun pj?, or the plural n lp j? , is not used in either the vision (vs. 8) or in the
interpretation (vs. 22).

Audition (Daniel 8:12-14)
The second area o f difference in the structural outlines o f Dan 8:9-14 is found in
the placement o f the audition.1 The majority o f scholars include the audition as the final
part of the entire vision report, being a distinct unit separate from the previous description
of the hom.2 A few take the audition together with all or parts o f the description o f the
'The discussion on the placem ent o f th e audition is independent from the question w hether
the audition com prises vss. 12-14 or vss. 13-14.
2For example, Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 417-419, 441-445; C ollins, D aniel, FO TL, 84; idem ,
D aniel (1993), 328; G oldingay, D aniel, 203; L ucas, D a n iel, 208-209.
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hom, apparently because many elements in the audition incorporate elements from the
description of the hom.1 Indeed, the audition continues the line o f thought o f the vision
o f the hom, and is strongly linked to it by the repetition o f ‘T’tprin and

in vs. 12a-b, if

vs. 12 is regarded as belonging to the audition, and by the expressions used in vs. 13c.
Yet, the different mode of perception (hearing), the narrative wayyiqtol clause in vs. 13a,
the introduction of two holy ones (vs. 13a-b), and the reintroduction o f the “I” after vs. 7
in vs. 13a all point to the fact that the audition is structurally separate from the hom
vision. The reference to ]itn in vs. 13c links the audition through the occurrence o fjitn
in vs. 2 to the entire vision. Hence, the audition is structurally part o f the entire vision
report (vss. 3-14). It is not part o f the vision of the hom. Nevertheless, the audition has
many connections with the hom vision.
A quite different structural arrangement is proposed by Bucher-Gillmayr and
Bauer who take the audition together with the following verses. Bucher-Gillmayr regards
vss. 13-19 as a textual unit in which the semantic relations are distinct and complex,
involving the “I” (vss. 13-19) as well as ‘T and Gabriel (vss.16-19), in contrast to vss.
8b-12d in which only the hom is referred to.2 Bauer takes vss. 13-18 as a narrative
introduction to the interpretation proper without, however, providing any reasons for it.3
However, there are strong arguments against the view that the audition belongs

‘Obbink, 55-56; Leupold, 344; B aldw in, 156-158; Sm ith-C hristopher, 113-114.
2Bucher-Gillmayr, 61, 70.
3Bauer, Daniel, 166. Interestingly, w hile G oldingay places vss. 13-14 in his outline u nder the
symbolic vision (D aniel, 203), he also m entions in passin g that the celestial dialogue in vss. 13-19
introduces the interpretative part o f the vision (ibid., 202).
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structurally to the subsequent verses. First of all, the phrase , r r i + 2 + infinitive, which
introduced in vs. 2 the first main part of Dan 8, introduces in vs. 15a the second main
part.1 Although Bucher-Gillmayr is certainly correct in observing that vs. 15 continues
the perception o f Daniel,2 one also has to take note o f n r a ntiipDKI in vs. 15b, which
describes a non-perceptive activity of Daniel and, as such, briefly interrupts the
perception to introduce a reaction on the part o f the seer. It is unnecessary to reason, as
Bucher-Gillmayr does, that the continuation o f perception precludes the possibility that
vs. 15a is a structural signal for a new main text unit. The formulaic nature o f TT] + 3 +
infinitive with a subsequent nani + participle cannot be disputed, and the statement
“When I, Daniel, had seen the vision [pin]” (vs. 15a) clearly frames with the occurrence
o f ]itn in vs. 2 the revelatory experience in vss. 3-14. The first perception in the two
parts is also similar: in the vision report Daniel saw a ram standing ("TftiJ . . . nsn), vs. 3)
and in the interpretation he saw a man standing (Ttfl? rt3m, vs. 15). Furthermore, both
main parts end with a reference to the vision o f the evening and morning (vss. 14, 26).3 If
the interpretation concludes in vs. 26a with a statement about “the vision o f the evening
and morning” right after the activities and downfall o f the king, the section on the
evening and morning in vss. 13-14 should be taken as following the previous description
o f the hom and not as opening the interpretative section. For these reasons, the audition
belongs to the vision report in vss. 3-14, and vs. 15 starts the second main part in Dan 8.

‘Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 416.
2B ucher-G illm ayr, 64.
3Koch, “V isionsbericht,” 416.
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Delimitation o f Daniel 8:9-14

In addition to the arguments stated above, several other reasons can be put
forward as to why the vision o f the hom and the audition in Dan 8:9-14 can be delimited
beginning in vs. 9a with the vision o f the hom and ending in vs. 14c with the conclusion
o f the audition.
First, there is a disjunction in vs. 9a. The sequential wayyiqtol clause in vs. 8c is
not followed in vs. 9a by another wayyiqtol clause, but instead by an x-qatal clause.
Since the preverbal OHE n n x r r p i in vs. 9a does not introduce a new topic, this
construction has to be regarded at least as a slight disruption in the textual flow. The
beginning o f the next major text unit in vs. 15 is distinctively marked. In vs. 15a there is
a clear disjunction with the temporal construction TT1 + 3 + infinitive (TIN“13 ’IT]),
which provides a new reference time, namely after the vision, and introduces a new scene
in the course o f narration. This structural formula introduces the first main part o f Dan 8,
the vision, in vs. 2b, and it introduces the second main part, the interpretation, in vs. 15a.
Second, thematically the focus and the actors change in vs. 9a. This clause
introduces a new protagonist, and from now on the hom and its activities— the hom is the
logical subject in each clause until vs. 1lc— are the goal and focus o f the vision.1 As
soon as the hom has been introduced in vs. 9a, there is no more mention o f anything from
the previous part o f the vision. The only reference back is the phrase “from one o f them,”

‘For Caspari the hom is “the goal and the actual subject-matter o f the vision” and all th at w as
said about the ram and the goat “is only a mere p assage” to the hom (140); H asslb erg er calls the
activities o f the hom the “goal o f the sym bolism ” (402); and for Porteous the h o m and its activities are
“o f supreme interest” (124).
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which occurs just before the mention of the hom, and links vs. 9a to vs. 8c. Thus, vs. 9a
is certainly the continuation o f the vision report, but the lack of any anaphoric elements
that would refer to previous parts suggests strongly that a new subunit of the vision
begins in vs. 9a. by introducing a new main actor.1 As the new main protagonist, the hom
has to be placed structurally on the same level as the ram and the he-goat.2
Third, the selected elements mentioned in the question in vs. 13c are all found in
the part of the vision that deals with the hom, which gives the impression that the text
from vs. 9 (the introduction of the hom) to vs. 14 (the answer to the question) is
thematically closely related.
Fourth, with the mention o f the hom and its activity, expectations are created that
are only solved in vs. 14c. In fact, the question in vs. 13c puts these expectations into
words that are then met in the answer in vs. 14c.
Fifth, a literary argument is that the shifts o f gender, which apparently serve as
literary device, start with vs. 9a. Moreover, there are changes in terminology, for
example, from vs. 10a on, the heavenly sphere is introduced in the symbolic language.

’A new subunit in vs. 9a is also recognized by H asslberger: “For here [vs. 9a] comes to an
end w hat has b een described in vs. 8, and a new sub-sequence o f events starts, w hich is syntactically
expressed by the sam e subject in the clauses 9a-10c” (53).
2In his structural analysis, Koch places the horn in vs. 9a on the same level as the horns
m entioned in vss. 3, 5, 8 and regards them as subtopic, w hereas he regards the ram (vs. 3), the he-goat
(vs. 5) and the broken great horn (vs. 8b) as the m ain topic (“V isionsbericht,” chart inserted after p.
432). H ow ever, it is rather difficult to see w hy the broken great hom (vs. 8b) should be considered as
the main topic o f vss. 8-12. The great horn does n ot function even once as an actant in these verses.
On the contrary, the hom introduced in vs. 9a is the m ajor actant in vss. 9-12 and its activities are
referred back to by the question in vs. 13. This h o m has to be regarded as the main topic and,
therefore, should be placed on the sam e structural level as the ram and the he-goat, but not on the
sam e level as the four hom s.
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Sixth, the angelic interpretation o f the vision (8:20-26) suggests a demarcation
between vs. 8c and vs. 9a in the vision. In the angelic interpretation the ram and its two
homs, and the he-goat with its large hom and the subsequent four homs are mentioned
briefly in prose style and only simple identifications are provided (vss. 20-22; 30 words).
The goal o f the interpretation is the poetically marked section on “a king,” here as
reference to the hom and his activities (vss. 23-25; 39 words).1 It appears that vss. 3-8 are
an extended introduction to the hom and its activities. The specific status o f the hom
appears also to be indicated by the way the different powers are introduced in the
interpretation. Whereas the vision imagery o f the different powers preceding the hom is
always repeated in the interpretation before the identification is given (“ram” and “two
homs” in vs. 20, “he-goat” and “large hom” in vs. 21, and the “four” in vs. 22), the
interpretation o f the hom breaks this pattern by not mentioning the “hom” and
immediately speaking about a king (vs. 23).
A comparison o f the reasons mentioned above with the criteria for the end and for
the beginning o f texts specified by Schicklberger confirms that the text o f Dan 8:9-14
shows several characteristics o f a small text unit.2 In sum, all considerations lead to the

'C f. M aier w ho points to the length o f the interpretation as argum ent that the hom is the goal
and at the sam e tim e the center o f the prophetic vision (303).
2See F ranz Schicklberger, “B iblische Literarkritik und linguistische Texttheorie:
Bem erkungen zu einer T extsyntax v o n hebraischen E rzahltexten,” TZ 34 (1978): 69-71 (cf. the
introduction to literary/stylistic criteria and dram atic criteria fo r the text delim itation in Jean Louis
Ska, "Our F athers H ave T old Us Introduction to the A nalysis o f H ebrew N arratives, SubBi, no. 13
[Rome: Pontifical B iblical Institute, 1990], 1-3). In pursuing the question how one determ ines the
beginning and the end o f a text, S chicklberger identifies the follow ing criteria and elem ents that can
indicate the beginning o f a BH text: (1) exposition, (2) entry o f a new them e or new activity, (3)
presentation o f a new situation or nam ing o f new actors, (4) accum ulation o f nom inal sentences, (5)
text opening signals, such as ‘'iT’l, (6) cataphoric nature o f the tex t w hile anaphoric elem ents are
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conclusion that Dan 8:9-14 can be delimitated as a passage. Verse 9a is the beginning of
the last part o f the vision in Dan 8, which then transfers to an audition that is closely
related to and continues perfectly this final visionary description. The end o f the audition
is in vs. 14c, and a new text unit starts in vs. 15a.

Unity o f Daniel 8:9-14
The unity of Dan 8 has been challenged at several places. Later interpolations
have been suggested mainly for vss. 11-12, 13-14, and 23-25, 26.1 There are also more

lacking, (7) expectation o f a continuation o f the text, and (8) entities w hich are later on referred to by
pro-forms (70-71). These criteria are form ulated in view o f larger narrative texts b u t apply also for
smaller texts, though some sm aller texts do n ot show them. For the end o f a BH text Schicklberger
specifies the follow ing criteria: (1) the fulfillm ent o f the expectations raised in the beginning o f the
text or during the text, in other w ords, the tex t leads to a goal, and (2) the anaphoric nature o f the text
while cataphoric elem ents are lacking (71). It goes w ith o u t saying th at the end o f a text is indicated
indirectly by the following beginning o f a new te x t w hich can be recognized by its representative
criteria. Applying these criteria to D an 8:9-14 it is evident that vs. 9 fulfills criteria (2), (3), (6), (7),
and (8) for the beginning o f a text and vs. 14 show s both criteria fo r the end o f a text.
'A few exam ples need to suffice. Ju n k er argued that the w hole vision o f the hom (vss. 9-14)
is an interpolation on the basis that the audition in vss. 13-14 does n ot refer at all to the vision
described in vss. 3-8 (68-69; so also A. Jepsen, “B em erkungen zum D anielbuch,” FT 11 [1961]: 390).
Lebram considers vss. 11-12a to be a later interpolation and vss. 13-14 to b e a still later interpolation
(Daniel, 93, 95). V erses 13-14 have been considered secondary by G insberg (Studies in D aniel, 32;
cf. “Book o f D aniel,” 518) and M artin N oth (“Z u r K om position des B uches D aniel,” TSK 98/99
[1926]: 160 = “Zur K om position des B uches D aniel,” G esam m elte Studien zum Alten Testam ent II,
ed. H. W . W olff, TB, no. 39 [M unich: K aiser, 1969], 26). N oth assum es that the audition is not part
o f the vision for two reasons: vss. 13-14 are only loosely connected w ith the vision, and ’TOO? in vs.
15 should prove that the preceding m aterial is the vision o nly w ithout any audition. H ow ever, Freer
points out that there are m any auditory elem ents in D an 9 and 10:1-12:4 (35-36). H artm an regards
vss. 13-14 as interpolation since the “holy ones” in vss. 13-14 refer to angels w hereas elsew here in the
book o f D aniel the term refers to the saints (230). H ow ever, there is no need to suppose th at one
w riter can use a term only in a single w ay and, on the o th er hand, som e argue that the term “holy one”
in Daniel always designates the sam e (as suggested by Collins, D aniel, FO T L , 85-86). Freer suggests
a later origin o f vss. 13-14, 26 because for him the vision is com plete w ithout vss. 13-14 and the
phrases “vision o f the tam id” and the “vision o f m ornings and evenings” m ight b e later labels for the
vision in Dan 8 (36-37). Contrary to Freer, one has first o f all to p o in t o u t th a t the vision indeed
awaits a final solution, w hich is given o nly in the audition. T he activities o f the h om and its host by
necessity give rise to the question about the (silent) role o f G od in the described events. The question
in vs. 13 is a natural continuation o f th e com m ent in vs. 12. Therefore, the vision cannot be com plete
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elaborate suggestions of the composition history o f Dan 8, for example, by Stahl1and by
Kratz.2 That parts or the whole of vss. 11-14 are said to interrupt the vision has been
argued on the basis of form and often on the basis o f content (e.g., Stahl and Kratz). O f
course, to reason on the basis o f content is more susceptible to subjectivity.
In the following discussion, the suggestion by Hasslberger that vss. 11-14
constitute a later interpolation is examined more closely. His analysis is chosen for
critical consideration since it focuses mainly on formal aspects, and at the same time is
one of the most elaborate argumentations of its kind.3 Hasslberger provides six reasons
for his viewpoint. First, vss. 11-12 differ from vs. 10 in that they no longer employ
symbolic language but rather describe the reality, which can also be recognized by the
switch from feminine to masculine gender in vs. 11 for the same subject. Second, the
vocabulary in vss. 11-12 (TnPiH, i^ n p p pPB, and n p x ) is different from vs. 10. Third,

w ithout vss. 13-14 w hich are an essential part to i t A nd second, since vs. 12 belongs to the audition,
as I have suggested, one needs to exclude also vs. 12 if the au d itio n is excluded. H ow ever, vs. 12 is
(in my view correctly) considered very closely connected to vs. 11 and a red actio n al incision betw een
vs. 11 and vs. 12 is unlikely.
'Stahl believes that Dan 8 w ent through several redactional stages and fo r vss. 9-14 only vss.
9, 10, and 12b-d are original. A ccording to Stahl, th e follow ing fo u r stages can be detected in the
development o f 8:9-14 (note that S tah l’s reference system is tran sferred into the one used in this
study): ( l) v s s . 9 , 10a, 10b (without n , 3 3 il3 n p a i) , 10c, 12b, 12c, 1 2 d ;(2 ) vss. 11a, l i b ; (3)
D’a p i S n p p i (vs. 10b), vss. l i e , 12a; (4) vss. 13-14 (Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 91, 100, 108, 114, 121).
2For Reinhard G. Kratz, the original layer o f chap. 8 co n sists o f vss. 1, (2,) 3-8, 15, 1 7 ,2 0 -2 2 ,
26b, 27a. Secondary are the additions to the vision reception (vss. 16, 1 8 -1 9 ,27b) and the addition o f
the little hom (vss. 9-12, 23-25) together w ith the calculation o f th e end (vss. 13-14, 26a). Thus, the
whole passage o f the little horn is later inserted. In the little hom section, vss. 1 l-1 2 a are again a later
insertion because o f the m asculine gender o f verbs w ith fem inine subject (“T h e V isions o f D aniel,” in
The Book o f D aniel: Composition and Reception, ed. J. J. Collins an d P. W. F lint, V TSup, no. 83,
FIOTL, no. 2 [Leiden: Brill, 2001], 1:99-105).
3Hasslberger, 17-20.
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vss. 11-12 are seen as an interpretation of vss. 9-10 and are therefore not referred to in the
angelic interpretation (vss. 20-25), as is also the case with vss. 13-14. Characteristic
expressions of vss. 11-12 are missing in the angelic interpretation (TQPin, KaarrntO, and
naN). Fourth, the change in word order of niv S srn nrra!?’! in vs. 12c-d and vs. 24
cannot be ascribed to the same author. Fifth, vss. 13-14 refer especially back to vss. 1112, and there is no motivation for the dialogue at this place. Sixth, the different forms of
nya^isn (vs. 13a) and IJatCtO (vs. 16a) cannot stem from the same author.
However, none of Hasslberger’s arguments is conclusive. Each o f his
observations can be explained differently and, as it appears, in a more satisfactory way
than arguing for a second author. His reasons for interpolation are taken up in the same
order: First, since in my analysis vs. 12 is part o f the audition it is expected to be less
symbolic than the previous verses. Contrary to Hasslberger’s opinion, vs. 11 does
employ symbolic language when it describes the magnification o f the horn up to the
prince of the host—it is not conceivable how this should be a description o f the
reality— or uses the expression “foundation o f the sanctuary” for the basic abstract
principles upon which the sanctuary of God is built. Koch also pointed out that symbolic
language and literal language are mixed throughout the vision.1 The verbal gender switch
in vs. 11 to the masculine is probably intentional, but even if that is not the case, the
gender switch is at the most a minor slip which “does not require us to posit a second
'K och, “V isionsbericht,” 417. For example, the “tram pling” is certainly sym bolic language
( 8 :7 ,10c, 13c), w hereas the geographical directions appear to have a literal application (8 :5 , 8, 9b).
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writer.” 1 Second, different vocabulary may be employed to express a different content,
and the content in vss. 11-12 describes the attack on the commander of the host and on
the cult, which is naturally different from the geographical attack in vs. 9 and the attack
on the host o f heaven in vs. 10. Furthermore, the important keyword ^13 links vs. 11
with vs. 10, as does the preposition '13 (vss. 10a, 1la). Third, vss. 11-12 should not be
regarded as an interpretation o f vss. 9-10. In fact, different areas o f the magnifying o f the
hom are described, and therefore the words used in vss. 11-12 have to differ to some
extent from those used in vss. 9-10. And there are expressions in the angelic
interpretation that take up language from vss. 11-14. Though Hasslberger argues against
it, it is difficult to avoid the impression that

and

are parallel

expressions that refer to the same being. The “formula” n rr^ n m nnilJiJI is also taken up
in vs. 24. Fourth, there is no reason why the same writer cannot change the word order o f

nrrbsni nnSpin. Fifth, it is true that vss. 13-14 refer especially to vss. 11-12.2 The
reason for this lies in the fact that vs. 11 describes the culmination o f the actions by the
hom. And it is specifically this climax in vs. 11 which triggers the dialogue o f the holy
beings. However, vss. 11-14 cannot be regarded as an entity in themselves, for at least
the root 072"1 in vs. 13c appears to refer to vs. 10c, and also N3S in vs. 13c refers to the
host in vs. 10.3 Sixth, the syntactic analysis has shown that the cohortative form, such as

‘Collins, D aniel, FOTL, 85-86.
2So also Collins, D aniel (1993), 328.
3This is w hy B ehrens correctly observes that the question o f the holy one in vs. 13c takes up
keywords from vss. 10-12 (321).
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niJptOKI in vs. 13a, is used at several other places in the book of Daniel, often for
apparently no specific reason. On the one hand, such a usage seems to be due to the
range o f flexibility which the writer needs to be granted. On the other hand, Koch regards
it as possible that the cohortative nyptpKI in vs. 13a, which marks the brief audition
within the first main part o f Dan 8, is intentionally different from the

in vs. 16,

which in macrosyntactic manner introduces the audition o f the second main part o f Dan
8.1 In conclusion, Hasslberger’s elaborate argument for an interpolation of vss. 11-14 is
not convincing. Verses 11-14, or vss. 13-14, naturally fit into the vision report in vss. 314. To regard them as later insertions is not only unnecessary, but fails to pay attention to
the textual course of description and its rhetorical effects.
One o f the most important and versatile devices to create textual cohesion is
repetition. The same element recurs at different places in the text. The symmetry of the
thematic structural pattern observed above (see table 30) shows that the whole o f vss. 914 should be accepted as original. In addition to the repetitive terms used in this pattern,
there are a number o f other recurring terms in vss. 9-14. Table 31 contains all the
Leitwdrter o f Dan 8 that occur in vss. 9-14.
The effect o f these words, besides intensifying and attracting the reader’s
attention, is that they bind together vss. 9-14 and vss. 3-8 as well as the first half o f the
chapter with the symbolic vision and the second half o f the chapter with the

'K o ch , “V isionsbericht,” 416.
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Table 31. L eitw d rter o f Daniel 8 Occurring in Daniel 8:9-14
Leitw ort

R eference

L eitw ort

R eference

]m (7x):

la , 2a, 2e, 13c, 15c, 17g, 26e

K3S (5x):

10a, 10b, 11a, 12a, 13c

nn«

3d, 13a, 13b

l i b , 12a, 13d
11c, 13a, 13b, 13f, 14c, 24f

P R (9x):
nns (3x):

3e, 3f, 5f, 6a, 7d, 8b, 9a, 20c, 21b

nia (3x):
T an (3x):

3g, 9a, 9a

ttTip (6x):

n to

(3x):

(4x):

11a, 25e, 25e

4d, 12c, 24e, 27d

liras (3x):

12a 13e, 23a

*713 (8x):

4e, 8a, 8b, 9b, 10a, 11a, 21b, 25c

* 1 ^ (3x):

12d, 24d, 25b

3 1 3 (3x):

5c, 14b, 26a

"I3T (3x):

13a, 13b, 18a

p i t (6x):

5c, 5d, 7f, 10b, 12b, 18a

natt (6x):

13b, 14a, 16c, 17d, 19a, 26b

•f?Hj ( 3 x ) : 7f, 11c, 12b

Dm

(3x):

7g, 10c, 13f

interpretation.1 No doubt the recurring expressions demonstrate that Dan 8:9-14 is an
integral part to the chapter.
Besides repetition, the linguistic means o f proforms and conjunctions also create
cohesion. The two proforms in DHI3 n n K H ' p i establish a relation between vs. 9a and vs.
8c. The numeral, the article before the numeral, and the pronominal suffix all refer to
elements o f the previous clause (vs. 8c). Similarly, the article in pTnn in vs. 13c refers to
the previous mention o f ]iTn in vs. 2. Verses 9-14 then do not hang in the air.
A careful consideration o f all arguments leads to the conclusion that one cannot
argue on formal grounds, that is, by mainly examining the language, that any part from
vss. 11-14 constitutes an interpolation. In fact, vss. 11-12 as well as vss. 13-14 should be
'T hat is also the conclusion o f G oldingay w ho considered only a few o f the recurring
expressions o f D an 8 th a t appear in D an 8:9-14: b i a “becom e great” (vss. 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 25),
“throw ” (vss. 7, 11, 12), 0 0 1 “tram ple” (vss. 7, 10, 13), and TltiS “do” (vss. 4, 12, 24) (D aniel, 205).
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regarded as an original and integral part o f the vision report.1 In addition, a thematic
analysis provides the same result. Especially the question

“until when?” in vs.

13c cannot be excised from the original layer o f chap. 8 since it is central to the chapter’s
theological message.2

Structural Commentary o f Daniel 8:9-14
The text o f Dan 8:9-14 can now be analyzed in a structural commentary. The
structural commentary is based on the results o f the structural analysis so far, and of the
text-grammatical analysis in chapter 2.
Daniel 8:9-14 consists o f two closely connected subunits o f the vision report in
vss. 3-14: the description o f the hom (vss. 9-11) and the audition (vss. 12-14), which is
mainly concerned with the climactic last part o f the vision, the vision o f the hom.

Vision of the Horn (Daniel 8:9-11)
Verse 9a introduces a new main actor, the hom. The four clauses that follow (vss.
9b-10c) constitute a wayyiqtol chain that expresses progression o f events. This section is
marked by the keyword

that occurs twice to indicate the different dimensions of the

growing ofthe hom: first the horizontal dimension (vs. 9b) and then the vertical
dimension (vs. 10a). The spatial dimensions are underlined by the use o f the prepositions

‘This confirm s the conclusion by C ollins that “there is no adequate reason for excising them
as secondary” (D aniel [1993], 328). So also O dil H an n es Steck, “W eltgeschehen und G ottesvolk im
Buche D aniel,” in K irche: F estschrift f u r G u n th er B ornkam m zum 75. G eburtstag, ed. D. Liihrmann
and G. Strecker (Tubingen: M ohr, 1980), 65 n. 49; K och, “V isionsbericht,” 433; G ese, 409.
2See Redditt, 134-135.
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bit for the horizontal (vs. 9b) and

for the vertical movement (vs. 10a). The vertical

movement of the hom continues inwardly in vs. 11, when the preposition

is used

again with *3H3 in the Hiphil, and it vaunts itself against the commander o f the host.
The climax of the entire vision, and not only o f the description o f the hom, comes
in vs. 11 and is marked as such by both form and content. First, vs. 11 is set apart from
vss. 9-10 by several formal features. Most visible is the shift of verbal gender from
feminine to masculine with the same subject. The hom took feminine verbs in vss. 9-10
but in vs. 1 la-b it suddenly takes masculine verb forms. Another signal for the
markedness of vs. 11 is the nonverbal t o a r r i t o “ty in the initial position in vs. 11a. This
breaks the wayyiqtol sequence in vss. 9b-10c, obviously to lay emphasis on the ultimate
dimension of the horn’s self-magnification which now reaches the commander o f the host
of heaven, the being to whom all clauses in vs. 11 are related (see the pronominal suffixes
in vs. 1lb and 1lc). The “staccato description” o f the horn’s actions and their effects in
vs. 11 create “a sense of violence and hostility.”1 As has been demonstrated, vs. 11 is
also set apart from the previous clauses by its poetic-like style o f language.
With regard to content, vs. 11 is marked as the culmination o f the ^ “13 hif.-pattern
that divides the entire vision in three parts, and it is also marked as the culmination o f the
^ -d e v e lo p m e n t of the hom in three dimensions in vss. 9b-l l.2
Verse 1 la is not followed by wayyiqtol clauses but by an x-qatal (vs. 1 lb) and a
qatal-x clause (vs. 1 lc). Both of these clauses have nonsequential character. The x-qatal

'N iditch, 225.
2See the section “Crescendo o f the verbal root *713 an d the ‘hubris-falP p attern ” above.
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clause in vs. 1 lb could describe either a simultaneous or a circumstantial activity to vs.
11a. The qatal-x clause in vs. 1 lc describes an activity simultaneous to vs. 1 lb . The
simultaneous activities o f the removal of the t&mi d and the throwing down o f the
foundation o f the sanctuary are most likely a description o f how the hom magnifies itself
up to the commander o f the host. The self-magnification in vs. 11a describes an inward
attitude (cf. vs. 25c), while the activities of removing and throwing down in vs. 1 lb-c are
the corresponding outward activities of the hom.

Audition (Daniel 8:12-14)
Different nature of verse 12
Verse 12 is distinct from the previous verses. The primary factor here is that vs.
12 exhibits a different tense. By no longer using wayyiqtol or qatal forms (past tense) for
the narration o f what has been seen but yiqtol and vfqatal forms (future tense) typical for
discourse, vs. 12 marks a sudden shift from vision to audition. Second, once more a
nonverbal element occupies the clause initial position and introduces here a new actor,
the host, which is used by the hom. Thus, in vs. 12 the hom, which was the main actor in
vss. 9-11, is no longer directly in view. This change in subject is underlined by the
different gender o f the verbs in vs. 12, which are now feminine, whereas the gender in vs.
1 la-b (with the hom as subject), as well as in vs. 1 lc, is masculine. Finally, the *?napattem came to its climax in vs. 11. Verse 12 does not contribute to the development o f
the pattern, which would require the downfall o f the hom after its self-magnification, but
creates tension by recounting the deeds and the success o f the horn’s host.
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Connection between verse 1lb-c and verse 12a-b
In principle, the audition is formally different from the vision, and as such has to
be understood as a separate structural unit. However, thematically the audition and the
climactic part o f the vision, the description of the hom, are closely related. Two features
link the final part o f the vision (vs. 1 lb and 1lc) with the beginning o f the audition (vs.
12a and 12b). First, there is the repetition of the Leitwdrter TOFin and
sequence.

TO Pin is used in vss.

1 lb and 12a, and the verbal root

in the same

occurs in vss. 11c

and 12b. Second, the clause types parallel each other:
lib

x-qatal

12a

x-yiqtol

11c

qatal-x

12b

we-yiqtol (or yiqtol-x)

O f course, the tenses/aspects are different— vs. 11 uses perfect and vs. 12 imperfect
forms— but the function o f the clauses is identical. In both cases, the first clause has a
nonverbal element in initial position and is followed by a nonsequential clause in the
same tense. These clauses do not continue the sequence o f events, but describe two, most
likely simultaneous, events. In vs. 12 the setting up of a host against the tami d (vs. 12a)
and the throwing down o f truth (vs. 12b) occur at the same time or may even describe the
same event. With such a semantic function, vs. 12a-b corresponds to vs. 1 lb-c.
In view o f these connections, the possibility suggests itself that in vs. 12a and 12b
the celestial being provides an explanation for vs. 1 lb and 1 lc.1 When in the book of

'H ardy notes the parallelism in syntax and regards “truth was throw n to the ground” in vs.
12b as in parallel to “ the place o f his sanctuary w as brought low” in vs. 11c, concluding that th e truth
about the sanctuary is under attack (282-284). Cf. also G oettsberger who notes that vs. 12 “seem s to
repeat in part verse 11” (62).
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Daniel a celestial being enters into discourse and refers to something in a vision, the
comments are usually o f an explanatory nature. Verse 12 does not indicate a subsequent
action, but an expansion o f what was described before in the vision. The final two
clauses in the description of the vision are commented upon by the celestial being who
suddenly speaks. In other words, to remove the tlm i d from the commander o f the host
(vs. li b ) means to rebelliously place another host against, or in charge over, the tamid
(vs. 12a). And when the hom throws down the foundation o f the commander’s sanctuary
(vs. 11c), it means that truth is thrown down to earth (vs. 12b).1 The structural
relationship may be outlined as follows2:

'O ne should take note o f Ps 89:15 w here in the parallel lines nOKl “!0n “faithfulness and
truth” correspond to tSSttiOl p*ti5 “righteousness and justice” w hich are ]i2!2 “the foundation” o f
Y h w h ’s throne. A t least here, DDK is conceptually connected with 'JiS72 in the divine realm .
2Some o f these structural links have been recognized by Langer who suggests a concentric
structure o f vss. 10-12 w ith a small concentric substructure o f 10a-l l a (91):
A
10a: g r e a t - h o s t o f heaven
—
a
B
lObc: cause to fall to the earth (host, stars)
}b
C
1 la : great - prince o f the host
—
a’
D
l i b : daily sacrifice
E
l i e : place o f sanctuary
D’
12a: daily sacrifice (host)
C’
12a: w antonness
B’
lObc: cast dow n to the earth (truth)
A’
12cd: a c t- s u c c e s s fu l
H ow ever, this proposal is not convincing. The structure does not seem to be based on verbal
repetition. T he only lexical correspondences are nS"lK (10b, 12b) and “V D nn (1 lb , 12a) for the
larger, and S i 3 (10a, 11a) for the sm aller concentric structure. Less than obvious is the supposed
connection betw een 10a and 12cd and betw een 11a and 12a, for which Langer gives no explanation.
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T»nn

a n n warn

isnpn lisa
I7ES3

T ann

?m

■bs ]nan a n s i

ns-iN n a x

A —

lib

B -

11c

A’

12a

B’ _

12b

The two statements in Dan 8:12a and 12b employ UIDE and naK as opposite terms (cf. Isa
59:12-15; Mic 7:18-20) to express that what is done in UttiS “rebellion” runs counter to
n a a “truth.”

Structure o f the question in verse 13c
After the holy being has commented upon the successful activity o f the horn’s
host, another holy being poses the inevitable question ptn ri ’’H a'll? to the former one
(vs. 13c). Although this angelic cry asks for the temporal limitation o f the entire vision,
the individual elements mentioned selectively in apposition to ]iTnn focus on the climax
of the vision and take up different parts o f the description o f the hom (vss. 10-11) and of
what the first holy being has said (vs. 12).
The structural question about vs. 13c is in how many parts or small thematic units
the seven words after "[iTnn ‘Tier'll? should be divided, and how these parts are connected
with each other and with the previous verses. There is general agreement that TpHH and
DOS?

each form a unit. However, the opinions vary widely on how the rest of the

words should be divided. A brief overview o f suggestions testifies to the difficult nature
o f structuring the question in vs. 13c. In order to facilitate a comparison o f the different
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suggestions it is helpful to number the seven words all the way through: T p n n = 1;
BtfBni = 2; oatf = 3; n n = 4; t t h p i = 5; K 3 S 1 = 6; andO!2"TO = 7.
Several scholars suggest that the words in apposition to ]!Tnn form three thematic
units, by either taking OQ“ia K3S1 tthpl as one unit (1+234+567 or 1+23+4567),1 or by
excising one unit, usually X3X1 (1+234+57).2 Others divide the seven words into four
units3 by taking 0a"l3 K3S1 tE7“T"p7 as two units (1+234+5+67)4 or taking n n as one unit
and COnp N2X1

as another unit (1+23+4+567).5 Still others suggest five thematic

units, taking 0D"]12 X31S1 as two units referring to tribulation and trampling
(1+23+45+6+7),6 or taking 013*13

as one unit and n n as a separate unit

'Three elem ents and taking n n w ith the preced in g w ords (1+234+567) have been suggested
by Marti, Daniel, 59; Charles, 210-211; N elis, 97; H . Schneider, D aniel, 54; A alders, D a n iel (1962),
181; Hasslberger, 105-106; H artm an and Di L eila, 226, 227 (in follow ing M oore [see the n ex t note],
H artman analyzes vs. 13c as three groups, each consisting o f a noun with follow ing infinitive, the
infinitives being n n , DO"]!?, and another infinitive [ D i l i “taking aw ay” or 1 0 H “rem oving”] supplied
after T O PH ); Schindele, “T extkonstituierung zu D aniel 8 ,” 9, 14; Bauer, D aniel, 172. T hree elements
and taking 013*113 K3X1 E np ] n n as one elem ent (1+23+ 4567) have been suggested by H avernick,
288; von Lengerke, 383-386; K liefoth, 260; B evan, 135 (w ith serious em endations); D river, D aniel,
118; M ontogm ery, 341-342; Leupold, 352; Y oung, D a n iel, 173; Slotki (1951), 68; P orteous, 119;
Lacocque, The B ook o f D aniel, 158; R ussell, 147; G oldingay, D aniel, 195; G ese, 408-409; Collins,
D aniel (1993), 326, 336; Lucas, D aniel, 202. It goes w ithout saying that the individual translations o f
vs. 13c differ to a large extent.
2Moore, “D aniel viii. 9-14,” 196; B entzen, 56. M oore analyzes vs. 13c as three infinitive
clauses in apposition to ] i t n n . He thus prefers to in sert " l O i n ( D T i n could also b e possible) after
-ra n n .
3Shea, Selected Studies (1982), 80 = (1 9 9 2 ), 96. Shea does not decide on the position o f TIPI,
whether it belongs to the preceding or to the fo llo w in g w ords.
“N iditch, 217, 220. N iditich reads after each item a participial m odifier; w here there is none,
she assumes one.
5Obbink, 111.
6Ploger, D aniel, 120, 122 (w ith em endation so that the conjunction w aw stands before each
unit); Delcor, 175.
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(1+23+4+5+67),1 or even six thematic units (1+23+4+5+6+7).2

So far, the linguistic analysis in chapter 2 has shown it to be syntactically possible
that the infinitive construct n n refers either to the preceding

U t i i s n i or to the

following OQ-lQ N2S) ItHpl, while the terminological relation between Dan 8:13c,
1l:31c-d, and 12:11 decides in favor of the phrase n n DOltf ycfsrt), with ODtC UttiDH as
object to n n . Still undecided is whether o a n p N a S )

is one thematic unit o f the

vision’s specification (“and both holy and host to be a trampling”) or two (“and holy, and
a host to be a trampling”). Hence, the seven last words in vs. 13c either form three parts
(1+234+567) or four parts (1+234+5+67).
The division into four parts is preferable for several reasons. First, the different
phrases in vs. 13c clearly recapitulate elements o f vss. 10-12. The phrase OQpp X2S1
refers back to vs. 10, where some of the host (K22J) o f heaven are trampled (00"l) by the
hom. While in the vision

is linked with the root 001, the root tthp is not. Thus, if

Chp is linked with 0Q"ID it would express something that has not been mentioned as such
before. In fact, the recapitulation of the trampling of the host in vs. 10 by DO“ip K32J)
and the connection of the sanctuary in vs. 11 with ttnp suggests that DEpp

tflp'l in

vs. 13c refers to two incidents and should therefore be understood as two parts. Second,
the conjunction waw, occurring three times in vs. 13c, could be a structural device to

'Zockler, 177. At least, this is the gram m atical construction for Z ockler. H e continues,
however, that
thus qualifies all the last three nouns, the latter tw o directly as an adj[ective],
and the former as an equivalent for the infin[itive].”
2Except for DQC) U tliS rn, M aier regards each w ord as an individual reference to som ething
before (308).
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divide the seven words into four phrases. After the conjunction is used twice before a
new thematic part— before UtDEn and before 2h p — it would be consistent i f it had the
same function before X225. Finally, the division into four parts creates the pattern “single
noun + phrase + single noun + phrase” in which the single noun expresses a positive
entity (T p n n and snp), whereas the phrase expresses a negative entity

(nn DQC) UfflSH

and 013“ip KnS).
The recapitulation o f word and roots from vss. 10-12 is a striking feature o f the
appositional items in vs. 13c. Each o f the seven words following the initial question,
except for D Q tlS, corresponds to one or more words o f the same root in the description o f
the hom in vss. 10-11 and in the audition in vs. 12:

oapp

Nasi

uh'pi

nn

ontf

10c

10a
10b
11a

lfc

12a

—

“rp n n
12a ’

lib '"
12a

Interestingly, these words refer exclusively to the activities o f the hom (vss. 10a-12a), but
not to those o f the horn’s host (vs. 12b-d). Also, none o f the words in vs. 13c refer to
anything in vs. 9, whereas they recapitulate at least one word or root o f each o f the seven
clauses in vss. 10a-12a. The inference may be that the holy being who poses the question
in vs. 13c is especially concerned with the vertical dimension o f the horn’s activity, which
starts in vs. 10a. Thus, the question emphasizes the horn’s attack on the host o f heaven,
on the commander of the host, and on the cult (strongly expressed by cultic language in
vss. 11 a-12a).
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In general, vs. 13c recapitulates words and roots of vss. 10-12 in reverse order.1 A
chiastic arrangement might be possible. Shea notes the reverse order o f the four parts
cited in the question, taking the first two parts together, as follows: T p n n + desolation
(vs. 13cl), sanctuary (vs. 13c2), and host (vs. 13c3) in the question correspond to T p n n
+ desolation (vs. 12), sanctuary (vs. 11), and host (vs. 10) in the preceding verses.2
Likewise, Gane recognizes the reverse order and suggests the following chiastic
arrangement:3

vss. 10-12

vs. 13

The chiastic structure functions, however, only under two conditions. Since T p n n and
NPS occur more than once in vss. 10-12, one has to choose a specific occurrence that
allows for a reverse order o f the words in vs. 13c. For T p n n this is vs. 12a (but not vs.
1 lb) and for KPS it is vs. 10a or vs. 10b (but not vs. 11a). Furthermore, if the words in
the question are taken individually, the order is not perfectly chiastic, since in vs. 13c as
well as in vss. 10-12, T O n n occurs before 2J$D and KPS occurs before DOT. That is
* T

“

“

V

T

T

probably the reason why both Shea and Gane put T p n n and SJtfB together, and also opnp

'A reverse sequence o f w ords in vss. 11-12 and in vs. 13c is noticed by L anger (91-92).
2Shea, Selected Studies (1982), 80 = (1992), 96.
3Gane, “The Syntax o f l e t Ve . . . in D aniel 8:13,” 377-378, w ith the graphic on p. 378.
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and K 23, in order to obtain a chiastic structure, which then consists o f phrases and words.
Besides a chiastic structure, two other structural arrangements are possible.1 First,
the four parts appear to be arranged in a double pair o f “single noun (positive) + noun
phrase (negative),” as mentioned above. Thematically, each pair lists an entity under the
horn’s attack followed by a result o f the horn’s activities. In the case o f the first pair, the
ta m i d is attacked, which results in the establishment o f a devastating rebellion. The

continual service o f God is removed and possibly replaced by a rebellious service. If the
second pair functions similarly, one would have to conclude that the holy is under attack,
which results in a trampled host. The implication would be that 2hp is somehow
associated with the host o f heaven. To be sure, this does not mean that the only
association o f ®“]p is with the host o f heaven. The root association to ttHlpp in vs. 1 lc is
evident and links CHp to the sanctuary as well. The association o f 2hp with N325,
however, helps one to understand why it is possible for the holy being to answer the
question with the single statement in vs. 14c that (ZHp is going to be restored, for EHp
relates not only to the sanctuary, but also to the host of heaven. In fact, whatever is

‘A nother structural proposal, w hich how ever does not take into account the M asoretic text as
it stands, is forw arded by G ese w ho suggests that vss. 1 lb -1 2 b and the question in 13c (vs. 13bbg for
G ese) show a double structure w ith the ta m id sacrifice on the one side and the sanctuary/priestly
service on the other side (408-409):
V s. 1 lb -c
A nd from him (God) is taken aw ay the ta m id sacrifice,
and throw n dow n is his sanctuary place and priestly service.
V s. 12
It (the horn) p laces itself over the ta m id sacrifice in sin
and throw s down truth to earth (+ conclusion formula).
V s. 13c
(U ntil w hen is the vision, nam ely)
the tam i d sacrifice and the sin DOS),
S etting (asyndeton!) o f sanctuary and priestly service for tram pling.
As w ell-balanced as this structure is, it is problem atic th at Gese takes
with the m eaning “priestly
service” and that he relocates N3S1 (vs. 12a) to the end o f vs. 11.
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connected to the commander o f the host appears to be Cf*Jp, as illustrated by the
intertextually relevant passage in Josh 5:13-15.'
Second, if each part o f the question relates specifically to one o f the activities of
the hom, a slightly different arrangement is possible in which T p n n refers to the removal
o f continual service (vs. 1 lb),

n n Dpitf

Uttisn to the rebellion o f setting up a counter-host

(12a), c n p to the destruction o f the sanctuary (vs. 1 lc), and OQip

to the destruction

o f God’s people (vs. 10). The obvious difference between the two suggestions is that in
the one with four individual parts tznp refers more clearly to the sanctuary, while in the
one with two double pairs it appears to be connected with the host o f heaven.
In the end, one has to admit that there is no unambiguous structural arrangement
o f the seven words in apposition to the question in vs. 13c. In basic agreement with Shea
and Gane, I regard a reverse order o f these words as likely. A reverse order is also
compatible with the suggestion o f two double pairs, but does not work equally well with
the suggestion o f four individual parts, for the first two parts, T p n n and n n

Dpia EtfBH,

are not in reverse order to the respective activities in vss. 1 lb and 12a.
It is quite possible that the difficulty to structure the question is a sign o f another,
rhetorical purpose o f this series o f appositions, that is, to communicate the confusion and
the utter astonishment o f the holy being over the divine silence in face o f the successful
activities o f the hom. Such an emotional reason for the staccato o f appositions cannot be

‘The site w here the celestial K3Jr"l(£t appears to Jo sh u a is holy: “The captain o f Y h w h ’s host

[ T T X aS 'litl] said to Joshua, ‘Rem ove your sandals from your feet, for the place w here you are
standing is holy
(Josh 5:15; cf. Exod 3:5). The cultic overtones cannot be m issed. It goes
w ithout saying that the sacredness o f the ground is n ot a quality o f the ground itself but is brought
about only by the presence o f the heavenly com m ander.
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excluded and should be seriously taken into account.1

Cohesion within the audition
The audition consists o f three parts: vs.12, vs. 13c, and vs. 14b-c. These parts are
linked formally by the use o f w eq a t a l forms and the preposition “iy.

Holy being A:

12c-d statement

w eq a t a l

Another holy being B:
Holy being A:

“iy

13c

question

“jy

14b
14c

question answered
statement

w eq a t a l

The effect of this patterning is that vs. 14b-c connects to both o f the previous parts o f the
audition. Verse 14b answers the question o f vs. 13c, ’’013“ ly “until when?” with “until

(*iy) 2300 evening-morning.”

At the same time

tthp

with w eq a ta l form in vs. 14c

takes up the verbal forms that the same holy being used in vs. 12c-d.

Function o f the audition
The dialogue at the end o f the vision report serves several purposes.2 First, the
sudden entry o f the audition in vs. 12 almost interrupts the vision proper and prolongs the
dwelling on the activities o f the hom. The rhetorical function is to heighten the tension,
since the success o f the hom and its host has not yet met its fall, contrary to the
expectations raised by the hubris-fall pattern in the vision proper.

‘An em otional explanation for the cry in vs. 13c is also p u t forw ard by Seow , who regards it
as a “stammering” or “sputtering q uestio n ” w ith m any ellipses betw een its w ords (D a n iel, 125).
2For dialogue as stylistic technique, see A lonso Schokel, A M anual o f H ebrew Poetics, 170-177.
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Second, the question o f the second holy being (vs. 13c) expresses the thoughts o f
Daniel, and also of the reader. Thus the answer (vs. 14b-c) can be directed toward
Daniel. Daniel, as it were, is pulled into the prophetic revelation.1 In this way the answer
in vs. 14 gains importance.
Third, the central position o f the vision report is occupied by the directive speech
act. It is here in the vision report that one finds the decisive statement o f the entire
chapter. However, it is not so much the question that is the center o f the audition,
although “the imagery speech o f 8:3-12 serves only to provoke the ‘how long?’ o f 8:13,”2
which then comes along with full rhetorical force as the central question in chap. 8.3
Rather, the thematic center o f attention is the answer in vs. 14b-c. Its extreme brevity, in
contrast to the lengthy expatiation o f the horn’s activities, serves a literary function:
Emphasis is added by extreme brevity.4 Hence, the audition in the vision report o f Dan 8
attests once more to the preeminence o f hearing over seeing.5

'A lready Gerhard von Rad notes that the visions in the OT m erge regularly into an audition
and culminate in a personal address to the p rophet ( O ld T esta m en t Theology, 2:59).
2W. Zimmerli, “Bildverkleidete und bildlos erzahlte G eschichte bei E zechiel und D aniel,” in
Isac Leo Seligmann Volume: Essays on the B ible a n d the A n c ie n t W orld, vol. 3, N on-H ebrew Section,
ed. A. Rofe and Y. Zakovitch (Jerusalem: Rubinstein, 1983), 239.
3Bader, “Reale und gedachte W elt,” 49-50.
4In regard to Dan 12:1-4 as climax in contrast to th e overblow n w ordiness o f chap. 11, Jam es
L. Lindenberger explains: “It is a rhetorical trick o f ancient H eb rew w riters to add em phasis by
extrem e brevity” (“Daniel 12:1-4,” I n t3 9 [1985]: 182).
5Hans-Joachim Kraus, “H oren und Sehen in der alth eb raisch en T radition,” Studium Generate
19 (1966); reprint, B iblisch-theologische A ufsatze (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eu k irch en er, 1972), 89-94
(on vision and audition: 97-101) (page citations are to the rep rin t edition).
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General Conclusion
As the subunits of the vision in Dan 8 follow one another, they build to a climax
as the vision report nears its end. The climax consists o f two parts: the vision o f the hom
(vss. 9-11) and the audition (vss. 12-14). Both parts are closely connected by the
occurrence o f several bridging keywords and L e itw d r te r , as well as by the fact that the
beginning o f the audition (vs. 12a-b) provides explanatory information to the end o f the
vision (vs. 1 lb-c). Hence, the passage in vss. 9-14 exhibits cohesion and coherence.
The vision o f the hom should be considered a structural subunit o f the vision
report and not a part o f the section o f the he-goat. The factors most decisive for such a
structural division are the triple “hubris-fall” pattern o f the vision ( L e itw o r t ^13), which
shows that the hom functions on the same level as the ram and the he-goat, as w ell as the
introduction o f a new, prominent character and a sudden change in the course o f events
and thematic orientation that revolves around the religious and the cultic.
In the audition, a holy being first comments on the final scene o f the vision (vs.
12). Only after another angel’s pressing question in vs. 13 comes the denouement in vs.
14, and the tension, which was built up by the incomplete third “hubris-fall” pattern, is
ultimately resolved.
On the basis o f the literary data and the thematic distribution and arrangement,
Dan 8:9-14 has to be reckoned as a well-crafted literary piece that exhibits a rhetorically
magnificent form, as well as artistic and creative unity.1 The various literary and

‘O nly a few recognize the rhetorical artistry o f D an 8:9-14. K och regards th e com position o f
Dan 8 as w ell-planned, very artistic, and fully capable o f creating aesthetic pleasure (“V isio n sb erich t,”
420). W ith a different position and m eaning o f N a s i in vs. 12a (see p. 549 n. 1 [above]), G ese finds
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structural devices are fit together with consummate skill. The form supports its content.
For example, the culmination of the hubristic activities o f the hom in vs. 11 is marked
formally by the literary devices o f gender and poetic-like language.
Most important, however, is the message o f vss. 9-14. Although the climactic
flow o f the vision report is emphasized by thematic intensification through a
concentration o f nearly synonymous words for destruction, the thematic distribution
reveals that the predominant semantic field “power, control, and violence” is shifted to
the semantic field “holiness and sanctuary” in vss. 1 lb-14c. The emphasis o f the vision
report is on the cult and it becomes clear that the hom and its host actually wage a cultic
war. By doing so, the hom enters the role o f the archetypal enemy o f God. It is
characterized as anti-priest, anti-creator, and anti-YHWH. The vision proper ends
abruptly, and surprisingly, on a victorious note for the hom, leaving the hubris-fall pattern
unfulfilled. However, the audition resolves the tension. The horn’s war in the realm o f
cult is countered and cut short by divine intervention that is carried out in the context o f
an eschatological Day o f Atonement. The thematic analysis, the terminological allusions,
and the following intertextual analysis all reinforce that the Day o f Atonement functions
as the macrotheme, comprising the important themes in 8:9-14, that is, cult, judgment,
and creation. At last, terror finds its end, and God’s people, the cult, and the sanctuary
are restored to their rightful position, and in the final analysis, God him self is vindicated.

the structure o f vss. 11-13 to be rhetorically brilliant (409).
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CHAPTER 4

TEXTUAL RELATIONS

Introduction to Intertextual Analysis
“No text is an island.”1 No text can be read as an isolated unit. This simple
dictum, o f course, also applies to the text o f Dan 8:9-14, which proves to be not only the
centerpiece o f chap. 8, but is moreover closely linked to Daniel’s other revelatory
experiences in chaps. 7, 9, and 10-12, and carries some o f the major theological strands
o f the book. The passage also shows themes and motifs taken from other texts o f the
Hebrew Bible. The purpose o f this chapter is to explore the web of textual relations o f
Dan 8:9-14, that is, the specific text or range o f texts with which 8:9-14 holds a dynamic
relationship, and to see how these other texts contribute to the understanding o f 8:9-14.
The theoretical foundation for this kind o f analysis is the concept o f
intertextuality. One needs to define how the concept o f intertextuality is understood,

'T his illustrative form ula to express the concept of intertextuality w as first used by P eter D.
M iscall (“Isaiah: N ew H eavens, N ew E arth, N ew B o o k ,” in Reading between Texts: Intertextuality
and the H ebrew B ible, ed. D. N. Few ell, L iterary C urrents in Biblical Interpretation [Louisville:
W estm inster John K nox, 1992], 45). B ased on M iscall’s line U lrike Bail elaborates: “Texts, how ever,
are no islands and the reader is no castaw ay w ho, w ith o u t m em ory and recollection, counts palm trees
and categorizes them . For texts are dialogic, they call to m em ory other texts, rem ind o f things already
read, o f things already experienced. N o text stands in isolation, each one seeks for a place in an
already existing w orld o f texts. It is true that texts are closed on a syntagmatic level, but on a
paradigm atic level their relations to other texts are unlim ited, as it w ere, resulting in a regressus a d
infinitum ” (G egen das Schw eigen klagen: E in e intertextuelle S tu d ie zu den Klagepsalm en Ps 6 u n d P s
55 und d er E rzdhlung von der Vergew altigung Tamars [Gutersloh: Kaiser, Giitersloher, 1998], 100).
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which criteria help to identify intertextual relations, and which methodological
procedures the present intertextual analysis uses.

The Concept o f Intertextuality
As the name implies, “intertextuality” concerns the network and interconnections
among texts, in short, the relations between texts.1 The term “intertextuality” in modem

'T h e follow ing presents a selection o f recom m ended studies o f the im m ense literature on
intertextuality. For intertextuality in m odern literary theory: M anfred Pfister, “K onzepte der
Intertextualitat,” in Intertextualitat: F orm en, F unktionen, anglistische F allstudien, ed. U. Broich, M.
Pfister, and B. Schulte-M iddelich, K onzepte der Sprach- und Literaturw issenschaft, no. 35 (Tubingen,
N iem eyer, 1985), 1-30; U lrich B roich, “Form en d er M arkierung von Intertextualitat,” in
Intertextualitat: F orm en, F unktionen, anglistische F allstudien, ed. U. Broich, M. Pfister, and B.
Schulte-M iddelich, K onzepte der Sprach- und L iteraturw issenschaft, no. 35 (Tubingen, Niemeyer,
1985), 31-47; Stefan A lkier, “Intertextualitat: A nnaherungen an ein texttheoretisches Paradigm a,” in
H eiligkeit und H errschaft: Intertextuelle Studien zu H eiligkeitsvorstellungen und zu Psalm 110, ed. D.
Sanger, BTS, no. 55 (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 2003), 1-26. For intertextuality in biblical
studies, especially the H ebrew Bible: Ellen van W olde, Words B ecom e W orlds: Sem antic Studies o f
G enesis 1-11, B iblical Interpretation S eries.n o . 6 (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 160-185; G eorge A ichele and
G ary A. P hillips, “Introduction: E xegesis, E isegesis, Intergesis,” Seme/a 69/70 (1995): 7-18; Patricia
Tull W illey, R em em ber the F orm er Things: The R ecollection o f Previous Texts in Second Isaiah,
SBLDS, no. 161 (A tlanta: S cholars, 1997), esp. 57-84; Ellen van W olde, “Texts in D ialogue with
Texts: Intertextuality in the Ruth and T am ar N arrativ es,” B ib in t 5 (1997): 1-28; B ail, Gegen das
Schw eigen klagen, esp. 98-113; B enjam in D. Som m er, A P rophet R eads Scripture: Allusion in Isaiah
40-66, Contraversions: Jew s and O th er D ifferences (Stanford: Stanford U niversity Press, 1998), 6-31;
Susanne G illm ayr-B ucher, “Intertextualitat: Z w ischen L iteraturtheorie und M ethodik,” Protokolle zu r
B ibel 8 (1999): 5-20; T hom as R. H atina, “Intertextuality and H istorical C riticism in New Testam ent
Studies: Is T here a R elationship?” B ib in t 7 (1999): 28-43; Steins, D ie "B in d u n g Isa a k s” im Kanon,
esp. 9-102, 225-235; P atricia K. Tull, “R hetorical C riticism and Intertextuality,” in To Each Its Own
M eaning: An Introduction to B iblical Criticism s a n d T heir Application, rev. and expanded, ed. S. L.
M cKenzie and S. R. H aynes (Louisville: W estm inster John K nox, 1999), 156-180; Patricia Tull,
“Intertextuality and the H ebrew S criptures,” C u rB S 8 (2000): 59-90; Beth LaN eel Tanner, The Book
o f Psalm s Through the L ens o f Intertextuality, S tB L ,n o . 26 (N ew York: Lang, 2001), esp. 5-47;
Yohan Pyeon, You H ave N o t Spoken W hat Is R ig h t A b o u t M e: Intertextuality a n d the B ook o f Job,
StBL, no. 45 (N ew Y ork: Lang, 2003), esp. 49-68. See also the following collected essays: R eading
between Texts: Intertextuality an d the H eb rew B ib le, ed. D anna N olan Few ell, Literary Currents in
Biblical Interpretation (Louisville: W estm inster John Knox, 1992); fifteen essays on the theme
“Intertextuality and the B ible” in Sem eia 69/70 (1995), ed. G. A ichele and G. A. Phillips; The Quest
fo r Context and M eaning: Studies in B ib lica l Intertextuality in H onor o f Jam es A. Sanders, ed. C. A.
Evans and S. T alm on, BIS, no. 28 (Leiden: Brill, 1997); Intertextuality in U garit and Israel: Papers
R ead at the Tenth Jo in t M eeting o f the Society f o r O ld Testam ent Study and H et Oudtestam entisch
W erkgezelschap in N ederland en B elg ie H eld a t O xford, 1997, ed. J. C. de M oor, O tS t.n o . 40
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literary theory has made its way into biblical studies. In fact, “intertextual studies” have
grown so popular in both literary theory and biblical studies that the term “intertextuality”
has become a trendy vogue expression.1 Intertextuality has accumulated a bewildering
variety o f definitions and uses among literary critics and theorists,2 and more recently also
among biblical scholars.3 This situation creates an obvious problem. The variety of
usages makes it dangerous to employ the term “intertextuality” without knowledge o f its
history and without further definition, for one could be easily misunderstood or accused
of misapplication.

(Leiden: Brill, 1998). Other recom m endable literature: P eter Tschuggnall, ‘“ D as W ort ist kein D ing’:
Eine theologische Einiibung in den literaturw issenschaftlichen B eg riff der Intertextualitat,” Z K T 116
(1994): 160-178 (introduces the concept o f intertextuality to the discipline o f theology); and the essays
in M imesis an d Intertextuality in A ntiq u ity and C hristianity, ed. D. R. M acD onald, Studies in
Antiquity and C hristianity (H arrisburg: T rinity, 2001).
'A sim ple search in the A TLA R eligion Index database under K eyw ord “intertext*” showed
for the years 1980-89 30 entries, for 1990-99 232 entries, and for 2000-03 151 entries (June 22, 2005).
The same search criteria applied to the W orldC at database yielded 151 references for 1970-79, 439
references for 1980-89 (am ong them 5 diss./theses in the subject area “B ib le”), 1,159 references for
1990-99 (29 diss./theses in “B ib le”), and 900 references for 2000-04 (43 diss./theses in “Bible”).
2M ost surveys o f intertextuality start w ith a sim ilar observation like this one: “Intertextuality
remains the subject o f such a diversity o f interpretations and is defined so variously, that it is anything
but a transparent, com m only understood term ” (A llen, Intertextuality, 1). H einrich F. Plett points out:
“It is even w orse w hen scholars use the term ‘intertextuality’ w ithout having critically exam ined the
concept, only in order to appear up-to-date” (“Intertextualities,” in Intertextuality, ed. H . F. Plett,
Research in T ext Theory = U ntersuchungen z u r T exttheorie, no. 15 [Berlin: de G ruyter, 1991], 4).
One has to be aw are o f a certain self-dynam ic here: “T he m ore a term circulates, the m ore elusive
becomes its content. This applies especially to the term intertextuality” (U lrich B roich, M anfred
Pfister, and B em d Schulte-M iddelich, eds., Intertextualitat: Form en, F unktionen, anglistische
Fallstudien, K onzepte der Sprach- und L iteraturw issenschaft, no. 35 [Tubingen: N iem eyer, 1985], ix).
3Speaking o f both areas, literary th eo ry and biblical studies, T ull observes at the beginning o f
her survey: “The concept o f intertextuality rep resen ts a battleground o f differing em phases and claim s,
both linguistic and ideological. T he m ost w id ely m ade second statem ent concerning intertextuality is
that few agree on how best to understand and use the term ” (“Intertextuality and the H ebrew
Scriptures,” 59). In fact, the m eaning o f the term “intertextuality” has becom e “in itself an interesting
study in intertextuality” (Patricia K. Tull, “T he R hetoric o f R ecollection,” in Congress Volume: Oslo
1998, ed. A. L em aire and M. Sasbo, V TSup, no. 80 [Leiden: Brill, 2000], 75).
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The uniting factor o f the diverse concepts of intertextuality is the fact that an
individual text is not one standing totally on its own, but is an integral part of a rich and
complex web or network of texts which must be recognized in order to fully comprehend
the text at hand.1 Texts are always interwoven in previous texts and should not, indeed
cannot, be read in isolation.
The act of reading, theorists claim, plunges us into a network o f textual relations. To
interpret a text, to discover its meaning, or meanings, is to trace those relations.
Meaning becomes something which exists between a text and all the other texts to
which it refers and relates, moving out from the independent text into a network of
textual relations. The text becomes the intertext.2
The problem therefore is how this network o f textual relations should be understood
theoretically.

Different Types o f Intertextuality
A brief look into intertextuality and the term’s history in literary theory helps to
identify two basic concepts o f intertextuality.3 The term “intertextuality” was introduced
by Julia Kristeva who attempted to combine the theories o f M. M. Bakhtin and o f F. de

‘“For no text sets foot on com m unicative and thus interpretive n o -m an’s-land, respectively is
read as if being cut o ff from all other texts. T here alw ays exist tex ts p rio r and n ex t to it. T his
relationship betw een texts is described w ith the term intertextuality” (C hristina Spaller, “W enn zw ei
das Gleiche lesen, ist es doch nicht dasselbe! U berleg u n g en zur g egenw artigen herm eneutischen
D iskussion,” B N 98 [1999]: 78).
“Graham Allen, Intertextuality, The N ew C ritical Idiom (L ondon: R outledge, 2000), 1.
3It cannot be the purpose here to give a m ore com prehensive survey o f th e plethora o f
definitions and theories o f intertextuality. F or two excellent g en eral introductions to the idea o f
intertextuality, the term ’s history, and its use in different literary theories see A llen, Intertextuality,
and M ary Orr, Intertextuality: D ebates and Contexts (C am bridge: P olity; O xford: Blackw ell, 2003).
Excellent introductions concerning intertextuality and biblical studies are T ull, “ Intertextuality and the
Hebrew Scriptures”; and Gillm ayr-Bucher, “In tertex tu alitat.”
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Saussure by transferring Bakhtin’s “dialogic concept” to texts.1 For her, “any text is
construed as a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of
another.”2 Texts are inseparably interwoven with other texts and should therefore always
be viewed in a greater context, the intertext. A text always stands in dialogue with a pre
text, both illuminating the understanding o f each other. It is important to understand that
in this kind of intertextuality the literary meaning o f texts does not depend on the
author— Roland Barthes proposes “the death of the author”— but on readers who by
finding new textual relations discover multiple meanings within texts and thus rewrite or
reweave texts from the threads of innumerable other texts. Barthes therefore designates a
text metaphorically as “tissue” or “weaving.” In other words, intertextual reading is not
limited to the intertext of the author or to that o f the intended reader but is concerned with
the impact on the reader concerning the interpretative process of a text. The intertext
designates the relations between texts the reader is reminded of while reading a given
text. Intertextuality understood in this sense is a complex phenomenon. It involves the
author, who first is a reader of previous texts, the author’s culture and setting, the reader’s
culture and setting, and connections made by the reader that the author might have never
intended. For Kristeva and Barthes, intertextuality is a quasi-guarantee for the unending
possibilities to interpret any given text. Texts are not fixed in their meaning but are

'Ju lia Kristeva, “Bakhtine, le mot, le dialogue et le rom an,” Criticque 239 (1967): 438-465,
esp. 440-441; translated as Julia Kristeva, “W ord, D ialogue and N o v el,” in D esire in L a n g u a g e: A
Semiotic A pproach to Literature and A rt, ed. L. R oudiez (N ew York: C olum bia U n iv ersity Press,
1980), 64-91. Interestingly, after “intertextuality” has assum ed term inologically irritating proportions,
Kristeva discontinued use o f the term and substituted it w ith “disposition.”
2Ibid., 66. One should note that for K risteva the term “tex ts” includes n o n -literary texts, in
particular the life-experience o f the reader.
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radically open, polyphonic, and polyvalent.1 This original definition o f intertextuality is
reader-oriented and synchronic, and in biblical studies closely related to reader-response
criticism.
In opposition to Kristeva and Barthes, French literary critics Gerard Genette and
Michael Riffaterre independently argue for critical certainty in establishing intertextual
relations. For them, intertextuality can be used to produce a stable reading of the text if
one introduces historical components, signals or markers to identify intertextual links to
specific previous texts.2 Thus, the radical openness of texts in the original idea of
intertextuality is modified and restricted to comparatively few intertextual relations that
can be critically established and inter subjectively verified. This second concept of
intertextuality emphasizes authorial intention and is text-oriented.
In summary, with some simplification, there are two major and distinct conceptual
approaches regarding intertextuality (see table 32).3 At the center o f the debate between

'C f. Bail, Gegen das Schw eigen klagen, 106.
2G erard G enette introduces the term “hypertextuality” w hich describes “any relationship
uniting a text B ( . . . the hypertext) to an earlier text A (. . . the hypotext), upon w hich it is grafted in a
m anner that is not that o f a com m entary” (Palim psests: Literature in the S econd D egree, trans. C.
N ew m an and C. D oubinsky [Lincoln: University o f N ebraska Press, 1997], 5).
3From a N ew Testam ent perspective, Steve M oyise speaks o f three subcategories o f
intertextuality: (1) intertextual echo: one text alludes or echoes a previous tex t (unilinear direction);
(2) dialogical intertextuality: interaction betw een text and subtext operates in both directions; and (3)
postm odern intertextuality: the process o f tracing the interactions betw een texts is inherently unstable
so that “there is never only one w ay o f interpreting a text” (“Intertextuality and the Study o f the Old
T estam ent in the New T estam ent,” in The O ld Testam ent in the N ew Testam ent: E ssays in H onour o f
J. L. N orth, ed. S. M oyise, JSN T Sup, no. 189 [Sheffield: Sheffield Academ ic P ress, 2000], 17-18). It
does not m atter too m uch i f one speaks o f “subcategories o f intertextuality” or “different intertextual
approaches” as long as one realizes the distinctiveness o f the categories or approaches. It appears that
the first tw o o f M oyise’s subcategories fall into author-intended or text-oriented intertextuality,
w hereas his third subcategory is the same as reader-oriented intertextuality.
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intertextualists are the questions o f who gives meaning to the text—the author or the
reader— and how texts are interrelated—by influence theory or by a multifaceted
dialogical concept.'

Table 32. Two Concepts o f Intertextuality

Reader-Oriented Intertextuality

Author-Intended Intertextuality or
Text-Oriented Intertextuality

Reader constructs intertextual relations

Author constructed (deliberately or
involuntarily) intertextual relations

Radically open: unlimited number of
intertextual relations

Restricted: limited number of intertextual
relations

Free relations

Compulsory relations identified by close
reading (text-oriented)

Receptor-oriented: exegete is interested in
functions (effect o f intertextual relations)

Source-oriented: exegete is interested in
sources (purpose of intertextual relations)

Synchronic: all texts can function as
intertext

Diachronic: only prior or contemporary
texts can function as intertext

Note: C om pare the tables in Ellen van W olde, W ords B ecom e Worlds: Sem antic Studies o f G enesis 111, BIS, no. 6 (Leiden: B rill, 1994), 165 (cf. h e r elaborations on pp. 165-169); and idem, “Texts in
D ialogue w ith Texts: Intertextuality in the R uth and Tam ar N arratives,” B ib in t 5 (1997): 5 (cf. 4-7).

Reader-oriented intertextuality focuses on the reader as the center of
interpretation. The reader constructs the mutual relevance of different texts as perceived

'F o r an appraisal o f these two question see T ull (“Intertextuality and the Hebrew S criptures,”
59-64) w ho adds as a third issue the dispute over w hat constitutes a text— a w ritten text or any kind o f
com m unication (cf. G illm ayr-B ucher, “Intertextualitat,” 19). See also the treatm ent on the concepts
“author” and “reader” in D onald C. Polaski, A u th o rizin g an End: The Isaiah A pocalypse and
Intertextuality, B iblntS, no. 50 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 35-45, w ho tries to avoid using these concepts by
choosing a social understanding o f intertextuality that focuses on a particular text and a particular
culture (45-49), w hich, how ever, creates its ow n difficulties in regard to the use o f “culture.”
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by the reader but not necessarily intended by the author. The intertext from which the
reader can freely choose intertextual relations is the entire universe of written and non
written texts, which makes this model a truly synchronic approach.
Author-intended intertextuality focuses on the author who intends intertextual
relations. It is thus a productional intertextuality that concerns the interrelationship
between two or more texts deliberately established or proposed by the author through
various markers or signals. The intertextual relations involve the aspect of influence,
which makes this model diachronic. As such, author-intended intertextuality requires
close reading o f the texts and is essentially text-oriented. In fact, since the intertextual
markers or signals are to be found in the text and thus demonstrate basically “textual
intentionality,”1 it is possible, and maybe even preferable, to designate this type of
intertextuality as “text-oriented intertextuality.”
Similar differences in understanding intertextuality are found among biblical
scholars. There are those who follow Kristeva’s reader-oriented intertextuality,2 those

'E dgar W. C onrad believes that ‘“ authorial intentionality’ is entirely beyond our grasp.
H ow ever, ‘textual intentionality’ refers n o t to the hum an m ind but to signals and codes that, to some
extent, are typical o f w riting and reading everyw here” (R eading the Latter Prophets: Toward a New
C anonical C riticism , JS O T S up, no. 376 [London: C lark, 2003], 271).
2The essays in Sem eia 69/70 (1995); Bail, G egen das Schw eigen klagen (shorter, but
exceptionally clear: U lrike B ail, “Psalm 110: E ine intertextuelle Lektiire aus alttestam entlicher
P erspektive,” in H eilig ke it u nd H errschaft: Intertextuelle Studien zu H eiligkeitsvorstellungen und zu
Psalm 110, ed. D. S anger, B T S , no. 55 [N eukirchen-V luyn, N eukirchener, 2003], 94-121); Steins,
D ie "Bindung Is a a k s ” im K anon, esp. 84-102 (proposes in detail a new exegetical m ethod called
“canonical-intertextual read in g ” w ithin the scope o f reception theory; cf. idem , “D er B ibelkanon als
D enkm al und T ext,” 177-198; C hilds, “C ritique o f R ecent Intertextual C anonical Interpretation,” 173178); K irsten N ielsen, “Intertextuality and H ebrew B ible,” in Congress Volume: Oslo 1998, ed. A.
Lem aire and M. Sasbo, V T Sup, no. 80 (Leiden: B rill, 2000), 17-31, esp. 31 (proposes the concept o f
“responsible exegesis” in w hich exegesis is understood as response to texts and intertexts, including
historically later intertexts).
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who opt for intentional intertextual relations1 and specifically reject radical openness,2
those who argue for the validity and use of both approaches,3 and finally those who prefer
the one over the other.4

'M ichael Fishbane, B iblical Interpretation in A n cien t Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985); cf.
idem, “Inner-Biblical E xegesis,” in H ebrew B ible, O ld Testam ent: The H istory o f Its Interpretation,
vol. 1, From the B eginnings to the M iddle A g es (until 1300), pt. 1, A ntiquity, ed. M. Sasbo (Gottingen:
V andenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996), 33-48. H e argues f o r a diachronic approach he calls “inner-biblical
exegesis,” in w hich he defines the earlier content o f a recoverable biblical tradition as traditum and
the later tradition w hich com m ents or interprets an identifiable traditum as traditio. “Inner-biblical
interpretation” instead o f F ishbane’s “inner-biblical exegesis” is used by Scott L. H arris to suggest “a
far broader traditioning process” that can include any type o f textual relation (P roverbs 1 -9 : A Study
o f Inner-Biblical Interpretation, SBLD S, no. 150 [Atlanta: Scholars, 1996]).
2Tryggve N. D. M ettinger, “Intertextuality: A llusion and V ertical Context System s in Some
Job Passages,” in O f P rophets ’ Visions a n d the Wisdom o f Sages: Essays in H onour o f R. Norman
Whybray on H is Seventieth B irthday, ed. H. A. M cK ay an d D. J. A. Clines, JSO TSup, no. 162
(Sheffield: Sheffield A cadem ic Press, 1993), 257-280; Jam es H. C harlesw orth, “Intertextuality: Isaiah
40:3 and the serek ha-yahad,” in The Q uest f o r C ontext a n d M eaning: Studies in B iblical
Intertextuality in H onor o f Jam es A. San d ers, ed. C. A. E vans and S. Talm on, BIS, no. 28 (Leiden:
Brill, 1997), 197-224; W olde, “Texts in D ialogue w ith T ex ts,” 1-28; and C raig C. Broyles,
“Traditions, Intertextuality, and C anon,” in Interpreting the O ld Testam ent: A G uide fo r Exegesis, ed.
C. C. Broyles (G rand Rapids: Baker, 2001), 167-171, esp. 167.
3Tull, “R hetorical Criticism and In tertextuality,” 165 (intertextuality is “a phenom enon that
manifests itself on all levels from the general and u ntraceable to specific quoting”); A ntoon Schoors,
“(M is)use o f Intertextuality in Q oheleth E x eg esis,” in C ongress Volume: Oslo 1998, ed. A. Lemaire
and M. Saebo, V T Sup, no. 80 (Leiden: B rill, 2000), 45-59, esp. 59; R ichard L. Schultz, “The Ties T hat
Bind: Intertextuality, the Identification o f V erbal Parallels, and R eading Strategies in the Book o f the
Tw elve,” SBLSP 40 (2001): 39-57, esp. 43-45.
4Lyle E slinger argues for a synchronic approach: inner-biblical allusion can only be studied as
inner-biblical exegesis w hen textual precedence can be established ( “Inner-B iblical E xegesis and
Inner-Biblical A llusion: T he Q uestion o f C ategory,” VT 42 [1992]: 47-58). H ow ever, if there is not
enough historical data the literary connections m u st be read “ atem porally and w ithout assumptions
about vectors o f dependence,” and then inner-biblical allu sio n should b e studied as w hat it is, and not
as inner-biblical exegesis (56). E slinger suggests a study o f inner-biblical allusion that “ can turn again
to the sequence o f events actually described o r im plied in m uch o f bib lical literature and follow the
chain o f reverse trajectory allusions through from creation to apocalypse.” M atters o f history and
historicity are then “sim ply bracketed or even rejected as beyond verification” (58). Benjam in D.
Sommer argues that there is a basic distinction b etw een intertextuality and allusion and that both
Fishbane’s diachronic (inner-biblical allusion and influence theory) and E slinger’s synchronic
approach (intertextuality) are valuable in th e ir own resp ect (“E xegesis, A llusion and Intertextuality in
the Hebrew Bible: A R esponse to Lyle E slin g er,” V T 46 [1996]: 479-489; idem, A P ro p h et Reads
Scripture, 6-10). H ow ever intertextuality should b e restricted to a synchronic approach: “The study o f
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In conclusion, the broad definition o f reader-oriented intertextuality makes it
difficult to use for the interpretation o f texts. If the interrelation between texts is only
perceived in the mind of today’s reader but was not intended by the author and/or the
community that produced and received the book o f Daniel, there are no limits to
intertextual relations, which then could include anything in and outside of the biblical
text.1 In fact, the definition of this type o f intertextuality prevents any valid controls to be
established. In the intentional intertextuality, the endless openness o f the text, in contrast
to reader-oriented intertextuality, disappears in the background in favor o f verifiable
procedures to establish concrete intertextual relations.2 From a text-oriented viewpoint
the concept of intertextuality must be methodized for each individual interpretation.
Thus, the approach used in the present study builds on the restricted and limited concept
o f intertextuality. Needless to say, preferring a restricted intertextuality does not entail
the broader concept to be irrelevant.

Criteria for Intertextual Relations and Methodological Considerations
Like in any other area o f exegesis, intertextuality should have “internal controls

intertextuality is synchronic, the analysis o f allusion diachronic or even h isto ricist” (“E xegesis,
Allusion and Intertextuality,” 487). Pyeon, in follow ing the theoretical foundation laid b y Sommer,
proposes two levels o f intertextuality: a synchronic level interested in w ords, p h rases, m otifs from one
another, and a diachronic level interested in w ords, p hrases, and m otifs from other biblical texts (You
H ave N ot Spoken What Is Right A bo u t M e, 43-44).
‘This is not to say that reader-oriented intertextuality is otiose. For som e possible benefits o f
this type o f intertextuality from the view point o f a practitio n er o f author-oriented or text-oriented
intertextuality see M oyise, 37-40.
2Cf. W olde, Words Becom e Worlds, 164; idem, “ T exts in D ialo g u e w ith T exts,” 4. Schultz
uses the term “intentional interrelationships” (40 [em phasis his]), although one m ay doubt w hether all
verbal parallels need to indicate conscious authorial intention.
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against incautious or fallacious methodological procedures.”1 Protection from
methodological arbitrariness is especially important in the area o f intertextuality since one
could easily get the feeling that exegetes have been given carte blanche in their
intertextual endeavors. A call for careful consideration o f intertextual criteria is
necessary.2
The foundation of intertextual devices is similarity or repetition. Similarity can
function on the level o f vocabulary, specific word constructions, structure, theme, and
content.
A major factor in identifying an intertextual relation is verbal and/or thematic
correspondence in two passages. The intertextual study o f Dan 8:9-14 focuses therefore
on the lexical and thematic links of this text with other parts in the book o f Daniel. Every
occurrence of the lexemes of this passage in other places in the book o f Daniel is noted.
To help in this effort, a “word/word group concordance” o f Dan 8:9-14 is constructed
(see Appendix 1).
However, a “word/word group concordance” does not automatically display
intertextual relations. Adele Berlin cautions that verbal correspondence does not indicate
an authorial or compositional device since comparisons between texts are generated by
the reader. She continues that “verbal correspondence may indicate an allusion but does
not necessarily do so. To confirm an allusion we would generally need m ore than the

‘Fishbane, B iblical Interpretation, 288.
2A dele Berlin pleads that “it is worth thinking through the criteria m ore carefu lly than has
been done thus far, both in the interest o f developing sound exegetical p rin cip les and in the interest o f
untangling the literary history o f the Bible” (“Literary E xegesis o f B iblical N arrativ e,” 128).
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correspondence o f a single term or usage.”1
There are two factors that help to establish an intertextual relation between two
texts on the lexical and the thematic level: first, a “cluster of parallel terms,”2 that is, the
density o f lexical correspondences between two texts in a relatively short textual range,
which includes the repetition o f relevant semantic fields,3 and second, the correspondence
o f rare or unique words and phrases. Obviously, the more links that exist between two
passages, the more likely an intertextual relation exists between them. Two further
criteria play a role in identifying an intertextual relation and make it even more probable:
if lexical correspondences happen to occur in “analogous contexts”4 and show a similarity
in theme or genre, and if a similarity in structure, structural elements and units, or
sequence exists.5
By these criteria Dan 8:9-14 reveals a number of texts which form the
intertextuality o f the focal text. These other texts may provide syntactic, structural, or

'Ibid. (em phasis hers). In larger text sections, random verbal correspondence happens m ore
easily, w hich is w hy intertextual “verbal correspondence between stories, and betw een story cycles, is
m ore difficult to prove conclusively” (Joel Rosenberg, K ing and K in: P o litica l A lleg o ry in the H eb rew
B ible, ISBL [Bloom ington: Indiana University Press, 1986], 203]).
2Fishbane, B iblical Interpretation, 287.
3This is one o f the two m ajor m ethodological points argued by P aul R. N oble: “A catalogue
o f individual, unrelated points o f resem blance between two texts is not, in general, a sufficient
criterion for identifying a probable authorial or redactional allusion o f one tex t to the other” (“E sau,
Tam ar, and Joseph: C riteria for Identifying Inner-Biblical Allusions,” VT 52 [2002]: 251; em phasis
mine). H is second m ajor point is that “discovering a com m on pattern in tw o texts is a sufficient
criterion” (251; em phasis his). Such “shared patterns o f interconnected resem b lan ces” (252) could b e
designated as them atic-structural sim ilarities (on this criterion see below).
4Fishbane, B iblical Interpretation, 287.
5Com pare the list o f sim ilarities that possibly could function as m arkers or signs o f
intertextual relations set forth by W olde (“Texts in Dialogue w ith T exts,” 7-8); cf. Schultz, 44-45.
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semantic data which should be considered and could be of vital importance towards a
better understanding of Dan 8:9-14. The focus therefore is how these texts impact the
understanding of Dan 8:9-14.
There are certain delimitations of the present intertextual analysis. One can only
select a portion of the intertextual web for analysis. The entire book o f Daniel itself is
considered a suitable intertext o f Dan 8:9-14, including chaps. 9-12, since the author of
Daniel put all its chapters together intentionally.1 However, the intertextual analysis will
not systematically deal with texts o f the Hebrew Bible beyond the book o f Daniel.2 There
are several reasons for such a decision. First, while from a formal point of view the
vision reports in the book o f Daniel are found to be in the tradition of the prophetic vision
reports,3 the thematic contents differ markedly.4 Hence, terminological links between
Dan 8:9-14 and other texts in the Hebrew Bible are expected to be rare. Second, texts

‘I do not differentiate here betw een author or final redactor since I do not perceive such a
question to m ake any difference in the analysis o f th e intertextuality o f the final text. To be sure,
reading the interconnections o f D an 8:9-14 to other parts in D aniel w ithout regard for the issues o f
history, or even historicity, should not be understood as a rejection o f historical study. See the
m ethodological considerations by E slinger for the study o f inner-biblical allusion (“Inner-B iblical
E xegesis,” 56-58).
2O ne could also distinguish betw een these two possible intertexts by the concepts o f
intertextuality and intratextuality, although the latter term needs to be defined as clearly as the
previous one in order to avoid confusion. I f one w an ts to em ploy both terms, a possible definition
could be the follow ing: W hile intertextuality denotes external links, that is, the interaction o f a given
text w ith texts from a different author, the term “intratextuality” denotes internal links, that is, the
interaction o f a given text with texts from the sam e author, often standing within the sam e book. The
form er has also been designated as “hetero-intertextuality” and the latter as “auto-intertextuality”
(H olthuis, cited in A lkier, 14). H ow ever, in the p resen t analysis the term “intertextuality” includes
both types o f intertextuality, w ithout distinguishing them , and therefore does n ot necessarily im ply
different authors.
3B ehrens, 333-345.
“This is one o f the reasons w hy the book o f D aniel is classified as apocalyptic literature.
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within the book o f Daniel should in general be more decisive for the intertextual
understanding of Dan 8:9-14. And third, possible intertexts elsewhere in the Hebrew
Bible that shed light on the meaning o f words and phrases and on the thematic meaning
o f Dan 8:9-14 or its parts have already been discussed in the linguistic analysis, for
example, the passage where the commander o f Y h w h ’s host appears to Joshua (Josh
5:13-15), and in the literary analysis, for example, the connection of the vision in Dan 8
to the Day o f Atonement.1
Also, this study is not concerned with the valid question whether parts o f Dan 8:914 have been influenced by elements o f ancient mythology or draw motifs from extrabiblical sources.2 Neither will the reception history o f the text be considered, although
this has recently been a fruitful and legitimate exercise in itself,3 however, not for an
intertextual analysis that concentrates on the meaning o f the text under consideration and
deals with author-intended or text-oriented intertextuality. This means that
intertestamental literature, including the texts from Qumran, as well as literature dating to

'i f one w ants to undertake further study o f intertextual links betw een Dan 8:9-14 and other
texts in the H ebrew B ible th e follow ing texts m ight yield profitable results: Isa 6:11 CTO"!!? “how
long?”); Isa 14:12-15 (term inological links:
“fall” [vs. 12], f l K “earth” [vs. 12], 3313 “stars” [vs.
13], D’Dtti “heaven” [vs. 13], and D ll hif. “rise” [vs. 13]); Isa 16:4-5 (DOT “tram ple” [vs. 4]
“earth” [vs. 4], ni3N “tru th ” [vs. 5], p*12J “righteousness” [vs. 5]); and the three visions in Zech 1:82:17 that also show celestial beings in conversation (the angelic cry o f ’HO"!!? “how long?” [1:12];
N 3S “host” always in n lK 3 S n ilT “Y h w h o f h o sts” [1:12, 1 4 ,1 6 ,1 7 ; 2:12, 13,15]; ]1j5 “horn” [2:1,
2 ,4 ]; D’a f n n i n n 33~IN “the'four w inds o f the heaven” [2:10]; tip p “holy” [2:16, 17]).
2For such analyses see, e.g., John J. Collins, “The M ythology o f H oly W ar,” 596-612.
3For exam ple, see the six essays on the reception o f D aniel in Judaism and Christianity in The
B o o k o f D aniel: C om position and R eception, ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, 2:421-571.
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C.E., like the New Testament, are excluded from this study.1
Finally, one should not overlook previous biblical research which has studied
aspects o f the intertextuality of Dan 8:9-14, albeit by other names and methods. A new
name on the scene o f methodology—intertextuality— does not imply that previous work
has produced nothing worthwhile with regard to intertextuality. Similarly, several
“modem” intertextual studies are merely traditional approaches clothed in new
terminology.2
The procedure o f this analysis follows two steps: first, an analytical, descriptive
one, then a synthetic, interpretative one. In the analytical and descriptive step, I will
identify the correspondences and similarities between two texts. These signals o f textual
relation include lexical correspondences, thematic similarities, and structural similarities.
In the second, synthetic and interpretative step, I will discuss in what way another text
influences, shapes, or adds to the meaning o f Dan 8:9-14.3
In general, similarities emphasize specific aspects o f Dan 8:9-14 and confirm the
understanding o f the text, whereas dissimilarities— additions or absences— can enhance

'This has indeed to be regarded as a delim itation since texts that originated post-biblically
could in some sense be view ed as possible intertext. Cf. M ichael Fishbane, “T ypes o f B iblical
Intertextuality,” in C ongress Volume: O slo 1998, ed. A. Lem aire and M. Saebo, V TSup, no. 80
(Leiden: Brill, 2000), 39-44.
2That is w hy H atina claim s th a t the intertextual approach o f “even the m ore astute Old
Testam ent scholars is largely indistinguishable from th at o f traditional historical criticism ” (28 n. 2).
3This procedure is quite sim ilar to w hat P eter D. M iscall describes as a “tw o-staged process” :
com paring and contrasting texts follow ed b y an assessm ent o f the parallels. In contrast to such a
process M iscall describes w hat he refers to as true intertextual reading, w hich is m ore in line with
reader-oriented intertextuality (“T exts, M o re T exts, a T ex tu al R eader and a T extual W riter,” Semeia
69/70 [1995]: 247-260, esp. 248).
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or offer additional nuances to the understanding o f its meaning, as well as reveal the
different characteristics of the texts.
The order in which texts from within Daniel will be intertextually discussed
moves from the visionary to the narrative part o f the book. Those texts which are
immediately contiguous to the vision report in Dan 8 precede the others in the order of
intertextual study. First and foremost, the interpretation o f the vision in chap. 8 (8:23-26)
is considered, then the immediately preceding chap. 7, which is structurally close to chap.
8 and employs the same symbol of a hom. Next follows the analyses o f the subsequent
chap. 9 and of the concluding part o f the visionary material in Daniel, the long visionary
experience in chaps. 10-12. Finally, the narratives (chaps. 1-6) are investigated for
intertextual relations. Suffice it to say that the order o f analysis does not necessarily
reflect a gradation of intertextual significance.
When comparing Dan 8:9-14 with other parts in the book o f Daniel, first the
corresponding data will be presented as a list o f lexical similarities (distinguishing
keyword links, thematic word links, and incidental correspondences), thematic
similarities, and structural similarities. Then follows the discussion on relevant
intertextual questions, always bearing in mind that a more comprehensive exegesis of
these other passages will not be attempted. In the case o f the interpretation o f the hom
vision in Dan 8:23-26, a synoptic comparison o f the vision and the interpretation in chap.
8 will be included.
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Intertextual Relations between Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 8:23-26
The comparative data between the climax o f the vision in Dan 8:9-14 and the
climax o f the interpretation in Dan 8:23-26 are presented in the following list.

Lexical correspondences
Keyword links
•n a (9b, 10a, 11a, 25)
-)t? (1 la, 25 [2x])
ytfS (12a) andytBB (23)
71(01? (12c, 24)
r 6 a (12d, 24, 25)
n o x (12b, 26)
BlVlj? (13a, 13b, 24)
]iTn (13c, 26)
r i l l (14b, 26)
ip '3 (14b, 26)
Thematic word links
Pi? ( 9 a ) / / ^ 0 (23)
00*1 (10c, 13c),
(11c, 12b), DBtO (13c) //nntO hif. (24 [2x], 25)
(lOb)//D,,tfnp'DiJi D^nisy (24), d ' s t (25)
1415-c / / H K IO (2 6 )

n ix a

np'a y )2 ny (I4 b )//D '3 T D 'lrb (26)

Incidental correspondences
HEX (13b, 14a, 26)
Thematic similarities
Self-magnifying, anti-divine power (Himmelsstiirmer)
Attack on saints and opposition to God
Success in its doings
End o f anti-divine power by divine action (passivum divinum)
Structural similarities
Basic elements o f the vision report are repeated in the angelic interpretation.

The structural correspondence is illustrated by table 33, which presents a synoptic
comparison o f the vision report and the angelic interpretation.
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Table 33. Lexical and Thematic Links between Vision and Interpretation in Daniel 8
V ision R eport (8:3-14)

Interpretation (8:20-26)

3 Then I lifted my eyes and looked, and behold,

20 “The ram which you saw with the two

a ram which had two horns was standing in

horns

front o f the canal. N ow the two horns were
long, but one was longer than the other, w ith the
longer one com ing up last.
4 I saw the ram butting w estw ard, northw ard,
and southw ard, and no other beasts could stand
before him nor was there anyone to rescue from
his pow er, but he did as he pleased and
m agnified himself.
represents the kings o f M edia and Persia.
5 W hile I was observing, behold, a male goat

21 The shaggy goat

was com ing from the w est over the surface of
the w hole earth w ithout touching the ground;
represents the kingdom o f G reece,
and the goat had a conspicuous horn between

and the large horn that is between his eyes

his eyes.
is the first king.
6 He cam e up to the ram that had the two horns,
w hich I had seen standing in front o f the canal,
and rushed at him in his m ighty wrath.
7 I saw him com e beside the ram, and he was
enraged at him; and he struck the ram and
shattered his two horns, and the ram had no
strength to w ithstand him. So he hurled him to
the ground and tram pled on him , and there was
none to rescue the ram from his pow er.
8 Then the male goat m agnified him self
exceedingly. But as soon as he w as m ighty, the

large horn was broken', and in its place there
came up fo u r conspicuous horns toward the

22 The broken horn and the fo u r horns that

arose in its place

four w inds o f heaven.
represent four kingdom s w hich w ill arise from
his nation, although not w ith his pow er.
23 In the latter period o f their rule, W hen the
tra n s g re sso rs have run th eir course,
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Table 33— Continued.
9 A nd from the one o f them w ent forth

a king will arise, insolent and skilled in intrigue.

one horn from littleness and it grew exceedingly

24 H is pow er will be mighty,

tow ard the south, tow ard the sunrise (east), and
tow ard the beauty.
but not by his own power,
10 A nd it grew up to the host o f heaven and

and he w ill destroy to an extraordinary degree

caused to fall to earth som e o f the host and

and prosper and perform his will', he w ill

som e o f the sta rs, and it tram pled them.

destroy m ighty men and the holy p eople.
25 And through his shrewdness He w ill cause
deceit to succeed by his influence;

11 A n d he m agnified him self

and he will magnify him self in his heart, and he
w ill destroy m any while they are at ease.

up to the commander o f the host',

He w ill even oppose the Prince o f princes,

and from him it took aw ay the tim id , and the
foundation o f his sanctuary w as throw n down.
12 A nd a host w ill be set against the t&mid in
re b e llio n ; and it w ill throw dow n truth to the
earth and it will do and will succeed.
13 A nd I had heard one h oly one speaking, and
another holy one said to the previous one who
had been speaking, “U ntil w hen is the vision ?
(C oncerning) the tami d and the giving o f the
devastating crim e and (the) holy and a host to
be tram pled?”
14 A nd he said to me, “U ntil evening-morning
two thousand three hundred,
then (the) holy w ill be restored.”
but he w ill be broken without human agency.
26 The vision o f the evenings and mornings
which has been told is true; b ut keep the vision
secret, for it pertains to m any days in the
fu tu re .”

Note: Lexical links are boldface; them atic w ord links are italicized.
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Similarities
The structural parallels are obvious and not surprising since the angelic
interpretation is expected to follow at least the basic outline o f the vision to be
interpreted. Hence the main actors, as well as the sequence in which they are mentioned,
correspond between the vision and its interpretation.
The nature o f 8:20-26 as interpretation is also the reason for the relatively
numerous lexical links, both keyword links and thematic word links, to the vision. From
8:9-14 the key verbal roots *713 (9b, 10a, 1 la, 25), nfoy (12c, 24), and r 6 s (12d, 24, 25)
are taken up. The main target o f the hom /king’s attack is a prince ("ifo in vss. 1la, 25).
And with “holy” (ti'i'lj?, vss. 13a, 13b, 24) and “truth” (nCK, vss. 12b, 26), two
conceptually important words from the audition in vss. 12-14 are used again, as well as
the reference to the vision QiTn in vss. 13c, 26) and the “evening-morning” (2~\V and “lj?3
in vss. 14b, 26).

Thematic Similarities
There are also a number o f thematic word links. Based on the correspondence o f
homs and kings, which is already established by identifying the great hom as the first
king (vs. 21), it is clear that the king in vs. 23 corresponds to the hom of the vision in vs.
9a. The destructive activities o f that hom (OCT in vss. 10c, 13c;

in vss. 1lc, 12b;

□Ottj in vs. 13c) are expressed in the interpretation by the military term nrttti hif. “ruin,
destroy” (vss. 24, 25), which indicates intent to ruin. The self-magnification (V'TJH, vs.
1 la) finds its correspondence in the magnifying o f the king’s heart ( V n r
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The attack on the host and the stars (vs. 10b) seems to be taken up in a similar double
expression o f the mighty ones and the people o f holy ones (vs. 24). The vision, or part of
it, is not only referred to as prn, but also as HHIO “appearance” (vs. 26). Finally, the
time span o f “2300 evening-morning” (vs. 14b) seems to be alluded to by the “many
days” (fcP2n

vs. 26) that the vision will cover or after which the vision will be of

current interest.
Thematic similarities between the vision and the interpretation o f the horn/king
are restricted to two of the various isotopies o f vss. 9-14, since only these two are extant
in vss. 23-25. One is the isotopy o f power, control, and violence, the other is the isotopy
of presumption and judgment. The theme o f power, control, and violence runs
throughout vss. 23-25 (n'3, Q2S17, the military term nntf hif., and

by

*11317). The king’s

movements are successful as if God him self is blessing him. The king attacks the people
of God, and in self-magnification he even opposes the “prince o f princes.” However,
after such presumption “he will be broken.” The passive voice in vs. 25 ("13$?)
corresponds to the passive in vs. 14c (p1iS3l). It appears that both refer to the same divine
intervention that, at last, reacts to the blasphemous and mind-boggling activities o f this
human power in the final days.1
Another parallel between vision and interpretation is the noticeable emphasis on
the horn/king in relation to the previous powers. In the interpretation, the importance of
the king is perceived by the structure, the style o f language, and the introduction o f the

'Furtherm ore, T DSK33 “and n o t b y h an d ” (8:25) rem inds one o f
x b “not by hands”
in 2:34,45 and links the crushing o f the w o rld kingdom s by the stone with the breaking o f the king
(8:25) and the restoration o f holy to its rightful p lace (8:14c).
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king. In the structure of the interpretation, the correlate to the first part of the vision
report (vss. 3-8) takes a few words (vss. 20-22; 30 words), whereas the climax o f the
vision report is explained more extensively (vss. 23-25; 39 words).1 The ram, the hegoat, the large hom, and the four (horns) are merely identified as the kings o f Media and
Persia and o f Greece, without commenting on their activities as described in the vision.
Neither is any evaluation o f these political powers given. It is evident that the interest of
the interpretation is not on these powers— they function merely as backdrop— but on the
following king who represents the last hom in the vision.2
This structural division goes hand in hand with a change in style o f language.
Daniel 8:23-26 is one of the recognized poetic passages in the visionary part o f the book
o f Daniel.3 The poetic character of these verses aligns with the subject o f the king, thus
enhancing the significance of this section o f the interpretation and marking it as the
climax of the interpretative section. A similar change to elevated language for the sake of
literary emphasis is detectable in vs. 11.
Finally, the passage regarding the king is emphasized by its altered introduction.
Whereas in vss. 20-22 the symbols o f the vision report (ram, he-goat, homs) are repeated
before their interpretation is given, the symbol o f the hom is not at all mentioned in vs.
23. Rather, the final power is directly designated as “a king.” This can hardly be

‘Cf. Delcor, 168; Porter, M etaphors, 11.
2Cf. Bader, “Reale und gedachte W elt,” 54.
3Segert examines the poetic elem ents o f D an 8:23-26 an d finds prosodic regularity, features
o f parallelism in almost all the verses, w ord pairs, and rep etitio n (“Poetic S tructures,” 265-267).
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accidental since the pattern “symbol + interpretation” is used no less than four times in
vss. 20-22. What significance does this structural disruption have? Besides pointing out
that the king is an important entity independent from the previous powers, the direct
introduction as king, without referring to the symbolic hom, indicates specifically that he
is of a different nature. He is structurally set apart from the previous powers. In the
vision, the hom differs from the previous powers most clearly by its cultic interests.
However, the cultic elements seem to be absent in the interpretation. The sudden mention
of “a king” in vs. 23 appears to convey an emphasis on the human element in contrast to
the beasts and homs mentioned before. In fact, vss. 23-25 avoid any animal imagery in
relation to this king. The phrases inabm “and in his heart” and, to some degree, 1T3 “in
his hand” 1(both vs. 25) reinforce the idea that the king is deliberately portrayed as being
human. Thus, one may find in vss. 20-25 a contrast between humanity and beasts,
between the human portrayal of the king (vs. 23-25) and the beastly representations o f the
previous powers (vs. 20-22). Such a contrast is reminiscent o f Dan 4, where king
Nebuchadnezzar is transformed into an animal-like being and after “seven tim es”
becomes human again, and of Dan 7, where the “one like a son o f man” stands in contrast
to the imagery o f beasts. The implications o f these findings will be discussed in the
analysis o f Dan 7 as intertext below.

Specific Phrases
A few phrases in the vision are enlightened by the interpretation. First, Dan 8:24f

'O f course, I T “his hand” occurs in this chapter also in reference to the p o w er o f the ram
(Dan 8 :4) and the he-goat (8:7).
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mentions that the king will destroy D'tftp'DJJ'] D'OISS “mighty/numerous and a people
of holy ones.”1 The juxtaposition o f the “mighty” or “numerous” and the “people o f holy
ones” resembles the juxtaposition of the “host” and the “stars” in 8:10b. The clauses in
which these phrases appear correspond syntactically and thematically: Both mention two
personal objects o f the destructive activity of the horn/king. The “host o f heaven” and the
“stars” in the vision are obviously referred to by the “mighty” and the “people o f holy
ones” in the interpretation. Furthermore, in both vison and interpretation the attack o f the
horn/king climaxes after these statements with the attitude against the “prince o f the host”
and the “prince o f princes,” respectively.2
Similar to the discussion of the relationship between the terms in 8:10b, so in
8:24f the question is whether the D’DlSil should be understood as another designation for
the Q, tl5‘lp"D17,3 or do the two expressions stand for two different entities, either in the
sense that □’(Olp’DlJ refers to God’s people and

to Gentile rulers or enemies o f

the king,4 or in the sense that D’tth p ’DI?, being the more comprehensive group, includes

‘I f the MT is to be trusted (so, e.g., M ontgom ery, 350; Lucas, D aniel, 208). O thers consider
D, ttn p 'D E to be m isplaced from vs. 25a w hich should read
O’ttn p -1?!?] (Bevan, 139; M arti,
D aniel, 62; Charles, 219; Ploger, D aniel, 123; Niditch, 218, 221; Collins, D a n iel [1993], 327, 341;
Stahl, W eltengagem ent, 177), w hich, how ever, does not affect the m eaning o f the “people o f h oly
ones.”
2D equeker, “The ‘Saints o f the M ost H igh,” ’ 175.
3So, e.g., von Lengerke, 401; Kliefoth, 279; Lacocque, D aniel, 401; G oldingay, D a n iel, 208,
218; G ow an, D aniel, 122; Lucas, D aniel, 221.
“Calvin, 126; H itzig, 141; Bevan, 140; Marti, Daniel, 62; M ontgom ery, 350; C harles, 219;
A alders, D aniel (1962), 192; D elcor, 182; Collins, D aniel (1993), 341; M iller, D aniel, 235. Some
understand D’ptJSJJ to be m ighty ones in general, both Gentile and Jewish: H avernick, 306; K eil, 318.
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the smaller group o f O’O^ISSJ?1 A semantic analysis o f the two expressions will help to
decide the question o f their relationship.
In almost all o f its thirty-one occurrences in the Hebrew Bible the adjective D1U1?
is used in reference to the number, might or strength o f human beings, often referring to
people, nations, or multitudes, but never in reference to celestial beings.2 The conclusion
therefore is that D'OlSI? should be understood to refer to human beings. Considering that
DlSJJ can also mean “countless” or “numerous,” this by itself suggests that CST rpntlT
“he will destroy many” in vs. 25 expresses the same idea as D’DISS? rpncirn “he will

'S in ce elsew here a nom inally used 032JI1 m ay denote a distinguished group am ong a people or
nation, that is, “the m ighty ones,” one m ight understand them in 8:24f as a distinguished group am ong
the “people o f holy ones” (M aier, 316: the m ighty are the high priests). W ith such an interpretation
and w ith reference to D an 12:3, where a special group o f believers is singled out and com pared to the
brightness o f the expanse o f heaven and o f the stars— how ever, they are not sym bolically represented
as stars— there seem s to be som e reason to suggest that the “stars” in Dan 8:10b represent also a
distinguished group am ong the “host o f heaven.” Since both the “mighty ones” and the “people o f
holy ones” (8:24f) denote believers (see below ), the symbolic meaning o f the “host” and o f the “stars”
in such a view should also be identified as denoting believers: the “host” as the large group o f the
covenant people and th e “stars” as a distinguished group am ong them. The m ain problem w ith this
interpretation is that in regard to the literal m eaning the “h o st o f heaven” and the “stars” in vs. 10b
refer to the same entity, viz. celestial bodies (see chapter 2 above), and subsequently they should refer
to the same also in regard to their sym bolic m eaning. So i f there is no apparent distinction betw een
the “stars” and the “host o f heaven” in vs. 10, then in vs. 24 both the “mighty ones” and the “people o f
holy ones” should refer to the same entity, both designating th e people o f God. See also below.
2The adjective
refers to hum ans in a nom inative or attributive sense in 28 instances
(G en 18:18; Exod 1:9; N um 14:12; 22:6; D eut 4:38; 7:1; 9:1, 14; 11:23; 26:5; Josh 23:9; Isa 8:7
[“m ighty w aters o f the E uphrates” figuratively for the people from M esopotam ia]; 60:22; Joel 1:6;
2:2, 5, 11; M ic 4:3, 7; Zech 8:22; Pss 10:10; 35:18; 135:10; Prov 7:26; 18:18; Dan 11:25 and thus also
in Isa 53:12 and D an 8:24), tw ice for anim als (Num 32:1; P rov 30:26), and once for sins (Am os 5:12).
Aside from D an 8:24, D12J11 is used nom inally four tim es and in each instance denotes a distinguished
group am ong a people or nation (Isa 53:12; Ps 10:10; Prov 7:26; 18:18). Nineteen tim es D1S1? occurs
in adjectival relation to 017 “people” (Exod 1:9; N um 22:6; Joel 2:2, 5; Ps 35:18; Prov 30:26) or to ’la
“natio n ” (G en 18:18; N um 14:12; D eut 4:38; 7:1; 9:1, 14; 11:23; 26:5; Josh 23:9; Isa 60:22; Joel 1:6;
M ic 4:3, 7; Z ech 8:22), o f w hich 8 tim es the covenant people are meant (for Israel in Gen 18:18; Exod
1:9; N um 22:6; D eut 26:5; Isa 60:22; M ic 4:7; and for a possible new covenant people through M oses
in N um 14:12; D eut 9:14).
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destroy the numerous,” particularly since both clauses use the same verb (nntzJ hif.).1 In
fact, cnsi? and 21 occur frequently juxtaposed in parallel thought.2 The meaning ofD’i n
in 8:25 becomes a pointer to the meaning o f D’DISI? in vs. 24. In the book of Daniel the
term D1?'} “many” refers always to human beings when it is not used in an adjectival
relationship.3 This would indicate that both D’DISI? “numerous” and Dn31 “many” refer
to the same group o f human beings, that is, God’s people.
The second expression in 8:24, □’’© Ip'D y “people of holy ones,” is also a
reference to the people o f God. In the book o f Daniel DIJ “people” always refers to
human people, most often to the people o f God.4 Since in 8:24 Dl? stands in a construct
relation with D'Ehp “holy ones,” it is clear that the people belong to the realm of holiness
and therefore are the people o f God. The construct phrase itself is usually understood in
either o f two ways, that is, either with epexegetic or with possessive (or subjective)
function: either the people consist o f holy ones, in which case the phrase could also be
understood as “holy people” (cf. 12:7),5 or the people are belonging to the holy ones in

'The parallel o f
and D’^ l is pointed o ut by Rosenmiiller, 276; von Lengerke, 401;
Behrm ann, 57; Seow, D aniel, 131.
2Exod 1:9; N um 32:1; D eut 7:1; 9:14; 26:5; Isa 8:7; 53:12; Joel 2:2, 11; A m os 5:12; Mic 4:3;
Z ech 8:22; Pss 35:18; 135:10; Prov 7:26. In addition, the verb DJ511 and the adjective 21 are used in
expressing parallel thoughts in Isa 31:1; Ps 40:6; the verb D2JS1 and the noun 2 1 in Jer 30:14, 15; and
the verbs DSU and 2 2 1 in Pss 38:20; 69:5; Jer 5:6.
3D an 8:25; 9:27; 11:14, 18, 26, 33, 34, 39, 44; 12:2 (17121 in 11:41 functions as an adjective
to the elliptical nilSIX ; cf. vs. 40).
"In Daniel, Oil refers to the p eo p le o fG o d in 8:24; 9:6, 15, 1 6 ,19, 20, 2 4 ,2 6 ; 10:14; 11:14,
15, 32, 33; 12:1, 7; and to other people in 9:26 (note th a t in the discourse o f chap. 9, after vs. 6, the
people o f G od are alw ays designated specifically as “m y people” o r “your p eo p le”; its different use in
vs. 26 suggests it refers to another people); 11:15.
5So m ost o f the com m entators.
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one way or another, in which the “holy ones” could designate celestial beings.1 Recently
Seow suggested as third alternative a partitive function (‘“the people o f the holy ones,’
that is, the human elements among the holy ones”).2 In any case, similarly to the “host of
heaven” in 8:10, the “holy ones” may refer to yet another, celestial dimension in the battle
o f the king, which would make it a cosm ic battle.
In conclusion, the “mighty” or “numerous,” the “people o f the holy ones,” and the
“many” all refer to one and the same, that is, the people o f God.3 The conjunction w a w
between the first two expressions should be understood as a w a w e x p lic a tiv u m : “the
mighty/numerous, th a t is the people o f God.”4 The clause in Dan 8:24f therefore supports
several conclusions drawn from 8:10b: the understanding thatD, 33i3n"|D rl is explanatory

'John J. Collins believes that O’tin j^ D lJ eith er refers to the angelic h o ly ones or the human
“people o f the holy ones,” b u t according to his interpretation o f the “host o f heav en ” (8:10) and the
“holy ones” (8:13) it should be understood as the angelic host (D a n iel [1993], 341; cf. idem, “The Son
o f Man and the Saints o f the M ost H igh in the B ook o f D aniel,” JB L 93 [1974]: 59-61; idem,
Apocalyptic Vision, 138-141). The understanding o f the “h o st o fh e a v e n ” in 8:10 is C ollins’s starting
point to interpret Dan 8:24, w hich then Junctions as key to the understanding o f the “holy ones o f the
M ost H igh” in Dan 7 (see ibid.). For Sm ith-C hristopher, the phrase D’ttfnp'Dl? in 8:24 “suggests
actual persons in league w ith the angelic fo rces,” though he does n ot exclude the possibility that
angels are intended (117). Seow also interprets the “people o f holy ones” as “both the celestial host
and the terrestrial one” (D a n iel, 131).
"Seow, “The R ule o f G od,” 242.
3It is not possible to determ ine the exact relationship betw een the fo u r expressions for the
people o f G od in D an 8:10b and 8:24f. T h ere m a y b e no specific connections involved at all. Then
again the relation betw een them could be interpreted as one o f p arallel order or one o f reverse order.
If they are in parallel order (ab//a’b ’), the “h o st” is taken up by the phrase “the m ighty” and the “stars”
by “the holy p eople.” W hereas if the relatio n o f the tw o objects o f aggression is one o f reverse order
(ab//b’a ’), the “host” is taken up by the “th e holy people” and the “ stars” b y “the m ighty.” The latter
would lend itself to see a connection b etw een the term s clearly referring to G o d ’s people (“stars” and
“m ighty/num erous”) and the ones that in addition to their reference to G o d ’s people could also point
to an involvem ent o f the celestial beings (“host o fh e a v e n ” and “people o f holy ones”). The idea o f a
reverse order in 8:24f finds som e support b y th e im m ediately preceding iTilJI r p b s r n w hich reverses
the order o f n n ’b• a: m• n n t: o l: in 8:12c-d.
t

t

t

"Goldingay, D aniel, 199; Lucas, D a n iel, 208.
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with w a w e x p lic a tiv u m , that both the “host ofheaven” and the “stars” refer to the people
o f God, and furthermore that there is an indication o f the involvement o f the celestial
world, since both the “host ofheaven” and the “holy ones” in the phrase “people o f holy
ones” could also denote angels.
A second significant phrase in the angelic explanation is D ’ " ] &’“)(£! “prince o f
princes” in 8:25, which refers in all probability to the same figure who is designated by
X3Srr“liC in 8:1 la .1 This is evident from several pointers: the lexical link o f ”1(2?, the
appearance o f this figure in close proximity to a group that is attacked by the horn/king
and (“mighty men,” “holy people,” “many”), and the figure being the final and climactic
personal target o f the king’s assault. The construct word group D 'H (2 ? '" l(2 ? uses the same
root twice, the first in singular and the second in plural, and thus refers in a superlative
sense to the highest and greatest prince.2 Since the term "1(2? is never used in the Hebrew
Bible in reference to God, and in the book o f Daniel, apart from its use for human beings,
always designates chief angels, the D , "l(2 ? "lt2 ? should be understood to refer to the
commander-in-chief o f these angels, most likely Michael who in 12:1 is called in a
similar expression

"i(£?n “the “great prince.”3 Obviously the term 1(2? contrasts the

use o f ^*70, for kingship is a “symbol o f negative ruling power,”4 not only in chap. 8 but

‘Cf. the discussion on X 3B n_"l(£) in chapter 2 (above).
S im ilarly, in Dan 11:36 the king o f the N orth exalts h im self above the O’^X b x “God o f
gods”; cf. Dan 2:47 w here N ebuchadnezzar calls D an ie l’s god a
XHIjn
“G °d o f
gods and Lord o f kings” and Ezek 26:7 w here N eb u chadnezzar is called 0 , 3 ipp Tjbb “king o f kings.”
3Cf. Dan 10:13. Dorfel argues th at the D, "l(£?"*lf£? is the p rim u s inter p a re s (151).
“Langer, 99. For Langer that is the reason w hy “ G od is portrayed as prince (if n o t the
supreme angel is m eant) and not as k in g ” (ibid.)
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particularly in chap. 11.
Third, the expressions o f time in 8:17 (fp 'n il “time o f the end”), 8:19 (yp "lyift
“the appointed time o f the end”), and 8:26 (□, 2'7 CQ’ “many days”) take up the central
question o f the vision report—)iTnn

“until when is the vision?” (8:13c)— and

provide in addition to vs. 14c extended answers to it.1 The time span o f “2300 eveningmorning” is equal to “many days” and its end must be associated with the “time o f the
end.” The multiple temporal references by the angel point to the importance given to the
question in vs. 13c. Indeed, Bader believes that the question

structures the

second part o f Dan 8, treating the theme o f knowledge, perception, and ignorance.2
Fourth, it is interesting to note that HtUU and

are used in 8:24-25 in reference

to activities o f the king, whereas in vs. 12 they described the success in the doings o f the
horn’s host. Accordingly, the conclusion must be that what the host o f the hom does can
be attributed to the workings o f the horn/king. The host set up in 8:12a is indeed the
horn’s host and functions under its command.
Fifth, the magnification o f the hom in vs. 1 la is indeed to be considered as self
magnification since it occurs “in his heart” (vs. 25). As with the description o f the horn’s
activities, the king’s self-magnification occurs at the climax o f his presumptuousness, just
as it was with the ram and the he-goat (8:4, 8, 11a, 25; all bia-hif.).
Finally, the interpretation does not in any way refer to transgressions on the part o f
the mighty or the holy people, thus being compatible with the view that

in vs. 12a

'B ader, “Reale und gedachte W elt,” 50-51; cf. Pfandl, Time o f the E n d , 24 4 -2 4 6 , 265-268.
2Bader, “Reale und gedachte W elt,” 49-56 (cf. B ader, ed., 169).
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refers to the hom and not to the host ofheaven. One should not appeal to D’StfBH “the
transgressors” (8:23)’ as a possible indicator for the sins o f God’s people since the
king/hom arises only when the transgressors have reached or are reaching the full
measure (D nrp) as the climax o f the transgression. There are basically two opinions
regarding the identity o f the “transgressors.” One is that they are the unfaithful people o f
God, usually apostate Israelites.2 The other is that they are heathen sinners, usually the
powers oppressing the people o f God, often including the brazen-faced king as the climax
o f the transgression.3 Several considerations favor the latter interpretation.
There are two time indicators in 8:23 that refer to the rise o f the king (little hom):
rm n x m “in the end o f their reign” and D’INtfBH c n r p “when the transgressors
are finished/completed.” In the book o f Daniel the noun r r “inx refers to the end or the
final period o f something.4 In 8:23 it refers either to the final regnal period o f the powers
mentioned in vs. 22 or to their end: “in/at the last time o f . . . ”5 Thus the presumptuous

'T here is no need to read the H ebrew as “sins” (D’lHtian) with th e G reek versions (“their
sins”) and the Peshitta (“ sins”), w hich m ight be an assimilation to 8:12, 13 (the reading o f the G reek is
preferred by M ontgom ery, 349; Charles, 217; N iditch, 218, 221; Collins, D a n iel [1993], 327). The
H iphil o f DOn can be used w ith an intransitive meaning and be accom panied by a Q al participle, as Isa
33:1 illustrates: "HEfan T liC
“w hen you have ceased to destroy you w ill be destroyed” (so
M ontogm ery, 353; G zella, 42-43). Furthermore, in the book o f D aniel the noun UffiS “sin ” is used
only in the singular (8:12, 13; 9:24); hence O’SKtfBH could be intentionally distinguished from these to
designate the transgressors (G oldingay, D aniel, 199).
2See, e.g., H avem ick, 303; von Lengerke, 399; K liefoth, 278; Keil, 317; K nabenbauer, 219;
B ehrm ann, 57; M aier, 314; M iller, D aniel, 234.
3See, e.g., H itzig, 141; M einhold, “D aniel,” 311; Bevan, 138; M arti, D aniel, 62; Charles,
217-218; Rast, 182; G oldingay, D aniel, 217; Collins, D aniel (1993), 339; Seow , D aniel, 130.
4“The end o f the indignation” (8:19); “the end o f the days” (10:14); “the end o f these” (12:8).
5Jenni, D ie P roposition Beth, 315.
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king is somehow linked with the world powers mentioned previously. The second
temporal phrase contains the infinitive construct o n r p with the preposition 3 , which
implies that the action o f the infinitive construct occurs just before the events described in
the main clause: “the moment when . .

or “as soon as . .

.

The infinitive clause has

not a causal function. If the author would have liked to express a causal function in
8:19— that is, the king came up b e c a u s e the transgressors have completed (their
course)— he would probably have used one o f the following prepositions before the
infinitive construct: 3, p , ]IT, or b y . 2 Hence, the king did not come up as a covenant
curse because o f any transgressions. He rather represents the climax o f the transgressors,
the ultimate rebel. Possible translations o f the infinitive clause are “as the transgressors
come to an end”3 or “when the rebels reach full measure.”4 This second temporal phrase
therefore refers to the same time as the first one.
Taking both temporal expressions together, the presumptuous king is linked to the
previous powers (in whatever way), comes at their end and represents the climax o f the
rebellion: “At the last time of their rule, at the moment when the rebels reach full
measure, a brazen-faced king will arise” (8:23).
Such an interpretation is confirmed by a possible intertextual link between Dan
8:23 and Isa 3 3:1. The two texts are lexically, syntactically, and thematically in close

'B H R G , 157 (§20.1.5[ii]).
2See W altke and O ’C onnor, 604.
3Lucas, D aniel, 203.
4G oldingay, D aniel, 195.
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parallel. Both use a similar construction: “preposition D + infinitive construct o f D o n hif.
+ Qal participle (though with different syntactic function) + y i q t o l form.” Insofar as Isa
33:1 is a woe-oracle concerning a faithless destroyer (referred to by the Qal participle
form), one may argue that in Dan 8:23 the Qal participle “transgressors” should also refer
to the oppressors o f G od’s people.1
Two further arguments can be advanced. First, the definiteness o f O’SHZJBH points
to the fact that its referent is known from the context. The preceding context to the
“transgressors” in Dan 8:23 clearly speaks o f the other world powers, but not o f God’s
people.2 Second, the theological m otif hinted at in 8:23-25 is that sin must reach full
measure before God punishes it. The concept o f reaching the full measure o f sin in the
Hebrew Bible more likely applies to Gentiles whom God grants forbearance until their
iniquity is complete before the divine punishment must be carried out (cf. Gen 15:6; 2
Macc 6:14). In contrast, the people o f God are the object o f God’s chastising and
disciplinary action.3
In sum, D'ytfSH may indeed refer to other transgressors besides the brazen-faced
king, though it is much more plausible that he is to be understood as the climax of the
rebels. It is unlikely that in this context

refers to God’s people who have not

even been mentioned yet in Gabriel’s interpretation. Thus, the reference o f D'IJttfBn to the

'N oted also b y G zella, 42-43.
2For its position in the chronological sequences o f events in 8:20-23 and its plural number, it
is unlikely that D, l?21Bn in 8:23 refers exclusively to the horn and its host w hich act in UtOB in 8:12-13.
3M einhold, “D an ie l,” 311; G oldingay, D aniel, 217; Collins, D aniel (1993), 339; Seow,
D aniel, 130.
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rebels and oppressors o f God’s people and the entire text in Dan 8:23-25, which like vss.
9-11 describes only the activities o f the king/hom, is consistent with the view that 13IDS in
vs. 12a refers to the horn’s rebellion.

Differences
There are also several points o f difference between the vision o f the hom and its
interpretation, which are significant for the understanding o f Dan 8:9-14. First, whereas
the vision report describes the activities o f the hom without explicitly mentioning the
nature o f the hom or the means it uses, the interpretation adds a qualitative dimension by
attributing “wisdom” characteristics to the king: he is

n iT n "pan “understanding riddles”

(vs. 23) and exhibits *73® “insight” (vs. 25). The language used here is wisdom
terminology.' Even that the king is depicted as D'’3Q“TJJ “strong o f face” or “shameless”
(vs. 23) is reminiscent o f the “wisdom” context (Prov 7:13; Eccl 8: l),2 as does the motif

‘Lebram, “K onig A ntiochus,” 738-743; follow ed, am ong others, by Collins, D aniel (1993),
339; Lucas, D aniel, 221; G zella, 153. O n the asso ciatio n o f i t T n and w isdom see also H ans-Peter
M uller, “Der B e g riff ‘R atsel’ im Alten T estam en t,” VT 20 (1970): 465-489 (on D an 8:23 see p. 479).
2The exact sam e p hrase D’ISTIJ o ccurs elsew here in the H ebrew Bible only in D eut 28:50,
and m ay be borrow ed from there, w here it refers to a callous nation that Y h w h w ill bring against his
people as one o f the covenant curses (D’lB'TJJ o ccu rs also P ostbiblical H ebrew b. 3A b o t 5.20; Ber.
16b; §abb. 30b; B esah 25b). O ne should h o w ev er b e careful n ot to infer that the final king in Dan 8
represents a divinely initiated covenant curse (C ollins, D a n iel [1993], 339). R ather th e main point is
the hard-hearted and cold-blooded nature o f th o se w ho are depicted as D'IBTIJ. The phrase simply
refers to the insensibility to any kind o f hum anness. For one, 0 '3 S -T1) tjb p in D an 8:23 also reminds
one o f the only other occurrence o f the p hrase T5J
in Isa 19:4 w here G od w ill bring Egypt into the
cruel mastership o f a Tl?
“strong k in g ,” w hich obviously is n ot to be und ersto o d as a covenant
curse. More im portantly, in the sphere o f w isd o m term inology in D an 8:23-25 the phrase O’SSTS? is
reminiscent o f the use o f rP3B iTO n “she m ak es her face strong” for the seductress, the antagonist to
wisdom, in Prov 7:13 (so Lebram , “K onig A n tio c h u s,” 741-742; Otto Ploger, S pruche Salom os
(Proverbia), BK A T, vol. 17 [N eukirchen-V luyn: N eu k irch en er, 1984], 74; Collins, D aniel [1993],
339). Further evidence for D’IB-TIJ being used in a w isdom context is found in the praise o f the wise
man in Eccl 8:1. W hereas in Eccl 8:1b it is said th at w isdom illum ines the w ise m an and changes or
brightens up V3B Tl? “the severity o f his face,” u sin g here the noun Tl? o f w hich Tl? is a by-form, in Dan
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o f success (n to l rpbisni in Dan 8:24) that is part o f the thematic pattern o f “wisdomsuccess-pride-fall.”1 The description o f a sacrilegious king distinguished by wisdom that
in the end will lead to destruction is also found in Isa 10:13 and Ezek 28:2-5, 12, 17.
Although wisdom is a typical m otif o f royal ideology,2 in the context o f the book o f
Daniel the wisdom motif in 8:23-25 carries further implications. The root bsto illustrates
the point. The noun bstt? “insight” is used only for the king (8:25). The verb bsii) appears
a number o f times: insight is given by God, the source o f intelligence, to Daniel and his
friends (1:17; 9:22, 25), who used their insight to understand God’s revelations (7:8;
9:22,25) and whose insight could be perceived by others (1:4; 5:11, 12,14). God also
gives insight to the

the wise men (11:33, 35; 12:3,10; cf. 1:4). God’s people

failed to have insight into God’s truth, though they were expected to have done so (9:13).
It is therefore quite strange that the blasphemous king, as the only one among the
opposing powers, is attributed insight (8:25). It appears the king’s insight is intentionally
contrasted to the insight of God’s people. The same effect is achieved by the root ], 2
“understand” and its noun n3,2 “understanding.” In the book of Daniel, understanding is

8:23 the “w ise” king is and rem ains bold-faced (D’iS'TIJ). O n e should note th e relationship betw een
the interpretative competence o f the w ise m an in E ccl 8:1a and the role o f D aniel (Thom as K ruger,
Qoheleth: A Commentary, H erm eneia [M inneapolis: F ortress, 2004], 151-152). A gainst the backdrop
o f the praise o fth e wise in Eccl 8:1 it is clear th a t the k ing in D an 8:23 is portrayed as n ot truly led
and influenced by wisdom that originates from G od. In sum , the expression D’3B TT1? in w hatever
form means “to be devoid o f proper hum an sensibilities, such as the capacity for m ercy (D eut 28:50),
humility (Qoh 8:1, cf. 2a), and sham e (Prov 7:13)” (M ichael V. Fox, P roverbs 1-9: A N ew Translation
with Introduction and Com m entary, A B, vol. 18A [New Y o rk : D oubleday, 2 000], 245) and in
association with wisdom term inology in D an 8:23-25 it d ep icts the king as the n egative counterpart o f
a truly w ise man.
'Lebram , “Konig A ntiochus,” 739.
2See Goldingay, D aniel, 217; C ollins, D a n iel (1 9 9 3 ), 339.
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a gift from God (2:21), often given through his angel Gabriel (8:16-17; 9:22-23; 10:1114). Daniel exhibits understanding (1:4, 17, 20; 8:5, 15; 9:2, 10:1; although sometimes
even he does not understand: 8:27; 12:8); so do the

(11:33; 12:10). And again,

understanding is one o f the characteristics o f the king (8:23). It is also used for the king
o f the north (11:30, 37). The effect o f using the same wisdom vocabulary for the king in
8:23-25 that in the book o f Daniel is a characteristic o f God and his people1 is that the
king appears as if blessed by God, even though indeed he is a “pious” evil one.2 He also
prospers and performs as he wishes (n to ) irbartl; 8:24), again using terms usually
attributed to God’s favored ones. In short, the blasphemous king “stylized in wisdom
tradition” is typified as the “negative pendant to the pious sage.”3 Such a portrayal o f the
king gives rise to the same perplexity that the angelic comment n iv b s n i nntcin
produced in 8:12c-d, where the horn’s host appears to be granted divine success, resulting
in the pleading question by another celestial being (8:13). Thus, the interpretation gives
correlating support for the purposive function o f HIT^ani nnfoyi in the audition to evoke
feigned alleged, supposed, and ostensible divine approval. The interpretation helps to
clarify that the horn/king is not blunt in his attack, but intelligent and working with
wisdom and 17D1Q “deceit” or “fraud” (vs. 25), placing the focus o f attention on the
treacherous terrorization o f truth.

'O ne m ay add another parallel: the king is n i l ’ll
“understanding rid d le s” (8:23)
corresponds to D aniel is capable o f ] ’i p p X lipp “loosening m agical knots” (5:12).
2A s B aldw in points out: “Intellectually gifted, this ruler w ill have a g reat capacity fo r good or
evil” (160).
’Lebram , “K onig A ntiochus,” 742.
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Second, the interpretation contains an enigmatic reference to the king’s strength:
ir o n Vib) “but not with/by his power” (8:24b). In the case that the phrase is original and
not a misplaced duplication o f the same phrase in vs. 22,1 it could be understood in
different ways. Either the pronominal suffix refers to someone other than the king, which
is rather unlikely,2 or it refers to the king. In the latter case, in DU K'bl could indicate that
the king’s rise takes place “not by his power” but by his wisdom and intrigues which are
mentioned frequently in these verses.3 Another possibility is that the origin o f the king’s
mighty power mentioned in vs. 24a lies somewhere else.4 Although it is not explicitly
indicated who strengthens the king, his rise to power could be by permission from God5
or by the infusion o f demonic powers.6 Beside the text-critical solution, the best option

'So, e.g., von Gall, 51; M ontgom ery, 349-350, 354; Charles, 218; Ploger, D aniel, 123;
N iditch, 221; Collins, D aniel (1993), 3 2 7 ,3 4 0 ; Gzella, 43; as option considered by B evan, 139; and
G oldingay, D aniel, 199.
2The suggestion that die pow er in vs. 25b refers to the pow er o f the first king in vs. 21 so th a t
the horn/king does not reach that level o f strength (Kam phausen, 34; H asslberger, 6 7 ,7 6 ; M aier, 315)
is unconvincing since the antecedent is far away. Rather, i!"I3 in vs. 25a refers to the insolent king,
and the present king is the climax o f the interpretation and seems to display m ore pow er than those
before him. Equally unlikely w ould be the suggestion that his pow er is n ot like the divine pow er
implied at the end o f vs. 25, fo r the pronom inal suffix w ould refer several clauses ahead to an entity
not even m entioned explicitly.
3Von L engerke, 400; K liefoth, 278; Behrm ann, 57; D river, 123.
4Thus Langer, w ho does not identify the king’s source o f pow er (93).
5For a long tradition o f com mentators it implies that the king gains po w er by the perm ission
o f God, usually corresponding to their interpretation o f vs. 12a in the sense o f divine retaliation:
Theodoret, Ephrem Syrus, R ashi, and Ibn Ezra (all cited in Lacocque, D aniel, 170); H avem ick, 305;
Rosenmiiller, 276; H itzig, 141; Rohling, D aniel, 245; K nabenbauer, 220; P rince, D aniel, 150; D elco r,
182; Lacocque, D aniel, 170; Lucas, D aniel, 208, 221.
6If the pow er by w hich the king arises is referred to as supernatural origin, it “w ould com e
from Satan, the prince o f darkness” (M iller, D aniel, 234) and the deeds o f the king need to be
understood “as deeds perform ed by dem onical strength” (Keil, 317).
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remains to understand the might o f the king as transferred by another, probably
supernatural power, perhaps by the unmentioned archenemy of the prince o f princes.
This would allow for the idea that the war waged by the horn/king is indicative o f a
cosmic war that is fought on two levels, the earthly and the heavenly— an observation that
supports the similar conclusion drawn after the analysis o f the vision.
Finally, a few important elements present in Dan 8:9-14 are missing in the
interpretation. While cultic terminology is a central emphasis of the vision, it seems to be
totally absent in the interpretation. Similarly absent is creation terminology. The
following explanation seems to account for this. The synoptic table shows that the
interpretation breaks o ff once it reaches the climax o f activities o f the horn in the vision:
the self-magnification unto the prince o f the host or the prince o f princes. The
interpretation gives the impression o f being only concerned with the vision itself, but not
with the audition, since neither the horn’s host nor the restoring activity that begins at the
end o f the “2300 evening-morning” is mentioned.1 It does refer to the “evening-morning”
in vs. 26, but only to say that the “vision o f the evening-morning” is true, giving no
interpretation whatsoever about the time. One gets the impression that the interpretation
is almost intentionally cut short and incomplete, creating a sense of frustration (possibly
also responsible for D aniel’s lack o f understanding in vs. 27) as well as expectation. At

'T h e absence o f the h o rn ’s host should n ot be too surprising. The m ention that th e king is
successful in its doings (n(Cin r p b u n i) m irrors the statem ent that the host perform s and prospers
(nn,l?srn nntoin) and confirm s that the king/horn and his/its host have a close relationship, the
king/horn acting by m eans o f this host. N aturally, the host is part o f the hom pow er, and the king has
an arm y that follow s his instructions. It seem s that as the com m ander of the host o f heaven is its
leader, so the hom is the leader o f its own host.
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the same time the interpretation shows the self-magnification of the horn/king in its true
light by placing it last, immediately before the divine retributive action, as the real climax
o f the effrontery to Y hw h .

Conclusion
The intertextual contribution o f the angelic interpretation to the understanding of
Dan 8:9-14 can now be summarized. Several themes expressed in Dan 8:23-25 support
the analysis and interpretation o f 8:9-14. The more important ones include the
prominence o f the king, who, like the hom in the vision, is the center and climax o f the
interpretation, his attack against both the holy people and God, his self-magnification and
final fall. The most significant shift in language is the surprising absence o f cultic
terminology and the employment o f wisdom terminology, developing the idea previously
expressed in the vision that the hom not only appears to be blessed by God and takes over
the position o f the pious sage but indeed usurps God’s position. These differences do not
provide enough reason, however, to regard the interpretation in 8:23-25 as “strikingly
independent” from the vision in 8:9-14.' Rather the two correspond to and supplement
each other so that the understanding o f the vision o f the hom benefits greatly from
consideration o f the corresponding angelic interpretation.

Intertextual Relations between Daniel 8:9-14 and
the Vision and Interpretation in Daniel 7
At the outset one should acknowledge that there are some differences between

''Pace G zella, 153.
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chap. 7 and chap. 8. The most obvious is that Dan 7 is written in Aramaic, while Dan 8 is
written in Hebrew. The two chapters are also somewhat different in style and language
use.1 Nevertheless they invite comparison. Although Dan 7 is written in Aramaic,
correspondences not only in theme but also in terminology can be noted.2 Lexical links
are constituted both by usage of the same and similar terms.

Lexical correspondences
Keyword and thematic word links
*733
“ISttixW? rnn n31ti3 “in the first year o f Belshazzar king of Babylon”
(7:1) / / “^ a n "ISsix1?? rVD1?!?1? m b w natfs ““in the third year of
Belshazzar king o f Babylon” (8:1)
^ b a “king” (7:1, 17, 24 [2x]) // (8:1, 20, 21 [2x], 23, 27)
b x ' l l “Daniel” (7:1, 2, 15, 28) // (8:1, 15, 27)
irn “vision” (7:1, 2, 7,13, 15, [20]) // ]im “vision” (8:1 [2x], 2, 13, 15, 17, 26)
mrt “see, look” (in) a vision (7:1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11 [2x], 13, 21) // HX“) “see, look”
(in) a vision (8:1 [2x], 2 [3x], 3, 4, 6, 7, 15, 20)
“IBX “speak” (7:1, 2, 5, and with a celestial being as subject in 7:16, 2 3 )// always
with a celestial being as subject (8:13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 26)
X»atti “heaven” (7:2, 13, 27) //D 'aul “heaven” (8:8, 10)
x»a<2i ' n n i?3"lX “four winds o f heaven” (7:2) // c a ^ n n in n 173IX 1? “four
winds of heaven” (8:8)
I?31X “four” (7:3, 6, 17 [2x]) // (8:8)
i n x “earth” (7:4, 17, 23 [2x]) // f i x “earth” (8:5 [2x], 7, 10, 12, 18)
33*? “heart” (7:4), "3^3 “in my heart” (7:28) //iS S 1?? “in his heart” (8:25)
3’iTj peil “be given” (7:4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 22, 25, 27) //]na nif. “be set” (8:12)
XEPjpn “strong” (7:7) //n'3 “strength” (8:24)
0S1 “tread down” (7:7, 19); Tin1? n*pp^ “defeat them” (7:21); tthn “tread
down”(7:23), p p n “crush” (7:7,T19, 23); X^3 “wear out” (7:25) // H33
“smite” (8:7);
“throw down” (8:7, 11, 12); OOn “trample” (8:10, 13);
n n d “ruin” (8:25) (especially OSn “tread down” //DOT “trample”)
1PP “hom” (7:7, 8 [4x], 11, 20 [2x], 21, 24) // (8:5, 9)
'N iditch notes that in general D an 7 uses chains o f synonym ous term s, w hile D an 8 uses more
brief clauses (224-226).
2The com parison betw een the H ebrew o f D an 8 an d th e A ramaic o f D an 7 allow s one to
detect intertextual relations and literary coherence o f the M T , b ut this is n o t to suggest that D an 8 had
originally been w ritten in Aramaic.
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'I ? ? H p “another hom” (7:8); “prtH “another” (7:20, 24) // nnN"]“lj? “another
hom” (8:9)
HTSJT “little” (7:8) // n T l)8 » “from littleness” (8:9)
nnK “come” (7:13) //K13 “come” (8:5, 6)
'p©,r!p “holy ones” (7:18, 21, 22 [2x], 25, 27) //D 'tfip “holy ones” (8:24), IBilj?
“holy one” (8:13 [2x])
“fall” (7:20)//(8:10, 17)
ttb n “kingdom” (7:14 [2x], 18 [2x], 22, 23 [2x], 24, 27 [4x]) //rV D ^ (8:1, 22,
23)
] 'iv b y H H p
“the people o f the holy ones o f the Most High” (7:27) //
D,2)'*tp"DIJ “people o f holy ones” (8:24)
Thematic similarities
Hom power
Self-magnifying, anti-divine power
Attack on saints, opposition to God
End of anti-divine power by divine action
Time factor
Judgment
Creation
Cult
Structural similarities
Close structural correspondence exhibiting basic elements o f a vision report.

General Assessment o f the Intertextual Relation
A close relationship between Dan 7 and Dan 8 is recognized immediately. Since
chap. 8 comes after chap. 7, both textually and chronologically, this relationship is
usually seen in those terms of chap. 8 which amplify or elaborate chap. 7.‘ The
connection is so strong, that Collins regards Dan 7 and 8, even if produced by different

'Daniel 8 has been qualified in reference to D an 7 as “continuation” (D oukhan, Secrets o f
Daniel, 121), “sequel” (Davies, D aniel, 57), “com panion p ie c e ” (Collins, D a n iel, FOTL, 86),
“supplement” (Gese, 406), “answ er” an d “com plem ent” (G zella, 72), “explication” (D elcor, 184),
“contextualization” (Seow, D aniel, 118), “m idrash” (L. D equeker, “T he ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ,’”
109), “Hebrew targum ” (Kratz, “The V isions o f D an iel,” 100), and “reduplication” (Jan-W im
W esselius, “Discontinuity, Congruence and the M aking o f the H ebrew Bible,” S J O T 13 [1999]: 31, 57).
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authors, as “a coherent literary work.” This coherency is created by agreement o f form
and content, both chapters sharing “the same conceptual and symbolic world.” 1 In
particular the sequence of animals symbolizing successive empires and the description of
a single hom functioning as the climax o f earthly powers give the impression that both
visions cover more or less the same ground.
The major part of both chapters is designated as “vision.” In chap. 7 it is called
“night vision(s),” “visions of the head,” and “dream,” while in chap. 8 it is simply
referred to as “vision.”2 Both chapters follow the basic pattern o f a vision report,3 even

'C ollins, D aniel, FOTL, 87; cf. Lebram, D aniel, 92. R ecently, P orter argued for a literary
unity o f the two chapters (M etaphors, esp. 6-12).
2Cf. R’b ’^'D U ’ltn a “in my vision at night” (7:2) and
'H O ? “in visions o f the night”
(7 :7 ,1 3 ) w ith "jiTn “vision” (8 :1 ,1 3 , 15, 17, 26) and j i t n a “in the vision” (8:2 [2x]). D aniel 7 also
uses the phrases ’lUR'I/nsiR’l ’lTn “visions o fh is/m y m ind” (7 :1 ,1 5 ) a n d flb n “dream ” (7:1 [2x]).
There appears to be no specific reason why “vision” in D an 7 is used both in the sin g u lar (vs. 2) and
in the plural (vss. 1, 7, 13, 15).
3For Collins, both Dan 7 and Dan 8 belong to the genre o f sym bolic dream visions (D a n iel,
FOTL, 6-8; D aniel [1993], 54-55). It is usually suggested that th ere is a d ifference o f m ode betw een a
symbolic dream vision (the recipient is asleep) and a sym bolic vision (the recipient is aw ake),
although Shaul B ar gives evidence that there m ay n o t h av e been such a m eticulous distinction betw een
dreams and visions (A Letter That H as N ot Been Read: D ream s in the H ebrew B ible, H U C M , no. 25
[Cincinnati: H ebrew Union College Press, 2001], 143-182 [see 143-145, esp. n. 9, on ] itn “vision” in
D aniel and 168-169 on HR-ID “vision” and HR-)!? “ap p earan ce” in D aniel]). G oldingay reasons that
D an 8 is not a dream vision by pointing out that the characteristic term inology, as u sed in 7:1, 2, 7, 13,
is absent in chap. 8 (D aniel, 201), a fact that C ollins also acknow ledges (D aniel, FO T L , 86).
How ever, in spite o f different terminology, the visionary experience in D an 7 and D an 8 is quite close.
First, the difference between dreaming and being aw ake w hile receiving a vision does n o t seem so
much to affect the literary form o f the vision report (cf. th e close structural affin ity b etw een D an 7 and
D an 8 as w ell as the frequent use o f the verb HR"! “see” and th e ro o t HTn in b o th chapters) than it has
an effect in term s o f the authority o f the revelation. A vision th a t is received in the state o f full
consciousness surprises certainly more than a dream in a deep or trancelike sleep that is associated
more closely with the supernatural (see Niditch, 224, 232). Second, and to some ex ten t p a ce B ar, the
difference in term inology between O bn “dream” in 7:1 and im “vision” in 7:1, 2, 7 , 13, 15 or ]im
“vision” in chap. 8 m ay be due to different literary associations th ey convey. E lsew h ere in the
H ebrew Bible O lb n and the verb o b n are found predom inantly in epic literature and ]1TI1 in prophetic
and apocalyptic w orks (so Robert Karl Gnuse, The D ream Theophany o f Sam uel: Its Structure in
Relation to A ncient N ear Eastern D ream s and Its T heological S ignificance [Lanham : U niversity Press
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if Behrens has recently argued that Dan 7 does not constitute or contain a prophetic vision
report.1

o f A m erica, 1984], 60; idem, D ream s and Dream R eports in the W ritings o f Josephus: A TraditioH istorical A n alysis, AGJU, no. 36 [Leiden: Brill, 1996], 70, w here he adds that “there is indeed a
difference betw een the two w ords, though w e can no longer discern it,” sim ilar to the view o f Ernst
Ludw ig E hrlich, D er Traum im Alten Testament, BZAW, no. 73 [Berlin: T opelm ann, 1953], 6, 47).
Thus, 0*717 in 7:1 could be an indicator o f the association o f chap. 7 w ith the narrative m aterial in
chaps. 2 -7 , w hile 1TI7 and ]iTI7 w ould associate the vision in chap. 7 w ith D aniel’s other prophetic
revelations. T his would underscore the central structural position o f chap. 7 in the book. T hird, the
specific term inology for the visionary experience in Dan 7 seems to be intentionally used to
distinguish it from the kin g ’s dream s in Dan 2 and 4, since D aniel’s “ dream ” is also called “vision o f
the night” (7 :2 ,7 , 13), an expression already used for the revelation to D aniel “in a vision o f the
n ig h t” (N’1?'’1?"'*] X1TI73) in 2:19. Thus, Jam es E. Miller argues that D aniel did n o t have a dream in
chap. 7 but a “nocturnal revelation” (“Dream s and Prophetic V isions,” Bib 71 [1990]: 4 02), and JeanM arie H usser, recognizing also the deliberate distinction between the dreams in chaps. 2 and 4 and the
m ode o f revelation in chap. 7, concludes that the vision in Dan 7 is a classic exam ple for the
assim ilation o f dream s w ith visions in apocalyptic literature, since chap. 7 is presented as a dream b u t
then “has all the stylistic traits and layout o f a vision,” underlining again the “pivotal p osition” o f
chap. 7 betw een the tales w ith its dreams and the apocalyptic visions (D ream s a n d D ream N a rra tives
in the B iblical W orld, trans. J. M. M unro, The Biblical Seminar, no. 63 [Sheffield: S heffield
A cadem ic Press, 1999], 120-122, 150). The distinction between D an 7 and the dream s in D an 2:1-45
and 4:4-33 is also supported by a form-critical com parison. W olfgang R ichter, w ho studied the
dream s in the Joseph narrative (Gen 40, 41, and 37:5-11), the Jacob narrative (G en 20:3; 28:11-22;
31:10-13), and Judg 7:13-14, establishes the follow ing form al criteria o f sym bolic dream reports: (1)
announcem ent o f the dream 0170 *717 01*717), (2) introductory dream form ula (173171), (3) dream corpus,
(4) interpretation o f the dream (formula o f interpretation, identification o f the sym bols, and m eaning
o f the symbols), and (5) dream fulfillment (“Traum und Traum deutung im A T ,” B Z 1 [1963]: 202220). Gnuse follow s the internal stm cture o f dream reports explicated by Richter, and also p ro v id es a
form -critical analysis o f the two dream s in D an 2 and 4 (D ream s and D ream R eports, 73-78, 86-92).
In light o f G n u se’s analysis, one can observe that D an 7 differs m arkedly from them in the form al
interpretation o f the dream , lacks com pletely a dream term ination form ula before its interpretation
(2:36; 4:19) and a form ula o f interpretative certitude (2:45; 4:24), and shows form al features not
extant in visual sym bolic dream reports, e.g., a dialogue between the visionary and the interpreter. Cf.
E hrlich, who points out that D an 7 is apocalyptic in genre and does n o t show a fram e n arrative like the
sym bolic dream s in D an 2 and 4 {Der Traum im A lten Testament, 90 n. 2); and the classification o f
biblical dream s by Frances Flannery-D ailey, who concludes that D an 7 and 8 “com bine dream types in
m ore complex w ays than do earlier dreams, including Daniel 2 and 4 ” {Dreams, Scribes, a n d P riests:
Jew ish D ream s in the H ellenistic and R om an Eras, JSJSup 90 [Leiden: Brill, 2004], 38-47, citation on
p. 45). Cf. R oberto Fornara, La visione contraddetta: La dialettica fr a visibilita e non-visibilita divina
nella Bibbia ebraica, AnBib, no. 155 (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 2004), 4 8 -5 6 ,6 3 -6 7 , 308 n. 11.
‘The principal pattern o f a “prophetic vision report” as defined by Behrens consists o f tw o
parts, a vision and a dialogue, both exhibiting their peculiar linguistic features (32-60, 377-378). T h e
vision part opens w ith a form o f the verbal root 17K7 follow ed by 173171 + nom inal clause functioning
as a “surprise clause”; the dialogue part is introduced by a w ayyiqtol-form o f 70X , starts w ith its first
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The structural correspondence between the two chapters comprises the following
components (see table 34)': an introduction indicating the circumstances with a
chronological reference to King Belshazzar (7:1-2a; 8:1-2), a description o f the vision
introduced by the term “behold” (7:2b-14; 8:3-11), a request for interpretation (7:16, 1920; 8:15a-b), an interpretation provided by an angel (7:17-18, 23-27; 8:19-26), and a
concluding statement mentioning the distressed reaction of the seer (7:28; 8:27).
Structural differences between the two accounts can be considered minor in the overall
structural pattern. They concern two additional parts in chap. 7 and one in chap. 8. In
chap. 7, the visionary’s reaction is not only stated after the interpretation but also after the
vision, before the dialogue with the angelus interpres. And secondly, Daniel request and
receives further interpretation after the initial interpretation by the angel. These features
are not present as structural components in chap. 8. To be sure, the reaction o f the seer

direct speech in the form o f a question or an im perative, and ends w ith a com m ent by Y hw h or his
m essenger. In the case o f D an 7, it is obvious th a t it reports a vision, but it does n o t do so in the form
o f a ‘prophetic vision rep o rt’ w ith all its constituent elements, as defined by Behrens. On the basis o f
form al criteria, B ehrens therefore regards D an 7 to be sui generis (317). H ow ever, the vision proper
o f Dan 7 show s all the peculiar linguistic features listed by Behrens: it opens with HTn follow ed by
IIIO + nom inal clause w hich starts the description o f the vision. The dialogue part does not have first
a direct speech in th e form o f a com m and or a question, as B ehrens dem ands. It opens, how ever, w ith
a perfect form o f HDK in vs. 16 (there are no sequential or consecutive im perfect form s in BA ) and
ends w ith a com m ent b y YHWH’s m essenger in vss. 23-27. In my view it is doubtful w hether the
difference in ju s t the form o f the dialogue’s opening speech is reason enough to exclude D an 7 from
the genre o f “prophetic vision reports.” Since D an 7 coheres with B ehrens’s form al linguistic criteria
in all the other aspects, it m ay be suggested that it at least constitutes a variant form o f this genre.
'F o r structures o f D an 7 see those provided in com m entaries as w ell as Z iony Zevit, “The
Structure and Individual Elem ents o f D aniel 7 ,” Z A W 80 (1968): 385-396, esp. 388-389; G erda
A ltpeter, Textlinguistische E xegese alttestam entlicher Literatur: E ine D ekodierung, Europaische
H ochschulschriften: Reihe 23, Theologie, no. 110 (Bern: Lang, 1978), 106-113, 118; Helge S.
K vanvig, “Struktur und G eschichte in Dan. 7,1-14,” S T 32 (1978): 95-117, esp. 99-106; A rthur J.
Ferch, The Son o f M an in D aniel Seven, A U SD D S, no. 6 (Berrien Springs: A ndrew s U n iv ersity Press,
1979), 136-145 (follow ed by Shea, Selected Studies [1982], 95-97 = [1992], 112-114); Collins,
D aniel, FO TL, 74-78; R aabe, 267-275.
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and the interpretation by the angel are described in chap. 8, however just once. Also
distinct from chap. 7, in chap. 8 a description of the epiphany of the angelic interpreter is
inserted before the interpretation. Thus, in Dan 7 the interpretation is given “in” the
vision, while in Dan 8 the interpretation is introduced by an epiphany o f the angelic
interpreter.

Table 34. Basic Structural Components in Daniel 7 and Daniel 8

Structural Component

Daniel 7

Daniel 8

Introduction: indicating time and place

l-2a

1-2

Description o f the vision

2b-14

3-11
12-14

Dialogue
Visionary’s reaction

15

Visionary’s request for interpretation

16

Epiphany o f the angelic interpreter

15a-b
15c-18

Angelic interpretation

17-18

Clarification
Visionary’s request for interpretation
Visionary’s elaboration o f vision
Further angelic interpretation

19-27
19-20
21-22
23-27

Concluding statement: visionary’s reaction

28

19-26

27

Further links are the prominence o f water in relation to the visionary experience.
In chap. 8 the location o f the vision is by the canal Ulai (8:2; cf. the location of Daniel’s
other visions near a river: 10:4; 12:5), while in chap. 7 the vision itself starts with the
great sea (7:2-3). The mention o f the “four winds o f heaven” is striking (7:2; 8:8; see
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also 11:4). Finally in 8:1, the statement “a vision . . . subsequent to the one which
appeared to me previously” explicitly refers to the vision in chap. 7. Having established
the intertextual relationship between chap. 7 and chap. 8, it is now time to examine how
the intertext o f chap. 7 helps the understanding o f 8:9-14.

Focal Position o f the Little Horn in Daniel 7
As in Dan 8:9-14 and in 8:23-25, the power symbolized by the little hom occupies
a special position in the vision o f Dan 7. Attention is directed to the little hom by means
of vocabulary, syntax, and structure.1 First, the little hom is introduced differently from
any of the other scenes (see table 35).2 In vs. 8, the introductory formula r r in
with the verb bDiU “consider” is used instead o f the formula JV in n t n with the verb n t n
“see,” which occurs elsewhere in the chapter (7:2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11a, lib , 13, 21). The verb
occurs in BA only here in 7:8, supporting the idea that it is used intentionally.3 Also,

'F or m ost o f the follow ing observations see D equeker, “T he ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ,’” 115116; Collins, A pocalyptic Vision, 129-131; idem , D aniel, FOTL, 76-77; idem, D a n iel (1993), 279.
W hereas D equeker holds that the variation in vs. 8 verifies its secondary character (so also Holscher,
120; Ginsberg, Studies in D aniel, 11; R ein h ard G. K ratz, Translatio imperii: U ntersuchungen zu den
aramdischen D anielerzahlungen u nd ihrem theologie-geschichtlichen U mfeld, W issenschaftliche
M onographien zum A lten und neuen T estam ent, no. 63 [N eukirchen: N eukirchen-V luyn:
N eukirchener, 1991], 23), C ollins believes th a t it “should be understood as a stylistic device to focus
attention” on the little hom ( D aniel [1993], 2 7 9 ; sim ilarly also R aabe, 269-270 n. 9; Lucas, D aniel,
164, 166-167).
2A lready in vs. 7 the fourth beast, on w h ich the little h o m com es up, is structurally marked
different from the previous three beasts by the in tro d u ctio n 11X1
, 11113 ITDl HTIl n i l H1K3
“after this I k ept looking in the visions o f the n ig h t and b eh o ld .” T he m ajor division o f sections in the
vision by the long form ula 11N1 K b ' b (DU) - i m a m i l n m (vss. 2, 7, 13) is argued by Zevit
(“Daniel 7,”388) and Kvanvig (“S truktur,” 104).
3Ferch, Son o f M an, 121-123. Z evit assum es that the use o f *7310 is “due to the fact that no
change o f scene takes place; rather, the author is focusing his attention on the activities o f the horns
w hich are so im portant to him ” (“D aniel 7 ,” 388 n. 16). H ow ever, the little hom , being different from
the ten horns, appears to constitute a new scene.
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the scene o f the little hom employs the word 1*7X1 “and behold” twice, instead of the
structural refrain 1 1 X 1 “and behold” that introduces each o f the four beasts as well as the
“one like a son of man” (7:2, 5, 6, 7, 13).

Table 35. References to the Visionary Activity in Daniel 7

“Behold”
(+ Verb Form)
(+ ptc.) n x i
(+ ptc.) mxi
(+ nom. cl.) 1*1X1
(+ ptc.) n x i

Reference to
Night Vision
x ,*7,*7-di;

rrn a

x ,‘7,*7 r m a

(+ perfect) 1*7X1
(+ nom. cl.) 1*7X1

(+ ptc.) 1*1X1

Verbal
Element

Temporal
Deixis

rm n nrn
n ni? n r n ntn
m n nrn
n r n nrn

n n nnxa
n n nnxa
t

:

t

t

:

t

n r n *7?nto

x ,*7‘,*7 r r n a
t

:

••

: v

:

n is? m r t ntn
i n x p r r in nrn
n ni? n r n nrn
n r n nrn
••

■* x

n r n nrn
••

•• t

Verse

2
4
5
6
7
8a
8b
9
11a
li b
13
21

A syntactic difference is that 1*7X1 in vs. 8a is followed by a perfect instead o f a
participle as elsewhere following

11X 1

in this chapter (vss. 2, 5, 7, 13; a nominal clause

follows in vs. 6). In fact, the perfect H j7*7p “it came up” in vs. 8 is the only finite verb
form that describes an activity on the part o f the beasts and horns. Elsewhere in
describing the animals o f the vision only participles (vss. 2, 3 [2x], 5 [2x], 7 [5x], 11) and
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finite passive forms are used (vss. 4 [4x], 5, 6, 11 [3x], 12).1 The same phenomenon
occurs in the brief recounting of the vision in vss. 19-22, where the only two finite verbs
describe activities in relation to the upcoming o f the little hom (vs. 20), whereas
otherwise only participles are used (vss. 19 [4x], 20, 21 [2x]). Elsewhere in the vision
and interpretation finite verb forms occur in the description o f the activities o f the
Ancient o f Days (vss. 9, 22), the celestial host (vss. 10, 13?), and the one like a son of
man (vss. 13, 14) and those who serve him (vss. 14, 22). It seems possible that the use o f
finite verbs is a syntactic device to contrast the activities o f the little hom with the
activities on the part of the celestial world.
It is also conspicuous that the little hom is not incorporated into the schematic
number o f ten homs. It is singled out as a different, “eleventh” hom (cf. vs. 24). The
little hom therefore represents a structural unit o f its own.
Finally, in the interpretation and clarification much more space is devoted to the
fourth beast and its little hom, covering eight verses (vss. 19-26), than to the other beasts,
which are explained in a single verse (vs. 17).2 This is indicative o f the specific focus o f
the vision.
It is therefore evident that in Dan 7 the little hom receives particular emphasis.
As Collins concludes, the little hom “is not included as one o f the ten homs but is the
subject of a distinct scene in the vision, and the change in vocabulary and syntax all have
'T he tw o imperatives used in the direct speech in vs. 5 do n ot b elong to the verb form s in the
narrative line o f the vision.
2See Porter, M etaphors, 11.
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the effect o f attracting attention to the little hom, and we must assume that the effect is
intentional.”1 These devices distinguish the appearance of the little hom as the “climax of
the vision o f the beasts.”2 Intertextually, the focus on the little hom in Dan 7 and its
structural and syntactic differentiation from the other powers affirms the previous
conclusion that the hom in Dan 8:9-11 needs to be distinguished from the previous
animal powers and constitutes a structural unit of its own.

Relationship between the Little Hom in Daniel 7
and the Little Hom in Daniel 8
Before focusing on how the scenes of the little hom in Dan 7 help to interpret Dan
8:9-14, it is important to clarify the relationship between the little hom in chap. 7 and the
one in chap. 8. Do they have the same referent or not? In answering this question, first
the similarities and then the differences between the homs will be observed and
evaluated.

Similarities
Several lexical, thematic, and structural similarities between the two homs are
evident (see table 36).3 On the lexical level both are called pj? “hom ” : p n K p p

‘Collins, D aniel (1993), 279.
2Lucas, D aniel, 164; cf. 166-167.
3F or a list o f sim ilarities and differences, including an assessm ent thereof, see, e.g., M ich ael J.
G ruenthaner, “The F our Em pires o f D aniel,” CBQ 8 (1946): 203-205; Y oung, D aniel, 276-277; H. H.
Rowley, D arius the M ede a n d the F our W orld E m pires in the B ook o f D aniel: A H isto rica l S tu d y o f
C ontem porary Theories (Cardiff: University o f W ales Press, 1959), 124-128; M aier, 307; Shea,
Selected Studies (1982), 30-31 (followed by Siiring, “H om -M otifs,” 338-339); Shea, “U nity o f
D aniel,” 187 (follow ed by M oskala, 126); D oukhan, Secrets o f Daniel, 123-125.
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“another hom ” (7:8a) and n nK 'pj? “one hom” (8:9). Both have the characteristic of a
small beginning: HT3)T “a little one” (7:8) and nTJ)Ba “from littleness” (8:9a). One of
their targets is designated as

DS? “the people of the holy ones o f the Most

High” (7:27) and D p Ip 'D IJ “people o f the holy ones” (8:24). Thematic links include
their growth from smallness to large dimensions (7:20; 8:9-11) with accompanying hubris
(in chap. 7 expressed in terms o f speaking arrogant words [7:8,11, 20, 25], in chap. 8 in
terms o f self-magnification [8:11,25]), their attack on God (7:8,11, 20,25; 8:11-12, 25)
and divine principles (7:25; 8:11-12), as well as their attack on divine associates, that is,
the holy ones and the host of heaven (7:21, 25; 8:10, 13, 24), their apparent success (7:21,
25; 8:12, 25), the prophetic delimitation o f their activities (7:25; 8:14; note that both time
spans are preceded by the preposition IB), and eventually their supernatural destruction
(7:11, 26; 8:25).' Finally, the structural place of the small hom in both visions is the
same: the hom comes after a series o f beasts, representing the climax o f human, wicked
power, and remains viable until the end brought about by God.

Differences
The differences between the little hom in Dan 7 and the one in Dan 8 that are
usually pointed out fall into two categories. The first category is differences o f activities

'Som e w ould include intelligence in the list o f sim ilarities, referring to the “eyes like eyes o f a
m an” in 7:8 and the w isdom term inology in 8:23-25 (Shea, “U nity o f Daniel,” 187; M oskala, 126).
H ow ever, it is not clear w hether in chap. 7 the h o rn ’s eyes w hich are like hum an eyes connote
intelligence. M ost consider the human eyes as one o f the personality traits, the other being the mouth,
or as another indication o f the horn’s haughtiness (Collins, D aniel [1993], 299). A nother alleged
sim ilarity that R. P. D enis B uzy calls a “sym bolic analogy” (“Les symboles de D aniel,” R B 15 [1918]:
418) is the rooting out o f three hom s before the small hom in 7:8 and the extensive grow th o f the h om
tow ard three directions in 8:9b.
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Table 36. Similarities o f the Little Homs in Daniel 7 and Daniel 8

Similarity

Horn in Dan 7

Horn in Dan 8

Name

'in ? pj? “another hom ” (7:8)

Smallness

rm iT “a little one” (7:8)

rn'ysa “from littleness” (8:9a)

Growth

larger in appearance than its
associates (7:20)

grew (8:9-11)

Hubris

“mouth uttering great” (7:8, 20)
“boastful words” (7:11)
“speak out against the Most
High” (7:25)

“magnified itself up to the
commander o f the host” (8:11a)
“magnify in his heart” (8:25)

Attack on God

against the Most High (7:8, 11,
20, 25)

against the commander o f the
host and against the prince of
princes (8:11-12, 25)

Attack on divine
principles

on times and law (7:25)

on t&mid (8:1 lb, 12a) and truth
(8:12b)

Attack on G od’s
associates

on the holy ones (7:21, 25)
Dy “people o f the
holy ones o f the Most High”
(7:27)

on the host o f heaven (8:10,13,
24)
D'tthp'Dy “people of the holy
ones” (8:24)

Success

overpowering the holy ones
(7:21); they are given into his
hand (7:25)

succeeds (8:12c-d, 25)

Time factor

“until py] time, times, and half
a time” (7:25)

“until py] 2300 eveningmorning” (8:14b)

Supernatural
destruction

beast was slain, destroyed, given
to the fire (7:11); horn’s
dominion will be taken away,
annihilated and destroyed
forever (7:26)

broken without human hand
(8:25; implied in vs. 14c)

Structural
position

final power in a series o f beasts,
before the divine intervention

final power after two animals,
before the divine intervention

“one hom” (8:9a)
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the hom is involved in, that is, activities that are mentioned in one vision but not in the
other. The prime example may be that the hom in chap. 8 engages in anti-cultic
activities, while nothing comparable seems to be said in chap. 7. However, this is not
necessarily a reason to adduce that the two homs are different since the cultic orientation
of the hom in chap. 8 could be interpreted as supplemental to its activities already
mentioned in chap. 7. The same could be said for other so-called dissimilarities, which
on a closer look should not be regarded as differences but simply as variant forms of
description, more detailed elaborations, or the mention o f a different aspect.1 In fact, such
variation between two visions, which basically cover the same ground but obviously also
have a slightly different focus, should be expected.
The second category of alleged differences concerns the origin o f the little hom of
chap. 7 and that o f chap. 8. In chap. 7 the little hom is connected to the fourth beast and
grows up among ten homs of which three are uprooted by the little one (7:8, 24). The
little hom in chap. 8 is generally believed to be connected to the he-goat and to come
forth from one o f his four homs without mentioning any conflict among the homs (8:8-9).

Suggestions of Relationship
Two main suggestions have been offered to explain the relationship between the
two homs, one focusing on their dissimilarity, the other on their similarity. These
s u g g e s t io n s a ls o b e a r c o n s e q u e n c e s o n t h e r e la t io n s h ip b e t w e e n t h e fo u r b e a s t s o f D a n 7 ,

'For example, the ho m in chap. 7 is ju d g ed , w h ile explicit ju d g m en t o f the one in chap. 8 is
missing; or the idea that the hom in chap. 7 ap p ears geographically unlim ited, w hile that in chap. 8
seems to operate in geographical locations.
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on the one hand, and the ram and the he-goat o f Dan 8, on the other hand.
The first suggestion is based on the logical assumption that if the little hom in
chap. 7 and the one in chap. 8 are o f different origin they cannot refer to the same power
and hence do not appear at the same time. Scholars taking this line o f thought conclude
that different historical realities are involved,1though the similarities between the homs
often lead them to a view usually expressed in terms o f pattern, prefiguration, or type
(little hom in Dan 8) and antitype (little hom in Dan 7).2 In this case the animal symbols
correspond as shown in table 37.
The main problem with such an interpretation is that it is difficult to comprehend
why the same symbol o f the “small hom” occurring in two structurally and thematically
closely linked visions would represent two different powers.
The other suggestion is that, in spite o f the differences, the similarities in the

'So already H ippolyt, In D anielem IV 7 and 26 (betw een 200 and 204 A .D .) in H ippolyt,
Kom m entar zu Daniel, 208-211, 254-257. Cf. m ore recen tly , A alders, D a n iel (1962), 161-163, 175.
2In the typological approach the horn in D an 8 is u n d ersto o d to sym bolize A ntiochus IV who
becomes a type for the pow er sym bolized by the h o m in D an 7. T he horn in D an 8 therefore has a
historical typological fulfillm ent (A ntiochus IV) as w ell as a further antitypical fulfillm ent (usually
argued to be an eschatological A ntichrist). For such an argum entation, ex p ressed in varying
terminology, see, e.g., Carl A ugust A uberlen, The P ro p h ecies o f D a n iel a n d the R evelations o f St
John, Viewed in Their M utual R elation: With an E xposition o f the P rin c ip a l P assages, trans. A.
Saphir (Edinburgh: Clark, 1856), 54-56, 185 (“m odel,” “p ro to ty p e”); D avid Ziindel, K ritische
Untersuchungen iiber die A bfassungszeit des B uches D a n ie l (B asel: B ahnm aier, 1861), 74-93, 117120 (“model,” “prototype”); K liefoth, 252-253, 258-259, 266-267, 281-285 (“parallel”); R ohling,
D aniel, 218-219 (“m odel”); B aldw in, 162 (“recurring h isto rical p h en o m en o n ”); A rcher, 7:99
(type/antitype); W ood, 212 (“prefiguration”); M aier, 307-309 (“m odel”); M iller, D aniel, 225 n. 22
(both hom s are “satanically inspired” and share sim ilar qualities); Ford, D a n iel a n d the Com ing K ing,
104-105 (type/antitype); A ndrew E. Steinm ann, “Is the A n tich rist in D aniel 11?” B sac 162 (2005):
203-204 (“foreshadow ing”). For a view point that holds the tw o h o m s to be different b ut rejects a
typological relation see, e.g., Y oung, D aniel, 171, 276-279.
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Table 37. Correlation o f Daniel 7 and 8 with the
Little Horns Designating Different Powers
Interpretation

Daniel 7

Daniel 8

Babylon

Winged Lion

—

Medo-Persia

Bear

Ram

Greece
Antiochus IV

Winged Four-headed Leopard

He-goat
L— Little Hom

Rome

Fourth Beast

—

Power after Rome
(Antichrist)

Little Hom

—

Table 38. Correlation o f Daniel 7 and 8 with the
Little Homs Designating the Same Power (A)
Interpretation

Daniel 7

Daniel 8

Babylon

Winged Lion

—

Media

Bear

Ram ’s H om 1

Persia

Winged Four-headed Leopard

Ram ’s Hom 2

Greece
Antiochus IV

Fourth Beast
1— Little Hom

He-goat
1— Little Hom

portrayal of the small homs indicate that the homs have one and the same referent.1 Most
scholars maintain that the he-goat of Dan 8 can be equated with the fourth beast o f Dan 7
since both are assumed to constitute the origin o f the little hom (see table 38).2

‘See, e.g., Bentzen, 73; Ford, D aniel, 168; L ebram , D aniel, 93, 95; G oldingay, D aniel, 207;
D oukhan, Secrets o f Daniel, 123-124; Redditt, 144; Lucas, D aniel, 214-215.
2For sim ilar tables see Goldingay, D aniel, 207; R edditt, 143.
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Objections to this view lie mainly in the fact that the descriptions o f the little
horn’s origin in chap. 7 and the one in chap. 8 vary too much to be harmonized.
Furthermore, according to this view the ram is understood to denote two separate
kingdoms that correspond to two animals in the vision of chap. 7. There is however no
textual reason why two homs of one animal in the vision of chap. 8 should refer to two
different animals in the corresponding vision o f chap. 7.
In sum, both suggestions have considerable weaknesses and a third, alternative
suggestion is desirable. The linguistic and literary discussion o f Dan 8:9-14 in the
previous two chapters has provided enough evidence that the small hom in chap. 8 does
not grow from the he-goat. This would resolve the perceived differences in origin
between the little hom in chap. 7 and the one in chap. 8 and would open the possibility
that both homs refer to one and the same power. As will be shown subsequently, the
evidence from chap. 7 lends additional support for the decision to separate the hom in
8:9-11 from the he-goat.

Origin and Starting Point of the Little Horn
The close parallel between the vision in Dan 7 and the one in Dan 8 invites a
comparison, not only o f the little homs but also of the other animals (see below).
Although there are not many lexical or thematic points of contact between the animal
powers o f the two visions, it seems that a few possible links corroborate the idea that the
hom in Dan 8 does not originate from the he-goat or from one o f his four hom s.1

’The starting point o f the horn ’s m ovem ent expressed b y 01173 n n X i l '] ^ in D an 8 :9 a has
been found syntactically am biguous, that is, on grounds o f syntax alone one can n o t decide w h eth e r the
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In Dan 7, it is explicitly stated that the little hom is connected to the fourth beast
as it comes up from among the beast’s ten homs (7:8). Some suggest that this fourth
beast and the he-goat in Dan 8 refer to the same entity, which would give reason to
believe that the hom originates from the he-goat (see table 38). The only textual
argument that could be forwarded for this view is that both the fourth beast and the hegoat engage in “trampling.”1 The fourth beast trampled down (0D7) “the remains” (7:7,
19), and the he-goat trampled (007) on the ram (8:7). However, the activity o f trampling
could also indicate a relationship between the fourth beast in Dan 7 and the hom in Dan
8, since the hom and its host also “trample” (007; 8:1 lc, 12b).2 At the least, this double
reference to trampling should strongly caution against identifying the he-goat with the
fourth beast on the basis of a single occurrence o f 007.3

horn com es from one o f the he-goat’s four horns or w hether it goes out from one o f the four w inds o f
h eaven. O ther reasons, particularly the structural outline o f the vision report, led to the conclusion
th a t the hom probably com es forth from one o f the four w inds o f heaven.
'See G zella, 109. A them atic com parison o f the representation o f the fourth beast and o f the
h e-g o at is undertaken by Y oung (D a n iel, 287-288) w ith the conclusion that they differ in the
description o f activities, as w ell as in origin, nature, and destiny o f the beasts.
2Lucas notes: “The statem ent that the h om ‘tram pled’ on the stars brings to m ind the actions
o f the fourth beast o f Dan. 7:7” (D a n iel, 216).
3C. C. C aragounis advances two reasons w hy P ersia and Greece in chap. 8 correlate to the
third and fourth em pires in the schem es o f chaps. 2 and 7 (“H istory and Supra-H istory: D aniel and the
F our Em pires,” in The B ook o f D aniel in the L ig h t o f N ew Findings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, BETL,
no. 106 [Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press, 1993], 388-390). First, the am ount o f space devoted to the
different empires, that is, the num ber o f w ords used for their description, m arks the fourth em pire as
clim ax. Second, and sim ilarly, the em phasis on the second em pire in chap. 8 is com parable to the
em phasis on the fourth em pire in chaps. 2 and 7. Both argum ents are based on the w ord count for the
various em pires w hich show s an em phasis on the fourth pow er in chaps. 2 and 7 and seem ingly also
on the G reek em pire in chap. 8 (in the vision o f D an 8: 125 w ords used for the he-goat, 34 w ords for
the ram ; in the interpretation: 61 w ords used for G reece, 8 w ords for M edo-Persia). T he statistical
argum ent, how ever, is flaw ed since Caragounis decided already beforehand that the p o w er represented
by the sm all horn o r the defiant king in chap. 8 should be taken as part o f G reece. If th e hom /king
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It is striking that the other lexical and thematic similarities of the visions in Dan 7
and 8 link the second beast with the ram, and the third beast with the he-goat.1 Both the
second beast in Dan 7 and the ram in Dan 8 are described with only one physical
characteristic that happens to be quite similar: The second beast was higher on one side
than the other (7:5) and the ram had two homs, “one higher than the other” (8:3).2
Furthermore, both animals are portrayed superior to other beasts: The second beast had
three ribs— obviously from one or more animals— in its mouth and is commanded to
devour much flesh (7:5); the ram was butting in three directions— westward, northward,
and southward3— and no other beast could withstand it (8:4).4
The third beast in Dan 7 and the he-goat in Dan 8 also share two similarities. The

represents a separate pow er, th e w ord count in chap. 8 show s this pow er to be at least equally
em phasized (in the vision: 74 w ords used for the he-goat, 65 w ords for the hom [with the audition
included]; in the interpretation: 22 w ords used for G reece, 39 w ords for the king). In the end, the
statistical data are o f secondary im portance and should n o t substitute term inological and thematic data.
'S ee Shea, “U nity o f D aniel,” 185-186; cf. M oskala, 125-126. Com paring D an 7 with Dan
8 -1 2 , R ichard D. P atterson lines up the bear w ith the ram and the leopard with the he-goat (“The Key
R ole o f D aniel 7,” G T J 12 [1991]: 249, 257).
2H ubert Junker (41) and E rnst H aag (“D er M enschensohn und die Heiligen [des] Hochsten:
Eine literar-, form - und traditionsgeschichtliche U ntersuchung zu D aniel 7,” in The B o o k o f D aniel in
the L ight o f N ew F indings, ed. A . S. van der W oude, B E T L , n o . 106 [Leuven: Leuven University
Press, 1993], 161-162 n. 13) understand “one side” as referring to a cardinal direction, not to the side
o f the beast, and interpret the raising up o f the bear-like anim al “on one side” as the preparation o f an
attack tow ards one cardinal direction. H ow ever, each o f the other beasts is first described in their
characteristics before any activity is m entioned. It is therefore m ore natural to take the m ention o f the
raising up on “one side,” w hich is the first specification o f the bear, as a description o f the bear’s
features rather than a preparation for activity.
3So the M T. 4Q D ana adds nrHTDI “and eastw ards” after “w estw ards.”
“In 8:4c 7T13 b ’UD ]’(<] “and there w as none to rescue from his pow er” refers in light o f the
previous clause (vs. 4b: “no beast could w ithstand him ”) to other beasts. Com pare also the indirect
reference to other beasts w hen the he-goat overpow ers and defeats the ram and the com m ent is made
that iT D h 't ib b ’BD n ’iT R 1?] “and there is none to rescu e the ram from his pow er” (8:7).
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first relates to their ability of movement: The third beast has four wings upon its back and
thus apparently has the ability to fly (7:6); the he-goat comes over the surface without
touching the ground as if he would fly (8:5). Both the image of wings and the image of
not touching the ground express the idea o f swift attack.1 The second similarity lies in the
mention o f the number “four”: the third beast has four heads (7:6), while the he-goat has
four conspicuous homs (8:8)2 (see table 39).
The similarities appear to be more than mere coincidence and suggest that the
bear-like beast and the ram represent the same kingdom, and the leopard-like beast and
the he-goat represent the same, yet another kingdom.3 This has implications for the origin

'C f. E ggler, “Iconographic M o tifs,” 280. R elated to the im agery o f the sw ift-attacking eagle
in the Hebrew B ible w hen God brings ju d g m e n t on various nations (D eut 28:49; Jer 4:13; 48:40;
49:22; Ezek 17:3; H os 8:1; H ab 1:8; Lam 4 :1 9 ) seem s to be Isa 41:3 (ibid., 280 n. 875). Isaiah 41:2-3
describes that Y h w h ’s helper is victorious o v er kings and nations (vs. 2) and “his feet do not touch the
ground” (so the translation b y B lenkinsopp, Isa ia h 40-55, 195; cf. Baltzer, 87), an im age “usually
understood as referring to speed” (Jerom e T. W alsh, “ Sum m ons to Judgem ent: A C lose Reading o f
Isaiah xli 1-20,” VT 43 [1993]: 355). T his te x t is som etim es linked w ith D an 8:5 (see the discussion
in D. R. A p-T hom as, “Tw o N otes on Isaiah ,” in E ssays in H onour o f G riffithes W heeler Thatcher
1863-1950, ed. E. C. B. M acL aurin [Sydney: Sydney U niversity Press, 1967], 50-51, who concludes
that the imagery in Isa 41:3 rather denotes “the overw helm ing and all-engulfing natu re o f C yrus’s
advance” [54] and could be best translated w ith “keeping to no footpath” [55]).
2The num ber “four” (U a^R ) o ccurs in D an 7 only in relation to the “four w inds o f heaven”
(7:2), the “four beasts” (7:3, 17 [2x]), and the third beast that has “ four heads” and “four w ings,”
whereas in D an 8 it occurs only in relation to th e “four (horns)” o f the he-goat (8 :8 ,2 2 ) and the “four
winds o f heaven” (8:8).
3Since the ram represents M ed o -P ersia (8:20) and the h e-g o at represents G reece (8:21), the
bear-like beast should be identified w ith M edo-P ersia and the leopard-like beast w ith G reece. In
support one can note that elsew here the b o o k o f D aniel presents M edia and P ersia together (5:28; 6:9,
12, 16). A lthough such a historical in terp retatio n o f the beasts in D an 7 goes against the predom inant
view o f those who identify th e sm all h o m w ith A ntiochus E piphanes (see table 38), it has found its
adherents am ong them w ho then identify the fourth beast as the Seleucid em pire: e.g., M. J. Lagrange,
“Les propheties m essianique de D aniel,” R B 1 (1904): 494-520; Buzy, 403-431; Lattey, xxx-xxxi;
Wendelin Kellner, D er Traum vom M en sch en so h n : D ie politisch -th eo lo g isch e B o tsch a ft Jesu
(Munich: K osel, 1985), 32-46, 201-206. T he suggestions to explain the im agery o f the fourth beasts
with its horns by Seleucid coins that d epict the king w ith hom s as a regnal em blem (Siegfried M orenz,
“Das Tier mit den H om ern, ein B eitrag zu D an 1 ,I f.,” Z A W 63 [1951]: 151-154) and to identify the
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Table 39. Lexical and Thematic Correspondences between
the Animals o f the Visions in Daniel 7 and 8
Daniel 7

D aniel 8

First beast (lion)

—

Second beast (bear)
two sides: “raised up on one side” (7:5)
“three ribs in its mouth” (7:5)
“devour much flesh!” (7:5)

R am
two homs: “one higher than the other”
(8:3)
“butting west, north, and south” (8:4)
“no other beasts could stand against it”
(8:4)

T hird beast (leopard)
“four wings o f a bird” (7:6)
“the beast had four heads” (7:6)

H e-goat
“without touching the ground” (8:5)
“four conspicuous [homs] to the four
winds o f heaven” (8:8)
001 “to trample” (8:7)

F ourth beast
02*1 “to tread down” (7:7, 19)

—

H orn (see also table 36)

H o rn (see also table 36)
021 “to trample” (8:11c, 12b)

fourth beast with the Seleucid battle elephant m ight even help such an interpretation. H ow ever, those
who regard the fourth beast as a battle elephant usually h o ld that it is used as a sort o f “heraldic
anim al” for the M acedonian em pire, supporting the sequence B a b y lo n ia-M ed ia-P ersia-M aced o n ia:
Urs Staub, “Das Tier m itd en H om em : Ein B eitrag zu D an 7 ,7 f.,” F reib u rg er Z eitschrift fu r
Philosophie und Theologie 25 (1978): 389-396; G oldingay, D a n iel, 163 (probable); H aag, D aniel, 58;
idem, “M enschensohn,” 162; B auer, D aniel, 151-152 (H ellen istic w ar elephant); O thm ar Keel, “ Die
Tiere und derM ensch in D aniel 7,” in H ellenism us u n d Ju d en tu m , b y O. K eel and U. Staub, OBO, no.
178 [Freiburg, Switzerland: U niversitatsverlag; G ottingen: V andenhoeck & R uprecht, 2000], 16-17; a
proposal John J. Collins finds “very interesting,” “illu m in atin g ,” an d “quite persuasive” (review o f
Influences and Traditions U nderlying the Vision o f D a n iel 7:2-14, b y Jurg E ggler, and H ellenism us
und Judentum, by Othmar K eel and U rs Staub, JB L 121 [2002]: 157) in contrast to his previous
comment (D aniel [1993], 299 n. 194); identifying the fourth b ea st w ith the S yrian or Seleucid battle
elephant, but understanding the four anim als in D an 7 as rep resen tin g four contem poraneous
kingdoms lying to the four cardinal points from a Judaean p o in t o f view — E g y p t (south), P ersia (east),
Rome (west), and Syria (north)— is suggested by K. H anhart, “T h e Four B easts o f D an iel’s V ision in
the Night in the Light o f Rev. 13.2,” N T S 27 (1980-81): 576-583. H ow ever, a difficulty rem ains if the
fourth beast represents the Seleucid empire: one w ould have to explain w hy the Seleucid em pire, one
o f the Greek Diadoch empires, is represented by a separate b e a st from the G reek em pire represented
by the third beast (cf. G ruenthaner, “The F our E m pires o f D an ie l,” 210).
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of the hom in Dan 8. Since the little hom in Dan 7 originates from the fourth beast and
the fourth beast apparently does not refer to the same entity as the he-goat in Dan 8, it
must be inferred that the hom in Dan 8, being equal to the little hom in Dan 7, cannot
come from the he-goat. Indeed, an equivalent to the fourth beast from which the hom
originates in Dan 7 does not appear in Dan 8, at least not as an independent entity.
Inasmuch as both the fourth beast in Dan 7 and the hom in Dan 8 are described as
“trampling” others, the hypothesis could be put forth that the hom in Dan 8 is not only
identical to the little hom in Dan 7 but, maybe in the sense o f a synecdoche, encompasses
the fourth beast of Dan 7. In the end, two options o f correlating the hom o f Dan 8 to the
symbols o f Dan 7 seem possible: Either the hom o f Dan 8 stands for what is symbolized
in Dan 7 by the little hom and by the fourth beast that carries the hom (option l),1 or the
hom o f Dan 8 represents what is symbolized in Dan 7 by the little hom alone, while the
fourth beast has no counterpart in Dan 8 and should not be regarded as included in the
hom symbol (option 2).2 The correlation o f the animal imagery in the visions o f Dan 7

'Sim s equates the hom vision o f Dan 8 w ith the fourth beast vision o f D an 7 and regards both
as referring to Antiochus IV (37-40; cf. also Ford, D a n iel a n d the C om ing K in g , 106). H asel suggests
on the basis o f verbal gender change that the h o m o f D an 8 sym bolizes tw o phases o f Rom e: the
political-pagan phase (8:9-10) equivalent to the fourth beast o f D an 7 (m asculine v erb s) and the
ecclesiastical-papal phase (8:11-12) equivalent to the little h o m o f D an 7 (fem in in e verbs) (‘“ Little
H orn’” [1986], 394, 399; cf. Gerhard Pfandl, D aniel: The Seer o f B abylon [H agerstow n: R eview and
Herald, 2004], 78, 83 n. 7). Shea also suggests tw o phases o f the hom , h o w ev er, w ith the turning
point already in vs. 10 on the basis o f the direction in w hich the h o m o f D an 8 m oves: an im perial
phase o f Rom e in 8:9 (horizontal m ovem ent) and a religious phase in 8:10-12 (vertical m ovem ent)
(“Spatial D im ensions,” 506-520; cf. “Unity o f D aniel,” 189-190).
2D oukhan regards the link between the “four w inds o f heav en ” in 8:8 an d in 7:2 as cru cial for
the understanding o f the origin o f the little hom in chap. 8. He suggests th a t “ in m entioning that the
horn com es from one o f the w inds, [the author] is im plying that it originates in one o f the beasts [o f
the vision in chap. 7]” and that the omission o f that b east in chap. 8 is d eliberate “to keep the attention
o f his readers solely on the ram and the goat” (Secrets o f D aniel, 125).
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and Dan 8 can thus be presented as shown in table 40.

Table 40. Correlation of Daniel 7 and 8 with the Little Homs
Designating the Same Power (B)

Daniel 7

Daniel 8 (option 1)

Daniel 8 (option 2)

Winged Lion

—

—

Bear

Ram

Ram

Winged Four-headed
Leopard

He-goat

He-goat

Fourth Beast
1— Little Hom

} Little Hom

L- Little Hom

In conclusion, the vision in Dan 7 supports the conclusion arrived at previously
that the hom in Dan 8:9-11 does not originate from the he-goat, or from one o f his four
homs, but that the starting point o f its expansion is one o f the four winds o f heaven (8:8).
At the same time the proposal that the little hom in Dan 7 and the one in Dan 8 refer to
the same power is substantiated since the apparent difficulty of their different description
o f origin has been shown to be nonexistent.

Thematic Similarities
At this point the two descriptions of the little hom in chaps. 7 and 8 can be
compared more closely (cf. table 36). In relationship to the hom, they show important
thematic similarities which concern the horn’s attitude, its action, and its nature.
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Attitude: Self-magnifying, Anti-divine
Power (Himmelsstiirmer)
In Dan 7 the keyword

“great” occurs eight times, four times with respect to

the little hom: from the great sea (7:2) come up great beasts (7:3, 17), the fourth, which is
different from the three beasts before, has great iron teeth (7:7), and the hom is speaking
great words (7:8, 11, 20) and is in appearance greater than its companions (7:20).
It is immediately after the hom utters great things (7:8) that the judgment scene
sets in (7:9-10). Right after the judgment scene, Daniel refers again to the great words
that the hom speaks (7:11), immediately followed by the destruction of the fourth beast.
The great words o f the hom frame the judgment scene, almost like an inclusio, and the
literary effect is that the judgment of the hom and the fourth beast is triggered by the great
words o f the hom .1 So in Dan 7 the theme o f hubris before the fall is evoked, which in
Dan 8 becomes the structural theme in the vision report.

Action: Attack on the Holy Ones
and Opposition to God
The hom launches an attack on the “holy ones” (7:21,25b) and blasphemes God
by uttering great words and assuming a divine-like position (7:25; cf. the end o f vs. 8).
This twofold target o f the horn’s attack seems to correspond to the twofold object o f the
horn’s attack in Dan 8, that is the host of heaven and the commander of the host. It
would appear that the “holy ones” in Dan 7 and the “host of heaven” in Dan 8 should be
'T he continuity o f perception expressed in 7:9a OH “tl? IVin m n “I kept on looking until”),
7:11a q n x a r n n n m “I kept looking”), and 7:11b H *t» r n n m n “I kept looking u n til”)
w ith o u t a presentative form ula f n x “b eh o ld ”) suggests th at the judgm ent has to be perceived as being
in process w hile the horn is speaking “great w ords.”
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interpreted to refer to the same. Hence, the understanding of one o f the phrases does
affect the understanding o f the other one, as well as vice versa.
The referential meaning o f the “holy ones” in Dan 7 is a controversial issue. Two
different interpretations have been proposed. The traditional one is that the “holy ones”
refers to the faithful people o f God.1 The other understands the “holy ones” to be angels,
a view that gained wider support only after M. Noth’s article in 1955, which revived an
idea by O. Procksch.2 A third one, which sometimes appears to be a variant to the angelic
view, is a more composite interpretation which sees in the “holy ones” an ambiguous
term that includes both an angelic and a human dimension.3

'M ajo r advocates o f this traditional understanding after N o th ’s alternative proposal (see the
follow ing note) include C . H. W . B rekelm ans, “T he Saints o f the M ost H igh and Their Kingdom,” in
PD: 1940-1965, O tSt, no. 14 (Leiden: Brill, 1965), 305-329; R obert Hanhart, “D ie Heiligen des
H ochsten,” in H ebrdische W ortforschung: F estschrift zum 80. G eburtstag von W alter Baumgartner,
V TSup, no. 16 (Leiden: B rill, 1967), 90-101; M ertens, 53-55; G erhard F. H asel, “The Identity o f ‘The
Saints o f the M ost H ig h ’ in D aniel 7,” Bib 56 (1975): 173-192; V. S. Poythress, “The Holy Ones o f
the M ost H igh in D aniel vii,” VT 26 (1976): 208-213; A lexander A. Di Leila, “The One in Human
Likeness and the H oly O nes o f the M ost H igh in D aniel 7 ,” CBQ 39 (1977): 1-19 = Hartman and Di
Leila, 85-102; M aurice C asey, Son o f M an: The Interpretation a n d Influence o f D a n iel 7 (London:
SPCK, 1979), 40-45.
20 . Procksch, “D er M enschensohn als G ottessohn,” Christentum und W issenschaft 3 (1927):
428-429; idem, “C hristus im A lten T estam ent,” N K Z 44 (1933): 80; M artin N oth, ‘“ D ie Heiligen des
H ochsten,” ’ N T T 56 (1955): 146-161 = idem, G esam m elte S tu d ien zu m A lten Testament, TB, no. 6
(M unich: Kaiser, 1957), 274-290 = idem , “The H oly O nes o f the M ost H igh,” in The Laws in the
P entateuch and O ther Studies, trans. D. R. A p-T hom as (Edinburgh: Olivers & Boyd; Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1966), 215-228; L. D equeker, “D aniel V II e tle s Saints du T r^s-H aut,” E TL 36 (1960): 353392; J. Coppens, “Les Saints du T res-H aut sont-ils a identifier avec les M ilices c61estes?” ETL 39
(1963): 94-100; idem , “La vision danielique du Fils d ’H om m e,” VT 19 (1969): 171-182; Dequeker,
“The ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ’ in Q um ran and D aniel,” 108-187; John J. Collins, “The Son o f Man
and the Saints o f the M ost H ig h ,” 50-66; idem , A pocalyptic Vision, 123-152; K och, D as B uck Daniel,
236-239; Collins, D a n iel (1993), 312-318; H aag, “M enschensohn,” 169-170, 173-174.
3Lacocque, D aniel, 127-128; John G oldingay, “ ‘H oly O nes on H ig h ’ in D aniel 7:18,” JBL
107 (1988): 495-501 (the “ho ly ones” m ay denote G o d ’s people b u t prim arily refers to angels or
glorified believers); L ucas, D aniel, 192; Seow , “T he R ule o f G od,” 236-240.
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Comparative arguments have often been advanced in favor o f the view that the
term “holy ones” designates angels, but they are not compelling enough. First, in the
Hebrew Bible the substantive use o f

refers most often to celestial beings,1with the

notable exception o f Ps 34:10.2 However, Ps 34:10 and other, debatable texts (Deut 33:3;
Ps 16:3; Prov 9:10; 30:3) are evidence that D'tftf? referring to human beings is not
unprecedented outside o f Daniel.3
Second, the extra-biblical usage o f “holy ones” in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in the
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, which earlier in the discussion was put forward as
evidence for the angelic meaning,4 shows that “holy ones” can refer to angels as well as to
human beings.5
Third, elsewhere in the book o f Daniel the substantive use o f the BA adjective
Cl'Hj? designates a heavenly watcher (4:10, 14, 20) and the substantive use o f the BH

‘E xod 15:11; D eu t 33:2; P s 89:6, 8; Job 5:1; 15:15; Zech 14:5; not so clear are D eut 33:3; Ps
16:3; Prov 9:10; 30:3.
2This is N o th ’s original argum ent for the angelic m eaning (“The H oly O nes o f the M ost
High,” 217-218).
3Brekelm ans, 308; Poythress, 211.
4D equeker, “D aniel VII et les S aints du T res-H aut,” 371-392; idem, “The ‘S aints o f the M ost
H igh,’” 133-173.
5B rekelm ans, 309-326 (finds statistically that th e equation o f “holy o n es” w ith the faithful
people o f God is m ore frequent than w ith angels); R. H anhart, 94-97; H einz-W olfgang Kuhn,
Enderw artung und gegenw artiges H eil: U ntersuchungen zu den G em eindeliedem von Qumran,
SUNT, no. 4 (G ottingen: V andenhoeck & R uprecht, 1967), 83, 90-93; S. L am berigts, “Le sens de
QdwSym dans les textes de Q um ran,” E T L 46 (1970): 24-39; M ertens, 53-55, 104-105, 113; Hasel,
“The Identity o f ‘The Saints o f the M o st H ig h ’ in D aniel 7 ,” 183-185. Collins still argues that the
angelic sense o f the “holy ones” prevails in the D ead S ea Scrolls, A pocrypha and Pseudepigrapha
{Daniel [1993], 314-317).
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adjective © ilp refers to a celestial being (8:13a, 13b).1 However, this does not mean that
the “holy ones” in Dan 7 needs to be angels, for in 8:24 the occurrence of the plural
D,ttiTp— the equivalent to BA pffl’pp in Dan 7— in the construct phrase O'Cnp’Dy
“people of holy ones” refers to human beings.2 Also, one should not completely disregard
other uses of the root lti"tp in Daniel.3 In the Aramaic part, UPHp occurs in adjectival use
always in the phrase pra’pp

n n “spirit o f the holy gods” (4:5, 6, 15; 5:11). In the

Hebrew sections, Clinp is never used adjectivally. The noun ttnp “holy” occurs on its
own (8:13, 14; 9:24 [2x], 26) or in construct relation, always as postconstructus, with "in
“mountain” (9:16, 20; 11:45), TIJ “city” (9:24), n n a “covenant” (11:28, 30 [2x]), and
DP “people” (12:7). The last occurrence is significant since ItHp'DU “holy people”
clearly refers to human beings. In short, in Daniel the root d t p is connected with
celestial beings as well as with human beings.
Fourth, arguments built upon a specific literary and redactional history o f Dan 7,
which excises crucial verses from a supposedly original layer o f Dan 7,4 have correctly
been identified as in danger o f circular reasoning and should not be used to establish or

‘This was P rocksch’s original reason for the suggestion to understand the “holy o n es” as
heavenly beings (“Christus im Alten T estam ent,” 80) and is also the m ajor argum ent used by Collins
(D aniel [1993], 317).
2Noth leaves the “textually m ost uncertain p a ssa g e ” in D an 8:24 o ut o f consideration (“The
H oly Ones o f the M ost H igh,” 216 n. 8), w hile R. H an h a rt believes th a t in this text, “even on
condition o f textual corruption, the people o f the saints or th e saints can hardly be conjectured away
from those affected by the oppressor’s destructive m e asu res” (93). For th e referential m eaning o f
D’EHp'Dl) see the intertextual analysis o f D an 8:23-25.
3Cf. ibid.
4See, e.g., D equeker, “The ‘Saints o f the M o st H ig h ,’” 111-133.
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prove the meaning o f the text.1

Thus far the Hebrew Bible, including Daniel, and the extra-biblical literature
(Qumran, Apocrypha, and Pseudepigrapha) show that the term

itself could refer to

humans or to angels. If there are two options of interpretation, one needs to avoid the
statistical fallacy of choosing the referential meaning that occurs more often in the
Hebrew Bible or in extra-biblical literature.2 Like with the semantic analysis o f words
and phrases in Dan 8, the meaning of the “holy ones” in Dan 7 must primarily be
determined by its context.3
The expression

“holy ones” occurs six times in Dan 7, two times on its

own and four times in the construct phrase ‘p v i?l?
High”4 (see table 41). Although the term

“the holy ones o f the Most

“holy ones” is not mentioned in the

‘Collins, “ Son o f M an,” 53-54, esp. n. 23; idem , A pocalyptic Vision, 126. Interestingly, both
Noth (“The H oly Ones o f the M ost High,” 226-227) and D equeker (“T he ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ,’”
179) adm it that when reading Dan 7 at the supposedly final stage o f its R ed a ktio n sg esch ich te, that is,
the text as is, the “holy ones” must necessarily be understood as G o d ’s faithful people. H ence, both
argue th atv ss. 21-22, respectively vss. 21 and 25, w hich in their opinion lead to the conclusion that
the “holy ones” are the saints, m ust be a later redactional insertion th at changed th e m eaning o f the
“holy ones” to refer to G od’s people (Noth, “T he H oly Ones o f the M o st H ig h ,” 228) and therefore
“can no longer be invoked as unequivocal argum ents against the ‘angelic’ in terp retatio n ” (D equeker,
“The ‘Saints o f the M ost H igh,” ’ 180). This type o f argum entation can serve as an illustration o f
circular reasoning.
2Poythress, 211-212; pace N oth w ho declares the com parative m aterial to b e decisive for the
interpretation o f the “holy ones” in Dan 7 (“The H oly Ones o f the M ost H igh,” 221).
3Time and again the decisiveness o f the context has been pointed o u t by advocates o f both
positions: Brekelm ans, 326; D equeker, “The ‘Saints o f the M ost H igh,’” 110; P oythress, 211-212; Di
Leila, “One in Human Likeness,” 7; Collins, A pocalyptic Vision, 126; idem, D a n ie l (1993), 317.
“G oldingay’s suggestion to interpret
viC, 'r!p as an indeterm inate p hrase w ith a genuine
plural p iv b l? that is epexegetical or adjectival (“ ‘H oly Ones on H ig h ’ in D aniel 7 :1 8 ,” 7 5 L 107
[1988]: 495-501; so already indicated by P rocksch, “M enschensohn als G o ttesso h n ,” 429) is difficult
to maintain in light o f the substantive use o f the H ebrew
and th e A ram aic co g n ate ,i?ll w hich
refer unam biguously to God and hence function as an epithet o f th e D eity (G o ld in g ay also m entions
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vision, it functions as Leitwort in the dialogue between the angelus interpres and Daniel
in the second half o f Dan 7.1 All three parts of the dialogue speak o f the “holy ones”: the
first angelic interpretation (7:17-18), the visionary’s request for interpretation and
elaboration o f the vision (21-22), and the second angelic interpretation (23-27). The
order o f the three events that involve the “holy ones” is the following: the horn battles
against the “holy ones” (7:21, 25), the judgment given in favor o f the “holy ones” (7:22b),
and the transference of the kingdom into the possession of the “holy ones” (7:18, 22c), or
the “people o f the holy ones” respectively (7:27). Similar to vs. 21 and vs. 25, which
describe the same occurrence in different words, so the last three clauses describe the
same final event in the course o f revelation. This last event is also linked by the use o f
the keyword

“kingdom” or “kingship” in each of the three dialogue parts, as

well as by the verb jon haf. “take possession o f ’ in the first two parts o f the dialogue.2
Because o f these terminological connectors there is no contextual reason here to
identify

Q'J in 7:27 with an entity different from

in 7:18 or

that a partitive sense is within the realm o f possibility, translating the phrase w ith “holy ones [am ong
ones] on high” [sim ilar to P rocksch, “M enschensohn als G ottessohn,” 429; and H elge S K vanvig, The
R oots o f Apocalyptic: The M esopotam ian Background o f the Enoch F igure a n d o f the Son o f M an,
W M A N T .no. 61 (N eukirchen-V luyn: Neukirchener, 1988), 573]). Rather, the plural
should
be understood as plural o f m anifestation or majesty, sim ilar to the H ebrew D’n b x . F or a refutation o f
G oldingay’s proposal, see D ouglas M acCallum Lindsay Judisch, “The Saints o f the M ost H igh,” C TQ
53 (1989): 96-103; cf. also Collins, D aniel (1993), 312.
'B ecause the w ar against the holy ones is not m entioned in the vision o f D an 7, D equeker
assum es that the attack on the holy ones in the interpretation (7:21, 25) is not original b ut m ust b e an
insertion m ade by the M accabean author o f chap. 8 (“The ‘Saints o f the M ost H ig h ,’” 180).
2It is not necessary here to distinguish between the giving o f the kingdom to the h oly ones
(7:27), their reception o f the kingdom (7:18), and finally th eir continuous p o ssession o f th e kingdom
(7:18, 22c). A ll are part o f the act o f transference o f kingdom and kingship w ith its logical results.
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Table 41. “H oly Ones” in Daniel 7

P a rt of
Dialogue

Text

Angelic
interpretation
(7:17-18)

7:18

Event ©: the holy ones o f the M ost High
will receive the kingdom and possess
(]0n) the kingdom (KniD^D) forever

Visionary’s
request and
elaboration
(7:19-22)

7:21

Event O: the horn was waging war with
the holy ones

7:22b

Event ©: judgment was given for/to the
holy ones o f the Most High

7:22c

Event ©: the holy ones took possession
(p rt) of the kingdom (xniD^O)

7:25

Event ©: he [king=hom] shall wear out
the holy ones o f the Most High

Angelic
interpretation
(7:23-27)

7:27

Expression

■p:n,i?iJ •’uinj?

O rd er of Events + Clause T ranslation

av

Event ©: the kingship (nrVD^D), the
powers and the greatness o f the
kingdoms (nip^D) under the whole
heaven will be given to the people (of)
the holy ones o f the M ost High

■ptirHj? in 7:22c. The “people of the holy ones o f the Most High” are therefore the same
group as the “holy ones o f the Most High.”
Still, the phrase

’til'Hj? Dll in 7:27 can be grammatically analyzed in two

ways. A possessive understanding o f

Dll “the people who belong to the

holy ones o f the Most High,” which is favored by advocates of the angel view, is
possible,1 while the explicative or appositional sense of

“the people

‘The possessive understanding is supported by Coppens, “V ision danielique,” 179; D equeker,
“ Saints o f the M o st H igh,” 181; Collins, “Son o f M an,” 62; idem, Daniel (1993), 322; Lucas, D aniel,
194. For a sim ilar construction cf. DrTDN
Dll “the people o f the God o f A braham ” in Ps 47:9.
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who are the holy ones o f the Most High” seems to be the more natural understanding.1
Several points need to be considered. First, the possessive understanding presupposes
two groups: the people (D U ) and the angelic holy ones of the Most High C p t f ’ b y
while o f this point in chap. 7 there was only one group in view. If all the references of
“holy ones” would mean angels, the sudden mention o f the “people” in 7:27 represents an
“intrusion.”2 Second, there seems to be an intertextual relationship between the “holy
ones” under attack in 7:21 and 7:25 and the “holy people” under attack in 8:24 and 12:7
(see table 42). Each text uses a verb o f physical violence and a form of the root Bhp for
the group assaulted. Daniel 7:25 and 12:7 are also connected by the similar temporal
expression o f “time, times and half (a time).”
It is quite likely therefore that the “holy ones” in 7:21, 25 and the “holy people” in
8:24 and 12:4 refer to one and the same group. As a result, the “people of the holy ones
o f the Most High” in 7:27, which uses DJJ like the expressions in 8:24 and 12:4, should
also be understood to refer to that same group. The term D U , which neither in the Hebrew
Bible nor in the Dead Sea Scrolls is used to designate angels, indicates that the “holy

'T he epexegetical or appositional understanding is held by Noth, “The H oly Ones o f the Most
H igh,” 223 (yet, he interprets the phrase in D an 7:27 as a reference to heavenly beings [224-225]); Di
Leila, “O ne in H um an L ikeness,” 12, who also enlists the G reek versions and the Peshitta for support;
Hasel, “The Identity o f ‘T he Saints o f the M ost H ig h ’ in D aniel 7,” 186-187; M. Casey, 41; Keel,
“D ie T iere und der M ensch in D aniel 7 ,” 22. For appositional constructions o f the noun DU followed
by a plural noun cf.
’33 DU “people o f the sons o f Israel” in Exod 1:9; D 'lr' ’T " !^ DU
“people o f the escapers o f the sw ord” in Jer 3 1 :2; and T H n ap DU “people o f his choicest ones” in
Dan 11:15.
2Poythress, 212.
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Table 42. “Holy Ones” under Attack in the Book o f Daniel

Text

Verb

Object

7:21

27p 721? “wage war”

1vI77p “holy ones”

7:25

K*?2 pael “wear out”

p iT 1?!? 7IP7p “holy ones o f the Most
High”'

8:24

nntt? hif. “destroy”

D’^^p'Dl? “people o f holy ones” =
“holy people”

12:7

psi piel “smash”

H)7p'Dl?'7’ “power o f the holy people”

Other Links

3 ‘/ 2 times

35/2 times

ones” are implied to be human beings.1 In the Hebrew Bible, Israel is frequently referred
to as “holy people” (cf. Dan 12:7). This serves as a “secondary support for the equation
‘holy ones’ = Israel.”2
There are also other arguments for the view that the “holy ones” are human
beings. First, the physical nature of the description o f the attack on the holy ones, which
is expressed by the verbs DI? 27 p 7721? “waging war with” (vs. 21) and Xi?2'' “will wear
out” (vs. 25), implies that they are human beings.3 Second, the eschatological kingdom is

‘B rekelm ans, 323, 329; Poythress, 209-211; E. Lipinski, “DI?=am ,” TDOT, 11:177.
A pparently to avoid the force o f this argum ent, N oth suggests again a change o f m eaning and
translates DI? w ith “host” and applies it to angels (“T he H oly O nes o f the M ost H igh,” 223-224).
H ow ever, his proposal lacks persuasiveness (Hasel, “T he Identity o f ‘T he Saints o f the M ost H ig h ’ in
D aniel 7,” 186-188).
2Poythress, 211. So also Hasel, “T he Identity o f ‘The Saints o f the M ost H ig h ’ in D aniel 7 ,”
179-180; N orbert Lohfink, “D er B eg riff des G ottesreichs vom Alten Testam ent her gesehen,” in
Unterwegs zu r Kirche: Alttestam entliche K onzeptionen, ed. J. Schreiner, QD, no. 110 (Freiburg:
H erder, 1987), 82 n. 125.
3Poythress, 209; D i Leila, ‘O ne in H um an L ikeness,” 12. The suggestion by N oth to
understand the intensive form o f X^D in D an 7:25 in the sense o f “to greatly offend” or “to hurt
seriously” w ith reference to A rabic bala(w ) “to put to the test” (“The H oly Ones o f the M ost H igh,”
224-225) is not convincing (see H asel, “The Identity o f ‘The Saints o f the M o st H igh” in D aniel 7 ,”
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promised to G od’s people but not to the angels.1 The chapter o f Dan 7 would have less
tangible relevance for the original addressees if it would outline the struggle and final
victory o f the angels.2 And third, in the book of Daniel angels are in general easily
identifiable, making it difficult to perceive why they would be referred to in Dan 7 by the
“holy ones of the Most High.”3 Furthermore, in Dan 7 the angels are already depicted as
a multitude o f heavenly attendants standing at the throne of the Ancient o f Days (7:10).4
In conclusion, the “holy ones (of the Most High)” in Dan 7 is a reference to the
faithful humans. As such, the “holy ones” in the angelic interpretation o f Dan 7 depicts
the same group that is symbolically represented by the “host of heaven” or the “stars” in
the vision o f Dan 8 (8:10). Thus, the contextual identification o f the “holy ones” as
humans supports the interpretation o f the “host o f heaven” as humans and strengthens the
intertextual connection between Dan 7 and Dan 8.5

185-186). The traditional m eaning o f “to w ear out” w ith h um ans as the object h as support from BH
with 71*73 piel in Lam 3:4 and 1 C hr 17:9, and 71*73 qal in G en 18:12; Pss 32:3; 49:15.
'B rekelm ans, 326-328; P oythress, 209.
2Di Leila, “O ne in H um an L ikeness,” 7. The hyp o th esis that angels w ho w ould possess the
kingdom are guardian angels ruling over G od’s people (so D equeker, “T he ‘Saints o f the M ost
H igh,’” 185-187) is not convincing, for in D aniel the co n cep t o fn a tio n a l guardian angels is not
limited to the tim e o f eschatological fulfillm ent. A ngels are presented as already “ruling” over
different kingdom s (cf. D an 10), and there is one w ho rules o ver G o d ’s people (D an 10:21; 12:1).
3Poythress, 209; Di L eila, “O ne in H um an L ik en ess,” 10-11.
4Di L eila, “One in H um an L ikeness,” 11.
5To som e extent, this line o f reasoning differs m ark ed ly from that by C ollins (“Son o f M an,”
58-61; “A pocalyptic E schatology as th e T ranscendence o f D eath,” CBQ 36 [1974]: 31-32;
Apocalyptic Vision, 142; D aniel [1993], 320, 322). T he m ajor starting point for his interpretation o f
the “holy ones” in D an 7 is his understan d in g o f the “h o st o f h eav en ” in D an 8:10. Collins pleads to
understand 7:21 in parallel w ith 8:9-12, and 7:25 in parallel w ith 8:10. B ecause o f h is angelic
interpretation o f the host in 8:9-12, Collins is able to arg u e th at the “holy ones” in chap. 7 should also
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Finally, one might propose a relationship between the one like a son o f man in
Dan 7 and the commander of the host in Dan 8.' O f course, it is not explicitly expressed
in Dan 7 that the horn would attack the one like a son o f man. In an indirect way, though,
the horn, having eyes and a mouth like the eyes and mouth o f a human, resembles in these
two characteristics the one who appears entirely as human. Furthermore, the realm of the
little horn is succeeded by the realm o f the son o f man whom all human beings serve
(7:14). Being the final earthly power, the little horn takes dominion which should only be
given by God. Thus, the hom can be seen as attempting to take the place of the one like a
son of man to whom God finally gives dominion and kingdom. Such an endeavor is
paralleled by the horn’s attempt to usurp the place o f the commander o f the host in Dan 8.
Hence, it would appear that the two figures in Dan 7 and Dan 8 refer to the same entity.

Nature: Religious Interest
A first indicator of the different nature o f the hom is the term K3© “be different.”

be allowed to have an angelic interpretation. T he p arallel to chap. 8 is his only argum ent for the
meaning o f
in 7:25, and a m ajor factor for h is u nderstanding o f
’W'Hjp in 7:21. In fact,
Collins seems to use an argum entative chain. A fter establishing that the “h o st o f heav en ” and the
“stars” in 8:10 as w ell as the “holy ones” in 8:13 rep resen t angels, C ollins argues that therefore the
“powerful people” or “holy ones,” as he reco n stru cts the tex t, and the “m ighty” in 8:24 are a reference
to angels (D aniel [1993], 341; cf. “Son o f M an,” 59; A p o ca lyp tic Vision, 138-141). B oth texts in the
vision and in the interpretation o f chap. 8 function as arg u m en t for him that the ‘holy ones” in chap. 7
must refer to angels (“ Son o f M an,” 59). Thus, the p iv o tal p o in t o f C ollins’s angelic interpretation is
his understanding o f 8:10. However, if the “h o st o f h eav en ” and th e “stars” in 8:10 are n ot understood
to be angels, as argued in chapter 2 (above), C o llin s’s argum entation to interpret the “h oly ones” in
7:21, 25 correspondingly is critically w eakened.
'Cf. Lacocque, D aniel, 162; Shea, “U n ity o f D an iel,” 217-219. A collateral identification is
given by A nderson who identifies both the co m m an d er o f th e h o st in 8:11 and th e one like a son o f
man in 7:13-14 w ith Michael, although he does n o t com pare th e tw o directly w ith each other
(“Michael Figure,” 420-424).
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Already the fourth beast, from which the little hom arises, is different (K32) peal/pael in
7:7, 19, 23), and the author offers no zoological comparison for it. The little hom then
“will be different” (N31B peal) from the previous homs (vs. 24). An external distinction is
its size, since it “was larger in appearance than its associates” (vs. 20). However, the
differences manifest themselves particularly in the horn’s interests and activities. The
verbal root N3C1 links the different nature o f the horn (7:24) with its attempt to change
(K3C haphel) times Cp]QT) and law (7:25), which in the book o f Daniel is known as a
prerogative o f God himself, who alone changes (K3$ haphel) times and seasons (K"?OT)
(2:21). The continuation in 7:25 after the declaration that the hom “will be different” (vs.
24) leads to the conclusion that the idiosyncratic nature o f the hom lies in its activities
against the holy ones and against God and also in its assumption o f divine status in that it
intends to change times and law.
The different nature of the little hom is also indicated by using human features in
its description. It has two facial organs: eyes like the eyes o f a m an (7:8), and a mouth
that can utter intelligible words (7:8). Only the first lion-like animal had human features,
but they were given to the beast, apparently using a passivum divinum to describe this
process, whereas the little hom is characterized by human features that it possesses and
which are not given to it. In contrast to the first three beasts there is no divine passive
used in the description o f the fourth beast and its little hom .1 They are thus both
portrayed as independent of God. In sum, the little hom distinguishes itself from the
previous symbolic powers in that its activities are directed against God and it actually

'A lready pointed out by Haag, “M enschensohn,” 150, 163; cf. L ucas, D aniel, 198.
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pretends to replace God.
The human features in the description of the little hom subtly underline this
conclusion. To suggest that the human traits of the little hom function only to identify it
as an individual1 is inconsistent in light of the use o f human imagery in the vision o f Dan
7. It is possible to associate “eyes” with haughtiness,2 especially as they appear together
with a boastful mouth, but this does not seem to exhaust their symbolic function. For
there is a basic contrast between human and beast in the vision o f Dan 7, which is
perceived most clearly in the transformation of the first beast and in the contrast between
the beasts and “the one like a son of man.”
The human imagery in 7:4 often receives a symbolic interpretation, and probably
rightly so. The gradual transformation o f the winged lion into an upright being with a
human heart suggests a positive metamorphosis o f the first beast and “is presumably
influenced by the conversion of Nebuchadnezzar in the earlier chapter.”3 This
observation is supported by the lexical correspondence o f the terms 3IT “give” and IQ 1?
“heart” which links Dan 7:4 (“a heart of a human was given to it”) with Dan 4:13 (“a
heart o f a beast shall be given to him”). D. Bryan distinguishes two stages in the
transformation process: first, the plucking out of the wings transforms the extremely

'So, e.g., M ontgom ery, 291: “It is universally accepted that these tw o hum an traits, the m ost
expressive o f the individual person, interpret the little horn as an individual.”
T o r example, suggested by Collins who refers to Isa 2:11; 5:15; Ps 101:5 (D a n iel [1993],
297). It is how ever far-fetched w hen Kellner surmises that the “eyes” represent “peo p le spying and
listening” for the king throughout his kingdom (46), as m ay have been the practice in th e P ersian
empire (H erodotus, H istories, 1.100; cf. the use o f “K ing’s E ye” in 1.114).
3Collins, D aniel (1993), 297; cf. von G all, 93-94; M eadow croft, A ra m a ic D a n iel, 236; K eel
even believes that the link to D an 4 “cannot be m issed” (“Die T iere und d e r M ensch in D an iel 7 ,” 18).
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unclean Mischwesen into an unclean lion, and second, the change of the lion’s posture
and heart transforms the unclean lion into a “converted lion,” similar to a human being.
Taking the beast as a symbol for Nebuchadnezzar, Bryan regards the first stage as
referring to an early stage of the Babylonian king’s conversion, probably found in his
reaction to the miraculous deliverance of the three Jews in Dan 3, while the second stage
symbolically describes what happened to Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 4.1 Whether vs. 4
should be understood as a general reference to Nebuchadnezzar’s conversion or as a more
detailed two-stage transformation, the symbolic picture is one of change from negative to
positive.2
The understanding of Dan 7:4 is a typical example, almost a key, for how to

'D avid Bryan, Cosmos, Chaos a n d the K osher M entality, JSPSup, no. 12 (Sheffield:
S heffield A cadem ic Press, 1995), 235-237.
2Besides a positive understanding o f the lion’s metam orphosis, there is also the tradition o f a
negative interpretation, regarding it as an act o f judgm ent (so Lucas, Daniel, 178-179). U. W orschech
argues that the author o f D aniel uses and contorts the neo-A ssyrian image o f the lion man
(L ow enm enschen) in order to polem icize against B abylon, exposing its frightening lion m etaphor as
being ju st hum an. For him , D an 7:4 plays on the contrast between the lion m etaphor for the realm o f
the gods and the hum an im agery denoting a w eak lion that is stripped o f all pow er conveying the
message that Babylon behaves like a w inged lion, but in the eyes o f Y h w h there is nothing like a
hum an m iserable effort as a hum an dancing in a lio n ’s hide (“D er assyrisch-babylonische
Low enm ensch und der ‘m enschliche’ Lowe aus D aniel 7,4” in A d bene et fid eliter sem inandum :
F estgabe fu r K arlheinz D eller zum 21. F eb ru a r 1987, ed. G. M aurer and U. M agen, AO A T , no. 220
[Kevalaer: Butzon & B ercker; N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1988], 321-333). The ingenious
proposal by W orschech, w hich is based m ore on iconographic data than on the text itself, fails to
convince for at least two reasons. First, the m etaphor in 7:4 is not that the w inged lion w ith its divine
prerogatives is unm asked as nothing b u t hum an, as W orschech suggests, b ut that the w inged lion is
gradually transform ed u n d er G od’s influence (note the four passive forms) into a hum anlike being.
D aniel 7:4 is not about the m asquerade o f the first b east but about a change o f its nature and character.
There is a true transform ation process involved. Second, human imagery in the vision o f D an 7 can
hardly be considered to denote w eakness. T he hum an m outh o f the little hom seem s to be a rather
pow erful instrum ent (cf. 7:11, 25)— the hum an eyes o f the little hom do not receive a specific
explanation in D an 7— and the “one like a son o f m an” is undeniably the recipient o f pow er and
dom inion. It w ould be inconsistent to suggest a symbolic m eaning o f w eakness for the hum an
im agery in 7:4.
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understand the function o f the imagery o f beasts and human in Dan 7. It is clear that the
beasts are contrary to the divine creation order. The allusion to creation in 7:2 (winds,
great sea), the divine judgment in vss. 9-10 that reestablishes order, and the Adamic
figure in vss. 13-14 all adumbrate the fact that the four beasts represent violations of the
creation order.1 Being Mischwesen, they should in all likelihood be seen as “intensified
unclean creatures.”2 Human features, on the other hand, represent positive elements.3
The contrast between beasts and human can also be seen in the figure of the “one
like a son o f man.”4 The deliberate thematic opposition is evident: whereas the beasts
signify earthly powers and their kingdoms are merely evanescent, the “one like a son of
man” stands in relationship with God, the “Ancient o f Days,” and receives the eternal
dominion from him. A structural-terminological contrast exists in that the “four winds of
heaven” bring about the rise o f the four beasts and the “one like a son o f man” appears
“with the clouds o f heaven.”5 That the “one like a son o f man” is a foil to the four beasts

'S e e the section on “ C reation” below .
2Bryan, 239. The portrayal o f the foreign pow ers in D an 7 by both unclean and hybrid
creatures and its significance for a Jew ish audience against the backdrop o f the Pentateuchal dietary
laws in Lev 11 and D eut 14 and the im plied forbidden ju n ctio n (KiPayim ) in Gen 1 has already been
pointed out by J. M assyngberde Ford, “Jew ish Law and A nim al Sym bolism ,” J S J 10 (1979): 204-206.
Lucas also sees a connection betw een the hybrid anim als in Dan 7 and the M osaic food laws, while
stressing that this does not explain the bizarre nature o f the im agery (“Daniel: Resolving the Enigm a,”
69; D aniel, 171, 178). T he basic notion o f the beasts’ uncleanness is also recognized by Seow, “The
Rule o f G od,” 231.
3So, e.g., B ryan, 238; M eadow croft, 236.
4The second b east, too, has been suggested to carry a certain hum an likeness because of its
standing upright like the “converted lio n ” (K eel, “D ie T iere und der M ensch in D aniel 7,” 15,
following a suggestion b y K laus Koch).
5K ellner, 52-53; H aag, “M enschensohn,” 166; O tfried H ofius, “D er Septuaginta-Text von
Daniel 7,13-14: E rw agungen zu seiner G estalt und seiner A ussage,” ZA W 117 (2005): 76.
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is also marked formally in that the lion and the leopard as well as the son o f man are
introduced by the preposition 3 “like.” 1 The same preposition is used to describe the eyes
of the hom as being like ( 3 ) the eyes o f man, creating a contrast between the little horn’s
partial human likeness and the full human likeness “o f the one like a son o f man.”
Furthermore, the term BJ3X “man” in chap. 7 is used only for the transformation o f the first
beast, the son o f man, and the human eyes o f the little hom.
Finally, one should not overlook that the figure for God in 7:9-10 is visualized as
a human being, too. He has hair, wears a white vesture, and sits on a throne. The phrase
“Ancient o f Days” evokes venerableness and wisdom, which in the human world comes
with age and experience and is the best prerequisite for being a judge who acts with
sagacity.
The contrast between human and beastly imagery could be considered one o f the
most important aspects o f the animal symbolism in Dan 7. While the beasts represent the
Gentile powers and the mle o f human kings, which often are hostile to God, the human
element seems to evoke a spiritual or religious nature. The main point according to R.
Bartelmus is this: “Only a being like a son o f man is entitled to eternal dominion as quasi
divine potency, but not animals, for animals are beings of inferior importance.”2 The

'K . Seybold believes that the specific use o f th e preposition 3 in the vision in D an 7 m arks the
“one like a son o f m an” as “a figure standing in visual and them atic contrast to the fantastic animals
ju st described” (“3 I f,” TD O T, 7:7; cf. Seow , “T he R ule o f G od,” 234). F or the second beast the
participle IT3'7 “be like” is used w hich is found elsew here o nly in D an 3:25 w hen N ebuchadnezzar
describes the appearance o f the fourth perso n in the furnace as being like (n O 'l) a son o f the gods.
2R udiger B artelm us, “D ie T ierw elt der Bibel II: Tiersym bolik im A lten T estam ent
exemplarisch dargestellt am B eispiel von D an 7, Ez 1/10 und Jes 11,6-8,” in G efahrten und Feinde
des M enschen: D as Tier in der L eb en sw elt des alten Israel, ed. B. Janow ski, U. N eum ann-G orsolke,
and U. GleBmer (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener, 1993), 294. As a source o f this allegory
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human element becomes an indication o f “the knowledge and recognition o f the
sovereignty and supremacy of God,” which expresses itself in the act o f ruling obliged
and bound to God.1 Thus, the human becomes a metaphor or symbol for the relation to
the heavenly, in a sense for the religious aspect in dominion.2
Consistency in symbolic imagery would suggest interpreting the human elements
in the description of the little hom in 7:8 in light o f the use o f human imagery in vss. 4, 9,
and 13-14 and the intentional contrast between beast and human in the vision.3 But how
can a symbolically positive element that implies a religious aspect or a relationship to
God be understood in connection with the little hom? The solution seems to be that the
little hom is religiously interested and mimics to some extent the one like a son o f man.
Furthermore, Bryan notices a progression o f uncleanness in the imagery o f the vision:
from the humanized ‘clean lion’ to the unclean bear, to the Mischxvesen leopard, to the
chaos of unparalleled form in an indescribable monster—iron teeth, bronze claws, ten

Bartelm us recognizes “the m essianic claim o f Israel to b e chosen as bearer o f th e eternal divine
dominion.” Thus, Israel “as hum anlike b eing is destined for dom inion,” w hile “beast-like beings, that
is, the nations w ho use anim al sym bols for representation o f them selves, are in th e end w ithout real
pow er” ( 2 9 4 ) . Bartelm us detects a sim ilar idea conveyed in E zek 1 and 1 0 , w here “ Y h w h , who is
thought to be humanlike, rules over the other pow ers w ho are presented in anim al form ” ( 3 0 3 ) .
‘Keel, “Die Tiere und der M ensch in D aniel 7,” 27-28 (cf. 21).
2M om a D. H ooker comes to a sim ilar conclusion after exam ining D an 7:4 in relation to D an
4: “The fundamental basis o f the antithesis betw een h um an and beastly in D aniel w ould thus seem to
be m an’s attitude to God. Those w ho recognize his d o m in io n and are subservient to his w ill can be
described as having human characteristics, w hile those w h o reb el against his au th o rity are akin to
beasts” (The Son o f M an in Mark: A Study o f the B a ckg ro u n d o f the Term "Son o f M an ” in Its Use in
St M a rk’s G ospel [London: SPCK, 1967], 17).
3It seems incoherent to take th e hum an im agery in 7:8 differently; p a ce , e.g., K vanvig, who
takes the human imagery in 7:2-7 in reference to reception o f th e kingdom , w h ile in vs. 8 it denotes
for him a historical person (“Struktur,” 109).
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homs, and another hom with human eyes and a filthy mouth— which in its little hom
“blasphemously combines human characteristics with the most confusing disordered
creature.”1 It is specifically the combination o f the bestial with human components that
brings this crescendo of abhorrence to the climax: “The combination o f the ‘image of
God’ with the bestial represents a most daring and high-handed abominable mixing.”2
The contrast between beast and human is a m otif that can be found at several
places in the book o f Daniel. This “central distinction” is clearly recognizable in Dan 4,
5, and 7.3 J. Doukhan concludes that in the symbolic language o f the book o f Daniel “the
animal symbolizes the political dimension o f the earthly kingdoms while the human
symbolizes the religious dimension o f the kingdom o f heaven.”4 A similar attribute to
human imagery can be detected to a certain extent when celestial beings are described in

'B ryan, 239.
2Ibid., 238.
3Keel, “Die T iere und der M ensch in D aniel 7,” 21 (cf. 18-23). In D an 4 , N eb u ch ad n ezzar’s
pride brought him in danger o f losing his hum an status. As he refu sed to realize G o d ’s authority over
hum an rulership but instead engaged in self-idolization, the proclaim ed p u n ish m en t is carried out and
he is forced to undergo a bestial transform ation. H is restoration as a hum an being, and as king, com es
only at the point w hen he acknowledges G o d ’s sovereignty and reign. T he b ack w ard transform ation
o f the Babylonian king conveys the message that his being hum an is d ependent upon his recognition
o f G od’s pow er, w hich is portrayed not only as factual know ledge b u t also as spiritual intelligence,
expressing itself in doxology. In Dan 5, D aniel rem inds B elsh azzar o f N eb u c h ad n e zza r’s experience
and the spiritual lessons he had learned, w hich B elshazzar obviously had n o t learned (vss. 20-23).
“Doukhan, Secrets o f Daniel, 116, 102; cf. idem, D aniel: Vision o f the E nd, 19. D oukhan
suggests a religious connotation for the lion w ho receives the heart o f a m an in 7:4 (S ecrets o f D aniel,
102), the hom with a human face in 7:8 (106), the one like a son o f m an in 7:13 (116), and the p o tter’s
clay, “w hich always evokes the human person in a relationship o f d ep endence upon the C reator,” in
2:45 (34), and also includes the passages in 3:25; 4:34; and 5:5 (116).
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the book o f Daniel as human beings.1

Without discussing suggestions of this contrast’s broader cultural background,
which has been viewed in a Mesopotamian, Greek, or Israelite context,2 one concludes
that in the book o f Daniel itself, and particularly in chap. 7, the distinction between beasts
and humans seems to be one between the pagan/earthly and the religious/heavenly. Being
humanlike is symbolically linked to the right of power, to the divinely entitled or even the
divine dominion. In fact, the contrast between beast and human can be identified as a
conflict.
A reading o f Dan 8 in light o f such a contrast reveals a similar shift from beast
like powers to humanity both in the vision report and in the angelic interpretation. In the
vision report, the nouns and verbs used in the sections o f the ram and the he-goat exhibit
a variety of animal imagery. However, the hom is mentioned only once as “hom ” in vs.
9a. Furthermore, whereas the animals in the vision o f Dan 8 fight against each other, the
hom does not explicitly engage in battle against other animals, except for the oblique

‘C ollins concludes that the symbolism o f a human figure in D aniel (8:15; 9:21; 10:5; 12:5-7;
cf. 3:25;
in 8:17 is the address from the heavenly being to D aniel), as w ell as in the co n tex t o f
prophetic visionary literature (Ezek 1:26; 8:2; 9 -1 0 ) and the A nim al A po ca lyp se o f E noch (1 E noch
87:2; 90:14, 17, 22), represents a heavenly being, that is, an angel or a divine b eing (D a n iel [1993],
305-306, 310).
2For example, concerning Dan 4 M atthias Henze proposes as b ackground the tro p e o f the
wild m an in the M esopotam ian mythic lore so that D an 4 is a reversal o f the hum anization p ro ce ss in
that tradition (The M adness o f King Nebuchadnezzar: The A n cien t N ear E astern O rigins and E a rly
H istory o f Interpretation o f D aniel 4, JSJSup, no. 61 [Leiden: Brill, 1999], 90-99). In regard to D an
7, O thm ar Keel argues that the central distinction betw een beasts and hum anity is rooted in G reek
philosophy, in particular A ristotelian and Stoic concepts, and is one o f contrast in term s o f intelligence
and reason, w hich in D aniel focuses on the know ledge and recognition o f G o d ’s sovereignty (“D ie
Tiere und der M ensch in D aniel 7,” 23-29), w hereas David B ryan believes that th e obvious co n trast
betw een the M ischw esen and the one like a son o f m an is best explained b y the co n cep t o f
Pentateuchal “ K osher m entality” in which anom aly functions as criterion o f im purity ( C osm os, C haos
and the K osher M entality, 213-248; cf. Ford, “Jewish Law and A nim al S ym bolism ,” 204-206).
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reference that it grew exceedingly toward the south and the east in vs. 9b, which in
comparison with the ram’s butting in vs. 4 may involve a campaign of conquest. Instead
o f attacking other beasts, the hom rather confronts the “world of holy.” The horn’s
religious dimension is clearly expressed by the terminological shift o f emphasis from
power and violence to cult and holiness in 8:9-14.
These observations underscore that the core of the conflict in Dan 8 is, what Bauer
calls, the confrontation o f the “world of ‘holy’ and the world of ‘bestial.’”1 Such a
confrontation is at the center o f attention in the climactic section o f the little hom (8:9-14)
and its correlating interpretation (8:23-25). The supreme blasphemy o f the little hom in
Dan 7, expressed by the combination of bestiality with human elements, which
symbolically refers to the mixture o f the earthly-political with the heavenly-religious,
repeats itself in Dan 8:9-13 where the earthly power o f the hom sacrilegiously imitates
Y hw h

with a claim to dominion.
The purpose o f describing the king (= the hom) in 8:23-25 with human features

only, without any reference to the animal imagery of the vision, appears to carry the same
underlying message: the king is portrayed as if he were a religious mler directly entitled
to dominion. However, his deeds do not fit that kind o f image. The contrast between the
humanness o f the king and the beast-like powers in the angelic interpretation must be
understood as a clever device that subtly indicates the king’s claim to power and his self'B au er explains: “B y putting the w orld o f ‘h o ly ’ opposite the world o f ‘b estia l,’ virtually
‘w o rld ’ and ‘anti-w orld’ are put up against each other. This com pletely typical procedure o f (not
only) the apocalyptic— w hich often is insufficiently described as ‘dualistic’— is found purely
unadulterated in D an 7, w here the ‘b ea sts’ from the chaotic waters o f the sea are confronted w ith the
‘(son of) m a n ,’ w ho is com ing w ith the clouds o f ‘heav en ’” (“D aniel 8,” 81).
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magnification to divine status.
In conclusion, the human imagery used for the hom in Dan 7 and for the king in
8:23-25 matches the depiction o f the hom as anti-YHWH in the vision o f Dan 8.

Time
Both chapters, Dan 7 and Dan 8, contain a prophetic time period. The two are
different in length and, as I suggest, also different regarding the events they cover. It is
the difference in the events they refer to that appears to be the key to explaining their
different lengths o f time.1 The “time, times, and half a time” in Dan 7:25, an expression
usually considered to be equal to 1260 days,2 is the length of time o f the persecution of
the holy ones o f the Most High. The period o f “2300 evening-morning” in Dan 8:14b
marks the length o f time from the beginning o f the vision until the divine intervention

‘O ther explanations are th a t the tw o time periods are true prophetic calculations for the same
period, indicating successive postponem ent, or that the tw o periods should both be understood w ith
sym bolic significance (cf. pp. 346-348 n. 167 [footnote on the placem ent o f the exact beginning and
end date o f the “2300 evening-m orning” if understood as 1150 days]).
2The interpretations o f the “period, periods and h a lf a period” in D an 7:25 are sim ilar to those
o f the “2300 evening-m orning” in 8:14. M ost understand the phrase in 7:25 to be equal to three and a
h a lf periods o r years, that is, 1260 days (even if
is plural and not dual and
designates more
generally a p art and n o t necessarily a half, the com parison w ith the similar phrase in D an 12:7 and its
context there verifies the traditional understanding). This w ould then refer to a specific period in the
tim e o f the M accabees, often identified as the period betw een the temple desecration on K islev 15
(Dec. 6), 167 and its purification on K islev 25 (D ec. 14), 164 (e.g., M ontgom ery, 312-315; Lacocque,
D aniel, 154; C ollins, D aniel [1993], 322), or to a tim e in the future (M iller, D aniel, 214-215, for
w hom the sm all horn represents a future A ntichrist), or som e suggest that the 1260 days signify 1260
years according to a supposed prophetic day-year principle (Shea, D aniel 7-12, 140-141 [cf. 40-44];
Doukhan, Secrets o f D aniel, 108-109). Still others prefer to interpret the “period, periods, and h alf a
period” as a sym bolic reference to a specifically allotted tim e for the sm all hom , a “broken seven,”
that is not w ithout end and falls short o fth e full seven periods (e.g., Keil, 242-243; Young, 161-162;
Leupold, 326; G oldingay, D aniel, 181; Stahl, ‘“ E ine Zeit, Zeiten und die Halfie einer Z eit,’” 482-484
[tentatively]; Lucas, D aniel, 194; Seow , D aniel, 112).
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that brings an end to the horn’s activities.1 If the giving of the holy ones into the little
horn’s power (7:25) and the horn’s trampling o f some o f the host of heaven (8:10, 13c)
refer to the same event, the “2300 evening-morning” need to designate a longer period
than the “three and a half times,” since the former includes the latter (i.e., the time of the
destructive activities o f the horn).2 This is another indication that the “2300 eveningmorning” should be understood as 2300 days rather than 1150 days, since only then could
this time period include the 1260 days o f 7:25.3

Judgment: End of Anti-divine Power
by Supernatural Intervention
The structural parallel between the chapters suggests that the divine response to
the activities o f the small hom in Dan 7, the judgment,4 corresponds to the divine
response to the horn’s activities in Dan 8, the restoration o f the holy. The theme o f hubris
followed by judgment, which is integral to the structural pattern o f the vision report in
chap. 8, is found three times in chap. 7. The hubris is always connected to the little hom

'S ee the rem arks on ] itn n (8:13c) in ch ap ter 2 (above).
2For different suggestions o f how to relate the two time periods in 7:25 and 8 :14b, see pp.
374-375 n. 1 (above).
3In other w ords, the difference betw een th e two tim e periods does not need to be explained
diachronically, qualifying 8 :14c as F o rtsch reib u n g to 7:25, b ut could receive a synchronic explanation
that takes into account that b o th tim e periods ap p ear n ex t to each other in the final text and therefore
should be conceived o f equal textual value.
“The judgm ent m o tif in 7:9-10 is crystal-clear. In addition, Joseph M. B aum garten assumes
probably correctly that “it is im plied, th o u g h n o t explicitly stated, that the role o f th e one like a son o f
man includes that o f judgm ent” (“T he H eav en ly T ribunal and the Personification o f Sedeq in Jewish
Apocalyptic,” A N R W 19.1:221). See the d iscu ssio n o f ju d g m en t passages in D an 7 that includes vss.
9-14, 21-22, and 25 by A rthur J. Ferch, “T he Ju d g m en t Scene in D aniel 7 ,” in The Sanctuary and the
Atonement, ed. A. V . W allenkam pf and W . R . L esher (W ashington, DC: Review and H erald, 1981),
157-176.
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and in each instance is immediately followed by a description o f divine judgment so as to
make clear that the horn’s presumptuousness causes the divine judgment (7:8 to 7:9-10,
in 7:21 to 7:22, and in 7:25 to 7:26). As seen in the literary analysis, in chap. 8 the divine
reaction to the horn’s presumption is the restoration o f the people and the sanctuary to
their rightful state, which is unmistakably expressed by judicial terminology (,|n n _n s and

pnx).
There is indeed a close relationship between judgment and restoration. The
outcome of both is very similar. In chap. 7 the judgm ent in heaven carries a positive
aspect for the holy ones: The judgment is “for” or “in favor o f ’ them and they will finally
take possession of God’s kingdom (7:22).' At the same time the judgment brings the
activities o f the hom to their end and finally results in its annihilation (7:11, 26). The
restoration o f the holy to its rightful place mentioned in 8:14 has similar effects. It has a
positive aspect for the sanctuary and the host o f heaven as they are brought to their
rightful and legitimate state. Since vs. 14 is the response to the question about the horn’s
destructive activities in vs. 13c, the restoration implies also that the horn’s vigorous
activity comes to its end; a fact more explicitly stated in the interpretation when the king
“will be broken without human hand” (8:25). Thus, the restoration o f the holy in Dan 8
corresponds in its effects to the judgment in heaven delineated in Dan 7.2

'A possible lin k b etw een D an 8:14 and 7:22 is hinted at by L aco cq u e’s reference to 7:22 in
his notes to
(The B ook o f D aniel, 159). A pparently, he regards th e idea o f 7:22 that “justice is
rendered to the Saints” (153) as an adequate description o f th e m eaning o f the ro o t p n s in Daniel.
2A . Feuillet sees a specific parallel b etw een th e “ju stifica tio n ” o f the sanctuary and the
enthronization and reign o fth e Son o f M an (7:14) and o f th e saints (7:27), as w ell as a com m on
thematic threat betw een the anointing o f the sanctuary in 9:24, the com ing o f the Son o f M an in 7:1314, and G od’s avenging justification o f the sanctuary in 8:14 (“Le Fils de l’hom m e d e D aniel et la
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Terminologically, the connection between the judgment in Dan 7 and the
restoration in Dan 8 is indicated by the use of the temporal preposition *ty. In the
Aramaic of chap. 7, "1JJ occurs eleven times, signaling in the vision temporal positioning
nine times. In such a temporal sense “II) points specifically to a time o f judgment (7:4, 9,
11, 22), after a given period of time (7:12, 25), and looks forward by describing the
outcome of that judgment as lasting forever (7:18 [2x], 26).' The preposition “!!) in its
temporal sense is thus always indicating or referring to some aspect o f divine judgment.
One may say that temporal “IJJ has a judicial function in chap. 7. In the Hebrew o f chap.
8, the only two temporal instances o f “TIJ are found in vss. 13c and 14b.2 They, too, point
to a time of judgment or divine intervention after a given period o f time. Based on its use
in chap. 7 the preposition "II) could play a significant role here. W hen the celestial being
asks the question ,riQ"“tI? “until when?” (8:13c), one is reminded o f the frequent use of
the same temporal preposition in Dan 7 where it introduces the divine judgm ent and its
consequences after the blasphemous activities o f the hom. One expects that the answer in
vs. 14b, “until (iy ) 2300 evening-morning,” which uses the same preposition again,
would continue with a reference to such a judgment. Instead it is said that the holy is

tradition biblique,” RB 60 [1953]: 196-198). N elis argues, m aybe independently, th e sam e (97). B oth
locate these events historically into the tim e o f A ntiochus IV E piphanes and the context o f the
profanation and subsequent dedication o f the sanctuary. O thers w ho see a connection betw een
judgm ent in chap. 7 and restoration in chap. 8 include Ford (D a n iel, 167), H asel (“The ‘L ittle H o rn ’”
[1986], 458-460), Shea (“U nity o f Daniel,” 202-203, 208-209), and D ouk h an (S ecrets o f D a n iel, 127).
‘In its other two occurrences in D an 7, "II) once indicates prim arily spatial p o sitioning (vs.
13), and once it is used to designate the end o f the revelation (vs. 28).
2Elsewhere in Dan 8, the preposition *11) is used to indicate spatial p o sitioning, alw ays w ith a
verb o f movement (in vs. 6 w ith K12; in vss. 8 , 10a, 11a w ith ^ 3 ) .
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brought to its rightful state (8:14c), inferring that this activity must be closely connected
to the divine judgment in Dan 7. Although the preposition 1 2 presents an important
linguistic link between the judgment in chap. 7 and the restoration in chap. 8, their
relationship however rests primarily on structural and thematic correspondences.1
Finally, it is tempting to suggest that the close intertextual relationship o f the
divine judgment in Dan 7 and the restoration of the holy to its rightful place in Dan 8
points to another concept that comprises both of them, the Day o f Atonement, for it is
only on this cultic day that cleansing and judgment are prominent themes.2 The final
scenes o f both the vision o f Dan 7 and the vision of Dan 8 in this case would be
understood in terms o f an eschatological Day of Atonement. As we will see later, the
vision o f Dan 7 indeed contains cultic allusions that refer to the concept o f the Day o f
Atonement.

Creation
In Dan 7, the use o f creation imagery in the first part ofthe vision is obvious (vss.

’A nother suggestion to link chap. 7 and chap. 8 is argued by Shea (“U nity o f D an iel,” 210216). He sees a linguistic relationship betw een nO”)/Xi31 in Dan 7:9 and
in D an 8:1 lc , 12b. H e
assum es, first, that the root m eaning o f BA n C l/K D I w hich is “cast dow n” corresponds to the
m eaning o f BH
and second, that the object o f
in D an 8:1 lc (Shea m istakenly refers to
8:12), w hich is jiDQ “foundation place,” not only refers to the foundation place o f the w hole
sanctuary, but m ore specifically to the foundation place o f the throne o f God. H ence, in D an 8 it w as
the foundation o f the sanctuary or G o d ’s throne that w as “cast dow n” by the h o m w hile in the
heavenly court scene in D an 7 it w as G o d ’s throne “cast dow n” upon its foundation in o rd er to begin
the judgm ent and thus the restoration o f w hat the hom has done. For Shea, the setting up o f thrones
for the judgm ent is a direct response to the casting dow n o f G od’s throne by the little hom .
Furtherm ore, he argues for a relation betw een the root niSI/KB"! in 7:9 and the ro o t D ll in 8:11b on
the basis o f their sim ilar phonology. H ow ever, these arguments are not entirely convincing. T hey do
not indicate a linguistic relationship, at best only a broad them atic relation.
2See G ane, Cult a nd Character, 305-309.
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2-8), while it seems to be rather inferred than explicit in the judgment and enthronement
scenes (vss. 9-14).1 The allusions to creation are often traced back to elements of ancient
Near Eastern chaos combat myths, which the author supposedly incorporated.2 At the
same time, there are clear connections to the creation story in Genesis.3 The mention o f
the “great sea” (vs. 2) and the “four winds of heaven” that stir the sea and as it were
produce four beasts (vss. 2-3) both seem to recall Gen 1:2.4 The four beasts, with the
exception o f the second one, have the physical appearance of hybrid creatures and thus
are “violations o f the natural order that God set up in creation, and by implication the

‘For creation im agery and allusions to creation in Dan 7 see Doukhan, “A llusions,” 288;
R obert R. W ilson, “C reation and N ew C reation: The Role o f Creation Imagery in the B ook o f
D an iel,” in G od Who Creates: Essays in H onor o fW . Sibley Towner, ed. W. P. Brow n and S. D.
M cB ride, Jr. (G rand Rapids: Eerdm ans, 2000), 190-203; Andre LaCocque, “A llusions to Creation in
D aniel 7 ,” 1:114-131.
2See recently, e.g., John J. Collins, “Stirring up the G reat Sea: The R eligio-H istorical
B ackground o f D aniel 7,” in The B ook o f D a n iel in the L ight o f New Findings, ed. A. S. van der
W oude, BETL, no. 106 (Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press, 1993), 121-136; W ilson, “Creation,” 190203; John W alton, “T he Anzu M yth as Relevant Background for D aniel 7?” in The B o o k o f Daniel:
C om position and R eception, ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, VTSup, no. 83, FIOTL, no. 2 (Leiden:
Brill, 2001), 1:69-89; LaCocque, “A llusions,” 1:116-119.
3The intertextual relationship betw een D an 7 and Gen 1 has been recognized, for exam ple, by
G unkel, Schopfung u nd Chaos, 329; Hartman in Hartmann and Di Leila, 211; Paul G. M osca, “U garit
and D aniel 7: A M issing Link,” Bib 67 (1986): 500 n. 19; D oukhan, “A llusions,” 288; H aag, “D er
M enschensohn,” 159; W ilson, “C reation,” 191, 201-202; and LaCocque, “A llusions,” 1:122, 127-128.
4A nne E. G ardner suggests th at the “great sea” in D an 7:2 draws especially upon a tradition
o f a m ythological sea in Ps 104:25-26 (see also Ps 74:13-14 and Isa 51:9-10, w hich, for her, testify
together w ith Ps 104:25-26 to a blurring o f the distinction between an actual and a m ythological sea),
w hich has either direct or indirect links to G en 1 (“T he G reat Sea o f Dan. vii 2 ,” VT 49 [1999]: 412415, esp. 415 n. 12). K laus Koch even proposes th at the “four w inds o f heaven” in D an 7:2, beyond
an intertextual evocation o f G en 1:2, is a genitivus auctoris and im plies that the four beasts originate
from divine creation (“D ie W inde des Him m els tiber dem Chaosm eer [Dan 7 ,If]: S chopfung oder
C haos?” in “U nter dem Fufiboden ein Tropfen W ahrheit”: F estschrift fu r Johann M ichael Schm idt
zum 65jahrigen G eburtstag, ed. H.-J. B arkenings and U. F. W. B auer [Dusseldorf: Presseverband der
Evangelischen K irche im R heinland e.V ., 2000], 46-55).
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kings and kingdoms that they represent are also violations o f the order.”1 One gains the
impression that “the world has reverted to its pre-creation state and is clearly in need of
re-creation.”2 In this setting, the divine judgment in the second part of the vision
seemingly implies re-creation,3 a creation that will subdue the chaos and establish order
by the enthronement of “one like a son o f man,” who has been suggested to function as a
“universal, ‘A dam ic’ figure.”4 Such a connection between kingship/enthronement and
creation is a familiar one in ancient Near Eastern thought.5
In Dan 8, creation terminology is most evident in vs. 14b in the use of the
expression “evening-morning.” It characterizes the restoration of the holy as God’s re
creation. The activities o f the horn which necessitate the re-creation are not explicitly
expressed in creation imagery, although the symbolic throwing down o f stars to the
ground and their being trampled (vs. 10) implies a violation of the natural order.
These explicit and implicit references to creation in Dan 7 and Dan 8 intertwine
both chapters. The vision in Dan 7 moves from an unordered state, from a violation of
creation order (explicitly alluding to the creation account in Gen 1), to re-creation
(implicit allusion to creation). In like manner, the vision in Dan 8 moves from an attack

'W ilson, “ C reation,” 202.
2Ibid.
3LaC ocque, “A llusions,” 1:115: “The divine ju d g em en t is re-creation.”
“ibid., 1:125, cf. 1:122. In fact, the m ovem ent from the four winds o f heaven that stir up the
great sea to the com ing o f “one like a son o f m an ” is rem iniscent o f the m ovem ent in Gen 1 from the
w aters to the creation o f the hum an being (cf. C rispin H. T. Fletcher-Louis, “The H igh P riest as
D ivine M ediator in the H ebrew B ible: D an 7:13 as a T est C ase,” SBLSP 36 (1997): 167).
5W ilson, “ C reation,” 192; L aC ocque, “A llusions,” 1:124.
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on creation (implicit allusion to creation) to re-creation (explicit allusion to the creation
account in Gen 1). It thus appears that Dan 8:14, by using creation language in
combination with the divine response to the horn’s activities, intentionally continues the
practice o f alluding to creation in chap. 7 (see table 43).

Table 43. Creation Theme in Daniel 7 and 8
Daniel 7

Daniel 8

Human
Kingdoms

Violation o f creation (vss. 2-8)
Lexical link to Gen 1 (Dan 7:2)

Violation o f creation (vss. 10-11)

Divine
Response

Re-creation (vss. 9-10, 13-14):
Heavenly judgment
Enthronement o f the son o f man

Re-creation (vss. 14b-c):
Restoration o f the “holy”
Lexical link to Gen 1 (Dan 8:14b)

In both visions the little horn is marked as being against creation. In Dan 7 it
belongs to the beast powers that do not comply with the divine order o f division between
animal kinds.1 In Dan 8 it oversteps the natural order by not respecting the division
between heaven and earth and bringing stars down to earth. In both visions the
eschatological divine response to the horn’s activities is creation, particularly re-creation:
in Dan 7 in terms o f heavenly judgm ent and enthronement o f one like a son o f man and in
Dan 8 in terms o f restoring the “holy” to its right state.2 Thus, the divine judgment in

'C f. Bryan, 213-248.
2Once m ore K o h ler’s dictum is confirm ed that “creation in O ld T estam en t theology is an
eschatological concept” (Ludw ig K ohler, O ld T estam ent Theology, trans. A. S. T odd [Philadelphia:
W estminster, 1957], 88).
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heaven and the enthronement o f the son o f man are linked to the restoration o f the
sanctuary and the host of heaven to their rightful position.
At the same time the combination o f the themes o f creation or re-creation and
divine judgment in both Dan 7 and Dan 8 again evokes the concept o f an eschatological
Day o f Atonement.1 Thus it is appropriate to consider the cultic associations in Dan 7
next.

Cult
One of the major motifs in Dan 8 is the cultic motif. At first sight, the cultic
element seems to be absent in Dan 7 so much so that it is not surprising when Gese
concludes that “the substantially new material in chap. 8 is the cultic wantonness of the
horn.”2 Within the scope of an intertextual analysis one might legitimately pose the
question whether the cultic theme, which is so prominent in Dan 8, and also in Dan 9 and
10-12, does not already show itself in Dan 7. In general, such a question, if addressed at
all, has been answered to the negative. However, an intertextual reading o f Dan 7 in light
of Dan 8 heightens the awareness of subtle cultic overtones in chap. 7.3
A cultic framework of the vision in Dan 7 has been proposed by only a few

'See chapter 3 (above).
JGese, 407.
3In a diachronic reading that puts chap. 7 originally to g eth er with chaps. 2 - 6 to form a socalled Aramaic book (that is, before chaps. 8 -1 2 w ere added at a later stage), it is som ew hat m ore
difficult to argue for cultic overtones existent in chap. 7 itself. T his is p robably one o f the reasons
why a cultic setting for chap. 7, or at least a cu ltic m o tif in chap. 7, has not y et been proposed m ore
convincingly. Still, a possible indication w ithin the fram ew ork o f such an A ram aic book w ould be the
parallel o f the divine intervention in chap. 2 and in chap. 7 (see below).
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scholars. Based on the parallel between Dan 2 and Dan 7, Lacocque is convinced that
“the vision in chapter 7 has the Temple as its framework” and at its climax portrays “the
enthronement of the ‘son of man’ as High Priest.”1 The structural and functional parallel
o f the mountain in chap. 2 and the divine judgment scene with the coming o f one like a
son o f man in chap. 7 points indeed to a cultic setting o f the heavenly scenes in 7:9-10,
13-14.2 Unfortunately, Lacocque does not point to specific cultic associations in chap. 7
itself.
Himmelfarb’s work provides some more explicit textual reasons for a cultic
setting o f Dan 7, although her primary focus is 1 Enoch 14. Evidently, the throne vision

‘Lacocque, D aniel, 124-126. H e identifies the one like a son o f m an w ith the heavenlyearthly com m unity o f the saints o f the M ost H igh, that is, the people o f Israel (133, 146), w ho are
represented by the angel M ichael (133-134). For him, the one like a son o f m an stands for both
M ichael and G od’s people.
2Both scenes, the mountain in D an 2 and the heavenly ju d g m en t and th e com ing o f one like a
son o f man in Dan 7, come after a fourth, iron kingdom and end the succession o f four w orld pow ers
by establishing the kingdom o f God (the parallel betw een D an 2 and D an 7 is obvious and has long
been noted [e.g., Lenglet, 171-182], although the exact relationship betw een th e two m ay be debatable
[Bryan, 213-214]). If it is argued that the “great m ountain” in 2:35 is a cultic sym bol and evokes the
preem inent cultic space o f M ount Zion, the Tem ple M ount (so Lacocque, D a n iel, 124; V ogel, “C ultic
M otif,” 55-68, who even suggests that the m ountain in 2:45, out o f w hich the stone th at becom es a
great m ountain is cut out, “is an evocation o f the cultic notion o f the universal m o u n tain o f G od w here
his sanctuary is located and from w hence his judgm ents em anate” [64], in oth er w ords, “the heavenly
sanctuary m ountain” [68]; G. K. Beale, The Tem ple and the C h u rc h ’s M ission: A B ib lica l Theology o f
the D welling P lace o f God, N ew Studies in Biblical Theology, no. 17 [D ow ners G rove: InterV arsity;
Leicester: A pollos, 2004], 144-153; for a cultic association via language see K och; D aniel, B K A T,
1:188: “when the cosm ic mountain in 2:35 is called 1112 in A ram aic, the prim ary read er is probably
reminded o f H ebrew statem ents about the cultic significance o f
= rock” ; for th e general
association o f the cosmic mountain w ith Zion traditions in the H ebrew B ible see Richard J. Clifford,
The Cosmic M ountain in Canaan and the O ld Testament, H SM , no. 4 [C am bridge: H arvard
University Press, 1972], 131-160; cf. also E dw ard F. Siegm an, “T h e Stone H ew n from the M ountain
[Daniel 2],” CBQ 18 [1956]: 370-373), then th e divine ju d g m en t w ith the com in g o f the son o f man in
chap. 7 should at least be investigated for a cultic focus. F letcher-Louis proposes on the basis o f the
literary parallelism betw een Dan 2 and D an 7 a link betw een the m ountain, th a t is, Z ion and her
Temple, and the divine judgm ent, which for him then takes p lace at the cosm ic m ountain (174-175).
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in Dan 7:9-10 finds a close parallel in the description of God on his throne in 1 Enoch
14:20. Himmelfarb argues that the divine council portrayed in these chapters— and the
purpose o f the heavenly council is always judgment (1 Kgs 22:19; Isa 6:1; Ps 82; Zech
3:1-10; Job 1:6-12; 2:1-6)— should be understood as convening in the heavenly temple.
In other words, the heavenly throne room or courtroom is a temple,1more precisely the
holy o f holies of the heavenly sanctuary.2 Several elements in Dan 7 and 1 Enoch 14
support their temple setting. According to Himmelfarb, the fiery streams in Dan 7
originated in the ancient traditions o f the divine council at the cosmic mountain o f God/El
where rivers flow at its base. These rivers “have been transferred in biblical literature to
the temple mount.”3 To describe God’s hair and his garment as white is not only a
symbolism o f judgment,4 Himmelfarb also relates the whiteness o f G od’s robe in 1 Enoch
14 to the picture of heaven as temple. The emphasis on the garment in 1 Enoch 14 “may
indicate that the plain linen garment that the high priest wore when he entered the holy of
holies, the earthly counterpart of the spot where God sits enthroned in the heavenly
temple, contributed to the whiteness of the garment in 1 Enoch 14.”5 Whereas

‘Him m elfarb, 14-17. So also George W. E. N ickelsburg for 1 Enoch 14:8-23 (7 E noch 1: A
C om m entary on the B o o k o f 1 Enoch, Chapters 1-36; 81-108, H erm eneia [M inneapolis: F ortress,
2001], 256) and Loron W ade for Dan 7 (‘“ Son o f M an ’ Comes to the Judgm ent in D aniel 7 :1 3,” J A T S
11/1 -2 [2000]: 279). T he connection between palace (throne room ) and tem ple (sanctuary) is
furtherm ore explicit in the semantic range o f BH b S 'H w hich can refer to both palace and tem ple.
2So N ickelsburg ( 1 Enoch 1, 264) with reference to 1 Enoch 14:18-20.
’H im m elfarb, 17.
4So Lacocque, D aniel, 143.
’H im m elfarb, 18. O ne could add to the list o f temple allusions the suggestion by N ickelsburg
that 1 Enoch 14:23 “m ay indicate some kind o f cultic activity on the part o f the holy ones” (7 E n o ch 1,
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Himmelfarb thus tries to demonstrate a Day of Atonement setting for 1 Enoch 14, she is
virtually silent about such a setting for Dan 7. For her, the difference between Dan 7 and
1 Enoch 14 seems to lie in the fact that Dan 7 also mentions that the hair or beard is white
and thus the emphasis does not appear to be on the whiteness of the garment. However,
the description o f the enthroned God in Dan 7:9 indeed could be influenced by the (high)
priestly dress. The fact that in Daniel the angels are wearing garments o f "12 “white
linen” (Dan 10:5; 12:6-7), a term used for the priestly garment,1 suggests that the
whiteness o f the robe and the hair o f the Ancient o f Days contribute to the priestly
background o f the heavenly throne room scene in Dan 7.
Fletcher-Louis moves a step further than Himmelfarb and explicitly suggests a
Day o f Atonement setting for Dan 7.2 While Himmelfarb sees the tradition-historical
relationship from Dan 7 to 1 Enoch 14, Fletcher-Louis holds the opinion that Dan 7:9-14
is dependent upon 1 Enoch 14 which describes Enoch’s ascent to heaven and vision,
using the imagery o f wheels of God’s throne, rivers o f fire, God’s snow-white garment,
and a human figure coming with clouds. However, Enoch, who also comes to God in the
clouds, is not the son of man. Rather, both Enoch and the one like a son o f man are
priests.3 Fletcher-Louis believes that the background of the Enoch passage is the Day o f

265).
’Cf. Haran, Tem ples, 1 7 3 - 1 7 4 ; even noted by H im m elfarb, 18. See also E zek 9 : 2 - 3 , 11; 1 0 : 2 ,
6 - 7 for angels dressed in linen; cf. M ai 2 : 7 w here the priest is called the m essenger or angel o f Y h w h
o f hosts ( n ix a y - r n r r

iptbn).

2Fletcher-Louis, 161-193. Yom K ip p u r as backdrop to the heavenly scene in D an 7 is also
assum ed by W ade (279-280).
3Ibid., 176-181, esp. 176.
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Atonement ritual1 so that “Enoch’s heavenly ascent looks most like the high priest’s
annual visit to the holy o f holies on the Day of Atonement.”2 His conclusion is that if
Dan 7 is parallel to 1 Enoch 14, the coming of the “one like a son o f man” into God’s
presence surrounded by clouds parallels Enoch’s ascent related to the Day of Atonement
ritual and thus “the parallel to 1 Enoch 14 suggests Daniel 7 has a Day of Atonement
focus.”3
W hatever the precise relationship between Dan 7 and 1 Enoch 14 may be, it does
not affect the observation that Dan 7 contains elements that point to its cultic or high
priestly setting. Drawing from the book of Daniel itself as well as from the ancient Near
Eastern context, Fletcher-Louis gives several reasons, and the strongest case so far, for a
temple-centered reading o f Dan 7.4 First, because o f the focus on temple and cult in Dan
8-12, to which chap. 7 is linked at least by its form and perhaps also by its Sitz im Leben,
“we might expect that it also has a temple focus.”5 Second, the book’s implied
authorship has often been identified as priestly or at least as closely related to priestly
circles.6 Third, Dan 7 combines “Jerusalem centered geography and mythological space.”

'C f. K v an v ig ’s proposal that 1 E noch 10:4-8 is influenced by the living goat ritual on the Day
o f A tonem ent (R oots, 100, 102).
2F letcher-L ouis, 180.
3Ibid„ 181.
4Ibid., 169-176.
5Ibid., 170 (em phasis his).
6T o substantiate th e claim o f an origin o f the book o f D aniel in priestly circles Fletcher-Louis
refers to (1) th e description o f D aniel and his friends sim ilar to priests in Dan 1:4; (2) the mention o f
the D 'b s io a “w ise ” w ho teach th e D ’ST “m any” (11:33; 12:3, 10) as reference to priesthood and laity;
and (3) the O ld G reek addition o f B el et D raco 2 depicting D aniel as a priest (171-172). Others who
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This twofold concept is exemplified by the “great sea” in 7:2. On the one hand it
designates the Mediterranean and thus suggests that the vision “moves spatially in v. 9
from the pagan coastline to Jerusalem and the temple as the site of God’s earthly throneroom.”1 On the other hand it also designates the mythological Chaosmeer and thus
evokes the ancient Near Eastern thought pattern o f the Chaoskampf which is
“fundamentally temple centred.”2 According to this thought pattern “Mount Zion is the
epicentre o f all cosmic conflict.”3 As elsewhere, so also in Dan 7: The temple is the
center o f judgment, both o f pronouncement and execution, and o f creation and recreation.
Fourth, the literary parallelism between Dan 2 and Dan 7 points to an intertextual link
between the mountain in chap. 2, that is, Zion and her Temple, and the divine judgment in
chap. 7 which is understood to take place at the cosmic mountain. And fifth, the impurity
of the Mischwesen that represent the pagan chaos in 7:4-8 has to be countered by Zion,
the source of true purity, in 7:9-10, 13-14.4
It is at this point that the cultic background o f the scene in Dan 7:9-14 should be

see the book as interpretation o f political events from a priestly-cultic perspective include J. C. H.
Lebram (“A pokalyptik and H ellenism us im B uche D an iel,” 515) and A ndre Lacocque who proposes
that “apocalypticism m ay have originated in p riestly circles w ithin the H asidic m ovem ent” (“The
Socio-Spiritual Form ative M ilieu o f the D aniel A pocalypse,” in The B ook o f D a n iel in the L ig h t o f
N ew Findings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, B E T L , no. 106 [Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press, 1993],
335-336).
'Fletcher-L ouis, 174.
2Ibid., 172.
3Ibid, 173.
4Ibid., 175-176. F letcher-L ouis follow s h ere the concept o f “kosher m entality” argued by
Bryan.
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linked with the Day o f Atonement. The removal o f impurity, as signified by the
Mischwesen, by the coming o f the one like a son o f man corresponds to the removal of
impurity on the Day of Atonement in the Torah. In a temple setting, the coming o f the
one like a son of man “with the clouds of heaven” naturally brings to mind the entrance of
the high priest with the clouds o f incense on the Day o f Atonement. Not surprisingly
then, Fletcher-Louis proposes that the “clouds are the cosmological equivalent o f the
Temple’s incense smoke.”1
In addition to Fletcher-Louis’s observations, one should also point to vs. 13 in
which the language o f the approach o f the “one like a son of man” has cultic overtones:
'ITQ Ipn ^nionpi “he was presented before him” (7:13).2 The obvious meaning is that
the “one like a son o f man” was presented before the Ancient o f Days. Besides
“bringing” the verbal root 3“lp also contains the notion o f “presenting” sacrificial gifts,
especially when it is used in the Haphel stem.3 The latter connotation, however, does not

‘ibid., 181-186, citation on p. 182.
2The third person plural ’H i m p n (literally: “th ey presented him ”; cf. O ld Greek: ol
uapcoTTiKdTei; Traprjaav aikcp “and the attendants presen ted h im ” with the identification o f “one like a
son o f m an” with the “A ncient o f D ay s”) should b e u n d ersto o d as an im personal pseudo-passive
construction typical for B iblical H ebrew (cf. T heodotion: upoaiixQh auto) “he w as presented to him ”).
3In BA the idea o f approaching or com ing near is usually expressed b y 3 “)p in the Peal (Dan
3:8, 26; 6:13, 21; 7:16), w hereas the notion o f offering is expressed by 3Hp in the H aphel (E zra 6:10,
17) or 3*1p in the Pael (Ezra 7:17) (see K laus B eyer, D ie aram aischen Texte vom Toten M eer: sam t
den Inschriften aus P alastina, dem Testam ent Levis aus d er K airoer G enisa, der F astenrolle und den
alten talmudischen Zitaten [G ottingen: V andehoeck & R uprecht, 1984], 685-686; H A LO T, 5:1972;
for the lack of differentiation betw een P ael and H aphel in B iblical A ram aic see B auer and Leander,
Grammatik des Biblisch-A ram aischen, 274 [§76n]). H o w ev er, this distinction m ay b e sim ply due to
different contexts, for in BH 3H p + , 3Si7 can m ean “to o ffe r before” (Lev 3 :1 ,7 , 12; 6:7; 9:2; 10:19;
12:7; 17:4; Num 3:4; 6:16; 7:10; 8:9, 10; 26:61; 1 C hr 16:1) o r “to bring b efo re” (Exod 29:10; Num
7:3; 16:17; 17:3; 27:5; Ezek 43:24), with som e texts offering both possibilities. T he cultic context o f
these passages is, except for N um 27:5, indisputable. In sum , 2")p hif. is “prim arily a technical term
in cultic language” (J. K uhlew ein, “3 “lp qrb to ap p ro ach ,” T LO T, 3:1167) and fo r persons it is used
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seem to fit into the context of 7:13, where the root 3"lp appears to indicate a “formal
presentation” rather than a sacrificial offering o f the one like a son o f m an.1 Still, a cultic
touch o f ’H linprt T h onpi cannot be categorically denied, in particular, since the author
could have used, like elsewhere, the more common n n x in the Haphel (Dan 3:13; 5:13;
6:17, 25) or in the Hophal (Dan 3:13; 6:18, 25[?]) if only the idea o f the bringing of
persons had to be expressed.2
In conclusion, the numerous cultic indicators strongly suggest a cultic setting of
the heavenly throne room scene in Dan 7:9-14, and the most natural cultic setting is the
Day o f Atonement. Therefore, “Dan 7:9-14 describes the eschatological Day o f
Atonement (perhaps a Jubilee) when the true high priest will come to the Ancient o f Days
surrounded by clouds of incense.”3 As on the Day o f Atonement “the entry into the
adytum is equivalent to admission to the heavenly council,”4 so the admission to the
heavenly council of the one like a son of man in Dan 7:13 should be seen as equivalent to

for “conducting som eone to the holy tent (Exod 29:4, 8, etc.)” (ibid., 1168). T hus, in BH 3 1 p is a
verb used to mean “approach” in the cultic sense (Ezek 44 :1 5 , 16; 45:4), especially in the H iphil,
although a variety o f specific usages can be noted (ibid., 3:1165-1166; R. G ane and J. M ilgrom , “3 n p
qarak,” TDOT, 13:141-143). Significant is that in a ju d icial context BH 3 1 p can designate a person
approaching another person in a situation th at calls fo r a legal decision. D aniel 7:13-14 could to some
extent present such a judicial procedure if one view s the legal decision to b e the transference o f pow er
to the one like a son o f man.
‘G ane and M ilgrom , 13:146.
2nni< in the H aphel is used for the bringing o f things in D an 5:2, 3, 23. T he prepositional
noun D*1p “in front” or “before,” w hich is used in 7:13 w ith the verbal ro o t 3 “lp , is also found with
n n x in the H ophal (3:13). D np is also used w ith the verbal ro o t b b lJ “b rin g in ” (in the H aphel in
2:25; 4:3; 6:19; in the H ophal in 5:13, 15).
3Fletcher-Louis, 186.
4M ilgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 1016.
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the entry into the heavenly adytum. Whereas Fletcher-Louis argues that the one like a son
o f man is an angelomorphic high priest, I would rather suggest that this figure represents
an anthropomorphic heavenly high priest, who is either angelic or divine. The latter
interpretation would allow for a parallel to the figure o f the “commander o f the host of
heaven” in Dan 8:11, who seems to be in an equivalent position to the one like a son of
man, both being representatives of the host of heaven, respectively the holy ones o f the
Most High.1
Thus different cultic allusions in the vision of Dan 7—impurity o f the
Mischwesen, fire, whiteness of garment, judgment, the presenting o f the one like a son of
man, and his coming with clouds— converge in the concept of the Day of Atonement. In
this regard, the contribution of Dan 7 to the understanding of Dan 8 is twofold. It
prepares for the extensive use of cultic imagery in the vision report of Dan 8 and it sets
the tone for the Day of Atonement theme.

Differences
At least three differences between Dan 7 and Dan 8 need to be observed. First,
the animal imagery o f Dan 7 uses four strange beasts, whereas the animal imagery o f Dan
8 uses two familiar animals: the ram and he-goat. In light o f the cultic interest in Dan 8
and the temple or Day of Atonement setting of the vision o f Dan 7, there is no denying
‘In fact, an angelic or divine nature o f the one like a son o f m an w ould fit b etter to an
assum ed Canaanite m ythic backdrop against w hich the role o f the one like a son o f m an is often
com pared w ith the role o f Baal (for scholars who suggest such a com parison, see Ju rg E g g ler,
Influences and Traditions Underlying the Vision o f D aniel 7:2-14: The R esearch H isto ry fr o m the
E nd o f the 19th C entury to the Present, OBO, no. 177 [Fribourg: U niversity Press; G ottingen:
V andenhoeck & R uprecht, 2000], 58-70; LaCocque, “A llusions,” 1:116-124; H eiser, 152-182).
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the possibility that the ram and the he-goat represent imagery taken from the Day of
Atonement, when both

“ram” and TP “goat” are sacrificed for Israel (Lev 16:5).' This

kind o f animal imagery prepares the reader for a Day of Atonement setting o f Dan 8:14.
Others usually suggest as background o f the animal imagery ancient astrology, which
assigned the signs o f the zodiac to different kingdoms and empires: the ram would stand
for Persia and the he-goat for Syria.2
Second, whereas the conflict theme between the animals appears not to be the
emphasis in the vision of Dan 7— only the fourth beast is trampling down and before the
little horn three others are rooted up— the vision o f Dan 8 shows an intense power
struggle between the ram and the he-goat, as well as fierce aggression by the horn.
And third, God appears to be much more involved in Dan 7 than in Dan 8.
Besides the heavenly scenes in Dan 7:9-14 and their corresponding interpretations, the
frequent occurrence o f passive forms in Dan 7 implies that God is in control and active
behind the scene.3 One o f these passive forms occurs in 7:25 where it says that the holy
ones “will be given” into the hand of the little horn. That this will last for a specific
period of time is again an indicator that it is God who is ultimately in control, even over
the time o f persecution which the horn is allowed to bring on the holy ones. In contrast,
in the vision and interpretation o f Dan 8 God seems to be much less involved. He is

'S o also D oukhan, Secrets o f D aniel, 126.
2Bauer, D aniel, 167-168.
3On divine passives in D an 7 see A ltpeter, 112. In regard to D an 7, T. J. M eadow croft points
out rightly that “the A ram aic use o f passive forms creates a nuance o f divine w orkm anship lying
behind events” {Aram aic D aniel, 243-244, cf. 209-210; “Who are the Princes?” 105).
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almost absent, which is the reason for the painful question of the celestial being in vs. 13.
The use o f the six passive forms in the vision and interpretation illustrates the point.1 The
vision report itself contains four passives: Tjbtan “was thrown down” (8:1 lc) and ]H3F1
“will be given/established” (8:12a) reflect activities o f the little horn,2 while possibly
rn a tfJ “was broken” (8:8), and certainly p'lSD'] “will be restored” (8:14c) refer to the
divine hand. In the interpretation only two passives are used: rn a tf 3H “ the broken one”
(8:22) refers to rnaitfJ “was broken” in 8:8, possibly being another indication of divine
involvement, and the passive form

“will be broken” (8:25), which is the final clause

in the interpretative section o f the horn/king, definitely signals divine engagement. Thus,
there is no allusion to G od’s presence whatsoever in the description o f the ram, a possible
one at the end o f the he-goat’s large horn (8:8, 22), and a clear indication at the end of the
section o f the horn/king (8:14c, 25). The other passive forms (8:1 lc, 12a), which have
the horn as subject, could allude to the fact that the horn plays the role of God.

Conclusion
The intertextual contribution of Dan 7 to the understanding of Dan 8:9-14 is
immense. The structural and thematic comparison between them has shown that the
small horn in chap. 7 and the one in chap. 8 have the same referent. The self-magnifying

'O u tsid e the visionary and interpretative contents passive forms are used to describe the
supernatural source o f D a n ie l’s experience (nX ”0 “ap p eared ” in 8:1 [2x]; and 30X3 “told” in 8:26)
and D aniel’s reaction to it 0TU133 “I was terrified” in 8:17; ’n o ;H3 “I fell into heavy sleep” in 8:18;
and ’r r V li “I w as exhausted,” , n , ^n3 “I w as w eak,” and nOinliitO “I was astounded” in 8:27).
2It is im portant to note again the different connotations o f the phrases w ith the verb “to give”
in Dan 7:25 p H ’ in BA) and in 8:12a (]n3 in B H ) for syntactic and semantic reasons. See comments
on Dan 8:12a in chapter 2.
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attitude and religious interest o f the horn as well as its assaults on the holy ones and on
God are just a few of the more prominent similarities. The structural comparison also
supports the analysis o f the origin o f the horn in chap. 8 as not stemming from the hegoat. Furthermore, as the vision in chap. 7 exhibits a course “from trauma to dream,”1the
vision in chap. 8, especially its climax, also moves from trauma to dream.
Probably the most important contribution o f the intertextual analysis between Dan
7 and Dan 8:9-14 lies in the connection o f the three themes o f judgment, creation, and
cult. Reading chap. 8 in light o f chap. 7 adds emphasis to the theme o f judgment as
expressed by EJ“tp

in 8:14c. At the same time, reading chap. 7 in light o f 8:9-14

sensitizes the reader to the cultic overtones present in chap. 7, in particular as expressed
by the coming o f the one like a son o f man in vs. 13. Both themes, judgment/restoration
as well as cult, are combined with the theme o f creation. I argue that such an intertextual
interplay between chap. 7 and chap. 8 is designed intentionally and not at all accidental.
As suggested, a possible focal point o f this intertextual web seems to be the concept of an
eschatological Day o f Atonement, in which the themes o f cult, judgment, restoration, and
re-creation find their center. The promised restoration in 8:14 is therefore not merely
linked to judgment and creation but also strongly connected to an eschatological Day of
Atonement, to which the vision o f chap. 8 already pointed.

Intertextual Relations between Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 9
The corresponding terms in Dan 8:9-14 and Dan 9, as well as thematic and

'O sk ar D angl, “Vom T raum zum T raum a: A pokalyptische Literatur im aktuellen Kontext,”
Protokolle zu r B ib e l 6 (1997): 130.
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structural links, are presented in the following list.

Lexical correspondences
Keyword links
TON (8:12, 26; 9:13)
]1m (8:1, 2 [2x], 13, 15, 17, 26; 9:21, 24)
Bftpa (8:11; 9:17)
nny (8:14, 26; 9:21)
gtfB (8:12, 13; 9:24 and verb SttJB in 8:23)
tthp (8:13,14; 9:16, 20, 24 [3x], 26 (11:28, 30 [2x], 45; 12:7)
DDti (8:13, 27; 9:17, 18, 26,27 [2x])
“say” (8:14, 17; 9:22)— a celestial being speaking to Daniel
piX (8:14; 9:24)
Thematic word links
DJ31 “trample down” (8:10c) //nnttf “destroy” (9:26)
Incidental correspondences
“one” (8:3 [2x], 9 [2x], 13 [2x]; 9:1, 2, 27)
1DN “say” (8:13, 14, 16, 17, 19,26; 9:4 [9:22 see under keyword links])
|HK “land” (8:5 [2x], 7, 10, 12, 18; 9:6, 7, 15)
■ n i “speak” (8:13 [2x], 18; 9:6, 12, 20, 21, 22)
NX’ “go forth” (8:9; 9:15, 22, 23, 25 [XXb])
*?BJ “fell” (8:10, 17; 9:18, 20)
]m “give” (8:12, 13; 9:3, 10)
nfoy “do” (8:4, 12, 24, 27; 9:12 [2x], 14, 15, 19)
Ito “prince” (8:11, 25 [2x]; 9:6, 8)
D-ntf “heaven” (8:8, 10; 9:12)
y n tf “hear” (8:13, 16; 9:6, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19)
Thematic similarities
Understanding
Concern for people and cult
Concern for time
Conflict
Structural similarities
No structural similarities on a formal level can be detected.1

'Recently, D onn W alter Leatherm an su g g ested th at D an 8 and D an 9 form a “single extended
apocalyptic visionary experience” that com prises a series o f structural elem ents sim ilar to those o f
Dan 7: the vision consisting o f a series o f anim als (7:2-6; 8:2-8a), horns (7:7-12; 8:8b-12), and an
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Lexical correspondences also exist between the rest o f Dan 8 and Dan 9 that strengthen
their relationship:

Keyword links
n m “see” (8:1 [2x], 2 [3x], 3,4, 6, 7,15, 20; 9:18, 21)
n*pnn “before” (8:1; 9:21, 23)
‘W '.n ’JN “I, Daniel”1(8:1, 15, 27; 9:2)2

eschatological event (7:13-14; 8:13-14), and the interpretation consisting o f an initial inquiry (7:15-16;
8:15), a prelim inary explanation (7:17-18; 8:16-26), a supplem ental inquiry (7:19-20; 9:4-19), a
supplem ental vision (7:21-22; 9:20-23), and a supplem ental explanation (7:23-27; 9:24-27)
(“Structural Considerations regarding the Relation o f D aniel 8 & D aniel 9 ,” in The Cosmic B attle f o r
P lanet Earth: Essays in H onor o f Norman R. G ulley, ed. R. du Preez and J. M o sk ala [Berrien Springs:
Old T estam ent Departm ent, Seventh-day A dventist T heological Sem inary, A n d rew s University,
2003], 293-305). Although such a structural com parison w ould confirm th e strong connection
betw een D an 8 and Dan 9, and thus the use o f D an 9 for the interpretation o f D an 8, there are several
w eak points. First, Leatherm an excludes 8:27 and 9:1-3 from his structural com parison, interpreting it
as necessary m aterial for the narrative but having no function in the structure o f the vision. Second,
Dan 8:27 has to be interpreted as “narrative transition” (304 n. 20) that concludes the prelim inary
explanation. H ow ever, in chap. 7 a very sim ilar reference to the effects on th e prophet concludes the
entire visionary experience (7:28). Formally, 8:27 should b etter b e interpreted as the conclusion o f the
vision in D an 8. Third, 9:1-3 which Leatherm an regards as “narrative introduction” to chap. 9 (304 n.
21) could equally be regarded as the introduction to the p ro p h et’s experience indicating time and
occasion, like similarly in 7:1 -2a and 8:1-2. Fourth, the supplem ental vision in 7:19-20 is indeed an
elaboration o f the vision, w hereas 9:20-23, w hich according to L eatherm an constitutes the structurally
corresponding supplemental vision to 7:19-20, recounts the appearance o f the angel G abriel and his
prefatory rem arks to Daniel, but do not supplem ent in any w ay the vision o f D an 8. Fifth, Leatherm an
corresponds structurally the visionary’s inquiry in 7:19-20 w ith the prayer in 9:14-19. The supposed
inquiry about the vision o f D an 8 in D aniel’s prayer w ould b e m ore im plicit than explicit. In fact,
D aniel’s prayer finds its raison d ’etre in a tim e prophecy o f Jerem iah (9:2) an d prim arily is inquiring
about that tim e instead o f asking about D an 8. A nd finally, th e length o f the units designated as
“supplem ental inquiry” varies quite extensively in size, covering tw o verses in chap. 7 but sixteen
verses in chap. 9. Such a com parison seems to be rather im balanced.
‘The inconspicuous com bination o f the personal pronoun first person singular with a personal
name is a special characteristic o f the book o f D aniel (aside from the com bination w ith a divine nam e)
and occurs also in 10:2, 7; 12:5 and in A ram aic in 7:15, 28. O utside D aniel this construction occurs in
BH only in Eccl 1:12 and in BA in Ezra 6:12; 7:21. T his autobiographic stylistic device in D aniel
unites chaps. 7-12 and indicates the authority o f the w riter (cf. H ansjorg R ig g er, Siebzig Siebener:
D ie “Jahrw ochenprophetie" in Dan 9, TThSt, no. 57 [Trier: Paulinus, 1997], 130-134, w ho, how ever,
explains that the pseudonym “I, D aniel” indicates authoritative “scribal p rophecy” produced by
prophetic scriptural exegesis, in contrast to the revelation o f the w ord in “ classical prophecy”).
2Com pare the use o f ’JK by D aniel in 8:2 (2x), 5; 9:20, 21; 10:4, 8, 9, 17; 12:8; and also
"IS n?33J r m in 4:1, 31, 34.
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]'2 “understand” (8:5, 16, 17, 23, 27; 9:2, 22, 23, 23)
mp3 “seek” (8:15; 9:3)
riKID “vision” (8:15,16, 26; 9:23)
b x n a a “Gabriel” (8:16; 9:21)
fj? “end” (8:17, 19; 9:26)
’a y 13“I “speak with me” (8:18; 9:21)
y T “know” (8:19; 9:25)
yaa “touch,” “approach” (8:18; 9:21)
HO “Media” (8:20; 9:1)
nnm hif. “destroy,” “ruin” (8:24 [2x], 25; 9:26; 11:17)
DHT “many” referring to persons (8:25; 9:27)
Incidental correspondences
* ^ 0 “king” (8:1, 20, 21 [2x], 23, 27; 9:1, 2, 6, 8)
n » b o “kingdom” (8:1, 22, 23; 9:1)
X13 qal “come” (8:5, 6, 17 [2x]; 9:13,23, 26; K13 hif. “bring” 9:12, 14, 24)
n?B “face” (8:23; 9:7, 8, 13, 17), '3D “my face” (8:17, 18; 9:3), '3Db “before” (8:3,
4, 6, 7; 9:10, 18, 20), '3D_t?y “over” (8:5)
]'y “eye” (8:3, 5, 21; 9:18)
f “lK “land” (8:5 [2x], 7, 10,12, 18; 9:6, 7,15)
n a n “wrath” (8:6; 9:16)
D'3ti “two” (8:7; 9:25, 26)
bHa “great” (8:8, 21; 9:4, 12)
*?ip “voice” (8:16; 9:10, 11, 14)
m p “call” (8:16; 9:18, 19)
)3 “son” (8:17; 9:1)
ny “time” (8:17; 9:21,25)
an “many” or “great” (8:26; 9:18)
01' “day” (8:26, 27; 9:7, 15)
n^n “grow weak” (8:27; 9:13)
Dip “arise” (8:27; 9:12)

General Assessment o f the Intertextual Relation
In contrast to the previous chapter, visionary elements fade nearly completely into
the background in Dan 9. The text does not mention that Daniel sees (HKn), a term so
prominent in chap. 8, except in a relative clause in 9:21 where it refers to seeing Gabriel
previously, implying that he is now seeing Gabriel again. Formally, Dan 9 consists o f
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two parts: a prayer o f Daniel and an epiphany vision in which a celestial messenger
appears, conveying divine words to the prophet.
The continuation o f Dan 8 in Dan 9 has often been observed previously.1 As will
be seen, the connection is especially strong between 8:12-14 and 9:21-27, which makes it
imperative to analyze these textual links closely. The links, however, function mainly on
the terminological and thematic level, not on a structural level. This is why one might
note that the connection between chap. 8 and chap. 9 is not as close as the one between
chap. 8 and chap. 7,2 although it would be preferable to say that it is simply different in
nature from the one between chap. 8 and chap. 7.
Terminological links between Dan 8:9-14 and Dan 9 predominate in the
introduction to the oracle (9:20-23: p tn , an a, 2np, IDK) and the oracle itself, particularly
9:24 (9:24-27: ]iTn, UttJS, t£J“Tp, 0120, p“12S). OnlynON (9:13) and ttn p p (9:17) occur
solely in the prayer. 0Hp (9:16) and 0120 appear in both the prayer and (the introduction
to) the oracle. However, in 9:16-18 the root 0120 recalls the language o f Jer 25:9-12
(71120 in vss. 9, 11), which is the text Daniel contemplates (Dan 9:2), providing the
numerical starting point for the seventy-weeks prophecy (9:24).3 Most incidental

‘For exam ple, N oth stresses in his literary-critical analysis o f the com position o f D aniel that
D an 8 and D an 9 “belong inseparably together” (“Zur Kom position des B uches D aniel,” 160-161) and
Steck does not find in Dan 8 a solution to the problem s presented there, b ut regards chap. 9 as a
“necessary continuation” o f the angelic interpretation in D an 8 (“W eltgeschehen,” 67). Interestingly,
in m ost com m entaries the connection betw een the two chapters is not explicitly recognized, though
exceptions are possible (e.g., Ploger, D aniel, 139; Lacocque, D aniel, 173).
2So G oldingay, D aniel, 238.
3K laus Koch, “D ie Bedeutung der A pokalyptik fur die Interpretation der S chrift,” in M itte der
Schrift? Ein jiidisch-christliches Gesprdch; Texte des B erner Symposions vom 6.-12. Januar 1985, ed.
M. K lopfenstein et al., Judaica et C hristiana, no. 11 (Bern: Lang, 1987), 194.
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correspondences are found in the prayer, some in the description of the epiphany, and one
in the oracle.

Intertextual Leitwort pa
The major Leitwort that interlocks Dan 8 and Dan 9 is the root p a “understand.”
In the book o f Daniel the root p a is used as a “technical term for the understanding of
visions and auditions.” 1 In chaps. 8 and 9 the root p a , which constitutes “an internal and
significant bridge”2 for Daniel’s concern with understanding, connects the two chapters
(see table 44).3
Daniel sees the vision of chap. 8 which naturally he tries to understand (8:15).
The angel Gabriel is entrusted with the task to impart understanding to the prophet (8:16,
17). However, at the end of chap. 8 Daniel is left without understanding: p ap px] “and
there was no understanding” (8:27). Hence, the end o f Dan 8 emphasizes “non-solution,
the continuation o f the problem, the non-understanding.”4 The chapter does not
‘H. H . Schm id, “p a bin to understand,” TLOT, 1:232; cf. H elm er Ringgren, “pa bin," TDOT,
2:106. In chap. 1 the ro o t ], 3 is used tw ice to designate D an ie l’s and his friends’ general capacity to
understand (1:4, 20). T he key to the specific use o f p3 in th e book is found in 1:17 which singles out
D aniel for h is ability “to understand all kinds o f visions and dream s” (cf. Jacques D oukhan, “The
Seventy W eeks o f D an 9: A n E xegetical Study,” A U SS 17 [1979]: 4 n. 7). From there on, the root
designates “the ability o f profound understanding o f w hat kind o f m eta-history [M etahistorie] and
developm ents o f the future underlie the visible side o f the w o rld ” (Koch, D aniel, BKAT, 45). Besides
1:4, 17 the verb p a occurs in 8:5, 1 6 ,1 7 , 23, 27; 9:2 (qal), 22, 23 (qal), 23; 10:1 (qal), 11, 12,14;
11:30 (qal), 33, 37 (2x: qal); 12:8 (qal), 10 (2x: qal); the noun n p a “understanding” occurs in 1:20;
8:15; 9:22; 10:1. In the second h alf o f the book, the root p a seem s to refer specifically to the
understanding o f the prophecy o f the end (D oukhan, D aniel: The Vision o f the End, 108).
2D oukhan, “ Seventy W eeks,” 4.
3So N oth, “Z ur K om position des Buches D aniel,” 161; D oukhan, “S eventy W eeks,” 4-6;
Hasel, “T he ‘L ittle H orn’” (1986), 436; G oldingay, D aniel, 238.
4Schw eizer, “D ie S prache der Z eichenkorper,” 30.
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Table 44. Usage o f the Root TO in Daniel 8 and 9

Text

Root p

Meaning

Agent o f p

Object

8:5

hif. ptc.

reflect, observe

Daniel

context: vision of ram

8:15

noun

understanding

Daniel

context:

8:16

hif. ipv.

explain
(subj.: Gabriel)

Daniel

n « “ia “vision”

8:17

hif. ipv.

understand

Daniel

object clause: that the vision
(ptn) is for the end time

8:23

hif. ptc.

understand

king (horn)

riddles

8:27

hif. ptc.

not understand1

Daniel

context:

9:2

qal pf.

observe

Daniel

books & number o f years

9:22a

hif.
wayyiqtol

explain, instruct
(subj.: Gabriel)

Daniel

—

9:22d

noun

understanding

Daniel

—

9:23d

qal ipv.

understand

Daniel

word

9:23e

hif. ipv.

understand, grasp

Daniel

HRia “vision”

p tn “vision”

ntOO “vision”

constitute a well-rounded narrative with vision report and complete interpretation but
rather remains open-ended. The function o f this ending seems obvious: it challenges the
reader to see what can be understood in the text o f chap. 8 and to what exactly this lack of
understanding refers.2 Apparently, Daniel was bewildered about the vision o f the “2300
evening-morning” (see below) and therefore did not understand the meaning o f the
‘Instead o f taking p ! 2 pXT as a n om inal clause w ith the m eaning “and there w as no
understanding,” the negation
co u ld b e used as equivalent to N1? sim ilar to p R S JJ313 p R l in 8:5
where the subject o f the preceding verbal clause functions also as subject o f the pN I clause
(Goldingay, D aniel, 200). T he translation in 8:27 w ould th en be “and I did n ot understand.”
2Bader, “R eale und gedachte W elt,” 56.
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answer to the great question o f the text in vs. 13c: “Until when is the vision?”
Daniel 9 continues the theme o f understanding with a “noticeable contrast”1to
8:27: Daniel seeks to understand now (9:2).2 Apparently, the lack o f understanding
regarding the time prophecy causes Daniel to seek understanding by consulting and
pondering upon another time prophecy which was given to Jeremiah. The repetition o f
the root ttJpa also connects the two chapters (8:15; 9:3).3 The following prayer of Daniel,
with its unique and main focus on the covenant pattern, is therefore appropriate for one
“who failed to understand the end o f chap. S.”4 In chap. 9 Gabriel is sent to make Daniel
understand. At the epiphany of Gabriel subsequent to Daniel’s prayer, the angel again
mentions, as in 8:16-17, that he had come to give Daniel insight with understanding
(9:22). He calls on Daniel to understand the vision (9:23).5

Daniel 9:21
Verse 21 in chap. 9 plays an important role in connecting 9:24-27 with chap. 8.

'R igger, 181.
2There is also a link in syntax betw een D an 8:27 and 9:2 in th at the first main clause in both
have the order “independent pronoun + personal nam e + verb /ls g /,” w hich elsew here in D aniel
occurs only in 10:2 (C harles E. M cLain, “D an ie l’s P ray er in C hapter 9 ,” D B S J 9 (2004): 271 n. 18).
3Daniel sought (ttipa) to understand (8:15). T he sam e idea is im plied in 9:2-3 w hen D aniel
pondered over the num ber o f years prophesied by Jerem iah and then intensely “sought [CipS] (by)
prayer and supplications, w ith fasting, sackcloth and ash es” (9:3). T hat D an iel sought understanding
is implied by the purpose o f G abriel’s visit in response to D an ie l’s prayer, w hen he instructs D aniel
and tells him: “to instruct you with understanding [HD'S]” (9:22).
4Collins, D aniel (1993): 360; cf. idem , D aniel, FO T L , 96.
sThe marked use o f p a in 9:22-23 and the close lin k betw een these verses and 8:15-17 as an
opening for the angelic explanation is recognized by N oth, “Z ur K om position des B uches D aniel,”
161; and Koch, “B edeutung der A pokalyptik,” 195-196.
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Daniel 9:21 exhibits several terminological links to chap. 8. First, the name b x ’Tna
“Gabriel” occurs elsewhere only in 8:16. Second, the root rtX"i “see” refers to Daniel’s
visionary experience, recalling its technical usage in chap. 8 (8:1 [2x], 2 [3x], 3, 4, 6, 7,
15, 20). Third, the use of the verb U33 in 9:21 to describe an activity by Gabriel
(“approach”) recalls 8:18, even though it had a different meaning there (“touch”). Fourth,
the fact that Gabriel came at the time o f the evening offering echoes the term 2~)U used in
the time prophecy of “2300 evening-morning.” Also, Gabriel talking with Daniel is
expressed by the root “1ST “speak” with the prepositional phrase

J? “with me” (8:18;

9:22).
The most distinct retrospective reference in 9:21 is the relative clause to Gabriel:
]iTnn ’rp to “llCX “whom I had seen in the vision previously.” 1 The question
remains to which vision n ^ n n ? (literally “in the beginning”) refers. The following
observations point to chap. 8 as the reference o f the relative clause which seems to allude
specifically to 8:15-17.2 First, Gabriel’s initial explicit appearance occurs in 8:16.
Second, the mention of ]itn “vision” refers to the vision in chap. 8 for only this revelation
is designated as ptn , whereas the one in chap. 7 is called a “dream” (7:1). Third, the
accumulated effect o f the other terminological links, which are listed above, suggests a

'Vice versa it is possible to speak o f prospective references in D an 8 th at p rep are for a
continuation in Dan 9 (cf. the use o f the term “p rospective reference” by Steck w ho applies it to 8:19,
23, 26 w hich all contain a reference to the tim ing o f the en d [“W eltg esch eh en ,” 67 n. 60]).
2The relationship between 9:21 and 8:16 is recognized, e.g., by H olscher, 127 (“d irect
reference from one section to another”); Noth, “Z u r K om position des B uches D aniel,” 161; Ploger,
D aniel, 133, 139; Ginsberg, Studies in D aniel, 33; L acocque, D aniel, 190; H asel, “The ‘L ittle H o rn ’”
(1986), 437-438; Goldingay, Daniel, 256-257; B rem pong O w usu-A ntw i, The C hronology o f D aniel
9:24-27, A TSDS, no. 2 (Berrien Springs: A dventist T heological Society, 1995), 125-126; Behrens,
329 n. 46, Lucas, D aniel, 240.
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connection to chap. 8. Particularly noteworthy is the immediate context in 9:22-23 where
Gabriel functions again as a mediator of understanding like he did in 8:16-17. Finally,
the expression 17*717172 does not necessarily refer to Daniel’s first visionary experience, as
would be the case if it were translated literally with “in the beginning,” but may very well
mean “previously” when the context suggests it.1 Yet, on the basis o f the phrase 77*777172
the possibility cannot be completely ruled out that the relative clause in 9:21 in addition
also refers to the angelus interpres in chap. 7, for the vision of chap. 7 appeared to Daniel
77*777172 ( 8 : 1)

and thus it could be said that Gabriel had appeared in the vision 77*777n2.2 It

may therefore be likely that the relative clause in 9:21 alludes beyond Dan 8 to Dan 7,
since Gabriel fulfilled the role o f angelus interpres in both instances.3 The primary
allusion in 9:21, however, is to 8:15-17. What is the function of this allusion?

‘As argued by Goldingay, D aniel, 196, 256-257; Lucas, D aniel, 229, 240.
2By contrast, Ziony Zevit understands the relative clause in 9:21 as referring to the dream in
chap. 7 and he then identifies Gabriel with the “one like a son o f m an,” for 9:21 says th a t G abriel w as
seen pTI73 “in the vision” and not outside o f it like the figure in 7:16 (“T he Structure an d Individual
E lem ents o f D aniel 7,” 394-396; “The Exegetical Implications o f D an viii 1, be 21,” VT 28 [1978]:
488-492). H ow ever, even if 17*717173 w ould refer to the vision in chap. 7, G abriel sh o u ld p robably be
identified w ith “one o f the attendants” in 7:16 whose role as interpreter is congruent to G ab riel’s role
in chaps. 8 and 9. Furtherm ore, the phrase p i n ? “in the vision” (9:21) does n ot need to b e restricted
to the dreamlike vision itself (pace Zevit), but could encom pass the entire rev elato ry experience in
w hich Gabriel appears (so, e.g., Collins, D aniel [1993], 310, 351; Lucas, D a n iel, 240, w ho both reject
Z evit’s identification o f Gabriel with the “one like a son o f m an”).
C ollins takes 17*717172
/
T . . - as a
reference to the dream in chap. 7, since the vision in chap. 8 happened “after the one th at appeared to
m e in the beginning [77*717172]” (8:1) (D aniel [1993], 310, 351). O bviously, for C ollins the term
77*717173 has a single referent. So also W illiam H. Shea, “The Relationship betw een th e P rophecies o f
D aniel 8 and D aniel 9,” in The Sanctuary and the Atonem ent, ed. A. V. W allen k am p f an d W . R.
L esher (W ashington, DC: Review and H erald, 1981), 237-238 (however, later Shea seem s to take
77*777173 ]7T173 “in the earlier vision” in 9:21 as a connector o f chaps. 8 and 9 [D aniel 7-12, 174]).
3So also Rigger, who sees in this double reference o f the relative clau se in 9:21 an indication
that the final redactor attem pted to integrate D an 9 in the context o f Dan 7 -1 2 “as th eir cen ter and
climax so to speak” (106-107).
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Daniel 9:23 and the Vision (nN”)E) of
the “Evening-Morning” of Daniel 8
Both the usage o f the keyword I’S and the epiphany of Gabriel in 9:21-23 prepare
for the fact that the oracle in 9:24-27 explains some enigmatic aspect o f 8:12-14. In 8:27
it seems that Daniel had no understanding ()’2Q f'X'l) concerning the rtK“!E “vision” for
the previous clause in this verse mentions that he was particularly horrified about the
nisnE. It is therefore significant that Gabriel advises Daniel to give heed to the "lin
“word” and understand the n x i a (9:23). Strikingly, the combination p n (Hifil
imperative o f ■pa) and ilKHE occurs only in 9:23 and 8:16. The obvious conclusion
implies that nK"!E “vision” in 9:23 refers, according to 8:16 and 8:26, to “the vision of
the evening and the morning.”1 Due to the particular specification of the HKIE in 8:27 as
“the vision o f the evening and the morning,” the term nK“lQ refers more precisely to that
part in the angelic conversation in 8:12-14 that deals with “the evening and the morning”:
the time prophecy o f the “2300 evening-morning.”2 Based on the use o f nX“lE in 9:23 as

‘In addition to the lexical links o f p n and JINHE, for Ow usu-A ntw i the definiteness o f nK ”lQ
in 9:23e also suggests that the angel refers to the previous iHSHE in chap. 8 (125). H ow ever, this
argum ent is not unim peachable for the definite article is also used w ith “13T and in both instances it
could be understood as prospective usage, although this is doubtful (see the follow ing note).
2So Ploger, D aniel, 134, 139; cf. also N oth, “Z ur Komposition des Buches D aniel,” 161;
G oldw urm , 258. O n the other hand, m ost com m entators argue that JINHE in 9:23e does not refer to
chap. 8 but, in parallel to
“w ord, m essage” in 9:23d, signifies a prophetic revelation. They
understand both t a n and H tO E as referring prospectively to the following oracle (e.g., D river,
D aniel, 135; M arti, D aniel, 67; A aalders, D aniel (1962), 214; Rast, 134; Collins, D aniel, 352; M iller,
D aniel, 252; Bauer, D aniel, 188). In such a case, the identification o f 9:24-27 as nX"lE w ould link the
audition in 9:24-27 form ally to the audition in 8:12-14 w hich was also designated as HISHE. A lthough
such a prospective reference in 9:23e is certainly n o t impossible (cf. the use o f
and H tflE in
10:1), the previous use o fb o th “D " and HR*)!? suggests that they are used retrospectively. The
definite HS’IE refers back to the n x n E in chap. 8 (8 :1 6 ,2 6 , 27) and the definite "O T refers back to the
"O n that w ent forth at the beginning o f D an iel’s p leading (9:23a), w hich Gabriel is supposed to m ake
know n to D aniel (9:23b). H ence, w hat 9:23d and 23e are expressing is that by understanding the “Ia n
w hich G abriel recounts in 9:24-27 D aniel would b e able to understand the ilKHE o f chap. 8. M ore
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a reference to the prophetic time element in chap. 8, Ploger takes the prophecy in Dan
9:24-27 to be an interpretation o f the time element in Dan 8:14.'
This identification of 7X713 in chaps. 8 and 9 is strengthened by noticing the
specific use o f the terms "ptr! and 7X713 in the book o f Daniel.2 The apparently fluent

recently, A rinin L ange translates 7X7133 ,|37'1 (9:23e) w ith “gain understanding in the vision”
(“ erlange E insicht in der V ision”), obviously attributing to the preposition 2 a locative connotation
w ith 7X713 functioning as a prepositional object, and takes the phrase as clear indication that the
visionary finds the key to the text in Jer 25:11-12 in his vision (“Interpretation als Offenbarung: Zum
V erhaltnis von Schriftauslegung und O ffenbarung in apokalyptischer und nichtapokalyptischer
L iteratur,” in W isdom and A pocalypticism in the D ead Sea Scrolls and in the B iblical Tradition, ed. F.
G arcia M artinez, B E T L , no. 168 [Leuven: L euven U niversity Press; Leuven: Peeters, 2003], 17, 22).
U nderstood in this w ay, 7X713 would refer to the follow ing revelation in D an 9:24-27. However,
L an g e’s translation stem s from a m istaken syntactic understanding. The phrase ]’3 + 3 is often found
in later H ebrew (D an 1:17; 9:2, 23; 10:11; Ezra 8:15; N eh 8:8, 12; 13:7; 2 Chr 26:5; 34:12) and
belongs to a group o f verbs o f perception th at are used with the preposition 3 . The preposition 3
should be interpreted as designating “m ental contact” w ith 17X10 being the object o f perception (see
Jenni, D ie P roposition B eth, 252-253), so th at Dan 9:23e should be translated with “gain
understanding o f the vision.”
'P loger, D aniel, 139. A fter discussing the use o f the keyw ord ]’3 , D oukhan concludes that
the use o f ]’3 “intentionally places th at prophecy o f the 70 w eeks directly into the same perspective
and context as D a n ie l’s preceding and ‘incom plete’ revelation, the prophecy o f the 2300 evenings and
m ornings in chap. 8” (“The Seventy W eeks,” 5) and G oldingay observes that “the im plication might
be that D an 9 w as intended to clarify issues raised in chap. 8; it takes up the question o f the fate o f the
tem ple and seeks light from Scripture on w hat dream and vision left opaque” (D aniel, 238).
2The technical term s ]1T7 and 7X713 occur in regard to prophetic vision reports apart from
E zekiel only in D aniel (Behrens, 331-332). A s designations for divine revelations, they appear also
elsew here. B ased on an analysis o f 1 Sam 3 in com parison w ith the use o f the term s in Ezekiel and
Isaiah, Conrad suggests that in the prophets ]iTI7 and 17X713 function as semiotic codes, especially in
superscriptions (70-75, 166-167,183-186): a ])T17 is a prophetic activity for the reception o f niiT '*737
“the w ord o f Y h w h ” by a prophet in the tem ple (166), w hich is to be w ritten down, and, m ost
im portantly, concerns a future time. A ccording to C onrad, the “m ost succinct statem ent o f ]1T17” is
H ab 2:1-3 (183-184). A ])T17 puts less em phasis on the figure o f the prophet and by pertaining to a
distant future initiates a period o f w aiting. On the oth er hand, a 17X713 is a vision o f Y HWH that
happens to the p ro p h et and concerns a contem poraneous tim e. “To receive a ]1T7 m ay involve a
17X713 o f G od” (166) and thus “w hile a ]1T7 m ay b e a 17X713 not every 17X713 is a ]1TI7” (73). W hereas
Conrad traces th e tw o term s and their “encoded m eaning” throughout the latter prophets, he is not
concerned w ith th e ir function in the b o o k o f D aniel. It seem s that not all differences proposed by
Conrad can also be found in Daniel, for exam ple, the distinction that a 17X713 concerns the present
situation is not evident w ith the 7X713 w ith the vision o f the “evening-m orning” in D an 8. H ow ever,
the distinct characteristic that a 7X713 involves m ore o f a focus on the prophet and happens as a vision
o f Y h w h or o f his am bassadors can also be show n in D aniel (see below).
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interchange between the two words in Dan 8:15-17; 8:26-27; and 9:21-23 may lead to the
belief that they are used synonymously. However, the specific distribution of the terms
gives reason to suppose that they actually carry different notions1: nx*lQ designates the
epiphany o f a celestial being in vision and when it contains revelatory information in
particular it refers to an audition,2 while ]itn stands for the visionary elements of a
revelation and refers to a symbolic vision.3 It is noteworthy that in 8:26 nN*TO is

’So Ploger, D aniel, 129, 139; F uhs, 232; and especially Shea, “The R elationship betw een the
Prophecies o f D aniel 8 and D aniel 9 ,” 232-239 (follow ed by O w usu-A ntw i, 124-125).
2ntO O “appearance, vision” occurs tw elve tim es in BH D aniel (1:4, 13 [2x], 15; 8:1 5 ,1 6 , 26,
27; 9:23; 10:1, 6, 18). T he context is decisive for its m eaning. In connection w ith persons, usually in
a construct phrase, nX"!0 designates their appearance or looks: appearance o f hum an beings (1:4,13
[2x], 15) or o f a celestial being (alw ays in the form nR")I33 “like the appearance o f . . . ” with
com parative 3 : 8:15; 10:6, 18). H ow ever, w hen G abriel is com m anded to help D aniel understand
n t n D n , the revelatory “vision” is m ean t (8 :1 6 ,2 6 , 27). In 9:23, G abriel com es again to m ake Daniel
understand the vision (nR “!3 3 p H in 9:23; cf. 8:16). The revelatory vision is also m eant in 10:1
when Daniel understood the vision (cf. the use o f rtlO D , “13;!, and the root ]’3 in 9:23 and 10:1).
N ote also the occurrences o f the corresponding fem inine noun nX"l3 “apparition” in chap. 10 (the
different use o f HAHO in com parison w ith the m ore usual HRID is still unclear; m aybe it distinguishes
the epiphany o f a celestial being from the auditory revelatory vision). The context clarifies that the
n tO D w hich w as seen by D aniel b u t n o t by his com panions refers to the appearance o f the man
dressed in linen (10:7 [2x], 8), as p ro b ab ly does the occurrence in 10:16.
“vision” occurs tw elve tim es in BH D aniel (1:17; 8:1, 2 [2x], 13, 1 5 ,1 7 , 26; 9:21, 24;
10:14; 11:14). D aniel understands all so rt o f visions and dream s (1:17). The placing o f vision and
dreams next to each other suggests their affinity. T he occurrences o f ]itn in chap. 8 all refer to the
entire vision o f 8:3-11. Its occurrence in 9:21 m ost likely refers back to the vision o f chap. 8. The
referent o f "|)Tn in 9:24 is disputed. If it w ould refer to a previous vision in D aniel, it m ust be the
vision o f D an 8, w hich is the only one called ]iTn. F or G oldingay the sealing (D nn) o f vision QiTIl)
and prophet in 9:24 recalls the order to keep the vision (]itn ) secret (Or©) in 8:26, considering that
both verbal roots, DnO and Dnn, are used in parallel thoughts in 12:4, 9 {D aniel, 259-260). However,
if in 9:24 such a reference to the visio n o f D an 8 w as intended, one w ould probably expect the article
to be used in front o f ] itn (so von L engerke, 363; R ig g er, 203). Instead, the striking generality o f the
oracle in 9:24 (see D oukhan, “ Seventy W eeks,” 20-21, w ho explains this phenom enon as expressing a
“universalistic dim ension” ) does not p o in t to th e fulfillm ent o f a specific prophetic vision b ut rather to
“the com pletion o f G o d ’s plan o f salvation per se” (R igger, 203). In 10:14 the celestial being lets
D aniel know th a t the vision (indefinite ]iTn) refers to m any days in the future; sim ilarly, in 8:17 it has
been said that the vision o f D an 8 is to pertain “to th e tim e o f the end.” H ence ] itn in 10:14 either
refers to the follow ing revelation in 11:1-12:4, or, less likely, it refers back to the vision o f Dan 8.
Finally, in 11:14 the activity o f the v io len t or law less ones will fulfill the vision (indefinite ^ tn ) ,
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identified by the relative clause as the vision “that has been uttered” (“172K3 "IttfK) which
makes clear that PIN;"172 “can only refer to the aforementioned audition.”1

Once it is established that the prophecy in 9:24-27 has something to do with the
prophecy of the “2300 evening-morning,” the question arises how the former illuminates
the latter. The connection between the two concerns at least the following concepts and
themes: time, cult, people, and conflict.2 While in the following these themes will be
discussed in the order listed above, I will avoid as far as possible entering “the Dismal
Swamp of O.T. criticism”3 and not attempt an exegesis o f the seventy-weeks oracle or a
discussion of its history of interpretation.

Thematic Similarities between Daniel 9:24-27 and Daniel 8:9-14

Time
That the prophecy in 9:24-27 relates to time does not come as a surprise since the
concern for time is evident in both Dan 8 and 9. First, the center issue o f Daniel’s prayer

which refers either to the present vision or because o f the indefinite use o f ] itn it refers again to G o d ’s
general prophetic plan.
'H. L. G insberg, “The B ook o f D aniel,” 522. H ence G in sb erg concludes th at HN772 “m ust
mean something like ‘statem ent’ or ‘d eclaration’” (ibid.).
2It is mainly the them atic connection b etw een D an 8 and D an 9 that im presses Collins the
most. For him, both chapters are preoccupied w ith the disruption o f the cult and focus them atically on
the time o f the end (D aniel [1993], 352, 359; cf. B au er, D aniel, 180).
M ontg o m ery , 400; a phrase revived b y Tim M ead o w cro ft, “E xploring the D ism al Swamp:
The Identity o f the A nointed O ne in D aniel 9 :24-27,” JB L 120 (2001): 429-449.
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in chap. 9 is time.1 More specifically, both chapters focus on “the timing o f the end.”2
Daniel’s prayer is basically the petitionary question “how long?” o f 8:13 (cf. 9:19:
“inKPrbN “make no delay!”).3 It gives the impression that the prayer o f chap. 9 applies
the question of 8:13 to the situation o f the exiled Israel. Hence, in giving a reply to the
praying Daniel, the prophecy in 9:24-27 needs to relate to time. Second, as noted above,
the intentional reference to the vision o f the “2300 evening-morning” in 9:21-23 lets one
expect that the seventy-weeks prophecy will somehow shed light on the time element o f
that previous vision.4
Regarding this latter connection it is important to understand the meaning of the
hapax legomenon

in

9:24. Since the root “]nn occurs only here in B H , we need to

'C f. Steck, “W eltgeschehen,” 67-71; P. B. Petersen, 216-217.
2Collins, D aniel (1993), 359. E ibert T ig ch elaar rem arks aptly, y et slightly overem phasized,
that “in Dan 8,13.17.26; 9,22-27; 12,4.8-13 the m ost im portant issue is n ot w h a t w ill happen, but
when these things will happen” (“Your W isdom and Y our Folly: The C ase o f l-4 Q M y steries,” in
Wisdom and Apocalypticism in the D ead Sea Scrolls and in the B iblical T radition, ed. F. G arcia
M artinez, BETL, no. 168 [Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press; Leuven: Peeters, 2003], 83 n. 57). Steck
sees the continuing interpretation in Dan 9 occasioned by the divinely d ecreed tim e for Israel
(“W eltgeschehen,” 67-69).
3Cf. B em d Janowski, Siihne als H eilsgeschehen: Traditions- und religionsgeschichtliche
Studien zu r Siihnetheologie der Priesterschrift, W M A N T , no. 55 (N eukirchen-V luyn: N eukirchener,
1982), 121; Goldingay, Daniel, 254-255; P. B. P etersen, 218.
4Shea, suggesting another link betw een the tw o prophecies, detects a distributional pattern o f
the prophetic time element in D aniel’s prophecies— they o ccur tow ard the end (7:25; 8:14; 12:7)— and
reasons that the “unusual” beginning o f the seventy-w eeks prophecy w ith the tim e elem ent is to
“juxtapose this tim e elem ent. . . alongside the tim e elem ent w ith w hich the vision o f ch 8 ends, the
latter com ing at the end o f the intravisional explanation o f ch 8 and the form er com ing at the
beginning o f the extravisional explanation o f ch 9 ” (“T he R elationship betw een the P rophecies o f
D aniel 8 and D aniel 9,” 231-232). H ow ever, w hereas Shea takes the extravisional statem ents in D an
7 and 12 into account, he does not do so w ith the extravisional explanation in 8:19-26 w hich renders
his proposed juxtaposition o f the “2300 evening-m orning” and the “seventy w eek s” rather
hypothetical.
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look at comparative extra-biblical literature, in particular post-biblical Hebrew, to
determine its possible meaning. The chronologically closest use of y n in extra-biblical
Hebrew is, as o f late, a single occurrence in Qumran Hebrew. The root y n occurs in the
Niphal form in 4Q252 (4QCommGen A) i, 2 in some sort o f commentary on Gen 6:3.
The clause in lines 2-3 reads: *7130 ’E f p 117 HJB / D'lOTl HK72 o r r a '1 ’D n m “and
their days were determined at one hundred and twenty years until the time/end o f (the)
waters o f (the) flood.”1 The use of y n in 4Q252 i, 2 is syntactically similar to its
employment in Dan 9:24, both appearing in the Niphal form and having a grammatical
subject from the semantic field of time. In 4Q252 y n takes on the sense o f “to decide”
or “to decree”2 and this meaning seems also present in Dan 9:24. However, there is more
to it. Other extra-biblical occurrences of y n are found in Middle Hebrew. There the
verb has the primary meaning o f “to cut, cut o f f ’ and the secondary sense “to decree,
determine”; the meaning o f its denominatives derives exclusively from cutting.3
Comparative material from other Semitic languages corroborates the idea that the Hebrew
root y in carries two semantic notions: “cut” and “determine.”4 The meaning o f the root
'T he translation is the one by G eorge Brooke in the editio p rin c ep s in D JD 22:196.
2So M oshe J. Bernstein, “4Q252 i 2 D*?!!?1? 0*1X2 T i n T I T * 6 : B iblical T ex t or B iblical
Interpretation?” RevQ 16 (1993-1995): 426.
3For references see Jastrow , 1:512-513. He also lists references o f the N ip h al form o f y n in
M iddle H ebrew with the sense “be cut off, am putated” on the one hand and “b e decided, decreed” on
the other hand. The m asculine denominative y n denotes a “cu t” o r “w ound” ; th e fem inine
denom inative y n n refers to “cutting” o r “piece, portion.”
4The evidence is as follows: Jewish Aram aic y n “to cut, sever” (M ichael Sokoloff, A
Dictionary o f Jewish P alestinian A ram aic o f the B yzantine P eriod, 2d ed. [R am at-G an: B ar Ilan
University Press; Baltim ore: Johns H opkins U niversity Press, 2002], 218); A rab ic hataka [w ith h] “to
tear” (HALO T, 1:364); and A kkadian h atakum “decide” (AH w 1:335). T he U g aritic ro o t h tk does not
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thus developed from the concrete “cut” to include the extended meaning o f “determine,
decide.” 1 This is exactly how BH dictionaries render its basic meaning, though they
usually decide to translate in n ) in Dan 9:24 with “be determined.”2 However, it seems
unfortunate to decide for one of the two notions at the expense of the other. Both notions
appear to be present: that the seventy weeks are a portion cut out from something else and
determined especially for the people and the holy city. If one wants to do justice to both
semantic notions— and the context certainly allows for it, maybe even requires it— and
comprise them in one gloss, a more preferable rendering would be “apportioned.”3
From which larger unit are the “seventy weeks” “apportioned”? Frequently the
suggestion is put forward that the “seventy weeks” are cut out from the total stock of
created world time in the style o f the periodization exhibited in the Apocalypse o f Weeks

seem to be o f help: the verb h-t-k carries the m eaning “to subdue, control; exercise pow er” ; the noun
h tk has three hom onym s: (I) “progenitor, father”; (II) “ lineage, offspring” ; and (III) “sovereignty,
pow er” (D U L 1:375-376). S hea’s ingenious suggestion that the Ugaritic sources could po in t to a
father-son situation behind i n n in Dan 9:24 and hence the seventy-weeks prophecy should be
pictured as “son” to the longer “2300 evening-m orning,” w hich is pictured as “father,” is b ased solely
on the m eaning o f h tk I and n , and appears to be far-fetched (“The Relationship betw een the
Prophecies o f D aniel 8 and Daniel 9 ,” 244-246; also m entioned favorably by O w usu-A ntw i, 122-123).
1J. L. Palache notes such a sem antic developm ent not only for i n n , b ut sim ilarly also for
several other Sem itic roots, including the H ebrew “ID “cut th ro u g h /o ff> decide,” f i n “cut >
determ ine,” and Talm udic H ebrew pOS “cut o ff > fix” (Sem antic Notes on the H ebrew L exicon, trans.
Z. W erblow sky [Leiden: Brill, 1959], 19). Cf. Johannes Pedersen, D e rE id bei den Sem iten: In
seinem Verhaltnis zu verwandten E rscheinungen sow ie die Stellung des E ides im Islam , Studien zur
K u ltu ru n d G eschichte des islam ischen O rients, no. 3 (Strassburg: Trubner, 1914), 12, 46; Shea, “The
R elationship betw een the Prophecies o f D aniel 8 and D aniel 9 ,” 241-244; and Frederick E.
G reenspahn, H apax Legom ena in B iblical H ebrew: A Study o f the Phenom enon and Its Treatm ent
Since A ntiquity w ith Special R eference to Verbal Form s, SBLDS, no. 74 (Chico: Scholars, 1984), 118.
2For exam ple: B D B , 367 (“be determ ined” w ith basic sense “divide, determ ine”); H A LO T,
1:364 and H A H A T , 2:410 (both: “be determ ined, im posed”); a n d D CH , 3:335 (“b e determ ined”).
3Em ile N icole and Eugene C arpenter, “i n n (# 3155),” NID O TTE, 2:323.
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in 1 Enoch 93:1 -10; 91:11 -17.1 The problem with this approach, however, is that the
book o f Daniel does not mention a broad scope of history divided into periods like it is
outlined in the Animal Vision (1 Enoch 85-90), the Apocalypse of Weeks, or the book of
Jubilees} If the time period in Dan 9:24, which is apportioned to Daniel’s people, is cut
off from a longer period, one should first o f all look at the immediate context; and the
context unmistakably suggests this longer period to be the “2300 evening-morning.”3 The
arguments outlined above— use o f the keyword ^ 2 and retrospective references in 9:2123— demonstrate an intentional link concerning time between the seventy-weeks
prophecy and the “2300 evening-morning.” In addition, both prophecies contain a similar

'K o ch , “B edeutung der A pokalyptik,” 198; idem, “D as Geheimnis d e rZ e itin W eisheit und
A pokalyptik um die Z eitenw ende,” in Wisdom and Apocalypticism in the D ead Sea Scrolls and in the
B iblical Tradition, ed. F. G arcia M artinez, B ETL, no. 168 (Leuven: Leuven University Press; Leuven:
Peeters, 2003), 65-66: the seventy w eeks are “a period o f tim e ‘cut o ut’ (by God), very likely out o f a
larger continuum o f tim e,” and 66 n. 70: “T he 490 years correspond perhaps to the seventh Seven 1
Enoch 93:9f. + 9,11 [.sic; correct: 91:11].” For the initial idea o f explaining the seventy w eeks as
taken from a broad apocalyptic w orld chronology in the light o f the A pocalypse o f W eeks, see Klaus
K och, “D ie m ysteriosen Z ahlen der ju d aisch en K o n ig eu n d die apokalyptischen Jahrw ochen,” FT 28
(1978): 439-441; idem, D as B uch D aniel, 152-154; and idem , “Sabbatstruktur der Geschichte: D ie
sogenannte Z ehn-W ochen-A pokalypse (I H en 93,1-10; 91,11-17) und das Ringen um die
alttestam entlichen C hronologien im spaten Israelitentum ,” Z A W 95 (1983): 403-430, esp. 414-415.
K och’s suggestion is follow ed, am ong others, by D evorah D im ant, “The Seventy W eeks Chronology
(D an 9,24-27) in the L ight o f N ew Q um ran T ex ts,” in The B o o k o f D aniel in the L ight o f New
F indings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, BETL, no. 106 (Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press, 1993), 61-62,
65-70; and John J. Collins, The A pocalyptic Im agination: A n Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic
Literature, 2d ed., The B iblical R esource Series (G rand R apids: Eerdmans, 1998), 109. A lready
M ichael J. G ruenthaner argued from the V ulgate th at TJPinj “m ust be understood in the sense o f ‘cut
o ff,’ i.e., m entally separated from the cycle o f years, and so determ ined” (“The Seventy W eeks,” CBQ
1 [1939]: 45). R igger supposes that the ro o t ”[nn w as deliberately chosen to indicate that the 70
w eeks are a portion o f th e overall schem e o f divinely-planned hum an history from creation to the
eschaton (195 n. 114). H e interprets this plan n ed history in terms o f the periodization found in the
A pocalypse o f W eeks (1 E noch 93:1-10; 91:11-17) and the book o f Jubilees (188-194).
2See N ickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1, 357. He lists several other differences as w ell as sim ilarities
betw een the visions in D aniel and 1 Enoch 85-90. N evertheless he connects the “seventy w eeks o f
years” o f D an 9 w ith the A nim al V isio n ’s period o f the seventy shepherds (391-393).
3Cf. D oukhan, “ Seventy W eeks,” 5-6; O w usu-A ntw i, 123-127.
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syntactic-semantic feature: The passive form "!jnn; in 9:24 is a passivum divinum1 and
recalls the passivum divinum p ’iiSJ'l in 8:14c.
In conclusion, the prophecy in Dan 9:24 implies that “seventy weeks” of the
“2300 evening-morning” are apportioned “for your people and your holy city.” The
connection between the two time prophecies thus gives a better understanding with regard
to the time element o f the vision o f the “evening-morning,” designating it as the longer
period o f the two. Provided that one could establish the exact relation between them and
fix the date o f the “seventy weeks,” it would also be possible to gain understanding of the
timing o f the “2300 evening-morning.”2

Cult, Temple, and People
The relationship between Dan 8:12-14 and Dan 9:24 is not restricted to the aspect
of time; it also involves thematic connections, especially in regard to the cultic, as is
evident from several terminological links.3 Four terms in 9:24 occur also in 8:9-14: U1BB
(8:12, 13; 9:24), -pm (8:13; 9:24), p n s (8:14; 9:24), and tfYp (8:13, 14; 9:24 [3x]; also

'So, e.g., R igger, 194.
2Such an analysis is beyond the p resen t scope, since it w ould require a detailed exegetical
analysis o f the beginning o f the “seventy w eek s.”
3An interest in cult and tem ple is found in D an 9 both in the prayer and in the oracle. In the
prayer, D aniel m entions specifically G o d ’s holy m ountain
in vs. 16;
2 n p " “1Hin vs.
20) and sanctuary C*]ttTIpp, vs. 17). N aturally, D an iel’s concern for the city Jerusalem (vss. 12,16,
18, 19) m ust be seen as connected w ith the tem ple, for he calls Jerusalem “your holy m ountain” (vs.
16) and sum m arizes the aspects o f his p rayer as confessing Israel’s sin and supplicating for “ the holy
m ountain o f m y G od” (vs. 20). The cultic m o tif is also underlined by the com ing o f G abriel at the
time o f the evening offering (9:21), w h ich n o t only proves th a t D aniel, w ho w as praying at this time,
conceptually links prayer w ith sacrifice, b u t also indicates th a t “God behaves as though the offerings
are still being m ade. T he cosm ic tem poral order, reflected in the rhythm o f the hours o f prayer, stands
despite the vicissitudes o f history” (G oldingay, D aniel, 255).
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9:26). Interestingly, all of these are found in the audition o f 8:12-14, reinforcing the
relationship between the seventy-weeks prophecy in 9:24 and the vision (nKpE) o f the
“evening-morning” in chap. 8. Words o f the remainder o f the prophetic oracle (9:25-27)
that occur also in 8:9-14 are only tthp (9:26) and

(8:13; 9:26, 27 [2x]).'

The three words that can have cultic overtones— ytfB, p i s , and tth'p— are
significant.2 In Dan 9:24, a prophecy is given that, among other things, transgression
(jjttfa) will be finished, everlasting righteousness (p*TS) will be brought, and a holy of
holies (CWTp ttJpT’p ) will be anointed. The terms UttiS and p “TS are antithetically linked to
the phrases “to finish transgression” and “to bring in everlasting righteousness” as they
probably stand in a “synthetic parallelism.”3 The succession of these terms in Dan 9:24
resembles Dan 8:12-14 where the problem is rebellion (IlltiS) which will be terminated by
bringing righteousness (verb p i s ) to the holy (linp). Furthermore, both in Dan 8:14c and
9:24 God is the implied subject who counteracts the transgression and brings
righteousness. The terminological parallels present as follows:
Dan 8:12-14

Dan 9:24

ytfs (vs. 12a), y c s n (vs. 13c)

v m r \ (vs. 24)

p p s p (vs. 14c)
tth'p (vs. 14c)

p n s (v. 24)
(vs- 24)

'W hile 9:24 seems to connect m ore closely w ith D an 8, the w ords used in the nom inal clauses
in 9:26, 27 establish specifically a connection w ith D an 11 (noted b y Rigger, 117 n. 196).
2On p in see m y previous com m ents above.
3See Doukhan, “ Seventy W eeks,” 10-11.
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These parallels do not necessarily imply that the corresponding phrases, or even the two
texts, refer to the same entities. The basic question stands whether 9:24 is “a restatement
o f the visionary promises of chap. 8”1 or if it has a different focus altogether and is only
conceptually linked to 8:12-14. Hence, the individual terms in 9:24 need to be examined.
I begin with □12nj5 unp, for among the three expressions this is the one that is most
often seen as a reference to its counterpart in 8:12-14 with identical meaning.
So what does D’Shp Uhp in Dan 9:24 mean? Usually it is considered to be the
most holy place or the sanctuary,2 but it has also been suggested that it might refer to a
holy people or to a specific person, usually the Messiah,3 or to G od’s presence in the
midst of his people, which combines the concepts o f the sanctuary and the holiness of
God’s people.4 The exact words used are significant: EPlIhp iznp is a term o f heightened
holiness, expressing quality. Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible the phrase is used twentytwo times to denote something as extremely holy, always in relationship to the cultic, the
sanctuary service, and the sanctuary or temple itself.5 However, it never designates the

‘Goldingay, Daniel, 260.
2See, e.g., Goldingay, Daniel, 260; Collins, D aniel, 354.
3See, e.g., Lacocque, Daniel, 193-194; M eadow croft, “E xploring,” 437-440.
"Rigger, 209-211.
5The phrase D, ttn p Cft'p can designate the altar (E xod 29:37; 30:10; 40:10), the utensils o f
the cult (Exod 30:29), the incense (Exod 30:36), the rem ainder o f the HllDQ “ce real o fferin g ” (Lev 2:3,
10; 6:10; 10:12), the nKtSn “purification offering” (Lev 6:18, 22; 10:17), th e D21R “rep aratio n
offering” (Lev 7 :1 ,6 ; 14:13), the bread for the tabernacle table (Lev 24:9), any pro scrip tio n s to Y h w h
(Lev 27:28), offerings by fire (Num 18:9), the tem ple m ountain (E zek 43:12), the sanctuary or the
priestly reserve (Ezek 45:3), the priestly reserve (Ezek 48:12). In the E zek iel passages M ead o w cro ft
detects a “broadening o f conceptualization” o f D’lO lp 2i"7p as concept o f th e tem ple to include land
that is also most holy. H e argues that the broadening conception o f D’lin p HHp developed still
further, pointing to texts from Qumran w here the phrase can no w describe a group o f p eople, so that it
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most holy place. In contrast, the expression 0,lB'1pri tth'p “the most holy” with the
article is used twenty-one times and functions (primarily?) as a spatial designation for the
most holy place, that is, the inner sanctum, but also as a quality expression for offerings
and objects in relationship to the sanctuary/temple.1 This brief terminological overview
shows that the expression D’tf'lj? c n p in Dan 9:24 should not be interpreted as referring
to the inner sanctum, which always is called D’llhpn Ch'p. Rather O’ttnp ®“fp denotes
“holy things which belong to the Sanctuary service, or the whole Temple.”2
This observation supports that tthp in 8:14c, which is terminologically linked to
□, tfnp ttipp in 9:24, could indeed refer to the sanctuary or temple and also to holy things

seem s possible to understand the community as sanctuary. It is right at this point in the developm ent
o f m eaning o f O’ttinp ttTtp that M eadow croft would like to place its occurrence in D an 9 :24 w here it
should be conceived o f as a community (“Exploring,” 437-440). F or D oukhan, how ever, the p osition
o f the infinitive “to anoint a m ost holy” in the series o f three infinitives concerning the h o ly city
Jerusalem and the sanctuary (see his structure on Dan 9:24 on p. 10) precludes that B’^ H p U)*fp refers
to people or to a person (“ Seventy W eeks,” 11). In the H ebrew Bible only in 1 C hr 23:13 m ig h t it be
possible that the phrase □ 'tlH p UTjp is uniquely applied to a person (e.g., Japhet, I & II Chronicles,
415, w ho explains this use as midrash on Exod 30:29-30), although it has also been claim ed that there
it refers to m ost holy things (e.g., R igger, 40, who takes the follow ing three infinitives in this clause as
parallel or even explanatory to the infinitive clause in question).
'T he phrase D’lin p n
m ost often designates the m ost holy p lace o f the sanctuary or
temple (Exod 26:33, 34; 1 K gs 6:16; 7:50; 8:6; Ezek 4 1 :4; 2 C hr 3:8, 10; 4:22; 5:7); som etim es it is
not clear enough w hether the m ost holy place or something else is meant: m ost sacred objects o f the
sanctuary or the m ost holy place (Num 4:19), the sanctuary/tem ple or an interior area o f it (N um 18:10
[though here it could also refer to the m anner o f eating]; 1 C hr 6:34). O’S n p n ttH p can also
designate offerings, such as the bread o f the presence (Lev 2 1 :22) or the offerings (by fire) to b e eaten
by the priests (Num 18:9; Ezek 42:13 [2x]; Ezra 2:63; N eh 7:65; 2 C hr 31:14), and (cultic) objects
inside the sanctuary or the sanctuary tent (Num 4:4).
2D oukhan, “Seventy W eeks,” 11; cf. also Theodor Seidl, “V o lk G ottes und seine Z ukunft
nach A ussagen des B uches D aniel,” in Unterwegs zur K irche: A lttestam entliche K o n zep tio n en , ed. J.
Schreiner, QD, no. 110 (Freiburg: H erder, 1987), 199 n. 88. Some even see in D ’tD'lp UTlp a special
em phasis on the altar (see, e.g., M ontogm ery, 375, and Ploger, D aniel, 140, for w hom th e phrase
refers to either the tem ple or the altar o f burnt offering). T his could be done so on th e basis o f the
relation betw een Exod 29:36-37 and D an 9:24— the only texts to m ention the three co n cep ts o f
atonement (ID S ), anointing (nttlS), and Dv>inp ttn p — and the understanding th at in E xod 29:37
B’S h p ttn p refers to the altar (cf. V ogel, “The Cultic M otif,” 92-93).
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connected with either. However, one should not infer that the two phrases are completely
identical with regard to their point of reference. The difference between them indicates
the following crucial distinction: the more specific C 'fn p tihp designates the sanctuary
and its utensils alone, while the simple ttfpp needs to be understood as being broader in
meaning, implying additionally personal aspects in reference to holy people.1
Furthermore, the difference between the verbs— the verb in 8:14c is p " l S nif.
“restore to its right,” while in 9:24 it is ntfO “anoint”— signals that two different activities
are being described with regard to the “holy” and the “holy of holies.” Usually the
anointing o f the “holy of holies” in 9:24 is understood to refer to the rededication of the
temple in Jerusalem.2 However, one should be careful not to conclude too quickly that
Dan 9:24 is about the rededication o f the temple. The texts in Exod 29:36-37 (where
" 1 3 3 , r r a a , and D 't f n p

C h p occur together) and 30:26-29; 40:9-1 1 (where n t i n and

D’ttinp Clip occur together), which appear to be intertextually linked to Dan 9:24, refer
to the inauguration o f the wilderness sanctuary.3 The intertextual relation between Dan
9:24 and Exod 29:36-37 is particularly significant for only in these two texts are the three
notions o f atonement (" 1 3 3 ), anointing (ntCD), and holy of holies ( D 't t J l p t z n p ) found.4
Thus, it is at least equally possible, if not more likely, that the anointing o f the holy of
holies in Dan 9:24 refers to the inauguration of a sanctuary or temple. The idea is that an

‘For the m eaning o f 2i"fp in 8:14c see chapter 2 (above).
JSee, e.g., G oldingay, D aniel, 260; Collins, D a n iel (1993), 354; Lucas, D a n iel, 242.
3Cf. R igger, 208. Cf. also L ev 8:10-11; Num 7:1.
“D oukhan, “ Seventy W eeks,” 11.
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eschatological sanctuary, and possibly even its priesthood,1 is being inaugurated for
service.2 The use of the verbal root r a n supports this conclusion. r a n is always
employed for the dedication or inauguration of inanimate objects for their specific use, or
for the anointing or consecration o f persons for a specific office or service, usually as
king or as (high) priest. It is never used to describe merely an act of rededication or re
anointing.3
In light o f the anointing and inauguration of a sanctuary in Dan 9:24, the bringing
back o f righteousness to what is holy— including the sanctuary of the commander of the
host— in Dan 8 :14c (tthp p^rsai) and its justification after the horn’s rebellion and
transgression (SftSE) would suggest that the activity in Dan 8:14c refers to the cleansing
and re-consecration o f that sanctuary, probably in an eschatological Day of Atonement
setting where the 2Tlp is purified from HIES (Lev 16:16). Thus, with regard to the
sanctuary Dan 9:24 refers to its inauguration, while Dan 8:14c refers to its restoration.
The root p i s forms another terminological link between 9:24 and 8:12-14. The
first o f the three positive infinitive clauses in 9:24, D'oVl? p*)S X 'anb “and to bring in
everlasting righteousness,” is sometimes understood as an allusion to Dan 8:14c on

‘In the T orah, at the inauguration o f the tabernacle and its utensils the priesthood w as also
inaugurated, using for b oth the root TOE (Exod 30:30; 40:13-15; Lev 8:12) (cf. ibid., 11-12).
2This is very close to Steck’s conclusion that the anointing o f the holy o f holies “significantly
does not sim ply m ean the restoration o f the previous condition in the sense o f the rededication under
Judas M accabaeus . . . but the dedication o f an eschatological tem ple, as the w ording show s”
(“W eltgeschehen und G ottesvolk,” 70 n. 75).
3For the purpose o f anointing see M ilgrom , Leviticus 1-16, 553-555, and John N. Oswalt,
“r a n (# 5417),” N ID O T T E , 2:1123-1127; cf. H. W einel, ‘r a n und seine D erivate,” Z A W 18 (1898):
1-82, esp. 28-48; and E rnst K utsch, Sa lb u n g als R ech tsa kt im A lten Testament und im Alten Orient,
BZA W , no. 87 (B erlin: T opelm ann, 1963), 22-27 (for the anointing o f the high priest).
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account o f the use o f the same root p i s . 1 Again, a conceptual link between the bringing
in o f everlasting righteousness in Dan 9:24 and the vindication of the holy in Dan 8:14c
seems possible, and is probably intended. It is doubtful, however, that the use o f the
same root provides reason enough to support the belief that the two phrases refer to the
same event, particularly since one is used as a noun in the general sense (note the
indefiniteness o f

p*ia) and the other as a verb with a passive subject.

clear is that p“I25 in both texts stands in opposition to

y ds

What seems

and functions as an apocalyptic

term designating some kind o f eschatological vindication.2
A third terminological link between 9:24 and 8:12-14 is the noun y d s “rebellion,
transgression,” which aside from its cultic overtones in 9:24 also belongs to the second
focus of the prophecy that concerns the people. Like in chap. 8, y d s jeopardizes the
existence o f p i s and triggers divine intervention. The question remains whether yds
applies to the same transgressions in both 8:12-13 and 9:24, and to the same transgressors
respectively.3 The mention o f y d s in 9:24 has been attributed to different agents. For the
majority o f scholars the term refers to the transgressions o f God’s people. In short, there
are three main arguments for this understanding. First, the definiteness o f y d s H indicates
that the context in Dan 9 determines the referential meaning o f yds. The statement “to
'G oldingay, D aniel, 259; Lucas, D aniel, 242.
2See the analysis o f the m eaning o f pitS31 in D an 8:14c in chapter 2 (above).
S y n tactically , the use o f y d s in 9:24 cannot b e paralleled to 8:12b, sim ply for the reason that
the clause constm ction in these verses is totally different. T he m ost im portant dissim ilarities are the
different verbs (]n3 “set u p ” and ilb y “b rin g to an e n d ” or “destroy” [see H A L O T , 2:477]) and the
syntactic function o f d d B (in 8:12a y d s occurs in a p repositional p hrase functioning as an optional
clause constituent, w hereas in 9:24 y d s occurs w ith the definite article functioning as a required
clause constituent, that is, the direct object).
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finish the transgression” follows the confessional prayer that employs several different
expressions for Israel’s sins.1 The context speaks only o f Israel’s transgressions. Second,
since both parallel terms to U’Zisn in 9:24, DNtsn “sin” and

“iniquity,” are used

previously in chap. 9 in reference to the sins o f Israel, it seems obvious that UtiiDH should
also designate the people’s transgression. And third, according to the literary structure of
9:24 which mirrors the dual nature o f the subject, that is, “your people” and “your holy
city,” UtliSH once more should refer to the sins o f the people.2 Other scholars do not
regard 11102n as a reference to Israel’s sins in general, as confessed in the prayer, but
rather to the offensive acts o f the little horn in chap. 8.3 This rebellious transgression
shall be brought to an end, similar to 8:23 where it is mentioned that the transgressors
have run their course. The difficulty arising from this view is that thus far the rebellion of
the little horn has not been mentioned in Dan 9. Perhaps this is the reason why for
Collins

in 9:24 also includes “the transgressions o f Jews who forsake the covenant”

(cf. 11:30-35; 12:10), although for him the emphasis is on evil that must run its course.
Still others hold a complementary view and see both the sins of Israel and those o f her

‘The verbs and nouns used to describe that Israel sinned are X tin “sin” (9:5, 8, 11, 15), mi?
“do wrong” (9:5), Jll£h “make o n eself guilty” (9:5), 1 1 0 “rebel” (9:5, 9), "110 “turn aside” (9:5, 11),
llOtti k S or SJD10 ’PI1?:?1? “not listen” (9:6, 10, 11, 14), b v o “disloyalty” and *7110 “violate o n e ’s legal
obligations” (9:7), 121? “overstep” (9:11), 11101 “be w ick ed /g u ilty ” (9:15), XC?n “sin” (9:16), "J717
“iniquity” (9:16), and nNffin (9:21 [2x]). B ecause o f h e r sins, Israel has befallen niD2 “sham e” (9:7,
8), n*7N “curse” (9:11), H ill “evil” (9:12, 13, 14), rtS in “rep ro ach ” (9:16), and riOOlB “ desolations”
(9:18)/
2Doukhan, “Seventy W eeks,” 9-11.
3So, e.g., G oldingay, D aniel, 259; C o llin s, D a n iel (1993), 354; B auer, D aniel, 189.
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pagan oppressors in 9:24.' In short, considering the context, both o f 9:24 itself and of
Daniel’s prayer, it seems most natural to understand the transgression primarily in
reference to God’s people, although it should not be excluded that BtBEn contains a more
universal dimension.2
It is problematic that some interpreters extend the terminological link o f SJtiS
between 8:12-13 and 9:24 beyond its function o f connecting the two texts conceptually
and claim that the agent o f transgression in both texts must be the same. Either they try to
understand the agent of BlBSn in 9:24, which they correctly identify as God’s people, as
the agent ofUttiE in 8:12-13 as well,3 or they take 8:12-13, in which they correctly identify
the hom as the agent of rebellion, as background for 17IBSH in 9:24 and conclude that the
agent must be the same in both instances.4 Either assumption should be avoided. Once
again it is better to refrain from harmonizing the inteipretational meaning o f 9:24 with
8:12-13, to decide in each passage who the agent o f transgression is without looking to
the other passage for explanation, and to note that the two texts are mainly linked

'So, e.g., Lucas, D aniel, 241-242, 250-251. Klaus Koch seem s to un d erstan d I7!BSn in this
w ay when he cautiously states that “it is n o t clear . . . w hether it concerns the g u ilt o f Israel alone or
also that o f the nations” (“U niversalgeschichte, auserw ahltes V olk u n d R eich der E w igkeit: Das
G eschichtsverstandnis des D anielbuches,” in Europa, T ausendjahriges R eich und N e u e Welt: Z w ei
Jahrtausende G eschichte und Utopie in d er Rezeption des D anielbuches, ed. M. D elgado, K. K och,
and E. M arsch, Studien zur christlichen R eligions- und K ulturgeschichte, no. 1 [Freiburg,
Switzerland: U niversitatsverlag; Stuttgart: K ohlham m er, 2003], 32).
2The definite
w ithout the extension “o f the people” or the like could also surpass any
limited understanding and may be interpreted m ore broadly than ju s t th e transgressions o f the people.
3See, e.g., Thomas Edw ard M cC om iskey, “The Seventy ‘W e e k s’ o f D an iel against the
Background o f A ncient N ear Eastern L iterature,” W TJ 47 (1985): 34-35.
“See, e.g., Goldingay, Daniel, 259; C ollins, D a n iel (1993), 354; B auer, D a n iel, 189.
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conceptually, while the specific connection focuses on the prophetic time element.

Eschatological Day of Atonement
Several factors in Dan 9:24 indicate strongly that this verse is not only immersed
in Levitical terminology but is also situated in a Day o f Atonement setting. First o f all,
the combined concern for both sanctuary and people and their restoration, which is also
characteristic o f Dan 8:9-14, signals a possible association with the concept o f the Day o f
Atonement. Koch sees a connection from Dan 9:24 to the promise of eschatological
atonement for God’s people in Mic 7:18-19, which also uses the three terms p y , a©B, and
nNtsn, and maybe even to “an eschatological Day of Atonement” for the three terms also
appear in Lev 16:21.’ Similarly, Laato assumes that “the eschatological ‘expiation of
crime’ described in Dan 9:24 is connected with the kipper-ritual at the Temple.”2
In this regard, it is interesting to note that Daniel’s prayer does not use the root
atfB for the sins of Israel, despite the variety o f other expressions for sin employed in it.
Its use in 9:24 in parallel to nxtsn “sin” and p y “iniquity” could therefore be attributed to
a specific function o f this triad of terms for sin as an intertextual reference to the Day o f
Atonement.
Furthermore, Lacocque observes that the obvious relationship between the

‘K och, “Bedeutung der Apokalyptik,” 198; cf. idem, “U niversalgeschichte,” 32. B esides Lev
16:21; Mic 7:18-19; and D an 9:24, the terms p y , U1CS, and HXBn occur together in close proxim ity
only in Isa 43:24-25; 59:12; Ezek 21:29; Pss 32T;5; 51:3-5; 59:4-5; Job 13:23; 14:16-17.
2Antti Laato, “The Eschatological A ct o f kipper in the D am ascus D o cu m en t,” in
Intertestam ental Essays in H onour o f J o s e f Tadeusz M ilik, ed. Z. J. K apera, Q u m ran ica m ogilanensia,
no. 6 (Krakow: Enigm a, 1992), 104. Laato finds sim ilarities betw een D an 9:24 and Zech 12:1-13:1
(and m ore distantly also w ith Zech 3:8-10) and associates the eschatological k ip p er or b lo ttin g o ut o f
sins with the com ing o f the M essianic era (104, 106).
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division o f the seventy weeks and the reckoning of the jubilee year (Lev 25:8-11) also
points to the Day o f Atonement, since the proclamation of the jubilee has to occur on the
tenth day o f the seventh month, which is the annual Day of Atonement, after the
sanctuary and the people have been purged from all their impurities and sins.1
An allusion to the Day of Atonement in Dan 9:24 would emphasize that the
interpretation o f 8:14c against the background of an eschatological Day o f Atonement is
well-founded and coherent, as has been suggested by the thematic analysis o f 8:9-14, by
the animal symbolism employed in chap. 8, and by the intertextual relation to 7:9-10 and
7:13-14. Thus, the intertextual relation to 9:24, although not being a compelling reason
for it, still supports the idea that the interpretation of 8:14 should be engaged within the
parameters o f the Day of Atonement.2 Again, the terminological links to 9:24 certainly
emphasize the cultic or Levitical canvas o f 8:12-14, since in 9:24 these specific terms are
used precisely to create such a background.3

Covenant
At this point, one needs to take a closer look at the covenant theme and the

'L aco cq u s, D aniel, 192.
2T his does not mean, o f course, that the events prophesied in Dan 9:24 correspond to the
events prophesied in D an 8:14, w hich, am ong other things, is already evident from the different
activity in regard to the sanctuary (inauguration in 9:24 vs. restoration in 8:14). It follow s th at one
should not suppose that with the possible fulfillm ent o f the events described in 9:24 all the aspects o f
an eschatological D ay o f A tonem ent w ould be (antitypically) fulfilled.
3In the seventy-w eeks prophecy, D oukhan identifies the following term s as L evitical: “sin,”
“holy o f holies,” “righteousness,” “H oly,” “the C ity,” “Jerusalem ,” “offering,” and “ sacrifice”
(“Seventy W eeks,” 11, 20).
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connection between divine wrath and the sin of the people.1 Frequently the prayer in Dan
9 with its covenantal background has led scholars to the assumption that the covenantal
pattern o f sin can also be found in the prophecies of Daniel.2 The question to be asked
here is whether the covenant theme or the breaking o f the covenant by God’s people as
mentioned in the prayer o f chap. 9 is thematically broached in chap. 8, and specifically,
whether it is present in Dan 8:12-13.
To start with, there is no question that the covenant forms the theological
framework o f the prayer o f Daniel, and to some extent also of the seventy-weeks oracle.3
Indeed, the prayer in Dan 9 is the place where the obvious covenantal or
“Deuteronomistic” pattern o f sin, oppression and desolation, repentance, and deliverance
can be easily detected, which certainly was influenced by the prophets, particularly by Jer
25:8-13 to which Daniel paid attention (Dan 9:2).4 The sins of Israel in breaking the

'F o r an excellent discussion on the w rath o f God in the prayer o f D aniel and elsewhere in the
book o f D aniel, see R ast, 173-185. For the presence o f the covenant them e in D aniel, see A rie van der
Kooij, “The C o n cep t o f C ovenant (Berit) in the Book o f D aniel,” in The B ook o f D aniel in the L ig h t o f
New F indings, ed. A. S. van der W oude, B ETL, no. 106 (Leuven: Leuven U niversity Press, 1993),
495-501.
2See recently P. B. Petersen, 200-211.
3T he p ray er o f D aniel is interw oven with covenant term inology. For example, in the book o f
D aniel, the co venant nam e Y hw h occurs only here (9 :2 ,4 , 8, 1 0 ,1 3 , 14 [2x]) and the term ITH3
“covenant” o ccurs only in chaps. 9 and 11 (9:4, 27; 11:22, 28, 30 [2x], 32). An unam biguous allusion
to the covenant is the m odification o f the adoption form ula that Israel is called b y the name o f Y hw h
(9:19). A study on the covenant them e in D an 9, in both prayer and prophecy, is provided by
M eredith G. K line, “T he C ovenant o f th e Seventieth W eek,” in The Law and the Prophets: O ld
Testam ent Studies P repared in H ono r o f O sw ald Thompson Allis, ed. J. H. Skilton (Philadelphia:
Presbyterian and R eform ed, 1974), 452-469; for the covenant in the prophecy o f D an 9:24-27, see
also O w usu-A ntw i, 181-185.
4This pattern o f covenantal or “D euteronom istic” theology can be described in short as the
following: Israel’s sin in breaking the covenant leads to G o d ’s justice and ju d g m en t w hich brings
foreign oppressors over Israel. The suffering o f Israel then leads to her confession o f sin and
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covenant brought God’s anger (*}!*) and wrath (n o n ) upon them, manifesting itself in
oppression by other nations so that God’s people, Jerusalem, and the sanctuary became
desolate (9:16-17). The repentance and plea for mercy, as exemplified by the prophet
Daniel, are answered by a prophecy o f deliverance in which the broken covenant, as well
as the people and the holy city, will be restored.
The following points might suggest a covenantal pattern as background to the
events described in Dan 8. First, since the term DBT “wrath” (8:19) elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible refers to G od’s wrath against sinners and nations (20 times), except in Hos
7:16, it would in Dan 8:19 designate God’s wrath and indicate divine providence,

implying that the divine wrath against God’s people, executed by pagan people, turns
against the enemy itself. Second, the phrase □''DS'TJJ “stem-faced” in Dan 8:23 occurs
elsewhere only in Deut 28:50, and there in the context o f covenant curses: God will bring
D'3B T2J ’la “a nation o f fierce countenance” against his people. If D'OS'Tl) in Dan 8:23 is
borrowed from Deut 28:50 and would function as an intentional allusion to one of the
covenant curses, it appears that the rise o f the king/horn in Dan 8 should be understood as
a covenant curse. Third, the term TBia “appointed time” (Dan 8:19) resonates the idea of
a divinely fixed time, giving the impression that the period o f indignation is under divine

repentance so that G od in his tim e can intervene by show ing m ercy to his people and administering
retribution to the m erciless oppressors. For such a pattern in the prayer o f D an 9 see, e.g., P. B.
Petersen, 169-183; Lucas, D aniel, 253. For a list o f the p ray e r’s “D euteronom istic traces” see Hans
van D eventer, “The End o f the End: O r, W hat Is the D euteronom ist (Still) D oing in D aniel?” in Past,
Present, F uture: The D euteronom istic H istory a n d the P rophets, ed. J. C. de M oor and H. F. Van
Rooy, OtSt, no. 44 (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 66-67.
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control.1 And fourth, the concept that D'BtfBH “the transgressors” (Dan 8:23) have
reached their limit seems to imply that the sins of G od’s people have reached such an
alarming stage that God is forced to take drastic measures.
Based on these observations it seems understandable why some scholars conclude
that Dan 8 deals with the concept o f God’s wrath directed against apostate believers by
“sending” an enemy who, by divine permission, oppresses God’s people, and furthermore
with the concept of God’s salvation, when in the end his wrath turns against the
unmerciful oppressor and he brings restoration to his people. As a corollary assumption,
the sin or rebellion mentioned in 8:12, 13, and 8:23 is taken to refer to the sin o f God’s
people.2 Since such a conclusion would affect the understanding o f Dan 8:12
significantly, it is important to investigate whether the inference of a covenantal pattern in
Dan 8 indeed rests on solid ground.
To begin with, and most fundamentally, the linguistic analysis of Dan 8:12-13
shows that the

in these verses should not be attributed to God’s people.3 In addition,

'See D an 11:27, 29, 35; 12:7; cf. the use o f th e A ram aic equivalent
22, 29; 7:12, 25.

in D an 2:21; 4:13, 20,

2Recently, P. B. Petersen argued for such a specific them atic connection (200-211). He
proposes a similar fourfold pattern o f events for D an 8 and D an 9: sin or transgression o f G o d ’s
people, G od’s wrath brings tribulation by the hand o f h o stile pow ers, desolation o f the sanctuary, and
future divine intervention. Im porting the co v en an t th em e from D an 9, he detects in 8:12a a covenantal
pattern o f cause and effect, w ith the sin o f G o d ’s peo p le b ein g the cause and the giving over o f them
the effect (204, 209-211). To support the thesis that the events in D an 8 m ust be seen in light o f a
broken covenant Petersen presents the observations on D1JT “w rath ” (8:19) and D’OETTIJ “stem -faced”
(8:23) as mentioned above (202-204).
3In short, there are at least six m ajo r p oints w h y 8 :12a is concerned w ith the rebellion o f the
horn and its host: (1) “A host” is the gram m atical su b ject o fv s . 12a and o f 12 b -d and thus cannot be
regarded as the “host o f heaven” ; (2) “ a h o st” in vs. 12a is indefinite to distinguish it from the “host o f
heaven” mentioned in vs. 10 and referred to in vs. 11a; (3) the prepositional p h rase T p n r r b l J should
not be interpreted as com itative but as m etap h o rical-lo catio n al or indicating disadvantage; (4) the
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the possible terminological indicators put forth as reasons for a covenantal pattern in Dan
8 are not entirely convincing.
First, regarding the use and understanding o f the term D I J T “wrath” in Dan 8:19, it
is important for our understanding to notice that Gabriel wants to inform Daniel what will
happen “at the last time of the indignation” ( D J J T H m n X 2 ) . The implication seems to be
that this final time of wrath refers to the rise o f the blasphemous king and his activities
(vss. 23-25), since the angelic interpretation focuses on this time period— new
information is given only for this time span— implying in turn that the time prior to this
king should also be regarded as characterized by “indignation” (D^T). One may infer that
the entire vision is one of “indignation” or “wrath,” which then refers not to the
indignation of God but to the indignation o f hostile powers, comparable to the animal
powers in Dan 7.1 Daniel 11:36 seems to be a parallel to the last time o f indignation
when the king of the north has success D J JT

“until wrath is completed.” Thus,

the king acts throughout the period o f wrath. Indeed, one should note that the king o f the

prepositional phrase 111032 should be understood as m odal, m ain ly because the abstract noun for sin
does not carry a pronom inal suffix w hich w ould be used if the p hrase should be understood as pretii
or causal; (5) the literary effect of the u nusual fem inine g en d er o f R 3 S in vs. 12a is to heighten by
surprise the readers’ aw areness of the introduction o f a new subject; an d (6) vs. 12a is an audible
explanation to vs. l i b w hich explicates that the taking aw ay o f the tam? d from the com m ander o f the
host o f heaven involves a host that is set against the tami d by th e h o rn (see th e discussion on vs. 12a
in chapter 2 [above]).
'Even if DJ?T in 8:19 would refer to the w rath o f G od, the o b ject o f w rath has still to be
determined, for the wrath o f God can be directed against his peo p le (Isa 10:5, 25; E zek 22:24, 31;
Lam 2:6), but it can also be directed against the nations or o ppressors o f his p eo p le (Isa 13:5; 30:27;
Jer 10:10; 50:25; Ezek 21:36; Nah 1:6; H ab 3:12; Z eph 3:8; Ps 78:49). Cf. R ast, 176. H ow ever, since
the angel Gabriel does not elaborate on G o d ’s w rath upon the n atio n s or u p o n th e final king, except
for the laconic statement that “he w ill be broken w ith o u t h um an h an d ” (8:25), it seem s extrem ely
unlikely that the angel w ould refer to this type o f divine w rath.
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north himself will act in wrath (verb OUT in 11:20). This may be an indication that the
phrase “at the last time o f the wrath

(DSJT)” in 8:19 could refer to the final time o f wrath

stemming from the oppressors of God’s people. An ongoing period characterized by
wrath does not imply that God is continuously punishing God’s people for their
transgressions (cf. Zech 1:12 with 1:14-15), but is viewed as harsh treatment o f G od’s
people due to the continued hostility of their enemies rather than a deserved punishment
for their own sins.1 “The ‘wrath’ has become a quasi-technical term for the tribulation.”2
If this reasoning is correct, then the final time of wrath refers to the wrath o f the little
horn or the brazen-faced king.
There is obviously a difference, if not a contrast, between the understanding of
“wrath” in the prayer of Dan
terms

9 and in the prophetic section o f the book.

The use o f the

“anger” and n a n “rage, both of which belong to the same semantic field as OUT

“wrath,” is emblematic of this varying nature of wrath. Whereas in the prayer Daniel
views the people o f Israel as responsible for the divine wrath (see the use of^N “anger”
and

n an

“rage, wrath” in 9:16), in the prophetic section wrath designates the nations’

fury (^X in

11:20; nan

in

8:6; 11:44).3 One may conclude that in Daniel’s prophetic

revelation divine wrath “is never manifestly connected with the sin o f Israel.”4

’Goldingay, D aniel, 215; Lucas, Daniel, 219-220; cf. B evan, 137.
2Collins, D aniel (1993), 339.
3See Rast, 173-179. For the contrast betw een the D euteronom istic view o f h isto ry as
expressed in the prayer and the apocalyptic view o f history in the rest o f D aniel see C ollins,
A pocalyptic Vision, 185-187.
“Rast, 178.
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Second, the phrase □,3D*TIJ in 8:23 evokes in all likelihood an association with
wisdom rather than with covenant curses, despite the use of the same phrase in Deut
28:50.' The saturation o f the immediate context in Dan 8:23 with wisdom terminology in
association with the king, as well as the depiction of this king as negative vis-a-vis the
pious wise men, suggests that D^S'TIJ echoes Prov 7:13 and Eccl 8:1 and again
characterizes the king as the shrewd counterpart of true wisdom.
Third, the use of “WiE “appointed time” in Dan 8:19 in the phrase pp. “tUift1?
“appointed time o f the end” indicates that the end of the time of wrath is certain and has
been divinely appointed.2 The hope which is affirmed here is that God remains still in
control, even if the nations rage, which in fact is not only a vital aspect o f the message of
chap. 8 but also o f the entire book.
Fourth, the mention of

SH “the transgressors” (8:23) should not be

interpreted in reference to God’s (apostate) people.3 Rather, the expression refers to the
previously mentioned heathen powers and most likely includes the brazen-faced king,
who as the ultimate oppressor of G od’s people and enemy of God is then considered to
stand for the climax o f the transgression. Such an understanding is based on the two time
phrases in 8:23 (“at the last time o f their rule”; “at the moment when the transgressors
reach full measure”), the preceding context, which clearly speaks o f Medo-Persia, Greece

'This point has already been discussed (cf. p. 587 n. 2 [above]).
2Cf. D an 11:27, 35. N ote also that in 8:19 “the last time o f the w rath” is parallel to “the tim e
o f the end” and refers to the end o f history (Pfandl, Time o f the End, 140, 178).
3This point has already been discussed as w ell (cf. pp. 584-586 [above]).
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and her followers, but not o f God’s people, and the well-known theological motif that the
sins o f the heathen must reach full measure before God intervenes.
It is evident by now that the proposed terminological indicators are not sufficient
to deduce a “Deuteronomistic” covenantal pattern in Dan 8. Even if such a pattern might
be found in the angelic interpretation in chap. 8, as has been claimed, this still does not
imply that VWQ in 8:12-13 should be attributed to God’s people. Linguistic evidence in
8:12-13 and its immediate context take priority over potential contextual thematic
considerations, and the former suggest that UtfD in vss. 12-13 refers to the rebellion o f the
horn. That the covenant concept represents the foundation to the prayer in chap. 9 should
not lead one to infer, at any rate, that the covenant idea, in particular a breaking of the
covenant, must also be present in 8:12, even if chap. 9 is closely linked to chap. 8 for a
several other reasons.

Conflict
Finally, as in chaps. 8 and 7, the conflict m otif is also present in 9:24-27 and is
generally well acknowledged. Without entering into details or establishing precise
relationships, it is clear that such expressions as “PM n ’ltfa “an anointed, a leader” (9:25)
or the n'ltfD “anointed one” (9:26), the Ta3 “leader” or the X3H T33 DU “people o f the
leader who comes” (9:26), and the DQffl “desolator” (9:27) refer to at least two
antagonistic powers.1 The theme o f conflict is especially expressed in 9:26-27 by words

'G e n erally the DI21B in vs. 27 is viewed as the oppressive pow er, whereas the two expressions
T33 ITICD in vs. 25 and ITttJD in vs. 26, w hich refer either to two persons or to the same person,
designate the suppressed. T he identification o f the N a n “PM “leader w ho com es” and his people in
vs. 26 is disputed. Som e identify him with the same oppressive pow er as the OQttl in vs. 27, others
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that belong to the semantic field o f war and destruction, such as n “D nif. “cut off,” nntf
hif. “destroy,” non b p “war” (all 9:26), and the verb DDtt) “desolate, devastate” (9:26, 27
[2x]) which may be linked to 8:13.

Conclusion
In summary, Dan 9:21-27 adds significantly to the understanding of Dan 8:9-14.
The Leitwort ]'2 in chaps. 8 and 9 and the intertextual references in 9:21 establish that the
seventy-weeks prophecy contributes above all to the understanding o f the prophetic time
element o f the vision (nx~lQ) o f the “evening-morning” o f Dan 8, while the verb ^rirp
“be apportioned” in 9:24 specifically suggests that the “seventy weeks” should be
understood as part o f the “2300 evening-morning.”

take him in line with the anointed one(s). For the different identifications see Collins (D aniel [1993],
355-358), O w usu-A ntw i (162-170), and Lucas (D a n iel, 243-245). Several term inological and
thematic argum ents lead to the conclusion that the “people o f a leader who co m es” refers to an
oppressive pow er, not to G o d ’s people, and th at the “leader who com es” should not be identified with
the “anointed one” in either vs. 25 or vs. 26. F irst, the attack on “the city and th e sanctuary” which the
“people o f a leader w ho com es” w ill destroy is difficult to attribute to G od’s people. Since the people
o f God and the city w ith its sanctuary are the tw o foci o f D an iel’s prayer, in w hich they both are
presented in a state o f desolation, as w ell as th e central concerns o f the prophecy, it seem s inconsistent
to argue that in 9:26 the sam e people go against their ow n sanctuary and city. Second, w hile talking
to Daniel, the angel is referring to the people o f Israel as ^151) “your people” (9:24; cf. 10:14; 11:14;
12:1), w hich som ehow m irrors D an ie l’s use o f language w hen he refers to Israel in his prayer as
“your people” (9:15, 16, 19) and in the narration as ’SIJ “my people” (9:20). H ow ever, in the angelic
speech in 9:26 Dll is not qualified as the people o f D aniel; the angel does n o t use
Instead DI)
occurs in a construct phrase w ith X3H T M and p ro b ab ly designates a host o r an army, b ut not the
people o f Israel. Third, the term nrtCU hif. is u sed elsew here in the book o f D an iel for the activity o f
oppressive pow ers (8:24 [2x], 25; 11:17). A nd fourth, the leader is qualified by the participle X3H as
“a leader who com es.” It is notew orthy that in D aniel 103 qal is frequently, though not exclusively,
used for m ilitant and m ilitary action, especially as a keyw ord in chap. 11 (1:1; 8:5, 6; 10:20; 11:7, 9,
10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 21, 24, 29, 3 0 ,4 0 , 41). If such a connotation is present in its occurrence in 9:26,
and the language o f destruction in vs. 26 (rTTTttl’ etc.) points in th at direction, the T i l has m ilitary
characteristics and Dll may w ell refer to h is host (o n the third and fourth p o in t cf. D oukhan, “Seventy
W eeks,” 11, 14; his structure o f 9:25-27 w ould also confirm that the “ leader w ho com es” stands in
opposition to the “anointed one” and, then, Dll “peo p le” refers to an oppressive group).
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The terminological links between 9:24 and 8:12-14 (DtiiQ, p7S, iznp, and also
p in ) display the thematic affinity of the two texts, but they should not force the deduction
that the texts refer to the same events. For such a conclusion the terms are used too
differently. While 9:24 primarily refers to the transgression o f God’s people, 8:9-14
focuses on the transgression o f the rebellious horn, and thus the breaking o f the covenant,
so prominent in the prayer o f Dan 9, is not in view in chap. 8. While 9:24 speaks about
the inauguration of a sanctuary, 8:14c refers to a restoration of a sanctuary and of God’s
people. The thematic affinity is expressed in the similar concern for cult and people and
appears to rest, at least to some extent, on the concept o f the Day o f Atonement. This
strengthens the view that the restoration at the climax of the vision o f Dan 8 should be
interpreted within the framework of an eschatological Day o f Atonement.

Intel-textual Relations between Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 10-12
The comparative data between Dan 8:9-14 and Dan 10-12 are presented in the
following list.1

Lexical correspondences
Keyword links
KX- “go forth” (8:9; 10:20; 11:11, 44)
*773 “great” (8:4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 25; 11:36, 37)
333 “South” (8:4, 9; 11:5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 15, 25 [2x], 29, 40)
-3S “beauty” (8:9; 11:16,41,45)
SsD “fall” (8:10 hif.; 11:12 hif., 19, 26)2
‘For sim ilar phraseology in D an 8 and D an 1 0 -1 2 see H olscher (127) and B ehrens (329). A
more thematic table o f com parison is offered by D esm ond Ford (The A bom ination o f D esolation in
Biblical Eschatology [W ashington, D C : U niversity P ress o f A m erica, 1979], 124-125).
2The verb

is used w ithin a different context in 8:17 and 10:7.
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□■ODiS “stars” (8:10; 12:3)
nit! “prince” for celestial beings (8:11, 25 [2x]; 10:13 [2x], 20 [2x], 21; 12:1)'
T p n n “the tamf cf’ (8:11, 12, 13; 11:31; 12:11)
tin pa “sanctuary” (8:11; 11:31)
ina “give” (8:12, 13; 11:6, 11, 17,21,31; 12:11; cf. also 10:12, 15)
nBK “(divine) truth” (8:12, 26; 10:1, 21; 11:2)
Htil? “do” (8:4, 12, 24, 27; 11:3, 6, 7, 16, 17, 23, 24 [2x], 28, 30, 32, 36 [2x], 39)
n b x hif. “succeed” (8:12, 24, 25; 11:36),
qal. “prosper” (11:27)
y a ti “hear” the voice of a celestial being (8:13, 16; 10:9 [2x]; 12:7, 8)2
-nn-ni? “until when?” (8:13; 12:6)
firn “vision” (8:1,2 [2x], 13, 15, 17, 26; 10:14; 11:14)
Date “be desolated” (8:13; 11:31; 12:11)
tin p “holy” (8:13, 14; 11:28, 30 [2x], 45; 12:7)
pnti “make righteous” (8:14; 12:3)
Thematic word links
o an “trample” (8:7, 10, 13) // nnti hif. “ruin” (11:17); n ati qal “shatter” (11:26);
n ati hif. “exterminate” (11:44); D i n hif. “destroy” (11:44); fDD “smash”
(12:7)
a n a “host” (8:10 [2x], 11, 12, 13) //nitinT (11:15, 22); D’lHT “forces” (11:31)
Incidental correspondences
n n x “one” (8:3 [2x], 9 [2x], 13 [2x]; 10:5, 13 [2x], 21; 11:1, 20, 27; 12:5 [2x])
nnra “East” (8:9; 11:44)
D’a ti “heaven” (8:10; 12:7; in 8:8 and 11:4 occurs D’a tin n im n y a n x 1?)
y"7N “land” (8:5 [2x], 7, 10,12, 18; 10:9, 15; 11:16,19* 28 [2x], 40, 41, 42 [2x])
tO S “host (8:10 [2x], 11, 12, 13); “warfare, conflict” (10:1)
BIT “remove” (8:11); “lift up” (11:12, 36; 12:7)
n an “speak” (8:13 [2x], 18; 10:11 [2x], 15, 16, 17, 19 [2x]; 11:27, 36)
’a y nan “speak with me” (8:18; 10:11, 15, 19; cf. 9:21; and 10:17, 19)
n ax “say” (8:13,14,16, 17, 19, 26; 10:11, 12, 16, 19 [2x], 20; 12:6, 8, 9)
“thousand” (8:14; 12:11, 12)
ti^ti “three” (8:1,14; 10:1,2,3; 11:2; 12:12)
n x a “hundred” (8:14; 12:11, 12)
Thematic similarities
Conflict
S e lf - m a g n if ic a t io n o f e a r th ly p o w e r

Attack on saints and opposition to God

‘in 11:5 nit! is used for a human prince.
2In 10:12 5?rat0 designates that in the h eavenly realm D an ie l’s w ords w ere heard.
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Cultic interest
End o f anti-divine power by divine intervention: judgment
Concern for time
Structural similarities
Supernatural revelation followed by dialogue
Basic elements of the vision are repeated in the angelic discourse.

General Assessment of the Intertextual Relation
It is generally agreed upon that Dan 8 and Dan 10-12 form a rich intertextual
tapestry. In fact, Goldingay observes correctly that “it is with chap. 8 that chaps. 10-12
have most detailed points o f contact.”1 In this case the question arises where exactly
these chapters refer to Dan 8, and particularly to 8:9-14. To pursue this issue it is helpful
to examine the subsections o f chaps. 10-12 separately.
Chapters 10-12, which should be considered as a unit,2 fall into three or four basic
subsections, depending on whether the epiphany and the first dialogue are taken together

'G oldingay, D aniel, 283.
2Several points show that 10:1-12:13 should be treated as one m ajor p art (on the unity o f D an
10-12 see especially Collins, D aniel, FOTL, 98-99). First, in the epiphany D1"}? tOia1? “inNTttl’K “a
certain m an dressed in linen” (10:5) appears who is after the long angelic discourse referred to as
o n a n liha1? ©’Nil “the m an dressed in the linen” (12:6, 7). T he definiteness o f ttTN and C H S in
12:6, 7 refers back to their occurrence in 10:5 and thus links the tw o sections together. Second, the
m essage o f the one “like the appearance o f a m an” (10:18) covers 10:19 to 12:4. T he m ain p art is a
revelation o fth e nOK 3H3 “w riting o f truth” (10:21), or at least part o f it, w hich stretches from 11:2b
to 12:3 and provides a prophetic survey o f history. In 12:4 the angel addresses D aniel directly. H ence,
the angelic discourse in 11:2b-12:3 is part o f the larger dialogue betw een this angel and D an iel
starting in 10:10 and should not be separated from it. Third, the dating form ula in 10:1 and the
absence o f any dating form ula in 12:5 suggest that 12:5-13 is a section belonging to 10:1-12:4.
Fourth, the occurrence o f structural markers stresses that these chapters b elo n g together: th e dating
formula in 10:1, a dateline in 10:4, njini in 10:10, HHID in 11:2, and another Hjini in 12:5. F ifth, the
“two others” in 12:5 presuppose the revealing angel o f chap. 10. A nd sixth, th e p assage in 12:9-10
echoes 11:35 as w ell as 12:4. The unity o f chaps. 10-12 does not rule out that th e ep ilo g u e in 12:5-13
was com posed as a fitting conclusion not only to chaps. 10-12, but also to th e second h a lf o f D aniel
(chaps. 7 -1 2 ) and to the entire book (Lucas, D aniel, 268).
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as one unit or not: the epiphany o f a celestial being (10:1-9); the dialogue between an
angel and Daniel (10:10-11:1); the angelic discourse (11:2-12:4); and the dialogue
between celestial beings as well as between “the man dressed in linen” and Daniel (12:513).'

Daniel 8 and the Visionary Experience:
Epiphany and First Dialogue (10:1-11:1)
To start with, the setting is similar with regard to the date and the location close to
water. The vision in Dan 8 appeared “in the third year of the reign o f Belshazzar the
king” (8:1), while the one in Dan 10-12 happened “in the third year o f Cyrus king o f
Persia” (10:1). In the former Daniel was “by (by) the canal Ulai” (8:2), while in the latter
he was “by (by) the bank o f the great river, that is, the Tigris” (10:4). Chapter 12 adds to
this: In chap. 8 a celestial being, who is not described by Daniel but calls out with a voice
o f a man, is located “between the banks of Ulai” (8:16), while in chap. 12 a celestial
being, who is described as “the man dressed in linen” and calls out an oath, is located
“above the waters o f the river” (12:7).
Similar terminology is used to describe similar events of Daniel’s visionary
experience.2 The introductory phrases to these experiences are lexically and syntactically
very close: “inN b'N nan] rtN“)lsn ' yy XiSNI “I lifted my eyes and looked, and behold, a
(certain) ram ” (8:3) parallels "inartf’X nan) N"lK1 , 3,irnK NtStO “I lifted my eyes and
‘So also Collins, D aniel, FOTL, 96-98; idem, D aniel (1993), 371; Lucas, D aniel, 264-265.
2Some scholars note term inological links betw een 8:16-18 and 10:9-11, 14 (Lucas, D aniel,
36, 275) and 10:8-18 (Collins, D aniel [1993], 374-375 passim). See also B ehrens, 329.
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looked, and behold, a (certain) man” (10:5). Daniel’s visionary activity is described with
n t o “look, see” (8:2 [3x], 3, 4, 6, 7,15, 20; 10:5, 7 [2x], 8; 12:5; cf. also 8:1), and what
he sees is introduced by the deictic particle nani “and behold” (8:3, 5, 15; 10:5, 10, 13,
16, 20; 11:2 [n3Tl]; 12:5). Both times at least part of Daniel’s experience is designated as
HISHQ “vision” (8:15, 16, 26; 10:1, 6, 18). His experiences not only include vision but
also hearing (UQttJ) the voice (Sip) o f a celestial being (8:16; 10:9; cf. the celestial Sip in
10:6). Naturally, celestial beings are speaking ("12*1: 8:13 [2x], 18; 10:11 [2x], 15, 19)
and saying things ("IQN: 8:13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 26; 10:11, 12,19, 20; 12:6, 9). Daniel
reports that a celestial being was *'*TT33S? “iQ'y “standing before me” (8:15; 10:16; cf. 12:5)
and he uses the term Q”1N “man” (8:16; 10:16,18) in reference to that being. After each
epiphany Daniel fell stunned (or into deep sleep) on his face to the ground, both times
using D*1”l nif. +

’SS'SlJ “I fell into deep sleep on/with my face to the ground”

(8:18; 10:9). In both instances Daniel is touched by a celestial being (raj: 8:18; 10:10,
16, 18; with the exact same phrase *ta -JJ3s1 “and he touched me” in 8:18 and 10:18), and
commanded or helped to stand upright at his place: “IQD'SlJ. . . "IQI? “stand . . . on your
location” (8:18 [cf. vs. 17]; 10:11). Daniel needs to understand (p a hif.) the revelation
(8:5, 16, 17, 27; 10:1 [qal], 11, 12,14), although in certain respects he has difficulty
understanding (8:27; 12:8). In chap. 8 he seeks understanding

(n r a ) ofthe vision (]iTnn)

(8:15), and in chap. 10 he gained understanding ( n r a ) o f the vision (ntOB) (10:1).1
Finally, in both instances Daniel is requested to “keep secret” (ono) the revelation (8:26;
'G oldingay also feels that D an iel’s understanding m entioned at the beginning o f the last
vision (10:1) connects to his frustrating lack o f understanding at the end o f the previous vision (8:27)
{Daniel, 289).
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12:4, 9), and the angel explains to him that the vision pertains to the future: note the
similarity between D’S'l D’ft’S '3 ]iTnn D'np “keep secret the vision for it is for many
days” (8:26) and D’E"1? ]irn ‘Tiir'’3 “for still a vision for the days” which stands parallel
to

m n i< 3 “in the latter days” (10:14). The use of rvHnx “latter part” in reference

to time underlines that at their climax the revelations are concerned with events of the
final period (8:19, 23; 10:14; 12:8).
With so many connections between Dan 8 and Dan 10, it is quite likely that the
]itn “vision” mentioned in 10:14, which is usually interpreted to refer to the following
angelic discourse,1also has a connection with the ]iTn in chap. 8. There are several
pointers to support this conclusion. First, all the previous occurrences o f ]itn refer to the
vision in chap. 8 (8:1, 2 [2x], 13, 15, 17, 26). For some this might not be a strong point,
for the word occurs once more in 11:14 where an exclusive reference to the vision in
chap. 8 might be doubtful. However, most agree that ]i?n in 11:14 refers to the
prophecies in Daniel, which includes chap. 8. Second, apart from Dan 10:14 there is no
evidence to be found in chaps. 10-12 that the revelation in 11:2—12:3 could be qualified
as a ]im. The epiphany in 10:5-9 is called n to p (10:7 [2x], 8, 16). The angelic
discourse is called “i:n (10:1) or D’l r n n (10:11; 12:4, 9), and a designation as]itn is

'The view th at “vision” in 10:14 refers to w hat the angel is about to prophetically declare is
held by H avem ick, 440; H itzig, 184; K eil, 419-420; Rohling, D aniel, 309; B evan, 169; Tiefenthal,
315; M arti, D aniel, 76; C harles, 263; L attey, 92; N otscher, D aniel, 52; Y oung, D aniel, 227; Jeffery,
507; Aalders, D aniel (1962), 244; D elcor, 213; B aldw in, 181; H artm an and D iLella, 265; Lacocque,
D aniel, 209; M aier, 368. M ore specifically, R ed d itt understands the “vision” to refer to 12:l-4a, 13
(173).
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difficult for the discourse does not contain any visionary elements.1 A problem with
interpreting ]iTTt in 10:14 as a reference to the vision in chap. 8 is that the term is
indefinite. One would expect a definite article if ]iTn indeed refers back to the previous
vision. Still there is a possible explanation for this. Daniel 10:14 is an allusion to Hab
2:3: “llliS1? ]1tn "lill ’’3 “for the vision is yet for an appointed time” where ]itn does not
have the definite article. The assumption is that the intertextual relationship to Hab 2:3 is
so strong that the author intentionally uses the indefinite p in in Dan 11:14.2 This
argument is strengthened by the occurrence o f a similar phrase in Dan 11:27, "tJJifc1? fp.
“tilT'S “for the end is still at the appointed time,” which again seems to allude to Hab 2:3
and in which 'pp is also indefinite.3 To conclude, ]iTn in 10:14 is quite likely a reference
to the vision in chap. 8.4 Hence, apart from the clear indicators of lexical and thematic
links in the angelic discourse itself, there already is in the setting o f the prophecy a signal
that Dan 10-12 helps in understanding the vision in chap. 8. Even if ]itn in 10:14 would
refer only to the following angelic discourse, the use o f the same term for the angelic
discourse and for the vision in chap. 8 still shows that they are closely linked.

'P ace Keil w ho believes that the three term s ]1tn, nX"TO, and 1 3 T all designate the same
revelation recorded in chap. 11 (419). For the distinction betw een n tO Q and nX"113, see p. 666 n. 2.
2So suggested by H asslberger, 191. The link b etw een D an 10:14 and H ab 2:3 is noted by
Havernick, 440; Lacocque, D aniel, 209; A nderson, 126-127; and Seow , D aniel, 161.
3In D an 11:35 the phrase "IlliQ1? “liU '’? “fo r still at the appointed tim e” seem s to be an
abbreviated form o f the phrase in 11:27, possibly because f 'p n il occurs in 11:35 im m ediately before
the phrase and thus m ight be elided in it.
4So H asslberger, 190-191. Stating H asslb erg er’s opinion w ith o u t com m ent, G oldingay
(Daniel, 283-284) sees D an 10-12 as “a rew o rk in g ” o f the earlier visions in chaps. 7, 8, and 9, w ith
m ost links to chap. 8. K liefoth (434) and G o ettsb erg er (79) believe th at “vision” in 10:14 refers to the
previous visions; w hile Junker (97) refers to it as an u n told vision b y Daniel.
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In conclusion, the encounter with the interpreting angel in chap. 8 and the one in
chap. 10 are similarly portrayed. As we have seen, there is an overall thematic pattern in
the visionary experience of Daniel,1but apart from this it is foremost 10:8-18 in which
most lexical correspondences to chap. 8, in particular to 8:16-18, occur.2 However, not
only the circumstances of the visionary experience but also the contents of the revelatory
material are similar, which brings us to the second part o f Dan 10-12: the angelic
discourse.

Daniel 8 and the Angelic Discourse (11:2-12:4)
Even though the form o f the angelic discourse in 11:2b-12:3 resembles 9:24-27
(both being auditory revelations, rather than visions as in chaps. 7 and 8), its thematic
contents parallel the visions more closely.3 The angelic discourse in 11:2-45 covers
approximately the same time frame as the vision in Dan 8. Both revelations start with the
kingdoms of Persia and Greece and reach to the end o f an ultimate oppressor caused by

’H olscher (127) notes the follow ing them atic contacts betw een D an 8 and D an 1 0 -1 2 : the
vision at the w ater (8:2; 10:4), the celestial being at the river (8:16; 12:8), G ab riel (8:15-26; 10:5-21;
cf. 9:21-27), the exhaustion o f D aniel (8:17-18; 10:8-10, 15-16), the touch by the hand o f an angel
(8:18; 10:10, 18), and the inability to understand (8:27; 12:8).
2On the basis o f a formal analysis B ehrens (323-326; cf. 317-322) detects a prophetic vision
report in 10:5-14, corresponding form -critically to 8:3-14, w ith a vision p ro p er (10:5-6; cf. 8:3-12) and
a dialogue (10:11-14; cf. 8:13-14). Both 8:15-19 and 10:15-18 describe D a n ie l’s reaction to the vision
he received. As we have seen, such a com parison is n o t entirely surprising. H ow ever, there is a
significant difference betw een the prophetic vision in chap. 8 and the vision in chap. 10 w h ich cannot
be ignored: the former conveys the content o f the revelation, w h ile the latter prepares for the
revelation in the follow ing audition (G oldingay, D aniel, 281-282).
3Dan 11:2-12:3 has been designated as a “historical apocalypse” (C ollins, D aniel, FOTL, 99;
Lucas, D aniel, 273). For Lucas the genre o f 1 1 :3-45 and 8:23-25 is very sim ilar, both being close to
the so-called “Akkadian Prophecies” (D a n iel, 269-272; such affinities are also recognized by Collins,
Daniel, FOTL, 99).
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heavenly intervention. However, the lexical references to Dan 8 in the angelic discourse
are not equally distributed over the chapter.
The beginning of the angelic discourse in 11:2-4 shows many points o f contact
with Dan 8:3-8 and 8:20-22. Like the entire chap. 11, the first three verses o f the angelic
discourse are about kings (Tj^Q: 8:20, 21 [2x], 23; 11:2, 3) and kingdoms (mD^E: 8:22,
23; 11:2, 4 [2x]). The first kingdom mentioned is the kingdom o f 'HE) “M edia” (8:20;
11:1) and DTS “Persia” (8:20; 11:2), which is then followed by the kingdom o f

“Ionia

> Greece” (8:21; 11:2). The use of the verb “IQI7 “stand” functions as a technical term for
the arising or withstanding o f the first two powers in both the vision in chap. 8 and the
discourse in chap. 11 (8:3, 4, 6, 7, 22 [2x], 23, 25; 11:2, 3, 4). The great riches gained by
the fourth king o f Persia (11:2), involving the adjective b i“ia, is reminiscent o f the use of
in the vision o f chap. 8 to describe the growing greatness and magnification o f the
horns (8:4, 8, 21; also 8:9, 10,11, 25). The “mighty king” in 11:3 recalls the conspicuous
and large hom o f chap. 8 (8:5, 8, 21). Like the kingdom before him, this mighty king will
“do as he pleases,” using the phrase

(8:4; 11:3) which becomes a recurring

formula in chap. 11. He will be broken as will the large hom in the previous vision (“Qttf
nif.: 8:8, 22; 11:4). And of course the phrase

n in il i?3"IK1? “toward the four

winds of heaven,” which in Daniel occurs only in 8:8 and 11:4, refers in both cases to the
dispersal o f the realm o f the mighty king toward the four points o f the compass.
Interestingly, the lexical connections to chap. 8 decrease drastically after 11:4.
After the unmistakable reference to 8:8 by the phrase “four winds o f heaven” in 11:4 one
would expect references to the rest of the vision in chap. 8. However, there is a shortage
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o f intertextual links to 8:9-14 until 11:28 where they start to appear again more
frequently. There are two possible exceptions to the lack of clear intertextual links to
Dan 8:9-14 in 11:5-27. The first is the use of ]iTn in 11:14. It is quite disputed what ]iTn
refers to.1 However, the previous occurrences o f ]itn in Daniel either refer directly to the
vision in chap. 8 (8:1, 2 [2x], 13, 15, 17, 26) or are closely related to it (10:14). Hence, in
the context o f the entire book one might carefully propose that the obscure occurrence in
11:14 may be understood as a reference to Daniel’s vision(s).2 The second possibility of
an intertextual link to 8:9-14 is the mention of one who stays in or arises against
’’IlJSrr'jHK “the land of beauty” in 11:16 which recalls the horn’s growth against , 2JSn
“the beauty” in 8:9. However, in 11:41,45 the king of the north, who, as will be argued
later, is portrayed with similar characteristics and attitudes as was the hom in 8:9-14, will
also campaign against “the beauty.”
It seems that lexically Dan 10-12 refers to 8:9-14 in “intertextual clusters,” that is,
accumulations of lexical links (see table 45). In fact, this is substantiated by the findings

‘The “vision” in D an 11:14 has been understood as (1) prophecies in general (Keil, 440;
B evan, 181; B ehrm ann, 74); (2) a particular vision in the prophets: Isa 19:19 (Jerom e on 11:14b
[909]), A m os 9:11 (Arie van der K ooij, “A Case o f Reinterpretation in the Old G reek o f D aniel 11,”
in Tradition a nd Re-interpretation in Jewish and E arly Christian Literature: E ssays in H o n o u r o f
Jurgen C. H. Lebram , ed. J. W. V an H enten et al., StPB, no. 36 [Leiden: Brill, 1986], 7 5 ,7 8 ), and
Ezek 7:19-27 (G oldingay, D aniel, 284, 298); (3) the prophecies contained in D aniel, usually in
reference to the dow nfall o f the Jew s as perceived in 8:9-14 and 11:21-39 (von L engerke, 530;
H avernick, 465; K liefoth, 444; M einhold, “D aniel,” 328; Goettsberger, 83; N otscher, D aniel, 55;
Leupold, 488; Bentzen, 80); (4) D an 11:14 itself (M aier, 383); and (5) political plans o f the “violent
ones” (Ploger, D aniel, 161). F or a b rief overview o f historical interpretations o f vs. 14 see Collins,
D aniel (1993), 379-380.
2I am inclined to follow G oldingay w ho recognizes that ]itn in 11:14 “recalls chap. 8,” but
does not understand w hy it w ould be ju st here that a fulfillm ent o f D aniel’s revelation is m entioned
w hile this could be said o f m any other aspects in chap. 11 (D aniel, 297).
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Table 45. Lexical Correspondences o f Keywords between
Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 10-12
Keywords in 8:9-14

Epiphany
10:1-9

KS' “go forth” (8:9)

Dialogue

Angelic

10:10-11:1

Discourse
11:2-12:4

10:20

1 1 :1 1 ,4 4

‘T P “g re a t” (8:4, 8, 9,

Further
Dialogue

Incidental
References

12:5-13

11:36, 37

10, 11, 25)
“beau ty ” (8:9)

11:16, 41,
45

‘r a i “fall” 8:10 (hif.)

11:12 (hif.),

10:7

19, 26

O’a a t e “stars” (8:10)

12:3

"lit? “p rin c e ” for celestial

10:13 [2x],

beings (8:11, 25 [2x])

20 [2x], 21

12:1

(hum an)
11:31

T O n n “the tim id ”

11:5

12:11

(8:11, 12, 13)
11:31

<tnj?P “sanctuary”
(8:11)

11:6, 11,

p j “g iv e” (8:12, 13)

12:11

10:12, 15

17, 21, 31

n»X “tru th ” (8 :1 2 ,2 6 )

10:1

10:21

11:2

nitJi? “do” (8:4, 12, 24,

1 1 :3 ,6 ,7 ,

27)

16, 17, 23,
24 [2x], 28,
3 0 ,3 2 ,3 6
[2x], 39
11:36

n b s hif. “ succeed”
(8 :1 2 ,2 4 , 25)

l?aitf “h ea r” a celestial

11:27 (qal)
10:9 [2x]

12:7, 8

being (8:13, 16)

,na""Ii? “until w h e n ? ”

10:12
(hum an)

12:6

(8:13)
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Table 45— Continued.
Keywords in 8:9-14

p tn “vision” (8:1, 2

Epiphany

Dialogue

10:1-9

10:10-11:1

Angelic
Discourse
11:2-12:4

10:14

11:14

Further
Dialogue
12:5-13

Incidental
References

[2x], 13,1 5 , 17, 26)
ODC “be desolated”

11:31

12:11

11:28, 30

12:7

(8:13)
tlh'p “holy” (8 :1 3 ,1 4 )

[2x3, 45
p"13 “make righteous”

12:3

(8:14)

o f the general assessment so far, which provides evidence for intertextual clusters in 10:818, with numerous lexical links to 8:16-18, and in 11:2-4, with many links to 8:3-8,20-22.
The distribution o f the references o f keyword links between Dan 8:9-14 and Dan
10-12 illustrates that intertextual clusters o f lexical links to 8:9-14 consisting of at least
three common words occur in 10:20-21 (three words, five references to 8:9-12); 11:28-31
(six words, nine references to 8:11-12, 14), 11:36-39 (three words, six references to 8:1012), 12:1-3 (three words, three references to 8:10, 11, 14), 12:6-7 (three words, three
references to 8:13-14), and 12:11 (three words, three references to 8:11, 13). The last five
clusters seem to be intentionally linked to Dan 8:9-14, as are explored in the thematic
similarities below, whereas the keyword links in the first cluster in 10:20-21 are more
incidental and do not appear to form an intertextual link with 8:9-14.
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Daniel 8 and the Concluding Dialogue (12:5-13)
The dialogue that arises after the angelic discourse has at least five major points of
contact with chap. 8.' First, as previously, Daniel overhears the conversation of two
celestial beings which is structurally and thematically very close to the dialogue in 8:1214: one asks the question 'n n 'i y “until when?” (12:6; cf. 8:13c) in view of niK ^sn
“wonderful events,” obviously referring to the disastrous activities o f the king o f the
north (see n ix b a : in 11:36; cf. 8:24), to which the other gives an answer by first stating a
time period and then mentioning the event (12:7; cf. 8 :14b-c). Second, the revelation is
concerned with fj? n 3 “the time o f the end” (12:4, 9; cf. 8:17) and JTHnx “the final
period” (12:8; cf. 8:19, 23). Third, the epilogue contains one more reference to the
replacement of T O

P in

“the

tamid”and the establishment (*|D3) o f the “abomination of

desolation (DDttJ)” (12:11; cf. 8:1 lb, 13c). Fourth, Daniel again lacks understanding (‘[■’2:
12:8; cf. 8:16,17,27). And finally, the understanding o f the revelation is again concealed
until the time o fthe end (Dno: 12:9; cf. 8:26).

Conclusion
The general assessment o f intertextual relationships between Dan 8 and Dan
10-12 points to passages in chaps. 10-12 that should prove to be o f particular interest
when examining the thematic similarities between 8:9-14 and chaps. 10-12. These
passages, which show intertextual clusters o f lexical links to 8:9-14, are 11:28-31, 11:3639, 12:1-3, 12:6-7, and 12:11. The following intertextual analysis o f themes concentrates

'The form al correspondence, particularly b etw een 12:5-7 and 8:13-14, has recently been
investigated by Behrens, 326-330.
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on these sections, without losing sight o f the overall text in Dan 10-12.

Thematic Similarities between Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 10-12
Most of the salient themes o f Dan 8:9-14 are taken up in the intertextual clusters
of Dan 10-12. The themes that can be detected are conflict, particularly religious
conflict, attack on the people o f God and opposition to God, the pattern o f “pride goes
before the fall,” and the concern for time and divine judgment.

Conflict
The thematic similarity in the general sequence o f events in both revelations has
already been noted. Both the angelic discourse in 11:2-12:4 and the vision in Dan 8 for
the most part deal with world powers that are engaged in continuous conflict. The overall
thematic pattern is similar: first, there is threat and terror imposed by rebellious powers;
second, that terror and threat is removed by divine intervention which brings about a state
of salvation.1 Naturally, such a thematic pattern involves a structural similarity. Together
with the numerous lexical links mentioned above, these are the reasons why Dan 11 is
perceived to be in such close parallelism to Dan 8.
The theme of conflict emerges most clearly via the use o f keywords in Dan l l . 2
Six keywords from the isotopy o f military terminology emphasize the military

’Collins perceives a sim ilar pattern o f events in D an 7, 8, and 10-12: “First, there is a threat
posed by a rebellious king or kings. T hen that th rea t is rem o ved by some supernatural pow er.
Finally, there follows a. state o f salvation," w hich for C ollins is in chap. 8 only im plied (.A pocalyptic
Vision, 109-110).
2For keywords in Dan 11 see also G oldingay, D aniel, 288; Carlos E lias M ora, “ P rincipios de
interpretacion escatologica aplicados a D aniel 1 0 -1 2 ,” D a va rL o g o s 2 (2003): 114-119.
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developments and the conflict between kings or kingdoms: (1) *02 “come”;1 (2) pin “be
strong” or “show strength” ;2 (3) TiJJQ “stronghold, fortress” ;3 (4) l a y “stand,”
“withstand,” or “arise” of powers;4 (5) nicy “do” or “make”;5 and (6) 2W “return” or
“turn.”6 Three o f them occur in Dan 8; 71W also in 8:9-14.

Religious Conflict
Two antagonistic powers, the king of the north and the king o f the south,
dominate the discourse o f Dan 11 up to vs. 27. The conflict, however, does not remain
on the political level alone. The intentional shift from military to religious terminology
found in 8:9-14 is also represented in the angelic discourse in chap. 11. For the most part,
the events described in Dan 11 seem to be purely concerned with the political level.
However, religious terminology increases the further the discourse advances, which adds
a certain religious, even heavenly, dimension to the earthly conflict.
Initial indicators for such an additional focus are the five occurrences o f rr"13

‘D aniel 8 :5 ,6 ; 11:6 (2x), 7 (2x), 8 ,9 ,1 0 (2x), 13 (2x), 1 5 ,1 6 , 17, 2 1 ,2 4 , 29, 3 0 ,4 0 ,4 1 ,4 5 .
“D aniel 11:5 [2x], 6 ,7 , 21, 32; cf. 10:21 and 11:1.
“D aniel 11:1, 7, 10, 19, 31, 38, 39. On the use o f TtSJO in D an 11 see J. G. B u n g e, “D er ‘G ott
der Festungen’ und d e r ‘Liebling der F rauen’: Zur Identifizierung der G o tte rin D an. 11, 36-39,” J S J 4
(1973): 173-175.
“D aniel 8 :3 ,4 , 6, 7 ,2 2 (2x),2 3 , 25; 10:13; 1 1 :1 ,2 , 3 ,4 , 6, 7, 8 ,1 4 a , 15 (2x), 16 (2x), 17, 20,
21, 25, 31; 12:1 (2x); cf. also '11311 hif. “set up” in 11:11, 13. "11311 occurs also in the description o fth e
circum stances o fth e revelatory events (8 :1 5 ,1 7 , 18; 10:11 [2x], 1 6 ,1 7 ; 12:5) an d an o th er three times
without any seem ing relationship to its other occurrences (10:17; 11:14b; 12:13).
“D aniel 8 :4 ,1 2 ,2 4 ,2 7 ; 1 1 :3 ,6 ,7 , 16, 1 7 ,2 3 ,2 4 (2x), 28, 3 0 ,3 2 , 36 (2x), 39.
“D aniel 11:9, 10, 13, 18 (2x), 19, 28 (2x), 29, 30 (2x).
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“covenant” in 11:32 and in the phrases rp"l2 T33 “prince of a covenant” (11:22)' and
n -'"12 “holy covenant” (11:28, 30 [2x]), which at least in connection with tzJlp
“holy” in the latter phrase designate a covenant between God and human beings. In all
these texts, the king o f the north takes action against the holy covenant. After he is
instrumental in shattering a prince of the covenant (11:22), he sets his heart against the
holy covenant (11:28), hurls imprecations at it, gives heed to those who abandon it
(11:30), and finally seems to seduce those who make themselves guilty against the
covenant (11:32).2 The king of the north is thus portrayed as an anti-covenant power.
Second, Dan 11:31 paints the religious assault of the king o f the north in the same
gloomy picture as did 8:11-12. Both texts focus on an attack on the cult. The text
mentions EPIHT “forces” that desecrate unpQH “the sanctuary,” remove TDPin “the
t&mi d ” and establish the abomination o f desolation (Cfttti). The links to 8:11-12 are
obvious (see table 46). The intertextual connection between theses two passages is
important since it helps identify the king of the north in 11:31 to be the same power as the
last hom o f the vision in chap. 8. Another significant aspect of 11:31 is that the king of
the north uses CP17'"lT “forces” to deal with the cult. This constitutes an exact parallel to

'T he indefiniteness o f n '")3 "PM is recognized by Goldingay (D a n iel, 273) and M iller
(D aniel, 299 n. 64). In view o f the later uses o f r r “)3 in Dan 11, however, the indefinite term in vs. 22
should be interpreted to refer to the same covenant.
2The m eaning o f the Hifil o f rp n (^MIT) in Dan 11:32 is not absolutely clear: In N um 35:33
and Jer 3:2 it can be understood as “defile,” b ut in Dan 11:32 it has been rendered w ith |ai.avoOoiv
“they w ill defile” (O G ), eird^oiKnv “they will w in over” (Theodotion), ~i ■vi.t “he w ill condem n”
(Syriac STIJ; probably a textual error for
“p rofane”), and sim ulabunt “they play the hypocrite”
(V ulgate). If the singular verb in the Hebrew is retained, either the king o f the north w ill seduce those
w ho have acted w ickedly in relation to the covenant by blandishm ents and flattery (Collins, D a n iel
[1993], 385) or he w ill turn and pervert them into apostates or hypocrites (G oldingay, D aniel, 273,
279).
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Table 46. Terminological Comparison o f Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:31

Dan 8:1 lb, 11c, 12a, 13c
T p n n

d h h

isp p i

D an ll:3 1 a-d

li b
11c

it^7pp lis p

T pnn

rrp m

riyan tiopran
t

-

t

1:

•

-

31c
31b

:

12a

HP it ia»p D’y'in

31a

.. . n n n p i t f y tfsn i T p n n ...

13c

□ p 'rap f i p t f n u n a i

3 Id

yta'aa T a n r r ^ y i r i a n a n s i
-

t

:

•

r

”

-

l ” T*

t

t

the hom and its host in 8:11-12, corroborating the understanding that the host in 8:12a
refers to the horn’s host. Interestingly, the gender of “forces” in 11:31a is equally unusual
as is the gender o f “host” in 8:12a, establishing another link between the two. The
masculine plural form o f D'inT in 11:31 distinguishes these forces from the other forces
in chap. 11 which are feminine (niiTlT in 11:15, 22).' It emerges that the masculine
gender appears to be used intentionally to signify a different nature of the forces in 11:31,
which is noticeable in their dealing with the cult, whereas the others are purely military
forces.2 The gender therefore has the same function as the unusual feminine gender of
K32S in 8:12a which draws attention to the fact that the host is of a different nature from
T

T

the “host o f heaven.” Furthermore, the syntactic circumstances in both texts are similar.
In 8:9-11 the hom is the (logical) subject o f the clauses before the host is introduced in
'C f. also the other texts w here y i “IT clearly designates military forces and in w hich it is always
fem inine plural n illlT (Ezek 30:22, 24 [2x], 25 [2x]).
2Less likely is that the m asculine gender is used intentionally to suggest individual helpers
(pace M ontogm ery, 457).
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vs. 12a in sentence-initial position and continues to be the subject in 12b-d. In 1l:30b-g
the king o f the north is the subject o f the clauses before his forces are introduced in vs.
31a in sentence-initial position and continue to be the subject in 31b-d. It is thus evident
that the thematic statement of 11:31, as well as the gender ofB’lTIT “forces” and the
specific syntactic construction in which it occurs, all intertextually affirm the concept of
the hom acting through its host at the climax of the vision in chap. 8.
The crucial nature o f the cultic conflict becomes evident once more when in 12:11
a time is specified that takes as its starting point the removal of T a n n “the tlm i d" and
the setting up o f an abomination that desolates (DI3ttJ). The terminology used here
connects this text to 8:11 b, 13c, and also to 11:31 with which it shares the terms 110
“remove” and yipSJ “abomination” as well.
In fact, the text in 12:10-11 recapitulates 11:31-35. One can detect a chiastic-like
arrangement o f lexical links in three sections:
11:35
□no

12:10a-c
u a 'p rri r n n r p
ID lV ’ l

11:32-33

min ,ir<iha

12:10c-f
ly u h n i
irb s b ?

11:31c-d
■vann w o r n

□aim? fTptfn unii

irrr

irn ;

D 'a i

D 'a i

12:11
“r a n n l a i n
ca'ui yip© n n b i
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First, 11:31 and 12:11 exhibit the identical sequence of five words in describing
the attack on the cult (“110, T p n n , ]np, yip'IJ, and DDti), although their exact forms vary.1
Second, the confrontation between the wicked ones and those who understand is
described in 11:32-33 and in the second part o f 12:10. Both texts mention people who act
wickedly or make themselves guilty, using the verb 17Ch hif. which in Daniel occurs only
in 9:5; 11:32 and 12:10. Their counterpart consists o f the D'bp top “insightful ones” and
the □’i n “many.” TheO’bptop understand (12:10) and make others understand (11:33).
They are willing to sacrifice their lives (1 1:35).2 The verb U 'T “understand” or “make
understand” is used to emphasize the distinctive groups: While the T i p t o p understand
(12:10) and make the many understand (11:33), the wicked do not understand (12:10). In
all three instances the verbal form is exactly the same O T T ), occurring only here in
Daniel. The D’PT “many” who got instructed by the D1bp top (11:33) will finally also be
sifted, cleansed, and refined (12:10).3 The □, p"! thus designates the faithful remnant who
are inspired by the dedication and martyrdom o f the D’bptop. And third, the assault on
God’s people brings about a purification process which is described in both 11:35 and
12:10 by three verbs that in the book of Daniel occur only in these two verses: 112 “sift,”
'np ito p f ip to n lanai T p n n r r p n i in 11 .-3ic -d parallels opto y ip to n n b i T p n n n p in
in 12:11.
2Pace R ainer A lbertz for w hom b to a “fall” denotes failure o f action, n ot m artyrdom , and thus
identifies the n ’b ’ptop in 11:35a as false D’’b , pS27p w ho “w ill stum ble” because o f their coalition w ith
the militant M accabees (“The Social Setting o f the A ram aic and H ebrew B ook o f D aniel,” in The
B ook o f Daniel: Com position a nd R eception, ed. J. J. Collins and P. W. Flint, V TSup, no. 83, FIOTL,
no. 2 [Leiden: Brill, 2001], 1:193).
3The D’an “m any” in 11:34 do n o t belong to the true follow ers since they jo in only “in
hypocrisy” or “by intrigue” (nipbpbnp in 11:34; cf. 11:21).
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“sort out,” p b “cleanse,” and rpX “refine.”1 In 11:35 the verbs are in the active voice
( 'p x qal, T U piel, p 1? hif.), whereas in 12:10 they are in the corresponding passive voice
("112 hitp., p S hitp., *]“IX nif.). The slight difference is that in 11:35 the

will fall

and that in 12:10 the Dp*], who were instructed by the O’bSOT? (11:33), will suffer the
same fate. In short, 12:10-11 with its description of a change in cultic worship, its
presentation o f two antagonistic groups, and its emphasis on purification o f God’s people
is inseparably connected to 11:31-35 and thus also to 8:11-13.
A third observation with regard to religious terminology is that a term for god
occurs nine times in 11:36-39.2 Toward the end o f the discourse the activities o f the king
o f the north also take place in the religious realm. Before this passage, a term for god
occurred only in vs. 8 and in vs. 32, of which only the latter describes a conflict on the
religious level. Strangely such terminology again is completely missing in 11:40-45,
which enhances the effect o f the supernatural end to the king o f the north (11:45) and the
appearance of Michael (12:1). The last stage in this far-reaching conflict is the arising o f
Michael (1QU in 12:1), which intentionally opposes the previous arising (“1722?) o f the
despicable king of the north (11:21) and his forces (11:31). The divine response of
Michael as a final ruler demonstrates that the conflict has superseded the purely military
level and now includes a strong religious dimension. In summary, in the triumphant
phase of the king of the north, just before his final campaign “at the time o f the end,” the

'Cf. Beyerle, 31 n .3 0 .
2The term s areO vfPN (11:37),
(11:36 [3x]),
occurs previously in the chapter (11:8, 32).

andnV?K (11:37, 38 [2x], 39), o f w hich only
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revelation focuses on his religious attitudes and in some parts also on his cultic
maneuvers.

Attack on the Holy People
Before his final campaign (11:40-45), the king of the north focuses his attention
on the people o f God (11:32-35) and on God directly (11:36-39). This double assault in
chap. 11 confirms the previous conclusion o f both the people of God and God him self
being under attack by the hom in 8:10-11 and 8:24-25.
Since the angelic discourse should reveal the fate of Daniel’s people in the latter
days (10:14), one should o f course expect them to be mentioned. The term US “people”
occurs four times with reference to God’s people (11:14, 32, 33; 12:1; once in 11:15
obviously referring to the elite army of the king o f the south). It is 11:32-35 which
describes how the people of God have to suffer under the wrath o f the king o f the north.
That some of the maskilim fall (*?1BD nif.; 11:33, 34, 35) is reminiscent o f the vision in
chap. 8 where the hom is said to cause some ofthe host or stars to fall (b s i) to earth
(8:10b), particularly since both verbs are used together in 11:19 to describe the fall o f the
king o f the north.1
The same theme is revisited twice in the final dialogue. First, in Dan 12:7, the
“smashing to pieces of the power o f the holy people”2 is mentioned in connection with
'T he verbs SttiS and *723 occur next to each other or in parallelism in Ps 2 7 :2 , P ro v 24:16, 17;
Isa 3:8; 8:15; 31:3; Je r6 :1 5 ; 8:12; 4 6 :6 ,1 2 , 16; 50:32; D an 11:19.
2Thus reads MT and Theodotion. Some repoint f*S3 (Piel infinitive) to
(Q al participle)
and, supported by the Old G reek, transpose it with the follow ing
to read “the end o f the p o w er o f
the shatterer o f the holy people” (cf. Collins, D aniel [1993], 399, w ith further referen ces).
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the same time period as in 7:25. The combination of violence done to the holy people for
a specific period o f time suggests that the parties under attack in 7:25 and 12:7— and by
extension also in 8:11, 24— refer to one and the same entity.1 Second, as explained
above, 12:10-11 recapitulates 11:31-35 including the conflict that leads to the purification
of God’s people (12:10).

Opposition to God
As in Dan 8:11 the king of the north also launches an attack on God. He shows
no regard for VP13K

“the god o f his fathers” (11:37). Although some translate this

phrase with the plural “the gods of his fathers,”2 the singular meaning is preferable on the
basis o f the intertextual allusions o f vrOK Tfbx which is a phrase that is used elsewhere
in the Hebrew Bible in the context o f a defection from the true God (2 Kgs 21:22; 2 Chr
21:10; 28:25; 33:12; Dan 11:37) or the seeking ofG od (2 Chr 30:19).3
The presumptuous attitude ofthe king of the north is most explicitly expressed in
Dan 11:36, where it states that he will magnify himself ( b u hitp.) above every god and
will speak amazing things against the God o f gods. At the same time this verse

'F or further discussion see the analysis o f the intertextual relationship betw een D an 8 and
Dan 7 (above).
2So, e.g., C ollins, D aniel (1993), 386-387.
3See the sim ilar phrases “God o f their/your/our fathers” w hich are used in the context o f
apostasy from Y h w h (D eut 29:24; Judg 2:12; 1 C hr 5:25; 2 C hr 7:22; 20:33; 24:18, 24; 28:6, 9; 30:7),
but also in the positive sense that Israel an d her king follow YHWH (Exod 3:13, 1 5 ,1 6 ; 4:5; D eut 1:11,
21; 4:1; 6:3; 12:1; 26:7; 27:3; Josh 18:3; Ezra 7:27; 8:28; 10:11; 1 Chr 12:18; 29:20; 2 C hr 11:16;
13:12,18; 14:3; 15:12; 19:4; 20:6; 29:5; 30:22; 34:32, 33; 36:15). Cf. Steinm ann, “Is the A ntichrist in
D aniel 11?” 206.
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constitutes an intertextual link to the description o f the horn/king in chap. 8.1 The
fronting o f “against (by) the God of gods” (ll:3 6 d ) correlates to the fronting of “up
to the commander o fth e host” in 8:1 la and “against (by) the prince of princes” in 8:25e,
all of which describe the ultimate religious hubris o f the horn/king or the king o f the
north. Moreover, the superlative construction “God o f gods” in 1l:36d is reminiscent of
“Prince o f princes” in 8:25e.
The keyword
with the keyword

hitp. “magnify oneself’ in 11:36, 37 is a terminological link
in chap. 8 where it is used four times to describe the self

magnification o f the horn/king (8:9, 10, 11, 25; cf. vss. 4, 8). This keyword occurs
nowhere else in the second half of Daniel. Its Hitpael form in Dan 11:36, 37 is used
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible only in reference to Y h w h exalting himself (Ezek 38:23)
and with regard to the saw exalting itself over the one who wields it, metaphorically
speaking o f arrogant Assyria (Isa 10:15). Similarly, the Hitpolel o f c n used in 11:36
occurs elsewhere only in connection with God exalting himself (Isa 33:10).2 Thus, the
verbs in Dan 11:36, 37 describe the self-deification of the king of the north. It also fits
the picture when the king o f the north works n ix S sJ “amazing things” (11:36) and thus
simulates G od’s mighty wonders.3 The speaking against the highest God recalls the

'S e e R ichard J. C lifford, “H istory and Myth in D aniel 10-12,” B ASO R 220 (1975): 25.
2Ibid., 25. C lifford also suggests th at the reapportionm ent o f the land in 11:39 expressed by
p b n piel “apportion” is “another w restling o f a divine prerogative since only God can apportion the
land” (ibid.). H e refers to the use o f p b n qal/piel in Joshua and p b n piel in Isa 34:17 and Joel 4:2.
3The N iphal participle o f
occurs 46 tim es in the H ebrew Bible, designating 40 times the
m iraculous acts perform ed by God (Exod 3:20; 34:10; Josh 3:5; Judg 6:13; 1 Chr 16:9,12, 24; Neh
9:17; Job 5:9; 9:10; 37:5, 14; Pss 9:2; 26:7; 40:6; 71:17; 72:18; 75:2; 78:4, 11,32; 86:10; 96:3; 98:1;
1 05:2,5; 1 0 6 :7 ,2 2 ; 107:8, 1 5 ,2 1 ,2 4 ,3 1 ; 111:4; 119:27; 131:1; 136:4; 139:14; 145:5; Jer 2 1 :2; M ic
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“mouth uttering great things” o f the hom in Dan 7:8, 20. And the success of the king of
the north is expressed by the same term rp b srn “and he will prosper” that describes the
success o f the king (8:24, 25) and the success of the horn’s host (8:12d). Again, nSu hif.
is used only in these Danielic passages. Finally, the noun DJJT “indignation” occurs in the
book o f Daniel only in 8:19 and 11:36, and the participle nitfbsJ “amazing things” occurs
only in 8:24 and 11:36 (cf. the noun n ix S s “amazing events” in 12:6), both arguably in
relationship with the king/horn and the king o f the north. In sum, there can be no doubt
that the king of the north in the intertextual clusters 11:28-31 and 11:36-39 is one and the
same as the hom o f the vision or the king o f the interpretation in chap. 8 and that 11:36
describes the same anti-divine hubris as 8:11-12 and 8:25.
That the terrestrial conflict described in chap. 11 involves a heavenly dimension
has been prepared for by the visionary experience in chap. 10, where the cosmic conflict
is most clearly spelled out in Daniel.1 In fact, the synergetic relationship between the
heavenly struggle and earthly events and vice versa in the Hebrew Bible is perhaps best
explained and illustrated by Dan 10:4-11:1. This synergism between events in heaven
and on earth is one o f the major theological contributions o f the book o f Daniel. It opens
a transcendent dimension to events in human history and reveals a worldview which
consists o f “a two-story universe where the angelic world represents a metaphysical level

7:15), four times things beyond understanding (D eut 30:11; Pss 119:18; 131:1; Job 42:3) and tw ice
the w orks o f the h om or king o f the north (D an 8:24; 11:36). Cf. Steinm ann, “Is the A ntichrist in
D aniel 11?” 206.
'O n the cosm ic co n flict in D an 10 see Collins, A pocalyptic Vision, 115-116,134-135.
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which cannot be discounted.”1

Pride Goes before a Fall
The thematic pattern of “pride before the fall” in the vision o f chap. 8 finds its
development in chap. 11, and has been well recognized there.2 To convey this dominant
theme, chap. 11 offers an extensive list o f keywords for failure: “lt o “break” (11:4 ,20,
22, 26; usually in the Niphal “be broken”; cf. 8:7, 8, 22, 25); “I to r r x 1?'! “she will not
retain” (11:6); ^23 “fall” (11:12, 19, 26);

X'bl “he will not show himself strong”

(11:12); *?to nif. “fall” or “collapse” (11:14, 19, 33, 34, 35, 41); the negation o f *lto
“stand” (11:15 [2x], 16, 17, 25); X to 1 X-t?7 SsJ)

“he will stumble, fall, and no

more be found” (11:19); ib "iTiy ■px) iS p 'to X31 “he will come to his end and there is
no help for him” (11:45).
Often these disasters follow some kind of success. A case in point is 11:12: “his
heart will be lifted up . . . but he will not prevail,” reminiscent o f 8:25. That triumph
heralds a downfall may be best illustrated by the recurring phrase 13i35“D nipin “he will
do as he pleases” (11:3, 16 [here: i3i3Tp t o n ] , 36; and earlier in 8:4) which is followed
by frustration and defeat. Like in the vision o f chap. 8, the pattern shows that the fall
after the final exaltation is delayed. Whereas in 11:3-4 the fall follows immediately—“as
soon as he has arisen, his kingdom will be broken”— and in 11:16 it occurs at least in the
'ibid., 116; cf. Goldingay, D aniel, 312-314; Lucas, D a n iel, 298.
2“When, in their hubris, rulers think th at they can do as they please, they are ab o u t to m eet the
nemesis o f divine ju d g m en t” (Lucas, D aniel, 280). It is as if th e keyw ords “contribute to th e drawing
o f patterns in history” (G oldingay, D aniel, 288) so th a t “the standard description o f apparently
unchallengeable authority . . . presages unexpected disaster, or at least frustration and failure” (304).
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course of the following activities (see vs. 19), in the last instance in 11:36 the defeat is
delayed until vs. 45, with numerous activities in between.1 Once again the horn in ch. 8 is
mirrored by the king of the north, this time with regard to the apparently prolonged
success. Furthermore, the success o f the king o f the north is expressed by using identical
terms for describing the success of the horn’s host in 8:12:

. . . HTO”! “and he will

do . . . and he will have success” (11:36).

Time
Words or phrases referring to time occur relatively often in chaps. 11-12.2 The
terms

n P “time,” “tP ia1? “at the appointed time,” and f j? “end” are keywords o f time in

the angelic discourse in chap. 11 and in the dialogue in chap. 12, and they also occur in
chap. 8.3 Both revelations in chaps. 8 and 11 reach to the “end” and are indeed for the
end. Their common eschatological goal is expressed by the phrase fj?

n 2 “time o f the

end” which Gabriel uses to explain that the vision o f chap. 8 pertains to the “time o f the
end” (8:17) and which in chap. 11 marks the final climactic section o f the revelation

'H ow ever, the explanation “for that w hich is decreed w ill be d o n e” in 11:36 w ith two N iphal
form s, expressing divine passives, already rem inds one that there is a cosm ic dim ension to the
activities o f the horn that is beyond its control (M eadow croft, “W ho are the P rin ces?” 106-107).
2The relevant terms are njJ “tim e” (11:6, 13, 24, 35, 40; 1 2 :1 ,4 ; and 12:9, 11), an interval o f
D’32) “years” (11:6, 8, 13), a period o f DVT “days” (11:20, 33; and 12:11, 12), ‘Ttf'iab “at the
appointed tim e” (11:27, 29, 35), fj? nil “tim e o f the end” (1 1 :3 5 ,4 0 ; and 12:9; cf. also
alone or
w ith other tem poral terms in 1 1:6,13, 27, 45), XTIH nil a “at that tim e” (12:1 [3x]), and m n N “the
final period” (12:8).
Tn Daniel n r “time” occurs in 8:17; 9 :2 1 ,2 5 ; 11:6, 1 3 ,2 4 ,3 5 ,4 0 ; 12:1 (4x), 4, 9, l l j n r i a 1?
“at the appointed tim e” in 8:19: 11:27, 29, 35; and
“en d ” occurs in 8 :1 7 ,1 9 ; 9:26 (2x); 11:6, 13,
2 7 ,3 5 ,4 0 ,4 5 ; 12:4, 6, 9, 13 (2x).
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(11:35,40; 12:4, 9; cf. N’Hrt 171721 “in that time” in 12:1 referring to fj? 1717 in 11:40).'
Thus, the angelic discourse covers the same temporal ground as the vision in chap. 8 and
should be regarded as parallel revelation. Such a conclusion is supported by the
subsequent dialogue in which the heavenly being emphasizes that the revelation is
concerned with fj? ni7 “the time of the end” (12:4, 9; cf. 8:17) and r r n n x “the final
period” (12:8; cf. 8:19, 23).
This special concern in regard to time is also noticeable in the two dialogues in
12:6-7 and 12:8-13. It is striking that the first dialogue is in close parallel with the
angelic conversation in 8:12-14. A celestial being utters this distressed cry o f lament
, ni3‘ ,1I7 “until when?” Once again the concern is the malignant endeavors o f the final

enemy. However, this time the question is not raised regarding how long the entire vision
or revelation would last, as in 8:13c, but how long the “wonderful events” endure. The
noun n i j 6 s n “wonderful events” seems to refer to the previously mentioned niX ^D )
(8:24; 11:36) and could express astonishment, or that the actions o f the king o f the north
appear to be o f supernatural origin. Since the question pertains specifically to these
activities, the time period mentioned in response to this cry for temporal restriction
should not be expected to be the same as in 8:14b. Indeed, the meaning o f the “time,
times, and a h a lf’ cannot be compared to the “2300 evening-morning.” Rather the time
period is identical to the one in 7:25 and as in that instance refers to the oppression of
'It is notew orthy that “the vocabulary o f the end” (1717 “tim e,” niliTa1? “at the appointed tim e,”
1717 “tim e o f the end,” and K’Hn H173 “at that tim e”) starts in chap. 11 only from vs. 27 on.
According to his structure o f chap. 11 Clifford finds this vocabulary in the u n it 11:21-12:3 (“H istory
and M yth in D aniel 10 -1 2 ,” 24).
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God’s people, implying that the “2300 evening-morning” must be a longer period that
encompasses the three and a half times.
In the second dialogue, which was initiated by Daniel, the celestial being gives
him two time periods that start both with the removal o f the tami d and the setting up of
the abomination o f desolation: 1290 and 1335 days (12:11-12).' In comparison with the
“2300 evening-morning” it is important to recognize that the beginning point is different
and that the end point is not necessarily identical. The “2300 evening-morning” include
the entire vision o f chap. 8 and not just the time from the removal o f the tami d.
Regarding the end point, the “2300 evening-morning” explicitly connect it with the
beginning o f the restoration of the holy to its rightful place, whereas the end point for
both the 1290 days and the 1335 days is not specified,2 although the context might
suggest that at least the latter figure should reach the end time. Hence, the two figures in
12:11-12 do not shed further light on the chronology o f the “2300 evening-morning.”

Judgm ent
After fate overtakes the king o f the north, the final scene of the angelic discourse
describes the divine intervention depicted in 12:1-3. Nickelsburg characterizes this
passage as a “description of a judgment scene” with the elements o f a witness, that is
Michael, the angelic advocate, who stands (TOW) in court, the book o f life containing the
n a m e s o f t h o s e w h o w i l l s u r v iv e d iv in e ju d g m e n t, a n d th e r e s u r r e c tio n o f c e r ta in p e r s o n s

'The second period evidently starts at the same time as the first, otherw ise the blessing
form ula (HltiX) for those w ho are being patient and attain 1335 days does n ot m ake any sense.
2Collins, D a n iel (1993), 400.
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functioning as post-mortem judgment which vindicates the righteous and condemns the
wicked.1 Collins points out that the major element o f a presiding judge is missing and
thus the scene should better be designated as an “eschatological prophecy,”2 although it
involves a judgm ent insofar as there is a distinction between the good and the bad.3 One
could argue, however, that the presence o f a judge is implied when Michael arises in
court.4
In any case, Dan 12:1-3 presents the vindication of believers and as such is
thematically linked to Dan 8:14 which, among other things, includes the restoration o f the
host o f heaven to its rightful place. Although the creation theme is not specifically
alluded to,5 the resurrection in 12:2-3 implies a recreation. Hence, the hint to a recreation
at the end o f the vision of chap. 8 in vs. 14b is “replaced” by a resurrection at the end of
the angelic discourse in 12:2-3.

Specific Phrases
In the final, climactic part of the angelic discourse two expressions attract
attention that might shed light on phrases in Dan 8:9-14: Si73n 7ton “the great prince”
(12:1) is reminiscent o f the “commander of the host” in 8:1 la, and the D’atoiS “stars”

'N ickelsburg, R esurrection, 11-27, 38.
2Collins, D aniel, FOTL, 100-101.
’Collins, A pocalyptic Vision, 172.
4Inasm uch as the verb 7Q1J is used for Y h w h w hen h e arises to judge the people (Isa 3:13),
the phrase “M ichael, the great prince, w ho stands [701117] over the sons o f your people, w ill arise
[701?']” m ight even allude to a judicial office o f M ichael.
5N o explicit allusion to creation in D an 11:2 -1 2 :3 is detected by D oukhan (“A llusions,” 289).
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(12:3) are reminiscent o f the “stars” in 8:10b.

The reference to Michael as “the great prince” who stands protectively by the
people o f God (12:1) should be seen as an explicit link to the commander of the host
(8:1 la). Two aspects o f this individual being are prominent in both passages: its
leadership over the people o f God and its high celestial status. The analysis o f 8:10 has
shown that the host o f heaven and the stars are best understood to represent the people of
God and that the K33

is an expression for the supreme leader o f the people of God.

At the same time, the study o f the term nil! in the book o f Daniel made it evident that in
revelatory material the term is generally used to refer to supernatural beings, to chief
angels. The corresponding term

in 8:25 suggests that the commander of the host

is none other than the commander o f the chief angels. Daniel 12:1 corroborates such a
two-faceted interpretation o f the commander o f the host in 8:1 la. The celestial being
Michael is said to “stand protectively by the sons o f your people” which distinguishes
him as the celestial representative o f God’s people.1 He is also called “the great prince,”
an expression that places particular emphasis on his elevated status among the chief
angels, specifically since no other celestial being, except God, is called

“great” in

the Hebrew Bible.2 Both aspects are expressed in 10:21 where Michael receives the
attribute

“your prince.” Thus it would be safe to conclude that 12:1 helps to

'M ichael is thus portrayed distinctively different in activity from the horn/king o f D an 8.
W hereas the horn/king aggressively opposes (b l1 “tttll) the prince o f princes (8:25), the great prince
protectively stands by
”1732?) the people o f God (12:1).
2God is called the ^ V tan
“great G od” in D an 9:4. Elsew here see D eut 7:21; 10:17; Jer
10:6; 32:18; M ai 1:14; Pss 47:3; 48:1;’ 86:10; 95:3; 96:4; 99:2; 135:5; 145:3; N eh 1:5; 8:6; 9:32; 1 Chr
16:25; and for G od being greater th an other gods, see Exod 18:11; Ps 77:14; 2 Chr 2:4.
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identify the “commander of the host” in 8:1 lb as Michael. In addition, the relative clause
■'jD'Sy “IQ'Un could possibly allude to Michael as having a priestly function for
God’s people and confirm the priestly role o f the “commander o f the host” in 8:11a.
Some see a connection between the “stars” in Dan 12:3 and the “stars” in 8:10.
The astral imagery in 12:3 is often understood as an indication that believers will become
like the angels in the heavenly world.1 Collins asserts that “the astral imagery of 12:3
cannot be taken as simple comparison”2 for the reason that “the stars had long been
identified with the angelic host in Israelite tradition”3— a tradition which allegedly stems
from Canaanite mythology— and that this tradition corresponds to “the crucial role played
by the heavenly host throughout Daniel 7 -1 2.”4 In spite o f the fact that the idea of saints
being reckoned among the celestial host after their resurrection would correspond well to
the interrelation o f earthly and heavenly worlds that runs throughout the visions, such an
interpretation o f 12:3 remains questionable. First, the comparative function o f 2 in
cannot be ignored. With an intransitive verb describing emission o f light (in
Dan 12:3 “lilT “shine”) the nominal expression following after 2 is always understood to
denote comparison and not identification.5 A t the same time individuals or groups of

'Cf. H engel, Judaism , 196-197; C lifford, “H istory and M yth in D aniel 1 0 -1 2 ,” 26;
Goldingay, D aniel, 308 (“ stars” are probably a m etaphor for celestial beings or angels).
2Collins, A pocalyptic Vision, 172.
Tbid., 136.
4Ibid., 172.
5W ith “IW hif. “shine” (Ps 139:12), 1 2 2 qal “b u m ” (Isa 9:17; 62:1; Hos 7:6b; M ai 3:19; Pss
79:5; 89:47), y p n nif. “break forth light” (Isa 58:8), 2 2 ' hif. “shine” (Job 10:22b), and f S J qal
“sparkle” (Ezek 1:7). See Jenni, D ie P ro p o sitio n K aph, 72.
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people are compared, however not identified, with various entities from nature and life,
usually in regard to a specific similarity.1 The type of comparison in Dan 12:3 is similar
to the Aramaic use of 2 with the intransitive verb m n “become” in 2:35 and with 173") “to
become long” in 4:30. Further, even if the “stars” in 12:3 would stand metaphorically for
celestial beings, the preposition 3 indicates that those who lead the many to righteousness
are compared only with these (simile); they will not necessarily be located among the
angels nor will they become angels.2 Second, the parallel thought in 12:3 precludes that
“stars” is used in a metaphorical sense. Clause 3a (iTpTn “in fs 1“in r
clause 3b ("11)1

and

□,3SiSS D'STH 1j?'HSQ;l) are in parallel, displaying a matching

order o f the constituents and verbal ellipsis in 3b. However, the “glow o f the firmament,”
which is the parallel expression to the “stars,” is generally not understood to be
metaphorical but rather literal. Hence, the “stars” should be understood in their literal
meaning, too.
At the most, the simile with the brightness o f the stars may associatively evoke
8:10, where the stars have already been symbolically used to represent the saints. Daniel
12:3 describes “a dramatic reversal o f the situation described in 8:10, where the arrogant
Tittle one’ is depicted as one who ascends the heavens, casting down some o f the hosts
thereby” so that the final vindication o f the fallen ones in 12:3 suggests “that the host o f

'See the list prepared by Jenni (ibid., 73).
2Bentzen, 85; N ickelsburg, R esurrection, 26; G oldingay, D aniel, 308; cf. Friedrich N otscher,
A ltorientalischer und alttestam entlicher A uferstehungsglauben (W urzburg: Becker, 1926), 164-165.
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heaven are assuming once again their rightful stations in the heavens.”1

Conclusion
In summary, the major themes of Dan 8:9-14 are expressed again in the angelic
discourse o f 11:2—12:3 as well as in the ensuing dialogue in 12:5-13. In some cases the
themes are more developed. The terminological links to 8:9-14, however, do not appear
evenly distributed over the text material but rather form intertextual clusters ( 1 1:28-3 1,
36-39; 12:1-3,6-7, 11).

The revelation in chaps. 10-12 confirms in a forceful way that 8:9-14 portrays a
climactic conflict between a power with religious interests and its forces, on the one side,
and God and his people, on the other side. All the major components of the conflict in
chap. 8 are also present in chaps. 11-12: the attack on the cult (11:31; 12:10-11), on the
people o f God (11:32-35; 12:7, 10-11), and on God him self (11:36-39), and the divine
intervention associated with judgment (12:1-3). The mention o f D,inT “forces” in 11:31
furnishes evidence that it is accurate to interpret the host in 8:12 as the host o f the horn.
Furthermore, the nature and activities o f the king o f the north from 11:28 on to a large
extent clearly resemble the nature and activities o f the horn/king in chap. 8. Table 47
summarizes the similarities between the two and demonstrates again that the king o f the
north designates, at least in 11:28-45, the same power as the horn/king.

'S eow , “The Rule o f G od,” 244.
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Table 47. Similarities o f the Horn in Daniel 8 and the King o f the North in Daniel 11

Similarity

Horn in Dan 8

King of the North in Dan 11

Hubris

Magnifies itself (^13 hif.) up to
the commander o f the host
(8:1 la); magnifies (*713 hif.) in
his heart (8:25)

Exalts and magnifies (St hitp.)
himself above every god and
above all (11:36, 37)

Attack on the
beauty

Goes forth (military term KiT)
from smallness and grows
against the beauty O nsn) (8:9b)

Stays (military term T2U) in the
land of beauty C a sn ) (11:16) &
enters (military term Kin) the
land of beauty C nan) (11:41) &
pitches up his state tent before
the beautiful holy mountain
(tfn'p-’a s T n ) (11:45)

Attack on the
holy

Against the holy (8:13c)

Against the holy covenant
(11:28, 30 [2x])& the holy
mountain (11:45) & the holy
people (12:7)

Attack on the
sanctuary

Throws down the foundation of
the commander’s sanctuary
Oznpn) (8:11c)

Desecrates the sanctuary
(ttrtpa), the fortress (11:31)

Attack on divine
principles

Removal o f the tamid
( T a r n tr-in ) (8:1 lb, 12a)

Removal o f the tamid
( T a n n i T p n i ) ( l l : 3 l ; cf.
12:11)

Installation of
false worship

Installation (]ni) o f the sin that
desolates (DBjtf UtfBn) (8:13c)

Installation (]n0) o f the
abomination o f desolation
(□aipp p p p n ) (11:31; cf.
12:11)'

Attack on G od’s
associates

Assault on the host o f heaven
(8:10, 13; “people o f holy ones”
in 8:24) & some o f the host fall
(8:10b)

Assault on the maskilim (11:33,
35) & some o f the maskilim fall
(11:33, 34, 35; cf. “holy people”
in 12:7)
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Table 47— Continued.

Similarity

Horn in Dan 8

King of the North in Dan 11

Attack on God

Against the commander of the
host (K3SiT*ito) (8:11-12) and
against the prince o f princes
(bnto-ito) (8:25)

Against the prince of the
covenant (11:22) and against the
God of gods (11:36);
implied: against Michael, the
great prince (b iian *l(E?n), who
stands protectively by the people
of God (12:1)

Host or Army

Host of the horn (8:12)

Forces o f the king o f the north
(11:31)

Extraordinary
activities

Destroys to an extraordinaiy
degree (niN^D)) (8:24)

Speaks extraordinary things
(nittSsD) (11:36; cf. 12:6)

Success

Host o f the horn does (HtSP)
(8:12c, 24) & succeeds (rt'^ sn )
(8:12d, 24, 25)

Does (ntBP) (11:16, 17, 24 [2x],
28, 30, 36 [2x], 39) & succeeds
( n ^ n ) (11:36)

Wrath

What will occur at the end of
indignation (D2JT) (8:19)

He is enraged (DPT) at the holy
covenant(11:30);
successful until the indignation
(DPT) is finished (11:36)

Time factor

The vision pertains to the “time
o f the end” (fj? np) (8:17), to
the “appointed time o f the end”
(fj? IPlD 1?) (8:19)

Vocabulary o f end time (|>j? nP
in 11:27, 35,40; cf. 12:4, 9;
“TPiD1? in 11:27, 29, 35; cf. 12:7)

Supernatural
destruction

Broken without human hand
(8:25; implied in vs. 14c)

He will come to his end and no
one will help him (11:45; 12:1)

Structural
position

After the kingdoms o f MedoPersia and Greece (8:3-8; cf.
vss. 20-22);
final power before the divine
intervention

After the kingdoms of Persia
and Greece (11:2-4);
final power after great conflict
before the divine intervention
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Finally, the identification o f the “great prince” in 12:1 with the “commander of the host”
in 8:11 implies that the one under attack by the hom (8:11) is the same who brings about
the vindication o f the sanctuary and God’s people (8:14; cf. 12:1-3). This idea is not
evident from chap. 8 itself, but presents an intertextual contribution o f chaps. 11-12.

Intertextual Relations between Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 1-6
After studying the intertextual links between Dan 8:9-14 and blocks of literature
in the visionary part o f Daniel, the narratives are now investigated for textual relations.
Intertextual connections between Dan 8:9-14 and the first six chapters of Daniel based on
terminological links are rare. They are listed in table 48.

Table 48. Intertextual Relations between Daniel 8:9-14 and Daniel 1-6
Text

Word/Phrase

Intertextual
Reference

8:11a
(8:25)

IV) “even up to the commander o f the host
it magnified itself’ (8:11a)//
“tb ir
—lto_t?S7*! “even against the prince o f princes
he will stand” (8:25e) //
r ia a r in n K’OBi'iOD bv) “and against the Lord o f heaven
you have exalted yourself” (5:23)

5:23

b'H:P 122^2'! “he will magnify him self in his heart” (8:25c)

5:20

// PI221? cn “his heart rose up” (5:20)
8:11b,
12a, 13c

T ian //jn n n
•

t

t

• :

6:17,21
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There are two identifiable connections. First, Dan 8:1 la recalls the language of
5:23 and 5:20, especially if the interpretation in 8:25 is included in the comparison.1
Syntactically, 5:23 and 8:1 la, 25e all front the prepositional object which refers to the
divine being whom the subject offended by self-exaltation. Daniel 5:23 and 8:25e even
use the same preposition by “against.” Furthermore, both verbs, BH

(8:1 la) and BA

□1") (5:23), designate the activity o f self-exaltation. The relationship between the two
verbs is again evident by comparing r n n 1? C"1 “his heart rose up,” that is, “he was
arrogant,” in 5:20 with S'HIP 133^31 “he will magnify himself in his heart” in 8:25. It
might be purely incidental that the verb m i in 5:20, 23 also appears in 8:1 lb for it has a
different semantic notion there, but an intertextual function cannot easily be dismissed.
The thematic pattern is also similar: 5:23 speaks o f Belshazzar’s defiance o f God,
whereas 5:20 refers to Nebuchadnezzar’s megalomania that was described in Dan 4.
Hence, within the narrative framework both Nebuchadnezzar’s and Belshazzar’s self
exaltation serve as parallel and historical type to the horn’s overbearing apotheosis in the
vision of Dan 8. In 8:9-14 these historical types find their eschatological counterpart.
Second, the one-to-one relationship between T E n and X’n'HF! indicates the close
connection between Dan 8:11-13 and Dan 6:17, 21, which thematically is based on the
question of worship. As the significance o f this textual connection has already been
discussed, there is no need to repeat it here.2
Thematically, Dan 8:9-14 reflects some o f the main messages o f the

‘Except for Collins (D aniel, 250), such an asso ciatio n has surprisingly gone unnoticed.
2See on the m eaning o f T Q H in chapter 2 (above).
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concentrically arranged chapters o f Dan 2 -7 .1 With chaps. 4 and 5 it shares the theme of
arrogant self-exaltation followed by divine intervention that brings about the fall of the
defiant king. With chaps. 3 and 6 it shares the central issue of worship with a wrong
system replacing the true worship o f God. And with chaps. 2 and 7 it shares the general
revelation of a succession o f kingdoms that will finally come to a divinely appointed end.

Summary: Daniel 8:9-14 in the Book of Daniel
The intertextual analysis has shown that Dan 8 occupies a special place in the
book o f Daniel. Not only does chap. 7 function as the hinge between the two parts of
Daniel,2 chap. 8 also has an interlocking Schamierfunktion, particularly owing to vss. 914. As has been presented above, chap. 8 is closely linked to the Aramaic prophecy in
chap. 7, both in form and content, and via chap. 7 forges links to the dream o f successive
kingdoms in chap. 2. In addition, the text in 8:9-14 is reminiscent o f the almost type
scenic incidents of the proud and defiant self-magnification of the Babylonian kings
Nebuchadnezzar in chap. 4 (5:20) and Belshazzar in chap. 5 (5:23), and evokes Daniel’s
continual cultic worship service o f God in chap. 6 (6:11, 17, 21). A t the same time 8:914 introduces new themes and motifs that are taken up in chap. 9 and chaps. 10-12. The

'F o r the chiastic arrangem ent o f them es in D an 2 - 7 see Lenglet, 169-190.
2Prom inent features that link D an 7 to the tales are its A ram aic language (chaps. 2 -7 ), the
theme o f succession o f four kingdom s taken over by the kingdom o f G od (chap. 2), and that it is part
o f the concentric arrangement o f chaps. 2 -7 . F eatures that link D an 7 to the visions are its form o f a
dream vision, the sim ilar content to chap. 8 (horn from sm allness), and that it does n o t follow chap. 6
chronologically but belongs to the beginning o f the chronological sequence o f the visions.
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emphasis on the cult stands out especially.1 Thus, the subsequent visions borrow major
elements from the climax of the vision in chap. 8, and it has to be concluded that the
central part o f the second half of Daniel is rather to be found in 8:9-14 than in another
place.2
In summary, out of Dan 8:9-14 originates a network o f literary linkages found
throughout the entire book of Daniel, most distinctly with regard to the visionary part of
the book. It takes up prominent themes from chaps. 2-7 and dominates the visionary part
of the book, thus elevating chap. 8 to the status o f a twin pillar in the book o f Daniel.
Together with chap. 7, chap. 8 forms the thematic and structural center o f the book of
Daniel. One must therefore conclude that 8:9-14 is strategically situated in the book o f
Daniel and deeply embedded in its themes and, consequently, also in its theology.

'For exam ple, terms new ly introduced in chap. 8, even if one looks for equivalent A ram aic
term s, are nOK, DO'tf, T n n n with article, ^ 3 hif. “to m ake oneself g reat,” ’n a n , I tn p P , and tth'p.
2Pace Steck (“W eltgeschehen und G ottesvolk im B uche D an iel,” 6 5 -67) and others who
suppose a “change o f perspective” in D an 8 in com parison to the previous chapters o f the so-called
“A ram aic book o f D aniel” and argue that chap. 8 has been w ritten with chap. 9 in view . In such an
interpretation, the dependence o f D an 8 on Dan 9:24-27 and the influence o f th e prayer o f confession
by D aniel in D an 9 play too large a role in interpreting the final events o f the vision in D an 8. In fact,
in such a view D an 9 is designated to be “the central p art o f the w hole b o o k o f D aniel, w hich also
provides the key for the reinterpretation o f the older parts” (Seidl, “V olk G ottes u n d seine Z ukunft,”
182; so also Steck, “W eltgeschehen und G ottesvolk,” 76; Johannes M arbock, “G ottes P lan und
Herrschaft: Zu den A nfangen apokalyptischen Schrifttum s,” ThPQ 137 [1989]: 344).
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Daniel 8:9-14 is indisputably one of the most challenging texts in the book of
Daniel. In chapter 1 I observed that in previous research concerning this enigmatic text,
only a few studies used linguistic methods and could therefore be categorized as textoriented approaches. However, these linguistic studies, as informative and commendable
as they are, pursued only selective tasks and are by no means dealing comprehensively
with the text, lacking, for example, any intertextual analysis that focuses on the
relationship with other passages in the book o f Daniel. In fact, many intricacies o f the
text have not yet received copacetic explanations. The assessment o f the research history
therefore called for a new, systematic and comprehensive analysis which concentrates on
the text and its language, and combines a linguistic, literary, and intertextual approach,
that is, the basic three avenues o f a text-oriented approach.
The text-oriented analysis o f Dan 8:9-14 that has been undertaken has tried to
provide satisfying answers to the questions that have been raised by comparing the
different interpretations o f these six verses. Each o f the three avenues o f the text-oriented
analysis contributes to a better understanding o f the text and its seemingly baffling
features. The study o f the text itself by means o f linguistics solves some intricate
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grammatical-syntactic and semantic problems (chapter 2). The study o f the dynamics of
the text in the literary analysis reveals a carefully styled composition, in which alleged
irregularities turn out to be effective literary features o f the text, and a thematically and
theologically rich climax o f the vision report (chapter 3). Finally, the study o f the text in
relationship with other texts in the intertextual analysis lends additional support to the
linguistic and literary findings, helps to draw attention to features o f the text that might
not be easily noticed, and clarifies and underlines the central place and role o f 8:9-14 in
the book o f Daniel (chapter 4).

Methodological Results
In the process of the study, two methodological observations in particular have
crystallized: the value o f a comprehensive systematic analysis for exegesis, and the
complexity o f interconnected levels of analysis. First, a systematic analysis from form to
function proves to be a useful and commendable approach, specifically in dealing with
such difficult texts as Dan 8:9-14. The information gained on lower levels of analysis, for
example, the syntactic level, instructs, guides, provides limits for, and maximizes the
analysis o f higher levels, for example, the literary analysis. A good illustration o f this lies
in the linguistic analysis o f 8:12a which shows, among other things, that direct speech
commences in vs. 12a and that the transgression spoken of should be attributed to the
horn. This inform s the literary analysis w ith regard to both structure and them atic

distribution o f the text, as well as the intertextual analysis with regard to the relation
between 8:9-14 and chap. 9.
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Second, the different levels o f analytical description of the text create an intricate
web in which information on one level informs the analysis on another level and vice
versa. The various levels o f a text could perhaps adequately be compared to the elaborate
interweaving of websites and their numerous hypertextual links in the internet. While
reading and understanding the text in Dan 8:9-14— and for the sake of argumentation, any
text—the reader opens consciously or unconsciously numerous hypertextual links in
which information from various levels o f analysis are “downloaded” into the present
reading o f the text. All contribute to the overall understanding o f the text. The task of the
text-oriented analysis is to detect systematically as many aspects as possible that are
present in the text and its intertext, so that the process o f understanding the text is as
conscious as possible.

Major Contributions
In the course o f this study I have given ample space to the summary of the
exegetical results. The main points have been succinctly covered at the end of the
individual subsections and chapters. Instead o f compiling all o f these findings again in
tiresome repetition, I wish to concentrate on the major conclusions and contributions of
the work at hand, presented according to the three text-oriented avenues: linguistic,
literary, intertextual.

Linguistic Analysis
The linguistic analysis combined a systematic grammatical-syntactic and a
semantic analysis. The syntax o f Dan 8:9-14 was described clause by clause, and the
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meaning of specific words, phrases, and sentences was analyzed. The more prominent
results o f the linguistic analysis may be summarized as follows.
The origin of the horn is not nearly as unambiguous as commentators believe.
Syntactic arguments alone have been found insufficient to decide on the antecedent o f
DHB nnttn “one of them” in Dan 8:9a. The literary-structural comparison o f ram, hegoat, and horn demonstrates, however, that the hom functions on the same level as the
other two powers. The intertextual comparison to Dan 7 confirms that the hom in chap. 8
has to be regarded as a power independent from the he-goat. In chap. 8 itself, its origin is
concealed in mystery, which, as suggested, diverts from the idea that the hom is yet
another power o f purely military character, but rather draws attention to the religious
interest and nature of the hom.
The first entity that experiences the terror o f the hom is the “host o f heaven” and
the “stars” (vs. 10), which designate the same entity, and in their symbolic meaning both
refer to the people o f God. This is especially apparent with the expression “stars” on the
basis of its use as metaphor and as simile in the Hebrew Bible (particularly in visions:
Gen 37:9; Num 24:17) and the comparison with the “mighty ones” (O’D^l?) in 8:24, a
term that designates a group o f people. A t the same time the expression “host o f heaven”
hints at the involvement o f the celestial host o f angels. What is described here is nothing
less than a cosmic battle fought on two levels: on the earth and in the supernatural world.
The supernatural level o f the horn’s assault becomes particularly evident in vs. 11,
where the hom magnifies itself to divine-like status. While the phrase “commander of
the host” (K 33rnto) is a technical term for the highest military rank elsewhere, in the
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prophetic part of Daniel the term *it£) usually refers to a celestial being. The intertextual
relationship to the “prince of princes” in 8:25, who designates the same being, clarifies
that the commander of the host is the supreme leader o f celestial beings, probably to be
identified with the Danielic figure of Michael. The traits o f military leader and divine
being are also combined in the celestial warrior of the crucial intertext o f Josh 5:13-15.
In light o f the cultic terminology used in Dan 8:9-14,

seems to have a priestly

connotation as well, especially since the commander o f the host is closely linked to the
tami d and to the sanctuary (vs. l i b and 1 lc).
The cultic climax of the horn’s adverse activities is found in vs. 11. In removing
the tami d from the commander o f the host, the hom carries out a pseudo-cultic act (o n
hif. + ]Q) and usurps priestly status. TO rin is a cultic term par excellence. The present
standard interpretation, namely that it refers to the “daily sacrifice,” is not doing justice to
its scope o f meaning in this passage. Rather TO HH designates both the cultic activities of
the “commander of the host” as high priest (supported by its usage in cultic texts o f the
Hebrew Bible) and the continual cultic worship and service directed toward him as divine
being (supported by its replacement by false worship or false cult practices in 11:31 and
12:11 and the lexical and thematic link to D aniel’s continual cultic service of prayer in
6:11, 17, 21). Hence 8:11 describes the inconceivable act o f the “ultimate cultic offense”
perpetrated by the hom. In its hubris, the hom attempts to replace the commander of the
host of heaven and reappropriate “the epitome o f the cult” to itself. The results o f the
semantic analysis of vs. 11c reasserted such an assessment, for this clause describes the
flinging down of the principles (metaphorical foundations) upon which the sanctuary of
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the commander o f the host rests.

Text-grammatically and consistent with the use o f verbal sequences in the book of
Daniel, the shift from past tense in vss. 9-11 (qatal, wayyiqtol, and x-qatal) to future tense
in vs. 12 (x-yiqtol, weyiqtol, and weqatal) signals the shift o f the text’s character from
describing the vision in vss. 9-11 to reporting the speech o f one o f the holy ones in vs. 12.
The mention that a holy one had spoken (vs. 13a) refers back to the speech in vs. 12, and
the wayyiqtol

should be understood in a pluperfect sense.

The linguistic analysis also furnished a satisfying explanation for the other
challenging syntactic and semantic aspects of vs. 12a. A new subject is introduced: “a
host.” Several features indicate that this host stands in contrast to the host o f heaven,
namely the sentence-initial position and indefiniteness o f 833), the surprising use of
feminine gender, the clause meaning of vs. 12a, and the host’s continuation as subject in
vss. 12b-d, which have feminine verbs in sentence-initial position and no new subject
introduced. With regard to the semantic function o f the prepositions in vs. 12a, b s
indicates disadvantage (“against”), or is used in a metaphoric-locational sense (“control
over”), and 2 is used in a modal sense so that either the activity is criminal and rebellious,
or the agent is in a condition of rebellion and transgression. The logical subject of vs. 12a
is the hom. The association of UttiS in vs. 13c with other activities o f the hom, as well as
the intertextual relation with 11:31 and 12:11, supports such a view. The clause in 8:12a
therefore introduces a counter-host who is set up by the hom “against the tami d in
rebellion.” Verse 12b comments upon vs. 11c and describes the throwing down o f the
foundations o f the sanctuary as the throwing down o f truth. The end o f vs. 12 shows
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again that the hom lays claim to divine prerogatives, for it presumptiously grants success
to its host in whatever it does.
Another holy being confronts the one who had just explained what the climax o f
the vision meant with a most urgent question: “How long the vision?” (vs. 13c). The
definiteness o f )itnn and its occurrences in chap. 8 imply that the question refers to the
entire vision. The elements o f the angelic cry for judgment have received a bewildering
number o f syntactic explanations. The best one, however, is that all the words following
p m n stand in apposition to it, and selectively specify four significant elements o f the
vision, all o f which are associated with the destructive activities o f the hom: the tami d,
the setting up o f the devastating transgression, the holy, and the host to be a trampling.
The visionary revelation ends in vs. 14 with a ray of hope when the first holy
being announces the denouement of the intolerable, dramatic situation caused by the hom
and its host and bemoaned by the other angel: “until ‘evening-morning’ two thousand and
three hundred then will (the) holy be restored.” The asyndetic and singular use of
“evening” and “morning” evidences that the 2300 “evening-morning” designate 2300
days. The word sequence “evening-morning” is an allusion to creation, indicating that
the restoration o f (the) holy has to be understood as a divine act o f creation, and further
points to the Day o f Atonement which is the only cultic day that explicitly starts in the
evening and purges everything ®“tp “holy,” that is, the holy sanctuary and the holy
people.
The v f qatal p :IX31 follows the verbal forms in vs. 12c-d and, aspassivum
divinum, designates a divine activity that will happen after the completion o f the “2300
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evening-morning.” The Niphal form o f

being a hapax legomenon, should be

understood as passive to the Hiphil, which refers to declaring someone as “in the right.” It
therefore points to a divine judgment that will vindicate the “holy,” which in this
circumstance refers in its indefinite form to both the sanctuary and the people o f God, the
two associations the root 2Hp has in the book of Daniel. The semantic range of the
verbal root p*7S is broad, and it is purposefully chosen to call to mind various
contexts— relational (restoration), cultic (purification), and legal (vindication)— which fit
both connotations o f 21*1p. Thus, both points of the horn’s assault, the sanctuary and the
people, are restored to their right status. Inasmuch as these entities are holy because of
their relationship to God, it is theologically legitimate to infer that the restoration of holy
to its right status necessarily implies the vindication o f God himself.
A major conclusion of the linguistic analysis concerns the quality of the Hebrew
o f Dan 8:9-14, which frequently has been called poor and clumsy. However, my analysis
o f the MT of Dan 8:9-14 has shown that the text with its sentences is grammatically
acceptable and well-formed, making full use o f the entire range o f syntactic possibilities.
The grammatical idiosyncrasies need not necessarily be resolved by the assumption of
textual corruption. Rather, the accumulation of peculiar cases in the Hebrew language
serves the specific function of accentuating the passage and heightening the reader’s
attention. The same high quality applies to the literary character o f the text.

Literary Analysis
The general conclusion from the literary analysis— which focused on literary style,
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thematic distribution, Leitwdrter and keywords, and literary structure— is that the text in
8:9-14 is a carefully crafted passage and must be considered as a highly artistic literary
piece displaying unity rather than disunity. The literary artistry is particularly exhibited in
the following features: the poetic style at the climax o f the vision proper in vs. 11; the
gender shift o f verbs in vss. 9-12, in specific the one in vs. 11 that highlights the
importance o f this verse; and the use o f the Leitwort b “i:, which is part of a thematic
“hubris-fall leads to a great fall”-pattem o f the entire vision that moves in a literary
crescendo to the culmination o f hubris and rebellion in vs. 11— the horn’s usurpation of
divine prerogatives and imitation of the divine— and finds its denouement in the divine
intervention predicted at the end of the audition.
The semantic isotopies o f the text reveal an interweaving o f significant themes.
Special focus lies on the movement from “power and violence,” expressed by military
and royal terminology, to “cult and holiness,” expressed by cultic terminology. The
thematic center o f 8:9-14 consists of a cultic assault that will come to an end by a cultic
measure: an eschatological Day o f Atonement, combining both judgment and creation.
The literary features and the thematic distribution suggest a structure that is
coherent with the linguistic findings, and that basically consists o f the climax of the
vision describing the horn’s assault on truth (vss. 9-11) and the audition (vss. 12-14).
The latter can be further divided into an angelic comment elaborating on the climactic
efforts o f the hom (vs. 12), the angelic cry for judgm ent (vs. 13), and the final
proclamatory answer that truth will eventually gain the upper hand (vs. 14). This
structure is at the same time the last installment o f the “hubris-faH”-pattem in the vision
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report o f chap. 8.

The theological force o f the text is determined by the conflict between the hom
and its host on one side, and the heavenly commander and the host o f G od’s people on
the other side. The hom power is characterized as the incarnation o f anti-divine powers,
and thus it typifies the role o f a supernatural power who rages war against God and his
celestial host. The conflict in chap. 8 is indeed stylized as a cosmic conflict.
The solution to this cosmic conflict is to be found in another master theme. As
the hom power terrorizes the truth, attacks the holy people, and opposes God himself, it is
deeply involved in cultic transgression. The final divine answer therefore needs to be a
cultic one and is the eschatological Day o f Atonement, the bringing together o f judgment
and re-creation. The attack on truth o f the highest degree is met by the revelation of truth
in the highest degree when everything holy is restored to its right place.
The literary artistry alone would identify 8:9-14 as an important section in the
prophetic part o f the book o f Daniel. It is, however, in the intertextual analysis that the
role of the climax o f the vision in Dan 8 is perceived most clearly.

Intertextual Analysis
Finally, pursuing an author-intended and text-oriented intertextuality, the
intertextual study systematically noted and carefully evaluated the lexical and thematic
links o f Dan 8:9-14 with other passages in the book o f Daniel. The major conclusion of
the intertextual analysis is that Dan 8:9-14 occupies a strategic place and role in the book
of Daniel. Two main findings related to each other stand out.
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First, each passage that forms an intertext contributes significantly to the
understanding of 8:9-14. These texts help to support or clarify interpretations given in the
linguistic and literary analyses. For example, the angelic comments in 8:23-26 give
understanding to the hom as being a rebellious power o f a different nature from the
previous ones, while acting as a counterpart to the sage and assaulting both God and his
people.
Second, Dan 8:9-14 is closely interwoven into the second part o f the book of
Daniel. Beyond this, it plays a strategic role in the thematic fabric o f the entire book. In
regard to the narrative section, Dan 8:9-14 takes up themes from major crises in the lives
of Daniel and the Babylonian kings (chaps. 4-6) and projects these crises into an
eschatological setting. The chapters following chap. 8 are dependent upon 8:9-14 in their
choice of words and themes. While the prophetic word in chap. 9 sheds light on the time
aspect of the 2300 “evening-morning” and points to the inauguration o f the sanctuary that
needs restoration in 8:14, chaps. 10-12 build upon the culmination o f the vision o f chap. 8
and expand the activities of the hom considerably. The close structural and thematic
similarity between chap. 7 and chap. 8 is particularly interesting for the intertextual
exegete, because these visions explain each other and reveal with more clarity both the
distinct and the latent themes in the other vision. Above all, these two visions exhibit the
crucial connection between judgment, creation, and cult, leading to the conclusion that
the Day of Atonement, which uniquely combines these themes, constitutes the thematic
and theological matrix of divine activities in both visions.
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Perspectives
Several suggestions can be drawn from this study. First, my hope is that the
present analysis invites the study of other passages in the book o f Daniel using a similar
approach, that is, by applying a text-oriented analysis. There are still obscurities in other
Danielic texts that remain to be solved, and a systematic text-oriented approach might
help to clarify some of them. Second, since the Day of Atonement m otif with its thematic
combination o f judgment, creation, and cult has been found at the heart o f Dan 8:9-14
(and o f the vision in chap. 7), it suggests itself to trace such a m otif in the book o f Daniel,
and, if other occurrences are detected, to specify their reason and function. A t least in the
prophetic part o f the book, the motif of the Day o f Atonement seems to play a significant
role, so that the prophecies might be paradigmatically understood against it. Third, a
systematic intertextual analysis of Dan 8:9-14 with other texts in the Hebrew Bible has
yet to be carried out. Although I suspect that there are not many intertextual relations to
be found on a terminological level, one should at least pursue the question whether the
specific interplay o f the thematic concepts o f Dan 8:9-14 are found elsewhere. Finally, it
would be worthwhile to examine the reception history o f Dan 8:9-14, that is, the
interpretations and appropriations the text has received. The application or recurrence o f
Danielic concepts present in 8:9-14, especially the Day o f Atonement motif, in
apocalyptic literature of the Second Temple period and the New Testament book of
Revelation would appear to be a profitable subject for study as well.
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Final Conclusion
This study has demonstrated that, as the text stands, Dan 8:9-14 is a well-crafted
literary piece, which employs the entire range of linguistic possibilities, and plays an
important role within the entire book, particularly within its prophetic section. The
message o f 8:9-14 is that truth and everything associated with it is terrorized by an
ultimate incarnation of anti-divine power. However, at last God will intervene in a final
restoration o f everything holy to its rightful place, carrying out an eschatological day of
atonement, and tmth will stand victorious.
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APPENDIX 1

A CONCORDANCE OF THE VOCABULARY OF DANIEL 8:9-14
IN THE BOOK OF DANIEL

The following table lists the words occurring in Dan 8:9-14 in alphabetic order.
For each word is given the number of its occurrences in the Hebrew Bible, in the book of
Daniel, and in Dan 81; the references where it occurs in Dan 8, the references where it
occurs elsewhere in the Hebrew parts o f Daniel (Dan 1 and 9-12); a translation
equivalent; and notes, if necessary. If a word occurs more than once in the same verse, an
indexed number after the reference shows how often this is the case. Pronouns,
conjunctions, prepositions, and particles are not included in the list.

'T he statistics have been com piled w ith the help o f B ib le Works fo r Windows 6.0, and have
been checked against D C H \ H ALO T; A braham E ven-Shoshan, A New Concordance o f the Bible:
T hesaurus o f the L anguage o f the Bible, H ebrew and Aram aic, Roots, Words, P roper Names, P hrases
a n d Synonym s, 2d ed. (Jerusalem : “K iryat Sepher,” 1990); and G erhard Lisowski, K onkordanz zum
hebrdischen A lten Testam ent, 2d ed. (Stuttgart: D eutsche B ibelgesellschaft, 1981). N ot infrequently,
these sources differ slightly in the statistics o f w ords that occur m ore than a hundred times in the
H ebrew B ible. In such cases I chose usually the statistics given by the com puter program.
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Entry /
Translation

Statistics:
OT/Dan /
D an 8

R eferences in References in
D an 8
D an 1 and 9 -1 2

nnx

977 / 1 9 / 6

8:32, 92, 132

1:21; 9:1, 2,27; 1 0 : 5 ,
132, 21; 1 1 : 1 , 20, 27;
1 2 :5 2

496/3/ 1

8:14

12:11,12

“one”

“thousand”

N otes on Phrases

nixQ

5309/23/6
“say”

8 :13,14,16, 1 :3 ,1 0 ,1 1 ,1 8 ; 2:2,
17, 19, 26
3; 9:4,22; 10:11, 12,
1 6 ,192, 20; 12:6, 8, 9

TOX
“truth”

127/6/2

8:12,26

9:13; 10:1,21; 11:2

pX
“earth”

2504/20/6

8:52, 7, 10,
12, 18

1:2; 9:6, 7, 15; 10:9,
15; 11:16, 19, 282,
40, 41, 422

-Ij5'a
“morning”

214/2/2

8:14,26

—

*na
“grow”

117/9/6

8 :4 ,8 ,9 ,1 0 ,
11,25

1:5; 11:36,37

nan
“speak”

1142/ 1 9 / 3

8:132, 18

1:19; 2:4; 9 :6,12,20,
21, 22; 10:112, 15,
16,17, 192; 11:27, 36

]irn

35 / 12 / 7

8 :1 ,22, 13,
15, 17, 26

1:17; 9:21,24; 10:14;
11:14

XS'
“come out”

1076/7/ 1

8:9

9:15,22, 23; 10:20;
11:11,44

nrv

96/1/1

8:9

—

37/2/1

8:10

12:3

585 /3 / 1

8:14

“vision”

“excessively”

HXQ

D’a'px

only in Dan 8:14b

12:11,12

“hundred”
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Entry /
Translation

Statistics:
OT/Dan /
D an 8

R eferences in R eferences in
D an 8
D an 1 an d 9 -1 2

rn tp
“the east”

74/2/1

8:9

11:44

p I2
“place,”
“foundation”

17/1/1

8:11

—

tthpa
“sanctuary”

75/3/1

8:11

9:17; 11:31

oona
“trampling

7/1/1

8:13

—

"nn
“when?”

43/2/1

8:13

12:6

" n iriB (29 / 2 / 1)

233
“the south”

110/12/2

8 :4,9

1 1 :5 ,6 ,9 ,1 1 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,
252, 29, 40

always 333H
(except in 8:4)

*?S3
“fall”

434/8/2

8:10,17

9:18,20; 10:7; 11:12,
19,26

8:12,13

1 :2 ,9 ,1 2 ,1 6 ,1 7 ;
9:3, 10; 10:12, 15;
11:6, 1 1 ,1 7 ,2 1 ,3 1 ;

T

p3
“give”

2012/ 1 7 / 2

N otes on Phrases

Eftjjip lis p
only in Dan 8:11c

12:11

3-iy
“evening”

139/3/2

8:14,26

9:21

n&B
“do”

2629/24/4

8 :4 ,1 2 ,2 4 ,
27

1:13; 9:122, 14, 15,
19; 1 1 :3 ,6 ,7 ,1 6 , 17,
23, 242, 28, 30, 32,
362, 39

1/1/1

8:13

“so-and-so”
VWQ
“crime”

93/3/2

8:12,13

9:24

X235
“host”

4 84 / 6 / 5

8:102, 11, 12,
13

10:1

D 'nsfn N2S

(18/1/1) T'
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Entry /
Translation

Statistics:
O T / Dan /
Dan 8

R eferences in R eferen ces in
Dan 8
D an 1 a n d 9 -1 2

N otes on Phrases

- as
“beauty”

31/4/1

8:9

' n a n in 8:9;

11:16,41,45

■■asrr'pKa in
1 1 : 1 6 and 1 1 : 4 1 ;

fflnp-’aa-in
in 1 1 : 4 5
pns

41/2/1

8:14

12:3

65/5/3

8 :1 2 ,2 4 ,2 5

1 1 :2 7 ,3 6

24/1/1

8:9

—

117/3 /3

8 : 1 3 2, 2 4

—

293/ 13/2

8 :1 3 ,1 4

9:16, 2 0 , 2 4 j, 26;
1 1 : 2 8 , 3 0 2, 4 5 ; 1 2 : 7

79 / 9 / 9

8 : 3 2, 5 , 6 , 7 ,
8,9,20,21

“justify”
“succeed”
T l»

“small”
© H j?

“holy”
tifp

“holy,”
“holiness”
horn”
nn

193/4/1

8 :1 1

1 1 : 1 2 ,3 6 ; 12:7

19/2/2

8 :7 ,1 0

—

“take away,”
“raise up”
DD1

“trample”
nto

421 / 1 7 / 3

8 :1 1 ,2 5 2

“prince”

125 / 3 / 3

8:7,11,12

431 / 9 / 2

8 :1 ,1 4

1:7,8,9,10,11,18;
9 : 6 , 8 ; 1 0 : 1 3 2, 2 0 2,
2 1 ; 1 1 :5 ; 12:1

x a s n-nia
(37 / 1 / 1 )

“throw”
“three”
O’ Qti

1 :1 ,5 ; 1 0 : 1 ,2 ,3 ;

11:2; 12:12
421 / 5 / 2

8 :8 ,1 0

9 :1 2 ; 1 1 :4 ; 12:7

“heaven”
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Entry /
Translation

Statistics:
O T / D an /
D an 8

References in References in
Dan 8
D an 1 and 9 -1 2

N o tes on P h rases

92/8 /2

8 :1 3 ,2 7

9 : 1 8 , 2 6 , 2 7 2; 1 1 : 3 1 ;
12:11

a d j e c t i v e DDW in
9:17

1159/ 15/2

8 :1 3 ,1 6

1:14; 9:6, 10, 11, 14,
1 7 , 1 8 , 19; 1 0 : 9 2, 1 2 ;
12:7, 8

8:11,12,13

11:31; 12:11

“d ev a sta te ,”
“d eso la te”
UDW
“h ear”

Ton
104/5/3
“ co n tin u a lly ,”
“r e g u l a r ly ”

a lw a y s T n n n
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APPENDIX 2

THE SEMANTIC FUNCTION OF THE PREPOSITION by
IN CLAUSES WITH 1D31

The basic function of the preposition by in clauses with ]r0 is to indicate spatial
position. Under this category fall the specific functions of the simple locative and the
metaphorical locative. Other semantic functions are to indicate disadvantage, goal,
comitative, and comparison. The following classification of 214 ini-clauses that govern a
prepositional phrase with by categorizes according to these semantic functions.2

‘The sem antic m odel upon w hich the classification o f the preposition b y (A ppendix 1) and
the preposition 3 is based is X - r - Y, in w hich r means the relation in w hich X, the core o f the phrase
preceding the preposition, stands to Y, the core o f the phrase following the p reposition (so Jenni, D ie
P rdposition B eth, 14-16). The use o f X and Y in the classification refers to th is sem antic model.
2The clauses are counted according to the prepositional phrases w ith by, w hich m eans th at if
m ore than one prepositional phrase with by is governed by the same verbal root o f ]n3, each instance
is counted separately. The classification does not list clauses in w hich by is not governed by the verb
]n3 though both occur in the same clause. In a num ber o f cases the preposition by relates to a w hole
p J -c la u s e (X = ]ni-clause), and the function o f by is then, o f course, not dependent upon the verb
]H3. In these cases the preposition by indicates cause (“because” ; Ps 115:1), or reference
(“concerning,” “w ith regard to”; 2 Sam 18:11), or in the fixed co n stru ctio n ’S 'by follow ed by a
personal entity it specifies the norm according to which the giving process is perform ed (“according
to ,” “at,” “at the com m and o f ’; Gen 45:21; Josh 19:50; 2 Kgs 23:35). In other instances the
preposition by occurs in a clause w ith ]I13 but the prepositional phrase is p art o f a clause elem ent
(direct object, indirect object etc.) and is n ot directly governed by the verb ]!"I3 (G en 48:22; 1 Kgs 1:48
[cp. 3:6]; Isa 42:5; Jer 45:5; Ezek 28:18; 2 Chr 13:5; 35:25).

758
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I Sim ple locative (“on,” “upon,” “over”) (178 times)

X, an entity which can be localized, is related to Y, a place or an entity which is
located in space, in such a way that X is on or over Y. X can be a physical object
(11) or a hypostatized abstract entity (12).
I I Localization o f a physical object (X = physical object)
X is usually a thing, seldom a person (1 Kgs 5:5; 10:9; 2 Kgs 18:23=Isa 36:8; Jer
20:2; 2 Chr 9:8). Y is a place or a physical object which occupies a place: a thing,
an animal, a person, or a part o f a person (sometimes used pars pro toto).
111 Y is a place— contingent locative (“at,” “next to”)
Exod 26:35; 40:22; 1 Kgs 7:39 (twice by); 8:36; 17:14; 18:1; 2 Kgs 16:14;
23:33; Ezek 32:5; Job 5:10; 2 Chr 6:27.
112 Y is physical object
1121 Y is a thing
Exod 12:7 (twice by); 25:12, 21, 26, 30; 26:32, 34; 28:14, 23, 24, 25
(twice), 27; 29:3, 6,12; 37:13; 39:17,18,25, 31; 39:16,18, 20; 40:20; Lev
1:7; 2:1, 15; 4:7, 18, 25, 30, 34; 5:11; 8:15; 9:9; 11:38 (Qal passive of
ina); 14:17, 28; 16:13, 18; 17:11; 22:22; 24:7; 26:30; Num 4:6, 7, 10, 12,
14; 5:15, 6:18; 15:38; 16:17, 18; 17:11; 19:17; 1 Kgs 5:5; 7:16; 10:9;
18:23; 2 Kgs 16:17; 18:23; Isa 22:22; 36:8; Jer 20:2; Ezek 21:20; 24:8;
37:19; 43:20; 2 Chr 3:16; 9:8 (first ]n) + by).
1122 Y is an animal
Lev 16:8.
1123 Y is a person
Lev 8:7 (twice), 1 Kgs 12:4, 9; 2 Kgs 11:12; 18:14; Jer 26:15; Ezek 3:25;
4:8; 37:6; Jonah 1:14; Neh 10:33; 2 Chr 10:4, 9; 23:11.
1124 Y is part o f a person3
Gen 40:11; 40:21; 41:42; 42:37; Exod 29:20 (four times by); 30:33;
34:33; Lev 8:23 (three times by), 24 (three times by), 27 (twice by); 14:14
(three times by), 17 (three times by), 18, 25 (three times by), 28 (three
times by), 29; Num 5:18; 6:19; Deut 28:48; 1 Sam 17:38; 2 Kgs 12:16;

3A specific phrase w hich falls into this category is T 'b y ]n3 “entrust to” : G en 42:37; 2 K gs
12:16; 22:5, 7, 9; 1 Chr 29:8; 2 Chr 34:10, 17. See L ipinski in E. Lipiriski and H einz-Josef Fabry,
“ir n n zta n ,” TDO T, 10:94.
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22:5, 7 C|D3-N), 9; Jer 27:2; 28:14; Ezek 16:11, 12; 23:42; Mic 3:5; Esth
6:9; 1 Chr 29:8; 2 Chr 34:10, 17.
In some o f the above noted instances, the '[ro-clause, in which the preposition by
relates two physical objects with one another, is used metaphorically, though the
function o f b y needs to be marked as simple locative. There are different
metaphors, like to give a yoke on the neck of someone as metaphor for a burden
or punishment (Deut 28:48; 1 Kgs 12:4, 9; Jer 28:14; 2 Chr 10:4, 9), to put a
specific amount o f money upon persons or a land as metaphor for a duty (2 Kgs
18:14; 23:33; Neh 10:33), to put a key on someone’s shoulder as metaphor for
transferring authority (Isa 22:22), to give innocent blood upon persons as
metaphor for criminal responsibility (Jer 26:15; Jonah 1:14), to give cords or
ropes on someone as metaphor for restriction (Ezek 3:25; 4:8), or to give a sword
over city gates as metaphor for war or slaughter (Ezek 21:20).
12 Localization o f an abstract entity (X = abstract entity)
An abstract entity is hypostatized and treated as concrete thing. In that way an
abstract entity can be localized and can be given on or upon another entity. Again,
Y can be a place, which usually implies a person or persons located there, or it can
be a physical object which occupies a place— a thing, an animal, or a person—or,
once, another hypostatized abstract entity.
121 Y is a place (the place may refer to persons located in that place)
Deut 11:25, 29 (twice by); Ezek 32:8; Ps 8:2.4
122 Y is a physical object
1221 Y is a thing
No entry.
1222 Y is an animal
Lev 16:21.
1223 Y is a person
Exod 32:29; Num 27:20; Deut 2:25; 26:6; 30:7; 1 Kgs 8:32; Jer 23:40;
Ezek 7:3, 4, 8, 9; 23:7, 49; 36:29; Dan 11:21; 1 Chr 14:17; 22:9; 29:25.
“To give the divine spirit over you” could also be regarded as a
metaphorical locative (2111): Num 11:25, 29; Isa 42:1.

*BHRG, 291 (§39.19/1 [ii]), m arks the function o f
hypostatized

here as com prehensive locative
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123 Y is an abstract entity
Ps 69:28.

2 M etaphorical locative (“over”) (17 times)
21 Indicating incumbency or rank (“over,” “in control o f ’) (X = person)
X, a personal entity, is set in a position over Y, a system which is usually personal
but could also be a geographical name, a military entity, etc. Syntactically, the
clauses can be distinguished between those which have a double direct object, one
affected and another one effected (212), and those which do not have a double
direct object (211).
211 without double direct object
2111 Y is a person
Deut 17:15; 1 Sam 12:13; 1 Kgs 2:35; 5:21; Neh 9:37; 2 Chr 32:6.
2112 Y is a place
Gen 41:41, 43.
212 with double direct object
The person (affected) is the direct object and a designation o f position or
rank (effected), which has the same grammatical function, is added,
usually without preposition.
2121 Y is a person
Exod 18:25; Deut 1:15; 1 Kgs 14:7; 16:2; Neh 13:26; 2 Chr 2:10; 9:8b
(the rank is added with the preposition b).
22 Indicating value or supremacy (“over,” “above”) (category o f X = category o f Y)
Deut 26:19; 28:1.

3 Disadvantage (“ against”) (11 times)
An entity X is given for the disadvantage o f an entity Y, which means that the
giving process is carried out in a hostile sense and is directed toward or against a
person, place, or abstract. The Y-complement can be regarded as an indirect
object which is affected negatively.
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31 Y is a person
Jer 12:8; Ezek 19:8; 26:8; Neh 5:7; 2 Chr 20:22 (three b y in one ]rtisentence).
32 Y is a place > person (a place name is used to refer to persons living there)
Jer 4:16; Ezek 4:2 (twice).
33 Y is an abstract
Dan 8:12.

4 Goal (“to,” “for”) (4 times)

In these cases the preposition by , functioning similar to the preposition bii,
identifies the goal of the giving process. This function could be mistaken as
indicating advantage (“for,” “on behalf o f ’).
41 Y is a person

Isa 29:12 (p j-N ); Mic 1:14; Neh 2:7.
42 Y is an abstract

Exod 30:16.

5 Comitative (“along with,” “together w ith,” “in addition to”) (4 times)

The preposition by is joining the two entities X (in below cases always the direct
object) and Y, expressing that X undergoes the same action as Y.
51 Accompaniment (“along with,” “together with”)
Exod 29:17 (twice by); Ezek 25:10.
52 Addition (“in addition to”)

Num 35:6.
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APPENDIX 3

THE SEMANTIC FUNCTION OF THE PREPOSITION 2
IN CLAUSES WITH ]n35

In the following list, the semantic functions of all the 563 instances where the
preposition 2 occurs in a clause with }nj (except Dan 8:12a) are systematically classified.
It is again necessary to point out that my analysis has shown that 2 has the same semantic
functions in a ]n2-clause as in clauses with other verbal predicates. Hence, this
classification serves as exemplary overview of the wide range o f semantic functions
which 2 can possess. The classification system follows Jenni, Die Praposition Beth
(1992). Each entry has been looked up in Jenni’s exhaustive reference list and classified
accordingly. The numbering system has been retained in order to facilitate easy
comparison with Jenni’s list. Included are also those functions o f 2 which are not
exemplified in clauses with ]D3. Those occurrences o f 2 in ]ru-sentences where 2
introduces a dependent clause (e.g., a temporal clause or a causal clause) or where it is
part o f a sentence constituent phrase/clause are not referenced in the classification that
follows, because in these cases the prepositional phrase with 2 is not governed by the
verb ]n3. Since there is no functional difference of 2 in clauses with ina in the Niphal (54

5The sem antic classification o f 2 is again based on the m odel X - r - Y (see A ppendix 2, n. 1).
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times) and in clauses with *[na in the Qal (509 times), both groups o f clauses are compiled
in one list. The clauses with p a in the Niphal are marked by underlining.

I Realization or circumstantial use6 (72 times)
I I B e th e s s e n tia e

1126

Num 18:26; 36:2; Josh 21:8,12; 1 Chr 6:50.

12 B e th e x c la m a tio n is

No entry.
13 B e th c o n s titu tio n is

No entry.
14 B e th c o m ita n tia e

No entry.
15 B e th g e s tic u la tio n is

1517

Jer 12:8; Pss 46:7; 68:34.

16 B e th c a u s a e

1643 Exod 16:3.
1656 Jer 32:36 (3x1: Ezra 9:7 14x1.
17 B e th in s tru m e n ti

1713
1724
1727
1731
1744
1758
1778
1795

2 Kgs 5:1.
Lev 26:46: Dan 9:10: Neh 10:30.
Ezek 25:14.
Exod 29:12; Lev 8:15.
Ezek 19:9.
Num 36:2.
Jer 21:10.
2 Chr 31:15.

18 B e th p r e tii

1811 Gen 47:16, 17 (4x);Ezek 27:12, 13, 16 (2x), 17, 19, 22 (2x); Joel 4:3.
1812 Gen 23:9; Lev 25:37; Deut 2:28; 14:25; 1 Kgs 21:6, 15; Jer 15:13; 1 Chr

6The preposition 3 equates in some w ay an entity Y w ith an entity X w hich is p art o f or
presupposed by the predicate o f the clause or sentence (Jenni, Die P roposition B eth, 67). For
definitions o f the specific uses o f 3 in this category see ibid., 74-78.
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2 1 :2 2 .

1813
1814
1815
1816
1831
1871
1872
1881
1896

Gen 29:27.
Deut 14:26 (6x); Cant 8:7; Lam 1:11; 1 Chr 21:25.
Lev 25:37; Ezek 18:8, 13; Ps 15:5.
Exod 21:22.
Esth 7:3 12x1
Ezra 9:1.
Jer 15:13; 17:3; Neh 9:37.
Deut 9:6.
1 Kgs 14:16 (the secondary preposition bbaa “on account o f ’).

19 Beth communicationis

No entry.

2 L ocalization7 (447 times)

21 Y is a place = way
No entry.
22 Y is a place = area

2211
2213
2216
2218
2221
2222
2225
2228
2241
2242
2243
2244
2245
2251
2252
2253
2256
2258

1 Kgs 10:27; 15:4; Isa 46:13; Ezra 9:9; 2 Chr 1:15; 9:27; 24:9.
1 Kgs 12:29.
Esth 3:15: 4:8; 8:14: 9:14: 2 Chr 36:7.
2 Chr 5:10.
Ezek 39:11.
Ezra 9:9; 2 Chr 17:19; 2 Chr 24:9.
Josh 20:8 (3x); 22:7; Jer 22:20.
Job 14:13.
2 Chr 17:2 (2x).
Gen 41:48; 1 Sam 27:5; Amos 4:6; 2 Chr 17:19.
Ezek 6:14.
Prov 1:20.
2 Chr 11:11.
Gen 47:11 (2x); Exod 16:3; Num 35:14; 1 Kgs 9:11; Ezek 30:13; 1 Chr
6:40; 2 Chr 17:2.
Lev 25:24; 26:1, 6; Josh 14:4; Ezek 25:4; Ps 105:32; Neh 3:36.
Joel 3:3.
Deut 11:15; Ezek 17:5; Zech 10:1.
Josh 20:8; Isa 41:19; 43:20 (2x); Jer 9:1.

7The preposition 2 is follow ed by a designation o f place or space, w hich is not necessarily
geographical.
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2259
2261
2268
2269
2271
2272
2277
2278
2281
2283
2293

Esth 3:14: 8:13.
Lev 26:46; Josh 21:11, 21; 24:33.
Gen 1:17; Joel 3:3.
Ezek 26:20; 32:23, 24, 25, 26, 32.
Lev 14:34; Isa 56:5.
2 Chr 3:16.
1 Kgs 2:5 (2x).
Job 19:23.
Lev 19:28; 24:19, 20, 20; Deut 7:15.
1 K es 8:32: Ezek 9:10: 11:21: 16:12.43: 17:19: 22:31: Esth 6:8: 2 Chr
6:23.
Gen 47:11.

23 Y is a place = space
2314 Exod 36:1.
2316 Num 5:20; 2 Kgs 19:7; Isa 37:7.
2319 Ezek 37:14.
2321 Gen 27:17; 40:13; Exod 5:21; Deut 24:1, 3; Judg 7:16; 1 Sam 21:4; 1 Kgs
15:18; Ezek 21:16; 23:31; 30:24, 25.
2322 Gen 9i2; 30:35; 32:17; 39:4, 8, 22; Exod 10:25; 23:31; Num 7:8; 21:2, 34;
Lev 26:25: Deut 1:27; 2:24, 30; 3:2, 3; 7:24; 19:12; 20:13; 21:10; Josh
2:24; 6:2; 7:7; 8:1, 7, 18; 10:8, 19, 30, 32; 11:8; 21:44; 24:8, 11; Judg 1:2,
4; 2:14, 23; 3:10, 28; 4:7, 14; 6:1, 13; 7:2, 7, 9, 14, 15; 8:3, 7, 15; 9:29;
11:21,30, 32; 12:3; 13:1; 15:12, 13,18; 16:23,24; 18:10; 20:28; 1 Sam
14:10, 12, 37; 17:47; 23:4, 14; 24:5, 11; 26:23; 28:19 (2x); 30:23; 2 Sam
5:19 (2x); 10:10; 16:8; 21:9; 1 Kgs 18:9; 20:13, 28; 22:6, 12, 15; 2 Kgs
3:10, 13, 18; 13:3 (2x); 17:20; 18:30: 19:10: 21:14: Isa 22:21:36:15:
37:10: 47:6; Jer 20:4, 5; 21:7 (3x), 10; 22:25 (4x); 26:24; 27:6; 29:21;
32:3, 4, 24, 25, 28 (2x), 36, 43; 34:2, 3, 20 (2x), 21 (3x); 37:17: 3 8 :3 .16,
18, 19; 39:17: 43:3; 44:30 f3xl: 46:24. 26 (3x); Ezek 7:21; 11:9; 16:39;
21:36; 23:9 (2x), 28; 31:11; 39:23; Pss 10:14; 78:61; 106:41; Job 9:24:
Lam 1:14; Dan 1:2; 11:11: Ezra 9:7: Neh 9:24, 27, 30; 1 Chr 5:20: 14:10
(2x); 16:7; 19:11; 22:18; 2 Chr 13:16; 16:8; 18:5, 11, 14; 24:24; 25:20;
2 8 :5 .5 .9 : 34:16:36:17.
2323 Jer 12:7.
2324 Ezek 38:4.
2325 Deut 15:17.
2326 Deut 18:18; 1 Kgs 22:23; Jer 1:9; 5:14; Ps 40:4; 2 Chr 18:22.
2327 Gen 16:5; 2 Sam 12:8; Ezek 37:6.
2328 Exod 31:6; 35:34; 36:2; 1 Kgs 10:24; Jer 32:40; Ps4:8; E c c l3 :ll; Ezra
7:27; 2 Chr 9:23.
2329 Ezek 16:27; Pss 27:12; 41:3.
2331 Lev 20:15.
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2333
2341
2342
2344
2345
2346
2347
2353
2354
2357
2359
2361
2363
2366
2367
2369
2373
2376
2395
2397

Ezek 29:4.
2 Chr 9:16.
Exod 26:34; 30:36; 40:22; 1 Kgs 7:51; Isa 56:5; Lam 2:7; Ezra 1:7; Neh
13:4; 2 Chr 4:7; 5:1; 35:3.
Gen 42:27; Jer 52:11; Ps 33:7; 2 Chr 36:7.
2 Chr 22:11.
Deut 15:17.
2 Chr 24:8.
Jer 32:14; Ezek 4:9; Prov 23:31.
Gen 43:23.
Jer 27:8; Ezek 19:9.
Lev 10:1; Num 16:7.
Isa 43:16.
Ps 69:22.
Lam 3:29.
Gen 9:13.
2 Kgs 19:18; Isa 37:19.
1 Sam 24:11.
Isa 43:16.
Gen 40:3; 41:10; Num 21:29.
Eccl 10:6.

24 Y is the metaphorical expression 'TUIl “in the eyes o f ’
2411 Gen 39:21; Exod 3:21;11:3; 12:36.
25 Y is a relative localization
2511 Jer 14:13.
2512 Ezra 9:8.
2514 Jer 24:9; Amos 4:6.
2518 Gen 48:9.
2523 Jer 15:13; 17:3.
2531 Exod 39:25 (2x).
2535 Gen 41:48; 2 Chr 6:13.
2536 1 Kgs 6:27.
2538 Gen 23:9; Lev 26:11; N um 5:21; 27:4, 7; 26:62; Josh 14:3; 15:13; 17:4
(2x); 19:49; Ezek 29:21; 32:25, 25; 37:26; Job 42:15.
2539 Ezek 29:12; 31:14.
2542 Jer 31:33; Ezek 11:19; 36:26, 27.
2548 Deut 21:8.
2564 1 Sam 9:22.
2576 Ezek 32:23.
2581 Deut 3:20; Josh 1:15; 13:8; 22:4.
2588 2 Kgs 12:10 (ketib).
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26 Y is a contact8

2611
2613
2617
2621
2624
2631
2636
2637
2638
2647

Exod 7:4.
Ezek 26:9.
Ezek 30:8, 14, 16.
Lev 17:10; 20:3, 6; 26:17; Ezek 14:8; 15:7.
Dan 1:17.
Joel 2:17.
Ps 50:20.
Deut 6:22 (3x); Num 31:3; Ezek 25:14, 17; Neh 9:10 (3x).
Ezek 23:25.
Deut 21:17.

27 Y = X = series of temporal or abstract expressions

2711 1 Kgs 5:25.
28 Y is a set to which X is given

2811
2817
2824
2827
2841
2843
2844
2858
2875

Jer 6:27.
Ezek 44:28.
1 Chr 12:19.
2 Sam 24:15; 1 Chr 21:14.
Isa 8:18.
Zeph 3:20.
Jer 29:18; Ezek 5:14; Joel 2:19; 2 Chr 7:20.
Ezek 39:21.
Ezek 32:25.

29 Y is a set to which X already belongs
2914 Jer 49:15 (2x); Obad 2.
2952 2 Chr 31:19 (2x).
2956 Num 18:21.

3 Temporalization9 (34 times)

3111
3113
3151
3154

Neh 10:33.
2 Chr 27:5.
Deut 24:15: Jer 52:34: Neh 12:47.
Lev 27:23; Josh 9:27; 1 Sam 12:18; 27:6; 1 Kgs 13:3; Jer 39:10; Esth 8:1;
1 Chr 16:7.

8The preposition 2 expresses contact, w h ereb y th e activity is alw ays for the disadvantage o f
the referent o f the prepositional phrase.
9The preposition 3 is followed by a designation o f tim e (Y = tem poral expression).
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3155
3159
3163
3165
3172
3175
3177
3351
3415
3442
3512

Exod 16:29; 22:29.
Lev 5:24.
Neh 12:47 (2x).
1 Chr 22:9.
Exod 16:8; Zeph 3:5 (2x).
Exod 16:8.
Job 35:10.
Ezra 9:8.
Lev 26:4; Deut 11:14; 28:12; Jer 5:24; Pss 1:3; 104:27; 145:15.
Lev 7:36.
1 Chr 16:7.

4 M odalization10 (8 times)
41 Y is an abstract o f quality
4134 Isa 61:8.
4135 2 Chr 31:15.
42 Y is an abstract of an activity which is expressed by an intransitive verb
4261 Gen 45:2.
43 Y is an abstract o f an inner activity expressed by an intransitive verb
4311 Ezek 36:5.
44 Y is an abstract o f an activity which is expressed by a transitive verb
4411 Isa 27:4.
4451 Hos 13:11.
4462 Ezek 36:5.
4469 Prov 13:10.

5 Parallelization 11 (2 times)
5211 1 Kgs 13:5.
5311 Ezek 32:29.

10The preposition 3 is followed by an abstract expression (Y = ab stract) th a t qualifies the
predicate X.
"T h e preposition 3 is followed by a complete predicate that is n o m in alized or
pronom inalized.
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